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LONDON GENERAL EPISTLE.

7 he Friend (London) for Sixth Month 9th was long over-

due; it reached our office too late last week to receive any
notice in our issue of the 22nd. It may be possible in next
week's number to give a synopsis of some of the many and
varied exercises that came before that meeting, which is

likely to be passed into history as a most memorable occa-

sion.

We print in full the General Epistle and take from the body
of the paper the following note, which will be of interest:

The Yearly Meeting Epistle of 1916 is in some respects unique in the

history of the Society. Probably never before have so many really young

Friends been appointed by the Large Committee on "the Committee
of Twenty-five"—which this j'ear consisted of twenty-eight Friends!

It was a thoroughly representative committee as regards thought as

well as age, and it was wonderfully united in its conclusions. The "im-

derlying unity" was reaUzed in a remarkable degree. In style and phras-

ing the Epistle is quite unusual; in places the language is almost col-

loquial. When have such expressions as "pet scheme" or "dead earnest"

ever appeared in an Epistle before? Even the heading is different, and
it begins "Dear Friends and Comrades." Its directness of expression,

its almost monosyllabic wording, and its numerous interrogatory sen-

tences make it well calculated to convey the deep spiritual message

which it contains to the large circle outside our own borders who are

believed to be ready for just such a message. It deserves the widest

possible circulation.

To Friends the World Over and to all Who Seek the
Way of Life.

From the Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends held in London
from the 24th to the 31st of Fifth Month, igi6.

Dear Friends and Comrades:—
We need one another in these dark days if we are to find

the way to the true goal of humanity. We have missed the
way. In struggling to find it we have been foolish enough to

think that we could find it alone, or in small groups. Each
group has its own pet scheme; and we call our different plans

by names that exclude those who will not use our labels.

Socialism, nationalism, democracy, orthodoxy, conservatism,
liberalism—these are so many names by which we group
ourselves around ideas. The goal of the race must include

all noble human aims. Is it not time to set about seeking

that goal

—

together?

British and German, Slav and Teuton, Mongol and Negro
—into such groups we have been divided by birth. And so

we conclude that we must struggle one against the other,

each to win his own ends or work out his particular ideal of

good. Can we not see a common good in which none shall

be crushed, in which all shall strive together for more worthy
ends than any of us can see alone?

There is warfare for all of us in this world. But against

whom? and for what end? It is not our brother men who are

our enemies, but the germs of disease that destroy men's
bodies, and the false ideas and evil passions that destroy
their souls. We strive for a state of society in which the
good of all may be achieved by the self-denying labor of each.

In this warfare we need one another. Every true man and
every true woman counts. We cannot afford to lose brave
spirits, whatever national allegiance they own, to whatever
sect or party they belong.

Is it not time to try to find our way back to one another?
We are all more or less in bonds. Some of us are bound by
never-ceasing toil, and we cannot find the way to our best

life. Some of us are bound by wealth that dims the vision

of the Highest, and leaves us poor in soul when we are called

rich. Some of us are bound, by what seems like a tragic fate,

to take the lives of our fellow-men while we only wish to give

our lives for our country. Some of us are bound to appear the
enemies of our country for conscience' sake, when we wish
to serve her with all our powers. Many of us are carrying a

sorrow that is almost more than we can bear, and we cannot
see the meaning of the loss of those whom we loved better

than ourselves. Some of us are cut off from friends with
whom we have worked, by deep differences of opinion that

we cannot reconcile.

How are we to find our way back to one another? There is

a way back, and, as we find this way and take it, we shall

be able together to wage the one warfare worthy of all human
endeavor.

There once lived a Man in whose short life men and
women of the most widely diverse races and types have alike

found inspiration. He moved with equal ease among rich

and poor. He had a word of cheer for little children, for sor-

rowing women, for the outcast from society, for the sincere

and true-hearted wherever He met them. His words opened
men's eyes to the meaning of love. His deeds stirred their

hearts by the beauty of love. His death won them by the

power of love. Thus all sorts of people came to find in Him
a Brother and a Saviour. If that kind of life were lived by
many people to-day, the world would be a very different

place. Can we not all begin at once to take Him seriously?

Let us try together to see if His way will work. Let each one
make the experiment. We want to begin without waiting

until everyone else is ready to begin, too.

Would not this mean personal disaster? There seem to be

so few arguments in favor of it, except that Jesus tried it,

and it would, at any rate, be something new to try it in our

common life to-day. But is it really possible to apply this

to modern conditions, and to the whole community? Would
it not lead straight to national ruin? Our own methods have

not been crowned with such great success as to give us any
confidence in discarding the wisdom of Jesus Christ. Is it not

possible that He knew best, and that He had something quite

distinctive to say to the world? May not His rising again

be an actual fact big with meaning for us to-day? If so, we
could at least say that by His death on the Cross, He won a
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truer victory than was ever won by armies or navies, and
that God was indeed with Him, and is always with those
who follow His way.

IVe stand by the conviction that this was and is actually the
case, and that the most real and abiding force in human
affairs was seen in operation in the life, death and rising
again of Jesus Christ. That force we call the love of God. It

cannot really be vanquished. Christ is not dead. He lives
in our midst to-day. We know something of His spirit in our
own experience. We want to know more of His spirit, because
we are sure that He can lead us and all men in the way of
truth. Our desire is to be altogether ready to follow wherever
He leads, even when we cannot see where we are going. We
are convinced that He is leading us to something very differ-
ent from all that has satisfied us so far.

We may have to learn to give up the whole idea of defend-
ing our rights, and be willing to stand, as Christ stood, de-
fenceless in the midst of a world of possible enemies. Might
it not be that this plan would turn them into friends—a much
better thing than defeating them? We may have to learn anew
the real meaning of justice and to demonstrate it in the world
as Christ did by accepting the full consequences of injustice.
Is it not possible that we should thus find ourselves possessed
of the only weapon by which evil can be overthrown—even
the love that never fails?

The way may be difficult. The service called for may be
menial, unseen, unrecognized. It matters not, if only, along
with all others who really love their fellows, we can help to
find the way back to one another, and to the Son of God.
Let us begin again. The mistakes we have made have had
terrible consequences. All the world is torn and divided,
and there may be worse things to come. If we were all to begin
again as little children, might not God use even us to save
the world from threatened disaster? Might we not wage a
winning war against all that destroys men's bodies and souls?
Could we not find the way along which we might reach the
true goal for the whole human family?
The way to discover and reach the goal is for each one of

us to begin in dead earnest. When one person really steps
out into the desperate venture of following Jesus all the way,
someone else will see and want to follow too. There is a splen-
did contagion in courageous goodwill. One man, one Church,,
one nation, that takes the risks of such a following may lead
the world to a better day. Is it not worth trying? Is it not,
in fact, the one thing in the world that is really worth trying?
Is It not the way by which we and our brothers may come to.

know God?
Together with all who strive for these things we seek to

know and follow His wonderful will for men. Let us turn
to Him without any reserve in the confidence that He is
eager to give to us His best—now.

Signed in and on behalf of the meeting.

John H. Barlow, Clerk.
I

THE THREE DAYS.

Three days, I ween, make up our life

Where shadow and sunshine play;

The day that is past and the day to come,
And the day that is called to-day.

Three days, I ween, make up our hfe,

But two are not ours at all,

For Yesterday, laden with good or iU,

Has passed beyond recall.

And To-morrow sits shrouded near God's throne,

And her veil none shall tear away,
But To-day is the golden day for men
For God's will may be done to-day.

And if To-day we do Thy will

Though we sow our seed in sorrow,

We shall reap the harvest of hkeness to Thee,

When we see Thy face To-morrow.

THE MESSAGE OF JOHN WOOLMAN.*
It is generally conceded that literature has been permanently

enriched by the writings of John Woolman. And yet it is by
no means easy to define wherein the Quaker saint of Mount
Holly has made his special contributions, above and beyond
the work he was enabled to accomplish in helping to purge
the Society of Friends of all complicity with the institution
of slavery. We search his Journal and other writings in vain
for any startlingly new pronouncement on matters either
theological, ecclesiastical or economic. John Woolman was
no theologian, though loyal to the Christian faith. No
ecclesiastic, though a consistent member of the Society of
Friends. No mere reformer, though a pioneer in the advocacy
of economic change. John Woolman was just a lover of God
and of all His works, and especially of the image of God—the
human race—under whatever conditions or color he came in
contact with it.

That which was new about John Woolman was not so much
his teaching as his life. He made an heroic attempt, by the
constrainings and enablings of the Divine Spirit, to set forth
the abstract in the concrete. He successfully demonstrated
the workability of the principles of uncorrupted New Testa-
ment Christianity. He modernized the Sermon on the Mount.
John Woolman is no special ornament on a narrow sectarian

shelf. To be a Quaker was to him the very negation of
sectarianism. It lifted him, to use his own phrase, out of
" the narrowness of sects" into the universal spirit of heavenly
affections. He dwelt in an atmosphere inimical to wrangling
and debate, where the True Light is seen in the shining of its

own pure rays. We come across no theological subtleties in
his writings. The fundamental doctrines of Christianity are
constantly affirmed by him, but not for controversy; they are
the verities that nourished his piety, and directed the steps
of a life, hid with Christ, in God. Thus in his religious labors
he seldom argued, but rather appealed to that tender principle
in others which he knew would consent to the Truth, whatever
opposite reasons the mind, summoned to defend a bad con-
science, might cleverly advance.
The life which John Woolman lived is the great legacy, not

yet exhausted, which he has bequeathed to posterity. And
this living message has at the very heart of it, the evidence
which it affords, that the doctrine of the Inward Light is

something more than an abstruse philosophical proposition or
mystical dream. John Woolman found in it a healing virtue
for his spiritual maladies, and a practical guidance in the foot-
steps of his Lord and Master. It enlightened his understand-
ing with that wisdom which he was enabled to apply to the
complexities of a busy life.

John Woolman and St. Francis of Assisi have sometimes
been bracketed together as the two individuals who have
most closely realized for us the image and example of the
Blessed Master, of whom the four evangelists have left for us
their pen-portraits. But of the two, John Woolman means
more for us. I have no doubt that in St. Francis Divine wis-
dom approached the medieval church in a way it could under-
stand. But in John Woolman our Lord comes to us under
another form. There is no halo around John Woolman's
head. Legendary love has not invested him with supernormal
qualities. He is a child of our age, with his finger on the
pulse-beat of our complex civilization; and amidst its fever
and fret he pursues his tranquil way.
Coming more particularly to the literary remains of John

Woolman, his Journal and the tracts he put forth, we discover
that there are some three strands of teaching, which are twined
together, and which may be spoken of as John Woolman's
message. The first of these is his deep conviction that the
secrets of life must he discovered tn the depths of a man's own
spirit. The second: the tremendous importance of little things.
The third: that practical Christian living is the valuation of
the things of time in the light of eternity. There is hardly a

•Delivered at Mt. Holly, N. J., Sixth Month 10, 1916,
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page on which one or other of these principles is not affirmed,

having been woven into the web and.woof of John Wooiman's
character. The space allotted to me here quite prevents a go-

ing into details. One would like to linger over the steps lead-

ing to what might be called his conversion, issuing in a life of

devoted discipleship to Christ; John Woolman becoming
acquainted with that tender principle placed in every man,
which points out both the disease of sin and the Divine remedy.
Also how attention to the inward teaching brought John Wool-
man forth in the ministry, and exercised him to wait in deep
silence, sometimes for weeks together, until he felt that arise

which enabled him to proclaim the message like a trumpet.

How the conscience became more and more tender, and the

understanding more and more enlightened; so that he could

not but refuse to write a bill of conveyance for slaves; or make
out bills disposing of slaves, or even wear dyed garments,

because they covered up dii-f; or send letters by post, because

of the cruel speed to which post boys were subjected to the

danger of their lives.

It also would be most helpful to make a special study of

John Wooiman's teaching on the subject of labor. What his

illustrious contemporary, Emmanuel Swedenborg, enunicated
in his "doctrine of uses," and Thomas Carlyle, the sage of

Chelsea, a century after, in his "gospel of work," John Wool-
man, hearkening to the inward Teacher, expressed in words
of unexampled simplicity, purity and sweetness, reflecting, as

it has been pointed out, the tranquility and purity in which
his soul habitually dwelt. While at the same time, what was
with others an academic study, became living flesh and blood

in John Woolman, easily apprehended by the common man.
But it might be profitable to focus special attention at this

time on his tract, now entitled: "A IVord of Rememhrance and
Caution to the Rich," but originally headed, so 1 am informed,
" A Plea for the Poor."' It is indeed a choice production. It

was first printed in 1793, more than twenty years after the

decease of its author. The question arises whether Friends
did not consider its teaching too radical, and therefore con-

demned it to the shelf so long. If so, John Woolman, like all

the prophets, though of his time, with a message for his time,

was ahead of his time. Be this as it may, it certainly deserves

the closest scrutiny, and if its principles came to prevail in

human society, the thorny problems of the proper relations

between capital and labor which furnish material for the

propaganda of modern socialism would surely be settled. But
John Wooiman's proposed solution comes from the opposite

side of approach to that o'f the socialist agitator or the mere
reformer. He comes to this ancient and modern question
with the evangel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, " the

Word of the Cross" which is " the power of God."
The tract is divided into twelve sections, each section

crystallizing a definite point.

Thus in section 1 the author attacks the evil of seeking wealth
for its own sake. In section 11 he pleads for the recognition

of this fundamental fact that God is the true Owner, we only
temporary possessors; in line with the Pentecostal experience,

when "none of them called any of the things he possessed his

mm." In section HI he points out to possessors of large

estates that they hold them in trust for the benefit of others.

In section IV he is concerned that those whose income is

derived from the labors of others should cultivate tenderness
of heart towards these toilers. Section V has for its burden
the expression of John Wooiman's feeling that the craving for

inordinate luxuries is the reason that the many are overtaxed
with toil never intended by infinite Goodness. The many
are overworked for the benefit of the few. Section VI follows

in due order dealing with the curse of intemperance which is

fostered by the aforementioned evil, as spent nature is apt
to cry out for artificial stimulants.

Section VI 1 strikes a very solemn note, if we by our wealth
make our children great and give them power to deal hardly
with others, after death we shall have no more satisfaction out
of it than if we had given it to others to enable them t(j oppress

our children. Truly this is the valuation of the things of

time in the light of eternity! Section VIII sets before the

reader as the greatest aim in life to find such an establishment

in the love of God that material gains will fail to cast their

witchery over the imagination. Section IX shows how wars

too have their origin largely in this spirit of covetousness, the

desire to have what is in the hand of another. In section X
the author reverts to his former thesis and opens up more
fully the grand principle that God is the true landlord and

man only his tenant for a brief while. In section XI he proves

how mighty results flow from apparently small beginnings

and that therefore little things may be the germs of tremendous

consequences, so that we need to be constantly exercised

to dwell in that universal love and in that Divine harmony
in which the holy angels live, that the serenity of our mind

may never be clouded by remembering that some part of our

employments tends to support customs which have their

foundation in the self-seeking spirit.

Finally, in section XII, John Woolman traces out the steps

by which it has come to pass that there is so much inequality

among men—the many debarred from the chances open to

the few; he declares it to be his conviction that it is part of

the programme committed to "the whole family of Christ

Jesus in this world to labor for a perfect redemption from this

spirit of oppression," a form of slavery which still casts its

shadow over the greater part of the human race.

Our Divine Lord and Master said, that "to whom much
is given, of him much will be required." John Woolman is

one of the greatest gifts the Head of the Church has bestowed

upon the Society of Friends. Truly he belongs to the Church

universal. But his special sphere of labor was the religious

fellowship of the Quaker community. Certainly not for this

community to glorify itself on that account, or merely to

inscribe John Wooiman's name on its roll of " Quaker worthies."

Rather so to learn the lesson of his life, and to catch its in-

spiration, that it may still be a factor making for spiritual

advance.
Max I. Reich.

OLD SPRINGFIELD DAY.

I love old meeting-houses, and could roam

Forever in old.Quaker neighborhoods,

By peaceful hamlets and high breezy hills

And dreamy rivers sleeping in the sun.

Beneath the noble sycamores and oaks

That guard those quiet roofs I love to watch

The Friends arrive and in the shady porch

Give cheery greetings, and in little groups

Converse on happenings of the week, or glow

With kindly, tender smiles and wistful words

O'er "good old days" and memories half forgot,

While young folks stray apart and children seek

For violets and chase the butterflies.

—John Russell Hayes.

"Debbie, how's thee?" This with a peculiarly striking

emphasis upon the final word, punctuated the stillness that

was fast settling upon the large company gathered within the

meeting-house at Springfield, Del. Co., Pa., upon First-day,

the twenty-eighth of Fifth Month; the occasion being that of

the annual "kindly" gathering of neighbors and old friends

for the purpose of uniting in worship with the little group by

whom the meeting is ordinarily sustained.

The tone of that voice lingers, while so much else that the

day held of pleasing incident grows dimmer on the memory.

1 1 was a man's voice that we heard, all unmindful of its st rength

and frankness. No doubt the response came with equal

good will, but in accents unheard. It is one of the redee ming
features of "plain" Quakerism that though the worldly in-

fluence may generally prevail to hide its distinctive peculiari-

ties of speech and manner, occasions do arise when the earlier

nurture leaps once more to the surface, and aught but the

old form and custom seems strangely out of place.

The day is of that rare, perfect character wherein all things
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without doors rejoice together and partake of the communion
which thrills the heart and feeds the soul in man. From the

giant oaks and stately maples that skirt the adjacent grave-
yard—most attractively kept—come the notes of the oriole,

the vireo and the yellow warbler. Surely such harmony is

in full accord with the will of the Creator. Not from within
the meeting-house alone, but from all around, at such a time
and on such a day as this, seems to come the inviting call to

prayer.

At length a voice is raised to the Throne of Grace in reverent

and impressive accents invoking the Divine blessing. The
assembly rises to the sound of words proceeding from a heart

bathed deeply in the memories of youth and early manhood,
recalling the worth and strength of purpose that dwelt in the
lives of those who in the past had served the Master within
those walls—men and women whose personality had left a

definite influence upon the neighborhood and who had shown
forth to their fellows the uplifting and enduring qualities of

Christianity.

Other hearts are stirred to speak the Gospel message that
wells from the spring of life for the occasion. In this exercise

of the ministerial gift there was enough to satisfy the believer

that all proceeded from the same spirit, of which the refrain

might be taken to be,
—

"Christ in you, the hope of glory."
" If any man have not the spirit of Christ he is none of His."

The comforting promise to the church spoken by the prophet
Isaiah was brought to remembrance,—"When thou passest

through the waters, I will be with thee; and through the

rivers, they shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest through
the fire, thou shalt not be burnt; neither shall the flame kindle

upon thee."

As the meeting had begun with an invocation for the Divine
blessing, it closed with grateful acknowledgment that this

favor had in large measure been granted. The sense that it

had indeed been good to be there touched with deeper and
tenderer feeling the greetings said, as kindred shook hands
with kindred and friend with friend, beneath the shade of

noble trees, or as they walked upon the verdant sod that man-
tled the graves where loved forms had been laid to rest.

We linger on the scene until almost the last of the many
motor cars has sped away, and the gentle breeze has swept
aside their successive trails of dust; then venturing forth amid
the glowing noontide we follow the pure scent of succulent
grass in glimmering meadows, or, the "impress from vernal
wood," till, at last, we reach a shady glen threaded by a stream-
let fringed by nodding ferns and interrupted in its flow by
spicy water-cress. Here we spread our appetizing luncheon
already sauced by unfeigned hunger. Rest is sweet at such
a time when the senses are lulled by the harmony that seems
all-abounding. The song of the oven bird, the chewink and
the indigo bunting is incessant, while in an adjacent field,

sleek, well-contented kine pause amid their feeding, as if to

inquire the purpose of our invasion of their domain. Luncheon
over we draw forth a little book bearing the engaging title,

—

"A Son of the Morning." It has the sub-title, " Incidents in

the Life of Richard Davies," with the commending legend:

"They that turn many to righteousness

Shall shine as the stars forever and ever."

The compilation, as will be remembered, is the work of our
friend, William C. Allen, and as we sit at ease this rare day of
heavenly peace and quiet amid the beautiful hills, a kindly
thought goes out to him who now labors in a distant land for

that same Gospel of peace and goodwill to men, which settling

upon the heart of the sturdy Welshman made him indeed
through faith and service, "a son of the morning," in those
early days of Quakerism. Here is a passage from the book
that fell beneath our eye:

"The Almighty God put it in my heart to consider the cost,

and that through tribulation 1 was to enter the kingdom of

heaven. And I was faithful in this testimony 1 had to bear.

"The consideration was weighty with me, lest I should begin
to take up the cross and to walk in this way, and should not

be able to hold out to the end. The weight and burden was
great, having none in the country to be an help to me in the

time of my exercise, but the Lord alone. 1 was very ready and
willing to take hold of his promises; and my prayers unto Him
.were, that He would enable me to go through all things that He
required. I was now first called a Quaker because I said to

a single person, thee and thou, and kept on my hat, and did
not go after the customs and fashions of the world, that other
professors lived and walked in."

"We may observe," says our compiler, "that this young
man, who was at that time about twenty years of age, became
a convinced Friend, in the most unfavorable surroundings, and
almost without any human friendship or approval to cheer

him on his way."
We read further and come upon this passage: "When about

twenty-two years of age, Richard Davies obtained permission

to leave his business and go to Shrewsbury to attend a meeting
that he understood was held there. He had never before been
in a Friends' meeting. No word was uttered; yet as they sat

in silence, their hearts were so touched with a sense of the

Divine love and presence, that there was hardly a dry eye
among them."
We at length closed the book with mingled feelings. One

cannot but be stirred by such reminiscences of early Quakerism.
The strength of character, the definiteness of purpose, the

abounding willingness to wait for the presence and call of

God in their hearts until aroused to action or melted into

tears, that characterized these " Children of the Light," these
" Friends of Truth," must be a constant inspiration to us who
surely have not received such an heritage for naught.

Walter L. Moore.

ARE LARGE ARMAMENTS AS SUCH EITHER PROVO-
CATIVES OF WAR OR DETERRENTS OF ARBITRAL
AND JUDICIAL SETTLEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
DIFFERENCES?

BY CHAELES JEPFEESON, NEW YORK CITY.

(Concluded.)

Armed Peace is a form of war. Armament is in reality an
attack on some other nation. That nation meets it with a

counter attack. Launch a dreadnought and there is a counter
dreadnought, a cruiser and there is a counter cruiser, a sub-
marine and there is a counter submarine. You cannot arm
for defense without compelling others to arm in defense, and
when the defenses have reached a certain point of perfection

there will be war. Just now many Americans are trying to

draw a line between armament for defense and armament for

aggression. There is no such line possible. What is defensive

for you, will be offensive for your neighbor. Men say: "We
arm not jor war, but against war," and think they have said

something. They have said nothing. You can't change a
situation by altering a preposition, it makes no difl'erence at

all whether you arm for offense or defense

—

for war or against

war. The effect is precisely the same, and the budgets are

the same. Great Britain armed for defense only. A navy
was necessary, she said, to protect her commerce. Germany
built up a vast commerce, and acting on the British philosophy,

she said she had to protect it with a fleet. Every German,
from Von Bulow down declared it was only for defense, but
no Englishman believed it. Every Englishman declared that

the British navy was solely for defense, but no German be-

lieved it. What is the use of fooling ourselves with words.
1 1 is not what we say, but what we do, that shapes the character
and destiny of the world. England armed for defense and
Germany did the same, and they met at last on the field of

blood. They did not want to fight. Every Englishman of

note has said that within the last ten years. Every German
in official position has said that Germany desired only the
friendship of England. The Kaiser said it, and Marshal von
Bieberstein and Prince Lichnowsky and Herr von Jagow, and
all the rest of them. You may say they were lying. I cannot
go with you. I believe they were all honest men and spoke
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the truth. The best men in Britain and Germany had no

desire to fight. Those two great empires were driven to war

by their guns. The expanding squadrons of battleships on the

North Sea simply drove them irresistibly apart, snapping the

ties made sacred by the memories of a thousand years.

In the third place large armaments precipitate war because

in times of national excitement, the control of affairs passes

inevitably into the hands of the most aggressive and best

organized body of men in the nation. As a recent writer in

the Berliner Tagehlatt says: "Even the most gifted and most

industrious monarch disappears behind the machine." Now
the army and navy are machines. They are organized for

swift and vigorous action. The English papers have prided

themselves for years on the fact that in case of war, the British

navy would get its blow in first, before the other nation had the

time even to read in the papers that war had been declared.

At the first Hague Conference, the head of the German delega-

tion, Count Munster, disparaged arbitration, saying: "It

would be injurious to Germany. Germany is prepared for.

war. She can mobilize her army in ten days. Arbitration

simply gives rival powers time to put themselves in readiness."

At the same conference. Sir John Fisher spoke for England.

His argument was this: "The British navy is prepared. A
vast deal depends on prompt action by the navy. The truce

afforded by arbitration proceedings will give other powers

time to put themselves into complete readiness." This is the

spirit of the army and navy always. It is fundamental in

military tactics that the blow shall be swift. No time must

be wasted on reflection or on discussion.
,
The machine when

ready must move at once. It is disheartening therefore to

hear just now so many Americans crying for guns and saying:

"We do not want war, we do not intend war," just as though

nations get what they want or intend. They get what they

prepare for. In a crisis, our big army and navy, if created,

will fall into the hands of the then dominant political party,

into the hands of the ruling faction of that party, into the

hands of the most energetic group in that faction, into the

hands of the most vigorous and ambitious individual in that

group. The people will have nothing to say when the crucial

hour arrives. Even the alleged rulers will have exceedingly

little to say. It is the men who have been trained for war,

who when "the clock strikes, leap into the saddle, and drag the

nation after them. That is what happened in Berlin in the

feverish [Eighth Month] of 1914. William II is a man of un-

usual strength, but when the army chiefs all told him there

must be no delay, the fateful ultimatum was sent, and the

war was on!

Great armies and navies are of necessity the implacable foes

of arbitral and judicial methods of settling international dis-

putes. Militarists have scant patience with diplomatists who
want to investigate and consider and reason. They do not

care to untie knots, they prefer to cut them. In IQ08, when
Bosnia and Herzogovinia were taken by Austria, there was

no conference for discussion. Germany appeared in shining

armor and the case was settled, not by reason, but by the

army. Later on at Agadir, Great Britain appeared by the

side of France in shining armor. The case was settled not by

reason, but by the navy. It was those two settlements which

unsettled the world. Big armaments shove reason aside and

throw the purple over the shoulders of force. If you point

a gun at me I cannot reason. I fall back on my primitive

instincts. If I am strong, the tiger in me comes to the front,

and I try to knock you over or tear you to pieces. If 1 am
weak, the fox in me becomes dominant and I trick you if I can.

Guns cut the nerves of arbitration. Diplomatic pressure

(which means the pressure of sixteen-inch guns) is a kind of

pressure that squeezes out the life of justice, and of liberty,

and leaves nations irritated and revengeful.

Great armies and great navies are a deadening, blighting,

intolerable curse. They are a nuisance and a menace, a

plague and a scourge. The world cannot breathe freely until

they are eliminated. International diplomacy cannot be

sound so long as these excrescences exist. World finances

cannot be normal until this incubus is thrown off. Our Chris-

tian ideals cannot be realized so long as Caesar sits on the

throne of the world. The mailed fist is an enemy of Christ.

Shining armor is an abomination to God. Hague Conferences

will make tardy progress until we escape the domination of

military-naval experts. Peace palaces are built in vain so

long as competitive armaments surround them. The rights

of humanity are never safe when propped up by huge engines

of war. Great armaments must be gotten rid of. They will

be, when the people decree it. It is for all who love mankind

to' proceed to organize the world. Our fathers organized

thirteen commonwealths into a republic. The principle was

sound, and the thirteen have increased to forty-eight. We
must now help to organize the nations into a faniily to be

governed by justice and liberty and goodwill. It is not for

us to adopt the stupid European policy of armed peace, or to

train every boy to shoot, which is the old Pequot ideal, or to

give a new lease of life to a philosophy that is pagan and rotten

;

it is for us to bend all our energies at this crisis of history to

the working out of a plan whereby the world's armaments

shall be melted, and the streams of gold and brain energy

now devoted to the multiplication of the instruments of blood,

shall be consecrated to the creation of those constructive and

beneficent agencies and institutions, which shall heal the run-

ning sores of the world, provide for its multitudinous and

clamorous needs, and open the beautiful gates of a thousand

years of peace. _

AN HISTORIC YEARLY MEETING.

We had a very pleasant voyage to Falmouth, England.

There were aboard the ship many Canadians, a few English-

men and Americans, as well as citizens of Continental coun-

tries. The last twenty-four hours were quite exciting com-

pared with many voyages 1 had previously made. The piles

of life preservers on deck, the life boats prepared for instant

service, the notices as to what we were to do in event of

emergency, the disquieted nights and conversation naturally

induced by the occasion all reminded us that we were in the

war zone. No doubt our ship's company was very glad to

find the Noordam safely anchored in Falmouth harbor. Not

a few of us thought of the beautiful little English babies and

children and the few infirm people who were with us on the ship.

In order to enter England under present conditions we were

obliged to pass through the hands of the military authorities,

the alien officials, the customs and the police. The whole

involved nearly two days of tedious waiting, cross-examination

and inspection, but I am happy to report that with one slight

exception, all these gentlemen were exceedingly courteous and

did everything to minimize the annoyances to which they were

compelled to subject the strangers entering their land. In-

deed, we have laughed over being compelled to so frequently

visit the police in connection with establishing our identity,

with respect to future travel in England, and have remarked

that we have become quite accustomed to hanging around police

stations. It is especially noticeable that as Americans we have

been treated by the police officials with the greatest courtesy.

We reached "London the day preceding Yearly Meeting, and

effected a happy reunion with our son and daughter at Pad-

dington station. They are subjects of George V, and we are

citizens of the Great Republic; but family ties, as religious

ties, are stronger than all others.

Devonshire House, in which the Yearly Meeting is held, has

numerous rooms, many stairways and an infinite variety of

corridors, many of which have few windows, and all centre

about "the yard," which is the common meeting ground for

friendly reunion and conversation. The 23rd ult. was de-

voted to two meetings for worship, morning and afternoon,

in the large meeting-room. In these as well as at subsequent

meetings, 1 have been impressed with the promptness with

which Friends gather. These meetings for worship, called

devotional meetings, were very solemn occasions. It was

evident that in each of them, some effort had been made to

control the messages, by previous consultation with Friends
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who felt they had something to offer. I have been informed
that this has resulted from many testimonies being sometimes
offered on such occasions which do not always seem to be in

harmony with the time and place, so that our Friends feel

that they are compelled to steer between two dangers and
have taken a course which to them seems the best under the

circumstances. Much of the ministry in these meetings was
devoted to the affecting circumstances under which Friends

gathered at this historical meeting. Some members are now
in prison for conscience' sake—others are expecting to go there
in a few days—under circumstances that have not been
duplicated for more than 200 years. Those who referred to

the question of their sufferings because they feel that they
cannot indulge in war, or its spirit, did not in any instance

speak a single word of criticism or bitterness regarding the
law or the action of those who are prosecuting them. On the
contrary, speaker after speaker appealed that the spirit of

love might animate all Friends so perfectly that in their

afflictions they may prove the efficacy and power of the spirit

of love in Jesus Christ, which we profess and attempt to carry
to the world. Full recognition of the difficulties faced by
England to-day was granted, along with many expressions of

forgiveness and a desire for the maintenance of a full allegiance

to the teachings of Jesus Christ in the New Testament and
in our own hearts.

The following day business meetings commenced, men and
women meeting together. Five minutes before the beginning
of each session, an electric bell is rung which can be heard all

over the premises, and immediately everybody hurries into

the large meeting-room. At the hour the Clerk calls out,

"The cords are up," which means that the doors have been
closed, or that large cords have been stretched across the
entrances to the room, so that no one may enter. Immediate-
ly the company is introduced into a profound period of silent

waiting upon God, sometimes broken by a few remarks, or a
short prayer. At the conclusion of worship, the business is

entered upon and people may thereafter come and go as they
desire, although as a matter of fact there is very little inter-

ruption of this character.

Part of the opening session was devoted to the certificates

of visiting ministers. There were only two visitors from
America this year, and this was alluded to by numerous speak-
ers. The following day, when the verbal summary of epistles

from American Yearly Meetings was offered and considered,
there were many kindly expressions regarding Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting. The writer gave a very short explanation
regarding the reasons which many years ago induced our
body to cease correspondence with other Yearly Meetings
throughout the world. One Friend after another arose and
expressed sympathy and interest in Philadelphia Friends. A
recent visitor to America created some amusement by nar-
rating how she had been favored to attend a tea meeting at
" Fourth and Arch," where she was regaled with oysters and
ice cream, asserting that in her English Quarterly Meeting
Friends only aspired to ham sandwiches. It was very notice-

able that members of London Yearly Meeting who have visited

the United States and participated in some of the religious

and social life of Philadelphia, particularly alluded to the
hospitality they have received in that city.

The War Victims' Relief organized and carried on by Lon-
don Yeariy Meeting has been very great. Several hundred
Friends are engaged in it, and up to the date of Yeariy Meeting
over $400,000 have been collected and applied to the relief of

sufferers, principally in Belgium and France. Efforts are

being made to extend operations into other countries, where
destitution is even greater, but which are almost inaccessible

to the English. There has been much house-building, supply-
ing of beds and covers to men, women and children who have
been exposed to the most dreadful conditions, besides a great

deal of help connected with sending the afflicted or sick to

places of safety. Indeed, the splendid work of this committee
could not be depicted in even a long report.

The account of the Aliens' Emergency Relief was if any-

thing more interesting. This committee has been charged
with work among the many thousand Germans or other alien

enemies who are confined in the detention camps in England.

It has devoted much effort towards giving prisoners the op-

portunity of getting into touch with their families in distant

lands. Not a few of these enemy aliens had resided for many
years in England and were to all intents and purposes English

citizens, except that they had never become naturalized.

They have suddenly found themselves under the most trying

conditions, arrested by the authorities, put into detention

camps and have been separated from those they love. Their
businesses have been destroyed, their families impoverished,

and they and their families left among the sorrowful wrecks
of the war. The government has been helpful in aiding the

work of Friends, and giving them full opportunity to assist

these unfortunate aliens.

The report of the Friends' Ambulance Unit revealed that

at the present time there are over 800 engaged in it, and that

thus far Friends have expended about $270,000 in this work.
It is a portion of the Red Cross work, not under military

supervision, yet as close thereto as Friends feel they can
properly get. The work of this organization is found in re-

moving the wounded from the battlefields, in assisting non-
combatants and in doing whatever other service it may
perform, which does not involve the implication of being en-
gaged in the destruction of human life. Whilst this subject

was under discussion, it was very evident that there was a
latent feeling in the meeting that the recognition by the
military authorities of the Friends' Ambulance Unit involved
assistance to the army work, not quite consistent with the
higher ideals held by Friends. For instance, the remark was
made: " That it is a very neat way of helping the army." Others
felt that it did not represent the concluded policy of the
Yearly Meeting, and that whilst a report was made to the
latter, it must not be considered that the Yearly Meeting as

a body officially stood behind it. ^ It would seem that this

work carried with it great possibilities for mitigating human
suffering, whilst giving many young Friends an opportunity
to protest against taking human life. I find the British public

' very appreciative of the relief work of Friends.

During one of the discussions on some of these subjects, a
Friend reminded the meeting that there had been very many
changes in the matter of conscience during the last 250 years.

Thus in the year 1675, a minute was recorded in England in

which Friends were "advised against bone-lacing and to go
into malting." Manufacturing malt and beer was considered
a safe business compared with making bone-laces, which
Friends of that day felt was ministering to human pride.

There were many meetings of committees and numerous
reunions during Yearly Meeting week in London. It has
been a great pleasure to attend the Annual Reunion of the
Australasian Committee, made up of those interested in

Friendly matters in Australia and New Zealand or who have
visited those countries. Violet Hodgkin presided, and her
admirable address was followed by little speeches from others

who had recently returned from the Antipodes. We were
glad to meet with Elizabeth B. Rutter, whom about one year
ago we met in Wellington, New Zealand, and Alfred H. Brown,
whom we parted from less than a year ago in Melbourne,
Australia.

The meeting of the Historical Society was naturally in-

teresting to those who enjoy such subjects. The address of

the day was from the pen of the President, Isaac Sharpless,

and was greatly appreciated by those present. Things Penn-
sylvania came to the front as a result of his contribution to the
interests of the hour. It would be impossible to enter into a
detailed account of the many activities of London Yearly
Meeting. The most conspicuous subject was that of In-

ternational Peace. Friends are having the sympathy of many
people in England, but their trials are many in these terrible

hours of war. The position of the United States with respect

to American sympathy in the struggle is generally understood
in this country. Wm, C Allen,
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THE GOING BY.

As I sit at my window,

I see them go by,

'Tis the Sabbath for worship,

The hour is nigh.

I muse as I watch them,

And wonder if they.

Each one in his going,

Is seeking God's way?

If their hope in the worship,

Is to find Him first there,

And sure as they gather,

He'll meet them in prayer.

Shut out from the gathering,

So weak and forlorn,

'Tis for me to remember,

Christ in me is born.

So let them pass by me,

My part is to know
I can worship the Father,

With no outward show.

Then, too, as I sit here,

And see them go by,

I can pray the dear Father,

And conquer my sigh.

I can ask He meet with them.

Each one feel Him near.

Be quickened and tendered.

With nothing to fear.

That the word, if there spoken.

Should cut to the quick,

And show a false resting,

Which makes the heart sick

;

They may look at the Crucified,

Stricken for them,

And see in His teaching,

The Saviour of men.

Oh! the blessing of one-ness.

From age down to youth.

All seeking the fountain.

The source of all truth.

The type of this one-ness,

Vine and branch, I well know.

And with sap ever flowing

The branch can but grow.

A STRANGER'S COMMENTS.

CHAS. S. MACFARLAND.*

Ruskin once declared that humanity honored the soldier,

"not because he goes forth to slay, but to be slain." The
Quakers are, by virtue of the constitutional principles of their

faith, prohibited from participating in war.

Over against their conscientious objection to war arise in-

stincts of patriotism, defence, and their consciences are thus

between conflicting senses of duty.
The issue has been met by one group of Friends in England

in a manner which illustrates Ruskin's words.

*C. S. M. holds a position of great influence in the Federal Council of

Churches in America, and upon his recent return from some of the Euro-

pean capitals urged upon this body the great work he feels it is called to,

Philip J. Baker, twenty-five years of age (son of Hon. |.

Allen Baker, M. P., President of the World .Alliance for Pro-
moting International Friendship through the Churches), an
Oxford man, former President of the Oxford Union, and a

world-famous athlete, not only at Oxford, but while also a
student at Haverford College, Pa., with other virile young
Friends, proposed the P'riends' Ambulance Unit to solve this

conflict of conscience and duty, his chief helpers being his wife

and his brothers, Allen R. Baker, Joseph S. Baker, and Bevan
B. Baker, with the well-known writer, George Macaulay
Trevelyan, who became commandant, with Philip Baker as

adjutant, and his wife as head matron of the hospital section.

The work of the Friends' Unit has become one of the in-

stitutions of the European war. It has secured the confidence

and commendation of the military authorities of three coun-
tries, both in the field and at home. .\nd it has gained its

unique position among voluntary units by none of the usual

social or influential channels. It has been assisted by no
decorative or sensational personalities. It has hardly been
mentioned in the press. On the contrary, it has had to make
its way against the inevitable military understanding of prin-

ciples such as prevent a large and conspicuous collection of

strong young men from enlisting; against the jealousies of more
socially prominent, but less well organized units; against the

cold-shouldering and suspicion which must always surround
the efforts of any non-military and philanthropic undertaking,

strong enough to force its way into the atn'osphere of fear,

death and necessary disregard of individual suffering such as

characterize a war zone; where civilization is dead, every mo-
tive is suspected, and men are but cunning to kill.

It has won its position by the courage, tact and patience of

its officers in recognizing and seizing opportunities of service,

and in establishing cordial relationships with officials of all

classes and of three races, and by the discipline, good-will, self-

abnegation and unwearying work of its young men.
On their way to Dunkirk, to constitute the Belgian unit, the

first piece of work, crossing the Channel, was the manning of

boats to save the crew of the torpedoed Hermes, in Tenth
Month, 1914. At this time they numbered only forty-three

workers, but they attended, redressed and assisted 1,250 men
the first five days and nights.

Their next point was Ypres, where they organized a second

hospital, the method being to find and care for places of the

greatest need and neglect, and within a couple of months the

staff grew to about 250 workers of all kinds for relief and
restoration.

After the organization was established in what was left of

Belgium and Northern France, the leaders moved on to Italy,

and organized the Italian Unit. Many of them served entirely

at their own expense as well as without pay.

The work is one of constant danger, driving cars over pre-

cipitous mountain roads by night, without lights; often running

the gauntlet of shell-fire, sometimes with disaster, although

thus far they have wonderfully escaped any serious losses.

In addition to the work of gathering up the wounded from
the field, their care in the hospitals, the clothing and housing

of refugees, provision is also made for religious service and
spiritual ministration.

The staff at Dunkirk now consists of about 500 trained men
and 40 women. There is a large fleet of motor ambulances
and two ambulance trains. There are seven hospitals. The
newer Italian Unit is also assuming large proportions.

Our brethren, the Quakers of England, have thus entered

the war, not to take a single human life, but to save, and have

vindicated their self-sacrificing sense of patriotic duty without

violating their consciences or their religious faith.

And take heed of that nature that would know more than

God is willing to reveal; for you shall find that unwilling to

obey what it knows. And take heed of that which desires

to appear before men to be commended, for that seldom

deserves praise of God. And let a godly conversation declare

what is within.

—

James Nayler.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

HARVESTS.
Among the green New England dales

I watched the mowers pass

Along the misty intervales

And through the meadow grass,

Making the bearded tassels writhe

Before the rhythmic, flashing scythe.

The earth and sky conspired to bless

That ancient, kindly toU,

And dignify with kinghness

Those masters of the soil.

Who labored in a peaceful scene,

With hearts so candid and serene.

But suddenly my whole heart yearned

To harvests far away,

Rliere mothers from their cradles turned.

And children left their play.

With unskilled hands, unwonted pain,

To save the nation's standing grain.

For those who should have gathered in

The summer's bounteous yield

Were garnering the fruits of sin

On yet another field

—

Were bringing in with bated breath

The dreadful harvest home of death.
•

—

Odell Shepahd, in Youth's Companion.

Johnny and the Sugar.—The first man to climb Mount
McKinley, the highest mountain in America, was a missionary
—Archdeacon Stuck, of the Alasiia Mission. In telHng of
his feat, the missionary explorer also tells the story of Johnny,
an Indian boy of sixteen. Johnny was an orphan taken from
his dead mother's hut when he was only four years old, and
brought up in the mission by a lady, a faithful worker whom
all loved so much. At first the boy had no other name than
Johnny. When he went to Nenana, to go to a regular school,

he took an additional name, Johnny Fred—that is to say,

Johnny, the son of Fred, after the fashion that has come in

among the Alaskan Indians since the white men arrived.

When Archdeacon Stuck planned to climb Mount McKinley
—only he prefers to call it by the old melodious Indian name
of Denali—he needed two native boys to help with the dog
teams, and he chose Johnny from among the Nenana boys to
drive the missionary's own dog team, and very proud he was
of his job. Six men and fourteen dogs, besides the two boys,
made up the expedition.

When they came to the base of Denali, they camped there,

and the other boy was sent back to Nenana with one of the
dog teams. Johnny was kept, for it was necessary to have
some one stay at this base camp and take care of the dogs and
the supplies. Johnny seemed to be loyal and brave, so he
was chosen—and we shall see whether he disappointed the
explorers or not.

A great glacier, over eleven thousand feet high, stretched
up the mountain, like an icy highway. Up this the dog team
was taken, with supplies, and two camps were made, with
supplies cached in each, so as to be ready when the climbers
came down again. It looked easy to go up the glacier, but it

really was very dangerous, for the ice was full of crevasses,

and a single wrong step might send a man into an ice gulf

hundreds of feet deep. So the men and dogs and Johnny
went up carefully, foot by foot, marking their way with willow
stakes stuck in the snow, so as to come back without danger
along this safe route.

When the first load was hauled up to the very top of the
glacier, they picked out a good camping-place, "cached" the
supplies by finding a convenient hollow, packing the things in,

and covering them with three little silk tents which they ex-

pected to carry higher on their next journey. Then two of

the men did what many people think wrong nowadays, and

many more think foolish—in this case, it certainly turned out
to be both—they sat down and smoked their pipes before

starting down for the next load. One of them threw away
the match with which he lighted his pipe, and it fell upon the
silk tents, and began to smolder quietly, so quietly that no
one saw it.

Down the glacier the men and dogs and Johnny went, and
up they came in four or five hours more, bringing another load.

On the way up, at the turn where the little hollow came into

view, they saw smoke ascending. They hastened their dogs,

but in vain. By the time they reached the cache, tents and
boxes and supplies were all gone. All the sugar for that camp,
all the powdered milk, the baking powder, the dried fruit, the
pilot bread, sixteen pairs of woolen socks, a lot of gloves and
mittens, some heavy fur garments, and, saddest of all, thirty

spools of camera film, were all destroyed. They went to work
at once and made new tents out of sled covers, and cut and
sewed mittens out of blankets. Fortunately, the milk choco-
late and pemmican were on the second load. But there would
be no bread henceforth, and worst of all, no sugar. Every
Arctic explorer knows the value of sugar in the cold, and they
had counted on having plenty of it. Now it was all gone.
True, down at the base camp they had left a ration of every-
thing for Johnny, but that was his, not theirs, and he had to
live on it while they were gone.

So they sent Johnny and the dogs back to the base camp,
to wait for their return in two weeks. Johnny would have to

find game and kill it for the dogs, but there would be enough
rations to keep him alive, as far as his own eating went. Johnny
took the dogs down as the others started up from the glacier

head. But instead of being two weeks on the mountain, the
little party of climbers spent a month there. The ridge they
expected to climb had been shattered by an earthquake, they
found; and the weather became very bad. It was a difficult

and dangerous month, and during the last two weeks of it

they had the additional burden of worry over Johnny Fred.
Had his rations held out? Could he find game in the bad
weather? They came as hastily as possible down the moun-
tain, after at last victoriously reaching the summit, and they
took chances in coming down, far more than in going up, be-
cause of their anxiety about the Indian lad. When they
reached the base camp, however, Johnny was waiting for
them, well and happy. He had killed two caribou and two
mountain sheep, dragged them to camp, skinned them, cut
them up, cooked them, and fed both the dogs and himself
comfortably. He was on a hill watching for the climbers, and
ran to them, taking the pack off the tired shoulders of the
missionary, and putting it on his strong young shoulders.

That was not the best part of his fidelity, though. Remem-
ber that he was only a boy, an Indian, as fond of good things
to eat as any white boy could be; that he had been left alone
for a month, had reason to feel, therefore, a bit neglected, and
that the rations had been left especially for him. In spite of
all that, Johnny Fred had put the sugar and milk in his own
rations—the two especial luxuries—sternly aside, had not
touched either, and had saved them for the others, that they
might enjoy what they had been deprived of by their accident
at the upper camp! How many boys of sixteen would be
likely to do as unselfish and thoughtful thing as that?
The missionary had brought down a piece of granite from

the highest point where rock is seen on the great snowy peak,
and when he returned to civilization he had a jeweler make a
scarfpin out of it for each of the men who had climbed Denali.
But his own scarfpin he did not keep—he presented it, with
ceremony, to Johnny Fred, as the one who had a right to wear
it.

—

William Rittenhouse, in Forward.

" If you were not strangers here the dogs of the world would
not bark at you."

I

" What good we make our own by living it out in our every-
day life will be so much light reflected from our inner being,

and will make an irresistible impression on others."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The following extracts from a letter to Win. C. Allen, from his friend

Edwin Coventry, of British Columbia, recite conditions to which many
of our readers are not strangers.

—

Eds.
" Thyself will be pleased to know that shortly after your visit in 1912,

British Columbia Quarterly Meeting came into being, it being comprised

of the two Monthly Meetings in Victoria and Vancouver. Last year

these were added to by the coming in of the estabhshed meeting at Cal-

gary, Alberta, so now we are three Monthly Meetings. As you know, we
are part of Canada (Orthodox) Yearly Meeting, and although in Ontario

they have the pastoral system in some meetings, each Monthly Meeting

has full control over its own methods of procedure and in its form of

conducting meetings. All the meetings in our Quarterly Meeting hold

their meetings for worship after the manner of Friends as in Great Britain

(and I suppose much hke Philadelphia), and there is no sign or inclina-

tion of any change being made in that regard, and I do not think there

is any likeUhood of any being made. Occasionally we have interchange

of visits with the Puget Sound Meetings, belonging to Indiana Yearly

Meeting (although I think they wiU shortly join up with Oregon Yearly

Meeting instead). We like this interchange of visits, which seem to

be appreciated by both sides, but we could not fall in with a suggestion

that was made about 1913, to join with them in forming a new Yearly

Meeting for the Northwest. While we admire their zeal and have a good

deal to learn from them in that matter, we feel that their methods are

too far removed from the Quaker ideal for us to assimilate in partnership,

and as their numbers are about ten times greater than ours, there would

be also a real danger of our losing what we thus far very much cherish,

and I hope always wOl. We beUeve we will be able to mutually help

each other by keeping "as we are." Early in 1913, Friends in Victoria

started building a meeting-house, and we met in it for the first time in

Fifth Month that year, and it is our home since. A considerable pro- .

portion of the cost was subscribed in England. Unfortimately, just at

the time of beginning to build, the financial depression set in over the

west, and it was subsequently augmented by the war breaking out, con-

sequently a good deal of money that was practically promised us was not

forthcoming. We raised a mortgage of $2500 at 8 per cent. This mort-

gage matured last month. In the "nick of time" we managed to get a

loan for the same amount from a Friend in England, but at 4 per cent.,

instead of 8 per cent., and with the saving in interest thus effected, we
can see our way I think, even despite the hard times and our at present

reduced membership, to pass through these times to clearer waters ahead.

We are indebted to otir Treasurer for about $100 and now think that will

be the extent. As our Treasurer remarked at last Monthly Meeting, 'it

was wonderful how our Father had opened the way ' not once, but many
times, when funds were badly needed. As said above, I am thanlcful

that we now see clearer times ahead, and with the good times coming

by and by, as we all hope and think they will do. Friends will be able to

take a more forward move and activity than hitherto we have felt able

to do. It has been a case of holding the fort, and there has always been

a band of a few faithful ones, who were 'always there.'

" Thus far it has been foimd sufficient to hold the Quarterly Meeting

twice yearly. The Tenth Month Meeting is held in Victoria. We have

seventy-five members of this Monthly Meeting. More than half of

these reside in parts remote from Victoria and so they are not often able

to be at the meeting. We do not get many visitors these times, so we
have not the advantage of 'interchange' of visits which meetings settled

near each other do. From your side of the Une the Friends who have

been here include Allan Jay, Joel Bean, Lydia Cox, Charles Tebbetts,

Robert Pretlow, Levi Pennington, thyself and wife, Joseph Elkinton.

From overseas we have had John Ashworth, Charles Jacob, Allan Rown-
tree, Joseph Cheal, Arthvu- and Eliza Darm. The last few months we
have had a few inquirers from outside and from members of other re-

hgious bodies, who have felt drawn to seek Friends on account of their

dissatisfaction with what they have heard and been taught from pulpits

on the war, 'recruiting stations' one lady called them. Last Monthly
Meeting we admitted into membership one such inquirer, who is now
evidently a true Friend.

" We should very much like some peace literature, and I should be very much
obliged if soine could be sent here. If I am right I believe that Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting has an assortment of a few booklets and leaflets. We had
a quantity a year or two backfrom one or two Peace Societies on the Pacific

Coast. It is not more of these, hit of distinctively Friends' publications

that we are in need of now.

"One of our active Peace Friends, James Cass, we lost by death a couple

of months ago. He was Secretary of the Western Canada Peace Society.

We feel his loss keenly, and he was a help in the ministry and in other

ways."

"Sincerely,

Edwin Coventry."

"Victoria Local Council of Women recently passed a resolution asking

that compulsory military training in schools be inaugurated. It is

evident there is to be a hard row to hoe in Canada for peace advocates,

and it is rather an eye-opener to find women advocating a measure of

militarism!"

E. C.
I

NEWS ITEMS.

Notes From N. Y. Yearly Meetjng.—New York Yearly Meeting

met in its 221st Annual Session at Poughkeepsie, New York, on Fifth

Month 31st.' The meeting of Ministry and Oversight had held its ses-

sions on the previous day, and an unusually large and attentive gathering

met for the opening minute at ten o'clock on the last day of the Fifth

Month.

The Poughkeepsie Meeting-house is beautiful, though not exactly

after the ancient usage of Friends. It is possible that it was more appre-

ciated on this account.

The reading of the London General Epistle for 1915 and the receipt

of a cablegram from London Yearly Meeting, then in session, brought

the Meeting very close to Enghsh Friends.

James Wood was chosen Clerk and Eleanor W. Taber and L. HoUings-

worth Wood were chosen Assistant Clerks.

In the midst of the afternoon session on Fourth-day, a delegation of

five Friends was announced from the Yearly Meeting of the other branch

of Friends, which holds its sessions at Fifteenth Street in New York.

They presented their concern for a better co-operation in our work in

peace and philanthropy, and the meeting unanimously accepted their

proposition for the appointment of a Joint Committee.

The report of the Joint Committee on Peace spoke of the work done

in connection with the Constitutional Convention, which met last Sum-

mer to frame a new Constitution for the State of New York, in which

they had endeavored to have written a clause exempting from military

service the conscientious objectors such as those of the members of the

Society of Friends. The report presented a copy of the brief which they

had submitted on the subject.

On Fifth-day morning, Lettice Jowett and Septimus Marten from

London Yearly Meeting, gave the illustrations to accompany the reading

of the London Special Epistle. They spoke of the work for the "alien

enemies" interned in camps in England, and the reconstruction work in

Northern France which Friends are so heroically doing. The meeting

appointed a Committee to present this work of English Friends in sub-

ordinate meetings of the Yearly Meeting, the committee to continue

its service not only until the war is over, but until normal conditions

of Mving are resumed.

An afternoon session was devoted to the missionary interests of the

Society with stirring addresses by Edgar T. Hole on work in Africa, and

by Alfred J. Griffen, the colored principal of the Yearly Meeting School

at High Point, North Carolina.

On Fifth-day evening, the Temperance Committee made its report

with the reading of the prize essays from an essay contest on temperance

topics held at the Yearly Meeting School, Oakwood Seminary, and the

progress of temperance work in the State was ably described by a rep-

resentative of the Anti-Saloon League.

On Sixth-day morning, the business meeting of the corporation met

and presented the report of the trustees who have charge of $193,110 of

invested funds, in addition to some real property, and also presented

the report of the trustees of the Murray Fund, who have charge of in-

vested funds in the amount of 377,067.10. Most of these funds have been

left to the Yearly Meeting by will, the income to be used for specific

purposes directed by the donors.

The report of the Joint Committee on Records of the two Yearly

Meetings in the State of New York was read and showed that there had

been collected, tabulated and deposited in fireproof safes, 1356 volumes

of records together with a quantity of old manuscripts which have not

yet been assorted.

The statistics of the Yearly Meeting were also presented, showing a

total number of members of 3724, of whom 2055 are female and 1669
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i male, a gain of fifty over the totals given last year. The number of

colleges was 29, in school 497, and 7 members are at work
as missionaries in foreign lands.

The closing minute was read after the First-day evening service with

the joint expression that this had been one of the most favored Yearly

Meetings in the long historj' of New York. Friends had seemed able and
willing to differ in sweeter spirit.

The passage of laws by the Legislature of the State of New York pro-

viding for mihtary training in schools and for the registration of aU males

between the ages of nineteen and forty-five in the militia reserve had
brought home to Friends the possibility of that bond which comes from

suffering for conscience' sake, and the meeting felt very close to the

sufferings of English Friends as they contemplated the possible approach

of similar service in our own State.

The hospitahty of Poughkeepsie Friends had been greatly enjoyed and

Friends departed from the sessions of the meeting greatly helped and
comforted by their sojourn together. The devotional exercises had been

times of real spiritual refreshing and the religious note had been present

in the consideration of all the business which had come before the meet-

ing. L. H. W.

On the 27th of Fifth Month a disastrous fire occurred at Penn College,

Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Serious as was the fire in point of dollars and cents, the saddest fea-

ture was the loss of life.

Robert H. Williams, business agent of the college, and a Freshman, in

their efforts to save valuable papers, tarried too long and the falling walls

crushed them.

The fire is supposed to have begun in the chemical laboratory near the

top of the main building, from whence creeping slowly down it had got-

ten beyond possible control before it was discovered.

The main building of the college became almost a complete wreck and
the loss is a heavy one. The valuation placed upon it was about $75,000,

the collectable insurance being $22,000. Some of the professors lost

their private Ubraries and valuable collections of apparatus, etc., which

were in their class-rooms and which could not be reached. Most of the

college records and the college hbrary were saved, being more accessible

to safe places of exit.

Friends of the college are already active in the interests of the future.

The importance of Penn to the community can scarcely be estimated,

and active canvas for funds with which to rebuild will soon be begun.

In pursuance of a minute of approval from his Monthly Meeting,

Zebedee Haines was at the meeting in Tuckerton on First-day the 25th,

and had an appointed meeting at Barnegat that afternoon. Although

rainy there was a good attendance, and both occasions were signally

owned.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Reports received by the General Committee on the Armenian
situation indicate that upward of $36,000 has been contributed by Phila-

delphians to aid the Armenian refugees in Asia Minor. Bishop Rhine-

lander is chairman of the Philadelphia Committee.

One million dollars is given to charity by the will of Charles W. Kolb.

The testator, who hved at 405 Gowen Avenue, and who was vice president

of the Kolb Baking Company, left an estate of approximately $2,000,000.

General.—President Wilson has called out the mihtia of every state

for service on the Mexican border. In announcing the President's

decision at Washington, Secretary Baker said the mihtia will be sent to

the border wherever and as fully as General Funston determines them
to be needed. Brigadier-General Alfred Mills estimated the miniinum

mihtia forces to be called out to be 145,000 men.

Civil War prices for drugs have Ijeen exceeded by present figures, and
the rise will continue indefinitely, according to Charles E. Vanderkleed,

chairman of the Drugs Committee, at the second day's session of the

Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association. "The cost of medicine is

higher than the cost of Uving," he said, "and only the rich man can afford

the luxury of illness. The war in Europe is the cause."

Manhattan Borough is to have this summer 100 park playgrounds,

eight recreation piers, 12 swimming pools and several thousand shower-

baths. The pavement and fire-escape have lost their former near-mon-

opoly as breathing places in the big city but after all only a beginning

has been made toward the better conditions.

There is less vice in New York now than at any time in the last decade,

according to social welfare organizations and the pohce. Those who
share in this opinion include the Bureau of Social Hygiene, the committee
of 14, and Secretary Sumner of the Society for the Suppression of Vice,

who succeeded the late Anthony Comstock.

The Independent says: "The two great pohtical parties in convention

assembled have declared for woman suffrage. This wiU stand as one of

the most important milestones on the road to full democracy. With the

political parties for it, who that counts pohtically can be against it?"

Yale University is to have a woman on its staff of lecturers next year

for the first time. Dr. Rhoda Erdmann has been appointed lecturer in

biologj' in the graduate school for 1916-17. Dr. Erdmann is a German
woman, who for the past three years has been holder of a Theresa Seessel

research fellowship.

Marconi's announcement that he has found a way to eliminate risk of

collision in fog wiU be received with respect because of its source. Many
devices of that sort have been invented and one of the most promising,

announced since the war began, has apparently not yet had a practical

test.

The following is also from The Independent: "The whole American

people will rejoice that, under its decision last week, the Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court of New York has left very httle of the indictment

against Thomas Mott Osborne, former warden of Sing Sing prison. It

has reduced it to the simple charge of neglect of duty, whatever that may
mean. Thus the whole legal campaign against the greatest prison re-

former of modern times collapses.
"

Foreign.—Because of financial stringency, China has been compelled

to recall from Japan about 2000 students whom the Chinese Govermnent

was maintaining there in various schools. Several months ago these

students began complaining that their allowances were reduced or entirely

cut off. They protested to the Chinese minister in Tokyo, who negotiated

funds to take many of the students back to China.

Schools and hospitals owned and conducted by the American Board

of Foreign Missions at Marsovan and Sivas, Turkey, valued at more than

$500,000, have been commandeered by the Turks, and the missionaries

in charge compelled to abandon their work there, according to Americans

who have arrived from the Orient.

Canada reports a rather alarming decrease in the acreage of its wheat

and other crops. According to the government estimate, 11,491,600 acres

are sown to wheat this year, or 1,494,800 (11.5 per cent.) less than last

year. The acreage of oats shows a dechne of 7.6 per cent, and other

crops are also reduced. The late spring and heavy rains seem to be re-

sponsible for the dechne, rather than any lack of industry or funds on the

part of farmers.

Lieutenant-General Count Hehnuth von Moltke, chief of the sup-

plementary general staff of the army, died of heart apoplexy during a

service of mourning in the Reichstag for the late Field Marshal von der

Goltz, says a Berlin telegram. General von Moltke was head of the

German army at the outbreak of the war. .

NOTICES.
Meetings from Seventh Month 2nd to 8th:

—

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Seventh

Month 4th, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Seventh Month 4th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Seventh Month 4th, at

7.30 p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10

A. M.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Seventh Month Sthj'^^t

10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 10.30

A. M.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 10 a. m.

Burlington, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 6th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Seventh Month 8th, at

10 a. m.
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LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
We promised in our last issue a report of tiie proceedings of

the late session of London Yearly Meeting. The paper by

W. C. Allen in last number has brought the request already

for a fuller account and so much satisfaction was expressed

with the lengthy reprint of last year's report in The Friend

a year ago, that we are following the course inaugurated then

and are printing copiously from the reports as given in two

recent issues of The Friend (London).

in conversation with a close reader of The Friend a few

days since, when asked whether he had followed the proceed-

ings of London Yearly Meeting this year, he answered, "1 ex-

pect you to cull from printed reports what will be most in-

forming to me and 1 await your account in the columns of

The Friend."

We have read The Friend (London) from the first page to

the last and have felt there was nothing that we cared to omit,

as far as our own personal interest was concerned, we have,

however, omitted much, in fact far more than we have in-

-serted, but with the selections that will appear in this and the

>next two issues, we believe we shall have given our readers a

I

fair picture of the proceedings of what must be regarded his-

^^torically as one of the most memorable sittings of London
^Yearly Meeting since the days of her infancy.

p The Epistle of the late session of London Yearly Meeting

''.is a unique appeal, but with what seems to us a prophetic

ajfervor. We have printed it in full. Other points gleaned from

""the reported proceedings have outstanding features that we
ai believe will appeal to our readers.

g Editors.

The Yearly Meeting of iqi6 has been marked by a spirit

I' of earnest expectancy. There has been an indefinable feeling

that some further revelation of God's will would be mani-
fested. This note was struck in the Swarthmore Lecture,

which again formed an admirable preface to the Yearly Meet-

ing itself. Towards the close of the lecture Dr. Henry T.
Hodgkin quoted the following lines:

"Surely He cometh, and a thousand voices

Call to the saints, and to the deaf are dumb;
Surely He cometh, and the earth rejoices.

Glad in His coming, who hath sworn, I come."

In the Yearly Meeting itself, speaking of the invitation

to pass through "the open door," the Clerk said that most
likely the way would lead through suffering, reproach and
misunderstanding, but he reminded us that when Jesus Christ
saw an open door He saw through it a cross and chose it,

despising the shame. In contrast with the dark picture of the
state of the Ephesians to whom Paul wrote, he put the words,
"But God;" throughout history these two words had stood
as a bulwark. Resting on them, might we be strong to enter
through the open door.

The opening time of devotion was full of solemnity and in-

stinct with sympathy for the young men enduring much suf-

fering in prison for conscience' sake. Our thoughts were led,

too, to the great volume of suffering on the battlefield, and
we were called to agonize over the great orgy of hate which
is causing it. Glad witness was borne to the fact that even
through the suffering, Christ was being made real as never
before to some of those called to suffer shame for His name.
On several occasions the meeting-house has been so crowded

that Friends have not all been able to find seats. We have,
however, missed many of the young men who were with us
at the special session, and women are again in a majority.
The Clerks are the same as in the last two Yearly Meetings,
viz: John Henry Barlow, Clerk, with Roger Clark and Edith

J. Wilson as Assistants.

At the opening session the Clerk welcomed on behalf of

the Meeting William C. Allen, of San Jose, California, but
still a member of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. He is accom-
panied by his wife. Several Friends who had enjoyed hos-

pitality in W. C. Allen's home joined in expressions of greet-

ing; and A. Warburton Davidson (recently home from China)
said that he had met Chinese students who had been much
impressed by addresses on Peace delivered by our Friend dur-
ing his recent visit in China. W. C. Allen assured us that the

word of love incorporated with the minute from Philadel-

phia was no idle message, but came from the heart of the

Yearly Meeting. He did not expect to have large service in

this country.

The Yearly Meeting of Friends, by its very constitution,

is at once the easiest and the most difficult of assemblies
to guide— difficult because of the need for combining sufficient

and necessary pre-arrangement with the freedom of spon-
taneity, easy because of possessing the power to be ruled

absolutely by the immediate sense of the Divine Presence.

Though our methods may be democratic, we still claim to be

what the late J. Bevan Braithwaite so frequently reminded
us we should be, not a democracy but a theocracy. All too

often this high claim is waived, and the programme pre-

viously prepared is adhered to when another course might
have led us further and deeper. This year, when we were
brought into deep places in regard to the imperfections of

our witness for Peace, it was obvious that the subject could

not be adequately dealt with at that time. It was therefore

arranged to continue the considerations arising out of the

Peace Committee's report and the minutes from two Quar-

terly Meetings next morning; and later, as more time was
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Still wanted, to omit the usual meetings for worship. It is

not discussion alone that can help us.

The query was raised one morning, "Has the Society of
Friends lost its genius for silent waiting?" The answer was
thankfully proved to be in the negative when the great as-

sembly settled down at once into a stillness that could be felt.

And from the stillness voices were raised in confession of our
unbelief, of our sense of our own importance, of our love of a
good reputation, of our shrinking back when we have seen a
glimmering of what we might do. But though afterwards
various suggestions for action were made, it was clear that
as a whole we were not yet ready to be used. We ourselves
had failed so often and so badly in our witness to the power
of love that we could not be entrusted at this time of the
world's need with a large corporate service. So at any rate
it seemed when the subject stood adjourned over the week-
end.

A large place in the Yearly Meeting was devoted to the
interests of the children and young people, two whole sit-

tings on the first day being given up to the subject of "War
and the Children." As the subject was opened up in its va-
rious aspects, it became more and more evident, that even
in our favored land, which has been scarcely touched by the
hand of the invader, the ill results of the war on child life

are definite.

The discussion on Preparation for Permanent Universal
Peace and questions relating thereto seemed to suffer to some
extent from being taken at three different times, the second
instalment being separated from the first by two sessions,
and the third being separated from the second by three
whole days. If the consideration could have been continued
from session to session, probably some more definite conclu-
sion would have been reached. This plan would have had
the advantage of the same Friends being present all the time.

The principal decision, as the outcome of the lengthened
deliberations, was the reference to the Meeting for Suffer-
ings of the proposal for a World Conference of Friends on
the way to permanent universal peace, with the request to
consider how far such proposal was desirable and practical,
and if concluded to be so, with power to take steps to carry
it out. Such a Conference might, of course, be before or after
the conclusion of the war, and in this country or on the other
side of the Atlantic. Somewhat less concrete was the refer-
ence to the Committee on War and the Social Order of the
wide subject of the application of "the principles we enun-
ciate in regard to war between nations," in "all our rela-
tions in daily life." It is hoped that the Committee will
provide for the introduction of that subject at the proposed
Autumn Conference on Social Questions. Last of all was a
general minute emphasizing our position as Seekers in a great
Quest,with a willingness to be used as the Spirit of God may lead.

An important constitutional point was raised in the after-
noon by Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson. He called attention to
a remark which had been made during the Yearly Meeting
to the efl'ect that this meeting was only a small part of the
Society and therefore, being a minority of the members, it

did not really represent Friends. Dr. Thompson pointed
out that as the meeting was largely constituted of repre-
sentatives from all the Quarterly Meetings, it could not right-
ly be called a minority. The Clerk thanked Dr. Thompson
for calling attention to this matter, he had not noticed the
remark when made or he would himself have pointed out
that the Yearly Meeting, being the representative body of
the Society of Friends, spoke with authority for the whole
Society.

Not for two hundred years had the Yearly Meeting met
under circumstances of such grave concern as those arising
from the operations of the Military Service Act and the De-
fence of the Realm Act. About twenty of our members and
attenders were in prison, at least two of whom had been sent
to France for punishment; on the second day of the Yearly
Meeting Rosa Hobhouse was sentenced at Northampton
with her companion to a fine of £50 or three months' im-

prisonment in the second division, for spreading statements
said to be prejudicial to recruiting. They are both serving
their sentence.

There were few occasions in this most strenuous of Yearly
Meetings in which the relief of a laugh was admissible. One
such came, however, in the course of William C. Braith-
waite's report of the work of the Friends' Ambulance Unit,
when he was describing the operations of the Aide Civile
Beige (now largely taken over by Belgian ladies). This in-
cludes the management of a considerable lace-making industry
for the dispossessed Belgian workers. It is understood that this
industry has caused some heart-searching among those who at
home are urged to renounce all luxuries and who cannot there-
fore buy lace without questioning even when it has been made
by a refugee. William C. Braithwaite did not attempt a solu-
tion of this economic perplexity, but rather intensified it by
showing from his antiquarian researches into the minute books
of Berks and Oxon and Buckinghamshire that many warnings
had been given in the seventeenth century against Friends
making hone lace, one such delinquent being urged instead to
go into the malting business. Now, said the speaker, the posi-
tion is reversed. Friends renounce malting but encourage lace-
making.

Thirteen testimonies concerning deceased Friends were
presented. These relate to Mary Ann Cash, of Coventry,
Richard Ecroyd Clark, of Doncaster, Mary Lamley Cooke
of Wandsworth, Charles B. Cox, of Tivetshall, Richard Rey-
nolds Fox, of Plymouth, Priscilla Hack, of Brighton, Hannah
Maria Headley, of Ashford, Annie Neave, of BoUington,
Thomas P. Newman, of Haslemere, John Sadler, of High-
flatts, Henry Southall, of Ross, John Tertius Southall, of
Ross, and Richard Westlake, of Southampton. Unfortu-
nately time did not permit of the reading of any of these
testimonies, but they will appear in the printed Proceed-
ings, where many Friends will be glad to have the opportu-
nity of reading them at leisure.

Three phrases have been in frequent use during the Yearly
Meetmg. These' are "the underlying unity," "the open
door," and "the present opportunity." Together they con-
vey one of the great messages of what has been to many a
wonderful time. The thought of the underlying unity was
emphasized by Anne Warner Marsh in the opening session,
and has run as a golden clue through many subsequent ses-
sions. It is an invisible spiritual unity, which lies deep down
below our superficial differences. The open doors are many;
fresh ones were discovered at almost every session, especi-
ally perhaps when we were discussing War and the Social
Order. The present opportunity is also a great one, so great
in fact that in our own strength we feel utterly unable to
seize it. We were reminded that man's necessity is God's
opportunity, and that through the open door Christ saw a
Cross. Realizing the underlying unity, may we pass through
the open door and seize the present opportunity.

It was a great advantage to the Yearly Meeting to have
the presence during the educational sessions of Charles Tip-
per, Inspector of Schools under the Westmoreland County
Council, who from a somewhat fresh standpoint contribu-
ted to the discussions. Speaking on the influence of the war
on the moral standards of children, he showed how the ad-
ministration of our education laws was tending to encourage
the thought—already very common with children—that
nothing mattered but the winning of the war; tasks that
could be set aside so lightly in order for the children to be
sent on the land need not, they thought, be well done. Dimly,
C. Tipper said, all educationists were converging to one point,
"Give a child experience first and lead up to theories." How
this principle can be applied to experience in religious mat-
ters was an unanswered query upon which Friends were
left to ponder.
One Friend suggested that one of the greatest contribu-

tions Friends could give to the country at the present time
would be a reaffirmation of their belief in the value of a good
education. The country is suffering from limited views as
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to education. The importance of associating the wori< of hand
and brain is not yet sufficiently realized, but true education
should include training in craftsmanship.

Fourth-day, Twenty-fourth of Fifth Month.

The Yearly Meeting opened with a devotional period of some
length. Though at the commencement there were vacant
seats in the gallery, most of these were occupied on the start

of business.

J. B. Braithwaite quoted the words, "Let us labor therefore for an

inward stiUness."

W. Blair Neatby regarded the present time as one in which our Lord

was being severely tried anew. We were called to enter into a living

sympathy with Christ and with suffering humanity. Many Friends might

be called to follow their former comrades in pubhc testimony and pos-

sibly in suffering for Christ's sake, and he would therefore appeal to

Friends to seek afresh the place of prayer in that Yearly Meeting.

The opening subject was "The Underlying Unity."

Anne Warner Marsh, in the absence of Joan M. Fry, opened the

subject of the underlying unity. The unity referred to, she said, was
spiritual and invisible, but it was also spiritual and reliable. She sym-
pathized greatly with the remarks of the Clerk on our present situa-

tion. The issues were so tremendous that Friends often forgot that

there v/ere others who were equally strong in what they held to be right.

If the Society were to take its proper place in this crisis, it must bear

witness, through its activities, to the great underlying unity. She

felt, however, that these activities and the varieties of feeling they

represented could not carry us far without experience of the depths of

spiritual feeling. However excellent were these activities, if they were

not rooted in the Spirit, they would fail. Through the cup of suffer-

ing now handed to the Society, she believed would come a sense of the

deeper and inner unity. That great unity depended on its diversity.

Looking to the efforts of the various churches, she beheved there was
coming into view some great end of underlying unity. To those out-

side, as well as to ourselves, there came the call to discover for our-

selves our contribution towards such a unity and that could only be

brought about through Christian spiritual experience. The present

unity in adversity must convince us that God was in the experience,

and this imity was found in the brotherhood of the human race. Might
it not be that this very crisis was to make us aware of the diversities

which existed amongst us and other contributions, including the suf-

ferings for conscience' sake, which went to make up the essential unity?

Surely even from the fighting line itself there would come some such

note, and men who had seen hell let loose would return with new and
higher ideas and ideals. Somewhere, even in those dark places, was
God, who seemed out of sight; but we could not reflect for a moment
without knowing for a certainty that God was with us and was going to

reconcile the world unto Himself. The dangers for Friends were many
just now. We must get deeper. There was some lost note somewhere,

but she felt convinced of the absolute presence and purpose of God.

Though the world might wreck itself upon the present rocks, there was
"But God," and she hoped Friends would strike some note of hope and

cheer, though that was not easy; but she believed that God was greater

than all these things, and that His purpose was absolute and sure. There

were places in the early church which were wanting in that grace, followed

by comphcations, but Christ Himself was not divided. We had now come
to a page in our history where these diversities were written large, but

they would, she believed, be followed by the more wonderful position in

which the Church of Christ would stand, more steadfast than ever before.

She hoped the Society would gladly embrace this underlying, invisible,

spiritual unity, for its own good and the good of the world.

Herbert I. Waller remarked that the subject of discussion was
unity not of opinion, but of experience. Only when we came to a common
experience could we enter into full association with others. We must
enter into unity through the suffering in the battlefield, as well as at home,

the suffering for conscience' sake, and experience in the relief of distress.

In all these circumstances, to faithful souls, surely there were coming the

stigmata of the Divine. Mankind's progress came through suffering;

without it there was no life or progress.

Henry T. Hodgkin recalled a little gathering at Constance at the out-

break of the war, when they came through the experience of meeting

different people who were to be ranged on different sides in the war.

Even then they felt there was a unity among them. He had also been

one of a small number who at the beginning of the war entered upon the

publication of "Papers for War Time," the idea of which was to express

the unity of Christian people and some of the sentiments which should

prevail at such a time. Unfortunately that small body had to separate,

and work out their views in their own way. He was lately at a small

conference of the Anghcan communion in connection with the National

Mission of Repentance and Hope, and found it the occasion of an im-

pressive demonstration of unity in action. It was remarkable that mem-

bers of the Church of England should call a conference in which they

strongly criticised their own church. There was discovered much existing

unity. At the present time Friends were forced into an attitude of dif-

ference with other Christians. But Friends could not speak effectively

unless we came to the conclusion that other people needed us as well as

we them, and that we must work together for the Kingdom of God.

These men and women were one with Friends. As it had been said in

the conference referred to, while there were differences, the unity of the

body of Jesus Christ had never been broken. With our brethren, from

whom we sometimes differed, we were one in the spirit.

William E. Wilson agreed. It might be asked, he said, could there

be unity between those on one side who said that this was a holy war,

and those on the other who said that war was of the devil? There might

be Christian feehng on both sides, but he did not see how we could say

there was unity respecting what was being done by the first named and

that which we thought right. Let Friends remember that on one point

there was practical unity— namely, that this was a war to end war, and to

bring about a permanent peace. Probably the vast majority of those

Christians were fighting with the single-hearted purpose of ending

war. He believed they were mistaken, but that such were their intention

and belief. We could, however, do no good in a spirit of self-righteous-

ness.

Fourth-day Afternoon.

The question of "War and the Children" had been con-

sidered by the Friends' First-day School Association and

this minute forwarded.

IVe must let the boys and girls see that hatred is the offspring

of fear, and that true courage is horn of love. . . The hope

that the nations may learn the true way of peace really depends

on the training of the children.

Matjbice Whitlow had been asked to open the general subject. He

said there had been four main sources of information from which his facts

had been gathered: (1) The children all over the country, who in nearly

40,000 instances had written short essays on their War Time ideas; (2)

schoolmasters and teachers from all manner of schools; (3) First-day

school workers and social enthusiasts; and (4) newspaper cuttmgs.

The same influences which had called forth the noblest and highest

instincts in the child had also led to a serious number of juvenile mis-

demeanors. The instincts most immediately concerned were stirred into

action by strong doses, repeated at frequent intervals, of perfervid emo-

tionaUsm. The effect, at any rate, during the first twelve or eighteen

months of the war was amazing. School prizes were surrendered, hun-

dreds of thousands of glass bottles collected, scores of tons of old news-

papers harvested, and enough woolen mufflers knitted to warm half-a-

dozen army corps. But the reaction was inevitable. The headmaster

of a notable grammar school wrote, in reference to a serious drop in the

standard of school disciphne, "another contributory cause may have

been the injudicious appeal to boys' sentiment. ... We sent con-

siderable sums to various war charities, but it would have been pleasant

to find that there was no less zeal in performing 'the trivial round, the

common task.'" From another source, equally enthusiastic about the

boys, came one Une, in the midst of much praise—"There have been

more cases of truancy than ever before."

The appeal to force in national affairs had had its reaction, in some

measure, at home. A headmaster told of two cases of violent assault, be-

tween boys during term, though he did not feel clear whether the incidents

had any connection with the war or not. But it was notable that there

had been a very serious rise in the charges against boys for violent as-

saults during the past eighteen months.

On the religious and moral side the spirit of self-sacrifice, a sense of

responsibility, an acceptance of inconvenience, and a desire to serve had

been expressed; while on the other side were seen bitterness against ene-
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mies (much lessened durmg the past eight months) ; an unsettled state of

mind, rising from a desire to do something that can be seen and an im-

patience with mere study when compared with khaki or red-cross work;

a sense of unfairness somewhere, prices of food rising, privileged people

staying at home, poorer people sent off to the war, etc.; and a loss of

discipline, owing to unwonted prosperity and the relaxation of home re-

strictions. M . Whitlow quoted from the annual report of the Headmaster

of King Alfred School, Hampstead, who, speaking of the spiritual loss to

the school duriag the war, said:—"I cannot but feel that this war, which

seems but a pitiless mockery of nearly every ideal the school stands for,

must already have troubled their growing sense of the significance of

justice and kindliness in human affairs."

(To be continued.)

ON THE INFAMY OF WAR.*

They err, who count it glorious to subdue

By conquest far and wide, to overrun

Large coimtries, and ia field great battles win.

Great cities by assault; What do these worthies

But rob and spoil, biim, slaughter, and enslave

Peaceable nations, neighboring or remote.

Made captive, yet deserving freedom more

Than those their conquerors, who leave behind

Nothing but ruin wheresoe'er they rove,

And all the flourishing works of peace destroy;

Then swell with pride and must be titled gods.

Great benefactors of mankind, deUverers,

Worshipped with temple, priest, and sacrifice.

One is the son of Jove, of Mars the other;

TiU conqueror Death discovers them scarce men.

Rolling in brutish vices, and deformed.

Violent or shameful death their due reward.

But if there be in glory aught of good.

It may by means far different be attained,

Without ambition, war or violence;

By deeds of peace, by wisdom eminent,

By patience, temperance.

*Jesus' reply to Satan in Book III of "Paradise Regained," written

in 1671.

RECOLLECTIONS OF JOHN PEASE.

A sermon of John Pease, preached in the Friends' Meeting-
house on S. Twelfth Street the week of Yearly Meeting, 1845,

was pubhshed in The Friend a few weeks ago. Its issuance

at that time has called forth expressions of satisfaction from
many and various quarters.

Very few Friends who attended the meeting alluded to are

now living, but Joshua L. Baily, under date of Sixth Month
9th, writes us concerning it as follows:

—

I was present at the meeting and it may be of interest to thee to know
that the sermon was written out from memory by my late aunt, Susan

H. Lloyd, and myself, each of us writing separately, and on bringing the

papers together and comparing them they were found to be in substantial

agreement, and in the very words as uttered by the preacher and with-

out using any language of our own. It did not comprehend the entire

sermon as there were a few portions—brief ones, however, and by no

means necessary for continuous effect—as to which we were not sufficient-

ly certain as to warrant our inserting them. As prepared by my aunt

and myself, it was shown to two or three other persons who were present,

by whom its accuracy was fully endorsed. The manuscript as prepared

by us is in my possession; a copy thereof was sent to the wife of John

Pease and a few other copies (I am sure it was only a few) were made,

but how it ever got into print I am entirely unable to account for.

I have a very distinct recollection of John Pease; I heard him preach

a, nimiber of times, especially at the evening meetings held at Arch Street.

He made his home with M. C. Cope who Uved on the opposite side of the

street to my mother, and he was a neighborly visitor at our house and

frequently took meals with us. I remember his manner of speaking and

especially his voice, which was never loud but was sweet, clear, almost

melodious, and, without apparent effort, was distinctly heard throughout

the house. In his own land he was known as "The Silver Trumpet," a

designation which was also justly accorded him during his tarryings m
America.

Thy friend truly,

JosHTJA L. Bailt.

The sermon of J. P. as it came to the office of The Friend
a few weeks before its recent publication by us was printed^ in

tract form, but the copy used by us is the only copy of which
we have knowledge and was at one time in the custody of the

late Dr. Warrington, of Moorestown, N. J.

J. L. B. further writes:

—

I am going to send thee herein an exact copy of remarks made by J. P.'

at the house of M. C. Cope on the evening following the day on which

the sermon was preached, and I think this was the day preceding his

leaving Philadelphia to sail for home.

I win also enclose a copy of verses written by the wife of John Pease

and placed in his carpet-bag before sailing for America.

In further commenting on his recollection of J. P., Joshua
L. Baily writes:

—

I will only add that the printed sermon referred to made such a pro-

foimd impression on me that parts of it come frequently unbidden to

my mind, and I seem to have before me, as clearly as if it were yesterday,

the preacher standing in the gallery of Twelfth Street Meeting-house,

occasionally leaning forward as though he wanted to get nearer to his

audience, just as he did on the occasion of this sermon, extending his right

hand and turning his eyes to the rear of the building where a considerable

number of young people were sitting, and addressing them with fervent

emphasis in the words which memory has revived: "Thou visited young

man, thou preciously visited young woman, what is that httle idol which

Mes lurkmg in thy heart?" and especially do I remember how his coun-

tenance seemed to be illuminated as he broke forth with the exclamation—

"Oh! the preciousness of the Shepherd's tent." These and other pas-

sages are impressed upon my memory with a fulness and a vividness

which the lapse of seventy years has in no wise impaired.

Some expressions of John Pease the last evening he
SPENT IN Philadelphia, Fourth Month 25, 1845, at
the HOUSE OF Marmaduke C. Cope.

1 think I may acknowledge to you, my dear friends, that

the thought of this being the last opportunity 1 may have with

those to whom 1 have been tenderly united, has unfitted my
mind for much social converse, and such have been my feel-

ings, that words could not clothe them; for though scarcely

able to realize it, yet the time having nearly come for me to be
separated from those with whom I have mingled not only in

the social circle, but also in religious communion, 1 have been

comforted in the assurance that we shall not cease to remem-
ber each other in the bonds of love; for distance cannot prevent

our uniting in spirit, nor the rolling wave debar us from meet-
ing at the footstool of Divine mercy! Dear friends, you
know that I understand your trials; many and great have
been your conflicts and varied your tossings; but be not dis-

mayed, nor let go your dependence upon the arm of an Al-

mighty preserver. It is not the will of your Heavenly Father

that a dividing line should be drawn among you; and 1 do
not want you to turn your attention to the fearfulness of these

things. It is the work of the enemy to scatter and divide;

and it has been sealed upon my mind that this is not the will

of your Heavenly Father concerning you. His gracious de-

sign is to bind up and to heal the diseases of this people.

If then, through the unwatchfulness of some, it be permitted

that a dividing line should be drawn, it will be in His wrath,

and not in His pleasure. Yet a remnant will be preserved

—

for it will not fall upon you, though bitterness will come up
into the coasts of those who promote it—and they who think

themselves the most safe, will have to drink indeed of a cup
which will bring bitterness and sorrow into their houses. So
that 1 want to encourage you to keep out of its spirit. Be
watchful. Mind the pointings of the Heavenly linger, that

through faithfulness and a quiet abiding in the light, you may
know an establishment on the alone sure foundation, which
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nothing earthly will be able to shake. Let us then continue
to bear each other in remembrance, when far separated; for

what can prevent our meeting at the footstool of the throne?
What can prevent our meeting each other at the right hand of

the majesty on high—there to be forever united with those,

who having come out of the great tribulation, are forever be-
fore the throne, uniting in the unceasing song of: "Great and
marvelous are Thy works, Lord—God—Almighty—just and
true are all thy ways, thou King of Saints."

Lines Written b^- Sophia Pease and Placed in the Cabpet-bag of
Her Husband on His Leaving Home for America.

'Tis past, we part—yet for the sake of Him
Before whose cause all earthly things grow dim,

Friend of my childhood, husband of my youth,

Go, serve thy God in meekness and in truth.

Pine not for me but give thyself to prayer.

And leave thy nurshngs to a mother's care.

Be it my task thy faitliful wife to prove,

And wisely govern with a mother's love.

Go! and may Israel's shepherd be thy stay,

Thy rest by night, thy strong support by day.

Through noontide heat. His friendly shade thy shield;

in darksome glooms, thy glowing beacon yield;

To Jordan's banks e'en should it lead thee on,

Repose thy confidence in Him alone.

At faith's strong step its darkest wave shall flee

And a sure pathway wUl be made for thee.

Jehovah's name in living hnes impressed.

Graved on thy breastplate, bind upon thy breast.

Thus armed, through hostile foes thy way thou'lt make,

And Friends receive thee for thy Master's sake.

May every happiness thy steps attend

And God's own peace to crown thee in the end.

Farewell! and when before the Father's throne,

Prostrate in dust our many faults we own,

May we in spirit oft be found to meet,

And in communion worship at His feet.

CHERRY BLOSSOMS.

Tokyo, Japan, Fourth Month 21, 1916.

"Cherry blossoms are the best thing in Japan—next to
sake!"

Dear Friends:—
The far-famed cherry blossoms are upon us, and we have

been spending our time admiring them as will be seen by
this epistle! But 1 want to assure you right at the start that
we have not become intoxicated over them. The above
quotation is one that has come down from old times, and be-
lieving in getting all that is coming to them, the ordinary Japa-
nese takes both these "best things" at the same time. Conse-
quently the cherry blossom time is one of heavy drinking.
They can admire the blossoms more and make up better
poetry about them if they have enough alcohol to make them
feel perfectly happy!
My first real cherry-viewing expedition was about four

days ago, when the Coleman's took a party of us down to
Ueno Park, which is especially noted for its blossoms. We
had a blow-out on the way and a big audience watching
the change. Everybody was out to see .the sights, and 1

have never seen such crowds. 1 decided that all Japan, except
perhaps a couple of million, were at Ueno Park! The roads
and all the spaces under the trees were packed with thou-
sands of people. A large stone stairway at one place was a
wonderful sight filled with streams of folk going up and down.
We plowed our way through the crowds on low gear; but
glad to be in an auto, for many were in an hilarious state.

Every now and then we would come upon a group of young fel-

lows with their faces painted and comical hats and dresses
who were making all sorts of remarks about passers-by. But
I am forgetting to say anything about the cherries, which
were in full bloom, and floods of them were on the trees and

floating through the air and covering the ground. These
were the single flowers which come out first and do not last

long. They have not much color and in spite of the great

masses of them I did not like them so very well. One place
where they were beside a stream and mingled in with green
trees they were wonderful. Another place they were around
an enormous bronze "tori" at the entrance to a temple and
was magnificent. The thing that impressed me on this trip

was the crowds of people, the like of which 1 have never
seen before.

But now the double cherries are out; and they are wonder-
ful. They mostly have a rich pink color, especially just as

they are opening. We have a number of trees on the com-
pound and one fine one is right at my window.
The place to see these, however, is in the Hama detached

palace; and if you will come along with me 1 will take you
there even if you have never been presented at court or been
decorated with the third order of the Rising Sun! Dav before

yesterday the Emperor and Empress gave a wonderful garden
party to about fifteen hundred of the distinguished person-
ages of Japan. (1 happened to be one of these, so come along
with me!) You see the difi'erent Embassies have the privi-

lege of getting so many invitations for this afl'air and the
American gives its invitations to those who are in Japan for the
first time; while the others usually invite only people who have
been presented at court. Of course most of the guests are

Japanese who have been decorated by the Emperor. Now,
get out your silk hats and frock coats, for the invitation

requests us to wear these. (1 borrowed Gilbert Bowles'
hat and it was too small one way and too large the other, so

1 was in constant fear of it falling ofl'.) Of course, in such
togs, we cannot ride in the dirty trolleys, so we hire a coach
with driver and runner, and away we go by one-thirty in

order to get there before two-thirty, when the gates will be
closed to all but the Imperial party, who are to leave the

central palace at that time.

Leaving our coach at the gate and presenting our tickets

to a gentleman dressed in blue knee breeches, white stock-

ings, red vest and black swallow-tailed coat and cocked hat,

we follow the crowd around a winding path through this

exquisite Imperial garden, which can be seen by ordinary
people only on this occasion. We pass green ponds with little

bridges over them and rows of cherries or pale green weeping
willows along the banks. Every now and then we come
across a band sitting in a shady nook but not very often

playing. Then we come to the bay where there are high

mounds, from the top of which we get a wonderful view of

the ships scudding along before a strong breeze. Finally we
arrive at a wooden bridge guarded by two stalwart gentle-

men in lackey costumes. The far side of this is our goal

—

the "eats" spread out all over a beautiful grass plot. This is

the first time 1 have seen real grass in Japan and all over

this garden there was wonderful green sod, which is very
hard to grow in this country. Well, there's nothing to do but

stand here and admire the cherries, odd pine trees and see

the fish jumping in the lake.

After half an hour we hear a band way ofl" at the other

end of the garden start up the national anthem, and then one a

little closer takes it up, and one still closer—the Emperor
is coming! Soon we see them cross a bridge at the other end
of the lake—quite a procession of high hats, uniforms and
gay, foreign dresses. They go behind a hill and the band near

us starts up. Everyone is looking up the path to where it

turns. Here they come! No, it is only a lackey picking up
any bits of twigs or other things and seeing that the path is

clear. Ah! here's a man in high hat—two of them. They
carry their hats in their hands and walk along to see that

things are finally as they should be and take their stand be-

side the bridge. Still the Emperor is not in sight. Here comes
a high officer around the bend. He has many medals across

his breast and looks like the real thing. He is followed by a

man in frock coat and then another man in uniform, but very
plain and no decorations. Then a lady in pink with a veil;
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but which is the Emperor? As they come closer we notice

that people make low, reverent bows to the man in the plain

uniform. He must be the man they call Emperor. He sa-

lutes whenever he sees an oificer in the crowd, but otherwise

there is no expression of noticing the people at all. He is a

slight man with a small mustache and a very nice face, ex-

cept that there is no expression in it. The Empress is a few

paces behind him and walking along with face turned down.

Then follow all the princes, princesses and ladies-in-wait'ig,

etc. After them walk the various ambassadors with their

families, and others who are to be presented to their majesties.

All are across the bridge and we fill the path to follow, but

the two men like Horatius of old hold the bridge against us.

One solid hour in the broiling sun, admiring the blossoms

and waiting for the reception to be over so we can get across

and get something to eat. When we are finally let loose, what

a rush and push! The bridge was strong, however, and did

not give way under us. Then it is a scramble for tables and

things to eat. (We made out very well.) All sorts of meats,

sandwiches, drinks, fruits, cakes, ice creams, etc., are served

and we are all satisfied. The Imperial party soon finish their

tea and walk out of the garden within touch of us as they pass

our table. Then we leave the grounds and have another

scramble getting our carriages and getting out. The streets

are lined with crowds of people and we feel like a real show
driving past in style.

But this was a chance of a lifetime and I never hope to see

that dream-land again. If any of you ever think of coming

to Japan, come at cherry blossom time and you will see some
wonderful sights, and I'll get you invitations through the

American Embassy to this wonderful affair. I'm afraid this

is not a letter, but a sort of raving over having seen such

wonderful sights and incidentally royalty, close to.

SIT STILL,

my daughter, until thou know how the matter wiU fall.—Ru
Sit still, my child. 'Tis no great thing I ask,

No glorious deed, no mighty task;

But just to sit and patiently abide.

Wait in My presence, in My word confide.

But oh! dear Lord, I long the sword to wield,

Forward to go, and in the battlefield

To fight for Thee, thine enenues o'erthrow,

And in Thy strength to vanquish every foe.

The harvest-fields spread out before me he,

The reapers toward me look and vainly cry

—

"The field is white, the laborers are few;

Our Lord's command is also sent to you."

My child, it is a sweet and blessed thing

To rest beneath the shadow of My wing;

To feel thy doings and tliy words are nought,

To trust to Mc each restless, longing thought.

Dear Lord, help me this lesson sweet to learn,

To sit at Thy pierced feet and only yearn

To love Thee better, Lord, and feel that still

Wailing is working if it be Thy will.

" Let us not be too curious in prying into God's ark, lest we
smart like the fly fluttering about the candle; for God is a

consuming fire to those who will be sporting themselves in

the quirks of their wit about His sacred mysteries."

"To see the need is the first step in becoming a laborer,

but it is only the first. Rather than to stop after having seen

the need it were better never to have seen the need at all

—

better never to have heard the challenge than to hear it and

turn away from it,"

TO THE ASSOCIATED EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
FRIENDS ON INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Crossing the State of Missouri southwest from St. Louis by
"The Frisco" Line to Northwestern Oklahoma, a distance of

about three hundred and thirty miles, and just over the state

boundary, is Wyandotte, at which is an Indian Reservation

Government School and near it one of our oldest Mission

Stations, now occupied by our Friends, Isaac and Laura

Frazier. Our opportunities and relations with the Indian

children at the School and through them with others, have

been of continuing interest and importance.

Seneca Mission, some nine miles to the southwest, and
close to the Missouri line, still occupied by Harvey and Eliza-

beth Wallace, has continued as a religious influence for the

remnant of that tribe there located.

Nearly north from Wyandotte, about eight miles, is Modoc;
and west from it, beyond Grand River and about nine or

ten miles from Wyandotte, is Ottawa Mission. These two
posts last named, by gradual elimination during several

years, have not had any financial support from our treasury

since last autumn.
Our hope and often-expressed wish, that Modoc Meeting

would be normally maintained free from our Committee,

has not been easy of accomplishment, but a few Friends of

that neighborhood have finally co-operated, lately having

paid one hundred dollars on account to our treasurer, with the

understanding that an additional one hundred dollars is

to be paid before a given date next Spring, when we are to

give title to the premises which are to be used for a Friends'

Meeting for Worship for that community.

The Ottawa community was granted the use of our meet-

ing-house and mission home at that place for a period of one

year, with the understanding that regular meetings were

to be maintained together with a Bible class and that a brief

quarterly report would be forwarded to our superintendents

each three months. There seemed to have been a desire

to meet us in this matter, but success has been quite limited.

The condition elicits our united consideration.

The twenty acres and buildings at Ottawa are of much
more value than the four acres and poorer buildings at Modoc,
but in relation to both, we can properly recall how in times

past, earnest, prayerful sacrifice in an unusual degree, did

not fail to do their part in establishing bands of strong Chris-

tian men and women, most of whom went in late time peace-

fully to their rest, but memories of their history should

strengthen our faith and impel us forward in our struggle

while the day lasts and the Indian field still lies open to our

hands.
Faithful care and prolonged correspondence by our treas-

urer has not yet closed the agreement of sale for our Hill-

side property, though we are still trusting for the balance of

the purchase money to be paid to us.

At Iowa Mission a lease for one year has been made. Much
care and correspondence as to a sale of this property led to

our having a deed fully executed, but the agreed purchaser

failed of his purpose and the deed for $655 has been cancelled.

The Indian, Robert Small, we are now assured, is a pur-

chaser, if our Committee will give him title for $600.

The five remaining posts have all been in continuous active

care as may be shown by other reports submitted, and for all

of which you have had monthly advices throughout the year.

At Otoe our Friends, J. L. and S. N. Mayo, having re-

signed and desired prompt release last autumn, they were
replaced after the usual inquiry and care as to fitness for

the responsible and serious work by Friends from Shawnee,
viz: Frank and Allie Hatcher, who seem to have closely iden-

tified their lives and Christian endeavor with the Indians

of that tribe and with the officers of the Government School

and the children therein.

For these two Friends, as well as for our superintendent^

and for each of our other missionaries, including, too, oui

Friend, Elizabeth Test, at Kickapoo, I would ask our ear-
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nest supporting prayers. May we each one be mindful in

an increasing degree of our responsibilities in this most im-
portant matter. True, earnest prayer availeth much, may we
not be neglectful of it.

Executive action has been continuous, but perhaps more
confined within routine limits, as now reviewed, than during
many other past years. This does not, however, indicate

curtailment of mission needs or a decline in collateral inter-

ests, and Associations of kindred nature with our own, and
with which there is direct affiliation by membership in com-
mon, as with The Indian Rights Association, The Home
Missions Council, The Mohonk Indian Conference, The
American Indian Association, The Y. M. C. A. and the Y.
W. C. A., which are extending their efforts, and the Friends

of Philadelphia in charge of the Indian School at Tunesassa,

N. Y. With all of these 1 feel, from first-hand information,

we may deem the work of the year as of high efficiency and
if action by us were relevant, a more generous mention of

their activities would prove very appealing as may be evi-

denced in their several reports.

Though the mention must be brief, it seems well to refer

with earnest appreciation to the zealous and encouraging

work of Commissioner Cato Sells, and of E. B. Merritt,

Assistant Commissioner of the Indian Bureau, both of whom
are deserving of the cordial moral support of all true friends

of the Indian, and this, whether we do or do not approve the

Government system under which they work.
We need to know the Indian in order to give him help and

to keep pace with his shifting outlook and environment. 1

feel this was well displayed by Arthur C. Parker, an able

student of the subject, who is of the Seneca Tribe, an influ-

ential leader of The American Indian Association, General
Editor of its Journal and archaeologist of the Department of

Education of the State of New York. At the annual meeting
of our Philadelphia Indian Aid this year, Arthur Parker gave
us an able address on the present complex situation and in-

definite position and lack of legal status the Indian and his

friends have confronting them, the condition being further
influenced by inefficient Bureau employees, rapacity of

business interests, apathetic attitude of Indians themselves.

Our general thesis is large and varied, and a difficulty

in starting a brief paper readily developes an embarrass-
ment of riches.

In conclusion, and in no light mood, the writer assumes
the privilege of referring to a silent partner in the efforts

of our Committee during all the years since he first became
an officer of it in the year 1889. The close of the life of our
beloved and valued Dr. James E. Rhoads, in 1895, one who
so sympathetically held all the threads together, seemed to
bring a critical time in the life of our associated responsi-

bilities. As occasion warranted, T. Wistar Brown became a
confidential and discreet adviser and a strong moral sup-
port. His interest in our Indian Missions was deep and broad
to a degree not much suspected, and his appreciation of the
difficulties involved on both the right hand and the left

became a revelation. Very simply I would wish to thus me-
morialize upon our minutes his quiet worth. It may not be
a breach of his long confidence to add that the death of T.
Wistar Brown on the sixteenth of last month closes the ser-

vice of gifts of I500 which since 1889 has appeared in our
Treasurer's yearly accounts as coming from "A Philadelphia
Friend."

Under a conditional trust created by T. Wistar Brown
during his life, there may be after it shall have become opera-
tive eighteen months hence, a further annual donation for

the use of this Indian work.
In a feeling of enhanced responsibility and in renewed lov-

ing esteem.

E. M. Wistar,
Philadelphia, Eighth of Fifth Month, 1916. Chairman.

^ ^
" If we are ever in doubt what to do, it is a good rule.to ask

QUrselves what we shall wish on the morrow we had done,"

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ACHIEVED.
For over fifteen years a campaign for religious liberty has

been going on in three of the South American republics.
" In Ecuador, Bolivia and Peru no public worship was allowed

except in the established Catholic Church, and no marriages

could be contracted except under Catholic forms. Several

years ago these restrictions were removed in Ecuador and
Bolivia and full religious liberty was permitted; but in Peru
liberty of worship was still forbidden, and any other than
Catholic religious service had to be behind closed doors in

private houses to which admission was by card. Although
petitions and protests had been directed over and over again

from citizens of this country to the Peruvian Government
seeking full liberty of worship, it seemed as if the Congress of

Peru would never yield.

We are glad to learn though our State Department that with

the beginning of this year that section of the Peruvian con-

stitution which prohibited any public worship except after the

Catholic manner has been annulled and legislation adopted
granting full religious liberty.

This does not mean that Catholicism ceases to be the

established religion of Peru, but only that other forms of

religion may be freely and publicly exercised. But it is a

great victory that at last, throughout the entire Western
hemisphere, religious liberty has been achieved. This marks
an epoch in the religious history of the continent. No longer

anywhere will those who would worship God in their own way
be compelled to hide themselves behind locked doors. The
Dark Ages have p.nssed away. No longer will those who are

not of the established Church be compelled to live without the

sanctions of legal marriage.

The next religious campaign will be over the question of

an established church. At a period in the history of our older

states it was thought the business of the government to care

for and support religion. In New England the town meeting

made contracts with the minister and paid his salary. In

Maryland the Roman Catholic Church was established, as

also in Louisiana and other states; in New York the Dutch
Reformed; in Virginia the Church of England; but long ago

the country learned that everybody should pay for his own
religion, and that way the whole world moves. The example
of the United States and Canada will before long be followed

in South America.

—

Exchange.

WESTERN QUARTERLY MEETING'S PEACE WORK.
At the Second Month session of the Western Quarterly

Meeting a Committee of men and women Friends was appoint-

ed to take into consideration our duty in the present crisis,

as suggested by the Executive Committee of the Friends'

National Peace Conference.

At the meeting held on the nineteenth of Fifth Month, that

Committee made the following report:

To the Quarterly Meeting:—
The Committee appointed at the last Quarterly Meeting

" to forward such statements and remonstrances fon Peace] to

the officers of our government as seem called for, in the light

of such developments as may arise" and to take the general

subject under its care prepared a one-page letter which was
sent to each of the six Senators of Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Delaware and the seven members representing us in the lower

house of Congress. Some were signed by the Clerk of the

Quarterly Meeting, others by the Clerk of this Committee.
In most cases the formal letter was accompanied by a personal

letter from one or another of our number.
Nearly all of the Senators and Representatives acknowledged

the receipt of the communication, a few did a little more than

this, and one, Mahlon M. Garland, a Congressman-at-large

from Pennsylvania, declared he was "heartily in accord with

.the views expressed therein."

The letter sent out bv the Committee was as follows:

—

To '
. .
:—

On behalf of the Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends, held
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at West Grove, Chester County, Pennsylvania, with a mem-
bership residing in Chester County, Pennsylvania, Cecil

County, Maryland, and New Castle County, Delaware, we
would express our deep and increasing interest in the grave
problems of national defense and our international relations;

and in this crisis, we ask thee to exert all thy influence to have
these many questions considered calmly, dispassionately and
in the spirit of that world-wide brotherhood, whose foremost
champion our country has long claimed to be.

We believe that the war in Europe is a direct and inevitable

result of military preparedness. To place our international

relations on the high plane of justice, righteousness and Chris-

tian love will be our country's greatest safeguard for the future,

and this course only will enable it to fulfil its great mission
in the world. We believe that all war is contrary to the spirit

and teachings of Jesus Christ, and, in loyalty to His Kingdom,
we would protest against any increase in military preparations.

Furthermore, we would beg of your body seriously to con-
sider a distinctly Christian policy that will make for a per-

manent peace. Among the measures that have suggested
themselves to us as directly in line with this policy are the
following:

I St. A comprehensive educational program in Mexico,
distinctly disinterested on our part.

2nd. Direct participation in the relief of Europe through
the Red Cross and other recognized agencies.

3rd. Prompt and just settlement of our immigration
questions, without discrimination against color or nation, the
sure guarantee of peace with our Oriental neighbors.

4th. A fuller development of the ideal of a " Federation of

the World" along the Hnes suggested by the Hague Con-
ferences and such as have been already successful wherever
tried.

In the spirit of Christian brotherhood, and on behalf of

Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends.

Clerk.

Third Month,

We have kept somewhat in touch with the Friends' Peace
Headquarters in Washington, D. C, and we have encouraged
a few Friends to write personal letters of protest to our Con-
gressmen, but the way did not open for much service of this

kind.

We feel deeply concerned that all our members shall in-

dividually face the questions involved in peace and war, for

we believe the endeavor to find out just where we stand will be
profitable to us all.

The traditional Quaker testimony against war is familiar

to us, and it is clear to most of us that the spirit which causes
and accompanies war is absolutely at variance with the spirit

which followers of Christ should possess. Many of us, how-
ever, are perplexed to know whether, as Christians, we have
nothing to offer in a crisis like the present, except a protest

against all war and a policy of non-resistance, and whether
we must admit, that in the present stage of the worid's progress

we are obliged to rely for protection upon military force, even
if we are not free to make use of it.

It may help us somewhat if we will carefully ponder the
teachings of Jesus to "resist not evil," "love your enemies"
and "do good to them that persecute you;" and then to keep
in mind that these injunctions were evidently intended as

guides for everyday life nineteen hundred years ago and also

for to-day. If to these be added the principle of overcoming
evil with good (and evil can be overcome only by good), do we
not have the principles on which to base our lives and actions?

Is not the one thing for us to do, to live, like George Fox, in

that "spirit which takes away all occasion of war," the spirit

of love, "love at any cost;" and as we come more and more
fully under the rule of Divine love, are we not doing our part

in helping His kingdom to come and His will to be done on
earth as it is in heaven?

Will anything more definitely mark us as followers of the

Prince of Peace than lives, public, private, business, political,

domestic, governed, in all their relations and at all times, by
love? Such lives may be lived in the quiet or they may be
called into the most active public service, but is it not for us
to try to live such lives and to exhibit an unshaken confidence
in the power of the spiritual forces here and now, keeping al-

ways in mind that "the battle is not ours but the Lord's?"
For the Committee,

Wm. F. Wickersham.
Fifth Month 19, 1916.

WHY MOSQUITOS?
"What use are mosquitos?" appears to be the same old

problem in a form suited to a pragmatic age.

It is an irrepressible question. It has been forced upon our
attention frequently of late, even when we were deeply absorb-
ed in other matters. We have lain awake nights thinking
about it and arisen in the morning sleepless and sore without
having found a satisfactory answer.

Obviously the question as stated is incomplete. Supplying
the unconscious ellipsis it reads, "What use are mosquitos
to men?" If, however, we reverse the question, a brain the

millionth part the size of ours is adequate to answer it. Ask
the mosquito when she comes around, "What use are men to

mosquitos?" and she buzzes back, "They are good to eat."

It is a true answer and if it is not satisfactory to us, this is

because we look at the matter from a selfish point of view.

We do not deny the right of existence to a fish, that is, one
of the edible species. Yet the fish devours mosquitos by the
million in their infancy, the innocent and unarmed wrigglers.

The more enterprising fish may even leap into the air and so

capture the adult mosquitos in their element. That suggests

the possibility of further developing their enterprise in this

direction. A flock of flying fish kept in a bowl by day and
released in the bed-room by night might afford some relief.

But setting aside this project as chimerical—and perhaps it

is—we see that after all mosquitos are of use to us in the same
way that we are to them. Still we would prefer to dispense

with mosquitos and feed the fish on bread crumbs.
We should remember in justice to the mosquito that only

one sex is guilty. "The female of the species is more deadly
than the male." The male mosquito seems to be a quiet,

inoffensive stay-at-home body who carries none of the weapons
of the mihtant sex, not even the mandolin.

It is the unnecessary cruelty of the mosquito that aggravates
and puzzles us. We would not so much mind the loss of a
little blood. Our ancestors thought it good for them. But
when the mosquito, after drilling and boring and sawing and
pumping to her heart's content, poisons the well with disease

germs on departing, we feel that she has gone too far. But
here again we must try to look at it through the eyes of the
mosquito. "Where," she might with justice inquire, "did I

get those germs if not from some other person's blood? If

you humans would only keep your blood free from disease

there would be no trouble about our spreading it. What we
mosquitos want is a pure food law."

It is obvious that we must acquit the mosquito of intention-

ally inoculating us with yellow fever and the like. The germs
they carry are forced upon them and doubtless they suffer

from them too. Think of a mosquito shaking with fever and
ague and no quinine on hand. Or worse, a mosquito with
elephantiasis lumbering around on her six loggy legs! Evi-
dently this world was not made to suit the mosquito. Perhaps
it was not made to suit us.

—

From the N. Y. Independent.

NEWS ITEMS.

Chestee Monthly Meeting at Media, Pa., had an imusually interest-

ing session the evening of Second Month 26th. The concern that our

faith and strength might be sufficient to serve our generation with spiritual

leadership found e.xpression in several vocal exercises in the meeting for

worship. As is now usual, the business meeting opened in joint session.

Two communications regarding "Peace" were in the Clerk's hand, a
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letter from the Yearly Meeting's Peace Committee urging the prompt
sending of a telegram to President Wilson asking mediation by the South
American republics rather than declaration of war in the Mexican situa-
tion, and an appeal for funds for the Enghsh Friends' ReUef Work signed
by the delegation of EngUsh Friends who recently addressed us on the
subject and endorsed by the Representative Meeting. Both matters
found cordial response in the Meeting. A small committee with the
Clerks was designated to send a telegram to the President immediately.
In regard to the appeal for funds the Meeting took the rather unusual
step of appointing a small committee to review and present to the mem-
bership all financial appeals coming officially through the Meeting so
that those contributing might have such financial matters more fully
before them when making any one contribution.

The Committee appointed in Fifth Month to consider the Meetmg's
sending a member to the Young Friends' Conference at Cedar Lake re-
ported favorably and recommended that Arthur R. PenneU be released
for the service. After free discussion appropriate to the matter the
report was approved.

The annual report of the Primary School showed decided increase in
attendance. A fund of $2000 was requested for scholarship endowment,
but several Friends felt more money could be coUected as needed each
year while the school was in flourishing condition than would be forth-
coming for a fund permanently apphcable regardless of the condition of
the school. However, both methods were encouraged.

J. P. E.
Reports have come from various Monthly Meetings, including the two

in Philadelphia, Germantown, Bumingham and others that a course
similar to that followed by Chester had been taken by them in addressing
the President at Washington concerning existing conditions with Mexico.

Washington Letter.—"Preparedness" is stiU the big question before
Congress and the country. The size of the army has been settled. It is

to be about 175,000 men in time of peace. Maintenance of the land forces
will cost about $160,000,000 a year on the new basis.

The question as to the size of the navy is now in the balance. A bill

has passed the House which goes far beyond any naval programme ever
proposed in this country. It provides for expenditures for the fiiscal year
enduig Sixth Month 30, 1917, of nearly $300,000,000. This bill will be taken
up by the Senate in about a week. Men in position to know say the upper
branch of Congress is sure to make a still further increase, particularly
adding battleships to the programme. It was only by the narrowest
margin that the extremists in the House were prevented from putting
through a programme that would have added at least another one hundred
millions in cost. This would seem to indicate that increases made by the
Senate will probably be approved by the House when the bill goes back
to that body.

The question now is, not whether we shall add a few more ships to the
navy and two or three hundred miUion dollars more in expenditures for
naval purposes; our real problem is, will this nation stand by its vaunted
ideals of justice and world brotherhood or will it accept the propaganda of
mihtarism, started and carried along by individuals and agencies of which
the average citizen is ignorant.

Notwithstanding the totally misguiding news and editorial columns of
newspapers, the spread-eagle speechss of politicians—for home consump-
tion—and the propaganda of the Navy League and similar organizations,
the country already is well prepared in a mihtary sense. Statements to
this effect were made by a number of highest army and naval officers be-
fore congressional committees at recent hearings. These statements have
had much to do with the refusal of many congressmen to be stampeded
for "preparedness."

Having before us the above conditions, we desire to ask Friends to make
one more effort. This time we are urging that letters, or telegrams, be
sent to Senators caUing upon them to oppose the huge naval programme.
This is worth doing, no matter how many previous letters have been
sent or however sure Friends may be of the position of their Senators.
Letters should be sent at once by Friends and others. Address Senators
at the Capitol.

Very truly,

Friends' National Peace Headquarters.

The following is taken from a recent issue of the Haverfordian: "Isaac
Sharpless Hall" is a building to be erected at Haverford CoUege by the
Alumni Association in the near future at a cost of $100,000. It will house

the laboratory for physics and biology. A committee of over forty men
is workmg on subscriptions with their different classes with excellent
results.

Sixth Month 15, 1916.
John Way, Dear Friend:—Once more I have the pleasant duty of

writing to thank you for another kind contribution to our funds.
I am sorry to say that the feeling against "enemy aUens" seems to grow

continuaUy more bitter as the war goes on. It seems quite necessary
that those of us who refuse to recognize any one as an "enemy" should
continue to befriend these poor people and try to keep them from losing
heart and hope entirely, and for the means to do this we are, of course,
dependent upon our friends.

Beheve me,

Very sincerely thine,

Anna B. Thomas.

Friends' Washington Peace Headquarters closes with a final appeal
to all meetings in the United States to influence their Senators against
the proposed increase in the Naval Bill.

Friends' Washington Peace Headquarters has closed its office in Wash-
ington and transferred its records to the office of the Philadelphia Joint
Peace Committee, where they will be used in sending out literature to
Friends from that centre. Letters and inquiries addressed to Friends'
Peace Committee, 111 S. Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa., will receive
prompt attention.

For the Committee,

L. Hollingsworth Wood.

The Haverford summer school, a biennial conference, held under the
care of Haverford College will, this year, transfer its scene of operations
from Haverford to Swampscott, Mass. The management will be largely
in charge of Henry J. Cadbury and the program will include the follow-
ing speakers: George A. Barton, Alfred C. Garrett, Rufus M. Jones,
Elihu Grant, WiUiam E. Sperry and others. The time will be Ninth
Month 5-12.

Septimus Martin writes that after visiting various Friends' centres
in the middle west he has now joined his wife, Leila Marten, in Pasadena,
where they are at home to their friends.

62 North Bonnie, Pasadena, Cal.

Let Us Have Better Light at Tunesassa.—A year ago the only
light I had at night in West China was from a little wick, about the size

of a match-stick, leaning over the side of a small saucer, filled with a
vegetable oil. And this minute gleam in the darkness was sometimes
placed in the partition between two rooms in a Chinese inn, that it

might do double duty.

The contrast between this illumination and that with which we are

mostly famihar in our houses spells the difference between undevel-
oped resources and that civilization which means better minds as well

as better eyes.

Our Indian Boarding School at Tunesassa, N. Y., has used coal oil

for years, increasing the fire risk, and sorely taxing the eyes of the fifty-

five students and their teachers. The Committee m charge are united
as to the necessity for a better system of lighting and have directed the

household Committee to install such. This will require at least $1000
more than the treasurer, Wm. Bacon Evans, Moorestown, N. J., has
in hand for the purpose. If our members or any interested in this

worthy mission among the Seneca Indians are disposed to assist in sup-
plying this suffering need he will gladly receive their contributions.

_
Joseph Elkinton.

summary" of events.
Local.—Before the convention of newspaper men in Philadelphia,

Cyrus H. K. Curtis outlined plans for the erection of the finest newspaper
building in the country at Sixth and Chestnut Streets.

Dr. J. C. O'Donnell, the veteran editor of the Toronto Globe, stirred

the delegates of the Newspaper Publishers by declaring that in the

democracy of peace such as exists in the United States and Canada lies

the hope of the future adjustment of conditions between all nations of

the earth.

General.—The Mexican situation has been very tense for more than
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a week. The Ledger of the 29th had the following: "Carranza's release

of the American prisoners and the willingness of the President to accept

mediation give a suddenly encouraging turn to what was an ominous

situation. The .\meriean people as a whole want nothing for themselves

that belongs to Mexico. WTiat they do want is peace on the border and

a cessation of marauding raids. They ask and demand that a stable

government shall be established, capable of fulfilling the obUgations of

sovereignty."

Romulo S. Xaon, .'Vrgentine Ambassador to the United States, issued

a statement in which he said that while he had made no offer of mediation

looking to the settlement of the difficulties between the United States and

Mexico, he was "in candor confident that the present crisis will be peace-

fully settled."

For three years experiments with the use of sheep and goats for clean-

ing banks of irrigating canals and laterals, on the Salt River project,

.Arizona, have been in the course of investigation, states the Engineering

Record. The results have shown that the use of the animals will material-

ly reduce the cost of upkeep without injury to the banks.

Conditions in the leper settlement at Molokai, depicted by Jack Lon-

don in his letter to the Public Ledger last week, will be employed as an

argument for the establishment of a national leprosarium in the United

States, for which Senator Ransdell, of Louisiana, has a bill in the Senate.

The Presbyterian General Assembly, of Canada, after three-days'

debate, voted, 406 to 88, to accept the plan of imiting the Presbyterian,

Congregational and Methodist Chiirches of the Dominion.

Gifts to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology aggregating

$2,660,000 were announced last week at Boston as the concluding event

of the Institute's commencement exercises held in connection with the

dedication of its new home on the Cambridge side of the Charles River.

Pro causa Judaica is the Latin name for a committee of world-wide

scope, with headquarters at Zurich, Switzerland, which has been organized

to promote the interests of the Jewish race, both during and after the war.

It includes a large number of prominent men in Switzerland and else-

where, and appeals alike to Jews and Gentiles. Its efforts will be directed

both to the realization of the demand for equal rights for the miUions of

outlawed Jews in Europe, and to the question of colonial emigration for

those who have been reduced to penury by the war.

Foreign.—The Zeitschrifl fuer Frauenstimmrecht, the German woman
suffrage organ, has sent the following greeting to the women of France:

"We feel, think and suffer like you, and protest that, after this catas-

trophal war, the women of all nations shall work unitedly to prevent

forever its recurrence."

Deplorable conditions prevail in Syria, said the Marquis of Crewe in

the House of Lords on the 27th, dealing with the Arab revolt against the

Turks. A cordon has been drawn by the Turks around the Lebanon

district, and they were virtually starving the inhabitants. Bearing in

mind the fate of Armenia, he said, it was impossible not to feel the gravest

concern for the inhabitants of Syria. The Turks had exercised the

greatest tyranny on Syria notables, and had condemned 20 of them to

death and many others to imprisonment or exUe.

RECEIPTS.

Esther K. Alsop, Pa.; and for Esther A. Harris, Conn., Elizabeth Mar-

riott, N. Y., C. E. WiUiams, Canada; J. B. Settles, Ind.; Anna Yarnall,

Pa.; James B. Bruff, Iowa; Susanna S. Kite, Pa.; R. H. Reeve, N. J.;

and for M. W. Reeve, N. J.; Jonathan Chace, R. I.; and for Lois A.

Green, R. I., and Elizabeth T. Bettle, Pa.; Chas. J. Rhoads, Pa.; M. T.

Akins, Pa.; John E. Carter, Pa.; Barclay Penrose, O.; Clara F. Smedley,

Pa.; Wm. B. Stanley, Iowa; Henry B. Leeds, N. Y.; Sarah M. Barnard,

Mass.; Phebe E. Heston, O.; T. F. Weaver, Ark.; W. Atherton Haines,

Pa.; Albert B. Bayes, Eng.; John Weltz, Ohio; Silas H. Hartley, Ohio;

Laura J. Parker, Pa.; Ellwood Green, N. J.; Albert M. Gillespie, N. J.;

Gertrude Heulings, N. J.; Mary R. C. Reeve, N. J.; Ezekiel C. Shoe-

maker, Pa.; Chas. Leech, Cal.; Isabella P. Russell, N. J.; Benj. Vail,

Pa.; Ruth R. Vail, Pa.; Charles Perry, R. I.; Dr. Howard Ivins, N. J.;

Martha T. DeCou, N. J.; Hannah H. Ivins, N. J.; Paul D. I. Maier, Pa.;

John B. Garrett, Pa.; John Pim Carter, Pa.; Sarah S. Carter, N. J; Sarah

Ellen Holloway, O.; Ehzabeth W. Gage, Kas.; Helen Penington, Cal.;

Rebecca H. Roberts, N. J; H. Russell Worthington, N. Y.; J. Wistar

Worthington, Kas.; Anne E. Peirsol, Pa.; Mary B. Hopkins, Pa.; T.

Franklin Pharo, N. J.; Barclay R. Leeds, Pa.; Richard T. Ogden, Pa.;

William B. Moore; Clement E. Allen; Charies S. Carter, Pa.; Caleb D.

Cope, Pa.; Wilmer Cope, Pa.; Wm. H. Gibbons, Pa.; Anthony Schnin-

deman, Pa.; Abigail Sears, Ohio; Josiah Standing, Calif.; Anna Kkk-

bride. Pa.; ^^'m. C. Cowperthwaite, N. J.; Ambrose H. Chappell, Del.;

Henry T. Wmg, N. Y.

!&' Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear in

receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

ScATTEHGOOD Seminaht.—An effort is being made by Hickory Grove

Quarterly Meeting of Friends, in Iowa, to so equip their Boarding School

known as Soattergood Seminary, near West Branch, that it will meet the

needs of a present day education, and establish it on an accredited basis,

with other Friends' schools. A fund is being raised by free subscription,

which is only payable if sufficent is subscribed, to buUd a dormitory,

about 3-1 by 36 feet, with basement, two stories and attic, and make some

other needed improvements. Wm. P. Young of Springville, Iowa, has

been appomted to receive contributions for this worthy cause.

The Friends m Denver, Colorado, are desirous of knowing of any

Eastern Friends in their city, that they may invite them to their Friends'

Meetings which they are now holding after the manner of a Philadel-

phia Friends' Meeting. Any of our readers who have knowledge of such

will do a real service by addressing,

C. W. Savert,

425 Exchange Building,

Denver, Colorado.

Married.—At Friends' Meeting-house, Downingtown, Pa., Fifth

Month 16, 1916, Wm. Gilbert Edge, son of Jacob V. and Sarah Bacon

Edge, and Laura Gibbons Thomas, daughter of Charles T. and Isabel

G. Thomas.

, at Friends' Meeting-house, Germantown, Phila., Sixth Month

3, 1916, Joseph H. Haines, son of WiUiam H. and Mary Howell Hames,

and Helen Whitall, daughter of John M. and Margaret H. Whitall.

, Sixth Month 17, 1916, at Moorestown, New Jersey, Henry Joel

Cadburt, son of Joel and Anna K. Cadbury, to Ltdia C. Brown, daugh-

ter of Thomas K. and the late Caroline C. Brown.

As we go to press, we hear with great regret of the passing away

of Silvanus P. Thompson, at his home. West Hampstead, England,

after but two days' illness, aged sixty-five years. Our Friend, it will

he rememl ered, attended and took part in the late London Yearly

Meeting.

Died.—At her home in Pasadena, California, Second Month 11,

1916, Martha M. Thom.as, wife of Samuel S. Thomas, in the seventy-

second year of her age; a member of Hickory Grove Monthly Meeting

of Friends, Iowa.

, at her home in West Branch, Iowa, Fifth Month 11, 1916, Eliza

W. Thomas, wife of WiUiam Thomas, in the seventieth year of her age;

a member of Hickory Grove Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

, at his home near West Branch, Iowa, Fifth Month 25, 1916,

Logan M. Fawcett, in the forty-fourth year of his age; a member of

Hickory Grove Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

, on the twenty-eighth of Fifth Month, 1916, at the home of her

son, Wm. P. Negus, near West Branch, Iowa, Rachel E. Negus, in her

seventy-seventh year; a member of West Branch Monthly Meeting of

Friends, Iowa.

, at his home, near Norwich, Ontario, Canada, Sixth Month 17,

1916, Joshua Waring, in the seventy-seventh year of his age; a member

and elder of Norwich Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, Sbcth Month 11, 1916, at Wenatchee. Wash., Elvina Hotle,

wife of William G. Hoyle, in the seventy-first year of her age; a life-long

member with Friends.

, Fifth Month 11, 1916, at the home of her son, H. D. Cope, Sarah

Edmundson Cope, aged ninety years; she was a member of Middleton

Meeting, Ohio.

, at Hot Springs, South Dakota, on the fourth of Fifth Month,

1916, Mart L. Test, a member of Springville Monthly Meeting of

Friends, Iowa, in the si.xty-ninth year of her age.
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"Every person has an infinite worth, and every one that needs
the help that we can supply has a right to it. So we look upon
the world with new eyes. We cease to see it merely as it is. We
see it as it may become when we and others labour in the

presence of God for its transfiguration."—W. F. H.

"THE DEMON. SILENCE."

A member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting was a resident

of Paris and its environs for seven or eight years. She was a

fairly regular attender of the Friends' meeting held on the

Rue de Theatre, and enjoyed converse with those she met

there and the solemn worship which characterized the meet-

ings. She was a person of much reticence in public, and was

heard to say more than once that she regarded it as a favor

that she was not called on to speak in meeting. Her self-

sacrificing nature gave her many outlets other than public

testimony through which to discharge her interest in individ-

uals, and none who knew her would have been inclined to

charge her with being self-centred. For this reason, especially,

it came to her as a great surprise on one occasion, when the

number at the meeting was so limited as to leave little doubt

of the intended application, to hear a fervent supplication that

"the demon of silence" might be cast out of any one in the

company in whom it might reside. If a personal application

was meant by the beloved minister who used the expression,

it was a case of temperamental misunderstanding in which no

offence was intended by her and none by the visitor was taken.

The incident was reverted to by the Philadelphia Friend more
than once, upon her return to her native land, as instructive

in any quarters where silence may have become a mere form.

In this connection it may be well to note that the great

French literary critic H. A. Taine at one time made the same
observation of the Society of Friends and commented par-

ticularly upon their manner of worship. He said that silence

quite easily became the " very apotheosis of form, " even though

intended as a protest against form. The great Frenchman's

word "apotheosis"—deification— is not far removed from the

expression which surprised our Philadelphian in Paris. We
may feel quite sure that behind them both there lurks a very

subtle danger of which we need frequently to remind ourselves.

Two considerations may not improperly be pressed home as

bearing on this situation.

First, then, silence even as a basis of worship very easily

becomes a condition of suspended activity. We so greatly

enjoy the hush and the calm, that there is undoubtedly a

temptation to yield ourselves to it "in pleasurable surcease

of toil." However soothing this sensation is there is no
doubt that it is often far removed from worship. It is more
profitable than the purely vacant silence of the listless mind.

Perhaps it is closely associated with the forgetfulness of

Nirvana, but it is not a Christian service and neither it nor

the "vacant silence" will make a Friends' meeting. The
silence we seek as a "basis of worship" demands the utmost

energy of the human soul. Our Lord's words for it are seek,

strive, and the apostle gives a hint of its character as a warfare

in the ringing "Fight the good fight of faith."

More than twenty-five years ago two Philadelphia Friends

moved about in a number of Friendly communities in England.

They were much impressed by the changed aspect of Friends'

meetings. The characteristic appearance of the Friends'

dress of a previous generation had given place to much that

appeared like a protest against it. In spite of this, however,

the manner of Friends in worship seemed distinctly more

reverent and devout than they were accustomed to. The
silence had the character of waiting, but it was marked by an

energy of exercise that was unmistakable in its quality and

intent. They both felt that the future of the Society in the

British Isles would be safeguarded, in spite of multiplied

changes, by the genuineness of this worship. Now that our

dear Friends have had to face the "most dire persecution"

many of them have known in a remarkable degree the rock

beneath their feet.

In addition to this view of silence as a supreme effort or

surrender of the will it is well for us to recognize another

characteristic calculated to preserve us from a deadening

formality. Too often we speak of silence as "our method"
or "our peculiarity," as though we had some patent right on

a distinguishing trait of the religious life. Is not the element

in silence that gives it value as "a basis of worship" its uni-

versal character? It is not a specific difference at all, but

rather a generic characteristic binding the whole family of

the religious into a blessed unity. For when we analyze

silence as a form what is it but the recognition that God is

omnipresent—that He can be approached at all times every-

where, and that He is omniscient—knows us all, hears us all,

if we speak to Him. Thus every wayside shrine, every family

altar, every "mystic circle" of the untutored mind, every

most elaborate ritual, however much of blind superstition it

may conceal, does recognize that God is near, that God hears
"
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if we speak acceptably. So this "basis of silence" should

bind us in unquestioning brotherhood to all everywhere who

with us grope for the Light. Out of all forms or would-be

absence of forms, we chose the means of approach that is

common to all, in recognizing the Divine immanence. And

we may humbly confess that even this means if we are un-

willing to surrender ourselves to it with devoted energy, if

we are upwilling to recognize its universal elements that bind

us into the "whole family of God," may become a blind form,

the "apotheosis of form," the "demon, silence."

J. H. B.

CHRIST'S ATTITUDE TOWARD WAR.

At this time, when so many professedly Christian nations

are engaged in the bloodiest war of history, the question of

Christ's own attitude towards war assumes a compelling

interest. Serious thinkers, alike in the countries at war and

in those which are still at peace, are striving to reconcile

the teachings of Jesus with the apparent necessities of the

modern world. Now it is obvious that a satisfactory solu-

tion of this problem can be obtained only by an honest and
impartial study of the life and teachings of Jesus, as revealed

in the Gospels, not by vague and arbitrary conjectures

about what Christ might have said and done, if He were alive

to-day. And a careful examination of the Gospel records,

without preconceived prejudice in either direction, will, 1

think, prove beyond reasonable doubt that the great Teacher

of Galilee was an unqualified pacifist, an advocate of "peace

at any price." There are two ways in which we may determine

a man's attitude towards a problem; first, by his words; and,

second, by his actions. Let us first consider the words of

Jesus Christ which bear on the problems of war and non-re-

sistance.

The Sermon on the Mount, as preserved in the fifth and
sixth chapters of Matthew and in the sixth chapter of Luke,

is universally regarded as one of the most decisive and sig-

nificant expressions of Christ's thought. This sermon is

simply filled with the plainest and most direct exhortations

to passive submission, even to the most unprovoked and
outrageous insults. "Resist not evil; but whosoever shall

smite thee on the right cheek, turn to him the other also."
" Whosoever shall compel thee to go with him a mile, go with

him twain." Moreover, the Beatitudes, with which the Ser-

mon opens, exalt meekness and patience as the highest vir-

tues. " Blessed are the poor in spirit; for theirs is the king-

dom of heaven." "Blessed are the meek; for they shall in-

herit the earth." Some of those who believe that Christ's

teaching can be reconciled with defensive war maintain that

these expressions were only meant for the rude and quarrelsome
peasants who made up the major part of His audience. But
the dangerous fallacy of this contention is almost too obvious
to need refutation. Nearly all of Christ's sermons were de-

livered to audiences of rude and uneducated peasants and
fishermen. If the character of His audience is to rob these

sermons of their universal significance, then no part of His
teaching can be said to rest on a secure foundation. Another
objection to applying the principles of the Sermon on the

Mount to international disputes is based on the assumption
that principles which hold good for individuals are not
necessarily valid for nations. It is very difficult to believe,

from all that we know of Jesus of Nazareth, that He ever
intended to sanction any such Machiavellian distinction

between individual and national morality. But, laying aside

this consideration, we find that He expresses himself deci-

sively on the question of defensive war in another place. In

Matthew 22, the Pharisees ask Him whether it is lawful

to pay tribute to Caesar. If Jesus had considered the ideal

of national freedom worth fighting for He certainly would
have expressed Himself against submission to Rome. If any
war is justifiable, it is a war for the preservation of national

freedom and integrity. Yet Jesus said: "Render unto Caesar

the things that are Cesar's." Certainly this answer was not

based on considerations of cowardice and expediency. Jesus

spared neither His own life nor those of His followers when
principles which He considered vital were at s|ake. There-
fore we must believe that He condemned war, even when
waged in behalf of national independence.

A great deal is made of Christ's statement that He came
on earth to bring, not peace, but a sword. But, in this pas-

sage. He goes on to say that families shall be set at variance,

the son against the father, the daughter-in-law against the

mother-in-law, etc. As it can hardly be supposed that Christ

wished to promote domestic pugilism, we can only infer that

He meant to indicate figuratively the disruption of families

which would follow the advent of His new religious idea.

There are only two passages which have even a faintly mili-

tant tone. In Luke xxii: 36-38, He advises His disciples

to provide themselves with swords; and, when told that

there are only two swords among His followers, replies: "It
is enough." But, when we weigh against these two sayings

alike His own conduct during His trial and the uniformly

pacific attitude of the early Church, it is almost impossible

to associate a militaristic flavor with His words. Moreover,
in all the four Gospels, we have very many passages which
impress on His followers, in the most unmistakable terms,

the principles of forgiveness of injuries, love of one's enemies,

and passive submission to wrong and injustice. It is not to

be understood, from this last phrase, that Jesus ever advised

His followers to acquiesce in or compromise with wrongdoing.
On the other hand, He exhorted them to protest against evil

to the utmost, nay, even to lay down their lives, as He Him-
self did, in defense of truth and right. It is the use of physi-

cal force and violence as a means to resist wrong that He
sweepingly and emphatically condemns.
The actions of Christ are quite as decisive as His words.

In only one case can He be accused, by the wildest stretch

of imagination, of using aggressive physical force. This one
instance is, of course, the driving of the money-changers out
of the temple. And here the provocation was certainly great

enough to excuse and explain His departure from His ordi-

nary rule. He saw the Temple, which to Him doubtless

represented the highest spiritual aspirations of the Jewish
people, turned into a paltry business house; He saw the wor-
ship of the true God cast aside for the worship of Mammon.
Certainly this one example of righteous indignation cannot
outweigh the lessons which we must draw from the rest of

His life, and still more from His death. Attempts have been
made to derive a justification for war from Christ's bitter

denunciation of the Pharisees.' But these attempts lose all

weight when we stop to consider that these denunciations
are never accompanied by any exhortation to the people to

rise up and overthrow this Jewish spiritual oligarchy by
force of arms. On the other hand, even when Jesus was
being condemned by the foulest judicial murder. He made
no attempt either to escape or to stir up popular feeling in

His favor, but fell a passive victim to the bigotry and malice
of His enemies. There were innumerable reasons by which
Christ might have justified a longer continuance of His stay
on earth. But He preferred to drink His bitter cup to the
dregs, to die at the very beginning of His ministry, rather

than to violate the principles of non-resistance, of overcom-
ing evil with good, which were the very cornerstone of His
philosophy. Can any Christian nation claim that the pre-
servation of its life and integrity is more important to hu-

,

manity than was the preservation of the life of Jesus of Nazar-
'^

eth?

in a case where the interest of the Christian clashes so
obviously with his duty, we have, quite naturally, a flock of

arguments to prove that Christ's disapproval of war was
conditional and local, not absolute and universal. One of
the most specious of these arguments claims that, while
a Christian has no right to avenge his own personal injuries,

he has both a right and a duty to avenge those of his friends

and neighbors. Perhaps this argument can be most effectively
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refuted by imagining, for the moment, that Christ were alive

to-day, a Frenchman or a Belgian. We can well imagine Him
cheerfully exposing His own life in helping the maimed and
wounded victims of the war by every sort of consolation,

spiritual and material. But can we imagine Him crouched
in the trenches, waiting for a chance to kill some of the inva-

ders, His face distorted with the frenzy of battle, His heart

black with hatred and thirsting for revenge, or, perhaps,

leading a bayonet charge, consumed with the desire to hack,

thrust, kill, destroy? The bare idea is so incongruous with
every picture that we have of the life and character of Jesus
that we turn away from it in horror and disgust. We have
already considered the argument that Christ's active op-

position to evil lends sanction to a righteous or "defensive"
war. Leaving out the fact that the ultimate responsibility

for war is usually fixed after all the participants are dead and
buried, that each side is always devoutly convinced that

its enemies are the aggressors and that it is waging a right-

eous defensive war, leaving out these vitally important con-

siderations, we still find that Christ did not regard war,
and physical violence in general, as legitimate weapons in

His warfare against evil. Rightly or wrongly. He thought
that the persistent power of evil could only be overcome by
the more persistent power of good; and His professed fol-

lowers, if they are sincere, should certainly be ready to ac-

cept this conclusion and abide by the consequences.
Probably the most convincing argument against non-

resistance, in the minds of many, is the wonderful spirit

of devotion and self-sacrifice that is now being shown on
every battlefield in Europe. It seems preposterous to assert

that men, whose nobility and strength of character are so

obvious, should be excluded from the ranks of Christ's fol-

lowers. Certainly no honest or generous pacifist would wish
to detract in any way from the credit that is due to men who
are, every day, laying down their lives for a cause which
they believe to be just and sacred. But, on the other hand,
it seems suificiently evident that, while Jesus Christ would
have applauded the courageous loyalty to ideals that has

sent millions to fight and die in the trenches, He would have
bestowed on the whole theory of war His unqualified and
unsparing condemnation. The question whether Jesus Christ

and His followers dying the passive death of martyrs or

Leonidas fighting to the last breath with his band of devoted
Spartans represents the highest and most effective sacrifice

for humanity and freedom is not to be settled lightly or

hastily. There is much to be said on both sides. But for a

man to profess faith in Christ as a Divine and infallible Being
in one breath, and to violate one of His most sacred and un-
mistakable injunctions in the next, is certainly gross and in-

excusable inconsistency. Christianity is accepted too hastily

and thoughtlessly by many of its advocates. If a man believes

that Christ's doctrines of love, unconditional forgiveness of

injuries, and non-resistance, represent the highest possible

deal, then, and only then, does he have the right to claim

Christ as his Lord and Saviour. If, however, he comes to

the conclusion that these doctrines, however beautiful in

theory, are impracticable and would actually promote wrong-
doing and injustice in practise, then, however much he may
revere other phases of Christ's life and teaching, he can hardly

call himself, with justice, a Christian. For these beliefs are

almost the cornerstone of Christ's philosophy; and the man
who rejects them, in theory or in practise, not only rejects

Christ as an infallible divinity, but also disclaims faith in

Christianity as a power that is destined ultimately to con-

quer and subdue the world.

It is at once ludicrous and pathetic to observe the compla-
cency with which some advocates of religion view the increase

in devotional fervor which appears in time of war. That
men are so ready to express dogmatic faith in Christ at a

time when they are about to violate one of His most solemn
spiritual precepts, should be, to true Christians, a source,

not of satisfaction, but of regret and shame. The issue stands

out with clearcut vividness. On one side war, patriotism.

revenge of injuries, satisfaction of national honor; on the

other side peace, internationalism, forgiveness of injuries,

passive endurance of wrong and injustice. Only when the

latter principles are carried out to the fullest extent can

Christianity be said to stand forth as a prevailing, conquering

world-force.—W. H. Chamberlain ('17) in Haverjordian.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
(Continued from page 16.)

We have found it no easy task to select from the printed

reports of the late London Yearly Meeting.
Had the task fallen to other hands than our own, doubtless

the selections would have been different. We are not confident

that were we ourselves to accept the same task a second time

that we should accomplish just the same result that we have.

It is sufficient to say that we have been compelled to onnit very

much that is of great interest and we think that nothing has

been included which will cause our readers to be jealous of the

space it occupies.
[Editors.]

Fourth-day Evening.

At the evening sitting the subject of Child Life was con-

tinued, under other aspects.

The Clerk presented a minute on the whole question, which

was accepted as follows:

—

We have given much thought to the great effect of war upon the chil-

dren. While on the one hand this has been to quicken, to a certain extent,

the spread of self-sacrifice and the desire to serve, there has been on the

other an increasing unsettlement of mind and encroachments on study,

the growth of bitterness against enemies, increase in truancy, and a general

loosening of discipline. This has resulted partly from the absence of

parents from home and the depletion of school staffs, partly from a change

in the general ethical standard and the subordinating of everything to

military requirements. The evidence of justices' courts is to the same

effect. There has been a remarkable advance in the number of children

brought before the courts, and the offences are of an increasingly serious

character.

To us who are precluded from participating in the war there comes an

urgent call to enter this field of service. We should increase the wise

teaching of history as distinct from the narrow method which so often

links it with a list of battles, and the true patriotism which shows the na-

tion in its right perspective with other nations. We must take great

trouble, we must sacrifice ourselves, and we must share with others what-

ever we possess of the sweetness and beauty of life. We must remember

that atmosphere and personaUty tell, and above all we must seek to bring

the children mto the presence of Jesus Christ, that they may learn to

love and admire His greatness and become sensitive to His Spirit.

Fifth-day, Twenty-fifth of Fifth Month.

The proceedings of the second day made three very full

sessions. At the commencement there was a diminished

attendance, though with some addition later in the morning.

The Clerk mentioned that no Epistle had been received

from Dublin Yearly Meeting because that meeting had not

yet been held, owing to the recent disturbances. He felt

that Friends would desire to express their sympathy with

Irish Friends in their Yearly Meeting, to be opened the first

of next month. It also needed to be considered whether Lon-

don Yearly Meeting should also prepare an Epistle to Dublin

for its meeting in 191 7, as usual.

Alfued Webd, on the suggestion of A. J. Crosfield, g.ave some particu-

lars of the conditions among Friends during the disturbances. None of

the Friends in Ireland had suffered any bodily harm from the revolt.

They had passed through a time of great anxiety, but the Lord had been

very good to them. Some of their members, especially Henry Jolm Allen,

had suffered serious financial loss. Irish Friends had been indeed glad

of the sympathy of the English Friends, but he felt that it was English

Friends who really needed sympathy in their present trying circumstances.

John Morland suggested that this year's Epistle should go to Dublin

as it was, for their adjourned Yearly Meeting nex-t month. Frederick

Andrews suggested that a message to Dublin now would be timely; and
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that the Meeting for Sufferings might be asked to write a timely Epistle

ten months hence, when we should understand the position more clearly.

Ernest Jones, amongst subsequent speakers, hoped that a very tender

message would be sent. We should pray unitedly that some final agree-

ment might be come to for the permanent benefit of the country.

The Clerk presented a minute appointing a committee to prepare a

message of sympathy and love for the forthcoming meeting, and referring

to the Meeting for Sufferings the preparation of an Epistle to the Dublin

Yearly Meeting of 1917, and this was accepted by the Meeting.

The Epistles from the American Yearly Meetings, including

one from New York (Fifteenth Street) and a message from
American Friends resident in Japan, were then taken up.

Our Friends in Philadelphia had been particularly active

in the promotion of Peace, especially in their opposition

to the "preparedness" campaign, now so actively proceeding

in the States. Last >'ear the London Yearly Meeting wel-

comed a message from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and
on the previous day we had had a living message from Phila-

delphia in the person of W. C. Alien. Although for seventy
years Philadelphia Yearly Meeting had not addressed other

Friends, it had now sent a most loving message to all bodies

in the United States who call themselves Friends. That
message was read.

Edith Morl.\nd, who had recently returned to England with a mes-

sage from the Philadelphia Women's Meeting, said that Philadelphia

Women Friends there had united in the desire that Dublin and London
should know of their loving sympathy and their appreciation of what
Friends were doing in the present state of Europe. American Friends

felt that they would be prepared to suffer with them. Both at Phila-

delphia and Baltimore she had received many tender messages for British

Friends.

Anna Bablow, who had visited the States with her young son, ex-

pressed her sense of heartfelt gratitude to American Friends for their

kindly reception. Before leaving this country [England], she spoke to the

American Ambassador, who regarded it as important that not only should

young Americans come to England but that young Englishmen should

visit America. On arrival, she went to Philadelphia, and at once found

herself among friends.

For Permanent Peace.

The Report of the Peace Committee was next taken. Min-
utes from two Quarterly Meetings were also presented (i)

suggesting an appeal to the belligerents to submit their case
to a judicial tribunal, and (2) urging the need for Preparation
for Permanent Universal Peace.

Horace G. Alexander, speaking to the report of the Peace Com-
mittee, read a letter from a friend of his in the trenches, in which he said,

"You are the fighters, not we. You wrestle with the invisible devil of

compromise and demon of path of least resistance, and what's more, you
seem to have conquered." As he first read it, he said he could not help
feeling crushed, first, because we at home seemed to be content to aOow
these things, and secondly, because a man Uke that, enduring so much
more than we, should address us as if we had conquered where he had
failed. And yet, in feeling that Friends at home had failed, we must note

the joyful way in which so many of our Friends were facing the persecution

resulting from their conscientious objection to take up arms. When he
was asked what the Yearly Meeting could do, his answer would be that

political action, memorials, and the discussion of the settlement after

the war were not, in the main, the things which required our attention,

but something much deeper; we could begin to follow in the path of

absolute sacrifice of self. We had a great lesson to loam from those at

present suffering. Every day of war meant a grave injury to men's
souls, of infinitely greater worth than anything political, or any question

of victory, oT defeat. We must be able to bear the cross of physical tor-

ture, but so fax we had hardly dared to call upon our fellows, not only
to endure the cross, but to despise the shame. Dare we go to our fellow-

countrymen and suggest to them that what was needed now was the
same thing as in the days of Christ, that we should be ready to give up
all—reputation. Empire, everything—in the spirit of Him who died for us
when we were yet sinners? Until we were prepared to make the great

appeal, the demand to a sacrifice greater than that of the body. Friends

would not begin to attain the end they had in view.

John Kingsley Rxttter claimed that the present was an appropriate

moment for some definite action in the waj' of peace, the war having

reached a stage of unstable equilibrium. There could be no speedy,

decisive result, and the Governments might therefore think favorably

of an appeal for peace, for which there was a great yearning among
the people. We could not expect the beUigerents to take the uiitial

steps, and it therefore remained for some tribimal or Court of Justice

to be set up. He beUeved that the Society of Friends might fairly

make a definite move in that direction. From such a court the bel-

ligerents might receive proposals without any loss of dignity. A peace

such as might be so arranged at the present time need not be an in-

conclusive peace. He thought Friends might ask the Government to

receive a deputation.

NoR.MAN E. Brooks said: . . . The failure to-day is the old,

old failure of the practice of Christianity. Surely the most glorious

triumph of Christianity was in the first two centuries of the Christian

era. How unequal the contest must then have appeared, yet those

ignorant men set out to conquer the world. And whenever man had

placed himself fearlessly under the command of God the result was

assured. This then was the call of the Society to-day, that the only

real preparation for universal peace was by a return, with fearless dis-

regard of consequences, to the spirit and teaching of the Master.

The Clerk, reviewing the different proposals before the

meeting, asked for an expression from the Meeting.
A suggestion here made for a period of silence was acceded

to. Afterwards

W. E. Wilson expressed his belief that God was calling Friends at

this time, and he longed that the Yearly Meeting should let God speak

to it, and furnish it with the real message. Friends should not appoint

a committee or take any other step until we knew what God wished us

to do.

Fifth-day Afternoon.

A much fuller attendance, the greatest up to that time,

marked the afternoon session, when the reports of the Com-
mittees on War Victims' Relief, Aliens' Relief, and the Friends'

Ambulance Unit were before the meeting.
In the devotional meeting Cornelius Boeke dwelt on the

possibility of looking so much at the need of the world that

we put aside thought of the need of God. We often thought
that an effort was our own, whereas it, and our sympathy
and every other good thing, came from God. Any number
of good and kind works would not save us; we had to come
back to the salvation of the Lord Jesus Christ.

The Clerk afterwards announced the recommendation of

the Arrangements Committee that the subject of that morning
should be reintroduced at the following morning's sitting, and
that, if necessary, the afternoon and evening should be de-
voted to it.

The subject of "War Sufferers and Their Relief" was then
taken.

" The work of these agencies rests upon the fact of a commcm
cause, springs from a common root, and has a common inspira-
tion."

The War Victims' report mentioned that the present num-
ber of workers abroad was now 147. Altogether 299 had joined

since the work started and 130 had left.

S. Margery Fry said that in some directions, the work seemed to be
'

ncaring an end, though it was difficult to speak positively on so complicat-

ed a work. In a very short time the Committee would have provided

the necessary houses on the Mame and the Mouse, in France, and the

housing in those districts no longer presented any crying scandals. Other

districts where other agencies had been at work were fairly well provided

for. Beds and other articles of furniture had been provided, while all

the little houses which had sprung up since the war had received a small

beginning of furniture—a bed, a table, a few chairs, and perhaps a

cooking stove. The Committee had also been able to give clothes in

large number, and she often thought the kindly contributors of these

articles would be very pleased to find the gratefulness with which the

results of their work were received. Seeds, tools and agricultural ma-
terials had been supplied, and those gifts were about ceasing. Other sides

of their work were proceeding. Not only had there been liberality {imoDg
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British Friends, but much assistance had been rendered by the French

authorities and American sympatliizers. She rejoiced that in that work
people had been able to lay aside not only differences of opinion, religious

and social, but what was still more difficult, the red tape which was not

absent anywhere. With regard to the future, they hoped before long

to be able to assist in the rebuilding of villages and homes in other parts,

ready for the moment of peace, the French being ready to provide the

materials if Friends provided the workmanship. The unhappy condition

of many of the refugees in the largo towns afforded another opening for

future service. Looking back, they aU felt that they had often failed,

but they hoped to do better in the future. They had felt it a great happi-

ness to be the channel through which love and sympathy had been con-

veyed to the unhappy refugees in France. The human affections could

not be scheduled, and they could only hope they had been able to do

something towards spreading the bonds of affection.

WiixiAM C. Braithwaite, for the "Relief of Aliens," spoke of the

Unit as the third of the redemptive agencies which Friends had been

privileged to establish in connection with the war. They all felt grate-

ful for the excellent miiiute the Yearly Meeting of last year had sent down

;

and since starting, they had e.xperienced the Uberahty of Friends and

others to the extent of £54,000, and they knew that much prayer was

expended on their work. The membership of the Unit was now 616,

with 130 in training, and 55 assigned to various sorts of civilian work

of national utihty. Tliat made a total of 800, four times as many as

were reported last year. The Unit did not bear arms or take military

duty. None of the Society anticipated t e nature and dimensions of

the work when it started, but there were young men anxious for life

saving, and under such conditions Friends might rejoice in the part

the Unit had taken. They had been the only British civilians who
had been allowed in certain situations, and there relief work had also

been possible—the clothing and feeding of refugees, freeing the district

from infection, and so on. The work carried on almost within the

sound of the guns was a unique evidence of remedial measures going

on under the very shadow of destruction. What might be in store for

the Unit he could not say. Only three members of the Unit had lost

their lives in its service, typifying the call that came to us all to spend

our hves in this hour of need, an hour for sacrifice, when we were called

on to give the greatest service in the highest that we knew.

Frederick Andrews told of the pleasure with which old Ackworth

scholars had welcomed the opportunity of useful work found by the Unit

before there was any suggestion of conscription, and he felt grateful to

the Friends who had provided a way in which service could be rendered.

The Ackworth Old Scholars' Association had raised £1,100 to assist in

the equipment and support of old scholars desiring to render such service.

Arthur J. Sharp remarked that to his mind, the work of the Aliens'

Emergency Relief commended itself as the most practical peace work
that had been opened up to the Society.

(To be concluded.)

PEACE.

Peace, brothers, peace,

Let hatred and bloodshed cease.

The Father outstretches His Holy Hand;

Oh, hearken at once to His royal command,
Peace, brothers, peace.

Peace, brothers, peace,

Then sorrow shall know surcease.

The widow's low moan, the orphan's sad cry,

Have entered the ears of the Lord on high.

Peace, brothers, peace.

Peace, brothers, peace.

Then faith and hope will increase.

The Father outstretches His arms above,

In Infinite Pity, Infinite Love.

Peace, brothers, peace.

The more you talk what is right, or even about the doing
of it, the more you are in danger of exemplifying how loosely

theory may be alhed to practice. Talk without action saps

the very will.

GRADUATION DAY AT TUNESASSA.

BY JOSEPH ELKINTON.

Address to Graduating Class, Sixth Month 21, 1916.

[The neighborhood Indians and some from a distance as-

semble at the Friends' Boarding School at Tunesassa annually
on what they call "Last Day"—to hear the closing exercises
and to get a good dinner. Edward M. Wistar and Joseph
Elkinton represented the Ccimmittee on this occasion and
addressed the company.—Eds.]

Other men and women have labored—faithfully and sym-
pathetically—on these reservations and we, both Indians and
others, have entered into their labors. What does this mean
to you graduates and to those who shall succeed you at this

School?

What should it mean for all of us? Why did my grand-
father travel four hundred miles through the wilderness, just

one hundred years ago this summer, to establish such a school

for the Indian children, and why have others followed him in

the same spirit?

Do we fully appreciate their motives and efforts? They
certainly did not want your land or wigwams or cattle, for

they have freely given you thousands of dollars yearly and a

real home. They wanted to help you become good, capable
men and women—to grow into all that is best.

Owen Blacksnake told me thirty-seven years ago, when 1

first saw this beautiful valley, that my grandfather ran after

him and caught him, when he left the school-room, to chase a

passing bear or deer, "and," he added, with a good laugh,

"he whipped me." Did he laugh because it was pleasant to

remember that whipping? Was it not rather because his

teacher, then scarcely out of his teens, could run faster, even
if he couldn't shoot an arrow straighter than himself? But
above all, was it not because his white friend stood for a better

way of life, a higher civilization and a truer conception of

duty and of service?

Red Jacket was opposed to the opening of this school and to

the attempt to teach the Indians any of the white man's ways
—and more than once threatened to "tar and feather" him if

he persisted in so doing. Cornplanter sometimes encouraged

and at other times discouraged him.
There were no railroads then and the Six Nations were still

living under the old Constitution of the Iroquois League and
smarting still from the memory of Sullivan's raid in 1779-

May 1 tell you what one of your chiefs, M. B. Pierce, said about

this period? "
1 ask, then, in behalf of the New York Indians,

that our white brethren will not urge us to do that which jus-

tice, humanity, religion, not only do not require, but condemn.
Let us live where our fathers lived, that we who are converted

heathen may be made meet for that inheritance which our

Father hath promised to give through His Son, our Saviour;

so that the deserts and waste places may be made to blossom

like the rose, and the inhabitants thereof utter forth the high

praises of our God.
" Let me tell you our condition when the palefaces landed on

the eastern shores of this great island. Our government then,

many centuries ago, was remarkable for its wisdom, and adap-

ted to the condition of our nation. It was a republican and

powerful democratic government, in which the will of the

people ruled.
" No policy or enterprise was ever carried out by the Council

of the Sachems of the Confederacy of the Long House without

sanction and ratification of the people, and it was necessary

that these decisions should receive the consent not only of

the warriors but of the wont-en and mothers of the nation as

well, for these were freely consulted.
" By this means the path of the wise sachems was made

clear; their hands were strong, their determinations resolute,

knowing that they had the unanimous support of their great

constituency.
" Hence the Confederacy of the Iroquois became great and

strong, prosperous and happy; by their wisdom they became
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Statesmen, warriors, diplomats; by their valor and skill on the

warpath they became formidable; they conquered and sub-

dued many tribes and extended their territory.

"Our territory, which once required the fleetest runners to

traverse, is now spanned by the human voice. Our posses-

sions are so reduced that now when we put the seed of the melon
into the earth it sprouts and its tender vine trails along the

ground until it trespasses upon the lands of the paleface,"

This Constitution of the Five Nations is a remarkable

document—formulated by Dekanawida and promulgated by
Hiawatha, the famous Mohawk chief, about 1390 A. D. It

has recently been published by the N. Y. State Museum under
the editorship of your able Seneca brother, Arthur C. Parker,

and you ought to be familiar with it.

He says of it: "The Great Peace as a governmental system
was an almost ideal one for the stage of culture with which it

was designed to cope. 1 think it will be found to be the great-

est ever devised by barbaric man on any continent.
" By adhering to it the Five Nations became the dominant

native power east of the Mississippi and during the colonial

times exercised an immense influence in determining the fate

of English civilization on this continent. The Five Nations,

as allies of the British, fought for it and destroyed all French
hopes of colonization.

"The authors of the great Immutable Law (of Peace and
Power) gave the Iroquois two great culture heroes—heroes
almost without equal in American Indian annals. Through
this law as a guiding force and through these heroes as ideals

the Iroquois have persisted as a people, preserved their na-
tional identity and much of their native culture and lore.

"To-day, in their various bodies, they number more than
16,000 souls. This is a remarkable fact when it is considered
that they are entirely surrounded by a dominant culture whose
encroachments are persistent and unrelenting in the very
nature of things."

The Canadian Iroquois still govern themselves by this code.
The two principal manuscripts that form the basis of this

Constitution were found in the Six Nations Reservation,
Ontario, Canada, in 1910.

The main effort of this League was very similar to that of
the present proposed International League to Enforce Peace,
of which ex-President Taft is the leading spokesman. The
place and power of women was fully recognized, as M. B.
Pierce stated, by giving them the privilege of selecting the
fifty chiefs or sachems who were to decide the affairs of the
Great Council; they were also given the power of deposing
the chiefs upon misbehavior. Surely here was Woman
Suffrage and the Recall, five hundred years before we whites
have begrudgingly come to grant either in our supposed
superior civilization.

1 quote a passage from Dekanawida, when he was advocat-
ing the benefit of his plan to the Onondaga or Fifth Nation
to join the compact, in the fourteenth century. "We have
now arrived, we representing the Four Nations. You will
therefore now answer the message which we have left here
with you. These lords who now stand all around you have
now accepted the Good Tidings of Peace and Power which
signifies that hereafter the shedding of blood shall cease, for
our Creator, the Great Ruler, never intended that man should
engage in any such work as the destruction of human life.

There are many who have perished in the direction you are
now facing and these lords have come to induce you to join
them so that the shedding of human blood might cease and
the Good Tidings of Peace and Power might prevail."

1 bring these facts to our notice so that we may all appreciate
the good that is in your own inheritance. For you, as a people,
have qualities that are to be valued and we wish to add to
yours what is best in our civilization and inheritance.
That is the ideal of the Friends who have given you the

opportunities which have preceded this "last day." We
want you to grow, by your own efforts, added to all that has
been done for you. Allow me to illustrate by what I have
seen during the last few days as our mutual friend, Henry B.

Leeds, has taken me among the Indians on these three reserva-

tions. This beautiful Allegheny valley presents a marked
contrast, in agricultural progress, with Little Valley, between
Salamanca and the County seat.

There the fields are generally ploughed and the bushes cut

and the houses painted by their white owners, and 1 am sure

that the Indians on this reservation could do the same. But
we shall hope and expect that you will make your future

homes like the best we have seen on all three reservations. 1

need not name, personally, these well-kept homes and farms,

at which we have thoroughly enjoyed visiting at Cornplanter's,

as well as here and at Cattaraugus. One way in which this

will come faster is for you to feel the priviliges of citqenship.

This has so far been denied most of the Indians, but if you
show that you are capable of providing for yourselves and
your families, our National Government will not always for-

get "that the making of citizens who are intelligent men and
women and who shall be responsive to all the necessities and
demands of the age is its chief function." The Society of

American Indians, which held its last annual conference re-

cently, has proposed a national Indian day. It represents

all the tribes in the United States. The object of the confer-

ence is to bring all the tribes together and in a united effort to

arouse public sentiment in behalf of justice for you, and when
this sentiment is sufficiently aroused, to concentrate its in-

fluence upon Congress.

The Indian Rights Association of Philadelphia has acted
on this basis for more than thirty years past. It has been
well said that "the great mission of the social and religious

elements of our civilization is as much to protect the Indians

from the corruption of civilization as it is to teach him its

virtues."

The Indians themselves must co-operate with us in this

effort of the missionaries and schools, especially if we demand
a genuine respect for the Indian's rights, as a potential citizen,

and try to protect him in those rights.

The present administration has done much and I know,
personally, that Commissioner Sells desires to do everything in

his power to free every reservation in the United States as

well as every Indian from the curse of liquor.

We desire to give you a practical education early enough so

that you may finish that education in the high schools and
colleges of our land, and I am glad to know that some of you
earnestly wish to pursue that course. Arthur Parker well

says: "Indians must no longer have a forced feeding. They
must not be stuffed with food and medicine, no matter how
good ft is for white men living the lives of normal citizens.

They must be educated to intensely desire all the fundamental
things of a healthy civilized man."

But what are those "fundamental things?" Surely among
them is a sense oi freedom to use our bodies, minds and hearts

in the best service of which we are capable; to acquire property,
knowledge and wisdom—and, incidentally, to remember that

"Knowledge and wisdom far from being one

Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge
DweUs in heads replete with thoughts of other men;
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own."

Couple this truth with another
—

"It is more blessed to
give than to receive," and you will be well started on the path
that leads to an honorable career and to the joyful life in Jesus
Christ.

A CREEPING, insignificant snail can spoil the loveliest rose;

so a "little" sin will mar and impoverish the purest heart.

* »
One and Many.—The Spirit of God is one, by being simple

in its essence, and by tending always to one end—the glory
of God and our salvation. It is nevertheless, many, because
it leads souls by various roads, gives different kinds of light,

inspires divers affections, erects multiplied batteries to de-
stroy the enemies of salvation and to perfect souls,—Richard
o/St. Victor,
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WHEN WE SHALL SEE.

Sometime, when all life's lessons have been learned,

And sun and stars for ever more have set,

The things which our weak judgment here has spurned.

The things o'er which we grieved with lashes wet.

Will flash before us out of Life's dark night

As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue,

And we shall see how all God's plans are right,

And how, what seemed reproof, was Love most true.

And we shall shortly know that lengthened breath

Is not the sweetest gift God gives His friend,
'

For that sometimes the sable pall of death

Conceals the fairest boon His hand can send.

If we could push aside the gate of Life

And stand within, and all God's workings see,

Should we not put an end to doubt and strife,

And for each Mystery find a perfect key?

—Reoriuted at suggestion of A. G. Scattergood.

PRESIDENT WILSON'S NEW YORK ADDRESS. SEVENTH
MONTH FIRST.

President Wilson in an address at the New York Press

Club banquet a few evenings since expressed sentiments
that all lovers of peace can welcome. In the course of his

address, every word of which should be read, he said:

"The easiest thing is to strike. The brutal thing is the

impulsive thing. No man has to think before he takes ag-

gressive action, but before a man really conserves the honor
by realizing the ideals of the nation, he has to think exactly

what he will do and how he will do it.

" Do you think the glory of America would be enhanced
by a war of conquest in Mexico? Do you think that any act

of violence by a powerful nation like this against a weak and
destructive neighbor would reflect distinction upon the annals

of the United States?
" Do you think that it is our duty to carry self-defence to

a point of dictation into the affairs of another people? The
ideals of America are written plain upon every page of Ameri-
can history.

"And 1 want you to know how fully 1 realize whose ser-

vant 1 am. 1 do not own the government of the United States,

even for the time being. I have no right in the use of it to

express my own passions. I have no right to express my own
ambitions for the development of America, if those ambi-
tions are not coincident with the ambitions of the nation itself.

"
1 get a great many letters, my fellow-citizens, from im-

portant and influential men in this country, but 1 get a great

many other letters. 1 get letters from unknown men, from
humble women, from people whose names have never been
heard and never will be recorded, and there is but one prayer
in all of these letters: ' Mr. President, do not allow anybody
to persuade you that the people of this country want war
with anybody.'

"
I got off a train yesterday, and as 1 was bidding good-bye

to the engineer, he said in an undertone, ' Mr. President, keep
out of Mexico.' And if one man has said that to me, a thou-
sand have said it to me as 1 have moved about the country.

" If 1 have opportunity to engage them further in conver-
sation, they say: 'Of course, we know that you cannot govern
the circumstances of the case altogether, and it may be neces-

sary, but do not do it unless it is necessary.

'

"
I am for the time being the spokesman of such people,

gentlemen. I have not read history without observing that

the greatest forces in the world and the only permanent forces

are the moral forces. We have the evidence of a very com-
petent witness—namely, the first Napoleon, who said, as he
looked back in the last days of his life upon so much as he
knew of human history, he had to record the judgment that

force had never accomplished anything that was permanent.
" Force will not accomplish anything that is permanent,

I venture to say, in t"he great struggle which is going on on
the other side of the sea. The permament things will be ac-

complished afterward, when the opinion of mankind is brought

to bear upon the issues, and the only thing that will hold

the world steady is this same silent, insistent, all-powerful

opinion of mankind.
" Force can sometimes hold things steady until opinion

has time to form, but no force that was ever exerted except
in response to that opinion was ever a conquering and pre-

dominant force.
"

1 think the sentence in American history that 1 myself
am proudest of is that in the introductory sentences of the
Declaration of Independence, where the writers say that a

due respect for the opinion of mankind demands that they
state the reasons for what they are about to do.

Z I venture to say that a decent respect for the opinions

of mankind demanded that those who started the present

European war should have stated their reasons, but they did

not pay any heed to the opinion of mankind, and the reck-

oning will come when the settlement comes.
"There are some gentlemen who are under the delusion

that the power of a nation comes from the top. It does not.

It comes from the bottom.
" Power and virtue of the tree do not come from the blos-

soms and the fruit down into the roots, but they come from the

roots in the obscure passages of the earth where the power
is derived which displays itself in the blossoms and the fruit;

and 1 know that among the silent, speechless masses of

the American people is slowly coming up the great sap of

moral purpose and love of justice and reverence for humanity
which constitutes the only virtue and distinction of the Ameri-
can people.

" Look for your rulers of the future! Can you pick out the

families that are to produce them? Can you pick out the

localities that are going to produce them?
" You have heard what has been said about Abraham Lin-

coln. It is singular how touching every reference to Abraham
Lincoln is. It always makes you feel that you wish you had
been near to help him in some fashion to fight -the battles

that he was fighting, sometimes almost alone.

"Could you have predicted, if you had seen Abraham
Lincoln's birth and boyhood, where that great ruling figure

of the world was going to spring from?
"

1 have presided over a university, but I never deceived

myself by supposing that by university processes you were
producing the ruling forces of the world. 1 knew that all

a university could do, if it knew its business, was to interpret

the moral forces of the world, and let the young man who sat

under its influence know the very truth of truths about
where it came from, and that no man could produce it unless

he felt in his blood every corpuscle spring into delighted life

with the mention of ideals which have lifted men slowly, oh,

so slowly, up the arduous grades which have resisted progress

since the world began.

"So 1 have not come here to-night to do anything but to

remind you that you do not constitute the United States, that

1 do not constitute the United States; that it is something
bigger and greater and finer than any of us; that it was born

in an ideal, and only by pursuing an ideal in the face of every

adverse circumstance will it continue to deserve the beloved

name which we love and for which we are ready to die, the

name 'America.'"

WITH ENGLISH FRIENDS BEHIND THE BATTLE LINE

IN FRANCE.

LETTICE JOWITT.

It was in the early winter of 19 14 that a small groiip of

English doctors and nurses, sent out by the Society of Friends

in Great Britain to give relief to non-combatants, innocent

victims of war in the east of France, took up their quarters

in one wing of the large asylum for old people at Chalons-sur-

Marne.
Chalons, occupied by the Germans for nine days, had suffered

little, but it is the center of a large number of villages crowded
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with refugees from the Ardennes and from the ruined villages

in the neighboring department.
Herded together in most pitiable condition, sheltering in

barns and stables, sleeping on straw without blankets, bereft

of all that makes a home, weighed down with anxiety for their

menfolk in the trenches, of whose danger the not very distant

heavy firing was a continual reminder, these refugees, old men,
women and children, needed all the help and comfort that

we could bring them.

But in most dire need of all were the mothers-to-be and it

was of them that the Prefect of the Marne thought when he
invited Dr. Hilda Clark, a granddaughter of John Bright, in

charge of the medical work of the English mission, to under-
take the administration of a small maternity hospital in one
block of the large modern building which houses the homeless
old people of the department of the jMarne.

The Friend who was acting as matron told in her letters

home of the hardship and suffering which many of these

women had been through.
" Many also came from Reims. One such had taken

refuge at Chamery, a village just outside, and there we went
to fetch her with the motor. We found her cleanly lodged,

but there was no possibility of her being cared for there, and
her mother-in-law, also a refugee there with her, spoke most
gratefully of the provision of the hospital. '

1 confide her to

your care,' she said, and in spite of the fact that we were un-
known to them, of a foreign country, arriving late in the dusk
of a winter evening, this young mother-to-be rose up, laid

down her sewing, put on her hat and cloak, and came away
with us into the dark. It was her first baby. Her husband,
a compositor in Reims, before he was called up, had been
seriously wounded four months before, and since then she had
had no news at all. She spoke during the long ride back of

their happy life together, then of his being called out, of the
horrors of the bombardment, and her six weeks' nightly sojourn
in the cellars. She spoke of the Germans in Reims, but said

they were 'tres gentils,' and that many of her friends had
found the same. One she met had been so sad, and had wept
over having to fight and leave his wife and children. She
showed him the picture of her husband, and he wished her
good fortune and his safe return. Her courage was splendid.
She said, ' If he never comes back to me I must bring up my
child and work for him; one must have courage these days;
one has moments, but it is no good to weep, it only brings
weakness.' She was some time with us before her baby was
born, helpful in a hundred little ways, and so long as we could
keep her busy with sewing, wonderfully cheerful and well.

Just before a little daughter was born to her the news came
that her husband was dead. Her courage never failed. 'For
my dear little girl 1 want to be strong,' she said. Mercifully
she had relations on a little farm in the south, to whom she
can go when she is strong enough, but of her parents she has
had no news since the beginning of the war, and knows not
whether they are alive or dead."

In another letter she writes:

"The overcrowding presents a very serious problem. At a
little village northeast of Chalons the Maire had not been able
to send on any of the refugees, as all the trains were required
for military purposes. We were asked to fetch an expectant
mother from there, and we brought her away from a small
shed, about 12 by 14 feet, the only lighting, other than the door,
being a piece of glass a foot or so square let into the planking.
There was a stove, and on the earthen floor all down one side,

covering about half the available floor space, was a pile of

straw. On this were sleeping three men, four women and six

children! Here, two months before we came, a baby had
been born. The mud was six inches deep before the door, but,

in spite of this and of our unexpected visit, the six children

were all clean, and on a string across that wretched hovel
were hanging a few meagre articles of children's clothing, not
only washed but ironed. Our patient herself had but three
garments in the world apparently, but these, too, were per-

fectly clean. She appreciated greatly the care and comfort

of the hospital, and after her 'little soldier' was born she was
given an outfit for herself and him and sent to his grandparents
beyond Paris."

I had several opportunities of visiting the maternity hospital,

and shall never forget the shy pride with which these French
peasant women, so happily established in the cleanliness and
peace of that cheerful little hospital showed for our admira-
tion, as we chatted at one bedside after another, their new-
born babes, endearingly spoken of as "mon petit soldat" in

the case of a son, nor the gratitude with which they spoke of

the kindness and attention of the English nurses. In the field

adjoining the hospital are anti-aircraft guns waiting for hostile

visitors, and more than once since the Friends' sojourn there

a shell has penetrated to the asylum grounds, but happily up
to the present no harm has been done to the hospital or its

inmates.

For a year now the number of maternity patients has been
much less; one of the wards has been occupied by women and
girls evacuated in our ambulance cars from Reims or Suippes
or other places within reach of the German guns. For more
tTian a year now the bombardment of Reims has continued,

but a few of its inhabitants still stay in their cellar homes.
Occasionally when they emerge on some errand into the street,

they are injured by an exploding shell, and it was these vic-

tims whom we were first asked to fetch to the safety of the
"Maternite" at Chalons, though presently the problem of

evacuation grew beyond the directly medical one and it was
for the children suffering from the strain and terror of bombard-
ment that we were called upon to find another home.
One afternoon early last autumn, turning my back on the

ruined village of Sommeilles and on the heavy thunder of

guns in the direction of St. Menehould, 1 bicycled through
shining peaceful country to the old chateau at Bettancourt,

lent us by the Comtesse Morillot, and which equipped and
organized by E. V. Lucas and his wife, was sheltering some
forty children rescued from the overcrowded quarters where
our workers had found them in one village or another.

Round a dining-room table with " Maman" Lucas presiding

at one end over their labors, sat fifteen little French girls

writing their weekly letters home to their mothers left behind,

or to fathers in the trenches, and the letters in their simple,

childlike French all told the same story of the kindness of

their new friends "les anglais." We are thankful to think
that these many months of work and comradeship together

have forged chains of friendship, too strong ever to be broken.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Walking through the National Portrait Gallery in Lon-
don some years back, we chanced upon a small picture of

two little girls dressed in the quaint style of one hundred
years ago. To me it was more attractive than the portraits

of high-born ladies or famous generals, almost equal in inter-

est to a lovely picture of Queen Victoria, painted when she
was an old woman with beautiful silvery white hair. These
little girls were Ann and Jane Taylor, authors of "Original
Poems," a book much beloved by some of us in the days of

our youth, but now 1 fear little known, containing "Little
"Ann and Her Mother," "Meddlesome Mattie," "The Glean-
er," " Poor Puss," " Dirty Jack," and many more dear to the
heart of childhood. The poetry was nothing remarkable, but
it had a good jingle and was very easy to learn. The story
of "Meddlesome Mattie" and how she opened her grand-
mother's snuff-box and promptly wished she had let it alone;
of Eliza who would not be so stingy as to pick up a pin from the
floor, but later was left behind when a party went to ride
"to see an air balloon," and all because she could not find a
pin; of the two little children who played at lighting straws,
followed by terrible results, and many another were written
by these two sisters, all because they so loved the little people
and tried to write what they thought would please the chil-

dren.

Ann and Jane were born in London, but when quite young ;
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they removed with their parents to a home in the country.

Here was a big garden where the children played—many a

time, we are told, even before Ann was six years old, they

walked hand in hand along the garden paths, "lisping a

simple couplet of their joint composition." Their mother
let them have a little room, fitted up with their belongings,

just for their own use, and here they amused themselves,

never needing to go to their mother to ask, " What shall we
play now?" being quite able to make up their own plays.

Both sisters began to write poems when they were quite

young and the "Original Poems" was about the first they

published in book form. Ann married, so that she had not

so much time for writing, but Jane continued to write so long

as her health permitted. She wrote for the Youth's Maga-
zine a number of essays in prose which were called "Contri-

butions of Q. Q." One of these, "The Discontented Pendu-
lum," may serve as a specimen.

The Discontented Pendulum.—An old clock, that had
stood for fifty years in a farmer's kitchen without giving its

owner any cause of complaint, early one summer's morning,

before the family was stirring, suddenly stopped.

Upon this the dial-plate, if we may credit the fable, changed
countenance with alarm; the hands made an ineffectual effort

to continue their course; the wheels remained motionless

with surprise; the weights hung speechless; each member
felt disposed to lay the blame on the others. At length the

dial instituted a formal inquiry as to the cause of the stagna-

tion, when hands, wheels, weights, with one voice, protested

their innocence. But now a faint tick was heard below, from
the pendulum, who thus spoke:

"
I confess myself to be the sole cause of the present stop-

page; and am willing, for the general satisfaction, to assign

my reasons. The truth is that 1 am tired of ticking." Upon
hearing this, the old clock became so enraged that it was on
the point of striking.

"Lazy wire!" exclaimed the dial-plate, holding up its

hands.

"Very good!" replied the pendulum, "it is vastly easy for

you, Mistress Dial, who have always, as everybody knows,

set yourself above me—it is vastly easy for you, I say, to

accuse other people of laziness! You, who have had nothing

to do all the days of your life but to stare people in the face

and to amuse yourself with watching all that goes on in the

kitchen! Think, 1 beseech you, how you would like to be

shut up for life in this dark closet and wag backwards and
forwards, year after year, as 1 do."

"As to that," said the dial, "is there not a window in your
house on purpose for you to look through?"
"For all that," resumed the pendulum," it is very dark

here, and although there is a window, 1 dare not stop, even
for an instant, to look out. Besides, 1 am really weary of my
way of life, and if you please, I'll tell you how I took this

disgust at my employment. This morning I happened to be

calculating how many times 1 should have to tick in the

course only of the next twenty-four hours; perhaps some of

you above there can give me the exact sum."
The minute-hand, being quick at figures, instantly re-

plied, " Eighty-six thousand, four hundred times."

"Exactly so," replied the pendulum; "well, 1 appeal to

you all, if the thought of this was not enough to fatigue one?

and when 1 began to multiply the strokes of one day by those

of months and years, really it is no wonder if 1 felt discour-

aged at the prospect; so after a great deal of reasoning and
hesitation, thinks 1 to myself— I'll stop."

The dial could scarcely keep its countenance during this

harangue; but resuming its gravity, thus replied:

" Dear Mr. Pendulum, 1 am really astonished that such a

useful, industrious person as yourself should have been over-

come by this sudden suggestion. It is true you have d(jne a

great deal of work in your time. So we have all and are likely

to do; and although this may fatigue us to think of, the ques-

tion is, whether it will fatigue us to do; would you now do me

the favor to give about half a dozen strokes to illustrate my
argument?"

The pendulum complied and ticked six times at its usual

pace; "Now," resumed the dial, "may 1 be allowed to in-

quire, if that exertion was at all fatiguing or disagreeable to

you?"
"Not in the least," replied the pendulum; "it is not of six

strokes that I complain, nor of sixty, but of millions."

"Very good," replied the dial, "but recollect that although
you may think of a million strokes in an instant, you are

required to execute but one; and that, however often you may
have to swing hereafter, a moment will always be given you
to swing in."

"That consideration staggers me, I confess," said the pen-
dulum.
"Then I hope," resumed the dial-plate, "we shall all im-

mediately return to our duty; for the maids will lie in bed
till noon if we stand idling thus."

Upon this the weights, who had never been accused of

light conduct, used all their influence in urging him to pro-

ceed; when, as with one consent, the wheels began to turn,

the hands began to move, the pendulum began to wag, and
to its credit, ticked as loud as ever; while a beam of the rising

sun, that streamed through a hole in the kitchen shutter,

shining full upon the dial-plate, it brightened up as if noth-

ing had been the matter. When the farmer came down to

breakfast that morning, upon looking at the clock, he de-

clared that his watch had gained half an hour in the night.

—

Jane Taylor.

NEWS ITEMS.

At the last meeting of the "Contributors" or Managers of The Friend,

the following four Friends were added to the list: Ann Sharpless, C.

Walter Borton, Frances Tatum Rhoads and Edward W. Evans.

Several of the Monthly Meetings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

have appointed delegates to the Cedar Lake • Conference, Indiana, to

be held ne.xt month. Arthur Pennell from Chester Monthly Meeting,

Robert Maris from Wilmington and Rebecca Carter from Gennantown.

The Hapsburgs since 1450 fought one hundred wars up to 1900.

England has been engaged in war since the year 1100 and has had two

hundred and five wars—i7 of them with France.

The statistical reports of Oregon Yearly Meeting showed an actual

gain over last year of 201. The total membership for the Yearly Meeting

The New York Independent makes the following comment in a recent

"Though The Independent has got along in years so far that we can

brag a bit about its age and cast aspersions on the 'mushroom' periodicals

of the day, we have to take off our hat to the Congregalionalist and Chris-

tian World, which announces its one hundredth birthday. The Boston

Recorder, of which the Congregationalist is the lineal descendant, was the

first rehgious weekly newspaper in this or any other country. The

hundredth anniversary number on the Sixth-day of last First Month con-

tains contributions from some fifty well-known names, leaders of modern

thought in various fields of religion, politics, jihilanthropy .and literature."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Although there were no deaths in Philadelphia, as a result of

the celeljration of the Fourth, 2.30 accidents were reported.

A general epidemic of infantile paralysis prevails in Greater New York

and two cases have been reported in Philadelphia. More than 100 per-

sons, among them two adults, now have died of the disease since the

epidemic began on the 26th ult.

Dr. J. H. Van Sickle, superintendent of Schools of Springfield, Ma.ss.,

has been .selected by the Harrisburg Board of Education to make a survey

of the city's high school needs, prehminary to laying a million-dollar

high school loan before the voters.

Forty-two streets were requisitioned for the ase of small children as
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play centers in New York City when the Parks and Playgrounds Associa-

tion opened its playground season. In addition to the streets there will be

ten playgrounds, three yards, two roofs, six hospitals and institutions,

twenty-three day nurseries, Washington Square Park, and a baseball

league for the 250,000 children who look to the League in vacation time.

General.—Hetty Green, known as the world's wealthiest woman,
who was eighty years old, died at New York on the 3rd. She had suffered

three strokes of paralysis during the past two months, and for several

weeks had been vu-tually helpless. At one time she had a membership

in the Society of Friends.

George W. Kirchwey has tendered his resignation as warden of Sing

Sing Prison to James M. Carter, State Superintendent of Prisons, and

Thomas M. Osborne has been reappointed to the office.

More than S3,000,000 was appropriated by the war rehef commission

of the Rockefeller Fomidation at New York during the past six months,

the first half-year of the commission's existence, and of this amount more

than $2,000,000 aheady has been expended.

Direct reports received from virtually every point in the area swept

by the recent southern storm indicated that the damage to property and

growing crops in Mississippi, Alabama, west Florida and southeastern

Louisiana would aggregate several miUion dollars. Damage in Mobile

to buildings and other property was estimated at about $50,000, and

merchants' stocks were said to have been injured by wind and water

about $50,000 additional.

The State Department has directed American Charge d'Affaires Miller,

at Constantinople, to call the Turkish Government's attention again to

the fact that it has done nothing with the American request that neutrals

be permitted to feed the starving Christian population of Syria. Con-
tinued failure to heed the request, the Charge is instructed to say, wiU

put a severe strain on the friendly relations between the United States

and Turkey.

Foreign.—-In England there have been numerous seizures of printed

matter and prosecutions for circulating it. Priscilla Peckover, sister of

Lord Peckover, is a lady nearly eighty years of age, and has been for

many years an active worker for international peace. In 1911 she issued

a pamphlet, made up largely of Scriptural quotations, and entitled "May
a Christian be a Soldier?" The other day a poUce officer called at her

house and impounded aU the remaining copies of the tract.

A despatch on the 4th says: "The eruption of Stromboli has become
serious. The flow of lava is spreading to the sparse coast settlements,

burning and destroying houses, and the population is fleeing to the sea

and taking refuge on relief ships sent from Messina. Telephonic comm>mi-
cation with Messina has been interrupted."

Ella T. Cause, N. H.; Clement E. Allen, Pa.; Richard T. Ogden, Pa.;

William B. Moore, Pa.; AmeUa DiUon, Kansas; John G. Wilhts, N. J.;

Stephen W. Post, N. Y.; Martha W. Post, N. Y.; John R. Hendrickson,

N. J.; Nathan H. Middlcton, N. J.; Charles Grimshaw, Pa.; Dr. Mary
Branson, Pa.; I. McWain, N. J.; Mary S. Walton, Pa.; Mary Lownes
Levis, Pa.; Agnes W. Braunfeldt, Pa.; Margaret P. Masters, N. J.; Juh-

anna R. Maule, N. J.; George B. Allen, Pa.; Alfred Satterthwaite, Ind.;

Ruth A. L. Kennard, N. J.; J. Whitall Nicholson, N. J.; J. W. Nicholson,

Jr., N. J.; Jos. Stokes, M. D., N. J.; Martha E. Stokes, N. J.; Ebenezer
Roberts, N. J.; S. and A. B. Warrington, N. J.; Anna Mary Woodward,
N. J.; Henry W. Moore, N. J.; M. and R. Matlack, N. J.; JMarianna

Matlack, N. J.; Rachel W. Borton, N. J.; Wm. J. Borton, N. J.; Morris
Linton, N. J.; Henrietta Haines, N. J.; Miriam L. Roberts, N. J.; Nathan
H. Roberts, N. J.; Franklin J. Haines, N. J.; Wm. Matlack, N. J.; Wm.
E. Darnell, N. J.; Wm. Matlack, Jr., N. J.; Elizabeth F. Darnell, N. J.;

Henrietta Willitts, N. J.; Alice C. Rhoads, N. J.; Jos. H. Matlack, N. J.:

Benjamin DcCou, N. J.; Edith and Anna Roberts, N. J.; S. and M. Leeds,

N. J.; Chas. C. Haines, N. J.; Walton B. Leeds, N. J.; Albert Haines,

N. J.; Edwin R. Bell, N. J.; Howard H. BeU, N. J.; Gideon B. Contant,

Ohio; Allen Maxwell, Ind.; Wm. E. Rhoads, N. J.; Ida M. Roberts, N. J.;

Helen R. Bacon, Pa.; Barclay R. Leeds, Pa.; Daniel L. Leeds, Tenn.;

Wm. H. Leeds, Cal.; Wm. E. Tatum, Pa.; Anna Thomas, N. J.; Robert
T. Michle, Pa. ; James G. Biddle, Pa. ; Tacy M. Bines, Pa. ; William Biddle,

Pa.; Isaac Heacock, Pa.; Mary D. Snowden, Pa.; Catharine W. Morris,

Pa.; Beulah E. Cope, Pa.; T. Francis Warrington, Pa.; Enos E. Thatcher,

Pa.; Mary B. Bailey, Pa.; Jane B. Jacobs, Pa.; Rachel W. Scott, Pa.;

1

Mary S. Kay, Pa.; Ralston R. Hoopes, Pa.; T. Clarkson Eldridge, Pa.

Susanna T. Cope, Pa.; Mercy A. Roberts, Pa.; Ehz. L. Roberts, Pa.

Charles C. Roberts, Pa.; Jane B. Temple; Pa.; Mary E. Eldridge, Pa,

Anna S. Webb, Pa.; Geo. B. Mellor, Sr., Pa.; Thomas S. MeUor, Pa,

Hannah H. Savery, Pa.; Marshall Evans, Pa.; Deborah J. Windle, Pa,

George B. Johnson, Pa.; Emma D. Embree, Pa.; Lydia A. Martin, Pa,

David Thomas, Ind.; Jos. C. Exton, N. J.; Nathan Pearson, Ind.; M.
C. Cann, Col.; Joshua S. Wills, N. J.; Allen R. Sharpless, N. J.; Jesse

Sharpless, N. J.; WUham C. Allen, N. J.; Aaron DameU, N. J.; Lydia C.

Wilhams, N. J.; George R. Haines, N. J.; Russel Tabor, Iowa; Milton

J. Shaw, Iowa; Albert Bedell, Iowa; Barclay C. Dewees, Iowa; Pearson

Hall, Iowa; Wilham Young, Iowa; John Mott, Iowa; James McGrew,

Iowa; Joseph Heald, Iowa; Samuel Embree, Iowa; Robert Hampton,

Iowa; Edwin Heald, Iowa; Morris Stanley, Iowa; Jos. Masters, Pa.;

Evehna Caldwell, Pa.; John W. Cadbury, Pa.; Dallas Reeve, N. J.;

Hannah C. Scattergood, Pa.; Charles C. Scattergood, Pa.; Roland Smed-

ley. Pa.; Deborah C. Smedley, Pa.; Lydia H. Darlington, Pa.; Sarah T.

House, Pa.; Lena H. Sharpless, Pa.; EUzabeth Sharpies, Pa.; Susan G.

Shipley, Pa.; Edward M. Wistar, Pa.; David G. YarnaU, Pa.; Mary W.
Young, Pa.; Henry HaU, Pa.; Margaret Sheppard, Pa.; Anna Mary
Kaighn, N. J.; Deborah C. Leeds, Pa.; Lydia D. Worth, Pa.; Philena S.

Yamall, Pa.; Jane S. Warner, Pa.; Benj. S. Lamb, N. C; Joseph E.

Myers, O.; Martha Price, Pa.; EUzabeth S. Brinton, Pa.; Margaret B.

Wiggins, Pa.

t&' Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear in

receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

The time of holding Falls Monthly Meeting for Eighth, Ninth and

Tenth Months, 1916, will be 7.30 in the evening.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—
The following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

—

Adler—World Crisis.

Ehot—Road Toward Peace. /
Epler—Life of Clara Barton.

Gibbons—Paris Reborn.

Graham—Way of Martha and the Way of Mary.

Haviland—Summer on the Yenesei.

Hoeber—Barbizon Painters.

King—WeU-considered Garden.

Parry—Two Great Art Epochs.

Shelton—Continuous Bloom in America.

Zwemer—Childhood in the Moslem World.

Linda A. Moore.
Librarian.

Meetings from Seventh Month 16th to 22nd:—

•

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Tweffth Street,

below Market Street, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 19th, at 10.30

A. M.

Muncy, at Elklands, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 19t,h, at 10 A. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 20th, at 5 p. m.

Married.—^At Friends' Meeting-house, Fourth and Arch Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa., Seventh Month 1, 1916, Lewis R. Whitacre, of;

Collingswood, N. J., son of M. Reece and Mary W. Whitacre, and Bethea^.

B. Elder, daughter of James and Susanna E. Elder, of Germantown-
Phila.

'J

Died.—At Winona, Ohio, Richard W. Hutton, in the seventy-eightl

year of his age; a member and elder of London Grove Monthly MeetinC

of Friends, Pa.

•, Seventh Month 1, 1916, Walter P. Stokes, of Moorestown,

N. J., aged sixty years; a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting o^

Friends.

-, at Coal Creek, Iowa, Sixth Month 19, 1916, Sarah W. Sears,

in her eightieth year.

, at her home, Walhngford, Pa., Fifth Month 30, 1916, Anne
Hutton, aged seventy-two years; a member of Chester Monthly Meeting.

, at his home, Walhngford, Pa., Sixth Month 25, 1916, Addison
Hutton, aged eighty-one years; a member of Western District Month-
ly Meeting, Philadelphia.
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REST AND GUIDANCE.

There is a Divine order in the oft-quoted words of the loved

Shepherd psalm: " He mal<eth me to he down in green pastures:

He ieadeth me beside the still waters: He restoreth my soul:

He Ieadeth me in the paths of righteousness for His Name's

sake." First the soul is led into rest and refreshment; and

then it is led out, to prove on the dusty highway of temptation

and trial the same Shepherd care it enjoyed when lying down

in the green pastures and drinking of the still waters.

In our retired meetings we may enjoy the first, and in our

work-a-day life we have abundant opportunities for the

second. And the heavenly nourishment and refreshing the

soul obtains in those seasons when the hush of another world

is felt upon the gathered company, as one after another is

sweetly constrained to lie down, in the silence of the creaturely,

in its own particular patch of tender grass, under the eye of the

Good Shepherd who is "in the midst" of His "little flock";

the soul forgetting the presence and absence of others as it is

occupied alone with Him; is to fortify it for the toilsome

journey, when the self-same Shepherd is known as one going

before. "He Ieadeth me in paths of righteousness," that is,

in right ways, however uphill or round about.

Of that daily guidance I would say a few simple things as

1 have learned them for myself. There are various methods

of Divine guidance adapted to the various conditions and

necessities of the soul. There are exceptionable manifestations

of the Divine will, such as strong souls need, and especially

those who are called to difficult and dangerous work from which

human nature shrinks. To cite the prophet Isaiah: "The Lord

spake thus to me with a strong hand, and instructed me that

I should not walk in the way of this people." The mighty

hand of the Lord had gripped his life and compelled his

obedience. Thus, too, was the masterful Saul of Tarsus

transformed into "a slave of Jesus Christ." He spoke of him-

self as one "apprehended," i. «., laid hold of, by the hand of the

Living Christ in glory. He could not shake off the grip of

that mighty though unseen hand, and it constrained him to

walk forever after in the way of the cross.

George Fox, too, was a personality whose peculiar tempera-

ment required such strong guidance, so that he came to be

known in the licentious court of Charles 1 1 as a man who was

"as stiff as a tree and as pure as a bell." And many another

besides "the glowing Quaker" has been thus invaded and

mastered by heaven with holy violence; the Divine ploughshare

making deep its furrows in the soil of the hidden life. And
when the times require it similarly visited and marked men
will be forthcoming again.

But for the generality of us Divine direction comes by quieter

and gentler methods: "1 will guide thee with mine eye."

How exceedingly delicate is this method of guidance. And
remember it is the normal way of learning to walk in the way
of the Lord's appointing. Not by a visible pillar of cloud by

day and of fire by night are the people of God guided home
to-day. Not by the blast of the trumpet is the signal given.

But by the glances of an eye that, even when a grieved Spirit

looks through it, or burning indignation against sin and folly,

is the eye of unutterable love.

The best words are at the best but clumsy media of com-

munication for the delicate language of the Spirit. A look

can say ever so much more. "Jesus turned and looked upon

Peter. . . . and Peter went out and wept bitterly." A
single mute yet eloquent look from those eyes did it.

Said one: "What tender intercourse can pass through the

eyes! There is a whole language in their silent communion.

But let it be marked that this eye-guidance implies very

intimate fellowship. Eye-speech is the speech of lovers. We
can be guided by His eye only when we are gazing on God."

But most likely the kind of guidance we know most about,

though we are more often as not unaware of it at the time, is

the strange guidance by hindrances. Paul and his company

were "forbidden of the Holy Ghost" to preach the Word in

Asia. They essayed again and again, but "the Spirit of Jesus

suffered them not." Here the hindrance was apparently

inward. No liberty from the Spirit! "A stop in the mind,"

a Friend might say. Again: "1 will hedge up her way with

thorns." Here the hindrance is clearly outward. A com-

bination of untoward circumstances over which one has no

control. Ah ! there is then also the ministry of the closed door,

the guidance by impediment. Sure 1 am, that when our

journey is ended, and we review life's lessons with larger and

clearer vision, we shall see guidance in numberless events for

which we pity ourselves to-day. As Ellen Thorneycroft

Fowler wrote:

A streamlet started, singing seaward-ho!

A stone which stopped it with the stem command,

"Thus far and never farther shalt thovi go."

There, where the tiny stream was wont to flow,

A shining lake appeared with silver strand,

Refreshing flower-strewn fields on either hand—
Reflecting starry skies and sunset glow.
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So oftentimes wo find our progress stayed

By stones that bar the steps we fain had trod,

Whereat we murmur with a sense of wrong;

Unmindful that by means Uke this is made

That sea of glass where stand the saints of God

To sing the new and never-ending song.

If the Streamlet could speak it also could tell of guidance

by hindering.

Max 1. Reich.

THE SERVANT OF THE LORD.

WM. W. CADBURT, CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE.

" 'Tis too light for thy being my servant,

To raise up the tribes of Jacob,

Or gather the survivors of Israel.

So I will set thee a hght of the Nations,

To be my salvation to the end of the earth."

Such is the translation given by George Adam Smith of the

sixth verse of the forty-ninth chapter of Isaiah. God's chosen

people were in exile in Babylon, and doubtless to many the

hope of a return to Jerusalem had faded from their view. In

the midst of this gloomy outlook the prophet bursts forth

with this glorious prediction of the future mission of God's

people: "Thou art my Servant" says Jehovah to Israel,

"and as such a greater task awaits thee than the uplift and
reorganization of thy own people, for thou hast a mission to

the heathen nations of the world, that they may be saved."

A study of the passages in Isaiah which speak of the " Ser-

vant" imply three conceptions of this term—Israel as a

nation, a chosen remnant, and an individual as representative

of the nations.

1. Jehovah chose the people of Israel to bear witness to

the world of His unity. As a nation they stood for certain

great truths and so became the Servant of God. This idea

may be well applied to the United States. There are four

large granite pillars supporting the tower of City Hall, Phila-

delphia. A study of the figures carved at the tops of these

pillars shows that they represent the peoples of four continents,

illustrating symbolically the fact that America has all the

peoples of the world in her debt for her present great civiliza-

tion. Thus from Asia have we received our religion, our
moral codes, and the germs of our philosophy. From Europe
has come our culture, art, literature, science and law. A
large portion of the laborers of our country are from Africa,

while to the American continent we owe the natural resources

with which our land is so blessed. As we have thus inherited

such wealth of good things from the different sections of the

world, America in a special sense has a mission to return to

the world good measure for what she has received. We stand
for the equality of mankind, individual liberty and high ideals

in civic and personal life. As true patriots we should take

pride in this mission of our country, not simply to maintain
our own national independence, but to spread abroad these

great truths to the world—America the Servant of the Lord.

2. But in many passages the prophet uses the term "Ser-
vant" as referring not to Israel as a nation, but to a chosen
few—a remnant who had remained faithful when others had
lost hope and followed the gods of Babylon. As Friends we
often pride ourselves as having an especial message to the

world. Our teaching that God may be approached by each
individual without intervention of priest or the use of sacra-

ments is unique. We have a definite stand in regard to war,
and many other tenets of our faith mark us as the "Servant
of Jehovah" with a message for the wo.rld. With this in

view let us again study these words of the prophet. As God's
servant it is too little for us to content ourselves with strength-

ening-our own meetings and appealing to our scattered mem-
bers. Our message is to the world, to those who know nothing
of Friends. If our message is a God-given one, and 1 sincerely

believe it is, we must proclaim it abroad, and we must not be

i

satisfied simply with work within the limits of our own meet-
^

ings. An earnest effort to spread the truths of our Society

to others would accomplish much in the strengthening of our

meetings and in deepening our own spiritual lives.

3. There is a more personal interpretation, however, of the

"Servant" in these chapters of Isaiah. The prophet looking

forward into the centuries beheld that "suffering servant,"

that representative individual of the Jewish nation who in a

peculiar and especial sense should reveal the heart of God to

men and lead them back to Him. This servant was Christ,

and for all time He will remain the truest fulfilment of this

prophecy. And yet we may likewise see in this individual

servant an application to ourselves. Each one who is a fol-

lower of Christ is called to be His servant, and as such we may
not be content with our own soul's salvation. It is not enough
that we should seek for our own culture, our own development.
If we are to be servants of God we must be as lights tp our
fellows, that they, too, may be saved.

The word "hght" is frequently found in the Gospels. In

some passages it appears to refer to the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit. Elsewhere the disciples are spoken of as "the hght
of the world." The light of God which has been shed abroad
in our own hearts must shine forth into the hearts of those

around us.

"To be my Salvation!" It is significant that the prophet
does not say to "preach" my salvation. The meaning seems
to be that whether as a nation, a selected group or as individu-

als, if we claim to be servants of Jehovah that service implies

the spreading of the saving knowledge of God, which has been
revealed to us, to other nations, other groups and other in-

dividuals.

When others have come unto God through us, whether by
our example, our teaching or preaching, then may we be called,

in a sense, their salvation. It is indeed by the acceptance of

Christ that men are saved, but we are called to be His servants,

the instruments whereby He makes known His salvation to
the ends of the earth. This verse, then, should give us a new
conception of what it means to be a loyal patriot, a true Friend,
and a disciple of Christ. Our watchword will then be America
for the nations of the world; Friends for the kingdom of

God; Individuals for service to our fellow-men.

MOORESTOWN, N. J.

SILVANUS PHILLIPS THOMPSON.
The death of Professor Thompson was noted in a previous

issue. From three appreciations in The Friend (London) the
following portions convey a good portrait of the man.
John William Graham says:

"Silvanus Thompson has always appeared to me to be
perhaps the ablest living member of the Society of Friends.

Such a statement cannot be made dogmatically about any-
one, considering the great variety of quality and range in

human faculty, and the great differences in the opportunity
for its exercise; but he was remarkable for ability in so many
different ways.

" He was a scientific researcher of great distinction, one of

the band of men in the early days of applied electricity who
extended the bounds of our control over nature. But he had
the literary faculty as well as the scientific—had an ear for

words and the faculty of style, as his biographical works show.
He loved to read Greek and Latin and was at home in ques-
tions of New Testament criticism. He was also a marvellous-
ly clear, interesting and forcible teacher, and, what is again
a different thing, a brilliant popular lecturer. I do not ever
remember listening to a lecture so good as the one on " Light

"

which he delivered to a large audience of working-men at the
time of the British Association at York. Not all researchers

are literary men, not all literary men are teachers, not all

teachers are good lecturers; but, in addition to all these, he
was a notable administrator, both as head of the Technical
College at Finsbury, and more publicly in the reorganization

and management of the University of London. From all
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these things he could turn easily aside in his vacations to the

practice of art. His house was full of his own paintings of

Alpine and other holiday scenes, which were all far above
amateur quality.

"Lastly, he had the religious sense in no common degree.

He was a sound and earnest Friend and a weighty and valued
minister. He had some torch-bearing to do and some ac-

cusations of heresy to suffer under in a period now happily
gone by; that needed courage and faithfulness."

The matter of his personal faith is thus dealt with by Dr.

George Newman;
"There is one other matter that 1 would speak of with

great reserve—namely, his own personal Faith. More than
once we had long talks together on this subject, talks which
left on my mind an indelible impression. He had a grand
confidence in the universe and in the unity and ways of Nature,
a belief in the Invisible and an implicit and almost child-like

trust in God. Deep down below his philosophy of life there

lay an allegiance, a warm, growing, faithful, clear allegiance

to our Lord. Jesus of Nazareth was to him the Son of Man
and the Son of God, the revelation of the Father, the Evangel.

Down to the depths He makes His appeal; out of the depths
we cry to Him and He brings to us the answers of God—that

was his Faith."

r. Edmund Harvey concludes some biographical notes with
this paragraph:
"Ihe war brought to him many burdens, trouble of spirit

for the great wrong which was rending the nations asunder,

and constantly increasing responsibilities, through the dif-

ficulties under which his college work had to be carried on: he

worked on bravely until at last the tired frame gave way, and
after two days of illness, free from suffering, he entered peace-

fully into rest. The love and honor in which he was held

by his friends and colleagues was shown at the beautiful meet-
ing for worship held at Westminster on Sixth-day, the i6th

inst., but more touching than the tribute of the leaders of

science was the love and devotion of his old students and
assistants and the testimonies written by unlettered men who
had come to know and love him in the daily intercourse of life,

so modest with all his wisdom, so gentle with all his learning,

because he loved so well his fellow-men and walked so humbly
with his God."

MEETING OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-five years ago an aspirant for educational service

in the Society of Friends applied to two of the most eminent
educators of the country for suggestions as to the best means
of inspiration and equipment. Curiously enough the first

item advised by each of them was the same, viz.: that a mem-
bership in the National Association be acquired and main-
tained. Doubtless this was intended as a corrective for the

"narrow provincialism" of a mere denominational point of

view. Not a few Friends since that day have been accustomed
fo seek this corrective, and the meetings of the Association are

generally attended by a good representation from our Society.

This was the case at the meeting concluded in New York City
on the loth inst.

A few brief excerpts from the press reports will indicate a

little of the character of this meeting.
As to range of topics we have the following:

"The meeting of 19 16 will be remembered as probably the
largest and most ambitious in the history of the National
Education Association. It has had before it nearly all the

educational questions of the day, and they have been attacked
bravely and seriously. There has been a greater interest in

some of the non-scholastic features of education than in the

more literary and academic pursuits. On the whole, the con-

vention has not shown a great sympathy with the classical

phases of school work. The emphasis has been placed on the

practical, the industrial, and vocational. The violence of the

tendency in these directions leads one to believe that there

may be in time a reaction against intense radicalism and a re-

turn to more conservative ideas of what young people should

study and how they should study.

"At no other convention of the Association has so much
time and detailed attention been given to the subject of special

education—the education of physically and mentally and
temperamentally unfit children. The assumption on which
was based all the discussion in this department was this

—

that these children are unfit only for the same sort of training

which the normal child receives, and not at all unfit to be

trained individually and prepared for some special work which
they can do and which will make them economically inde-

pendent."
This was illustrated in the addresses of two justly famous

teachers.

Hannah H. Walker, Director of Special Classes of Public

Schools in Albany, said:

"A ten-year-old incorrigible boy formulated for me the

basic principle of our work as trainers of special class children.

A new boy with a meagre kncjwiedge of our language had
arrived. 1 tested him in number work, using the buying and
selling of newspapers as a medium of interpretation. Realiz-

ing 1 was failing to reach his consciousness, a little newsboy
hastened to my side and whispered, 'Teacher, he don't sell

papers. Try him on shoe-strings. That's what he sells.'

This taught me to draw my illustrations from the child's own
life."

" The care and treatment of the individual child is the only

way to insure moral progress," said Olive M. Jones, in sum-
ming up the week's discussion. "Intellectual and physical

progress can be made en masse, but not moral. We are work-

ing also towards a greater co-operation between all the agencies

which are helping the child who is different—both in schools

and in social organizations. One of the greatest of our aims

is to keep homes and families intact. This can only be done

by intelligent visiting teachers, who find out the home con-

ditions of the children."

The most masterful address of the week was by the prince

of educators—G. Stanley Hall on " Education and the Present

War." His conclusion that the present demand is for spiritual,

not military, "preparedness" brought a note of applause far

more significant than the adoption later of a formal resolution

which was characterized as a "straddle" on military drill.

The election of Robert Judson Aley, known as a "pacifist," as

president for next year is not without important bearing on

the questions of the hour.

Many of the 30,000 registered as delegates doubtless carried

home this conclusion of Thomas Stockham Baker:

"After a week of addresses on almost every phase of school

work, one returns to the conclusion that the future success

of the schools depends upon the character and intelligence of

the individual teacher. New pedagogic devices, new types of

schools, new theories of education, mean very little unless the

individuals who do the every-day labor have a sympathy for

their tasks and are well trained for their profession. Being

well trained means something more than having a knowledge

of what has been written on the technique of teaching. The
teachers who will impress their personalities upon their pupils

are those who have been liberally trained—whose education

has not been limited to the specialized preparation for their

positions."
^ J. H. B.

"We Should Do More if We Tried to Do Less."—
Repose of the right sort is one of the most urgent needs of

the time. It is not to be viewed as a luxury for the few or a

solace for the eccentric, but as a constituent of every life which

aspires to be truly noble and good. We are often in a fever

of excitement, and create a small hurricane of dust in our

rapid flight hither and thither. But we should do more if

we tried to do less, and what was lost in volume would be

amply made up in quality.
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TRUE MINISTERS.

Have ye looked for the sheep in the desert,

For those who ha>ve missed their way?

Have ye been in the wild waste places,

Where the lost and wandering stray?

Have ye trodden the lonely highway,

The foul and the darksome street?

It may be ye'd see in the gloaming

The print of My wounded feet.

Have ye folded home to your bosom
The trembhng, neglected lamb?

And taught to the Uttle lost one

The sound of the Shepherd's name?

Have ye searched for the poor and needy.

With no clothing, no home, no bread?

The Son of Man was among them

—

He had nowhere to lay His head.

Have ye carried the hving water

To the parched and thirsty soul?

Have ye said to the sick and wounded,

"Christ Jesus makes thee whole?"

Have ye told my fainting children

Of the strength of the Father's hand?

Have ye guided the tottering footsteps

To the shore of the "golden land?"

Have ye wept with the broken-hearted

In the agony of woe.

Ye might hear me whispering beside you,

" 'Tis the pathway I often go."

My brethren, my friends, my disciples,

Can ye dare to follow me?
Then wherever the Master dwclleth,

There shall the servant be.

—2?3 change.

PRESENT TENDENCIES AMONG QUAKERS.

[Under the above heading, The Congregaiionalist had an
article some weeks ago by one not a Friend which is in part

as follows:]

The Quakers do not believe in war. They believe that the

commandment, "Thou shalt not kill," applies to nations as

well as to individuals. None of them will volunteer to do
service in the army because there they would be obliged to

kill. Yet they are willing to risk their own lives in other
service which needs to be done in connection with the war.
They will sweep the seas for mines, which is a dangerous oc-

cupation. They are fearless and conscientious in this work.
Every mine they destroy means the possible saving of lives,

according to their views. One English Quaker in his trawler

removed 250 of these mines from the sea. Ordinarily the
Quakers do not increase their membership to any large extent.

Friends from the beginning have been consistent advocates
of peace—in fact, they were the original " Peace at any price

folks." In our own wars they suffered greatly for their

advocacy of peace. The draft in President Lincoln's day got
them into all sorts of trouble.

They have always been reformers and followed up their

reforms at almost any cost. At least five of the world's great
reform measures have been aggressively advocated by Friends
—Peace, Absolute Equality of Women, Prison Reform, Tem-
perance and Anti-Slavery. Women have had the same priv-

ileges in being recommended for ministers that men have had.
As Jane Addams suggests, Friends have not grown in num-
bers appreciably, but for many years they have been a mighty
force for leavening the whole lump. They have been a " corn
of wheat" flung into the ground to die, and they have brought
forth much fruit, though it is not called by their name.

This age does not deal gently with Friends. Their loose

church government, the reputation for being a peculiar people,

and a certain lack of aggressiveness in seeking numbers, have

kept them from growing. They have passed through a like

evolution to that of Israel when it wanted a king. In the West
especially they have demanded pastors, music, an order of

worship and more conformity to the "world." They have
gotten these, but the spirit of gentleness still persists and keeps

them from the desired growth. In their striving after the

things that had the credit of making other denominations great,

Friends have fallen somewhat from their high estate.

1 sat at the head of an old-fashioned Friends' meeting for

five years, so 1 can never forget the characteristics that gave

to their gatherings a remarkable religious power. There was
the silent meeting—a living meeting, for the atmosphere was
alive with the presence of the Eternal, and God spoke home
to human hearts with a still, small voice. No doubt this was
in the consciousness of Whittier when he wrote:

"Drop Thy still dews of quietness

Till all our strivings cease;

Take from our souls the strain and stress,

And let our ordered Uves confess

The beauty of Thy peace."

Hurry was unknown in those meetings, nor was there any-
thing of the feeling that something must be going on during

every moment. God was there, waiting to bless every life

that opened to Him—that was enough.
Many Friends' meetings, especially those of the West, now

have a pastor. It not infrequently occurs that he or she is

quite uneducated and inexperienced and it sometimes happens
is little more than a " ranter." Many of their meetings have
lost the dignity, the quietness and the waiting for God to

speak that characterized them formerly. In some cases

Friends' boasted lack of form has become in itself a formality.

The plan that Friends follow of "recommending" to the min-
istry those who give promise of being helpful in public speech

in their meetings, without giving the candidates special train-

ing for the task, has brought about this condition that they

probably have more of those they call "recommended min-
isters" who are unfitted for the task of edification than any
other denomination, numbers considered. These larger meet-

ings, especially in the East, still retain the dignity and rev-

erential atmosphere of other days.
- The music in most Friends' meetings is poor. It is not pos-

sible to bring a denomination suddenly to great musical

standards. Friends are so new at the task that they have little

or no heritage of hymns. They have produced few hymn
writers and their meetings do not take kindly to spending
money for music or for proper musical instruments. They
protested so long against worshipping God with machinery
that it is hard now for them to get into the musical mood. So
far as their music is concerned, many of their Western meetings

differ little from the old-fashioned Methodist revival.

Friends, with all their supposed quietness and calmness,

have not been free from theological troubles. They had, as

did Congregationalists, a controversy over the Person of

Christ, which resulted in a separation, so that there are now
at least two bodies of Friends.

What of the future of Friends? Even if they do not grow,

or face gradual extinction, they have done an immortal work.

They are to be found in every denomination and are usually

loyal to the great fundamentals, are spiritually-minded and
are usually on the right side of great questions. The great

denominations have almost without exception come to em-
phasize the spiritual message that made Friends great. They
have kept their fundamental doctrines before the world until

greater forces than their own have caught the vision. They
have indeed brought forth much fruit.

"Help some one worse off than yourself and you will find

you are better off than you thought."

"Be not in haste. Better know one truth than guess at a

thousand. Remember this: there is no truth but what hath
a witness in God's light within thee."
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LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
( Concluded from page 2U.

)

In speaking of Friends and Conscription, i^obert O. Men-
nell is quoted as follows in regard to conscientious objectors

not in membership with us:

But were these men really outside the Society? George Fox spoke

of his followers as those who were "Friendly to the Truth," and in this

sense these men were Friends. Fox surely was right: throughout tlu^

ages there is and has been but one Church in the world, composed of those

who seek and strive to uphold the Truth. And the members of that

Church were to be found in every denomination, in every nation and in

every classification of human life. If our Society was to be more than an

episode in rehgious history, we must grasp the significance of our founder's

ideal and allow no boundary to separate us from others who also are striv-

ing to uphold the Truth of Christ. In that connection R. O. Mennell

expressed the Committee's sense of indebtedness to CUfford AUen, the

chairman, and to his Committee of the No-Conscription Fellowship for

their inspiring leadership and their devoted work. The cause of Peace

had had no braver or truer advocates.

Under the head of Preparation for Universal Peace, two
reported utterances follow:

Arnold S. Rowntree said the Society was indeed in sore perplexity.

A well-known pubhc man had recently said to him: "I am sure the

Society of Friends is right if it takes the New Testament for its model;

and I am sure the Churches, in trying to justify war, are mistaken.

But the real difficulty is that you cannot run ao empire on the prin-

ciples of the New Testament." This was the view of a large sec-

tion of the population in Germany and of an increasing number of men
and women in this country. Therefore what we had to decide was
not to think only of what our Society could do, but really find

out whether wc believed that Christianity was possible to-day. We
might find consolation in what had been said: "In your patience you
shall win your souls." Could we get much further than that, waiting

to know the will of God for our nation, for Europe, and for ourselves,

encouraging not only ourselves, but others to enter into what a well-

known mystic has called "the spirit of the Quest" for the truth? It was
"the spirit of the Quest" that helped. Wasn't it perfectly true that we
ourselves were not prepared to speak certainly on these great problems?

Even amongst Friends we had not learned to differ satisfactorily. Might
our membership be led out in this desire of finding the truth. If peace

were declared to-morrow, we should be faced with a tremendous industrial

difficulty. How peace was to be preserved in industrial life was a most

difficult question; there was no one clear unmistakable note on that

subject. He hoped whatever else the Society sent out they would em-
body this position of waiting, and watching, and prajdng. The seekers

found the Friends in the early days of the Society, let the Friends now
find the seeker. Do not let us think we could tell the peoples of Europe

exactly what they could do, but go forth in the spirit of the Quest after

God and Truth, to find His wUl, and having found it to follow in that

path which was opened up before us.

Henry T. Hodgkin questioned whether the Society had done enough

serious thinking about this matter. Peace might be approached through

three channels—peace by victory, peace by negotiation, peace by change

of heart. He believed it was the last named means that must be preferred

by Friends. He was afraid the Society had no right to speak, and if wc
did it must be out of a feeling of deep contrition and repentance. Wc
could not say to our countrymen, "It is time for you to repent." It is

we (the Society) who should repent. Our first duty was to lead ourselves

into peace, and then we might lead the nations into the same place. But

we might perhaps be called to a menial place of service in this groat matter.

Let us wait for the voice of the Master.

W. A. Gadbury's Visit to Russia.

William A. Cadbury, by leave of the Meeting and at the request

of the Clerk, gave some particulars of his recent visit, with others, to

Russia on behalf of the Friends' War Victims' Rehef Committee. Their

purpose had been to inquire into the condition of the refugees on the

eastern front. At the British Embassy at Petrograd they received a letter

from the Minister for the Interior containing the following references

:

"These gentlemen are Quakers, a sect whose trustworthiness is beyond

question. Perhaps you remember how helpful this Society was to our

people during the famine. If you will Ije good enough to help and protect

them I shall be grateful." The deputation met at Moscow, where he

was very pleased to find, on visitijig the offices of the relief organization,

fullest particulars set out in good form, so that one could immediately

get a grasp of the problem of relief. They found that there were two and
a-half milhons of refugees in Russia, distributed over almost every part

of the country. Something hke a fifth of the total were Poles, and all

the rest were Russians. Of the terrible story of the great exodus on
foot he had no time to sjieak. "The Way of the Cross," a Russian book
translated into English, he recommended to those who felt strongly on
the subject. In Moscow the problem was well in hand, but the country

districts needed help. The Russian Government gave about 4d. a day
for the refugees. The prospect for the coming winter was extremely

grave. The party of Friends experienced nothing but kindness during

their journeys, and they agreed that the unmediate need was a capable

doctor and a staff of trained nurses and workers; in the supply of these

and other demands, including the financial one, he hoped Friends would

take their full part. He was glad of the work of the War Victims' Relief

Committee, and hoped it would be extended.

"Training for Citizenship" was considered Second-day
afternoon as a part of the subject of education. The report

had this keynote:

One thing seems to stand out clearly, the need for more edu-

cation in social matters, and we believe that there is a definite

call to us to give our members a much better equipment for citizen-

ship.

The world believed the ideal of the Society was unattainable,

and Friends themselves had found the same. Some would re-

member a great address to Friends by Norman Angell, in which
he uttered some such words as these: "This community is per-

haps destined to become in her next generation or two one of

the few cities of refuge left to a civilization which seems really

in danger of going to pieces." And he queried how it was that

the Quaker view of life was not better understood by the

world, and urged Friends to add to the spirit to which we
were committed a definite attempt through whatever intel-

lectual will was necessary to make our view of life under-

stood by the community. And now came the searching ques-

tion, how can we make good? We had found ourselves want-
ing in the day of visitation, not so much in willingness to

serve as in knowledge of how to do it.

Briefly, the scheme was that at some time between the

ages of, say, twenty-one and thirty, every member of the

Society, rich and poor alike, should take a year for training

and preparation for citizenship. The aim of the course would
be to create in the minds of the students a new attitude to-

wards civic, national and international problems, so that

they might help to a saner and more generous public opin-

ion. They would gain a better knowledge of modern life, of

the competing interests of employers and employed, and of

State and other agencies that so vitally affected the lives

of the workers. In other words, they would get to know the

symptoms of the disease in the body politic. They would
be brought into close contact with all sorts and conditions

of men, and they would realize, what we often forgot, that

these things were their care. The training should be both

theoretical and practical, and should be of the very best

obtainable. Probably a beginning should be made in centres

where universities are already in existence. The cost should

be kept as low as possible, simplicity of life should obtain

throughout, and the whole expense should be borne by the

Society as a whole, out of a central fund raised by the \early

Meeting. We had heard a good deal this Yearly Meeting
about the stain upon our country's honor in the persecution

of conscience that was going on. What about the stains upon

the honor of Christian men and women in the conditions

of many of our cities—the disease, the dirt, the poverty, all

curable, all preventable?

If any Friend thought the scheme was small, it must be

remembered that it was very fundamental. It seemed to be

almost universally recognized by Christian thinkers that

the foundation of international war, and the foundation
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of industrial war were alike rooted in the spirit of greed, and
the desire for gain and power, which lay at the root of many
social evils. The best spirits in the churches were deeply
concerned about that, and many were quite frankly looking

to the Society of Friends for a lead. "What do you as Pa-
cificists intend to do? What is this better wa>?" And we
must find a way, and it would be a hard and uphill path
that we must tread. But we believed that God would be

with us all the way. This was not an attempt to substitute

social service for faith in God, but to express our faith in

a loving Father, through a loving care for His poor and bur-

dened. There would be a great need of money, but it was
hoped that would not stand in the way, if the need and prac-

ticability of the work were shown. We must show how we
could apply the Christian ethic to daily life. The training

scheme might not revolutionize the world, but it might
help to produce men and \\^men who would be able to show
something to the world of the will of God for our present
civilization.

Second-day Evening, Twenty-ninth of Fifth Month.

The Clerk reminded the meeting of the fact that the fiftieth

anniversary of the sailing of the first missionary sent out by
Friends for regular work in the foreign field will occur in the
autumn of the present year and proceeded

:

"The past fifty years have witnessed expansion into numerous fields

of service abroad, the response of scores of men and women to the prompt-
ings of the Holy Spirit, and the bringing in of many from heathen dark-

ness into the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. They have also brought

much new life into the Church at home, as the opportunity and need have
been faced with courage and faith. We beheve that great gain wiU come
to us by reviewing this period, seeking to learn its lessons and to draw
fresh iaspiration for to-day from the record of our Father's dealings with
us. . . . We hope that the Yearly Meeting may see its way to

encourage us in this effort. . . ."

The Annitebsabt.

John Morland remarked how few present there must be who could

compare the present Yearly Meeting with those held in 186.5 and 1S66.

It could scarcely be known for the same, so different was its present con-

stitution, and most of the individuals in evidence then had now passed

away. At that time there was little opening for younger men to speak.

Men Friends only were present, women Friends meeting across the Yard.
Very difierent subjects were under consideration then. In 1861, fol-

lowing an address by Isaac Brown, a document was issued caUing the

attention of Friends to the place to be filled by visits to foreign coun-
tries, which should be arranged through ordinary channels. Pro-
posals for settled service abroad should come before the Meeting for

Sufferings, but to his knowledge none such were made. In 1865 a
conference was called, at the time of Yearly Meeting, by a small group
of Friends, mostly from the west of England. Thirty-six gathered,

of whom the only survivors were now Fielden Thorp and himself. Later
the Provisional Committee was appointed, of which he was the only hving
member, since the death of Joseph Storrs Fry.

Such was the starting of what all must feel to have been a
tree of God's own planting, which had blessed the Society
as well as the fields abroad, and which had been a great in-

fluence in calling us out of ourselves, out of the narrowness
of routine, out of a by-water, into the main stream of the
river of life. In one of the writings of J. Rendel Harris, he
describes the Mount of Vision, with its stone inscribed with
the words: "Look back, look forward." This might be our
motto for the present occasion.

The Jubilee.

Henry T. Hodqkin said: Friends may very easily wonder whether it

is suitable for us, at a time like this, when so many great questions are

stirring the Society, and when our hearts are most deeply moved in regard

to our particular national attitude, to draw the attention of Friends to

this work, which perhaps, to some, hardly seems cognate to these larger

questions. Others, I beheve, will realize that this is not a true representa-

tion of the situation; but that now, when we are seeing the terrible effects

of the clashing interests of different nations, is a time when we want to

strengthen every piece of sound constructive work which is being done

towards bringing the nations to a better understanding of one another.

The Society of Friends has a peculiar service in relation to this particular

problem; and the missionary work of the Society ought to be, and indeed

it has been, a real factor in helping to this mutual understanding. The
task of the missionary is not only, although firstly, to represent to peoples

abroad the best which we possess, the faith in Jesus Christ; but it is also

to bring back to us an understanding of these peoples and their conditions,

the best of them, in order that we may grow to a better understanding

of one another, and that we may find oxa unity in that deeper and better

understanding. A Friend who said to me the other day that he had

never been so much impressed with the necessity of foreign missions as

he had since the outbreak of this war, was, I beheve, but expressing what

many Friends feel—that this is a time when work of this kind must be

prosecuted more than ever. Undertaken in this spu-it, it is surely one

of the many ways in which the Church may serve to strengthen inter-

national understanding and goodwill. So we come at this time, believing

that we ought to bring this home to Friends, as far as we can, so that they

may understand and face for themselves the meaning of this growth of

the past fifty years, what it has meant in the life of our Society and in

its service for the world. And in doing this, what we want to do is not

simply to speak of the work of a particular organization, but rather to

bring back, as it were, into all the channels of service at home, the garnered

fruit of these fifty years of service abroad, in order that every department

of our life may be strengthened, as we take this larger outlook and step

out with further faith to the tasks that lie before us.

At the close of the discussion a minute was passed, express-

ing thankfulness for the fifty years' record of service and
sacrifice, and commending the special effort to the support of

Friends.

Third-day Morning, Thirtieth of Fifth Month.

For the third time the subject of Preparation for Peace
occupied the close attention of the Yearly Meeting, the busi-

ness sitting on Third-day morning having taken the place of

the meetings for worship at Devonshire House and West-
minster.

The Clerk at the outset, reminded Friends that it had been
felt on the last occasion that no course was clearly open for

adoption at that time, but that there was need for prayer
and further waiting to learn where the Lord would lead us.

He would read the minute made at the close of the last sit-

ting at which the subject had been considered, and would
remind Friends that it was not absolutely essential that we should

do something; it was essential that we should hear the voice of
God.

Third-day Afternoon.

Fourth Session on Peace.

There was again a large company in the afternoon on re-

assembling for the fourth consideration of action in relation

to Peace. The devotional period was somewhat more ex-

tended than usual. In course of the meeting, W. C. Allen,

who was expecting to leave the Yearly Meeting after that

sitting, reminded Friends that repentance toward God and
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ were the fundamentals
from which would develop our individual life, and the ag-

gressive activity of the Church; and concluded with a bene-

diction of hope and love.

The Clerk on the resumption of business, expressed the

hope that Friends would now come to some definite deci-

sion. It was not necessary to do anything, though it was nec-

essary to find out what was required of us. If there was any
duty which seemed to be incumbent upon us, then Friends
should not withhold.

A lack of space forbids us to quote further at length from
the printed reports. At one of the late sessions:

Henry T. Hodgkin, referring to his American visit last autumn, said

the concern had been with him for some time previously but way had
not opened. It had been his purpose to give the message of the Society

of Friends, not exactly on war, but with regard to those things which
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made for war. From Orthodox Friends in Philadelphia he had a cordial

welcome, and a committee was appointed to co-operate with him. On
the same day he laid his concern before the Hicksite body in the same

city and they likemse gave hearty assistance. He spoke about thirty

times in and around Philadelphia, besides his visits further inland. Per-

haps his most striking experience among Friends was the week he spent

in Ohio at their boarding-school, near Barnesville. In the quiet of that

school he had been conscious that there was a very deep spiritual in-

fluence at work. He left that meeting with the heartfelt desire that these

Friends might have their usefulness extended. The more progressive

pastoral meetings in the same State were also visited. He had never

felt such deep sorrow over the divisions among Friends in America as

during that visit, and he looked forward with hope to the time of reunion.

During, his visit he had been privileged to bring together many pacifists

outside the Society along with Friends.

As the meeting was about to close, Silvanus P.Thompson
asked to be allowed to refer to a statement at a previous sitting,

that the Yearly Meeting represented only a small section of

the Society of Friends, and to protest against such an assertion.

Surely the Yearly Meeting truly represented the whole 20,000
of the members, and it seemed to him ungracious to hint

otherwise. He hoped such a statement would not again be
made. The Yearly Meeting was in fact so constituted that it

did actually represent not only every Quarterly Meeting, but
nearly every Monthly Meeting in the Society.

The concluding business at the final session on Fourth-day
evening was the reading of the General Epistle, which ap-
peared in full in The Friend three weeks ago.

The reading of the Epistle was, as usual, followed by a

period of worship, in which thanksgiving was rendered for the
spirit enabling those who had been concerned in the draft of

the Epistle to speak plainly and to write fearlessly and faith-

fully the message the Society was sending forth to the world.
After exhortation from several Friends, and the signing by

the Clerk of the General Epistle, concluding minutes were
presented, the closing one stating: "In bringing this Yearly
Meeting to a close we have again to acknowledge the good
hand of our God upon us. Last year and in the Adjourned
Yearly Meeting since, we examined in the light of recent events
our ancient testimonies and especially that in regard to Peace,
and were obliged to reaffirm them unhesitatingly. This year
we have tried to discover and be faithful to the implications
of these testimonies. It has at times seemed as though we
were groping in the dark, as though there were no clear path
for us to follow, but as we watched and waited, guidance has
come, and we have been able to move forward. There is

much more light to break forth from His word. Let us be
faithful to that which is given and tarry and pray, believing

that it will grow ever brighter and brighter. As we then
place ourselves in God's hands, waiting to receive and ready
to flash out His light. He may condescend to use us as His
heralds and give to us some word for the healing of the nations.

Should He thus honor us, let us ever remember that the ex-

cellency of the power is in God, for of Him, and through Him,
and to Him are all things, to whom be glory for ever. Amen.
"The business of the Yearly Meeting being concluded, we

separated, intending to meet again in London at the appointed
time next year, if the Lord permit. Whilst concluding our
business we leave the Meeting for Sufferings at liberty to call

together the representatives appointed to this Yearly Meeting
should such a course be necessary. Such Meeting, if sum-
moned, is to be considered an adjournment of this Meeting,
and is to be open to all Friends. Should no such adjourned
Meeting be called, the proceedings of this Meeting are to

terminate with this minute."
The Meeting then separated.

"A FEW grapes prove the plant to bea vine, and not a thorn."

"As no flattery can heal a bad conscience, so no cruelty can
wound a good one,"

PARADISE.

I bless Thee, Lord, bei^ause I grow
Among the trees, which in a row
To Thee both fruit and order owe.

What open force or hidden charm
Can blast my fruit, or bring me harm,

While the inolosuro is Thine arm?

Inclose me still, for fear I start.

Be to me rather sharp and tart,

Than let me want Thy hand and art.

When Thou dost greater judgments spare,

And with Thy knife but prune and pare,

Even fruitful trees more fruitful are.

Such sharpness shows the sweetest friend:

Such cuttings rather heal than rend:

And such beginnings touch their end.
—George Herbert.

Printed at suggestion of David Roberta.

A TERRIBLE TYPHOON TEST FOUR DAYS FROM CHINA.
We embarked at Kobe, Japan, for the final stretch of our

journey, a journey that, including several short stops, had
already lasted more than nine weeks. At last we began to
feel that we were actually homeward bound.
Only four days away lay China—huge, inchoate, bowed

with the weight of vast sins, sins that must be paid for, a
sorry sight in the tangled mesh of her heathen impotence,
but with a spiritual prospect (if so be that the home church
arouses itself) as bright as the promises of God.
Only four days away lay proud and historic Shantung

Province; and at the east end of it our own Tsingtau Station,

with the country field so dear to me, where 1 had walked and
roughed it, and preached through the villages, and sorrowed
with and for the humble Christians—real spiritual children.

The experience that we were to face was made the more
dramatic in contrast because of the nature-peace of the scenes
we were to enjoy for the first two of those four eventful days.
We passed through the world-famed Japan Inland Sea, a
veritable dream of beauty. It was like gliding along over
waters charmed by good genii in a pleasant fairy-land. Now
the pine-clad hills came close to us, as if they were magic
banks crowding out to greet us. Now they receded from us,

as magic islands well might do, and left us in the midst of a
bay-like enlargement full of real islands, beautiful in a be-
wildering variety of size and charm.

Here we rushed along on swift current, as of an Alpine
river surging through one of its wondrous lake embouchures;
there we floated on placid waters, over which was borne to

us the tinkle of bells from the Buddhist monasteries that
crowned the encircling hills. Here were scenes as charming
as anything of which the Italian lake region can boast; others

not so granil as the Swiss can boast, but none the less attrac-

tive.

It all had that indefinable, petite loveliness that is so asso-

ciated with many of the famed beauty spots of Japan, and
seemed to dovetail in naturally with the attractive gardens,

the dainty silk patterns, the lovely Cloisonne, the exquisite

bronzes, and with the innumerable other artistic things and
ways and touches of this wonderful people.

And all the while the sight of many trim stone wharves
and embankments of many lighthouses neatly planted on
attractive heights, the endless perspective of strange sail-

craft and jaunty tugs, as noisy as busy, together with the
omnipresence of keen-eyed officials, gave one the sense of

being safe and well-cared for.

The attractiveness of landscape and waterscape tended
to lull us to forget the seamy side of it all—the women with
babies fastened to backs, bent in rice swamp drudgery, and
veritably laboring like the dumb and driven beasts; women
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living in dark holes under the water line of their junk-homes,
and tugging at clumsy sweeps and at heavy oars and rudders;

women half-clad, mere human automata, coaling ships. And
there were the temple precincts, which were at once \''anity

Fairs and the paradise of money changers and usurers and
sharpers and Alexander Coppersmiths. And the popular
temples themselves, where the sound of coins falling into the

boxes before deities could be approached was constant; where
kneeling worshippers clapped their hands to attract the

notice of placid Buddhas; where the faces of favorite gods
were, like the bronzed foot of St. Peter in Rome, rubbed
smooth by suppliants; where the altars of the Goddess of

Mercy were stacked with written prayers purchased of the

priests; where the figures of stone and wooden Japanese Es-
culapiuses were effusively kissed by parents and children who
longed for healing.

At last, past Shimoneseki, called the Gibraltar of Japan,
and past Moji, the Japan terminus of the "ferry" to Korea,
we faced the open sea eastward—a sea not wondrous blue

like the /Egean, or like the waters around Honolulu, where
balmy air invites to the sea-bath, but cold and olive-green

that changes to a dirty yellow as one approaches the China
coast.

Not long had we been out when the little Japanese captain

of our dinky, bobbing craft, smilingly whispered to us men
that a typhoon was ahead! Clouds rapidly gathered, filling

the sky and assuming a uniform leaden hue.

It was not long before some passengers began to grow limp
and retire to their berths The wind increased

to what the captain called "a gale." The steamer plunged
with increasing violence. To the plunge was added a roll

distressing even to experienced ocean travelers. There could
hardly be wickeder-looking waves. They seemed as heavy
as lead, lifted themselves slowly and deliberately, and then
viciously threw themselves against the frail craft. The en-
gine pounded laboriously, the whole ship trembled, and re-

peatedly the propeller worked helplessly high out of water
as the ship plunged nose down into the sea.

A few days before we had experienced heavy weather on
the Pacific—more assuringly named than acting—had run
in front of a typhoon, had encountered the equinoctial, which
had blown seventy miles an hour. But that had been on one
of the biggest and strongest steamers that sails between Ameri-
ca and Asia, of more than ten times the tonnage of our craft,

carrying many big life-boats and rafts and preservers, manned
by an experienced crew, and captained by a Britisher of ability

and reputation.

We sat on the upper deck, in the lee of a small deckhouse.
This was preferable to being cooped up below, enveloped
in nameless, foul, seasicky odors. We hung to the house-rail

and watched the terrible power of the sea as it lifted itself

with giant strength against us. We remembered a poem about
the sea whose waves

"Will purr at your feet like a cat,

But will crack your Ijoncs for all that."

At last across amidships came a long-armed terrific lunge
of the sea that poured a stream of water through an aisle

between deckhouses, to the rail of one of which we desperately
clung, flooding us out. We then realized how easy it was for

waves to wash people overboad. So did the captain. His
men stretched a line along the middle of the ship, and then
laboriously helped us inside and below.

Crashes of various sizes and kinds were heard in all parts
of the ship, ranging from dishes and deck furniture to freight

in the hold and crushed superstructure. Stewards and sailors

and officers were staggering and scurrying hither and yon.
I saw the captain, his perpetual smile gone, run up to the

bridge. It certainly was the place for him then.

Just then the sea seemed to gather itself together and
throw itself up to overwhelm us. The prow sank into a great

trough. It looked impossible for it to rise under the weight
of water. The impression of many seemed to be that we were
about to founder. Life-belts were a mockery.

By that time i was face to face with a serious problem.

Was 1 willing to have my life snuffed out in that place and

under those cruel circumstances—willing to see my four little

children snatched away from me by this watery monster, as

heartless as resistless; willing to have m>' wife sucked down
and pounded against precipitous near-by rocks—/or the glory

of God? Was 1?
(To be concluded.)

NEWS ITEMS.

Notes Fhom Dublin Yearly Meeting—The Yearly Meeting of

1915 had separated intending "to meet next year at the usual time and

place, if the Lord permit." In effect permission was not granted. The

"Sinn Fein" outbreak of violence, beginning on Fourth Month 29th,

assumed such serious dimensions during the succeeding ten days that

the meeting together of Friends in considerable numbers on the date

arranged (Fifth Month 3rd) was impossible. Intercourse not only -be-

tween one part of the country and another, but between even the sub-

urbs of Dublin and the city had been interrupted. On the day appointed

these restrictions were so far relaxed that a few Friends met together

with the Clerk. A minute was passed recording thankfulness that, not^

withstanding the dreadful events of the past twelve days, consequent

on the terrible rebeUion which had taken place, the meeting had been

permitted to assemble, though in very Limited numbers. By a second

minute the meeting was adjourned till such time as the Yearly Meeting's

Committee should appoint. Accordingly, the meeting was called for

Six-th Month 1st.

The Meeting on Ministry and Oversight was held as usual on the day

preceding the opening. After the opening period of devotion, in course of

which prayer was offered for the help and guidance of the King and his

ministers and all in authority in the present serious crisis, reports from

the three Quarterly Meetings were read, presenting no new features.

There are in the Yearly Meeting, 36 Recorded Ministers, 86 Elders and

136 Overseers, besides seven women Friend visitors in Dublin. Ulster

reported 96 Friends as taking vocal part in meetings for worship. Leinster

reported consideration of the question of recording ministers, as a result

of which Elders had been encouraged to send in suitable names. Nothing,

however, had been done.

The Yearly Meeting opened as usual with a meeting for worship, fol-

lowed without interval by the business sitting; only about sixty Friends

were present.

The Clerk first read the two minutes of the meeting which assembled

on the appointed day and adjourned immediately, and these became the

first minutes of the Yearly Meeting.

He said that the meeting assembled this year in a very unusual way,

not only as regards the condition of the city and country, but also by
reason of the fact that for the first time in our history the meeting was
being held by permission of the Government. On applying to the Rail-

way Companies for the usual concessions, it transpired that leave would

have to be obtained before the Yearly Meeting could be held at all.

That leave was granted by the Chief Commissioner of Pohce, after con-

sulting the military authorities, on the ground that it would be a purely

rehgious gathering. This was the tacit understanding under which the

meeting met, and Friends were to remember that when certain subjects

bordering on pohtics came under discussion.

An earnest discussion followed as to what course should be taken under

the novel circumstances, and it was agreed, with practical unanimity,

to leave to the Clerk the decision as to what subjects, imder the circum-

stances, must be avoided.

Words of sympathy were e.xpressed for Friends in Dublin who had
suffered from the recent riots.

Charles E. Jacob, on behalf of Dublin Friends, expressed thankful-

ness to the Friends who had spoken for their messages. The experience

passed through had been a terrible one; but there was much ground for

thankfulness. The greatest sympathy was felt in Dublin for those of

their members who had suffered material loss.

The first sitting of the Yearly Meeting was largely taken up with the

reading and considering the message from London Yearly Meeting.

During the discussion of the Peace Question reference was made to

the difficult task laid upon the Clerk of so guiding the discussion that no
poHtical matters should be presented.

Gertrude Webb queried for what purpose had the meeting gathered?

Was it not to know the will of our Father for us? What did we see around
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us, what power could deal with it? The Spirit of Christ, which worked

by love, was the great power. Would it not be better now to wait upon

Him, that we might have light upon our path to see what we should

do now in Ireland?

The meeting settled down for a short period of quiet waiting, during

which prayer was offered for guidance.

Isaac John Bell felt that our foundations had been shaken. What had

been and was happening had not happened without a head, a mind, a

purpose. That was a precious thought to him who had been called

and responded. His conception of Christian Peace was that of a goal

rather than a starting-point, something won after toil and stress.

It was a fruit that was produced. "The fruit of righteousness is

peace." The peace of Christ was won by loss; what had we lost for Him?
The extent of our loss was the measure of our obedience.

Charles E. Jacob reminded Friends of the early Christian saying,

"I am a Christian and therefore I cannot fight," and George Fox's state-

ment that he lived in that life that took away the occasion of wars. The
disciples of Christ must bear witness to the spiritual nature of His King-

dom. The Society of Friends had a great opportimity if we would rise

to it. The churches had largely failed in the present world crisis. He
commended the Fellowship of Reconciliation to the attention of Friends.

The experience through which Dublin Friends had passed had in some

cases had the effect of drawing men closer to Christ, giving a deeper

sense of His loving care and protection than they had ever known before.

The session devoted to the consideration of Temperance was an un-

usually interesting one.

A minute was finally adopted approving of the "action taken by the

Yearly Meeting's Committee, and recording the meeting's opinion that

total prohibition is the most effective legislative remedy for the evils

of intemperance." Friends were also advised to be active in combating

the evils of intemperance; and that as the Church of Christ has a ser-

vice, in ^rnest private and collective prayer to see that each takes his

share in this portion of the campaign.

The Statistical Returns were presented, showing a total membership
of 2,310, an increase of two. There had been 37 deaths against 20 births;

18 removals into other Yearly Meetings against 17 reniovals-in; while

admissions had numbered 27 against 7 losses by resignation, etc.; 151

members were reported as "practically withdrawn;" attenders number
267 in Ulster, 52 in Leinster, and 22 in Munster.

The sessions that were devoted to Education, the State of Society,

Missionary Activity, etc., though but poorly attended, were Uve meet-

ings; at the conclusion Dr. Henry T. Hodgldn, who was in attendance

as a delegate from London, in speaking to the minute, gave a short re-

miai of the history of Foreign Missions in the Society of Friends. The
first collections for the National Stock were for Friends travehng in the

ministry, which was, of course, missionary effort. The first message was
given with courage and wide sympathy; but a few generations later, the

Society was devoting its principal attention to its own life. Fifty years

ago the F.F.M.A. was started, under the conviction that the message

was not one of local application only, but a vital message for the whole

world. To-day new currents of life were running through the Society,

calling it to a larger world service. As a Society we could take no part in

war; had we not then a larger contribution to give towards welding to-

gether the nations of the world? We desired that the Society, through its

corporate life, should express itself as a missionary Society, as in its early

days.

The Cheynet Training School.—It may not be known to all of our

Friends that only twenty-two miles from Philadelphia there is a min-

iature Hampton or Tuskegee. It was founded in 1832 by Richard Hum-
phreys, of Philadelphia, who bequeathed $10,000 to the care of Ellis

Yarnall and others, "having for its object the benevolent design of

instructing the descendants of the African race in school learning, in the

various branches of the mechanic arts and trades, and in agriculture,

in order to prepare, fit and qualify them to act as teachers."

In the beginning, under the name of Institute for Colored Youth, it

was located in Pliiladelphia. In 1902 it removed to a farm of aliout one

hundred and sixteen acres at Cheyney, Pa., and is now known as the

"Cheyney Training School for Teachers." It is under the care of the

Society of Friends. Just as Teachers' College, at Columbia University,

graduates trained teachers, so the Chej-ney Training School is trying

to meet the need for trained Negro teachers for ten millions of Negroes.

This school came to my personal knowledge when the present Prin-

cipal, Leshe Pinckney Hill, was installed. He had been in Harvard the

classmate and intimate friend of a member of my own family. His wife

is a graduate of Oberlin College, and the atmosphere of their home is of

true culture and refinement.

In the last year what is known as "The Shelter," a home for orphans,

has been removed from Philadelphia to ChejTiey, to become more or

less incorporated with the work of the Training School. Beside their

work in the Shelter, members of the advanced classes go once a week

to West Chester and to Moylan, for classes in gymnastics, metal and
wood working, cooking and sewing. Once a week Negro children from

the neighborhood come for instruction in hygiene, manners, cooking and
handicrafts.

One young woman of the graduating class had a part in the commence-

ment exercises, on the 14th ult.—a very interesting essay on "The Worth
of the Cheyney Graduate."

The Class motto is, "We live to serve," and the essay had many in-

teresting details of the graduates, a large percentage of whom are reported

as successful teachers; and without one moral failure.

The twenty-one receiving diplomas and certificates represented ten

different States. The prize-giving for best scholarship and prizes for all-

round excellence in character and influence along with scholarship, was

a very interesting feature of the exercises. There was also a most attract-

ive exhibit of their various arts and crafts—fine woodwork by the young

men, handwork wholly, and the sewing and millinery of the girls. The
visitors had great enjoyment in hearing the student-body sing their

unique and appeaUng melodies.

The address of the afternoon by Rabbi Joseph Krauskopf was memor-

able. It was full of character-study drawn from history and literature.

It was also a plea for all that is best in human attainment, presented so

vividly and sympathetically that it took fast hold of the hearts of the

students.

This school is one of the glad places in our neighborhood. Like all such

schools, its endowment is inadequate. It is deserving of our interest,

and makes silent appeal for our sympathy and the best aid we can give.

—Elizabeth Powell Bond, in The Intelligencer.

The Bulletin of Church Statistics was issued some months ago and

contains much of interest. An Exchange in commenting upon it says:

"Considering the church as a whole, there is much to encourage."

Catholic and Jewish is recorded with an increase of 779,276 over the

preceding year, as against an increase of 1,320,604 in 1913 over the totals

of 1912. Of this increase, the Baptists, Cathohcs, Lutherans, Methodists

and Presbyterians furnished 605,202, the Methodists leading with ap-

proximately thirty per cent, of the total gain. The Catholic, Methodist,

Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Disciples and Protestant Episcopal

families in the order named have a membership exceeding one million

each, followed by the Congregationahsts, Latter Day Saints, United

Brethren, German EvangeUcals, Spiritualists, Evangelicals, Jewish and

Friends in order, the latter with four bodies ranking fifteenth in the list

of fifty denominational families.

Out of 143 individual denominations, Orthodox Friends rank thirty-

sixth in point of membership with a total of 98,356. Out of thirty bodies,

constituting the Federal CouncU of Churches, with a total membership

of 17,436,650, Friends rank twenty-second.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Philadelphia suffered under the oppression of such hot weather

on the 12th as has visited this city but four times in the last forty-two

years. At two o'clock the oflScial thermometer on the roof of the Post

OflSce registered 91 degrees of heat.

A huge shark that followed the wake of a fisherman's boat into Matawan
Creek killed two men, one of whom had entered the water in the hope of

rescuing the otlier from the grasp of the sea monster, it also so seriously

injured a boy that he may die. This makes four fatalities from this

cause on the Jersey coast within a fortnight.

General.—The world's first submarine merchantman, the German

underwater liner Deutschland, reached Baltimore on the 10th, after voyag-

ing safely across the Atlantic, passing the allied blockading squadrons

and eluding enemy cruisers watching for her off the American coast.

She carried mail and a cargo of 750 tons of costly chemicals and dyestuffs,

and is to carry I^ack home a similar amount of nickel .and crude rubber

for the German army.
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The annual agricultural bill, carrying approximately $24,000,000, was

passed by the Senate on the 12th in virtually the same form as passed

by the House. It contains provisions for Federal grain inspection and

hcensing of grain warehouses and levies a tax of 2 cents a pound on cotton

sold for future dehvery.

The resolution of the National Education Association in New York,

characterized as a "straddle" in the military situation was in these

words: "While it recognizes that the community or the State may in-

troduce such elements of military training into the schools as may seem

wise and prudent, yet it beUeves that such training should be strictly

educational in its aim and organization, and that mihtary ends should

not be permitted to pervert the educational purposes and practices of the

school."

The death of John D. Rockefeller's grandson from infantile paralysis

led hun to establish the Rockefeller Institute, whose researches were to

be especially directed toward the discovery of a preventive and cure for

this highly-dangerous malady. That these efforts have failed is evidence

of the baffling problem with which New York City and so many other

places are now confronted.

A prominent weekly has the following on the Mexican situation: "The
passing of this war cloud will reheve the American people, but they should

not allow the Mexican question to pass out of their minds without con-

sidering what they could do, as friends of Mexico, to lift that country

out of its troubles. It is not improbable that the Carranza government,

strengthened at home by the increased support it has received from all

classes and factions of Mexicans when their country was threatened with

a foreign war, will now prove the more worthy of confidence abroad."

Having stood first for many years in the production of wheat, alfalfa

and the grain sorghums, Kansas is now about to take first place in the

production of petroleum. This State has been third in petroleum pro-

duction for several years with an annual output of a Uttle more than

3,000,000 barrels, but it is asserted by oil men and geological authorities

that the production this year is certain to go beyond 5,000,000 barrels.

On the level stretches of the fertile San Joaquin Valley, California, the

rice industry is growing rapidly. Not only is rice one of the best paying

cereal crops kno\vn, but it may be grown upon soil that will not produce

other cereal or fruit in paying quantities. Thus it is practically all of

the level land in the San Joaquin that is not of the best class will shortly

be utilized in the growing of a crop that will pay better than alfalfa,

barley or wheat.

The following is reported from Washington: "In 1915 the total number
of motor vehicles registered in the United States was '2,445,664. The
total road mileage in the United States outside of incorporated towns and
cities is approximately 2,275,000 miles. This would mean that there is

slightly more than one motor-car for each mile of rural road in the United

States, if the distribution of the cars were uniform for all the States; but

it is not, as in the State of Nevada there is one motor-car for every six

miles of rural road, and in New Jersey six motor-cars for every mile of

rural road. In the United States there is one motor-oar registration for

every 44 persons; in the State of Iowa there is one registration for every

16 persons and in Alabama only one registration for every 200 persons."

Postal receipts for the last two quarters broke all records, aggregating

$84,564,447 for the quarter.

Congress approved, on the 28th, conference reports on the rural credits

bill and the good roads bill and sent the two measures to President Wilson
for his signature.

The great National Education Association resulted in a registration of

over 30,000 last week in New York City. Many vital problems were
discussed.

The Carnegie Teachers' Pension scheme is to be superseded by some-
thing more modern. What President Pritchett proposes is that the

Foundation create a system of reUef, including insurance and pensions,

which will offer not only old-age allowances, but protection against pre-

mature death or premature loss of earning power; and that in the support

of this system teachers, colleges and the Foundation co-operate.

Foreign.—The demand for iodine and its compounds dining the war
in Europe has led to the decision by the Russian Government to estabhsh

at Vladivostok an iodine factory. Experiments are in progress to de-

termine the best method of gathering seaweed, the raw product from
which iodine is manufactured. The use of divers has been abandoned
because it was found that the available seaweed grew within 50 feet

from the shore line. Agents of the Government on the ground are

erecting buildings, and have let contracts for 800 boats to be employed

in gathering seaweed. r
It is reported that stone implements and household tools estimate

to be 40,000 years old, when collected in 1300 B. C. by Meremptah, tl

son and successor of Rameses the Great, have been imearthed in Meremj

tab's palace in Memphis, the ancient capital of Egj^it. These forme^

part of an archeological museum, strangely hke those of modern day

which the ancient ruler maintained in his palatial household.
'

I

RECEIPTS.

Sarah D. Hoopes, Pa.; Anne Cresson, Pa.; M. J. Windle, Pa.; Hamiltoi

Haines, N. J.; Geo. A. Rhoads, Del.; Emeline P. Newbold, Pa.; Catharine,

Jacob, Pa.; D. J. Sidwell, Wash.; Henry W. Satterthwaite, Pa.; Wm. 3.

Hamlin, N. J.; Mary A. Cougill, Cal.; EUwood Cooper, Pa.; Martha L.

Shoemaker, Pa.; Comly B. Shoemaker, Pa.; Comly B. Shoemaker, 2nd,

Pa.; Anna W. Bailey, Pa.; Franklin G. Swavely, Pa.; Elizabeth R. Cohen,

Pa.; Edward L. Richie, N. J.; Wm. Guindon, Vt.; A. H. Batty, N. Y.;

Cecil E. Haworth, Kas.; Asa Pickett, Ind.; Saml. G. Gidley, Mass.;

Marian Willets, Pa.; Elwood D. Whinery, Ohio; D. D. Maris, Del.; E.

W. Bacon, Pa.; Wm. Evans Wood, Pa.; Clayton L. Evans, N. J.; Howard
Evans, N. J.; Deborah E. Woolman, N. J.; Jno. B. Evans, N. J.; Wm.
Evens BaUinger, N. J.; Laura H. HewUng, N. J.; Joshua L. Baily, Pa.;

Annie T. Baily, N. J.; Sarah L. Collins, N. J.; Frances B. Anderson, N. J.;

Albert L. Baily, Jr., Pa.; Luke Woodward, Ind.; John Henry Douglas,

CaUf.; S. L. Comfort, Calif.; J. Albin Thorp, Pa.; Robert Garrett, Pa.;

Thomas Hartley, Ohio; Lydia B. Smedley, Pa.; Horace B. Foster, R. I.;

Henry Standing, Iowa; A. F. Huston, Pa.; Elizabeth B. Calley, Pa.; Wm.
Evans, N. J.; Wm. Carter, Pa.; Chas. N. Brown, N. C; Ahce H. Carter,

Pa.; Wm. F. Garnett, Eng.; Morris Peacock, Ind.; Phineas Pickett,

Ind.; Wilson T. Sidwell, Iowa; Sarah McFadgen, Pa.; Mary Coltrane,

Pa.; John E. Southall, Eng.; James Hunt, N. J.; Edward Maxwell, Ind.;

Mary McGirr Maley, Ohio; Warner W. Cooper, N. J.; Hannah P.

Rudolph, Cal.; Morris Longstreth, Pa.; Phebe Harned, Pa.; Alva S.

Widdifield, Iowa; Edward S. Lowry, Pa.; Alfred Sharpless, Pa.; Anna P.

Chambers, Pa.; Ann Trimble, Pa.; E. J. and S. Barton, Pa.; James F.

Reid, Pa.; Elma Hayes, Pa.; Samuel Biddle, Pa.; Reece L. Thomas, Pa.;

Deborah C. Wilki'ns, Pa.; Elizabeth D. Edge, Pa.; James W. OUver,

Mass.; Edith Smith, Ohio; EUzabeth S. Smedley, Pa.; Sarah Ann John-

son, Ind.; Ashley Johnson, Ind.; Ada V. Stanton, Ind.; EU Hadley, Ind.;

SaUie T. Hoopes, Pa.; Edward Edgerton, Ind.; A. B. Maxwell, Ind.;

R. S. Ashton, Ind.; Morris Peacock, Ind.; Mary D. Shotwell, N. J.;

Ephraim Robeson, Canada; Caroline H. Brinton, Pa.; George Forsythe,

Pa.; EHzabeth S. Taylor, Pa.; Helena J. Conner, Pa.; Edward Brinton,

Pa.; Susanna P. Sharpless, Pa.; Ann Sharpless, Pa.; Wm. T. Sharpless,

Pa. ; Isaac Sharpless, Pa.

WSS' Remillances received after Second-day evening will not appear in
receipts until the following week

NOTICES.
During Seventh and Eighth Months Friends' Library will be closed

except on Fifth-day of each week, from 9 a. m. to 1 r. m.

Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

Clerks of the various Monthly Meetings are requested to send to the

Yearly Meeting Peace Committee, 111 S. Thirteenth Street, Philadel-

phia, copies of the communications sent by them to the President or

other officials at Washington in regard to the Mexican situation.

Anne G. Walton,
Secretary, Peace Committee.

Meetings from Seventh Month 23rd to 29th:—

Frankford Monthly Meeting, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 26th, at

7.45 p. M.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 27th,

at 10.30 a. m.

Germantown, Ififth-day, Seventh Month 27th, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 27th, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—On the twenty-eighth of Sixth Month, at the home of her son,

Benjamin W. Ladd, Kansas City, Mo., Caroline E. Ladd, aged eighty-

five; a member of Haverford Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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RoMAiN RoLLAND, One of the most famous of French ht-

erary men, has been living in Switzerland since the early days

of the war. His pen has been very busy in the interests of

Peace. The noble spirit in which he writes is indicated in

the following from the pages of a recent book of his, "Above
the Battle."—[Eds.1
"For the finer spirits of Europe there are two dwelling-

places: our earthly fatherland and that other city of God.

Of the one we are the guests, of the other the builders. To the

one let us give our lives and our faithful hearts; but neither

family, friend, nor fatherland, nor aught that we love has

power over the spirit. The spirit is the light. It is our duty

to lift it above tempests, and thrust aside the clouds which

threaten to obscure it; to build higher and stronger, dominat-

ing the injustice and the hatred of nations, the walls of that

city wherein the souls of the whole world may assemble."

THE EPISTOLARY GIFT.

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new," is a truth

often driven home with sharp reality, and at times with a

sense of pain, to those who have had much association with

what may relatively be called the old order. Some of this

class may be slow to feel and believe that one good custom

could "corrupt the world," even though they would not deny

that "God fulfils Himself in many ways."

Among the marks of a changing order is the decline, or

decrease, of certain types of personal correspondence, religious

and literary. Such a statement should, however, carry with

it a reservation to the credit of some excellent and well-known

letter-writers of times not far back, and in acknowledgment

of the gifts and services of many individuals who are still

"willing to communicate" in this way from their intellectual

and spiritual supplies. "The present writer" is under a

debt of gratitude for many messages of comfort, encourage-

ment and instruction imparted by such persons through the

medium of letters, and received in seasons of particular need.

The claim is not that letter-writing is a lost art, by any

means. As a rule, short and frequent written communica-

tions probably answer the conditions of the present age better

than long and infrequent ones. The convenience of the

modern postal system favors this difference; whilst other

means of quick and easy communication, or of personal inter-

views, render less necessary the "lengthy" epistle. In ad-

dition to these considerations, there are those of conferences,

periodical journals, lectures and so forth, now so much used

as opportunities for conveying messages of serious import,

which formerly would have had fewer avenues of expression.

Still there is something of the personal touch in a good

letter, when one heart speaks directly to another, which must

be missed from most other addresses. Emerson says that the

scholar may sit down to write and find that his years of medita-

tion fail to furnish what he wishes ; but if a letter is to be written

to a friend, "troops of gentle thoughts invest themselves, on

every hand, with chosen words." So it is with such troops of

thoughts, preserved in letters, that biography has been en-

riched and history illuminated.

It was a saying of Addison's that the mind "never unbends

so agreeably as in the conversation of a well-chosen friend";

and letters may, without much violence to the sense of words,

be included in "conversation." Not to go far back in history

nor out of the English tongue, one has but to mention the

names of Lamb and Cowper and some of the Wordsworth

family to intimate the place that letters have had in literature.

It would be easy to produce examples from other times and

different languages.

But that type of letter which most marked an earlier period

of Friends' literature, and with which this essay is specially

concerned, is that represented by such writers as Richard

Shackleton, John Thorpe, J. Gurney Bevan and Rebecca

Jones. The social and the religious elements, the personal

and the historical combined, make them highly interesting,

as well as instructive and informing. Written in most cases,

it is likely, without thought of publicity or of permanence,

they have the freedom of real friendship and the spontaneous-

ness of an immediate message. Prince among these letter-

writers was Richard Shackleton of Ireland, and close in rank

was Rebecca Jones of Philadelphia. In each of these was a

touch of humor, an innocent playfulness; but neither of them

could close a letter of much length without some observations

or exhortations profitable to the recipient, and to us "who

follow after. " Some of us, indeed, would not willingly have

missed what has come to us through the channel of such cor-

respondence, although overmuch reading of it may become a

sort of dissipation. There was perhaps, in some earlier times,

less of reserve as to the expression of religious feelings than

is often the case now, as there was doubtless more of the

introspective character and habit of mind thus revealed. The

change is not always one of loss, but it is a question whether

there is not too much loss to be compensated for in the at-

tendant gain. At all events, we may be heartily glad of what

has come to us from those days of quill pens and a slow post,

and may find therein some gleanings of a rich spiritual fruitage.

Perhaps there are men and women of the present genera-
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tion who, possessing this epistolary gift, coupled with leisure

and liberty and helpful experience, might do well to give it

a little more play, so as not to "defraud" anyone in this

species of "revenue." The service thus rendered may be

described in the terms lately used by a Friend in reference to

the publication of certain kinds of articles in this journal—

namely, "it is one of the means of breaking bread."

M. W.

FRIENDS IN NORWAY.
BT ALBERT J. CEOSFIELD.

Selected from a reprint from The Friends' Quarterly Examiner, in 1894,

W. C. AUen.

In i8o8, a young man still in his teens, Enoch Jacobsen by
name, the son of a carpenter at Stavanger, enlisted, without

his parents' leave, on board the privateer Havneren. His

days of privateering were few, for three days after the Havneren
was captured by a British frigate, and young Jacobsen was
carried as a prisoner of war to Leith. About three years later

he was removed to Chatham, where he remained till 1814,

when the Norwegian and Danish prisoners were released. It

was about the middle of his six years' imprisonment that

Enoch Jacobsen, without any outward instrumentality, came
powerfully under conviction for sin. He saw the folly of

trying to find rest in the forms of the Lutheran Church in

which he had been brought up; he began to read much in the

New Testament, and after awhile, having been removed to

another prison-ship, he met with a copy of Barclay's "Apology"
in Danish. God honored the man who had faith to place a

.copy of Barclay's "Apology" on board a man-of-war! Be-
ing joined by three other seekers after the truth, one of whom
was Elias Tasted, Jacobsen and his comrades began the

practice of silent waiting upon God. Little as they knew of

English, with the help of a dictionary, they managed to

write a letter to a member of the Society of Friends in Roches-
ter, who soon came to see them, in company with William
Rickman. During the remaining years of their imprison-

ment, many Friends visited the Fyen, as the prison-ship was
named. Most notable amongst these was Stephen Grellet,

who held a meeting on deck, at which the officers of the ship

and many other people were present.

By the time that the Scandinavians were set free, in the
year 1814, about thirty of them had adopted the truth as

held by the Society of Friends. . . . Four settled in

Stavanger, a few in Christiania, and the rest were scattered

through various parts of Norway.
Only in Christiania and Stavanger were meetings kept up.

Enoch Jacobsen remained awhile in England, where he got
employment in the service of a Friend who was an umbrella-
maker; his object was to study English. His settlement in

Christiania, two years later, was a great help to the little

company of ten or twelve Friends there, amongst whom dis-

turbing influences had already been at work.

In the year 1818, Stephen Grellet and William Allen paid
a visit to Norway, the first of a long series of visits paid by
English and American Friends. A voyage of " only ten days"
from Christiania to Gravesend brought Enoch Jacobsen to

England to go with them as interpreter. A vessel was charter-

ed to take the Friends from Harwich to Stavanger and thence
round to Christiansand. William Allen's connection with
the Bible Society served as an introduction to some of the
leading citizens of Stavanger, who gave him a very cordial

welcome, and whom he was able to influence in favor of the
Norwegian brethren. They found eight persons in Stavanger
who were recognized as Friends, and who met with Stephen
Grellet and William Allen in the first Meeting for Discipline

held in Norway. In Christiania but four persons were
recognized as Friends. Three years later Thomas Shillitoe

followed in the footsteps of Stephen Grellet and William
Allen. The dear, simple-minded man did not love the sea,

and he records his wish to go from Stavanger to Bergen by
land ! His friends assured him he would not be able to endure

an overland journey, so he submitted to their judgment. He
little realized the circuit of hundreds of miles needful at that

time to circumvent fjords, mountains, and rivers. Now, the

"overland route" from Stavanger to Bergen is one of the most
interesting and magnificent trips in Norway, and is made per-

fectly easy by splendid roads, though, strictly speaking, it is

varied by steamers over portions of the inland fjords and lakes.

From the days of the Apostle Paul to the present time the

experience of infant churches has been the same
—

"fighting

without; fears within;" "perils among false brethren." Dur-
ing the next thirty years the little band of Friends in Norway
had to fight the battle for freedom on very much the same
lines on which it was fought by our English forerunners dur-

ing the seventeenth century. It was not long before they
found themselves in collision with the authorities. The chief

grounds of offence were:

—

Marriage in a way not recognized by the State;

Burial in unconsecrated ground without the aid of a priest;

Refusal to pay the School Tax, on the ground that the
Lutheran catechism was taught in the schools;

Refusal to take judicial oaths;

Assertion of the right of meeting together for public worship;
Abstention from the public worship of the Lutheran State

Church;
Refusal to bear arms;
Refusal to allow the Lutheran priests to baptize or confirm

their children.

So early as the year 1821, for the second of these offences,

Elias Tasted was sentenced to pay 5 specie dollars (about

£1) a-day until the bodies of his two children should be re-

moved to consecrated ground, and buried according to the
custom of the State church. (This sentence was at last

revoked by the king.)

In 1833, one Maria Larsdatter was deprived of a legacy of
£10 left her by her parents (probably a large sum to her), for

refusing to take an oath, and was sentenced to ten days'
imprisonment on bread and water.

in 1841, Endre Dahl and Maria Ingberg, having been mar-
ried after the manner of Friends, were sentenced to ten days'
imprisonment on bread and water, to be repeated at the
magistrate's pleasure till all expenses were paid; and the mar-
riage to be annulled. (This sentence, on appeal, was set aside
by the king.)

Soren Ericksen Stakland had a horse, six cows, and some
sheep, worth £13, taken from him for refusing to have two
children baptized. His son Elias, at a later period, was im-
prisoned five times for refusing military service.

In 1848, for refusing to pay a school tax of two sp. dollars,

Endre Dahl was deprived of a quantity of his furniture, the
original demand having been run up by expenses to 25 sp.

dollars.

In the same year Soren Olsen, a young man of two and
twenty, for refusing military service, suffered twenty weeks'
imprisonment, the last ten days on bread and water. He was
sentenced to be whipped on three separate days—a punish-
ment which, had it been carried out, would probably have
cost him his life.

The above are a few of the outward trials to which the Friends
in Norway were subjected. In the year 1845 a large share of
religious liberty was granted to Friends by law, but they are
still liable to imprisonment for refusing military service, and
to distraint for refusing to pay ecclesiastical demands.

It was in 1840 that Endre Dahl, a young joiner, was re-

ceived into membership. He was a man of energy, strong
will, and devotion to the truth. In 1845 he came forward in

the ministry, on which occasion, as a Friend wrote, "a shaking
or motion was felt by the whole assembly." He . . .be-
came an able interpreter for English Friends who visited

Norway.
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From this time forward, for about forty years, the growth

of the Society in Norwa\' was fairly steady, though checked

by a constant stream of emigration to America, so that tlie

number of Norwegian Friends in America has long been in

excess of the number in Norway. Amongst the means which

contributed to this growth, was a very large and wide-spread

distribution of Friends' literature. The visits also of English

and American Friends became very frequent. . . .

In 1844 it was in the heart of William Backhouse, of Dar-

lington, to pay a visit to Friends in Norway. He had ob-

tained certificates for this service, and his passage was taken.

Rising in meeting on First^ay evening to take leave of his

friends, he raised his hand to his head, as his custom was before

beginning to speak, and ere a word was uttered he fell lifeless

on the floor. The steamer Manchester, in which his passage

was taken, sailed for Hamburgh on the day of his funeral, and
was lost with all hands. The life of his intended companion,

Edward Backhouse, was thus preserved.
(To be concluded.)

A TESTIMONY CONCERNING THE LATE T. WISTAR
BROWN.

At a meeting of the Board of Managers of the Corporation

of Haverford College, held Fifth Month 19, 1916, the follow-

ing minute was adopted:—

"Thomas Wistar Brown became a member of the Board
of Managers of Haverford College in 1853, at the age of 27.

For 63 years he has shown an increasing, and of late times, an
absorbing interest in Haverford College. Since 1891 he has

been President of the Corporation and of the Board.

"His benefactions to the College have amounted to more
than three-quarters of a million dollars. For nearly every

cause deemed wise by the managers he has liberally subscribed.

Many of his donations of large amount have been paid quietly

into the Treasury with a request that no public information

should be given even to members of the Board. This was
strikingly so in the case of the Moses Brown Fund for a

Graduate Course in Religious Study, notification of which
the Board has first received at this meeting.

" His greatest interest was in the teaching of Biblical litera-

ture, philosophy and kindred subjects, and three of our valued

teachers are practically sustained by funds donated by him.

But physical equipment, scholarships and college deficits

have also received his generous attention.
" But with this liberality he has never attempted to in-

terfere unwisely in details. His conditions have been easily

met and never burdensome, because they were drawn in the

spirit of broad-minded scholarship.
" It is interesting to note that a man who has been in business

since he was 16 years of age should have had his main interest

in the field of idealistic culture rather than in vocational or

professional work, and should have been always foremost in

urging Haverford to adhere to the lines of pure scholarship

and spiritual nurture.
" He was a man of strong convictions but very tolerant of

others; of bountful generosity but within no narrow bounds,

and governed by wisdom and a sense of duty and responsibility

;

of great usefulness but allowing the recipients of his help

liberty of action in administration; of simple, earnest, devout

piety borne out by a consistent life.

"We who have had the privilege of working with him, ap-

preciate his wise advice, his personal worth and his Christian

solicitude, and shall ever hold him in affectionate remem-
brance." J. Henry Scattergood, Secretary.

A CHILD of God should be a visible beatitude for joy and

happiness, and a living doxology for gratitude and adoration.

—C. H. Spurgeon.

THE LIFE THAT COUNTS.

The life that counts must toil and fight;

Must hate the wrong and love the right;

Must stand for truth by day, by night

—

That is the life that counts.

The life that counts must aim to rise

Above the earth to sunlit skies;

Must fix his gaze on Paradise

—

That is the life that counts.

The life that counts must hopeful be;

In darkest night make melody;

Must wait the dawn on bended knee

—

That is the life that counts.

The life that counts must helpful be;

The cares and needs of others see;

Must seek the slave of sin to free

—

That is the life that counts.

The life that counts is linked with God;

And turns not from the cross, the rod;

But walks with joy where Jesus trod—.'

That is the life that counts.

Every Christian life ought to be a force among men, a

witness for Christ, an influence for blessing and good.—
Miller.

THE FIFTIETH YEAR OF CANADA YEARLY MEETING.

Readers of The Friend may be interested to see some ac-

count of the Yearly Meeting held at Pickering, Ontario, from

the twenty-second to the twenty-seventh of last month.

The attendance this year by their own members was not

so large as some years previous, but perhaps the deficiency

was made up by visiting Friends from a distance, there being

more of these than usual. There were two from Ohio, one

from Kansas, three from North Carolina, four from New
York and five from Philadelphia.

Those present with credentials were: John G. Hall, William

Osborn, Marianna V. Wood, Henry T. Outland and Benjamin

P. Brown. Anna B. Crawford, a minister formerly of Canada

Yearly Meeting, now a member of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, was also in attendance.

The company of all these dear Friends, those with minutes

and those without, was truly acceptable and they were made
welcome. Returning minutes were granted to those who pro-

duced credentials and signed by the Clerks on behalf of the

meeting. Epistles were received and read from all the Yearly

Meetings in correspondence with Canada, except the one from

Western which failed to reach them in time. There was also

one received and read from the General Meeting at Fritchley,

England, and one from a body of Friends in the Northwest.

By the reading of these epistles, we were made thankful that

the Friends issuing them are united in maintaining and up-

holding the principles of peace.

There was also read at this time an address from Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting on peace, and a Committee was ap-

pointed to prepare replies to all, including one for Fritchley

General .Meeting, and one for the scattered members in the

far Northwest.

A weighty concern was opened in the Women's Meeting

by one of their ministers that an address should be sent to

the young Friends and others in England who are now suffer-

ing for the cause of peace. Men's Meeting fully united with

this concern and a joint Committee was appointed to prepare

an address. The paper was read near the close of the Yearly

Meeting and was fully approved and directed to be signed

and forwarded.

A communication came from Scipio Quarterly Meeting,

New York, that they were united in the belief that the time

had fully come for them to be attached to some Yearly Meet-

ing; the subject having been considered for three months by

a Committee of both men and women Friends, it was felt

that Canada Yearly Meeting was the most suitable to which
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to apply. The Yearly Meeting considered the request and
full unity was expressed, so that Scipio Quarterly Meeting
is now a part of Canada Yearly Meeting.
There are about fifty members in this Quarterly Meeting,

four recorded ministers. One of these ministers, Marianna
V. Wood and Louisa Richardson, of Pickering, had been
liberated by their respective Quarterly Meetings for an ex-

tensive visit in the northwest and were to leave Ontario on
the 3rd inst. There are several small meetings in the far

Northwest of Canada and many are thankful that the Lord
of the harvest is sending out his ministers into the various

fields which are so white unto harvest.

Although Canada Yearly Meeting is small, yet we trust

there are a few in all the subordinate meetings who are deeply
concerned to maintain them, even though they are reduced
in numbers.
At Norwich, there are about eighty members ; most of these

are young people. It is a very hopeful meeting. They feel

keenly the loss of their valued friend Joshua Waring, whose
death occurred on the afternoon of Sixth Month 17th, aged
seventy-six years.

The Quarterly Meeting was held here on the sixteenth,

seventeenth and eighteenth of Sixth Month, and was felt

to be owned by Him who presides over all rightly gathered

assemblies.

Canada Yearly Meeting was indeed a season of Divine
favor in which the Gospel streams flowed freely, many hearts

were tendered and contrited to tears.

The writer having recently attended New England and
Canada Yearly Meetings and Scipio Quarterly Meeting feels

thankful to express that these meetings were held in the life

and power, and if the members are only faithful to uphold
the doctrines and testimonies in their ancient purity, there

will be a gathering to Friends' meetings. Now in the day of

wars and fightings among the nations of the earth there is no
time for us as a Society to lay down the armor, but let each
one be faithful to the gift which has been intrusted to him
while the day of the Lord's visitation is extended.

Benjamin P. Brown.

THE WELSCH AND SLATER BILLS.

No items of business before the late New York Yearly
Meeting claimed more serious consideration on the part of

that body than the two bills that had passed the Legislature
at Albany, known as the Welsch bill and the Slater bill. The
following is taken from a condensed report of L. Hollingsworth
Wood:
The State of New York has now passed laws which are, at

any rate, the first step toward universal compulsory military
training in that the laws passed provide for military training
of all boys between the ages of sixteen and nineteen, and physi-
cal training for boys and girls in elementary and secondary
schools of such variety as shall be prescribed by the Regents
of the State, after conference with the Military Training
Commission.
The Welsch Bill provides that after Ninth Month i, 19 16,

all children, above eight years of age, both boys and girls, in

elementary and secondary schools, shall receive as part of
their prescribed work, such physical training as the Regents
of the State, after conference with the Military Training
Commission, may determine. Instruction shall be at least

twenty minutes each day.
The Slater Bill provides for the appointment of the Military

Training Commission, composed of the Major-General, com-
manding the National Guard, as chairman, a member to be
appointed by the Board of Regents (who control the education-
al system of New York), and a third, to be appointed by the
Governor (very likely, as these bills were passed under the
direct influence of the Governor, who signed the bills in the
face of considerable protest, it would seem that it will be
largely a military commission).
The duties and powers of the Commission are fairly ex-

tensive. It can provide "for observation and inspection of

the training in schools and appoint an inspector for this pur-

pose." It can also "maintain courses of instruction for male

teachers and physical instructors," and it can recommend to

the Board of Regents the establishment in schools of " habits,

customs and methods best adapted to develop correct physical

posture and bearing, mental and physical alertness, self-con-

trol, disciplined initiative, sense of duty and spirit of co-opera-

tion under leadership."

The Slater measure also provides that after Ninth Month
I, 1916, boys between the ages of sixteen and nineteen shall

be given " such military training as the Commission may pre-

scribe." The only exemption, unless excepted by the Com-
mission, is the boy lawfully employed in gaining a livelihood.

The Slater Bill also provides for "state military camps of

instruction under the direction of the Major General of the

National Guard and for from two to four weeks during the

summer."
It provides that the Governor may draft "portions of the

Reserve Militia to make up or complete the complement of

organizations of the National Guard or Naval Militia of the

State."

These laws, although not going so far in many cases as the

Security and Navy Leagues would like, have actually put

the State of New York, so far as the popular imagination is

concerned, in a position of leading toward universal military

service; and when taken in connection with the provisions

of the revised Chamberlain Bill, constitute a dramatic de-

parture from the established institutions of our country.

L. H. W.

"GRIEVE NOT THE HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD."

(Ephesians iv: 30.)

A MEDITATION.

This solemn appealing note by the Apostle Paul is heard
among the echoes of depravity which suddenly disturb the

heavenly atmosphere of his Epistle to the Ephesians. He
pauses a moment, in the forbidding recital of heathen de-

moralization, to introduce us into the august and reverend
presence of the Divine Spirit, impressing His Image upon those

faithful ransomed ones who are destined to share the glories

of Everlasting Day. This Holy Spirit he asks them riot to

"grieve," and by the use of this gentle word, does he not con-

vey a very precious suggestion of the terms on which we stand
with the infinite and glorious Spirit of our beloved Lord, who
hath bought us with His most precious blood, and all the long

hours of agony upon the cruel cross?

We can hardly be said to "grieve" one who dislikes us, one
who is to us a hard master, a cruel tyrant, a deadly enemy.
We may injure, provoke or enrage him. But a more tender
relationship is involved, when one is said to inflict grief upon
another. Thus we may "grieve" a friend, a lover, a parent,

or our Saviour by our aloofness, disrespect or disobedience,

and, sad to say, it is by these very things that the holy af-

fectionate Spirit of our Lord is grieved, again and again, oh!
how often! by thousands and thousands of those whom He
hath "bought with a price."

Does it not seem a shame thus to treat One who is so kind?
Whose long-suffering bears with us and waits for us; who re-

turns again and again, though the very thought of Him may
have been thrust out. So unwilling is He that any should go
quite wrong, that any should fall victims to the error of the
"natural mind," and yield to that contemptible selfishness

which will greedily receive all from Him, and give nothing,
no trust, no love, no service! So unwilling indeed is He that
any should be drawn more and more under the darkness of

the "outward" and more and more excluded from the great
world of spiritual light, lest, for them, it might come to pass
that the darkness of the outward should one day become a'

melancholy introduction to the "outer darkness." Must it

not be because our beloved Lord knows so well this tremendous
alternative, that He bears with us so long before He will give
us up; that He takes so many gentle and attractive ways of
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arresting our attention, awakening our concern, startling us

out of our dreamy sense of false security, by the dispensations

of His providence; sometimes bringing us very low, that we
may learn our own weakness and turn at last to Himself, that

holy and benignant Spirit Who watches over us as beloved

children, gently alluring and inviting, but never compelling

our affectionate regard.

Who so sensitive to these ministrations of His as those whose
souls have already opened for Divine Worship, and who have
already profoundly honored in those secret temples the blessed

visitations of their Lord? Surely it is they whom the Apostle

calls "beloved children," and urges—not to grieve—but to

be "imitators of God," being faithful to the Divine Life which
has sprung up within them, until those Godlike characteristics

which alone are possible for man have come forth in all their

beauty. Then the garden of the soul, radiant with all the

fruits of the Spirit, has become a scene of celestial light and
fragrance, where the Lord Himself delights to dwell.

But while contemplating a consummation so delightful,

must we not remember that ere this holy fellowship can be-

come a constant privilege, the purging touch of the Divine

Husbandman must be received? It may be again and again.

Perhaps at times with tears and pain the heavenly work is

wrought. As roots of bitterness spring up and trouble us they

must come out, at any cost; sometimes the cost is great and
sad, but the relentless purging must go forward until the self-

renunciation is made complete. " He that renounceth not all

that he hath," said our Lord, "cannot be my disciple," can-

not suffer himself to be led by Me. No! it cannot be. One
may carry out Christ's views—as he thinks—in his own way,
in his own will and power, at his own convenience and time, no
doubt greatly to his own satisfaction—for a time—but that is

not to allow Christ to "guide his feet into the way of peace."

Such is the perversity of the human will, and its infirmity

of purpose in adhering to the right, that, sooner or later, failure

in some respect arises, and the cold shade of Divine disapproval

chills the glow of self-satisfied pride, while some evil thing,

greater or less, disfigures the soul's record before the Lord and
robs it of its peace. How else could one be made aware that

the Heavenly Friend is grieved? And how blessed will it

be if pardon be sought at once, and the sweet sense of His love

restored, before the rushing activities of life and thought have'

time to sweep away all tender impressions in a flood of in-

difference. The beginning of mischief may have been, perr

haps, a lurid flash of selfish pride and supreme contempt for

another; some angry retort on the spur of the moment—with

a petty revenge in it; some wrathful impatience with another's

weakness; some peevish refusal of apprehended duty; per-

haps after manifest error, there has come from the Lord a

tender summons to contrite prayer; yet even this has been

hastily shaken off and gotten rid of.

Could we more deeply grieve that " Lover of souls who knows
to prize what He has bought so dear?" Further lapses and a

careless negligence may supervene, till the very thought of

Him is irksome and a thing to be shunned, to be put away as a

dismal nuisance! Alas, that such a thing should ever be!

But such is the long-suffering mercy of our beloved Lord,

that even yet He may not be wholly estranged from us.

Peradventure, baptisms in the dark, deep waters may fol-

low: and we may suffer many things until in days to come it

may be that a penitent voice may be heard to say:
—

" Before

1 was afflicted 1 went astray, but now 1 have kept Thy Word."

The chastened spirit has heard wondrous things in the

silences, for the Lord has visited the secret place, and through

weakness has led anew the contrite one into the Life Divine.

John Stamp Keeling.

MiLUSLE, Ireland.

A PRAYER

Let mc be a little kinder,

Let me be a little blinder

To the faults of those about me,

Let me praise a little more;

Let me be when I am weary

Just a httle bit more cheery

—

Let me serve a little better

Those that I am striving for.

Let me be a Uttle braver

When temptation bids me waver.

Let me strive a little harder

To be all that I should be;

Let me be a little meeker

With the brother who is weaker.

Let me think more of my neighbor

And a Uttle less of me.

Let me be a little sweeter

—

Make my Ufe a bit completer,

By doing what I should do,

Every minute of the day.

Let me toil without complaining,

Not a humble task disdaining;

Let me face the summons calmly

When death beckons me away.

-Delroil Free Press.

Noble thoughts and purposes do much to bring joy and

peace to the human heart. The soul that courageously strives

for the .best things is on the highway to happiness.

SOME THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE LATE CYRUS W.

HARVEY.

JDLIANNA P. HARVEY.

In the passing of this dear Friend, the Society has lost a

loyal and, while health permitted, an active member.

For generations his ancestors had been Friends, and from

childhood he had been instructed in the principles for which

they stand. ... ,

From very young years he had witnessed the visitations ot

the Holy Sprit, tendering his heart with a sense of Diyme love,

showing him the need of a Saviour, and begetting in him a

longing for freedom from sin. And as he paid attention to

these inward monitions, he came to see more and more of their

value. So in early manhood he made a public testimony of

his belief in Christ and his resolve to serve Him. This resolve

included, as he already knew, a call to the ministry of the

Gospel.
,

^ .

Being at this period of his life much among those not in

membership with Friends, he said, "Soon after 1 began to

speak in meeting, 1 was several times asked by a minister ot

another denomination to testify or to pray publicly. A few

times 1 responded to his call, but very soon discovered that

when 1 did 1 felt uneasy, whereas when 1 spoke because 1 was

conscious of a Divine prompting to the service 1 had sweet

peace. 1 was then but a boy, scarcely more than twenty-one,

and quite inexperienced in such deep things. But 1 could not

go on in a way which brought condemnation, so in my dis-

tress, 1 went to this same minister for advice. He could give

me no help. 1 then betook myself more and more to private

waiting and prayer to God. In infinite mercy He gave me

the wisdom which 1 lacked, for 1 was so thoroughly convinced

of the necessity of an inspirational ministry and of ^ f^^^
opening for every service, that 1 was never again in doubt

on this subject. During my more than forty years as a min-

ister I've tried to be obedient to this heavenly vision. In

many, many meetings, some of them even appointed meetings,

where 1 had gone under deep religious concern and where I

knew the audience expected me to speak, 1 have kept silent

and had great peace in it, although 1 do not remember the

time when I could not have talked in meeting."

His gift was that of a teacher, and he endeavored to wait
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on his teaching. In a small note book or diary, which he
carried in his pocket in his twenty-second year, we find this

quotation copied:

"I seek all that is to be sought)

I learn all that is to be taughti

And beg the rest of heaven."

Those who knew him most intimately, knew he tried in

large measure to carry out this thought thus early fastened

upon his mind, for from childhood to old age he was a very
diligent student and a man of prayer. When he knew that

God designed to use him as an instrument to point the Way
of Life to others, he sought the views of many authors on the
great principle of Christianity.

As a minister he traveled extensively—attending nearly all

the Yearly Meetings of Friends on this continent. Many
of the subordinate meetings were also visited, some of them
several times. It may truly be said of him that his heart was
enlarged in Gospel love toward all men. He held many
meetings amongst those of other persuasions, everywhere
preaching and teaching salvation by Jesus Christ.

As he came to understand the conditions which prevail in

Christendom, he clearly saw that it is outward things which
have divided and sub-divided the Protestant church, and
shorn her of much of her spiritual strength, and he labored
much with both tongue and pen to set forth the spiritual

nature of the new covenant. He said, "
I want to do all I can

to rid believers in the New Testament of these outward
things

—
' all which things are to perish with the using.'

"

Indeed, so clear and strong was his gift in this particular
line that some have felt as they have listened to him that it

could almost be said of him as it was once said of an earlier

reformer: "He dropped his plummet to truth's profoundest
depths and marked his soundings with unerring precision.

He took the figures of prophesy and wheeling them into line,

made them do his bidding with great wisdom. He took the
types and shadows of the old covenant, and, stripping the husks
with a single stroke, revealed the living kernal fulfilled in Jesus."
He loved the Bible with the devotion of one who is per-

sonally acquainted with it and who is a true friend of its

Author. Having come experimentally into the knowledge
of the principles of the Society of Friends, he loved them, and
earnestly contended for them, and in his broad catholicity
of spirit he loved the good in all. His large and valuable
library, through almost every volume of which marks of his
tracing run, contained not only the works of Fox, Penn, Bar-
clay, Penington and a host of other Friends, both ancient
and modern, but also "The Anti-Nicene Fathers," "The
Nicene Creed," "Neander's History of the Early Church,"
and "Early Planting," "Pressense's Early Years of Chris-
tianity," and many, many other works of religious history.
Among the writers he most dearly loved, and with whom he
was most familiar, may be noted those who wrote on the phil-
osophy of the Christian religion, like Kant, Watson, Cook,
Julius Miiller, Harris, Sabitier and above all others, the
Apostle Paul. Like Barclay and Penn, he drew from many
authors, but most frequently from St. Paul. He was his
ideal of a Christian teacher and preacher. A few weeks before
his death he said to a friend, "Were 1 asked who the first

Quaker was I would be sure to answer the Apostle Paul."
When the Society of Friends was introducing new methods,

such as the pastoral system, and was here and there de-
nouncing some of its cardinal doctrines, Cyrus W. Harvey
was a fearless and faithful advocate of the principles of Early
Friends. At one time when the doctrine of the Light within
had been assailed as being both non-scriptural and unsound,
after proving beyond question that it is the "root of the
goodly tree of doctrine," the cornerstone of the fabric of
Quakerism, and clearly taught by both Christ and His apos-
tles, he adds, as a stirring message to others, "From end to
end of our land Friends should be aroused to the magnitude
of this danger. . . . The world needs our testimony
at this point now as much as in the days of George Fox."

As noticed above, he was diligent with his pen. Among
his productions are: "A Historic Parallel, or George Fox and
Martin Luther as Reformers," "The Resurrection as Taught
by Early Friends," " Inward Revelation, the Primary Rule,"

"The Message of Quakerism and its Relation to Modern
Thought," "The Reign of the Prince of Peace or The Bible

on Non-Resistance and War," "The Baptism of the Holy
Spirit," "Toleration and John's Baptism," "Holy Spirit Bap-
tism for Salvation," and " The Atonement." Besides these

he was eleven years editor and part of that time publisher

of a periodical known as The Western Friend, the object of

which was "to draw sound Friends nearer together in sym-
pathy and fellowship, to inform them of what was going on
within the pale of the Society, to foster the spirit of enquiry
and research, and to encourage a united concern and a firm

stand for the principles of Friends."

So certain was he that " conscience is the seat and throne
of God in man"—in all men—"of which God is the infallible

Judge," that he hailed with joy every proof of this great fact.

Even in his late years, as he read in the history of Shumar
and Ackad of the wonderful phenomena of conscience in their

far-off day, he gathered data for an article on that subject.

Sometimes when he had been reading and meditating upon
the Divine in the human, he would turn to me and say, " Yes,

Jesus Christ is all in all." "The fountain light of all our day.
The master light of all our seeing."

In the last meeting he attended, which was about six weeks
before his decease, he spoke beautifully from i Cor. x: 1-2,

clearly teaching that the Baptism here spoken of "unto Moses"
—the Divinely appointed leader

—
"in the cloud and in the

sea," typifying the Divine Presence and the surrendering of

their former life to His government
—"changed their condition

from bondage to freedom." "On one side the sea," said he,

"they were slaves, on the other side they were free men, all

because of their obedience to their leader."

Now that his tongue and pen are stilled in death, may his

fallen mantle be caught up by others—by young people—
who through Christ Jesus the "captain of our salvation"

shall lead the church militant on to victory.

Printed at suggestion of David Roberts.

A TERRIBLE TYPHOON TEST FOUR DAYS FROM CHINA.
(Concluded from page 44.)

The main drive of my thoughts, amid distressed faces and
anxious questions, was this: 1 am abandoning homeland and
relatives and friends to serve God in China. And I may
say in truth I am returning a humbler man than when 1 first

went out, and with a truer realization of the magnitude of

the work and of my inadequacy, humanly speaking, for it.

Yet I trust that I am better equipped to take it up. At least

1 have surrendered every other prospect to undertake it.

Why must 1 face this ignoble end when I stand ready to

serve? Is "the Victorious Life" for which I pleaded before

so many young people in America a mirage? Is all that the
Princeton Conference stands for and about which my friend

Robert McQuilkin wrote so convincingly in The Sunday
School Times just an illusion? In the ultimate analysis is

God's will a hard, crushing, unlovely thing for our souls?

And really is there no comfort even for crises of physical

danger?
With considerable effort I turned from these hideous,

insinuating doubts, and prayed earnestly to God for will-

ingness and for light. And at once there flashed on my mind
" If any man willeth to do his will, he shall know of the teach-
ing;" and "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind
is stayed on thee; because he trusteth in thee."

Then the wonder and privilege of casting myself anew upon
the will of God suddenly seemed to possess me. I was bathed
in the blessedness of it.

Further answer quickly came to me in a strong conviction
of the exceeding sinfulness of distrusting God's right purposes
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for his children. I remembered that "the wicked [and surely
the doubting sinner is "wicked"] are like the troubled sea;
for it cannot rest, and its waters cast up mire and dirt. There
is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked."

'Ihen God gave me great joy even in the presence of the
raging sea—the joy of realizing anew the faithfulness of God.
Now 1 understood that it was of minor consequence whether
God wanted our little family as an unbroken band to serve
him in China for a time or in heaven at once.
Then 1 began to praise Him. 1 couldn't help it. And verses

that my mother had taught me out of the 34th Psalm
poured like a beatific, healing flood into and through my
mind:

I will bless Jehovah at all times:

His praise shall continually be in my mouth.

My soul shall make her boast in Jehovah:

The meek shall hear thereof, and be glad. . . .

I sought Jehovah, and he answered me,

And deUvered me from all my fears. . .

This poor man cried, and Jehovah heard him,

And saved him out of all his troubles.

The angel of Jehovah encampeth round about them that fear him.

And dehvereth them.

My heart kept singing, as David's did in the 37th Psalm:
Feed on his faithfulness and " Rest in Jehovah."
And again in the 36th:

Thy loving-kindness, Jehovah, is in the heavens;

Thy faithfulness reacheth unto the skies.

Thy righteousness is Uke the mountains of God;

Thy judgments are a great deep:

O Jehovah, Thou preserves! man and beast.

How precious is thy loving-kindness, O God!

And the children of men take refuge under the shadow of thy wings.

They shall be abundantly satisfied with the fatness of thy house;

And thou wilt make them drink of the river of thy pleasures.

For with thee is the fountain of life:

And in Thy light shall we see light.

Just as the man with the withered arm stretched it out
at the command of his Lord, so 1 trusted Him in that fearful

hour and received His empowering might.

And something wonderful happened in my case, as in his.

The ship began to veer around; it slipped down into a yawn-
ing trough of water, and now, broadside on to the wind,
was slapped by a great green leaping wave. The ship heeled

over farther and farther until it looked as if another Eastland
tragedy was about to be enacted. Then the miracle occurred.

The ship, against the power of wind and wave, slowly,

toilsomely righted itself, like a downed wrestler staggering

to his feet, despite his clinging opponent. Before we could
realize what had happened, the turn had been completed,
and the ship was scooting before the typhoon, instead of

plunging and rolling on in its teeth.

The maneuver accomplished was either idiocy or skilled,

daring seamanship, for we were at that time running between
islands of the Korean archipelago whose banks seemed to

yawn near by, sheer and grim on each side of us, and through
which the storm swept with fury, making a piling up of

waters unusually violent. Like Paul at sea we certainly did

encounter "a tempestuous wind" that caught the ship so

that it could not face it, gave way to it, and we were driven,

and running under the lee of a small island, we were able

to secure the boat. Riding safely at anchor while the storm
raged over our heads, we thanked the Lord for bringing us

safely unto a desired haven.
God certainly did help those Japanese mariners, though

they knew it not, and in so doing He made plain to us, as never
before, that the Victorious Life does not consist in a Chris-

tian pushing through his will or in existing without sin, but
in realizing the faithfulness of God, who is not a man that

he can lie or deny himself. Praise His Holy Name!

—

Chas.
E. Scott, in Sunday School Times.

For " Th« Fbixno."

OUR NATIONAL PARKS.

One of the natural results of the European war has been
that we Americans have per force come to a fuller knowledge
of the resources of our own country. In no sphere has this

been more evident than in that of pleasure travel. One com-
petent authority has estimated that last year over $100,000,000,
usually spent abroad by tourists, had been kept at home, be-
ing expended here on similar recreations.

Among the men who have been quick to recognize this

situation and what it may mean to the United States are the
present Secretary of the Interior, Franklin K. Lane and his

assistant, Stephen T. Mather, in particular charge of our
National Parks. Most of us have not even heard of a num-
ber of these reservations, set apart at various times by the
National Government to be held in perpetuity as pleasure
grounds for our people.

In order to popularize these parks. Secretary Lane has issued

recently two publications. The first, "Glimpses of Our Na-
tional Parks," is an illustrated pamphlet of forty-eight pages,

which gives a brief account of ten of the principal reservations
and the characteristic scenery of each.

The other publication is "National Parks' Portfolio." It

comprises nine pamphlets of beautiful half-tone pictures, each
devoted to one of the National Parks. At the end of each
pamphlet is printed a list of all the parks, a map showing
their locations, with the principal railroad routes, ending
with the reminder, " Remember that Yellowstone belongs to

you. It is one of the great National playgrounds of the

American people, for whom it is administered by the Depart-
ment of the Interior." The name of the particular park is

changed, of course, according to the pamphlet upon which
it occurs.

In all there are fifteen of these reservations. One of them,
the Grand Canon of the Colorado River in Arizona, is called

a National Monument, and is under the care of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. All the others are administered by the

Department of the Interior.

The first of these parks to be created was at Hot Springs,

in central Arkansas. In 1832 an area of about ij^ square
miles was set apart. On this are located some forty-six hot

springs, possessing curative properties.

It was forty years later, in 1872, that the next park was
provided for, the Yellowstone, having an area of 3348 square
miles. In 1890, the Yosemite and Big Tree Grove parks in

California were added, and later, Casa Grande Ruin, Arizona;

Mount Ranier, Washington: Crater Lake, Oregon; Wind
Cave, South Dakota; Sully's Hill, North Dakota; Mesa Verde,

Colorado; Piatt, Oklahoma; Glacier, Montana, and Rocky
Mountain, Colorado, the last named having been set apart

only last year.

It is a satisfaction to every nature lover to know that our
Government has been alive to the claims of all of the people

upon these different areas, embracing as they do the most
remarkable and beautiful natural scenery in the country, and
in some respects in the world, as well as including the best

preserved prehistoric clifT-dwellings in the United States. It

is also a satisfaction to feel that at present these national

possessions are under the guardianship of men who appreciate

them and wish to have all our people share in the enjoyment
of them. George Vaux, Jr.

BuYN M.WR, Pa., Seventh Month 10, 1916.

We shall do much in the years to come.

But what have we done to-day?

We shall give our gold in a princely sum.

But what did we give to-day?
—Nixon Waterman.

"Outward plenty may be a comfortable ship for indigence

to sail in, but it is a dangerous rock for confidence to build

upon."
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The Golden Clew, or Why We Children are Friends.

—Chapter W.—The Christian's Daily Bread.— It was now
mid-winter, and one First-day morning the children awoke
to find that a sudden fall of snow during the night had cov-

ered the earth with pure, sparkling whiteness. No one could

go out that day, through the encumbered roads, and Kenneth
came into his mother's sitting-room with a bright face and
sat down close beside her fire, where she was quietly reading.
" We cannot go out, so we may have a whole delightful hour
to talk quite by ourselves," he said.

"Well," said mother, "what shall we talk about? What
have you been doing since breakfast?"

"O, the little ones, nurse and I have all been busy getting

crumbs for the birds. It is lovely to watch them, poor little

things. They would have had no breakfast this morning
if we had not thought of them."

" Yes," said mother, " it is very hard when we have to go

without breakfast. It is one of the good things the Lord bids

us ask for every day: 'Give us this day our daily bread.'"

"Yes," said Kenneth, thoughtfully, "and He has never

once missed giving me mine."

His mother thought a moment and then she said, "Think
of another kind of food that we all need, and sometimes for-

get to take or even to ask for?"

"What is it?" asked Kenneth.
"

I mean that as we need our meals every day to keep our

bodies strong and well, so our souls need regular food to keep

them strong and well, too. And our Father knows we need

it, and has promised it to us if we ask for it."

"1 don't understand," said Kenneth. "Thy soul is that

precious part of thy life that will live forever. We cannot

see it or touch it; but it lives in thy body in some wonderful
way no one can understand. But God can see it and knows
all about it; and He is the only one who can really feed it.

1 can feed thy body, but He is the only one who can feed

thy soul."

"Why must my soul be fed?"

"Our bodies would get weak and at last would die, without
food, and it is just the same with our souls, if they do not get

the help they need, they grow weaker and weaker and they
may die at last if we do not care for them at all."

"How can we care for them?" said Kenneth. "I read my
text on the wall and turn it over generally."

"Anything else?" asked mother.

"Let me think; what else do I do? I come into thy room
sometimes and we read a little of our chapter; and if we have
time, we talk about it. But I am often too busy tp stop very
long."

" Yes," said mother, " there is always so much to be done
before breakfast."

"It's the busiest time of the day," said Kenneth. "I'm
often sorry I cannot stop. But I have to feed the canaries

and then we all go and look at our hyacinths in the nursery

window. If 1 miss one morning they seem to have grown
while we did not see, and that is such a pity!"

"Of course," said mother, "but still we would be sorry

not to have our chapter sometimes?"
"O, yes," said Kenneth, "the chapter makes me feel bet-

ter."

"What way?" said mother.

"It makes me want to be good," said Kenneth.
"Why?" asked mother.
"On First-days, when father tells us stories, it is just the

same."
"That is because the Bible is speaking to thy heart," said

his mother, "and telling thee what to do, and thy heart says:

'Yes, it is true, I will try and do as it says; I will try and do
what is right.'"

"I suppose that is it," said Kenneth, "and when I feel

like that, I believe I do get on better. It's a pity I don't stop

every morning, then, if that is the reason."

"The Bible is God's message to us just as it is to everybody

else in the world; and if we don't read it, how can He teach

us out of it? I want thee to think of that, too, when father

reads it aloud to us all. We may listen in two ways—one

way it will help us a great deal, and one way it may not help

us at all."

"I must pray, too?" asked Kenneth.

"Yes, pray that it may be a message straight from the

Lord to thee; that is the way in which the Lord wants to help

thee."

"Oh," said Kenneth, a light passing over his face, "when
I am praying to God is He feeding my soul?"

"If we are really praying," said mother; "but many chil-

dren when they pray only ask for things they want, and do
not think about God's will, and do not wait for His answering

word in their hearts. But in real prayer the Lord is drawing
close to us and speaking to us and giving us just the strength

and help we will need for the day."
" Do I want it enough?" said Kenneth.

"No," replied mother. "We all feel we should be more
hungry than we are for heavenly things. But God sees the

least desire we have in our hearts to be good, and He an-

swers that little prayer of ours. He does give more strength

to do right."

They were silent for a moment or two and then mother
said: "There is another thought 1 should like to try to ex-

plain. We said just now that after we have been asking

God to give us help. He does do it and if we do not forget

afterwards and let no naughty thought come in. He keeps

us from doing wrong. This is because He has made our souls

strong with His Heavenly food, just as our bodies are made
strong with the food we have every morning. When the Lord
was on earth, He told the Jews about this Heavenly bread,

and they were very anxious to have it. They said: 'Lord,

evermore give us this bread.'"

"Yes," said Kenneth, "that is just what I would have
said, too, if I had been there."

" It means, darling, that the help and strength which comes
into our hearts when we ask the Lord to help us is really

the life of the Lord Himself. It is not our life made stronger

and better—it is a new life—it is Christ's own life which He
gives to us and wants to give us more and more, till His
strength and His love and His joy will show themselves in

all we do and think and say."

"Fetch me that bowl of chrysanthemums, darling, that

were put in water yesterday and let us look at them. Why
are they so fresh and bright this morning, though gardener
picked them yesterday?"
"The water makes them so," said Kenneth.
"Yes, they are living in the water," said mother; "and the

water's living power goes right to the end of every one of

these lovely golden petals. But here is one poor thing we did

not put in far enough. See how drooping it is. The leaves

are hanging loosely, the poor flower is shrunk and limp, and
the stalk has no strength to hold it up. We are just like this

poor flower, till we have Christ's power and life in us. Then
all is changed. Paul meant just this when He said: 'I live;

and yet no longer I, but Christ liveth in me, and that life

which 1 now live in the flesh 1 live in faith; the faith which is

in the Son of God, who loved me, and gave Himself for me.'"
Kenneth looked thoughtful, at last he said: "I see now,

mother. I should never miss my praying time, even when I

am late, and in a very great hurry in the morning. I see what
a pity it is that I should lose it. I do not want to grow weak
and dying like this chrysanthemum."
He put the flower carefully in water and his mother said:

"
1 think the flower must stay in the water, if it is to be bright

and strong. But that needs a longer talk."—G. Crosfield.

If we have been planted together in the likeness of His
death, we shall be also in the likeness of His resurrection.

—

Epistle to the Romans.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
94 Shepherd's Lane, Leeds, England,

Sixth Month 20, 1916.

Dear Friend:—
I enclose a newspaper cutting or two concerning the unexpected death

of Silvanus P. Thompson, who gave the Swarthmore lecture at last

year's meeting of the Society of Friends in London.

At the Brighouse Monthly Meetmg, held on the 7th inst. (inoludmg

Leeds, Bradford, etc.), a minute was made as to the sufferings of the

families of conscientious objectors, and a grant of money was ordered

and subscriptions asked for a fund for the financial rehef of cases needing

help. This provision was also recommended at the Meeting for Suffer-

ings held in London on the 9th inst., while it was suggested that such a

proceeding needed great discretion, to prevent a charge of transgressmg

the law.

It was thought, that vrith a proper care, the outsiders of the Society,

now numbering six hundred, might also be assisted with some rehef.

The children of these who were suffering might be afforded hospitaUty.

1 am glad to hand over The Friend so kindly sent, to the Swartlmiore

Institute for there are in it some views of the war, and of war generally,

which do not get in English papers.

Thy friend,

Albert B. Bates.

An EMINE^fT Scientist.—Death o/ Professor Silvatius P. Thompson—
A brilliant and eminently useful career in the realm of science is closed

by the death of Professor Silvanus Phillips Thompson, D.Sc, LL.D.,

F.S., principal of the Fmsbury Technical College.

Bom at York in 1S51 of Quaker parentage, he received his early educa-

tion at the famous Friends' school in that city. Afterwards he went to

the Flounders' Institute, then situated near Pontefract, and afterwards

to the Royal School of Mines. As quite a young man he was appointed

science master at York School, and in 1876 became professor of experi-

mental physics at the University College, Bristol. In 1885 he was elected

principal of the City and Guilds Technical College, Finsbury, a post he

'held at the time of his death.

In this position he trained a larger number of electrical engineers

than anyone else in Great Britain, and the esteem in which he was held

by his pupils is shown in the close association which so many of them

maintained long after the relationship of teacher and pupil had ceased.

He made many researches in electricity, magnetism, acoustics and optics,

and wrote books which rank as standard works of reference in the sub-

jects with which they deal.

His achievements were widely recognized by scientific societies at

home and abroad and he held many important appointments.

Despite the exacting nature of his scientific work he found time in the

course of a busy life to cultivate many artistic interests. Old books and

manuscripts appealed to him strongly, and in addition to a wonderful

collection of the works of early scientists he had many notable volumes

of more general interest.

In water-colors and black and white he was an artist of no mean order,

and his biography of Faraday was embelhshed by a portrait etchmg by

the author. Socially he was one of the most popular and genial of men.

Dr. Silvanus Thompson's death was quite unexpected. A fortnight

ago he was taking part in the annual meetings of the Society of Friends

in his normal health and vigor. Dr. Thompson's was a manifold per-

sonahty. Eminent as a scientist, he had considerable literary gifts, as

his biography of Lord Kelvin testified, while those who knew him from

within the Society of Friends recognized the influence he might have

exerted on the shaping of rehgious thought if he had confined himself

less loyally in that sphere to the Quakerism in which he was brought up.

As a scientist he was less prominent in the pubhc eye—owing largely to

his aversion to newspaper interviews—than other constantly cited

authorities of less distinction. But till the present generation passes

his Christmas lectures at the Royal Institution a couple of years ago will

be remembered by the children privileged to enjoy them. Professor

Thompson's youngest daughter is the wife of T. Edmund Harvey, M. P.

NEWS ITEMS.

Friends have been active in various quarters to bring an influence

to bear upon legislators to eliminate the use of the word Quaker from ad-

vertisement schemes. The following appeal by Representative Henry

W. Watson, of Pennsylvania, is taken from the Congressional Record

of Skth Month 7th, and was forwarded to us by George Vaux, Jr.

:

"I am in favor of the bill revising and amending the statutes relative

to trade-marks now pending in the Committee on Patents. This measure

amends the act entitled, 'An act to authorize the registration of trade-

marks,' and so forth, by inserting the following amendment:

Sec. 5.—That no mark by which goods of the owner of the mark may

be distinguished from other goods of the same class shall be refused

registration as a trade-mark on account of the nature of such mark,

unless such mark—

•

(b).—Coasists of or comprises the flag or coat of arms or other msignia

of the United States, or any simulation thereof, or of any State or mu-

nicipality, or of any foreign nation, or of any design or picture that has

been or may hereafter be adopted by any fraternal society as its em-

blem; or of the name of any church, religious denomination, or society,

or the name by which any church, rehgious denomination, or society

is commonly known or caUed; or any name, distinguishmg mark, char-

acter, emblem, colors, flag or banner adopted by any institution, or-

ganization, club or society, which w.as incorporated in any State in the

United States prior to the date of the adoption and use by the apphcant.

The Society of Friends, commonly called Quakers, of which there

are about 130,000 in the United States, asks Congress through this

measure to prevent the name of their church, as well as other religious

orders, from being registered as a trade-mark in the interchange of com-

merce.

Everyone reverences his place of worship with the highest inspiration

wliich he is capable of receivmg. The association of the church—through

which we invoke the Divine blessings, and plead for strength in times

of sorrow and death and for mercy when we sm—with commerciaUsm,

is repugnant to the sacred feelings of the human soul.

The Quakers rightfully mamtain that the pubhc should be restrained

from indicatmg a grade of whisky, a brand of food, or a quality of a

textile by the name of any religious sect. The church is a holy institu-

tion, and Ls sacred to those who are baptized therein, and it should be

so held by the State. It was contended m the hearings that the word

'Quaker' is one of derision, and not the name of a religious sect. The

Society of Friends was founded by George Fox m 1630, and it has been

a continuous organization smce that period. Fox constantly apphed the

name Quaker to his association. In one pubhcation he mentions 'The

Progress of Quakerism in Monmouthshire.' In another, entitled 'A Chief

Upholder of the Quaker Sect,' he states that the Quakers are not a sect

but are 'In ye power of God before sects was.' He also wrote an essay

on 'The Quaker Challenge to the P.apists' and 'The Qu.aker Testimony

Concerning Magistracy, ' in which appears the following sentence: 'All

you that call yourselves Christians who have been so angry. Independ-

ents, Presbyterians, we have not forgot your anger against the Quakers.'

The Journal of George Fox, by Norman Penny, records:

When George Fox breathed his last in the house of Henry Gouldney,

the good Gracechurch Street merchant, the Quaker Society, which he

started on its voyage, amidst the storm of persecution, had already

passed into quieter waters.

The toleration act gave relief to the Quakers by permitting 'this

harmless sect to hold their assembhes in peace.' Wilham Penn affihated

himself with the Quakers, and Janney in his Life of Penn states:

Wilham Perm, the only son of the famous admiral, much to the annoy-

ance of his family, had embraced the prmciples of George Fox, the foun-

der of the sect of Quakers.

Penn appealed to King James to use his influence to procure some re-

mission of the persecution of the Quakers. In 1772 the people called

Quakers petitioned Parliament that they be permitted to affirm when

an oath was required of them. Whittier, who was a member of the

Society of Friends, commonly called Quakers, wrote many poems in

which the word 'Qu.aker' appeared. One is entitled 'The Quaker of the

Olden Tunes;' another, 'The Quaker Alumni,' four hnes of which are as

follows:

The Word which the reason of Plato discerned;

The truth, as whose symbol the Mithra-fire burned;

The soul of the world which the Stoic but guessed,

In the Light Universal the Quaker confessed!

The above facts seem to be self-evident proof that the Society of

Friends have been and are commonly called Quakers m .all parts of the

world where they are universally luiown. These people alw.ay3 main-
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tained the right of religious liberty and expression, and for these rea-

sons were imprisoned and persecuted. They greatly helped, through their

perseverance, to establish that liberty which all religious associations

now enjoy. William Penn brought these Quaker principles to America

and upheld them in his province of Pennsylvania. This Society, com-

monly caOed Quakers, did .as much, if not more, than any other people

to bring about the conditions which caused Congress to add the first

amendment to the Constitution, which guarantees to the 'citizens of

the United States freedom of rehgion, of speech and the right of peti-

tion.'

The members of the Society of Friends having testified that their

Christian sect is commonly called Quakers, they should have the legiil

protection of the name of their Society, that it may not be used as a

trade-mark- in the course of (

Britain's treatment of her "conscientious objectors" is exemplified in

the dropping of Bertrand RusseU, one of the leaders in the movement to

resist military service, from the faculty of Trinity College, Cambridge.

The No-Conscription Fellowship, or N. C. F., as it is called, claims to

have a membership of more than 10,000 men, who won't figh

Russell is a leader in the N. C. F.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

General.—Five known dead, and property damage estimated at

$10,000,000 resulted from a cloudburst and flood over western North

Carolina on the 16th.

It is pointed out that four northern states paid 885,000,000 of the

$124,000,000 collected under the federal income tax m the last fiscal

year, while 12 southern states paid but $5,389,670.

Jewish rabbis are the latest to enter pleas for pensions. They ask for

$1,000,000. Their appeal with others lately made carry the total sum
now asked by all ministers, either directly for relief or to put a pension

system upon a soimd basis, to an even $60,000,000.

The paraplane is a new idea in aeron.autical science. It is said to be

the safest, most practical and efficient flying machine ever devised. Its

patented parachute arrangement makes falling almost impossible. The
inventor of the paraplane believes his machine capable of Qying across

the Atlantic. The paraplane possesses considerable inherent hfting

power and an automatic stability—which is due primarily to the shape

of the wings and a tapered hood—together with other original features

which, it is asserted, make this type of machine safer than any other form

in known use.

The appeal to the Austrian Government made by prominent American

women through the State Department in behalf of Alice G. Masaryk, a

Bohemian girl and former Chicago settlement worker, who was beheved

to be in danger of death, has met with success. A cable to the depart-

ment from Ambassador Penfield at Vienna brought the information th.at

there is no danger of her being executed; she is being detained on a charge

of having attempted to aid her father in evading miUtary service.

In resigning as Governor of the Panama Canal Zone, General Goethals

assured the President and the country that danger from slides is a thing

of the past. The assurance is thankfully received. Some $400,000,000

represents the country's investment in the Canal.

The Canal Zone's population is .31,018, said a consular report received

at Wasliington, giving a census just taken by the police and fire division.

American residents number 14,876.

Lassen Peak is again in eruption. A great column of smoke and
powdered ashes is hovering over the mountain at an altitude of 10,000

feet, according to reports received .at Redding, Cal., last week.

Foreign.—Professor Ehe Metchnikoff, the famous bacteriologist, died

last week at Paris, aged 71. He died in an apartment at the Pasteur

Institute, with which he had long been connected and of which he was a
director. Professor iVletchnikoff was world-famous as an ex-ponent of

theories for the prolongation of human life. He was most popularly

known as the great advocate of the "sour milk cure" for old age.

In England the Salvation Army has completed the details of a great

plan for the emigration of helpless victims of the war. It has st.arted to

r.aise a fund of $1,000,000, and part of the money is already subscrilied.

while the rest is in sight. This money is to be placed in the hnnds of tlie

public trustee and appUed under the direction of the Salvation Army for

"correcting the sex distribution of the empire."

In Great Britain it is estimated that the numljer of women now work-

ing in war and peace jobs exceeds 7,000,000.

The Union of South Africa comprises the four British colonies, Capo
of Good Hope, Natal, the Transvaal, and the Orange Free State. It is

in this territory, in connection with stock raising, th.at many farmers

have large numljers of ostriches, the last census showing that there were

in captivity 746,736 of these birds, from which 1,023,30/ pounds of high-

grade feathers were exported in 1914, having a monetary value of more
than $15,000,000.

RECEIPTS.
from each persoD. paying

Jane D. Engle, N. J.; Joshua W. Smith, Col.; David R. Richie, Pa.

Ai-thur S. Richie, N. J.; Francis R. Taylor, Pa.; Wm. H. Richie, N. J.

E. H. Richie, N. J.; Dr. E. Roberts Richie, N. Y.; James W. Bradway^

Calif.; Edwin Jefferis, Pa.; Mary C. Vail, Calif.; Joseph Roberts, Pa.

Samuel W. Jones, Pa.; Edward Lippincott, Pa.; Thomas B. Lippincott

Pa.; George Bacon, N. J.; George S. Hutton, Pa.; Mary Y. Hutton, Pa.

Walton P. Hutton, Pa.; Arthur W. Hutton, Pa.; J. H. Newbold, Pa.

Anne W. Thompson, Md.; Rebecca C. Pandrich, Pa.; Wm. C. Warren,

Pa.; Josiah P. Engle, N. J.; Anna Morris, Pa.; Sarah F. Evans, N. J.

Caroline C. Scattergood, Pa.; Phihp Bellows, Eng.; George Grouse, N.

Y.; Jane M. Eldridge, Pa.; Phebe Gordon, Pa.; Wm. C. Hoag, N. Y.

Sarah G. MagiU, Pa.; Lulu Pehce, N. Y.; Dr. Jos. Scattergood, Pa.

Ehz. R. Tatnall, Cahf.; Abigail B. Mott, Cahf.; Marianna Eastbum, N
Y.; George Wood, Pa.; W. Henry Jones, N. J.; Thos. P. Cope, Pa.

George W. Thorp, Pa.; Samuel Forsythe, Pa.; Anne Zook, Pa.; Jacol

R. Elfreth, Pa.; Richard Cadbury, Pa.; Jason Peoirose, O.; Harold J

Smith, 0.; Mary P. Nicholson, N. J.; EUzabeth T. Troth, Pa.; AmeU
Bedell, Calif.; Joshua P. Smith, Iowa; Thomas Blackburn, Iowa; Jo(

Cadbury, N. J.; Margaret P. Case, Pa.; Finley Hutton, O.; Elizabet

Faron, Del.; Susanna Brinton, Pa.; Martha T. Engle, N. J.; James W
Moon, Pa.; Aaron S. Edkin, Pa.; Gilbert Cope, Pa.; LydiaEmbree, Pa.

Hettie B. Darhnton, Pa. ; Jesse Thatcher, Pa. ; Sarah Ann Hinshaw, Kans
Hannah B. Evans, Pa.; Edith W. Silver, Md.; Margaret W. Haines, Pa
Henry D. Keith, Pa.; W. H. Tomlinson, Pa.; Rachel G. Cope, Chic

Norris J. Scott, Pa.; Norris A. Scott, Pa.; Benjamin Briggs, lows

Martha H. Garrett, Pa.; Walter T. Moore, Pa.; EUwood Cooper, Calif

Juliana Walter, Pa.; Daniel L. Copeland, Pa.; Mary H. F. Merillat, Pa
J. Albertson Jones, N. J.; I. John Ranson, N. Y.; James Fyfe, Pa.; Wilsc

Hutchins, Mo.; Hannah M. Sharpless, Pa.; WilUam S. Yarnall, Pa

Jane C. Moon, Pa.; Emma H. Dobbs, N. Y., Anne F. D. Hoag, N. Y
F. J. Hoag, Ohio; Hazard Library N. Y.; Alice D. MitcheU, N. Y.; Wilsc

T. Sidwell, Iowa; William Thomas, Iowa; Pearson W. Thomas, low
Jane Dyhr, Iowa; Clinton E. Hampton, Iowa; Benjamin Ellyson, low
Pennock Cooper, Pa.; J. Adrian Moore, Pa.; PrisciUa H. Hughes, Pa

Zebedee Haines, Pa.; Margaret Maule, Pa.; Henry D. Allen, Pa.; Ann
H. Stokes, N. J.; M. Emma Allen, N. J.; Jane E. Eves, N. J.; Joseph I

Haines, N. J.; Maurice W. Haines, N. J.; Everett H. Haines, N. J.; Elii

G. Normart, Cal.; Catherine M. Thomas, Ohio; Rebecca Hodgin, Ohii

EUzabeth C. Cooper, Ohio; Martha Gamble, Ohio; EUsha B. Steer, Ohii

M.ary H. Stratton, Ohio; Joseph R. Stratton, Ohio; Ed. F. Stratton, Ohii

Helen B. Roberts, N. J.; David Roberts, N. J.; Mary E. Moore, Pa

S. N. Lippincott, N. J.; Annie Mickle, Pa.; Geo. Blackburn, Ohio.

W^" Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear :

receipts until the folloteing week

NOTICES.
Meetings from Seventh Month 30th to Eighth Month 5th;

—

Gwynedd, at Norristown, First-day, Seventh Month 30th, at 10.3(

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Seventh Month 31st, at 7.3(

Concord, at ConcordviUe, Third-day, Eighth Month 1st, at 9.3C

Woodbury, Third-day, Eighth Month 1st, at 8 p. m.

Abmgton, at Horsham, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 2nd, at 10.15 a. i

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-d.ay, Eighth Month 2nd, at 1

A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 2nd, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Died.—Seventh Month 6, 1916, at her residence in Pasadena, Ca)

fomia, Hannah W. Williams, in the seventy-ninth year of her age;

member of Pasadena Monthly Meeting of Friends.— , near Ackworth, Iowa, Sixth Month 17, 1916, Mart Edith Alle
daughter of Linzy J. and Margaret E. Allen, in the third year of h .

age; a member of Bear Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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" The one thing most needful at present is not more shells,

nor more soldiers, but more saints. The average Christian is

no longer any more use than the amateur soldier; and the

worldly Christian—the man or woman who professes heavenly

standards, but lives by the same ones as the world around—is

not merely no asset, but a positive danger. We need to get back

to the days when every Christian, as such, was at war with the

world."

THE CHURCH NOT MOST AT FAULT.
There is much said about the failure of the Church to reach

the people and to work out the redemption of the world as

foretold when the new era was ushered in nineteen centuries

ago.

There is doubtless much just cause for critical inquiry, but

as this inquiry progresses it will be found that other elements

of the problem have to be reckoned with quite as seriously

as the Church.

It is one of these elements to which this brief paper wishes

to devote a few thoughts.

We may admit, though we do it with sadness, that to very

many men and women to-day the Church stands for a cata-

logue of formulas that mean really nothing to them, and to

which they render an apparent but not a real devotion.

The masses have grown suspicious of the honesty and single-

ness of purpose of the men in priestly garb who officiate from

the pulpits. They take little or no interest in their theological

controversies. The Church to them, seems very slow to

champion the cause of the oppressed close at home, and it fails

to touch effectively the problems that so sorely beset them.

We hear continually the cry of the failure of the Church to

meet modern problems. Every religious magazine devotes

some space to the topic and flings its message of reproach at

what it elects to call the Church's failure.

When Jesus Christ taught the multitudes as He moved up

and down among them and won to Himself a little group of

followers, why was His success, as we view it from a human

standpoint, so meagre?

He who could have called legions of angels to His presence

and who worked marvels before the eyes of those whom He
taught, is recorded to have failed because of the unbelief of

the people.

Are the conditions that confront us to-day very different

from those which existed then? If it was the unbelief of the

people that then retarded the advance of spiritual life, so in

very large measure is it not the same to-day?

If we look about us and are fair in our inferences, we must

admit that the Church is tasking herself to reach the people

and to bring to them the message of hope and salvation. She

is doing it honestly and efficiently. It is questionable whether

she has ever done it with a greater earnestness than she is

doing it to-day. All the addenda of church organizations, so

numerous indeed that one sect knows not even the names of

the societies of another sect, are busy every one of the six

secular days of the week, and suspend only on First-day in

order not to interfere with regulations that were in force

long before they existed.

The spirit that Christ taught is surely not lacking in those

who stand as the leaders of the people. A more devoted and

abandoned interest in humanity the Church has never ex-

hibited in a larger measure than is shown to-day. The Church

using the pulpit, the press, the school, the missions, and other

channels has never had a longer arm stretched forth to succor

than she has just now and she is thoughtful to reach still

further if she may. But what does it avail if the world will

take so little heed to her lessons? A small congregation literal-

ly died out a few years ago because, some one said, the message

and the life of the pastor were too pure and too Godlike to

suit the people.

There may be more of truth than the author of this paper

feels justified in acknowledging in the shortness of the Church

in doing her part, but whether so or not, there is this thought

that must be reckoned with and it seems to me largely the

crux of the whole matter.

Have you ever noticed a child of tender conscience, openness

of mind and simplicity of living, change in a few months his

whole character? From a conscience sensitive to little prompt-

ings he has grown callous and indifferent to its calls; from a

willingness to heed the counsels of his elders he turns to them

now deaf ears, and from the simple, straightforward life he

had been living, allowing each day to meet the duties that

fell to it, he has become calculating, sly and at last untruthful.

You must admit that you have known such, and some of you

can confess how futile have been your efforts to bring back

the old spirit that was all openness, sunshine and trust.

Is it not in large degree the fierceness of competition, the

pace which men are setting for themselves and for their fel-

lows, that crowds out best things and renders in return a life

from which best things have been excluded; the religious

faculties have become seered and can no longer respond to the

sensitive touches made upon them.

To one who feels no need of worship, no worship can bring
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satisfaction. Without some natural hunger, we have little

relish for our daily food ; we have no more for our spiritual.

There must be a hunger and a thirst before the righteousness

on which we are exhorted to feed can be appropriated. Above
all things we need to be fair in our judgments. There is far

too much talk about adjusting the Church to the needs and

conditions of the people and too little about adjusting our-

selves to the ideals of the Church. There is too much lax

talk about the shortcomings of the Church and too little close

scrutiny into our own individual shortcomings.

D. H. F.

FRIENDS IN NORWAY.

BY ALBERT J. CROSFEELD.

Selected from a reprint from The Friends' Quarterly Examiner, in 1894,

W. C. Allen.

(Concluded from page 51.)

On Midsummer's day, 1846, Edwin O. Tregelles, Isaac

Sharp and John Budge landed at Stavanger, and spent about
six weeks amongst Friends in Norway. They found five

settled meetings, with a total membership of sixty, exclusive

of eighteen children; and sixty-three attenders, with forty-four

children, a total of one hundred and sixty-five. During the
next ten years, visits were paid to Norway by Thomas Arnett,

John and Elizabeth Meader, John' Yardley, Peter Bedford,
William Robinson, Lindley Murray Hoag, James Backhouse,
Eli and Sibyl Jones, Mary J. Lecky, Joseph Crosfield and
William Tanner.
The visit which produced most fruit was probably that of

Lindley Murray Hoag and James Backhouse, who spent over
six months in Norway, going as far north as Hammerfest,
which lies to the east of the North Cape, far within the Arctic
Circle. Lindley Murray Hoag came from New England. His
powerful ministry produced a great effect upon the simple
Norwegians. The older Friends in Norway at the present day
remember him well, as one who had wisdom rightly to divide
the word of truth. Many were the crowded meetings which
these two Friends held in and around Stavanger. Again and
again they sailed up and down the great Bukn Fjord, on the
shore of which Stavanger stands, holding meetings repeatedly
on almost every large island, and at many points on the main-
land, so that thousands of people heard their messages. In
these labors they were warmly aided by their boat's crew,
who were Friends. Endre Dahl, as interpreter, entered feel-

ingly into the spirit of their service, and often added his own
testimony with weight and power. At other times they had
as interpreter Asbjorn Kloster, a young man who had been
at Ayton School, and who also became a singularly eloquent
and impressive minister. The memory of his pure, blameless
life, and of his zeal in the temperance cause, lives, and is

reverenced by many far beyond the circle of Friends, to this

day. Another helper was Peder Matthiasen Gronnestad, a
schoolmaster by profession. He was very active in inviting
people to the meetings, and in distributing thousands of tracts
bearing on Friends' doctrines. Both he and Endre Dahl also
did good service by conversation with inquirers. Crowded
meetings at short notice, and great tenderness of spirit, was
their experience almost everywhere.
Near Sovde, some fifty English miles north of Stavanger,

James Backhouse records that they were met by Knud Knud-
sen, from Roldal, who had come over the mountains to see
them. This was the first time that Knud Knudsen had met
any of the Stavanger Friends, but he was already himself a
Friend by convincement. The Holy Spirit had taught him
Friends' principles from the pages of the New Testament.
It was the Lutheran priest who first said to him, " You are a
Quaker." This led him to inquire who the Quakers were, and

he corresponded with Friends at Stavanger. Roldal is a

wild, desolate valley, lying a thousand feet or more above sea-

level. In 1853 its connection with the outer world was by
means of rough mountain paths. In these days there is a

good road through the valley, and it lies on a much-frequented
tourists' route.

L. M. Hoag, Jas. Backhouse and some of their Norwegian
companions crossed the mountains and spent a few days
holding meetings in Roldal, confirming the faith of Knud
Knudsen, and those who met with him, and shared his views

of religious truth. Following their visit, within three months
seventeen people in Roldal had withdrawn their names from
the State Church, and many applications for membership in

the Society of Friends were made to the Two Months' Meet-
ing at Stavanger. Seven years later, James Backhouse, on
a second visit to Roldal, records in his journal:

—
"Nearly all

the adult population of Botten have turned to the Lord and
become Friends." A meeting-house was built and two meet-
ings were established. Life in Roldal was always a hard
struggle. The ground is rocky, and often covered with snow
for eight months out of the twelve. Yet it is with regret

that I have to record that the little colony almost to a man
left their bleak surroundings, and found a new home on the
rich plains of Iowa. It seems to me that their testimony to

the Truth was needed in Norway; and that their native land
is poorer in religious freedom because they and many other
Friends failed to maintain their stand in their own country in

favor of the principles they were convinced of. . . .

Summer had given place to autumn, and autumn was
rapidly changing to winter. The Friends had returned to

Stavanger. They had held hundreds of crowded meetings.

Thousands of people had heard the Gospel message from their

lips. Their theme wherever they went had been " Repentance
toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ." Very
many were the seals given to their ministry. And yet Lindley
Murray Hoag was cast down and oppressed in spirit. His
mission was not fulfilled. Ere he left his home he had seen
a valley full of light. In all his long wanderings up and down
Norway he had failed to find that valley. He could not re-

turn home with his work unfinished. One day the map of

Norway lay before him. He laid his finger on a certain place

and said, "That is a bright spot. I must go there." His
interpreter tried to dissuade him. The season was late for

travelling by open boat. The Friends knew little of the
place he pointed to. It was a hundred miles from Stavanger,
away to the north of the Hardanger Fjord, in the neighborhood
of Vossevangen. Lindley Murray Hoag was firm. " If you
won't go with us, we will go alone," he said. Endre Dahl at

last gave way, and . . . they once more put to sea in the
open boat, The Arneti, to cross the fjord. A long day's sail

brought them to the head of one of the northern arms of the
Bukn Fjord, whence the boat, mounted on wheels, was dragged
across the isthmus, seven English miles in width, to be launched
again on the waters of the great Hardanger Fjord. Meetings
were held almost daily en route with seldom fewer than 150
people present.

Six days after leaving Stavanger, Vossevangen was reached.
Here people were met with who had withdrawn from the State
Church, and were enquiring about Friends. One man had
written to Copenhagen for a copy of Barclay's "Apology,"
but had failed to get it.

I have before me a manuscript copy of James Backhouse's
journal, which has never been published. From it 1 quote the
following passages:—

"
1 1 mo. 23, 1853. We had another large meeting at Vos-

sevangen, at 1 1 A. M., in which there was a deep feeling of
Divine influence, and the Gospel was fully preached.

" In the afternoon we went out of the town about four
English miles, to a place called Bakkethun, where, in the
house of Torger Bakkethun, we had in the evening a meeting ,

of about 200 people. Some were so anxious to hear what
was preached, that they stood at an open window the whoje
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time, notwithstanding the cold, the temperature being con-
siderably under the freezing point.

"
1 1 mo. 24. We went about three English miles further

up the glen to Klove, and had a meeting at the house of David
Aadsen Klove at 10 o'clock. This is a thoughtful man, above
middle age.

" The meeting was of about 1 50 people. There was a sweet
feeling of Divine influence over us. After 1 had preached
Christ for some time, and referred the people to the teaching
of the Holy Spirit sent through Him, and to the Holy Scrip-

tures as the standard of faith and doctrine, and had taken my
seat, the two priests from Vossevangen came up. After Ga-
briel Skordsen had spoken a few weighty words, and L. M.
Hoag had prayed, one of the priests stepped forward, and
said he was Sogne Prest (parish priest) of the district, and
desired to know if he might speak a few words. Leave was
at once granted him, and he addressed the people, telling

them that he had heard that some of the people called Quakers
had come amongst them; that he had been at one of their

meetings at Vossevangen; that the Quakers held many things

according to Scripture, but contrary to Scripture denied the

Sacramehts, and many things that were in Luther's catechism;
he then proceeded to read some description of the Quakers
from a work written by one of the Professors of Theology in

Christiania, and which was partly true and partly false. 1

replied that the people present could bear witness that we had
preached Christ Jesus the Lord to them, and had referred them
to the Scriptures alone as the test of the soundness of our
doctrines, and of their own faith and impressions on religious

subjects; and that we had not dwelt on ceremonial rites, except
that our grounds for not practicing them were briefly stated

in some of our tracts. That as he had introduced these sub-
jects, I wished to make some comments on them in his presence.

1 then briefly stated our views of the water baptism practiced

in the days of the Apostles, and showed that there was nothing
in the Scriptures sanctioning Infant Baptism, for which, as a
Lutheran, he was pleading. 1 then made some remarks on
the last Passover partaken of by Christ with his disciples, and
on the misapplication of the words construed into a command
for a standing rite. Endre Dahl also made some comments,
as well as Rier Riersen, touching also the assumed office of

Priesthood.

"After putting up a prayer for the preservation of the people,

both priests withdrew, notwithstanding we invited them to

stay longer till some points were further explained. Their
visit led to some comparison between the simplicity of the

Gospel and the trammels of priestly bondage. The meeting
then settled to the more substantial and practical nature of

vital Christianity.

"In the afternoon we returned to Bakkethun, and had an-
other meeting of nearly 200 people. It was a very instructive

and edifying time. . . .

"These men seem before our coming to have seen into the
formality of a State Church, but not into the simplicity and
spirituality of the Church of Christ."

It was about the new year when L. M. Hoag and James
Backhouse were free to return to England. Steamers had
ceased running for the winter, so they were glad to embark
near Christiansand on a fishing smack, the Gowland, of Bark-
ing, with a cargo of game, and 9000 living lobsters, and a crew
of six men, bound for Lowestoft, where, after three days at

sea, they landed. . . .

When James Backhouse paid his last visit to Norway, in

i860, in company with Robert Doeg, he found nineteen

Friends' meetings, with a total membership of about 130, and
over 250 attenders not in membership. There were but four

meeting-houses; the rest of the meetings were held in private

rooms.
During the next ten years the tide of emigration thinned

their numbers very seriously, greatly to the grief of Endre
Dahl, who was looked up to, after Elias Tasted's death, as a

father of the flock. It was Endre Dahl's practice during

many years to visit at least once a year all the scattered settle-

ments of Friends in Norway. Many were the occasions on
which he had to act as peacemaker. He did much to improve
the conditions of living and the standard of cleanliness amongst
the country Friends, with most of whom life was a hard
struggle.

1 cannot believe that the work of the Society of Friends in

Norway is done. In what way the Lord will revive His work
1 cannot say, but I trust this record of His goodness in the
past may serve to arouse in some minds fresh desires for the

spread of the Truth, as held by Friends, amongst a people

whose simple character singularly fits them to accept the

Gospel message in its simplicity and spirituality. Where are

the anointed messengers who will go forth on this joyful

errand?

WESLEY AND WOOLMAN.*
In Friendly circles we should not be inclined to associate

Wesley and Woolman except by way of contrast. This is

due, as is made clear by this small volume, to our misunder-

standing of Methodism. The "Eternal Evidence" in Wesley's

scheme, was "the witness" which every believer has "in him-
self." "The inward witness, son, the inward witness, this

is the strongest proof of Christianity," were the words which
Wesley's father used so frequently on his death-bed. In the

written system of Methodism John Wesley finally gave this

idea—the root idea of Quakerism— this form, " Perhaps what
the best heathens call Reason; and Solomon Wisdom, Saint

John Righteousness or Love; Luther Faith; Fenelon, Virtue,

may be only different expressions for one and the same bless-

ing—the light of Christ shining in different degrees under

different dispensations." Other evidence like this establishes

the fact that Wesley and Woolman were both "lineally de-

scended" from the mystics. Emphasizing such a kinship of

origin John Fort Newton in the three lectures that compose
this book has justified its place in a series with the title,

"Modern Messages." In Wesley and Woolman the " saint-

liness of character" and the "fruitfulness in social service"

made them both "daringly radical" as well as "Divinely

gentle." The author calls his little book "an appraisal and
a comparison." Both men stood for a type of " social justice,

and service" quite heroic. The appraisal in this matter is

made in these striking words, "It is prophetic—this sense of

human society as a family, and the effort to apply the truths

of the Sermon on the Mount to political and economic re-

lations." . . . "When the church forgets the street, or

neglects it, religion becomes a hollow formalism or a dead

respectability, and life in the street becomes a hideous scramble

where heart treads on heart." . . . "Have not Wesley

and Woolman somewhat to teach* us here? They, too, led a

smug and indolent church out of doors into the street, even

into the byways and hedges, as ever the Mystics have done."

In the matter of contrast, Wesley is classed as "tough-

minded" and Woolman as "tender-minded." When we re-

call what has been named "the well-known tenacity of the

saints," we may recognize this characterization as two sides

of the same picture. Our author makes "sainthood" the

Christian process of recovering a lost woHd. Here is his

definition of sainthood: "It is spiritual health, humane sym-

pathy, and moral thoughtfulness." And here again is his

conclusion, " If the church of to-day cannot grow saints, she

will be helpless against the incoming tide of 'an emancipated,

atheistic, international democracy.'" "As for Woolman he

was of the company of those who are led by the Shepherd of

Souls, and who partake of the Sacrament of Sorrow from the

hand of the Master himself."

The little volume, slight enough for the pocket, is calculated

to stimulate one in the hour of seclusion whether that hour

be in the study or on the rushing railway train in passing

to and fro. J. H. B.

Wesley and Woolman. An appraisal and comparison by Joseph Fort

Newton. Modern Messages Series, Abington Press, N. Y., 25 cents.
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A HYMN OF PEACE.

ELLA TOWNSEND CAUSE.

Oh, God of aU the lands!

Thou still shalt lead us on,

Shield, when the tempests come.

Protect 'tUl storms have gone;

Hasten the promised day
When all the wars shall cease,

And the glad trumpets sound

The glory of thy peace.

From Bethlehem angels sing

"Peace on earth," sacred chords.

Nations prepare for Christ,

Who bids you sheathe your swords;

Through nineteen centuries old

Christ hath been calling you,

For his reign to prepare

And be his soldiers true.

He wiU not fail us now,

Rest in that love, nor feax,

The Lord, who slumbereth not

Shall bring deUverance here.

Our country, vast and grand,

Oh, keep thy garments pure.

And thou fresh strength shalt find.

Thy peace shall be secure.

COTTAGE AND PRISON.

The Cottage.

An aged woman was sitting in the firelight, and people
were dropping in to greet her after evening meeting. This
was no ordinary day. A few years ago death had snatched
away her husband, and now the law had taken her son to
place him in a neighboring barracks as a "deserter" under the
Military Service Act. And he is the only son of this widow
woman. His arm has won for his mother and his sister much
of the support they need; and in his leisure time his industry
has supplemented theirs.

1 stepped in to say good night. A chance visitor, I have
often seen the beauty of that cottage home. There was a
quiver in the voice of my old friend as she told me of the
strain of the last few days when she was anticipating her son's
arrest, 1 could see she was anxious (as any true mother
would be) about his health in barracks—the food he would
get, whether he would be warm, how he would bear the
ridicule, and perhaps ill-treatment—for facts we are ac-
quainted with had reached her ears. There came a moment,
however, when the Spirit shone in this mother's face and
even seemed to straighten her bent form. She, who so longed
to be with her son hersplf, spoke with joy and trust of the
good promises of God and of His presence with His children.
Then, in ringing tones she exclaimed: "

I never was so proud
of my lad before—never, never!"

The Prison.

As the cell door was unlocked by a kindly spoken soldier
(instructed by an equally kindly adjutant), a familiar face
was turned towards me, the figure below dressed in strangely
unfamiliar khaki. 1 noticed the lack of fresh air in the cell,

and the soldier seemed to read my thoughts, for as he left us
alone he said, " I'll put the door open so as you can get some
air." Then he beamed at " Private" X , adding, "There
you've got yer friend, and I've brought him to yer."
We sat down, side by side, on the plank bed (which will

haunt me to-night when 1 lie on my spring mattress), and 1

told X. about his mother and her joy in him, but 1 almost
repented the words when 1 saw tears rolling down his cheeks.
The bright look soon came back, however, and I could not

doubt him when he said he was very happy because he knew
he was doing God's will.

1 gave messages of love from relatives and friends, and he
told me how kind the soldiers were and that he knew they did

not wish to punish him when his conscience made it impossible

for him to obey certain orders. He said an officer had begged
him to join the army for the sake of his country—and his

mother (the "pay" was mentioned); and how he had replied

that he was unlearned and could not explain his convictions

as he would like to do, but that he felt he was there by Christ's

orders, to do His will—and he could do no other. He added
that his mother would be cared for.

In the cramped, ill-lighted cell, I felt to be taking part in

a communion service. A sense of the Real Presence came over

us, and we fell into that silence which stirs the innermost
being. Then a few words came—of thanks for strength in

weakness; of prayer for those at home, for other men detained
in camp, barracks or prison, for those who judge and guard
conscientious objectors for our country and all other countries

engaged in the war—for power to live in faith and hope and
love.

As we said good-bye, face to face, hand in hand, the prisoner

was the more joyful of the two men in the cell. The clang
of the door saddened me, but it seemed to bring to mind the

words of a seventeenth century prisoner of the Lord:
"

I could have slipt suflFerings . . . but it was a thing

I durst not do, but 1 counted it a great mercy that the Lord
had blessed me with something to part with for His name and
Truth's sake."

—

From The Friend (London).

AN OVERLAND TRIP IN CHINA.

1 he next day after 1 sent off my last general letter telling

that we were about to start to Chengtu, orders came from the

Chinese military authorities telling us that it was not safe for

us to start. We were much disappointed but there seemed
nothing to do but settle down to spend the summer in Chung-
king. Three weeks later, however, though we had not heard
of any difference in the state of affairs in the country, another
note told us that we might proceed, so proceed we did, and I

am glad to say we are now really at our journey's end.

The overland trip was not nearly so uncomfortable as I

feared it might be. To be sure we had an especially good time
of year for it. It was neither too hot nor too cold (except on
one rainy day) to be quite comfortable out in the open. JVlore-

over the fruit trees were in bloom, and the wheat-fields very
green and the fields of mustard very yellow, so that the scenery
was beautiful all the way along. It was a great relief the
first day to get out of the crowded city of Chungking among the
fresh, fragrant, growing things.

There was quite a caravan of us, as it took twenty-five men
in all to carry us and our belongings. The road practical y
all the way was a narrow path about three feet wide paved
with flagstones. When, as often happens, there were flooded
rice-fields on either side of the road you almost held your breath
when you came to the slippery stones or sharp turns. The
men are marvelously sure-footed, but they did dump me into

a rice field one day. 1 was reading away quite unconcernedly
when 1 suddenly realized that something was wrong, and
before I even had time to be frightened, over I went, chair and
all. The mud and water had no regard for the fact that my
steamer rug is an especially cherished possession because it

came from the Westtown girls. That and several other things

were gathered up out of the water and 1 myself crawled out
of my chair into mud and water up to my knees. Fortunately
most of my things recovered when they were dried and brushed,
and thanks to other people's dry clothes and steamer rugs 1

came off with hardly a cold.

I did not find the chair at all uncomfortable for traveling,

and for once in my life had plenty of time to read. We walked
on an average about three hours a day so we were always ready
for the nights when they came. On two days we climbed
over regular mountain passes, and we always walked when
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there were long steep places. The chairmen think we are
very strange people to walk thus when we are paying them to
carry us.

f j b

We were on the road eleven days, but in that time only had
to spend two nights in Chinese inns. The first of the two was
the night after 1 had fallen into the rice-field when I would
especially have enjoyed a clean, warm place. But we got
along very well just the same. The rooms all have dirt floors
and our little room only had cracks for ventilation. It, how-
ever, served as a place for us to set up our cots and the three
ot us were then quite comfortable. The total cost of lodging
tor ourselves and all our men for one night in one of these
inns was less than fifty cents.
We had a cook with us on the road and he would rush on

ahead to a respectable inn and there get our meals ready.
Generally we had a Chinese meal in the middle of the day, as
It took less time to prepare it than it would have taken to
prepare our foreign food. Before many days had passed I

really enjoyed my bowl of rice with a sort of sauce of chopped
up meat and vegetables mixed with it for flavoring. As for
the chop-sticks I had already had a few lessons in their use in
Japan so that 1 did not have a great deal of difficulty with
them.

At one of the small towns through which we passed the
two members of our party who could speak Chinese went off
to call on a foreigner who lived there, but Mary and I decided
to stay in our chairs and read and write. We were just settling
down comfortably to our work when our cook came up and
tried his best to tell us something. We only knew about two
or three of the words he used, but when a nice looking Chinese
lady appeared in the background we put two and two together
and decided that she was inviting us in. We had no idea
who she was or why she should be paying any attention to
us, so we said to the boy "Bu yao," which means "do not
wish to. Thereupon the lady herself came out and began
entreating us. By this time I had made up my mind that
she must be at least a Christian, and that recognizing us as
missionaries, she felt that she should do something for us.
Fearing it would be rude to refuse any longer we got out and
followed her. She ushered us into a very nice guest-room,
and we soon gathered from the few words we could understand
that that was a mission station and that she and her husband
were the native Christian workers. We asked whether they
had a school there, and they said "yes," and took us to see
the school-rooms. We also found out how many scholars
there were; also that these people knew the other members of
our party. They asked us where we came from and we told
them, also where we were going. They then brought us tea
and little cakes which were very good. We tried to do the
proper thing so far as we knew it, but our meagre vocabularies
were quite exhausted before the other two members of our
party turned up. We then found out that this is one of our
own mission stations and that our hostess had been a pupil
in our own boarding school at Tungchwan. it was in places
like this that we spent several nights on the overland trip
Now we are really in Chengtu, and I can well believe all

that people have told me about its being the finest city in
China. 1 have not seen Peking or Canton, but it is certainly
cleaner and better than Nanking, even though the latter was
the southern capital for a long time. I think you could drive
through almost any streets here, except that they are not
paved for wheeled vehicles. People travel about in sedan
chairs, wheelbarrows or jinrikishas. The wheelbarrows are very
crude looking affairs to go riding in. You sit with your back
to the man who is pushing it and your feet over the wheel in
front. Many of them creak incessantly. We did not see
these at all till we were within a day or two of Chengtu. Of
course they could not be used in the cities where the streets
go up and down steps. I have not ridden in one yet, but they
say they are not so uncomfortable as they look. I have my
own chair and can call three men to carry it in less time than
It takes to hitch up a horse at home.
My daily program now is about as follows: breakfast at

about 7.30, preceded by family worship by ourselves with
reading in English, and followed by more reading in Chinese
with the servants all present. At nine o'clock 1 go to a little

room above the meeting-room for an hour and a half session
with a Chinese teacher. 1 pronounce words and read after
him to try to get the sounds and tones correctly. He also
talks quite a little and 1 do my best to understand what he
is saying, and answer a question now and then. At 10.30 I

come back and Mary Naish goes to the teacher. I generally
have a little refreshment and recess and then put in another
hour and a half of study before dinner. At 1.30 Mary and 1

start off for our language class. The teacher of this class is

a missionary who has been out here for a good many years
and is very good at the language. He explains the idioms to
us in English as our Chinese teacher of course cannot do; he
also helps us out with the little phrases used in every day life

better than any book can do. We get back home about 4.30
and then have afternoon tea and a chance to rest. Supper
comes at seven and the evening is spent sewing, writing or
reading. People tell us we must not study Chinese in the
evening as it is too hard on the eyes.

I have not told you yet about the beautiful place in which
I am living. I am with Robert J. and Mary J. Davidson,
who have been out here in China about thirty years; longer
than any others in our mission. It is most interesting to hear
them tell about the times when they had to live in a Chinese
house and wear Chinese dress. They have one son who was
born out here and who lived here till he was thirteen years
old. Then he went to England to be educated, and last year
came back to China, bringing his bride with him. They live
in another house on this compound just across the garden
from us. Mary is staying with them. The gardens all

around both houses are simply magnificent; you would have
to see them to realize how pretty they are. Three wisteria
arbors are now just at their height, and there are several rose
arbors and rose hedges just coming into bloom. 1 never saw
such a wealth of roses. Rows of English daisies all around
the flower beds have been and still are very pretty. You
may imagine what a grand place it is for birds. There are
very few that I ever saw before, but it is nice to make new
friends and there are some beautiful birds and some very pretty
songsters. You can buy all sorts of birds in cages on the
streets, for the Chinese seem very fond of their songsters.

I wish I knew what the papers were reporting to you about
the present state of affairs in China. It is very hard for us to
know what is really happening, though we hear a great many
reports. This province and city are very unsettled just at
present, and are trying to decide whether to stand by the
government or against it. People are afraid to speak about
things, for anyone who is caught saying anything against the
government is simply taken off and beheaded. We are not
concerned for ourselves, for there seems to be not the least

anti-foreign feeling. We only wish we could help to make it

more comfortable for the natives. Jane C. Balderston.

'A MOMENT, Lord, with Thee in prayer,

A moment on the street;

Amid the whirl, the rush, the roar,

My Saviour would I meet.

A moment 'mid my tanghng work
Right where the wheels at play

Make dizzy now my tired brain;

Just here I stop to pray.

A moment when my courage fails.

When I am slow to own
That Thou art all, my all on earth,

In Heaven just Thou alone.

One moment. Lord, just one in prayer,

Give rest upon Thine arm.

Give strength to speak, give will to do,

And still my soul's alarm,"
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ELIZABETH PEARSALL SMITH.

A matronly lady in a parlor, where ancient furniture abounds,

a broad bay window filled with plants, rare pictures on the

walls, and a sense of welcome, as she holds out both hands
to greet us—all these make a memory which lingers long

with the friends of Elizabeth P. Smith.

Many of us only knew her in later life, and were touched

that as her own immediate circle narrowed she clung to us,

as filling the void in some measure. As her generation re-

ceded, she grasped their children and grandchildren, and like

a bee drew honey from various human flowers.

If we went to condole with her over personal loss or ill-

health, we often came away refreshed by her sunny outlook

and that optimism which is only born of the Spirit. "
I find

old age the best part of my long life," she would say: "1 see

God's plans more clearly; i am overwhelmed with blessings."

Her deafness was no barrier to her social enjoyments, for so

much had she to impart, and also to learn, that she forgot

this infirmity and made us forget it.

Her aunt was the wife of Stephen Grellet and her childhood

memories of him, her possession of his table and medicine-

chest, seemed a connecting link with that rare man. When,
therefore, she heard of his tiny namesake, she felt that his

record is still cherished.

She had for sale the "Life of Stephen Grellet," by Wm.
Guest, and also donated many to those whom she wished to

interest in this "Quaker Apostle." She owned, too, the plate

of the engraving, "Wm. Penn's Treaty with the Indians," by
Benjamin West, so that she disposed of these pictures in

homes and schools. No doubt these will be placed by her
heirs so that their lessons may not cease.

"The Colonial Dames" have done good work in restoring

Mount Vernon and other historic places. So as one of this

organization, she took a hearty interest in "Stenton," the
country-seat of her great-great grandfather, James Logan,
who was Secretary for Wm. Penn. This fine old mansion on
the northern edge of Philadelphia is now open for visitors,

the interior and exterior as they were 200 years ago, the garden
copied from its original plan.

Many an afternoon found E. P. Smith in her carriage,

travelling a mile southward from " Ivy Cottage," her German-
town home, to show her guests the charms of "Stenton," or
to greet strangers there and carry them back in thought to
the days when Indian chiefs and Government oificials made
it a rendezvous.

Indeed, there was a flavor of the past and a courtliness that
never left our dear friend. Her conversations in French, her
written memorials of her father, John Jay Smith, in two large

volumes, her inherited love for botany and horticulture, her
several journeys to Europe, made her a woman worth hearing.

She treasured anecdotes and witty words with which to
flavor the supper-table, so that to "eat with hilarity" was a
natural consequence.

Referring to a faithful Roman Catholic servant, she once
said to me: "See what grace can do in the demeanor and
countenance of this good Ellen." The same attitude of ap-
preciation was expressed concerning a Bible Class of young
people gathered in her home; her comment being: "I love to
watch the influence of the Holy Spirit on their hearts."

It is well that E. P. Smith was taken in 1914 from "the
evil to come," for so earnest a worker was she in the cause of
Peace that the devastations wrought by the present war
would have crushed her.

She would in measure have entered into the "sufferings of

Christ," the Great Physician, who is watching the symptoms
of this sin-sick world, keeping His finger on its pulse to note
the delirium, the stupor, the agony, longing for its moral and
spiritual recovery at this crisis.

Westtown was remembered in a practical way by E. P.

Smith, her legacy to be awarded for Peace essays by the
students.

The Women's Christian Association found in her a champion
from its very inception. Indeed, in her own parlor, in 1873,

a group of her intimate friends, Mary R. Haines, Dr. James
E. Rhoads and Mary Whitall, organized with her the classes

for working girls and a boarding home, beginning with a very
few and now numbering over 4000 members in Germantown.
She befriended them as a teacher and was ever ready with
counsel and pecuniary aid to raise the Association to a firm

basis. Most of all was she concerned that the term "Chris-
tian" should stand for purity and sincerity, that the ideals

should be high.

Among her host of friends was a gentleman who said: "She
is the most feminine woman 1 have ever met." Certainly

there was a graciousness, a quiet strength without aggression,

a hospitality that never dimmed, a personality indefinable.

Her massive head was crowned with a coil of golden hair

shaded with silver. In summer, we remember her in a white
dress, bidding us farewell, standing in her quaint vine-clad

porch. When she browsed in her ample library, she read
without glasses, the picture of comfort in her carved arm
chair, before the blazing fire in winter, her dainty slippered

feet upon the hearth. Among the Friends of Germantown
Meeting she was a reverent figure, a vocal message was some-
times given by her. To The Friend she was partial and
her pen often sent commendation to E. P. Sellew for his

editorials. She was never lonely, for nephews and nieces

and cousins felt the charm of the home and of its hostess.

We know that a rare woman has left us, though her in-

fluence remains.

H. P. Morris.

PROPHECY OF FRANCIS HOWGILL CONCERNING THE
FUTURE OF THE TESTIMONY OF FRIENDS.

The cogitations of my heart have been many, deep and
ponderous, some months, weeks and days, concerning His
people which He hath raised to bear testimony unto His
Name, in this the day of His power. And intercession hath
been made often for them to the Lord, and a patient waiting

to know His mind concerning them for the time to come, which
often 1 received satisfaction in, as to myself. But yet still

something I was drawn by the Lord to wait for, that I might
comfort and strengthen His flock by an assured testimony.

And while I was waiting out of all visible things, and quite out
of the world, in my spirit, and my heart upon nothing but the
Living God, the Lord opened the springs of the great deep
and overflowed my whole heart with light and love, and my
eyes were as a fountain, because of tears of joy, becaaise of

His heritage, of whom He shewed me, and spake unto me, in

a full, fresh, living power, and a holy full testimony; so that

my heart was ravished therewith with joy unspeakable, and
1 was out of the body with God in His heavenly paradise,

when 1 saw and felt things unutterably, beyond all demonstra-
tion or speech.

At last the Life closed with my understanding, and my spirit

listened unto Him. And the Everlasting God said: Shall 1

hide anything from them that seek my face in righteousness?

Nay, I will manifest it to them that fear Me. 1 will speak,

do thou listen, and publish it amongst all my people, that they
may be comforted, and thou satisfied. And thus said the
Living God of Heaven and Earth.
Upon the twenty-eighth of_ the Third Month, 1662.—The

sun shall leave its shining brightness, and cease to give light

to the world; and the moon shall be altogether darkness, and
give no light unto the night, the stars shall cease to know their

office, or place, my covenant with day and night, times and
seasons shall sooner come to an end, than the covenant I

have made with this people (unto which they are entered with
me) shall end, or be broken, and my Word is unchangeable.
Yea, though the powers of darkness and hell combine against
them and the jaws of death open its mouth, yet I will deliver

them, and lead them through all. I will confound their

enemies, as 1 did in Jacob, and scatter them as 1 did in Israel,

in the'days of old. 1 will take their enemies and 1 will^hurl

them hither and thither from Me, even as stones are hurled
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out of a sling; and the memorial of this nation, which is holy
unto Me, shall never be rooted out, but shall live through ages,

as a cloud of witnesses in generations to come. 1 have brought
them to the birth; 1 have brought them forth; I have swaddled
them, and they are mine. 1 will nourish them, and carry
them as on eagle's wings; and though clouds gather against

them, 1 will make my way through them, and though darkness
gather together on a heap, and tempests gender, 1 will scatter

them as with an east wind, and nations shall know they are

my inheritance, and they shall know that 1 am the living God,
who will plead their cause withal that rise up in opposition
against them.
These words are holy, faithful, good and true. Blessed are

they that hear and believe unto the end. And because of

them no strength was left in me for awhile; but at last, my
heart was filled with joy, even as when the Ark of God was
brought from the house of Obed Edom, when David danced
before it for gladness and Israel shouted for joy.

Francis Howgill.

AN OPEN LETTER CONCERNING SYRIA.

MooRESTOWN, N. J., Seventh Month 20, 1916.

Dear Friend-—
As 1 have had many inquiries after my husband from

Friends who have long been interested in the Syria Mission,
may 1, through thy columns, give the latest news which has
just come to me from England?

Direct news from my husband is very scarce; I have only
had one letter from him during the past twenty-three weeks,
which was dated Third Month 27th. In it he still wrote of

the exceptional kindness of the Turkish officials and says the
confidence which the Pasha reposes in him is the greatest

honor that has ever been paid him in all his life. He gave me
no news of anything that was happening in the country, or
of how he and our friends are situated, except as one or another
passes away, and deaths have been many during the past year.

I am afraid he was not very well when he wrote, as he spoke
of having a carbuncle on his neck. The enclosed extract is

from a letter written about the same time to Caroline Cooper,
of Wilmington, which she would be willing for thee to print

any time thee has space for it and cares to do so.

A letter from the Secretary of the American Mission in

Egypt to all our Syrian missionaries, now in England and
elsewhere, was lately forwarded to me from the F. F. M. A.
office in London. It offers us deep sympathy in the persecu-
tions which our native church is undergoing now in Syria, and
rejoices that all our Christians have stood firm and none of

them denied their faith.

I knew that they must be suffering from famine and sick-

ness, but did not know that persecution was added to their cup.

Following this letter have come the two last numbers of

Our Missions, the official organ of the English F. F. M. A.,

in which are two articles that give a very sad picture of what
our friends are passing through now in Syria. Can thee print

the whole of them or at any rate the parts I have marked?
Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin writes me that efforts are being

made to collect funds for the relief of the sufferers in Syria,

which are to be in readiness for use directly the war is over,

as there is no means of getting help to them now from England.
1 learn, however, from Dwight H. Day, Treasurer of the

American Presbyterian Mission in New York, that it is still

possible to send funds from here to C. A. Dana, their Treasurer
in Beyrout. He says: "We have a channel through which
money orders for Syria are transmitted, and we are reasonably
sure that they reach him. In fact they have been doing so

now for a number of months." As this is so, why wait till

the end of the war, when so many are dying of starvation now?
My husband has many friends among the Turkish officials

and prominent Druses, a number of whom have extensive

properties in the Hauran, east of Damascus, which is the great

wheat-growing district of Syria. The fresh crops must be

ready now, and if he had the money I believe he could buy in

quantities of wheat, barley, lentils, and other foodstuffs grown
in the country, and distribute these among the many who have
no money to pay the high prices now charged for everything
and who must otherwise starve.

The calls for help which come from across the water are
many, 1 know, but our blessings and privileges in this land of

peace and plenty are also many; and can we not always do
a little more, even when we think we have reached the limit,

in response to the call from Christ's suffering brethren, who,
humanly speaking, have only this land to look to for help?
Mingled with their cry do we not also hear our Saviour's
voice saying to each one of us: "1 to-day am afRicted, hungry,
thirsty, naked, sick and in prison, will you not now come unto
me with all that your love to me can prompt you to bring, for

surely inasmuch as ye do it unto one of the least of these, my
brethren, ye do it unto me?"

I am thine sincerely,

Emily Oliver.

Extract From D. Oliver's Letter.

I know how close hearts can be drawn together in a great
cause and a united effort, and what greater cause can we seek
than the bringing in of the Kingdom of God, which is a king-
dom of love, peace, righteousness, of purity and liberty. The
Society of Friends have a great opporunity at the present

moment to stand up before the world and to make their

testimony heard on behalf of peace and international good-will.

They may not be able to bring about peace, but they can
at least show the world that there is a " better way," and that
to remove all war is to remove the occasion for war by sowing
a spirit of mutual trust and good-will.

The United States has a great opportunity, perhaps the
greatest that any country could have, to take the lead for peace
at the present time. It is not the time to think of increasing

your commerce—that may be all right in its place—it is

the time to think how you can be of service in bringing to an
end one of the greatest and most appalling calamities that

has ever overtaken the progress of mankind. To help to

quench the fires of hate and strife, to bring all the moral in-

fluences of a great nation to smooth out the tangled web that

has caused such woe and sorrow the world over, that is a

task worthy of all the powers of the greatest statesmen in

your country. May God stir them up to act, and to act

quickly. For if not, great will be the judgment passed upon
them by history.

The moral and spiritual forces everywhere, that are working
for .peace and good-will, must not be discouraged, but must go
on working, remembering that all who work for the coming
of the Kingdom of God, the kingdom of love, cannot but win
in the end.

It may be long in coming, but I am sure that the time will

come when war and all connected with war will be an im-

possibility. The conscience of mankind will revolt against it.

May God in His mercy overrule all things for good and in

some way we do not know bring all this struggle toward such
an end.

1 pray continually for peace and for the dispelling of this

terrible cloud that envelopes Europe.
Daniel Oliver.

The following are extracts from Sixth and Seventh Months
issues of Our Missions:

Things in Beyrout, are, however, in no way to be compared
with the state of affairs in other parts of the country, especially

the Lebanon, where positive famine exists. Between Beyrout
and the Mountain one meets crowds of starving men, women
and children, many of whom die on the roadside. Grain is

still to be obtained in a few inland towns, but has to be trans-

ported by the purchaser to its destination. The train service

is at the barest possible minimum. Owing to the lack of coal,

wood has had to be used on a large scale, and deforestation

has begun.
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The climax was reached in the sufferings of this unfortunate

country when typhus broke out. It has spread in a most
alarming manner, and is raging in Aleppo. Homs, Hama,
Tripoli and has now reached Damascus. It is to be feared

that it will attain most serious proportions, for there are no

drugs or medicines left in the pharmacies, and all the able-

bodied doctors have been sent to the war zone. The only

doctors left are the staff of the American College at Beyrout,

and a few old Syrians, who were unfit for military service.

Eight thousand persons have died in Aleppo vilayet, and sixty

cases have been reported in Tripoli.

The monasteries and also the Americans have done valiant

work in relieving and assisting the people; but the Turkish

authorities intervened, and refused to allow any relief to be

given. It is suggested that it was evident that those in control

of the country wished to see the inhabitants die off.

A reign of terror has been introduced through numerous
political executions in public and private, and the so-called

political offenders have included prominent Moslem and
Christian residents. Some of the principal ecclesiastics have
been most severely treated. As a result of this general state

of affairs, crime has increased all over Syria, and the Lebanon
(we read), which was one of the most peaceful and orderly

districts, is now "a hot-bed."

Desperate efforts have been made by many of the residents

on the coast to escape from the country; but the authorities

have taken energetic measures to prevent them from doing

so, even firing on any who were attempting to get away to the

Allied warships by swimming.

It is now reported that the recent visit of Enver Pasha to

Syria spelt disaster to the Lebanese because he actually cut

off their rocky Mountain from the neighboring vilayets, and
allowed only an unwholesome quality of flour, made up of

dark bariey and vetches, to enter the Lebanon, and be dis-

tributed at the rate of four kilos per head every twenty-five

days. A sample of this flour was found, on examination, to

be in bad condition, and to resemble a mixture of flour and
sawdust. As the already poor Mountain had previously been
laid bare by the locusts, the starving population were lately

finding difficulty even in collecting weeds of the fields.

When some of the notables begged for merciful treatment

the Mutessarif, Ali Munif Bey, replied that it was the Govern-
ment's concern and not theirs. Most of the leading members
of well-known families are said to have been exiled lately;

beasts of burden have been taken away; and the weak and
unfit, left behind, are dying of starvation, so that the land

could not be ploughed and sown. The strict prohibition of

shooting has barred the last door to the poor people's natural

resources.

It is said that the death-rate is so appalling that the Mutes-
sarif had to allow burial outside the cemeteries. Whole
families are alleged to have disappeared, and some of the

villages lost more than one-third of their population. One
paper goes so far as to state that up to the beginning of Fifth

Month the death-roll in the Lebanon had attained the ap-

palling figure of 80,000. A telegram to The Daily Chronicle,

six weeks ago, by wireless press, states that 24,000 persons

have died of starvation in Syria and Palestine, where the

famine is daily becoming more acute.

It is clear that with these conditions prevailing the situation

in Syria must be rapidly developing for the worse, and be

daily assuming a more alarming character. The military

cordon drawn round the Mountain, to prevent any smuggling
of foodstuffs from the neighboring districts, is active in its

work, and the wealthy and influential clergy, including the

monastic establishments, have been dispersed so as to bar the

last means of succor to the starving population. "There can

thus be little doubt left," adds The Near East, "as to the sinister

designs of the Turco-Germans. Just as they have attempted
the extermination of the Armenians, so now they are trying,

by more silent means, to dispose of the Lebanese, as an equally

inconvenient element."

To anyone acquainted with the Lebanon, it is not difficult

to understand how the whole population of such a province

can be starved. The chief means of livelihood of the Lebanese

are the rearing of the silk-worm, the cultivation of fruit-trees

and vegetables, the rearing of cattle on a small scale, and
transport of mules, donkeys, etc. The blockade has killed

the silk industry; the commandeering of allsound cattle and

beasts of burden has ruined the limited agricultural resources

of the Mountain and the muleteers' business; while locusts

have put the finishing touch to the work of desolation of the

Turk. Further, the seizure of the remittances from abroad

has tightened the cord around the neck of the people to the

degree of strangulation.,

The presence of the Allied Fleets along the Syrian coast and

the occasional reconnaissances, while acting as pin-pricks to

the enraged Turco-Germans, have been feeding foriorn hopes

in the hearts of the poor Syrians, and prompting some of

them to overt acts of sympathy, which only led to the multi-

plication of the cases of hanging.

YOUNGER FRIENDS,

What Bobby Saw.—"Bobby, did you ever see a hole in

your hand?" asked Uncle Joe.

"There isn't any hole in my hand," said Bobby, positively.

The children were never quite sure when Uncle Joe was
joking, for he always looked quite serious, although there was
sometimes a twinkle in his eyes.

"Now, Bobby," said Uncle Joe, "take a large-sized maga-
zine, or any piece of stiff paper, about eighteen inches long.

Roll it up into a small tube; now, hold up your left hand, with

the palm toward you, and place the tube against the side of

your hand. Look through the tube with your right eye, and
keep your left eye open. What do you see?"

" Oh, how funny
!

" shouted Bobby. "It looks as if someone
had cut a little round hole right out of the palm of my hand!"
Bobby laid down the tube, and had to look twice to make

sure that his plump left palm was just as sound and whole as

the other.

"Bobby, how many fingers have you?" asked Uncle Joe.

"Ten," said Bobby, looking as if he thought the question

rather a foolish one.

"You never saw an eleventh finger, did you?"
"Why, no," said Bobby. But he did not speak quite so

positively this time.
" Hold your hands before you, with the forefingers almost,

but not quite, touching," said his uncle. "Now look—not at

your forefingers, but at the floor just beyond them."
"O Uncle Joe!" cried Bobby, in great excitement. "I see

—right between my forefingers—another little stubby finger,

so short and fat! What funny things you are showing me
to-day!"

" You see, Bobby," said his uncle, laughing, " no matter
how good your eyes may be, there are times when you cannot
believe all that they tell you."

—

Elizabeth H. Thomas, in

Youth's Companion.

Heading the Honor Roll.—^Antonio Caldini and Nicholas

Haas went to the same school. Their fathers worked in the

same coal-mine two miles away and their mothers were busy
each day cleaning, cooking and visiting the neighbors.

"Our teacher, she shows us to-morrow to make a garden

on our school. What you think I mak-a-grow?" Antonio
excitedly asked his mother one afternoon in early spring.

"Tony, you mak-a-grow salad. Salad she com-a queeck,"

answered his mother.
When Nicholas asked his mother what he should plant, she

said that onions were better than anything else. They were
good in soup and other dishes. One could eat them raw, too.

Nicholas himself liked them quite as well as he did apples.

The teacher showed the children how to make the garden

beds, plant the tiny seeds in the shallow trenches, and cover

them over with a blanket of soft earth.
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My, but they watched for those seeds to grow! At noon, at

recess, even in the morning before school they hurried to their

gardens the first thing to see if there was the least speck of

green showing. One night there was a soft, warm rain.

"Last night it make much nice-a rain," said his mother as

she gave Antonio his breakfast of cocoa, two prunes and a

piece of bread at the stove. " Your garden it grow soon green."
Antonio could scarcely eat. He ran all the way to school

and straight to his garden. Sure enough there were tiny specks
of green poking through the rich soil. " My salad is up! My
salad is up!" he shouted gladly. And all the girls and boys
came to see, and teacher, too.

" Your garden is doing finely," praised his teacher. " Let
us see if any of the other seeds have sprouted."

Each one examined his own bed closely, but not a tiny green
shoot could he find.

"Tony, he has beaten us all," grumbled Nicholas.
" Yes," smiled the teacher, " lettuce comes up very quickly.

Perhaps you will find something growing in your gardens to-

morrow morning."
When the nine o'clock bell called the pupils inside, the teach-

er went to the blackboard and wrote, "Roll of Honor" in

large plain letters.
" We'll examine the garden once a week," she explained,

"and the girl or boy who has the best looking bed shall have
his name at the head of the roll for the whole of next week."
The blue eyes, the gray eyes, the black eyes, and the brown

eyes all sparkled with pleasure. In the days that followed,

their owners pulled weeds, carried water from the school-yard
pump, and watched.
Antonio constructed a sprinkler out of his dinner-pail

—

it was only a lard pail—by making a number of nail holes in

the cover.
" It mak-a the water drop nice and soft so it no hurt-a the

little plants," he told his playmates.
Whether it was the watering can, or hard work, or because

lettuce grows rapidly and can easily be seen from the weeds,
it is certain that Antonio had the thriftiest looking bed in the

whole yard. For five weeks his name headed the honor roll,

even though Nicholas Haas spent all of his spare time on his

onion bed. But onions are such slow-growing things and the
wee plants look so much like tiny blades of grass that he had
to watch sharply or he would be pulling onions instead of

weeds.
One morning Antonio had a severe toothache and couldn't

go to school. It was a very warm day and all the plants were
thirsty, for they had had no water for two days.

Nicholas hurried to the well to fetch his onions a drink.

When he had finished watering them, he looked at Antonio's
garden. The green leaves that were usually so crisp, were
drooping.

"Ho, hi!" rejoiced Nicholas, "I guess Antonio won't get

his name first no more."
At recess and again after school he visited the garden. Yes,

the lettuce was surely wilting. Another day and it would be

quite spoiled. He told his mother about it when he went home.
" Don't vorry," she said. " If you vater enough give, it

will be all right in the morning."
Nicholas turned very red. What would his mother say

if she knew that he hadn't given the lettuce a single drop of

water! He thought about it the last thing before he went to

sleep. He had a horrid dream, too. A whole bed of shriveled

lettuce-heads begged and begged him for a drink.

He went to school very early the next morning and carried

water until the bell rang. The last of the week, when Antonio

came back to school, his garden was in fine shape. It looked

better than any of the others.
" You still have your name at the top of the roll," smiled

the teacher.

Antonio shook his head. "
1 lik-a you put Nicholas' name

first. It is right, for, while 1 have the seekness in my tooth

so hard, he carry water to the salad and keep-a it all green."

—M. Pelton White.

NEWS ITEMS.

The [London] Friend states that on Sixth Month 30th last the total

number of men reported as having been arrested and handed over to

the military authorities was 1,451. Of these G16 have been court-mar-

tialed and 83 have been released.

At the last session of Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friends, Phila-

delphia, Edith W. Hall was appointed to represent the meeting at the

Young Friends' Conference to be held at Cedar Lake, Indiana, this

month.

There is some food for reflection for all of us in the brief critical review

of the recent adjourned session of London Yearly Meeting, passed by

the churchman who acted as reporter on that occasion.

"There were several little matters which left my mind uneasy. I

dislilced the frequently expressed assumption that Quakers have an ex-

clusive heritiige in Christian vntues. I disUked the implication that the

minority is always right. I disliked the tendency to accept the 'best

possible under the circumstances,' and I disliked most of all the evident

desire of the Society to hide its candle under a bushel. ... I record

my thanks for the opportunity not only to be among Friends taking notes,

but for the real privilege of joming in their spiritual exercises."

PocoNo Notes.—^The woods were never more beautiful than they

have been this season on Pocono. The wild flowers have carpeted the

ground in fascinating profusion, and especially has the laurel bloomed

beyond its wonted beauty about "The Manor," while now the rhododen-

dron appears in all its glory. The cold, rainy weather kept some at

home in the Sixth Month, but we found the open hearth and blazing

log fire had the same attractions as of old.

All the available cottages and bungalows both at "The Manor" 'and

Pocono Lake have been occupied and never was there more sohdarity

and appreciation of the charms of this mountain in either community.

Jean Kane Foulke has been with us, instituting local rural centres in

neighboring communities, and this subject was most sympathetically

discussed at a Town Meetmg, on the 20th, when a Committee was ap-

pointed to co-operate with the natives, some of whom were present and

took part in the discussion. It has been a real concern to co-operate with

these mountaineers in every way that would develop them helpfully.

Their long, cold winters do not give many opportunities for social inter-

course and their educational privileges are Umited. So a public hall or

center, with a hbrary and such entertainment as would prove strengthen-

ing to'their social mterests, as has been provided in many counties and

towns in Pennsylvania, will be a real boon. It was intensely interesting

to hear this State organizer and one of our campers tell of the elementary

and excellent work done m organizing these rural communities for mutual

improvement both in Pennsylvania and New York State. The local

rural visitmg nurse was instituted by the late Ellen Wood near her own

home on the Hudson less than twenty years ago and now nearly every

conmiunity in Westchester, N. Y., is suppUed with one.

We gather on Fourth-day afternoons at some camp about Pocono

Lake to hear what may be said in behalf of any good cause and to sew

for the Serbians. This week Lettice Jowitt was acceptably with us, as

also at a camp-fire meeting on the 15th mst., giving many particulars

of the War Vietuns' Rehef Work carried on by Friends in England,

France and Holland. The contrast between our sequestered hfe here

and their field experiences was also emphasized by Felix Morley and

Nurse Dimlop, of the Pennsylvania Hospital, as both of them had served

in the Ambulance work in France. The saddest part of it aU is that the

same terrible carnage is stiU going on with unabated fury. No greater

contrast could be afforded than that presented by our First-day afternoon

meetings in this grove, when the dove of peace has rested so comfortmgly

upon all assembled in the haUowed stiUness of the evenmg shadows.

J. E.

Pocono Lake, Seventh Month 24, 1916.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—More than 20,000,000 pounds of food products, not including

upward of 18,000,000 dozen eggs and a Uberal supply of fruits and vege-

tables, were packed away in the cold-storage warehouses in New Jersey

on the first of last month, according to statistics completed by the State

Department of Health. The supply, large as it seems in figures, is

about normal for this season of the year.
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Almost as many fatal accidents were reported from the various in-

dustries of Pennsylvania during the first sLx months of 1916 to the State

Department of Labor and Indiostry as during the entire preceding j'ear.

There are said to be 38 Unpes of soQ ia Lancaster County. This is

contained in a report of the soil survey of Lancaster County, Pa., recently

conducted by the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Pennsylvania

State College. It has just been pubUshed by the Federal Department.

This report covers 71 printed pages and includes a large map, showing

in colors the different kinds of soil found in the county with reference to

railroads, highways, rivers, streams, churches, schools and other land-

marks.

Although New York City's population now is eight times greater than

it was fifty years ago when the present fire department was created the

fire loss in 1915 was more than $1,000,000 less than during the first year's

existence of the paid department, according to the annual report of

Commissioner Robert. Adamson.

General.—A treaty for the purchase of the Danish West Indies by
the United States has been negotiated between the governments of Den-

mark and the United States, and in the near future is to be submitted

to the Senate and House of the LTnited States and to the two houses of

the Danish Parhament for approval. The United States will obtain

from Denmark full possession of the islands of St. Thomas, St. John and

St. Croix, or Santa Cruz, as it is better known. These islands lie about

fifty miles off the east coast of Porto Rico. They are 142 square nyles

in area and support a population of 27,000 persons. Nearly all the in-

habitants of the islands are Negroes, who Uve by the cultivation of sugar

cane.

The Prohibition National Convention nominated J. Frank Hanly,

former Governor of Indiana, as candidate for President of the United

States, and Dr. Ira D. Landrith, of Nashville, Tenn., as candidate for

Vice-president.

A million dollar campaign fund, of which 1250,000 has abeady been

subscribed, is planned by the Prohibition Party, according to a statement

of Daniel Pohng, of Boston.

The sinking of a steam collier in the Cape Cod Canal blocked that

waterway for large vessels the past week as effectually as a landslide

would have done.

James TVTutcomb RUey, died at IndianapoUs, Ind., on the twenty-

second of last month. His death was the result of paralj'sis.

Appro.ximately 1,000,000 acres of agricultural land of the Oregon and
California land grant will be thrown open to entry and settlement by
fall, it was announced at Portland, Ore., by the United States land office.

Settlers will be permitted to file on tracts of 160 acres each, paying the

Government $2.50 an acre.

It is reported from Washington that an agreement for an adjustment

of the differences between the United States and Mexico through the

offices of an international joint commission was reached . The commis-

sion will be given broad powers that will enable it to take into considera-

tion every matter that has served to imperil the friendly relations between

the two countries. The basic principle of the understanding reached is

the prevention of war, but beyond that, the commissioners wiU endeavor

to effect an agreement that will provide for a permanent settlement of

the troubles that have so frequently brought the two nations to the verge

of hostihties.

Foreign.—Sir WUliam Ramsay, eminent as a chemist, died on the

twenty-third at his residence. Beech Croft, Hazlemere Bucks, London.

Sir William Ramsay was born in Glasgow in 1853, and was made aknight
in 1902. He was President of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.

RECEIPTS.
I dollars have been received from each person, paying

Rachel B. Dowhn, Pa.; PrisciUa Wright, N. J.; Wm. Evans, N. J.;

Lydia S. BalKnger, N. J.; Sara W. Heston, Pa.; Sarah G. Woolman, Pa.;

J. Harvey Darnell, N. J.; Fred. Lippincott, N. J.; Rachel C. Evans, Pa.;

Thos. J. Battey, R. I.; Seth K. Gifford, R. I.; Chas. R. Jacob, R. I.;

Jos. C. Hiller, Mass.; Daniel C. Maxfield, Mass.; Albert R. Macomber,
Mass.; Walter S. Meader, N. H.; Sarah J. Swift, Mass.; Thomas Wood,
Mass.; Francis E. Wheeler, R. I.; Wilhs H. White, R. I.; Edmond F.

Buffington, Mass.; Ruth Anna Clement, Pa.; T. Lee Haines, N. J.;

Dr. Samuel S. Haines, N. J.; Mary W. Haines, N. J.; C. F. Saimders,

Cal.; J. Edwin James, Pa.; Ephraim Tomhnson, N. J.; Casper T. Sharp-

less, N. J.; Richard Maris, Del.; Alfred S. Roberts, N. J.; Joseph H.

Roberts, N. J.; Sarah Nicholson, N. J.; Isabella W. Read, N. J.; David

E. Cooper, N. J.; Samuel R. Cooper, N. J.; Wm. M. Parker, Pa.; Rachel

A. Williams, N. J.; T. Chalkley Pahner, Pa.; Edith P. Griscom, Pa.;

Beulah Palmer, Pa.; George J. Foster, N. D.; Ezra Evans, N. J.; Joseph

Stokes Evans, N. J.; Mary Bacon Parke, Pa.; Dr. WilUam Martin, N. J.;

Amos E. Kaighn, N. J.; Rebecca Evans, N. J.; Harmah Mary Matson,

O.; J. S. Moore, Kans.; EUen C. Tomlinson, Pa.; Joseph S. Leeds, N. J.;

Matilda Yerkes, N. J.; J. Morris Cope, Pa.; Margaret D. Melrose, Scot-

land; Nathan P. HaU, Pa.; Edward J. Whitacre, N. J.; Henry W. Whit-

acre, Pa.; Lewis R. Whitacre, N. J.; Gilbert McGrew, O.; Anna M. Dea-

con, Cal.; JNIary W. Stokes, Pa.; Annie Martin, Pa.; Mary L. Buzby,

N. J.; Joseph H. Ashead, N. J.; Joshua R. Evens, N. J.

tS' Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear i»
receipts until the foil

NOTICES.
Philadelphia Qn.uiTERLY Meeting comes in regular course on the

8th inst. The hour is now 10.30 a. m. The Meeting of Ministers and
Elders is at 2.30 p. m. the previous day.

An appeal by William C. AUen for funds to assist English Friends in

their relief work for Russian refugees was pubUshed in The Friend and

some other papers. C. Walter Borton reports that in response to this

appeal he has received eight subscriptions amounting to S595.00, one of

these subscriptions being for SoOO.OO from a person not a Friend.

The following reference to the recent loss of Perm College is taken from

a personal letter of President Edwards:

We were visited by a great calamity on the morning of Fifth Month
27th, when our principal building was destroyed by fire. We were en-

gaged at that time in a great campaign seeking to accumulate $400,000,

and this calamity has compelled us to increase that amount to one-half

million dollars. Recently I was in the east and sohcited assistance from

Friends in Philadelphia, Baltimore and elsewhere, meeting with a very-

sympathetic and liberal response. President Isaac Sharpless went with

me in my caUs upon Philadelphia Friends and recommended our cause.

The service which Perm College has rendered has been of such wide-

reaching influence and has benefitted so nearly the entire Society of

Friends that we feel we have a right to call the attention of Friends every-

where to our need asking them to assist.

Meetings from Eighth Month 6th to 12th:

—

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, at Fourth and Arch Streets, Third-

day, Eighth Month 8th, at 10.30 a. m.

Abington Quarterly Meeting, at Germanto\^'n, Fifth-day, Eighth

Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Eighth

Month 8th, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Eighth Month 8th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Eighth Month 8th, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at CoatesvUle, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 9th, at 10 A. M.

New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 9th, at

10 a. m.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 9th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Do-miingtown, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 10.30

a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

BurUngton, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 7.30 p. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Eighth Month 12th, at

10 A. M.

Died.—At Haddonfield, N. J., Seventh Month 14, 1916, Ellwood
Evans, aged seventy-five years; a member of Haddonfield Monthly

Meeting.

, at Haddonfield, N. J., on Seventh Month 17, 1916, Caeolinb

P. Cowperthwaite, daughter of Ella and the late Levi R. Cowperth-

waite, in the thirty-sixth year of her age; a Minister and member of

Haddonfield Monthly Meeting.
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TESTIMONY—PROPAGANDA.
This is not an age of fine distinctions. Cotton Mather and

Jonathan Edwards could hardly get a hearing from modern

audiences. Their ponderous volumes of religious discussions,

intended to clarify the thinking of their day, are little better

than curiosities now. At the same time this is an age that

insists that clear thinking is a greatly needed safeguard in the

religious world. And clear thinking often is little more than

a presentation of distinctions so that " he who runs may read."

Indeed the history of religious movements is in good part the

record of some genius in making distinctions so clear that they

appeal immediately to the understanding. Thus George Fox

could not be said to have discovered the doctrine of the Inner

Light. It was written in the Scriptures and in the life ex-

perience of Christians from the very beginning. He defined

it; put it in such a practical form that "multitudes" at once

recognized that it expressed their inmost conviction. Perhaps

it is not an exaggeration to say that our lives can express no

truth until such clear distinctions are mastered. Truth be-

comes truth to us only as we get it out of the mists of vagueness

and obscurity.

If then these observations are justified it is likely no merit

in our age that it does not have the art of discrimination.

Perhaps the actual situation is more clear if we remember what

a world of difference there is between the distinctions of Truth

and the long-drawn out distinctions of argument. It is the

latter with which our practical age is impatient, and this im-

patience is often so great that the whole matter of making

and maintaining distinctions is condemned. Religious socie-

ties are founded upon distinctions; their life depends upon

maintaining these distinctions. It is therefore worth while to

understand what those distinctions are, and to determine for

ourselves candidly whether they are worth maintaining. In

an honest effort to find a common ground of militancy against

the assaults of wickedness, present-day religious movements

are undoubtedly in the direction of eliminating all meaningless

differences. It were foolish, if not sinful, to withstand such

an effort, but some who are foremost in it have pleaded that

great care be used lest in the attempt to be rid of the meaning-
less, something that is vital shall "go by the board." The
aim of this editorial will be to emphasize something that seems

vital in the inheritance of Quakerism that may be threatened

by present-day efforts.

In 191 1 Dr. Thomas Hodgkin gave the Swarthmore Lec-

ture in London as the preliminary to the Yearly Meeting.

His subject, " Human Progress and the Inward Light," seemed

most significant, and arrested attention in a marked degree.

Not only his scholarship as one of the leading historians of

the day, but his long service as a devoted Friend were guar-

antees of a real message under Divine guidance at his hands;

and so it proved. There were those who expected that out

of the depths of his scholarship some new relation between the

Inward Light and biological law would be disclosed. That,

however, was not his line of treatment. With simplicity,

but with the force of irresistible logic, he showed that Quak-

erism contained not only a message but a method. That

method required at his hand no new phrase for its descrip-

tion. It is the method of testimony bearing, of "individual

faithfulness,-" and our great scholar-Friend did not shrink

from using the well-worn expression. To elucidate his mean-

ing he recited the case of "a young tanner of Philadelphia,

named William Savery." After picturing "the civil war of

his soul—which ended, not in successful revolt, but in the

full surrender of his will to an unseen Lord"—Dr. Hodgkin

outlined very briefly William Savery's religious visits to the

Indians, his service for the freedom of the slaves and "his

missionary journey to Germany, France and the British Isles."

Finally, he is brought in the recital face to face in the Norwich

meeting with "the seven motherless children of John Gurney,

of Earlham." The effect of that meeting upon Elizabeth

is given from her journal in her own words, but Dr. Hodgkin

makes it clear that William Savery was permitted, doubtless

in wisdom, to return to his Philadelphia home without an

intimation of the far-reaching significance of his "faithful-

ness" in the case. The account as given in the lecture con-

cludes: "None could foresee that thirteen years later that

delicate young wife and mother would be entering the Ge-

henna of an English gaol as it then was, and beginning her

marvellously successful battle with the rampant wickedness,

squalor and wretchedness of Newgate. If William Savery

on his death-bed thought at all of his fair-haired young con-

vert, she was probably to him still his dear child; certainly

not the sweet-voiced preacher, the world-famed prison re-

former, the founder of the first Nursing Sisterhood in Eng-

land, probably the best known of the Saints of Quakerism."

Compared with this particular type of "individual faithful-

ness" in service to which Dr. Hodgkin is able to trace such

momentous results, we have the popular method of propaganda.

It were easy to show points of relationship between testi-

mony bearing and propaganda. The latter undoubtedly often
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develops from the former. The faithfulness of an individual

becomes the foundation of an institution, and world-wide

results are recorded. This similarity or relationship between

the two methods in religious work should not, however, blind

us to the great difference between them. An organized

propaganda cannot in many instances safely supersede the

method of individual testimony. Dr. Hodgkin's treatment of

the subject suggests the question whether the connection be-

tween Human Progress and the Inward Light can be properly

maintained by any system of organized propaganda?

We cannot at least escape the conviction that the method
practiced by William Savery still has vitality, is still ser-

viceable. In any event it has the Gospel quality of unques-

tioning faith. The call is heard for service in the individual

soul—the service as proposed finds response in other souls;

finally it is performed in absolute simplicity of obedience, and

the results are not to be counted in a day or a year—not un-

likely the actual appraisement of their value will never be

openly disclosed.

In some important directions Friends have lately engaged

in considerable efforts at propaganda. They have found a

host of others united with them in these efforts, and many
means new to those who have only cultivated the method of

personal or corporate testimony-bearing have been employed.

We have no word of discouragement for these efforts, but it

does seem desirable that the distinctive line that belongs to

our special profession of the Inward Light shall be preserved

and stimulated into every rightly authorized activity. For in

the final analysis there are situations where the plea or the

protest of a divinely called individual has a bearing and a

weight even when a regularly organized propaganda is held

under suspicion. Any enlargement of our capacity for service

is good, but we must not permit our special tools to become
dull, because even the most highly perfected machine is doing

a work along similar lines.

___^^_^__ J. H. B.

THE PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING PEACE
COMMITTEE.

Nearly four months have elapsed since Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting appointed a large Committee (thirty-four men and
twelve women) to maintain its Peace propaganda, to do all

in its power to bring to a close the great war which has raged
for two years in Europe and Asia, and to promote such inter-

national concord and the establishment of such legal and moral
agencies as might through all time prevent the recurrence of
such a calamity. To this Committee the Yearly Meeting
appropriated the meagre sum of I1500 as an assurance of its

confidence, and urged upon its members to support the work
with liberal contributions. From the latter source about
$3000 have thus far been received. Probably $10,000 more
—possibly even a larger sum—will be needed during the
current year, if the expectations of the Yearly Meeting are
realized.

Why so large a sum? What has been done to assure us
that it is required, or that it would be judiciously expended?
Why so much delay in getting to work? Such are the reason-
able questions with which members of the Committee are
constantly confronted.

First of all, the work contemplated is varied and world-
wide in its operation. Forty-six Friends, many of them very
forceful characters, must be brought into concert of action.

Immediately they came together the variety of view-point
became evident. The moral and religious arguments appealed
to one group, the social and economic to another, the political

to a third. Waiting at the mercy seat was a necessity. It

has yielded blessed fruit. Friends are coming to understand
one another, learning to work together for common ends by
common means.
The large Committee has been divided into five working

sub-committees—on Governmental Relations, on Literature,

on Publicity, on Meetings, and on Churches and Schools.

Every member has been assigned to one or more committees,
according to his or her qualifications and choice. These com-
mittees have met some several times. Work has been planned
in their several spheres, and within the limits of available

means these plans are being worked out. As a preliminary

it was felt necessary to be assured of the underlying motive
for all our action. This was to be found in the Christian

testimony for Peace professed by Friends from the middle of

the seventeenth century to the present time. A special com-
mittee was entrusted with the formulation of this motive,
the outcome of which was a Statement of Principles, which
has been printed not so much for outside distribution as for

the guidance of sub-committees in all their action, and of in-

dividual members in their intercourse with others. From it

1 quote:

—

" We reaffirm our belief that all war violates Christian love.

But we cannot stop with protest or negation; a more positive

work demands the efforts of all Christians. The task which
confronts this generation is no less than the reconstruction of

the world upon a true moral basis. For this task there is

supreme need for men and women to dedicate themselves to

the unflinching application of Christ's principle of Love in

every relationship of life. Only as we enter with confident

faith into this Christian discipleship, willing to suffer cheer-

fully whatever consequences it may involve, shall we be able

to weave this principle into the fabric of our national life."

The Committee on Governmental Relations has produced
a vigorous paper which has been printed under the caption,

A Program of Constructive Peace. The distribution of this

among National and State officials, diplomatic representatives

of other nations at Washington, Friends' papers throughout
the world, the leading religious weeklies and monthlies in

America, several hundred ministers of religion, et al, is now
in progress. Any one may obtain a copy by application to

Peace Headquarters, 1 1 1 S. Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia,

or Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Where
larger quantities are desired for circulation requests should be
filed, that the Committee may decide upon the size of a second
edition which may judiciously be printed. The Program
deals with the questions: Oriental Relations, Immigration
Legislation, Help to Mexico, and Organization of the World
for Peace, with practical recommendations on each subject.

The Meetings Committee has planned three campaigns in

which open air meetings in towns and rural communities are

being held at which an address is delivered by one or more
speakers and literature freely distributed in elucidation of the

policies under discussion. The first of these embraced towns
in West Jersey. The second was along the main line of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, from Ardmore to Christiana, Penna.,

inclusive. The third is planned in southern Chester County
and at a few points in Delaware. Several members of the
Committee are participating in these campaigns, aided by
other experienced speakers.

I trust those who read this simple statement of our be-

ginnings will enter sympathetically into our efforts to fulfil

the solemn trust reposed in the Committee by the Yearly
Meeting; that they will recognize that even the modest pro-

gram already adopted will fall short of accomplishment with-
out liberal contributions; and that such will be sent with little

delay to the Treasurer, Albert L. Baily, Jr., 1508 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia, without waiting to be called upon per-

sonally.

John B. Garrett.
PocoNO Manor, Pa., Seventh Month 27, 1916.

How soon the millennium would come if the good things,

people intend to do lo-morrow were only done to-day.
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HE SHALL NOT STRIVE NOR CRY.

Why is the Master so patient yet

In the world where wrong is wrought?
Takes He no heed of the riot of sin

While His will is treated as naught?
Could He not thunder His judgments down
Where men His power defy?

Oh, the Master is great through His gentleness—

"He shall not strive nor cry."

Not in the whirlwind, not in the storm.

But the stUI, small voice of love

Is His power to reach to the world's hard heart

And its rebel will to move;

He finds His way through the silences,

He hears the prayer of a sigh;

In wooing whLspers the Master pleads

—

"He shall not strive nor cry."

How does the Kingdom of Heaven grow?

Never through War and noise;

But as the snowdrops do in spring,

And as love through household joys.

No blatant trumpet, no rush of war,

Proclaims the Christ-King nigh;

Though the kingdoms of earth shall all be His,

"He shall not strive nor cry."

He shall not fail nor discouraged be,

For Him the isles shall wait,

And He shall reign ever from sea to sea,

AH nations shall call Him great.

And thus shall His Kingdom be ushered in,

As the hght in the eastern sky.

He shall save the world by the might of love,

" He shall not strive nor cry."

From The Word and the Way.—Author Unknowi

THE INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY UNION.

There meets every year in the town of Clifton Springs in

central New York State, a gathering which calls itself the

International Missionary Union. It is certainly international

in that it brings together people from all corners of the world,

and a union, for its members are united in a common sense

that they have been sent to these distant points to bear a

message to the folk there. There are many things that seem
to divide them. All denominations from the Moravian to

the Episcopal are represented, and there is as great a variety

in the individual types. The kind of work that they are

doing also is widely divergent. One is running a saw mill in

Burma; one is teaching school in Egypt; another is traveling

through an African jungle on donkey back; another doctoring

physical ills in China; and another is preaching to a cultured

congregation, gathered in a Gothic church building in Japan.
And yet they seem to consider it the same work, because it

is all shot through with the same motive—that of delivering

their message.

But I do not want to get too far away from the Union, with

which 1 started, for 1 have not yet told you of its origin. About
thirty-three years ago some missionaries home on furlough,

got together up in the Thousand Islands for conference. A
Dr. Henry Foster, founder of the large sanitarium here at

Clifton Springs, attended the meeting, and was so impressed

with its possibilities, that he invited the conference to come to

Clifton Springs the next year as the guest of the sanitarium.

Since then it has met here regularly every year, and although

Dr. Foster died some time ago, the trustees of the institution

still continue his generous policy. The only qualification

necessary for a welcome is some years of service in a foreign

country.

And so for the last five days we have been hearing news from
many of the countries of the world, from men and women who

have just come from them, and who bring us their personal
impressions. One needs to have an atlas at hand. Do you
know where Micronesia is, or Assam? We have been hearing
how these people have been climbing up the ladder from sav-
agery into the Kingdom of God.

One of the most thrilling sessions—how cold-blooded the
expression sounds!—was that spent on Turkey and the Ar-
menians. You may imagine that people who had seen their

friends shot down before their eyes, their dormitories invaded
by soldiers, and the girls carried off, would feel a little warm on
the subject. Some of their heat found its way into our
gathering place. Of the two million Armenians living in

Turkey before the war began, 750,000 have been massacred.
They are said to have been the most progressive of every
community and to have largely monopolized the professions,

so that in a sense the Turks have been committing economic
suicide. The speakers bore witness to the fact that it is the
government at Constantinople, and not the Turkish people,

who have instigated these massacres, and they told of sorpe

localities in which Turkish officials had condemned men to

death for killing Christians. The Armenians have given a

splendid witness to their faith. Again and again they were
promised exemption if they would embrace Islam, and again
and again they chose death. We heard something of the relief

work among those who have escaped to Russia from one who
has been distributing the funds collected in America, clothing

and feeding twenty thousand.

Quite diiferent are the problems connected with the work
in the great continent of South America—the "neglected
continent "as it has been called. Instead of religious fanaticism,

is found agnosticism and infidelity and a Christian church,

the Roman Catholic, is held responsible. It has had undis-

puted sway there for four hundred years, and as some one said,

monopolies are demoralizing. At any rate, if the present

condition of 90 per cent, of illiteracy, and from 40 to 60 per

cent, of illegitimacy is any index, it has been so in this case.

In the past the priests made Protestant work almost impos-
sible, but now their influence is gone, and there is a better

opportunity for missionary work than ever before. The
young people are anxious for education, and from various

points come reports of the revival of spiritual religion. Peru,

the last stronghold of conservatism, last year established

religious liberty in its borders.

My principal impression of the evening devoted to India

was the report of the Lutheran missions by a German gentle-

man. The Lutheran mission is an old one and the second

largest after the Church of England. At the beginning of

the war the 350 German citizens working there were asked

to leave the country, and the Indian Christians were thus

deprived of their spiritual fathers and mothers. Into how
many phases of life has this war spread its malignant influence!

However, it was pleasant to hear that Baptist missionaries

and others were doing what they could to lend a helping hand.

You have heard so much about Japan that I will not take

time to repeat more than one incident that was told at the

Conference. Twenty-seven years ago, a Christian mass-

meeting was held for the first time in the city of Nagoya.

The speaker addressed the audience for an hour and a half,

but he assured us that they did not hear more than ten words,

because such a constant hooting and determined opposition

was kept up that listening was out of the question. When
the meeting broke up there was a great surge forward to the

platform and the speaker escaped from the violence of the

intentions with some difficulty. Last year, just before he left

Japan, another Christian mass-meeting was held. After the

talks "on Christianity were done, and the meeting was about

to close, a Shinto priest in his flowing robes hurried to the

front of the room and tried to get a hearing for his side of the

question. But in a few minutes the students from the govern^

ment schools, not themselves Christians, attempted to drown

his voice by shouts of " Kuriautokyo, banzai!" (Hurrah for

Christianity!) As he still continued to talk, however, they
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came forward, picked him up bodily and turned him over to

the police station. 1 tell the story not to commend their

method, but as an illustration of the change of sentiment

within the twenty-seven years.

It was interesting to hear a missionary from Korea say,

that he thought as long as Christian teachers there kept to

religious and social activities they had had no difficulties with

the Japanese officials. But it is hard for Anglo-Saxons to

keep their hands out of political matters. In spite of the

troublous times that the Korean church went through as a

result of misunderstandings with these officials, it still con-

tinues its remarkable growth and prosperity. It was astonish-

ing to learn that for every dollar that comes across the water

for its support the Koreans themselves raise ten.

Cbina was represented b}' a Chinese woman who for eighteen

years had had charge of a hospital in central China and who
came to Johns Hopkins last fall for a graduate course in medi-

cine. She was one of few who were brought up in Christian

families, and the first girl in her part of the country who was
allowed to grow up without bound feet. Her whole family,

and the nurses whom she has trained, are devoted to relieving

the suffering that is around them, and thus to teach the law

of love. Her message to us was full of inspiration. If Chinese

womanhood can be what she is and do what she does, what
trouble is too great to take for them!

It was Christian missionaries who first opened up the great

continent of Africa. Traders rapidly followed them and
European governments stepped in later and took possession.

This order—church, trade, state—was almost universal at

the beginning, but it has not been maintained. A man and
his wife who had tramped or ridden donkey-back over 5000
miles of native trails in Africa told us that they found that the

trader had been everywhere before them. Tramping was
not the whole of their activities. They had learned languages,

reduced them to writing, translated the Bible, composed
hymns, written text-books for their schools, and in many
forms tried to serve these poor, dark people. The reward of

seeing the furtive, burdened expression of the savage give

way to upright manliness and hope was all they asked for.

And so all over the world the work of the Kingdom of God
is going on. JVIessengers of His love have penetrated every-
where. Everywhere they have met grave difficulties, per-

haps nowhere more so than in the countries that boast of

European civilization. But those who see—and it was the
joy of this Conference that it helped us to see—can say that

the light is breaking.

Edith F. Sharpless.

SOME CAUSES OF INTEMPERANCE AS OBSERVED
THROUGH SOCIAL WORK.*

This paper is written in an attempt to present briefly some
of the causes of intemperance as observed through the social

work of the Society for Organizing Charity. This Society
during the past year has had intimate contact with over ten
thousand families which were brought to its attention for
assistance. Out of this number of families, there were 11 72
cases, or 1 1 per cent., where drink seemed to be the striking
disability. Such low percentage, no doubt, will be a great
surprise to many. It is, in fact, a much lower percentage than
is shown through collected statistics given in Amos G. Warner's
"American Charities" for 7225 cases, which show that an
average of 1 5 per cent, of poverty and distress is due to al-

coholism alone.

Some of the other principal causes of distress among the
poor shown in these statistical records are lack of employment,
sickness or death in family, improvidence and inefficiency.

When first taking up a problem where we find a man is

neglecting his family and turning to alcoholism, there is a
prevalent tendency to send him to the Keswick Colony, or
some such institution of reform, or to jail. 1 do not in any
way want to belittle the work done in colonies or in institu-

*Eead at a Germantown Tea Meeting.

tions of such character as 1 have mentioned, but I do desire

to stand out against the lack of results from imprisonment.

At the same time, the former scheme for reform seems only

to be a small part of the plan and purpose for readjusting the

home which has become disorganized through alcohol and
consequent intemperance in its use. We must not consider

the man as a drunkard alone, but must go beyond and back

of that and study the personality of the individual, the previous

and existing environment and the reasons and causes under-

lying his intemperance, so that if through a Keswick Colony
we have been able to administer to the disease and to tempo-

rarily reform the individual, the cause and excuse for future

failure may be removed through change of environment,

friendly interest and the establishment of a firmer and higher

moral code.

During my work for the past few months in connection with
the Society for Organizing Charity, 1 have been in constant

relationship with three families where the dependence and
misery have been directly traced to alcoholism, and to-night I

will briefly relate to you the story of one of these families and
endeavor to point out the causes which we are seeking

to overcome and obliterate. An effort of this character is

usually a long and tedious one, but when seriously undertaken
and conscientiously followed up and worked out, the result

obtained is frequently most gratifying and lasting.

The case to which 1 refer is one which I will designate, for

the mere purpose of identification, as that of Michael Kelly,

whose use of alcohol has brought suffering and misery to his

wife and children. There are four of these children, the oldest

one, James, aged twenty-two, is now married and living in a

home of his own, so that we have before us the problem of

the father, mother and the other three children.

Perhaps it is hardly necessary to state here that this man
is of Irish parentage, the nationality in which Amos G. Warner
in his collected statistics for over 7000 families finds that the
percentage of those addicted to the drinking habit is 23.62
per cent., which is 8 per cent, above the average for all other

nationalities.

We have been unable, of course, to talk with the parents of

Kelly, but we understand from him that they left Ireland when
he was quite a small boy to live in one of the mill districts of

Yorkshire, England. The father secured employment and
was able to earn a modest living for his wife and four children.

It was possible for Kelly to attend school only until he was
thirteen years of age, and from that time and for three years

afterwards he worked on different jobs about the town, which
was small, and upon that account probably earned very little

money for his efforts. He must have been, however, at this

time a bright, enterprising fellow. An older brother and
sister had come to America and he felt that by going to Lon-
don he would obtain better and more remunerative work,
which would enable him, through careful saving, to be able

within a short time to earn enough money to make it possible

for him to join his brother and sister in this country.

Kelly married his wife in 1893, twenty-three years ago. In

the early winter, however, of that year we first knew him in

connection with the Society for Organizing Charity. He was
taken sick shortly after his marriage and had been out of work
for six months when application was made to us for assistance.

Here we find the first difficulty, sickness, and the consequent
unemployment, which apparently was due to no fault on
his part. Without work, he became discouraged, the weakness
arising from his sickness created a craving for stimulants, and
while in better times he had been able to take an occasional

drink without in any way affecting his earning capacity, our
records at this time show evidences of intemperance, but as

yet little impairment of efficiency.

A few words about the wife. It is evident that there has
been a marked difference in their environment, although their

inheritance was very similar; she too is of Irish parentage, but
was born in Pittsburgh. Her father unfortunately had a
hard struggle to support the family and died when she was a

child of only nine years of age. She continued to attend school
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irregularly until she was ten, and then she was sent to work in

a mill to do cleaning, scrubbing and other odd jobs, earning

$3.00 per week, which were turned over to the mother to

supplement her own meagre earnings for the support of the
family. This struggle continued all through her girlhood.

As to what she was then we have no record, but she is now a

thin, worn-out, little woman, discouraged with life, telling

those with whom she comes in contact an incoherent story of

an early life, spent in struggles and work among the mills of

Pittsburgh. After awhile her mother died, and then she came
to Germantown to live with an uncle, continuing to work in

different mills in this locality.

Here, in 1893, she met Kelly, and shortly afterwards married
him. From this brief outline, it will be seen that when she
married she did not have any training in cooking, or in keeping
her house in order, home-like and attractive. To look at her

now one can imagine the inefficient and improvident house-
keeper right from the start. The knowledge of domestic
science accessible to girls of this class of the present time was
denied to her. The odds were all against her. We find her
now a great contrast to Kelly, who is naturally bright and
alert and takes pride in his personal appearance and in his

surroundings, although so frequently addicted to drink.

1 cannot help feeling that, had there been more co-operation,

efficiency, knowledge of simple home cooking and a pride in

the care of the house upon her part, the sad conditions which
surround this family to-day could have been averted.

After a time Kelly regained his health and was able to secure

work, so that we aid not hear from him or his family again
until twenty years later.

During these years, Kelly had braced up again and had be-

come a competent chauffeur and had been earning right along
from |i6 to|20 per week. Evidently, he had developed. His
employers thought well of him, stating that he was at all times

a hard worker and a competent man. Their only criticism of

him was that he had a tendency to drink occasionally, although
they had never known him to neglect his work on account of

intemperance, or through that habit impair his efficiency.

Through an accident, however, at this time, which resulted in

an injury to his back, he had been out of work for a period of

two months, the savings had all been used up, he and the
family were up against it again.

On the other hand, through all these years, the wife had been
slowly breaking down in health and generally going back-
ward, due to an overworked, unpleasured childhood, and, at

three different times, we have record of her having been com-
mitted to institutions for the care of the insane. This con-
dition was brought about to some extent, no doubt, through
the abuse which her oldest son, James, before he left the home,
used to heap upon her, frequently beating her in the most
terrible manner.
As soon as the children, James and Jennie, were old enough

to go to work, Kelly seemed inclined to give up and to depend
on them for support. These earnings, with what he added
from time to time, were insufficient and meagre, but, after

James left the parental roof, Kelly has made some efforts to

obtain work in various garages in Germantown. Since his

residence in this locality, he has become a heavy drinker and
so undependable that he is now one of the large class of the

unemployable. Long since he has been unable to secure

employment at running a car, so that the only field open to

him now seems to be the odd jobs here and there when the

regular fellow is absent or sick.

His wife lately has tried in vain to make her husband support
her through an appeal to the Court of Domestic Relations,

but he seems to be able to evade the police so far successfully,

and nothing has come of this attempt. Last week we had a

long talk with Kelly and his wife, charges and counter-charges
were made, so that there seemed to be faults on both sides,

each becoming excited in turn. The trouble at the start came
about, no doubt, from the improvidence and inefficiency of

the wife to spend intelligently and to the best advantage the

weekly earnings of her husband and to take charge of and build

around her the home which a man of Kelly's temperament
craved and desired. He states to us that morning after morn-
ing he would get up and go to work without so much as a cup
of hot coffee for breakfast, and that she, lazy and careless,

would lie in bed late in the morning and sometimes well on
toward noon. Her excuse for this was that during the

winter without coal for fuel she was unable to warm the house
and had to keep in bed in the mornings for the reason that it

was the only place in the house that was comfortable. We
tried to impress upon her that the one thing which she could

and must do to keep Kelly away from the saloon was to pre-

pare the morning meal for him.

As an illustration of the incompatibility which has arisen

between these people, Kelly pointed to his wife, who was of

necessity poorly clad, but whose hair was disheveled and un-

combed, her person unclean and filthy, and asked us, " What
can you expect of a man who has to look at such a lazy, good-
for-nothing thing all of his life?"

At first Kelly had been in the habit of turning whatever
money he had earned over to his wife, but now he seems
disinclined to let her have the spending of any portion of it,

and with the run-down and un-homelike conditions existing

about the house, and his wife's improvidence and inefficiency

ever before him, 1 fear that much now of what little he earns

is spent for liquor. Apparently, he does keep the rent of the

house paid. The daughter, Jennie, is now working and the

father insisted soon after she started that she should provide

the food for the rest of the family. This was an unreasonable

and impossible demand at her present rate of wages.

With the view of getting some little order out of this chaos,

we have succeeded in getting these various people to enter

into an agreement whereby the daughter, Jennie, is to turn

over a portion of her wages, which are now I3.00 a week, to

her mother for food; the father upon his part to pay the rent

of the house and 13,00 in cash per week to his wife; the wife

upon her part to get up early in the mornings, prepare break-

fast for her husband and the family, clean up and get the

house in order and keep it so.

This home, through all the recent years that we have had
any knowledge of this family, has been unkept, disorderly and
always dirty, but through kind friends money has been given

to us to be expended for warm covering for the beds and for

paint for coating the woodwork and furniture inside as well

as the woodwork on the outside. The red and green which

have been selected are certainly effective and striking and
seem to afford real pleasure to the members of this family.

We are accordingly working on the principle that, if the good

work along these lines is continued, the change of environment

will appeal to the mother, create new interests and tend to

make her change her habits so that the home will assume at-

tractiveness for Kelly and, in that way, assist in breaking off

this drinking habit.

This is a much longer story than 1 had started out to relate

to you, but to me it is one of the most interesting of any which

1 have known. The first real difficulty seemed to arise through

ill-health, which resulted in unemployment. The weakness

which came from this condition perhaps had a tendency to

increase the desire for something stimulating which would

make his real physical weakness less apparent.

Margaret Pennock.
(Tobac

" Let all seek to live upon the tree of life and not upon the

tree of knowledge. Knowledge puffeth up, and leadeth away
from that inward quietness, stillness and humility of mind,

where the Lord doth appear and His heavenly wisdom is re-

vealed."

" He is already half false who speculates on truth, and does

not do it. Truth is given not to be contemplated, but to be

done. Life is an action, not a thought; and the penalty paid

by him who speculates on truth is, that by degrees the very

truth he holds becomes to him a falsehood."
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Printed at the suggestion of H. B. Evans.

A TRUE AMBASSADOR.
While Europe is setting before the world a group of fighting

men, the figure of a great maker of peace comes to us from
Japan. Bishop Harris has not been talking peace among the

Orientals for forty-five years, he has been breathing and living

it; he is a contemporary illustration of the power of love.

Many people understand love as a sentiment; few people

have ever worked it out as a principle with more striking

results than this Methodist missionary bishop who has now
retired after a lifetime of unselfish service. When he went to

Japan forty-five years ago, the Island Empire was just emerg-

ing from tire isolation of its long feudal period. Shortly after

his arrival a young Samurai, after ceremonial purification and
meditation, killed a foreigner as a sacrificial offering in defense

of his country. The other day when Bishop Harris left Japan
a large company of the most distinguished Japanese of to-

day united in a testimonial dinner to him!
When he went to Japan, a friend of the young missionary

sent him a revolver in view of the disquietude then prevailing

in the section where he was staying, but the preacher threw
it into the sea; he had no need of that kind of protection. He
went to the American Consul, reported that he had taken
up his residence, and said that he and his wife had come to

devote themselves to the teaching of Christianity. After

some conversation the Consul said, half humorously and half

seriously: "1 suppose, Mr. Harris, you will soon be calling

for a gunboat!" to which the young missionary replied that

he should under no circumstances ask for that kind of pro-

tection; that he had come to serve the Japanese, and that he
and his wife would accept whatever that service involved.

To the Japanese on the Pacific coast of America, in Hawaii,
in Korea, in all parts of the Japanese Empire, his name is a

synonym for peace and good-will. The traveler in the East
who goes with a desire to understand the people whom he
visits, and not simply to confirm the impressions he has already
formed of them, speedily finds that from no class of men and
women can he get such trustworthy information of the char-

acter of the different races as from the missionaries, and if he
keeps his mind open he eventually makes the great discovery
that they alone understand a people who work with and for

them. The men who go among a foreign people for profit

often secure an intimate knowledge of the ways of the country
and the habits of its people; but no man ever yet learned the
soul of a people who lived among them chiefly for his own
profit. It is a significant fact that the missionaries, as a rule,

are zealous believers in the superiority of the races among
whom they work. The missionaries in Japan, Korea, China,
and India, for instance, believe devotedly in the superior
capacity of the races among whom they live. They know
them from within; instead of "working" them, they work
for and with them.

Dr. Harris is an elderly man. It will not harm him, there-
fore, to say of him that there is a luminous quality about him;
as he moved in and out among the Japanese and the Koreans
he has lighted the path to a higher and happier life. He has
also lighted the path to peace. If such a man as he could
interpret the different countries to one another, the very
roots out of which hatred and distrust grow would perish.

At the Methodist General Conference at Saratoga, recently
reported by The Outlook, Dr. Harris made the last report of
his stewardship, but no report which he could make, save by
its reflection of the great advance of Christianity in Japan and
Korea, could in any way suggest the extraordinary service
he has rendered by simply being a Christian in those countries.

At a farewell dinner given him in Tokyo by a group of the
most distinguished Japanese, including the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Viscount Kaneko, the President of the lower house
of the Japanese Diet, many spoke with the utmost gratitude
of the service which Dr. Harris had rendered to the Japanese
people. The Minister of Foreign Affairs said, " If all Ameri-
cans dealt with us as open-heartedly as Dr. Harris does, and
if we revered the Americans as we revere Dr. Harris, friendship

between Japan and America would remain unchanged forever."

And on the eve of his departure from Tokyo the Emperor
decorated him for the third time.

Such a man is in the truest sense a national ambassador.
America has been fortunate in sending to the Far East many
high-minded interpreters of the American spirit. Commodore
Perry, who opened the country to Western influence, and
Townsend Harris, who drew the first treaty made by Japan
with this country, are known to every school-boy in the Empire
because they represented the spirit which Dr. Harris has ex-

pressed in all his relations with the Japanese. Charles Cuthbert
Hall's two visits to India are historic, because foremost among
the men of the West who have endeavored to explain the

West to the East, he approached the Indian mind so sym-
pathetically and with such a desire to understand and to find

common ground between the Occident and the Orient that

he secured a hospitality of hearing and an earnestness and
depth of attention which were a revelation to many who sup-

posed that they were perfectly familiar with the temper of the
Indian mind.
The time will come when such careers as that of Dr. Harris

will cease to be prophetic; they will become the practical rule

of living.

—

From The Outlook.

WHEREFORE, WHITE MAN?
BY MEDICINE AEItOW.

White Man, you taught us that war was wrong. You told

us to turn from the war-path; you said we should live at peace
with other tribes of our own people and with yours. We
listened to your words. We have remembered them. All

that you told us to do, we have done. Our lances are broken-.

Our bows are burned and our arrows are lost. Our tomahawks
are buried so deep that they have been forgotten. The once
keen edge of the scalping knife is dulled with the rust of many
years. The useless shield hangs on the wall like the picture

of an age that is past. The drum of the war-dance is heard
no more. The green grass of the prairie has spread its cloak

over the last trace of the ancient war-path to hide it from
our eyes forever. The bright path of peace is the only one
known to our young men. Our people sing the songs of

peace. It is well.

White Man, you told us it was the will of the Great Spirit

that we should go to war no more. Do you think He will be

unmindful if you draw your sword against another people of

your own race? If war was wrong for the Red Man, can it

be right for the White Man, or has truth itself become untrue?

White Man, you still sing the songs of war. You teach the

stories of war to your young men. Your horses are trained

to travel the trails that lead to war. The tread of your armies

is more terrible than the flood or tempest. The thunder of

your mighty guns makes the earth heave and tremble. You
soar to the clouds like the war-eagle. You defy the demons of

the deep with craft that are wafted beneath the waves. Yet
vain are all the powers thus called to your aid!

White Man, despise not the words of your Red Brother,

who is humble and weak. Listen to the message of him whom
you once called a savage. Learn for yourself the lesson you
once taught him. Turn from your ways of war into the paths
of peace.

The words of your Red Brother's tongue are as the impulses

of his heart.

—

Copiedhy J. IV. B.from " Tributes to a Vanishing
Race."

O, THERE is a time to be empty, to be stripped, to be poor,

to be buffeted by the wintry winds, to be deprived of all sense

of life, and any relish for, or savor of good; and then, 1 have
found it safe to lie in littleness in true insignificance, waiting

in the abandonment of self, in the silence of all fl,esh, for His
re-appearing, " in whose presence there is fullness of joy," and
abundance of consolation, saith my soul from undoubted
experience.—J. Barclay.
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"THE FAMILY OF LOVE."

AN OPEN LETTER.

"When I am with our Beloved, in the enjoyment of Him, I enjoy thee

& the rest of the family of love of which He is the head, yet hath become
servant of all."

—

Gcorije Fox io Witliam Colon, from Lauiiceston Jail.

It has been my privilege for some weeks past to move about
among Friends in tiie Eastern States, and also to make a flying

visit to the Middle West and get into touch with at least a

few of the Friends there. Now that i have returned to the

home-land it seems only fitting that 1 should send back a few
lines of loving gratitude for all the wealth of kindness received

and for the ready response to the tale 1 had to tell. And with

this message of thanks 1 would couple a strong appeal that the

members of "the family of love" in America would continue

to bear upon their hearts their fellow-members in this warring
country.

To return to England at this time is like coming back to a

beloved household on which has fallen some great shadow or

which has sustained some great loss.

Certainly the shadow and the loss were both there already

months ago, but one feels them more after an absence in happier

scenes. Also the fact remains that the shadow has "deepened
down" in the weeks that have elapsed, especially over the

members of our own Society and others who share their point

of view and line of action. Changes and gaps there are many.
This one and that has gone abroad, to France, to Holland, etc.

;

this one and the other is preparing to go; this one is missing,

also, though he may be near at hand, for prison walls conceal

him; another is still with us, but any day he may disappear
and join his comrades in bonds.

The ordinary First-day meeting-for-worship is a "meeting
for sufferings." Friends come there indeed gladly, there is a

feeling even of eagerness and anticipation, but there is a new
feeling also of solemnity, of sorrow, of tenderness, of depth,

a new anxiety to feel out for and to find " the everlasting arms,"
and "the underlying unity." There is no question but that

the gathered company is a loyal part of the great "family of

love." Their first privilege and duty is "to remember those

that are in bonds as bound with them," to remember also in

prayer those that are in danger or pain and those that are

bearing heavy burdens of rule and responsibility. We are

reminded of our own members whose places are empty and
who need our special love.

Then we are led on into wider spaces and live over again

something of the living experience of the recent Yearly Meet-
ing, which sought and also to some extent, at any rate, found
an "underlying unity." In great humility and need hearts

were opened out to see a vision of the great purposes of God
and of the possibility of a unity in Him, above and below all

diiferences of thought and action. To seek His will and the

power to fulfil it, this is the great quest which calls us all to

go forward, humbly, unitedly, prayerfully.

it comes to us at this time with renewed meaning when it

is borne on the lips of a widowed mother, who has one of her

sons in prison for conscience' sake and the other feeling it his

duty to enlist. We are drawn out of ourselves into fellowship

at such times and yet there is a new solemnity in the question,

"What wouldst Thou have me to do?"
As we separate there is a new sense of privilege in all the

common intercourse of heart with heart that still remains to

us and new joy in the young life and in the little children who
have hardly yet realized the unknown future which it will be

theirs to shape.

The time of social intercourse is precious, for there is much
to be told and learnt of the happenings to Friends and others

in the tribunals, the courts-martial and the prisons, and much
has to be planned for in the coming week. Some of the

Friends are already appointed "Quaker chaplains," authorized

by the military authorities to act as spiritual advisers to such

of the "conscientious objectors" as desire their ministrations;

some are only visiting occasionally with permission to hold

meetings for worship on First-day in this or that prison; some

are busy watching the proceedings of the law-courts and fol-
lowing up the legal issues. Day by day the burden becomes
more weighty, but day by day also the vision becomes clearer
of the spiritual issues for which it is worth while to work and
to suffer, to live and to die, and day by day the bonds become
closer among those who are striving for these spiritual ends.
We knew something before the war of what George Fox

meant when he spoke of "the family of love," but we know
more now, and we shall know more and more as the months
go by. Already the bonds of this family have widened over
here, and our fellowship actually embraces many more than
those who call themselves by our'name. But may we not also
say that the thousands who call themselves by this same name
on your side of the Atlantic are also one with us in family love
at this time, and are prepared to hold out to us the hand of
sympathy and to bear us on their hearts in the one all-embrac-
ing love?

M. Catharine Albright.
BuowN.SGROVE, England.

"THERE WAS GIVEN ME A THORN IN THE FLESH."

Some of us would be rather at a loss without our "thorn in

the fiesh." We ask God many times to remove it, but if

He does not, we make it into a standing apology for ourselves.
It is an excuse for every blunder, every omission, every failure.

We say that we are so heavily handicapped! What did Paul
do? He turned his handicap into dynamic, enthusiasm,
efficiency. It became a limitation no longer, but a valuable
asset. He grew to think of it as something given him by God
to knit his life more surely to the eternal life and strength.
So far from it disqualifying him for service, it made him able
to serve more abundantly.
Would it be impossible for us to treat some of our handicaps

in a similar fashion? To-day a very common thorn in the
flesh is "nerves." The word has almost become a modern
equivalent to "Satan." The nervous strain of duty is too
great for us: certain people "get on our nerves:" we are com-
pelled to avoid all unpleasant tasks, all painful situations, be-

cause we are so sensitive and highly strung! How obvious it

would have been to Paul, that here, if anywhere, God's
strength could be made perfect in weakness. A finely wrought
nervous organization, sensitive in every fibre of it—what a

channel for God to work through, if once it yielded itself to

the grace of God! What a mediator of sympathy and com-
prehension, and help, a person could be who was really, as

we say, "all nerves," and gave God his nerves to keep and
use. Yet we make nerves our apology for forgetting God and
man!

There is the handicap of poverty. Some of us believe

firmly that bigger incomes, the relief from grinding daily

cares and duties, would indefinitely increase our capacity for

doing good. We would set the world such splendid examples
if we were millionaires! As it is, we say to those yet poorer

and more helpless: "Silver and gold have we none," but we
do not offer what we have. Yet if we did, if we only let God
take our poverty and supplement it with His wealth, what
givers we should be! Say no longer: "

1 cannot give because

1 am poor," but say rather, " Because 1 am poor, 1 must give!"

So it is with mental, even with moral handicaps. We may
be dull, but there is always access to God's wisdom—the

infinite wisdom of infinite love. Our lives may be stained

and seared by moral failure. But there has never been a

life too broken for Him to use, who never fails. We try to

palliate our own futility by saying that we are "weak as

water." But God's strength is still made perfect in weak-

ness.

—

May Kendall, in The Friend (London).

' Lord upon our bUndness Thy pure radiance pour;

For Thy loving-kindnass make us love Thee more.

And when clouds are drifting dark across our sky.

Then, the veil upUftiug, Father, be Thou nigh."
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THE WAR RELIEF WORK.

Of late a good deal has been said regarding the work of relief

and reconstruction accomplished by 3'oung English Friends

and at last the rank and file of us are beginning to realize that

something out of the ordinary has been going forward. The
various reports and circulars which have drifted westward, the

weekly accounts in The Friend (London), more especially the

narrations of those who know the work at first hand, have com-
bined to give us a glimpse of the quiet, efficient manner in

which our English fellows have met their ordeal and are carry-

ing Quaker principles into courageous practice. Yet a vast

number among us still know virtually nothing of what is being

done. Nor indeed can one always avoid the thought that

not all desire information. We are cognizant of the war in

Europe, but we would much prefer not to be afflicted with

knowledge. Especially to-day, when all our concentration is

needed for business—so that we can get off for a week-end on

Sixth-day. Besides it is painful to hear that young Friends

have been wounded, have died from sickness, and have been

killed by shells and bombs during their service. Why mention

such unpleasant topics? "It is a great work," we cheerfully

admit, "a wonderful work; but" (this we infer) it must not

obtrude upon the business day or raise its head in recreational

conversation. "The war is not our business and while we
greatly sympathize—etc., etc."

When all is said and done, if we mean anything by our vaunt-

ed professions of Christianity, this war in Europe is very much
our business. Starving folk cannot appreciate abstract sym-
pathy—square meals and roof trees more content them. Words
help of course, but just now there is rather a striking need

for something a little more relevant to the system of the

good Samaritan. The purpose of this writing you have by
this time probably guessed. Perhaps you already understand

the financial problems which face the committees behind the

English Friends' Relief Work. Otherwise here is insight to an
unpleasant, essential, extremely crucial and little apprehended
topic.

The relief activities which English Friends maintain require

a total monthly expenditure of close on fifty thousand dollars.

As the workers are unpaid volunteers, practically all of this

sum goes into actual constructive work. In England there

are only twenty thousand Friends—about one-sixth of the

number in this country—and for two years the burden of

support has been carried by this handful. To date English

Friends have given thirteen-fourteenths of the contributions

on which the work is entirely dependent, the remaining fraction

has come from this country and Canada.
Affairs in England are now such that this proportion must

be altered. The more well-to-do among the English Friends

—

those who have hitherto been instrumental in keeping the work
alive and forceful—are losing half their income under the new
fifty per cent, war tax. In addition the factories of several

have been sequestered for munition making and other war
purposes. Under such conditions limitations hedge the most
willing spirit. Without alternative the Relief Work will be

greatly curtailed, perhaps cease altogether if Friends in this

country are unwilling to do their share.

My own personal experience has led me to feel that one of

the most splendid features of the work is the practical way in

which it materializes Quaker doctrine. It is positive pacifism;

constructive work carried through against great obstacles at

a time when all other resources are turned to destructive ends.

Even now, when conscientious objectors are (to say the least)

unpopular in England, tributes to the effectiveness of this

Quaker Relief Work are coming from many unexpected sources.

When the Conscription Act went into effect all members of

the Friends' Ambulance Unit were granted total military

exemption. No one would accuse the British War Office of

showing partiality towards our sect, yet even the school of

Kitchener realizes that non-combatant work is the proper and
well-merited province of these young English Friends. After
the war recognition of what has been achieved will lead to a
deepened and more general appreciation of that for which the

Society stands. It means a big boom for Quakerism. Should
the work cease for lack of financial support?

In and around Philadelphia a few meetings—^Twelfth Street,

Haverford and Germantown—have instituted campaigns to

obtain from members regular monthly donations for sup-

porting the work. This form of contribution is most valuable.

It assures the London Committees of a settled income, estab-

lishes a working basis and enables plans to be made for enough
in advance to render their fulfillment efficient. Moreover, if

successful, it gives birth to a democracy of interest which the

support of a few wealthy donors must lack. Ten donations
of five dollars a month are more valuable than one of fifty, for

they show ten times as many people to be actively behind the

work and the great ideals and principles for which it stands.

There are not many to whom donations of from one to five

dollars a month would be a very vital drain. Among the

wives and children of the interned aliens in England, in de-

vastated provinces of Belgium, France and Poland, among the

Belgian refugees in Holland and the exiled Serbians in Corsica

and Salonika—in all the war-stricken communities where
Friends are doing their essential work, such sums would to-day
be saving life, and other things more precious.

Here is no mention of the great scope and vitality of the

work already accomplished. That is of the past and has been
well treated in the various reports from London. Looking at

facts we see how crucial and precarious is the present situation

of the Friends' Relief Work. Without semblance of exaggera-

tion its future depends on our own generosity and exertion.

The monthly donation scheme is of tested value. Has it been
discussed in your Meeting?

Felix M. Morley.

Note.—F. M. M., a recent Haverford graduate, has but lately re-

turned from a ten months' visit abroad. The visit was undertaken from

a sense of duty and much of his time was spent in ambulance and reUef

service, so that as one reads what he has written, there may be no dis-

counting the story he teUs.

—

Editors.

TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

There is a loftier ambition than merely to stand high in

the world. It is to stoop down and lift mankind a little higher.

There is a nobler character than that which is merely in-

corruptible. It is the character which acts as an antidote

and preventive of corruption. Fearlessly to speak the words
which bear witness to righteousness and truth and purity;

patiently to do the deeds which strengthen virtue and kindle

hope in your fellowmen; generously to lend a hand to those

who are trying to climb upward; faithfully to give your sup-
port and your personal help to the efforts which are making
to elevate and purify the social life of the world

—

that is

what it means to have salt in your character.—Henry Van
Dyke.

Twelve Questions.— i.—We hear that alcohol gives

strength. If so, why do athletes abstain while training for

a race or other contests requiring strength?
2.—We hear that alcohol gives endurance. If so, why do

the great employers of labor cut off the supply of drink when
work of an especially arduous or lengthened nature is required.

3.—We hear that alcohol gives heat. If so, why is it that

the temperature of a person unconscious from drink is always
sub-normal?

4.—We hear that alcohol keeps out the cold. If so, why
do travellers in Arctic regions, who take drink, succumb to

the extreme cold, while total abstainers remain unharmed?
5.—We hear that alcohol is good in hot countries. If so,

why did Stanley refuse it to his men during his forced march
across Africa in search of Emin Pasha?

6.—We hear that alcohol steadies the nerves. If so, why do
surgeons abstain before performing a delicate operation?

7.—We hear that alcohol is needful in illness. If so, how
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can it be that the London Temperance Hospital has a well-

known low death rate?
8.—We hear that alcohol sustains the health. If so, why

do Insurance Societies admit total abstainers at a lower pre-

mium, or give them a larger bonus than others?
9.—We hear that it is dangerous suddenly to give up the

use of alcohol. If so, why have prisoners, most of whom are

obliged suddenly to abstain, a lower death rate than almost
any other class of men?

10.—We hear that alcohol promotes happiness. If so,

why are drunkards' homes proverbial for their misery?

II.—We hear that alcohol is necessary for mothers in the

care of their children. If so, why are about 1,000 babies

suffocated every year in London alone by drunken mothers,
and 27 per cent, of these on Saturday (drink) nights?

12.—We hear that it is easy for moderate drinkers to keep
moderate. If so, why do so many slip over the boundary
line of moderation and sink into a drunkard's grave?

The foregoing was forwarded from England by our friend,

Wm. C. Allen.

{Published by the IVomen's Total Abstinence Union, 4 Lud-
gate Hill, London, E. C. Price, 6d. per 100.)

No Purchase of Local Option.—C. T. Gibboney is an
advocate of the purchase of liquor establishments by the

Government. He is opposed to local option, on the theory
that it is equivalent to the confiscation of private property.

Drive out the liquor industry, he argues, but drive it out by
purchase, not by edict.

John Jones had a dog and he paid a license to keep it. It

' was not a bad dog ordinarily, but one day it went mad, sent

' its venom into three or four children, killed a wife or two and
otherwise inflicted great damage on the community. " Don't
touch that dog," cried Jones, "it's licensed." But the big

I

policeman drew a bead on the animal's heart and there was
i nothing left but the carcass.

I

There comes into court, calling on the law for protection,

;
an industry which has viciously violated the law, which con-

l tributed its money and its influence to corrupt the law, which

I
has degraded the very sources of the law by crowding into

I the gutter citizens who make the law. Yet it is an industry

I which exists only by toleration of the people. Indeed, the

property value of which it prates is almost wholly a franchise

value and nothing more. The value of the saloon is not in

its stock of liquor, but in its authorization to sell that liquor.

The industry, obviously needing regulation, has resorted

to insidious political activity to prevent that regulation save

in such form as it approved. It has induced the demand for

its eradication in such communities as are opposed to its

continuance. It has constituted itself a public nuisance.

Why, therefore, should it be recompensed for its own mal-
feasance in behavior?

But local option is not Prohibition. It simply confers

on a governmental unit the right to decide by vote whether
the Hquor business within that unit shall be treated as an
outlaw. Local option gives the liquor business the same
chance that it gives the opposition. A business so rotten

that a majority of the citizens want to strangle it has no
particular claims on the consideration of the public.

The liquor industry is not a vested right; it is in many
cases a vested wrong. Its franchise is held subject to the

pleasure of the people. It simply must cease to exist when
the people so will, just as the great racing plants ceased to

exist. Nobody, we believe, ever advocated that race-track

gamblers should be reimbursed, although part of their profits

had gone to the State. A business that becomes repugnant

to the morals of the age, no matter what its former standing

in the law, must go, just as slavery went, and the only con-

sideration it can expect is the warnings of approaching action,

a warning which the slaveholders had and a warning which
the liquor business has been getting for more than half a

century.

—

The Evening Ledger (Phila.)

Parties and Platforms.—"No real fight was made for

a prohibition plank in the Republican and Democratic plat-

forms," we see it stated, by which is meant, we suppose,

that no contest over this question took place in either of those

party conventions. It appears, however, that pleas were

made before the Resolutions Committee of each party named
on behalf of such a plank.

Prohibition appeals had no weight; and, of course, they

were not carried to the floor of either body.

The Progressives were more hospitable to prohibition,

for they did consider it in open convention, after their com-
mittee had made a report ignoring the question. A pledge

to submit an amendment to the National Constitution opened

the debate, delegates from North Dakota, Colorado, Texas

and Kansas strongly favoring it. Henry Allen, of the last-

named State, declared that it was "designed to conserve

humanity." James R. Garfield said that he favored prohi-

bition, but was against putting it in the platform, because

in that case it would become the main issue of the campaign.

Says Oliver W. Stewart, in The National Enquirer, edited

by Governor Hanly and himself: "The man who is tempted

this year to vote the Prohibition ticket as a protest against

the failure of politicians and old parties to declare against

the saloon, will not be deterred for fear that his ballot for

the Prohibition party may be the means of permitting a

weak candidate of one of the old parties to win. He can vote

with the Prohibitionists, feeling confident that the ship

of State is safe with the hand of either Wilson or Hughes at

the helm."
I

NEWS ITEMS.

We have given as a matter of interest the names of some of those who

expected to attend the Cedar Lake Conference. A Friend has sent us

a hst of those who left Philadelphia on the third. Most, if not all, went

as delegates from their Monthly Meetings.

Ethel M. Wliitson and Harold M. Lane from Philadelphia Western

District; Rebecca Carter and Esther Rhoads, from Germantown; Edith

Hall, from Frankford; Julia Branson, from Lansdowne; Eleanor Stokes,

from Moorestown; Arthur Pennell, from Chester, Pa., Monthly Meet-

ings; Robert H. Maris and Rel>ecca Rhoads, from Wilmington, and

and Ryu Sato and Hannah G. Dewces, from Havcrford.

Anna Walton had expected to go as an older representative, but at

the last moment was prevented.

On Ninth Month 25, 1915, the Friends of Woodbury, N. J., celebrated

the two hundredth anniversary of the erection of the building in which

Ijoth branches now worship. The pleasant recollection of our working

together in preparation for that occasion led to the thought of having

an informal social gathering of the members of the two branches on the

afternoon of Seventh Month 29, 1916. Both meetings are very small,

but over fifty people found much pleasure in a picnic on the large meet-

ing property, with its fine old trees and ample lawn.

By way of entertainment some of us entered heartily into the merri-

ment of an old-fashioned spelling-bee, in which young and old and mid-

dle-aged were equally matched. A box supper, to which ice cream was

added, was followed by lively games until darkness dismissed \is. Cor-

dial appreciation was expressed of this simple httle get-together effort,

with the plea.sure of those hours in the open under ideal weather condi-

tions. E. B. S.

I ^

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Seventh Month 31st was reported as the hottest day of the

year in Philadelphia, with a record of 95 degrees, not exceeded on that

date for forty years.

An army of 1.50,000 school children of this city attacked caterpillars

this week. The Board of Education is supervising the work, which is

done through the playgrounds and garden centers and will be conducted

in the nature of a contest to encourage the children to gather as many

egg masses as possible.

The caterpillar which is doing all the harm is the tussock moth, and

is extremely prolific this summer because of cUmatic conditions. The

140 playgrounds and 16 garden centers of the city will be the clearing-
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houses for the children's collections, and record wiH be made of each

child's work and the winner wiU be announced.

The appointment as chief of the State Bureau of Economic Zoologj'

has been tendered to Prof. J. G. Sanders, recently picked by the State

Agricultural Commission to succeed Dr. H. A. Surface after Governor

Brumbaugh had approved the appointment. Professor Sanders is at

present State entomologist of Wisconsin.

General.—Property loss in the x-icinity of New York City estimated

at §20,000,000 was caused on the 30th ult. by a series of terrific explo-

sions of ammunition awaiting sliipment to the entente allies and stored

on Black Tom Island, a small strip of land juttmg into New York bay

off Jersey City.

The epidemic of infantUe paralysis is unabated. In New York the

total number of cases of the disease since the epidemic began has been

more than 4000. While the health authorities assert that they have the

situation well in hand, they admit that unless cooler weather sets in

the number of new cases probably wUlbe increased by several thousand

before the epidemic stage passes.

Ballots of one-fourth of the 400,000 members of four raUroad brother-

hoods who are voting on the question of calling a general strike on 225

railroads aheady have been canvassed and they were virtually unani-

mous in favor of a strike. The Federal authority has been invoked to

avert the strike.

Charles E. Hughes has twice declared himself in favor of an amend-

ment to the Federal constitution granting the vote to women through-

out the United States.

The "Institute for Government Research," the latest Rockefeller

philanthropy, is to be launched in the fall with headquarters in a build-

ing which has just been rented in New York City. The Institute will

prepare "service monographs," "service manuals," critical and con-

structive reports disclosed by these manuals, special reports on the or-

ganization and administration of the government, and so on.

A Christian school of rehgion and Christian social center is planned

for a site adjoining the campus of the University of Ilhnois. The land

is to be bought with a fund raised for the most part among people of

Urbana and Champaign. The plan is projected by the Methodists,

and is a part of a general one that hopes in time to provide such schools

and centers, with adequate equipments, at great educational centers

in Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, Washington and

California. The four Methodist conferences in Illinois are behind the

project at Urbana-Champaign.

Senator La FoUette made a successful effort to force the Senate to

adopt an amendment to the army appropriation bill prohibiting the

enlistment in the regular army of boys under 21 years of age without

the consent of their parents or guardians. This prohibition was part of

the law before the recent enactment of the Hay-Chamberlain bill.

The worthless stocks and bonds found in the estate of the late J. P.

Morgan by the appraisers had a par value of about SS,000,000, yet J. P.

Morgan had as sound a judgment in regard to securities as anyone,

probably. In all of the great estates appraised in New York in recent

years, worthless securities have been found amounting at par to several

milUons of dollars.

The following is from the Springfield Republican: "At Ambler, Pa.,

is located one of the most remarkable institutions in the United States

—a school that is each year turning out young women qualified to run

farms, to be florists, market gardeners, proprietors or managers of fruit

f.arms and orchards. This is the school of horticulture for women which

was founded in 1910 by the club and college women of Philadelphia."

M. C. HutchuLs of the Massachu.setts State Forestry Department says

that Canadian officials have been obtaining information regarding the

Ma.ssachusetts system of combating forest fires. The principal feature of

this system is the chain of lookouts stationed on hills which command a

long view in all directions. There is no reason why it should not Ije ajiphed

to the hilly portions of Canada except that population is sparse and there

are few local fire departments to call out.

Foreign.—Three chief objects are attained by the recently conclu-

ded alliance between Japan and Russia, according to the ideas of well-

informed political critics in Japan.

The first is the mutual ehmination of the menace of hostilities be-

tween the two empires, which has existed for more than half a century,

and which was not completely eradicated by the Russo-Japanese War.
The second is the strengthening of each other's hands in deaUng with

the situation in China and the affiliation of their special interests in tin

country and the Far East generally.

The third is the relieving of Russia's anxiety as to the protection (

her rights and spheres of influence in the Far East.

Toronto, Eighth Month 2.—^Estimates to-day of the number of dea

in the bush fires in northern Ontario Seventh-day and First-day ai

put at 500 by refugees arriving from the various places in the fire-swep

zone. A score of refugees, some with burns and aU showing signs of suf

fering, arrived here to-day with stories of thr i ll in g escapes.
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Edith Sharpless, Pa.; A. L. Hoyle, N. J.; Wm. W. Bacon, Pa.; Celestia

M. Wolcott, N. Y.; Joseph Rhoads, Pa.; John B. Hutchinson, N. J.;

Robert W. Balderston, Pa.; Mary W. Trimble, Pa.; Catherine Hall,

Can.; Jane D. Montgomery, Can.; WilHam H. PoUard, Can.; Joseph

G. Pollard, Can.; Albert PoUard, Can.; Ahce Trefily, Can.; George Pol-

lard, Can.; Ehza Hodson, Can.; Joseph H. Clayton, Can.; Henry H.

Moore, Can.; Anna Taylor Stokes, N. J.; H. Mark Thomas, N. Y.;

Hannah R. Willits, Iowa; Ellis C. Willits Cal.; Joseph T. Whitson,

Pa.; William Pearson, Pa.

t^" Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear in

receipts until the following week

NOTICES.
During Seventh and Eighth Months Friends' Library wiU be closed

except on Fifth-day of each week, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.

Linda A. Moore, lAhrarian.

Better Lighting at Tunesassa.—^Friends who read Joseph Elkin-

ton's appeal for improved Ughting at Tunesassa wiU be interested tc

learn that an electric Ughting apparatus, including gasoUne engine

generator, and storage battery, is now being instaUed, the cost of whicl

is estimated not to exceed .$1500. It wUl be placed in operation befori

school opens next month and will Ught the main and school buUdinga

also the barns and dairy.

The Committee believes that Friends wiU appreciate the convenienei

and reUef which this improvement promises to afford to both caretaker

and children, and wUl contribute towards it. One thousand, four hun

dred and thirty doUars are needed. Contributions m.ay be sent to Wm'
Bacon Evans, Treasurer, 205 E. Central Avenue, Moorestown, N. J

Contributions received to date, $70.00.

Meetings from Eighth Month 13th to 19th:

—

i

Concord Quarterly Meeting, at Media, Third-day, Eighth Month 15th'

at 10.30 a. m.

Cain Quarterly Meeting, at Coatesville, Sixth-day, Eighth Month 18th'

at 10 A. M.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, at Twelfth Street

, below Market Street, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 16th, at 10.30 a. m."
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THE FULL MEASURE.
In the Gospel of John we find these words as a part of the

Master's farewell prayer: "I pray not that thou shouldst

take them from the world, but that thou shouldst keep them

from the evil one."

Friends abroad in the world to-day among thinking and

talking men and women, or indeed any warm and ardent

advocates of the doctrine of "peace at any sacrifice" find it

almost impossible in these times, when the very savagery of

war has a grip upon the nations, to argue for their principles

without receiving a reply something like this: " You contend so

valiantly for peace, why do you not with equal fervor argue

for and live out other principles and practices which the

Lord coupled with it, and for which He pleaded with a like

earnestness? Why do you not literally share with your neigh-

bor the good things of this life which fortune has lavished

upon you and which she has denied to him? Why do you go

counter to the injunction to lay not up treasure here? Why
after possessing the treasure do you share it with others

only on the basis of exacting as much interest as the law will

sustain you in demanding?" And when you find yourselves

a bit puzzled to return a satisfying answer, is your position

made an easier one by their continuing: "Is there any con-

sistency in laying such stress upon one part of our Lord's

commandments, while you neglect and even violate other

parts given with equal clearness?"

No one probably has attempted to argue the question of

peace at any price, who has not been met with an opposition

that embraces some one of several such objections as these

just alluded to. We are not about to advise a line of argument,

for we believe such has never been formulated and the very

nature of the case forbids us from thinking that it can be

done now to the satisfaction of those who do not see with us.

We have a thought, however, that the Society of Friends

has a unique and an important position in this matter and it

is to this that we want to devote a few words.

It seemed to be given to the Early Friends to see very

clearly that the teaching embodied in the commandment,

"Love your enemies" and repeated in other forms had a

very positive and direct meaning and was not capable of

other than the one interpretation. To them the injunction,

"Do good to all men" was as real as it was simple, and the

record of their "testimony-bearing" is ample that they tried

to act this out and in many cases made a triumphant success

of their trial. They did not argue along lines that properly

enough commend themselves to the modern economist

and statesman, the simple teaching of Jesus was enough, and
they rested their case, first and last, on His plain declarations,

and in these they were satisfied. So satisfying to them were

His teachings that no trials seemed so severe as to shake

them from their position. Have we any record that they

were as diligent to live out in all literalness all the other com-
mands of their Master?

Some of them we know did, but the peace testimony which

they bore from the very first has been the most conspicuous

of all their testimonies and has attracted to them more than

any others the notice of strangers.

We know that God uses people, men and women individual-

ly, one here and another there, one at one time in the world's

history, another at a later time, one in one part of the world

and one in another, one with a definite mission for Him, an-

other with a call as clearly defined but totally difl'erent, these

all in their respective fields working out His righteous ends.

To the devout historian no fact is more patent. Is it not

natural to assume then that just as He uses individuals in

special and isolated cases, He may use communities or groups

to witness for Him, and through the slow process of leavening

He may advance the race. Christ's symbol of the growth in

spirit life
—

"first the blade, then the ear, then the full grain

in the ear" is in harmony with this or rather the two are but

illustrations of the one law, that natural advancement in all

things is slow and continuous and regular, that things evolve,

and after the evolution is sufficiently advanced he who can

look with the eye of reason can trace the steps of progress, while

however the evolving was taking place it was the eye of faith

and not of sight that did the seeing. It has not been the

record of history that as any great evil has been testified against

by the world, and has been wiped from its statute books and

virtually blotted out, that the nations which have achieved

this record have come forth spotless and radiant; as a matter of

fact, they have long retained the associated emblems of im-

purity.

The reform work in every cause has been slow and always

discouraging and the generation that has won a great victory

has been far more ignorant of any advancement achieved than

have the generations that followed.

For two hundred and fifty years Friends have been testifying

against all war. They have not been universally faithful to

the teaching, but the opportunities when they might have been

recreant to their great trust and were not have been many in

contrast to the number of times that they have backslidden.
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They have preached peace in their sermons, they have writ-

ten about it and argued in its favor, they have taught it in

their schools and practiced it in their business enterprises, and

they have in good measure lived it among themselves and their

neighbors. They have been both passive and active in their

opposition to war and their annals are not lacking in instances

of heroic suffering for this cause. Who questions that when

the end shall be accomplished, and the obscuring line be drawn

through the infamous practice of war that has been drawn

through other relics of savagery, that one by one have yielded

to Christian advancement, who questions that it may not be

God's plan to lay another testimony upon a people who will

receive strength from Him to bear it.

It is not for us to glory in any achievement, it is rather

that we should be thankful for any little part we may have

had as a religious Society in openly testifying to one of our

Lord's commands, even though to our neighbor we seem to

have fallen to his platform in neglecting others.

The eyes of many thoughtful men and women are opening

upon problems which seem to them very new because they

have never looked for them; the war has turned men's thoughts

into many channels where previously they had not searched.

Christ's teachings on social questions are to receive an in-

terpretation that they have not received since the days of

the Christian fathers. May the farewell prayer of our Lord

be realized by the new Society of Friends in no selfish seclu-

sion, regarding personal security and personal salvation as

the goal of attainment, but with a broadening outlook each

one regarding the welfare of others as equal with his own.

When any body of people has attained to this standard,

then He who knows the end from the beginning and who
wishes to use us as instruments to further His cause, will

lay upon us new tasks and these may give rise to new testi-

monies. It may be all we can do at present is to be faithful

to what we feel He calls us to do, but somehow in our best

moments of reflection, we seem to know that there is a pat-

tern set for us to imitate here in this world among our fellows,

which pattern we do not measure up to until we fulfil all

those requirements which will call down upon us from above

all the blessings uttered so long ago upon the Mount.

D. H. F.
I

AN APPEAL.

HAROLD EVANS.

Last Fifth Month Harold Evans spoke to the Annual Picnic supper

held by the Au,xihary of young men and women at Crum Creek. He was
much appreciated there and I asked him for a copy of the address which

he gave me permission to use as I liked. I have wondered whether it

would not be acceptable to The Frienb.—M. J. Moon.

As we have sat here this evening around our camp fire be-
neath the moon and stars, doubtless the thoughts of many of

us have turned to the battlefields of Europe where the same
moon and the same stars are shining upon far different camp
scenes than this. And yet the young men in those camps are
made of the same stuff as we. They are our brothers different

from us only perhaps in this, that many of them are pouring
out "the last full measure of devotion"—are giving their lives

—for their ideals, whereas we are living in ease and comfort,
many of us taking no part in the great world agony.
How much are you and 1 sacrificing to-day for our ideals?

And if we are not sacrificing, what is the reason? Is it that
our ideals are already realized? Surely no. Is it that the
struggle to make them realities does not involve suffering and

sacrifice on our part? No reform has ever been achieved

without its martyrs. Or is it that we have not enlisted in the

battle, that we are drifting with the crowd, content like many
another to engage in a continual compromise of our ideals,

hoping no doubt for a better world order of society, but un-

willing to take the risk of hving out our ideals unflinchingly

in a world that does not accept them?
What splendid possibilities are in this gathering! What

might we not accomplish if we were only willing to give our
lives for the spread of the Spiritual Kingdom of Love as

thousands, yes, millions, of young men in Europe are doing
for the spread of the material kingdoms of the world. We
have much to learn from them. If we are to be Christians in

more than name we must surely find for ourselves the spiritual

equivalent of war. It is not an easy task. If we were to-night

being mobilized for the defense of our country, if we were
stirred with martial music and the enthusiasm of a false

patriotism, it would perhaps be much less difficult for us to

arm ourselves and march out to battle than it is for us to put
on the armor of God and fight our spiritual battles.

And what is spiritual warfare? It cannot be merely the
warfare within ourselves to overcome evil thoughts and evil

habits. The Gospel of love is personal, but it is also social.

Spiritual warfare means conquering all that keeps men from
their best wherever we find it, but conquering with spiritual

not material forces. I ask you which requires the greater

courage and faith—to go out to defend the neutrality of

Belgium, to overthrow Prussianism, with machine guns,

bayonets and howitzers, or to go out armed only with the Gospel
of love and brotherhood and reconciliation to meet "the
serried rows of Prussians" in our social, industrial and political

life? And let us not imagine that the Prussians are not among
us. We are out of the great war, thanks not to any virtues of

our own, but to three thousand miles of ocean. The seeds of

war are in our very midst and where the seed is there will the
fruit be also. It may not take the form of international con-
flict, but industrial war may be as baneful as international. It

is no worse to kill with a Catling gun than with a low wage.
The problem of war is not an isolated one. It is bound up

in our everyday lives and we shall never have peace until we
as individuals live out the gospel of love. It is useless, yes,

worse than useless, for us to preach peace in international

relations which affect us but remotely, unless we are willing

here and now to consecrate ourselves afresh to an endeavor to

live out this gospel in our everyday relationships which affect

us very intimately.

And what is the essence of the evil of war whether it be
social, commercial or international? Is it not that it negates
love as a basis of human society and disregards the supreme
value of personality? We talk about "the French," "the
Russians," "the Germans," "the enemy," "capital" and
"labor" as though each were of itself an entity. We forget
that each is but a group of individuals like ourselves, our
brothers, children of the same Heavenly Father. So, too, in

our daily lives. Our servants—well, they are just servants;
the car conductor—he is merely a car conductor; the telephone
girl—she is scarcely human. Each of them might almost as
well be a mere machine so far as our treatment of them is i

concerned. We deal with them because it is necessary in
]

order to get what we want. We forget that they are individual '

souls, each of infinite value in the sight of God. We daily
commit the sin of impersonality.

j

Surely this was not Jesus' way. The multitudes that throng-
ed Him, clamoring for food or health were not merely "the
crowd." They were individual children of God, each with
his own priceless personality. And as such He dealt with
them, giving to each what each most needed. Even the
despised classes—the publicans, the harlots—were not merely
classes to Him. They were individual personalities, children
of His Father, whom He must reach and bring back home.
Surely otherwise no Levi could have been found among His
disciples, no Mary to wash His feet with her tears.

And is it not this spirit of Christ that has made the work of
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our English Friends so effective? In France and Belgium and
Holland the name "Society of Friends" has become a pass-

word to the hearts of the people, because those who have gone
out to help in the work of relief, reconstruction, and reconcilia-

tion have shown themselves to be friends in very truth.

And our task here and now is not different. We, too, are to

be friends wherever we may find ourselves, striving to bring

together again man and man, class and class, denomination
and denomination, race and race^ nation and nation. Nor
can this great end be accomplished except as individuals are

brought back again into unity with God—are reconciled with

God. Ultimately, we must love man unto their best. We
must seek them with a love that will not let them go; we must
trust them even before they have shown themselves worthy
of trust. We must take the venture of faith and rely on the

great spiritual forces which we have never really tested. A
child before he learns to swim dreads the water because, until

he trust himself unreservedly to it, he knows nothing of its

buoyant power. So we with the spiritual forces.

But what are we going to do about it? If we go away to-

night and do not strive to put our thoughts and emotions into

action it were better for us to have stayed away. Better not

to have seen the vision than having seen it to turn away from

it. "The Dead Sea is dead because it has no outlet." We
must find channels of expression for our faith. We must strive

against the sin of impersonality. We must trust ourselves to

the spiritual forces. And as we each one^give ourselves to the

endeavor to find out what it means for us individually to live

out the gospel of love wherever we are called, 1 believe that

we shall not only find our individual paths, but that collectively

we may see some great field of service before us.

To-day in our own country hundreds of young men are giving

up their vacations to train at Plattsburg to defend the country

from an unknown foe. Are we to be less willing to sacrifice

than they? May we, too, not give up our vacations, yes, even

a year or a decade or a lifetime to spread the gospel of love

and brotherhood in the prison camps of Europe, in the schools

and hospitals of China and Mexico and Japan? To many
such a call may come, but surely all of us are summoned at

home or abroad, in business, church and social life to con-

secrate ourselves afresh to living out in a strength not our

own that gospel of love and good-will of which He whose name
we bear is the one perfect pattern.

m I m
LET ALL WHO HAVE EARS GIVE HEED.

JOSEPH ELKINTON.

" If any one is eager to lead others into captivity, he must
himself go into captivity. If any one is bent on killing with

the sword, he must himself be killed by the sword. Here is

an opportunity for endurance, and for the exercise of faith

on the part of God's people." (Revelation xiii: 9-10) (Wey-
mouth's N. T.)

In these days of fearful carnage and distorted vision with

regard to our Christian duty, it is well to refer to the words

of wisdom, especially as no greater opportunity has conie to

this generation for "endurance" and "the exercise of faith."

One of the saddest results of the world-wide struggle is

the weakening of the erstwhile Christians and terrible moral

decline of the public mind.
This is notably manifest in England, when such a man as

George Adam Smith is reported as saying, in his modera-

torial address at Edinburgh quite recently, "that the doc-

trines of non-resistance or of political peace-at-any-price

found no sanction in the Gospels." Contrast this with his

own words when the clamor for defense and revenge was not

so popular and insistent, "We perceive that the one fact

which, amid the mystery and chaos of our inner life gives

certainty and light, is a fact which is a Voice. Our nature

may be wrecked and dissipated, but conscience is always

left; or in ignorance and gloom, but conscience is always audi-

ble; or with all the faculties strong and assertive, yet con-

science is still unquestionably queen. And conscience is a

Voice. It is a still, small voice which is the surest thing in

man and the noblest; which makes all the difference to his

life, which lies at the back and beginning of all his character

and conduct. And the most indispensable and the grandest

service which a man can do his fellow-man is to get back to

this voice and make himself its mouthpiece and its prophet."

(Isaiah, vol. II, Expositor's Bible.)

This is exactly what the conscientious objector to military

conscription and practice is trying to do in England to-day,

and just what the Christian pacificists in America are assert-

ing as the basis of their protest, not only against the present

hysteria for "defensive" armament—which unhappily is

so easily used for oftensive purposes—but against all mili-

tarism. The pity of it all is and the surprise, that men and
women who under ordinary world conditions plainly see and
wish to represent the spiritual order, lose their nerve or faith

when it comes to the test, as in the present awful conflict.

Jesus Christ did not do that way, for the nearer He came to

the final test the more forgiving He was and the firmer His

faith in God.
Jesus set an example for all ages and all possible condi-

tions of human stress, and he who runs can easily read His

advice when facing His murderers. The prophetic and martyr
spirit generally go hand-in-hand, and George Adam Smith,

himself, when his vision was not perverted by the astigmatism

of war, said, "However fatal men's treatment of their ene-

mies in war or of their criminals may be, it is, nevertheless,

subject to a certain order, code of honor or principle of jus-

tice; but in all ages the prophet has been the target for the

most licentious spirit and cruelty for torture, indecency and
filth past belief. A Book of Battles is horrible enough, but

at least valor and honor have kept down in it the baser pas-

sions. A Newgate chronicle is ugly enough, but at least there

is discipline and a hospital. You have to go to a Book of

Martyrs to see to what sourness, malignity, pitilessness and
ferocity men's hearts can lend themselves," and yet the writer

is backing up the Local Tribunals in England who are com-
mitting men with consciences to the barrack detention-rooms

—and the same spirit is rampant in our own land.

But while we object to the un-Christian method of the

militarist—whatever may be his excuse or "cause"—nothing

but a practical suggestion will answer the present need, and

it is most gratifying that we have just such suggestions from

our Yearly Meeting's Peace Committee in the form of "A
Program of Constructive Peace," drafted by one of their

committees and alluded to by John B. Garrett in a paper

in last week's issue of The Friend.

OUR STAR.

I

Ever up, and afar, is set

The thing for which we strive, and yet

The common wayside path of life

With rare, uncommon flowers is rife,

II

That shed their fragrance sweet, unsought;

Swinging their chaUced censers, fraught

With God's dear blessing, did we know.

And stoop to gather as we go.

Ill

With eyes upraised, we seek our star

And watch for gleams that shine afar.

Nor see the light in tiny bloom

That brightens all the wayside gloom.

IV
The blossoms round our feet may be

God's blessed light, by which we see

The guiding radiance of His Star,

That shines beside us, not afar.

Washington, D. C.
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A PROGRAM OF CONSTRUCTIVE PEACE.

Foreword.

Many of our fellow-citizens are urging on us "prepared-
ness" and increased military and naval equipment in order

to defend our country by force of arms. At the same time,

in the hearts of thousands of other American men and women,
there is a growing desire that the United States should seek
another and a surer defense. These persons look forward
to a defense originating, on our part, in a policy of justice

and good-will and resting on the sympathy and friendship

of other nations. Broad vision and faith in God and man
alone lead nations from the bondage of force to the liberty

of service; but faith and vision must be embodied in visible

forms. They must be transformed into the terms of a work-
a-day world. With the feeling that to peace-makers—not
to the peace-dreamers—is the ultimate victory, we put for-

ward these suggestions, few and imperfect as they may be,

for a program of constructive peace.

First, Oriental Relations.

Through its possessions and interests in Hawaii, Samoa
and the Philippines, the United States is directly concerned
'with oriental conditions, and our relations with Japan and
China, in view of the immigration problem and questions
of trade and government, grow constantly more important
and more intricate. These questions concern independent
peoples whose civilization antedates our own by centuries,

and whose ideals, life and practices are foreign to us.

Public opinion should be formed and treaties and conven-
tions made, not through ignorance, caprice, prejudice or

selfish interest, but on a basis of accurate knowledge, sound
judgment and a desire to safeguard the peace, well-being
and development of the Orient.

Such results can be secured only by consulting and acting
on the advice of men of good judgment who are specialists

in the life, history and institutions of the oriental peoples.

Therefore we recommend the creation, by act of Congress,
of a Commission on Oriental Relations, to consist of men
of recognized ability, whose broad experience and accurate
knowledge of oriental conditions, enable them to speak with
authority.

The Commission should be appointed by the President and
should be amply financed by act of Congress. It should be
the duty of the Commission to advise the Department of
State and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate
and House of Representatives on all questions of importance
involving oriental countries, and to mold public opinion
and foster agencies that tend to promote good understand-
ing, friendship and co-operation between the United States
and the Orient.

Second, Immigration Legislation.

The large numbers of immigrants to the United States form
vital connections between our country and their native lands.
It is of great importance that the immigrants be incorpo-
rated into our citizenship in a way that makes them genuine
Americans, while still retaining the best racial and national
arts they have brought with them.

It is also important that so far as possible causes of fric-

tion, misunderstanding and ill-will existing between the
United States and foreign countries on account of immi-
gration conditions be speedily removed.
To this end we advocate the appointment by the President

of a National Commission on Immigration Laws to study
the whole problem and report to the next Congress.
We recommend for careful consideration the " Comprehen-

sive Immigration Policy and Program" of Sidney L. Gulick.
This plan provides briefly for (i) a restriction law applica-
ble alike to all countries; (2) a bureau of Registration; (3)
a bureau for the education of aliens; (4) the securing of citi-

zenship only by passing educational tests based on ability
to speak English and an acquaintance with our history and
institutions.

Third, Help to Mexico.

The present strained relations between this country and
Mexico render it difficult to outline any immediate con-

structive action. We do, however, believe that the present

state of affairs has arisen from the failure to apply the fun-

damental principle that should govern the relationship of

nations.

It should be the constant effort of our government to co-

operate with the Mexican people on the basis of service and
forbearance. The Mexicans have not had the same advan-
tages of education and democratic government that we have
enjo\'ed, and it is therefore our duty to prepare the way
for service by doing all in our power to win their respect

and confidence.

If we would appropriate liberal sums for rendering Mexico
the help she needs along the line of education, sanitation

and medicine the necessity for sending an army to Mexico
would never arise. The teacher, the engineer and the phy-
sician have it in their power to solve forever the Mexican
problem.

Fourth, Organization of the World for Peace.

The safety and progress of the world, as of our own coun-
try, depend upon the maintenance of peace and established

government based upon justice and the safeguarding of

the rights of the individual states. To this end the trend
of history has been the substitution of law for force, through
conciliation and confederation.

We therefore urge that the government of the United States

participate in the formation of a League of Nations whose
object shall be to make future wars increasingly improbable
and finally impossible by the establishment of international

courts of justice, and councils of conciliation that shall hear
and adjudicate all differences between nations, and the
substitution of international pressure, economic and moral,
for the present military system, which proves a constant
menace to the peace and progress of the world.

We earnestly desire that the government of the United
States acting alone, or together with other neutral powers,
shall, at the first opportune moment, extend its good offices

to the nations at war and exert its influences to restore peace.

We recommend that our government vote a generous appro-
priation to be applied at the conclusion of the war to the
recovery of the European peoples, without regard to nation-
ality. To this suggestive program we invite the attention

of all men and women of broad vision and faith in their

fellow-men. It can be realized by our country only as the
people understand it and wish to apply it, and as our Rep-
resentatives in Congress come to feel that the enactment
of laws to secure the peace and happiness of all mankind
is the highest service the statesman can render his country.
Such a program only is worthy of a Christian nation. It

is broad enough to embrace all races, and to include all the
religious, social and economic movements of our time. Let
us conceive of humanity as a whole and learn to think in-

ternationally.

—

Issued by the Peace Committee of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting of Friends, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

igi6.
I

TAKE IT TO GOD.

Hast thou care within so deep

It chases from thine eyeUds sleep?

To thy Redeemer take thy care,

And change an.xiety to prayer.

Hast thou a hope with which thy heart

Would almost feel it death to part?

Entreat thy God that hope to crown,

Or give thee strength to lay it down.

Whate'er the care that breaks thy rest,

Whate'er the wish that swells thy breast,

Spread before God that wish, that care,

And change anxiety to prayer.
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SOME CAUSES OF INTEMPERANCE AS OBSERVED
THROUGH SOCIAL WORK.

(Concluded from page 77.)

In contrast with this case, and as an illustration of what a

change of environment can do in the breai\ing up of the drink-

ing habit of a husband, 1 had an interview some days ago

with the relative of one of our dependent families, a thrifty,

hard-working, Irish woman, who made up her mind, on account

of the drinking habits of her husband, to break up their as-

sociation, change their environment and to make a new home
for herself and her family in this country. 1 wish 1 could show
you the picture of the thriftiness, cleanliness and the home-
like surroundings in that little house in West Philadelphia.

Everything within is scrupulously clean, flowers in the win-

dows, a piano in one of the rooms, showed that the effort of

this woman had been successful. She told me in the course of

her story that her husband in the old country had gotten into

the habit of drinking and was steadily step by step going

down hill. She made up her mind that the thing to do was
to break up the old home and to start out afresh in a new place

and in a new country. She talked this over with her husband,

who, after much persuasion, consented to the move. She

certainly has done her part in the rehabilitation of that home.
The husband appreciated the effort and is proud of his wife.

The children are clean, well-dressed, healthy and happy.

There is no loafing around the street corners for any of those

children. When they are through at school, they are employed
at some of the tasks which she finds for them to do. In the

evening she keeps them around the home with their youthful

friends enjoying the fun and frolic innocent and natural to

youth.
When sickness has been prolonged, and when the man is

unable afterwards to obtain some sort of light work, the dan-

gers from drink are imminent. To avert it, employment fitted

for the strength of the person must be found and at once. Un-
employment, statistics show, to be one of the most frequent

causes of intemperance. This applies to young men as well as

to adults. This case is one of many where the need of educa-

tion for girls of this class in the rudiments at least of domestic

science is shown to be necessary, in fact, most essential. A
girl turned out into a mill at such a youthful age, with no ex-

perience or knowledge of real home life, starts out when married

under the greatest of handicaps, the chances are all against

her for making her home sufficiently attractive to keep the

man who is moderately inclined to drink away from the lure

of the saloon.

During these last years that we have known the Kellys, we
find that they have drifted away from their church and now
they are inclined to consider only the material relief to be

obtained from it instead of the spiritual uplift. Frequently

such a family may be benefited and inspired through the church

visitors or the priest, and then, when the confidences of such

people has been won, the father, mother and children receive

new interest through the various church activities. The
recreational lines are always most helpful. Indeed, recreation

is a most important factor in our program for the reform in

the family of the drinking man. Jennie is now attending the

gymnasium classes of the Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion. This is building her up physically and she is having

many new interests awakened through friends made and the

activities around her. She comes home with a new spirit for

work, both there and outside, and brings with her some measure

of cheer to her mother.
I would place personally very little importance upon the

inherited taste for alcohol, although there are a great many
families which we deal with superficially which are of the

degenerate drinking type. We find grandparents, children and

grandchildren following each other in the same worthless

strain. The tendency for drink does not seem to be inherited

so much as the low vitaHty and inefficiency of the parents.

When the children of such parents are removed from them at

an early age and placed with relatives or friends who are able

properly to care for and build up the body, strengthen the

mentality, and exert healthy home influences, the intemperant

inheritance is frequently corrected and avoided. But, when
inheritance and environment follow the same strain, there is

little hope for the physical, mental and moral development of

the child, and unless there is some natural influence to change

the environment of the family, or, unless the law steps in to

protect the child, we find, without these changes, usually that

the degenerate and intemperate qualities of the parents are

reproduced and continued.

I have already spoken of the lack of education along domestic

lines as a cause of intemperance. In the instance which I

have given you it played a most important part in the present

condition of the family. The home of the parents is, in my
estimation, the proper place to bring up the child. Any
education along the lines which will enable the young wife

judiciously and economically to spend the wages brought to

her weekly, to cook the food and to enable her to see the great

importance of keeping her home clean and attractive is educa-

tion well spent and will, I am sure, abundantly repay the effort.

The lack of education and knowledge of the danger to the

physical man through drink is the cause of much intemperance.

Could a more complete and thorough education be extended

to children in our public schools along these lines by sympa-
thetic teachers who would understand and point out the

dangers to these young people of the use of alcohol and the

effect produced socially, mentally and morally, and who
would l3e able to appeal to their better natures, much could

be accomplished. Through public lectures, the press and the

various church organizations, much of the misery and want
which are now taxing the efforts of so many social and chari-

table organizations could be removed.

Unemployment and idleness we find also to be a very com-

mon cause of intemperance. The man with outdoor or

seasonable work, who, of necessity, is often unemployed, is

in danger of falling into this habit much more than the man
who has regular work. When unemployment and idleness

result from accident or sickness, there is the added temptation

to turn to stimulants to overcome the weakness and forget

the suffering. Misfortune in business is another cause we
have had under observation in several cases recently, where we
have not been able to find any evidence of the immoderate

use of alcohol until after this occurred. Environment, how-

ever, it would seem to me, has more to do with intemperance

than any other cause, and 1 would place it at the very head

of the list.
•

Margaret Pennock.

TRUE UNITY.

Extracts from an Epistle written by John Woolman, 1772.

Feeling at this time a renewed concern that the pure

Spirit of light and life and the righteous fruits thereof may
spread and prevail among mankind, there is an engagement

on my heart to labor with my brethren in religious profes-

sion, that none of us be a stumbling-block in the way of

others; but that we may so walk that our conduct may reach

the pure witness in the hearts of those who are not in pro-

fession with us. . . .

How weighty are those instructions of our Redeemer con-

cerning religious duties, when he points out that they who
pray should be so obedient to the teachings of the Holy Spirit

that humbly confiding in his help they may say, "Thy name,

O Father, be hallowed! Thy kingdom come; Thy will be done

in earth as it is in heaven." In this awful state of mind is felt

that worship which stands in doing the will of God on earth

as it is done in heaven, and keeping the holy name sacred.

To take a holy profession upon us is awful, nor can we keep

this holy name sacred, but by humbly abiding under the cross

of Christ. . . .

1 often feel a labor of spirit, that we who are active mem-
bers in a religious society may experience in ourselves the truth

of those expressions of the holy One: "1 will be sanctified

in them that come nigh me." In this case my mind hath been
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often exercised when alone year after year for many years,

and in the renewings of Divine love, a tender care hath been

incited in me, that we who profess the light of Christ Jesus

to be our teacher, may be a family united in that purity of

worship, which comprehends a holy life, and ministers in-

struction to others. . . .

The church is called the body of Christ. (Col. i: 25). Christ

is called the Head of the Church (Eph. i; 22). The church is

called the pillar and ground of Truth (i Tim. iii: 15). Thus
the church hath a name that is sacred, and the necessity of

keeping this name holy appears evident; for when a number
of people unite in a profession of being led by the Spirit of

Christ, and publish their principles to the world, the acts

and proceedings of that people may in some measure be con-

sidered as those of which Christ is the author. While we stand

in this station, if the pure light of life is not followed and re-

garded in our proceedings, we are in the way of profaning

the holy name, and of going back towards the wilderness of

sufferings and persecution, out of which, through the tender

mercies of God, a church had been gathered.
" Christ liveth in sanctified vessels," and where they behold

his holy name profaned, and the pure Gospel light eclipsed

through the unfaithfulness of any who by their station appear

to be standard-bearers under the Prince of Peace, the living

members in the body of Christ, beholding these things, do
in some degree experience the fellowship of His sufferings,

and as the wisdom of the world more and more takes place

in conducting the affairs of this visible gathered church, and
the pure leadings of the holy Spirit are less waited for and
followed, so the true suffering seed is more and more oppressed.

A trust is committed to us, a great and weighty trust, to

which our diligent attention is necessary. Wherever the active

members of this visible gathered church use themselves to

that which is contrary to the purity of our principles, it ap-

pears to be a breach of this trust and one step back to the

wilderness; one step towards undoing what God in infinite

love hath done through His faithful servants in a work of

several ages, and is like laying the foundation for future suf-

ferings.

1 feel a living invitation in my mind to those who are active

in our religious Society, that we may lay to heart this matter,

and consider the station in which we stand; a place of outward
liberty under the free exercise of our consciences toward
God, ifot obtained but through the great and manifold afflic-

tions of those who lived before us. There is gratitude due
from us to our heavenly Father, and justice to our posterity.

Can our hearts endure or our hands be strong, if we desert

a cause so precious, if we turn aside from a work in which
so many have patiently labored? . . .

May the deep sufferings of our Saviour be so dear to us

that we may never trample under foot the adorable Son of

God, or count the blood of the covenant unholy! . . .

Where people are divinely gathered into a holy fellowship,

and faithfully abide under the influence of that Spirit which
leads into all truth, they are the light of the world.

On reading what follows, taken from The Friend of Sev-

enth Month 20th, 1 was led to make the foregoing quotations.

When one not a Friend can write: "
1 sat at the head of an

old-fashioned Friends' meeting for five years, so 1 can never
forget the characteristics that gave to their gatherings a re-

markable religious power. There was the silent meeting

—

a living meeting, for the atmosphere was alive with the pres-

ence of the Eternal, and God spoke home to human hearts

with a still, small voice." . . .

Many Friends' meetings, especially those of the West, now
have a pastor. Many of their meetings have lost the dignity,

the quietness and the waiting for God to speak, that character-

ized them formerly; it shows there is a difference between the

old and the new method of worship.

Does not this description of the two kinds of meetings
bring out clearly the prophetic writings of John Woolman?

I think that it also shows that it is perhaps of greater im-
portance to have the demon of talk cast out than the "de-
mon of silence." 1 think that it may be truly said that the

demon of talk was the prime cause of the separation in the

New England Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends in

1845.

At the present time the Society of Friends may be compared
to a divided house, concerning which our Saviour said: " Every
city or house divided against itself shall not stand." Then
what a blessing would come to the Society and to the outside

world if all of its members, even now, would heed the good
advice of John Woolman, and be brought once more by the

Prince of Peace into true and living unity.

Job S. Gidley.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Extracts from The Golden Clew, or Why We Children
Are Friends, by G. Crosfield, Chapter V

—

The Lord's

Supper.—Winter had given way to spring, and spring to early

summer. All had walked home one First-day evening under
the light of a lovely sunset, and it was difficult for Kenneth to

go indoors to rest. The others sat down in the garden and
watched the glow fading in the sky.

" May I not stay a few minutes longer, mother?" he pleaded;
"

I want to say good night to cousin Edith. I have not seen

her all day."
"Where was Edith at breakfast-time?" asked Ralph.

"Edith came in late," said Kenneth, "because," and he
lowered his voice reverently, " she went to early communion."
"And so did 1, my dear child," said father, equally solemnly.
" Do tell us what thou means, uncle. 1 know thou did not

go with Edith, for 1 overheard thee saying to Aunt Mary thou
was afraid she was drifting into feeling the early services a
necessary part of her life. Then what did thou mean?" said

Dorothy.
"

i mean that, before I came downstairs this morning, I had
a blessed time of communion with my loving Saviour; and
that later on, when 1 met my dear friends at meeting, 1 again
realized His presence, when He was in very deed amongst us,

though we could not see Him, breaking amongst us the Heaven-
ly Bread, and giving us to drink of the Heavenly Wine; and
that in this way my soul has been cleansed, and strengthened,

and refreshed. And I trust many others to-day have been
helped, too.

"At any hour, in any place, with any of His people, I feel

it is my inestimable privilege to hold communion with Him,
as He alone shall show me."

Dorothy said, "
1 understand that, uncle. But is there not

something spoken of in the New Testament besides this;

some fixed plan that our Lord made, and wanted us to keep up
in memory of Him?"

" Yes," said Ralph. "
I have never quite seen Friends'

views on those words: 'This do in remembrance of Me.'"
"'This do in remembrance of Me,'" repeated his father,

but emphasizing the last two words instead of the two first.

" What were they doing? What were all the Jews doing on
that solemn night when every house was busy and awake?
What were they crowded into the city from the ends of Judea
to remember that once in all the year?"

" It was the Passover," said Dorothy.
'' Yes. They had all gathered together to think over again,

and repeat to their children, the story of their great redemption;
their escape from Egypt on that awful night when their fate

hung in the balance. God's way of saving them must have
seemed very strange to the Jews. Just at the moment when
the Angel of Death hung over the land, they were in more
danger than from Pharaoh's cruelty. All the Israelites would
have had death in their homes, but for one thing—one little

thing it must have seemed to them—which saved them."
"The blood on the door-posts," said Dorothy.
"Yes. Each home was saved by the blood of the little

lamb they had just killed. Now this mystery was about to
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be made plain; and you must recollect what a mystery it must
have always seemed to them. The very next day, as you
know, Christ went forth to be the Passover sacrificed for all

the world. So the next time, and the next, and as long as
the Temple was standing and the feasts kept up. He now
tells them, they should not keep it in memory of the escape
from Egypt any longer, but in memory of Him, the Lamb of
God, whose blood was shed for their redemption, and in mem-
ory of the escape from death, an escape which all may know
who believe on Him.

" You will see it was not a fresh feast which our Lord was
setting. It was a fresh meaning to an old, strange ceremony,
which had been showing forth, as in a picture, what our Lord's
death was going to do for the world.

" But now that the real Passover had appeared, and the real
Lamb was about to be slain, this type lost its use; as it says
in Hebrews, these grand new realities made the shadow old:
'Now that which decayeth and waxeth old is ready to vanish
away.' In early spring you see the horse-chestnut" buds have
a thick, dark envelope, which covers them quite up from the
cuttmg wmds. When the days get warmer, this opens, and
the beautiful, delicate cluster of tiny, light green leaves pushes
through; and later on the blossom spike uncurls. What be-
comes of the useful red covering that looked so lovely in its
time? It has shriveled up and is gone! Its little work is

done. So these types wrapped up the living truths which are
to endure for all time. They themselves fall off and die."
"How are we ever to understand what the Lord really

meant us to do?" said Ralph.
"I ndeed, dear Ralph, you may both ask that question ! For

if we try to find out, by looking through all the decisions and
counter-decisions of the Church, it would be hopeless."
"Then what must we do?" asked Dorothy. Her uncle

did not immediately reply, and she, glancing at him, went on-
"

1 know what you will say. That after all, we should not
look to other Christians at all, but just to the Lord Himself."
"But what does that mean?" said Ralph; "because of

course the Apostles and the other Christians did that, and yet
they sometimes made mistakes."

"I do not know," said his father, "that we must jump to
the conclusion that they were always wrong, because those who
came after them differed from them. The needs of the Church
changed at each stage, and men had to be gradually trained
to do without things which once had seemed necessary to
them. Both the Jews and the heathen clung to their old
feasts and their old rites; and it took time for them to find out
that none of these things could touch the conscience or the
soul—that spiritual part of us that can only be helped by spirit-
ual things."

"Then is that the reason," said Dorothy, "that the Corinthi-
ans had their feasts, and that Paul explained to them how to
hold them?"

" I must say," said Ralph, " that is always a puzzle to me.
But 1 begin to see now that perhaps it was one of those things
that was even right for a time, till men saw more clearly what
the Lord really meant."

"
I believe it was just that," said his father. "In these mat-

ters of immense importance to us, it is as thou said just now,
Dorothy, and 1 am glad thou saw it for thyself. We have to
look, it may be, a little at what men did, the men who were
striving with all their hearts to follow Christ; but a great deal
more at what our Lord taught by His deeds and by His words,
and at what He further revealed through His apostles. And
more than this, we must not be guided alone by one command
here and another there, but by the whole spirit and teaching
which we can only understand by prayerfully studying all

that He said and all that He did. And the more we do this,
the more we find that all His teaching and all His deeds lead
us up from things that we can see, to the things we cannot
see, and we learn that, if we really want to please our Father
in heaven, our worship must be in our hearts, a spiritual wor-
ship, interfered with in no way by outward symbols and out-
ward ceremonies."

He stopped, for mother, who had been upstairs repeating
hymns to Kenneth, his First-day evening treat, now came out
to them.

"
I think," she said, " it is now too late to stay out any

longer; the dew is heavy to-night."

They all rose and turned toward the house. Dorothy linger-
ed a moment to look once more westward. The brilliant
glow had faded long since from the sky, though a pale, yellow
light showed where the sun had been, and higher up the stars
appeared, one by one.

"There are lights which fade and change," she said to her-
self, "though they are all beautiful in their time; and there are
some things which never change, though we cannot always
see them. They are always there; they endure forever."

A GARDENING SONG.
Supreme I rule in my domain.

Teaching my subjects the way to go.

Out in the morning, sun or rain,

Hoeing and weeding each slender row.

But, dwellers in gray city streets,

How should ye ever know
The joys that Youth and Age both share,

Watching the garden grow?

Flat brown beds 'neath a cloudy sky.

My kingdom looks to your town-bred eyes,

Yet beauty to haunt each passerby

In a few short weeks shall there arise.

But ye who Uve m towers of brick,

How should ye ever know
The peace of mind that comes with eve,

Watching the garden grow?

Open my gate when May is here.

Pass by the wallflowers in velvet-brown,

Wafting their welcome far and near—
There is no perfume like that in town!

O pent-up folk of stony streets!

Wait not too late to know
AU that ye miss each budding year

Watching no garden grow.
—Ethel Wolff, in the New York Times.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Our dear friend Margaret W. Haines gladly shares the following with

us.—[Eds.]

Birmingham, Eng., Sixth Month 6, 1916.
My Dear Friend:—
Our Yearly Meeting is now over and I must write and tell thee that the

loving message to Women Friends from Philadelphia Friends was very
warmly received. There is a little mention of it in The Friend. We have
valued very much the sympathy of American Friends at this time.

Our young men are havmg difficult times just now as some do not feel

it right to take any alternative service. A young cousin of mme is in

Warwick jail with many others. A meeting was held last First-day with
them and will be continued, I e\-pect, as also at Lichfield and other places.

We have been spending much time over the subject of Peace, hoping
that by prayer and waiting some definite way might open for us to act
unitedly in helping the nations. We have been exhorted to reconsecrate
our fives to the service of Christ and to our fellow-men, foUowing in the
"Spirit of the Quest after God and Truth," and the path will be opened
before us.

My husband and I had a very good voyage home and were very thank-
ful to escape any dangers by the way. I feel that we were kept in safety
by the prayers of our friends on both shores.

We are havmg a very cold Sixth Month and the DayUght Saving Bill

makes an hour earUer in the morning for breakfast very chilly, but we
love the long light evenings. Our garden is looking very green and it is

very pleasant to be at home again after a year and two months.

Thy sincere friend,

Edith M. Morland.
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Readers of The Friend of a year or so ago will recall a series of letters

from England signed A. K. These were written by a recent Westtown

student, known to many hundreds of our readers. In the last of these

letters which we were able to secure for publication A. K. alluded to his

strong desire to be joined to a relief organization working in Italy. We
learned later through another channel that this opportunity was not

granted him, but that instead he was sent to Belgium.

A letter from a near relative of A. K. and addressed to this office was

received a few days ago and has been such a satisfaction to us that we

print it just as written, thinking many besides ourselves wiU enjoy it.

Editors.

Seventh Month 24, 1916.

Dear Friend:—
In answer to thy inquiry about A. K. I am sorry to have very little

definite information to give. He ^vrites with constant regularity, num-

bering each letter so that we know when one has been lost. We receive

them from four to seven weeks later—sometimes three or four at a time,

but often there are gaps—for instance, one received this morning shows

that three have been written between this and the one last received.

These may turn up later or they may not. As a whole, they are colorless,

in no way alluding to the war or the suffering in Belgium. Indeed, in

Brussels, where he has been constantly employed from his first entry

into the work, he sees very little evidence of the country being overrun.

Such expressions as the following often occur: "We are far too comfortable

for war times," "One would never think to walk through the streets of

Brussels that a war was going on," "My life is wholly uneventful, like

that of an ordinary business man—I go to the office in the morning, visit

the stations to which I am assigned, and keep my accounts straight.

After hours we play tennis."

"The concierge and his wife spoil me—they seem to want some one

to be kind to." (He and his associates I infer are living in the beautiful

home of one of the famihes that has been forced to emigrate.) Or again,

" Many social advantages are open to me, but I go out but httle, mostly

spending my evenings reading or studying." "It is wonderful to be

part of such a superb organization—^without a single exception the great-

est business concern in the whole world." "I have been approached by

a member of the Rockefeller Foundation urging me after the war to

take up relief work under them as my experience here will be invaluable

to me then. They are contemplating very extensive reconstruction

agencies all through the east—Poland, Servia, etc.—after the war."

Once or twice he has said: "I don't know how long 1 can stand the

strain of this." We suppose he means the strain caused by the war,

which after all must be telling in a very sinister way on the population of

Belgium, although he makes no allusion to disturbance of any kind.

In to-day's letter he has grown a little more daring, he says: "We read

a good deal about the Mexican situation which indeed seems very grave.

It brings things home to us very strongly! I will be most interested to

have thy views upon it—I do not think the censor will object to news

about that. For me everything seems chaos—when I try to follow out

any one Une of mental thought I become hopelessly confused. To think

for one moment seriously of what this war means, is so absolutely terrible,

that one is forced into playing the role of indifference. One does not

think of this or that particular nation involved—all are as one."

There is no doubt if the present offensive continues to be successful

for the French, British and Belgian armies, if they succeed in driving the

Germans back, that Belgium will again be the scene of heart-stirring

events. If, on the other hand, Germany is able to hold her own to a

certain extent, and continues to prevent the allies from releasing Belgium

—

the suppressed animosity of the population can hardly be prevented

from arising in terrible explosion—evidently this is the strain that must
rest upon every one behind the battle line—Uke the tension felt in natm-e

before the cyclone bursts. No one can foretell what will happen, but

evidently every neutral onlooker, who sees the struggle through to the

end, wiU have imutterable experiences to look back upon.

Thy friend,

E. S. K.
m I ^

NEWS ITEMS.

FOTTRTEENTH AnNUAL REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING
College Education of Women.—^A year ago a fuU report was made
of the work of this Association. It is therefore perhaps not necessary

to -repeat the statistics then presented except to mention that in the

fourteen years of the Association's existence tliirty-five girls have re-

ceived scholarships.

For the year 1916-17 four renewals of S200 scholarships and three

new Scholarships of S150 each have been appUed for. Of the renewals

one is a fourth-year WoUesley and three are second-year Cornell, Teach-

ers' College and Oberhn, respectively. Of the new applicants two desire

to enter the University of Pennsylvania and a third Bryn Mawr.

It is not in accord with the policy of the Association to encourage girls

to board at home while attending college, since it is undoubtedly true

that a great part of the benefit of a college education comes from parti-

cipation in the college life. But unusual circumstances have led us to

make exceptions of the three new applicants, as it would require more

than the full Scholarship of S200 each to enable them to Hve at College.

Our subscribers may with reason ask if the T. Wistar Brown Teachers'

Fund will not become available for the purposes of this Association.

We hope that this may be the case, but it will depend very largely

on the consti-uction of the twenty-one year clause in the Provision of

the Trust. The girls who receive our Scholarships cannot wait until

they are twenty-one years of age before beginning their professional

training. Besides, not all who receive these Scholarships enter the teach-

ing profession.

In whatever way these points may be settled in the future, the Trus-

tees of the Teachers' Fund have already announced that there wiU be

no disposition made of its income until another year. Hence the grant-

ing of these Scholarships wiU depend for this coming year, as heretofore

on the generosity of our subscribers.

We doubt if a greater amoimt of genuine value to individuals and to

our Society can be obtained by an equal exTjenditure in any other way.

Thomas K. Brown, President; Dr. Anna P. Sharpless, Treasurer,

3926 Chestnut Street, Phila.; Samuel L. Allen, Rachel Haines Ba-

con, Jane W. Bartlett, Davis H. Forsythe, John B. Garrett,

Eliza .Stokes Nicholson, Anna Walton, Asa S. Wing, Edward
M. Wistar, Agnes L. Tiernet, Secretary, 118 W. Coulter Street, Ger-

mantown.

The number of Christians outside the Society of Friends who share the

views of Friends in regard to war has been a noteworthy feature of these

present days. Upwards of twenty Wesleyan Methodist ministers, to-

gether with a few other members, including two doctors and several ladies,

have issued an address to their own people declaring it to be their duty,

as disciples of our Lord, to utter their "united protest against the wicked-

ness and futihty of war. It is our deep conviction that war, at all times

and under all circumstances, is utterly contrary to the teaching, the ex-

ample, and the spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. As His followers, we

believe that, if need be, we must be wronged rather than wrong others,

and in the last resort, be killed rather than kiU. . . .

"We believe that wars will continue until the Church of God realizes

that it is a melancholy apostasy for Christians to engage in the slaughter

of men, who are their brethren, and for whom Christ died. If every

Christian man refused to bear arms, there would soon be no armies and

no wars. We feel it to be unspeakably sad that to-day thousands of

Enghsh, French and German Methodists are trying to kill each other.

We fear that the Christian rehgion will be greatly prejudiced in the future

by the fact that almost every Church in Europe gave its blessing to those

who went forth to slay."

We believe that the letter is being sent to all Wesleyan Methodist

ministers and to other leaders in that Church.

Some one recently sent us the following cUpping from an Enghsh paper.

The writer, it appears, had been visiting for the first time among English

Friends and says:

—

"Altogether, in my crude and misinformed state, I considered the

Friends a rather depressing portion of the commvmity, to be avoided by

folk with a healthy appetite for pleasure. Staying for awhile in a Mid-

land town I was welcomed in one of the most charming of homes, and

entering as a prejudiced outsider, I was made to feel that my presence

interfered not at all with the ordered quiet of their thoughts or tranquil

pleasures of their life. It was made plain to me that a man who took

life seriously, and who held views on war which in time of national con-

flict met opposition from the miUtary portion of the population, was not

necessarily a dour person who believed in black ties and milk-and-water,

nor, I found, need he shrink from a romping game with his children,

or a holiday party, as savoring of reprehensible frivolity."
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The visitor also discovered that the Society of Friends was doiag great

practical Samaritan work in France; that in the shell-shattered villages

of France and Belgium they had built hundreds of wooden huts where

the thousands of desolated peasants can live in comparative comfort.

Dr. a. E. Winship recently made a vLsit to Westtown as the guest of

the faculty. He gave an address in the evening to the teachers and others

and made an inspection of the school plant. The following is a cutting

from a well-known daily:—

Dr. A. E. Winship, one of the best known school men in America, has

the following in his magazine, the Neio England Journal of Education:—
' The Quakers are as interesting a people as can be found under the

starry flag, and they are especially interesting, educationally. It had
been my privilege to know their educational institutions . . . but the

most notable of all their academies to me I had not seen, until in

March last I was at Westtown School, about thirty miles out of Phila-

delphia. Here on 600 acres is a preparatory school estabUshed 117 years

ago (1799), always thrifty and scholarly, in which there has never been

a teacher who was not of their Quaker faith, and practice, and with an

enrollment above 200 they have never admitted a student who is not of

the same strain of Quaker faith. Although the teachers are loyal to the faith

of the fathers they have been educated at such colleges as Columbia, Cor-

nell, Wellesley, Earlham, Mt. Holyoke, Haverford, Bryn Mawr, Michigan

Agricultural College, Ohio State University and Teachers' College. Of
the twenty-five teachers in the Westtown School, twenty-one are gradu-

ates of standard colleges and universities.

"Is there any other school in the United States more than a hundred

years old of any Protestant faith in which there has never been a teacher

or student of other than that faith?"

Three of those who were lynched were women. One man was charged

with stealing meat, one with stealing cotton, one with steaUng a cow, two
with steaUng hogs, three with poisoning mules. A family of four

—

father, son and two daughters—were put to death for "clubbing an

officer of the law." Others were charged with burglary, one with wife-

beating, one with being accessory to burning a barn. Seventeen were

charged with murder. Four at least of the persons lynched were after-

wards proved innocent. Eighteen of the lynchings, or more than a

quarter of the whole number, took place in the single State of Georgia,

where women have not even the school vote. Yet some people still

tell us that woman's suffrage will result in lawlessness!

If all of last year's lynchings had happened in suffrage States instead of

in non-suffrage States, that conclusion would certainly have been drawn.

As the shoe is on the other foot, the opponents of equal rights will prob-

ably refuse to see any significance in the fact.

Francis Neilson, a member of the British Parhament, on a lecturing

tour in the United States, has repeatedly declared that "m ten years

Great Britain spent $5,000,000,000 for that sort of insurance (armament

that is secm-ity), and yet we had not settled with the company, for if this

war lasts through the summer we will have paid about $12,500,000,000."

He blames armament finns in large measure for stirring up international

hatred in order to boom army and navy appropriations. Answering

questions about what would happen if one nation disarmed, he declared

his conviction that the others would follow. The growth of the spirit

of internationalism is greater now among the men in the trenches than

ever before in the liistory of Europe, he asserted, and they are hoping for

the time when the liarriers of Europe wUl be broken down and it shall

become another United States.

The following is taken from a recent number of the American Friend:—
Descendants of Wm. Penn.—We have received a most interesting

letter from George D. Hoyland, of Vancouver, British Columbia, calling

attention to the fact that some lineal descendants of WilUam Penn are

now Uving in the mterior of British Columbia. There is enclosed an

extract from a letter received by G. D. H. from Hilda Mary Lanyon
(nee Hilda Mary Penn). The Lanyons are members of the Chiu-ch of

England, though evidently very much interested in their connection with

the founder of Pennsylvania. The extract of the letter is as follows:—
Edgewood, B. C, April 5, 1916.

Dear Sir:—
Your letter of the 30th to hand. I was somewhat astonished, as well

as pleased, as I had no idea anyone knew of oiu" coimection with WilUam
Penn, the Quaker. Doubtless it was someone who had heard we had

named our youngest son Wilham Penn, and why we did so.

I am afraid I have nothing of any real interest to tell you about our-

selves, except that I remember that my father, though not a Quaker, was

very proud of his connection, and bore the name of WilUam Penn himself.

My grandfather was for some years a Congregational minister in the

South of England, but every year he received a special invitation to at-

tend the Memorial Service (or something Uke that), held by the Friends

at Perm's birthplace—as they aU acknowledged his direct descent from

the weU-known Quaker. My grandfather's name was Thomas Fortin

Penn, but I beUeve in aU the famiUes back there has always been one

named WilUam Penn.

My own father, who was a great student, died a few years ago, and

now I have a brother by the name of WiUiam Penn Uving in New York.

As neither of my two brothers has any family, we have called our young-

est boy WilUam Penn in order to keep up the name. Our little Penn

will be two years old, next June 24th. We caU him "Penn,"

preferring it to William. It is our great hope that he may copy the noble

example of his forefather.

One of the stock arguments advanced by the advocates of capital

punishment is that lynchings follow what they choose to call the lowering

of the standard, the following by AUce Stone BlackweU in the Woman's

Journal was of course written in the interests of woman suffrage; they are

facts that must be reckoned with.

There were 69 lynchings in the United States last year. This was an

increase of 33 per cent, over the year before. Every one of these 69

lynchings took place in a State where women cannot vote.

Of the 69 persons thus murdered, only 11 were charged with rape.

Some More Facts About Preparedness.—General Nelson A. Miles

has told the House Committee on MiUtary Affairs that he is utterly op-

posed to conscription and to a continental army. He is convinced that

our coast defenses are equal to any in the world, and that the present war

has demonstrated the inabiUty of battleships to overcome land fortifica-

tions. He added that an army of 140,000 men on a peace basis is suffi-

cient, and that in case of necessity we could develop the army to more

than a milUon men out of the material already at hand. Rear Admiral

Victor Blue, Chief of the Bureau of Navigation, considers the present

American navy fit to meet any possible enemy. Admiral George Dewey
said a year ago:

"Our ships and guns are as good as any in the world; our officers are

as good as any; and our enUsted men are superior m training, education,

physical development, and devotion to duty, to those of any other navy.

. . . I can say with absolute confidence that the efficiency of the fleet

has steadily progressed and has never been so high as it is to-day."

Within a year our Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels, has pointed

out that there are now in active service, fuUy commissioned, 225 vessels

of all characters, which is 36 more than were fuUy commissioned when he

became Secretary. There are 101 vessels of various types in reserve

capable of rendering service in war. We have under construction and

authorized 77 vessels, 9 of which are dreadnaughts, 23 destroyers, 38

submarines, and 7 auxiliaries, as compared with 54 vessels under con-

struction two years ago. Secretary Daniels is careful also to say that

all these vessels are fully suppUed with munitions of war. The number

of mines on hand and in process of manufacture has been increased dur-

ing the year by 244 per cent., and torpedoes during two years 90 per cent.

By the enlargement of the naval-power factory the Government wiU

soon be able to double its former capacity. The navy is to-day recruited

to the maximum strength allowed. "There exists to-day no more efficient

institution than the United States Navy." Stated in dollars, the Wilson

administration in its first two years authorized $70,000,000 to be spent

on the chief fighting force of the navy, as against $26,000,000 authorized

during the last two years of the Taft administration. "Stated in num-
bers, it authorized five dreadnaughts instead of two; and stated in effect-

iveness, the five dreadnaughts authorized under Wilson wiU mount 36

more 14-inch guns than the two authorized under Taft." . . . "The

Bureau of Ordnance has developed a 14-inch gun that will shoot farther,

shoot straighter, and hit harder than any gun now in use or known to

be designed by a foreign country." Secretary Daniels says flatly that

th ! navy of 1916 is larger and better equipped and in better condition

than in any previous year.

In the light of these facts there ought to he no room for hysteria in the
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council chambers of the nation. Furthermore, there should be no room
for the Augiistus P. Gardner school of statesmen. Admiral Fletcher,

contradicting the statements of Gardner, says that the scores recently

recorded by our gunners at sea are higher than any made before in the

open sea. People who know are authority for the statement that the

scores also show an increase in rapidity of fire as well as accuracy.

Pohticians and other misguided pyromaniacs insist, however, upon
playing with the fire. The rising wave of fear is advancing still. Ignor-

ing our real defenses at home, and that the vast European enmities will

for many years protect this nation from attack, the artful game of party

chicane goes on. The situation in America is too complex and too near

to each of us for analysis and explanation. Why we are asked to arm,

beyond the dreams of mihtarists heretofore, against a crippled and dis-

integrating Europe, more than we have thought of arming when the

European States were at the height of their military power, we cannot

say. The crime against America, against Europe, against the world,

is the apparent inability of our leaders to conceive of any way of attain-

ing unto their ends oth ;r than by war.

The above statement of facts is to be rehed on. Readers of The Friend
can have no sympathy with the feehng that underhes the foregoing, but

it is well for all of us to know the truth and to be in a position to correct

false statements that are every day passed current as facts.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—As a residt of a series of meetings of the newspaper pubhshers

of Philadelphia, called to consider the serious situation confronting them,

caused by what are practically famine conditions in the news print paper

market, the following agreement was unanimously reached: All daily,

evening and Sunday newspapers will immediately reduce the size of

their issues to the ex-tent of a total in excess of 80 pages weekly.

The following introduces a considerable article in the Public Ledger:—
Temperance pays. At least it does so far as the 300 employes of the

Philadelphia Quartz Company are concerned. With them, however, the

reward for total abstinence is not merely of a moral nature, but one far

more tangible—a matter of dollars and cents. More than two years

ago the officials of this company, the offices of which are located at 121

S. Third Street, hit upon a novel method to promote temperance among
their men. If temperance can be made a paying proposition, they con-

cluded, the men wiU not be slow to recognize its value. Therefore, it

was decided to make a 10 per cent, increase in the wages of those employes
who would agree to sign a pledge.

General.—New forces were added to the campaign against the epi-

demic of infantile paralysis at New York when two committees composed
of prominent pathologists and bacteriologists from all over the country

were selected to study the disease in all its ramifications.

Heavy floods in West Virginia on the 10th cost more than twoscore

lives and millions of dollars' worth of property.

After many years of investigation and debate to develop the best

method of providing financial aid for the farmer at normal interest rates

and on long time, Congress has passed a farm loan act. President Wilson
has named members of the board which will administer its provisions,

and the work of organizing the vast new system is about to begin. Sec-

retary McAdoo, ex-officio member of the farm loan board, which will

be at the head of the system, predicts that it cannot be in operation for

at least six months and probably loans cannot be made before next spring.

It is estimated that adverse conditions, due to weather, plant disease

and insects damaged the country's principal farm crops during last

month and resulted in a loss of 105,000,000 bushels in prospective wheat
production, 89,000,000 in corn and 43,000,000 bushels less of oats than
predicted by the Department of Agricultiu'e in Washington at the be-

ginning of the month.

The experiment of Government insurance on vessels has proved
notably successful. Risks have been accepted on noncontraband cargoes

and ships valued at $138,392,389, on which a net profit of more than

S2,000,000 has been earned and this sum will be turned back into the

United States treasury.

A study of the school system inaugurated at Gary, Ind., is being carried

on by the general education board for the purpose of making available

all over the country an authoritative account of this much-talked-of

experiment. The board's staff have already devoted five months to a
first-hand study of the purposes, methods and costs of the system at

Gary and the results actually achieved there. The work was undertaken
at the invitation of the school board of Gary, and the results will be em-

bodied in a comprehensive volume to be issued by the board. Abrahan

Flexner of the general education board is directing the study.

The disparity between the exports of the United States to Soutl

America, and the imports of the United States from there, is being studiet

with particular attention by New York bankers at this time, and meant

are being discussed for remedying that disparity.

The Lincoln Highway Association reports that $4,000,000 has ahead}

been spent, with State co-operation, on this great thoroughfare betweer

New York and Sun Francisco, and that $20,000,000 more will be necessarj

to complete it. It comes nearly 70 years after the first transcontinenta

railroad, following the gold discoveries in Cahfomia. Already, it h

estimated, automobiles can go from coast to coast in from 25 to 30 days

as compared with 60 or more before the Lincoln Highway was begun.

A great decrease in native Hawaiians is noted in the following: "When
Kamehamehame I. was on the throne of Hawau there were upward of

300,000 native Hawaiians in the islands that compose the Hawaiian

group; to-day there are not more than 26,000 native pure bloods," said

Judge T. B. Stuart, who is on the bench in Hawaii.

Some of the biggest shifts in the personnel of the Government of the

PhUippines in recent years are now occurring through resignations or

retirements, opening a number of executive positions to native Filipinos,

in accordance with the pohcy of the present Administration.

RECEIPTS.
two dollars have been received from each persoD, paying

John S. Brown, Pa.; Abel McCarty, Pa.; Job McCarty, Pa.; Dr. S. H-
Haines, Pa.; Mary D. Malone, Del.; EUen Bromley, Pa.; Joseph E-

Barton, N. J.; Joseph Barton, N. J.; Charles D. Barton, N. J.; R. Sat-

terthwaite, Del.; Mary A. Atkins, O.; Joseph W. Jones, Pa.; Susanna

Cox, Ind.; Nathaniel B. Jones, N. J.; Jesse H. Jones, N. J.; S. StOes, N. J.;

Rebecca Price Hunt, Pa.; Sarah Richie, N. J.; Hannah D. White, O.;

Sarah Ann Conard, Pa.; Anna M. S. Hamilton, Pa.; Anna Bundy Jacobs,

Pa.; Mordecai T. Starr, Can.; Howard G. Taylor, N. J.; Howard G.

Taylor, Jr., N. J.; Mary D. Ballinger, N. J.; S. A. Wilhts, N. J.; Fannie

W. Sharpless, Pa.; Caleb T. Engle, Cal.; Jesse Negus, Iowa; Nicholson

Larson, Iowa; Joseph N. Dewees, Iowa; Lester Chamness, Iowa; Mary J

Conrow, Ohio; Emma HoUoway, Ohio; Abel Walker, Ohio; Edwin T
Holloway, Ohio; George W. Stratton, Ohio; Wilham L. Ashton, Ohio

James F. Walker, Pa.; Voorhees Industrial School, Iowa; Algernon P.

Cheyney, Fla.; Jonathan Binns, Ohio; Dolan & Co, Eng.; Alonzo Cloud,

Va.; Clement Brinton, N. J.; Louisa Heacock, Pa..; Thomas Thomas-

son, Iowa; Sarah Gawthrop, Pa.; Thomas W. Downing, Pa.; Richard S
Dewees, Pa.; Mary F. Hole, Ohio; H. Mary Strode, Pa.; L. C. Steer

Ohio; PenneU L. Webster, Pa.; George R. Chambers, Pa.; Rebecca S
Conard, Pa.; Nancy T. Hadley, Ind.; Ehzabeth M. Wood, Pa.; Charle

Lee, Pa.; Ruth L. Jones, Pa.; Dr. Edward G. Rhoads, Pa.; John W. Ta
tum, Pa.; Lucy T. Burlingame, N. Y.; Thos. W. Draper, Cal.; Peter J

FugeUi, Pa.; Ahce P. Roberts, Pa.; Frederick C. Louhoff, Va.; Hannal
P. S. Downing, N. Y.; Ehzabeth Gardner, N. Y.; Edwm Crew, Ohio

Rebecca F. Evans, Pa.; Chas. Lippincott, Pa.; Walter L. Moore, N. J.

M. R. Brmton, Pa.; Ezra E. Darnell, N. J.; Sarah E. Mitchell, Mass.

Isabel L. Gilford, Mass.; Job L. Gidley, Mass.; James H. Tuckei

Mass.; Henry T. Gidley, Mass.; Thomas K. Wilbur, Mass.; I. Pai]

Leeds, N. J.

$&" Remiltances received after Second-day evening wiU not appear ii

receipts until the following week

NOTICES.
Mary E. Hamilton, 1230 N. Twenty-ninth Street, Phila., Pa., ha

bound volumes of The Friend to give away; also a complete set o

Friends' Library.

Meetings from Eighth Month 20th to 26th:—

Western Quarterly Meeting, at Westgrove, Sixth-day, Eighth Month
25th, at 10 a. m.

Muncy Monthly Meeting, at Muncy, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 23rd,

at 10 A. M.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 23rd, at 7.45 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 24th,

at 10.30 A. M.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 24th, at 5 p. m.

Germantown, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 24th, at 10 a. m.
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OUR WALLED GARDEN.
Gardens and gardening have become more and more an

interest of late years. Garden books and magazines abound;

gardening clubs draw communities together in a common
interest.

And there is a return to the walled gardens, of which, in

our childhood, we only read in our English story-books, or

"Original Poems."

On some large estates the whole location of the garden is

changed, and an expensive wall built to shelter the plants and

shrubbery, even when the grounds have long been laid out

on another plan. Old brick or stone is used, if such can be

found, to give a touch of dignified antiquity.

In 1797 was laid out with care and pains, and a wise fore-

sight, the "walled garden" of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

—

Westtown Boarding School. And though (as would be ex-

pected) some plants have not thriven there, yet, taking the

years through, much fair fruit has ripened, and many a young

plant, a bit backward, or crooked, has grown straight and tall

therein.

May we not reverently say that the beams of "the Sun of

Righteousness" have warmed and invigorated this enclosed

garden, and gratefully recall the faithful men and women, who
might be likened to trees planted by the rivers of water, which

have been rooted near and overshadowed it.

Yet now, just as in the art of gardening, there is a return

to the idea of shelter as helpful to growth, we discover some

disposition to remove, or at least to lower, the "walls" that

encompass our Westtown garden! Indeed, it may be that

slowly a change of one stone after another is really going on,

though hardly recognized; and the good old phrase "a guarded

education" seems to be losing its savor.

"There is no other place like Westtown!" said an old scholar

returning for the first time, after a wide experience of the

world—" Unless it is some of the old English schools! 1

wonder if you could have the Westtown atmosphere without

all the restraints?" This is a pertinent question and de-

serves a wider consideration.

Reading thus far, some one may say, " But there are so

many people interested in Westtown !—the Faculty, the

Westtown Committee, the Alumni and Old Scholars' As-

sociations, the Mothers in Council. What further need is

there?" To which we might answer, "Our garden is large,

and each year there is a greater variety in the planting. It is

quite possible for those actively at work in it, each busy with

some particular detail, not to get the general effect, as one

does coming in from outside."

The wise and active interest of parents can do much for

Westtown, and in this connection, part of a letter recently

found in a quaint old family " Letter Case" may be quoted.

It is dated "Brandywine Mills, Third Month 29, 1814,"

and is written to one " Mary C " at " Weston. " After

speaking of his desire that his "dear child" might find her

time at the School to be "a time of improvement in the best

sense of the word," her father adds, "
1 love the Friends who

have the Superintendence, and it is the duty of all placed

there (and I hope thou will manifest it) to alleviate their many
cares for the welfare of those placed in their care. They feel

it very important, as those who have to give an account."

Smile at the old-time language if we will, the sentiment is

as good now as then, and each one of us can do his part to

help "alleviate the cares" of the laborers in our garden, if we
will foster in our children a spirit of regard for them and for

the dignity of their work.

If Westtown is to be just like any other good school of its

class, we need to notice some tendencies of our educational

system, which are not altogether satisfactory to parents.

The present tendency toward military training in the public

schools comes at once to mind, and the very passive attitude

of the National Educational Association recently assembled

in New York City. Remembering the resolution passed by

this body the year before, against military training, one can

but take it as a symptom of strong tendencies toward military

training, which is already a Jaw in one State.

A recent magazine gives the views of "A Russian Jew on

the American High School," in which the critic points out

"the gross neglect of moral training" (as compared to the

efficient physical training), and then, after enumerating other

"needs," he adds: "First and foremost it (the High School)

needs another soul, another spirit, not one that points to

money-making, as to the occupation of the ideal citizen."

Some of our private schools have this same tendency toward

the exalting of wealth and luxury, others show as favorable

an attitude toward the sheltering "walls," and are as careful

to maintain them, though with somewhat different reasons,

as we are ourselves.

The question, however, is not "Shall Westtown be just as

good a preparatory school as we can make it, with as much
simplicity and restraint as the best educators feel is whole-

some for young people?" But rather
—

"Shall Westtown be

first and foremost a school of Quakerism, in the sense that
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there shall be presented to the student body the foundation

truths of our religious Society, as a guide for daily living,

by men and women who are themselves thoroughly convinced

of ihem, and all that makes a good school added?"

If the latter question is to have an affirmative answer, what

is our part—each one of us—in strengthening the walls?

F. T. R.

Collated bv Wm. Bacon Evans.

RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCES OF ISAAC PENINGTON.
A true and faithful relation, in brief, concerning myself,

in reference to my spiritual travails, and the Lord's dealings

with me. 1 say true and faithful, because it is of the Truth,
and not given forth in my own will, but in the Lord's will and
requirings of me at this time, for His service. . . .

1 have been a man of sorrow and affliction from my child-

hood, feeling the want of the Lord, and mourning after Him,
almost ever since I could remember.

In the sense of my lost estate, 1 sought after the Lord; 1

read the Scriptures; 1 watched over mine own heart; 1 cried

unto the Lord for what 1 felt the want of; 1 blessed His name
in what He mercifully did for me, and bestowed on me, etc.

Whatever 1 read in the Scriptures as the way of God to my
understanding, I gave myself to the faithful practice of; being
contented to meet with all the reproach, opposition, and several

kinds of sufferings which it pleased the Lord to measure out

to me therein. And I cannot but say that the Lord was good
unto me, did visit me, did teach me, did help me, did testify

His acceptance of me many times, to the refreshing and joy

of my heart before Him.
But my soul was not satisfied with what I met with, nor

indeed could be, there being further quickenings and pressings

in my spirit, after a more full, certain and satisfactory knowl-
edge; even after the sense, sight and enjoyment of God, as

was testified in the Scriptures to have been felt and enjoyed
in the former times; for ] saw plainly that there was a stop

of the streams, and a great falling short of the power, life and
glory which they partook of. We had not so the Spirit, nor
were so in the faith, nor did so walk and live in God as they
did. They were come to Mount Zion, and the Heavenly
Jerusalem, etc., which we had hardly so much as the literal

knowledge or apprehension what they were. So that 1 saw
the whole course of religion among us was for the most part

but a talk, to what they felt, enjoyed, possessed and lived in.

This sense made me sick at heart indeed, and set me upon
deep crying to God, close searching of the Scriptures, and
waiting on God, that 1 might receive the pure sense and un-
derstanding of them, from and in the light, and by the help

of His Spirit. And what the Lord did bestow on me in that

state, with thankfulness 1 remember before Him at this very
day: for He was then my God, and a pitier and a watcher over
me; though He had not pleased then to direct me how to stay

my mind upon Him. And then 1 was led (indeed I was led,

1 did not run of myself) into a way of separation from the

worship of the world into a gathered society, for this both the
Scripture and the Spirit of God in me gave testimony unto;
and what 1 then met with, and what leadings and help we
then felt, there is a remembrance and testimony in my heart

to this day. But there was something wanting, and we mis-
took our way, for whereas we should have pressed forward
into the spirit and power, we ran too much outward into the

letter and form, and though the Lord in many things helped
us, yet therein He was against us, and brought darkness, con-
fusion and scattering upon us. 1 was sorely broken and dark-
ened, and in this darkened state sometimes lay still for a
long season, secretly mourning and crying out to the Lord
night and day. Sometimes I ran about, barkening after what
might appear or break forth in others; but never met with
anything whereto there was the least answer in my heart, save
in one people, who had a touch of truth; but 1 never expressed

so much to any of them, nor indeed felt them at all able to

reach my condition.

At last after all my distresses, wanderings and sore travails,

I met with some of the writings of this people called Quakers,
which 1 cast a slight eye upon and disdained, as falling very
short of that wisdom, light, life and power which 1 had been
longing for and searching after. 1 had likewise some pretty

distance of time after this, opportunity of meeting with some
of them; and divers of them were by the Lord moved (1 know
it to be so since) to come to me. As I remember, at the very
first they reached to the life of God in me, which life answered
their voice, and caused a great love in me to spring to them;
but still in my reasonings with them and disputes alone (in

my mind) concerning them, I was very far off from owning
them, as so knowing the Lord, or so appearing in His life and
power as my condition needed, and as my soul waited for.

Yea, the more 1 conversed with them, the more 1 seemed in

my understanding and reason to get over them, and to trample
them under my feet, as a poor, weak, silly, contemptible
generation, who had some smatterings of truth in them, and
some honest desires towards God; but very far off from the
clear and full understanding of His way and will. And this

was the effect almost of every discourse with them; they still

reached my heart, and I felt them in the secrets of my soul,

which caused the love in me always to continue, yea, some-
times to increase towards them: but daily my understanding
got more and more over them, and therein 1 daily more and
more despised them.

After a long time I was invited to hear one of them (as I

had been often, they in tender love pitying me and feeling

my want of that which they possessed); and there was an
answer in my heart, and 1 went with fear and trembling, with
desires to the Most High, who was over all, and knew all, that

1 might not receive anything for truth which was not of Him,
nor withstand anything which was of Him; but might bow
before the appearance of the Lord, my God, and none other.

And indeed when 1 came, 1 felt the presence and power of the
Most High among them, and words of truth from the spirit

of truth reaching to my heart and conscience, opening my
state as in the presence of the Lord. Yea, 1 did not only feel

words and demonstrations from without, but 1 felt the dead
quickened, the seed raised; insomuch that my heart (in the
certainty of light and clearness of true sense) said. This is He,
this is He, there is no other: this is He whom 1 have waited
for and sought after from my childhood; who was always near
me, and had often begotten life in my heart; but 1 knew Him
not distinctly, nor how to receive Him, or dwell with Him.
And then in this sense (in the melting and breakings of my
spirit) was 1 given up to the Lord, to become His, both in

waiting for the further revealing of His seed in me, and to
serve Him in the life and power of His seed.

Now what 1 met with after this, in my travails, in my wait-
ings, in my spiritual exercises, is not to be uttered: only in

general 1 may say this, 1 met with the very strength of hell.

The cruel oppressor roared upon me, and made me feel the

bitterness of his captivity, while he had any power; yea, the
Lord was far from my help, and from the voice of my roaring.

1 also met with deep subtleties and devices to entangle me in

that wisdom which seemeth able to make wise in the things

of God, but is indeed foolishness, and a snare to the soul,

bringing it back into captivity, where the enemy's guns pre-

vail. And what 1 met with outwardly from my own dear
father, from my kindred, from my servants, from the people

and powers of the world, for no other cause but fearing my
God, worshipping Him as He hath required of me, and bowing
to His seed, which is His Son, who is to be worshipped by
men and angels for evermore, the Lord my God knoweth,
before whom my heart and ways are; who preserved me in

love to them, in the midst of all 1 suffered from them, and doth
still so preserve me; blessed be His pure and holy name.

But some may desire to know what 1 have at last met with?
1 answer, 1 have met with the Seed. Understand that word,
and thou wilt be satisfied and inquire no farther. I have met
with my God; I have met with my Saviour; and He hath not
been present with me without His salvation; but 1 have felt
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the healings drop upon my soul from under His wings. I have
met with the true knowledge, the knowledge which is life;

and this hath had the true virtue in it, which my soul hath
rejoiced in, in the presence of the Lord. 1 have met with
the Seed's Father, and in the Seed 1 have felt Him, my Father.
There 1 have read His nature, His love. His compassions, His
tenderness, which have melted, overcome, and changed my
heart before Him. I have met with the Seed's faith, which
hath done and doth that which the faith of man can never do.

1 have met with the true birth, with the birth which is heir

of the kingdom, and inherits the kingdom. I have met with
the true spirit of prayer and supplication, wherein the Lord
is prevailed with, and which draws from Him whatever the

condition needs; the soul always looking up to Him in the

will, and in the time and way which is acceptable with Him.
What shall 1 say? 1 have met with the true peace, the true

righteousness, the true holiness, the true rest to the soul, the
everlasting habitation, which the redeemed dwell in: and 1

know all these to be true, in Him that is true, and am capable
of no doubt, dispute, or reasoning in my mind about them; it

abiding there, where it hath received the full assurance and
satisfaction. And also 1 know very well and distinctly in

spirit where the doubts and disputes are, and where the cer-

tainty and full assurance is, and in the tender mercy of the

Lord am preserved out of the one and in the other.

Now, the Lord knows, these things I do not utter in a

boasting way; but would rather be speaking of my nothing-
ness, my emptiness, my weakness, my manifold infirmities,

which 1 feel more than ever. The Lord hath broken the

man's part in me, and I am a worm, and no man before Him.
1 have no strength to do any good or service for Him: nay,

1 cannot watch over or preserve myself. 1 feel daily that 1

keep not alive my own soul; but am weaker before men, yea,

weaker in my spirit, as in myself, than ever 1 have been. But
I cannot but utter to the praise of my God, and 1 feel His arm
stretched out for me; and my weakness, which 1 feel in my-
self, is not my loss, but advantage before Him. And these

things 1 write, as having no end at all therein of my own, but
felt it this morning required of me; and so in submission and
subjection to my God have 1 given up to do it, leaving the

success and service of it with Him.
L P.

A-ii,ESBURY, fifteenth of Third Month, 1GG7.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL. PART OF A SERMON PREACHED
IN LONDON.

"
1 cannot think that a people whom the Lord has raised

by His own invincible power and so signally placed His Name
amongst were ever designed to be only the transient glory of

a couple of centuries. 1 am still revived by a secret hope of

better times, when our Zion shall again put on her beautiful

garments, and in her and with her shall arise judges as at the

first and counsellors and law-givers as at the beginning. The
gracious ear of our heavenly Father is still open to the sup-

plications of His children, and 1 believe He will yet be jealous

over His land and pity His people. The time approaches
when the great dasher in pieces will more and more come up
amongst us, and may all who are broken by Him wait to be

healed by the arising of His love. 1 live in the faith, and 1

believe i shall die in the faith that the Lord of Hosts will yet

beautify the place of His feet, that our Zion will yet become
an eternal excellency, and Jerusalem the praise of the whole
earth. The bowels of adorable compassion yet yearn over

His children with all the tenderness of a father's love. ' How
shall I give thee up, O Ephraim? How shall 1 make thee

as Admah, and set thee as Zeboim? How shall 1 cut thee

off from being a people before Me?' By this moving and
pathetic language would the great Father of th^ universe

induce us to return to the arms of everlasting mercy."

THE CONQUERORS.

I saw tlie Conquerors riding by

With trampUng feet of horse and men

:

Empire and empire Ulce the tide

Flooded the world and ebbed again;

A thousand banners caught the sun,

And cities smoked along the plain,

And laden down with sUk and gold

And heaped-up pillage groaned the wain.

I saw the Conquerors riding by
Splashing through loathsome floods of war

—

The Crescent leaning o'er its hosts,

And the barbaric scimitar,

—

And continents of moving spears,

And storms of arrows in the sky,

And all the instruments sought out

By cunning men that men may die!

I saw the Conquerors riding by

With cruel lips and faces wan;

Musing on kingdoms sacked and burned

There rode the Mongol Ghengis Khan;

And Alexander, like a god,

Who sought to weld the world in one;

And Caisar with his laurel wreath;

And like a thing from Hell the Hun;

And, leading hke a star the van,

Heedless of upstretched arm and groan

Inscrutable Napoleon went

Dreaming of empire, and alone. . . .

Then all they perished from the earth

As fleeting shadows from a glass.

And, conquering down the centuries,

Came Christ, the Swordless, on an ass!

—Harry Kemp, in the Springfield Republican.

Government—"The science and art of living together in

organized communities so that righteousness may prevail."

PROGRESS—SURSUM CORDA.

[One of our regular readers suggests that we print the fol-

lowing articles from Friends' Fellowship Papers for Fifth

Month. They disclose better than any words of ours could

what is in the depth of the hearts of our English Friends,

Elizabeth Fox Howard and William Littleboy are not stran-

gers on our side of the Atlantic.

—

Eds.]

Progress.

Sitting on the shore one calm evening I was watching the

tide come in. It was so still that there was hardly a ripple

on the sea, and the tiny waves broke almost imperceptibly.

There was a heavy mass of brown oar-weed lying all along

the beach, and 1 watched the absurd little wavelets pushing

against it with apparently no effect whatever. They were

too small and weak to wash right over it. A few minutes

later 1 glanced again at the line of sea-weed and 1 found it

had moved a foot or two up the beach. Half an hour later

those seemingly ineffectual waves by their ceaseless, small

steady push had carried the oar-weed up to high water mark.

The pools were full, the rocks were covered. Behind those

small and feeble ripples there had been the whole resistless

oncoming of the ocean itself.

Those of us who have had the good fortune to be in the

country these spring days have watched, too, how the little

tender green things are pushing their way up through pounds

weight of soW—" ohne Hast, ohm Rast,"—']\xs\. by virtue of

the strange mysterious thing in them we call life. The heavy
lifeless earth cannot withstand the shoots of the crocus, the
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delicate shafts of the daffodil—the power that is in them is

irresistible, and before we realize it the spring is here.

1 believe that it is given to all of us who believe that love

is the greatest force in the world to go on at this difficult

time just patiently and unrestingly showing something of

the sheer strength of gentleness and persistence in well do-

ing. The opposition seems tremendous. If we look at it in

the mass it may well daunt us altogether. But the steady

upward push of that which has within it the Divine quality

of life is infinitely stronger than the dead weight of material-

ism or the fierce pull-back of hatred.

Even that which seems most to oppose all we hold dear

may itself give openings for showing forth truth and goodness.

in our bravest dreams of a Peace propaganda throughout

the length and breadth of the land, did we ever imagine such

opportunities as the Tribunals have been giving us? Peace
meetings in ordinary' times attract few except sympathizers.

Before the Tribunals hundreds of men have had the chance

of testifying before those who never in their lives perhaps
had had even a glimpse of what the Christian position as

to war really involves.

The testimony may often have been given crudely and
haltingly, and we know that more often than not it has been
met with ridicule and opposition. We must remember that

a totally new and little understood point of view cannot be

expected to meet with popular approval. But seed-thoughts
have been sown. Everywhere men are thinking and talk-

ing to-day as never before about the strange fact that thou-
sands of young men are willing to face obloquy, loss of em-
ployment, social ostracism and worse for the sake of an ideal,

that there is a patriotism of the Kingdom of Christ which
is stronger even than the call to take up arms for England.
Friends and those who think with them are going through a

time of intense difficulty. Criticism and pitfalls beset us on
all sides. It may be that just now our words had better be
few, so long as our acts speak loud. But ever there must be
the quiet, persistent never-ceasing push of conviction, of a

love that precludes irritation and anger against those from
whom we differ, of that untiring faith which can remove
mountains, of a hope which nothing can daunt or make
ashamed.

E. F. H.

SURSUM CORDA.

The. Society of Friends is face to face with a religious crisis

of the first magnitude. If any one had ventured two years
ago to predict that, that in this year of our Lord, 1916, Friends
would be suffering imprisonment and perhaps something
worse for conscience' sake, it is safe to say that such a pre-

diction would not have been taken seriously. We had en-
joyed for so long the privileges won for us at such cost by
those who went before us, we were on the whole so comforta-
ble, and perhaps also so well satisfied with ourselves, that
to believe that some of our number might be called to bear
their witness at the cost of liberty if not of life itself would
have seemed like the dream of madness. Yet this is the posi-

tion with which we are actually faced. Events move and cir-

cumstances change so quickly that, writing early in this

month, one cannot forecast with any degree of certainty
what may be the conditions a month hence when these lines

are read. But at the moment it appears as if we are to be in-

volved in a conflict with the spirit of evil the same in kind
as that which was waged with such splendid heroism by our
forefathers in the seventeenth century.

Let us look at the possibilities which lie before us; let us
take them at their worst, recognizing as we do so that even
at the last moment some way may be found by the Govern-
ment for averting the disgrace of a religious persecution. Let
us remember, too, that there are many men outside our own
membership who are very near to us in faith and sympathy,
some of whom are already in prison.

It is needless to enlarge here upon the doings of the Tribu-
nals. With some exceptions they have shown themselves

so uncomprehending, so ruthless, so careless of the declared

intentions of the Military Service Act as regards conscien-

tious objectors, that we are sometimes reminded of that

classic portrayal of contemporary judicial procedure in the

trial of Faithful in Vanity Fair! Tardily and with hesitation

the Government has endeavored to provide some palliation

in the cases which have not yet been dealt with; but even
these mild measures are (in some cases at least) being flouted

by the Tribunals. The result of it all is that a great number
of young men, including some Friends, are even now await-

ing arrest, thereafter to be handed over to the military au-

thorities as "deserters." As to this last, we will not try to

penetrate the veil that hides barrack and camp life from the

public eye. We know that " Prussianism" is essentially

the same, whether at Zabern or in England. We know, too,

that military men are boasting that they will quickly find

ways and means of bringing conscientious objectors to rea-

son when once they have them in their power.

What then shall we say to these things? Shall we sit in

sackcloth and bemoan our hard lot? Shall we sigh for the old

times of quiet when life was easy and to be a Friend was a

guarantee of respectability? Shall we not rather try to show
the spirit of those young men from Galilee^who, after their

first public flogging, were filled with a great joy that they had
come into their own at last, that they were "counted worthy
to suffer dishonor?" Let us be filled with a solemn, wondering
thankfulness that God has conferred upon us the privilege

of standing firmly for the Truth,

"when we share her wretched crust,

'Ere her cause bring fame and profit, and 'tis prosperous to be just."

For there is manifold cause for rejoicing; not least that this

crisis, coming upon us so unexpectedly, has yet found so many,
both within and without our Society, resolute to "take their

part in suffering hardship as good soldiers of Jesus Christ."

After our long period of ease it would not have been surprising

had it been otherwise; and seeing so wide a response to the

Divine call for volunteers to tread the way of the Cross, we
thank God and take courage.

But perhaps our main cause for joy and confidence has its

spring in the conviction that God is setting before us a widely
opened door, and that it is to be our extraordinary privilege

to make full use of it. There must have been many, who,
amidst the easy conditions of the past and the high estima-
tion accorded to Friends by the world around, have beert

conscious of a haunting misgiving, as they remembered the

woe pronounced upon those of whom all speak well. After

this rather stifling air, a breath of unpopularity is as a sea-

breeze on a summer's day. There are, it is true, some who
shrink from it. They would have us think of our "influence;"

they remind us that our reputation is a gift which we are

not to imperil by taking up an extreme anti-militarist posi-

tion. To this plausible plea, spoken we are sure in all good
faith, we reply that our reputation is in better hands than our
own, and that the voice of the Master says, "What is that

to thee? follow thou Me." As soon as we begin to nurse our
influence, its vitality and power depart. " He that loseth

his life (or his reputation) for My sake, the same shall

save it." All history testifies that Christianity has made its

most notable conquests when it has been unpopular, derided,

persecuted. In the fourth century when the conditions were
reversed, and it became "the thing" to be a Christian, the

religion of Jesus received a wound from which it has not even
yet recovered. The eighteenth century was a period in the

history of Quakerism when our Society was losing its spiritual

power in proportion as it gained in "respectability." Now
once again we have our opportunity, and we rejoice in the

certainty that faithfulness in our hour of trial will bring us

an abundant reward in the shape of new inspiration and
added power to do the work with which we have been en-

trusted.

In the earliest days of the Church of Christ, two great

experiences accounted above all else for the overflowing joy
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and spiritual exhilaration wliicii possessed tiie discipleship.

One of these was what is known as the "Communion of

Saints;" the new and wonderful consciousness of the spir-

itual bond which unites all who are "in Christ Jesus," whether
they are living in the seen or in the unseen. The other was
the bracing, inspiring fact that they were "counted worthy
to suffer" for Him they loved. Both of these experiences

are with us now, and even if for the moment we are in heavi-

ness through manifold perplexities, yet in the knowledge of

these things, we too "greatly rejoice." This emergency has
drawn many of us together in a union of sympathy and under-
standing such as we never knew in easy times. Multitudes
of us who are engaged in this conflict, multitudes of happy
spirits in the unseen life who are cheering us on and uphold-
ing our hands, have become one in heart and purpose in a

union the blessing of which will remain with us always. And
some of us too are being "counted worthy"—the greatest

privilege of all. We will not dream of condoling with those
who have been, or may be, called to suffer in mind, body or

estate; rather we will rejoice with humble gladness that to

them it has been granted not only to believe in Christ but
also to suffer in His behalf. And if the worst comes to the

—best— , we trust that they may enter into the experience

of William Dewsbury, -who spent so many years in gaol for

the cause of Truth, and of whom it was said that "he never
played the coward, but joyfully entered prisons as palaces,

and did esteem the locks and bolts as jewels."

William Littleboy.
Birmingham.

m I

WAR. RIGHT OR WRONG.

BY MEI TI (china, ABOUT 2500 B. c).

Translated by E. H. Hou.

In the fifth and si.xth centuries b. c. there were many philosophers and
schools in China. Mei Ti was one of the greatest of them. At that time

even Confucius could not overshadow him. His well-known "Love AH"
doctrine was later severely attacked by Mencius, the great follower of

Confucius. Not only his philosophy, but also his literary abiUty, have

been greatly admired by his own people. The following is a translation

of one of his short essays. By this use of the title "gentlemen under the

heaven," he means the philosophers of his time.

—

Translator.

Here is a man going into the garden oc orchard of some
one else. He steals the peaches and prunes from it. All

those who hear of this will condemn him, and the authorities

will arrest and fine him. Why? Because he does harm to

others and benefits himself thereby.

Here is another man stealing other people's dogs, chickens,

and hogs. He is worse than the first man. Why? Because
the more harm to others he does, the more wicked he is and
the greater the crime is.

Here is a third who enters through his neighbor's fences and
stables, stealing the catties and horses. He is considered

worse and more heartless than the second man. Why? Be-

cause he has done more harm to his neighbor, so his crime is

still greater.

Furthermore, the man who murders the innocent neighbor
and gets his victim's fur coat and sword, is worse than the

third. Why? Because he has done greater harm, and so he

is a more wicked man.
At this time, all the gentlemen under the heaven know

that he is doing wrong, and they all condemn him.

Now, then, the greatest of these gentlemen is to attack a

neighboring country. Not only does nobody see that this

should be condemned, but, on the contrary, every one praises

it, sanctions it, and calls it right. Does the world know the

difference between right and wrong?
It is considered wrong to murder one man, and there is

capital punishment for this crime. Then the crime of killing

ten men is ten times as bad as that of killing one, and the

punishment should be also ten times as much. The crime of

murdering one hundred persons is one hundred times as bad,

and the punishment should be also one hundred times as much.

At this time, in this case, every gentleman under the heaven
knows how to condemn it. and calls it wrong or crime.

But the greatest crime is to invade another country, killing

many men. Nobody condemns it, but praises it. Because
no one knows it is wrong to go to attack another nation, they
write about their glorious victory in order to let the future

generations read it. If they could discover the wickedness of

war, what is the pleasure of writing such a record of it?

It is just like a man who calls a little black black, and calls

much black white. He cannot tell black from white. It is

bitter when little is tasted. He calls it sweet when much
bitterness is tasted. So he cannot tell bitter from sweet.

Little wrong is wrong; everybody condemns it. But the

greatest wrong, that of attacking another country, is not only

left uncondemned, but is honored and praised. It shows that

the world cannot tell right from wrong. This is the way in

which the so-called gentlemen under the heaven teach morality

and ethics.

—

From Advocate of Peace.

DO FOREIGN MISSIONS PAY?

An action recently taken by the Chinese Government was
the mandate of its late president, Yuan Shih Kai, requiring

all men engaged in military and naval service for the country
to minister an oath of allegiance and loyalty before the images

of two celebrated historical military figures, Kwan-yu and
Yueh-fei. who have been revered as the martial gods of China.

This mandate was carried out throughout the Republic, and
actual personal participation was required of every individual.

As a result of this order a number of Christians in the

military and naval service sent in their resignations. Several

of these were men in positions of prominence, and one of them
was H. E. Li Ho, Vice-Minister of the Board of Naval Affairs.

His resignation was immediately accepted, and it is reported

that, as the president accepted it without question, he made
a significant remark, saying that he respected Li Ho for being

willing to sacrifice a high official position for a principle for

which he professed to stand.

Commenting upon this action of the Government, the

editor of Liu Mei Tsing Nien, organ of the Chinese Students'

Christian Association in North America, says: "As the matter

stands to-day all Christians are debarred from the naval and
military service of the country."

And yet there are those who wonder if Oriental Christians

can be the genuine thing!

Here is another story, this time of a whole school of Korean

boys, who were true to the commandment to worship the

Lord their God and Him only: It is the custom in all Japanese

schools for the pupils to bow in reverence and adoration be-

fore the portrait of H. M., the Emperor. I am told that on

the last birthday of the Emperor His Majesty's picture was
placed before a roomful of Korean Christian boys, and the

school directed to perform the expected ceremony. A spokes-

man immediately stepped forward and very quietly, very

courteously, but very firmly, said to the teacher: "We are

Christians, and as such we can perform no act of worship be-

fore any other than God, but if you will allow us we should

like, instead, to pray for God's protection and blessing upon
His Majesty, our Emperor." The request was granted.

—

From The Missionary Link.

"God is within us, and if we do not love to do His will,

as manifested there, it is folly to become outward servants

of the outward."

There have been honest souls in all ages who have sought

and found Christ, and all honest seekers may find Him still

untrammeled by theologies which they cannot hold. All

these are the works of man, often of earnest and good men,

who realized more than they could explain. Let us pass by

these with charity, and even reverence, and seek the new
and ever-living waters at the "Fountain Head."—Christos,
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AN EVENING'S REFLECTION.

"In life's last scenes what prodigies surprise,

Tears of the brave and follies of the wise;

From Marlborough's eyes the tears of dotage flow,

And Swift expires a driv'Uer and a show."
—Dr. Johnson.

While musing on the checkered hnes

Of life's eventful page,

ABd scanning o'er the various signs

Of dim, declining age,

Thus in mild evening's mellow cahn,

My pensive mind could see

What once I was, what now I am.

And what I soon may be.

If some rude stroke should cross my way
With overwhelming blight.

Involve the evening of my day
In intellectual night;

May I have Kved a holy hfe,

So innocent and true,

That habit's force on virtue's path.

Might bear me safely through.

But if unguarded passions reign,

Uncurbed reason's force;

May some kind hand in love restrain

Their wild, ungovemed course;

Deal gently with declining years.

The mind that time has faUed;

O'erlook my foUies, fears and cares,

And soothe the aged child.

But still I hope when nature's course

Shall have relaxed her powers,

That something more than habit's force

May guide life's lingering hours;

When all earth's prospects here grow dim,

And all her props shall fail,

I'd humbly ask increasing faith,

To look behind the veil.

What cause of reverent gratitude.

As evening shades draw near.

To have a mind serenely calm;

And mental vision clear.

But, oh! be pleased, most holy One,

To nm-se that feeble ray;

That when its flickering light is done,

This fabric may decay.

"I WILL SING WITH THE UNDERSTANDING ALSO."

There was a time when it honestly seemed to me that
Friends endeavored to do as many things as possible, from
their manner of public worship to that of greeting one another
in the street, in a way different from that of what we call " the
world at large." The more of these differences any individual
remembered to observe the more nearly did he approach,
to my mind, that high ideal of "a concerned and consistent"
Friend. From that pinnacle of absolute non-conformity

—

crowned with perpetual snow, it is true, but of what perfect
purity—there were infinite gradations as one descended to-
wards the broad valley of the world—and many half-way
houses, where groups had gathered who seemed to lack the
courage or the consecration to go higher.

To anyone familiar with the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
of even a decade ago, it will not be hard to see how such a
conception, however erroneous and untrue to the best ideals
of the Society, could have existed in the mind of one still in

his 'teens.

To-day it seems scarcely likely that such a conclusion

should be formed. The change in the general current of our
thought has been often so great as to cause honest anxiety

and even grief in some quarters. It is not that we do not realize

that there are ideals we must stand for, no matter what the
cost. Indeed, the strain of present conditions is impressing
that more firmly upon us than it had ever been impressed
on most of us before. What some anxious ones have mis-
taken for a headlong rush to embrace all of the "vain cus-

toms of the world" has been due in many instances, 1 firmly

believe, to the sincere endeavor [using Robert O. Mennell's

phrase in the reported proceedings of London Yearly Meet-
ing] " to grasp the significance of our founder's ideal and allow

no boundary to separate us from others who are also striving

to uphold the Truth of Christ." Let us hope it is this rather

than a spineless degeneracy that causes us to-day to wish
to be like others in all the ways we conscientiously can.

That mistakes have been and will be made in endeavoring
to pursue such a course is more than likely. Some will fear-

fully have continued to maintain barriers in which, were they
to think out their position, they would find there was for them,
at least, no principle involved; others, in commendable zeal

and whole-heartedness, will have rushed along, trampling

with little heed sometimes on things, small in their way, per-

haps, but in which there rests still a really vital principle.

An example of what seems to me to be the latter sort, lying

near at hand and close to the hearts of some of us, has been
much on my own mind. 1 refer to the singing of hymns.
Too small a matter in itself to discuss, you say, no matter

what view is taken on the subject. But the roots go further

down than we are disposed to think and a clearer under-
standing of a little matter often helps towards a clearer un-
derstanding of things greater.

A comparison of our present Book of Discipline with that

even of 1903, will, I think, show anyone that as a Yearly
Meeting we are convinced that our attitude in the past on
the question of music was entirely too severe. My own love

of music makes me glad indeed that the change has been made.
But even when that other attitude was our official one, there

existed in many Friends' homes the beautiful custom of gath-

ering the family together, on First-day evenings, perhaps, to

sing some of the glorious old hymns that have helped hu-
manity for generations, and will, I trust, for generations to

come. In the close fellowship of the family group there is

often a unity of aspiration that the quiet, reverent singing

together of such older or newer songs of the spirit, for in-

stance, as "Abide with Me," "Lead, Kindly Light," "Rock
of Ages," "Nearer, My God, To Thee," or "Now the Day is

Over," can scarcely fail both to express and strengthen.

To-day, too, more and more of our young people are going
off to Northfield or Silver Bay or Eagles' Mere and come home
from those wonderful conferences deeply stirred by their

experiences and by the visions which have been opened to

them there. They feel the part that the singing played at

those meetings, how it gathered them all, who had come from
the four winds, into one unified group with a common longing

and a common, contagious purpose. Why shouldn't they be
permitted to sing hymns unrestrictedly when they get back
home again?

Why not, indeed? It is certainly not because it is music,
or else, why allow them to sing at all? It can't be because
they are religious songs or we should have to rule out every-

thing from the Psalms to a great part of the poetry of our
own Whittier, with much besides that we should be loath

to part with. No, if we are not in favor of the unrestricted

singing of hymns there must be other grounds than these for

our objections.

Last First-day I attended the little meeting at Quaker •

Ridge, Maine—a meeting that in the one hundred and six

years of its existence has never had a resident minister. There
were six others present, and 1 was told they take turns "lead-
ing," which means, so far as I could gather, opening and clos-

ing the meeting. We sang three or four simple hymns at the
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outset—hymns which somehow seemed pecuharly applicable

to the condition of our little company and which were sung
in such a spirit that I did not wonder when someone of the

isolated community remarked that often the singing seemed
the best part of their meetings. It appeared to draw them
more closely together in their worship, somewhat as the dis-

ciples must have been drawn more closely together after the
Last Supper, "when they had sung an hymn."
As a boy of twelve or thirteen 1 was, for a period of about

a year and a half, a member of a well-trained church choir.

It was an experience 1 value for various reasons. It gave me
an insight into the beauty and dignity of the Book of Common
Prayer and its prescribed ritual. It undoubtedly developed
my powers of musical appreciation for which I am frankly
glad. But, as I look back upon that period, the idea that
those of us who were to sing an anthem or a processional

hymn, or were to chant the Responses in the Litany, should
in any way consider the words we were singing was never
once present. It was not what we sang, but always how we
were singing it. Whatever the effect upon the congregation,
for us it was certainly largely lip-worship.

A majority of those who will read this article attend meet-
ings where the congregation does not feel any need of music
as an aid to worship. It is for those, it seems to me, to keep
clearly before their own minds the difference between what
I have been describing in these last two paragraphs and to

bear a clear testimony before the world.

Most hymns are written in the form of prayer. We should
probably all regard the offering of vocal prayer as one of the
most serious and awful of religious exercises. How can a

prayer to the Almighty be considered as anything less serious

because it is set to music? How are we justified in singing

less concernedly what we would hesitate to speak unlejs

deeply moved?
Which is the more important element of a hymn, the music

or the words? The prayer or the air it is set to? Yet how often

will a hymn be stopped right in the middle and another sub-
stituted which "sings better," or has "a prettier harmony,"
or "an easier tenor!" How often I have heard a group sing-

ing hymns who were far more concerned that the "parts"
should be sung right than with any words they were singing.

And how often do we hear sung—or perhaps ourselves thought-
lessly sing—old songs whose melodies we love but the words
of which, were we to analyze them, would be found to em-
body the doctrines of some outworn theology with which we
could in no sense longer honestly unite.

We know that there was some singing in the ministry of

the early Friends, but that the practice was gradually dropped.
For the reason probably that it seemed increasingly evident
to the thoughtful of those days that congregational exercises

of any sort, when there were so many "states and condi-

tions" of spirit gathered together, were exceedingly difficult

to perform "in the Life." That is, something in the way a

true minister waits for the anointing power of the Spirit,

so a group, to sing a hymn together or to recite what we call

the Lord's Prayer, should, each one, feel something of that
same prompting or there results an empty form without the
substance of reality.

Yet I have heard it seriously advocated that the boys and
girls at Westtown School should be encouraged to sing hymns
on First-days, as they stroll in groups up and down the walk,

for otherwise they would want to sing songs scarcely appro-
priate to the day. If they were in the mood to sing this sort

of song, surely they could not be in the mood for the proper
singing of hymns. As well urge all to take vocal part in every
meeting for worship, lest, perchance, they be likely to fall

asleep or to talk with their neighbors.

If I have made my point in what 1 have just written, it

is that what seems at first glance to be a small matter really

goes far below the surface to the very foundation of our ideals

of worship and the ministry. Few of us want to compromise
these ideals. Most of us are sincerely anxious to uphold
them. As we go about our "barrier-breaking" therefore.

we ought to try always, if we can, to think our position clear
and thorough, with all its implications. Testimony-bearers
we have always striven to be—we must see to it that our
witnessing is not fogged.

Alired Lowry, Jr.
Ek:iith Month 2, lOlfL

A PLEA FOR PACIFISM.

WILL AMERICA YIELD TO THE ARAIAMENT MADNESS?

WASHINGTON GLADDEN.

1 am a pacifist, if I understand that word, which is not in

my dictionary. A pacifist, 1 suppose, is a peacemaker. And
the teacher from whom I have learned what little 1 know about
conduct once said, " Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall

be called the children of God."
1 sometimes hear the word " pacificist " spoken very reproach-

fully. There is a little more hiss in that word than there is

in pacifist, and some people like to use words that have a
good deal of hiss in them. But if pacificist is any stronger
than pacifist, then I'm that. Perhaps a pacificist is not only
a peacemaker, but a man who wants to make peacemakers.
If that is what it means, I'm that. And if anybody says that
it is silly to be a pacifist, 1 shall not quarrel with him. 1 have
often, as St. Paul said, been counted a fool for Christ's sake,

and 1 expect to be, as long as I live. And if anybody calls

me a mollycoddle, my only answer is: "Very well; then I will

try to be a fair-minded, just, honorable mollycoddle; I'll do
my best to make it a name which everybody will respect. The
name Christian was originally a word of contempt. It was
flung at people because there was a hiss in it. And the day
may come when the King shall say, 'Blessed are the molly-
coddles, for they shall be called the children of God!'"

I am not, however, in favor of "peace at any price"—if I

understand what that means. Peace is a good thing which
I greatly desire for myself and for my family, and for my city,

and for my country, and for the whole world; but 1 don't

want any good thing at any less than a fair price; 1 wish to

pay for all the good I get all that it is worth. I want peace
and I am ready to pay full market-price for it, which is justice

and truth and trust and fair play and good-will and kindness

and service: as a rule, you can get it for that, and 1 don't be-

lieve you can get it for any less—not the real thing, that you
can live with and that will stay with you.

But of this 1 am equally sure; I don't want war at any price.

That, indeed, is a costly luxury. It comes high in any market.
You have to pay for it carnage, slaughter, widowhood, orphan-
age, broken homes, crippled lives, desolated fields, ruined

cities, and heaping measures of hatred and suspicion and fear.

You can never get it on any other terms.

The policy of preparedness may be advocated by honest

men, but it has a way of working out its own results. Arma-
ments mean war, and sooner or later they bring war. Of
course, they are for self-defense. All the belligerents on the

continent of Europe are fighting on the defensive. Ask them!
Now that is the logic of preparedness. No matter what you
intend by it, that is what it means; you never can make it

mean anything else. The kindling of suspicions and fears

always will go hand in hand with the work of building the

armament.
One fact we may as well face. If we are going to have war

indefinitely, it will not be the same kind of war, it will wax
worse and worse continually. Experience makes that plain.

This war is immeasurably worse, more fierce, more relentless,

more inhuman than any war in history. And the next war,

for which we are urged to get ourselves in a state of prepared-

ness, will be as much more diabolical than this, as this is more
devilish than any which have preceded it. Thousands of

minds, furnished with all the resources of Kultur, will be

constantly at work inventing new machinery for mangling

men, new methods of inflicting torture, new appliances for
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erasing the beauty of the earth and ruining its fairest monu-
ments, for making its loveliest lands uninhabitable.

You know that this principle of preparedness ruled, not

very long ago, in all our private life, and especially in the

highest ranks. Every gentleman went armed. You might
or might not have a shirt, but you must have a sword. Now
in those old days of preparedness homicide was as common as

eggs for breakfast. The time came when it seemed to many
men that they had some better thing to do than to keep them-
selves always in a state of preparedness for war. They began
to say, "What mortal reason have we for hating and fighting

our neighbors? It is monstrous. It is ridiculous. It is not

economical." What did they do about it? Why, they out-

lawed it. They said, "The thing for us to get rid of is this

whole business of preparedness. We will have no more of it.

The man who goes about with pistols and rapiers in his belt

is not a hero, he is a ruffian: he is an undesirable citizen. He
keeps the air full of explosive material. Let him remove him-

self out of our sight. We can get along without him very well."

What happened then? Wiry, homicide and violence prac-

tically came to an end; at any rate, they were greatly abated.

Peace returned to earth. Security began to reign. What was
the cause of this change.? Was it trust in the police? Not at

all. It was trust in one another. It was the replacing of the

ape and tiger psychology of human relation by the^human
psychology of good-will. Instead of seeing in every unknown
man an enemy or an assassin, they began to assume that every

unknown man was a neighbor and a friend. Where that trust

in one another exists, you have peace and security: where it

is absent, though your streets are full of policemen and there is

a jail on every square, you will always be in fear and in peril.

We all know which way we want history to go, and we can

help it to go that way if we are strongly going that way our-

selves. But we shall not help it to go that way if we ourselves

are going the other way; if we are building ships, enlisting

soldiers, increasing armaments.
Of course, we are going to build these ships and enlist these

armies that we are now talking about for purely defensive

purposes. For defense against whom? 1 doubt whether any
nation on the face of the earth entertains toward us any pur-

poses of aggression. Such purposes may be excited in some
nation by the increase of our armaments, for no such construc-

tion ever goes on without guiding the thought of the people

toward some suspected foe, and that is a secret which cannot
be kept: the suspicion and the fear will stir resentment and
hostility somewhere. But every nation on the earth which
might be such a foe knows to-day that we are not now and
cannot be for twenty years in any danger from her. All these

nations, broken, wasted, battered, and torn as they will be

when they come out of this war, will know that we have no
reason to be afraid of aggression from them. You know how
easy it is to awaken national jealousies. Would it be strange

if some of them should conclude that our defensive policy is

a mask for some sinister design? If, as I strongly believe,

no nation will be in condition to attack us within twenty
years, then the ships which we build now will be junk before

we have ever used them. It is safe to wait until the congress

of the nations following this war. If it concludes to per-

petuate militarism and preparedness and forces us to face the

return of Hades, then we will have time, if we think it need-

ful, to get ready for that emergency. But if, on the other hand,

it concludes to free the world from the scourge of war, we shall

not only have some big and needless bills to pay, but we shall

be very much ashamed of ourselves.

Was not that a pathetic note that was sounded across the

sea a few days ago from one of the wisest and sanest of the

English statesmen, not now in office. Lord Rosebery?
"

1 know nothing more disheartening than the announce-
ment recently made that the United States, the one great

country in the world free from the hideous bloody burden of

war, is about to embark upon the building of a huge armada,
destined to be equal or second to our own. It means that the

burden will continue upon the other nations and be increased in

proportion to the fled of the United States. 1 confess that it is

a disheartening prospect that the United States, so remote
from the European conflict, should voluntarily in these days
take up the burden which, after the war, will be found to

have broken, or almost broken, our backs."

It is not from England alone that this warning comes.

Perhaps the most trenchant and influential pen in Berlin is

that of Maximilian Harden. And what says Maximihan
Harden to-day?

"
1 find that the time has come when this terrible catastrophe

must make similar catastrophes impossible. ... All

great Powers must get together in order to make an end to

this unparalleled crime. . . . The nations now at war
will have to live together in this house which they are now
destroying, and the more terrible the destruction the worse

for all of us. . . . If this war is not to be the last great

war, it is nothing else than criminal madness."
If Old Europe is struggling to get out of this Gehenna of

militarism, what idiocy it is for Young America to be getting

ready to plunge into it! If the failure of the other nations

to make this war the last great war will be criminal madness,

what kind of madness is it for this nation to spend a billion

of dollars in preparing to continue and perpetuate war?
It is within the power of this nation, at this juncture, to

inflict upon the human race an unspeakable injury, and it

looks as though she were bound to do it. God grant that I

may not live to see it!

NEWS ITEMS.

Wm. C. Allen writes under date Seventh Month 25, 1916: "We have

completed the work I felt called to in England after two months steady

and often wearing labor. To-morrow we start to visit my daughter at

her Irish home and hope to sail for America Ninth Month 5th."

On the afternoon of Seventh-day, Eighth Month 12th, nearly a hvmdred

gathered at the ninth annual Tea Meeting held in the meeting-house,

near Horsham village, Pa. The cooler, fresher air that day added largely

to the comfort and enjoyment of the occasion. Benjamin F. Whitson

spoke to an interested company, composed largely of neighbors and

friends from the surrounding country. His subject, the Rediscovery of

Quakerism, was ably handled, in a way that inspired with hope for the

future. The clear teachings of our Master in reference to love and peace

were dwelt upon, and the thought elaborated that righteousness of com-

munities and nations was as much a part of the Divine plan as that of

individuals. After the meeting the company spent a social hour on the

grassy lawn surrounding the meeting-house, where a lunch was served.

The lunch, consisting of dainty sandwiches, lemonade, ice cream and cake,

had been suppUed by the Anne-Elizabeth Tea Room, a pleasant stopping-

place on the pike near Jarrettown, where EHzabeth W. Shoemaker and

a friend will welcome guests. The social hour thiis spent helps to a

closer fellowship and a fuller understanding of those in different outward

religious membership.

Philadelphia Quaktbrly Meeting.—Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting

was held in regular course on the 7th and 8th. These were both record-

breaking days as regards heat, but there was a good attendance at both

meetings in spite of this handicap. The meeting of Ministers and Elders

continued for about two hours. One Friend described it by saying,

"Well, we ivere baptized!" In addition to a weighty consideration of

the Queries the action of Western District Monthly Meeting in acknowl-

edging William W. Cadbury as a minister was confirmed.

In the meeting on Third-day the service in the vocal ministry was

largely from visiting ministers. In the business session Eh Harvey

presented a minute of his Monthly Meeting hberating him for service

in all the Quarterly Meetings and in then- constituent meetings, with

authority to appoint meetings as elders and overseers might feel satisfied

would be best. There was a response of satisfaction in his attendance

and of encouragement for his faithfulness.

The consideration of the Queries evoked Uttle expression, but more than

one Friend confessed to feeling their value. In re-appointing the Clerks

of two years past an arrangement was made for the clerical work to be

done at the expense of the meeting. The thought was in more than one
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mind that this might be a first step toward a secretarial office for the

Quarterly Meeting. In some places such a development has put the

Quarterly Meeting into the Ust of militant organizations in addition to

being a general clearing-house for the subordinate meetings.

PocoNO Notes.—The growth of a child—after years of care and slow

development—has its counterpart in community movements when they

suddenly mature. And something of this sort has been witnessed in this

and neighboring communities during the past month.
For years we have been interested in and earnestly desirous that our

mountain neighbors should share the privileges of larger opportunities.

Occasional visits to their homes and churches have been made by some
of our campers during the last decade and there has been daily intercourse

with those who brought supphes to the Preserve or who have helped in

building our homes about the lake.

As the temperature in winter often drops far below the freezing point

and the Poconos are sparsely settled these mountaineers have lived under

some serious disadvantages—socially, educationally and spiritually—the

local pastor only making his rounds once a fortnight, and the high school

only recently built, while there was no resident physician. It was to

supplement these disabilities and stimulate a wholesome interest among
themselves that the Neighborhood Improvement Association was formed.

Intoxicating drinks have had their degrading effects, as elsewhere, but

there is a sturdy, independent character, that lends itself kindly to tactful

suggestions and sympathetic co-operation in these natives.

It has been a real satisfaction to have had their good wiU all through

these, years, but even more now to co-operate in a well-organized effort

to establish permanent rural centers for the pubhc welfare.

A joint Committee from the Preserve and a nearby village gave the

initiative, after the visit from Jean Kane Fouike, and then our neighbors

wisely appointed their own officers from the permanent residents on the

mountain and graciously continued the joint Committee by request, so

we could be available for consultation in any time of need. All this was
fully presented by the Principal of the high school at our Town Meeting
on the 10th inst., as he is the President of the new association.

The Farm Bureau Agent, previously mentioned, also gave a most
interesting and encouraging report of his efforts to reheve the farmers in

this section, by helping them to solve their agricultural problems.

Seldom have we listened to a young man—one out of 1400 students in

the Agricultural Department of the State College—who showed more
fitness for his calling and was equally interested in the moral and spiritual

welfare of every community. His office is in Stroudsburg and he is

called upon from all parts of Monroe County to give advice " from the

cure of a sick potato field to a sick cow."

The fact that one of our mountain neighbors has offered a house, rent

free, to any one who will occupy it as a base from which to visit in behalf

of the spiritual needs of the community, is an encouraging sign.

As these subjects were earnestly discussed beside a glorious log fire on

the lake shore, there was a consciousness on the part of all present that

we are truly "members one of another," in the widest possible sense, and
much appreciation was felt and expressed concerning the attitude of

each group toward the other.

The three egrets which remained about our lake for a week, a month
ago, have gone elsewhere, but we do not forget their beautiful white

plumage and graceful forms—so much enjoyed by the 500 odd campers

of this colony—as an emblem of the spirit and purpose prevailing here.

When one reviews the last fifteen years and recalls the condition of

the roads and settlements on this mountain, when our late beloved friend,

George Abbott, and others launched The Pocono Manor Association,

simultaneously with the Pocono Pines Assembly and, a few years later,

the Pocono Lake Preserve, one is almost overwhelmed by a sense of how
far these improvements have transcended the farthest vision and hopes

of those days of camping in the Naomi Pines (now being lumbered for the

first time in 115 years).

Joshua L. Baily has added a thousand acres, contiguous to The Manor
estate, of equal size, much of which is a beautiful park and has kindly

offered to the guests of The Manor Inn and adjoining cottages to enjoy the

beauty of the Swiftwater Creek. And fine golf links have their attractions.

The State Road from the Summit Railroad Station across this plateau

to the Wilkesbarre and Easton Turnpike—some thirteen miles—was
made about ten years ago, and is one of the best highways in our Common-
wealth and much used. The forest fires, once such a menace to this

district, are better controlled than formerly by a system of fire lines and

a staff of wardens.

Last evening, under a full moon, some 250 of our campers assembled

in these woods, and their happy faces made this wilderness seem very

much hke a Garden of Eden.

J. E.

Pocono Lake, Pa., Eighth Month 13, 191G.

Henry D. Lane, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, in a personal letter of recent

date, writes of the endeavor to raise funds to guarantee a new Penn Col-

lege: "I am glad to say that our campaign was successful, thanks to the

efforts and generosity of our many friends and sympathizers, among
whom were many eastern Friends." A clipping from an Exchange is as

follows

:

"Again Quakerism has manifested the fact that it possesses remarkable

vitality. The biggest financial enterprise ever undertaken, in proportion

to the constituents, has just been brought to a complete success. Just

before midnight. Eighth Month 1st, the final subscription toward the

four hundred thousand fund for Penn College was received. Those who
began this campaign and who were most intimately associated with it

had many periods during its progress when it seemed unaccomplishable,

but from the very first until the last nothing was neglected which gave

the remotest promise, and from a multitude of sources the aggregate

amount was finally secured.

"One could scarcely believe at certain times that an institution that

had come into such a situation as had Penn College could be rehabili-

tated, but the outcome is a proof beyond doubt that there is a tremendous

appreciation for the small college which affords Christian education, as

it is also a proof of the splendid loyalty of those who have had the benefits

of such education.

"Oskaloosa, which had been asked to give $150,000, overreached the

mark by several thousand. The county, outside of Oskaloosa did not

come up to expectations, but that was partly occasioned by the impos-

sibility of a thorough canvass on account of the shortness of the time.

Friends, both in the east and in the west, were most generous in their

gifts and helpful in their service. A brief trip through the east, followed

by one in the west, resulted in such gifts, without which the enterprise

would have failed, so that eastern and western Friends may have the most

satisfactory assurance that it was their generosity which saved the day.

Local constituents of the college could not have succeeded alone."

The paper here quoted concludes;

"It would be very difficult to write a personal letter to everyone who
has contributed, expressing to them the appreciation for their assistance,

therefore I wish to take this opportunity to extend to everyone the deepest

thanks of the management of Penn College and of those who have been

most closely associated with this enterprise for their help, and this means

that everyone who gave, even in the smallest way, has been fully appre-

ciated. It has been the united contributions of all that has made this

enterprise successful."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—The Ledger prints the following: "J. E. Rhoads & Sons, of

12 N. Third Street, have shipped one of the largest leather driving belts

ever manufactured from their plant in Wilmington, Del. It was con-

signed to the Diamond State Fibre Company, West Conshohocken.

The belt, endless and of water-proof construction, is 146J^ feet long and

4:}4 feet wide and three-ply in thickness. It weighs about 1800 pounds

and is worth approximately $5000."

The degree of Bachelor of Forestry will be conferred upon 11 men at

the eleventh graduating exercises of the Pennsylvania State Forest

Academy, at Mont Alto, on the 24th.

Nearly .30,000 caterpillars were killed, and 33,000 cocoons and 30,000

egg masses were burned by children of four pubhc school playgrounds, and

two recreation centers in the campaign for the extermination of the pest.

The champion "caterpillar killers" among children were presented to

Mayor Smith and acquainted him with their trophy records. The boy

is John C. Johnson, of the Packer School, who by official count killed

7,875 caterpillars. The girl killers are headed by Mae Pook, of the same

school, who surpassed John's record by slaughtering 11,35G.

A foundation for a thorough scientific investigation of the cause, means

of transmission, and cure of infantile paralj-sis has been projected by the

Philadelphia Pediatric Society. An eminent pathologist, who was as-

sociated with Dr. Simon Flexner, at the Rockefeller Institute, has vol-
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imteered his services, provided an equipped laboratory is placed at his

disposal.

General.—Eleven thousand oases of infantile paralysis were re-

ported from 37 States to a federal conference with State health officials

at Washington.

An economy campaign of nation-wide extent will be started by Ameri-

can farmers at the fourth national conference on marketing and farm

credits called to meet in Chicago Twelfth Month 4th to 9th. The cam-

paign will begin with practical plans for checking enormous waste in

marketing farm products. This annual wastage is of $1,000,000,000

magnitude, according to a statement of the general committee. "The
root of it hes in defective local organization of farmers," says Secretary

Charles W. Holman, of Madison, Wis., "and the delegations wiU work

out machinery for getting the local communities more tightly organized."

In an attempt to advance civilization through the medium of medical

rehef, the Phihppine Government, co-operating with the International

Health Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, will send a hospital ship

to the Sulu Archipelago, which is inhabited by approximately 200,000

Moros and other savage tribes. The medical serwce will be maintained

for five years. Investigation has shown the Moros to be suffering from

skin diseases of severe form, malaria, hookworm and other preventable

infections.

A treaty between Great Britain and the United States for protection

of insect-destroying birds on both sides of the Canadian boundary was
signed at the State Department by Secretary Lansing and Ambassador

Spring-Rice. The treaty covers virtually all kinds of bird life. Its

administration will be left to local authorities. So far as it is known this

is the first treaty of the kind ever signed.

Foreign.—The following is from Tokio, under date of the 31st ult.:

"Dr. Inazo Nitobe, a Japanese scholar well-known in the United States,

where he spent several years, has just published impressions of a recent

visit to the Philippine Islands, and his articles have attracted wide at-

tention in Japan. Doctor Nitobe said he heard many Americans in the

Phihppines express behef that the islands would ultimately pass into the

hands of the Japanese, but he beheved the attitude of the natives might

be quite different."

RECEIPTS.
) dollars have been received from each persoD, paying

Ira S. Frame, Cal.; Hannah Avis Greene, Ohio; Mary Anna L. Thomas,
Pa.; Lucy W. Foster, R. I.; Thomas Perry, R. I.; Harvey C. Perry, R. I.;

Lydia F. Nichols, R. I.; Anna A. Gardner, R. I.; Phebe W. P. Buffum,

R. I,; Ahce E. Perry, R. I.; Charles Perry, R. I.; Charles E. Ecroyd, Pa.;

Wihiam C. Lowry, Pa.; Alfred Lowry, Jr., Pa.; Mark B. Wills, N. J.; S.

Herbert Jones, N. J.; Edwin BaUinger, N. J.; Samuel C. Smith, Ala.; EU
H. Harvey, Pa.; Nathan L. Hall, Cal.; Lewis Hall, Ohio; John Stamp
Keeling, Eng.; Hannah Blackburn, Ohio; Sarah C. Blackburn, Ohio;

Sarah W. Rhoads, Pa.; J. H. Edgerton, Ohio; D. C. Battey, Ohio; Samuel
Carter, Ohio; E. L. Cope, Ohio; A. G. Scattergood, Pa.; Henry D. Abbott,

Pa.; Maud S. Doudna, Ohio; Elizabeth Peele, N. C; Esther Coppoek,

Iowa; Aaron Williams, Iowa; John Hodgin, Iowa; Thomas E. Stanley,

Iowa; Asaph Wood, Iowa; Lewis Stanley, Iowa; Ellis Stanley, Iowa;

Thomas Binns, Iowa; John H. Foster, R. L; Behnda H. Schofield, Ohio;

Frelove Pyle, N. Y. ; Jesse Mekeel, N. Y. ; H. Foster Owen, Y. Y. ; Arthur

H. Wood, N. Y.; W. and I. Mekeel, N. Y.; R. P. Tatum, Pa.; Albert L.

Jones, Ark.; Caroline Cope, Cal.; Annie C. Bonsall, Ohio; Albert Em-
mons, Iowa; Elisha Hoge, Iowa; Wilson Emmons, Iowa; Jos. K.
Evans, N. J.; Wesley Haldeman, Pa.; Reuben Haines, Pa.; Chester

Mott, Iowa; Rebecca B. Lowry, N. J.; Elizabeth L. Thomas, Pa.

WS' Remittances received after Second-day evening will not appear in
receipts until the following week

NOTICES.

As most Friends are probably aware, the Committee of Six having
charge of the ground to the south of the meeting-house at Fourth and
Arch Streets, has opened this plot, under the supervision of the Play-

grounds Association of Philadelphia, as a Rest Centre for women and
little cliildren.

A drinking fountain has been installed, a large shelter awning erected,

and a sand pile and benches appropriately placed on the grounds, and it

is indeed a pleasant sight to witness the pleasure the visitors evidently

feel in their use of this quiet and restful spot. There is in charge an

experienced Social Worker, who teaches the children manual work, simple

games, or gathers them around her for stories. So far, since Seventh

Month 1st, the daily attendance has averaged about sixty, some twenty of

whom have been adults, who come in for the lunch interval from their

places of business in the neighborhood.

The undersigned have felt that to many Friends this use of the above

ground gives great satisfaction, and furthermore that the suggestion

that Friends should do aU of this work, not only allowing the use of the

ground, but also supplying the necessary funds to the Playgrounds As-

sociation to carry it on, would be a very welcome one to many. In the

hope, therefore, that a sufficient number wiU consider it a privilege to

spare from $2 to $10 each from their vacation funds for this purpose, we
are sending out this statement to those that we feel will be interested.

Contributions from anyone in any amount will be gladly received by A.

G. Scattergood, 409 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Your friends truly,

J. Henht Baetlett, Davis H. Forsythe,

Eleanor R. Elkinton, Anna Shinn Maier,

Charles Evans, Walter T. Moore,
Alfred G. Scattergood.

The expected ex-penses are

:

Social worker and caretaker Seventh Month 1st to Tenth

Month 1st, at $60 per month $180.00

Installation of apparatus, such as awnings, sand box, etc. . . 200.00

Material for teaching manual work, such as basket weaving, etc.,

and story books, pictures and games, miscellaneous 50.00

?430.00

Program of The Haverford Summer School—The Lincoln House,

Swampscott, Mass., Ninth Month 5 to 12, 1916.—^A conference for

the study of rehgious and social problems is held biennaUy under the

auspices of Haverford College. Friends and other persons interested in

the subjects to which it is devoted are cordially invited to attend. There

is no charge for admission to lectures and classes.

Board and lodging will be provided by the regular management of the

hotel at the reduced rates of $1.75, $2.50 and $3.00 per day. Those who
wish to reserve rooms in advance should address the undersigned at

Haverford, Pa. (after Ninth Month 1st, at Lincoln House, Swampscott,

Mass.).

To reach the Lincoln House take the Boston and Maine Railroad from

Boston (North Station), or Portland to Swampscott. At Swampscott

take the Lincoln House bus.

Henry J. Cadbtjrt,

Secretary.

]\1eetings from Eighth Month 27th to Ninth Month 2nd:

Burlington and Bucks Quarterly Meeting, at Burhngton, Third-day,

Eighth Month 29th, at 10.30 a. m.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Eighth Month
27th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Eighth Month 28th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Eighth Month 29th, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Eighth Month 29th, at 8 p. M.

Abington, at Horsham, Fourth-day j Eighth Month 30th, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 30th, at

10 A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Eighth Month 30th, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 31st, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Eighth Month 31st, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—At the home of her sisters and son. Poplar Ridge, N. Y., Sixth

Month 27th, Sarah G. Haight, widow of Humphrey S. Haight, aged

eighty years; a member of Norwich Monthly Meeting of Friends, Norwich,

Ontario, Canada.

At her home in Sigourney, Iowa, Second Month 14, 1916,

Ann Gibbons, widow of Homer Gibbons, and daughter of Asa and Ruth
Garretson in her eighty-fifth year; a member of Coal Creek Monthly
Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Wahiut Street, Phila., Pa.
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"We know of no Inner Light but that of the Lord Jesus Christ

in the SouL When we talk of the Inner Light we mean nothing
more nor less than George Fox meant by the words, the Christ

Within; the same that the Apostle Paul meant when he said to

certain converts that he was in travail with them 'till Jesus
Christ be formed in you.' We recognize no Inner Light that

is not an emanation of God Himself. By whatever name we call

it—whether Inner Light or Holy Spirit or Christ Within—i^ is

the same thing."—Silvanus P. Thompson, in 1906.

'THE LIGHT WITHIN."

A Study of the Holy Spirit.

This is the title of a neatly-bound volume of some three

hundred pages, from the prolific pen of Charles Lewis Slattery,

published by Longmans, Green & Co. The author was some-
time headmaster of the Faribault Boarding School, in Min-
nesota, but now "rector of Grace Church in New York City."

He demonstrated his high spiritual quality in writing the
" Life of Edward Lincoln Atkinson," whose promising career

was so suddenly terminated in iqo2. in no small degree the

mantle of that gifted soul has fallen upon his devoted friend,

and one rejoices that such an extensive field of service wel-

comes labor of such high spiritual quality. In addition to

his duties in a large and influential congregation, he already

has nearly a dozen volumes of moment to the credit of his

untiring industry.

The present book, as its title indicates, is of appealing in-

terest to Friends. It belongs to the same class of books as

Sabatier's " Religions of Authority and Religion of the

Spirit," and Amory H. Bradford's "The Inward Light."

These all give the Friend the point of view of a non-Friend

on our distinguishing doctrine. Perhaps it would not be unfair

to say that such contributions indicate that Quakerism is

wider by far than any limitations of denominational boun-

daries. Some of the best Friends apparently are teaching in

other folds. Dr. Slattery's treatment of "The Light Within"
is entirely from the point of view of a sacramentarian. He
touches the ordinances only with a most loving hand, but

withal his treatment is so frank and so highly spiritual that

to the convinced Friend he seems to be saying throughout,

what he writes so aptly on page i^j: "
. . . one may

find good reason for saying that the centuries following the

year looo have been centuries when the Holy Spirit has been

contending against the effort to make the temporal order

too stable; against the effort to harden spiritual rites and or-

dinances into institutions pretending to a value and efficacy

apart from the Holy Spirit." A page further on this thought
is elucidated in the following passage of great beauty and
force: "Why is this? What reason can be given but that our
association with the Master of Life is intended to be univer-
sal and therefore spiritual. Every little wayside cottage is

the blessed home at Nazareth; the shop of every honorable
workman is the carpenter-shop of Joseph; every friendly

fireside is the home of Mary and Martha and Lazarus at

Bethany; every grave is the Holy Sepulchre. It was not
Palestine only to which Christ came, it was every inch of

this sad and happy world. His feet seem to have touched it

all. He came to identify His sympathy and His victory not
with a narrow province of the Empire in the days of the
Csesars, but with the round world of all time."

The climax of this line of thought, however, is on pages

256 and 257 in the following:
" In the same way, an officer of the church—whether Pope

of Christendom or pastor of a little wayside flock—may, if

he be humble enough and simple enough, cast aside his own
ideas and prejudices, and, praying earnestly, may receive

for those over whom he is set in the Lord a message from the
Holy Spirit. So the Bible, being the inspired record through
human instrumentalities of God's message to peoples and
to individuals of the past, is more and more the medium of

the Voice of the Holy Spirit to the Church and to nations,

and to individuals; provided all these make their hearts atten-

tive and seek to know what the Holy Spirit shall now speak to

them through the words of the ancient record. We must hold
the Church and the Bible in the most reverent honor. (Church
in this text is defined on page 235 as "the great all-inclusive

Church.") They are God's gifts for our help. They are won-
derful vehicles of grace. But when the)' are made to seem
outwardly and mechanically infallible, when they are made
in themselves the last resort, then they block the way to the

highest. Then God will lower them, that He may surely give

us what is highest of all— the Voice of the Holy Spirit to the

Church and to the individuals of our own day. The italics

have been inserted to put the universal note in relief.

The sub-title of the volume, "A Study of the Holy Spirit,"

indicates the author's special form of treatment. Had Friends

always been careful to identify the "Light Within" witK the

Paraclete—the promised Comforter—there would not have
been the confusion in regard to the Society that one some-
times finds. An Inward Light that has none of the warmth
of the Holy Spirit may serve as a guide into correctness of

life, but it has little, if any, of the overcoming power of faith

which can make the confession, "Insofar as we are descend-
ants of the early saints, we too pierce the discouragements
and evils of our time. We know that the future of the world
both visible and invisible is ever tending upward towards
perfection. This is not because we can argue a case for the
tendencies we can see and touch; it is not because we have
any infallible testimony; it is simply because we believe in

the Holy Spirit" (page 314).

In a running survey of Christian history our author ap-

plies this test to men and events in every department of life.

Perhaps his conclusion cannot be better summarized than

in this passage from page 256: "By refusing us all infallible

standards in institutions and men, God drives us to the high-

est. We are bidden by the cruel facts to go directly to the

spirit of the Living God, when we are in the darkness and
desire the infallible light upon our path. Instead of infalli-
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bility the Holy Spirit gives us each moment, if we will have

it, the guidance of His presence and of His love. He is the

only way to the Truth."

Nor is such a test and such a guide without resource in

the present world-extremity. Our author finds no compromise

with which to justify war. On the contrary, he sounds a ring-

ing note to Christians to clear themselves by a more perfect

consecration. These are his remarkable words: "For the fu-

ture, every man will know that if the world is to free itself

from war,' that freedom must be bought with a price. Each
individual man must resolutely discipline himself; he must
trim away the self-indulgence of his will, he must graft his

will into the will of God. There must be more worship, pri-

vate and public, more sacrifice for neighbors and for the world,

a more pitiless flagellation of all selfishness and worldliness

in our souls. We must, by the ideals of citizenship, build

up our own nation to be a saint among the nations of the

world; the national honor as sensitive as the individual's

honor; the nation's brotherliness as tender as the brotherli-

ness of St. Francis; the nation's love for men, a shadow of

the Sacrifice of Christ."

Truly his book shows that the resources of our distinguish-

ing doctrine are far from being exhausted. Will it not stimu-

late some of our number to make new ventures of faith with it?

^ J. H. B.

OTHER QUOTATIONS FROM "THE LIGHT WITHIN."
" In our reticent modern life we do not suspect how nearly

universal prayer is. The Holy Spirit, brooding over our

life, yearns to give all men the desire to pray; and all men as

the heights loom above them, as the depths yawn beneath

them, try to pray. The prayers may be so unconventional

that only God calls them prayers, but they are prayers, be-

cause those who pray feel that they make a difference in their

lives. This difference is not found in a list of benefits received,

corresponding to a list of demands. The difference lies in a

new human will. Prayer is as the tiny wire, or the waves of

ether, bringing the force of God's Will with electric swiftness,

into the will of the man who prays." (Pages 293, 294.)

"Obstinacy, hardness, fixity, do not make will." (Page 289.)

"The pleasant men and women who never do anything

aggressively wrong, but who, by their weakness, flow amiably

with every current of worldliness, are responsible for most

of the defeats of the righteous." (Pages 286, 287.)
" The individual in his own life dares not say what he shall

not or cannot do. If his life is to attain, even approximately,

its divinely destined goal, it must be wrought according to

the plan revealed by the Holy Spirit as the days pass." (Page

284.)

"The individual is apt to dwell on his rights. It is vastly

more important that he dwell on his responsibility. He can

never lose his right to hear the Inner Voice; he may easily

neglect his privilege to listen." (Page 260.)

"The line between a fanatic and a hero is often difficult

to draw, but it is safe to say that a hero stands for the truth

as he sees it, after he has consulted both his own heart and the

larger Christian conscience which surrounds him. He may
find that these two consciences do not agree. Thereupon he

must decide which is right, the community or the individual.

Generally he will find that if his own conscience is clear and
unselfish, there will be at least a larger conscience than his

own agreeing with him, even if it be not the conscience of the

whole people." (Page 261.)

"The holiest word of Christ, assuredly most accurately

transmitted to us through the years, is not complete till we
have shut our eyes, and with all our hearts and minds have

listened; whereupon, we hear the old sentence which was
uttered centuries ago, said anew and directly to us by the

Spirit of the present Christ—the Christ who never ceases

to be a yearning brother to humanity." (Page 258.)

"There is no peril which hordes of lesser peoples can bring

to us if we have in our souls the quality of true, Christ-filled,

and therefore great men. Whatever armies and guns can
do, the soul by the majesty of its strength will conquer at

last. And the Holy Spirit, having put His power to the work,
will not be turned back." (Page 240.)

" Men are increasingly aware of the unseen armaments,
created by human consciences, which go out to every battle

for righteousness." (Page 244.)

THE MESSAGE OF QUAKERISM.

Note.—The authorship of this paper is not known to the

Editors. It seems a timely message and we gladly print it

at the suggestion of our friend Samuel Emlen.

—

Eds.

There comes a time in our human lives when, in some meas-
ure, we begin to feel the solemn responsibility of life; and the

desire stirs within us to put away childish things, to take a

place in all seriousness amid the workers in the world, to do
something for the betterment of our fellow-men. Whether
this condition is first experienced in early years or not until

later, it marks a critical stage in the earthly pilgrimage; and
upon reaching it, it is of vital importance where we look for

counsel—whether the attention is directed outwardly to man
for leading and direction, or inwardly to a greater than man;
for there is needed now, both for our own welfare and that

of those whom we would benefit, the teaching of One, who
knowing the secrets of every heart, can speak with certainty

to its needs. Is such instruction within the ability of man to

give? Is there not, indeed, great danger lest men, through
ignorance of the true condition of the seeking soul, or per-

haps from a well-meant zeal to utilize a willing hand, may hurry
it unconsciously into activities before its time and beyond its

strength, so stunting its growth? An eagerness to work for

the spread of righteousness in the earth is a good motive, but

it may well be questioned if it is ever in itself a sufficient

qualification for labor. "
1 began to see," says John Church-

man, humiliated because of some over-zealousness of his

youth, "there was a difference between seeing what was to

be done, and being bidden to do the thing shown, besides

this 1 had to consider there [is] a time to bud, a time to blos-

som, a time for fruit to set and appear, and a time for it to

ripen."

The earth is not man's but the Lord's. To the fields white
unto harvest, it is the Lord's prerogative to send the needed
laborers. Grave is the responsibility, therefore, alike of them
who, being called, hold back, and of them who, taking the

need or some earthly motive for a call, go unbidden of the

Lord of the harvest. He it is that ruleth in the kingdom of

men; He alone is Lord; beside Him there is no Saviour. To
man there would seem to be the choice of but one of two posi-

tions as regards Him. Either he must resign all to the dispo-

sition of his Lord, that whatsoever he does may be in har-

mony with the Divine will, and himself a willing instrument
in the Divine hand, or, failing that, he becomes, by following

the leadings of his own imagination (however high his motive),

an undisciplined and self-willed workman, wasting his own
energies and by his waywardness impeding the labor of others.

"We are nothing, Christ is all," has ever been a watch-
word with the devoted followers of the Lamb of God. But
this sense of nothingness is not a thing to be assumed at

will, it is attained only by a daily death—by a patient sub-

mission to that thorough purging of the heart, that burning
up of the chaff with unquenchable fire, which marks the es-

sential baptism of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. "Who
may abide the day of His coming? and who shall stand when
He appeareth? for He is like a refiner's fire, and like fuller's

soap, and He shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver."

In those who wait for and give themselves up to this heavenly
work, mortality becomes "swallowed up of life," and Christ

the Lord becomes all in all. Not in name merely, but in

truth. He is their life, their righteousness. Abiding in Him,
as branches in the Vine, they wait to know His will declared

in them, and what they do is done in that power fresh from
the spring of His Divine life. Their works, then, are not their
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own, but His wrought through them. Such may say with
Paul, "I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet

not I, but Christ liveth in me, and the life which I now live

in the flesh, 1 live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved
me and gave Himself for me."

Certain of the people coming unto our Saviour, inquired
of Him, "What shall we do, that we might work the works
of God? Jesus answered and said unto them. This is the work
of God, that ye believe on Him whom He hath sent." Now
a true belief in Him- implies such a trust in Him, such a con-
fidence in His authority, that our wills are given up to Him,
our lives are surrendered into His keeping, our supreme care

is to do His bidding. " Every such believer," says William
Penn, "becomes an Enoch translated, that is, changed from
the fashion of this world, the earthly image, the corrupt na-
ture, and is renewed in the likeness of the Son of God." Such
a faith (and nothing short of it is a saving faith) is the gift

of God, its elements are by the revelation of the Father.

"Who say ye that 1 (the Son of Man) am? And Simon Peter

answered and said. Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God. And Jesus answered and said unto him. Blessed art

thou, Simon Bar-Jonah, for flesh and blood hath not revealed

it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven." "No man
can come unto me," again He declares, "except the Father
which hath sent me, draw him." "Though 1 read the Scrip-

tures that spake of Christ and of God," says George Fox,
"

1 knew Him not but by revelation, as He who hath the key
did open, and as the Father of life drew me to His Son by His
Spirit."

There is abroad to-day in more than one branch of this

scattered Society, a spirit of inquiry as to the manner in which
the spiritual life of its members may best be stirred up, de-

veloped and directed. In its fundamental aspect, is there

not, after all, but one way? Who is He that hath said, "1

am the resurrection and the life," "1 am the bread of life,"

"1 am the way, the truth and the life," "He that believeth

on me hath everlasting life," "This is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." To know Him—there is the essential thing,

it is something infinitely more than to know of Him—than
to be thinking of Him to-day and to be off in the world to-

morrow. There is need for each of us of that same process

of humiliation, that same fiery trial, that Job was obliged

to submit to before he realized his condition and in contri-

tion of spirit could say, "
1 have heard of thee by the hearing

of the ear, but now rnine eye seeth thee. Wherefore 1 abhor
myself and repent in dust and ashes." Not by works first,

but by submission, not by activity first, but by passivity,

not by the encouragement of the first nature, but by its

death, that being dead we may be made alive in Christ—is

not this the Gospel order? Is the work such as may be ac-

complished in a day or that one man may do for another?

Here, it seems to the writer, lay the strength of primitive

Quakerism, and here lies the possibility of the continuance
of Quakerism to-day—namely, a practical faith in the headship
of Christ over His Church, so great that no earthly considera-

tion, no love of ease or false peace, no ridicule of men, can shake
it. He, the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end,

the author of our faith and its finisher, must be the constant

spring of our activities, or we fall away into the world. How
like a trumpet call is the first Quaker's declaration of his

mission: "When the Lord God and His Son Jesus Christ

sent me forth into the world to preach His everlasting Gospel
and Kingdom, 1 was glad that 1 was commanded to turn

people to that inward light, spirit and grace, by which all

might know their salvation and way to God, even that Di-

vine Spirit which would lead them into all truth, and which
I infallibly knew would never deceive any, but with and by
this Divine power and spirit of God and the light of Jesus,

I was to bring people off from all their own ways to Christ,

the new and living way, from their churches which men had
made and gathered, to the Church in God, the general as-

sembly written in heaven which Christ is the head of, and off

from the world's teachers made by men, to learn of Christ,

who is the way, the truth and the life, of whom the Father

said, 'This is my beloved Son, hear ye Him,' and off from

all the world's worships, to know the Spirit of Truth in the

inward parts and io be led thereby, that in it they might wor-

ship the Father of spirits . . . ; which spirit they that

worshipped not in, knew not what they worshipped. 1 was

to bring people off from all the world's religions, which are

vain; that they might know the pure religion, might visit

the fatherless, the widows and the strangers, and keep them-

selves from the spots of the world; then there would not be

so many beggars, the sight of whom often grieved my heart,

as it denoted so much hard-heartedness amongst those that

professed the name of Christ. 1 was to bring them off from

all the world's fellowships, prayings and singings, which

stood in forms without power, that their fellowship might

be in the Holy Ghost, the eternal Spirit of God; that they

might pray in the Holy Ghost; sing in the Spirit, and with

the grace that comes by Jesus; making melody in their hearts

to the Lord, who hath sent His beloved Son to be their Saviour,

caused His heavenly sun to shine upon all the world, and

through them all; and His heavenly rain to fall upon the just

and the unjust (as His outward rain doth fall and His out-

ward sun doth shine on all), which is God's unspeakable

love to all."*

Have conditions so changed that the message of Quakerism

should be another thing to-dav than that which it was in

that early time? Surely not. The trials of the human soul

are not essentially different from one age to another; and the

heart is still the seat of that holy warfare which is accom-

plished with weapons that are not carnal. The Truth, in its

very nature, is ever the same, however men's appreciation

of it may ebb and flow; and the Gospel of Christ is an ever-

lasting Gospel—forever remaining to be "the power of God
unto salvation to every one that believeth."

THE THINKER.

Back of the beating hammer

By which the steel is wrought,

Back of the workshop's clamoi

The seeker may find the Thought,

The thought that is ever Master

Of iron and steam and steel,

That rises above disaster

And tramples it under heel.

The drudge may fret and tinker

Or labor with lusty blows,

But back of him stands the Thinker,

The clear-eyed man who knows;

For into each plow or saber,

Each piece and part and whole,

Must go the brains of labor,

Which gives the work a soul.

Back of the motor's humming.

Back of t e bells that sing.

Back of the hammer's drumming,

Back of the cranes that swing.

There is the Eye which scans them.

Watching through stress and strain,

There is the Mind which plans them-

Back of the brawn, the Brain.

Might of the roaring boiler,

Force of the engine's thrust,

Strength of the sweatmg toiler,

Greatly in these we trust,

But back of them stands the schemer,

The Thinker who drives things through,

Back of the job—the Dreamer

Who's making the dream come true.

—Berton Braley, in American Machinist.

' George Fox's Journal.
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GOING HOME.

Out ofjthe chill and the shadow

Into the thrill and the shine;

Out of the dearth and the famine

Into the fulness divine.

Up from the strife and the battle

(Oft with the shameful defeat),

Up to the palm and the laurel,

Oh, but the rest wiU be sweet!

Leaving the cloud and the tempest,

Reaching the bahn and the cheer.

Finding the end of our sorrow.

Finding the end of our fear.

Seeing the face of the Master

Yearned for in "distance and dream,"

Oh, for the rapture and gladness!

Oh, for that vision supreme!

Meeting the dear ones departed.

Knowing them, clasping their hands,

AU the beloved and true-hearted.

There in the fahest of lands!

Sin evermore left behind us.

Pain nevermore to distress;

Changing the moan for the music.

Living the Saviour to bless.

Why should we fear at the dying

That is but springmg to life.

Why should we shrink from the struggle.

Pale at the swift-closing strife,

Since it is only beyond us.

Scarcely a step and a breath.

All that dear home of the living,

Guarded by what we call death!

There we shall learn the sweet meanings

Hidden to-day from our eyes,

There we shall waken like children

Joyous at gift and surprise.

Come, then, dear Lord, in the gloaming.

Or when the dawning is gray!

Take us to dwell in thy presence

—

Only thyself lead the way.

Out of the chiU and the shadow

Into the thriU and the shine;

Out of the dearth and the famine

Into the fulness divine.

Out of the sigh and the silence

Into the deep-swelling song;

Out of the exile and bondage

Into the home-gathered throng.

—Mahgaeet E. Sangster, In "On the Road Home."

JOHN BRIGHT.
Bright was once walking with one of his sons past the Guards'

Monument in Waterloo Place. The boy asked the meaning
of the single word inscribed on the base "Crimea." The
father's answer was as emphatic as the inscription, "A Crime."
Those two words epitomize Bright's whole mind and heart
at the most trying and most heroic period of his long life.

For nearly forty years Europe has enjoyed the sunshine of
unbroken peace, but, by the end of 1853, Russia and Turkey
were at war. England had no concern in the quarrel, but
presently espoused the cause of Turkey. The fatal step
was announced on Third Month 29, 1854, and on the 31st
Bright addressed to the House of Commons the first of his

"Great Crimean speeches." Great those speeches certainly
were, and are—great in all qualities which make oratory one
of the highest arts. They are only four in number, but they

made a deeper and more enduring effect on those who heard

them and read them than anything which their author had

ever uttered. There are people still alive who can describe

the awful hush which fell upon the House when he appealed

to the ancient and vainglorious Palmerston to stay the effusion

of human blood. "
I do not suppose that your troops are

to be beaten in actual conflict with the foe, or that they will

be driven into the sea; but 1 am certain that many homes in

England, in which there now exists a fond hope—many such

homes will be rendered desolate when the next mail shall

arrive. The Angel of Death has been abroad throughout the

land, you may almost hear the beating of his wings." Never
again did a single phrase of Bright's strike so directly home to

the hearts of those who heard it. Men who could not quote

another sentence from his speech remember the "Angel of

Death." Cobden, who heard the speech delivered, said to

him as he sat down amid the sympathetic thunder which

rewards an oratorical triumph, "You went very near that

time. If you had said 'flapping' instead of 'beating of his

wings,' the House would have laughed." Quite so; but Bright

had a genius for language, which bore him safely even on the

dizziest heights.

—

George W. E. Russell, in North American
Review.

JOHN BRIGHT AND WAR.

MARGARET E. HIRST.

[The Friends' Quarterly Examiner for First Month contains a long

paper on John Bright. Those who have access to the journal will read

the paper in full. We wish in a few consecutive numbers of The Friend

to give such extracts as will make the narrative continuous if not com-

plete.

—

Eds.1

After the year 1756, when the Quaker deputies retired from
the Assembly of Pennsylvania, for almost a century the Society

of Friends had little representation in the political world. It

is true that the agitation against the slave-trade, both in

England and America, originated with them, but their in-

terest in it was primarily philanthropic, and the actual political

leadership of the movement was in other hands. William
Penn and John Bright—the list of Quaker statesmen is short

but noteworthy. Of the two it is the modern Friend for

whom the higher place must be claimed, on the ground of a

complete and consistent life. He was not, like Penn, the

ruler of a great territory or the adviser of a king, but his empire

was in the hearts of the working people and his highest re-

ward was their unbounded trust in him. Palmerston could

say, during the Crimean War fever, that he did not "reckon
Cobden, Bright and Co. for anything," and in 1859 the Queen
refused a suggestion that Bright should be given a Privy
Councillorship, on the ground that "it would be impossible to

allege any service Mr. Bright has rendered." This fourteen

years after the repeal of the Corn Laws! Yet in the Home
Rule crisis of 1886-7 his influence, more even than his argu-

ments, told heavily against the Government. " Every word,"
wrote Lord Morley, "seemed to weigh a pound."*
Of late years, when the great peace advocate is no longer

here to answer for himself, some critics have tried to prove

that his opposition to war would have given way before the

circumstances of some particular war (waged since his death),

and that he would have supported and approved the arbitra-

ment of force in such a case. In this argument they rely on
the admitted fact that Bright carefully and explicitly met the

advocates of each war on their own ground, and showed that

even on their principles it was to be condemned. However
honestly he believed that his opposition was confined to the

circumstances of each case, there is scarcely a speech in which

his personal abhorrence to war is not manifest, and more than

once he alludes specifically to the principles of Friends. For
example, in his great speech in the House of Commons on
the declaration of war against Russia in 1854, he declines to

discuss the war, "on the abstract principle of peace at any

* Morley's "Life of Gladstone," II., 582.
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price, as it is termed, which is held by a small minority of

persons in this country, founded on religious opinions which
are not generally received." Many years later, at Man-
chester, in 1876, he definitely attributed his opposition to the

Crimean War to his Quaker upbringing.
"

1 do not know why 1 differed from other people so much,
but sometimes I have thought it happened from the educa-
tion 1 had received in the religious sect with which 1 am con-

nected. We have no creed which monarchs and statesmen
and high priests have written out for us. Our creed, so far

as we comprehend it, comes pure and direct from the New
Testament. We have no thirty-seventh Article to declare

that it is lawful for Christian men, at the command of the

civil magistrate, to wear weapons and to serve in wars

—

which means, of course, and was intended to mean, that it is

lawful for Christian men to engage in any part of the world,

in any cause, at the command of a monarch, or of a Prime
Minister, or of a Parliament, or of a commander-in-chief, in

the slaughter of his fellow-men, whom he might never have seen

before, and from whom he had no reason to feel the smallest

touch of anger or resentment."
In the great speech for peace at Edinburgh, in 1853, Bright

defined war in no uncertain terms:

"What is war? 1 believe that half the people that talk

about war have not the slightest idea of what it is. In a

short sentence it may be summed up to be the combination
and concentration of all the horrors, crimes, and sufferings

of which human nature is capable."

To one who had written to him, asking him if he condemned
all war:

"I have not time to write fully upon the question. It is

one on which men should make up their minds as to their

own personal duty. So far men have defended war as if it

were a natural condition of things which must always con-

tinue. It might be true that war could not always be avoided,

and that in some cases, it might be justifiable, and yet, grant-

ing this, it might be shown that nineteen out of every twenty
wars which have been waged ought to have been avoided,

and were criminal in the highest degree. 1 believe that all

our wars since the time and accession of William 111. might
have been avoided on principles which do not require the

absolute condemnation of war in every possible case that may
be suggested or imagined. We need not discuss the question

as you put it. We shall change the policy, and the aspect of

our country and of the world, if we leave the demon of war to

the cases in which there seems to Christian and rational men
no escape from the miseries he inflicts upon mankind. 1 would
advise you not to trouble yourself with the abstract question.

The practical question is the one which presses, and when
we have settled that there will remain very little of the

mischief to contend about or to get rid of. If you wish to

know the best argument against war, I would recommend you
to read Jonathan Dymond's ' Essays on the Principles of

Morality* or his 'Essays on War.'"
The recommendation of Dymond's uncompromisingly

Quaker essa>- shows plainly where Bright's own opinion rested,

in spite of the careful phrasing of the letter. A few months
before, at Manchester, he had described the essentially un-

christian character of war in language which may have in-

spired the foregoing statement; he said:

" We may differ upon many points of articles in Churches,
but we are all agreed on this: that if there be anything definite

and distinct in the teachings of the New Testament it is that

which would lead to amity among people and to love and
justice and mercy and peace on the whole of God's earth upon
which His sun shines. If, then, we are agreed upon this, let

us, if it be possible to throw off the hypocrite in this matter

—

let us get rid of our Christianity, or get rid of our tendency
and willingness to go to war. War is a game which, if their

subjects were wise, kings would not be able to play at; and
be they kings or queens, be they statesmen of this or that

color or party, never let any man go headlong into any policy

that points direct for war until he has thoroughly examined

the question by his own best intellect, brought it to bear on
his own Christian conscience, and decided it for himself as

if he were asked to pull the trigger or to use the sword."

Such was the careful and considered language of John
Bright, both in the maturity of his political life and in later

years. It is impossible to resist the conclusion that his op-
ponents were right in their belief that his opposition to war
was primarily based on moral and religious convictions, though
they were wholly wrong in seizing upon this fact as an excuse

for neglecting the weighty political arguments which he mar-
shalled against each war or project of war in its turn.

(To be continued.)

"JUST HIMSELF."

The trite saying, that "people are alike the world over," is

very true in many ways. Those of us who are Christians long

that this may be said some day about the world's belief in

Jesus as its Saviour.

Because of this deep desire, I much enjoyed finding this be-

lief very strong among those gathered at the two conferences

which I attended this summer.
It was indeed a great pleasure to find during the days of

attendance at the Yearly Meeting of New England Friends,

held at Vassalboro, Maine, and also at the Christian Workers'
Conference at Princeton, N. J., that the joyous and dominant
note was always just Christ—or as a Friend expressed it at

Princeton, "Just Himself." With representatives from many
denominations, and from all over the United States, one began
to think, and almost to hope that " people are alike the world

over."

The redigging of the wells of salvation for ourselves, and
not mistaking an account of it for the real experience, was a

very striking note. "Get back to the supreme reality of the

Universe—the living Christ. Do not take any substitute,

nothing else will take the place of the living experience of the

living Christ,"

We were warned against stopping at the point where we can

call Christ our Saviour. We must go further and claim the

promises and facts which belong to us. Otherwise we are in

danger of remaining "babes in Christ," and forfeiting the

heritage which is ours, to "come unto the measure of the sta-

ture of the fulness of Christ." (Eph. iv: 13.)

Much was said about the absolute necessity of a full sur-

render to Christ; and that this surrender includes our past, our

present, our future, and also the best things in our lives! We
were urged to just allow Him, by our faith, and trust, and be-

lief in Him as our Saviour, to dwell in us. Then we will be

able to know what it is to have the "moment by moment
victory" day by day. And this is the only victory that makes
it possible for us to live to His glory.

The service which follows such a surrender to, and such an

appropriation of, "just Himself" is service which will have

His seal upon it. Then we shall be able to claim as our very

own these wonderful facts, ".... in all these things we
are more than conquerors through Him that loved us." (Rom.
viii: 37.)

"
. . . . thanks be unto God who always leadeth us in

triumph in Christ." (2 Cor. ii: 14, R. V.)

Shall we not reconsecrate our all to Him, and become real

conquerors who are led in triumph, always by "just Himself?"

So may we hasten the time when all shall have a better chance

to know Him.
Elizabeth Allen Roberts.

MooRESTOWN, N. J., Seventh Month 28, 1916.

God does not expose all to the very same thing, and let

not us cramp all men to one form; but He leads us through

ways that we know not, dark and various, until by His mercy,

having become guileless before Him, we dwell with Him and

are satisfied by the sight of Him.—F. W. Newman.
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LITTLE VICTIMS OF THE WAR.

Do ye hear the children weeping, O my brothers,

Ere the sorrow comes with years?

They are leaning their young heads against their mothers,

And that cannot stop their tears.

The young lambs are bleating in the meadows.

The yomig birds are chirping in the nest,

• The young fawns are playing with the shadows.

The young flowers are blowing toward the west

—

But the young, young children, O my brothers,

They are weeping bitterly

!

They are weeping in the playtime of the others,

In the country of the free.

Do j'ou question the young children in the sorrow

Why their tears are faUing so?

The old man may weep for his to-morrow

Which is lost in Long-Ago

;

The old tree is leafless in the forest,

The old year is ending in the frost.

The old wound, if stricken, is the sorest,

The old hope is hardest to be lost;

But the young, young children, O my brothers,

Do you ask them why they stand

Weeping sore before the bosoms of their mothers.

In the old Fatherland?

—E. B. Browning.

A MUSSULMAN ON WAR AND CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION.

BY HABBIBOLLAH, AIN OL MOLK.

[An Advanced Mussulman.]

No fierce and hungry lion, no sharp-clawed and angry
tiger, no furious wolf, is more bloodthirsty than the civilized

man of to-day.

This sanie civilized man, who has attended universities

and studied sciences, spends his time, energy, and wisdom in

preparing hellish instruments and in inventing infernal ma-
chines, deadly guns and cannons, warships and aeroplanes.

Why? In order to destroy the business of commercial cities,

to change palaces into graves, and to close up all the avenues
of escape of his kind, shooting them down from every side with
volleys of bullets.

This is the calling of civilized m.an of this century. What
wild animal is there who can sm.ear a thousand of his kind with
blood? This braverv, this nobility, is especially reserved for

the civilized man of this enlightened era. As soon as he puts
the crown of power upon his head and ascends the throne of

might and strength, with a cruel heart, as hard as stone, he
snatches the first-born from the weak and helpless mother, from
the old, decrepit father; he leaves the sister in the last extremity
of grief, the widow alone with her sorrow, the little children

fatherless.

For their own covetousness, selfishness and passion they
send millions of youths, like flocks of sheep, to the place of
slaughter, to shield themselves from the bullets of the enemy;
just for killing and being killed—murder.
Who is the enemy? And why this animosity? The enemy

is another herd sent to the place of slaughter by another
civilized man, and the animus is to seize the land of others; and
the only difference between these two civilized men is that
one is the offender and the other the defender, but both sides

are cruel and deadly destroyers.

The teachings of spiritual and heavenly-minded men of all

the nations of the world prohibit the shedding of human blood
and condemn the murderer to death; but this civilized man,
on the one hand, signs the order for the universal slaughter of

his own kind and tries in all possible ways to put an end to the
human race, while, on the other hand, he kneels in temples
and mentions the name of God in great humility, and asks His
help in exterminating his fellow-men and begs Him for victory
and triumph.

It is thus that affairs are conducted in the name of the

king, regent, governor; and when they are done in the name
of the subject, the actions and dispositions are still more
surprising and maddening. Millions of educated young men
go to the place of execution like senseless sheep. They do
not even ask the question: "What are we going for? Why
should we be killed? Why should we kill our brethren?"
They appear as if they had no will, their only stimulus being

the words of those civilized chiefs; and for the sake of one such

word they relinquish property, wife and children, to sacrifice

their lives for the greed of possessing the land of others.

They hasten to the arena where the only mattress and
pillow is the ground and the only cover is the canopy of heaven,

where their nourishment is often limited to a little bread and
water, and there is no other hope in their despairing hearts

except the anticipation of death. They go to roll thousands of

their own kind in dust and blood, and they attain in death an
excess of ecstasy, as if they had revivified some one.

Behold the success of the wisdom of this century! Is this

the boasted civilization of Europe, upon which our eyes, the

eyes of all of Asia, have been gazing with longing? Is this the

ultimate result of the science and wisdom of Europe? The
emperors and rulers of the Christian world named the former
Sultan, Abdul Hamid, "The King of Blood," and proclaimed

themselves as the pure mirror of Christ. These are the

civilized Christians of the world, who look upon the Mussul-
man as a murderer and barbarian, and who call themselves
the supporters of Christ's teacliings and the spreaders of

Christian morals!

Let these civilized men act as they please, even murder one
another; but while doing so, it is not reverent that they should

call upon the Name of the Almighty, the Powerful. He who
detests the odor of blood is far distant from the cruel and selfish.

The true civilization and the real humanity, which is the

source of the well-being, comfort, and peace of the human
kind, depends upon following the teachings and the holy coni-

mands of the Almighty God, and everything outside of this

means destruction and extinction, as you are now witnessing.

"Reflect upon this, oh ye possessors of insight!"

[Translated at Teheran, Persia, by Nanuchera Ivhan and Susan I.

Moody, M. D.j

AN INDIAN'S REBUKE.*
Some expressions of Thomas Duk, of Brothertown, taken

down by a Friend who visited that tribe of Indians in the

year i8i i.

"He said he did not often open his mind to any on this sub-

ject, but he felt the way open. Some years ago it was laid

upon me to encourage others to do good. 1 thought 1 was a

poor, ignorant Indian, 1 could not encourage others, so I

shoved it away, but it was brought back and laid upon me
again, then 1 shoved it away again several times. It was then
opened to my mind that the truth was a very precious thing,

very precious indeed. Oh, how very precious did it look to

me, words cannot say half. 1 then said, like Peter, ' Depart
from me, O Lord, for 1 am sinful;' but it was brought back
and laid upon me again.

" So one morning, as 1 was going to the Presbyterian meet-
ing, 1 saw a flock of sheep before me, the foremost were fat

and large; and 1 heard them say to one another (but not with
these ears) : 'Godspeed help you on the way.' But the hind-

ermost looked poor and small, their heads hung down, they
seemed most ready to give up. 1 wondered what it meant.
Then something come and talk with me here (putting his.

hand upon his breast) and tell me these my sheep; this day
you shall see them lift up their heads in hope, and feed on the

bread of life.

*Editob of The Friend:—The foregoing is taken from an old manu-

script of a relative now long deceased, and I thought that it might be of

interest and perhaps a help to some, portraying as it does, the vital ne-

cessity of a close watch for the true spiritual inspiration.

William M.^rtin.

Atlantic City.
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"Then it said to me, Them that are before are the priests

and deacons, they are full and fat, and can encourage one
another, but they forget the poor of the flock. So when 1 got

to the meeting, the priest preached, prayed and sung, and
said the very words 1 heard the fat sheep talk. After he had
done, 1 thought 1 must tell them what 1 saw on the way, so

1 did and 1 thought 1 saw the vision fulfilled, that the poor
of the flock did lift up their heads in hope, and fed on the
Bread of Life. The priest say to the people that what 1 say
was true, though 1 be poor, ignorant Indian. Then 1 went
home so comfortable, oh, how comfortable 1 feel. Then
sometimes 1 feel to some, 1 want to go see them. 1 'fraid,

1 don't want folks to think 1 encourage others. 1 think so

about poor family, so 1 think I'll take grist on my back and
go to mill and so stop in, it being just in the road, 1 'spose

he let me sleep in his bed, but 1 rather lay by poor man's
fire, so in the morning when 1 was going away, 1 ask the woman
for a bowl, she was unwilling. 1 told her she must, so 1 left

her part of my meal; 1 felt the wants of the poor children,

and I dare not carry all my meal away. Then I go home
quiet. So 1 kept along, when 1 feel my mind in sympathy
with any 1 try go see them, and I begin to think 1 do pretty
well. So one day 1 began to think 1 should go to meeting in

two or three days, and what 1 shall say when 1 come there.

So I thought it over and got something fixed in my mind.
I thought it would do pretty well, so i hung it up, and by and
by 1 took it down and looked at it again, and think it do
pretty well, and so 1 did a good many times before meeting-
day come, i went to meeting, and after the priest was done,
I stood up and said it off as well as I could and thought 1

said it pretty well. 1 went home, but, oh, how I was troubled.

I did not know what was the matter. So 1 lived along, being
much troubled and I thought sure enough, 1 am mistaken.
I have never known what good is. Oh, how 1 was distressed
to know how to find good. Then it was said to me, suppose
some of your neighbors have a piece of meat given to him.
a very good piece when he gave it to him, he take it up, feel

of it, hang it up. By and by, he takes it down, handles it,

looks at it, and hangs it up again. So do a great many times,
and keep it till it is too old, then he take it and cook it and
set it before you to eat; would you eat it? No, said I, 1 would
not eat it. Then it say to me, so was your preaching t'other
day. The folks wont have it, Good Spirit, neither."

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

How TO Spell Potato.—"Gheauphtheightteough." Can
you pronounce it? According to common English modes of

spelling, the conglomeration pictured above spells potato.
It is derived as follows:

P like gh in hiccough.

O like eau in beau.

T like phth in phthisis.

A like eigh in weigh.
T like tte in gazette.

O like ough in though.
This was one of the interesting points brought out in the

questionnaire by Professor Dewitt Croissant at the spelling

conference held at Chautauqua.

[Note.—The outlines of this story are recorded in Pike's Historical

Anecdotes. If any reader of the F. Q. E. can supply further details of

the visit of the Indians to Easton Meeting-house in 1775, or of Zebulon

Hoxie and his visitor Robert Nisbet, I shall be glad to know where they

are to be found.—L. Violet Hodgkin.]

Fierce Feathers.—{A Story for Children)—The sunlight

lay in patches on the steep roof of the meeting-house of Easton
Township, in the County of Saratoga, in the State of New
York. It was a bright summer morning in the year 1775.
The children of Easton Township liked their wooden house,

although it was made only of rough hewn logs, nailed hastily

together in order to provide some sort of shelter for the
worshipping Friends. They would not, if they could, have

exchanged it for one of the more stately meeting-houses at
home in England, on the other side of the Atlantic. There,
the windows were generally high up in the walls. English
children could see nothing through the panes but a peep of

sky, or the topmost branches of a tall tree. When they
grew tired of looking in the branches of the tree for an invisible

nest, there was nothing more to be hoped for, out of those
windows. The children's eyes came back inside the room
again, as they watched the slow shadows creep along the
white-washed walls, or tried to count the flies upon the ceiling.

But out here in America there was no need for that. The
new meeting-house of Easton had nearly as many possibilities

as the new world outside. To begin with, its logs did not
fit quite close together. If a boy or girl happened to be sitting

in the corner seat, he or she could often see, through a chink,

right out into the woods. For the untamed wilderness still

stretched away on all sides round the newly-cleared settle-

ment of Easton.

Moreover, there were no windows in the log house as yet,

though open spaces had been left for them. Another larger,

open space at one end of the building would be closed by a
door when the next cold weather came. At present the sum-
mer air met no hindrance as it blew in softly, laden with the
fragrant scents of the flowers and pine trees, stirring the
children's hair as it lightly passed. Every now and then a
drowsy bee would come blundering in by mistake, and after

buzzing about for some time among the assembled Friends,

he would make his perilous way out again through one of the
chinks between the logs. The children, as they sat in meeting,

always hoped that a butterfly might also find its way in,

some fine day—before the winter came, and before the window
spaces of the new meeting-house had to be filled with glass,

and a door fastened at the end of the room to keep out the
cold. Especially on a mid-week meeting like to-day, they
often found it difficult to "think meeting thoughts" in the

silence, or even to attend to what was being said, so busy were
they, watching for the entrance of that long desired butterfly.

For children thought about very much the same kind of

things, and had very much the same kind of diificulties in

meeting, then as now; even though the place was far away,
and it is more than a hundred years since that sunny morning
in Easton Township, when the sunlight lay in patches on the

roof.

It was not only the children who found silent worship
difficult that still summer morning. There were traces of

anxiety on the faces of many Friends and even on the placid

countenances of the Elders in their raised seats in the gallery.

There, at the head of the meeting, sat Friend Zebulon Hoxie,

the grandfather of most of the children who were present.

Below him sat his two sons. Opposite them, their wives and
families, and a sprinkling of other Friends. The children

had never seen before one of the stranger Friends who sat

in the gallery that day, by their grandi^ather's side. They
had heard that his name was Robert Nisbet, and that he had
just arrived, after having walked for two days, thirty miles

through the wilderness country to sit with Friends at New
Easton at their mid-week meeting. The children had no idea

why he had come, so they fixed their eyes intently on the

stranger and stirred gently in their seats with relief, when at

last he rose to speak. They had liked his kind, open face as

soon as they saw it. They liked even better the sound of the

rich, clear voice that made it easy for even children to listen.

But they liked the words of his text best of all: "The Be-
loved of the Lord shall dwell in safety by Him. He shall

cover them all the day long."

Robert Nisbet lingered over the first words of his message
as if they were dear to him. His voice was full and mellow,
and the words seemed as if they were part of the rich tide of

summer life that flowed around. He paused a moment, and
then went on, "And now, how shall the Beloved of the Lord
be thus in safety covered? Even as saith the Psalmist, 'He
shall cover thee with his feathers and under his wings shalt

thou trust.'" Then, changing his tones a little and speaking
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more lightly, though gravely still, he continued: "You have
done well, dear Friends, to stay on valiantly in your homes,
when all 3'our neighbors have fled; and therefore are these

messages sent to you by me. These promises of covering and
of shelter are truly meant for you. Make them >-our own
and 3'ou shall not be afraid for the terror by night, nor for the

arrow that flieth b\' day."
Here the boys and girls on the low benches under the gallery

looked at one another. Now they knew what had brought the

stranger! He had come because he had heard of the danger
that threatened the little clearing of settlers in the woods.
For it was just before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War
of 1

7"' 5. The part of the county in which Easton Township
was situated was so much distressed by visits from scouting

parties from both British and American armies that the

American Government, unable to protect the inhabitants, had
issued a proclamation directing them all to leave the country.

That was the reason the scattered houses in the township
were deserted, save only the few tenanted by the handful of

Friends.

"You did well, Friends," the speaker continued, "well to

ask to be permitted to exercise your own judgment, without
blame to the authorities, well to say to them in all courtesy

and charity, 'You are clear of us in that you have warned us'

—and to stay on in \-our dwellings and to carry out >'our

accustomed work. The report of this your courage and faith

hath reached us in our abiding place at East Hoosach, and the
Lord hath charged me to come on foot through the wilderness

country these thirty miles, to meet with you to-day, and to

bear to you these two messages from Him, 'The Beloved of

the Lord shall dwell in safety by Him,' and ' He shall cover
thee with his feathers all the day long.'"

The visitor sat down again in his seat. The furrowed line

of anxiety in old Zebulon Hoxie's high forehead smoothed
itself away; the eyes of one or two of the younger women
Friends filled with tears. As the speaker's voice ceased, little

Susannah Hoxie's head, which had been drooping lower and
lower, finally found a resting place, and was encircled by her
mother's arm. The young mother drew off her small daugh-
ter's shady hat, and put it on the seat beside her, while she
very gently stroked back the golden curls from the child's

high forehead. In doing this she caught a rebuking glance
from her elder daughter, Dinah.

"Naughty, naughty Susie, to go to sleep in meeting,"
Dinah was thinking, "it is very hot, and / am sleepy too,

but / don't go to sleep. I do wish a butterfly would come in

at the window just for once—or a bird, a little bird with blue,

and red, and pink, and yellow feathers. 1 liked what that
stranger Friend said about being 'covered with feathers all

the day long.' 1 wish 1 was all covered with feathers like a
little bird. 1 wish there were feathers in meeting, or any-
where close outside." She turned in her corner seat and
looked through the slit in the wall—why there were feathers

close outside the wall of the house, red, and yellow, and blue,

and pink! What could they be? Very gently Dinah moved
her head, so that her e)e came closer to the slit. But, when
she looked again, the feathers had m>'steriously disappeared

—

nothing was to be seen now but a slight trembling of the tree

branches in the wilderness woods at a little distance.

In the meanwhile her brother, Benjamin Hoxie, on the other
low seat opposite the window, was also thinking of the stran-
ger's sermon. " He said it was a valiant thing to do, to stop
on here when all the neighbors have left. 1 didn't know
Friends could do valiant things. I thought only soldiers

were valiant. But if a scouting party really did come—if

those English scouts suddenly appeared, then even a Quaker
boy might have a chance to show that he is not necessarily

a coward because he does not fight." Benjamin's eyes strayed
also out of the open window. It was very hot and still in the
meeting-house. \ct the bushes certainly were trembling.
How strange that there should be a breeze there and not here!

"Thou shall not be afraid for the arrow that flieth by day,"
he thought to himself. "Well, there are no arrows in this

part of the country any longer, now that they say all the
Indians have left. I wonder, if I saw an English gun pointing

at me out of those bushes, should I be afraid?"

(To be concluded.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
We were lately much interested in an article in The Chicago Live Stock

World—a market paper—it was e\adently a sermon by Edwin T. SneU

on "Prayer and the Practice of Silence," parts of which were somuchiit

accordance with Friends' views that it seemed refreshing to know that

the need of an inward seeking was being advocated among others. Will

copy one paragraph from the article, viz.: "Couldn't we arrange our

affairs so that there should be more of these quiet spaces, more of these-

times when we are simply hstening? Xo steamship of any consequence

now saQs the sea that does not have its hstening chamber where day and
night one sits to pick up any messages that may come out of the vast

sohtudes of the sea. And they do come. Shall we, too, not have listen-

ing chambers, so that God can reach us? But nothing is clearer to me
than that all this must be planned for, no less carefully than it is planned

for on these ships that sail the sea. It is not an accident that one is in

fellowship with the enveloping world and another is not, in case of ships.

Neither is it in the case of souls. As Jesus here in our text (Matt, vi:

5-7) impHes, we must plan these retreats for the soul, and we must patient-

ly practice them. No mastery is so chiEcult as the soul mastery whichi

achieves the power of shutting off the outward things in order to-

listen to the stiU, small voice."

—

From E. T. Snell.

What urgent need there is, in this day, amid "the noises and voices"

and thunderings, too, we might say, to turn to that path "which no fowl

knoweth," in faith that there is a way for mankind to be led safely along

trusting in the leadership (not of ourselves) of One "who was never

foiled in battle," and no need for man to lift a hand against his feUow-man.

In sincerity thj' friend,

Irene Smith.

De^r Friends:—
I enclose my subscription for The Friend for the new volume. . . .

I find myself definitely counting on something worth while in it each

week as I open the new copy. The reports of London Yearly Meeting,

have indicated such a depth and a grasp on the part of Enghsh Friends

that I am sorry the "extracts" have come to an end. The General

Epistle makes it clear that they are coming out from the stress and press

of the war with the reahties of Christianity simpler and clearer than

perhaps ever before. And yet,—even the Friends over there (much less

here) are not able to shape up what people Uke to call the Quaker message

for the world at war. Possibly we are not yet ripe for it and I hope we
shall be willing to let the fruit ripen in His good time, rather than fret

ourselves to hand out to the world something that is stiU partly green and

that can be of use to nobody. I Uke, too, Horace G. Alexander's thought

(on page 28) that pohtical action, memorials, etc., etc., are not, in the

main, the things which require our attention, "but something much
deeper; we could begin to follow in the path of absolute sacrifice of self."'

Tokyo, Japan, Seventh Month 14, 1916.

Dear Friendi—
I am enclosing a sheet containing something about the poet Tagore

which might be worth pubhshing in The Friend, at least the part that

Tagore said about Friends. I am also enclosing a couple of mimeo-

graphed sheets of selections from various magazines, papers, etc. Thee
will notice there is one selection from The Friend, and there were others

from The Frientd on the subject of "Preparedness" which I have not

put in because it would overweight the letter. We have just sent 200

sets of these sheets (four in all) out to missionaries in Japan. We have

long had the feehng that something of a deeper nature should be done

in the way of peace work among foreigners here, and have found a fine

response. It is our intention to get out a little folder made up of selections

from anything we can lay our hands on, to be sent out once every three

months, for the purpose of strengthening those who already see as we
do on this matter and of showing others the hght as we see it.

I suppose it is all right for us to take cKppings from The Friend and

these other papers; but in addition to this we are \^Titing to a number of

Friends all over the world asking them to help us in this work by sending

clippings from papers, other than Friends and peace magazines, which
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would be suitable to put in such a Uttle folder. If thee happens to see

something hke this I wish thee would send it on.

We certainly do appreciate The Friend out here and all look forward

to its coming with pleasure.

Thine very sincerely,

Herbert V. Nicholson.

The Peace and Social Service Committee; Japan Friends' Mission.

Rabindranath Taoore and Friends.—The Indian poet, Tagore,

gave two lectures to the Japanese people, both of which members of the

Friends' Mission heard. They were so impressed with his messages

emphasizing faith in the spiritual as contrasted with the material, that

they felt it right to send him a letter expressing their feeUng of kinship

to the spirit the poet had shown in these lectures. Tagore's reply to

this letter will be of interest to Friends everywhere.

In order to better understand the correspondence it might be well to

quote selections from the Friends' letter, as follows:

"Dear Friend:—
"As indicated below, this letter of greeting is written in the name of the

Peace and Social Service Committee of the Friends' Mission in Japan,

which works in co-operation with members of the Rehgious Society of

Friends resident in and near Philadelphia."

(Paragraph showing how Friends have always emphasized the power

of spiritual forces and Mved accordingly. George Fox, Penn, Woohnan
and EUzabeth Fry mentioned as examples.)

"And it is this same spirit of world-wide brotherhood that is even

now strengthening many Enghsh Friends to endure imprisonment and
punishment rather than join in the European war; and turning others to

works of love for those made destitute by the terrible calamity. Also

in America, Friends are earnestly working to check the campaign on

behalf of m i l itarism and to further the cause of peace and faith in the

spiritual.

" These facts are mentioned only to show why we, as Friends, were so

deeply impressed on hearing the two lectures. We venture to express

the hope that while in America they may be given in many great centers.

America seems to stand at the parting of the ways, being urged on by
many propagandists in the pathway of military preparedness and destruc-

tion; while the more spiritual elements are zealously working for the com-
ing of the Kingdom of righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.

Gilbert Bowles, Chairman."

ToKTO, Seventh Month 4, 1916.

To which Tagore answered a few days later;

Yokohama, July 7th.

"Dear Friend:—
"I thank you for your letter of friendship and for the appreciation

you express of the message I have attempted to give in my two lectures.

It is helpful to me to know that there are so many who feel as I do on

the subject of war and the dangers of the present materiahstic tendencies

of the age.

"There has always seemed to me to be a kinship between the spirit of

the Society of Friends and the spirit of the East, and I am glad to feel

that there are Friends in this country who are standing for the ideals

which have always been precious to the members of your Society.

"Thanking you again, I remain yours faithfully,

Rabindranath Tagore."

NEWS ITEMS.
Friends in Pennsylvania.—The Playgroimds Association of Phila-

delphia, says "Peggy Shippen," in the Public Ledger, has just obtained

permission from the Society of Friends to open a new rest centre on a plot

of ground in the rear of the old Friends' Meeting-house at Fourth and
Arch Streets.

The shade trees and the long grass are deUghtful to look at, and sta-

tistics are being gathered with regard to the congestion of the population

in the district. It is this, I am told, that brought about the interest which

the Society of Friends has taken in the subject, and the ground it is under-

stood has been assigned to be used not as a playground but as a rest

centre.

It seems that a great many interments have been made on this ground.

Therefore the Society of Friends cannot allow it to be used as a playground,

as this must entail cutting up the surface of the soil, which naturally

is entirely out of the question.

Certainly the example of the Society of Friends should be an inspira-

tion to others. Already, in the first six days after the opening of the

Fourth and Arch Streets plot of ground, nearly 350 visitors have been
admitted. The ground is open from 9 A. M. to 6.30 p. m. and the super-

intendent, who is a trained and experienced kindergartner, is really to

teach children how to play, how to utiUze their time to advantage to

themselves, as well as how to read.

All this is in addition to the real purpose of the undertaking, which is

to give a good makeshift to the people whose homes in the old and con-

gested parts of the city do not supply them with as much fresh air as we
all are agreed to-day is necessary for the well-being of man. By utilizing

the existing resources of the city in this particular, instead of allowing

them to remain idle, those in charge are working on good economic prin-

ciples.

Under proper supervision such putting to use of these old open spaces

around the churches can do no harm. Creating new recreation parks and
rest centres wherever needed will take time, as it will require funds and
considerable business adjustments. But meantime, if church-yards could

be left open and turned into breathing spaces for the people, much benefit

and immense comfort must be derived from a perfectly simple measure

which can be carried out at once with very small expenditure.

Henry Ferris editorially writes in a recent issue of the Intelligencer:

Opening Meeting-house Grounds.—The action of Orthodox
Friends of Philadelphia in permitting the use of the meeting-house

grounds at Fourth and Arch as a "rest centre" brings up again the ques-

tion of permitting similar use of the grounds of Race Street and our

other meeting-houses.

In nearly all forms of work for others, in helping the colored schools,

the Belgians, the Armenians, the "war victims," almost the first thing

needed is motley: and if we cannot give money, we can often help very

httle. But when it is a question simply of allowing others to use grounds

or buildings that are partly or whoUy unused, the matter of ex-pense

hardly enters into consideration. We have simply to decide whether

we will let our meeting-houses and groimds be -used.

It is true that some windows may be broken and some bare spots

worn in the grass-plots, where the children play; but a few dollars will

repair such damages—and suppose that even a few tired mothers were

rested, or that a few weak babies were helped through their "second

summer" by our willingness to sacrifice our grass and the paint on our

shutters, would it not pay?

There are few things that seem to me more incongruous than closed

meeting-houses and school-houses, with high walls or fences to keep

people out and protect the grass and the window-panes. Let these be

cared for, of course, as well as may be; but for what does a rehgious so-

ciety exist, with all its buildings and property, if not to do all that it

can to help men, women and children?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—All schools, pubhc, private and parochial, in Philadelphia, as

well as in all the rest of the State of Pennsylvania, will remain closed, as

a measure against the spread of infantile paralysis, until Ninth Month
ISth, under an order issued in Harrisburg by Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, State

Commissioner of Health.

No girl with an ultrafashionable wardrobe will be admitted to Swarth-

more College when the institution reopens in the autumn. This edict

has gone out from Josephine Meeter, dean of women, and Enuna Ban-

croft, chairman of the committee on household arrangements, to the

parents of all registered students and to all seniors who intend to return

for post-graduate work. It is backed by many of the most prominent

women on the college committees and among the alumnae.

New York has become a summer resort in a sense unforeseen by those

who emphasized the hot-weather appeal of Broadway and the roof-

gardens. For the last six weeks the city has been entertaining close to

ten thousand visitors—enough to people fifty good-sized hotels—who
came here primarily to work and not to play. They have mostly been

registered at Columbia University Summer School.

General.—Receivership for the Boston and Maine Raihoad was

asked for in a bill in equity filed in the United States District Court at

Boston last week.

The rapid growth of the playground movement is shown by the an-

nouncement of plans for the International Recreation Congress, to be

held at Grand Rapids, Mich., Tenth Month 2nd to 6th. Among the

20,000 Americans to whom personal invitations to attend have been sent
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are 7507 professional play leaders employed on 329-1 playgrounds in 432
American cities. "Preparedness for peace through play" is announced
as the theme of the Congress.

The Seventeenth Annual Session of the National Negro Business League,

which was founded by Booker T. Washington, and of which he was the

head until his death, was in session at Kansas City last week. The
proceedings have already demonstrated that the impetus given by the

famous leader was a lasting one. As a concrete bit of evidence it is pointed

out that the membership of banks in the League has grown from two in

1900 to 51 at present.

Following up the Conferences on Real Preparedness held in Washing-
ton and New York, the promoters of anti-militarism have organized a

Committee on Real Preparedness, with a membership of 115, representing

twenty-nine States and sLxty cities. Amos Pinchot is president of the

committee. A series of conferences wiU be held in Buffalo, Cleveland,

Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kansas Cit_v,

Des Moines, IndianapoKs, Cincinnati, Boston, Concord, N. H., Provi-

dence, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Dr. John R. Mott's assurance that the 5,000,000 prisoners of war in

the prison camps of Europe are well treated is a welcome word from a

competent reporter. He says that all of the countries have welcomed
the work of the army Young Men's Christian Association, except Turkey,

which as yet the Association has not been permitted to enter.

The vote of the Wesle3'an Methodist Conference in England to appoint

a committee to consider a plan for a federation of the free chm-ches is

an event of importance, for it means that the leading Methodist body is

not opposed in principle to co-operation with the Baptists, Congregation-

alists and Presbyterians. The plan does not call for a merger of the free

churches, but for closer unity in spirit and, particularly, for co-operation

to prevent overlapping.

A letter from Ambassador Jusserand received by Oscar S. Straus in

New York said the French Government would permit an •jl8,000 ship-

ment of drugs and medical supplies to reach Jewish hospitals in Jaffa and
Jerusalem. The supplies, purchased by Jewish relief committees, were
shipped on the United States collier Sterling and held up at Jaffa.

'
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NOTICES.

Haddontield and S.'iLEM QuABTERLY MEETING to be held at Medford,

Nmth Month 14, 1916, at 10 o'clock. Train leaves Market Street Ferry,

Philadelphia, at 9 o'clock, arrivmg at HaddonSeld, at 9.25. Trolley

leaves Federal Street, Camden, at 8.45, arriving at Haddonfield railroad

station at 9.21. There will be automobiles leaving Haddonfield railroad

station for Medford at 9.30; auto fare to Medford 30_|cents. Returning

by train from Medford, which leaves at 1.45 and 5.0S p. m.

The annual Peace Conference at Pocono Manor, Pa., will be held this

year under the auspices of the Yearly Meeting's Committee, on Ninth

Month 8th to 10th, inclusive.

The passage by Congress of the much-discussed and disputed Army
and Navy Bills with their vast appropriations, has created a new situation

which the country has never before faced. What attitude the Peace

Societies and the ReUgious Society of Friends will take in view of these

changed conditions is a question of grave importance.

Among the speakers who are expected to take part are Gaius G. Atkins,

of Providence, R. I.; T. Raebum White, of Philadelphia; George A.

Walton, of George School, Pa.; Lucia A. Mead, of Boston, Mass., and
Frank Lukens, of Burlington, N. J.

The presence of many who are not Friends, both in the audience and
on the program, promises to be a significant feature of the Conference.

Friends from Buck Hill Falls and Pocono Lake Preserve are also expected

to be in attendance.

For inquiry as to details address Peace Headquarters,
111 S. TMrteenth Street, Philadelpliia.

Owing to the recent postal regulations in England, the Friends' periodi-

cals have been delayed, and I should appreciate it if thee would have

some notice put in The Frient> so that the subscribers to the English

papers may know the cause of the delay. The notice in regard to Postal

Censorship is as follows:

"Newspapers, magazines, books and other printed pubUcations, stamp
collections, sheets or cards of stamps, stamp samples, etc., can only be

forwarded to neutral European or American countries and Portugal if

despatched from the office of a pubHsher, news agent, bookseller or dealer

who has received from the War Office the official permission necessary

for this purpose."

The pubhshers are trying to make arrangements whereby they may
be allowed to send the copies. If, however, The Friend (London), The

Quarterly Examiner, The Journal o/ Friends' Historical Society and

Friends' Fellowship Papers are delayed, their subscribers will no doubt

consider this new regulation as sufficient explanation.

Thanking thee if thee can inform these subscribers through the means

of your pages. Thy friend, truly,

Grace W. Blair.

The office of The Friend has been without its Friend (London) for

almost a month.

Meetings from Ninth Month 3rd to 9th.

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Ninth

Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Thh-d-day, Nmth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Ninth Month 5th, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Nmth Month 6th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 6th, at 10 A. M.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 6th, at

10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Nmth Month 6th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihmngton, Fifth-day, Nmth Month 7th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downmgtown, Fifth-day,Nmth Month 7th, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

BurUngton, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 7th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Nmth Month 7th, at 7.30 p. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Ninth Month 9th, at 10

Died.—At her late residence, 147 N. Twenty-first Street, Philadel-

phia, on Seventh Month 25, 1916, Anna Potts, in the eighty-ninth year

of her age.
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TREASURES OF DARKNESS.
"

I will give thee the treasures of dari<ness" was the promise

made to Cyrus as he drew near to Babylon to execute the

Divine judgment upon it. Doubtless, the primary reference

is to Babylon's treasures, kept under lock and key in dark

vaults or buried in the earth for safe-keeping.

Darkness has its treasures as well as the light. "Truly the

light is sweet, and it is a pleasant thing for the eye to behold

the sun"; but when darkness overspreads the earth after the

setting of the sun, the stars appear to cheer the traveler on

his lonely way. The light reveals much but conceals much
also. It takes the darkness to bring out the stars.

There are treasures of darkness in earth and sea as well as

in the sky. There is bottled up sunlight in dark coal-mines,

hidden away for countless ages, waiting for the pick and

shovel of the miner to bring it forth for our use. There are

silver veins and gold dust and precious gems buried in the

darkness mixed with dross and clay.

And what is true of the material world is true of the moral

and the spiritual; there are rich treasures of darkness there also.

There is, for instance, the darkness of moral failure. Simon

Peter had to enter it, and there discovered the treasure of the

dependableness of the heart of Christ, when he had learned

by bitter defeat to distrust his own heart, with its treacherous

quicksands of high emotion so soon followed by the inevitable

reaction of a fall.

There is also the darkness of adversity and but few have

escaped it. There may be the loss of property, the fruit of

a lifetime's toil destroyed ii^ a day. This present calamitous

war has brought this darkness into the lives of hundreds of

thousands in the war zone. But how often has the darkness of

adversity yielded the treasures of spiritual wealth! The
darkness of sorrow may be the very shadow of the Almighty.

How many have obtained clearer vision therein, finding more
help and comfort in communion with God and making a

new discovery of their before neglected Bible.

Sooner or later all must enter the mysterious darkness of

death. It seems all loss and calamity to the natural mind.

But to the Christian, the man who can say: "For me to live

is Christ," death wears a different face. He can add: "And
to die is gain." The darkness of death contains the treasures

of release from the limitations and bondage of perishing clay,

to know the blessed expandings of a regenerated spirit in its

own holy and happy fatherland.

The Cross of our blessed -Saviour is the Key to the problem

of darkness as to every other in the moral and spiritual realm.

For that Cross was deepest gloom and shame, loneliness and
pain, nakedness and thirst, wormwood and gall, to the Lord

of Life and Glory. But what treasures have come out and
are still coming out of that darkness! To those who believe

is granted an unveiling of the Cross, even as with the two on

the way to Emmaus, when the Risen Lord opened the ancient

Scripture and showed them that what they had called defeat

was really victory, that the darkness of Calvary was full of

glory.

It is possible to pass through the darkness and feel the dark-

ness only. The wise man is he who is careful to remember
that there is the treasure in every dark experience of life. That
the darkness and the light are both alike to God, that "He
dwelleth in the thick darkness," as Solomon confessed, as much
as "covering Himself with light as with a garment," as David
sung; "That the night has its teachings as well as the day;"

and that " Ye are not come unto darkness" as God's last word,

but that as it was in the beginning so now, "and it was even-

ing," deepening into midnight, "and it was morning," brighten-

ing into perfect day.

And when at last that morning, of which every morning of

our lives is a type, a prophecy and a pledge, that "morning

without clouds" dawns upon our wondering eyes, it will be

all the brighter for the treasures we found in the darkness

that sometimes fell upon our pilgrim path.

Max I. Reich.

OUR GETHSEMANE.
There comes to each of us, through Grace, an experience

designed to bring us into closer and more real relationship with
our loving Lord, into a more feeling fellowship in His life and
Spirit so that we may realize what it is to "live in Christ"
and "walk in Him;" an experience to bring us into fellowship

with what He in his capacity as Our Redeemer did for us. We
will then know better than ever before the deep meaning of

that agony of tears through the long dark night when He poured
out His soul in suffering and service in the very shadow of

the cross, in meek and glorious submission to the Father's will.

As we thus come into vital fellowship, and look abroad over
this fair world, we shall know something of the cost of those

bitter tears He wept over Jerusalem and of the last pleading
prayer

—
" Father, forgive them, they know not what they do."

Having thus learned, in our human measure, how to serve

by suffering, we will look around us and most feelingly pour
out the prayer, "How long, oh Lord, how long." And in our
night of suffering we will look up to the Helper of the helpless

and find fellowship and peace. And though our human hearts
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may shrink from the bitter cup, and we may be almost ready
to say,

"Oh! for the blessed leave to creep iinder the cool and quiet sod,

Into the sleep so long and deep, which falls on the weary eyes from God,"

yet life and love, hope and joy reach out their beckoning
invitation to glorious fields "white to harvest," and our spirits

rise and we come into glorious fellowship with our crucified

Lord and are ready to say with Him: "Nevertheless not as 1

will but as thou wilt." Notwithstanding our human infirmities

we shall then feel the healing touch of the seamless robe, and
again take with joy our part in that warfare as victors, knowing
no defeat and resting only when the prize at the end of the race

is attained.

Having learned something of the real fellowship of suffering,

and with the great apostle known what it is in our human
measure to be "crucified with Christ," we shall be the better

prepared to finish our work with joy—the ministry which we
have received of the "Lord Jesus to testify to the Gospel of

the Grace of God."
The Firs, Eighth Month 23, 1916. B. V.

SPECIAL LONDON MINUTES.
The following have been extracted from the Minutes of the

late London Yearly Meeting and have been commended to

the special consideration of Friends.

38. In reviewing the present situation with special reference

to the position created by the Military Service Acts, we have
recognized how very varied are the forms which our advocacy
of Peace and our witness for liberty of conscience may take.

While some feel it right to undertake some form of service

deemed by the Tribunals to be of "national importance,"
others are led to refuse alternative service of any kind, main-
taining that in their accustomed work, and in the spread of

Peace principles, they are making their best offering to the
nation. Appreciating this diversity of interpretation, we re-

cord our thankfulness for all who follow the Truth as they are

able to apprehend it.

We have listened to accounts of the treatment of some
conscientious objectors. While we believe that these men
are ready to suffer gladly for the Truth and count it an honor
to do so, we desire to express to them and their families our
warm sympathy, and we ask Friends to do what they can to

extend to them their support and spiritual encouragement.
We trust that their stand will be made widely known, and

that it will go far to preserve that liberty of conscience, the
present menace to which is so dark a stain upon our country.

43. We have realized as perhaps never before, that the
duty before us now is to humble ourselves in the presence of

God and to wait that He may reveal Himself. May we not
believe that, as we thus wait. He whose foolishness is wiser

and whose weakness is stronger than men, may make us par-

takers of His wisdom and strength. It is the time for man
to be silent and for God to speak.

There is need to be patient, to possess our souls, to wait for

the Divine Call. But this waiting is not to be aimless, hope-
less waiting, but is to be vigilant and prayerful, in the belief

that, in God's good time, guidance will come, and the next
step will be made clear. And, as we thus wait, when the call

is heard and the light is seen, even though they point to the
path of pain and reproach, we shall be able to answer gladly,

and fearlessly to go forward.

89. Our attention has been drawn to the urgent need for

seeing that the principles we enunciate in regard to war be-
tween nations are allowed to govern all our relationships in

daily life. We need an applied Christianity which shall be
supreme, and by which we shall order our lives instead of

ordering them by the standard of custom or the dictates of
personal convenience.

90. We urge Friends not to feel that our work is done.
We must continue the quest. We must pray, think, study,
wait, suffer. Day by day we must seek to re-consecrate our-

selves to God, that so the life of Jesus Christ may be mani-

fested, and His great reconciling work carried further and yet

further among men.
This is our truest service.

It may be that some further duty may be laid upon one
individual or another. If such a call be given, we hope that

Friends will be quick to respond to it, and we recommend
such Friends to appeal for the sympathy of their Monthly
Meetings, using the avenue to service which is open to them
in the system of liberation by Monthly Meetings.

139. In view of the Military Service Act, No. 3, which
has just been passed, we re-afifirm our entire opposition to

Compulsory Military Service and our desire for the repeal

of the Acts.

143. In bringing this Yearly Meeting to a close, we have
again to acknowledge the good hand of our God upon us.

Last year, and in the adjourned Yearly Meeting in First

Month, we examined in the light of recent events our ancient

testimonies, especially that in regard to Peace, and were able

to re-afifirm them unhesitatingly.

This year we have tried to discover and be faithful to the
implications of these testimonies.

It has at times seemed as though we were groping in the
dark, as though there were no clear path for us to follow.

But, as we watched and waited, guidance has come and we
have been able to move forward. There is much more light

to break forth for us. Let us be faithful to that which is given

and tarry and pray, believing that it will grow ever brighter

and brighter. As we thus place ourselves in God's hands
waiting to receive, and ready to flash out His light, He may
condescend to use us as His heralds, and give to us some word
for the healing of the nations. Should He thus honor us

—

let us ever remember that the excellency of the power is of

God, for of Him and through Him and to Him are all things,

to Whom be the glory for ever. Amen.

THE DAY'S WORK.

Fierce was the heat in field and street,

And I turned my longing eyes

To a mountain fair and felt that there

Was an earthly paradise.

The work begun I left undone,

And went to the cooling crest,

In unearned ease 'mid scenes that please,

I sat me down to rest.

But as my gaze pierced the mellow haze.

That over the vaUey lay,

And I saw a throng, with spirits strong,

Doing the work of the day.

Unto me came a sense of shame.

As the breezes came and went.

Though they cooled my brow I was hapless now.

For my soul was not content.

It is wrong, said I, to idly lie

At ease in this cool retreat,

While brave hearts strive in the human hive

To win the bread and the meat.

My rest shall end, I wiU descend,

No more to falter and shirk.

But bravely to share the labor and care

Of those who do Ufe's work.

Yes, I must toU with those who moU
In the glare of the scorching sim,

If I would rest with the brave and blest,

WTien the long day's work is done.

—G. B. TORRET.

North Adams.
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THE NAVAL BILL HOLDS AN OLIVE BRANCH.
[I enclose a dipping from The Evening Post (N. Y.) of Eighth

Month 22nd, which seems to me to publish the most important
bit of news which has come to us for a long time—the incorpora-
tion in the Navy Appropriation Bill of a committal of our
Government to the policy of reduction of armaments and an
invitation to the nations for a conference on the subject at the
conclusion of the great war. I give this expression of my feel-
ing, without in any degree abating my conviction, that for
Friends—and all other consistent professors of the cause for
which Christ came to the earth—the use of an army or navy
even as prescribed in the articles of the League to Enforce
Peace is inadmissible.—John B. Garrett.]
This year's naval appropriation—the largest in the history

of the United States—not only may be the last of such size
ever to be e.xpended for armament, but it is entirely possible
that much of the money authorized for naval construction
may never be spent.

Close examination of the changes made while the naval
bill was in conference reveals that the bill as adopted and now
ready for President Wilson's signature makes specific provision
enabling the President to suspend construction if an inter-
national agreement limiting armaments can be eflFected at the
end of the present war.

Nor is the proviso merely the expression of hope; the Presi-
dent is specifically directed to call a conference of nations
interested in disarmament. The fight made in the House by
Representative Hensley and the sm.all group of men who op-
pose big armaments ordinarily has been won. These men
were willing to agree to large expenditures this year, but wanted
the United States to begin as soon as possible a movement
toward international disarmament limiting expenditures for
naval construction. President Wilson and Secretary Daniels
stood with the House conferees in urging the retention of the
disarmament provisions, which are to become law in a few
days. When a bill gets into conference, as a rule, there are
so many changes made that not until the text is finally printed,
several days after conference reports are adopted, is it known
exactly what has been eliminated or retained.

The Disarmament Provisions.

The text of the provisions has just become available. Thev
reveal the plan of the Administration to work for international
disarmament, and also that big economies might even be
eflFected in the appropriation of 1916 itself. The new para-
graphs read as follows:

" Upon the conclusion of the war in Europe, or as soon as
it may be done, the President of the United States is authorized
to invite all the great governments of the world to send rep-
resentatives to a conference which shall be charged with the
duty of suggesting an organization, a court of arbitration or
other body, to which disputed questions between nations shall

be referred for adjudication and peaceful settlement and to
consider the question of disarmament and submit their recom-
mendations to their respective Governments for approval.
The President is hereby authorized to appoint nine citizens of

the United States who in his judgment shall be qualified for

such duty to be representatives of the United States in such
a conference. . . . The President is authorized to fix the
compensation of the commissioners. ... A sum of

|2oo,ooo is appropriated to carry into effect this provision.

" If at any time before the appropriations authorized by
this act shall have been contracted for there shall have been
established, with the co-operation of the United States of

America, an international tribunal or tribunals, competent to
secure peaceful determination of all international disputes, and
which shall render unnecessary the maintenance of competitive
armaments, then and in that case such naval expenditures as
rnay be inconsistent with the engagements made in the estab-
lishment of such tribunal or tribunals may he suspended when
so ordered by the President of the United Stales."

Binding Upon the President.

The above provisions, which will be law in a few days, when
President Wilson signs the Naval Appropriaiton bill of 1916,

bind the Chief Executive to a definite step in foreign policy.

The viewpoint of the President, according to those who are

in his councils, is that as long as there is competitive building,

the United States cannot afford to lag behind, cannot fail to

take into account that her long coast-lines need naval protec-

tion. And having authorized a large naval pnjgramme, it is

the President's idea that the United States will have a much
stronger voice in a conference on international disarmament
than would have been the case had the United States entered
the discussion with only a small navy to give up.

The Administration is working around to the idea of a

League to Enforce Peace, as intimated in one of the speeches
of the President last spring. The United States would be
willing to put its bulk of force in the arch that would support
the peace of the world. Such an arrangement, however, must
take into consideration the limitation immediately of naval

armaments since this is the most costly item of all. And the

Washington Government is preparing to move decisively to-

ward that end as soon as the European war is over. One
high official in the confidence of President Wilson is even hope-
ful that some of the money appropriated this year need never
be spent, that an international agreement, if not actually

effected, will be so certain of adoption after the preliminary

steps of the naval conference are taken that Congress might
conceivably limit its appropriations merely to the maintenance
of the naval establishment already created.

But even if there is no international agreement on disarma-
ment immediately in sight, there are few people in Congress,

Republicans as well as Democrats, who do not now admit that

the clamor for preparedness will not be so vocal as soon as

the Presidential campaign is over, or when the European war
is at an end. The revulsion of feeling against war will be so

great, the economic distress of the beHigerents so vitally felt,

that the danger of war between the United States and any
other nation will seem to the average American to have become
very remote, indeed. Under such circumstances Congress will

be disposed to be guided by the spirit of the conferences on
international disarmament, though a definite agreement may
not actually be brought about for two or three, or even five,

years. International agreements consume much time, es-

pecially when they have to be referred to congresses and parlia-

ments for adoption, but if the consensus of opinion at an inter-

national conference favors a reduction in armaments it will

be difficult for the party in power, whichever one it is, to vote

large expenditures of money for naval construction in the light

of changing circumstances.

David Lawrence.

THE RELIGION OF JESUS.

[The following is a portion of a personal letter written to

the editor of the Intelligencer and which appeared in a recent

issue of that paper.

—

Eds.]

The highest and most complete revelation of deity and
human brotherhood was, as we all know, made by Jesus

of Nazareth, and it was the consciousness He had of that

supreme relationship which enabled Him to say, "And I, if

I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me," that alone can
satisfy the deepest longings of the human soul.

The tender companionship of that Divine personality,

which is so fittingly called "The Comforter," brings some-
thing into our lives which nothing else supplies. The his-

torical record of the outward life of Jesus Christ has proved
of incomparable value to mankind, but the knowledge of

that record and of the teachings of the Saviour of men has

not prevented a large number of His professing followers

from sadly neglecting and misinterpreting those teachings.

One of the most important and at the same time difficult

experiences in our lives is learning how to harmonize and real-

ize the oneness of the outward and the inward—the intel-
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lectual and the spiritual. To the soul which has come wholly
into the Divine presence, or seen "the King in His beauty,"

or felt that eternal embrace of pure love, which encompasses
our personality as the air encompasses our bodies, there will

be little difficulty in perceiving that the life of our souls is

inseparable from the Source of Life. It is to those who have
only had a glimpse, as it were, of this fact that I would offer

my own experience—which has grown from a dogmatic
conception to a heartfelt perception of the Spirit—and this

includes sympathetically every faculty of the mind.
We may have excellent ideas and ideals, and they will

always accompany true character and "that wisdom which
is from above," but the inner impress of heavenly love often

draws us to serve our fellow-men in ways that neither they
nor we anticipate. Indeed, our heavenly pilgrimage is much
like a voyage of discovery—when every day brings a new
outlook and fresh opportunities—and we have the most ex-

pectant attitude with an inspiring hope of "a better day."

All are not equally capable of receiving and responding

to the inmost appeals of the eternal realities—any more than

all eyes or ears are equally appreciative of the beauties of

life—but as we all have a common "flesh and blood" in-

heritance, so we all have a common spiritual privilege, based

on our kinship to the Infinite. We are all sustained by the

same atmosphere day by day, and if we only substitute the

Divine tenderness for that firmament we may feel, as well as

see, that we are all living by the same eternal goodness.

The conviction of the inwardness of the deepest breath

of life is very different from a mental grasp, because the Spirit

grasps us, as the sunlight enters our eyes or the air our lungs,

and gives us a thrill of joy or health—and both wins and con-

strains us by its sheer compelling loveliness—whereas our

mental grasp is something which we can release or increase

at pleasure. "The drawing cords of His love" has a real

mystical meaning and fits into the best experience of every
sincere soul.

As we grow older, a thousand preferences—and it may be

prejudices also—are swept aside by the coming into our
hearts of a better spirit than we have sometimes entertained.

We feel the forgiving, healing, compassionate nature of Jesus

Christ, and see how all that He taught is in perfect harmony
with those eternal and universal bonds of brotherhood and
fellowship which forbid injuring our fellow-man.

Friends have always put the emphasis on this attitude

of heart, which embraces the whole human family. The
psychology of the mind is not antagonistic to this normal
development of the soul, imbibing the very heart of infinite

love, any more than the playfulness of youth prevents the

service of maturer years.

What we need most, and what, sooner or later, comes to

us, if we are open-minded and open-hearted, is the inex-

pressible tenderness of a strong and wise companion—one
who wishes to share all of life's joys and sorrows with us.

This sense of Divine personality with the most human of

companionships is to me the necessary focusing of all the

spiritual forces in our soul—somewhat as our intelligence

is the crown of our physical bodies and our free will the

evidence of moral responsibility.

We can scarcely imagine love apart from one who loves,

so when our spiritual eyes are open we see clearly " Him who
first loved us," and the moment we realize our whole soul

to be in harmony with the supreme intelligence, oh! then it

is that we understand how Jesus said, "
I am the way, the

truth and the life," because He revealed the highest and the
most complete expression of infinite, universal love and be-
cause He has come to us as a Divine friend, counselor and
comforter. For we see our sin and the need of one who un-
derstands all about our difficulties and our wilfulness, and
who can and does say, "Thy sins are forgiven thee, go and
sin no more"—because of His infinite compassion.

There is nothing arbitrary or dogmatic in this expression
of the Fatherhood of God; for those who possess most of the
Spirit of Jesus Christ feel how the same Divine tenderness

which He manifested in word and act so inimitably has moved
human souls from time immemorial, in all nations, to give

place to the best constraint of their minds and hearts.

What every one of us needs is to strive earnestly to live

in and bv virtue of that which not only takes away the occa-

sion of strife, but which keeps the soul out of the reach of

words and definitions and mental attacks—so far as they can

affect our faith. And here is where we have the message which
the world so sadly needs to-day and for which Jesus Christ

suffered even unto death that all men might plainly see that

service and sacrifice which avails most, and never violates

the purest and most heavenly aspirations of every heart.

Joseph Elkinton.
I

JOHN BRIGHT AND WAR.

MARGARET E. HIRST.

(Continued from page 113.)

When Kossuth visited England, Bright, while joining

warmly in the popular welcome, made clear his distrust of

any movement for intervention atjroad. He wrote to Cobden,
at the time, "

I am expected to be at the meeting in the Free

Trade Hall [Manchester], and to speak. I am in a desperate

puzzle what to do, but certainly if 1 speak I shall go against

any notion of fighting for Hungary or any other country.

. . . 1 am very apprehensive that this Hungarian sym-
pathy will breed a spirit which we have hoped was subsiding,

and will tend to fill the peoples' heart with pride and self-

conceit, and with a notion that it is our mission to become
knight errants in the cause of freedom to other nations, whilst

we are forgetting how much we have to do at home."
At Edinburgh, in the autumn of 1853, ^ Peace Congress

was held, at which Admiral Sir Charles Napier vigorously

expressed the views of the war party. Bright's reply has be-

come a classic, which may be found in any collection of his

speeches and read with profit to-day. In it he alluded to the

objection that the time was inopportune to speak of peace.

"The right time to oppose the errors and prejudices of the

people never comes in the eyes of those writers in the public

press who pander to those prejudices. They say: 'We must
not do so and so, we shall embarrass the Government.' . . .

We wish to protest against the maintenance of great arma-
ments in time of peace. We wish to protest against the spirit

which is not only willing for war, but eager for war; and we
wish to protest, with all the emphasis of which we are capable,

against the mischievous policy pursued so long by this country

of interfering with the internal affairs of other countries, and
thereby leading to disputes, and often to disastrous wars."

The peroration of the speech was not merely a masterpiece

of eloquence, but an appeal to the moral sense of his country-

men.
"... You profess to be a Christian nation. You

make it your boast even—though boasting is somewhat out

of place in such questions—you make it your boast that you
are a Protestant people, and that you draw your rule of doc^

trine and practice, as from a well pure and undefiled, from the

living oracles of God and from the direct revelation of the

Omnipotent. . . .

"
. . . I s this a reality? or is your Christianity a romance?

is your profession a dream? No, 1 am sure that your Chris-

tianity is not a romance, and I am equally sure that your

profession is not a dream. It is because I believe this that I

appeal to you with confidence, and that I have hope and

faith in the future. I believe that we shall see, and at no very

distant time, sound economic principles spreading much more
widely amongst the people; a sense of justice growing up in

a soil which hitherto has been deemed unfruitful; and which

will be better than all—the Churches of the United Kingdom

—

the Churches of Britain awaking, as it were, from their slum-

bers, and girding up their loins to more glorious work, when
they shall not only accept and believe in the prophecy, but

labor earnestly for its fulfilment, that there shall come a time
—^a blessed time—a time that shall last forever—^when ' nation
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shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn

war any more.'"
The hope at the moment was doomed to disappointment, for

the Churches gave no help to the small but weighty minority
which opposed the Crimean War. Bright and Cobden were
left almost alone, branded as traitors and refused a hearing

in the country, though never in the House of Commons. The
eloquence of Bright's speeches and letters upon the war was
even then frankly admitted, and few are now prepared to

controvert his arguments, but eloquence and reason could not

save him from execration and defeat. As Gladstone finely

said of him, at that crisis he laid his popularity as a sacrifice

upon the altar of his duty.

As Dr. Johnson's old friend confided to him that he had
tried in his time to be a philosopher, but "cheerfulness was
always breaking in," so we may say of Bright's speeches that

he tried to be a politician, but Christianity was always break-

ing in. In the very speech in which he claimed to discuss

the war on admitted principles of English policy are two
passages which reveal the distance which separated him from
many of his countrymen. He had sympathy, he said, for

the oppressed everywhere, "but it is not on a question of

sympathy that 1 dare involve this country, or any country
in a war which must cost an incalculable amount of treasure

and of blood. It is not my duty to make this country the

knight-errant of the human race." And, as was his wont, he
translated the cost of war into terms of individual and national

happiness, a calculation which, half-a-century later, would
have drawn upon him the name of "Little Englander."

"
. . . 1 believe if this country, seventy years ago, had

adopted the principle of non-intervention in every case where
her interests were not directly and obviously assailed, that

she would have been saved from much of the pauperism and
brutal crimes by which our Government and people have alike

been disgraced. This country might have been a garden,

every dwelling might have been of marble, and every person

who treads its soil might have been sufficiently educated.

We should, indeed, have had less of military glory. We might
have had neither Trafalgar nor Waterloo; but we should have
set the high example of a Christian nation, free in its institu-

tions, courteous and just in its policy towards all foreign states,

and resting its policy on the unchangeable foundation of

Christian morality."

It was the sense of the desolation and destruction of war,

far more than any pain arising from isolation or misunder-

standing, that finally broke down Bright's strength and
endurance and withdrew him in 1856 from public life. He
had in especial measure the emotion Wordsworth described as

"due abhorrence of their guilt

For whose dire ends tears flow and blood is spilt."

In 1857, a movement was set on foot among Birmingham
Radicals to secure Bright for their vacant seat. The one
question in doubt was his attitude to the Indian Mutiny, news
of which was just then filling England with horror and panic.

An urgent telegram to Scotland received a satisfactory reply,

which he expanded in his election address. In the latter he

said:

—

"The success of the insurrection would involve anarchy in

India unless some great man, emerging from the chaos, should

build up a new empire based on and defended by military

power. 1 am not prepared to defend the steps by which
England has obtained dominion in the East, but, looking to

the interests of India and of England, 1 cannot oppose such

measures as may be deemed necessary to suppress the existing

disorder. To restore order to India is mercy to India, but

heavy will be the guilt of our countrymen should we neglect

hereafter any measures which would contribute to the wel-

fare of its hundred millions of population. I hope the acts

of the Government will be free from that vindictive and
sanguinary spirit which is shown in many of the letters which
appear in the newspapers, and that when the present crisis is

over, all that exists of statesmanship in England will combine
to work what good is possible out of so much evil."

To this position he steadily adhered. His Quaker training
freed him from the color prejudice so deeply rooted amongst
Englishmen, and he condemned in unsparing terms the blind
passion of revenge which found vent in barbaric acts in India
and wild words at home. Some Friends felt that even this

pronouncement was in some degree a surrender to the war
spirit, and it was to meet their objection that Bright wrote
to Joseph Sturge (in the letter already quoted):

—

" Does our friend Southall think our Government should
rest quiet and allow every Englishman in i ndia to be murdered?
I don't think so. They must act on their principles, seeing
they admit no others. I have never advocated the extreme
non-resistance principle in public or in private. I don't
know whether I would logically maintain it." "Extreme
non-resistance" must not, of course, be identified with the
peace testimony of the Society of Friends, which is not a mere
Tolstoyan withdrawal from evil, but may include a very
definite effort to overcome evil with good. But whether
Bright exposed himself to criticism from pacificist or from
militarist, Birmingham welcomed him gladly and returned
him unopposed, even though for some months more he could
take no active part in politics. It was not until the autumn
of 1858 that he was able to deliver the first of his great ad-
dresses to his constituents, which were to be the pride and
delight of the city for many years to come.

In the course of this great address he said: "
I believe there

is no permanent greatness to a nation except it be based upon
morality. I do not care for military greatness or military

renown. I care for the condition of the people among whom
I live. There is no man in England who is less likely to

speak irreverently of the Crown and Monarchy of England
than 1 am; but crowns, coronets, mitres, military display,

the pomp of war, wide colonies and a huge Empire are, in my
view, all trifles light as air and not worth considering unless

with them you can have a fair share of comfort, contentment
and happiness among the great body of the people. Palaces,

baronial castles, great halls, stately mansions, do not make a
nation. The nation in every country dwells in the cottage,

and unless the light of your Constitution can shine there,

unless the beauty of your legislation and the excellence of

your statesmanship are impressed there on the feeling and
condition of the people, rely upon it you have yet to learn

the duties of Government.
"

I have not, as you have observed, pleaded that this

country should remain without adequate and scientific means
of defense. 1 acknowledge it to be the duty of your statesmen
acting upon the known opinions and principles of ninety-nine

out of every hundred persons in the country, at all times, with

all possible moderation, but with all possible efficiency, to

take steps which shall preserve order within and on the

confines of your kingdom. But I shall repudiate and denounce
the expenditure of every shilling, the engagement of every
man, the employment of every ship, which has no object but
intermeddling in the affairs of other countries, and endeavor-
ing to extend the boundaries of an Empire which is already

large enough to satisfy the greatest ambition, and 1 fear is

much too large for the highest statesmanship to which any
man has yet attained."

(To bo concluded.)

A Good Resolution.— 1 hereby resolve that I will live

honestly and walk uprightly before God and man. I will

keep my lips sweet with words of kindness, my heart pure with

noble ideals, my hands clean with honorable actions. I will

keep my body sacred and my soul free. 1 will strive to be

rich in love, strong in gentleness, untiring in patience, abun-
dant in hope. I will serve God by helping some of His children.

1 will try always to be better than my word and more liberal

than my promise. Every day I will make the most of my
time and the best of myself, and so be ready for the opportuni-

ties which God daily sends to those who are waiting for them.
— R. J. BURDETTE.
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THE VOICE.

As I went down the hill I heard

The laughter of the countryside;

For, rain being past, the whole land stirred

With new emotion, Uke a bride.

I scarce had left the grassy lane

^^^len something made me catch my breath:

A woman called and called again,

EUzabeth! EUzabeth!

It was my mother's name. A part

Of wounded memory sprang to tears.

And the few violets of my heart

Shook in the wind of happier years.

Quicker than magic came the face

That once was sun and moon for me

;

The garden shawl, the cap of lace,

The collie's head against her knee.

Mother, who findest out a way
To pass the sentinels and stand

Behind my chair at close of day,

To touch me—almost—with thy hand.

Deep in my breast how sure, how clear.

The lamp of love burns on till death!

—

How trembles if I chance to hear

EUzabeth! Ehzabeth!

-NoEMAN Gale.

A DAY'S EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN.

Our friend Margaret W. Haines has sent us the following

letter, thinking that the freedom used by the writer, who had
not thought of its publication, would add to its interest.

—

Eds_

30 KouN Ceo, Mita, Shiba, Tokyo, 6-14-1916.

Dear Friend.-—
This last week 1 had a most interesting experience when I

went up to Shimodate to see some tent meetings. First, there
was an hour's ride from here to the railroad station where 1

took the train. That street car ride is very familiar to me
now, for we pass through the Ginza shopping district and by
Mitsukoshi's big department store. Later we pass along the
broad street leading to Ueno Park, and can see for a long
distance the broad flight of steps flanked on either side by
lovely trees. At last we pass the park with its shrines set

away back among the trees and arrive at Ueno Station. 1

managed to get my "san to" (third class) ticket safely, walked
through the long station with its various class waiting-rooms
opening off the central part, and got into the right train with-
out mishap. The car was fairly full, but 1 managed to find

a seat beside a little girl who was sitting with her feet curled
up under her on the seat and opposite a young student.

The scenery as we passed through the country was most
interesting, for it is wheat harvest and rice planting time.
The fields of golden wheat, on ground elevated several feet,

stood right next to the paddies, where the newly transplanted
rice stood in water. Then there were the beds of seed rice,

vividly green in places where it has been too dry to transplant
it yet. 1 love to see the men and women with their great
broad hats, standing in the water planting the rice, for they
look as if they had walked right out of an old Japanese print.

The wheat is cut by hand and then tied to trees bottom side
up in order to dry out the sheaf. Between the wheat rows
another crop had already been planted and stood flourishing
in all its freshness in places where the wheat had been cut, and
only the short stubble remained. The ground is certainly
not allowed to lie idle in this country.

After a ride of two hours and a half and one change of cars,

I reached Shimodate about half past eleven. Watanabe San,'

Elizabeth Binford's helper, was at the station to meet me,
much to my joy. 1 hadn't sent word what train 1 was coming
on, so 1 was expecting to take a kuruma (jinrickisha) to the
house of our worker in Shimodate. Watanabe San and I

walked along with our umbrellas up in the broiling sun, and
soon reached our destination. Ouchi San, our worker, lives

in a new inexpensive, but fairly roomy, Japanese house, with

two rooms upstairs and three and a tiny kitchen downstairs.

When there is no furniture in the rooms they look larger than

the same rooms would in an American house. Elizabeth Binford

was out shopping for materials for her Japanese ladies' foreign

cooking class that afternoon. Before long she came in and
invited me to go out hunting with her. There are very few
shops where fruit or vegetables are sold in this country town
of ten thousand or so. It is very different from Tokyo, where
there are shops with beautiful fruits of many different kinds

in almost every square, and just as many green grocery shops,

too, with many familiar and many strange but appetizing

looking vegetables. Elizabeth Binford and 1 managed to

find one shop where some withered looking peas were offered

for a rather large sum, and some most delicious cucumbers.

The latter are most common and much used here ; 1 wonder if

they are native. There are also no fish shops in Shimodate
such as one finds on every side in Tokyo; in fact, it is a most
famine-stricken place as far as variety of food is concerned.

Yet there were plenty of dry goods and china shops, and in

one place we saw them making fans all by hand for the large

sum of three sen (a cent and a half). Indeed, Shimodate is

such a prosperous commercial town that it has a very material-

istic spirit, and it is a very hard town in which to arouse much
interest in religious matters. The Baptists and Episcopalians

who also do work there agree with the Friends in saying that.

After we had had a fairly late dinner on the little Japanese
table around which we sat on the floor, Elizabeth Binford

took a nap to try to make up for a sleepless night among too

attentive admirers of a hopping, crawling, biting nature. But
1 had the good fortune to go around with Gurney Binford on
his motorcycle to advertise the evening meeting. He had a

great notice mounted on three sides of a frame above the

bicycle and side-car. Of course the machine makes a good
deal of noise, particularly when it is going slowly. Therefore,

as we traveled along the people all came rushing to the fronts

of their houses to see what was going on. Then they stood

there in various stages of undress watching us go by. The
undress, as we would call it, is just their regular summer attire

in the country; people do not try to make themselves quite

so comfortable in Tokyo. Little boy babies run around in

delightfully cool style without the burden of any clothes at

all or maybe a short cotton shirt. Wouldn't it be a saving of

washing if American mothers could dress their children that

way? As the cycle went along all the children in town, it

almost seemed, came out and ran along with us. Since we
were going very slowly, it gave them a grand feeling to think

that they could keep up with a motorcycle. Gurney Binford

would go all the way along one street through the shops and
then out into the country. 1 saw one farmer hurrying in

from the field to see what all the noise was about. As Japanese
farms contain only a few acres, a farm of twelve acres being

considered a very large one indeed, it is not very hard for a

farmer to soon reach the edge of his premises. Then we would
take a cross road and travel through the town on a street

parallel to the one we were on before. As soon as we would
get back into the town we would find our children waiting for

us. Some of the boys and girls who followed us so faithfully

1 discovered afterwards were some of the First-day school

children.

In one place Gurney Binford stopped to let me get out and
see a house where they had been raising silk worms. Prac-

tically the whole house had been given over to the industry.

The family were busy taking the cocoons off the straw which
had filled the trays where the silk worms had been living and
had made a fine place for them to spin. The great majority
of the houses seemed to have been used in the same way.
Silk-raising is certainly a great home industry. The next

day I went with Elizabeth Binford to a silk-market or rather

just stopped at one which was open along the street. We
saw them shoveling the cocoons in huge piles, and also taking
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them out of the oven where they had been baked to destroy the

insect inside and prevent its cutting the threads by eating out.

To return to our advertising trip. After we had traveled

over all the streets, taken a spin around the school-yard, and
run around the pretty little park on top of the hill, we came
back to the Ouchi home.

The cooking-class was already beginning. There were not

as many women as there had been the day before, for the four

or more school teachers had sent word that they could not

come on account of a teachers' meeting. However, the wife

of the head man or official of the district was there, and some
other very nice-looking ladies. They sat on the floor and
watched Elizabeth Binford demonstrate. This day she was
teaching them to make a salad of salmon jelly, peas and
potatoes. She has a cook-book of her own make, which gives

recipes in both English and Japanese. The ladies have both

the books and the demonstration. While the peas were
cooking there was a chance for a Bible lesson. Elizabeth

Binford asked me to give this and have Watanabe San trans-

late. We had a lesson on Lydia. Afterwards E. B. explained

more fully how Lydia was the first Christian in Europe. So
often people think that Christianity originated in the countries

from which it comes to Japan.
After the cooking class was over, E. B. and I took the extra

dishes of the salad to the people who had sent word they could

not be there. The lessons were being given several days in

succession, and they were paying for the course, just for the

materials, of course. We visited the homes of two school

teachers, great big farmhouses, at least they are large according

to Japanese standards, and very old, too. We also stopped
at two merchants' homes.

After supper we started off to the tent. It was crowded
with children when we got there at eight o'clock. First the

children sang hymns and then Watanabe San talked to them
for about forty minutes about the story of David. The three

hundred children listened very attentively, and all around the

edge of the tent rows of grown-ups were listening too. At
nine o'clock the children were told that they could go if they
wanted to, and the older people were invited to come in and
take the seats. But the children, many of them, seemed loath

to leave and the grown-ups seemed equally loath to come in

where they would be seen, so not very many changes were
made. Suzuki San, our worker from Isioka, then talked to

the people. Some of the little people stayed all through the

meeting, and people were standing three, rows deep outside.

There must have been at least four hundred people there.

One adult who came and sat down was the Viscount (1 have
forgotten his name), who used to be the feudal lord of all this

region, but who was given this title when the feudal system
was abolished. He gave in his name as an inquirer at the

end of the meeting, and so did several other people.

It was nearly eleven o'clock when we finally left the tent.

Before long we were all ready for bed on the floor. With
mosquito nets over us and a plentiful amount of flea scare

powder in our beds, Watanabe San and 1 managed to pass a

fairly comfortable night.

The next morning the regular First-day school of about
forty children came to Ouchi San's house, and afterwards the

Viscount arrived with his pretty little daughter. He was
dressed very finely in foreign clothes with gray trousers and
a black coat, and looked very uncomfortably hot. After

meeting, in which Suzuki San, as Elizabeth Binford said,

preached the straight Gospel, so that the Viscount will at least

hear it once in his life, we chatted for a little while and then

the Viscount departed. Afterwards he sent word inviting us

to come to his house to afternoon tea. Gurney Binford had
gone back to Mito for his Bible class and to attend meetings

at Minato and Mihama, 1 think. But Elizabeth Binford,

Watanabe San and I went to his home. We found it a pleasant

Japanese home, but most unpretentious. We met the lady

of the house, who had a sweet face indeed. She had her little

baby, just seven weeks old, in her arms. Very soon we re-

ceived an invitation to dinner. I had to refuse, because 1 had

to go back to Tokyo, but Elizabeth Binford and Wanatabe
San could stay. Then it came out that they were very anxious
to make ice cream, and didn't know how, but wanted E. B.
to teach them. We then adjourned to the kitchen, and while
she directed and the maid servants assisted, the ice cream got
started. Although it wasn't the way we would have planned
to spend a First-day, yet we thought it was very much worth
while U) get acquainted with this family. Since, I have learned
that the Viscount came to the next two tent meetings and his
wife came to the cooking class, and he promised to send his
children to First-day school in the future.

On my trip home I had the company of a boy who is working
in Yokohama and who has joined a church there. 1 couldn't
talk to him very well, as he understood very little English,
but we managed to talk a little and he insisted on coming
all the way to the house here and carrying my bag.

Catharine B. Jones.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Fierce Feathers.
(Conoluded from page 116.)

But it was the gentle mother, with her arm still round her
baby daughter, who kept the stranger's words longest in her
heart. '"Shall dwell in safety by Him,—the Beloved of the
Lord,'" she repeated to herself over and over again, "yet
my husband hath feared for me, and we have both been very
fearful for the children! Truly, we have known the terror by
night these last weeks in these unsettled times, even though
our duty was plainly to stay here. Why were we so fearful?

we of little faith. 'The Beloved of the Lord shall dwell in

safety by Him. He shall cover him with His feathers all

the day long.'"

And then, in her turn, she looked up, as her little daughter
had done, and saw the same three tall feathers creeping above
the sill of the open meeting-house window frame. For just

one moment her heart, that usually beat so calmly under her
grey Quaker robe, seemed to stand absolutely still. She
went white to the lips. Then 'shall dwell in safety by Him,'
the words flashed back to her mind. She looked across to

where her husband sat—an urgent look. He met her eyes,

read them, and followed the direction in which she gazed.
Then he, too, saw the feathers—three, five, seven, nine, stick-

ing up in a row. Another instant, and a dark-skinned face,

an evil face, appeared beneath them, looking over the sill.

The moment most to be dreaded in the lives of all American
settlers—more terrible than any visit from civilized soldiers

—

had come suddenly upon the little company of Friends alone
here in the wilderness. An Indian chief was looking in at

their meeting-house window, showing his teeth in a cruel

grin. In his hand he held a sheaf of arrows, arrows only too
ready to fly, and kill, by day.

All the assembled Friends were aware of his presence by
this time, and were watching the window now. But not one
of them moved. The young mother glanced towards her
other little daughter, and saw to her great relief that Dinah
too, had fallen asleep, her head against the wooden wall.

Dinah and Susie were the two youngest children in meeting
that morning. The others were mostly older even than
Benjamin, who was twelve. They were, therefore, far too
well-trained in Quaker stillness to move, for any Indians,

until the Friends at the head of the meeting should have
shaken hands, and given the signal to disperse. Neverthe-
less, the hearts of even the elder girls were beating very fast.

Benjamin's lips were tightly shut, and with eyes that were
unusually bright, he followed every movement of the Indian
chief, who, as it seemed, in one bound and without making
the slightest noise, had moved round to the open doorway.
There he stood, the naked brown figure, in full war-paint

and feathers, looking with piercing eyes at each man Friend
in turn, as if one of them must have the weapons that he
sought. But the Friends were entirely unarmed. There
was not a gun, or a rifle, or a sword, to be found in any of their
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dwelling-houses, so there could not be any in their peaceful

meeting.

A minute later, a dozen other redskins, equally terrible,

stood beside the chief, and the bushes in the distance were
quite still. The bushes trembled no longer. It was Benjamin
who found it hard not to tremble now, as he saw thirteen

sharp arrows taken from their quivers by thirteen skinny
brown hands, and their notches held taut to thirteen bow-
strings, all ready to shoot. Yet still the Friends sat on, with-

out stirring, in complete silence.

Only Benjamin, turning his head to look at his grandfather,

saw Zebulon Hoxie, the patriarch of the meeting, gazing full

at the chief, who had first approached. The Indian's flashing

eyes, under the matted black eyebrows, gazed back fiercely

beneath his narrow red forehead into the Quaker's calm blue

eyes beneath the high white brow and snowy hair. No word
was spoken, but in silence two powers were measured against

one another—the power of hate, and the power of love. For
steady friendliness to his strange visitors was written in every
line of Zebulon Hoxie's face!

The children never knew how long that steadfast gaze
lasted. But at length, to Benjamin's utter astonishment, for

some unknown reason, the Indian's eyes fell. His head, that
he had carried high and haughtily, sank towards his breast.

He glanced round the meeting-house three times with a

scrutiny that nothing could escape. Then, signing to his

followers, the thirteen arrows were noiselessly replaced in

thirteen quivers, the thirteen bows were laid down and rested

against the wall; many footsteps, lighter than falling snow,
crossed the floor; the Indian chief, unarmed, sat himself
down in the nearest seat, with his followers in all their war-
paint, but also unarmed, close round him.
The meeting did not stop. The meeting continued—one

of the strangest Friends' meetings, surely, that ever was held

!

The meeting not only continued, it increased in solemnity
and in power!
Never while they lived did any of those present that day

ever forget that meeting, or the brooding Presence, that,

closer, clearer than the sunlight, filled that bright room.
"Cover thee with His feathers, all the day long."

The Friends sat in their accustomed stillness. But the
Indians sat more still than any of them. They seemed
strangely at home in the silence, these wild men of the woods.
Motionless they sat, as a group of trees on a windless day, or
as a tranquil pool unstirred by the smallest breeze; silent, as

if they were themselves a part of Nature's own silence rather
than of the family of her unquiet, human children.

The slow minutes slipped past. The peace brooded, and
grew, and deepened. "Am 1 dreaming?" the little girls'

mother thought to herself more than once, and then, raising

her eyes, she saw the Indians still in the same place, and knew
it was no dream. She saw, too, that Benjamin's eyes were
riveted to some objects hanging from the strangers' v/aists,

that none of the other Friends appeared to see.

At last, when the accustomed hour of worship was ended,
the two Friends at the head of the meeting shook hands
solemnly. Then, and not till then, did old Zebulon Hoxie
advance to the Indian chief, and with signs he invited him and
his followers to come to his house close at hand. With signs

they accepted. The strange procession crossed the sunlit

grass. Susie and Dinah, wide awake now, but kept silent

in obedience to their mother's whispers, were watching the
feathers with wide, untroubled eyes that knew no fear. Only
Benjamin shivered as if he were cold.

When the company had arrived at the house, Zebulon put
bread and cheese on the table, and invited his unwonted
guests to help themselves. They did so, thanking him with
signs, as they knew no English. Robert Nisbet, however, the
visiting Friend, who could speak and understand French, had
a conversation with two of the chiefs in that language, and
this was what the Indians said: "We surrounded your house,
meaning to destroy every living person within it. But when
we saw you sitting with your door open, and without weapons

of defense, we had no wish any longer to hurt you. Now,
we would fight for you, and defend you ourselves from all who
wish you ill." So saying, the chief took a white feather from
one of his arrows, and stuck it firmly over the centre of the

roof in a peculiar way. " With that white feather above your
house," he said to Robert Nisbet, "your settlement is safe.

We Indians are your friends henceforward, and you are ours."

A moment later and the strange guests had all disappeared
as noiselessly as they had come. But, when the bushes had
ceased to tremble, Benjamin stole to his mother's side. " IVloth-

er, did you see, did you see?" he whispered. "They were not

friendly Indians. They were the very most savage kind.

Did you," he shuddered, "did you, and father, and grandfather
and the others not notice what those things were, hanging
from their waists? They were scalps—scalps of men and
women that those Indians had killed," and again he shuddered.

His mother stooped and kissed him. "Yea, my son," she
answered, "1 did see. In truth we all saw, too well, save
only the tender maids, thy sisters, who know naught of evil

or terror. But thou, my son, when thou dost remember those
human scalps, pray for the slayers and for the slain. But
for thyself and for us, have no fear. Remember, rather, the
blessing of that other Benjamin, for whom I named thee,

'The Beloved of the Lord shall dwell in safety by Him. He
shall cover him all the day long.'"

L. V. HODGKIN.

NEWS ITEMS.

Peace Adtomobiles.—We have wanted to give at first hand some
account of the "Peace Automobile Tours" tlirough Chester and adjoin-

ing counties, but it is to be presumed that the speakers are too busy

with their work to spare us the time just at present.

An item in a local paper under date Eighth Month 10th states:

Automobiles filled with speakers on the peace issue, sent out by the

Society of Friends, arrived at the Unicom Inn, Keimett Square, Pa.,

yesterday afternoon, and a most attentive crowd listened for an hour

and a half in the evem'ng to the addresses. The autos bore the Ameri-

can flag set upon a background of white sUk, emblematic of the peace

cause.

William F. Wickersham, Kennett Square, introduced the speakers,

who followed each other with consecutive well-fitted argument. The
party held a meeting in the afternoon at Yorklj-n, where one himdred

men hstened to them. They came here from New Garden and Avondale,

where good meetings were likewise held, and, after a noon meeting to-

day at the Road Machinery Company's works, will go to Hamorton,
MendenhaU, FairviUe and Centreville.

In presenting the first speaker, W. Wickersham said they did not

claim to have settled the question of peace and war, but that they had
some valuable suggestions.

A large body of men stood close to the automobile during the entire

meeting, and the porch of the Unicorn Inn was packed with women.
The Friends are much encouraged with the meetings so far, and find

the people anxious to understand the issue. At Lincoln University later

in the week there was quite a Uvely discussion and a number of wide-

awake questions were put to the speakers.

One who was of the party says: "Everywhere we met with astonish-

ing interest and attention. One of the characteristics of the trip was the

fact that we never saw the literature, which we distributed by thousands,

thrown on the street without being read. In fact, in Wilmington, where
one man had crumbled his and thrown it down, a httle child picked it

up, straightened it out and carried it away."

The following note over the signature of Mary T. WUdman and dated

at Philadelphia, the eleventh of last month, was sent us by a subscrib-

er.

—

^Eds.

The visit of the Friends from England sohciting aid for the sufferers

of the European war brings to my mind the Hberahty sho-mi toward us

at the close of the Civil War by English Friends, when milhons of des-

titute slaves were liberated and had to be cared for.

In the bound copy of The Frccdman's Record, which my father, Archilles

Pugh, presented, are very interesting accounts of this work. "A pubhc

meeting to inaugurate the National Freedman's Union was held on Fourth
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Month 24, 1866, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, London, England,"

at which time John Bright made an address in which occurs this pas-

sage: "This meeting regards the aid aiTorded hitherto (estimated at more
than 80,000 pounds sterling) as a proper and graceful expression of our

sympathy and would earnestly recommend that it be largely augmented."
At the time the English pound was worth more than six dollars to us.

Mart T. Wildman.

Two young men, recently graduated from Westtown, have written

us of their attendance at the Lake Geneva (Wisconsin) Students' Con-
ference. They write:

"It was the largest in its history, and the largest student conference

held in America this year.

"There were present 903 delegates from the colleges of the Middle
West. Because of some of its actions, we are trying to give this Confer-

erence publicity in the papers. As your Eastern colleges have the same
problems, I thought that thee might publish these enclosed resolutions

in The Friend.

"Albert Roberts, International 'Y' Secretary in County work, told

me of his many friends among Philadelphia Friends. The seventeen

Friends and the seven Mennonites present met each First-day for a
denominational meeting.

"The Conference grounds are most beautiful, with substantial build-

ings, on the lake shore. Provision is made for all forms of athletics up
on the hill by the Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago.

"The finest and most lasting things about tliis Conference are the

spirit of fellowship that exists between fellows of all denominations and
all nationahties, and the vision of a larger serm.ce that comes to the men
as they study under the g-uidance of some of the world's strongest Chris-

tians.

The following is a verbatim copy of the resolutions referred to:

—

Whereas, Gambling, profanity, dishonesty, immodest dancing and
other social excesses, the use of tobacco and hquor have become a men-
ace to the student hfe of our universities and colleges, and are under-

mining character and are destroying the capacity for Christian leader-

ship;

Be it resolved, That we, the delegates to this Conference, place our-

selves on record as being imquaUfiedly opposed to these destructive

practices, and do hereby pledge ourselves, with the help of God, to the

eradication of these evils from the student life of the colleges and uni-

versities of the Middle West.

Resolved, That this Conference appoint through its Chairman a Com-
mittee of fifteen (15), composed as follows: Nine students, two faculty

members, two university pastors, and two association secretaries, to

prepare a statement in which the evils of student life shall be enumerated
and examples of successful remedial measures be pointed out.

Resolved, That a copy of this statement be sent to every college presi-

dent, college dean, Y. M. C. A. president, Y. M. C. A. secretary, uni-

versity pastor and to other influential persons interested in improving

the character and efficiency of college men, and that this statement
be used as a means of initiating a general movement against all perni-

cious and undermining practices of college men.
Resolved, That this action be made known to the student confer-

ences, both State and Sectional, and to the various preparatory and
high school conferences.

The following is taken from a longer report of New England Yearly
Meeting, held some weelvs ago, at Vassalboro, Maine:
Our statistical reports showed a loss in the church membership of

about forty. There have been a number more requests and admissions

than dismissals and transfers, but an even greater excess of deaths over

births. The Bible Schools showed a gain in membership in all depart-

ments of 139, and we beUeve with our present methods of graded work
this gain can be conserved.

The educational interests of the Yearly Meeting received a large share

of time and thought. Moses Brown School is facing the problem of how
to provide adequately for the girls, that they may receive as large a

benefit from the original endowment as do the boys. The proposal of

the committee to build a new and entirely separate girls' school on the

same grounds, was referred back to them for one year. At Oak Grove
Seminary, as at Penn College, Iowa, there is a crisis involving the very

continuance of the school at all. It is meeting a very definite need and
serving in a splendid way the surrounding community and the weaker

among the nearby Friends' meetings, yet its insufficient endowment
and meager equipment make it absolutely necessary that all those
interested should come at once to its financial aid, if it is to go on after

the coming year.

The Committee on Peace reported active work by means of lectures,

literature and aid in such societies as The Fellowship of Reconciliation
and the Society to Abolish War. The time given to this report was but
a small portion of that which the subject received, for the deep central
thought of many of the addresses and sermons throughout the week
was that of our duty to uphold the highest possible ideals of love and
service to all. A telegram was sent to President Wilson urging the
immethate application of these ideals in our present Mexican situation.

The week was marked by the presence and active interest of a large

number, not only of young men and women, but of boys and girls in their

early 'teens.

All the meetings on First-day were characterized by a forward-
looking spirit, by consecration and the desire to be of service. To dis-

cover and to know God for ourselves and to have help and comfort to

give to the work in its great need, is the heartfelt wish of New England
Yearly Meeting.

Mart A. Gove.

At the last session of Haverford Monthly Meeting, the following letter

was approved.

Haverford, Pa., Eighth Month 24, 1916.

To the Monthly Meeting of Friends in Japan.

Dear Friends:—Our beloved Friend, Edith F. Sharpless, left us on
Eighth Month 11th and expects to sail on Eighth Month 26th on her

way to resume her work in Japan.

She has been with us more than a year—a time filled with activity

in the cause so near to her heart and of blessed reunion and fellowship

with her family and friends.

We send her back to you with hearts sorrowful at parting, but rejoicing

in the beUef that a service wider and deeper than ever before awaits

her, and that her loving and true spirit will be used by our Heavenly
Father in the advancement of His pure and peaceable Kingdom in the

earth.

With a message of greeting and encouragement to you in the love of

our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, we are your friends.

Signed in and on behalf of Haverford Monthly Meeting of Friends,

held Eighth Month 24, 1916.

David G. Alsop,

Mart J. Pax son.

Clerks for the day.

Watson W. Dewees, Correspondent.

Editors op The Friend:—
The hot weather of last month and of this month has brought to mind

the hot weather of 1868, when we had three weeks of very hot weather

in the Seventh Month and one in the Eighth Month, the thermometer
ranging from 95° to 98° day after day. Seventh Month 15, 1868, was the

hottest day I ever remember or have any record of, the thermometer
reaching 103° in the shade. There were 100 cases of sunstroke that day in

New York City and 40 deaths; 30 cases in Philadelphia and 19 deaths.

There was great suffering among the horses, many of them died. I

think I never saw so many dead or dying ones on the streets. The street

cars were drawn by horses and the companies had men with buckets

of water and sponges stationed at various points along the lines to water

and sponge their heads and mouths. Notwithstanding this reUef, many
of them died. On the 20th of Seventh Month we had a delightful shower

in the evening, which broke the hot spell and caused rejoicing to man
and beast. The Report of the Board of Health for the last week of the

hot spell was 555 deaths; 55 from sunstroke in Philadelphia; New York,

1100 deaths; 132 from sunstroke.

Lansdowne, Eighth Month 25, 1916. Jacob R. Elfreth.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—The new lunar tables, on which Professor E. B. Brown and

assistants have been working for several years, were exhibited for the

first time at the session of the American Astronomical Society at Swarth-

more College last week. The tables, it was said by the astronomcjrs

present, will be invaluable in their work.
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Produce dealers on South Street, west of Broad, several of whom were

arrested and fined for failure to safeguard properly fruit from dirt, insects

and filth, have started a movement to induce all produce and vegetable

dealers to keep all their articles inside of their stores. In each instance

where State health and pure food inspectors found violations it was on

produce and vegetables displayed outside of stores on the pavements.

General.—The President appeared before Congress on the 29th ult.

and appealed for immediate legislation to prevent the railway strike. On
the 2d Congi-ess accompUshed this purpose.

All Latin-America at last is to have two-cent letter postage from the

United States, effective early this month, says Leslie's Magazine. To the

American who has resided south of the Rio Grande and who is famihar

with the bad repute "short-posted" letters have given our merchants, this

news is joyful.

The thirt3'-fourth annual session of the Northfield General Conference

for Christian workers, which has just closed, was the scene of an unusually

large number of brilliant addresses and inspiring conferences on many
lines of rehgious work.

The American-Mexican commission to seek a solution of border dif-

ficulties will meet probahly this week at Portsmouth, N. H., where the

Russo-Japanese peace treaty was signed in 1905.

The "prohibition special," carrying J. Frank Hanly, the Presidential

candidate and Dr. Ira Landrith, candidate for Vice-president, on their

two-months' tour of the country, will stop at approximately 600 towns, it

was announced at Chicago at the National Prohibition Headquarters.

Schools for flying have been increasing steadily in the last few years.

Aside from the work which is being done at several of the larger univer-

sities in organizing aviation corps, many special training schools are now
in a position to furnish expert instruction in the art of flying. Several

such schools are located on Long Island near New York City, and there

are many scattered in other States throughout the country.

A profit of more than SI,000,000 a week was made by the Ford Motor
Company during the year just ended, according to a financial statement

made public in Detroit. The year's business totaled $206,867,347; the

year's profit was 859,994,118. Total men employed in all plants is 49,870.

Of these, 36,626 are receiving $5 a day or more, said the statement. More
than 27,000 of these men arc employed in Detroit. Henry Ford an-

nounced that most of the profit will be used in ex-panding the company's

Since the first experimental rural postal dehvery service was established

under Postmaster-General William L. Wilson, of West Virginia, m 1896,

simultaneously on three routes, from Charleston, Uvilla and Halltown,

West Virginia, the service has grown to require 42,718 carriers, covering

1,073,099 miles and costing $49,825,000 m 1915.

In the last eight years one railroad company alone—the Pennsylvania

—

has spent §750,000 installing in its passenger cars what is considered the

last word in car-ventilating devices.

Columbia University will have four foreign exchange professors during

the coming year, a greater number than at any time since the Ijeginning

of the war. Among these will be the first Spanish professor that has ever

filled an exchange chair at the University. He is Professor Frederico de
Onis, of the University of Oviedo, in northern Spain, who will lecture on
the "History of Spanish Literature and the Significance of Cervantes's

Works," and wiU conduct classes during the entire scholastic year of

1916-17.

It is said: "We will consume, in this country, this year, about 2,000,-

000,000 gallons of gasoline; which is the equivalent of a stream six feet

wide and one foot deep flowing at the rate of one mile an hour. Five
years ago gasoline retailed at 35 cents in England and from 40 to 75 cents

on the Continent, and there are those who even predict 40-cent gasoline

here some day. Recent improvements in refining have considerably

increased the percentage of gasoline extracted, and inventors are con-

fident of perfecting carburetors which will use kerosene; but for the present

we are confronted with a decrease in the gasoline content of the older oil

wells, and an insufficient capacity in the refining plants.

The earth's population reaches a grand total of 1,700,000,000 persons.

Three noteworthy benefactions for combating disease have recently

been made by the Rockefeller Foundation. One is a gift of 850,000
to New York City to be spent in aiding the Health Department to fight

the epidemic of infantile paralysis. Another is an endowment of $10,000
to establish at Sing Sing prison the country's first clinic of crime. Special-

ists will study the minds of prisoners in a search for the cause of their

crimes. Penologists sec in such a study, conducted by the best scientists,

a great force for the reconstruction of the hves of prisoners, says Charlton

Bates Strayer in Leslie's. The third contribution to the pubhc welfare

is the estabhshment near Princeton, N. J., of the Department of Animal

Pathology of the Rockefeller Institute. Its work wUl be the study, by

means of animal experimentation, of fundamental biological and medical

problems upon which the health of the human race depends.

Recently the weather bureaus in all the States have begun lending a

hand in preventing forest fires. Reports- of the direction of winds,

whether strong or hght, are daily sent to the forest ser\'ioe in the various

districts for distribution. The probabiUty of rain or continued dryness

also forms the subject of weather bureau bulletins to the service. Be-

sides the use of the telephone and telegraph the forest rangers also use

the heliograph, with which they are able to send flashes of sunlight many
miles to bring aid. These are where telephone and telegraph fines are

not yet available.

Foreign.—London, Eighth Month 24th.—The Danish Landsthing,

or upper house, has rejected by 39 votes to 7 the proposal to sell the

Danish West Indies to the United States, says a Renter dispatch from

Copenhagen.

CongregationaUst churches will celebrate the 300th anniversary of the

founding of Congregationahsm in America with special attention at the

time of the big Pilgrim centenary. They have set up these objects to

occupy the attention of Congregationalism during the years 1916-20:

1, IntelUgent study and setting forth of the political and rehgious convic-

tions that brought the Pilgrims to America; 2, half a milhon new members

for CongregationaUst churches; 3, large numbers of recruits for the

ministry and other callings; 4, $2 annually for missions; 5, a great per-

manent fund as a memorial for the Pilgrims.

RECEIPTS.
I doUara have been received t each person, paying

Edward B. Taylor, Pa.; Edward B. Taylor, Jr., Pa.; Sarah E. Satterth-

waite. Pa.; Esther E. McGregor, N. H.; Dr. Chas. Wilhams, Pa.; Grace

W. Blair, Pa.; Samuel Bucknell, N. J.; John Hutchinson, N. J.; J. D.

Blower, Cal.; Jos. M. Fox, Pa.; Mary S. Kimber, N. Y.; J. Borton Hayes,

N. J.; J. Chnton Starbuck, Pa.; Wilmer Cheyney, Pa.; Lizzie M. Smith,

O.; Thos. H. McCoUin, Pa.; Sarah P. Woodward, Pa.; Susan H. Sharpless,

Pa.; Edmund Jones, Pa.; Louisa J. A. Keeley, W. Va.; WiUiam Trimble,

Pa.; A. H. Votaw, Pa.; Mary Vaux Walcott, Washington, D. C; Henry

T. Outland, Sr., N. C; Israel A. Lane, N. C; Thos. W. Fisher, Pa.;

Margaret Lownes, Pa.; Margaret J. Scott, Pa.; Jesse F. Standing, Iowa.

NOTICES.
Haddonpield and Salem Quarterly Meeting to be held at Medford,

Ninth Month 14, 1916, at 10 o'clock. Train leaves Market Street Ferry,

Philadelphia, at 9 o'clock, arriving at Haddonfield at 9.25. Trolley

leaves Federal Street, Camden, at 8.45, arriving at Haddonfield railroad

station at 9.21. There wOl be automobiles leaving Haddonfield railroad

station for Medford at 9.30; auto fare to Medford 30 cents. Returning

by train from Medford, which leaves at 1.45 and 5.08 p. m.

Editor:

Dear Friend:—Would thee be willing to pubUsh the enclosed letter in

The Friend? Some of ns got names from Dr. Stokes and have found

corresponding with prisoners well worth while, and I thought some of

the readers of The Friend might like to do it, if they knew about it.

Thine sincerely,

Anna Cope Evans.

In the midst of the many calls for sympathy and money that come to

us from Europe we must not forget those in our midst who are suffering

for something that money cannot buy. I am appeahng for friendless

prisoners to whom a word of sjTnpathy and friendship means more than

we know. One of them writes: "If people could only know how a letter

from the outside world would cheer us and make our burdens hghter,

surely some one wfll write me." Not long ago 2190 were waiting for

correspondents, some of them men without a friend in the world. Who
will be "a friend in need" and write to one of these? Names may be

obtained from Dr. H. N. Stokes, The O. E. Library League. 1207 Q Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Meetings from Ninth Month 10th to 16th:

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, at Medford, Fifth-day,

Ninth Month 14th, at 10 a. m.
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MY LOSS-MY GAIN.

Written by a young Friend, imprisoned for consicence' sake.

Which is the keener—joy or pain

While waiting in my silent cell?

How can I measure up and tell

How much my loss—how great my gain?

7 miss the toil for daily bread,

That other work, more noble still

For Him, Who bids us do His will

And see His sheep and lambs are fed.

Sweet children's voices dear and bright.

Their joyful laughter gay and free.

Which always bring (at least to me)
Out of earth's sadness, peace and light.

These things / miss, these form my cross.

For missing them must cause some pain.

But there is corresponding gain

To ease the burden of that loss.

I gain a new experience

Of men and things; I take my share

Of this world's sorrow—gladly bear

Hardship and pain in His defense.

One thing alone outweighs all loss.

Outweighs as well all other gain;

Fresh knowledge of a Saviour slain,

A clearer meaning of His Cross.

For e'en within the prison wall

The Christ is ever with His own,

The wooden bed He calls His Throne
And makes my cell His Banquet Hall.

^From The Friend [London].

I
^ I ^

GIVING TO HIM THAT ASKETH.
I listened this morning to the reading of the beautiful last

hapter of first Chronicles. It is the chapter wherein King
_)avid, "full of days, riches and honor," gives over the treas-

res he had accumulated for the erection of the first temple at

erusalem; wherein also he calls upon the princes, the captains.

the rulers of his possessions, and all his mighty men to make
their contributions for the same purpose; and wherein lastly

the king offers up his happy prayer, his almost jubilant thanks-
giving that the wish of his heart is so near its accomplishment.
The whole scene looks very real even after the lapse of three

thousand years. Our own hearts waken to the appeal of noble

words and deeds whereby David stirred the Jews to enthusiasm
and consecration. What a lesson of the imperishable nature
of truth!

The striking thought that runs through this passage is the
joy of giving. David offered "with gladness of heart." He
had made his preparations, he said, "with all his might" for

the great work which he was not to do. Moreover, because
he had " set his affections to the house of his God, " he had also

given of his own especial treasures. And "the people rejoiced

for that they offered willingly, because with a perfect heart

they offered willingly to the Lord."

Turning abruptly to the present, let us question how often

this is our feeling when we are called upon to give. 1 know that

many make the willing response and some the same glad

offering that David did. But some of us have a feeling of

impatience at the constant appearance of the beggar in one
form or another. Here is the Salvation Army collector! He
comes on so many errands! But how unselfishly and gladly

is he giving himself to the " least of these, my brethren "
! And

yet it is too often with the thought only of getting rid of him
that we hunt for the small change in our purses! " When will

these calls cease!" we say. "Scarcely a day comes but a

begging letter comes too." It were well for us to stop right

here and read from David's prayer: "All things come of Thee,
and of Thine own have we given Thee."

This chapter in Chronicles seems to be a reminder more
particularly of the calls for money that come to us from our
own Society—our meeting-taxes, or other requests to help

causes to which Friends are committed. Having "set our
affections to the house of our God," why not extract from these

offerings all the satisfaction which is our due? Why not give

"with gladness of heart," even of that which doth cost us

something? And why not allow the weary collector some
pleasure because of the cheerful giver?

A minister of a prominent denomination in our town told

one of our members that he would regard it as an injury to his

church for any one to endow it. It was better for his people

to raise year by year all the money they needed for running
expenses. Giving until they felt the sacrifice increased their

loyalty and devotion. Thus a great blessing comes to the

giver and to the church.
"

1 give for my own good," was the explanation granted to

one who wondered why his companion rewarded the street

beggar with alms. " It may not be the best course theoretical-

ly, or for the beggar, but the repeated refusal to give hardens

my heart and I can't afford that."

Let us consider, however, whether there is anything to be
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said on the other side, that of giving too lavishly. We have

known those who gave so much that they themselves were

impoverished, and had to be supported, or to beg to repay

themselves. 1 knew an earnest woman, intent on helping

others and using her all to do it, disclaiming the thought or

intent of laying up for herself treasure on earth. "But,"

was objected, "what will become of thee in thy old days?"

"Oh," she said, "some good Christian will turn in and help

me out." The question might have been asked, " But what if

all good Christians should follow thy course?" No doubt

this course of faith has been justified in many instances, but

is it not mostly desirable that each person shall, if possible,

aim to bear his own burdens, including those of self-support?

Our alms-giving, like other outlays, must be " within the bounds

of our circumstances." We must strive to find out which

calls for financial help are the calls of our Heavenly Provider,

and then with rejoicing to say, "All things come of Thee, and

of Thine own will we give Thee." We may distrust our motives,

however, if we find while we have little to give to others, that

there is no lack in ministering to our own pleasures or comfort.

We may question, too, whether the present needs of others

should not have a greater claim upon us than the future

gratification of relatives who already have as much as is good

for them.

This paper is brought to a finish with the knowledge that

there are other gifts required of us than gold and silver, but

that is another matter^ A. S.

LETTERS OF SAMUEL MORRIS.
[When the late Samuel Morris was under thirty years of

age, he was asked to be the guardian of four children, and for

several years he filled this position in addition to the care of

his own family and his farm. His solicitude is shown in letters

to one of them as follows.

—

Eds.]

Olney, Twelfth Month 20, 1857.

My dear Mary.—
As 1 have taken to writing a little for myself once more,

1 will make one of my first letters for a long while to thee. We
were glad to learn through thine of thy safe arrival at school

again and being comfortably fixed there—and then through

my father and sister, who have returned from Westtown
Within a few days—to hear that they found thee doing well,

while my sister thought "Mary was improving in several

respects." I did not ask her in what way, but take it for

granted that she referred to manners or habits, which as 1

have told thee, always leave an impression favorable or other-

wise upon those into whose company we are thrown. Thus
thou wilt see, that it is little things—as most people would call

them—acts trifling in themselves, or language which in itself

may be of little account, that go to make for us our characters

in life and which generally follow us for good or bad to the

end of it. 1 want thee, therefore, to think often of the time and
opportunities which are now afforded thee for improvement
and strive in earnest to make the best use of them. Thou wilt

probably never find it easier to root out bad habits or to

restrain and correct bad propensities than just now. And as

to what is good and right, 1 believe there are few of us but
know enough to make us much better than we are—if we would
only follow our best feelings. Thy sincere friend,

Samuel Morris.

Olney, Seventh Month 11, 1858.

A stirring time which we have had in our little family within

the last few weeks, the business of a heavy harvesting added
to my divers other cares of which thou mayest remember 1

had several already, have been the hindrances to my answering

thy clever and acceptable letter of a month ago. But as we
are just finishing our harvest and we begin to get into a little

more of the quiet at home, 1 feel a little more at leisure to

write than I have done for a long while past. And first 1

must tell thee how glad 1 am to find the spirit of contentment

which seems to prevail in thy mind and shows itself in thy

letters. It is this disposition to make the best of things which

is one grand secret of living comfortably and afi'ects not a

little our own comfort, but carries with it a happy influence

wherever our lots may be cast. I observe thy daily regulations

for self-government which I think look as if very well laid out.

But 1 take it, the hardest matter is to keep them up steadily,

and this from a little experience in my own case needs some

determination on one's own part—since the law-making and

law-breaking and keeping are all in our own hands. But 1

hope thou canst report by this time that in a general way
thy rules have been kept to closely. But one little sentence

in thy letter pleased me almost as much as any thing in it,

viz.: "1 am trying to improve." This is all that the best of

us can do at last, and if we hold on patiently and perseveringly

to such a resolution, with a humble dependence on best help,

I have a full belief that our endeavors will be blessed with

success. Let us, however, never forget that this is not the

work of a day or a year but a whole lifetime, and that we have

the highest authority for the promise that " he that endureth

unto the end" shall receive the reward for well-doing.

Thy letter to sister Beulah reached Germantown last week,

but father and herself had gone some days before to Saratoga,

with the hope that the waters of the mineral springs at that

place would be of use to them both. So thy letter was at

once mailed to sister there and she returned it again with her

next to Germantown that 1 might see it, too. By thy letter

I was very glad to find thee seeming still to do well and be

happy. The sea gulls which it speaks of a man having given

to thee, I know are very pretty creatures, but should think

they could scarcely be tamed or kept, since we must not

forget they are birds of prey and live by fishing. Thy canary

can be managed much easier. The jar for thy aquarium I have
been to see after several times, but hope it will have been

procured by to-morrow, when 1 shall have to be in town and
should like to send it with several little matters thou art want-
ing.

Philadelphia, Seventh Month 24, 1859.

1 duly received thine of i8th inst., which was not a little

gratifying to me, because 1 could not help hoping that the good
conclusions and resolves which were therein expressed are the

results of a sincere conviction that there is need of a more
earnest labor, closer watching and deeper searching of heart

than has heretofore been the case with thee. And it would
rejoice me more than 1 can express, should this be indeed the

turning-point of thy life, and 1 have been made in some measure
instrumental in arousing thee to that work which all must
do, if they would hope for the rewards of faithfulness here and
hereafter. And that the good work, which I trust has been
begun in thy heart may be sufi'ered to go on, until all that the

Divine controversy is with shall have been cast out is my
sincere desire. Then indeed thou wouldst come to know some-
thing of that peace which passeth all understanding and is so

infinitely superior to all that the fullest gratification of our
corrupt wills can possibly afford. But oh, my child, forget

not that this blessed change is not the work of a day, nor yet

to be attained while living at ease. No! no! it involves a
life-long struggle, for the life of the true Christian, we are told,

is one of constant warfare with the enemies of his soul, and
with these he must wrestle day by day to the very end. But
oh! we know how that crowns all—while even here, as he strug-

gles on his way, he above all others knows where true com-
fort lies. He alone can meet the trials of this life with holy

resignation and feel that all things work together for his good.

One of the first results of real religion is to convince us that

in our natural state we are naked and poor and blind and
miserable in an inward sense, and this of necessity begets a

deep humility of spirit and a craving for help from some higher

source than our own weak and erring powers, and then the

simple, child-like state is begotten in us, in which we are willing
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to be or to suffer anything which our Heavenly Father may see
best to bring upon us; knowing that He will feed us with food
convenient for us, and will not suffer us to be tempted by any
of our besetments further than we are able to bear them.

' And
when He sees we are little enough in our own eyes—teachable
enough, and poor enough in spirit—He will, 1 believe, raise us
up and qualify us according to our ability for service in His
Church and in the world—some in one way and some in an-
other. But let our attainments be what they may, we shall
only be able to acknowledge with the Apostle Paul—"through
the Grace of God 1 am what 1 am." I am glad thou seems to
feel the importance, if not the necessity, for cultivating a
quiet and retired frame of mind, for 1 feel sure that it would
add much to thy inward strength. This is, however, a gift

to be sought at our Heavenly Father's hands, and is one of
those unmistakable marks which distinguishes those who
above all things are endeavoring to serve Him.

1 have for a long time known and valued some sweet verses,
which can have been written only by one who knew something
in himself of true quiet—they are upon a passage in Job—
"When He giveth quietness, who then can make trouble?" 1

admire them so much that 1 will copy them and should be
glad for thee to commit them to memory.

I am pleased to observe thy plans for study and hope that
interest in geometry in particular will be kept up—and if thou
should not get over so much ground, 1 would have thee thor-
oughly master whatever study thou art taking in hand. The
too-common habit of getting but a smattering of a little of
everything I have no faith in—indeed, 1 think it often worse
than nothing.

I remain as ever, thy sincere friend,

Samuel IVIgrris.

WHEN HE GIVETH QUIETNESS. WHO THEN CAN MAKE TROUBLE?
—Job, chap, xxxiv: 29.

Quiel from God—it Cometh not to still

The vast and high aspirings of the soul

—

The wild emotions, which the spirit fill,

And speed its purpose onward to the goal.

It dims not youth's bright eye

—

Bends not joy's lofty brow—
No guiltless ecstasy

Need in its presence bow.

JOHN BRIGHT AND WAR.

AIAHGAnET E. HIRST.

Action may be its sphere!

Mountain paths—boundless fields

—

O'er billows its career

—

This is the power it yields.

To sojourn with the world and yet apart,

To dwell with God—yet still with man to feel;

To bear about forever in the heart

The gladness, which His presence doth reveal.

Not to deem evil gone

From every earthly scene,

But see the storm come on,

And feel His shield between.

It giveth not a strength to human kind,

To lay all suff'ring powerless at His feet,

But keep within the temple of the mind
A golden altar and a mercy-seat—
A spiritual ark!

Bearing the peace of God
Above the waters dark,

And o'er the desert sod!

How beautiful within our souls to keep

This treasure, the all-merciful hath given—
To feel both when we wake and when we sleep

Its incense 'round us, like a breeze from heav'n

Quiet at hearth and home,

Where the heart's joys begin;

Quiet, where'er we roam.

Quiet around—within.

(Continued from page 125.)

In the summer of 1861 the smoldering trouble between
North and South in the United States burst into flame, and
for four years the great Republic was torn by civil war.
Bright, in his private business life, suffered severely from the
cotton famine induced by the Northern blockade, but his
sympathies never wavered. To him the cause of the North
was the cause of freedom against slavery, and of constitu-
tional order against rebellion. He steadfastly opposed the
attempts made in England to recognize the Confederate
Government as an independent state, and his great speeches
did much to instruct public opinion on the merits of the
struggle. Even at the opening of the war he defended the
Federal Government, with a significant proviso. He said:
"No man is more in favor of peace than 1 am, no man has

denounced war more than 1 have, probably, in this country,
few men in their public life have suffered more obloquy—

1

had almost said more indignity—in consequence of it. But
I cannot for the life of me see upon any of those principles
upon which States are governed now— I say nothing of the
literal words of the New Testament— 1 cannot see how the
state of affairs in America with regard to the United States
Government could have been different from what it is at
this moment."

In a strain similar to the foregoing he wrote to Whittier,
"It seems as if a peaceable termination of the great evil of
slavery was impossible—the blindness, the pride and the passion
of men have made it impossible. War was, and is, the only
way out of the desperate difficulty of your country, and fear-
ful as the path is, it cannot be escaped. 1 only hope there
may be virtue enough in the North, notwithstanding the
terrible working of the poison of slavery, to throw off the
coil and to permit of a renovated and restored nation."

It is an amazing fact that this letter has been described
recently as one "in support of the American Civil War." A
recruiting meeting would not gain much impetus from such
gloomy submission to a terrible evil. That Bright supported
the ideals represented by the North against those of the South
is indisputable, and, when Lincoln had once made Emancipa-
tion a plain issue, he felt that no peace could be admitted
which involved any recognition of slavery. Perhaps his most
emphatic expression of this is found in a letter to Villiers

(863):-
"

1 want no end of the war, and no compromise, and no re-

union till the negro is made free beyond all chance of failure."

This language is strong enough, but it must be remembered
that it was used by a neutral to a neutral. His other letters

of the time show that he feared the North was winning too
easily and had not yet paid her share of the "penalty" for

maintaining slavery. A week before he had written, also to

Villiers:
—

"It needs as many plagues as Pharaoh suffered to

force the corrupt portion of the Northern people to let the
negro go."

When the war ended, he wrote in his journal, "The friends

of freedom everywhere should thank God and take courage."
In 1868 he received the freedom of Edinburgh, and at his

visit delivered two fine speeches, one of which, to a deputation
of working-men, condensed into a few pungent paragraphs
his teaching and his aspirations.

"
1 do not know whether it is a dream, or a vision, or the

foresight of a future reality that sometimes passes across my
mind— I like to dwell upon it—but I frequently think the

time may come when the maritime nations of Europe—this

renowned country of which we are citizens, France, Prussia,

Russia, resuscitated Spain, Italy, and the United States of

America—may see that those vast fleets are of no use, that

they are grand inventions by which the blood is withdrawn
from the veins of the people to feed their ulcers, and that they
may come to this wise conclusion—they will combine at their

joint expense, and under some joint management, to supply
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the sea with a sufficient sailing and armed police, which may
be necessary to keep the peace on all parts of the watery
surface of the globe, and that those great instruments of war
and oppression shall no longer be upheld. This, of course,

by manyWill be thought to be a dream or a vision, not the

foresight of what they call a statesman. Still, 1 have faith

that it will not be forever that we shall read of what Wilber-
force called the noxious race of heroes and conquerors, that

what Christianity points to will one day be achieved, and that

the nations throughout the world will live in peace with one
another." So in the dark days of the American War, he had
cherished the hope of a great North American Confederation
with "freedom everywhere, equality everywhere, law every-

where, and peace everywhere."
Later he wrote: " It is a painful and terrible thing to think

how easy it is to stir up a nation to war. Take up any decent

history of this country from the time of William 111. until

now—for two centuries, or nearly so—and you will find that

wars are always supported by a class of arguments which,

after the war is over, people find were arguments they should

not have listened to. It is just so now, for, unfortunately,

there still remains the disposition to be excited on these ques-

tions. Some poet, I forget which it is, has said:—

"Religion, freedom, vengeance, what you will,

A word's enough to raise mankind to Idll;

Some cunning phrase by faction caught and spread,

That guUt may reign, and wolves and worms be fed."

In the winter of i88o:
—"You hear of the hanging of scores

of men, you hear of villages burnt, of women and children

turned out into the snow and the cold of this inclement season,

and all done at the command of a Government and a people

professing to be wiser, more intelligent, more humane, and
more Christian than those upon whom those attacks are made.
. . . Take down, at any rate, your Ten Commandments
from- inside your churches, and say no longer that you read,

or believe in, or regard, the Sermon on the Mount. Abandon
your Christian pretentions, or else abandon your savage and
heathen practices."

(To be concluded.)

A CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE.

"The Automobile Peace Tour."

Many who read the article by John B. Garrett, in a recent

number of The Friend, will be interested to know more in

detail of the actual working out of the Peace Campaign to

which he referred.

The Emergency Peace Committee of Race Street Friends,
although formed after the organization of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting's Peace Committee, at once joined enthu-
siastically in the plans already mapped out. Wherever both
branches of Friends have been found in the rural communi-
ties, which the Meetings Committees have reached, there
has been a joyous, whole-souled working together in telling

the world again the Message of the Prince of Peace.
A member of the Meeting's committee said: " It seemed to

me that Friends have swallowed the super-respectability
lump in their throats and have in this small degree reassumed
the methods of the fathers, though with few of the attendant
difficulties of the fathers. Motor traveling is distinctly
easier than walking, the tail of a car much better for a ros-
trum than a barrel head (cf. Wm. Penn in Gracechurch
Street, London), and the dangers, real to them, of the au-
thorities and assailants, are negligible with us."

But most of our readers will not know what real bravery
it took for this same earnest Friend to start speaking in one
of the meetings in a square, without any auditors except two
of his companions, and continue his message until some fifty

had gathered to hear him.
In all, thirty-nine meetings have been held in New Jersey.

Chester Co., Penna., Delaware and in Maryland. About
fifty-five hundred people were reached and more than twenty
thousand pieces of literature distributed.

Of large significance is the fact that not many of those

who listened would have ever heard our message had it

been given in our meeting-houses as has been our custom.

For perhaps the first time to any large extent have the Friends

of our Yearly Meetings in Philadelphia gone out to meet the

workingman in the factory, the crowd on the street, the

"cracker-barrel club" in the country store, and idler in the

village square. And these were not only attentive, but in

practically every case responsive to the message and the

speakers heard people say, "they were good speeches,"
" they are doing a good work," "we hope they keep it up."

Edward Hollingshead and others planned the meetings

for New Jersey, but because of E. H.'s illness, only four of

those scheduled were held.

Robert Balderston undertook an almost impossible task

when he mapped out the rest of the tour.

The work could not have been so successful had it not been

for the efficient office Secretary of the Peace Committee,

Jessie F. Davis, who held together the threads of the cam-
paign and kept everything moving quietly, according to

schedule, rearranging meetings at the last moment and sup- '

plying speakers where some failed to come.
In all the centers reached, local committees had done

efficient work and the Peace Party was met, introduced and
entertained by Friends in practically all the places.

Two automobiles were loaned by Edward G. Rhoads and
Rachel Knight. There were simple Peace banners and the

cars carried much literature to supplement the spoken word.

Among those who spoke were W. Lewis Abbott, Mark
Balderston, J. Augustus Cadwallader, Rachel Knight and
Francis R. Taylor. These were helped in all the important

centers by our friend, Frank Stephens, who is a devoted
Peace Advocate, a charming speaker, having to an unusual

degree the ability of reaching the heart of the common people.

The Committees really started their Peace venture by
helping one of their committee members, Maria Moon AI-

bertson and her husband, in their splendid Independence
Day Peace Meeting. To William Richie and Barclay Moon
we are indebted for their impressions of the gathering.

On Independence Day, Henry H. and Maria M. Albert-

son opened their home at "Green Hill Farm," near Bur-

lington, New Jersey, for the second semi-annual Burlington

County Picnic. This year a "Peace Day" program was ar-

ranged by a Comniittee of Peace Workers, representing sev-

eral denominations of the county and an unusually inter-

esting and convincing program was given. By noon, probably

between seven and eight hundred people were assembled

in the " Peace Basket Auditorium under the trees." A pageant
was enacted, showing the call of war on the common people

to take up arms and fight their brothers. "Peace" and "Jus-
tice" appeared, and "War" was ejected. Peace then called

forth her following of doctors, nurses, firemen and others,

who save rather than destroy life. The States of the Union,

represented by small girls in appropriate costume, exempli-

fied the spirit of co-operation and mutual trust, which has

bound our States together in justice and freedom. The fu-

ture was then portrayed by the various nations of the world,

called into a Federation of the States. Some of our National

airs were sung by the children as they marched. With all

the characters in appropriate costume, the pageant was very

effective and entertaining. Lunch was then served on the

grounds by a caterer, to those who had not provided them-
selves with basket lunches, and a very pleasant social hour
and a-half was enjoyed. The afternoon meeting was pre-

sided over by Assemblyman Emmor Roberts, of Moores-

town.

Professor Baker of the Moorestown Public School first

addressed the meeting on the general subject of "Military

Training in the Public Schools." Dr. Lukens, pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church of Burlington, then gave a most
inspiring and convincing address on the "ImmoraHty of all

War" and the special dangers from militarism in this country.

Sidney L. Gulick, of New York City, spoke of conditions in
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the Orient and the need for our Government to study care-

fully the existing conditions, in order to develop a better

spirit of understanding and co-operation with the Eastern
countries, especially with reference to the immigration problem.

Before the meeting "Anti-Preparedness" leaflets were
handed about, and it is believed that many seeds were sown
which would bear fruit in an increased devotion on the part

of Burlington County citizens to the cause of international

brotherhood.
The two most important results of this meeting were: The

splendid lesson it taught the children who took part in the

pageant of the possibility of a world-wide Friendship of Na-
tions, also the bringing together of people of widely differing

interests to hear the vital Peace message.

Edward G. Rhoads writes of the next meetings in the cam-
paign:

"The open-air campaign of the joint Peace Committee
of Philadelphia Yearly Meetings was begun on the twenty-
second of Seventh Month; meetings being scheduled on that

day for Salem, N. J., at 4.30 p. m., and Woodstown at 8 p. M.

Heavy rain and tire trouble delayed but did not prevent

the afternoon meeting. It was after five o'clock when the

automobile bearing those members of the party who went
from Philadelphia arrived at the old meeting-house in Salem.

There we were joined by Anna Griscom and W. Lewis Abbott
and proceeded to the chosen position in front of the Court
House on the old King's Highway.
There were many passers-by and the strong, clear voice

of the first speaker and the display of "Keep Cool" fliers

soon drew the attention of a knot of people, who formed the

nucleus of an interested and growing audience, listening

attentively, and, in the main, sympathetically, to strong

messages from Francis R. Taylor and W. Lewis Abbott. A
large number of tracts and fliers were handed around and
usually were kindly received. Supper was provided for the

speaker's party in the annex of the grounds of the old meet-
ing-house, through the hospitality of Race Street Friends,

some of whom were holding a week-end " Peace tramp," with

Salem as headquarters.

After supper we left old Salem—the site of the oldest

Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting—and
made a pleasant run to Woodstown, where we arrived about

8 P.M., to find the town alive with people who had come from
the adjacent country-side. The curbs for blocks were closely

lined with automobiles.

Some notice of our coming had been given, the town au-

thorities had been consulted and a policeman indicated a po-

sition for our car alongside a fountain, where three. ways met
at the business centre of the town.

A large crowd soon collected and listened most attentively

and with evident approval to an appeal for a better than
military preparedness. A great deal of literature was ac-

cepted and carried away by those in the crowd, among whom
were many solid citizens. Expressions of quiet approval

were heard, a few questions were asked, and, when the speak-

ers finished, many lingered as if they wished to hear more,

until the car moved away from its station for the return trip

to Philadelphia.

Those of the party who had no part in the speaking felt

strongly that here was a method of work the value of which
is beyond question."

On the twenty-sixth of Seventh Month a meeting was
held in Merchantville.

The following day, Frank Stevens and W. Lewis Abbott
held three successful meetings in Florence, N. J.—one at the

Wood Foundry gate at 5.15, the interest among the work-

ingmen being well maintained; another at eight on the Main
Street well attended, with two-thirds of the audience men;
the third at 9.30 at the Catholic Carnival, through the cour-

tesy of the local priest. Five hundred people were reached,

and, as a Friend present said, it was a pleasure to hear an

excellent speaker address three consecutive audiences, hold

their attention and not repeat himself!

The Chester County Campaign began on Seventh Month
29th, with an evening meeting at Paoli. There followed
meetings at Marshalltown, Embreeville, Doe Run, Ercildoun,
Parkesburg, Christiana, Oxford, Rising Sun, Colora, Lincoln
University, Strickersville, West Grove, Chatham, Union-
ville, London Grove, Landenberg, Yorklyn, Hockessin,
Toughkenamon, New Garden, Kennett Square, Red Lion,

Hamorton, Fairville, Centerville, Wilmington, Lenape Park,

Newport and Newcastle. In some of these there were two
meetings held. At Oxford and New Garden five hundred
people were present at each meeting.
From W. Lewis Abbott the Committee has had the in-

teresting details of the meetings held in the places mentioned
above.

At Ercildoun they gathered in the meeting-house grounds.

Although there were less than a hundred present, in that

quiet country place, as night fell, there came a fresh vision

of the great need of the world at large for the Quaker mes-
sage of Peace. A number of colored people attended the meet-
ing and at the close they sang their old-time melodies. It

was as if at the beginning of the trip a spirit had arisen to

link our mission with the historic stand of the Society for

justice and freedom and to give us a vision of the thing for

which we were working—the brotherhood of the races of the

world.

At Calvert, Maryland, on the third, in the yard of the Old
Brick Meeting-house, built in 1701, was held one of the best

meetings of the tour. Feeling the spell of the location, Frank
Stevens delivered a particularly splendid talk. It was a stir-

ring call to battle not only against war, but against all the

forces of injustice, privilege and oppression which cause mis-

ery and sorrow in the world. War, poverty, crime, all call for

men with vision, with courage, with devotion, to work, to

gain for all humanity lives of fuller worth and opportunity.

In Yorklyn a factory meeting was held and in Kennett

a large meeting in the Square. At Red Lion, Hamorton and
Fairville meetings were held before groups of men in front

of the tavern and country store.

On Sixth-day, the iith, our plan called us into the heart

of the enemy's country—Wilmington. In the land of the

duPonts we were to talk of the evils of war. With doubts

and misgivings, we set out. The first meeting was in the cen-

ter of the business district of the city at the noon hour. For

fifty minutes three hundred people, mostly men, stood and
listened to us. They applauded each speaker with genuine

heartiness. A unique incident, the only one of its kind on the

trip, occurred here. A man in the crowd came forward at

the close and contributed a dollar "to help your cause."

Although the number reached during these meetings might

have been larger, it must be remembered that in each com-
munity a group was touched that may act as a center from

which thought and comment on the subject will radiate. It

is better to come in contact with a few people in many cen-

ters than to reach a large number in one place. The interest

displayed and the signs of favor did not necessarily mean
converts, but it did mean people reached, interest held and

thought awakened.
The whole trip was a great personal inspiration to those

who took part in the campaign. Everywhere from the open

Friendly door came kindness and encouragement, larger

acquaintance with each other and a deepened interest in the

message for which all were working.

For the Meeting Committee.
Florence Trueblood Steere.

Haverford, Penna., Eighth Month 29, 1916.

Give Me thine heart but as I gave it thee;

Or give it Me at least as I

Have given Mine

To purchase thine.

I halved it not when I did die,

But gave Myself wholly, to set thee free.

F. QUARLES.
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AMANDA SMITH.

Some months ago The Friend printed an inquiry for Maria

H. Cadbury, of Birmingham, in regard to the closing days of

Amanda Smith. Now we have a compact volume of less than

one hundred pages with the title "The Life of Amanda Smith,

The African Sybil, the Christian Saint," by M. H. Cadbury,

with an introduction by J. Rendel Harris. It is published at

one shilling, by Cornish Brothers, Ltd., of Birmingham,

England. In the main the volume is made up of judicious

extracts from an autobiography published in i8q3. A genera-

tion ago Amanda Smith was a well-known figure in demonstrat-

ing the capacity of her race for highest things. A revival of

interest in her and in her efforts for race uplift is needed even

amongst us. We are mostly ready now to regard the Negro
problem in the light of a receipted bill duly pigeon-holed. As
a matter of fact, in some particulars the call for help is more
urgent than it ever was. Great volumes of suffering—actually

of slavery, although not with that name, are enacted in

legislative, educational, even in religious lines, from month
to month and from year to year, and we are unmoved. We
are very glad M. H. Cadbury has lent the power of fine dis-

crimination shown in this volume as a contribution to correct

our apathy and impatience with our colored wards. Rendel

Harris's introduction is unique and we copy it in full as the

best means of interesting Friends in this little volume:

—

" It is nearly forty j'ears since I first met Amanda Smith, and

I can still recall her erect figure, her striking features, her

wonderful voice and her illuminated spirit. 1 arranged public

meetings for her in Cambridge, and it must have been the

first time that any such appearance of a colored woman as

an evangelist ever occurred in that old-fashioned university

town. Her preaching was in the power of the Spirit, if ever

we had spiritual preaching in our midst. It was one more of

the proofs such as the Lord loves to give, that He chooses

things which are not to bring to naught things that are, and
to keep us from glorying in His presence. To me, at all

events, she was a great teacher. And how full of common-
sense as well as spiritual intuition. It was a joy to be with

her and to talk with her.

"One day some of us took her to see King's College Chapel,

the most beautiful of all the Cambridge buildings. She was
profoundly impressed as well as interested. She looked at

the wonderful stained-glass windows, and the exquisite stone

carvings, 'Why don't they all be good?' said she. 'They'

were the undergraduates. Then she looked closely at some
of the curious carved dragons that supported the coats-of-

arms of kings and nobles of past days. They puzzled her at

first. Then she said to herself, quoting from the eighth

chapter of Romans, 'Height nor depth nor any other creature.'

'This,' said she, 'must be the "other creature.'" Then she

went up the steps of what is called the Altar, and sang the

doxology, with her matchless voice and intonation. And the

oificial who was showing the party round did not interfere

with her.

"At a later date she went to West Africa to visit the people

of her own race, from whom she herself was sprung, and to do
some mission work among them. Wherever she went among
white people or colored, the Lord greatly blessed her works,

and she was a lovely monument to Divine Grace—in ebony."

J. H. B.

DO BOYS PLAY TOO MUCH?
In a recent issue of the N. Y. Independent, a prominent

school-master of almost forty years' experience, says, in the

course of a very able paper, after naming these three essentials

to educational success: (i) personality of the teacher, (2) in-

dividual initiative of the pupil, (3) concentration and imagina-
tion
—

"Consider the following 'seven deadly sins' in relation

to these three generally acknowledged educational essentials."

(i) Cheap periodicals and magazines (written down to a

taste that balks at the slightest mental exertion).

(2) Cheap theatrical shows (adapted to the tired business

man's standard—no mental effort).

(3) Cheap (canned) music, which might be excellent and
often is ; but too often degenerates into the " empty singer of

an idle day"—mere amusement and accompaniment to danc-

ing.

(4) The apotheosis of amusement (the dancing craze, the

exaggeration of athletics, the domination of play—Johnny
must be out of doors all the afternoon, till he is too tired and
sleepy to study in the evening).

(5) Premature assumption of the manners of club life

(dependence upon the comforts, conveniences, and luxuries of

life—too many servants, no responsibilities; press the button,

and somebody else does the rest).

(6) The automobile (the devil's own as a seductive time

consumer).

(7) The moving-picture show (and the better the picture

the cheaper the show, and vice versa).

WHITTIER TO MARY RUSSELL MITFORD.

It is like dropping out of the present into familiar inter-

course with the authors of a half century ago to read the fol-

lowing letter written by the poet Whittier to M. R. Mitford:

"My dear friend, Mary Russell Mitford:—
" Permit me to wish thee a happy New Year! I am quite

sure that thousands who have been made happier by thy

writings will join with me. 1 wish thou wouldst come over

to America, just to see what a host of friends thou hast made
for thyself on this side the water."

He goes on to speak of the "inspiring scenery and pure

mountain air" of New Hampshire, where he has been staying,

and of his own literary work, says that he is writing newspaper

articles for the National Era and " sometimes a jingle of song,"

and adds: "1 also enclose two short poems, commemorative
of my sojourn in the hill country. As a specimen of the quieter

mood of a rough reformer and controversialist, they may
not be wholly without interest.

"Our excellent friend, James Fields, announces two books

of thine as forthcoming. Shall we have a new series of the

'Literary Reminiscences'?

"A little volume of poems, under the title of 'Passion

Flowers,' by Julia Howe, wife of Dr. Howe of Boston, is

attracting much attention. I hope thou wilt see it. Ticknor

and Fields publish it. It seems to me to have great merit.

"My friend Dr. Holmes is lecturing this winter on the

English poets—very witty and genial.
" We have recently had a delightful visit from Ralph Waldo

Emerson. 1 wish thou wouldst meet him. He is a man not

only admired, but loved.
"

1 need not tell thee that I should be exceedingly glad to

hear from thee. Thy two notes are among my choice treasures.

"Believe me, most cordially thy friend,

"John G. Whittier."

DUBLIN YEARLY MEETING.

Although held from the first to the sixth of Sixth Month,

the report of Dublin Yearly Meeting has just reached us

(Ninth Month ist). The report is in The FnVM(/ [London]

of Sixth Month i6th. By some vagary of the censorship

this and several other numbers of this paper have been with-

held. How this copy came through after such detention we
are not informed. Some indication of the wholly arbitrary

way a war censorship works is indicated by a report made to

the Meeting for Sufferings on the ninth of Sixth Month by
Isaac Sharp that he had sent identical messages for Lon-

don Yearly Meeting to two Yearly Meetings in the States.

Both messages contained the text 2 Thess. iii: 16 (Now the

Lord of Peace Himself give you peace at all times in all ways).

The reference was allowed in one case and expurgated in the

other.

Dublin Yearly Meeting was held under very peculiar

and trying circumstances. The clerk's explanation will

make this clear;
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The Clerk said that we met this year in a very unusual way, not only

as regards the condition of our city and country, but also by reason of

the fact that for the first time in our history we were holding our meeting

by permission of the Government. On applying to the railway companies

for the usual concessions, it transpired that leave would have to be ob-

tained before the Yearly Meeting could be held at all. That leave was
granted by the Chief Commissioner of Police, after consulting the mih-

tary authorities, on the ground that it would be a purely religious gather-

ing. This was the tacit understanding under which the Meeting met and

Friends should remember that when certain subjects that bordered on

poUtics came under discussion.

An earnest discussion followed as to what course should be taken under

the novel circumstances, and it was agreed, with practical unanimity,

to leave to the Clerk the decision as to what subjects, under the circum-

stances, must be avoided.

The Meeting on Ministry and Oversight had been held

the day before the above announcement. The following

brief extract contains some interesting items:

After the opening period of devotion, in course of which prayer was
offered for the help and guidance of the King and his Ministers and all

in authority in the present serious crisis, reports from the three Quarterly

Meetings were read, presenting no new features. There are in the Yearly

Meeting, 36 Recorded Ministers, 86 Elders, and 136 Overseers, besides

seven women Friend visitors in Dubhn. Ulster reported 96 Friends as

taking vocal part in meetings for worship. Leinster reported considera-

tion of the question of recording ministers, as a result of which Elders

had been encouraged to send in suitable names. Nothing, however, had

been done.

Attention was called by some Friends and by others later, to the absence

of uniformity of action in the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings in this

matter. Ulster has 24 Recorded Ministers, and Leinster with almost as

large a membership has only 7, the large Monthly Meeting of Dublin

having only 4. The matter was considered as deserving of attention by the

Yearly Meeting, and arrangements were made for its introduction there.

The subject of Peace was considered Fifth-day evening.

The limitations that hampered this consideration will be

clear from this extract:

Reports from the three Quarterly Meetings on the subject of Peace

were read as usual. The reports showed that beyond the holding of

some meetings in Ulster and Leinster and the distribution in the latter of

some copies of Dymond's Essay on War, not much had been done directly

in this cause. Many individual Friends, however, were working with

others outside in promoting goodwill and harmony both between nations

and individuals.

The Clerk, on leaving the meeting open, asked for the forbearance of

Friends in the difficult task which had been imposed on him. The Meet-

ing had entrusted him with the decision as to what was and what was not

admissible to be discussed in the special circumstances under which we
were meeting. Three definite questions had been put to him: (1) Can we
discuss the position which young Friends would hold should conscription

be apphed to Ireland? To that he must answer. No. (2) Can we discuss

the way in which Friends in England are affected by the Military Service

Act and the position of some of the members there in relation to it? Again

he must answer. No. (3) Can we discuss the preparation that Friends

should make for the work of reconstruction after the war? He was sorry

to rule that even there the answer must be No. In ruling thus he felt

bound to put the interpretation on those questions which the authorities

who gave the permission would put upon them. In these circumstances

some might say there was no good in discussing Peace at all ; but he believed

that there was still room for profitable and purely religious discussion.

These limitations apparently did not apply to expression

against the well-known position of the Society so lately con-

firmed by London Yearly Meeting and more than one plea

for force as "the ultimate compelling power" was heard.

The subject of temperance had sympathetic considera-

tion as shown by the following:

The reports on Temperance were then presented. The subject had
received special attention both north and south. Very few members in

the Yearly Meeting appear either to use or sell into.xicating drink. Much
of the work done related to the supply of drink to soldiers and sailors or

their wives and dependants, which subject the Yearly Meeting's Com-

mittee had considered. They met in consequence of an appeal made by
a Friend in Ulster through the Quarterly Meetings that Friends had a

duty in the matter. It was proposed that a special appeal should be

made to holders of brewery shares and to others directly interested in the

trade. That had not been considered the best course, and instead it

was decided to send a deputation to wait on the Under Secretary, and
propose certain alterations in the regulations, such as the inclusion of

Ireland as a "scheduled area," no wounded men to be supplied with in-

toxicants, soldiers to be in barracks at an earlier hour, and the payment of

allowances to women in some cases to be through a trustee. The deputa-

tion had been covu-teously received, and shortly afterwards, whether as

a consequence of Friends' action or not, some changes in the directions

indicated had been made.

A minute was finally adopted approving of the "action taken by the

Yearly Meeting's Committee, and recording the Meeting's opinion that

total prohibition is the most effective legislative remedy for the evils of

intemperance." Friends were also advised to be active in combating

the evils of intemperance; and that as the Church of Christ has a service

in earnest private and collective prayer to see that each takes his share

in this portion of the campaign.

This concluded one of the most interesting and best sustained discus-

sions on Temperance of recent years.

On Sixth-day afternoon a letter was read from W. C. Allen,

of Philadelphia, conveying a message of sympathy and love

to Friends in Ireland in the present severely testing situation

and expressing regret that owing to the exceptional Govern-
ment regulations, he and his wife were unable to attend the

meeting.

A letter from women . Friends in Philadelphia to women
Friends in Ireland was read. Both the letters and their mes-
sages were much appreciated, and great regret was expressed

that W. C. and Elizabeth Allen had been prevented from at-

tending.

The same afternoon the Statistical Returns were presented,

showing a total membership of 2,310, an increase of 2. There
had been 37 deaths against 20 births; 18 removals into other

Yearly Meetings against 17 removals-in, while admissions

had numbered 27 against 7 losses by resignation, etc.; 151

members were reported as "practically withdrawn;" at-

tenders number 267 in Ulster, 52 in Leinster and 22 in Munster.
Naturally enough a note of discouragement was heard

in considering the State of Society.

Two reported expressions with a voice of hope from a visitor

from across the channel will make this clear:

Joseph J. Haughton felt that we must be conscious of a lack of power.

Did we really want to see God more truly than ever before? When Paul

saw Christ, he was henceforth a new man. When George Fox got a

vision of God, he became a power in the land.

Charles E. Jacob felt his own great need was to know Christ personally.

In the recent momentous experiences a good many had felt the nearness

of God in a new way. If we reahzed His presence in our daily life, He
would enable us, so that our words would be healing words, and we should

be a power for good.

Henry T. Hodgkin felt that these times of sorrow had had the effect of

drawing us aU closer together. In the midst of it all the question arose,

how were we to serve our Master? Have we, a httle body of people, any

service to render by which the discordant elements can be drawn together

into a common life? How were we to become a unifying force? To do

so we must have a unifying principle. In Jesus Christ men found unity.

In Him alone, through the ages, men of different types had found their

unity, and had worshipped Him together. It was His will to manifest

Himself as the unifier through each one of His children, and as we each

followed Him fully, bearing His cross, so we might each become centres

of reconciliation.

Perhaps the greatest freedom of expression was felt and
the most encouraging note sounded on the subject of educa-

tion. An increased appropriation for Brookfield School was
the outcome.
The Yearly Meeting has emphasized the curtailment of

liberty due to the war and to the Sein Fein outbreak and
Friends everywhere must feel deep sympathy for our brothers

and sisters in Ireland.
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A SONG OF WHISKY.
Sing a song of wliisky,

A pocket without pence;

A purse that's always empty,

A head that has no sense.

Four-and-twenty jailbirds

Under lock and key,

Curse the drink that cost them

The birthright of the free.

The Brewer in his counting-house

Is counting out his money;

The Bar-man in his parlor

Is eating others' honey.

While starving little children,

And women lean and poor,

In rags and broken-hearted,

Beg from door to door.

Sing a song of whisky

—

Sound it all the time;

The horrid song of whisky

—

Sorrow, sin and crime.

-Everybody'i

Mars vs. Bacchus.—War grips not only bodies and purses,

but iiabits and appetites.

Temperance and prohibition have changed from abstractions

to edicts. A British banker writes: "This is no time for wait-

ing on slow moral reformation of a people; Russia with a stroke

of the pen has shown what can be done when a national vice

hinders a nation's work." The ban on vodka heads the war
list, in extent of uprooting; that on absinthe comes second;

afterwards trail British and German tax increases, curtailed

output, and restrictions on consumption.

Russia drunk to Russia sober is the outstanding example.

From 9,233,000 kegs a year consumption dropped to 102,000

in first month of prohibition. Monopoly receipts dropped

98 per cent. But budget loss has readily been made up in

multiplied power to pay other taxes, plus tremendous increase,

individual efficiency and well-being. State savings banks de-

posits increased 325,000,000 roubles in first eight months of

prohibition, against 7,000,000 increase a year before.

Lloyd-George said: "It is as if Russia added millions of

laborers without expense of maintaining them." Of Russia's

miners over 30 per cent, are gone to war, yet output has risen

30 per cent. The prohibition experience resembles that in

West Virginia, whence 3,500 miners departed in 191 5, yet the

remainder worked 208 instead of 201 days, and increased

State output 5,000,000 tons. Number of Russian factory

fines has fallen 30 per cent. In the Moscow government,

among 215,000 workmen total loss of time decreased 63 per

cent., and after holidays and pay-days 92 per cent. Number
of fires in eight governments fell from 3765 to 1839, 56 per cent.

Moscow's 3000 beggars have virtually vanished. Sales of

clothing, groceries, tools and livestock have largely increased.

Many peasants for the first time own a clock or sewing ma-
chine.

Other belligerents have gone part way. France, beside

banishing absinthe, forbids sale of spirits to soldiers, women and
young people. Germany, besides restricting spirits and
commandeering distilleries, cut her precious beer output first

to 60 per cent, last Tenth Month to 48 per cent., now to 40
per cent.—with product pronounced disgustingly thin.

England is still taking over some distilleries, buying much
of the alcohol output of others, and taxing general output

hard. The drink industry is under the government Control

Board, with retail hours cut to two short periods daily, certain

areas taboo, and experiments in "dilution" with soft drinks.

Influences cross the sea. Remington Arms and duPont
Powder seek munition workers. Both specify total abstainers.

Modern war spills much more blood,—but much less rum.

—

Takenfrom Boston Neivs Bureau.

The Danger Hour.—^At the Raritan Copper Works in

Perth Amboy, N. J., they studied their accidents and found

that the time of greatest peril is the first hour of the day shift

on [Second-days] and on the days following holidays. They
have a General Safety Committee, which gets the facts and
publishes them in a bulletin called the Ingot. Here is the

Ingot's comment on the accident figures:

"To any man who can think in a straight line, these sta-

tistics mean just one thing. It is a plain fact, and we'll state

it plainly. Drinking at night means foggy eyes and unsteady

nerves next morning. Then the accidents pile up.

"... We hold no brief for prohibition. What we
are working for is safety. Cut down the booze, and as surely

as day follows night you will cut down the accidents."

And this is only one case out of many. It is up to you,

Mr. American Workman. Which will you have? Safety or

whisky? You will not have both.—Collier's Weekly.

The Present Status of Prohibition in the United
States.—We now have nineteen prohibition States, in-

cluding Virginia, in which the law is to become effective

Eleventh Month ist of this year. Twelve of these States

have adopted prohibition by popular vote. These are Arizona,

Colorado, Kansas, Maine, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ok-
lahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, Virginia, Washington and

West Virginia. The other seven became dry by legislative

act. They are Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa,

Mississippi and Tennessee. Elections on this issue will be

held in five other States this autumn—namely, in California,

Montana, Nebraska, South Dakota and Michigan. Texas

will probably vote on the question next summer and possibly

other States also will "choose sides" for the future.

Utah to Become Dry.—The Legislature of 191 5 enacted

statutory Prohibition for that State. Governor Spry retained

the bill in his possession until it was too late for the Legis-

lature to pass it over his head and then vetoed it. In the

Republican convention recently Governor Spry was defeated

for renomination by N. L. Morris, a strong advocate of Pro-

hibition. Both of the United States Senators, Smoot and

Sutherland, turned turtle and lined up with the drys in favor

of State-wide Prohibition. Other influential politicians who
have been on the booze wagon for years past transferred their

belongings to the water wagon. This action means that with

scarcely a shadow of a doubt Prohibition will become effect-

ive in Utah inside of the next year.

—

The American Issue.

Applying Roosevelt's Logic—Colonel Roosevelt, in

a letter which has been made public, says: "The time is ripe

for the passage of the suffrage amendment. . . . Twelve

States already have enfranchised women without producing

to even the smallest degree any of the evils prophesied."

Well, that sounds logical. But if, as Colonel Roosevelt

says, the time is ripe for the suffrage amendment, because

twelve States have adopted it, by the same reasoning, the

time is more ripe for the passage of a Prohibition amendment,
because nineteen States have adopted that policy.

In addition to this, there is dry territory in the other States

of the Union, which, with the Prohibition States, makes four-

fifths of the area of the Union dry. More than one-half of

the population of the United States is living in Prohibition

territory. No evil effects have come from the adoption of

this policy by States, counties and cities, but there have been

multiplied blessings.
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The iime is ripe for a Prohibition amendment to the Con-
stitution.

—

The American Issue.

Driving the Saloons Out of Pennsylvania is a tedious

process, involved in many difficulties, because the business

has been able so far to control the legislature. Some progress,

however, may be noted by comparing statistics of five years

ago with present conditions, in iqii, we had three dry
counties. We now have eleven. We have 10,512 licensed

saloons in the State, but this is fewer by 636 than five years

ago. During the same period there has been a decrease of loi

in the number of wholesale houses. There are ten towns of

more than 10,000 population that have banished the saloon.

Mahanoy City, however, is not one of these, for while she has

a population of more than 15,000, Mahanoy has more saloons

per capita than any other town in the State, having one licensed

grog shop to every ninety-five men—one saloon to every fifteen

votes cast for Governor in 1914.

Wets and Drys.—The Anti-Saloon League in 'a compre-
hensive survey of the influence of the rum traffic and its con-

nection with poverty, insanity, crime and prosperity shows
that Pennsylvania has 9606 men and women in its poorhouses

and that nine dry States with a population nearly twice the

size of this State have but 7824 persons in pauper institutions.

The same dry States have 17,466 insane persons in asylums
and Pennsylvania, with only about half the population, has

15,058.

In ten years industrial efficiency has increased in the dry
States to such an extent that wages have gone up 103 per cent.,

and in Pennsylvania, a notoriously wet State, wages have
increased but 53 per cent.

—

North America.

Since Colorado went dry, says Governor George A. Carlson,

accidents in the State have decreased seventy per cent.

NEWS ITEMS.

The subject of the shortage of labor and the consequent danger of

older men and women laborers being overworked was brought forward

at a recent Sidcot Preparative Meeting (England); the need in question

met with a ready response on the part of two of the leading boys of Sidcot

School, who spoke of the desire there exists in the school to be of service.

The matter has since been taken up with enthusiasm, and a "service

corps" of eighteen boys, under the command of the Head Prefect, J.

Quartus Smith, acting in consultation with the Headmaster, has been

organized to work on the land in the Winscombe district on two after-

noons in the week as well as on alternate Seventh-day afternoons. Some
of the older girls have also offered to help in weeding and fruit-picking.

The rate of pay is 3d. per hour; the money earned will be devoted to one

of the many existing agencies for the rehef of distress. The boys, who
are 16 years or more, voluntarily give up their share in the cricket of

the summer term. During a sample week fifteen boys and six girls were

employed; eighty-two hours of labor were given by the boys, in some
cases in gardens which could not otherwise have been kept under culti-

vation.

An appeal to Friends following the meeting of the Lajrmen's Mis-

sionary Congress, held in Washington some weeks ago, concludes thus

:

We, therefore, urge Friends

—

1. To an earnest study of the issues involved in the present world

situation, and our own study in the face of the world's needs.

2. To a deeper and more intelligent prayer life, in the private closet,

at the family altar and in our pubUc meetings.

3. To a clear recognition of God's ownership of all that we possess,

and our own place as stewards responsible to Him for its use.

4. To an enhstment of each one in the service of our King as whole-

hearted and without reserve as that of the men of to-day to earthly

powers.

5. To higher standards of Christian hving and service for humanity,

both in our own community and to the peoples far away.

6. To separation from everything that makes our power for service

less than it ought to be, and a complete surrender to the leadership of

the Spirit of God, in this time of opportunity and perU.

The following notes are taken from the Annual Report of the

Ackworth School—the Westtown of England:

—

The Report presented to the business meeting told of a full School of

ISO boys and 125 girls, with no prospect of decrease. The excess of ex-

penditui-e over income was £384, largely owing to the increased cost of

coal and provisions; the house ex-penses alone were £741 more than in

1914, raising the cost per child to £50 Is. 3d. To meet the increased

expense a charge had been made on each scholar of 303. for the laundry.

A more startling economy was the discontinuance of the "weekly pence"

to the children, that time-honored benevolence dating from the first

year of the School. A graceful donation of £700 had come from members

of the Redfern family in memory of their brother, William B. Redfern,

and a gift valued at £1700 from Sir James Reckitt, Bart., on the oeca-
'

sion of his golden wedding; also legacies of £500 and £200 from the late

Agnes Smithson and Louisa Thompson. The report recorded the death

of John Taylor, for forty years clerk of the works, to whose faithfulness,

abiUty and incorruptibihty Joseph Firth Clark and Wilfred Irwin bore

testimony.

Frederick Andrews, the honored Headmaster who has now held the

office for the term of forty years—more than any of hLs predecessors—gave

his annual address in the afternoon. The shortage of four teachers on

the boys' side had been made up by the prompt voluntary extra service

of those who remained. Economies and self-denials in food had not been

found to affect the health of the children, for last spring was the health-

iest within memory. In matters educational fourteen scholars had

been awarded the Senior School Certificate. The war had somewhat

stimulated the interest in French. The natural history society had

been active on both sides, and essay writing had been above the average.

Attention had been given to the principles of Quakerism, and some of

those not Friends had shown even more interest in these things than the

full members. Appropriate reference was made to the death of Fred.

Enock, the brilliant old scholar lecturer.

The peace plank in the platform of the Republican party reads:

"We beUeve in the pacific settlement of international disputes, and

favor the establishment of a world court for that purpose."

This plank is so important that the history of its adoption is worth

recording. We understand that the words were written, or rather dic-

tated, by Richard Bartholdt, of St. Louis, when, because of the enormous

number of peace proposals, the subcommittee had practically decided

to ignore the question. Reahzing the state of affairs, R. Bartholdt broke

into the committee-room during its executive session, summoned some

of his friends around him, and insisted on the insertion of some kind of

a peace plank. When asked how it should be worded, he then and there

dictated the words as they subsequently appeared.

—

Exchange.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Samuel W. Pennypacker, former Governor of Pennsylvania,

died on the 2nd, at his home at Schwenksville, Pa. He was seventy-three

years old. Governor Penn}T3acker for many years had been a foremost

figure in Peimsylvania affairs.

The staff of the visiting physicians of the Philadelphia Hospital for

Contagious Diseases has reached the conclusion that the germs of in-

fantile paralysis float about promiscuously in the air. Food with which

they come in contact is contaminated, they beheve, and when the

bacilh reach the intestinal tract through this medium the development of

the disease begins. This opinion is the result of the study of scores of

cases of the malady here. Other authorities in many parts of the country,

however, maintam that the germs enter the body through the nasal

One-sLxth of the world's output of radium is made within seven miles

of Phila. in a factory at Lansdowne, which is one of six plants of its

kind in the world. It has a capacity of producing three grams of radium

a year. The process by which the metal is made was discovered by Dr.

D. H. Kabakjian, Assistant Professor of Physics in the University of

Pennsylvania and a resident of Lansdowne.

Active work has been undertaken on the campaign of the Philadelphia

Wool and Textile Association to increase the number of sheep and output

of wool in Pennsylvania and the nation generally.
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General.—Congress adjourned finally on the 8th, concluding i

lasting nine months and two days, and will not reassemble until Twelfth
Month 4th, unless some emergency causes the President to caU it for an
earlier date. In the Senate and House the concluding session was brief,

devoted to bits of legislation and routine business that had been left over

from yesterday's protracted sittings.

Ninety-two labor laws have been passed by Congress and State Legis-

latures during the past legislative year, according to a survey which was
made pubhc at New York by the American Association for Labor Legis-

lation on the eve of Labor Day. "The most significant items in this

legislation," says the Secretary, Dr. John B. Andrews, "are two national

laws, one prohibiting the shipment in interstate or foreign commerce of

certain products in the preparation of which the labor of children has
been employed, and the other providing a model scale of workmen's
compensation for personal injuries among Federal employes, of which
there are now more than 480,000."

Evidence from the States in which women have voted goes to prove,

says Thomas A. Edison, that with the ballot women are more fairly

treated under the law, the working woman is better protected and social

and moral improvement is accelerated.

The Bureau of Education opened a nation-wide campaign on the 1st

to induce aliens to come to night school and learn EngUsh. The Com-
missioner of Education has designated men dealing with the immigrant's

problems from every angle, to serve on a national committee of 100 to

further the purposes of the campaign.

On the 4th inst., the President accepted for the Federal Government
the log cabin at Hodgenville, Ky., in which Lincoln was born, in a speech

devoted to an eulogy on the civil war president. Standing on a temporary
platform at the foot of a hiH topped by a magnificent granite memorial
building housing the Lincoln cabin, he praised Lincoln as the embodiment
of democracy.

John P. St. John, candidate for the Presidency on the Prohibition ticket

in 1884, twice Governor of Kansas—1879 to 1883—and one of the most
widely-known temperance advocates in the United States, died at Olathe,

Kan., on the 7th. He was eighty-three years old and had been in faihng

health since a heat prostration two months ago while on a speaking tour.

Here and there one hears much talk about the children and the movies.

Clergymen and others in discussing the matter make sweeping statements
with reference to the number of children who go to the pictures and seem
to be under the impression that children constitute the major part of

those in attendance. The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

in co-operation with the People's Institute of New York has investigated

this subject, however, and finds that children constitute but 17 per cent,

of those present at the average exhibition. In the evening the audiences

are almost entirely composed of adults.

Foreign.—The following is from Kingston, Jamaica: "Everybody is

agreed that we have lost about 50 per cent, of our exportable crops for a
year," said Governor Manning, after returning from a tour of inspection

of the damage caused by the hurricane of the 16th ult. "Bananas are

all down; in some parts of the country cocoa has been severely damaged;
cocoanuts have been blown off trees and many of the blossoms have been
blown off, too. I am hoping that most of the ground provisions have
been spared."

According to a despatch from Nanking, China, one million persons are

threatened with starvation and several hundred thousand have been
rendered homeless as a result of floods which are raging along the Hwai
River, in Anhwei Province.

Lieutenant Ernest H. Shackleton has rescued the members of his

Antarctic expedition who were marooned on Elephant Island. Shackleton
returned to Punta Arenas, ChUi, with his men safe and well on board the

rescue ship Yelcho.

The following is on the authority of a New York paper: "The kindness
of the Turks toward their prisoners of war was one of the chief impressions

gathered by Clarence Butler, of Grand Rapids, Mich., and William Hoff-

man, of Columbus, O., instructors in the American College at Beirut,

Syria, on their .3000-mile journey that took them to Damascus, Jerusalem,

Tarsus, Constantinople, Sofia, Budapest, Vienna and Berlin."
I

NOTICES.
Westtown School.—By the latest decision of the Pennsylvania Board

of Health, schools are at hberty to open whenever they wish, but they

may not take children younger than sixteen before Ninth Month 29th.

As nearly seventy of the pupils about to gather at Westtown would thus

be excluded, it is practically impossible to assemble prior to this date,

which will be Sixth-day. It is therefore probable that the School will

open on Second-day, Tenth Month 2nd. Final notices may be expected

about Ninth Month 20th. We will endeavor to get down to full work

immediately on the opening of School. One of the week-end breaks will

probably be omitted, the vacations may be cut somewhat, and School

held a little longer in the Spring. But we will count on making up most

of the lost time by more dUigent work.

Several changes have been made in the Faculty. Annie B. Gidley has

a year off for study and her duties as Assistant Principal will be taken by

Edith L. Gary and Ida L. De Long. EUzabeth W. Paige, of Lynn, Mass.,

win supplement the Latia Department, and Caroline Nicholson of Rich-

mond, Indiana, will take some of the German classes, filling her time

with English and History. Alfred Lowry, Jr., has leave of absence to

spend the year in the camps for the French prisoners in Germany. Fred-

erick O. Tostenson wiU take his place. The two other new men are

Eber Grant Spicer, who is a graduate of the Massachiisetts Agricultural

College and has had many years of successful experience with boys, and

Joshua Alban Cope, who is a graduate of the Yale School of Forestry and

has been working on the Government Forest Reservations in Montana.

The group of house teachers who wiU have the chief care of the boys

will be greatly strengthened by these additions to the men's faculty,

and varioxis changes will be rendered possible. It is proposed to have a

class in Forestry, under Joshua A. Cope, and one in Agriculture for the

younger boys by Eber Grant Spicer. Boys who are interested in these

things will be encouraged to take their open air exercise in working among

the trees or in the gardens and fields, under the oversight of these two

men and of James F. Walker. These classes in out-door subjects, as

well as those in Drawing, Manual Training and in Domestic Science, will

be conducted on the regular lines of Vocational Training, and will count

as part of the High School Course. Many colleges now give credit in

their entrance requirements for a certain amount of such work.

Thomas K. Brown,
Principal.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—The
following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

Carver—ReUgion Worth Having.

Gwynn—Famous Cities of Ireland.

Howe—Socialized Germany.

Lee—We.
Macdonald—Democracy and the Nations.

Mathews—Making of To-morrow.

Mokrievitch—When I Was a Boy in Russia.

Richards and EUiott—Juha Ward Howe.

Roosevelt—Book-lover's Hohdays in the Open.

Shackleton—Four on a Tour in England.

Library hours:—9 A. M. to 1 p. M., 2 to 5 P. M.; Seventh-days: 9 a. m.

to 1 p. M.

Linda A. Moore,
Librarian.

Friends' Select School, 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, is

expected to open on Second-day, Tenth Month 2nd, which is one week
later than the scheduled time. AppUcations for admission should be in

the hands of the Principal as far in advance of the opening date as pos-

sible. Catalogues will be mailed on request. The School office is open

daily to inquirers and visitors.

Meetings from Ninth Month 17th to 23rd:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth below

Market Street, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 20th, at 10.30 a. m.

Muncy, at Greenwood, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 20th, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 20th, at 7.45 P. M.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 21st, at 5 p. m.

Germantown, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 21st, at 10 a. m.

Died.—Seventh Month 28, 1916, at the home of her son-in-law, J.

Gurney Parker, George, North Carolina, Margaret A. Odtland, aged

eighty years, six months, twenty-eight days ; she was a member and Elder

of Rich Square Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at Haddonfield, Seventh Month 14, 1916, Ellwood Evans, in

his seventy-sixth year; a member of Upper Evesham Monthly and Crop-

well Preparative Meeting.
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THE TEACHER'S GUIDE.

About the school the children's voices rose

In joyful sound and filled with glad echoes

The wood. I stopped and viewed the happy throng.

"Am I the one to lead their feet along

The upward way? " I cried. I was dismayed,

And turned with haste into a woody glade.

There prone I fell and prayed. At length a voice.

Though still and small, did make my heart rejoice.

It bade me be as simple as a child;

Of worldly wisdom full, yet undefiled;

As gentle as the Christ; as firm and true;

A hving model for the young to view.

I rose and hastened to the school, my face

Aglow from heart afire with new-born grace.

I saw the upward way before me shine.

And knew my guide must be the One divine.

—Superintendent M. A. Cassidy, Lexington, Ky., in the Journal of

'ducalion.

KEEPING THE BALANCE OF TRUTH.
Whatever the difference in external conditions when one

entury is compared with another, and whatever the mode
-if expression in any age, there are certain truths that are

jerpetual, and certain concepts that have their foundation

n that which is unchanging. Hence, our own age may derive

some strength and confirmation in good from voices of the

past, "echoing up" through intervening centuries or gen-

erations. The comfort of knowing a sure refuge and defense

is as great and as real now as when the Psalmist wrote, " Be
Thou my strong habitation, whereunto i may continually

resort."

in view of the shakings and commotions now disturbing

the world, some of us doubtless have need of "staying our

minds" with the consideration of that which cannot be shak-

en; and we may find instruction in the language of George

Fox's shepherding spirit, when in i66o he wrote from "Lan-
caster gaol" an epistle "for staying the minds of such as

might be hurried or troubled about the change of govern-

ment."

"All friends. Let the dread and majesty of God fill you!

Concerning the changing of times and government, let not

that trouble any of you, for God hath a mighty work and
hand therein. He will yet change again, until that come up
which must reign, and in vain shall powers and armies with-

stand the Lord, for His determined work shall come to pass.

But what is now come up, it is just with the Lord that it

should be so, and He will be served by it. Therefore, let

none murmur nor distrust God; for He will provoke many
to zeal against unrighteousness and for righteousness through

things which are suffered now to work for a season; yea,

many whose zeal has been even dead shall revive again, and
they shall see their backslidings and bewail them bitterly.

For God shall thunder from heaven and break forth with a

mighty noise; His enemies shall be astonished, the workers

of iniquity confounded, and all that have not on the garment
of righteousness shall be amazed at the mighty and strange

work of the Lord, which shall be certainly brought to pass.

But, my children, look ye not out, but be still in the light

of the Lamb, and He shall fight for you. The Almighty
Hand . . . preserve and keep you whole, in unity and
peace with Himself and one with another. Amen.

G. F."

Did George Fox and his friends then feel that they had
nothing to do but to trust and be still? Never was human con-

duct farther from apathy or inertness, and their confidence

in the Divine Sovereignty never released them from personal

efforts for the realization of the Kingdom of Heaven in the

practical affairs of this life. However deficient in analysis

might be their position in regard to changes of government,

it was not intended as a doctrine of fatalism. The burden of

mutual responsibility in society pressed constantly upon
them and none were more active and alert than they to fulfil

its demands themselves and to urge its claims in every direc-

tion. Rulers and officers of every class were boldly addressed

in the interests of righteousness and order, and on behalf

of the persecuted and oppressed; and King Charles 11. re-

ceived some plain words concerning his own duty and the

rights of his people.

"King Charles," thus wrote George Fox, "thou camest

not into this nation by sword nor by victory of war, but

by the power of the Lord. Now if thou dost not live in it,

thou wilt not prosper. If the Lord hath shewed thee mercy
and forgiven thee, and thou dost not show mercy and for-

give, God will not hear thy prayers nor them that pray for

thee."

The letter contains further admonition and warning as

to what would follow if the King should "uphold persecu-

tion," or should "bear the sword in vain." But while King
and Parliament and magistrates were thus entreated and
admonished, those men who claimed ecclesiastical authority

were not overlooked. "Many ways were these professors
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warned, by word, b}' writing and by signs; but they would

believe none till it was too late."

Further than this, those "Quaker worthies," mindful of

what they owed to their cause to clear it of unjust charges

and wrong judgments, would publish their principles abroad,

and the "Declaration against plots and fighting" reveals

the animus of their labors and their zeal. "Our principle is,"

said they, "and our practices have always been to seek peace

and ensue it; to follow after righteousness and the knowledge

of God; seeking the good and welfare [of all], and doing that

which tends to the peace of all."

Thus were all aspects of the case regarded by Friends; and

as they sought to discharge their responsibilities to the public,

to "those in authority" and to one another, they could then

with "confidence and quietness" leave the final events and

the cause they cherished in the hand of Providence. In the

repeating of history to-day, there is ample justification for

the industrious and courageous labors of many of the friends

of peace and friends of Truth; yet to seek after Divine help,

and to endeavor to maintain faith and quietude, will be part

of that fervency of spirit which the apostle enjoins upon us

in close connection with being "not slothful in business,"

each having its place in the great essential of "serving the

Lord." -.^^-^^^ ^- "^-

Contributed by Wm. Bacon Evans.

TESTIMONY OF ISAAC PENINGTON.
"Concerning the Seed or inward Principle, whereby Life is

begotten and maintained in the Heart." (Text abridged.)

[Many therefore of his disciples, when they heard this, said,

This is an hard saying; who can hear it? John vi: 6o.]

The Lord God who is full of everlasting . . . compas-
sion towards mankind in general, but more especially towards
those in whom he hath begotten a sense of want of him, . . .

hath chosen a seed or inward principle of life to appear in.

. . . Many who have been overwhelmed with misery
and whose spirits have melted and failed with the want of the

sense of their God, have felt this principle revealed in their

hearts. . . .

Now the main thing necessary toward the redemption of the

soul, . . . after the revealing of this principle, and some
sense and feeling of it, and the turning of the mind towards
it, [is] to wait to be made more and more acquainted with it,

. . . and to be guided by it.

For though this principle be all life, yet it is at first but
as a seed, and the appearance of the Lord in it is but as in a
seed; very little, low, weak, hard to be discerned, easy to be

overlooked and despised, and some greater and more undeni-
able appearance expected. Yet that is not the way, but the
soul must become subject unto, and bowed under this little

appearance; and so as the seed gets advantage and grows
bigger ... in thy heart, the appearance of the Lord
will be greater and fuller there. But to look for the greater

appearance, before the seed be owned and received in its

lesser appearance, ... is not the way of God, but the
deceit of the enemy, whereby he would destroy the souls,

. . . which he certainly will do, if he can keep the seed
from growing there, and the soul from joining with and grow-
ing into it.

Therefore watch to feel the savour of life in thy heart day by
day, and therein to feel leadings and drawings from the life,

suitable to thy state; for in this savour and in these drawings,
rises the true light, which leads into the way of life. And then
watch against the reasonings and disputations which the enemy
will raise in thy mind, who will strive to make thee a judge
over these drawings; whereas the light which ariseth in the
savour and in the drawings is thy King (though in this low
appearance) and not to be judged by thy mind, thoughts
and reasonings, but to judge them all down, and be bowed

unto and obeyed by thee. And consider, in the weight of

thy spirit, art thou (in thy darkness and with thy earthly

mind) fit to be a judge concerning the light which ariseth

in thee? Or rather, is not the light, in its lowest and weakest
appearance, appointed and fitted by the Lord to judge thee,

and make thee bow down in fear and trembling before it?

And thy crown (thou in thy highest exaltation) is to be cast

at the lowest footstep thereof; and then it will in some meas-
ure, thou lying at the foot thereof, and bowing in spirit before

it, enter into thee, and enlighten and quicken thee. But in

thy being wise about it, or taking upon thee to judge con-

cerning it, it will stand at a distance from thee, and leave

thee in thy darkness and captivity.

Therefore consider where thou art, and breathe into the

Lord to reveal that unto thee which is proper for thee at

present, and to bow thy spirit under His present will and mani-
festation to thee.

And be content to be little and low, and to receive little

and low instructions from God, and to walk in the path of

brokenness and humility before the Lord; for this is His way
of fitting for and advancing into the high and glorious power
of His life. And this my soul is assured of, that none shall

enter into or abide in His kingdom, but as they become little,

poor and naked, and as they are led by the little child of

God's begetting, who not at all answers the wisdom of man
and his expectations, but still confounds them, and leads on
in such a path as, if the eye of man's wisdom be open, it will

still be crying out it can never lead to life. Yet that which
disputeth not, but believeth, at seasons feels a progress, and
that the growth of life had advantage in the heart by those

very things which at present seemed to give death the ad-

vantage.

Therefore watch against thy understanding, and all the

workings thereof, as ever thou desireth life; for it will still

betray thee, and either keep thee from the way, or turn thee

out of the way, whenever thou hearkenest to it. And mark
this, that which God sows and brings up in thee is a sensible

plant, not a knowing mind; and thy right judgment is only

in the sensibleness of that plant, and not in the understand-

ing or comprehension of thy mind; yea, that sensible plant

(which thy wisdom will be very apt to despise and perk over)

must batter down and bring to nothing thy understanding,

and grow up in the stead of it, if ever thy soul be made an
habitation for the life. Therefore sink into the feeling, and
dwell in the feeling and wait for the savour of the principle

of life, and the touches and drawings of the savour, and walk
along in it towards the land of life, parting with all, and
leaving behind thee whatever the savour of life disrelisheth;

and entering into and taking up whatever the savour of life

relisheth, that thou mayest be prepared for the Lord, and
the glorious appearance of His spirit in thee.

And as thou art led into this, and becometh subject to

this, so wilt thou taste the Lord, and feel the sweetness of

His ointment, and the peace of His nature and the joy of the

beginnings of His kingdom in thy heart, and the blotting

out of thy iniquities for His name's sake. For though the

enemy may lay a load upon thee, and fill thee as much as he

can with his filth, and lay it close to thy charge, insomuch as

thou art not able to acquit thyself at all, but art as ready

to charge thyself therewith as the enemy is to charge thee,

yet the Lord considereth the seed he hath sown in thee, and
the desire which he hath wrought in thy heart to be joined

thereunto; and he knoweth whence the stirring of this mind
is, and how weak thou art in this hour of thy darkness and
captivity; and the intent of his heart is to deliver thee from
all this, and not to condemn thee for it.

But oh! take heed of limiting the Lord to give forth so clear

a light, as the natural understanding will be judging neces-

sary! but be content with the light which ariseth in the sav-

our, and shineth inwardly to thy spirit in the drawing; and
be subject and bowed under the light of the drawing, though
ever so much against the light of the creaturely understand-

ing and the reasonings thereof.
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Clearness of light is a state which is to be grown up into;

but before thou comest to this, thy understanding must be

darkened, confounded, and brought to nothing; and thou
canst not have such a clearness there, while it is confounding.
There is, indeed, a true clearness in the principle of life (pro-

portionable to its state and growth) even then; but the rea-

sonings of thy dark mind will be continually overclouding
and overbearing it (as if it were darkness, and not the light)

and will prevail, unless thou be kept in the savour and suffer

not thy understanding to judge, but keep it under the judg-

ment of the savour. Mark, therefore, heedfully this which
follows:

The first work of the Lord is to confound the knowledge
and understanding of the creature; especially in those who
have been deep in wisdom and experience of things; for if

they were not closely pursued with darkness and confusion,

they would presently be gathering a stock into the old store-

house again, and so grow wise after the flesh and never learn

the life of the Spirit. Now, in this work of confounding, how
can the leadings of God's Spirit be manifest and clear after

the flesh, and to the fleshly understanding? Yea, if they were
manifest after this manner, how were it possible to withhold

the fleshly part from drinking them in? And so the man would
live again but the seed not live, which gains its life (and being,

and form, and perfection) in the man, by the death of the

man; even by the man's being hunted, and battered, and
broken out of his wisdom and knowledge and reasonings

and comprehension; and becoming as a fool or child, being

able to know nothing, nor retain nothing, nor perform noth-

ing, nor keep his standing, but still as he is led, and taught,

and created, and preserved in the power, and by the presence

of the life.

A MONTHLY MEETING AT WESTTOWN.

For a people whose instincts would naturally lead them to

true preparedness in every phase of life. Friends are, in some
particulars, peculiarly neglectful of right opportunities. Phila-

delphia Friends are rightly wary of school-bred "Reverends"
and scholastic degrees of divinity, but that same caution,

carried to excess, stultifies the teaching of the Bible and Church
history. No one denies in these days that a knowledge of

both, call it "head knowledge," if need be, is an aid and in-

centive to the spirit underlying the narrative. A map of

Paul's journeyings or of the Crusader's Palestine may not be

inspired writ, but they are valuable vade mecums to the stu-

dent of the Acts or of Peter the Hermit. In educating for the

"duties of life" it is possible to hold too closely to the com-
mercial, domestic or professional duties and to blink the fact

that our theory of Church government (which we believe to

be the apostolic theory revived) includes as a part of the "du-
ties of life" a share in the burden of Church government, in

addition to the share in the economic life.

Our housewives and business men are expected to be fathers

and mothers in Israel. Granted! Now what are we doing
to develop them for it? Our Church government is in theory

the acme of democracy. Admitted! What is it in practice?

Those of us who attended Friends' Schools in the grammar
grades were escorted to mid-week meeting by our teachers,

and once a month listened to the routine of Preparative or

Monthly Meeting "business." Perhaps no effort was made
to explain the why or the wherefore, and the mysterious and
impersonal sameness of it used to impress me, at least, with

an awe worthy of some obscure ritual or occult rite. To
listen in suppressed silence, to be thankful when there were
only four queries instead of eight (or nine now) and to whoop
for joy when released—such was Monthly Meeting twenty
years ago and mayhap to-day to a ten-year old boy.

Then came an unexplained change of policy, or better, lack

of it in the educational system. Our thirteen-year old was
sent to Westtown for four years of guarded education, and
at seventeen graduated, having never been to a Monthly

Meeting during the entire period. Then came four years of

college, and at his majority he was certified fit for citizenship

and business, perhaps an adept at athletics or socially accomp-

lished, but without training or experience in Quaker or, if

you will. Christian polity. He had had eight years of mid-

week meetings, but no more training, teaching or experience

in the theory or practice of Church government, whether

apostolic, or congregational, than if the system, of which he

was both a beneficiary and a product, didn't exist.

And the rest was inevitable. The duties of life,—domestic,

commercial or professional, again absorbed him, and his

meeting,—well, "those on the First-day of the week by our

membership generally; other meetings not so well attended."

Enough of criticism, even though it come from one who
loves and appreciates the school and the college involved.

During the past decade Haverford College has encouraged its

students to bring their certificates of membership to Haver-

ford Monthly Meeting (re-established in 1905), and some have

availed themselves of the suggestion, with mutual benefit.

I can see little reason why a similar expedient would not

be beneficial at Westtown School. We take great care to

admit only Friends, and require Clerk's certificates as to their

membership. We are annually attracting students from a

wider group of meetings both geographically and from the

standpoint of Friendly practice. Pastoral, Conservative,

Liberal, Revivalistic, Gurneyite, Wilburite and Little Body
Friends are rightly welcomed to our beloved institution. Some
of them have no conception of the Philadelphia type of Month-

ly Meeting, and probably very few of them understand its

theory and its possibilities.

If we are right in believing that Eastern and Western Friends

can profit by mutual understanding of each other, and if our

theory of Church government is capable of great possibilities,

why cannot we accept the opportunity to present to the

stranger youths within our gates the theory and practice of

a Monthly Meeting, at the same time that we are teaching

our own children the significance of the system with which

they have long been, perchance, unwiUingly familiar?

Incidentally, the effect on our Monthly Meetings themselves

would be highly beneficial. Instead of remaining the dread

assemblies of cut and dried routine that many of them now are,

concerned only with the minimum of duties upon which the

Discipline requires a report to the Quarterly Meeting, they

would experience a real growth of life in dealing with outside

or community concerns such as the ancient order of things

involved. The Monthly Meetings at Moorestown, German-

town and Haverford have significance for their, communities,

and perforce, present the worth-while subjects that appeal to

men and women of ability, who would not be satisfied to at-

tend a meeting concerned only with the selfish topics of the

purely introspective type.

But to return to Westtown. There are many subjects

peculiarly the concern of the students that suffer by too much
Faculty or Committee interference. Unkempt rooms, littered

lawns, discipline and restraint are, by modern methods of

pedagogy, looking more to self-control from within than from

above. One must not expect too much from "Student

Government" plans, but neither, on the other hand, should

we exalt the birch and ignore the wholesome influence of the

school " leaders." This influence is very real to the school boy.

"Arthur" is a beneficent factor at other schools than Rugby,

and in all generations. Happy the school that has a whole-

some run of "Arthurs" in a succession of Senior Classes.

But what was (and is) Arthur but the best type of Over-

seer—his influence and his power the greater because un-

conscious and unassuming. Four years of school life rarely

pass without developing a few such spirits, and the unerring

allegiance of boyhood readily discriminates between the good

and the bad influence, even though it follows the latter.

I do not believe the South lawn at Westtown can be per-

manently free from paper, banana peels and apple cores until

the boys undertake it, and the undertaking would be worthy

of a Monthly Meeting concern. How frequently are our
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youth reminded of the children in the early days who main-
tained the meetings on the ruins of their demolished houses,

when all the adults were in English jails! Their responsibility

fitted them to their undertaking. Each Westtown generation

sees better equipment and greater facilities, but do we require

the assumption of responsibility that any true educing in-

volves or do we always grant the opportunity to assume re-

sponsibility?

A Monthly Meeting at Westtown would not work miracles,

but it would educe. It would not register loo per cent, perfect

attainment, but what Monthly Meeting does? It would pre-

sent many problems, unique problems, but so does every other

new departure. These problems are interesting, but would
require too lengthy discussion for this article. If the object

is worth while, the curriculum of the School and the organiza-

tion of Concord Quarterly Meeting could easily be adapted
for the purpose without burdening either one. One can hardly

doubt that good would result from sympathetic, uncompulsory
association in the actual practice of Church government by
earnest, sincere girls and boys, handling their own problems
in conjunction with their teachers and friends, and learning,

early in life, to assume some of the responsibilities and obliga-

tions of social existence as well as the benefits stored up for

them in an ever-increasing degree by generations of loving,

sacrificing effort at our beloved Westtown.

IF YOU WOULD PROFIT.

If you would profit in the way of God, despise not the day
of small things in yourselves; know this, that to desire and
sincerely to breathe after the Lord is a blessed state. You
must seek, before you find. Do you believe? Make not
haste; extinguish not those small beginnings by an over-earnest

or impatient desire of victory. God's time is the best time;

be you faithful and your conflict shall end with glory to God,
and the reward of peace to your own souls. Therefore love

the judgment, and love the fire; start not aside, neither flinch

from the scorchings of it, for it will purify and refine you as

gold seven times tried; then cometh the stamp and seal of the

Lord upon His own vessel, holiness to Him forever, which He
never gave, nor will give to reprobate silver, the state of the
religious worshippers of the world. And herein be comforted
that Zion shall be redeemed through judgment, and her con-
verts through righteousness; and after the appointed time of

mourning is over, the Lord will give "beauty for ashes, the
oil of joy for mourning, and the garment of praise for the
spirit of heaviness." Then shall you be able to say, " Who is

he that condemneth us? God hath justified us; there is no
condemnation to us that are in Christ Jesus, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit."

Wherefore, my friends, walk not only not after the fleshly

lusts, but also not after the fleshly religions and worships of

the world; for that which is not born of the Spirit is flesh; and
all flesh shall wither as the grass, and the beauty of it shall

fade away as the flower of the field, before God's Sun that is

risen, and rising. But the Word of the Lord in which is

life, and that life the light of men, shall endure forever, and
give life eternal to them that walk in the light.

And I entreat you, by the love you have for Jesus, have a
care how you touch with fleshly births, or say Amen, by word
or practice, to that which is not born of the Spirit; for God
is not to be found in that, in yourselves or others, which calleth

Him Father, and He hath never begotten it in them; that
latitude and conformity is not of God, but secretly grieveth
His Spirit, and obstructeth the growth of the soul in its

acquaintance and intimate communion with the Lord.

William Penn.
I

If we are going to have peace, it must be proclaimed by the
common people. We shall not have peace till they understand
that it is their interest as well as their duty. When that time
comes, we shall have peace guaranteed so that no tyrant can
move it.

—

Henry Ward Beecher.

GOD BLESS US EVERY ONE.

'God bless us every one!" prayed Tiny Tim,

Crippled and dwarfed of body, yet so tall

Of soul, we tiptoe earth to look at him,

High towering over all.

He loved the loveless world, nor dreamed indeed.

That it, at last, could give to him the while,

But pitying glances, when his only need

Was but a cheery smile.

And thus he prayed, "God bless us every one!"

—

Enfolding all the creeds within the span

Of his child-heart; and so, despising none,

Was nearer saint than man.

I like to fancy God, in Paradise,

Lifting a finger o'er the rhythmic swing

Of chiming harp and song, with eager eyes

Turning earthward, listening

—

The anthem stUled—the angels leaning there

Above the golden walls—the morning sim

Of Christmas bursting flower-like with prayer,

"God bless us every one!"
—James Whitcomb Rilky.

JOHN BRIGHT AND WAR.
MAEGARET E. HIHST.

(Concluded from page 136.)

Wars upon native races always aroused Bright's deep in-

dignation, and in this election campaign of 1880 he had for

text not only the Afghan but the Zulu war. In allusion to

both, he said, "
I believe all wars are savage and cruel,—but I

mean harsh and cruel wars on uncivilized or half-civilized

men. When I read of transactions of that kind something
always puts to me this question. What is it that makes, if

anything makes, this needless and terrible slaughter different

in its nature from those transactions which we call murder?
. . . At most, in regard to either of these people, the case

was one of suspicion, but was it right, upon a mere suspicion,

that a country like this should send in the one case 20,000,

and in the other 40,000 troops, to invade territories, and to

put to death not less, perhaps, than 20,000 men engaged in

the defense of their own country, which in our case we con-
sidered honorable and needful?" He had the courage on a
later occasion to describe the Zulu warriors as men "who,
if they had been of our nation, would have had songs written in

their honor, and magnificent orations delivered in their praise,

and their leading men who fell would have found, no doubt,
a home for their bones and a tablet in Westminster Abbey."

In this same speech one passage is peculiarly characteristic

of the tenderness which always underlay his abhorrence of

war and oppression. Next to children, Bright loved animals,

and his eloquence made the sufferings of the army camels an
item in the indictment of the Disraeli Government.
"You know something of the untold miseries which war

brings upon men and women and little children; but there is

one point that nobody, so far as I know, has ever touched upon,
that which has always had a certain interest for me, and which
has excited my sympathy. I have seen in some of the nar-

ratives of the Afghan war that all the region round had been
swept for camels as beasts of burden for the forces. What
became of the camels? The least number I have heard it

put at was 30,000—it has been reckoned as high as 40,000
or 50,000 camels, who have perished in these expeditions.

One of our greatest poets in a beautiful stanza, has one line

where he says, 'Mute the camel labors with the heaviest

load,' and though the camel is not able by any voice of his

to make protest or complaint, yet the burdened, overdriven,

exhausted, dying beast— I cannot but believe that even the

cruelties inflicted on him will be found written upon imperish-

able tablets by the recording angel."

The general election of 1880, marked by Gladstone's great

Midlothian campaign, ended in a decisive victory for the
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Liberals. Bright again entered the Cabinet, but his tenure
of office was not to be long. With his colleagues he became
involved in the deplorable South African policy, and cannot
be acquitted of a share of responsibility for the errors and
delays which culminated in the disaster of Majuba Hill. But
when he awoke to the facts, he was one of the strongest in-

fluences for peace and conciliation. Indeed, if hostilities had
been continued, the Cabinet would in all probability have
lost both Bright and Chamberlain. The discoveries of the
mistakes of this year had probably aroused his vigilance, for

he became a strong opponent of the Cabinet's Egyptian
policy, although in this struggle he stood alone. When the
bombardment of Alexandria took place he resigned. The
only wonder is that he delayed so long, but Gladstone had
repeatedly assured him that the negotiations would have a
peaceful end, and he was very reluctant to embarrass a
Government, to some of whose members he was bound by
ties of old and intimate friendship.

What then had he accomplished in the cause of peace during
almost fifty years of political activity? Throughout his life

he had stood firmly for principles of foreign policy, which
were profoundly unpopular when he first advocated them,
yet became the admitted maxims of the British Government
for many years of the nineteenth century. He denounced
secret diplomacy and entangling treaties, and the heedless

spirit which goes to war for prestige or intervenes in quarrels

where the country's interests are not involved. With Cob-
den's help, he taught the nations to know one another better,

and showed them the folly of the panic-breeding competition
in armaments. When Lord Derby, in 1878, declared that "the
greatest of British interests is peace," he showed himself a

pupil in the school of Bright and Cobden. But it needed less

wisdom to draw this moral after the object lesson of the Crimean
War and the convulsions of Europe during the '6o's and '70's.

Bright had the courage and insight to teach the principles

of peace in the midst of the fury and madness of war.
It was a common sneer of their opponents (even echoed

by Tennyson) that Bright and Cobden's advocacy of peace
was based on the fear of the mere monetary and commercial
losses of war. Bright had lived through the years following

Waterloo, and he had seen the abject wretchedness of the

mass of the people, due to the pressure of war debt and war
taxation. As he said, he cared for the condition of the people

among whom he lived, and the impulse of pity and indigna-

tion inspired his opposition to the Corn Laws and to war.
In his old age he wrote, "In war the working-men find the
main portion of the blood which is shed, and on them fall the

poverty and misery which are occasioned by the increase of

taxes and damage to industry." The economic arguments
against war are neither ignoble nor unpatriotic, and Bright

never shrank from employing them. But the moral argument
fills and colors every speech which he made. This duty of

his teaching may be closed by the peroration from perhaps
his most characteristic speech.

".
. . I do most devoutly believe that the moral law

was not written for man alone in his individual character, but
that it was written as well for nations, and for nations great

as this of which we are citizens. If nations reject and deride

that moral law, there is a penalty which will inevitably fol-

low. It may not come at once, it may not come in our life-

time; but rely upon it, the great Italian poet is not a poet

only, but a prophet when he says,

"The sword of heaven is not in haste to smite,

Nor yet doth hnger."

We have experience, we have beacons, we have landmarks
enough. We know what the past has cost us, we know how
much and how far we have wandered, but we are not left

without a guide. It is true we have not, as an ancient people

had, Urim and Thummim, those oraculous gems on Aaron's
breast—from which to take counsel, but we have the un-

changeable and eternal principles of the moral law to guide us,

and only so far as we walk by that guidance can we be per-

manently a great nation or our people a happy people." ••

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, SIXTH PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES.

[The two papers contributed to former issues of The Friend concern-

ing "Secret Societies," and given under the title "Were our Fathers

Wrong?" have suggested the following, taken from an Exchange.—Eds.]

The following is the concluding portion of a letter of John
Quincy Adams to the Bosfon Press:
The use of the name of Washington to give an odor of

sanctity to the institution as it now stands exposed to the
world is, in my opinion, as unwarrantable as that of my
father's name. On the mortal side of human existence there

is no name for which 1 entertain a veneration more profound
than for that of Washington. But he was never called to

consider the Masonic order in the light in which it must now
be viewed. If he had been, we have a pledge of what his con-
duct would have been far more authoritative than the mere
fact of his having been a Mason can be in favor of the brother-

hood.

Treating of the order of the Cincinnati—a secret society

composed of soldiers of the Revolution—Thomas Jefferson

says: "The uneasiness excited by this institution had very
early caught the notice of General Washington. Still recol-

lecting all the purity of the motives which gave it birth, he
became sensible that it might produce political evils, which
the warmth of those motives had masked. Add to this, that

it was disapproved by the mass of citizens of the Union. This
alone was reason strong enough in a country where the will

of the majority is the law, and ought to be the law. He saw
that the objects of the institution were too light to be op-

posed to considerations as serious as these; and that it had
become necessary to annihilate it absolutely. On this, there-

fore, he was decided. The first annual meeting at Philadel-

phia was now at hand. He went to that, determined to exert

all his influence for its suppression. He proposed it to his

fellow-officers and urged it with all his powers. It met an
opposition which was observed to cloud his face with an
anxiety that the most distressful scenes of the war scarcely

ever produced. It was canvassed for seven days, and at

length it was no more a doubt what would be its ultimate

fate. The order was on the point of receiving its annihilation

by the vote of a great majority of its members." (Jefferson's

Works, Vol. I, page 418.) Owing to the influence of French

envoys—^who were greatly tinctured with infidelity and filled

with the spirit of Red Republicanism—the society, contrary

to the ardent wish of Washington, did not disband, but it

was modified. Jefferson's conclusive reasons for disapproval

of such institutions are given in the succeeding pages of

his works, and they are mostly equally applicable to all other

secret orders.

If you wish to know what the pledge is, please to consult

the recently published writings of Thomas Jefferson, vol. I.,

from pages 416 to 422; and especially the paragraph begin-

ning at the middle of page 418. 1 would earnestly recommend
the perusal and meditation of the whole passage to all vir-

tuous and conscientious Masons, of whom 1 know there

are great numbers. If they wish to draw precepts for their

own conduct from the example and principles of Washington,

or from the deliberate and anxious opinions and solicitude

of Jefferson, they will find in those pages lessons of duty for

themselves which they might consider it as presumption
in me to offer them. The application of the principles in a

case not identically the same, but in every essential point

of argument similar, and in many respects from a weaker
to a much stronger basis, I would leave to their own discre-

tion, though first divested of its passions. It is, in my opin-

ion, an unanswerable demonstration of the duty of every

Mason in the United States at this day.

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

John Quincy Adams.

" It means more to live and labor for God under certain

conditions than to die for Him under others."
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SOCIAL PROGRESS AND THE DARWINIAN THEORY:
A REVIEW.

The motive of a book is always interesting. The motive
of Dr. Nasmyth's Social Progress and the Darwinian Theory is

especially interesting because it leads into the very thick of

the causes of present-day happenings. The purpose of the
book is to turn men from the long-enjoyed belief that war is

biologically advantageous to the less-accepted view that war
is biologically suicidal. Any one who reads first hand will in

all probability be surprised with the reasonableness of the

argument that supports this claim.

Physics is somewhat distant from the philosophy of force.

It was, however, indirectly by way of the former that George
Nasmyth became unforgetably impressed by the latter. When
a student in Germany he was so distressed with the militaristic

aspirations, and the requirements of the military system then
influencing the German people, that he determined to devote
his life to combating the ideas that gave rise to the system.
The philosophy of force directs those individuals who have

to do with the conduct of nations to consider antagonistic

struggle between nations as the chief and proper method of

natural selection. The worth of a nation is proportionate to

its superiority in such struggle. According to Novikov, when
commenting upon wars :

" The doctrine that collective homicide
is the cause of the progress of the human race."

Dr. Nasmyth's views are based upon the thought of Dar-
win, whose doctrines, upon last analysis, afford the "force
advocates" a precarious footing, but properly supply a most
firm foundation to Dr. Nasmyth's conclusions. It is true,

man wars against inferior species and against his physical

environment with a relentless energy. These facts are evident.

But do species war within themselves? Nature affords few
examples of productive intraspecies conflict, nor do the wars
of man against their own kind contribute at all to man's "vital

intensity." The organization of men and not their dissocia-

tion forwards allowable war against nature. Such is the con-
clusion that Dr. Nasmyth obtains from the writings of Darwin.
Another difficulty is the oblivion of those who entertain

the philosophy of force to the fact that the employment of

intellect in affairs has proportionately decreased the efficacy

of force, so that we see in this day, when intellect functions
so widely, the sad exhibit of social troubles reduced not to
the arbitrament of reason but to the decision of force and the
strength of arms. These current views are readily traced to

the philosophers of a recent generation, such as Spencer, Bodin
and others equally proficient in the perversion of biological

facts. For instance, Nietzsche says: "A good cause halloweth
every war."
George Nasymth continually insists, on the contrary, that

struggle between men always reduces the effectiveness of the
contesting group, and that, conversely, it is organization,

association and co-operation that produce "vital intensity."

Most interesting is the intellectual revolution described in

later chapters.

The results of the industrial revolution have at the present
time, to a large degree, surpassed the most sanguine imaginings
of the eighteenth century. In a similar way the results of the
intellectual revolution which has already set in will completely
surpass our present conceptions. So the prophecy runs.

International morality will agree with current individual
morality and once for all prick the bubble of romantic con-
ception of an unmoral, impersonal state. At this future time,
Germany will see clearly that to fine France in 1870 one billion

dollars was both disadvantageous and also unmoral. England
will enjoy a similar education. In short, the doctrine of good-
will between nations, international honesty, together with
social fair dealing, will supersede the present unmoral program.
The reason for the change will be due to the sudden realization

of the simple truth that good actions are an advantage. Men
may properly contend, as Lord Cecil contends, "That the
action of the State toward other States ought to be the same
as the action of an individual toward other individuals."

—

Howard W. Elkinton, in the fVestonian,

Reprinted at suggestion of A. G. Scattergood.

PACIFICISM VERSUS PASSIVISM.

H. A. OVERSTREET.

Most of us who are pacifists, I find, are pacifists only up to

a certain point. When the point is reached, we cave in

ignominiously and join the enemy. "You mean to say, do
you," says the enemy, " that if the Japanese or the Germans
were to land on our shores with a million men you would refuse

to fight?" The scorn that flashes from the eyes of the militarist

is too much for us. "Oh, in that case," we stammer, "of
course." In short, we surrender.

We pacifists, I believe, ought to learn not to be frightened

into so easy a capitulation. After all, one is not required by
the laws of logic or by any other laws to answer every question

by a simple yes or no. It is a permissible bit of tactics to

answer a question by asking other questions. That is the
course which the pacifist may well pursue when this trump
question is asked about the hypothetical Japanese or Germans
who are to land on our shores and shoot us all up.

But the question that may properly be asked at that juncture
is one which most pacifists have no thought of asking for the
simple reason that their pacifism is altogether too narrow and
superficial. Their pacifism is the pacifism of " Don't kill,"

" Killing is hideous"—negative pacifism—the pacifism of the

emotional shudder. It is the pacifism of "Don't disturb us

in our gentle ease
;

" " The world is good enough as it is
;

" " Why
kill, when you might have Fords and garden parties." It is

not the pacifism of constructive social effort.

The constructive pacifist will speak thus: "Japanese land

in America? Germans land in America? But why should

they land?" And the militarist will answer: "Why should

they not? Haven't they a thousand reasons to be at outs

with us?" "Oh, well," says the pacifist, "if we are foolish

enough to let the Germans or the Japanese be at outs with us,

I suppose we'll have to pay the price." "
I mean, of course," says'

the constructive pacifist, " that the question whether we are

to go to war or not isn't to be settled on the day that a Japanese
or a German horde threatens to land on our shores. It is to

be settled long before there ever is the thought of any one's

landing on our shores. If it is not so settled, why the pacifist

may just as well shout 'Stop!' to the incoming tide as to pre-

sume by his mere hatred of war to keep war from coming.
And when war comes he'll have to join in and pay the price

with the rest of his foolish fellows. The pacifist, in short, who
waits until war is upon him and then cries out in shuddering
distress isn't a pacifist. He's just a belated foolish virgin."

"So the pacifist would fight if the Japanese landed?" asks
the militarist with relief.

" He'd fight long before they landed. He'd fight while all

the militarists were drinking toasts to patriotic peace and
plenty. He'd fight for just human relations. For real

pacifism is opposition to every least thing—every strained

relation, every misunderstanding, every exploitation, every
snobbish pride of race or country, every provincial prejudice

—

that makes for war. Pacifism, in short, is preparedness-
long-range preparedness against group hatred and envy and
malice and robbery and misunderstanding.
"Take the case of the Japanese," he continues. "While

we are trembling in every militaristic limb of us lest the little

brown men come over, what single effort are we making to

understand what the little brown men really want in this world
of ours? Doubtless their wants are not all ' nasty and brutish.'

Doubtless among their wants are some that are as truly human
and reasonable as our own. Doubtless, too, there are others

that are not as admirable. It would be worth while, would
it not, to attempt at least to find out what the wants were,

to come to some measure of mutual understanding with this

vigorous people across the sea? Instead of that what do we
do? We hold the Japanese off at arms' length. We talk to

them diplomatically—which means with veiled suspicion and
with a minimum attempt at real understanding. We|send
over missionaries to convert them to the religion of the Brothe r-
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hood of Man, and in our daily talk and in our newspapers, we
cast upon them the bitterness of our white man's contempt.
'America for Americans,' we snarl, and then piously, praying
to a God that loveth all, we join peace societies.

"The point is that pacifism which is passivism isn't pacifism

at all. The real pacifist is up and doing long before there

are even rumors of war. Real pacifism, in short, is a constant
constructive effort to set right the relations of men. And by
that token there are very few real pacifists. There are plenty
of emotional war haters, but very few who hate war deeply
and understandingly enough to fight war while it is yet peace,

to fight war while war is masquerading in the apparently
harmless guise of national rivalries, protection tariffs, im-
migration restrictions, flag worshippings, nationalistic pa-

triotism, snobbish leisure, and so on."

"And so," says the militarist.

"Your question is answered," says the pacifist. "If 1, as

a pacifist, wait resignedly until the Japanese or the Germans
are ready to land on our shores, 1 shall have to go forth and
take my medicine with all my equally foolish fellows. But
if I'm a true pacifist, 1 shan't be waiting. 1 shall move heaven
and earth to get things straightened out long before the land-

ing. That's the job of the real, red-blooded pacifist. That's

his job to-day—not a fretful crying out against this hideous
war, not a helpless whine that war must cease, not a nervous
stopping of the ears and shutting of the eyes—not any such
Miss Nancy pacifism, but a pacifism courageously vigorous

to get human relations straightened out, to get one's people

out of their silly flag-worshipping provincialism into a frame
of mind that makes for generous understanding, for mutuality,
for common justice. Pacifism that doesn't accept that job,

a job that requires the courage to tell men to their faces of

their prejudices, their ignorances, their snobbishnesses, their

stupid prides, their selfish lusts—pacifism that doesn't accept

that bigger, more dangerous job isn't pacifism worthy the

name."

—

N. Y. Post, Eighth Month 2^, igi6.

THE HIDDEN PATH,

I sometimes think beyond the hills I know,

A little hidden, shady path must go,

And I one day wiU gladly follow on,

Seeking the garden end,—that Ues beyond.

I'm sure all blossoms blow more wondrous there

Within this secret garden, sweet and fair,

And souls grow lovely hke a perfect rose

Where ends the hidden path,—in God's dear close.

-Florence Van Fleet Lyman, in the Springfield Republican.

It is always worth remembering that the money spent in

one battleship would build a Harvard University and then
leave enough to build a Tuskegee and a Hampton Institute.

An arbitration costs perhaps 1 1,000,000. Lucia Ames Mead
has called attention to the fact that " three weeks before Paul
Kruger's 'ultimatum,' Joseph Chamberlain, British Minister,

refused to refer the difficulties to an arbitration board of two
r^utch and three British chief justices. Had he done so,

England would have saved three years of bitterness, a set-

back to all local progress and reform, and the hatred of a

people who lost 20,000 women and children in concentration

camps; she would have saved 1 1,100,000,000, which might
have given that third of England's population who are living

in dire poverty on less than six dollars a week per family the

following things:

100 Old People's Homes at |ioo,ooo each.

1,000 Public Playgrounds at $50,000 each.

1,000 Public Libraries at 150,000 each.

1,000 Trade Schools at |20o,ooo each.

500 Hospitals at $200,000 each.

3,000 Public Schools at $100,000 each.

150,000 Workingmen's Houses at $2,000 each."

Frederick Lynch.

SEEKING AFTER GOD.

I said, "I will find God," and forth I went

To seek Him in the clearness of the sky,

But over me stood unendurably

Only a pitiless sapphire firmament

Ringing the world-blank splendor; yet intent

Still to find God, "I will go seek," said I,

"His way upon the waters," and drew nigh

An ocean marge-week strewn and foam besprent;

And the waves dashed on idle sand and stone,

And very vacant was the long blue .sea,

But in the evening as I sat alone,

My window opening to the vanishing day.

Dear God ! I could not choose but kneel and pray,

And it suflBced that I was found of Thee,

—^Edward Dowden.

DAVID E. SAMPSON.

Few Philadelphia Friends of the past forty years will fail to
recall the face and figure of David E.Sampson. The follow-

ing extract from a paper of his home town in North Carolina
will be the first intelligence to many of his recent death in

Winston-Salem on the afternoon of last Seventh Month 19th:

We pause to pay tribute to a choice spirit and noble char-

acter, just called from service among us to the higher life. A
faithful, unselfish servant of his fellow-men and a prophet of

the brighter day was David E. Sampson. Though physically

blind for many years, mentally, spiritually and morally his

sight was never dimmed. The vision of the "new earth"
was ever before him and toward that final goal of the Christian

soul he strived persistently. For nearly half a century as a

minister of the Gospel of Christ he pointed men to the "new
heaven," but he never forgot that they were living in an old

world that is full of poverty, disease and injustice.

He was a champion of righteousness not only for the sake

of saving men's souls for a home in heaven, but also for the

sake of saving their lives to make better homes in the world.

It was his burning desire to make the community in which he

lived a little better place for children to grow up in and a little

happier place for men and women to live in that contributed

most to David E. Sampson's success in establishing here a

Friends' meeting.

Until the end of time the seed which he planted will bear

fruit. He did not live to see the coming of the "new earth"

for which he looked, but he did live to contribute something
fundamental and enduring to the forces that ultimately will

bring the perfect day of truth and light and justice.

—

Winston

Journal.
m I

THE GLORY OF AGE.

"What is the glory of age?" I said,

"A hoard of gold and a few dear friends?

When you've reached the day that you look ahead.

And see the place where your journey ends.

When Time has robbed you of youthful might.

What is the secret of your deUght? "

And an old man smiled as he answered me;

"The glory of age isn't gold or friends.

When we've reached the valley of Soon-to-be,

And note the place where the journey ends.

The glory of age, be it understood.

Is a boy out there who is making good.

"The greatest joy that can come to man,

When his sight is dim and his hair is gray.

The greatest glory that God can plan

To cheer the fives of the old to-day,

When they share no more in the battle yell,

Is a boy out there who is doing well."

—Detroit Free Press.
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JOSHUA ROWNTREE.
In an interesting article in The Friend (London), Edward

Grubb reviews the recently-published life of Joshua Rowntree,
an English Friend whose character and life ought to be better

known in America.

"He was a man," says Edward Grubb, "whose real features

the best of biographies can only very faintly and imperfectly
portray. To us who were privileged to know him well, there
was something quite indescribable in his character—its com-
bination of rugged force with deep tenderness, of the loftiest

and sternest ideals with profound humility, of passionate
enthusiasm with sound judgment, of unwearied service for

others with rich personal experience of inward rest. With all

this was the unfailing and irrepressible humor which made him
the life of any party of which he was a member—the humor
of a soul at rest with the eternal realities—and which forbade
him to take too seriously even himself and his own enthusiasms.
He said of a distant relative, whom he had met for the first time,

'Being one of us, he sees exactly where the world is wrong!'
" His niece and biographer, S. E. Robson, has been successful

in seizing the salient points of his life's work—his almost life-

long connection with the Adult School movement; his labors
for the benefit of his townsmen, particularly the fisher folk; his

brief Parliamentary career, when he sat as a Home Rule Member
in the dark days of Irish Nationalism; his untiring opposition
to the Opium Trade, which he just lived to see crowned with
success; his efforts for Peace and Temperance. One thing that
is not mentioned is the practical withdrawal of his life-long sup-
port from the Liberal Party, when he became convinced, in

191 1, that it was inevitably drifting into war with Germany.
"Joshua Rowntree was too saintly a man to be really happy

or successful as a Parliamentarian. The inevitable compro-
mises of political life were profoundly distasteful to him, and
he was too highly strung for the rough and tumble of the
House of Commons. He saw too far ahead even to be popular
in the large sense—as he found when in 1892, after six years
of devoted service, his townsmen failed to re-elect him; and
when in 1900 he narrowly escaped injury in the riots that
ensued through his inviting the husband of Olive Schreiner
to address a private meeting, in the hope of promoting a better
understanding between the British people and the Boers. The
dignified address to his fellow-townsmen which he drafted, and
which was signed by those whose windows had been broken
in the riots, finds worthily a place in this volume, and is ac-
companied by a very beautiful letter addressed to him by the
late J. Keir Hardie. The fact that a cause was unpopular
never stood in the way of his supporting it, if only he believed
it to be for the true interests of his fellow-men. As J. Rendel
Harris says in the Foreword:

"' You might be sure he was at the forefront when hard or
daring deeds had to be done, and that winning causes knew him
at the end of their long day, and losing causes, or what seemed
to be such, knew him in the strain of their long night.'

"As a public speaker, Joshua Rowntree succeeded mainly
through the fire of his passionate earnestness and sincerity.

Sometimes halting at first, he would soon rise to heights of real

eloquence as he pleaded the cause of the poor and the oppressed
wherever they might be, and the tones of his voice still linger
in one's ear as he drew from his wide experience pathetic
illustrations of the sorrows that man inflicts on man. He had
a profound belief that the heart of a working-class audience
is nearly always sound, and he never hesitated to appeal to
the best that was in men. His friend, E. Richard Cross, quotes
this judgment of his public speaking:

"'Lord Chief Justice Russell, who heard one of his Exeter
Hall speeches, said of him that he only just missed being a very
great orator; for, though he had no particular skill in arranging
his thoughts, he had the much rarer gift of touching with sure-
ness of power the springs of moral emotion in his audience.'

" But it was not classes of people so much as individuals
who drew from him the best that he had to give. There was
no one who knew him, especially if poor and in difficulty, who
could not find in him a wise and sympathetic counsellor, who

could not be sure of getting the unstinted gift of his love and
clear judgment as to the right course to take. Very touching

is the story told by a friend:
"

' 1 remember once, when I was walking from the Valley on
to the South Cliff at Scarborough, I came upon a little girl in

tattered clothes who seemed to have lost her way. "Please,

can you tell me where Josepher Rowntree lives?" she said.

"/ wani him." As 1 look back, it seems to me that this was
very much what we all felt.'

"He rarely felt the call to speak in Friends' meetings for

worship till after his retirement from Parliamentary life in

1892, but in his later years, before he was overtaken by illness,

his vocal ministry was frequent and powerful and refreshing."

^ m
YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The Indian and His Basket.—^An incident associated with
the recent pilgrimage of the Friends' Historical Society to

John Woolman's birthplace is worthy of presentation.

We were told on that occasion that the Woolman tract at

the juncture of the two branches of Rancocas Creek, was as-

sociated with the " Indian" story narrated in the following

rhyme. It was known to some who listened to the recital

that this same legend had been handed down to New England.
boys and girls as something that belonged to their local history.

It is hardly likely that the same incident happened at two
places and quite questionable indeed if it ever happened at all.

A Friend tells us that she thinks it was written by a person
named Williams, of Newport, R. I., who was a descendant of

the kind-hearted farmer alluded to.

THE INDIAN AND HIS BASKET.
Among Rhode Island's early sons

Was one whose orchards fair

By plenteous and well-flavored fruit

Rewarded aU his care.

For household use they stored the best,

And all the rest, conveyed

To neighboring mill, were ground and pressed,

And into cider made.

The wandering Indian oft partook

The generous farmer's cheer.

He loved his food, but better still

His cider fine and clear,

And as he quaffed the pleasant draught

The kitchen fire before,

He longed for some to carry home
And asked for more and more.

The farmer saw a basket new
Beside the Indian bold,

And smiMng said I'll give to you

As much as that will hold.

Both laughed, for how could Uquid thing

Within a basket stay.

And yet the jest unanswering

The Indian went his way.

When next from rest the farmer sprang.

So very cold the morn.

The icicles hke diamonds hung
From every spray and thorn;

The brook which babbled by his door

Was deep and clear and strong,

And yet unfettered by the frost

Leaped merrily along.

The self-same Indian by this brook

The astonished farmer sees,

First dipped his basket in the stream,

Then hung it up to freeze.

And by this process oft renewed

The basket soon became

A well-glazed vessel tight and good

Of most capacious frame.
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The door he entered speedily

And claimed the promised boon,

The farmer laughing heartily

Fulfilled his promise soon.

Up to the basket's rim he saw
The sparkling cider rise,

And to rejoice his absent squaw
He bore away the prize.

Long lived the good man at the farm,

The house is standing still.

And still leaps merrily along

The much diminished rUl.

And his descendants still remain

To tell to those who ask it,

The story they have often heard

About the Indian's basket.

^ I m
NEWS ITEMS.

Eastern Quarterlt Meeting of Friends was held at Rich Square,

Northampton County, N. C, Eighth Month 26th, the meeting of

Ministers, Elders and Overseers having been held on the preceding day.

This meeting was well attended and proved to be a time of deep search-

ing of heart. Much good counsel was given and a desire was expressed

that we might be more faithful in the future than we have been in the

past to uphold and maintain the high profession which we make as true

Friends.

Our beloved sister, Abbie A. HoUowell, of Wayne County, N. C, who
is so afilicted that she has to use a crutch in walking, came one hundred

mUes that morning to be at our meeting. She was wonderfully favored

in the ministry, for notwithstanding the fact that she has had few educa-

tional advantages, she preaches with the power and demonstration of the

Spirit.

The Quarterly Meeting at large convened Seventh-day, at U o'clock.

The Meeting was larger than usual. A Uving silence soon spread over

us and many, we feel sure, felt their entire dependence on Him who
has promised to be in the midst of all rightly gathered assemblies. The
silence was broken by one of the Lord's anointed servants with these

words, "There is a way that seemeth right to a man, but the end thereof

is death." He was led to speak very feelingly. A young Friend in the

body of the meeting soon followed with a lively testimony repeating

the words of our Saviour as He wept over Jerusalem, saying, "How
often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen doth gather

her brood under her wings, and ye would not!"

One dear minister said she had been reminded time and again since

they had assembled of a few hnes which she read when she was a child.

She tried to put them from her, but the promptings became more and

more certain until she could not feel peace in her mind without expres-

sing them. The application and results she thought might be left to

Him who knows the hearts of every one. The lines are as follows:

"Come ye gay and thoughtless crowd.

You must die and wear the shroud.

Then, O then, you'll want to be

Happy in Eternity.

"Though you deck your bodies so.

Soon death's hand wUl lay them low,

Then you'll cry and want to be

Happy in Eternity."

Our dear afficted sister followed with this searching text, " How shall

we escape if we neglect so great salvation?"

After remaining for some time under a solemn covering of silence which

seemed to be felt all over the meeting, it was thought a proper time to

take up the annual business which precedes the Yearly Meeting. It

was transacted in much unity.

The Representatives were present from the three Monthly Meetings

which constitute Eastern Quarterly Meeting. One minister, who had

previously obtained a minute to attend Ohio Yearly Meeting and Scipio

Quarterly Meeting, N. Y., had his minute endorsed at this time.

A large number of both men and women Friends were appointed Rep-

resentatives to owe ensuing Yearly Meeting, which begins the first

Seventh-day in Eleventh Month. The meeting solemnly concluded.

On First-day there were three meetings held for Divine Worship.

Two of these were held at Rich Square and one at Cedar Grove. They

were all favored seasons. At Cedar Grove the house was nearly full,

made up largely of young people. Three- ministers were very much fa-

vored to declare the everlasting Gospel with power and one was engaged

in suppUcation, "returning praise and thanksgiving to Him who had

been pleased to manifest Himself in our midst to the contriting and

tendering of many hearts. " Before the close of the meeting a young Friend

near the middle of the house arose and addressed the young people in

a very tender, touching manner. He encouraged them to be faithful

to the manifestation of Divine grace while the day of the Lord's tender

visitations is extended unto as. He had come twenty miles to be at

that meeting. He said, "I could have attended meeting this morning

with another denomination, but so strong were my impressions to come

here, I could not put them aside. There is nothing quite so dear to me
on this earth as being in a good Friends' meeting."

Many of the young people were tendered and contrited in heart.

Such favored opportunities as these are not at our command. All of

our members should be encouraged to be more faithful and more dili-

gent in the future to make our calUng and election sure, while time and

opportunity are so graciously extended unto us.

George, N. C.
^ Benjamn P. Brown.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Loc-\L.—The U. S. Department of Agriculture has made the following

report on roads in Pennsylvania: "The total mileage at the beginning

of 1915 was 91,555.84, of which approximately 10,000 miles, or 10.9

per cent, were surfaced . The State has a highly organized highway

department, with 10,200 miles of road, designated as State highways,

directly under its supervision and maintained at State expense. Contri-

butions for maintenance were also made for some roads other than those

designated as belonging to the State system.

The most magnificent of the palaces of the ancient Pharaohs, that of

Merenpthah, has been discovered in Egypt by an expedition from the

University of Pennsylvania Museum, according to a recent announce-

ment. News of the excavation of the home of the Egyptian kings came

to Philadelphia in a letter from Dr. Clarence S. Fisher, head of the Eckley

B. Coxe, Jr., expedition to Egypt.

Robert S. Bookings, of St. Louis, a native of Cecil County, Md.,

has established in Delaware College a loan fund for worthy students

from Cecil County. This gift will open the door of opportunity to many

a young man struggling for an education.

General.—Appropriations of the late Congress were brought to the

grand total of $1,637,583,682, the greatest aggregate in the country's

history and exceeding that for the last fiscal year by more than half a

billion dollars.

Four treaties were ratified by the Senate. The most important were

the long pending Nicaraguan convention providing for the acquisition

of a canal route and naval station rights in the bay of Fonseca for $3,000,-

000, and that ratified in the closing hours providing for the purchase

of the Danish West Indies for $25,000,000. Another was the treaty

with the repubhc of Haiti providing for an American financial protectorate.

Also a treaty with Great Britain providing for protection of migratory

birds on both sides of the Canadian border was ratified.

During the session of Congress just closed 17,800 bills and 642 reso-

lutions were introduced in the House. Of these 252 bills became laws

and 33 pubUc resolutions were adopted, in addition to 150 private bills

and resolutions passed.

Congress passed the act to appropriate $3,000,000 with which to

continue purchasing national forest land in the White Mountains and

southern Appalachians.

Under the United States flag there are now three railroads owned by

the government—in the Phihppines, in the Panama Canal zone and in

Alaska. Future railroad construction in the Philippines must apparently

be a State business.

Writing of the First American Congress on Child Welfare, which was

organized by social workers in Argentina, and held in Buenos Aires in

mid-summer, Edward N. Clopper, Northern Secretary of the National

Child Labor Committee, takes occasion to praise the "breadth of vis-

ion" of the South American peoples, and to emphasize the "isolation"

of the social workers of the United States in the development of dis-

tinctively American ideals in social welfare.

Study of the latest census figures recently .showed that of the 13,000,000
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persons of foreign birth in the United States, approximately 3,000,000,

most of them men and women of voting age, were miable to understand
English. Accordingly, the Division of Immigrant Education in the Bu-
reau of Education began to promote special facilities for the illiterate for-

eigner.

Foreign.—Great simplicity marked the formal reopening on the 20th
under Li Yuan-hung of the Parliament dissolved three years ago by
Yuan Shi-kai. The new President, all the members of his Cabinet, with
the exception of Tang Shao-yi, who has been named Minister of Foreign
Affairs, all the foreign advisers and important Chinese officials attended
without body-guard and were unmolested. President Li Yuan-hung
and other prominent Chinese wore conventional European morning
suits and high hats.

The longest petition ever presented to Parliament, arrived the other

day from Ulster, Ireland. It was two-and-a-half miles long and bore

the signatures of 115,000 persons who asked for the prohibition of the

sale of intoxicating Uquors for the term of the war and at least six months
thereafter in Great Britain and Ireland.

Aeroplanes are to be included in the equipment of an American ex-

ploring expedition that is setting out from Buenos Aires to study a httle-

known region which includes Mar Chiquita, a lake having an area of

some one thousand square miles, located about 350 miles northwest of

Buenos Aires.

NOTICES.

Lo^fDON, Eighth Month 21, 1916.

To THE Editors:—
A few weeks ago the writer called attention to the awful destitution

among the refugees in Russia—those millions of men, women and chil-

dren, who have fled from the clash of contending armies, leaving wide
areas of devastated country behind them, and who are now suffering

for want of the barest necessities of life. Food, shelter, clothing, medical
care, medicines, nursing, are among their crying needs.

The Society of Friends (London Yearly Meeting) has since my last

letter sent a number of its members to Russia and is about sending

others. The Russian and Enghsh Governments are facUitating the

operations of these brethren. These Friends represent some of the best

professional skiE and business hfe of England. They do not charge for

their service—it is a labor of love. Among them are young graduates

of Enghsh Universities imbued with a love for Christ and for their fel-

low-men. They face present perils of travel, disease and possible death,

that they may mitigate the sorrows of the humble, helpless non-com-
batants who are the victims of cruel war.

The personal touch of Christian sympathy and advice is one of the

most valuable parts of their work, and may be quite as important as

the urgently required financial assistance. These English Quakers can-

not conscientiously destroy human hfe, but they will endure much stress

and hardship in order to save it.

In France alone, 108 of the Committee's workers have been estab-

lished in thirteen centers in the ruined districts of the Marne arid the

Meuse. Maternity and general hospitals have proved an iaestimable

boon in districts where doctors and nurses have been commandeered for

mihtary service.

In seventy-five towns and villages, thousands of destitute have been
relieved with food and clothing. Many huts have been built by the Com-
mittee's workers. Open-air classes have been organized for the children

and work-rooms for women. Farmers have been supphed with seeds,

live stock, tools and implements. The Committee's receipts up to about
two months ago were £60,000, and the monthly expenditure was about
£4,000. The sufferings to be reheved in Russia during the approaching
Autumn and Winter are unthinkable.

The past work of this War Victims' Rehef Conunittee in Belgium,
France and Holland has been very great. Its successful and economical

administration of monies committed to its care has induced many benevo-
lent people to contribute who otherwise would feel cautious about doing

so. The donors know that the money is well spent. The cost of the dis-

tribution of funds placed at the disposal of the Committee has only been

about four pence to the pound, or about eight cents out of every five

dollars. Such a business-like and careful administration of relief funds,

to such an extent, is probably unprecedented.

The material blessings enjoyed by America may tend to veil our eyes

from a view of the homeless and sorrowing millions of Europe. WiU not

those who read this appeal make haste to more largely answer it?

Contributions can be forwarded to C. Walter Borton, care of the Provi-

dent Life and Trust Company, 409 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

who will forward them to the Friends' War Victims' Relief Committee

in London.

William C. Allen.

"Better Lighting" at Tdnesassa.—This long-needed improvement

—instalhng Electric Lights—is being accompUshed at Tunesassa.

Under plans approved by a competent engineer, an Electric Genera-

tor, Storage Battery and Wire System are now being set in place at

Friends' Indian School.

This betterment will be appreciated, as oil lamps have been insufficient

and unsafe.

We want to complete raising the sum of $1500, the contract price,

before School opens, and would ask co-operation to that end. The
Treasurer has already 1432.

On behaff of the Indian Committee,
-- Hhnht Hall, — Walter Smedlet,

William Biddle, Jonathan M. Steere.

William Bacon Evans^ Treasurer,

205 E. Central Avenue,

Moorestown, N. J.

Philadelphia, Ninth Month, 1916.

The Book Committee of the Representative Meeting has reprinted

the Marriage Rules and Advices, as now appearing in the Discipline.

To this is appended information concerning the legal requirements

imder the laws of the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware

and Maryland. The pamphlet is held in stock at the Book Store, to be

had for the asking by any who desire to possess it.

In a recent issue of The Friend of Ninth Month 7, an invitation was

extended to open correspondence with friendless prisoners, held for longer

or shorter terms in some of the many jails in our country.

Since our pubUcation of this appeal we have received several mild

protests. The appeal was made in the best of faith by those who have

been identified with this good work for a considerable time, and who
have known of those "whose burdens have been Ughtened and whose

Uves have been cheered by this simple means."

We recognize that the plan advocated is open to abuse and we have

learned that it has been so grossly abused that those in authority in one

of our large Eastern States have positively vetoed the plan.

We offer this information without comment. In proper hands it seems

to us a channel for helping the helpless, but we would extend the caution

which has come to us from those who have been identified with prison

reform work for many years.

—

[Eds.]

A Meeting under the care of the Religious Service Committee of

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, will be held in the Meeting-

house at Woodstown, N. J., on First-day, Ninth Month 24, 1916, at 3

o'clock, p. M.

Meetings from Ninth Month 24th to 30th:

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, Fu-st-day, Ninth Month
24th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Ninth Month 25th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Ninth Month 26th, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Ninth Month 26th, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Abington, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 27th, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 27th, at

10 a. m.

Salem, Fourth-day, Ninth Month 27th, at 10.30 a. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 28th,

at 10.30 A. M.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 28th, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Ninth Month 28th, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—At Moorestown, N. J., Ninth Month 15, 1916, Charles
Newbold Borton, youngest son of WiUiam J. and Mary Newbold
Borton, aged four years, eight months and fifteen days.

, Nmth Month 13, 1916, at her home in Downingtown, Pa., Susan
T. HoopES, in her sixty-second year; a member of Uwchlan Monthly

Meeting, Pa.
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THE MEETING.

Of the many poems and verses of Whittier in which he gives

a peculiarly Quaker message and which have a decidedly

Friendly tone and coloring, there is none that is so strikingly

a Friends' message in verse as "The Meeting." It was written

in his maturest style and is rich in its religious teaching.

It is with no expectation that any new truth is to be gleaned

from it now that attention is directed to it, but the thought

has come home with especial force that it is the fullest state-

ment in concise terms Friends can turn to as an exposition of

their simple form of worship.

The poet's guest, real or imagined, had attended the plain

little meeting with him at Amesbury, and on the way home,

the novelty of it having impressed the stranger

—

"What part or lot have you," he said

"In these dull rites of drowsy-head?

Is silence worship? Seek it where

It soothes with dreams the summer air.

Not in this close and rude-benched hall.

But where soft hghts and shadows fall.

And all the slow, sleep-walking hours

GUde soundless over grass and flowers I

Our common Master did not pen

His followers up from other men;

His service liberty indeed.

He built no church. He framed no creed;

His sermons were the healthful talk

That shorter made the mountain-walk,

His wayside texts were flowers and birds.

Where mingled with His gracious words

The rustle of the tamarisk-tree

And ripple-wash of Galilee."

It is not the easiest of tasks to answer to our full satisfaction

the question which the stranger puts, but the habit of attend-

ing meeting, having grown to a conviction that it is a service

required of us, which we render gladly and which has become

essential to our peace of mind, even then we find it a task to

make clear to our questioner what Whittier's words make so

simple to us.

Even if it were the outward self that asserted itself in wor-

ship it would be beyond our powers to make a satisfactory state-

ment to our friend and questioner, but we see with Whittier

that this part of our being is but a small portion of the whole

and that part of our nature with which we are now concerned

is the hidden self, in which our religious life is rooted and from

which it must grow if it grows at all.

In this hidden part of our being we become conscious of

the aspirations of others, of their soul's needs, we are made one

with the hidden selves of these and with them are united to

the Source of all.

This it seems to me is the most significant truth of the poem.

It is not a principle that is easy of statement, it may be difficult

to understand and to analyze, but when one becomes possessed

of it, it is as natural a part of his being and of his life as are

the arms and the feet of his body.

"Where, in my name, meet two or three.

Our Lord hath said, I there will be!

So sometimes comes to soul and sense

The feeUng which is evidence

That very near about us hes

The realm of spiritual mysteries.

The sphere of the supernal powers

Impinges on this world of ours.

The breath of a Diviner air

Blows dovra the answer of a prayer:

—

With smile of trust and folded hands,

The passive soul in waiting stands

To feel, as flowers the sun and dew.

The One true Life its own renew."

All worshippers of every name claim that God meets with

them when they worship Him. This they claim is what con-

stitutes worship, Their forms of approach vary, but their

objects are not various. The Friends, however, put it to a test,

as very few others profess to do. Who can know, they say,

what He will have for us. We cannot read His mind. One
can prepare a discourse and hand forth helpful counsel to

others, but it is beyond our ken to know what will happen

when our spiritual life has become united in worship with the

spiritual life of others, and when all have become melted in

the melting-pot which derives its virtue from the Source of all.

The Friends' meeting, if true to its ancient pattern and true

to the thought as Whittier expresses it cannot be programmed.

The most essential thing is ignored in such planning. The
fundamental idea of linking soul with soul in spiritual com-

munion and with the Over Soul of all is ignored by such a

practice.

It cannot be that a thing so essential to our well-being as

worship should be difficult of attainment. The things that

man must have in this life God has not made especially diffi-
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cult for him to obtain. If worship is real it must be profitable

and it must yield a return. The test of its genuineness may be

measured in part by the richness or poverty of this return.

Whittier's test is the Scriptural one.

"So, to the cahnly gathered thought

The innermost of truth is taught.

The mystery dimly understood

That love of God is love of good.

And, chiefly, its divinest trace

In Him of Nazareth's holy face;

That worship's deeper meaning lies

In mercy, and not sacrifice;

That the dear Christ dwells not afar,

The king of some remoter star,

Listening, at times, with flattered ear

To homage wrung from selfish fear,

But here, amidst the poor and blind,

The boimd and suffering of our kind.

In works we do, in prayers we pray.

Life of our life, he Uves to-day."

Wonderful attainment! we may well say, who can reach to

such an exalted standard?

The coming together is not worship; we all know this. The

thinking of good thoughts is not worship, no more is the de-

livery of a good sermon or the listening to it; these and many
other items may be important adjuncts to worship, but they

are none of them, nor all of them, put together, worship.

We cannot claim that Friends are fundamentally different

from others in their definition of worship, but in what leads

up to it, and in the outward helps to worship we claim that

there is a difference that is fundamental. Whittier's concep-

tion of this does not lose sight of the essential adjuncts. If in

worship as we have tried to say there is a fusing together of

the spiritual natures of those assembled and the felt and brood-

ing Presence of God's Spirit over all, there must be nothing

that tends to mar this, and as the mind cannot pass abruptly

from one state to another, there must be a preparation for

public worship.

"So, where is neither church nor priest.

And never rag of form or creed

To clothe the nakedness of need,

—

Where farmer-folk in silence meet,

—

I turn my bell-unsummoned feet;

I lay the critic's glass aside,

I tread upon my lettered pride,

Confess the universal want.

And share whatever Heaven may grant.

He findeth not who seeks his own.

The soul is lost that's saved alone.

Not on one favored forehead fell

Of old the fire-tongued miracle,

But flamed o'er all the thronging host

The baptism of the Holy Ghost;

Heart answers heart; in one desire

The blending Hnes of prayer aspire;

'Where in my name, meet two or three,'

Our Lord hath said, 'I there will be.'"

It is an honest conviction that the times to-day call as em-

phatically for what Whittier advances in this poem as ever

has been the case in the Society's history. As the circumstances

of the lives of not a few of our members lead them away from

the folds where they have been shepherded, they find other

Christians zealous for the advance of the Master's kingdom

and devotedly attached to the observances of their respective

churches, but who are always willing to listen to the Friends'

plea for a "silent meeting," and who feel and own the power

of such a meeting when it has been held in the spirit portrayed

in the poem.

In an unseen but a very real union of heart to heart, if we

seek after the object for which the meeting is being held, we

shall obtain it in greater or lesser degree and shall know of an

inrush of power from beyond ourselves, which is what we must

all depend upon to nourish up our souls unto that life which is

the goal of our earthly pilgrimage.

D. H. F.

THE PUBLIC MEETING FOR WORSHIP.
j

The following is a paper read recently by Alvin T. Coate in a Friends'

meeting-house in Indianapolis. It was pubUshed in The American Friend,

Eighth Month 31, 1916, at the request of several who heard it. It has

only come to the notice of the -wTiter of the foregoing paper since he

finished his comments on 'W'hittier's "The Meeting," and calls to mind a

story narrated in his presence in the Whittier home at Amesbury many
years ago, which may be repeated here.

A group of Philadelphia Friends had spent a day in the Merrimac

neighborhood and late in the afternoon were in the Kttle Amesbury home,

in the poet's study. Our host looked us over and said, with a shade of

merriment in his tones, "I should like to tell you of my visit with Uncle

Greenleaf to an 'experience meeting.' " We were glad to hear something

that concerned the poet which had never gotten between the covers of a

book and our host continued: "We happened to be together many years

ago in , when, on a certain evening, learning that there was to

be a rehgious meeting near our hotel, held in the order of a revival meet-

ing of thirty years ago, I asked him to go with me. He yielded to my
request with considerable reluctance. We were quite late in arriving

and I never knew what had transpired before oiu- entrance, but we sUpped

into a rear seat and I know he hoped were not noticed. But to his

great discomfort we were soon seen; and as he was well known to many
in the company, urgent appeals were made that he come forward and

occupy a prominent seat.

He declined the invitation and we remained in our inconspicuous corner,

feeling sure, however, that the information had spread throughout the

meeting that the Amesbm-y poet was present.

I have always fancied that the fervency of the speakers was augmented

because he was knoivn to be there and when he leaned over to me and

requested the loan of paper and pencil, which I gladly furnished, many
interested glances were turned our way.

At the close of the meeting many requested a copy of what had been

written, which my uncle gently declined to offer, saying it was of no value

and of no interest, but finally to one a httle more insistent than the

others, and as I thought at the time a httle more in need of a rebuke, he

handed the slip of paper which he had creased and placed in his pocket

It contained a brief memorandum after this order: 1—an exhortation;

2—a pra3'er; 3—a personal experience; 4—etc., until the last item was

entered and the final fine as follows:—Total seventeen performances."

Here our conversation was interrupted and when we were able to resume

the topic there was httle time for more than this query: "Did Whittier •

enjoy the meeting." The answer was an emphatic "No; he was broad-

minded and hberal toward aU who were sincere in their practices, but the

worship which was most helpful to him and as he felt the most acceptable

he could offer to his Heavenly Father, was that which had been dear to

his mother and the others who made up the Friends' meeting at Ames-

bury, as his pen has immortaUzed it in verse."

I am concerned that our public meetings for worship shall

more definitely promote individual, spiritual communion.
To-day's worid is very full of distracting noises; all our

human senses are in constant contact. In all our households

there is the greatest difficulty in finding the quiet and seclusion

so necessary for spiritual development.
It is a dependable law of life that we come to value and rely

upon our faculties in proportion to their respective uses. If
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there were no light, it would be no hardship to be blind. If,

then, we accustom ourselves to the uninterrupted employ-
ment of our physical senses and neglect individual spiritual

exercise, the spiritual faculties, by this same law, atrophy and
paralyze. But again, if this constant reliance upon physical
and mental faculties be carried over into the Sabbath day and
the meeting for worship, the avenues to God are in a way
to be closed by those agencies which ought to be their open-
ing. Mystical religion cannot thrive amidst these destruc-
tions and 1 am, therefore, apprehensive, not only for us of

mature years, but even more for our children, that we may
lose that skill and aptness in spiritual faculties which is the
very life blood of our denomination', and goes far to make up
for our multiplied shortcomings.

Notwithstanding much that is said to the contrary we, of

this day and country, were never so little in need of instruction.

Our children are so filled with schools and societies, with teach-
ing and preaching, that the process amounts almost to cram-
ming. Mental indigestion and nervous collapse are quite too
common and by the same causes we have the flabby congrega-
tion, responsive only to music and the spoken word.

Will you tell me, if early Friends needed silent waiting upon
God as an important part of their public and private worship
—those men and women whose lives were lived out in isolation

and solitude—how much the more do we whose ears are dulled
with voices?

If they came to the close of such lives with spiritual faculties

so keen as to have made the Society of Friends the Euclid of

religion—those men and women of the wilderness, with few
books and little vocal instruction—how much the more shall

we not covet the secret place of the Almighty?
Now, the strange thing is that we will all assent to this plea

and at the same time assent to a meeting inconsistent with it.

Neither is there for us the usual defense that we are a mixed
people and unused to the practice of worship after the order
of Friends. We are not a mixed people; a majority of our
children and ourselves are of Quaker stock for generations.

Indeed, the desire for greater freedom from a formalized meet-
ing is more frequently expressed by younger Friends whose
study of the sources and early practices of Quakerism has won
their loyalty.

I force myself against an increasing reluctance to speak also

of the dangers of an habitual or perfunctory oral service in

meetings for worship. It is a serious thing to interrupt the
voice of God in the congregation by vocal utterances. It is as

essential to wait for the sure prompting of the Spirit as it is

to avoid quenching the moving of God in the soul, and in no
Friends' meeting should there be missing some sufficient period
for meditation—a period respected by all.

Let no one think that nothing more is involved here than
the character of the meeting for worship. For us everything
is involved and for the world very much. For us, the day we,
as a church, lose that spiritual altitude which has distinguished
us in the past, on that day we lose ourselves in the broad
stream of Protestantism. And speaking of this spiritual

altitude, Dr. Peabody, at Bryn Mawr, recently said. "The
average experience cannot rise into this region unaided.
Mysticism is thus a faith for the elect, adequate for those who
need no support but God. To these, the unbroken silence is

more than the most stately ritual, the presence of God more
convincing than any creed concerning him, and the Quaker
meeting not bare and empty, but full and rich with the eternal

Presence. Other foundation can no man lay than the life of

God in the soul of man."
Whether we realize this in our several experiences, it is none

the less the thing we aim at. Unless we have found a sub-

stitute for the practice and development of an inward religion,

an experience of new life within, then the first purpose of our
public meetings is to give the largest opportunity for this

practice and development, and all forms of vocal utterance
should lend themselves to this high purpose.

Every one who is abreast of the religious thought of the day
knqws that spirituality—that is to say, the conscious presence

of God in human life—holds the attention of scholars in an
increasing degree.

Destructive criticism has fought its fight and lost, along with
dogma and controversial theology. The Society of Friends as

it was, was never so highly esteemed by all evangeUcal churches;

the Society of Friends as it is is in a way to become a voice

in the chorus of Protestantism.

The very elect of Christian men and women are to-day say-

ing to genuine Quakerism, whether consciously or not, " Be-

hold, I stand at the door and knock." Our own children, com-
ing back from their college and university training, will cling

to us or forsake us according as we cling to the one remaining
essential, not practiced by other Protestant churches, and not-

withstanding our increasing effort for the greater activity and
efficiency of our church, it were better that not an additional

member should come to us than that we should abate one
degree our insistence upon the full opportunity for individual

communion in our periods of worship, or that the real practice

of mystical religion should seem to be on trial in a Friends'

meeting.

OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

The one hundred and fourth annual session of Ohio Yearly

Meeting of Friends opened at Barnesville, Ohio, on Seventh-

day, the ninth, at 9.30 o'clock, in the meeting-house at Still-

water. Although this was the official opening there had been

various meetings before that. The Friends had begun to come
on Fifth-day.

Sixth-day morning the Select Meeting was held. There
were in attendance several Friends with minutes from other

Yearly Meetings, all of whom were acceptably present. They
were Job S. Gidley and Mary C. Foster, with her husband,

Horace B. Foster, from New England Yearly Meeting; Alfred

E. Copeland and his companion, Josiah Copeland, also Ben-
jamin P. Brown, from North Carolina Yearly .Meeting.

The minutes for these dear Friends were read in the Select

Meeting and the Clerk was directed to present them to the

Yeariy Meeting.

The first sitting of the Yeariy Meeting was held on Seventh-

day morning and after a time of silence the opening minute
was read by Cari Patterson, Clerk. All of the Representatives

answered to their names. The minutes for the visiting Friends

were then read and a welcome extended.

The Epistles from the various Yeariy Meetings were then

read with the exception of the one from North Carolina, which
for some unknown reason failed to arrive. A committee was
appointed to "essay" replies to these, if way opened for it,

North Carolina included.

A letter from Friends at Fritchley, England, was read. A
reference from Hickory Grove Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, was
considered, referring to the anomalous position of that Quar-

teriy Meeting with respect to its position within the lirnits

of Iowa \early Meeting, and expressing the hope that the time

had come for it to be set off as a part of that Yeariy Meeting.

After a rather brief discussion it was decided to appoint a com-
mittee to take the matter under consideration.

Other routine business claimed the meeting's care at this

first session.

Two public meetings were held on First-day as has been the

usual custom, and as the day was fine and clear, many came
from a long distance. The large house was well filled in the

morning, and in the afternoon to overflowing. Many vocal

'testimonies were offered and petitions were raised to the Father

of all our sure mercies for the many favors vouchsafed to His

poor dependent children, and that we might have the Lord for

our portion and the God of Jacob for the lot of our inheritance.

Not many years ago the road near the meeting-house was

lined on First-day afternoon with teams which were hitched

to the fences. This year there were comparatively few teams,

but the grounds were literally packed with automobiles, com-

ing from various parts of Ohio as well as from Iowa, North
Carolina and elsewhere.

The first business to come before the meeting on Second-day
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morning was the report of the Representatives. They offered

the name of Carl Patterson for Clerk and Wilson M. Hall for

assistant clerk, and these Friends were appointed. After this

a minute for Job S. Gidley of North Dartmouth, Mass., and
one for Benjamin P. Brown, of George, North Carolina, were
read. The minute of Benjamin P. Brown was rather interesting

in its scope. He is privileged to attend all Yeady Meetings
with which Ohio is in correspondence, also to appoint some meet-
ings under the jurisdiction of the so-called "larger body" of

Friends, and to do some work in Philadelphia Yeariy Meeting,

and in Scipio Quarterly Meeting. After the reading of these

minutes the Epistle from North Carolina, which failed to arrive

Seventh-day, was read.

The next thing taken up was the reading of the Answers to

the Queries. The reading of these caused considerable concern

and comment of a varied nature. It was noted that those who
caused the answers to come up with deficiencies were not

likely to hear the concern for them, and four Friends were
nominated to assist the Clerk in formulating a brief statement
of the exercises of the meeting. The following minute was
adopted at a later session:

Job S. Gidley asked permission to appoint a meeting on
Fourth-day afternoon, particularly for young people, both
members and otherwise. The request was granted and the
meeting was held to satisfaction.

A Friend requested to have the meeting close in open session,

and this was done. He had concern particularly to query. Why
is our Society growing rapidly smaller? Why are not we draw-
ing others to us, instead of others drawing our members to

them? His answer was that we are not faithful, that we do
not yield to the intimations of the spirit as they come to us.

We are too prone to think that having had some measure of

Divine inspiration, we need do little more. On the contrary,

we should do far greater things, with that help, than before.

Minute on the State of Society.

During the consideration of the State of Society, attendant
upon the reading of the Queries and Answers, some of our many
deficiencies being brought into view, a deep and loving concern
for our absent members was felt, that there might be an in-

crease of faithfulness known amongst us.

The desire arose that those remote from meetings and who
seldom have the privilege of attending Yeariy Meetings, might
know of the spiritual exercise and concern that prevailed in

the meeting, because of these deficiencies, in the hope that
they might be drawn nearer to us, and feel a measure of the
love that the body feels for its individual members, thus be-
coming concerned through the power of Divine Love to be
more faithful in the maintenance of our Christian testimonies.

The fact of our mid-week meetings being often small and
that a few indulge in drowsiness and sleeping brought out the
Query, "Would we neglect the attendance of these meetings,
or go to sleep, were some great or noted person in attendance?
How much more careful should we be when expecting Christ
to meet with us!" May we strive to know such a deepening
in the root of life, as to fill all our meetings with such spiritual

significance as to make us unwilling to forgo their attendance.
The remedy for a lack of love to our fellow-man, it was

pointed out, is a greater measure of the love of Christ in our
own hearts, and we believe the silent prayer went up to our
Heavenly Father for this blessing.

As we experience an increasing measure of this love of Christ
within us, love for the brethren, and love for the worship of
our loving Father will both increase to our edification and
cornfort. The importance of the reverent reading of the Holy
Scriptures was touchingly alluded to, and its practice earnestly
recommended. As we continue this we shall find comfort and
enjoyment in both the collective and individual reading of
the sacred writings, and these occasions will be looked forward
to with interest as times of spiritual refreshment and uplift.

The perplexities of the day and the urgencies of business may
be relieved by such seasons of retirement, devotion and Scrip-
ture reading. That each one may not try to find excuse for

his own shortcomings in the faults and failings of others, was
feelingly brought to view and we were encouraged to examine

for ourselves how and on what foundation we are building.

If any tend to become discouraged on account of the de-

ficiencies of others the language arose, "What is that to thee,

follow thou Me."
" He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High shall

abide under the shadow of the Almighty."

The session on Third-day was devoted largely to hearing

and considering reports of committees.

From the Educational Report it appeared that there were 406
children of school age in the Yeariy Meeting. Of these 199
have attended Friends' schools exclusively.

The report of the Committee on Education as connected

with primary schools was taken up. Its work seemed to be sat-

isfactory and |6oo were appropriated for its use the coming
year, to be used to pay the tuition of those pupils who are

unable to pay for their own. One hundred and seventy-five

dollars were granted the use of the Committee which has official

charge of the distribution of the approved writings of Friends.

The report of the Boarding-school at Barnesville was the

most compact and interesting given for years, and met with

very general satisfaction. The Committee mentioned several

things which had been insrituted recently. One causing con-

siderable favorable comment was self-government of the stu-

dents. Another was the beginning of manual training, which
has already helped a number of boys. Besides this, the spirit

of the school has been very good, and the attitude of the stu-

dents towards the officers has been excellent, and the spiritual

life has probably never been better in the history of the insti-

tution. A number of improvements have been made on the

farm, and the superintendent figured that the farm had made
a clear gain to the School of |8i8. The average attendance of

the School was about 80 during the winter term. The financial

end had been handled with the same care that the other had
been, evidently, for there was a balance of over $775 in favor

of the School for the whole year, v

The Yeariy Meeting closed on Fifth-day as usual with the

reading of the Epistles to the various Yearly Meetings with

which it corresponds. The reading was followed by a most
impressive silence and under the over-shadowing power, as

we believe, of the Great Head of the Church, the meeting closed

to meet next year, if consistent with the Divine Will. All the

Epistles reflected something of the great struggle industrial

and military with which the world is filled to-day, and our
Friends generally seemed to feel the weight of our responsi-

bility at this stage of the world's history. There was prepared

by a Committee appointed for the service a little minute
summing up the concerns expressed by different ones during

the consideration of the State of Society, which is to be printed

separately from the Minutes and circulated amongst our ab-

sent members. One of the pleasing features of the Yearly
Meeting was the evening collection for the reading of the Bible

at the Boarding-school. These readings were followed usually

by much profitable advice from concerned Friends.

The social life at the Boarding-school during this week is

one of the pleasant things long to be remembered by those

taking part in it. Old and young are here brought together

and see much of each other and Friends from all sections meet
and exchange views.

A week spent at Ohio Yearly Meeting is something long to

be remembered by those that attend and brings with it much
that is good and strengthening we believe to the spiritual life.

This country is not suffering nor is it in danger from any
lack of physical courage on the part of its citizens. It is

suffering and it is in danger, serious danger, from a lack of moral
courage on the part of its citizens, particularly those citizens ,

who are in public life and as such the representatives of the
j

country's interests. What this nation needs, what the world .'

needs, most of all, is not physical but moral courage.

—

Senator
j

Works, of California. j
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THE ABIDING ONE.

(The Christian.)

Some hearts are like a quiet village street,

Few and weU known the passers to and fro;

Some like a busy city's market-place,

And countless forms and faces come and go.

Into my life unnumbered steps have trod.

Though brief that life and nearing row its close;

At first the forms of phantasies and dreams,

And then the varied tread of friends and foes.

Coming and going—ah, there lay the pang.

That when my heart had blossomed and unlocked

Its wealth to greet the loved famihar step,

Lo, it was gone and only echoes mocked

My Ustening ear. But O, there came one step.

So soft and slow, which said, " I pass not by.

But stay with thee forever, if thou wUt,

Amid this constant instabihty."

Then in his eyes I saw the love I craved

—

Love past my cravings—love that died for me.

He took my hand, and in its gentle strength

I learned the joy of leaning utterly.

Still do the countless footsteps come and go;

StUI with a sigh the echoes die away;

But One abides and fills the sohtude

With music and with beauty, night and day.

-Anonymous.

THE SECOND ANNUAL POCONO MANOR PEACE
CONFERENCE.

The Second Annual Pocono Manor Peace Conference was
held, as it was last year, during the week-end following Labor
Day. The speakers and those members of the Yearly Meet-
ing Peace Committee who were able to attend, enjoyed the
hospitality of the Inn and cottages. Owing to the unprece-
dented number of guests remaining at the hotel at this time,

no delegates from other cities could be accommodated and the
little group of conferees would have fared badly, had their

number not been greatly augmented by the attendance of

many Friends from the various cottages. At its best, how-
ever, the conference was small. Few came from either Buck
Hill or the Pocono Lake Preserve (probably owing to the late

date at which the program was announced), and few guests of
the Inn availed themselves of the opportunity to hear the dis-

tinguished men and women whose names were on the program.
The first meeting on Sixth-day evening was opened by John

B. Garrett, who gave a short address of welcome and then in-

troduced Arthur Deering Call, Secretary of the American
Peace Society, whose subject was "Our Inadequate Defense."
in the course of his remarks the speaker gave a brief and clear

summary of the new Naval Bill, a copy of which he held in his

hand. It contains two passages which should be brought to

the attention of all the peace people of the country. There is

a clause in regard to conscientious objectors, distinctly stating

that they shall not be excused on religious grounds, but shall

be given some form of substitute service in case they refuse

to bear arms. Another clause provides for drafting any citizen

into the militia at the call of the President. This latter clause
means that we are now a country under universal conscription
—at the will of the head of the nation.

Lucia Ames Mead, of Boston, gave a forceful address on
" The World Crisis and America's Duty, " in which she deplored
the great wave of militarism sweeping over this country.
Thomas Raeburn White presented the case for " The League

to Enforce Peace" in his usual- clear manner. To establish a
reign of universal law is the aim of this organization and its

suggested method, a world court backed up by world force.

On First-day evening, Gaius Glenn Atkins, a Congregation-
alist minister of Providence, R. 1., speaking on "Christianity
and War," brought the conference to a brilliant close. His
command of language was very remarkable; his tolerance and
Christian spirit, a convincing illustration of the point of view
he was advocating. Reviewing the various roads to peace

—

the soldier's road, the lawyer's road, the diplomat's road—he
gave each its due and with convincing eloquence pointed over
and above them all to the Christian's road—the road to the
peace that shall last. While it seems at present unlikely that

we shall gather many from the outside world to future peace
conferences at Pocono Manor, perhaps members of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting who love the cause may get into the habit
of coming together in the fall of the year to become better
acquainted with one another and to gather renewed inspiration

for the war against war which we of all people are destined by
inheritance to wage without ceasing. If so, the holding of the
Pocono Manor Peace Conference may be truly justified.

THE SITUATION IN MEXICO.

(an open letter and appeal.)

(One of the United States commissioners now meeting at New London
on the American and Mexican Joint Commission has written a letter of

gratitude stating that the paper will be of real service to him in connection

with his duties, and two of the Mexican representatives have written in

similar vein. One of them has asked that copies of the letter be sent to

about thirty of the leading men in Mexico, including Carranza. He also

asks that we take under consideration a wide distribution of the pamphlet
throughout Mexico and steps are being taken to have a good translation

made. Dr. Leo S. Rowe, Secretary of the Commission, also recommends
a wide distribution of the pamphlet in Mexico.)

To the Editors of the Daily and Periodical Press of the United
States:—

Realizing the paramount influence the press of our country
has had and will have in forming public opinion on the rela-

tions of the United States and Mexico, we appeal to all Editors
to use their power in the interest of truth, sincerity and con-
structive statesmanship.

The popular conception of the Mexican situation is based
on misinformation and ignorance. Very recently agitation

and false ideas of the personality and aims of the Mexican
leaders might have forced a war with a people oppressed, im-
poverished and exploited, who should have only patient sym-
pathy and wise and disinterested help from the government
and citizens of our country.

There is great need for the press to place the facts before

our people and to interpret them in a broad and enlightened

spirit. The people can learn the truth only through the press.

The occasion requires reporters trained by experience and
study to observe and record the events and movements of

real significance. There is equally great need for constructive

editorial service to interpret the facts in the generous spirit

of the true statesman and patriot.

The fundamental facts of the situation are, we believe, as
follows .

—

Mexico suffers from the misgovernment of centuries. The
land has been, and is, held in vast tracts by private owners,
of whom many are foreigners. While there are exceptions,

nearly all these landholders have for generations reduced
their tenants to peonage, or practical serfdom, and have forced
them into ignorance and depraved conditions of life.

The vast natural resources of Mexico, in oil and minerals,

have been made over by concessions to English, German,
French, Dutch and American owners on such terms that the
national wealth flows to other lands, and the native Mexican
labor is exploited so that the workers continue impoverished
and unenlightened.

The dictatorial and autocratic power of earlier presidents

crushed out the democratic spirit and imposed throughout
Mexico the rule of unscrupulous and all-powerful local political

agents, who manipulated elections, administered the laws to
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suit the interests in power, and ruled with ruthless military

authority.

Education, marriage and other social institutions have been
church monopolies, and there have resulted ignorance and
general neglect of what we consider common duties of decent
living. Insurrection, revolution and local anarchy have pre-

vailed for a period of years.

From the chaos some order is gradually appearing. In the
judgment of men competent to form an intelligent and fair

opinion, the so-called First Chief and his assistants are en-

deavoring honestly and with a fair measure of success to restore

government and redress the age-old wrongs of the Mexican
people.

A large number of the states are at peace. As rapidly and
justly as possible land is allotted to small holders on terms that

guarantee continued cultivation of the soil and the indepen-
dence of the worker. The local political autocrats of the
earlier regime are being gradually supplanted by duly con-
stituted civil officers, who represent the best element in their

communities. The church monopolies are abridged and educa-
tion and other important matters are placed under civil au-
thority. In a number of states traffic in alcoholic drinks has
been abolished with immediate good results.

There has developed an intense rivalry among the different

states to see which can organize the greatest number of schools.

Already there are said to be twenty times as many schools as

in the last epoch of President Diaz, and under the influence of

Carranza five hundred teachers have been sent to the United
States to study modem pedagogy and school administration.

Several of the states, chiefly in the north, near the United
States border, are unsettled and in insurrection. Roving bands
of outlaws are abroad and lawless leaders are making trouble.

For a time such men will make raids and commit depreda-
tions not only in Mexico, but occasionally over the border in

the United States.

The boundary between the United States and Mexico is

1756 miles long, as far as from New York to Denver. Most
of this distance is wild mountain and desert country, without
roads and with very little water. For hundreds of miles there
is no railroad on the Mexican side, and troops of either country
must be transported on the United States railroad. Such a
border cannot be patrolled so as to prevent occasional incur-
sions by outlaw bands and it is more criminal than foolish for

the press to urge such chance acts of outlawry as a cause for war.
These in briefest form are some of the facts the people of

the United States are entitled to know. If properly presented
and supplemented, they will revolutionize public opinion.

Although there is need of co-operation with Mexico for police

and patrol duty, our country does not need a large force of

young and inexperienced troops on the border.

The army needed is a force of educators, teachers, doctors,
sanitary engineers, farmers and agricultural experts, who will

volunteer for terms of two or three years in the spirit of ser-

vice, such as we rendered Cuba at her time of crisis. It would
be legislation worthy of our country for the government to
make a liberal appropriation for such co-operation. It could
be done by a slight curtailment of the proposed naval program.

In conclusion, we again appeal to the press of our country
not only to exert its power in supplying in larger measure
trustworthy information about Mexico, but also to take its

true place in guiding the thought of America and the world
along constructive lines of international service and goodwill.
Such an editorial policy, widespread and consistent, will raise

a discussion that has presented many unworthy and ignoble
elements, to a place of enlightened, fraternal service worthy
the press of a great democracy.

The Peace Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
OF Friends, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Eighth Month
21, 1916.

Issued by the Sub-Committee on Governmental Relations.

J. Walter Buzby, Henry W. Comfort, Henry W. Leeds, Isaac Sharp-

less, Stanley R. Yarnall, Chairman,

THE NEED OF THE WORLD.

I know the need of the world, though it would not have me know;
It would hide its sorrow deep, where only God may go;

Yet its secret it cannot keep;

It tells it awake or asleep;

It tells it to all who will heed,

And he who runs may read.

The need of the world I know.

I know the need of the world when it boasts of its wealth the loudest,

When it flaunts it in all men's eyes, when its mien is the gayest and
proudest,

Oh, ever it lies, it lies!

For the sound of its laughter dies

In a sob or a smothered groan,

And it weeps when it sits alone!

The need of the world I know.

I know the need of the world when it babbles of gold and fame;

It is only to lead us astray from the thing that it dare not name.
For that is the sad world's way

—

Oh, poor blind world grown gray,

With the lack of a thing so near,

With the want of a thing so dear!

The need of the world I know.

I know the need of the world when the earth shakes under the tread

Of men who march to the fight, when rivers with blood are red,

And there is no law but might,

And the -wrong way seems the right;

When he who slaughters the most
Is all men's pride and boast.

The need of the world I know.

Oh, love is the need of the world! Down under its pride of power,

Down under its lust of greed, for the joys that last but an hour,

There lies forever its need.

For love is the law and the creed;

And love is the aim and the goal

Of life, from the man to the mole.

The need of the world is love.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in The Century.

SOME CEDAR LAKE ECHOES.

It was a^ happy party of eleven that started from Broad
Street Station on Eighth Month 3rd, for Cedar Lake, Ind.,

to attend the Young Friends' Conference. The trip was as

comfortable as possible, the exclusive use of a Pullman sleep-

ing car being given us. We spent the time in getting acquaint-
ed with one another and in indulging in anticipations of

the coming experience. Two more delegates joined the party
later, bringing the total to thirteen. We left the train at

Crown Point, Ind., on the afternoon of the fourth and were
conveyed from there in automobiles to the conference grounds,
about eight miles distant. There we were speedily assigned
to our quarters, and after that preliminary was satisfactorily

or otherwise completed, had a chance to look around a little

and see where we were.

The grounds, which belonged to the Moody Church of

Chicago, covered about twenty acres, and overlooked the
lake, and were well wooded with oaks and hickories. Curiously
enough there wasn't a cedar tree to be seen. The lake was
quite fair-sized, having a shore line of seven or eight miles,

and furnished much wholesome recreation in the way of

bathing and boating. Cottages, dormitories and tents pro-

vided shelter for the men, while the girls occupied rooms in

the lodge or main building. The dining-room was in a separate

building nearby and a large tent, well screened, was also used
at times for lectures and classes.

A deeply religious atmosphere prevailed over the entire"

encampment and those in charge of it, which made the spot

a particularly suitable one for the purpose of such a gather-
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ing. It naturally took us from Philadelphia a little time to

get acquainted and fully partake of the spirit of the Confer-
ence, but we early were brought to feel the solemnity and
power of the occasion, and as time passed, entered more
closely into fellowship with our western Friends. We real-

ized that we all were seeking to direct our lives by the same
great truths and principles, and though our methods of wor-
ship found different channels of expression, we were brought
very closely together in our meetings, and truly felt that
"it was good for us to be there."

The Conference was divided into small groups of about
ten persons, who met every morning after breakfast out-of-

doors and spent a half-hour or so in Bible study. Several

of the Philadelphia delegation were leaders of these groups
and in this way we all learned to know each other better

and to work in greater harmony.
The regular class-work of the day followed. Three lec-

ture periods filled the morning and gave everyone much food
for thought. Mission study, Bible study, church history,

teacher training and studies in Peace were some of the sub-
jects treated of by competent instructors. We were favored
in having George Nasmyth with us for a part of the time to

lead the discussion on the Peace question.

An open parliament followed the lectures, in which every-
one was at liberty to express an opinion on the subject under
discussion, and a good number took such a liberty. Many
matters were discussed at length, and while to some of us

this discussion did not always appear fraught with much
profit, we nevertheless admired the way the affair was con-
ducted and led. The position of Yearly Meeting Clerk could
hardly be more arduous. Dinner was welcomed after this

and the afternoons were given over to physical recreation.

Swimming was by far the most popular sport, though base-

ball and tennis had some devotees. The vesper meetings,
following supper, were held out-of-doors, as a rule, and were
very impressive occasions, as indeed were all the devotional
meetings, and we were told that more gatherings for silent

worship had been held at this Conference than at any pre-

vious ones.

After the vesper services there was usually an inspirational

address. Three which were given by Ozora Davis, the presi-

dent of Chicago Theological Seminary, were especially help-

ful and uplifting.

The whole spirit of the Conference seemed to be one of deep
and earnest searching after truth and righteousness and the

upholding of our simple Quaker faith, though many of our
western brothers seem to have little regard for some of our
so-called minor testimonies.

We parted with a feeling of broader understanding of each
other and thankfulness for the privilege of meeting and min-
gling so pleasantly together. Some of us who had never at-

tended such a gathering before will always look back to the

days spent at Cedar Lake as a deep and rich experience in

our spiritual lives. We came away with renewed willingness

and determination to dedicate ourselves to the promotion
of our Lord's Kingdom on the earth.

Robert H. Maris.

It is out of date to deny that God exists. "Atheists?"
said a preacher in a recent sermon. "Oh, no. We're too

polite for that in these days. We just bow God out of our
homes, our offices, our businesses, our lives." And is the man
who, recognizing the existence of God, then gives God no
place in his life, better off than an atheist? Real life begins

for us only when we let God himself become our life. To
know that God is, and to reject Him, marks us as lower down
than those who may have honest doubts that He is.

No man would ever win on the battle-field if he realized

what each man is worth to the world, of the possibility of los-

ing a Milton, a Lincoln, an Edison with any man who falls

in battle,

KEEPING UP WITH THE CHURCH.

[We have been requested to withhold the authorship of this paper,

which was sent us for pubheation a few days ago. The editors have had

no part whatsoever in the preparation of it, but can subscribe to tlie

spirit of the paper, which they know to be most kindly. In line with what

the writer says, we would add our conviction that a wide door stands

open for the extension of a wholesome influence through the columns

of The Friend. Every week brings us proofs that The Friend is widely

and carefully read, and freely commented upon. We want very much
to enlarge its sphere, and if our present readers will send us 'names of

those to whom we may send sample copies, we shall esteem it a favor,

and we beheve good will result.

—

Eds.]

I wonder how many of the people who criticize the

Society of Friends are qualified to pass judgment? 1 wonder
what percentage of them are well informed regarding the

Society and the activities of its members? 1 have been re-

peatedly surprised by statements made to me by young mem-
bers especially, indicating a lamentable lack of up-to-date

knowledge of what is going on amongst Friends in America,
or even amongst the meetings of their own Yearly Meeting.

They seem to expect the Society to do a great deal of useful

service in the world without the offer on their part of any
assistance, and finally to bring the facts to their attention

in some compelling manner that shall win at once their

admiration and abiding respect. But the idea of being them-
selves in some measure responsible for the condition of the

Society, for its influence for good or ill, for its vitality or

lifelessness, seems never to have occurred to them. Let me
illustrate. While visiting at the home of a young married
couple in a suburb of Philadelphia where there are not many
Friends, 1 asked whether they value their membership, and
was assured that they do. 1 asked whether they are doing
anything to show their attachment to the Society, and was
told that they usually attend meeting in the city on First-

days and sometimes during the middle of the week. On further

inquiry 1 found that they knew very little about the "ac-
tivities" of the Yearly Meeting or of different subordinate

meetings, or of individual members of prominence in the

various meetings. Their circle of acquaintances was quite

limited; the meeting had not called upon either of them for any
kind of service or extended towards them much expression of

personal interest or esteem; and, while they had not felt in

the least neglected, they had not been obliged to think much
about the Society or of any possible service they might have
as members of a Friends' meeting. " Do you read The Friend?"
1 asked. "No, we do not take The Friend," they said.

"Well," said 1, "how can you keep up with the church, or

become of service in it, unless you keep informed as to what
is being done in and by the Society and endeavor to discover

what service you may render?" We had some further talk

about the Friendly idea of individual initiative as preferable

to superimposed tasks, and about the great need of more
young people who are willing to "take up the mantle" of

prophets whom they would honor and strive to emulate.

The function of a church paper was explained, and the rea-

sonableness of giving some business-like attention to our

religious duties just as we do in secular affairs. Later 1 or-

dered a sample copy of The Friend sent to them, and have
been informed that they now are regular subscribers, and
are manifesting an increasing interest in the affairs of their

meeting.

Another illustration of the need of keeping up with the

church was afforded by a young man from a rural neighbor-

hood who announced that he was heartily in favor of the

governmental policy of military " preparedness." This youth
is the child of several generations of Friends of the "most
straitest sect," and yet the fundamental basis of our testi-

mony against all war, or preparation for war, impressed him
as a new idea. He responded to it heartily and with a candor

that was beautiful. "Is there no force other than physical

or material force?" said 1. He hesitated. "Thee believes in

moral force?" I questioned. "Yes, certainly I do," was his
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reply. Then we discussed the declarations of the Apostle
Paul, "The Gospel is power," and "our weapons are not
carnal, but they are mighty," etc. We talked about the eflfect

of these immaterial forces as compared with the material

weapons, how they win by constraint and draw together,

whereas the material forces that are used in efforts to coerce

always antagonize and tend to break asunder all worthy
relationships. We came by degrees to the fundamental teach-

ing
—

"the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus"—unselfish

service—the Christ method as opposed to the policy of sel-

fishness, which has been the way of the world. My young
friend seemed to see in a new light the meaning of vicarious

love. The heroism of Jesus, "the measure of the stature of

Christ," seemed so beautiful to him that he exclaimed, "I
knew 1 didn't belong on that side. 1 never could bear to

think of killing anybody. 1 had so much rather argue the way
I feel. " Wondering, then, how he could have become so

confused by the popular way of thinking—the double stand-

ard—one standard of morals for individuals, another for

nations— 1 said, "Don't you folks read The Friend?" "Oh,
sometimes," he said; "Auntie takes it." " Don't you read the
Peace literature that Friends are so active in circulating?"

He thought they had received nothing in that line except
an appeal for money and a request to write to President Wilson
in opposition to the Naval Bill. These, he said, displeased

his father because he had no money to spare, and because
he thought we ought not to meddle with the President's

business. I avoided discussing their interpretation of popu-
lar government, but I did plead to the best of my ability

for more attention to Christian thought and less to the pagan-
ism of the daily press; more time for Christ and less for teach-

ing that is well calculated to confuse some minds and to lead

away from Christ.

The Society of Friends more than any other denomination
assumes that its members will voluntarily share the labors

of the church in response to a sense of individual responsi-

bility. Relatively little active service is superimposed by the
meetings. Under such circumstances can it be other than gross

indifference or sad neglect that accounts for so many mem-
bers not keeping up with the church? If we really want to

be worthy of our Quaker ideals or ancestry, should we not
at least try to keep informed as to what is going on amongst
Friends and what the best thought in the Society has to say
on present issues? It seems to me that to the members of

any denomination the careful, regular perusal of the church
paper is as much a religious duty as reading a trade paper is

to a business man. Every member of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting who is old enough to appreciate good literature should
read The Friend, and should endeavor to extend the use-

fulness of this periodical and of the religious Society in the
interest of which it is published.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

See! the day is ending in a glow of gold and red

—

The flash of fire and the heart's blood shed,

—

And, afterwards, the dull, stiU grey of sorrow—

•

Look up! above there shines the Star of Hope!

Hope for a brighter morrow!

The glare and gore are sinking 'neath the earth,

And with them dies the light—and lives are grey,

Yes, Hope on earth is dead, but to give birth

To Hope in Heaven.

The shades of night herald a brighter day;

Though earthly ties are riven

Earth's loss is Heaven's gain;

Though prayers may seem of no avail

God's promises can never fail:

Peace, Peace shall reign!

Our Little House-Wren.—{Written by an eight-year old

boy.)—Early in the spring we made a wren-house out of a
piece of a log and bored it hollow with an auger. A knot-hole

just the size of a quarter was the door. We put the house in

a wild crab-apple tree in our yard.

We looked and hoped for a wren, but the sparrows came
first and tried to get in at the door, and pecked and pecked
and pecked at it to get it larger. Then the little wren came
and he was glad to find the house. He hopped in and out and
filled the yard with his song.

He sat on a branch and called and called Mrs. Wren. It

sounded as though he said, "Oh, tweet, tweet, tweet; gee, gee,

gee ! Come and see ! Come and see the fine house I've found
!"

One day we saw a white speck in the house and soon there

was a happy family. And now Mr. Wren sings and sings all

day long his cheery little song. And 1 think the reason why
the wren always sings so cheerily is because God wants people

who hear him to cheer up and be happier.

Our neighbor has a wren-house that looks more like a real

house than ours, with a little porch around it, and little pillars

to hold up the porch, and you'd think our wren would like

that house better. But I guess the reason he likes our log

cabin is because of our garden near by, and the dead honey-

bees he can get to feed the babies with. So he sings and we
are happy.

—

From The Continent.

Some Wonders From New Mexico.—Most of "Our
Younger Readers," especially those who go to school, know
something about New Mexico. The following from a letter

to The Continent, a Presbyterian weekly, may interest older

as well as younger.

The writer says, speaking of a trip through Rio Grande
Canyon, "This canyon is simply solid red lava walls 8oo feet

straight up, with a wild river jumping over rocks and falls

at the bottom. This country must have been terribly churned
up recently. Think of a lava flow 8oo feet deep 50 miles

wide and 800 miles long! 1 found some carved rocks in the

canyon, the carvings done by Indians of an extinct race."

The writer also tells of finding " some water-ousels," (pro-

nounced oo-s'l), in the canyon. Know them? Little slate-

black birds that build nests back of waterfalls and then have
to fly through the falls to get to and from the nest. These
birds gather at a rapids and jump in at the head and let the

water roll them over and over down the rocks. They act just

like a lot of boys. But their strangest habit is walking on
the bottom of a pool, under the water. They walk around
and eat and look up at you just as though they were in the

air. And they never get wet.

The letter speaks of seeing the white-throated swift. " It

is the fastest moving living thing on this earth. No man has

ever found its nest or seen its eggs. . . . Away up at the

top of the canyon those we saw were like little spots of light

floating and wheeling. In shape and movement they resemble

the common chimney swift, the most mysterious creature on

the earth."

Stopping at a forest ranger's house for shelter from a snow-

storm near the last of Fifth Month the writer saw "a pet

porcupine named Splinters. Splinters climbed all over every-

body, and the baby pulled him around without his showing

a bit of anger. But there was one member of the family that

Splinters hated, and that was the cat. Just to emphasize his

hatred he slapped poor pussy's nose full of quills."

Our narrator also tells about a beaver colony among the

mountains numbering nearly 150, which had built twenty

lakes, some of them covering nine acres.

" It is the want of patience that often makes us exacting

toward those we desire to help."

Gifts From the Country.—Nancy sat on the back step,

her chin buried in her hands, her eyes fixed gloomily ahead,

her whole attitude showing the deepest dejection. A few

yards away, seated on the chopping-block, sat her brother

Dan, whittling a piece of soft pine. His lips, usually puckered
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for a merry whistle, were closely shut, and he looked quite as

dejected as Nancy.
Aunt Madge came around the corner of the house and stop-

ped in surprise at the gloomy looks. Then she sat down be-

side Nancy. Nancy moved over a little to make room, and
gave her a quarter of a smile.

"Don't you think you'd better tell me about it? "asked
Aunt Madge, after a minute.

"Oh, Aunt Madge!" cried Nancy so vigorously that Aunt
Madge fairly jumped, "it's horrid to live in the country and
not be able to do anything!"
"Why-y-y!" exclaimed Aunt Madge, too surprised to say

anything else.

"You see, it's this way," explained Dan, putting his knife

into his pocket and coming closer, "we'd like to do the things

you were talking about last night—you know—the things

city boys and girls do for mission schools, and gifts to send

away, and such things, but we can't."

"Why not?" asked Aunt Madge.
"Why, Aunt Madge," cried Nancy. "You know. We

haven't a thing to give."

"Oh, you funny, funny children!" laughed Aunt Madge,
"when you could send such lovely things every month of the

year."

"What?" demanded Nancy, breathlessly.

Aunt Madge looked up over her head, where a climbing

rose rioted in wonderful bloom.
"This month, roses, and next month, daisies, and after that

clover-blooms, and next, goldenrod and asters, and then,

autumn leaves," checking them off on her fingers.

"But who would want common country flowers?" queried

Nancy.
" Why, girlie," returned Aunt Madge, "there are hundreds of

children in every big city who have never seen a flower grow-
ing, and the Flower Mission Bands are glad to have the help

that only you country boys and girls can give."
" But how could we get the flowers to the city?" asked Dan.

"It takes money to send them."
" The express companies carry them free of charge to cities

within 1 50 miles. You drive over to the railway station every

morning with the milk and you can take every day a box
which Nancy can help you pack," said Aunt Madge.
"You said every month!" challenged Nancy, her quarter

smile now grown a complete one at the prospect.

"Yes, little Miss Doubter!" retorted Aunt Madge. "In
the spring, of course, mayflowers, hepatica, blood-root, after

that violets; then buttercups. And for the winter, what do
you think of rose hips, with their bright red, and bittersweet

berries, or barberries?"
"

1 know where to get whole armfuls of ground-pine, too,"

said Dan.

"And pine cones, lovely big ones," added Nancy. "Will

it not be fun?"
" But that is not all," said Aunt Madge. " Can you imagine

how the little tots, in the day nurseries, for example, would
love these for doll tea dishes?" and she opened her hand.

"Acorn cups!" cried Nancy. "The biggest ones I ever

saw grow on our tree in front of the house. 1 always played

with them myself when 1 was little, but I never thought
—

"

Aunt Madge smiled, and went on:

"And Dan says he always has more pop-corn than you can

use. 1 never ate any candy half so good as Nancy's sugared

pop-corn. You could fill as many bags of net with it as you
pleased and send them to a mission school at Christmas. And
if you were to tap those three big sugar-maples that 1 see

just over there, and make some maple-sugar in the spring

—

well, 1 could wish that I might be one of the children that

would get some of it, that's certain. And 1 haven't said a

word yet about beechnuts, butternuts and hickory-nuts!"

"Oh, Aunt Madge!" sighed Dan and Nancy together, too

excited and happy to say more.

"That is not half!" declared Aunt Madge. "What about

the berries, a long procession of them? If you cannot send

the berries themselves, you can make them into jellies, and
the apples, cherries, pears, and all the other fruits that you
have in such abundance can be made into jelly or jam for

hospitals, and the express companies will carry these, too, free

of charge to the Flower Guild which is in every large city.

Then down by the lakeside," and Aunt Madge pointed to the

little lake which gleamed through the trees, "
I saw shells that

would be wonderful to some city children 1 know. Those
pretty white pebbles on the shore at the boat landing would
be a great treasure to some others. And there are cattails,

and the wonderful milkweed pods, and more things than 1

can say. 1 think you are very rich and fortunate children."
" So do 1

!" exclaimed Nancy, springing to her feet. " Thank
you for helping us to find it out. We must get right to work.

What will you do first, Dan?"
"Hoe that pop-corn to make sure of a good crop," said

Dan, taking his hoe down.
"

I'll gather some flowers and let them stand in water up
to their necks before I pack them in a box to send with the

milk wagon to-morrow morning," said Nancy. "Then I am
sure I can find some ripe berries up in the west pasture. We
mustn't waste a minute, there is so much we can do."—J.

Gertrude Hutton, in Everyland.

POCONO NOTES.

"When the moon's far beam greets the sun's last gleam.

O'er the star-lit zenith line,

'Tis then the happy voices are calling to and fro

As the rowers hail the sunset trail

On the lake at Pocono."

Surely "the moon's far beam" never met "the sun's last gleam o'er

the star-lit zenith line" more entrancingly than during the past fort-

night. The annual e.xhibit of sjnnboUc floats—representing the inventive

faculty of our campers—was particularly attractive in the star-Ught,

with such illumination as each supplied. One brave youth had a large

white dove of peace, suspended above "This is what we all pray for."

The return of the egrets was admirably portrayed in a canoe, while

another brought to our attention the various insects of the summer by

their several models and sounds. Little Red Riding Hood and the Gold

Dust Twins were much appreciated. Robert Fulton's first steam-boat,

called forth much applause because of its simple and ingenious construc-

tion, as well as "The Will-o-the-Wisp." The originahty displayed

by those who enter into these contests determines their relative merits,

together with the inexpensiveness of the material used. Some thirty

to forty floats were in the procession, which passed the judges. A
popular vote is also taken before the latter announce their choice.

Pocono Lake Day, in like manner, had its special entertamments on

land and water, when the native talent was brought out to the satis-

faction of all present.

Considering the wide range in age and interest represented in our

community this soUdarity of purpose and enjoyment is the more re-

markable. The mid-week gatherings from house to house have also

afforded some very interesting occasions. At one of these, President

Sharpless reviewed American educational institutions while Dr. Froelicher

of Baltimore, contrasted private and pubUc schools and told us stories

of his fatherland. The education of women in Japan and nature-study

on the Preserve have also been presented to attentive audiences, the

latter with specimens gathered from the woods.

Clubs are being organized for more scientific study. Walks and over-

night camping parties have been greatly enjoyed under the guidance

of two competent directors. John D. Carter leads the bird students

among us. This is a veritable paradise for children, and, during these

days when infantile paralysis has cast its shadow over so many homes,

it has been a happy retreat so far from the grip of that malady—pro-

longing their stay upon the mountain.

It is a real concern to lead this lovely group of 250 children in all the

wholesome ways of outdoor life and at the same time to give them every

opjiortunity to develop their own initiative. There has been an unusual

appreciation of the fundamental purpose of the pioneers of this colony,

to keep on the ground floor of simplicity. Professor Sayce of Oxford,

England, and Lady Barlow, have both been our guests and the latter
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addressed quite recenth" a camp-fire gathering concerning the conduct

of the Societyof Friends and conscientious objectors in England.

Professor Bird Baldwin also gave us a most illuminating talk on the

physical and mental development of children.

Professor Sayce is traveUng across America for the first time and he

was deeply interested in our mode of life. He has contributed more to

archaeology than any li\'ing Englishman. Lady Barlow also said this was

the first camp-fire that she had ever seen.

The character and comfort, with the full attendance at our First-day

meetings has been well maintained throughout the season, which has

been extended some weeks longer than previously. The testimony borne

by Dr. Gains Atkins, of Providence, R. I., last First-day to the value

of our form of worship was beautiful. J. E.

PocoNO Lake, Ninth Month 15, 1916.

NEWS ITEMS.

FRrENBs' Select School Notes.—Friends' Select School has sent out

notice to its patrons of one week's postponement of the opening of school,

from the twenty-fifth of Ninth Month to the second of Tenth Month.
The School is particularly favored in not having had any cases of infantile

paralysis in any of the families coimected with it during the sunmier.

No cases have been reported either in the families of teachers or of any
of the pupils of the School.

The School buildings have been extensively renovated during the

vacation. Paint has been substituted for paper on many of the school

walls, which is a decided advantage from a hygienic point of view. An
electric lighting system has been installed throughout the School, the

Assembly Room and offices being provided with the semi-indirect type

of lights.

The teaching staff of men and women remains the same as last year,

except that the English Department is reinforced by Alice Owen Albert-

son, a graduate of Friends' Select School and Bryn Mawr College, who
has spent a year in post graduate study at the University of Munich,
Germany, and who has also had several years of successful experience as a

teacher. She is to take the place, for the year, of Gertrude Roberts

Sherer, who is spending the present j'ear in post graduate study at Leland

Stanford University, Cal. Esther M. White, A. B. Bryn Mawr, of the

History Department, has leave of absence for the first half year. Her
place is to be taken by Dessa C. Ebbert., A. B. Ursinus, A. M. University

of Pennsylvania, who for a number of years has been head of the English

Department in the Jenkintown High School. Dorothy Houghton, a

graduate of Friends' Select School, and also of Vassar College, has been
added to the teaching staff as a general assistant.

Several of the teachers, unable to go to Europe, have taken more or

less extensive trips during the summer in this coimtry and Canada, and
two have spent a good part of the summer in study. Lewis W. Cruik-

shank, of the Science Department, took post graduate courses at the

University of Wisconsin, and Margaret S. James, of the Elementary
School, at Teachers' College, Columbia University.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Eckley Brinton Coxe, Jr., of 1604 Locust Street, one of the

founders and a contributor to the support of the University Museum, died

last week at his summer home at Drifton, near Hazleton, Pa., after an

iUness of more than a year. He was a member of a family of pioneer

anthracite operators, aU of whom are widely known in Philadelphia. He
was forty-three years old.

Seth Low, former Mayor of New York, twice Mayor of Brooklyn, and
for eleven years President of Columbia University, died on the 17th at

his coimtry home, Broad Brook Farm, Bedford Hills, N. Y., at the age

of sixty-six years. He had been ill several months of a complication of

diseases.

It is aimounced that there are in Philadelphia this year 610 httle farms,

upon which poor famihes have grown an average of $300 to the acre.

This is the work of the Vacant Lots Association.

General.—The lowest death-rate ui the country's history is shown
in prehminary vital statistics for the year 1915, made public at Washing-
ton, by the Census Bureau. The rate, 13.5 per 1000, is based on reports

from 25 States and 41 cities with a total population of about 67,000,000.

In 1914 the percentage of deaths was 13.6, the lowest recorded up to that

time. The average rate during the period 1901-05 was 16.2.

This year will mark the one hundredth anniversary of the founding of

the American Sunday-school Union, with headquarters in Philadelphia.

During the past year, nearly 1500 new Sunday-schools have been organ-

ized, into which over 7000 teachers and over 68,000 scholars have been

gathered. The society's representatives also visited and rendered aid

to 14,752 schools, including 76,156 teachers and 902,109 scholars. In

connection with this work 10,770 Bibles were distributed and 25,633

copies of the New Testament Scriptures.

A paternal interest in Italian subjects and their children in America

is evidenced by King Victor Emmanuel's bestowal upon Arthur Curtiss

James, of New York, of the cross of a chevaher of the crown of Italy.

The honor is given in recognition of his erecting on New York's East Side,

a S300,000 building to house a school for Itahan children, which is con-

ducted by the Children's Aid Society, and is helping to make good Ameri-

cans of the children.

National banks with capital and surplus above $1,000,000, according

to an act of the late Congress, may open branches in foreign countries

or invest 10 per cent, in stock of special corporations formed to do a

foreign agency business for concerns holding the stock.

Announcement that an unlimited fund had been set aside by the Ford

Motor Company of Detroit, to be devoted to the treatment of crippled

children throughout the country who are in need of orthopedic or surgical

care was made by Samuel S. Marquis, head of the Ford Educational

Department,

Carl E. MiUiken, Maine's Governor-elect, is thirty-nine years old and

engaged in the lumber business, is a temperance man in practice as well

as in theory, believes in prohibition and proposes to see that it is enforced.

A Slimmer vacation camp municipally owned, where the expense of a

two weeks' summer outing is S7.50 a person, is one of the greatest achieve-

ments of Los Angeles. The camp is maintained by the City Playgrounds

Commission.

It is stated that more than 100,000 Mexicans entered the United States

in the year ending Sixth Month 1, and since then they have been coming

at a rate more than twice as great. Those who go back after stable

government is assured ought meanwhile to have learned something help-

ful for the maintenance of stabUity. Travelers have observed that dis-

tricts of eastern Europe have been greatly helped by the American ex-

periences of returned immigrants.
I

NOTICES.
Meetings from Tenth Month 1st to 7th:

Keimett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Tenth

Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Crosswicks, Third-day, Tenth Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Tenth Month 3rd, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at CoatesviUe, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 4th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 4th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 4th, at 10

A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 4th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 5th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 5th, at 10.30 A. m.

Londongrove, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Burhngton, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 5th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 6th, at 7.30 p. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Tenth Month 7th, at 10

Died.—At his home in Germantown, Phila., Ninth Month 9, 1916,

William Berrt, Sr., in his ninety-fourth year; a member of Germantown

Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, Eighth Month 16, 1916, at the hospital in Salem, Ohio, Maht
Elizabeth Harrison, in the seventy-second year of her age; a mem-
ber of Salem Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, at her home in Salem, Ohio, Ninth Month 14, 1916, Mary H.

Stkatton, in her eighty-second year; a member of Salem Monthly and

Particular Meeting.

, at the home of her son, Wm. C. Warren, Ninth Month 8, 1916,

S. Eliza Wakren, in her ninety-third year; a member of Upper Spring-

field Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. J.

, at BamesviUe, O., Ninth Month 6, 1916, Rebecca Walton,

daughter of James and Sina R. Walton, aged twenty-two years.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF SILENCE.

A somewhat cursory examination of the periodicals intended

to represent the Society of Friends discloses what may be an
interesting fact. The subject of Silence looms large in those

that speak for conservatives, while the same subject is con-

spicuous for its absence in those periodicals that support a

programmed service under the leadership of a pastorate.

This indication is confirmed by the observation of one most
favorably situated to speak for the modern system. "Our
people," he is quoted as saying, "do not know what to do with

silence." Let the comparative situation as regards the treat-

ment of this subject be what it may, we have no need to deal

with surmises in saying that the subject of Silence is very

frequently to the fore in our columns. Three or four of last

year's editorials treated phases of the subject. One of these

seemed so serviceable in a large Monthly Meeting that it has

been put into circulation as a tract. Quite as noteworthy,

however, and more directly bearmg upon the phase of the sub-

ject now proposed for treatment is the additional fact that

news announcements of the recognition of silence and of its

use by other denominations than Friends appear very frequent-

ly in our paper. Now it is an account of a " service of silence"

established by Episcopalians, again some one tells us how
frequently of late in church services the minister instead of the

familiar "Let us pray," will use the expression, "Let us unite

in silent prayer"; or we have the privilege of printing a review

W a book on Silence prepared jointly by a churchman and a

Friend. Altogether in the two papers known as The Friend,
^nd in some of the monthlies, these announcements of the use

,f Silence are so numerous and some of them so momentous
Is to amount almost to a movement for the general adoption

f that which is often noted as specific in the system of worship

>, the Society of Friends. For this reason and for others,

:rtain implications of silence in worship seem to have a far-

aching importance. It may even transpire that the time-

")nored method of our Society may contain the basis of a real

lity for Christianity.

The first implication has to do with the ministry. It has
often been said "the silent meeting is the school of the pro-

phets." How much of the prophetic ministry is developed
in such meetings is of course dependent upon the quality of the

silence. If it reaches the condition of united prayer the apos-

tolic situation is realized: "What is it then, brethren? When
ye come together, each one hath a psalm, hath a teaching, hath
a revelation, hath a tongue, hath an interpretation." Now
in the case of those who are accustomed to a professional min-
istry this situation might easily be fraught with far-reaching

results. "The teaching" or "the revelation" not unlikely

would be entrusted to others than the professional, and the

prophetic quality might easily disclose a poverty in the ordi-

nary service that would be more or less awkward. Doubtless,

honest churchmen who have established such "services of

silence" have faced this implication. We know some of them
are of the spirit to accept such a possible outcome as here

indicated with rejoicing, and we are sure they would proceed

to make adjustments to it that in the end would greatly spirit-

ualize their services. Be that as it may, professional ministers

and a lay congregation would surely under such training come
to see the universal quality in silent worship and have at hand
a ready means of joining others without the usual prejudice

as to forms of ordination and authority for Christian work.

It would be a great step forward in the practice of Christianity

to have such a pass key for many doors now rather securely

locked.

The second implication is in a way quite as momentous as

the first. If groups or congregations of those who regularly

observe the outward ordinances learn to unite in silent worship

it follows of necessity that new experiences in baptism and the

supper will be disclosed. Nothing is more noteworthy in

Quaker literature than the confession of one and another of the

reality of the ordinances as thus spiritually administered by the

great High Priest of our profession. Without quoting from

seventeenth century writers, the following from a present-day

author (T. Edmund Harvey) will disclose the depth as well

as the breadth of this possible experience: "For surely there

are not merely two or seven sacraments, but seventy times

seven, for him whose heart seeks ever fellowship with his

brothers and with the Father above him, who would be loved

in them, and served by their service. The whole world is

God's and full of His light; our lives are His and they are our

fellows. And since in every heart of man is some well through

which the God-given waters of life may flow, we may go forth

in faith to our work; as we serve our neighbors and search for

Truth, in the spirit of followers of Christ Jesus, seeking that

our own wills may be wider and deeper, and that their springs

may be shared more fully by others, God will make priests of

all of us, and, if He will it, prophets too." ["A Wayfarer's

Faith," p. 57.]

Thus a ready-to-hand means like united silent worship that

is quite sure to introduce all who honestly and earnestly prac-
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tice it into the privileges of "priests and prophets," is fraught

with tremendous consequences in a system that looks upon

priest and prophet as a separated class. We hail the wider

recognition of silence, therefore, as a great unifying force.

How much or how little it may modify ecclesiasticism may
depend upon the degree in which we are able to show it to be

prophetic and sacramental. Any protest against professional-

ism in our Society or outside of it must be largely conditioned

by evidence—the evidence of personal character—that we at-

tain the ends claimed by this professionalism more fully with-

out it. J. H. B.

EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT SEEN.

BY WM. W. CADBURT.

Why do I believe in the great spiritual forces of the unseen
world? Why do 1 believe in God?
These are questions that often assail the thinking young

man or woman during school or college days. Our faith in

God is our greatest possession and we should ever seek to

nurture it, lest we be lost on the great ocean of unbelief.

Our religious life may be strengthened in different ways.
Perhaps a sermon stimulates us to new effort, or it may be
that the still, small voice speaks to us with convictibn in the
silent moments of public worship or private devotion.

But there is another source of inspiration open to all and
that is the beauty of nature. If we but open our eyes to the

works of our Creator how are we thrilled by His majesty and
power!

These thoughts came to me while walking over some of

the trails of the Canadian Rockies, and that my reader may
share in a measure the inspiration of these wonderful moun-
tains 1 shall briefly describe one of these walks.

Starting one afternoon from Field, my path first led to a

remarkable rock formation known as the "Natural Bridge."

Here the Kicking Horse River dashes against a rocky bar-

rier, but finding an outlet below, pours through this natural

aperture, while the rocks that nearly meet above form a nat-

ural bridge. From this point the way leads through lofty spruce
trees to Emerald Lake. Here the road is known as the Avenue
of the Peak, for at the far end a lofty snow-white mountain
appears. Everything along this roadway tends to remind one
of the Supreme Being—the lofty trees, like pillars in the nave
of a great cathedral, vaulted ever above by the clear blue

sky and carpeted below by the most beautiful wild flowers

—

"paint brushes," blue-bells, white heliotrope and many
more.

Finally through a turn in the road the beautiful Emerald
Lake is seen, its clear blue waters reflecting in their depths
the snow-white mountains. As the evening shadows gathered,

a pair of owls appeared, perching on the tops of stately spruce
trees and calling to each other across the still water of the
lake.

Sleep came readily in the solemn stillness of this distant

lake, and eariy next morning I was skirting its shores bound
for the Yoho Pass. A steep climb through spruce and pine
brings one to the beautiful lake and lonely cabin at the sum-
mit of this pass, where my path turned sharply to the left,

and 1 walked for several hours high above the Yoho River,
and just below the snow line of Michael's Peak and the Vice-
president and President Mountains.

Across the valley rose the peak of Mt. Balfour and the
magnificent cataract known as Takakaw Falls was ever
visible falling from a height three times that of Niagara,
while its spray flew out far from the rocky precipice.

My path now led me down into the valley once more, past
an abandoned camp, where a porcupine turned up his brist-

ling quills at me, showing that innate fear so characteristic

of wild animals. 1 could not but meditate on how slow man

has been to overcome that fear and learn that men are broth-

ers and God is their common Father. It is this same fear

and distrust that urges the civilized nations of to-day to

arm themselves against their own kind.

Another detour led me up the valley of the Little Yoho,
above the glacier from which the river flows, to stand in the

very midst of the snow peaks themselves. Then a scramble

down a rocky mountain-side and through the spruce trees till I

caught the trail again, along the mountain stream, past another

great cataract, known as the Twin Falls, through marshy
passes, down the bed of a stream, wading across a dashing

mountain torrent, where the trail disappeared, finally to

be discovered again and at last, after almost forty miles of

tramping, to the comfortable camp at the foot of Takakaw
Falls.

The Englishman and his wife, in charge, gave me a cordial

greeting and I soon made the acquaintance of the Chinese
cook and boy who were delighted to find a friend who could

speak to them in their own tongue.

Another night in the forests, with only the thunder of the
great waterfall to disturb nature's stillness, and then next
morning an easy walk over a carriage-road of eleven miles,

brought me back to Field.

The emerald-hued lakes, the great glaciers, virgin forests

and delicate alpine flowers, mighty cataracts and great moun-
tains such as Burgess, Kerr, Cathedral and Steven, how far

removed are these from our busy city life! We all need these

experiences to lift us above our daily routine to give us a new
vision of God in His all-comprehensiveness. Everyone cannot
visit the Canadian Rockies, yet somewhere and somehow
each can get in touch with God's great "out-of-doors" and
if the eyes of the soul are opened the glories of the creation

will give a new vision and a new faith in the Creator.

At sea on the Pacifjc, Eighth Month 11, 1916.

CONSTRUCTIVE PEACE IN MEXICO.

The summer campaign of open-air meetings conducted
by the sub-committee on meetings of the Yearly Meeting
Peace Committee has recently been reported in these col-

umns. It was of interest to many Friends as showing what
real successes may be made in new fields of Peace endeavor.
Of equal interest, we hope, will be the following account of

the first Fall meeting of the large committee with its reports

by the sub-committees of work already done and of new work
planned.

The sub-committee on Governmental Relations laid before
the meeting a concern of great scope and importance. Through-
out the summer this Committee has been occupied with
the Mexican situation. They issued five thousand copies
of a paper called "A Program of Constructive Peace," one
paragraph of which, entitled " Help to Mexico," ended with
this sentence: "The teacher, the engineer and the physician
have it in their power to solve forever the Mexican problem."
A second leaflet entitled, "An Open Letter and Appeal," of
which five thousand copies were distributed, was printed in

last week's issue of The Friend and will be familiar to its

readers. A translation of this leaflet into Spanish has been
made by Senor Bonillas, one of the Mexican Commission-
ers, and the paper was warmly commended by others of the
Commission.

Out of these two leaflets, the Program of Constructive
Peace and the Open Letters, as well as out of the deep con-
cern which has been felt by the committee on this pressing
question of the relations between this country and Mexico,
has arisen a vision of an immediate practical task and op-
portunity. The plan has developed from some suggestions
made by our friend, Herbert Welsh. Largely in accordance
with his ideas, the committee on Governmental Relations
proposes first of all to send some one of reputation and ability

down to Mexico to get at the facts of the situation, especi-

ally the facts from an educational standpoint. It would be
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of the greatest value to be able to send to the periodical and
daily press an authoritative statement of the Mexican situa-
tion from a Peace point of view. This advantage is, how-
ever, merely incidental. The main concern behind the send-
ing of such a person to Mexico is to look into the possibility
of starting a school where Mexicans can receive industrial
training and instruction in the mechanical arts. Industrial
training has proved in this country to be of the highest im-
portance in the development of a backward race. Such a
school might grow from small beginnings into a second Hamp-
ton Institute, and what could be more valuable than the
consequent development not only of individual students, but
of whole neighborhoods to whom they would take back in-
spiration and better methods. Above" all, the very existence
of such a school, large or small, would be a constant proof
of American sympathy and good-will; a constant influence
for the right sort of international relations between the two
countries.

The large committee received the proposition with en-
couragement and approval. They do not doubt that inter-
ested Friends will rise up to supply the funds necessary for
such a gigantic enterprise. Without such enthusiastic sup-
port we must abandon a plan, which, if carried into execu-
tion, would afford a real lesson of constructive Peace.
Work of less spectacular nature but of no less value is

that pertaining to the Literature Committee. While some
Friends are fearful lest Peace workers confine their efforts
too much to the mere preparation and distribution of litera-
ture, others feel that in such work lies a quiet force for the
spread of the Peace cause that can hardly be measured and
IS nevertheless of the utmost value. The Literature Com-
mittee reports the distribution of one hundred thousand
copies of a flier entitled "Keep Cool," and ten thousand
copies of an address by Dr. Charles E. Jefferson, " Do Large
Armaments Provoke War?" Seven thousand copies of
the latter were distributed without effort or much expense,
so great was the demand for them. It is reported from the
Peace Headquarters that no literature that has been on the
shelves for a long time has been as popular. Copies were
forwarded to members of Congress while the Naval Bill
was under consideration and several interesting letters of
thanks were received. One Senator even included the address
in one of his speeches and had it printed in full in the Con-
gressional Record
To give in detail all the work that has been done by the

Literature, or indeed, any of the Committees, would require
more time and space than are at our command. This brief
account is an effort to acquaint the readers of The Friend
with some of our major interests and activities, because
our work is the work of the Yearly Meeting and can only
prosper as members of the Yearly Meeting bear it on their
hearts and their purses.

Anne Garrett Walton,
_ Secretary.

CHANGE.

O soul of mine, why tremble at the dark
Of the cold stream? Can so divine a spark
Be lost in crossing? Nay, the further shore

Is not so far and thou shalt grieve no more
The shadow vale once o'er.

O soul of mine, thou hast not known such joy

As lies before, the peace without alloy,

The partings over, gone are all thy fears,

No pain, no tears.

O soul of mine, so close allied to clay

As thou hast been, in the immortal day
Thou shalt be housed in splendor, waits for thee

The dawn of immortality.
—Nelly Hart Wordsworth,

in The Springfield Republican.

HOLLAND'S WELFARE."

MART WILHTS BROWN.

Some years ago I ran across the following paragraph in a
little religious paper for the use of children and young people:
"Americans who are travelling through the picturesque

little country of Holland, should not fail to visit the Bereen-
straat in Amsterdam, for they will find in that street a school
which has a curious history. England, Holland and America,
all had a hand in the making, so that it may be termed an
international affair. A school on Dutch soil whose pupils
speak no language but their own, yet conducted by English
Quakers from funds derived from an American citizen—surely
this is a unique combination!"

" There are many instances in which charity commissioners
have had to step in and alter the distribution of funds which had
accumulated in consequence of the trust becoming extinct.
There is, however, one trust connected with Devonshire House
Meeting in London which must be unique, as an illustration
of the austerity with which Friends one hundred and more
years ago maintained their testimony against all war." (Quot-
ed from a private paper.)

~

Several years since, just before 1 was sailing-for Holland to
attend a Dutch wedding in Amsterdam, our Friend Joel Cad-
bury, of Philadelphia, requested me to visit this school, found-
ed with funds that came originally from his ancestor, John
Warder. He desired me to bring him some account of this
school as it now stands.

In 1781, John Warder, a member of Devonshire House
Monthly Meeting, became unwittingly involved in the re-
prisals carried on between England and America, by means of
privateers. He was engaged in business as a merchant, and,
in connection with a certain Captain Smith, was owner, in
equal proportions, of a vessel called the Nancy, which set sail

from England for New York.
This Captain Smith, without any knowledge or approval on

his part (as John Warder assured his friends), took out letters
of marque, commissioning the Nancy to act as privateer toward
any vessel of the other contending powers. Holland was in-
cluded in this, as an ally of America.

It so happened that the Nancy, carrying twelve guns, and
the Eleanora, carrying eighteen guns, encountered a Dutch
East Indiaman on its homeward voyage to Amsterdam.
They attacked and captured her, and, from the nature of her
cargo, she proved a rich prize.

On hearing of Captain Smith's action, John Warder, in
order to guard himself against any claims that might arise,

insured for £2000 with the underwriters at Lloyd's on the
supposition that such an amount would cover his share in the
captured vessel.

This boat. The Hollandische IVelvaren or IVolvaert, was taken
into Limerick to refit, but on her way around to London, en-
countering a storm, was lost.

John Warder then claimed and received from Lloyd's the
amount of insurance, less the premium and expenses, making
the exact amount, £1833, 3s., gd.
With their known testimony against war, the Friends of

Devonshire House Monthly Meeting visited John Warder in
the matter. He, being in sympathy with Friends on the sub-
ject of war, and, as a proof that he wished to act in accordance
with Friends' views, placed £2000 of stock in the joint names
of himself and two Overseers in trust. Tenth Month, 1782,
from which all just claims should be paid as they arose. In
this trust deed he stipulated eighteen months, and, if within
that time no claims came forward, the investment should
become his own. But the Monthly Meeting thought that
"no stipulation as to time could bar the Christian obligation
for restitution" (quotation from the minutes).
Two years and a quarter having elapsed and no claimants

appearing, John Warder requested the Overseers to transfer
the stock into his own name, which was accordingly done.
Soon after this John Warder sailed for America, landing in
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Philadelphia, and was gone four years, though without the
certificate of membership for which he had applied.

In 1790, he was visited again by Friends in London, but he
sailed for America a second time without a settlement, and
in 1792 the London Monthly Meeting made a statement and
requested Philadelphia Monthly Meeting to visit lohn Warder
on their behalf.

In Third Month, 1793, a reply was received. The report
states that John Warder (while considering that everything
needful had been done by him) is willing to set apart a sum of
money for such claims as may arise. And a letter from the
committee in Philadelphia enters more fully into the case "ex-
pressing a hope that John Warder may be considered to have
complied with the wishes of the Meeting nearly enough and
that the Meeting may feel disposed to appoint a few Friends
to unite with one who may be appointed by John Warder, in

making a strict inquiry after the owners of the prize, so that
thereby he may be enabled to get clear of his entanglement
to his own peace and the honor of righteousness, having
observed a commendable disposition in him and his family in

their attendance at Meetings and in other respects." This
compromise seemed only just and there was evidence that the
arrangement would be carried out, but unfortunately John
Warder's affairs becoming embarrassed, he was unable to
put this into execution until 1799, when he transferred the
whole amount of £1833, 3s., 9d. to three Friends of Devonshire
House Monthly Meeting in perpetual trust, stating "that if,

after diligent search, such owners cannot be found the Monthly
Meeting shall dispose of such amount, in such a way as they
shall think most consistent with their principles of justice and
equity." The case of John Warder was now dismissed and a
certificate of Christian Fellowship forwarded to Philadelphia
Monthly Meeting, Northern District, in 1800, as he had taken
up his residence in that city.

The Devonshire House Monthly Meeting had no easy task
in seeking those who might have suffered loss, and for twelve
years very little was done, war interrupting communication
with the continent, but in 1812 a committee of six Friends was
appointed for six years "to take such measures as may seem
suitable."

At length, as a result of extensive advertising in Dutch
newspapers and by means of an old ledger which they found,
certain claimants appeared.
The committee reported from year to year and the Monthly

Meeting continued to order payments until 18 18, when no
further claimants appearing, the committee was discharged.
At this time, by good investments and from accumulating

dividends, the original sum had increased to more than seven
thousand pounds, so that after paying out £3345 to claimants,
there was left a balance in cash and stock of more than the
original amount. It was therefore clear, that, whilst great
delay had occurred in the disposal of the fund, there had been
no waste in the principal.

The question arising before Friends to decide was: "What
shall be done with the The Monthly Meeting al-
lowed a year to elapse and then recorded its judgment in the
following minute:

"This Meeting has solidly and fully deliberated on the sub-
ject of the Trust property remaining in the hands of Trustees
connected with the case of John Warder and having read and
considered the Trust deed, is of the judgment that the applica-
tion of the remaining accumulated sum is completely vested in
the disposal of the Meeting according to its judgment of the
principles of justice and equity." A committee was then
appointed to take up the matter of the appropriation of this
balance, but for some years nothing occurred in their reports
to the Monthly Meeting excepting that more stock was pur-
chased with dividends. At length, in 1824, a definite pro-
posal came before the Meeting, and the problem was solved by
a visiting Dutch Friend.

John Stephen Mollett had become greatly interested in an
infant school which had recently been started in Spitalfields,
one of the most poverty-stricken parts of London.

As there were no free schools in Holland, he suggested that
such a school might be established in Amsterdam with great
success.

The money had come from the ship Holland's Welfare, and
they were agreed that for Holland it should be expended, so
that the proposal met with favor in the Monthly Meeting,
but from one cause or another a delay of over four years oc-
curred before this was put into execution, and in the meantime
several special cases of distress in Amsterdam were relieved
through J. S. Mollett and an annual distribution of bread
was made, at which time the origin of the fund was explained
to the people. Stephen Grellet being present on one of these
occasions remarked that " no more powerful peace sermon could
have been preached than that embodied in these circum-
stances."*

Finally, in 1829, a house was taken on the Bereenstraat and
a school opened for indigent infant children, modelled on the
plan of the London school, J. Stephen Mollett superintending
the arrangements. The success was marked, the benefit and
example being freely acknowledged by the citizens, for in their
list of public schools later, "Holland's Welfare" stood first,

while in a letter from J. S. Mollett, just prior to his death, he
writes: "This school remains to be a blessing to the city, and
though other public schools have now been established,
'Holland's Welfare' obtains a marked preference." After
some years the house became so old that it was found necessary
to rebuild and English Friends, not wishing so excellent an
institution to be closed, as it was a proof of their views against
war, subscribed the money and in 1864 the present substantial
building was erected at their own expense.
The lower part is of yellow plaster with a full rigged ship

over the door and the initials J. W. in three places across the
front. Under the window is painted " Bewaarschool Amster-
dams Welvaren."
A large wooden tablet, inserted in the wall of the main en-

trance, recounts in both English and Dutch the circumstances
leading to the founding of the school.

Children of poor parents are admitted, between the ages of
three and six years, though some of these seemed to be some-
what older. As order and cleanliness are cardinal principles,
"the children must be taken to and from the school by a
member of the family, and they must be neat, tidy and plain-
ly dressed. Sweets are not allowed."
At the two daily sessions the elementary branches are

taught, short poems, suited to their age and capacity, are
committed to memory and lessons in singing given. The school
opens and closes with singing and prayer and a daily reading
of the Bible.

A committee of four ladies superintends the management
with a school mistress and three assistants. In the summer a
vacation of three weeks is given and one at Whitsuntide.
To quote from a granddaughter of John Warder: "A lively

scene is presented in the morning with the arrival of the rosy-
cheeked children, all eyes catching sight of a clock dial point-
ing to the school hour with the inscription ' Let op den Tyd'
meaning ' Be Punctual.' Gathering in two rooms the young
voices are heard in the opening hymn, and later their arms and
hands can be seen swinging and whirling in circles to imitate
the windmill, so familiar a sight in Holland.
"On the wall in the upper floor were pictures of William

Allen, Samuel Gurney, Elizabeth Fry and J. S. Mollett. In

*Stephen Grellet's account is as follows: "We came to Amsterdam on
the eighteenth [of Seventh Month, 1832], and visited the Infant School,

supported out of the interest of the residue of the money proceeding from
the share of John Warder in the prizes made during the war by a vessel

in which he was concerned. They have now upwards of sixty children in

that school. The building purchased for the purpose is a convenient one,

and the matron, under whose especial care it is placed, appears to act the

part of a mother and a Christian towards these young children. Our
testimony against war is exalted through this act of justice and benevo-

ence. Many persons come to visit the establishment."—Memoirs of

Stephen Grellet, B. Seebohm. London, 1860, Vol. II, 250, 251.—[Editor].
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the little library (shown me with much pride by the lady
principal, were 'Sewel's History of the Quakers,' in Dutch,
dated 1717, 'History of Friends in America,' 'Life of Joseph
John Gurney' and 'Friends' Memoirs in English' (several
volumes), but as most of the leaves were uncut, 1 judged these
books had not been read.

"As 1 could speak no Dutch and they could speak but little

English our conversation was limited, but the children crowded
around us when they found we were from America, making up
for lack of speech that was understandable, by a vigorous
shake of the hands. They could certainly shake hands in
English even if they could not speak it, and my husband's ear
trumpet was intensely interesting.

"They recited and sang for us and their bright, friendly
faces were a pleasure to see."

J. S. Mollett died in 1851, but for ten years previous to that
his son-in-law, Daniel Boisswain, Jr., had become associated
in the work and continued his interest for many years after
to the satisfaction of Devonshire House Monthly Meeting.
The school's influence has been exerted not only over the

thousands of children who have been in attendance, but it has
been a model for other infant schools throughout Holland.

"Holland's Welfare!" It is a fitting name for a school
where the children of the poor find instruction, warmth and
shelter; where they are taught to love God and their country.
The John Warder School is still doing its good work and

we trust will be a blessing to generations yet to come.
Through the kindness and courtesy of a descendant of John

Warder, the following information concerning him has been
furnished:

John Warder was the son of Jeremiah and Mary Head
Warder, and was born in Philadelphia the fifth of Fifth Month,
1 75 1, at the southeast corner of Market Street and Letitia
Place (now Letitia Street). He was the eleventh in a family
of twelve children. He went to England in 1776. Family
tradition has it that he was not in sympathy with the American
Revolution, and that no doubt was the cause of his removal.
He established himself in business in London, and in 1779
married Ann Head, of Ipswich. No doubt his certificate of
removal went to London at the time of his removal there.

John Warder made several trips to this country in con-
nection with his business, but in 1795 he settled permanently
in Philadelphia, and in connection with his sons, established
an importing house at the southwest corner of Delaware
Avenue and Race Street.

He died Fifth Month 7, 1828, at the age of seventy-seven,
and was buried in the Friends' Western Burial Ground at Six-
teenth and Race Streets. It is recorded that on his death-bed
he enjoined upon his sons not to withdraw the prize-money
from the English trustees for their own use.

—

From BiiUeiiv

of Friends' Historical Society.

"THY STRANGER THAT IS WITHIN THY GATES."
Two years ago in London, a Friend found a young man

from a province of Austria, stranded and not allowed to
carry on his college course. "Come to America with me,"
was his impulsive invitation, and the two set sail together.

Arrived in Philadelphia, the youth found employment,
"a man without a country" as yet, his brother languishing
as a prisoner of war in Russia, his parents in the far-oflf land,
writing at long intervals, their little son begging to go to
America that he may escape the army; what wonder that
this immigrant of ours feels his isolation? His lodging is but a
"roosting place," and if any one invites him as a guest over
a "week-end," his response is hearty.

This is only one instance among many of young men and
women far from home, working in our great cities, who do
not wish to be patronized, but who are hungry for friendship,
who ask if Friends live up to their name, who are waiting
for an evidence of brotherly interest, whose affiliations in

after life may be moulded by kindness and Christian influ-

ence.

Therefore, if any of our readers have a home they can oc-

casionally share with such, "let us leave the latch-string out"
to thy stranger within thy gates (Deut. v: 14), thus widen-
ing their outlook and our own. Harold Lane, Secretary of

Friends' Institute, 20 S. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, knows
of many who come under his notice, and he could bring the
host and the guest together.

Then, too, our country Friends may be cordial in their

own communities. We read lately of a good woman who
had quietly ministered to the aiflicted. During her absence
from home her granddaughter "exercised" the old horse, whose
habit was to stop at certain houses, so she, too, caught the
spirit of sympathy and learned the blessedness of giving.

H. P. Morris.
I m

MARY PRYOR HACK.
The failure to receive recent copies of The Friend [London]

may have deprived some of its usual readers of the knowledge
of the death of Mary Pryor Hack, of Brighton, which occurred
Seventh Month 13, 19 16, in her seventy-ninth year. Her
books, "Self-Surrender," "Christian Womanhood," "Con-
secrated Women," etc., made her known to many in America
some years ago and were read with much acceptance. She
also published in 1886 a sketch of her great grandmother, Mary
Pryor, who experienced a remarkable preservation at sea in

1798 on a religious visit to America. This book elicited high
praise from one of our American authors.

She was the last survivor of a " great-hearted family to whom
Brighton will ever be indebted in its [religious], educational
and philanthropic history;" the youngest daughter of that

saintly minister Daniel Pryor Hack, who died in 1886, and
herself a minister.

A close companion says of her:
—"Her one desire was to

live to the glory of God and help to bring souls to Christ; this

was her constant prayer."

One of her younger friends wrote regarding her death, " It

is the close of a long chapter in all our lives, for what that
family have been to our meeting and to Brighton cannot be
reckoned—the easy hospitality and the perfect sympathy in

every one's concerns. 1 know for years 1 shall have the feel-

ing I must go and tell them all about it whatever happens to

me." Here lived the godly parents and three daughters, all

active in good works, Fanny, also a minister, not long outliving

her parents.

Ten years ago the two sisters, Mary and an elder one, Pris-

cilla, removed from town to Fir Croft, in the outskirts of

Brighton, to live with their brother Daniel, whose wife had
died; and the three presented to Brighton their ancestral home
with adjoining house and large garden to be used as an open
space for the town, the re-modeled houses as additional room
for adjacent schools. The same "easy hospitality" was con-
tinued at Fir Croft, the last home, and many a weary mis-
sionary or tired worker found that luxurious house and its

spacious, well-kept garden a haven of delight and repose.

These three were worthy representatives of their family.

In his generous and unfailing devotion to the uplifting of his

fellow-citizens Daniel Hack was busy until the summons
hence came suddenly six years ago. At the time of the Franco-
Prussian war, in 1870, he was critically ill with small-pox, at

Metz, contracted while giving his services in relief work.
Priscilla, the eldest, lived to her ninety-second year, filling

her place in the home with an ease and grace that a younger
woman might envy. When she died last autumn, Mary her-
self had been stricken with a mortal disease, but maintained
the traditions of hospitality and loving service till she gently
fell asleep in Jesus. Throughout an intimacy of nearly fifty

years I found her a true and faithful friend.

^^^^^^___ S. C.

Every true prayer has its background and its foreground.
The foreground is the intense immediate desire for a certain

blessing which it is absolutely necessary for the soul to have;
the background of prayer is the quiet, earnest desire that the

will of God, whatever it may be, be done.

—

Phillips Brooks.
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THE OPEN HEART.

Would you understand

The language with no word,

The speech of brook and bird,

Of waves along the sand?

Would you make your own
The meaning of the leaves,

The song the silence weaves,

Where httle winds make moan?

Would you know how sweet

The falling of the rill,

The calling of the hill-

All tunes the day repeat?

Neither alms nor art,

No toil, can help you hear;

The secret of the ear

Is in the open heart.

—John Vance Cheney, Century.

AGRICULTURE IN WEST CHINA.

BY JANE C. BALDEHSTON.

To one^who has grown up in a land where strong farm horses

and good implements and machinery are essential to success-

ful farming, the results obtained in Western China, where
these things are practically unknown, seem literally mar-
velous. Except in the plowing of the rice fields, only man-
power is used in all the preparing of the ground and caring

for and harvesting of the crops. The nearest approach
to farm machinery is a very crude plow, which is used in the

rice fields and drawn by the clumsy water-buffalo. And as

for farm implements, 1 have seen only one variety, a sort

of hoe, which seems to be used for everything. But in spite

of all this, gardens are as well kept as the best in our country,

and good fresh vegetables are to be bought the year 'round.

In searching for the reasons for the productivity of this

region let us consider first the natural causes. The climate

is considerably warmer than that of Pennsylvania, especi-

ally in winter. The temperature seldom falls below 35 de-

grees, and frost is quite rare. (In the mountainous regions

of the province this, of course, is not true, but 1 am speaking

now of the lowlands, and especially the Chengtu plain.)

The country is really semitropical, and all growth is much
more luxuriant than in our temperate clime. By the first

of Sixth Month flower gardens are running riot, and rose

arbors are sending long shoots away up among the trees.

The rainfall varies considerably in different years. In 1914,

there was a total of 50.73 inches here in Chengtu, while in

191 5 the total was only 21.98 inches. In winter there is

much mist and cloud, but not sufficient rainfall to enable

the crops to mature without the help of irrigation. The rainy

months of the year are Seventh, Eighth and Ninth JVlonths.

During the summer and Autumn there are beautifully clear

days with plenty of sunshine, but considering the year as

a whole such days are the exception rather than the rule.

Once in a while we have glorious views of snow mountains
about one hundred miles west of us, but from Tenth Month 4th
last year to Sixth Month 7th this year they were not once
visible. (The days which are not sunshiny are not neces-

sarily dull and unpleasant. I think we would all burn up
if we did not frequently have the clouds between us and the

sun!)

The soil of this plain is alluvial in its formation, and so is

very fine and rich. The surrounding region is known as the

"Red Basin" because it is formed from red sandstone, and
it, too, supports luxuriant plant life. Coming over the hills

which border the plain, one is struck, first, with the fact that

the hills are terraced and cultivated clear to the top; and sec-

ondly, with the very red color of the soil as it shows out be-

tween the bright green strips of wheat and vegetables on the

terraces. In places where the soil is too thin to support vege-

tation, the Chinese place huge pieces of this sandstone around

over the ground, and in the course of a few months the rocks

are gone and they have the soil they need.

Thanks to the wise foresight of a Chinese statesman who
lived nearly two thousand years ago, a splendid system of

irrigation covers this entire' plain. The waters of the Min
River, where it breaks through the mountains to the north,

are turned from their channel into a great network of ditches.

As we came over the plain late in last Third Month we were

always in sight of several of these, and there seemed to be an

abundant supply of water flowing through them. The method

by which the water was turned first into one channel and

then into another was very evident and very simple: they

simplv block up one ditch with mud and open another.

The methods of transferring the water from the ditches

into the fields are also very simple. Where the level of the

water is already about the same level as that of the field,

men simply scoop it out with large wooden ladles. Where

it needs to be raised a few feet the commonest device seems

to be a tread-wheel, which is turned by means of small tread-

les, by two men who sit perched above it. When the wheel is

in motion an endless chain of wooden floats, operating in

an inclined trough, pushes a continuous stream of water

up to the higher level. People who live near a river get water

from that by means of huge wheels made entirely of bamboo.

They are turned by the current, and lift the water into bamboo
troughs away above one's head, whence it is carried off to

the fields by means of more troughs of the same material.

The cups, which are situated on the circumference of the

wheels, and in which the water is lifted, are merely hollow

bamboo stems.

Even these methods of irrigation do not reach all the gar-

dens, and many farmers draw water from wells for all their

crops. Within city limits, especially, this is the chief method.

From the window of my room 1 can see four well-sweeps

in operation, and nearly every morning 1 see the large vege-

table gardens next door (a few acres of them)all being watered

by hand. These wells are, on an average, from ten to twenty-

five feet deep.

But it is not only favorable climate, rich soil and well

established irrigation systems which produce the splendid

crops of the Chengtu plain. The farmers seem to be un-

wearying in their diligence, and they spare no pains in making

their crops as fine as they know how to make them. One
would almost believe that weeds do not grow in China if he

did not occasionally find them flourishing in ravines and out-

of-the-way places where cultivation is impossible. And every

available bit of land, including much which we would con-

sider quite unavailable, is under cultivation. In coming

from Chungking to Chengtu, a distance of three hundred

miles, we saw only two level pieces of land of any size which

were not being made use of. One of these was a sandy stretch

which is generally under water. The other was a high place

which was almost covered with stones and was evidently quite

barren. But we did find rice paddies away up in mountain

ravines. And on terraces between rice fields, even where

they were practically perpendicular, we almost invariably

found peas and beans growing. Along the Yangtse we saw
crops of peas being grown during the winter months on sandy

spots, which during spring and summer are covered with

from ten to fifty feet of water.

The methods of fertilization are not such as add to the

sweetness of the air in China. Every sort of refuse is used,

being collected in buckets and carried thus through the city

streets and out to the fields. It is then placed in concrete

tanks, of which there is one situated alongside of nearly every

field. Here it is turned into liquid form, and in this form it

is applied, not to the garden as a whole, but to individual

plants. In the case of rice, it has to be simply added to the

water in which the grain is growing.

Let us consider now what are the results of all this labor.

As every one knows, the main crop over most parts of _China
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is rice, and a great deal of it is raised on this plain. Some of

the paddy fields are under water the year 'round and make
a very pretty feature of the landscape. As we came overland

last spring the plowing of these fields was beginning, and
such an awkward process as it seemed to be! Great clumsy
water-buffaloes laboriously drag one foot after another out
of the mud and water, only to sink away in again at the next

step. Of course the man who follows the plow has just as

hard a time, except that he is not quite so heavy. He goes

in well above his knees at every step. In the Fourth Month
the seed-bed is planted and the next month the little spears

of rice are transplanted, one at a time. Imagine the labor

which would be involved if wheat fields, even though they

were small ones, had to be set out one plant at a time, and
that with the ground all under water! The crop is harvested

in late summer or early autumn. All through this part of

the country the water is then drained off and a crop of wheat
or vegetables is raised before the next rice needs to be planted.

While wheat is not as indispensable in the life of the Chi-

nese as it is in ours, still a good deal of it is grown as one of

the winter crops. It did seem strange in early spring, almost
before we are rid of snow at home, to see wheat already three

or four feet high. But then we were more or less prepared

for anything after having seen peas blooming at New Year's.

Both awned and awnless varieties are grown, but chiefly

the former. The grain is ground and made into a sort of

spaghetti, which is a popular article of diet. But bread such
as we use is quite unknown.

Barley, millet, corn, buckwheat and oats are grown to a

limited extent in the uplands where rice does not flourish.

There seems to be no clover or alfalfa raised in the province,

though the latter flourishes in North China. This is doubtless

due to the fact that there are almost no horses or cattle to

be fed.

Another extensively-grown winter crop, which is ready
for harvest late in the Fourth Month, is rape, a plant very
similar to, if not identical with, our wild mustard. It is

grown chiefly for oil, which is not only used in cooking but

is also the chief source of illumination all through the west
of this country. The small lamps in which it is burned look

much like those which our miners wear in their caps, and
give about as much light.

In variety and quantity of vegetables grown I would guess

that the Chengtu plain is second to no other place in the

world. Consul General Hosie, in a report of the products

of Szechwan in 1904, names fifty-four varieties of vegetables

and eighty species. There are several different sorts of

beans, of which two or three kinds are grown throughout
the year. The Chinese use them all as vegetables, though some
do not seem especially palatable to the "foreigner." Peas
can be bought during all the months in which they are not

to be had at home; only during the summer they are not on
the market. Small, inferior white potatoes are to be bought
during the summer months. But sweet potatoes are so abund-
ant and so cheap that they are considered suitable food only
for poor people and for pigs. Those of us who are not above
eating them, however, find them excellent. Several kinds

of cabbage are grown, one or two varieties of squash, egg-

plant, rather poor celery, fine large cucumbers, and most of

the other things we have at home. There are also many things

which we do not have. The Chinese are very fond of leeks

in their own cooking. Bamboo sprouts is another favorite

dish which the "foreigner" also is learning to enjoy. They
are only beginning to grow tomatoes since seeing them in

the gardens of those who have brought them from other coun-
tries. Asparagus they do not yet have, nor any sweet corn

which is at all worthy of the name. Our regular field corn

is used as a vegetable tp a certain extent.

One thing a person misses in looking over a Chinese land-

scape is fruit orchards. There are single trees scattered about
here and there, but even these seem very few. Consequently
it is a continual surprise to find a supply of fruit always on
the market. The Chinese themselves are not a fruit-eating

people, and this may be one reason why, in spite of lack of

trees, the foreigner can always get all he wants. Through
the winter months there are excellent oranges and tanger-

ines; a small sort of grape-fruit also appears in the spring,

but it has not yet attained any degree of perfection. In latter

Fourth Month and early Fifth Month cherries come, which are

neither very large nor very sweet, but which one eats be-

cause they are a change. Starting with the cherries, but
lasting on into Sixth Month and Seventh Month, comes the

loquat, a large variety of haw. The fruit is yellow, about
the size of a large plum. There are from three to six seeds

in the centre, each larger than a cherry-pit, and the layer

of fruit which surrounds these is not very thick, but it is

very sweet and good when the fruit is at its best. After cher-

ries come apricots, which are very nice for three or four

weeks. Through Sixth Month and on into Seventh Month
excellent peaches are to be had. There is only one variety,

free-stones with very pink flesh; but from the success at-

tained in raising these one would guess that other kinds would
flourish if they were given a chance. The next fruit is plums,
a variety much like our "green Gage," and small, inferior

apples. Pears are large, but woody and fibrous; and pome-
granates are nice for those who like them. Towards winter

come splendid persimmons of various kinds. They grow as

large as apples and one eats them with a spoon like oranges.

Of the fruits which one misses, apples, such as one gets

in the States, would perhaps head the list. Bananas also are

not to be had at all. The trees grow here but the fruit does

not mature. A few kinds of berries grow in the mountains,

but here the only available sort is mulberries, and most people

do not care for those.

Considering the subject of agriculture in West China as

a whole, one finds much to admire, as well as much that may
still be improved. Probably there is no other portion of the

earth so well irrigated as this plain. Nor is intensive garden-

ing carried on in many other places on such a scale. But the

Chinese farmer does not have the knowledge which would
enable him intelligently to plan for and improve his crops

from year to year. Seed selecting or testing, fruit spraying,

or any of the modern methods of the Western farmer are

still quite unknown to him.

But this state of affairs is not always going to continue.

Just as America has already borrowed the soy bean from
China, and is learning (according to recent numbers of the

Independent) that the loquat, and one of the varieties of

Chinese cabbage, are worthy of a place in our orchards and
gardens, so China is learning that there are not only crops

but methods in other parts of the world which are worthy
of her notice. Agricultural schools are even now being started

and great numbers of students are coming back each year

from countries where they have seen modern methods in

operation. A few years or generations are bound to see the

old order changing. With the output of this region such as

it is under present conditions, what may we not expect for

the farmer of the future in West China

!

AN OLD CERTIFICATE OF REMOVAL.

It is interesting to observe that the surnames of many men
who signed this certificate are perpetuated in the locality of

Philadelphia and Burlington to-day.

—

William C. Allen.

fjrom our Mens Monthly meeting offriends at Burlington in the

Province of New Jersey held the 6th day of the yth mo 17ji

To the mens monthly Meeting at Killcomon in the County

of Tiparary in Ireland.

These may Certifie that our friend John Grubb by his letter

to us desired that a Confirmation from our Monthly Meeting
might be had to what some of our friends gave him at his go-

ing of from us and accordingly application was made to our

Mens Meeting and after due Enquirey was made it appeared

that he had frequented our Meetings as often as his Occafsion

would allow and that when he was at liberty, and was pretty
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orderly in his Conversation and very Carefull and dilligent

about his Imployers affairs. So desiring his wellfare in the

truth that is unchangeable we remain your friends and breth-

ren.

Signed by order and on the behalf of the said Meeting by us.

Thomas Buzby John Wills
Jonathan Wright Henry Burr
Richard Smith Hugh Sharp
Thomas Scattergood John Rodman junior

John Craig Is. De Coue
Daniel Smith Daniel Wills
Caleb Raper Thomas Wetherll
Joshua Raper John Green
Matthew Champion John Stokes
Ebenezer Large

NATURE STORIES.

'There's a great wild pull

That comes into my heart,

Like the puU of the wind on the sea.

There's a far, far call,

Flute-sweet and small,

Like the song of new sap in the tree.

There's a restless joy,

And a glad, duU ache.

And a longing to understand

The meaning that hes

In butterflies,

And sunsets, and stars, and sand.

For the spring has bloomed

In a goldeny mist

Of willow buds, sap and tears.

And the fleecy sky

Gives promise shy

Of the 'country that knows no fears.'
"

—Maegaret Bradshaw, in The Call.

NEWS ITEMS.

William C. and Elizabeth C. B. Allen arrived in Philadelphia Ninth

Month 18th, having spent the past four months in England and Ireland.

Most of this time they were engaged in religious work in England. There

was much in both countries to call on their sympathies in this time of suffering

and stress among members of our Society. They have been visiting with

relatives and friends near Philadelphia since their arrival and plan to

leave for San Jose, California, about the middle of Tenth Month.

The work of The World Alliance for Promoting International Friend-

ship through the churches has been abeady presented to Friends by our

Peace Association,—but perhaps all our members do not know of it.

The AUiance was estabUshed at a conference held in Germany just as

the war began. "This was the first International Peace Conference of

Christians." Ten national councils have now been formed, the American

CouncU, of which Sidney L. GuHck, is Secretary, comprises 250 of the

leading Christian citizens of the United States; they come from forty

different communions. (Our friend Wilham C. AUen is a member.)
The aim of this Council is to carry on systematic education in true In-

ternationalism by means of Peace Makers' Committees in every local

church. No new meetings or organizations are proposed, but the work
is to be done through Bible Classes, Clubs and other Societies already in

existence; suitable petitions to the President and to Congress are also

suggested. No financial obhgations are invited, except as individuals

may wish to help by contributions. When a church or meeting wishes

to join, it reports to headquarters of The World Alliance, 105 East Twen-
ty-second Street, New York City, and sends for a Peace Makers' Manual.
The Commission on Peace and Arbitration of the Federal Coimcil of

the Churches of Christ in America co-operates with this movement.
It certainly seems that the Society of Friends might join in this work,

even if all our meetings have some Peace organization.

Susan G. Shipley.

Horace E. Coleman is known as a feUow-member to many of our

readers. The following, under the caption "A Karuizawa Sunday School

Institute," wiU be of interest:

In this Japanese mountain resort, the missionaries and Japanese unite

training work with their recreation, and this summer the interest has

taken a new turn, for Horace E. Coleman, as the recently arrived First-

day School Field Secretary for Japan, has brought from America to

Karuizawa a splendid First-day School exhibit and hbrary.

The progress which Japan is making is shown by the subjects discussed

at the Institute, such as "Teacher Training," "The One-Room School,"

"Graded Social Service," "Story Telling," etc. For two weeks, Japanese

teachers, pastors, Bible women and superintendents will be in training

at the Karuizawa summer school. The suggestive motto of the school

is "The Children of To-day Make the Church of To-morrow," and the

school prospectus says, "Japan will be won to Christ as soon as the chil-

dren of a few generations are led to Christ. Observation and experience

justify the declaration that less time and effort are necessary to win twenty

children to Christ than one adult."

A CORRESPONDENT sends the following, which some of our readers may
have seen already in print elsewhere. It will recall to mind much that

concerned many friends of Westtown when in the nineties they were busily

engaged in preparing for her centennial celebration:

Moses Brown School.—One of the most interesting events of the

past year at Moses Brown School was the Mid-winter Alumni Dinner.

Great interest has already been shown in the new Alumni Association and

an effort is now being made to gather the names and addresses of as many
graduates and old scholars as possible in order to publish a school directory

in time for the Centennial Celebration in 1919. In connection with the

Alumni Association it is interesting to call to mind some of the meetings

of former Alumn i Associations which have been allowed to lapse. The
reports of many of these meetings have been preserved at the School and

much of the matter which they contain is worthy of pubUcation. It was

for one of these gatherings that Whittier's poem, "The Quaker Alumni,

"

was written. We reprint an account of an address on the foimding of an

Alumni Association, delivered by Pliney E. Chase, in 1S59.

Pliney E. Chase, of Philadelphia, said that he had considered it a pleas-

ure, and almost a duty, on his way to the meeting, to make a pilgrimage

to the school. He visited the building, the playground, the groves,—and

while he found much that was unaltered, he found many changes, some
of which he was satisfied were real improvements and cheering marks of

progress. The pleasant associations that were awakened by the visit

had given additional interest to the present gathering, and additional

reasons for hoping beneficial results from the organization of an Alumni

Association. Such an organization would not only afford an opportunity

for frequent agreeable reunions among those who had been boimd to-

gether by the ties of early friendship and kindred pursuits, but it would

also, undoubtedly, react advantageously on the institution to which it

owed its existence.

The school was estabUshed for the piu-pose of affording a "guarded

education, " and it is the duty of its friends and of those who administer

its discipline to see that the intentions of its founders are wisely carried

out. A rightly guarded education will not only shield the pupil from the

undue influence of a worldly spirit, but it will also protect him from the

even greater danger of unbounded self-complacence; it will not limit its

teachings to any narrow and merely sectarian views, but it will embrace

all broad and hberal instructions, subordinated to the highest moral and

rehgious principles,—principles that are recognized not only by Friends,

but by all sincere, earnest Christians. If the Association, co-operating

with our beloved Alma Mater, secures to all the future pupils of the school

such an education as this,—after the world has accompUshed its purpose,

and the memory of all temporal things has become like a long forgotten

dream, the influence we are now inaugurating will continue to be felt,

in the character and dispositions that it will aid in impressing on coming

tions, as a portion of their eternal inheritance.

The following testimonial is from the forthcoming report of President

Robert L. Kelly, concerning Prof. David W. Dennis, of Earlham College:

"First of aU, it becomes necessary to speak of the death of that beloved

teacher and inspirer of us all, David Worth Dennis. He spent almost all of

his professional life in the interest of Earlham College. His influence for

good transcended aU means of measurement or power of statement. So long

as the College exists or the memory of those who knew it and loved it
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lasts, the vision which he gave us will remain and his hopeful, helpful

influence will warm our hearts and strengthen our purpose. At this time,

I can say nothing more except to repeat the official resolution of the

Board of Trustees.

"'The Board of Trustees of Earlham College feels profoundly the

loss of Professor David Worth Dermis. He was one of the most remark-

able personahties ever connected with the College, and he has contributed

more than can he expressed toward making the College what it is.

"'His amazing fund of knowledge and eloquent gift of speech, his

dramatic power of expression, his irresistible humor, his never-failing

optimism, and, above all, his matchless capacity as an inspirer of youth,

constituted for years one of the priceless assets of the College. He gave

his students vision; he widened their horizon and he showed them pos-

sibilities and inspired them with courage to go forward. His influence

will continue through the years and those who do not see him and hear

him will hear of him and will be helped to Uve larger and gentler but

at the same time more courageous Uves as his virtues are recounted.

"'The Board would extend to the family this ex-pression of its appre-

citaion and sympathy and of its unbounded faith in the ideals of David

Worth Dennis.'"

English Friends in Prison.—The Friend [London] of Eighth Month
4th, contains the names of sixty-three "Friends and attenders detained

by the military or in prison." The majority of these are in a civil prison

under sentences varying from fifty-six days to one year. In six instances

the death sentence had been imposed, but in each this subsequently

was changed to an imprisonment of ten years. These are all being recog-

nized as suffering because of their convictions on the question of war and

their refusal to fight.

The Friend states that this table "does not contain the names of those

Friends, who having been in detention or imprisonment, have now been

released either unconditionally or in order to join the F. A. U. or engage

in work of national importance through some other agency."

It is stated that on Seventh Month 28th the total number of men re-

ported as having been arrested and handed over to the miUtary authori-

ties was 171.5. Of these 86G have been court-martialed and 110 have been

released. Of the total number 164 are members of the Fellowship of

Reconciliation.

In a leader the Episcopal Recorder has recently said: "The committee

in charge of education in the City of London, England, are facing the

problem of a shortage of teachers. This is not a war problem, for the

supply has been steadily diminiishing. London needs about 1,100 en-

trants per annum, about one-third of whom should be males. Last year

the whole supply was only five hundred, and only twenty-five were males.

The chief cause of this great and deplorable shortage is due to the small-

ness of the salary paid; for while there has been no increase of salary

for some years, the cost of Uving has gone up by leaps and bounds. The
sooner the government recognizes this the better it wUl be. In a measure

the same thing could truthfully be said of some of our big cities here.

The education of children should be one of the chief concerns of the State

or immediately, and those who are in charge of the matter should secure

the best service possible. Such a policy would demand the spending of

money, or men with any ambition would seek other avenues of service

than that of teaching. It is very poor business to "skimp" in the matter

of the pubhc schools. There is no nobler profession than that of teaching

and none offering greater opportunities for the doing of good, but here,

as in other fields, the laborer is worthy of his liire.

An EFrECTTVE Peace Circular.—The Friends' Peace Headquarters,

with offices at 111 S. Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, has recently issued

a leaflet in the form of a hand bill printed in two colors, setting forth in

brief and teUing form a few of the important considerations concerning

preparedness from Friends' standpoint.

A few of the striking sentences are as follows:

"The surest defense of any nation is the friendship of other nations."

"Good will is harder to overcome than armaments."

"An ounce of thinking is better than a ton of fighting."

The last sentence reads: "We call Jesus Master and Lord—why not

prepare to do as He saidt"

The late William Graham Sumner, of Yale, whose essay, "Peace and

War," is to this day a text-book that no pacifist can afford to leave un-

read, was perhaps one of the first college professors to endeavor definitely

to instil into his students' minds a knowledge of the philosophy and

practical aspects of peace. It is to be hoped that as able a teacher may be

found for the "Chair of Peace" that is under consideration at Fordham

University. An anonymous donor has offered $10,000 towards the es-

tablisthment of this chair, providing the trustees of the University will

arrange for its further endowment. In his letter to the president of

the Fordham Alumni Association the donor writes: "Let Fordham estab-

lish a 'chair of peace,' and I predict every great university in the world

will follow suit, to Fordham's lasting glory. So long as the multitude

is satisfied that even university men believe warfare cannot be ended,

so long will the popular cry for war go upon the least provocation. On the

other hand, let the universities of the world prove that they beheve

war is preventable, by establishing chairs of peace, and, before long,

the people will begin to accept calm counsel from those who are studying

the war question free from prejudice and who wUl have seen its utter

folly."

—

From Advocate of Peace.

Capital Punishment.—The States of Oregon and North Dakota

have recently aboUshed the death penalty, making nine States where

the State may no longer kiU. Several other States have substantially

abohshed it, by allowing the trial jury, when they render their verdict,

to declare whether the penalty shall be death or Ufe imprisonment; the

verdict is invariably imprisonment, except in very atrocious cases.

Bills were introduced to abolish capital punishment in the States of

Tennessee, Utah, New York, New Jersey and Michigan. In Tennessee

there was a very active propaganda promoted by one citizen. In New
York bills were introduced in the Legislatures of both 191.5 and 1916.

In 1915 a hearing was granted, and a very large delegation attended it

and advocated the passage of the bill, but it failed; in 1916 no hearing

was granted, although it was requested, and the bill died in committee.

In New Jersey the Senate passed the bill, but it finally met with defeat,

owing, it is claimed, to the opposition of the Governor. In Arizona the

question was put to a vote of the people in a general election. Governor

Hunt, whose opposition to capital pubishment was well known, was a

candidate for re-election; although he was elected, the referendum to

abolish capital punishment was lost by about 1,200 in a vote of 30,000.

At the time of the election there were eleven sentenced to die and await-

ing the day to be set by the Governor. Three men were electrocuted

in Sing Sing Prison a few months ago; before their death they signed a

remarkable letter, appeaUng for the abolishment of the death penalty.

Warden Osborne gave it to the press and it has appeared in many papers.

The following letter which appeared in a recent issue of The Friend

(London) has a wide apphcation and may well fit some of us on this side

the Atlantic. It appears under date Seventh Month 27th.

Service and Sacrifice.

Dear Friend.—In these days when the eyes of the world are so closely

upon us, it is surely more than ever essential that we keep a firm hold of

the first principles of our faith, and do not allow the desu-e—very laudable

in its place—to give due deference to the opinions of others who may be

better than ourselves, to weaken our advocacy of the message that God

Himself gives us. The very fact that we have largely outgrown the in-

dividualistic viewpoint which was so marked a characteristic of the early

Friends, the very fact that we realize that the word of the Lord often

comes to us by way of our fellow-men, is apt to lure us gently and in-

sensibly into the opposite error of forgetting that all the Lord's people

are, in one way or another, called to be prophets. As George Fox put

it (I quote roughly from memory) "it is not 'what did Peter or Paul or

John say,' but 'what can'st thou say?'"

In considering such very thorny and compUcated questions as alterna-

tive service or the use of some special advantage in claiming exemption

before the tribunals, must we not be particularly careful to ask ourselves,

What am I standing for? am I here primarily to get exemption or to

witness for the truth? to get security for some special class of worker, or

to win the Uberty for all men to follow out unhindered the guidance of

the Spirit of God concerning their lives? Are those of us, for instance,

who are doing what is often talked of as "religious work" keeping firm

hold of the principle that all work done under the guidance of the Spirit

of God is religious work; that Friends make no distinction between "secu-

lar" and "sacred," just because all Ufe must be made sacred, and all work

that it is right for us to do must be a vocation.

Again, it seems now to be widely assumed in the country that because
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"every man ought to make some sacrifice," every conscientious objector

at least ought therefore to change his job for another in which, presumably,

he is less experienced. But is it not, if anything, a sign of grace rather

than of depravity for a man to have found aheady the work to which

God has called him? T\Tiat meaning has sacrifice in this crisis if not its

old, old meaning "consecration"? What sacrifice is morally worth any-

thing that is not voluntary service? "Compulsory sacrifice" is a con-

tradiction in terms and in fact. If, therefore, a man, having honestly

examined his own heart, and having thoughtfully and prayerfully con-

sidered the suggestions of others, believes that God calls him to continue

doing his present work, with all simplicity of Uving and consecration of

energy, is it not his duty to continue to witness for the hberty to do this?

And may it not be that, while persuasion should always be tried to its

fullest extent, the only way at times to show that one really cares for this

fundamental tenet of the Quaker faith is to suffer for it.

Conscience is not negative, only, but positive. It says not only "don't

do this, but also you must do that." It is above all things a missionary

force. We Friends are certainly called to be missionaries of a new re-

ligious awakening, but if we are to be fit for this momentous service, we

must seek to realize the full implications of our position, and stand by

them without flinching, or being too anxious even in view of the probable

discontinuance of useful work, to find "ways out." God will look after

His own work in His own way, if we are true to Him. While saying the

above I want to luge myself and all of us to be very sympathetic with and

appreciative of those who see things differently from ourselves. We are

all quite comically fallible, and we are all embedded in acres of glass

houses. Only let us be more than ever strenuous, now-a-days, in our

endeavor so to live and breathe in the Divine communion, that amid all

these baffling complexities our eye may remain single and our whole

body full of hght.

Sincerely,

Maurice L. Rowntreb.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Announcements showing that Haverford College is tightening

its entrance requirements were made when the Main Line institution

reopened for the year; Dr. Isaac Sharpless, the President, addressed the

sixty Freshmen (the largest class in the history of the college), and 135

upper classmen. Announcement was also made that a bequest of $10,000

has been given to the College by the late Charles S. Hinchman, of Phila-

delphia, for astronomical purposes.

It was stated by heads of the varioiis departments of the University

of Pennsylvania that the largest enrollment for many years was made.

The total enrollment is about 8700, which is almost 600 more than last

term. The new Freshman class numbers 2300 youths, or about 300 more

than the incoming class of a year ago.

When the schools of Philadelphia open there will be just enough addi-

tional accommodations over last year to take care of the normal increase

in enrollment, according to Associate Superintendent Albert Raub.

"The number of part-time pupils will remain very near the same as last

year, when there were 26,000 such pupils enrolled," said Doctor Raub.

"During the year a number of new schools and additions will be opened,

and it is expected before the school term closes that the majority of the

part-time pupils will have been taken care of." The normal increase in

enrollment is usually about 4000 children.

General.—Americans' gifts to the 60 principal war relief societies

are estimated at $28,896,277.36 by the next year book of the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace. Seven milUon dollars of this amount

went into the $80,000,000 raised from all sources for the commission of

relief in Belgium. In addition, the Belgian Relief Fund raised $3,085,000,

other societies added $184,000, making a grand total for Belgium of $10,-

209,000, or over one-third of America's total contributions.

A despatch from Washington contains the following: "Japan's purpose

to renevv after the European war her contention for the right of her people

to emigrate to and own land in the United States, suggested in New York

by Baron Yoshiro Sakatani, former Finance Minister in the Tokio Cab-

inet, was frankly admitted at the Japanese Embassy. Negotiations over

these questions, which came to a deadlock two years ago, are not regarded

by Japan as concluded, it was explained, but merely postponed while the

larger issues of the war are being dealt with."

Foreign.—This is from the News Summary in The Ledger: " Greece

decides for war on the side of the Entente Powers. Agreement reached

by King and Council of Ministers. Greek battleship joins Allied fleet."

Citizens of the French city of Vendome sent an emissary to

phia, asking for the return of Dr. F. C. Abbott, of Germantown, whose

surgical skill and character have endeared him to all.

It is reported that Kavala, the walled Aegean seaport for Seres, the

commercial centre of northeast Macedonia, has been seized by the Bul-

gars. In Roman days Kavala was known as Neapohs; and it was here

that St. Paul landed on his way from Samothrace to Philippi, where there

was a thriving colony of Christians, to whom the Epistle of the Phihp-

pians was addressed.

It is said that Mexico has 13,000 miles of railroad and over 12,000 miles

of the trackage normal conditions exist.

NOTICES.

The Meetings for Worsliip on First-day evenings at the Twelfth Street

Meeting-house resumed on Tenth Month 1st. The hour is 7.30 p. m.

Harold M. Lane, a graduate of Penn College and Haverford College

(1914) assumed his duties as General Secretary of Friends' Institute, 20

S. Twelfth Street, on the fifteenth of Ninth Month. The appointment

was made by the Board of Managers with the view of engaging in larger

activities in an effort to make the Institute a more efficient and helpful

auxihary to the progress of our Society. The hope is expressed that all

its members will make greater use of the rooms, and encourage others to

join, and participate in the privileges which it extends to its members.

On behalf of the Committee,

E. Marshall Scull, Chairman.

Oliver W. Paxson, 409 Chestnut Street, Treasurer.

Amelia D. Featherstonb has been engaged to take charge of the

Meeting-house property at Fourth and Arch Streets, in connection with

her duties as Matron at Friends' Arch Street Centre.

Regular Committees of the Yearly, Quarterly and Monthly Meetings

desiring to use the Committee-room at the Meeting-house, or those at the

"Centre, " will kindly notify the Matron of the day and hour of the meet-

ing, when sending out notices to the members by their respective com-

mittees.

Other committees will confer with the Matron as to time and place

before an appointment.

Address Amelia D. Featherstone, Matron,

Friends' Arch Street Centre,

304 Arch Street, Phila., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, PmLADELPmA.^The
following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:^

Adams, Charles Francis—Autobiography.

Chatterton—Old East Indiamen.

Dwight—Constantinople, Old and New.

Howe—Why War?
Olcott—Wilham McKinley.

Osborn—Men of the Old Stone Age.

Sams—Conquest of Virginia.

Shine—Jacob, a Lad of Nazareth.

Tyrrell—How I Tamed the Wild Squirrels.

Verrill—Real Story of the Whaler.

Linda A. Moore,
Librarian.

The Westtown Alumni will meet at the School on Tenth Month 28th.

In the afternoon there will be some athletic events. Supper will be

served at the Lake House, and in the evening it is our intention to

have a joint meeting with the School, when we will hear Thomas Mott

Osborne, Warden of Ping Sing Prison, and author of several books on

prison welfare. His subject will be that of "Prison Welfare" and the

"Mutual Welfare League," which he has established at Sing Sing. It

is hoped that the members of the Alumni will reserve this date, and be

present at the meeting.

Died.—At the home of Arthur W. Stanley, near Danville, Ind., Fifth

Month 10, 1916, Ann Haworth, widow of the late David Haworth, aged

eighty-three years, eleven months and twenty-seven days; a member of

Mill Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at his home in Colerain, Ohio, Seventh Month 4, 1916, Edmund
BuNDY, in the eighty-second year of his age; a life-long member of Short

Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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OUR THRESHING-FLOOR.

There is a beautiful story enshrined in sacred literature how

King David discovered the site of the temple and the place

of the altar of burnt-offering. He was guided to the threshing-

floor of Aranna the Jebusite.

The owner gladly relinquished the plot of land to the king

for the purpose desired, even though it was his means of liveli-

hood, and the king in return richly compensated Aranna for

his loyal surrender.

And herein is an allegory, teaching the profound lesson of

the sacrament of life; that is, of heaven breaking into glory

through the prism of earthly things.

We, too, have a threshing-floor, and our heavenly Lord

and King wants to build His altar and rear His temple on the

foundation thereof. Life on the plane of the visible is meant

to be a seminary for life on the plane of the unseen and eternal.

Our daily occupations, however humble, are to become forms

of Divine worship. They have higher ends in view than the

earning of our living and the securing of the means of an

honorable independence or of the obtainment of such lawful

pleasures harmonizing with our particular tastes. In the last

analysis this mysterious earth-life of ours is sacramental. By

the quiet performance of our allotted tasks, however menial,

whether we work with brain or brawn; by temptations from

within or without, if rightly met; by the difficulties incidental

to our path, if bravely borne; by the cross, which meets us

so unexpectedly and in numberless ways, both at home and

abroad, if it be cheerfully taken up; by the reflex effect of our

intercourse with others, whether congenial or otherwise, the

Divine would communicate itself to us, so that heavenly

qualities might be formed in our souls. And this deep work

most generally proceeds without our being aware of it, below

the threshold of our consciousness. Our humble circumstances,

arrayed by the unseen hand of Divine providence, are meant

to be a myst ic ladder on which angels unseen cont inually ascend

and descend between us and the heavenly world.

As King David built his altar on the threshing-floor of Aran-

na, so our Divine King would set up His altar in every bank,

factory, business house, store, office, market, occupation and
home. His Kingdom must come there as well as in the secret

hearts of men.

Alas! how readily people listen to the sophistries of the

carnal mind at enmity with the cross of Christ! Because the

times are evil, corruption in high places frequent, honesty

has a hard fight in its competition with dishonesty. Christ's

ideals are good enough to be talked about in sermons, but

quite impracticable in the hurly-burly of life! But we be-

lieve that to let the other man be honest first before we are

honest is a fundamentally false maxim.

And even common honesty, however praiseworthy, is not

the highest ground. For man, made in the image of God
who is a Spirit, is essentially a spiritual being, and from this

standpoint must life in all its parts be taken up. That men
prone to be hypnotized with the passing and the material, and

to ignore the spiritual universe, need to be renewed in the spirit

of their minds in order to face life in this life, is evident. Un-

less our inward eyes are opened to behold the beauty, glory,

harmony and love of the spiritual world from which we derive

our being, we will not readily allow our threshing-floor to

become a temple site, the material clod will continue to domi-

nate us and heaven will be as if closed to our vision. It is not

an arbitrary decree, but it lies in the very nature of things, that

"except a man be horn from above he cannot see the kingdom

of God."

In Christ Jesus we have the Truth that sets us free to taste

the glorious liberty of the children of God. His light shines

in the hearts of all to give them the knowledge of the glory of

God, if they will but heed it. Prophets have looked forward

to the day when the knowledge of the glory of God shall cover

the earth as the waters cover the sea. But one by one must

men come to it, and to "mind the Light" is the sure and certain

way.

But when this Divine teaching shall have overspread the

world of human thought, then will men live, as they are meant

to live, under "opened heavens." Then shall not only the

more obvious evils such as slavery, war, intemperance and

vice disappear, but class antagonisms and race-prejudices also.

Then shall the deserts of life rejoice and blossom as the rose.

The smile of heaven can make all things new, even in society

with its problems and open sores.

There are Nathaniel-souls who are living under "opened

heavens" already. We have met such again and again. They

carry about in their hearts the harmonies of a brighter world

amidst the discords of earth. Their threshing-floor has be-

come the basis of a sanctuary Such are our Lord's fellow-

workers. They co-operate with Him in the building of the

city of God, not in some far-off sphere, but here amidst human

activities and interests, not by the shores of Genezareth mere-

ly, but by the banks of the Thames and the Delaware. For

all things above and below must yet be gathered into one,

even in Christ. Max 1. Reich.
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FRIENDS IN PUBLIC LIFE.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FROM AMERICAN HISTORY.

[This address was read at the Annual Meeting of the Friends' His-

torical Society, held in London, Fifth Month 25, 1916. It is pubhshed

in the last number (No. 3) of the Journal of that Society and in that

way has reached a few of the subscribers of The Friend who wiU, we

feel assured, offer no objection to our using some space in The Friend

in a few successive issues in re-publishing it.

—

Eds.]

A very rough classification might divide ethical standards

into two groups. One is based on results, the other on prin-

ciples. The first is the favorite method of the politician, the

man on the street and on the farm. If a thing produces good,

it is good in itself; if evil, evil. A method of action, a piece

of legislation is to be justified or condemned by the conse-

quences which follow it. In ordinary affairs not involving

moral considerations this sort of judgment is universal. Busi-

ness decisions are wise or unwise according as they prosper.

Fiscal legislation is ordinarily decided, not by external prin-

ciples of political science, but by results as shown by history

and experience which followed similar legislation in the past

and are likely to follow it in the future. Perhaps ninety-nine

per cent, of the acts of legislatures are determined by such

considerations.

Philosophers codify these methods and variously call them-
selves hedonists, utilitarians, pragmatists and so on, as they

vary the theories to suit the conditions of the age or country.

If one could see all the results nothing could be better. But
the wisest of philosophers can only see a little way ahead and
the shrewdest of politicians and business men have a limited

horizon. What is manifestly useful to a few people im-

mediately affected may not be for a more distant future or a
wider circle. The primary results may seem highly beneficial,

but those which result from these, unseen by the performers,

may be disastrous.

The other sort of standard is based on something supposedly

more fundamental. According to this when it comes to de-

cisions involving the moral idea there is no room for a considera-

tion of consequences. Things are inherently right or wrong.

One must be guided by what is called the moral law. If we
can ascertain this as applied to the case human duty is de-

termined. It may lead apparently into all sorts of pitfalls

and failures but in the long run it will prove a safe guide. In

the eternal plans of a Divine Ruler of the universe that which
seems inexpedient to us may be of the highest expediency; our
very failures may be the means to the greatest success. The
real good is the permanent, abiding, satisfactory result which
comes by the operation of all the many factors and forces

producing it, too various and too hidden for human ascertain-

ment, but which are all parts of one great plan. It is the duty
of the individual not to mar this plan. If he knows what his

part is, small or great, resulting to himself as it will in loss or

gain, resulting to others apparently for material good or ill,

he performs it faithfully, and concerns not himself greatly

with what follows. His conscience determines his course and
that is all that there is to it.

But how is the man who takes this attitude to find what
this moral law is? How is his conscience to be enlightened?

There are quite as many philosophic views on this question

as in the field of utility. Men base the standards of rectitude

on reason, or intuition, or revelation, or on authority human
or Divine, and deduce a code of conduct which satisfies the
argument. Sometimes it is expressed in the sacred books of

their religion, sometimes it comes to them directly as the re-

vealed will of their Deity felt in their consciences, sometimes
as the logical result of their rational processes.

The standard Friends of the past have belonged to this

second class. When their duty was made known to them from
their Bible or from direct revelation they were not disturbed

by results. So they went to jail or to death for a conviction

which often seemed trivial or foolish to others rather than
abate an item of it. If one argued with them that their liberty

might do more for their cause than the small testimony, the

argument fell on deaf ears. That testimony was their present

duty and all the rewards of disobedience, all the plausible con-

siderations of results, had no bearing on the case. One and
all the Friends of the first generations and the typical Friends

who followed them were never utilitarian.

But the interesting fact remains that though they thus

ignored results they got them. Their policy or, as it often

seemed, lack of policy, secured consequences. They received

religious liberty earlier and more fully than the temporizing

sects. They had their marriage regulations made legal; they

were allowed to affirm rather than to swear; much respect

was paid to their anti-martial views, they reformed the jails

and asylums of England and America, and their treatment

of aborigines and its consequences have become historic.

There are many reasons for saying that fidelity to right in

the face of seeming disaster works better than any one expects.

There are many facts of history which show that men and na-
tions do get along, when they follow the right, in a way which
no one could have foreseen. There is some inherent vitality in

the truth which makes its own way, or has a way made for it.

Let us consider the subject with which Friends have most
often come in conflict with the problems of government—the

subject of military attack and defense. Is it at all as sure as

most men suppose that a military force is the effective means of

sustaining the national life and preserving the national ideals?

We look on defenseless China with pity, perhaps contempt, a

prey to every designing enemy. Yet for 5000 years China has

lived at least as securely as other nations, and preserved her
civilization. She has seen the death of Assyria, Greece, Rome
and Carthage, the decay of the Ottomans, and may outlast the
militarism of Europe. Her boundaries are largely intact, and
she finds friends in time of need.

Poor Finland is in the hands of an unscrupulous despotic

power. Had she resisted with arms her liberties would have
long since perished. But she through her schools and churches
kept alive the national spirit and ideals, and through the re-

sistance of this spirit and these ideals has maintained a Hberty
which cannot be quenched.
The province of Pennsylvania, without forts, arms, martial

spirit or equipment, for seventy years lived and prospered as

no other Atlantic Colony, and though threatened by Indian

attack by land, the inroad of pirates by water and the many
enemies of England, preserved her peace with her liberty and
her integrity alone among the English Colonies.

The good following wars is often adduced. It is not pos-
sible to deny it. Manifest good things have been the con-

sequence, often the effect, of many cataclysms, war, fire, flood

and pestilence. The independence of America followed the
Revolutionary War, the freedom of slaves the Civil War, set-

tled government in California the Mexican War, and the rights

of Cuba the Spanish War. But before we can logically credit

war with all these benefactions, it is right to inquire whether
the results could have been obtained by means which would
not have caused the cruelties and crimes of the battle line or

left the inheritance of bitter feelings which usually follows war.

We can probably answer this in all cases in the afifirmative.

We have only time for one illustration. The Mexican War
is usually considered our most indefensible conflict, for the

extension of slavery was its ulterior motive. But as we look

at the prosperity of the great States bordering the frontier

as compared with the anarchy and suffering across the line,

was not the Mexican War justified by results?

Undoubtedly, the condition of the population has been
improved. But records now in existence show that the war
was unnecessary to produce this result. For the people of

California were just ready to ask admittance to the United
States, and the annexation would have come peacefully and
left no inheritance of suspicion and hatred.

But we are not much concerned about such arguments nor
should they be used too much as a basis for action. They are

mentioned only to show that reasoning from results has two
sides and is an uncertain support of theory. It is often more
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easy to ascertain the right than to ascertain the expedient, and
it has been the custom of Friends in their attitude to public

life to wori< in this direction, and to trust the consequences.
This Httie dissertation seems necessary to explain their

abstinence, in many cases in the past, from the activities of

politics and of government. Their thoughts have been so

pervaded with the idea that immoral acts cannot be made
moral by the beneficent consequences which seem likely to

result, rhat they become inefficient in the work of practical

politics as it usually exists in America. When they swallow
their scruples they cease to be in harmony with the Friends'

position and lose their standing in the Church. Hence we have
frequently found that those members who have become active

in political life have been on the fringe of the Meeting rather

than as they v/ere in early Pennsylvania, the trusted ministers

and officials, whose state duties bore on their consciences no
less rigorously than their ecclesiastical duties, but who would
sacrifice either rather than violate an apprehended moral
obligation.

For good seems to come from the chicanery of politics no
less certainly than from war. Out of the selfishness, the venali-

ty, the immoral strategy of the presidential nominating con-

ventions has come the greatest line of rulers any country has
ever seen in any age. From the days when Hamilton traded
off with Jefferson the location of the capital city for the fund-
ing of the state bonds in the first Congress down to the days
of the last Congress, many measures yielding valuable results

have come as the result of bargains not always honorable or

moral. Every legislator knows that in order to have a good
measure passed it often seems necessary to support others who
want bad measures passed, and the perfectly independent man
who yields nothing in this way is hardly efficacious in the

councils or acceptable to his constituents. To do evil that

selfish projects may succeed and to do evil that good may come
are the lines that frequently distinguish the evil from the good
man.

Isaac Sharpless.
Haverford College, Pa.

(To be continued.)

A PLEA FOR FREE FRIENDS' SCHOOLS,

"Cast thy bread upon the waters and it shall return after

many days."

We believe that in no line of human endeavor open to us

would there be greater return than in the maintenance of good
free schools under the care of our society.

Aaron S. Watkins, Prohibition candidate for Vice-president

in 1908, said that the Society of Friends had stood at the front

in all the great reforms of the last two hundred years.

Many of our early members were cast into prison and a

number gave up their lives as leaders in the movement which
has given liberty of conscience to worship God in their own
way to a large part of the human race.

The spirituality of the Christian religion and the immediate
revelation of the Holy Spirit to the souls of men preached by
early Friends has come to be recognized by thoughtful men
of many lands.

The Society freed its own borders from the curse of slavery

many years before Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation lifted

the shackles from four million slaves, and many of its members
risked their liberty to help the poor fugitive along on the so-

called Underground Railroad in their flight to Canada, the

land of freedom.
The unnecessary use of spirituous liquors was practically

banished from the homes of Friends before there had been
much agitation of the subject amongst the people generally.

We believe that their testimony against war will hasten the

day when "Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more;" although just now, to

our finite vision, that glorious day may appear to be a long

way off.

Thus we see that Friends have been leaders in many lines

of human progress, but are they leaders in the educational
field?

They may have been in the early days of the Society when
public schools did not exist or were not conducted as they are

at the present time.

Friends have maintained schools in most places where a
sufficient number resided who would patronize them and pay
their expense, but their progress has been retarded and in

some places they have been discontinued on account of still

adhering to the ancient method of supporting them, which was
discarded by the public more than fifty years ago.

Most of the States give every child the privilege of a common
school education free, and in our own at least all who wish to

can avail themselves of a high school education at public

expense. Should not the Society of Friends use its children

as well as the State does?

Our method of taxing the pupils for the expense incurred

is likely to place too large a share of the burden upon the heads
of young families, who perhaps may already be hard pressed

to meet expenses and pay for a home.
We believe it would be better to apportion the expense of

the primary schools at least amongst our members, for many
that have no children of school age are well able to help finan-

cially.

For all to help would renew the interest of many in the work,
as we are all interested in those things for which we contribute.

If undertaken unitedly it would be a connecting link between
the old and the young, giving them a common interest.

If all will remember it is for the general good, most will be

free to help even if they have paid their own children's tuition.

It might seem to work a little hardship in some cases, but it

would be no more unfair than it was when the law was passed

to tax all for the support of schools, and would anyone wish

the public schools to go back to the old method?
With our assessment raised to include support of schools,

our Meeting expenses would still fall below that of most
religious societies.

There is usually a way found to meet the tuition of those

who are unable to pay, from some fund perhaps, but some
upon whom the expense is quite a burden may feel a delicacy

about asking for aid. If all helped such would be relieved,

only having to pay according to their ability, and the fund

could be turned in directly toward school expenses.

I am sure that the teachers would vote for free schools, as

it would relieve them from making out bills and collecting

the same.

It would remove the excuse some Friends make for sending

to public schools to avoid expense, and if they helped the

school financially they would be likely to patronize it. Some
have censured our members for sending their children to public

schools, which 1 think they have no right to do, unless the

Society furnishes them with a free school and as good a one

as the State does.

Some have suggested that Friends might be given their

share of the public money, which at first thought seems fair,

but if that were done other denominations might claim the

same and the next step might be government support of a

leading church.

The Yearly Meeting or Monthly Meetings might direct the

raising of funds. Perhaps it would seem to possess a higher

degree of authority if it came from the Yearly Meeting and

some of the Meetings might help the less favored ones finan-

cially, under that plan. On the other hand, if the members
of the Monthly Meetings contributed directly to the support

of their own schools they might take more interest in the work.

We consider this community one of the most thrifty and
progressive in the land; can we not start a new movement for

the upbuilding of our schools which will free them from the

incubus of this antiquated method of support?

Although our schools generally are conducted with a fair

degree of efficiency, they are not all up to the high standard

that would be attainable if we could unitedly work for their

advancement and make their financial standing such that the
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committee can employ teachers possessing a liberal education,

a talent and love for the work and for the most part having
experience in the same.

Solomon said, "Bring up a child in the way he should go,

and when he is old he will not depart therefrom."

If we can keep our children under good influence until they

are about through their teens, their characters will be in a

good degree established and they will not be likely to go astray.

Although they may not all remain in membership with our
Society, if they have been educated under its environment
they will ever after be influenced by the high ideals and prin-

ciples which they have perhaps unconsciously absorbed.

The future of our Society depends on the rising generation

and the generations yet to come, and if a little sacrifice on
our part in their behalf will be as bread cast upon the waters

to return after many days, let us freely make that sacrifice.—IVritte}! by William P. Young and read at an Educational

Meeting at IVhittier, la.

FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD.
What then a man is called on to do when the summons

reaches him to cultivate a spiritual communion with God is,

in plain language, to put himself in such attitudes toward the

things of religion that God may work in him, more and more
often and ever more deeply, those convictions which lift him
above the fluctuating motives that debase life and the waver-
ing questions that agitate it.

And this, being further translated into terms of habit and
practice, means that a man should open every door in his

life by which he believes God can enter into him.
To read the Bible often and thoughtfully, to pray "without

ceasing" both statedly and on impulse, to attend upon church
worship and the preaching of God's word at every opportunity,
to seek the society of those like-minded in the purpose to

experience Divine reality, to claim and secure for one's self

the frequent opportunity of soul-searching meditation, to

expose one's life in every possible way to the manifestation of

the Creator's presence in nature, and especially to cultivate

acquaintance with Christ in those works of human helpfulness

which were His joy in the days of His flesh—these and such
like means are an honest soul's invitation for the Father and
the Son to dwell in his house.

And what the answer will be is written in Christ's own words:
" If a man love me, he will keep my word, and my Father

will love him, and we will come unto him and make our abode
with him."

"Practicing the presence of God" is then not trying to
work up a state of unearthly transport or to develop high-
tension raptures but simply to live day by day in the realiza-

tion that spiritualities are the true realities.

Perfectly has George Croly put the right Christian desire:

"I ask no dream, no prophet ecstasies,

No sudden rending of the veil of clay,

No angel visitant, no opening skies;

But take the dimness of my soul away."

From the Continent.

GOLDEN ROD.

A vagrant breeze comes steaHng Aowa across the northern hill

And drops into the sunny day a hint of autumn chill;

It stirs the lazy streams, asleep beneath the August skies,

And over daisy-spangled fields a gentle warning cries.

It passes, and where lately massed the summer blossoms frail,

There stands a band of sturdy flowers, encased in gilded mail;

With spears upraised and plumes a-toss they swarm across the lea,

The rear-guard of a fragrant host departed hastily.

All down the lonely forest ways the daring raiders stream;

Above the dusty roadside grass their brilliant banners gleam;

And stiU, when frost has fired the wood and seared the autumn sod,

For summer's waning glory strives the gallant golden rod.

—Grace E. Craig, in the Springfield Republican.

AT SUNRISE.

How often she has slipped out, silently.

To watch the sunrise from the httle mound
She called a hill! How often you have found

Her warm nest empty—no soft, waking sigh

To stir the ruffles of the robe flung by
For brighter garb to meet the day, new-crowned!

So dawn has summoned her, and without sound

She fled, all gladness, as the white doves fly.

This time no footprints on the dewy lawn

To mark her going. Light hath lent her wings,

And this white shape of her that hes so still

Is but night's garment. How the glad day flings

Its arms, and glad birds twitter, "She has gone

To watch new glories from a higher hill."

-Margaret Lee Ashley, in Youth's Companion.

[A series of papers, of which this is the first, will appear in

issues of The Friend. No. 2, "Moral Damage of the War to England."

No. 3, "Traveling Restrictions in England."

—

Eds.]

MATERIAL EFFECT OF THE WAR ON ENGLAND.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

Unquestionably, England has not been hit as hard during
this terrible war as have the other belligerent countries, but
the following may indicate some of the material damage
that has resulted in England within the past two years.

When you get into English country life you see more of

the effects of the war than in London. The railway carriages

are not only crammed with the innumerable parcels that

the traveling Englishman loves to trouble himself with, but
with hordes of soldiers. The officers often ride first class,

and some of them are no doubt for the first time spending
their money for this unusual experience. Queer tales I have
heard; thus—a little lady with her child entered a first-class

carriage and found sprawled out on the seats a huge young
officer, who condescendingly said to her, "Madam, this is

a first-class carriage." She quickly replied, " Yes, thank you,

1 know it is; 1 am accustomed to first-class carriages." He
bolted and was seen no more. Notices are posted all around
the compartments warning the public to avoid conversation
regarding the war because spies are everywhere, and thereby
information may be conveyed to the enemy. Other labels

also under "The Defense of the Realm Act" ask the public

to draw all blinds or curtains after dark lest German bombs
attack a moving train. The ticket collectors on trains and
platforms are often women. Young girls pull about the tea

stands at the stations and dispense tea and cake to the thirsty

and hungry public. Sometimes from the rushing trains you
catch glimpses of training camps with long lines of men train-

ing for the war. The platforms of the stations of the larger

towns are often khaki color owing to the innumerable sol-

diers in view. When you drive through the beautiful rural

districts, you at times hear the sharp voice of the drill-master

across peaceful meadow or lovely sward. Occasionally you see

long rows of stuffed bags suspended about the height of a

man from the ground. These are for bayonet practice—the

young soldier jabs at them so as to know how to thrust an
enemy. Meanwhile he is taught anatomy, so that he may
learn the vital places in the stomach of a man, so as to stick

his foe. Frankly, I think it is a hideous national education.

The country-side is drained of men; the fields are illy tilled

in many places. Feeble old men and women and children are

at work, where hardy yokels used to toil in the days of peace.

Well do we remember a certain midland station where some
forty men with evidently unwilling step followed a young
sergeant as he lead them like so many sheep to the slaughter.

They had not yet donned their khaki uniform. They looked

crest-fallen and scared, except one poor fellow, who sheep-

ishly tried to laugh. A frightened woman clung piteously

to one of them, whilst waiting for the train to carry them away.
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What were their thoughts? What did I<ing and country mean
to them. Why should they thus be led off to kill other poor,

limp, scared peasantry from other lands who never did them
wrong? Did such thoughts as these claim them? They looked

like the dregs of the country-side, yet they have souls. They
were simply following the better cannon fodder that already

had been offered on the altar of Mars.

The shortage of men is everywhere apparent. The big

hotels employ many women in almost every capacity except

that of porters. These feminine workers do not receive much
pay. I asked a bright young "lift" woman one day what she

got per week. "Ten shillings," she responded, "and it is very
little, for I do a man's work." In truth, she did; one day I

saw her lifting some big heavy traveling bags for a tall young
officer and offering to carry them to his room for him. He
took it all as a matter of course. The great banking houses

are employing many girl clerks, for frequently fifty per cent,

or more of the regular staffs are at the front. One day 1 went
into the Appeal Tribunal in the House of Parliament, to which
men came up to offer excuse as to why they should not leave

their business and join the colors under the Military Con-
scription Act. Among the cases that came under review whilst

I was present, was that of a young man, twenty-eight years

of age, whose employer was offering testimony as to his im-
portance in the business. Finally it came out ithat in his par-

ticular department of the firm there had been fourteen men
employed, but now only lads or children were doing their

work except the applicant for exemption, who was overseer.

The other thirteen men had gone into the army. Upon hear-

ing this, the military representative declared he would not

demand the last man, and he was accordingly exempted. All

other applicants whilst 1 was watching the proceedings were
refused exemption.

Several times while I was in London I was in the office of

one of the great banking companies that cash letters of credit

for American travelers. Often in days gone by I have seen

that room so filled with tourists that it was difficult to get

around it or be waited on. This year not once did 1 see any
Americans excepting ourselves. All was as still and subdued
as a sleepy country bank. Not once in Ireland or England
did we meet an American tourist, where in ante-war days
both town and country had swarmed with them.
The dear food problem in England, whilst probably not

as bad as in Germany, is a frightfully serious one. Recently
the Women's Co-operative Guild published evidence of the

disastrous reduction in the standard of living in the families

of artisans, clerks, and others, due to the rise in the price of

food. The increase in the cost of food since the war began has
been over 50 per cent.; bread has gone up forty-five percent.;
tea fifty per cent.; granulated sugar one hundred and sixty

per cent.; eggs fifty-three per cent.; potatoes eighty-six per
cent. ; meats sixty to one hundred and fifteen per cent. ; house-

hold flour forty-eight per cent.; even fish, owing to few men
now being engaged in fishing, have gone up eighty-one per
cent.; coals in many places have advanced over one hundred
per cent.

Truly the poor of England have a sorry prospect ahead for

the coming winter. Not long ago the purchasing power of

a pound was officially declared to be but twelve shillings six

pence, as compared with its regular value of twenty shillings

at the outbreak of the war. The workers bitterly resent these

conditions. Their babies do not have milk; their children live

on bread; the mothers and children in many instances almost
starve in order that the working members of the family may
have sufficient food to keep up their efficiency. It is true

that the big wages of munition workers and the large "separa-
tion allowances" granted to families of soldiers will in many
cases neutralize these conditions, but the fact remains that

millions of others are suffering terribly as a result of the war.
Their wages have not advanced in proportion to the rise in

the cost of living. Meanwhile, the Government can do little

for these unfortunate people, who see huge profits going into

the coffers of contractors, shipowners and armament manu-

facturers, many of whom are allied by business, social or

other ties to members of Parliament and the Government.
It is the old story in every country in the time of war. There
is the usual transfer of assets from the pockets of one set of

people to those of another—mostly from the tax-payers

to the contractors and war bankers, the Government prac-

tically in its capacity of tax-gatherer acting as agent through

whom this transfer of assets is made.
The loss to national vitality, as well as to national wealth,

is exceeding great. To illustrate: I was one day talking with

a nurse in a private hospital for wounded soldiers, when she

incidently remarked, "We have a great many men without

legs here." Her tone was quite matter-of-fact. I also re-

member what a nurse from Cairo, Egypt, said of the Aus-
tralian boys, who, going to that city from the Antipodes, in-

dulged in the excesses of the East, which made them "rotten"

in body and mind. The vile conditions growing out of the

unhallowed system of war as discovered in the Colonial

troops bound for Gallipoli were both hinted at and occa-

sionally publicly alluded to one year ago when I was in Aus-
tralia.

Frequently when in London this year I would see the crowds

at Charing Cross or other stations waiting to watch the

thousands of wounded soldiers arriving on stretchers direct

from France. The London daily newspapers constantly

print with smallest type the long lists of dead and wounded.

Each day sees the British Empire alone losing on an average

from 4,000 to 5,000 men.
One day in a London hotel I met a fine Canadian officer

just from the front. 1 was the first man he had talked to since

leaving France one day before. He said to me, "Night before

last I heard 4,000 of the Canadian boys marching by, and

going to their death. Our losses since Saturday week have

been 1 7,000. I do not know what is going to become of Canada."

Here he stopped speaking from emotion. Finally he went on,
" We are losing the best blood of Canada. Our people at home
do not know what it means. Boys of eighteen years and up-

ward, who ought to be near their mothers, have come out,

thinking that they were on a holiday, and are being sent to

the front and slaughtered, I do not know what is going to

become of Canada."
On reaching home the writer is indeed sorry to see his

own fair America at the beginning of all this sort of distress,

which is the direct result of the mutual international fears

built up through "preparedness." Conditions with us are

becoming just as they have been in Europe. I now see here,

as it used to be in Europe, pictures of our rich people in the

newspapers who pose as the patrons of national defense, or

contributors to military enterprises, knowing full well that

if trouble comes from such preparation for war the monied

class will reap the profits created by opportunities to loan

money at high rates, or that are found in the advance of

values that inevitably accompany war.

God has His best things for the few

That dare to stand the test;

God has His second choice for those

Who will not have His best.

It is not always open ill

That risks the Promised Rest;

The better, often, is the foe

That keeps us from the best.

There's scarcely one but vaguely wants

In some way to be blest;

'Tis not Thy blessing, Lord, I seek,

I want Thy very best.

And others make the highest choice,

But, when by trials pressed,

They shrink, they yield, they shun the cross.

And so they lose the best.

—A. B. Simpson.
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BEFORE THE TRIBUNALS.
At Liverpool Appeal.—Robert Coope (A) (Liverpool),

a medical student, in his fifth year, appealed against the

decision of the Local Tribunal, which had granted him ex-

emption from combatant service only. R. C. pointed out

that by merely attesting or joining an O. T. C., finishing

his course and taking a Commission in the R. A. M. C, he

could have non-combatant service at £500 a year. He had
offered to go to France with the F. W. V. R. C, if the Tribu-
nal would not let him finish his course, and subject to con-

firmation from France would be accepted. He explained

the type of work carried on there.

Chairman: "Have you any objection to treating wounded soldiers?"

Appellant: "I'm -n-illing to treat anybody—as individual to individual."

Chairman: "Then I see no reason why you should not join the R. A.

M. C. Don't you think the healing side of it is a great and noble thing?"

Appellant: "I do certainly, but the Government won't let me treat

woimded soldiers as an individual. It says, 'You must in so doing be-

come part of the army, acquiesce in the ideals and inner meaning of an

organization which is part of the whole scheme of carrying on war.'

I refuse to do that for it seems to me a compromise."

Chairman: "Well, the war is here now and we have got to go through

with it."

Appellant: "Prostitution and drunkenness and other evils are here

now, but that doesn't mean that I am to acquiesce in them."

Chairman: "You conscientious objectors think that no one has a

right to object to war except yourselves. We all object to war."

Appellant: "I acknowledge that you do, but I think that your methods

of dealing with it are altogether on wrong lines. You are only laying the

causes of infinitely more war and trouble in the future and I say that

your methods of ending war are ineffective and wrong.

"

M. R.: "Then how do you suggest you are going to stop war?"

Appellant: "I don't think that there is any easy and dramatic solu-

tion: I'm out for the establishment of the Kingdom of God in the world

and that involves conscientious objections to six or seven other things

on this earth besides war."

M. R.: "But that wiU take hundreds of j'ears!"

Appellant: "That doesn't matter."

[Appeal refused and also leave to appeal to the Central Tribunal.]

At Berkshire Appeal.—^The replies given by A. E. W.
Taverner to the authorized questions were read out. They
included the following.

1. State precisely on what grounds you base your objections to combatant

service.

My objection arises from the conviction that all war is absolutely

opposed to the will of God as expressed in the spirit and teaching of

Jesus Christ. I cannot conceive of Him behind a macliine gun or heading

a bayonet charge, nor do I beheve He would command His followers

to do that which He would not do Himself. I regard human life as sa-

cred, inasmuch as there is something of God in every man, and I hold

that only He who creates and siLstains has the indisputable right to

terminate that life. The appeal to force is an animal instinct, Savage and
revengeful in operation, crushing the higher and developing the lower

nature.

2. // you object also to non-combatant service, state precisely your rea-

sons.

My protest is against war and the spirit that breeds war not merely
against the destruction of life. Therefore I cannot distinguish between
the man who actually fires the rifle and the man engaged in the main-
tenance of supphes. The two forms of service are inseparably connected

and equally abhorrent to me, and I must resolutely decline to accept

either.

3. Do you object to participatiM/ in the use of arms in any dispute, what-

ever the circumstances and however just, in your opinion, the cause?

Most emphatically. A cause is rarely (if ever) so free from complexity

as to be wholly just, and even if it were, the use of arms does not em-
phasize its justice or necessarily ensure the triumph of right. No plea

of necessity can excuse either the individual or the nation from the ob-

servance of Divine law.

4. Would you be willing to join some branch of mililnry service engaged

not in the destruction but in the saving of life? If not, slate precisely your

I am not ready to join in any form of military service whatsoever.

The saving of hfe referred to is not an act of mercy performed by the in-

dividual, but is essentially a military duty caused by the war and or-

ganized for the purposes of war. The result of my undertaking such duty
would be to release another for more active service, which I refuse to

do. Further, I would point out that a man serving in the R. A. M. C. is

Hable to be transferred to another unit.

9 (d). What sacrifice are you prepared to make to show your willingness

without violating your conscience to help your country at the present time?

I am willing to listen to suggestions, but it seems to me that the whole

spirit of sacrifice is destroyed and deprived of its virtue by the underlying

element of compulsion. It has the appearance of a penalty for the avoid-

ance of a duty, or of providing a means of purchasing exemption.

10 (a) // ijou are not willing to undertake any kind of work of national

importance as a condition of being exempted from military service, state

precisely your reasons.

It is obvious that a change of occupation at this juncture can only be

designed either as a punishment or for the better organization of labor

with a view to the more efficient prosecution of the war. I do not see

how it is possible for me to assent to this without a sacrifice of principle

which 1 am not prepared to concede. Principle to me is infinitely more
important than ex-pediency.

10 (b). How do you reconcile your enjoying the privileges of British

citizenship vnlh this refusal?

I reject the implication. I hold that the greatest service one can render

to his country is to faithfully perform his daily duties and to endeavor

to live in unswerving fidehty to the highest ideals.

THOMAS CARLYLE.
Our small village of Winona already has one or two newsboys and per-

haps half a dozen aspiring for similar work. One of the latter came across

a large package of old numbers of The Friend in the family attic. The
find brought with it the suggestion that it was his chance to become a

newsboy, so the town was soon supplied with copies of The Friend

published in the seventies. We chanced to receive the issue of Second

Month 8, 1879, which contains the following:

In the letters of Thomas Erskine of Linlathen, a Scotch
theologian and philosopher, lately published, there is the

following interesting letter from Carlyle, between whom and
Erskine an intimate friendship had long subsisted.

Chelsea, February 12, 1869.

Dear JVIr. Erskine;— I was most agreeably surprised

by the sight of your handwriting again, so kind, so welcome.
The letters are as firm and honestly distinct as ever; the

mind, too, in spite of its frail environments, as clear, plumb
up, calmly expectant, as in the best days; right so; so be it

with us all, till we quit this dim sojourn, now grown so lonely

with us and our change come! 'Our Father which art in

Heaven, hallowed be thy name, thy will be done,"—^what

else can we say? The other night, in my sleepless tossings

about, which were growing more and more miserable, these

words, that brief and grand prayer, came strangely into my
mind with an altogether new emphasis, as if written and shining

for me in mild, pure splendor, on the bosom of the night there,

when 1, as it were, read them word by word—with a sudden
check to my imperfect wanderings, with a sudden softness

of composure which was much unexpected. Not for perhaps

thirty or forty years had I once formally repeated that prayer;

nay, I never before felt how intensely the voice of man's
soul it is, the inmost aspiration of all that is high and pious

in poor human nature, right worthy to be recommended with

an "After this manner pray ye."

I am still able to walk, though I do it on compulsion merely,

and without pleasure, except as in work done. It is a great

sorrow that you now get fatigued so soon, and have not your
old privilege in this respect; I only hope you perhaps do not

quite so indispensably need it as I ; with me it is the key to

sleep, and in fact the one medicine (often ineffectual, and now
gradually oftener), that I ever could discover for this poor

clay tabernacle of mine. I still keep working after a weak
sort; but I can now do little, often almost nothing; all my
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little "work" is henceforth private (as I calculate), a setting

of my poor house in order; which 1 would fain finish in time,

and occasionally fear 1 shan't."

It is refreshing to again meet with the tenderness of spirit that Carlyle

manifested in speaking of sacred things.

The editorial and selection of articles in this issue reminded us of

childish memories of John S. Stokes, the publisher. The writer was present

during many interesting conversations between him and our older friends.

My mother, Hannah H. Stratton, was an unusually sensitive person, but

perhaps no more so than he, so she appreciated his novel suggestion that

the thickness of the skin of the rhinoceros would be a convenient covering

for them.

We wish to commend the suggested program of peace in your last issue,

the one of Eighth Month 17th. We like its constructive attitude and
believe our part is to mold in advance public opinion as om- work is more
effective in the early stages of nation-wide problems than after a stand

has been taken by the press and the people.

DiLLWYN Stratton.
Winona, O.

HIS TESTS.

In a modest home in a quiet neighborhood in a great city

not far from New York there lives a merchant who has
amassed a fortune by treating his customers and employees
with consideration and justice. But, not satisfied with being

an exemplary business man and a generous employer, he
has recently turned the management of his concern over to

his employees and admitted them into its ownership upon
a co-operative basis. He is thus enabled to devote practically

all his time, talents and money to the public service.

He was in New York last week attending a committee
meeting where the principal business was the selection for

employment of a group of men to carry on a very important
public work. This is what he said as to the tests he has ap-
plied to men in the past and proposed to apply in the future:

When a merchant from a distant city comes to request

me to open an account with him, I first ask him whether he
is a member of his local chamber of commerce or board of

trade. If he says "No," then I hesitate before proceeding
further. I find that the man who exhibits no more public

spirit than that is sure somehow and some way to fail when
the crisis comes.
When this war is over, however, I am going to apply another

test, not only to business men, but to others. If 1 am asked
to pass upon the qualifications of a man, my first inquiry shall

be how he has conducted himself, his household and his busi-

ness during the war. If he has made no readjustments or

sacrifices, but has continued to live his normal life, callous

to the death of his brothers across the sea and the destruction

of civilization, he shall never pass muster with me.
These are novel tests, but we wonder if there are many

better ones.

—

hidepcndent.

[The following very suggestive article should be of value
to both parents and teachers. The author is well known to

some of our readers. He easily takes a first rank amongst
those from the younger generation to join the teaching pro-

fession. We have taken the article from the Journal of Educa-
tion. It is included in one of the two nurnbers devoted to

gleanings from the meeting of the National Education As-
sociation, held in New York early in last Seventh Month.
These gleanings represent the "irreducible minimum" of

present-day theory and practice in our schools as disclosed

in the discussions of that meeting, and all members of school

committees should, we think, make themselves familiar at

least with this minimum.

—

Eds.]

READING CLUBS INSTEAD OF LITERATURE CLASSES.

Friends of mine frequently say: "Oh, yes, I hear you just

turn your boys loose in the library." Unfortunately that

would eliminate the teacher. The chief difference between
our reading clubs, which take the place of our literature classes,

except in the final year, and turning boys loose in the library

is that we give the teacher a part to play, of stimulating and
suggesting, while the class-room becomes a sort of forum for

the exchange of information and ideas. But we do have this

similarity to the library scheme: No books are prescribed and
no two boys read the same book unless they want to or unless

the class, with the advice and approval of the teacher, elects

a particular book for class discussion. No boy, in other words,

is condemned to read a book at the same time as other boys
and at the same rate of speed—any more than you or I, in

forming our reading habits, confine ourselves to a standard
routine as to quality, quantity and speed.

There is nothing new in the idea I am bringing forward;
but we have carried it farther than most schools—carried it,

1 hope, to a more logical conclusion. The first thing to do is

to throw the college list of books incontinently out the win-
dow, instead of pretending to dignify what can be done in

one year by spreading it thin over four years. The point is

to meet each pupil at his own level and to lead him gradually

by the right literary steps for him to a higher level. Such work
assumes, of course, that mental discipline is not the object of

literature classes and that a set body of literary information

is far less important than the habit of reading good books.

The main method employed by us is as follows: Each boy
reports on a book from time to time to the class, which dis-

cusses the book from whatever angle seems profitable. The
teacher is there to prevent irrelevant and haphazard com-
ment, but he is not there to dictate devitalized or meticulous

discussion. The fact that he is never quite prepared is one of

the most educative parts of the scheme. Such work, more-
over, at once liberates the pupil, the teacher and the subject

from the superstition that English is a sort of Latin made
easy, while it makes possible and desirable discussions which,

though really vital, struck with dreadful discord into the solemn
dullness of the old-style literature class. No longer required

to make all trees grow at the same speed and in the same kind

of soil, we find it reasonable to encourage each under its best

conditions.

So far, after three years' trial, the results have been gratify-

ing. We find that our boys read about two and a half times

as much as they did under the old system of literature classes

and required outside reading, and that they read most of the

books we used to prescribe, only in different order. Naturally,

a good deal of trash is read—as it used to be, incidentally

—

but it is now possible to handle it frankly and to show, with

some measure of success, its real relation to good literature.

Since there is no compulsion, there are, of course, a few shirk-

ers, but the number is surprisingly small, far smaller than the

number of those at the top who profit by the new liberty.

After all, our obligation is to the best as well as to the worst;

and the worst are hardly worse off reading nothing than when
they took the "classics" as medicine. With the larger back-

ground acquired from the reading club, boys find specific

preparation for college simple in the last year; in many in-

stances they have already satisfied the group requirements

without knowing it. Finally—and this is the important thing

—their reading is rationalized till it seems to bear some vital

relation to their lives. We hope they are developing the book
habit.—W. S. Hinchman, Groton School, Groton, Mass.

The Power of Prayer.—Those who are seeking gifts

must recognize one power. They must recognize the power
of prayer. The enterprises of the Church that have failed

can, in most cases, be marked either by the lack of prayer or

by the lack of faith in prayer. From the hour that Christ

said on the mountain-side: "Ask and it shall be given unto

you," there has been the necessity for the Church to believe

this.

The practice of prayer is an absolute requisite to the secur-

ing of large gifts. Prayer must permeate the individual

messenger. Prayer must permeate the giver, and the whole

Church must be in prayer for any enterprise that is to suc-

ceed for God.
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TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F; Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelpliia.

The wicked men against the Truth

May fight, the fight in vain;

A httle while they seem to win,

But Truth is sure to gain.

Truly in vain shall Earth and Hell

The march of Truth oppose;

For Truth shall live, forever hve,

And conquer all her foes.

The People of the West.—A staff correspondent of

The Outlook, Frederick M. Davenport, writing his impressions

as to political tendencies west of the Mississippi, has this

to say in the issue of Ninth Month 20th regarding prohibition

present and prospective:

Suddenly, to the wonderment of many of the younger
newspaper men of the Hughes party, we ran into the Western
prohibition wave. Instead of receding, it is rising higher

and higher, in Wyoming it shares, with the struggle over

the senatorship, the chief attention of the people. In Utah
both parties have declared for it, and there is no question

about the passing of the law or its enforcement. The IVIormon

Church will be behind it.
" You know," said a leading Mormon

to me, "there weren't any saloons in Utah until the non-
Mormons began to move in. We are naturally a temperate
people."

The friends and foes of prohibition are to try conclusions

again this Fall in California. Every great vineyard in Cali-

fornia has a sign warning against prohibition. But my best

information is that there is a very strong probability that

the first amendment proposed will win this time, and that

saloons will be driven from the State of California. In Wash-
ington and Colorado attempts are being made at the coming
election to modify the existing law. But nothing could be
more futile than the effort. In Washington even the ex-

tremely conservative Blethen, of the Seattle Times, who fought
prohibition bitterly, was out just before we came into the

State with a declaration that all the power of his papers
would be turned against any step backward. Like William
H. Cowles, the very progressive owner of the Spokane papers
in the Eastern part of the State, he holds that the economic
results as well as the moral results of one year of prohibition

are beyond price. And the same thing is true in Colorado.
Every witness of whom 1 made inquiry, including Governor
Carlson, who is prohibition's most valiant champion in the

State, told me the same story. The majority for it, if it were
voted upon again, would be doubled and more. Said a pros-

perous and excellent citizen who took me about Denver in

his car, " My cellar is still well stocked and I voted wet. But"
—pointing to a corner where one of the leading saloons used
to be

—
"all these places are filled up and good business has

covered every loss and more. Why, the Brown Palace Hotel
never did so well. And I don't know," he said, "it's a more
clean and wholesome town. If this thing comes up again in

any form, I vote dry."

A reporter for the Kansas City Star, whom 1 met on our
train, and who had been spending a week in Denver inter-

viewing for his paper, and in the interest of the prohibition
movement in Missouri, many leading bankers and merchants
who had voted wet last time, told me the same story. It is

dry for all of them if the matter comes up again.

It is in the air of the West—anything that injures man,
woman or child, whether it is political or economic tyranny,
or liquor, or whatever it is, has got to go. How is Eastern
Republican conservatism going to stand against it? If con-
servatism tries it again, it means another revolution and de-

struction. The best conservatism can do is to guide this

liberal sentiment and balance it for the good of the whole
Nation,

Rum for Africa.—The Christian Herald not long ago
printed a letter from J. Newton, Secretary of the Native
Races and Liquor Traffic United Committee, Palace Cham-
bers, London, relative to the rum traffic in Africa. J. New-
ton tells the story of a riot that occurred at a yam festival

at a village in the Gold Coast region, caused by the natives

getting drunk on American rum. After thirty persons were
killed in this riot the government had to close down the liquor

shops for a time in order to restore peace in this African vil-

lage. Hervey Wood, to whom J. Newton addressed the
letter, says:

"The distillers and brewers of the United States are sending

every year not less than 20,000,000 gallons of rum, whiskey
and beer into lands where our missionaries are at work."

The Christian Herald pleads for the enactment of Federal
legislation to prevent the exportation of liquor to Africa.

Yes, by all means, let our Government prohibit the ex-

portation of this poison which is working such havoc among
the natives. Uncle Sam religiously guards the native Ameri-
can, the red man, against the greed and avarice of the liquor

interests. The same motives which prompt him to protect

them should cause him to save, so far as within his power,

the natives of the dark continent from the ruin wrought by
liquor under the protection of the Stars and Stripes.

Frequent comment has been made upon the fact that since

the great European War has been in progress the breweries

and distilleries of the United States have greatly increased

their liquor exportations to Africa, because of England's
inability to supply the demand.
The one best way to prevent this exportation is to annihi-

late the whole liquor business in our own country.

—

The
American Issue.

The Cry of the Children.—Suddenly the child looms
up as a proper object of Government concern. Infantile

paralysis attacks him, here in New York, and the whole
country is interested. Dozens of children die in a day of the

new scourge; and city authorities are alarmed. In a few weeks
a few hundred of children are carried to their graves; and the

alarm spreads. In a month or so a quarantine is established

to hem in the disease.

The Federal Government shares in the concern and leg-

islation is invoked, and the National power, to stop the spread

of infection and protect the child who may otherwise become
infected. The State, the city and the nation are alert in de-

fense of home and health—for the common good.

AND IT IS RIGHT THAT THIS SHOULD BE.
But more children are born every day with a worse endow-

ment than infantile paralysis, than die of it any day in the

entire country. They are born with paralyzed brain, or de-

fective organs of locomotion, as much objects of pity as

any child who becomes crippled by the paralysis now so

greatly feared. They may be found in the institutions for

defectives, which tax-payers build and which liquor sellers

fill.

The cause of them is well known to scientists. For their

support our tax-payers pay. What they cost is charged up
to national profit and loss.

This cause the voters maintain. The revenue system of

the nation perpetuates it. The folly of the citizen permits it.

Congress betrays no spasmodic alarm over it. The great

metropolis does not seek to stamp it out. Neighborhoods
near by in other States do not quarantine against it.

The alcohol habit and the alcohol traffic have the encour-

agement of Government, and when good citizenship would
end them both a shout goes up from the liquor seller behind

the bar and the politician in front of it that "You can't

prohibit!"

Infantile paralysis is a strong argument. If the children

should be protected from a scourge which attacks them through

some germ not yet determined or known, why should they

not be protected from the poison of alcohol, which cripples

them from birth?
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They should be. It is the duty of every man who may now
be or may hope to be a parent to say that such protection

shall follow from the child's birth—yea, even shall be assured

before the child is born.

—

The National Advocate.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The Golden Clew, or Why We Children are Friends.
(Chapter VI.)—Kenneth was sitting on the grass by a pond
in the garden, watching the water from a tiny fountain trickle

off the leaves of the ferns beneath it. He had been silent for

some time and his mother wondered what was passing in

his mind, till he looked up and asked; "Mother, have 1 ever

been baptized?"
His mother thought a moment and said, "

1 can hardly

tell, my darling."

"Why, mother," said Kenneth, "don't thou know whether
I have or not?"
"I can tell, of course," said mother, "whether thy little

body has been baptized; but I cannot look into thy heart

and see whether that has had the beautiful baptism that our
Lord has promised to all who love Him. What made thee ask

the question?"
"Nurse's little niece was christened to-day and i thought

how nice it would be if it could have been done here, in this

pretty pond, instead of in a dark church. Nurse said that

would not do at all. Then 1 said I should like to be christened

here; and nurse said she expected 1 was christened when 1

was a baby, but she did not know."
"Nurse's sister," said mother, "likes to have her baby

christened, as a sign that it belongs to the church. But the

water cannot touch its little heart; and thousands of people

who have been baptized never belong to any church really,

for their lives show they do not care for religion at all. I

long for thee, my boy, that thou may really belong to the

Lord's Church, and really have the precious gift of His Bap-
tism."

Kenneth did not answer. He had rolled up his sleeve a

little way and was dipping his hand in and out of the bright,

cold water.

"What is the Lord's Church?" he asked.

"It is everybody," said mother, "all over the world, who
believes on the Lord Jesus as His Saviour, and wants to obey
Him—all the people who have ever lived, or who ever will

live, who belong to Him."
"All the black people, do they belong?" said Kenneth.
"Why, of course," said mother. "Chinese and Africans and

Hindus and everybody who believes on the Lord Jesus. Is it

not a beautiful thought that the Lord has a grand, strong

army all over the world fighting for Him. Don't we want to

belong to it?"

"Yes. Is nurse's little niece going to belong to-day?"
"What does thou think, dear? Is water on thy hand doing

any good to thy heart inside?"
" Why of course, mother, it cannot get to my heart."

"No, neither can the water poured on her forehead really

help the little girl to belong to the Lord. But most religious

people have, in' all times, thought it right to show others

they belonged to a religion and wished their children to be-

long to it, too, by being baptized and having their children

baptized. It is certainly not for us to judge them about this,

and I have no doubt it is a great help to many; but the sad

part of it has been, it has often ended there; and some people
have thought if they had the water baptism it did not matter
how little goodness they had in their lives. When the Lord
came. He brought into the world a new Baptism that would
really change their hearts. But before He can give us this,

we must belong to Him. How can we belong to Him?"
Kenneth said nothing, and his mother went on; "The Lord

asks us to belong to Him. He wants us to be His. But we
are not obliged to. What must we do?"

"Choose," said Kenneth.
"Choose to belong and then choose to obey," said mother.

"The Church is an army, and the Lord is the Head of it.

Everything He bids we have to do at once. Is it easy, dear?
Is it easy to be good?"

Kenneth shook his head. "It is much more easy to be
naughty," he said.

" But that is not as it ought to be; because the Lord said:

'My yoke,' that means, the life 1 want you to lead with Me,
'is easy.' It ought to be easy."
"Then why isn't it?" asked Kenneth.
"When Aunt Agnes went to the Centennial Exhibition,

she saw in the Great Hall ever so many machines, doing
ever so many different things. Some made carpets and some
made envelopes; some were great and some were little. But
they were all worked by a great engine in the middle of the
room. Here and there, however, was a machine quite still,

doing nothing."
" It was not connected, 1 expect," said Kenneth, who was

very fond of engines.

"No, it was not connected," said mother. "Well, suppose
the machine could talk, and some one would say, 'Why
don't you work?' What would the machine say? '

I can't

work, it's very difficult to work; it's much easier to be quiet.'

But what would one of the machines say that was connected
with the great engine?"

"'I cannot help working,'" said Kenneth.
"Now, said mother, "suppose for a moment we think of

ourselves as the machines and the Lord Jesus Christ as the
great engine of strength in the middle. Does thou not see

that, the moment we join ourselves to Him, He gives us just

the power we want to keep our lives going? What wonderful
things those machines do, the moment the strap is passed
around the wheel and they are connected with the engine;

and what wonderful things men do and little boys, too, when
they really belong to the Lord, and He lets His power come
and live in them. They don't do the work. He does it all,

really. There is a verse that just expresses it in the Bible;

'And the life which 1 now live. . . I live by the faith of

the Son of God.'

"Now that holy life, which comes to us when we are joined

to Christ is really that Holy Spirit we have just been speaking
of, which He has promised to every one who belongs to Him.
The Holy Spirit is the living Power of God. He wants to

come into the hearts of all those who have given themselves
to the Lord Jesus, to fill their hearts and teach them and
guide them and make them strong, and loving and happy.
So that when we have this new Life it is just the sign, the

proof, that we do belong to the Lord. And now how is it

I want thee to have this true help in thy life? If the beautiful

strong, loving Presence of the Holy Spirit is in thy heart,

it will be a much more real sign than any outward washing
can be, that thou belongs to the Church of Jesus Christ."

Kenneth was silent for some minutes, looking steadily

at the lovely water flashing among the green leaves. This

seemed to carry his mind back to the beginning of the con-

versation and he asked at last;

" But why, mother, is that Life called a Baptism?"
" Because the Lord wanted us to think of this Power as

something that was to change our lives, and to make them
new and fresh and pure; and up to that time, if people wanted
to change their religion, they often dipped themselves in

water, as a sign that they had changed it. Now, when Christ

gives His new life, it changes them all through and the Spirit

that He gives is the sign that they have joined His religion

and begun a new life, just as dipping in water was a sign that

they had joined a new religion in old time. And, indeed,

when this grand, holy Power first came to the world, it came
quite suddenly on a number of good people and quite changed
their lives."—G. Crosfield.

"
I have never found any who prayed so well as those

who had never been taught how. They who have no master
in man, have one in the Holy Spirit."
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TEACHERS' RETIREMENT FUND.
The undersigned, appointed by the Yearly Meeting in 1914 to co-

operate with the Committee on Education in perfecting a plan for Teach-

ers' Retiring Allowances, then presented in preliminary outline, and in

its general scope and purposefully approved by the Yearly INIeeting, now

take this means of informing the membership of the Meeting that the

plan has been matured to the point where it can in our judgment be put

in operation with excellent prospects of success and of large usefulness

to our educational system.

The sub-committee of the Committee on Education, charged with

developing the plan, has, during the past three years, devoted a very large

amount of conscientious labor to this intricate subject. They have

considered in minute detail the varied requirements of all of our schools.

They have been advised by competent insurance experts and they have

carefully studied similar plans which have been in operation in other

school and college systems and have informed themselves in regard to

their points of success and failure.

A gratifying endorsement of the thorough way in which this work

has been done is furnished by a recent bulletin of the Carnegie Founda-

tion, which reviews its own ex-perience, and frankly points out some of

the shortcomings of its original scheme. It indicates the probability of

changes which will make its future plan closely parallel in some important

particulars the one worked out by our committee.

Our proposed methods of operation have been submitted in outline to

the Actuary of the Carnegie Foimdation and have had his approval.

Friends who have been in touch with the subject for some years will

remember that the possibility of retiring allowance plans for some of

our larger schools, such as Westtown and Germantown, had been con-

sidered, and apparently with fair chances of success, but nothing was

done on account of the manifest unfairness of providing for the teachers

of these schools without doing anything for those who teach in our smaller

struggling Yearly Meeting schools. It wiU always be to the credit of

the Principals of the larger schools that they saw the need of making the

movement broad enough to cover all our schools.

In addition to elaborating an excellent plan for retiring allowances,

the Committee on Education has made arrangements for its administra-

tion, which seem to us adequate, and has provided possibilities for such

future changes as exjjerience may dictate. The funds for putting it in

operation are now all that is required in order to add this very substantial

improvement to our educational system. It is calculated that §125,000

will be needed. Some generous gifts have been promised. A committee

is about to ask for contributions and we commend the subject to the

Hberal consideration of Friends.

Samuel L. Allen
William H. Haines
MoRHis E. Leeds

Maey C. Roberts
Dr. Anna P. Sharpless

Alice Hoopes Yarnall.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—The Forty-second Convention of the Pennsylvania Woman's

Christian Temperance Union opened in Wilkes-Barre on the 6th. Presi-

dent George, in her address, said: " Thirty years ago, when the convention

was here, the membership was 1249; now it is more than 43,000." In the

course of her address she also said: "Already the European conflict has

cost more than 835,000,000,000 and millions of hves have been de-

stroyed, yet the l^elligerent nations are making preparations to continue

the conflict on a vaster scale than ever. Preparation for war invites

war. The zealots of preparedness are urging military training in our

pubhc schools. Tliis is all wrong and we should oppose it with all the

strength we have."

Five fieldmen of the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture have

started a survey to find the districts in which white pine bUster rust is

prevalent and to take steps to check it.

So fine an example of civic virtue as the following should not go un-

noticed. It is in a despatch from Lansdale, Pa. Former County Con-

troller John N. Jacobs, broken in health at the age of seventy-seven

years, made the following announcement to-day: "I am through with

public life. I have given my best years to civic duties and now I am
through. If 1 live, I will be known hereafter simply as 'Jacobs.'" He
was the first Controller of Montgomery County and refused to take pay,

at the rate of $4000 a year, for his four years of service.

Samuel Mufson, class of 1916 Passaic High School, has won the Harvard

prize scholarship of S250, for having passed with the highest credit of

those entering from New Jersey, the Harvard entrance examinations.

General.—The Federal Farm Loan Board, which has just visited 28

States in New England and the West, finds that interest rates on farm

mortgage loans vary from 5 per cent, to 60 per cent., that exorbitant

commissions for obtainmg loans are frequently charged and that in ever}'

one of the States there are small farmers, industrious and able to offer

unquestionable security, who are unable to obtain loans at all.

If all the blind people in the world were brought together they could

form a city as large as Chicago, or, possibly, Paris. No one knows just

how many blind people there are, for in many of the countries worse

afflicted, China, Arabia, Turkey in Asia and North Africa, they do not

care enough about the bUnd even to count them. Our Census Bureau,

on the basis of ascertained figures covering about half the world's popula-

tion, estimates the total number as more then 2,400,000.

South CaroUna taught 1,000 adults to read and write in night school

in 1915-1916, the State appropriating $5,000 therefor.

Statistics collected by the Bureau of Crops of the Agricultvire Depart-

ment show that the 1915 record for wheat yield in the United States

exceeds that of fifty-two bushels an acre reported from Edmonton, Al-

berta. One hundred and seventeen bushels an acre on a field of eighteen

acres was reported from Ireland County, Washington, and there are

many instances of where the yield exceeded fifty-two bushels on farms

of 500 to 600 acres.

It is said that a discovery now on trial in France makes it possible in

broad dayhght to obtain detailed pictures of any organ of the body

—

brain, Hver, kidneys or spleen—and see at a glance by what gross lesions

they are affected. Thus it is possible to see the blood-vessels of the brain,

observe a blood clot in that organ or detect abscesses in the Hver. In one

case a secretion in the appendix was seen clearly when the picture was

complete.

Theodore Steinmann, a fourteen-year-old boy, of San Diego, Cal., has

been admitted to the University of CaUfornia. He is the youngest pupil

ever to gain admittance to the institution. He wiU study medicme.

NOTICES.
Under a concern, and by authority of a minute granted to Samuel W.

Jones, by Lansdowne Monthly Meeting, a meeting for Divine Worship

has been appointed to be held at Old Cain Meeting-house, on First-day

afternoon, Tenth Month 15, 1916, at three o'clock. We hope that Friends

will favor us with their presence. Those going by troUey leave West

Chester, at 1.50, arriving at Thorndale in time to allow for the mile walk

to the Meeting-house^ B. P. Cooper.

To THE Friends of Tunesassa:—
The sum needed for the installation of an Electric Light Plant at the

School has been fully subscribed, and the plant is reported to be in opera-

tion.

Gratefully,

Wm. Bacon Evans, Treasurer.

In response to an appeal by Wilham C. AUen in last Sixth Month,

$590 were received and forwarded to aid the suffering Russian refugees.

In response to a recent appeal by WilUam C. Allen, additional funds

have been received, and there is now on hand $462, which is to be for-

warded through the Yearly Meeting's Treasurer, WilUam T. Elkinton,

to London, as a special fund to aid the War Victims Relief work in Russia.

C. Walter Borton.

409 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Tenth Month 6, 1916.

Westtown Boarding School.—The stage will meet at Westtown

Station trains leaving Broad Street (Penna. R. R.), Phila., at 6.30, 8.21

a. m., 2.48 and 4.30 p. m.; other trains will be met on request. Stage

fare twenty-five cents each way. To reach the School by telegraph, ad-

dress West Chester, Bell Telephone, 1016.

E. Dean Stanton,

Business Manager.

Meetings from Tenth Month 15th to 21st:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth below Mar-

ket, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 18th, at 5 p. m. Busmess session

at 7 p. M.

Muncy, at Muncy, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 18th, at 10 a. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 19th, at 7.30 p. m.
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The Patience of Faith.—Faith is able to wait with pa-

tience. Being itself a "substance" and an "evidence," to

use Paul's great words, it does not need to fret or chafe under
delay. John Wesley said to himself that he was "always in

haste, but never in a hurry." This is because he was a man
of prodigious faith. He believed in God. He believed in

man. He believed in himself. It is the man who really does
not believe in himself or others or God—he, who can never
"possess his soul in patience." He has such small faith in

nature's constancy; he must, forsooth, watch the pot boil.

He doubts the validity of kindness; hence he continually

cross-examines it. He is never quite willing to let God " keep"
that which He has "committed unto Him." His counterpart

is the man who "beheves," and who, "believing," does not

need to "make haste." Of course, there is no time to lose;

but there is still less time to worry.

—

George Clarke Peck.

REST.

"There remaineth, therefore, a rest to the people of God."

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews in the fourth chap-

ter explains in what this rest consists and how it can be at-

tained, and then he exhorts his brethren to labor that they

may enter into it.

Turning to the Old Testament we find a parallel passage

in the 23rd Psalm:

"He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he leadeth me beside

the still waters."

No one, I think, questions the authorship of these words.

They have survived all the happenings of the more than 3,000

years since they were penned, and contain the same solace

and refreshment for the weary pilgrim to-day that they did

when the shepherd king wrote them down.

They portray his soul's experience, and they will portray

ours if we live to merit them. They reflect the country that

produced them. Had the thought found expression in a region

either to the north or to the south of Palestine, the figure

would have been different. There are other lands than Pal-

estine, and many of them, where the shepherd life prevails,

but there is something distinctly local in this picture, so

much so as to make it belong to no other region on the globe.

References to the shepherd and to his manner of life occur

many times in both the Old and the New Testaments and
when great lessons were to be taught it was a natural figure

to choose, it appealed to the people in the hill country and to

those in the cities and the towns also, for the shepherd was
a well-known figure all over Palestine. King David used it

and so did our Lord with much the same freedom.

Spiritual rest, the rest of the soul, was made more impres-

sive, if not more clear to the dwellers in Judea and Galilee than

possibly it can be to us, by the figurative language which was
employed. As the flock was brought together at nightfall,

if there was any disturbance from without, however slight,

it would alarm the sheep, and not even sheer exhaustion

under such circumstances would put them to sleep. They
would know no rest until the disturbing cause was removed

or they were satisfied that no harm would come from it.

The first essential that rest should prevail within the sheep-

fold was that the sheep should themselves feel that they

were safe from harm. This granted them, it would be difficult

to find a truer picture of contentment than a flock of sheep

asleep.

The human soul is like a flock of sheep in this regard. Men
may assume a show of indifference, and may claim that they

have no regard for their soul's destiny, but in the secret

chamber of their thoughts what man is there who does not

entertain at times serious reflections concerning his soul's

welfare, and to such full peace of mind is dependent on safety.

"The green pastures" "beside the still waters" typified

to the Jew the place of safety. Here he could know perfect

rest, because he was under the protecting power of Jehovah.

To some it meant an outward habitation, hallowed by cer-

tain rites and made sacred to holy purposes; to others it

signified a mental state, not perplexed with vexing ques-

tions, but casting all difficulties upon Him who had promised

to bear them, thus in childlike faith trusting to His leader-

ship.

To the Christian a broader vision and a brighter hope

are presented than ever King David could have had. Our

Lord's first and chief purpose in coming to earth. He often

told His followers, was to bring safety to the lost. With this

safety came the rest that the soul craves. He came that we
might have life and that we might have it in fulness. "My
sheep," He declared, "shall never perish, neither shall any

man pluck them out of My Hand."

It is the knowing that we are of His sheepfold that brings

the feeling of peace. It is not head knowledge, it eludes

the fine analysis of our logic, but it is a reality to us quite

as much as though we had gained it by the process of

reasoning.

This must have been the "rest" which the writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews had in mind when he wrote, "There

remaineth, therefore, a rest to the people of God."

All our simplest daily transactions with one another are
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based upon the confidence we repose in them; as this confi-

dence dwindles and our relations become strained our life

is harder to live and we grow farther and farther away from

the condition of rest which we naturally crave; the same is

true in even greater degree when we pass to the higher rela-

tions of life and consider those things that affect the spiritual

well-being.

There can be no perfect love without perfect faith. Even
in our temporal relations the ties of kinship and of friendship

may be ever so tender, yet we know that they cannot be

perfect and full if there is lacking on the part of one toward

the other the element of trust; so in regard to our highest

interests, those that concern our soul's welfare and know no

limits of time or of space, we do well often to revert to the

words in this same Epistle, that they be not applicable to

us, " For indeed we have had good tidings preached unto us,

even as also they; but the word of hearing did not profit

them, because it was not united by faith with them that

heard." D. H. F.

FRIENDS IN PUBLIC LIFE.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FROM AMERICAN HISTORY.

(Continued from page 183.)

So I think that the principles which have been the keynote
of Quaker morality and those which define the average morality

of the politician even of the better sort are widely apart. The
one is idealistic, the other utilitarian. The one has never been
able to convert the other to the theory that idealism in the
long run is of the highest utility, and the other has had no
faith in any principle whose utility he cannot grasp as likely

to ripen in the very near future.

To this extent we can sympathize with the abstention of

Friends from politics. If a state is dominated by an unholy
machine which allows no one in office except obedient hench-
men, who must be without scruple or independent character,

then "the post of honor is the private station." There may
be a place for them in the ranks of the militant reformers, but
hardly in official life. It is not to the discredit of moral people
that they are not governors or senators or judges in certain

parts of our Union, where such offices are filled by men whose
qualifications are meagre and methods dishonorable.

Colonial Pennsylvania and Rhode Island are the only
communities in which for any considerable length of time
Friends had enough responsibility to make the government
somewhat a reflection of their principles. In Rhode Island
it was rather the influence of a few public-spirited and will-

ing men, than the exertion of control by the whole body which
gave them their prominence. We shall therefore turn to

Pennsylvania for our illustrations.

Here Friends from 1682 to 1756 had practically unopposed
control of the legislature. While for the most of these years
they were a minority of the population, they were elected

as a result of a combination of popular respect for their

character and principles on the one hand, and shrewd political

management on the other. Indeed, it may be said that up
to the outbreak of the Revolutionary War in 1775 they con-
trolled, except in the matter of martial preparation, the
political destinies of the Province. For while after 1756
they did not hold office to any large extent, "the Quaker
Party" was always an influence to be reckoned with.

""

During the first fifty years after the settlement, while
the Executive was not always a Friend, he was under the
practical control either of the Penn family or the Quaker
legislature. Hence we have here conditions which give
us the best opportunity to determine how a Friendly gov-
ernment would succeed in adjusting the oftentimes conflict-

ing claims of conviction and expediency.

In the matters of oaths there was no wavering. From

the teaching of the fathers and from their own conscience
they came with apparent unanimity to the conclusion that
the taking or administration of an oath was wrong, and con-
cerning this there could be no compromise. Whether it

was the Biblical command or a sense of the nobility of simple
truth that determined their position, they definitely and
always refused to yield it to any consideration of political

necessity. For about two years the Colony went almost
without organized government because the English Crown
would not permit official action without oaths and in many
places all fit for official positions were Friends. The meet-
ings rigorously "dealt with" any for the least violation, and
many members objected to a form of affirmation which in-

cluded the expression "in the presence of Almighty God"
because it looked like an oath, and finally caused it to be aban-
doned.

But they could not prevent non-Friends from demanding
and administering oaths, and so certain judicial and magis-
terial positions, the duties of which might require their ad-
ministration, were closed to Friends by their own self-abne-

gation or the action of their meetings for discipline. Even
complicity to the extent of accepting a clerkship under an
official who administered oaths was prohibited. A Friend might,
however, serve on a board of judges as a minority member
if his position did not make him responsible for the acts of

the board. Practically the agreement adopted in 1718 is

still in operation over the country with a strong tendency
towards the complete substitution of affirmations for oaths.

Indeed, the form of so-called "oaths" in many places now
amounts to an affirmation.

When we turn from this consistent uncompromising ideal-

istic position on the subject of oaths to other matters the
record is not so clear. The taking of human life was not
apparently a matter on which Friends felt that such a plain

stand could be made. This was apparently in the realm
of expediency to be decided by political considerations. Wil-
liam Penn himself reduced capital punishment to make it

apply to treason and first degree murder only, not an in-

considerable step in advance. But it is an interesting fact

that in the year of his death, 171 8, the bill granting relief

to Friends in the matter of oaths, also contained a provision

to adopt the English penal code, which included capital

punishment for some dozen of crimes. This measure was
a political bargain. The Friends gave up any convictions

they may have had against capital punishment in order to
.

obtain their liberty as to oaths. The bill containing both
provisions was suggested by the non-Quaker Deputy Gov-
ernor, Sir William Keith, a shrewd politician, was drawn up
by a Quaker lawyer, David Lloyd, equally shrewd, adopted
by a legislature almost if not unanimously composed of

Friends, and received with acclamation by the Quaker popu-
lation, which proceeded to raise through their meetings a
sum of money to defray the expense of having it ratified in

England. The only explanation possible is that the life of

a criminal was less sacred in their eyes than the protest against

swearing.

But the sternest conflict between the claims of conviction

and utility was on the question of war. While nearly all

Friends of the first half century would subscribe to the
statement that war was unchristian and wrong under all

circumstances it was hard to draw the lines. Under the
leadership of David Lloyd an appropriation for war was voted
to the Queen and put into the hands of trustees till they could

assure themselves that " it would not be dipt in blood." Un-
der the influence of Penn's best friends another similar ap-
propriation was voted unconditionally, how it should be
spent being, as Isaac Norris expressed it, "not our business

but hers." Frequently after 1740 the Quaker' legislature

would appropriate money "for the King's use," knowing
well the use to which it would be put. Their favorite pre-

amble to such a resolution was "As the world is now situated

we do not condemn the use of arms by others but are prin-

cipled against it ourselves." This was possibly a defensible
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position for it meant that things were right or wrong for

individuals according as their consciences approved or dis-

approved. On the other hand, if there were any such thing
as a standard of rectitude they must have recognized that
it was bad not only for the individual but for the state to
violate it, and that all violations brought their inevitable
penalties.

The opponents of Friends' views urged that there was no
essential difference between resisting outside enemies and
resisting criminals within. "You hang," said they, "a burg-
lar who breaks into your house, yet you will not take any
steps to resist, an organized mass of men who plunder your
houses wholesale, and destroy your families." To this

Friends replied, in the great peace controversy carried on
between Governor Thomas and John Kinsey, the speaker
of the Assembly, about 1740, that the burglar was consciously
doing wrong, violating all laws human and Divine, and de-
served what he got, while the soldier was innocent of inten-

tional wrong doing or was even acting up to the highest con-
ception of duty. Hence there was a difference in motive
which justified different judgments as to culpability. With
their views as to capital punishment this was probably as

good an answer as they could have made, but was hardly
basing their actions on an eternal principle.

If given to exact definitions they might have taken some-
thing like this position: "We are not absolute non-resistants

but we stop resistance where it becomes in itself criminal
according to the moral law as our consciences see it. We do
not define the exact line where criminality begins, but war and
its practices are for us manifestly over the line and therefore

we cannot accept any responsibility for it."

William Penn himself was a combination of an idealist

and a practical man of affairs. In early life the former
prevailed in his writings, but when the details of a most com-
plicated and most insistent problem came upon him in the
management of his Colony and in his own unfortunate financial

conditions, he went very close to the line. It was with a

most abounding enthusiasm that he entered upon his task
of government. Religious liberty, democracy, peace, plain

speaking and honest dealing, justice to natives, these were
the principles that he announced with evident sincerity and
an apparently inextinguishable optimism. They were to

be applied to Quaker and non-Quaker, to white man and
red, to individual and nation. There is nothing in history

much sadder than the way in which this optimism was worn
away by petty opposition, by well-meant but unfortunate
financial management, by an apparent necessity for political

compromises, by the breakdown of some of his cherished
hopes. The cheering fact remains that during the last two
years of his normal life his difficulties, personal and political,

largely disappeared, his Colony returned to him in love and
respect, and peace and prosperity began to cover his long

and discouraging struggle. His idealistic plans had not all

been realized, but neither had they all failed, and his hopes
for a full fruition were strong.

(To be concluded.)

Haverford College, Pa. Isaac Sharpless.

SOME PEACE BOOKS.

Perhaps no phenomenon of the present great war is more
fraught with teaching than the fact that the contagion of the

war spirit has become world-wide in its effect. For a little

while our own country seemed to be in a degree immune from
the poison, but finally it was swept along with the current until

upon more than one occasion it has seemed that war would be

very easy even for us. Some of those who have been victims

of the contagion have not failed since to point out somewhat
derisively that the so-called "peace sentiment" had been
greatly over-capitalized, and that in fact it had proved itself

"a negligible quantity," before the "on-rush of real patriot-

ism." So hasty and so shallow at times are the judgments
of public opinion! After months of military propaganda.

great bills in Congress and loud declarations even for "univer-

sal military service," some who have an ear to the ground, at

least for political purposes, perceive that there has been all

the time a great undercurrent against war and even against

the preparations for war. So some of the military bills have

peace alternatives in them, and so such expressions as " Nothing

permanent is ever accomplished by force" is pitted against

plans for universal military training in a political campaign.

All the time the phenomenon mentioned above has been

at work, another significant phenomenon, little observed, has

made an impression that we believe is altogether noteworthy.

A veritable flood of peace books has been rolling off of the press

in response to a definite demand that has made their publica-

tion reasonable ventures for publishers. This body of litera-

ture is wholly apart in significance from the multitudinous

tracts and protests and pleas of Peace Societies. The war in

Europe has evidently quickened as well as deepened the world

pulsation against war. The liberal purchase of books on the

subject is a sure indication of this.

Friends should keep themselves in touch with these books,

even though the number of them is very considerable. The
traditional position of our Society in regard to peace has by

no means exhausted the subject. The truth is that few of us

have exhausted our own position. These books expand it,

and illuminate it, perhaps altogether beyond our expectation.

Our notice of some of them will perforce be short. The most

we can expect to do is to introduce individual books to our

readers.

—

[Eds.]

"The Last Weapon," by Theodora Wilson Wilson, is a

shilling book, in paper from C. W. Daniel, Ltd., London.

The copy in our hands is of the third edition. The first edition

was published in Second Month. The third was called for by

the Fifth Month. We are not informed whether this populari-

ty has been maintained. The subject is treated in a vision

and in form and substance one is at once reminded of " Pilgrim's

Progress." Each chapter is based on Scripture quotations

and the exalted style of such writing is maintained. The
Christ Child goes forth from the Courts of Heaven into the

Halls of Fear to offer the Last Weapon to the suffering world.

The encounter with Sir Joshua Power, the mystery in regard

to "hellite," the picture of the effect upon the organized

Church of the competition between the last two weapons, and

especially the incident of the howling mob in the market place

before the five Pilgrims of Peace will be remembered as vivid-

ly portrayed. They bring home lessons to the readers that

are not likely soon to be forgotten. One hardly knows whether

to marvel most at the boldness of the author or of the reading

public in England in demanding repeated editions of this little

work. By this time the censor may have suppressed it, but

the three editions cannot be wholly lost in good effect.

II.

" Forks of the Road," Washington Gladden, The Macmillan

Co., New York City, I.50. This is the peace essay that won
the $1000 prize offered by the "Church Peace Union" for the

"best essay on War and Peace." It is a ringing indictment

of the folly and wickedness of the "gospel of force." But it

is much more than this. It is a piece of keen analysis in which

the system of warfare or of war preparation is shown to beat

variance with the "organic law of human Society." This

organic law is clearly demonstrated to be fundamental in the

teaching of Christ. No point in the book is more ably pre-

sented than this. A somewhat lengthy quotation may in-

dicate what we mean and will give a clue to the argument of

the author;

"We often hear orthodox teachers sneering at the law of

love as a mere sentimentality
—

'gelatinous' is the term by

which they are apt to characterize it. It is sentimental in

just the same sense that the laws of hydro-statics or electro-

dynamics are sentimental ; it is derived from a book in the same

way that the law of gravitation is derived from a book; it is

an induction from the facts of life; and its sanctions no more
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depend on any positive injunction than do the sanctions of the

law of dietetics. If you eat poisonous or indigestible food,

the retribution is not deferred until after death and the judg-

ment, nor is there any scheme of substitution by which you
may evade the penalty; it follows the transgression instantly

and inevitably. Not less swift and certain are the conse-

quences of every violation of the moral law. The reaction of

the evil deed upon the mind, the heart, the will of the evil-

doer is utterly inescapable. Transgressions of the law of

love register themselves instantly in the character of the

transgressor. They darken his judgment; they inflame his

passions, they mar his relations with those from whom he has
withholden the good will which is their due. We hate those

whom we have injured, so long as the injury is unrepented of

and unforgiven. We cannot help it, we are made that way.
Not only is every selfish act a manifestation of an unsocial

nature, it tends to make the man who does it more unsocial.

Selfishness breeds hate, and hate, as Jesus has told us, is

incipient murder. Such is the penalty of the law of love in

its reaction upon the individual. Upon Society its effects are

no less deleterious. Every violation of the law of love sets

up irritations, resentments, suspicions, jealousies, which dis-

turb all human relationships, which tend to break out in

quarrels and collisions of will, and to make helpful human
relationships difficult or impossible. The enmities and fight-

ings which keep human society in turmoil are thus perfectly

explicable; there is nothing occult or mysterious about them;
if they should cease we should know exactly how to go to

work to reproduce them, if we should conclude they are un-
desirable we know how to get rid of them." [Pages 30, 31, 32.]

This quite clearly puts the whole business of warfare at

variance with the organic law of Society, and makes the
Christian testimony for Peace something more than a cult or

a principle of religious belief. In so doing it by no means
indicates that the religious aspect of the case is slighted;

rather it is reinforced and made practically impregnable.
One is tempted to further quotations. One sentence more
must suffice; it is taken by our author from Frederich Nietzsche:
"The tree of military glory can only be destroyed at one
swoop, with one stroke of lightning. But, as you know, light-

ning comes from the cloud and from above." The 1 38 pages
of this handy volume might well become a pocket companion
of present-day peace advocates.

(To be concluded.)

THE BLESSEDNESS OF LIFE.

Ah, what a long and loitering way
And ever-lovely way, in truth,

We travel on from day to day
Out of the realms of youth.

How eagerly we onward press

The lovely path that lures us still

With ever-changing loveliness

Of grassy vale and hill.

On, on through all the gathering years

Still gleams the loveliness, though seen

Through dusks of loss and mists of tears

That vainly intervene.

Time stints us not of lovely things,

Old Age hath still a treasure-store

—

The loveliness of songs and wings

—

And voices on before.

And—loveliness beyond all grace

Of lovely words to say and sing

—

The loveliness of Hope's fair face

Forever brightening.

—James Whitcomb Riley.

The great secret of making the labor of life easy is to do
each duty every day.

—

Marsden.

JOHN W. BIDDLE.
Our friend, John W. Biddle, mention of whose death appear-

ed in these columns a few weeks ago, was a Christian gentle-

man of the old school.

His fine distinction in appearance and character was not
so much an acquisition as an innate quality. Those who had
only a speaking acquaintance or knew him but slightly were
attracted by his courtly bearing and refinement of manner.
Dignified at all times, he became gracious and full of charm
in conversation with congenial spirits; while his mere smile

and passing word had a winning quahty all their own. Not
only his Friendly dress but everything about him showed a
certain delicacy of touch, a certain precision of arrangement
which expressed the man. He loved to have whatever he
possessed neat and in its place. As he ordered his possessions

so also he ordered his days. Hour by hour his duties and
pleasures followed one another by a careful schedule. He
was never in a hurry, never late. Such perfection of detail

is occasionally possible to those who carry few of the burdens
of life, but throughout an active career John W. Biddle was
more than usually laden with cares and responsibilities.

Sensitive, like every true gentleman, he was keenly awake
to the joys and sorrows of others. Not so much of others in

the mass—for he grew up before the days of social service

and the problems of our industrial order—but of individuals.

Few in need were suffered to pass his door unaided. To fami-
ly, friends and dependents—to a large number whose wants
and needs were brought to his attention, he was truly generous.

Not only of money but of time and energy he gave cheerfully

to others. Of the Pennsylvania Hospital Board he was, for

many years, a keenly interested member, having succeeded
his honored father, William Biddle. For years also he served
on the Committee in charge of Westtown School, giving his

services as treasurer and carrying a heavy load of labor and
responsibility. As treasurer of the Yearly Meeting, as a mem-
ber of the Representative Meeting, and in connection with
other "Meeting" appointments, including the Committee
responsible for Friends' Select School, he gave devotedly of

his best service.

One of the distinguishing qualities of the old-fashioned

gentleman was devotion to the people and things of his choice.

In a rare degree this was true of John W. Biddle. He loved a
few books, a few habits of thought and action, a few people
with an almost passionate loyalty. Losing his wife when his

children were still young he cherished her memory devotedly
to the end. Little things belonging to her were kept with
pathetic tenderness and no anniversary of her birth, her death
or of their marriage, passed unnoticed during the forty-two
years that separated them.
He had his share of life's trials; but the fruit of them was

evidenced to those who knew him well in a ripened Christian

character. It has been truly said of him that he had a full

measure of most sterling Christian traits. In his responsible

business connections his absolute integrity was a noble witness

for the highest ideals of the followers of Christ. As an Over-
seer and later an Elder in the church his tender encouragement
cheered many a bewildered soul. Not a few pigeon-holes con-
tain cherished letters from him in which these refined, almost
delicate perceptions found sympathetic utterance. For al-

most a decade our friend was largely confined by failing health
to his home circle. The elements of refined tenderness in his

character ripened there and it was a benediction to be admitted
to his company and to have converse upon the high plane on
which he lived. In the midst of suffering he was remarkably
cheerful and patient. Through trying months of slow decline

his quiet acceptance of diminishing strength was a lesson to

those about him. An infrequent comment tinged with humor
was the only sign that he was acutely conscious of the infirmi-

ties of the flesh. " I'm not quite up to par; but I guess I'll

have to change my par," he said to one of the family only a
short time before his death. Thus in quietness and confidence

he awaited an entrance into the life that is eternal.

One of the last of the older generation of "plain Friends"
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he was also one of the last of an earlier type of Philadelphia

gentlemen. Modern education and ways of thinking have
their advantages, but men such as this they do not produce.

The lesson and the inspiration of his life are the more signifi-

cant. A.

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.

To play through life a perfect part,

Unnoticed and unknown;

To seek no rest in any heart

Save only God's alone;

In httle things to own no will,

To have no share in great.

To find the labor ready still,

And for the crown to wait;

Upon the brow to bear no trace

Of more than common care;

To write no secret in the face

For men to read it there;

The daily cross to clasp and bless

With such familiar zeal

As hides from all that not the less

Its daily weight you feel;

In toils that praise will never pay

To see your hfe go past;

To meet in every coming day
Twin sister of the last;

To hear of high, heroic things,

And jdeld them reverence due.

But feel life's daily offerings

Are far more fit for you;

To woo no secret, soft disguise.

To which self-love is prone;

Unnoticed by all other eyes,

Unworthy in your own;

To yield with such a happy art

That no one thinks you care.

Yet say- to your poor bleeding heart.

How little you can bear;

—

Oh! 'tis a pathway rough to choose,

A struggle hard to share,

For human pride would still refuse

The nameless trials there;

But since we know the gate is low

That leads to heavenly bliss.

What higher grace could God bestow

Than such a life as this.

For " The Friend."

The following extract from a letter written by a young
woman (now deceased), not a member of the Society of Friends,

dated " December 25, 1864," is an evidence there was no desire

for a "Greater Navy" at that time:

"
1 was to visit the Navy Yard last week while I was in the

city, and to describe my feelings of mingled pride and con-

tempt for and in man would be impossible. 1 felt proud that

mind could devise and hands complete those monsters of the

deep, and while standing in one of them 1 felt how fearful it

was to use the noble powers which are so God-like for the

destruction of our fellows and man seemed contemptible then,

for he has worked with energy and will to make tools of his

brothers that he may sway them as he does the machinery of

those vessels. Those vessels were to me emblems of our

Republic, for while the planks seemed to form the vessel's

strength, the little bars of iron were the real bands that braced

and held it together. So we, the masses, are called the nation,

but it is the few strong intellects that govern, sway, and hold

us together—to be one of the great ones to-day would be worth
living for." D. J. W.

Ninth Month 9, 1916.

THE GENTLEMAN AND THE GENTLESTATE.

CHAKLES FHANKLIN THWING.

The strength of the peace sentiment in America is revealed

by the current discussions. The strength is greater than at

times one would believe. The seeds sown in the last seventy-

five years are bearing fruit. This fruit we wish were more
abundant and hardier. On the whole, however, the advocates

of peace should have reason to take heart.

The chief result, it is to be hoped, which will eventuate from

the present world-struggle is the dominance of the desire for

peace as a permanent human condition. Militarism as a force

should be cast out. This result may be slow in coming, but

it is sure to come. The tides and the stars fight with us in

this endeavor. Education is the great force in the process of

securing this result.

From the savage to the barbarian, from the barbarian to the

semi-civilized man, from such a man to the gentleman, has

been the progress of civilization. A similar progress should

be made in Commonwealths. The word gentleman has come
to be one of the greatest of all words. The word gentlestate

should also come to represent one of the noblest of all human
conditions. In respect to the gentlestate I venture to repeat

what 1 have said in the last number of the Hibbert Journal:

The gentlestate should exist for all of its citizens, and all

of its citizens should exist for it. Reciprocity of rights and

duties should be the rule. The gentlestate may be the center

and the source of power, but if it possesses the giant strength,

it is too great to use it like a giant. It seeks to do justice, to

love mercy, and it walks humbly. If it has enemies, it treats

them as if they were to become its friends. It has too much
good sense to be responsive to insults and too much generosity

to bear malice. It is too eager about great things to be an-

noyed by small irritations, and too much concerned about the

good of all to be keen about any lack of respect to itself. It

seeks to see the large as large, the small as small, the ephemeral

as of the day, and the lasting as permanent, being ever guided

by a sense of proportion. It respects the rights of other

States with that same honesty and integrity which it merits

from others. It makes few or no demands. It has no oc-

casion for self-defense. It is tolerant of others' weaknesses,

patient toward their limitations, never finding in either weak-

ness or limitation any excuse for its own aggrandizement. It

seeks to enrich as well as to be enriched, to enlarge as well as

to be enlarged, and it vastly prefers to be the victim than the

agent of any misinterpretation or wrong-doing. Its protective

policy is to shield the weak, and its free-trade theory is to give

every other State more than it demands. This gentlestate is

considerate in thought and feeling, without either hardness or

mysticism, cordial without effusiveness, forceful and direct

without harshness, firm in conviction without obstinacy, of

the highest idealism, ever exercising a good will without giving

any impression of weakness. This gentlestate has no armies

and no battleships for attacking on either land or sea. Its

chief fortresses are the cardinal virtues and the cardinal graces

of faith and hope for humanity's future and love for humanity

itself.

MORAL DAMAGE OF THE WAR TO ENGLAND.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

We were one day sitting in a crowded Oxford Street motor-

bus, when there entered a strapping young soldier in High-

land costume, with kilts and bare knees, accompanied by a

slender young woman. The girl quickly found space, while

the young man stood. Suddenly a rather delicate-looking

elderly gentleman arose and offered the soldier his seat; the

latter blushingly declined, but the elder man insisted, ex-

claiming, "
1 consider it an honor." Thereupon, with a de-

cidedly foolish expression, the big soldier boy took his elder's

place, while the latter stood. Some would think that a beau-

tiful expression of appreciation of the soldier, but it certainly
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indicated, as do so many things in England to-day, that the
military man has got on top. I confess that whilst he is new
in his position of supremacy, the military assertiveness which
so generally develops with wearing a uniform is in many re-

spects not much different from that of Germany. Thoughtful
men are asking what will be the ultimate position of the mili-

tary man after England has been so long under his influence

and sway. Some declare that England is destined either to

militarism or revolution after the war, and many seem to
think that of the two evils revolution will be the least dan-
gerous. 1 know of an English army officer who in conversa-
tion expressed his hope that democracy will be crushed out
as a result of the strife; in his opinion, that will be the one
great good growing out of it. Was he right, and what will

bruised and cowed democracy have to say on the subject?
The drink evil has occasioned painful anxiety in spite of

Governmental efforts to control the traffic. There was an
increased consumption of intoxicants amounting to over
seventeen million pounds during the year 191 5. Part of this

increase was caused by the large taxation on beer, but most
of it by the increased consumption of spirits, particularly
among the poor. With millions of men fighting abroad, the
home consumption of beer and spirits has enormously in-

creased among women. Restrictions as to hours of sale and
in other respects have to some extent neutralized the above
conditions, but, without doubt, many poor, distressed crea-
tures are to an unprecedented degree indulging in the use
of intoxicants.

The situation of the young women munition workers in

the great industrial centres is creating cause for profound
sorrow among those who are engaged in social betterment.
Many of these humble workers have left the morally shel-
tered occupations that formerly engaged them and have
entered into a new life amid temptations that are inevitably
connected with untried associations. They are employed
with thousands of other women in a business based on the
destruction of human life. Such a business, so founded, re-

verses the normal instinct of the sex. These psychological
and moral temptations are accompanied by that of earning
more money than they have ever before received. I am told
by cautious women, who are conversant with the facts, that
the above conditions "most terribly lower the moral standard
of these workers and that the moral downfall of large num-
bers of young girls has followed."

I know of one great munition factory being opened with
a wild orgy of free drinks to celebrate the occasion.
A spirit of fear is developed by the beastly conflict in which

England is engaged. The English and Irish are brave peo-
ples, but scares and terrors from the earth beneath and the
sky above are a sure penalty associated with modern warfare.
The next generation will not only suffer in depleted nervous
force, but in spiritual steadfastness, because of the sufferings
of the women of to-day.

Sometimes the effects of fright are ludicrous. 1 know of a
case on the Southern coast of Ireland where a policeman-
one of that splendid body who are the great reliance of Eng-
land in that country—found washed ashore what he thought
was a bornb or some equally dangerous weapon. With
probable visions of promotion for well-earned fidelity and
courage, he reported to his principal. The suspicious article
was pronounced to be "a large hairy cocoanut."

Aside from such an incident, the fact stands that the moral
tone of a people is not developed by the excitement and strain
of war. Only Christian ethics and obedience to New Testa-
ment teaching can do this. A writer in "The Challenge,"
the well-known church paper of England, remonstrates
against the universal prayer for victory that is being offered
in the churches at the present time. He says, "When I think
of asking God for victory, I think of it as asking Him that
through the medium of huge shells fired from guns of enor-
mous calibre, poisoned gas and bayonet attacks by men ren-
dered insensible to war's horrors by rum, the number of dead
and mutilated fathers, brothers, husbands and lovers among

the German ranks may be greater than ours; that sorrowing

and bitter mothers, sisters and sweethearts may be more
numerous than here." This writer speaks the truth. Un-
questionably, a nation almost wholly committed to such

a line of thought becomes impaired in its morals, ethics and
spiritual conceptions.

A disregard of the sanctity of human life is very apparent
in England to-day. You cannot help being affected by this

spirit. The continual newspaper references to losses on either

side and to the methods as to how these losses have been
brought about lower the national conscience and the more
generous emotions. There is detestation of the Germans for

discharging deadly gas on the battlefield, but there is joy

when gas has been successfully used against the Germans.
There is hatred of their enemies for bombarding England
from Zeppelins, but there are Victoria Crosses for the lads

who destroy life and property in German cities. Comments
on statements in the newspapers that the Russians have at

times taken no prisoners to the rear after capturing them are

accepted as being after all not a very bad proposition. Such
is the morally benumbing effect of war on a people who profess

the name of the unresisting Christ. May 1 illustrate further:

When the Zeppelin was brought down in the raid on London,
a few days before we left that city, there was great rejoicing.

As the watchers saw the blazing vessel tumble to the earth

the streets in some places echoed with cheers and with the

National anthem. The lad, twenty-one years of age, who
sent the huge air ship to destruction immediately received

the Victoria Cross. It is true that a military funeral was
accorded the sixteen killed Germans, and that the flying

corps to which the young man belonged saluted the cortege

as it passed. All of these things make fuel for the news-
paper reading public, but we are not told whether the lad

who killed those Germans participated in the salute accorded

by his comrades in arms.

Such activities as the following are publicly lauded in

England to-day. We are told that Lieutenant Rankema
"led the way into the enemy's trenches and shot several of

the enemy, he then rushed a dugout and killed seven and
captured fourteen men inside." Of course, this is war, and
the Victoria Cross is the suitable reward for killing as many
of your foes as you can, but is it possible for men to indulge
in such things and afterward be morally the same? Can the
community, and even the children, exalt such occasions and
not be morally depressed thereby? A young soldier—a friend

of a friend of mine—in the agony of witnessing the beastliness

of the trenches, of which he was compelled to partake, writes,

"We have given in long ago, and now drug our souls with
talk of knightly deeds, 1 feel myself sinking into the darkness
. . . 1 simply cannot think what would happen if I die."

Men can learn in times of war to joke and laugh over the
killing of their enemies, just as they might about so many
flies. One day the past summer the question as to how much
prize money should be awarded Lieutenant Holbrook came
up. He was commander of the British submarine that sunk
the Turkish battleship Mesudieh in the Dardanelles. The
newspapers with much gusto told of how the Lieutenant
gave evidence about torpedoeing the Mesudieh. There was
considerable discussion regarding the number of men drowned,
for the size of the bounty was dependent upon the number
of Turks destroyed. Had six hundred or seven hundred men been
destroyed? Finally, Sir Charles Evans, Judge of the Court,
declared, "

I do not think this is a case where I ought to en-
courage any splitting of hairs ... I declare the number
on board to be seven hundred; nobody can say I am wrong,
and 1 hope 1 am right (laughter). The prize bounty awarded
will be £3,500." Any Christian community that becomes
calloused to human agony and can thus forget the pre-

cepts of the Gospel to the extent of laughing over dis-

cussions regarding rewards for killing its enemies, cannot
but be terribly damaged in its social and religious life.

Private conversations, declarations of Conferences and
Chambers of Commerce and newspaper editorials all prove
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that inordinate greed is tremendously accentuated as the

war progresses. The primary commandment, "Thou shall

not covet" becomes more than ever a dead letter. Even the

supertax on war—created incomes—is sometimes very tenderly

applied by the Government. Munition workers want the war
to last because of the big pay; shareholders in armament
concerns have a similar desire. The cry goes up from all

over England, grab everything in sight; recoup ourselves

for our losses by trade combinations to hurt all the world,

if necessary, provided we gain wealth. The sober Christians

look aghast at the situation and say, "Where is the Lord
Jesus; has He left us?"

Premier Hughes of Australia is reported as saying, "This
war has saved us from moral—aye! and physical—decay
for we were slipping down with increasing velocity into the

very abyss of degeneration." He speaks fooHshly; the boys'

conscription that cursed Australia for a number of years

before the war, and produced deplorable fruits in the young
manhood of that country, as well as the record of young men
turned back to Australia suffering from diseases contracted

amid the vices of the Orient the past few years are sufficient

refutation of his bombastic utterances. Moral and physical

decay are the fruits of the unholy system that political exi-

gencies induced him to extol. The. temporary exaltation that

followed the outbreak of the war has been far more than wiped
out by the sins and by the lowering of Christian ideals that

have followed.

WHAT AN AMERICAN SAW IN ASIA.

BY WILLARD PRICE.

I saw a million handkerchiefless children.

1 saw hundreds of villages in which the community hand-

kerchief [modern sanitation] was absolutely unknown.
1 saw glittering Oriental cities, the pride of the East, and

under the shining lacquer and gold paint 1 saw suffering and
filth and want such as no man can describe.

1 saw rotting bodies, empty minds, naked souls.

I saw Disease, stalking up alleys, wading ankle-deep through

garbage to enter the doors of the people.

1 saw, in one land, the stains of parental vice on the skin

of two out of five of the children.

I saw a mother selling her babies that their older brothers

might not die of starvation.

I saw pallid factory girls of twelve and even ten years of

age, who worked thirteen hours a day, seven days a week,
standing constantly while at work, and receiving a pittance

of a third of a cent per hour. This, moreover, in a mill ad-

vertised as the "model factory of the Orient!"

I saw things which 1 have not the heart to set down and
you would not have the heart to read.

I saw life in its lowest terms.

AND YET—
I saw love in its highest terms.

I saw Christ yearning over Asia.

1 saw the response of Korea to that yearning. A nation

turning to Christianity at the rate of three thousand a week!

I saw the dawning of a new China, not in a political ka-

leidoscope, but in the spiritual changes which have led to

the abolishment of opium, have brought six thousand of

China's strongest leaders to accept Christ, and induced idol-

makers to turn to the making of busts for show windows be-

cause their old business has proved unprofitable.

1 saw a three-hundred-year-old statue of Buddha, and
almost in its lap an impertinent three-year-old automatic
telephone booth. The ancient religions of the East are being

found wanting and cast aside.

1 saw the mission schools from which the Chinese Govern-
ment has selected the first ten girls to be sent to American
colleges under the Boxer Indemnity Fund. They were the

best-equipped ten that could be found in China. All were
graduates of mission schools; all were Christians.

I saw hundreds of shops closed on the Sabbath. Neigh-
boring them I saw hundreds of open shops, consuming all

the business. Every closed store was owned by a Christian

—not a "rice Christian," but a real Christian, whose pocket

had no rule over his conscience.

I saw a beaten man board our ship at Wuhu and heard

him tell of the crushing overburden of medical work that

had killed his predecessor and was killing him.

I saw everywhere undermanned hospitals, undermanned
schools, undermanned churches; a missionary force powerful

in quality, petty in quantity.

I saw Asia, sore, ragged and dull, with her foot on the

threshhold of the house of Christ, hoping for an invitation

to enter.

1 saw, upon returning to America, a rich and happy na-

tion, eager and generous to a fault, but unthinking, storming

the movie theatre, swallowing the lump in their throat for

pity of the ragged child in the p\ay.—!Vhile Asia Waits.

MY MONARCH.
A PARABLE FROM NATURE.

Some of US have had " Parables from Nature" on our book-

shelves for years, and enjoyed the wholesome lessons, so

beautifully told, of "Daily Bread," "Not Lost but Gone Be-

fore," " Purring When You're Pleased," and the others. But
our eyes are not always open to the "parables" all about us

in the outdoor world.

Since my childhood 1 have seen the tawny orange " Monarch"
butterflies, with their black-edged wings, hovering over

the Asdepias (milk-weed plants), but never until this summer
did I learn to know the zebra-striped caterpillars or see how
they change.

Soon after reading a magazine article which described them
one was brought to me, and, placed in a cardboard box,

ventilated by holes in the cover, was kept supplied with fresh

leaves, and watched day by day.

One morning, on opening the box, no caterpillar was to be

seen, but presently we noticed, hanging from the lid by a short

thread, a curious smooth, pale green case, something like an

acorn in shape, and studded with golden spots, which gleamed

in the sun, like the true metal. Having heard that the

Monarch's chrysalis is "the most beautiful in Nature," we
were sure this must be it.

Each morning as we gathered on the cottage porch to break-

fast, the box was opened and the resting-place of our little

striped pet was turned about in the sun and air while we admir-

ed it.

For ten days or more there was no change. Then one

morning a spot was noticed where the thick green skin was
clearing and almost transparent. In another day or two a

glimpse of the butterfly's wings could be seen as through a

tiny clear window. So, bit by bit, the bright new body
showed, and the folded antenna or feather-like horns which

spring from each side of the head.

At last, one morning, when the perfect form of the Monarch
could be seen, though still closely folded in the case, we
gathered about the box to look at it, and then some one forgot

to cover it again, and when we looked in the evening the little

envelope was empty; the Monarch had flown!

We should have liked to see just how he crept out, and how
soon he could stretch his wings and soar away. But now
when, on a sunny autumn day, 1 see a pair of tawny wings

joyfully waving about the milkweed, I think " That one may
be ours!"

And 1 remember (as we can all remember) some one we
have loved, who was shut out by pain or weakness from an
active life, and had to lie as quietly as in a chrysalis, apart

from the work or play of others.

And how, as day by day went by, gleams of patience, of

cheerful trust, began to show through the suff'ering and weak-

ness, like the colors of the butterfly's wings, and were, in just

the same way, a promise of the new life which was coming,

when the chrysalis should be opened.

And at last the day came when we saw only the empty
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case, looking so empty with the spirit gone. And while we
could not watch its joyous flight, as that of the butterfly, we
knew that it was far above pain and loss and sadness.

And should it not give us patience with one another when,
even through the thick skin of our earthly nature, we can
sometimes catch a glimpse of the spirit's wings? p. T. R.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Talks With Children.—.Scatterbrains.—Proverbs xvii:

24: "Wisdom is before the face of him that hath understand-
ing; but the eyes of a fool are in the ends of the earth."

Scatterbrains's mother is very much worried about him; she
doesn't know just what is the matter with her boy, but some-
times she thinks there are leaks in his head. Things she tells

him again and again slip out of his mind. She took him to a
doctor a few days ago and he felt Scatterbrains's head all

over,_but could find no holes or cracks in it. Yet there is

certainly some thing seriously wrong with his brain; things
either never get inside, or, if they do, they trickle out.

Scatterbrains takes the longest time to study his lessons,

and then he doesn't know them. You would feel very sorry
for him if you saw him. He opens his book on the desk and
then sits and sits and sits staring at it. You would think that
he must know every word in it by heart; but 1 don't believe

he could tell you what is on a single page of it. We sometimes
say of a weak-minded person that he is not "all there." Scat-
terbrains is not in the least bit crazy, but he is not "all there"
when he sits down to study. Some of his thoughts are out
in the street where other boys are playing, more of them are
floating about in the room. His mother says these thoughts
are "wool-gathering." Only a few of his thoughts are left

to do his studying, and his teacher tells him that he has not
put his mind on his lesson. She is quite right; he only put
a tenth of his mind on it.

When his father goes off to business in the morning, he
sometimes asks Scatterbrains to attend to something for him
at home. "Now, my boy," he says, "keep your wits about
you and listen while 1 explain what 1 want you to do." But
those wits of his cannot stand still and pay attention; one wit
runs off to a look at a picture in the corner of the room, an-
other dashes out into the hall where Scatterbrains's little

brother is rolling a ball, a third plays with the dog on the
floor; and even after his father has gone over at least twice
what he wants him to do Scatterbrains gets everything crooked.

Scatterbrains often forgets where he is going, and turns
down the wrong block; and when he is riding on the street

cars he frequently is carried a long way past the corner where
he meant to get off. People call him "absent-minded;" but
one wonders where the absent part of his mind goes to, and
what it does; it never brings back anything from its excursions.

Scatterbrains is a good boy, and he kneels down every morn-
ing when he leaves his bed, and again at night before he lies

down. 1 was going to say that he knelt down to pray; but
I'm afraid he does not do much praying. Praying, you know,
is talking to God; and one has to think of the person to whom
one is speaking. But when Scatterbrains is down on his

knees his thoughts are flying off in all directions. He may
be saying with his lips, "Our Father, which art in heaven,"
but he is thinking of the game he was playing in the after-
noon, or wondering whether he brought his baseball bat into
the house. God cannot feel that Scatterbrains cares very
much for Him, so very little of Scatterbrains's mind and heart
ever go up to meet Him.

Indeed, Scatterbrains does not succeed very well in any-
thing. You see, it takes a complete boy to study a lesson or
to play a game of ball or to pray to God; a quarter, or a half
or even three-quarters of a boy will not do. The Bible tells

us that a wise man puts his entire attention on the one thing
that he is doing, and that the man who lets his thoughts go
a-roving is a fool. "Wisdom is before the face of him that
hath understanding; but the eyes of a fool are in the ends of
the earth."—Henry S. Coffin, in The Outlook.

NEWS ITEMS.

The Constitution of the West China Union University provides that

the Annual Meetings of the Board of Governors shall be held in

rotation in the United States, Great Britain and Canada. Two years

ago London should have been the meeting place, but the uncer-

tainty of conditions arising from the war have necessitated the holding

of aU the recent meetings in North America. The sessions just closed

this year were held in Toronto.

Although no one came out from England, all four of the constituent

missionary bodies which organized the University were represented.

These are American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, Friends' Foreign

Mission Association of Great Britain and Ireland, Board of Foreign Mis-

sions of the Methodist Church of Canada, Board of Foreign Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, U. S. A.

The report of the Senate and of the President of the University to

the Board of Governors showed that since 1910 when the University

was opened, there have been erected on its campus, containing about

one hundred acres just outside the walls of the city of Chengtu, twenty-

sLx permanent and thirteen temporary buildings. These include those

of the constituent denominational colleges. Two or three buildings are

yet under construction. The teaching staff includes fifty-six, outside

the voluntary instructors in the night school. The total net attendance

of students the past year was two himdred and si.xty-seven. Of this

nmnber two hundred and fourteen have been in residence in the four

mission colleges, and of these one hundred and sixty-nine are Christian

whilst only forty-five are non-Christian.

During the year the first class was graduated, two men receiving the

degree of Bachelor of Arts. Eight men have also been graduated from

the Junior Division. Both of the full term graduates and five of the

others are engaged in missionary or educational work, whilst two others

are continuing their studies.

The comphcated poUtieal situation now existing in China has not

been without its effect on the University. No less than five different

Goverimients have risen and fallen during the year. This does not

appear to have interfered with the work as much as might be expected,

notwithstanding the fact that the General Educational Secretary was

seized by bandits and held for ransom, though afterwards released un-

harmed.

With China in its present ferment and the general educational system

of the all-important western provinces in the forming, the University

has a unique opportunity to so mould Chinese opinion and practice

that the best of Christian organization and teaching shall be taken as

the standards towards which the local authorities may turn their en-

deavors. This is the hope and aim of those who are shaping the poUcy

of the University. They are making themselves felt and the cordial re-

lations estabUshed and maintained with Chinese officials show that the

realization of this hope may be confidently anticipated. It is more sub-

stantial than a dream.

Those of us who were privileged to participate in the deUberations

of the Board of Governors felt an assurance for the future which was
in measure accentuated by the conditions in Toronto. Everjovhere

were the marks of war—the sidewalks crowded with men in imiform,

often accompanied by sad-faced women and clinging children; the streets

fenced off as drill grounds; the aiLxious crowds watching the bulletins

giving the names of the killed and wounded as cabled from the seat of

war; and over all the calm determination of both men and women to do

and to bear whatever might be required of them. However much war

and all its horrors are to be condemned, we could not but sympathize

with the streaming eyes and the aching hearts.

Georqe Vatjx, Jr.

At the recent London Yearly Meeting the following minute was re-

corded: "A suggestion has been made that a Conference be held of all

those who bear the name of Friend, with the object of giving full

consideration to the deeply important subject of how to secure a general

and lasting peace. In connection with this we have been reminded of

the loving expressions of sympathy contained in the American Epistles,

and particularly of the offer of co-operation in the Epistle from New
York Yearly Meeting, held at Glens Falls, in Fifth Month, 1915.

"The proposal has met with a good deal of support, and we decide

to refer it to the Meeting for Sufferings, asking it to consider how far

it is desirable and practicable, and giving it power, if thought well, to

take steps to carry it out."
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Henry T. Hodgkin in a personal letter to Dr. Benjamin F. Battin,

dated Eighth Month 10, and which has been widely circulated, says:

1. If the Conference is held, it is all-important that we should gather

together the very best minds in the Quaker community. I hope that it

will be a very carefully chosen gathering, that every person chosen will

be enabled to attend. Colleges, Friends' firms, etc., should liberate

their members and funds should be provided where needed, to secure

substitutes. This may be the largest service Friends have ever been

called on to render and we are lacking in constructive statesmanship.

We need to summon all we have. We need, further, to meet in a deep

spirit of expectancy and m humble waiting upon God; for without His

manifest guidance we cannot make any contribution in the least degree

adequate to the situation.

2. We need very thorough preparation, and for this we cannot begin

too soon. Small groups of Friends should at once begin to prepare memo-
randa on certain broad principles that we should agree upon. We ought

to think out the particular hne along which our special contribution can

be made, and what we cannot do as a religious Society. We ought to

get clear on such questions as disarmament as a national policy, the in-

ternational use of force, relation of a Christian nation to the less civil-

ized peoples, especially in the British Empire, etc., etc. There are many
questions on which I do not think this generation of Friends have done

any really constructive thinking. I want to see very careful preparation

in the form of memoranda that would be read and studied by all before

the Conference.

[Many of our readers are personally acquainted with Jane C. Balder-

ston and others who are not feel a warm interest in her work in West
China. A letter addressed by the infant Friends' Meeting at Chengtu

to J. C. B.'s home meeting at West Grove, Pa., and dated last Fifth

Month 25th, has come into our hands and we have the consent of her

friends to reproduce it Ln translation.

—

-Eds.]

Friends' Mission,

Chengtu, Szechwan, West China.

Dear Friends:—
We all are delighted at the- safe arrival of the member of your Monthly

Meeting, Jane C. Balderston, who came to Szechwan to teach our girls,

and she was heartily welcomed by all the members of our Monthly Meet-

ing.

We had never dreamt before that a member of your Monthly Meeting

will come to join ns in our work. It shows not only your love for the

members of our meeting and the Szeehwanese, but it will unite our two

meetings together and we can co-operate in work for the Lord. Since

we are strengthened by your meeting we should go straightforward

with vigor and preach the teaching of Jesus Christ in order to lead people

to be saved and so satisfy your expectation.

Jane C. Balderston's coming is jmt China's need to-day. It is not

only very good to our meeting, but more helpful to the women of Szech-

wan. As heretofore China does not care for the women's education, the

Chinese women are ignored; the mothers have no knowledge; the result

is no good citizens. Both the nation and society are injured, therefore

there is no progress of the nation. Though we have several girls' schools,

but made httle progress owing to the poor teachers. Now we have J. C.

Balderston to teach the girls and train them to be good teachers to teach

the younger ones, our expectations for China are thus very great and our

hope is Chinese women will be well trained. Beside the gratitude in our

hearts we write a few lines to show our thankfulness.

We are yours very sincerely,

Lu Yao Cheng,
Clerk.

Shu Tsen-Chiang,

Assistant Clerk.

(To the Clerk of New Garden Monthly Meeting of Friends, West
Grove, Pa.)

The Simplified Spelling Board of New York urges college faculties

to take action of two kinds: first, to give their students a chance to choose

the better of two authorized spellings ; and, second, to set them a good ex-

ample. For the first it is sufficient to allow the students in their written

work to use any forms found in the vocabulary of such dictionaries as

the Standard, Webster's or Century such as center, color, rime, and sur-

prize instead of centre, colour, rhyme and surprise. For the second it is

recommended that the institution adopt in its official publications and

correspondence the twelve words adopted by the National Educational

Association, program, catalog, decalog, prolog, tho, allho, thorofare, thru,

thruout. This very moderate program of reform has been adopted by

138 universities, colleges and normal schools comprising about 120,000

students. The movement is also making encouraging progress in the

press. There are now in the United States 92 daihes and 58 periodicals

with a combined circulation of 12,000,000 which have followed the ex-

ample of The New York Independent in using simplified spelhngs.

Japan and The United States.—Japan has a population of 60,000,000

souls. The United States has over 100,000,000.

Japan is about the size of California. Her arable land is a trifle larger

than Maryland.

Japan is still an agricultural country. Her manufacturers are a gen-

eration behind ours.

The annual value of Japan's farm products is one-twelfth that of the

United States, her mineral products one-fortieth, her forestry products

one-twentieth and her exports of raw materials and manufactures one-

eighth.

The value of Japan's farm lands is one-twentieth that of the United

States, and the value of her bank deposits is one-one-hundred-and-for-

tieth.

Though the Japanese army is somewhat larger than ours, our navy is

a third larger than Japan's.

Before the war broke out Japan was the most heavily taxed nation

on earth. As a result of the Russo-Japanese War out of every hundred

dollars of wealth produced thirty dollars is said to have gone to the gov-

ernment directly or indirectly in the form of taxes. The general poverty

of Japan is very great.

Will it be evident, therefore, to our preparedness-at-any-cost friends

that Japan is amply able to embark on a great war of aggression against

us with every e.xpectation of success?

FiEST-DAT School Life in the Philippines.—Cock-fighting and the

First-day school go on almost side by side in the Philippines, and at San

Leonardo it happened that the owner and his rooster actually went to

church during a First-day school and evangeMcal institute. The man felt

condemned, forthwith gave his rooster away, and was found at First-day

school the nexi, morning at 8.30.

At one of the First-day meetings at that institute a little girl in a red

dress wanted to join. The pastor thought her too young. Her parents

were opposed to the EvangeUcals, but a few evenings later the red dress

was there beside her father and mother, and all three joined together.

"A httle child" still leads, the world over.

From Horace E. Coleman, representing the World's First-day School

Association in Japan as Field Secretary, comes an account of a Buddhist

First-day school, which is imitating as nearly as possible the Christian

First-day schools of Japan.

"Two weeks ago I visited a Buddhist First-day school in Tsukiji and

found it quite interesting. They were teaching the children, sentence

by sentence, some of the old Buddhist scriptures, of which I do not think

they understood much. They had but two songs and these were very

poorly practiced.

"There were about 250 children in a large room, and they were kept there

for two hours with only five or ten minutes' intermission. The man who
gave the first talk to the children spoke for at least forty-five minutes,

giving them an historical talk about the Russo-Japanese war and the

bravery of a few of the soldiers of that war. The children were good, but

of course did not pay very close attention. This was supposed to be a

talk on loyalty, but there was no religion in it. They then asked me to

speak, and I told them of the largeness of the First-day school work in

America and of the importance of following up through the week what

they learned there on First-day. They have this school only twice a

month."

In the Moslem First-day school field, strong preparations are being

made to meet the challenge of the new day that is surely dawning. At

the heart of the Moslem educational world at Cairo, with its university

of 10,000 students, a First-day-school missionary, Stephen Trowbridge,

and his wife are manufacturing the munitions for the peaceful conquest

of Islam by reaching Moslem childhood through the First-day school.

Thousands of parable stories in Arabic and of the hves of Livingstone

and Hogg, eagerly read by Moslem children, are being distributed through

the First-day school, and the attendance is doubling at many points.
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Teacher-training books in Arabic and pamphlets for workers are being

printed and distributed. The First-day school Committee is planning

to issue a Boys' Own Magazine in Arabic to offset the stories of crime and

other demorahzing Uterature for boys which are being sold.

Stephen Trowbridge says: "Last week I visited a school among the

very poorest of the Coptic and Moslem people in the Boulac quarter of

Cairo. The fifty or more who gathered were among the dirtiest people

I have ever seen in my hfe. It made one's heart yearn to help them.

This school has been open only four weeks. There are three classes—for

boys, girls and women. I am so glad to be able to express myself some-

what in Arabic, for it brings me so much closer to the people. All the

Copts in Egjrpt use the Arabic language and are thus accessible with the

First-day school hterature we are using."

TijENCH digging in Thessalonica may be very hard and necessary work,

but in addition to being part of the preparedness plan of the Allies, such

work is incidentally furthering our archceological knowledge and fur-

nishing us mth most valuable relics of the past. What science and

rehgion have been unable to effect, grim war, with pick and shovel, has

been and still is doing. " Archseologists have long known that Salonica

—the ancient Thessalonica, which Cassander founded twenty-two cen-

turies ago and named for his wife, the sister of Alexander the Great—is

a rich field for study, but they have lacked money to make the necessary

excavations. Now the war is doing the work for them. From the

trenches the soldiers dig, the antiquarians have rescued enough objects

of art, inscribed tablets and other valuable relics to fill a museum." One
account says that the archsologists "follow after the soldiers hke crows

after a ploughman." We are deeply interested in archaeology, and par-

ticularly that branch of it which bears its testimony to early apostolic

history. We are hoping that when the war is over this science may have

every facility and support for its extensive prosecution.

—

Episcopal

TmBTT-FivE years after the founding of Mt. Hermon Schools by

Dwight Lyman Moody, Northfield is as crowded and effective as ever.

The anniversary of the school has just been celebrated. It was founded

with the idea that by the wise use of three periods for work, play and

rest, the boys could do practically all the work of the school, thus securing

without large means the very best tuition. The school, under Principal

Cutler, has scored a marked success and ranks among the best schools

in the land. The number of students is now six hundred. Mt. Hermon
will always have historic interest, not alone because of the remarkable

work done by the founder, but also because here was born the Student

Volunteer Movement. The Northfield Conferences were about as well

attended this year as formerly, but the student body is only a Uttle more

than half the size. This is in part due to the fever of militarism and to

the fact that many have gone to help their student brothers in Europe.
m I m

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Eight-cent milk, after a fifteen-year continuous sales per-

iod in this city, has become an impossibility, according to the leading

local dealers, in view of the steady increase of every item in the cost of

production and distribution. The added cost to the dairy concerns,

they say, ranges from twenty to 100 per cent, and includes the raw prod-

uct, freight, hauling from terminal to dairy, handling and preparation

and final distribution. Figures furnished to the Public Ledger by officials

of the local dairy companies show that wages have advanced, that bottles,

cans, paper caps and feed have increased in price, while horses, hundreds

of which are used for the city and suburban distribution, have almost

doubled in price in the last few years.

After traveUng thousands of miles from the ice fields of the Arctic

Circle, a valuable collection of Siberian relics arrived at the University

of Pennsylvania Museum. The relics were purchased from Tungus,

Samoyel, Yurak, Delgan and Yakut Indians in the land of the midnight

sun by H. U. Hall, leader of the Museum's Siberian expedition.

General.—As a result of the extension of the suffrage to women,

Josephine Marshall Fernand, of Cahfornia, Jeannette Rankin of Missoula,

Mont., Frances C. Axtell, of Washington, Dr. Eva Harding, of Topeka,

are running for Congress.

A wholesale German raid on foreign shipping south of Nantucket

lightship on the Sth was the work of one submarine, according to reports

of American naval officers. Six or seven vessels were sent to the bottom,

but so far as reported no fives were lost.

Thomas Mott Osborne has left Sing Sing again, this time voluntarily,

and there is much reason to regret that the reforms which he instituted

are not to have a thorough and extended trial under his direction. The
cause of his resignation was the ill-concealed hostihty of his superiors

to reform, finding expression in orders and regulations which interfered

with principles which he considered essential.

As a correction of a previous notice of highest }deld of wheat per acre the

following is of interest : C. S. Noble, of Noble Ford, Alberta, has a 1000-acre

field, the wheat crop of which, threshed, gave a yield of 52 bushels to

the acre, the highest ever known in any part of the world, according

to estimates made in Edmonton, Alberta, last week. The world's record

for wheat was formerly held by Whitman County, Wash., with 51 bushels.

FoREiG>f.—The fears of a section of the Japanese public, which have

found an echo in the United States and China, that the coming into

power of the new ministry may be tantamount to war, were discussed

frankly by Premier Count Seiki Terauchi, in giving to the Associated

Press the first statement he has made in regard to the foreign pohcy
of his administration. The premier gave expression in a sentence to the

spirit which he declared would animate his deahngs with other nations.

It was the assertion that Japan would not take any aggressive step to-

ward the United States or any other country "so long as Japan's vital

interests and dignity are not infringed. Any idea that I shall 'wave the

sword,' while I am prime minister of Japan is based on a false compre-

hension of my career and a complete misconception of the Japanese

Empire, its past and its hopes and ideals for the future," he said.

Japanese immigration has been flowing in a growing stream to South

America. The Kiyo Maru recently sailed from Yokohama with 931

steerage passengers, most of whom were booked for South America.

The steamer also carried forty-five Japanese girls on their way to South

America to become the brides of farmers who have settled there. Brazil

is the favored country of the Japanese.

Women laborers working among the top rafters of half-constructed

buildings are an ordinary sight in many parts of Germany just now.

German employers of labor have availed themselves of the temporary

suspension of the law forbidding the employment of female labor in

the building industries with great readiness.

NOTICES.

Dr. J. L. Dearing, of Yokohoma, will speak on Japan at a meet-

ing of the Philadelphia Branch of the Foreign Missionary Association,

to be held at Friends' Institute, on Sixth-day, Tenth Month 27th, at

10.30 A. M. Dr. Dearing knows intimately the missionaries and the

work of the Friends' Mission, and can tell much of interest. All are

warmly invited to attend.

The Annual Meeting of the Bible Association of Friends in America

will be held at the Committee Room of Twelfth Street Meeting-house,

Philadelphia, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, at 4 p. m.

J. SnowDEN Rhoads, Secretary.

A MEETING for Divine Worship will be held after the manner of the

reUgious Society of Friends, in the Methodist meeting-house at Cedar

Brook, on First-day afternoon, the 22nd, at three o'clock, p. m., under

the care of Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meetings' Committee. All

are cordially invited.

Meetings from Tenth Month 22nd to 28th:

Franldord Monthly Meeting, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 25th, at 7.45

p. M.

Germantown, Fourth-day, Tenth Month 25th, at 8 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 26th,

at 10.30 A. M.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Tenth Month 26th, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—Fourth Month 15, 1916, at the home of her son-in-law, Emmet
O. Lighten, Bloomingdale, Ohio, Ann W. Hall, in the seventy-eighth

year of her age; she was the widow of the late Linton Hall, and a mem-
ber of Middleton Monthly and Particular Meetings, Ohio.

, at her home near Chesterhill, Ohio, Eighth Month 19, 1916,

Hannah P. Smith, aged eighty-five years; a lifelong Friend and for many
years a subscriber to and reader of The Friend.

, Eighth Month 2, 1916, at her home near Barnesville, Ohio,

Adaline B. Smith, wife of Robert H. Smith, in the fifty-eighth year of

her age; a member of Stillwater Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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QUAKERISM AND THE NEW AGE.

The years through which we are passing mark the beginning

of a new age. We are facing a new era not simply by reason

of the changes wrought by terrific events but by the fresh

revelations which we are receiving of the present world order.

We can no longer include in our philosophy a comfortable

complacency toward what we have been pleased to call Chris-

tian civilization. Many voices are now telling us plainly what

manner of men we really are. For over two years the guns

of almost all Europe have been calling the world to witness

the spectacle of Christian principles ruthlessly violated and

the moral order overturned. Other voices have spoken to

us of the spirit abroad in our own land. The recent danger

of war with Mexico; the passage of the largest naval and next

to the largest military appropriations ever made by any country

in time of peace; the popular catch-words of national self-

interest, "Preparedness" and "America First" have proved

our kinship with that European family of nations which

must now admit Prussia to be its legitimate offspring. From

other than international quarters disturbing messages are

breaking in. Social, industrial and commercial life give

utterance to them. Seven-eighths of the families in our

country owning but one-eighth of the national wealth, fully

one-half of our male workers earning less than $626 a year;

10,000,000 persons in the United States in poverty during

reasonably prosperous years; the existence of an involuntary

"army of unemployed" in every industrial community;

methods of industry which drive men as machines during long

hours of labor, make work a dreary burden instead of a means

for happy self-expression, and leave neither sufficient time

nor energy for healthy refreshment of body, mind or soul

—

these are some of the conditions which surround our comfort-

able Christian homes. They are facts which cannot be

squared with Jesus' ideals for human society.

They mean that for thousands of our fellow-citizens we have

nailed "No Admittance" across the door of opportunity.

We are denying them the chance to secure not simply a fair

measure of food, clothing and housing, but the recreational,

educational and religious activities which are necessary for

normal bodily and spiritual growth. It is not strange to find

ugly animosities asserting themselves in such a world. The

blind self-interest which is responsible for social injustice

is driving groups of men into open clashes with opposing

groups. The frequent strikes of present times, often accom-

panied with violence, even with bloodshed, are outbreaks

of flame from the ever-smouldering hostilities between capi-

tal and labor. The present great war has shed new light upon

the antagonism which is frequently, if not inevitably, in-

volved in commercial competition. Social injustice, class

bitterness, competitive strife and international war are the

natural offspring of a civilization more intent upon the acqui-

sition of material wealth than upon the creation of personality

and the maintenance of right human relationships.

Christianity cannot tolerate a civilivation so imperfect.

Such evils it must ever seek to transform. But if it is to ac-

complish this transformation, if unequal conditions of life are

to be replaced with equal opportunities for healthy growth of

body and soul, if the antagonisms between individuals and

classes are to be transmuted into brotherhood there is need for

all Christians to press forward into new endeavors. Here is a

task for every individual. 1 he ultimate solution of these world

problems lies not with the statesmen, the captains of indus-

try, the economists or the sociologists, but with the rank and

file of Christians. If Christian principles are to become the

foundation of society they will have to be built into it by

the hands of many workmen.

The events of the present day are, however, a sufficient

demonstration that we cannot build a new world by the old

methods. Faced by the existing world situation and the spirit

which now seems dominant, Christendom must bow its

head in shame over its failure. And the reason it has failed

is that it has never fully trusted and tried its own Gospel.

Against the evil in the world we have pitted, not the pure

Christianity of Jesus, but a diluted Christianity of our own

creation. We have pronounced the world unready for the

Sermon on the Mount, when in truth it has been we ourselves

who have been unready to rely upon its efficacy, or to suffer

the consequences of practicing it. We have adjusted our-

selves to accepted standards; we have acquiesced in prevail-

ing customs, we have compromised. But the world is now

giving us to understand that it can never be transformed in

this way. It is not inclined to adopt principles which those

who profess them do not fully trust. It is not likely to be

greatly impressed with the ideals of those whose practice

is modified to suit the occasion. The conquest of evil re-

quires a purer Christianity than is generally exhibited. The

world's needs are calling individual Christians in all lands

to new and unflinching endeavors to infuse into every rela-

tionship of life the transforming love revealed by Jesus Christ.

To which of our institutions shall we look, if not to the

Church, to give us the men and women for these tasks? The
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Church exists not simply to fit men for the Hereafter, but

to equip them for a full Christian life here and now. She ful-

fils her true purpose not by creating recluse saints or learned

theologians, but by sending disciples into this present world

to grapple with its modern problems in the wisdom and power

of their IVlaster. Jesus taught men how to live here on earth.

He gave them principles to act by, truth to translate into

conduct, and that is the function of His Church. Moral and

religious leadership with regard to the practical issues of

her day is her responsibility. If she is truly to exercise that

leadership she must be more than the guardian of tradition

or the prophet of a far-off ideal. She must help her members

to read and understand their world. She must guide them

in continual endeavors to make fresh interpretations and

new applications of the unchanging Gospel.

Quakerism shares these responsibilities with the rest of

the Church. It must be to Friends something more

vital than the maintenance of Disciplines and Testimonies.

Our sacred heritage of truth must mean to us not a body of

cold precepts for the preservation of ancient practices but

a message of life and power for humanity's present needs.

Facing the critical issues of to-day there is a greater work for

our Society to do than merely to encourage its members
to apply our principles in the traditional ways. If it would

render the highest service it will not simply bid them abstain

from war. It will arouse them to aid actively and construct-

ively in creating friendship and good-will among nations.

It will cause them to query whether many things in the

economic system in which they have acquiesced do not vio-

late the Christian principle of love. It will help them to go

forward in discovering and practicing the full implications

of Christianity for commercial, industrial and all social life.

The service to which the whole Church is called to-day is

to inspire men with more complete devotion to Christ's way
of love, with more earnest determination to live it out to the

full, with more adventurous faith in its efficacy, with greater

readiness to sacrifice for it. Let her see to it that she does

not neglect her opportunity. "The Church must either con-

demn the world and seek to change it, or tolerate the world

and conform to it. In the latter case it surrenders its holiness

and its mission. The other possibility has never yet been tried

with full faith on a large scale. All the leadings of God in

contemporary history and all the promptings of Christ's

spirit in our hearts urge us to make the trial."* £ ^^_ £

FRIENDS IN PUBLIC LIFE.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FROM AMERICAN HISTORY.

(Concluded from page 195.)

From 1 710 to 1739 was the Golden Age of Quaker govern-
ment. No wars loomed up, the oath question received a
settlement; the Quaker political machine was developed
into a high stage of efficiency; the German vote was satisfied;

the oncoming migration of Scotch-Irish Presbyterians had
not grown into large proportions; political expediency ruled
the councils because there were no moral issues on which
men would seriously differ; the Governors found it to their

interest to act in harmony with the Assembly. The widow
and sons of William Penn seemed to be better judges of

Deputy Governors than was the Founder. Material pros-

*Christianity and the Social Crisis, by Walter Rauschenbusch.

perity added to the general satisfaction, and the foundations

of Quaker fortunes in commerce and agriculture were laid.

Coincidently with this prosperity and control, a generation

of Friends grew up who were less certain than their prede-

cessors that it was necessary to suffer seriously for convic-

tions, or who argued that the good things brought about
by peace and good fortune were worth more than the ideal-

istic devotion to principles which would seem to work out

doubtful results. In short, they changed from a priori

devotees of uncompromising standards of rectitude to utili-

tarians.

This did not, however, affect the whole body but became
most noticeable among the more wealthy old families, for

already there were "old" families in Philadelphia.

Then troubles began to come. Thomas Penn treated the

Indians badly, and they fell into the temptations which
the French laid for them. England went to war first

with Spain, and then with France, and demanded colonial

aid. The Penn family gave secret instructions to the Deputies
which, because they were secret and only brought out as

needed, incensed the Assembly. These Deputies could not
understand Quaker scruples, and the Friends probably dis-

played "a little more warmth than is consistent with the

moderation we profess," as Dr. Fothergill expressed it, in

opposing what they deemed unrighteous measures of de-

fense and taxation. Till 1756 there was a constant series

of disputes and occasions of ill-feeling which were injurious

to harmony in the state and had reflex influence on the Church.
James Logan, William Penn's secretary and agent, then an
old and respected citizen, sent a paper to the Yearly Meeting
advocating defensive war, and urging that those who could

not join should give up their places in government, which
paper was not read. On the other hand, the more rigid of

the Friends of the old school gave the same advice because
they thought that truth was being compromised by the
unholy measures and injurious arguments used to support
the political Friends in their contentions with the Executive.

The matter became critical in 1764 when a body of border
ruffians marched in motly ranks from the Susquehanna and
threatened to kill a band of friendly Indians encamped in

Philadelphia. Many citizens, including about 200 young
Friends, took up arms and the "Great Meeting House was
opened to shield the defenders on a stormy February day."
Nothing came of the attack because Benjamin Franklin
persuaded the frontiersmen to go home without damage,
but the Monthly Meeting took up the case of the militant

Quakers. Some repented and apologized; some were labored
with with doubtful results, while some defiantly defended
their action and were not disowned.

As we have seen, the Friends in the Assembly quibbled
considerably in the days which followed 1740. Bad treatment
for which the Friends were not responsible made the Indians
hostile on the frontiers, and finally in 1756 the Governor
declared war. When during these years they appropriated
money quite liberally "for the King's use," they knew it

would be spent for forts and guns, though they all the time
worked and hoped for an early peace. But with the declara-

tion of war, their compromises stopped. Acting on the advice
of English Friends they withdrew from the Assembly and de-
clined re-election, and Pennsylvania knew direct Quaker con-
trol of politics no more.

It was a strain upon their past habits, for they had man-
aged with striking success the most prosperous Colony along
the Atlantic coast, and the people were continually impor-
tuning them to reconsider their declaration. Probably they
themselves expected to return to political positions after the
wars were over but that time did not come. Indian and
French excitement and opposition to the English Govern-
ment extended to the Revolutionary War and that cataclysm
ended Quaker influence as well as Quaker official fife in the
Quaker Colony.

Through all these years there was growing up, basing itself

on George Fox's advice to keep clear of the "commotions"
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involved in government, a feeling that Friends should take

no part in public life. Their course in the Revolution, which
had involved the disownment of some 400 members for par-

ticipation in the warlike affairs of the day, mainly on the

American side, made them unpopular, and they withdrew
into a more mystical life and an uncompromising devotion
to principle and testimony, and the Quaker of the nineteenth

century of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting was evolved.

This little historical sketch would seem to indicate that

the application of a Quaker conscience to state aflfairs in a

non-Quaker community is impossible.

Probably conditions will never be better than in Colonial

Pennsylvania, and there it broke down, though at first against

the popular will, in the face of apparent political necessity.

But it does not prove that Friends may not accept many
posts in government, both executive and legislative, which
need not touch on their convictions and in which they may
render signal service.

They may also bring the attention of a nation to the moral
issues of the day, a task for which Friends with the ancient

sort of standards would seem to have great advantages.

It tones up the nation to have its thoughts turned to ethical

rather than exclusively economic subjects. One moral ques-

tion brings another in its train and men get to thinking in

terms of right and wrong rather than expedient and oppor-

tune. In the decade prior to our Civil War when men were
fused together on the subject of the rights of man, and used

such phrases as "the higher law," "the irrepressible conflict,"

"the true grandeur of nations," there was a manifest toning

up of standards. Then came the war and the host of questions

of currency, tariff, revenue and material issues generally, which
divided parties in the succeeding years, and morality took the

second place to economics and men thought in dollars rather

than in righteousness. We had a great growth in wealth and
all its unhealthy accompaniments of monopolies, rebates,

corporate interference with government and boss and machine
rule in politics. Later the moral sense of the nation reasserted

itself and the development of attention to human rights

and the social conscience, and to specific matters like tem-
perance and peace and civil service reform, went on apace.

It is one of the great evils of war that it draws the interest

of men from such movements, to the more pressing but less

vital ones of national defense, sources of national income,

reduction of national expenditure for social development,
and all the lesser breed which designing politicians take

advantage of to press upon us their own selfish designs for

office and emolument. Some beneficent reforms which need
advertising to make people appreciate them are thrust aside

by the insistence on the more spectacular national needs,

and the wholesome march of moral and political reform in a

democracy is impeded. For this march under normal con-

ditions is the very lifeblood of progress. The American nation

will not get far astray if its attention can be seriously turned
to a great issue and a great need. How quickly when it once
grasped the dangers of corporation control of politics, with
many blundering and foolish steps, it is true, it brought its

downfall! Free discussion and the honest purposes of an
intelligent electorate can be depended on to clear away any
heresy before it reaches the stage of serious danger to the

national soul.

But morality must have the right of way, and while matters
in which the economic rather than the moral predominate,
should have their large place in national councils and public

discussion, it is the duty of every man with influence in public

life to press to the front the great abiding projects which have
their root in eternal right, and here our Quaker traditions

and principles should make a prepossession in favor of such

a course of action.

There are a number of reforms which have been our con-

cerns very largely in the past. The substitution of life im-

prisonment for capital punishment, the development of the

reformatory idea in our prisons and kindly treatment in asy-

lums, the one-price system in sales, the limitation of fortunes

and expenditures within moderate dimensions, theories of

education which are at once practical and spiritual, the

rigidly honest management of public funds, all of these, in

which good men generally would now join, have some of

their roots in legislation, and if not national party issues, not

infrequently become the issues in State or local elections or

legislation.

Then there is the great question of warlike preparation

and policy. This is the rock on which Quaker participation

in politics has usually been shipwrecked. It broke its control

in Provincial Pennsylvania. It drove the Society back into

itself in the Revolutionary War and produced an inwardness
from which it has only in the last half century evolved. It

forced John Bright from the British Cabinet when Alexandria

was bombarded. It caused the breaking of the property of

Joshua Rowntree in the Boer War. It has sent many a con-

scientious suiferer to jail rather than pay military fines or

join in military exercises. It is now operating to render the

pacifists, with whom all real Friends must join themselves,

objects of unpopularity among a great host of men, some
unthinking and hysterical, some seriously concerned for

the national safety.

Here is the great problem of to-day for the Christian states-

man who can maintain himself conscientiously in public life.

He needs to show the nation that an aggressive policy of good

will, the absence of all design on the integrity or interests

of others, the rigid and even generous enforcement of all

treaties and conventions, the full comprehension of and re-

spect for the points of view and political and commercial

interests of others, are worth more in maintaining peace than

dreadnoughts or submarines, coast defenses or standing

armies. Had we the greatest armaments in the world, which

after the expenditure of billions of dollars and years of time

we might have, with all the military spirit and commercial

interests necessarily developed by such an aggregation, who
could trust the nation not to enter with slight provocation

upon a career of conquests or overbearing treatment in the

cause of mercenary or political interests. The danger of for-

eign aggression upon a nation doing its generous part in

world diplomacy, upon whose goodwill the commercial pros-

perity of all others was largely dependent, is far less than the

danger, under the guise of preparedness, of creating a spirit

of militarism, which will break down our Christian stand-

ards and lead on to a cataclysm such as a similar spirit has

developed in Europe. We need to teach our people through

the mouths of practical politicians, in office and out, the Chris-

tian basis of government, none the less so now, when the

epidemic of force is being spread through the country with

great skill and no little success. It is demanding of us that

we reverse the policy of a century and, as Whittier told us

in another cause, that we

"Run anew the evil race the old lost nations ran,

And die like them of unbeUef of God and wrong of man."

Friends will find more allies in our uncompromising posi-

tions than ever before. There are many who would say that

under any provocation their allegiance to Christianity as

they understand it is supreme, that conscience is so educated

that the immoralities of war are impossible to them.

The Friend stands for the development of personality.

For this he can not go to war, for this involves the subordi-

nation of personality to human commands, doing evil that

good may come, the merging of the individual conscience

into the conscience of the mass. He can not swear for his

every word has the sanction of truth behind it. He can not

be an unquestioning member of a political group taking on

or leaving ofT principle at the behest of a leader or for utili-

tarian considerations. He can not grind the poor in business

or the criminal in jail, for the respect for his own personality

induces respect for that of others. He must go through life

more or less isolated, not from lack of sympathy for others,

for he has this in the highest degree, but because the machinery
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of modern methods is too rigid for his open-minded and in-

dependent soul. He will take his orders from his own dis-

cerning heart rather than from current opinion or popular
impulse.

if he can do all this and still be an effective public servant,

as an exceptional man in an exceptional place may be, the
Quaker in politics may live. If not he will sacrifice place to

conscience, expediency to principle.

Havebfoed College, Pa. Isaac Sharpless.

ANGEL OF PAIN.

Angel of Pain, I think thy face

Will be, in all the heavenly place.

The sweetest face that I shall see,

Tie swiftest face to smile on me.

All other angels faint and tire;

Joy wearies, and forsakes Desire;

Hope falters, face to face with Fate,

And dies because it cannot wait;

And Love cuts short each loving day.

Because fond hearts camiot obey

That subtlest law which measures bUss

By what it is content to miss.

But thou, O loving, faithful Pain,—
Hated, reproached, rejected, slain,—

•

Dost only closer chng and bless

In sweeter, stronger steadfastness.

Dear, patient angel, to thine own
Thou comest, and art never known
Till late, in some lone twihght place.

The hght of thy transfigured face

Shines sudden out, and, speechless, they

Know they have walked with God all day.

[Many who read the following will understand the reference to the

Orphanage in Cairo, Egypt, others will not. It may be in place to state

that under a sense of duty, John S. and Esther Fowler made a religious

visit some twenty or more years ago to certain places in Egypt. At the

time of this visit they were members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
and traveled with minutes of endorsement issued by their meetings here.

We doubt not that the seed sown by such dedicated servants will

bring forth a harvest in the Master's own time and way. As a practical

outcome of the visit, however, is the Orphanage alluded to in the fol-

lowing paper. It is a visible fruitage of the visit which these dear Friends

made and E. F.'s modest reference to it is characteristic of the service

which she and her husband were earnest to render.

—

Eds.]

As it has been sometime since there has been anything
in The Friend relative to the concern of my late husband
John S. Fowler for certain classes in Cairo, Egypt, the
writer has felt that it might be due to those who were inter-

ested, many of whom kindly and liberally contributed to the
object for which he labored so devotedly, to have some in-

formation of present conditions. As a result of the effort

put forth an Orphanage was started in a rented building, of
which we have had from time to time, interesting and en-
couraging accounts, as well as some touching ones, too. Over
two years since a letter was received from the individual
who has been much interested in this work, and very faith-
ful in promoting it, informing that they were about to pur-
chase a property for the Orphanage, and added, "

I was so
glad when 1 heard the good news that 1 could not keep the
tears back." The following is an extract from a recent letter
from the same person: "I have been wishing to write to
you for a long time, but 1 am kept so busy that 1 have very
little time for writing. I wish you could see our nice home.
The Lord has been so good to us. It is now more than ten
years and a-half since this Orphanage was opened, and He
has given us day by day what we need, and now has given
us this beautiful home in a wonderful way. I was hunting
for a house to rent two years ago, when 1 saw this old hos-
pital building, and felt that this was just what we needed.
There is a little more than an acre of ground and we got the

place for the price of the ground, about £5,000 (or $25,000).
1 had been asking for not less than an acre of land,
and the Lord gave us more than we asked for. The house
is well built, and with some repairs and balconies or porches
would be just what we need. When we paid for the place
we were expecting a legacy, and on the strength of that money
was borrowed, and a part of the house rented to the mission.

The rent money was used in part to pay the interest on the
money borrowed, but finally the will conferring the legacy on
the Orphanage was broken, and we did not get the money,
but a short time ago money came to pay off the debt. I do
not know who the donor is. We are so thankful."
Some expressions are found in which my husband refers

to his feeling: "When in that ancient land it seemed to me to

be a day of precious divine visitation to the inhabitants
thereof, so much so that it is with me when 1 lie down and
when 1 rise up, and when I walk by the way."
He also alludes to a concern he had felt (which it is be-

lieved he faithfully maintained) , in regard to those of our be-
loved Society, that the Master would enable such to exemplify
"That He was able to open a way whereby a knowledge of

His wondrous love might be made known in lands which have
not known His name, and at the same time preserve them
from stepping aside from a faithful observance of our pre-
cious principles and testimonies." In reflecting on this sacri-

fice and taking a retrospect of some events in connection with
the exercise and journey, now over twenty-one years since,

the survivor can thankfully acknowledge that if any good
seed was sown, or anything accomplished that adds to the
physical comfort, or that is instrumental as a means of placing
some of the helpless children in that land under a Christian
influence, the praise and the honor belong to Him who it

is believed through His goodness and mercy opened the way,
and was strength in weakness, and "A very present help in

trouble" throughout the undertaking.
It was at a time of pressure that the language presented

with comfort, "Because thou hast obeyed My voice." It

was in simple faith that the service was entered upon, and
we may safely leave the fruitage with Him whose blessing

only can give the increase, desiring gratefully to render to

all their dues for any helpful part they may have taken in

carrying out the concern.

Esther Fowler.
Winona, Ohio, Tenth Month, 1916.

SOME PEACE BOOKS.
(Continued from page 196.)

"Above the Battle," by Romain Rolland, Open Court
Publishing Co., Chicago, |i . This volume contains about 200
pages of very remarkable writing. More than one quotation
from it has already been printed in The Friend. The author
is doubtless the most famous literary character to associate

himself with the cause of peace. It was he who a few years

since mystified the world of letters by the famous "Jean
Christophe." At the outbreak of the war he retired to Swit-

zerland where his pen has been busily engaged especially in

protest against the "insanity" of the intellectual class in the
several countries in their efforts to justify the war. His point

of view is indicated in the following: " It is a task which seems
to me not unworthy of those among us who find themselves
outside the struggle, and who through the life of the spirit

have wider relations with the universe—a little lay church
which, to-day more than the other [the Christian Church],
preserves its faith in the unity of human thought and believes

that all men are sons of the same Father. In any case, if

such a faith merits insult, the insults constitute an honor
that we will claim as ours before the tribunal of posterity."

[Pages 105 and 106.]

The spirit of his treatment is illustrated in this sentence

from the conclusion of the chapter on "War Literature:"

"For the present the essential thing is to show that even in
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Germany there are certain finer minds who are fighting against
the spirit which we hate—the spirit of grasping imperialism
and inhuman pride, of military cast and the megalomania of
pedants."

This is a volume that many will wish to own not only for

its substance but for its literary merit. A few more brief

quotations may help to justify this judgment. "No! Love of

my country does not demand that 1 shall hate and slay those
noble and faithful souls who also love theirs, but rather that
I should honor them and seek to unite with them for our
common good." [Page 47.]

"Can we not sacrifice ourselves without sacrificing our
neighbors also?" [Page 48.] "Every nation to a grea'ter or
less extent has an imperialism of its own, and whether it be
military, financial, feudal, republican, social, or intellectual,

it is always the octopus sucking the blood of Europe." [Page

50]. "Our first duty, then, all over the world, is to insist

on the formation of a moral High Court, a tribunal of con-
sciences, to watch and pass impartial judgment on any viola-

tion of the laws of nations." [Pages 51, 52.]

IV.

"We," by Gerald Stanley Lee, the author of "Crowds,"
Doubleday, Page & Co., I1.50. The title is somewhat eluci-

dated by this on the title page, "A Confession of Eaith for

the American people during and after War. A study of the
art of making things happen. A recommendation of the first

person plural for men and nations." There are 700 pages
of this compact volume. Its precursor, "Crowds," has gone
through seven editions. This is the same kind of writing

—

the same point of view. If the American public will read
"We" with the same appetite it would be safe to say that this

book contains the most effective peace propaganda yet put
in circulation. But what are the prospects that the book will

have readers?

Even those who have a sympathetic feeling for peace work
are apt, it seems, to misjudge the motive of the author which
appears on cursory examination serio-comic, with some em-
phasis on the comic. After pondering with some care the
whole of the 700 pages we say without hesitation that this is

a misjudgment. Much more near the truth is a critical esti-

mate of "Crowds" as follows: "An agitating and memorable
book filled with live formulas and arrowy truths." "We" is

"agitating;" after reading it one perceives that it is "memor-
able," and there can be no doubt about the "live formulas and
arrowy truths." The thesis of the book at least commends
itself readily to those who think on the subject. Thinking
world thoughts in terms of " We," instead of in terms of "

I

"

or "you," is the sine qua non of internationalism. The method
of this thinking must be that of getting the world's attention.

The author uses a very homely illustration to make this clear.

Advertising of the right kind can secure enough attention for

so ordinary a matter as a tooth-brush to transform it into a
fortune-making commodity. Peace if rightly understood has
the advantage of war every way, so it becomes a plain case of

getting the world's attention to the real thing in order to make
it universal. No small portion of the book is taken up with
discovering real peace. This once done the difficulty of " ad-
vertising war off the face of the globe" does not seem really

impossible.

A few of the arrowy thoughts are quoted herewith as a

further invitation to our readers to become acquainted with
the book:

"There are but two understandings I have come to have
with myself about fighting. They represent my only difference

with fighters as I know them. First, I will not fight people.

I will fight for people. 1 will fight the fever and lies in the

people. Second, 1 will not take sides. 1 fight for all people.

1 fight all the lies in all the people." [Pp. lo-i i.]

"We shall conquer our enemies in their own dooryards, by
their own firesides, by serving them better than they can serve

themselves." [P. 14.]

"As humble as it is, even a porcelain bathtub or a Gillette

razor expresses us better, makes more people understand us and
have more use for us than a thousand idiotic submarines or
senseless ingenious dreadnoughts or stupidly terrible Krupps
could in a thousand years. We want to be terrible by being
of some use. We propose to defend ourselves with a terrific

indispensableness." [P. 27.]
" War is the failure of a world's spiritual billboards to ad-

vertise what each nation really has for the others that the others
really want." [P. 253.]
"The fact that is standing in the foreground of the world

every day while this war is going on, is that no one set of people
this world has produced yet, is or can ever be, good or beautiful
enough to use asphyxiating gases to convince or to improve
the others." [P. 294.]
"The appeal to force is already getting to be seen by all

—

in its spiritual essence, as what it really is. Force or the threat

of force in a man, instead of being terrible and magnificent
and self-possessed as it is in a lion, is a helplessness in the mouth,
a mumbling, a sickness of expression—the final feebleness of

self-revelation." [P. 354.]

"Without recklessness, without vagueness, with shrewd-
ness, quietness and matter-of-factness, we believe we have
the brains to trust other nations. We believe we have the

brains to make them trust us." [P. 419.]
"National 'preparedness' prepares enemies. National

confession prepares friends." [P. 499.]
" This is my conception of peace. It is an amazing, resistless,

whirling all-sidedness. ... In this sense the peace
energy in a mind may be said to be the highest voltage of

energy in the mind of the human race." [Pp. 5-6.]
"

1 have seen that our souls are awaking, that we are but
beginning. To-day, at last, with Columbus, Copernicus, Bell

and Marconi, we have all been waked out of our little separate

selves. We have rushed to our windows. We look out through
the windows of our souls upon the earth. The nations shall

yet be to us the voices of happy children playing in The Yard."
[P. 595.]
"And it would be a crime against history and against our-

selves for America to-day not to silence her national soul, not

to listen reverently, humbly to the cries of the nations to her

plains and to her mountains, not to prepare herself in daily

thought, make herself ready with solemn faithful daily self-

control, with love, shrewdness and faith in others—to be the

gently, relentlessly disinterested, trusted peace-maker—the

little Brother of the world. We are not worthy of it, but we
will try." (To be concluded.)

This is the third of a series of papers growing out of WilUam C.

Allen's recent visit abroad. Four others are to follow:
—

"Effect of the

War on Children," "The Conscientious Objectors," "The War and the

Church in England," "The Legacy of the War."

TRAVELING RESTRICTIONS IN ENGLAND.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

Traveling abroad in these days is not the easy matter

that it was a few years ago, considered from the viewpoint

of Governmental authority and regulations. I am informed

that a certain citizen of the United States desired last winter

to go to Europe and when filling out the form of request

for a passport he assigned as his reason for the trip that it

was to be for pleasure. Word quickly came back from Wash-
ington that a passport could not be issued—it was no time

to go to Europe for pleasure. Our Passport Bureau was ex-

actly right; our Government cannot assume responsibility

for the protection of its citizens on the high seas in connec-
tion with individual enjoyment—the possibilities are too

dangerous and momentous.
When my wife and I requested passports we were obliged

to write to Washington, D. C, accompanying our request

with several photographs, descriptions of our personal ap-

pearance, the affidavit of a prominent citizen of San Jos6,

California, our own affirmations, the object of the proposed

trip, its probable duration, etc. In due course we received
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information that the passports would be issued and could
be secured at the proper offices in New York prior to sailing.

A goodly portion of one day before embarking was devoted
to obtaining possession of the precious documents. We were
identified by the photographs fastened to them, and after

receiving them and signing receipts therefor, we proceeded to

the office of the British Consul to have them viseed. Waiting
here was a tedious process, but finally we were ready to board
the ship. When doing this we successively passed through
the hands of several officials on the dock, and heaved sighs

of relief when the officials of America and England had de-
cided that we were not suspicious characters and had legiti-

mate intentions associated with our journey.

Upon reaching England we went through a critical exami-
nation before being permitted to land, and owing to the rather
foolish questioning of a military officer it looked for awhile
as if we would be held up. Once in London, the first thing
to do was to secure an Identity Book. Then commenced a
series of experiences with our friends, the police. This fra-

ternity knew where we were every night that we were in the
British Isles. Whenever we changed our lodging-places, be
they hotels or private homes, we were compelled to report
at once to the police stations our arrival and departure within
the part of the district that we happened to be in. Aliens
are obliged to fill out and sign a form at every hotel upon
arrival and departure, which form indicates, along with
other information, where the guests have come from and
where they expect to go. Our Identity Books were stamped
or viseed in many towns or cities, and so became an authentic
history of all our movements. Many hours have we spent
in hunting up the proper police station in each new district

we entered, or in patiently waiting for the alien officer, or
calling upon him again if he happened to be out. It was a
great nuisance, but with pleasure I can record that these
officials, while sometimes disposed to be supernaturally
dignified, were unfailingly polite.

What is an Identity Book? It is a little book full of in-
formation and regulations which you carry around with you
for the purpose of identification. Any person misusing it, or
making any false statements or altering it is liable to six

months' imprisonment or a fine of £ioo. The law demands
that there be placed in it the surname and Christian
names, date and place of birth, nationality, occupation or
trade, name of employer, particulars regarding family,
and as to service in army or navy, if ever in any such
service, last place of residence and personal description. The
photograph of the holder has to be affixed by him. He also
has to have put within it the names of father and mother,
their nationality and how it was acquired, maiden name of
wife, her nationality, and other information supposed to pro-
tect the British Empire.
The applicant for an Identity Book makes his passport

the basis of his statements. He also must give information
as to when he was last in the United Kingdom, where he
landed this time, where he sailed from, and as to whether
he has any male relatives in arms against Great Britain and
the Allies. He must be vouched for by two natural-born
British subjects and householders, whose signatures are placed
in the Identity Book. The Police Inspector where the Iden-
tity Book is issued also certifies as to its accuracy in its pages.

It was a very queer thing that the police in every district

attend to alien matters in some way or other differently
from all the rest. There was no uniformity regarding action,
registration, or the demands made upon us; neither were
the Identity Books always viseed in the same way by the
different Police Inspectors. In some instances we were told
with a lofty look and condescending wave of the hand that
our books need not be endorsed at all. Sometimes we were
asked to sign our names in big books after our family aff"airs

and honorable intentions as to the British Empire had been
duly recorded therein; in other cases, no such formality was
required. Occasionally these kindly "muddlers" ("muddle"
is a|much-used word in England just now) would forget to

do something that was necessary in order to put us into prop-
er shape to report at the next police station. In such case

I reminded these brethren, without hurting their dignity,

of what was essential with respect to the matter in hand.
After a few visits to the police station we found that we knew
quite as much about the whole procedure as did many of

the officials, to say the very least. It appeared to us that
this national characteristic of indefiniteness might easily

neutralize the intent of the regulations regarding aliens trav-

eling in the United Kingdom. Anyhow, we were thankful
when the uncertainties associated with attempting to comply
with all sorts of interpretations of the law had been completed,
and when we finally surrendered our precious Identity Books
on the dock as we embarked for home.

In the midst of the excitement regarding "Preparedness"
last spring, 1 one day saw in one of the great newspapers of

Eastern America a whole page with big type, devoted to ex-

plaining the necessity of the United States inaugurating
an elaborate espionage system in imitation of European
countries. The innocent and scared writer exhibited a small

^^

knowledge of facts, or of American ideals and principles.
|

But 1 expect we must reconcile ourselves to seeing our per- I
sonal liberty, as well as our money and blood swallowed up *

by the military machine that interested patriots hoped to

build for us.

WE PLEAD FOR PEACE.

Full well we know, on fields of martial glory,

Heroes, to cause and country consecrate,

Write fame's immortal and inspiring story,

And seem to save the state,

—

But living, this is glorious revelation

Of deathless virtues that have strength to save

—

Why heap the flower of an exalted nation

In an untimely grave?

We plead for peace, for power still ascending,

To nations whose rich blessings roimd our world,

That in good works, their strength renewing, blending,

RTien battle flags are furled.

Their zeal shall flame again in wasting spaces,

Their genius once again assume its sway.

That they may lead earth's weak and lowly races

Onward, to earth's best day!

—Charles W. Stevenson, in the Springfield Republican.

LETTERS FROM ABROAD.

The interest expressed in letters from the Orient a year ago has sug-

gested the publication of the following from Isaac Mason.

Joseph Elkinton.
Dear Brother Joseph:—
How can I let this day pass entirely without a little imaginary

chat with thee, since it is the anniversary of our parting at

Seoul in Korea! Moreover I have been reading to (my wife)

Esther, thy article in "Our Missions" giving such a good
summary of our travels and the outstanding points which
impressed thee most. . . . This time, twelve months
ago, I was feeling somewhat lonely and sad as the train hurried
me towards Manchuria—every minute further away from my
beloved companion. But since then I have lived over our
experiences many times, and always with gratitude and
pleasure. I have mentioned to thee more than once that it

was a good thing that we made the trip last year instead of

this, as I fancy we simply could not have done the Sze Chwan
part of it now. I am enclosing some oddments of letters

from Tung Chwan, Sui Ning and Chengtu, showing how
disturbed things have been up there of late.

The latest sensation has been the capture of our good friend

E. W. Wallace by brigands and demand for ransom. (E. W. W.
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is Secretary of the Educational Union at Chengtu and lives

in the house formerly occupied by Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin.
He had come to Shanghai to accompany his wife, who was
called home to Canada on account of her mother's illness, and
was hurrying back to Chengtu against official advice, to at-

tend a Summer School Conference, when captured by the

robbers, who infest Sze Chwan at present.) A telegram to

Shanghai tells of his release (after the U. S. Consul in Chung-
king had gone to his assistance).

1 enclose a cutting which 1 contributed to the paper.

E. W. W. was seized near Yiin Chwan not far from Tung
Liang, about two days from where we rested at the Methodist
Chapel at Pi Shan after changing our route on account of the

robbers. Thou wilt now better appreciate the nervousness 1

had that night at Chin Mu Kwan when we were so near them.
I remembered the capture of the French priest years ago, and
1 also was held up on the small river about the same time and
had a narrow escape, so I felt more anxious than 1 cared to

show to thee on that stretch of the journey. The Chinese
local slang for this kind of business is "la fei Chii"—holding
up the fat hog. They'd have had a fine haul of "hogs" if

they had taken us too! (Twenty Chinese men had been
captured and held for ransom by these robbers at a certain

town only a few hours before we arrived by chairs, carried

on the shoulders of four, and we were earnestly entreated by
the head men and soldiers of the next village not to pursue
our journey in the direction we intended, because the robbers
had retired after "a battle" with the local authorities in that

direction). Sze Chwan is having too much political disturbance

—due largely to personal ambitions and jealousies—as since

Yuan died at any rate and "independence" was cancelled

there has been nothing to squabble about, as all profess loyalty

to Li and the Government. It would be more to the point

if they turned their attention to the lawless scallawags who are

terrorizing the industrious people and making life a constant

anxiety to people in general. Canton seems to be a centre of

political unrest still, but otherwise things seem quieter and
prospects brighter. A parliament is to assemble on the first

of next month.

Sun Vat Sen and thy friend Hwang Hsin have both appeared
publicly in Shanghai within the last few days. A few weeks
ago there was a great price on their heads. There are much
better men available—if they can be induced to take office.

I wonder if General Hwang will become popular enough to

take part in the Government? . . .

I have recently finished Wm. E. Wilson's "Christ and War."
Just now I am translating Dr. George Newman's "Health of

the State" and a few selections from " Dymond's Essays on
Morality," and am also well on with a translation of Tylor's

"Pictures of Church History." We are planning a full and
up-to-date Commentary of the whole Bible, which ought to be
a fine useful work if we can carry it through. It will mean a

great amount of labor divided among many workers, but
the results would justify the effort. We hope to get special

funds, especially from Boards in America, as C. L. S. funds are

suffering very much on account of the war.

I have just been elected Honorable Secretary of the North
China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, which post will

take up most of my spare time. There are nearly 500 mem-
bers, about 100 scattered in various countries, the rest through-
out China. The Society has been founded some sixty years,

and has had among its members most of the famous students

of "Things Chinese." The objects are to stimulate interest

and research into China and Chinese; monthly lectures are

given in winter. We have a good museum and an excellent

library of works connected with research in China and neigh-

boring countries. Happily we have Chinese clerical help, so

my duties will not interifere with my regular work.

(1. M. is stationed in Shanghai connected with the Christian

Literature Society.)

With loving greetings I remain, thine affectionately,

Shanghai, Seventh Month 19, 1916. ISAAC,

Um^ Tsuda, who is doing such a noble work for the women of Japan,

by conducting the most advanced EngUsh-speaking school in that coun-

try—with one hvmdred of her graduates placed as teachers in the Gov-
ernment Schools—writes, under recent date, of her earnest desire to

enlarge her school and its curriculum so as to make it a real college.

In order to accomplish this, as I explained in a letter to The Friend
a year ago, more ground is necessary, and such a tract, admirably adapted

to the purpose, and located quite near her present institution, is now
offered for sale. With a payment of .$10,000 she would add it to her

equipment and carry a mortgage of $20,000. No investment that I can

think of will bring greater returns than thus giving three hundred most
worthy Japanese young women such an opportunity to acquire a hberal

education under Christian influences. Most of these students become
Christians before leaving this School and the atmosphere of their Alma
Mater was markedly Christian whenever I have had the privilege of

visiting it.

Michi Kawai, now just returning again to her native land from Ameri-

ca, has been an invaluable helper with Anna C. Hartshorne in building

up this leading educational centre for girls. Ai Hoshino, a Bryn Mawr
graduate, and Matsu Okonogi, a WeUesley College and Oxford, England,

now student and teacher in the Higher Normal School for girls in Tokyo,

have been most devoted and capable helpers. But Ume Tsuda tells

her own story thus, after making very appreciative mention of the above

teachers.

Joseph Elkinton.

"But workers are few and all are kept busy. We need
many more. Two of our girls, graduates, are planning to go
—one to Canada, through the kind offices of the Y. W. C. A.
She is a very dear girl, who goes to Toronto to study Domestic
Science. Another girl, Kawai San's protegee, Yuri Watanabe,
who has been at Earlham College and is one of our dear
graduates, is expecting to come back this summer. So our
women are having more and more opportunities and my heart

rejoices for them. If ever 1 go to America again I am going

to work for another scholarship, which will be given to the
graduates of the Joshi Eigaku Juku, and the choice of the

college not to be limited to Bryn Mawr College, but left open.
" Ryu Sato from the Friends' School seems to have proved

a splendid student. There are plenty of fine minds among
our women, and oh ! we do need a fine college for them out here.

1 can do so little, 1 am powerless, for many things. I can only

hope to raise up workers and leaders for the future. This is

the best 1 can do; perhaps others will take up the work as it

ought to be done—the desire is perhaps all 1 can offer to the

cause and what the School has been and is doing may pave the

way. It is so little, so very little, yet God has blessed it and
blessed my dear band of girls. They are so loyal and loving.

This spring they had a bazaar for the endowment fund, and
oh! how they worked— 1 had to hold them back and keep
them from overdoing, and they cleared 1000 yen in a sale

from 12 noon till 6 p. m. only. One thousand people came, in

spite of a very rainy, stormy day. The new girls were astonish-

ed at the zeal of the older girls and said how the students

must love their school." (The Alumni, with herculean effort,

raised 6000 yen a few years ago to cancel a debt on this

property.)

PocoNO Lake, Ninth Month 28, 1916. J. E.

The war which now shadows the world, and the sacrifices

which are willingly made in it, should shame our timidity and
our tame trifling with duty, and call us to deal with life as a

reality and with the work of Christ in the world as worth
more devotion than national honor, or commercial advantage,

or racial pride. Every soldier dying for his country on a

European battle-field, every home giving up its blood and
tears, is a summons and a reproach to us men and women who
have accepted the Christ of the cross, but not the cross of

Christ. If they have counted their cause above their lives and
their every possession, why not we? What they freely yield

to their lords of war and death, shall not Christians give with

joy to their Lord of life and peace?—Robert E, Speer.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Thomas Ehhwoon.—(Gleanings from a Sketch by Frances
Anne Budge)—About the year 1643, two young children, a
boy and a girl, might often be seen in a little "coach" drawn
by a footman through

"The walks of Lincoln's Inn

Under the Elms,"

then and long afterwards an aristocratic neighborhood. The
little Gulielma (who afterwards became the wife of William
Penn) was the daughter of Lady Springett, the widow of Sir
William Springett, who died in the Parliament service. Her
chosen playfellow, Tom Ellwood, was the youngest child of
Walter Ellwood, Esq., of Crowell, near Thame.
The Eliwoods made London their home until after the sur-

render of the City of Oxford. On their return to the country,
Thomas's older brother was sent to the free school at Thame,
whither Tom also went as soon as his age would allow. He
was remarkably quick in mastering his lessons, but being a
busy little lad, very active and full of fun, he so often heedlessly
broke some of the rigid rules of the school that he came in
for a large share of the birch. Yet, notwithstanding this, he
writes with regret of his early removal from school where he
had made good progress in Latin and had begun to learn Greek.
While still in his teens, he one day accompanied his father

to the Petty Sessions at Watlington. As they drew near the
town, the coachman took a short cut through a cornfield,
where there was a pathway wide enough for carriage-wheels;
whereupon a ploughman bade the driver draw up and roundly
abused the gentlemen for going over the corn. The elder
Ellwood quietly told the man that if any damage were done,
full satisfaction should be given him if he would call at the
inn to which they were going. It was not until late in the
evening that the father and son set out on their homeward
way. The night was dark and they told the coachman to
keep the high road. After a while the carriage came to a sud-
den halt, the horses' bridles being seized by two strong men,
one of whom was their acquaintance of the morning. Alight-
ing from the carriage, Walter Ellwood, followed by his son,
walked up to the men and demanded the reason for this as-
sault. "You are upon the corn," was the false reply, "and
we have made up our minds that you shall go no farther, but
we'll make you go back again." Walter Ellwood remonstrated
with them and warned them of the consequences of such con-
duct, which hint only called forth their derision. Then he
ordered them to give up the great clubs they were carrying,
but they laughed and said, "We did not bring them hither for
that end!" Meanwhile young Ellwood was standing at his
father's elbow, his youthful blood boiling with indignation,
eagerly waiting for a word that should warrant him to enter
the lists. When the order came, "Tom, disarm them," he
went right up to the man who was nearest to him, and laying
hold of his staflf, said, "Sirrah, dehver your weapon." This
was the last thing, however, the assailant contemplated; he
raised his club, which was massive enough to have felled an
ox, but, before he could strike a blow, his nimble combatant
drew out his rapier; the glitter of the bright blade so startled
the countryman that he fled as fast as possible, followed by his
comrade. So rapid was their running or so skilful their hiding
that Thomas Ellwood's pursuit was unavailing. The coach-
man quietly kept his seat with the plea that he dared not leave
his horses, possessing more prudence and possibly less courage
than his young master, who soon found that he had lost his
way and that it was not easy to regain it in the dark; indeed,
he could only do so by calling to his father and the driver and
following the guidance of their voices. At that time his mind
was quite untroubled with the thought that he had narrowly
escaped staining his hands with blood, but in after years, when-
ever he passed the spot or memory brought back the event, he
would thank God for the unseen intervention of His restraining
hand.

It was about this time that Thomas Ellwood lost his brother,

and not long afterwards his mother, of whom he writes in

high terms.

Thomas was one day asked by his father to accompany him
on a visit to Isaac Penington, who had married Lady Spring-
ett, to whom allusion has already been made. The news had
reached Crowell that they had come to live on their own estate
at Chalfont, which was not fifteen miles distant. To the
astonishment of the Eliwoods, they found on their arrival

that their hosts had become Friends. As other guests were
present, the father had no opportunity for conversing with
Isaac Penington on the change he had made. Meanwhile, his

son's mind was occupied with the desire for the companionship
of his old friend Gulielma, whom at length he found gathering
flowers in the garden. They had sometimes met since child-

hood, when the Peningtons were in country lodgings. The
lovely girl received him courteously, but when he talked to
her in his accustomed style, there was something in her de-
portment, young as she was, that made him apologize for in-

truding into her private walks, and withdraw.
Walter Ellwood wished to learn more about the Quakers,

so after a while one winter's day, he set out with his daughters
and son (who was now twenty years of age) for the Grange,
the Penington's residence at Chalfont. The visitors were
warmly welcomed and remained four days, lengthening their

stay in order to attend a Friends' meeting, held in the spacious
hall of a farm-house which had once been a gentleman's seat.

Edward Burrough was there, he was then only five-and-

twenty, but had already for some years been a minister of the
glad tidings of salvation through Christ. Young Ellwood
sat near him and eageriy drank in the Gospel truths which
satisfied his intellect and warmed his heart as no preaching
had ever done before.

Soon afterwards, having learned from his father's man that
there was to be a meeting at High Wycombe, he went there
on horseback, calling his greyhound to follow, so that he might
seem to be going out hunting. The town being reached, he
ordered the hostler to take care of his dog and repaired to the
private house where the meeting was held; as he took the first

empty seat he could find, just inside the door, he thought that

the sword which he wore attracted the attention of some of the
little company. Presently a minister arose with words which
were just suited to Thomas Ellwood's state of mind and sealed

on his soul the impression which had already been made. He
writes that although he had not fallen into the gross sins of

the worid, its spirit had ruled his life. "
1 found," he says,

" that all sin (even that which had the finest or fairest show,
as well as that which was more coarse and foul) brought guilt,

and with and for guilt, condemnation on the soul that sinned.

Now also did 1 receive a new law, the law of the spirit of life

in Christ Jesus, which wrought in me against evil . . .

so that 1 could not any longer go on in my former ways."

E. S. P.
(To be continued.)

NEWS ITEMS.
Germantown Friejstds' School.—The School opened on Tenth Month

3rd, two weeks later than the scheduled time, because of the epidemic of

infantile paralysis. There naturally was some apprehension on the part

of parents and a large number of the younger children were kept out for

indefinite periods. Most of these returned on the 9th and by the 16th

the attendance was almost normal.

School opened with unusual earnestness on the part of the pupils.

The teachers felt that we have never had a first week of school where so

much was accompUshed and such satisfactory spirit shown. In the case

of absent pupils parents have co-operated most cordially and nearly aU
of them have secured the necessary text-books and are keeping up the

work as well as thej' can. This is made possible by our system of sending

home daily slips to all absent pupils.

All possible precautions in the matter of health have been taken after

consultation with two of the leading physicians of Germantown. Boiled

water is provided for any pupils who are afraid to drink from the bubblers,

and only such fruit is served in the lunch-room as is recommended by the

health authorities. The lunch-room has been carefuUy screened, and
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bubblers installed at the athletic field, so that the only water now served

throughout the school buildings is through bubblers or in glasses in the

lunch-room.

The daily medical inspection under the direct supervision of the Board

of Health continues as last year. The school doctor inspected every

pupil on the first day of school and each day inspects any boys or girls

who have just come back.

The school enrollment is the largest in our history. There is always

a small readjustment one way or the other during the first week of school.

The figures of Tenth Month 10th are as follows; Total number in the

school 466; 206 boys and 260 girls. This total is divided among the

difi'erent departments as follows: High School 148; Intermediate School

124; Primary School 169; Kindergarten 25.

The school is fortunate in having an experienced body of teachers, many
of whom have given years of service to the School. There are only two

changes in our faculty to take the place of two teachers who have re-

signed. Dorothy Brooke, of Sandy Spring, Maryland, a successful and

experienced teacher, has been appointed a teacher in the Intermediate

School and Catherine L. WestUng, a graduate of Bryn Mawr College, with

two years' experience, as assistant in the Primary and Intermediate

Departments. Dorothy Brooke spent the summer at Columbia Uni-

versity preparing for her work in Teachers' College, and Catherine

WestUng at the University of Pennsylvania.

H. A. Domincovich, D. Lawrence Burgess and Irvin C. Poley spent the

summer at Camp Megunticook, Maine, for which they have a large re-

sponsibility. Ivan L. Brookmyer was again in residence at Columbia

University for the summer working for a higher degree in science. Alfred

A. Smith, the physical director, had a responsible position at the well-

known Cobbs' Camp, and EmiUe C. Bradbury was also a helper at a

girls' camp during the summer. Others of the teaching body have had
pleasant and helpful experiences in travel.

Marie H. Albertson has returned to the School as Assistant Secretary.

She has charge of the new supply office which has been specially fitted

up during the summer where all stationery supplies are given out to

pupils of the Intermediate and Upper School. The new supply office

represents the chief building change during the summer apart from the

general painting, repairs, etc. The new locker-room building, however, is

now under way, and will be ready for occupancy about Thanksgiving

time when it wiU be needed.

For some years the School has been much crowded in its locker facihties.

The new building has been made possible by contributions of alumni and
friends of the School. The campaign was started in the spring and is

still being conducted by a committee of old scholars under the above

chairmanship of S. Rowland Morgan. A new building is being erected

between the hbrary and gymnasium and the total cost wiU amount to

about $6500. The old locker-rooms for both boys and girls will be thrown

together and converted to the use of the girls exclusively. This will give

them four shower-baths and double the former space. The new building

for the boys will include five shower-baths, stationary washstands, etc.,

a measuring-room for the director and for the use of visitors, and a small

room for the School doctor together with locker-rooms for the older, inter-

mediate and younger boys.

All but two of the class of 1916 will enter college or higher institutions

of learning this autumn. One of the boys, S. Logan Kerr, won one of the

free city scholarships granted each year by the University of Pennsylvania.

There is no special change to record in the course of study.

The year promises to be a busy one on account of the shortening of the

first term and we have a larger responsibiUty than ever before in the

number of boys and girls preparing for college.

The athletics have been entered upon with the usual interest and
vigor and we are fortunate in the fine autumn weather.

Stanley R. Yarnall, Principal.

Under date of Nmth Month 25th, Alfred Lowry, Jr., writes on board
the S. S. Bergensfjord:—

•

Our voyage has been slow, but for the most part pleasant. Only two
days of rough weather. Seventh and First. Grace has not been sick at

all though it is her first crossing. Hope to reach Kirkwall in the Orkneys
by Fourth-day, where all Scandinavian boats are held up thirty-six hours

at least—and will hope to mail this, with other letters, there. We go to

Bergen, thence by rail across Norway to Christiania and then on to

Copenhagen.

All the readers of The Friend, we presume, are familiar with the

appeal for help in the East that has taken the form of a Presidential

Proclamation. We have not printed the Proclamation, because we knew
of its wide circulation through various channels, but we give place instead

to a long letter from Emily OUver, recently received at our office.

—

Editors.

Phil.ujelphia, Tenth Month 10, 1910.

Dear Friend:—
In view of the appeal which President Wilson has issued, asking that

a day should be set aside on which all who can may contribute to a fund

for the relief of suffering Armenians and Syrians, may I tell thy readers

something of what I have heard lately from American missionaries of the

present state of Syria and the urgent need for help.

They left Beyrout on the twenty-sixth of Sixth Month and arrived

here on the ninth of Eighth Month, having traveled across Asia Minor,

Turkey, Bulgaria, Austria, Germany and Denmark to Norway, where

they took ship for New York. This is now the only way of exit from

Syria, as the whole coast is patrolled by battleships of the Allied fleets

and no ships are calhng at any of its ports.

My friends saw my husband the day they started and say he is well

and still being treated with great kindness by all the Turkish officials

and is free to go about his work as usual.

Through the help of influential friends in the Government, he is able

to buy larger quantities of wheat and other foodstuffs than the ordinary

allowance, which is small and very dear, and so can reheve the distress

of the many suffering ones around him. Prices of many tilings are so

high as to be almost prohibitive to any but the very rich, and, though

the harvest has been good, the Government controls the supply and the

people are kept on starvation allowances, and the flour they are supphed

with is adulterated and unwholesome.

Even such a httle thing as sewing cotton is so scarce that the women
unravel their Irish lace, which was such a thriving industry before the

war, in order to be able to mend or make their clothes.

The one request my husband makes through our friends is for money
to be able to keep up the relief work for which there will be increasing

need as time goes on.

I am thankful to report that $812 have already been contributed by
kind friends in response to my former letter to thee, part of this amount

was sent through the treasurer of the Presbj^terian Board of Missions,

but the greater part through the Department of State in Washington,

which now seems to be the safest way to send.

The accounts we have read from time to time in the papers are un-

happily, in the main, true, though Beyrout and other large towns have

suffered more than the Lebanon.

Typhus and cholera are prevalent in many places and thousands have

died and are still dying from starvation and disease. There are no drugs

left with which to fight these epidemics and most of the able-bodied

doctors are away with the army, so many of the sick are left without any

treatment and often the dead and dying, too weak to crawl back home
to die, may be seen lying along the roadside.

Many of the leading citizens of Beyrout, both Christians and Moslems,

have been hung in the public square and others have been exiled with

their famiUes, or in some cases alone, to different places in the iaterior

of the country.

If help on a large scale does not soon reach these poor sufferers it would

seem as though the Syrian population must be decimated by starvation

and disease, just as the Armenians have been by more drastic measures.

Let us all remember how much we owe to Syria and Palestine for the

blessings of Christianity which we enjoy to-day, and may we in gratitude

to God respond to the appeal, for as Paul wrote to the Romans—"if the

Gentiles have been made partakers of their spiritual things, they owe it

to them also to minister unto them in carnal thuigs."

I am, thine sincerely,

EjnLY Oliver.

Under the title "The New Holy Office," or "Why I oppose Con-

scription," the New York Evening Post prints in its magazine number
of Tenth Month 7th the article by Norman Angell which was reported

to have caused his arrest and imprisonment. These reports have not

been confirmed, but the fact that they are in circulation indicates the

increasing tension of pubhc opinion in Great Britain.

The article in question is one of the most straightforward and calmly

reasoned arguments against tyranny that has come to our notice. It
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shows that where a community is forced to become of "one mind on a

given matter [it is in fact] on that matter mindless." Such reasoning as

this, such conclusions as these would have been accounted in England
two years ago as plainly matter of fact. Norman Angell explains the

great change that has taken place by saying, "And if we wonder how
it is that not only sixty or seventy miUions of people in the mass, but
great scientists, teachers and theologians, as individuals, can subscribe

to doctrines and support conduct which appears to the outside world

as monstrous, it is merely because we have forgotten that any case,

however monstrous, can be made to appear reasonable and acceptable,

if we never hear anything that can be said against it."

On the principle of an ounce of prevention being worth a pound of

cure we should hope our Peace agencies would be active in circulating

this article in our countrj', where the sad contagion of "compulsory ser-

vice" is being industriously injected into the veins of public opinion.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Provost Smith has announced the free public lecture course

at Pennsylvania University for 1916-17, to be given in Houston Hall

every Seventh-day afternoon at three o'clock. This is the fourth series

of these lectures which were inaugurated by Dr. Smith as an e.^eriment

in 1912.

Alumni of the University of Pennsylvania are endeavoring to raise a

fund of S200,000 as a gift to the University, to be used toward providing

a permanent residence for its Provost. Half of this sum vnW be used

toward the purchase price, alterations and equipment, and the income

of the other half for maintenance.

The income of one-half of the estate valued at $5,000,000 left by Charles

K. Smith, wealthy oil man and art patron of Philadelphia, is to be applied

to the erection and support of mission chm-ches in the United States and
Mexico after the death of his son by the terms of his wiU.

General.—It is reported that the military course at Harvard has not

proven popular. Less than 250 students have enrolled. Last year

1,100 men joined the regiment. A similar report comes from other col-

leges.

The South was rocked by earthquake and swept by storm at the same
time on the 18th. While a tropical hurricane flayed the gulf coast, earth

tremors overturned chimneys and frightened many people from their

homes in Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee. The earthquake did httle.

damage, but a wind that reached a velocity of 114 miles an hour lifted

roofs from houses at Pensacola, Fla., and sank a number of vessels in the

harbor. One life was lost.

The Lake Mohonk Conference on International Relations has announc-

ed conditions for its annual prize contest for the best essay on international

arbitration written by an undergraduate of a college or university in the

United States or Canada. The donor of the prize is Chester DeWitt
Pugsley, of Peekskill, N. Y.

The Elephant Butte Dam, in New Mexico, completed recently at a

cost of $5,000,000 and intended to impound the largest artificially re-

tained body of water in the world, was dedicated on the 19th, with A. A.

Jones, of New Mexico, personal representative of President Wilson,

officiating.

As some indication of the wide-spread interest in dairy farming, a

million dollars' worth of the finest dairy cattle on the American continent

stood on dress parade in the thousand stalls of the two great stables of

Springfield's new Eastern States Exposition last week.

A New England paper has the following: "The fact that 1000 students

of the University at Syracuse, N. Y., are to earn their way this year in

whole or in part is calculated to awaken the envy of the country colleges,

where the opportunities for self-help are limited by the environment."

Japanese will be taught by Columbia for the first time in the current

academic year. A course is being organized and the first class was to

be held on the 16th.

This item seems to be from a reliable source: "Ambassador Gerard's

reassuring statement concerning the reason for his present visit to the

United States is most welcome. He denies emphatically that he came
home at this time to serve notice on the President of Germany's in-

tention to repudiate her pledges regarding the conduct of submarine

warfare, or that Germany was contemplating the resumption of sub-

marine attacks upon all kinds of shipping. Lie emphasizes his belief

that our relations with Germany give promise of being on a friendly basis

indefinitely "

Foreign.—It is said opinion among surgeons and nurses in England

is practically unanimous in favor of the advantages of a new method of

dressing large and painful wounds, whereby a thin layer of perforated

celluloid is substituted for lint as the first covering for the raw wound.

The plan was tried successfully first by Dr. AUmoth Wright at St. Mary's

Hospital, Paddington, and now promises to become generally adopted.

Japan and Russia have entered protests against concessions for rail-

way and canal construction in China which have been granted to Ameri-

cans, says a dispatch from Pekin. Prince Nicholas Koudaoheff, the

Russian minister to China, lodged a protest at the Chinese Foreign Office

against the proposed American railroad from Fengcheng-Shansi Province

to Lanchowfu in Kansu Province, alleging that the Chinese minister in

Petrograd promised verbally 18 years ago that Russia should have the

privilege of building railways in the vicinity of Mongolia.

NOTICES.

A MEETING under the care of the Rehgious Service Committee of Had-

donfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, will be held in the meeting-house

at Woodstown, N. J., on First-day, Tenth Month 29th, at 3 p. m. All

are invited.

A MEETING for Divine Worship appointed by Lansdowne Monthly

Meeting of Friends will be held in Paiste Hall, Llanerch, Pa., on First-

day, Eleventh Month 5, 1916, at 3 p. m. AU are invited.

A MEETING for Divine Worship will be held after 'the manner of the

religious Society of Friends in the Friends' Meeting-house at Barnegat,

N. J., on First-day afternoon, Eleventh Month 5, 1916, at 3.30 p. m.,

under the care of Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting Committee.

All are cordially invited.

First-DAT, the 29th, being a fifth First-day in the month, is known as

Friends' day at the Home for Aged and Infirm Colored Persons. The

rehgious meeting at 3 p. m. is held as a Friends' Meeting. The Home is

located at Forty-fourth and Girard Avenue. It is desirable that these

occasions should be on the minds of Friends. It has been observed that

the past generation has been more faithful to these openings than the

North Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends convenes at Cedar

Grove, Northampton Co., N. C, the first Seventh-day in Eleventh

Month (Eleventh Month 4th), at 11 o'clock. The Meeting of Ministers

and Elders is on the afternoon of the preceding day, Eleventh Month
3rd, at 2 o'clock.

Friends from the North and West who are expecting to attend should

reach Baltimore in time to take the Old Bay line steamer which leaves

at the foot of Light Street at 6.30 in the evening. This reaches Norfolk

next morning about 7. Friends should remain on the boat until it crosses

over the bay to Portsmouth, Va.; here purchase tickets to Woodland,

N. C, via Seaboard Air Line R. R. Train leaves Portsmouth 9.05, ar-

riving at Woodland 12.30, where Friends will be met.

BENjAinN P. Brown, George, N. C.

The Annual Meeting of the Bible Association of Friends in America

win be held at the Committee Room of Twelfth Street Meeting-house,

Philadelphia, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, at 4 p. m.

J. Snowden Rhoads, Secretary.

Meetings from Tenth Month 29th to Eleventh Month 4th:

—

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Tenth Month
29th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Tenth Month 30th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Tenth Month 31st, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Tenth Month 31st, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Abington, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham .at West Chester, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, at

10 a. m.

Salem, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 2nd, at 10 a. m.

Died.—In West Chester, Pa., on Ninth Month 23, 1916, Mary G.

Baldwin, widow of the late J. Erskine Baldwin, in the eighty-ninth year

of her age; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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THE FAMILY POINT OF VIEW.

Perhaps it is no less an authority than the great historian

Gibbon who points out the fact that the failure of the home in

Roman society was in large measure responsible for the fall of

the empire. The cohesion of the parts of the otherwise al-

most perfect political machine was insufficient to hold it to-

gether without a centre of inspiration and hope in each man's

family. In modern phrase this idea is often expressed by

saying "the home is the unit of society," and much modern

sociological work is thus directed to preserve or develop the

home. A recent interesting article by Margaret Pennock in

The Friend presented ample illustration of the effectiveness

of this effort. Much more insistent, however, than the his-

torical and sociological claims for the family as a centre of

attraction and radiation of good in human life are the claims

of sentiment and religion. " Poet, philosopher and sage" have

vied with one another to put these tenderest of all human
feelings into appropriate and appealing phrase. One would

be ambitious indeed to hope to make a contribution to these

efforts at expression that would not seem to be poor reproduc-

tions at the best. That at least is not the object of this

editorial.

Such intimate and far-reaching relationships as are involved

in the family point of view, naturally enough make a model

upon which larger units of society than the home are con-

structed. The theory of the old town meeting was very largely

that the community was little more than an expanded family.

Very particularly the organization of the Christian Church

in apostolic times had the family for a model. Since that day

churches and societies in one form and another have attempted

to express this family idea. Hardly any Scripture phrase has

a wider appeal than that in Eph. 3: 14-15 ["For this cause I bow
my knees unto the Father, from whom every family in heaven

and on earth is named"]. So it seems entirely clear that there is

abundant religious background for the historical and sociologi-

cal estimate of the value of the home.

In dealing with such basic ideas of human relationship as

are involved in the family point of view it seems necessary

ofto- to remind ourselves that these relationships are subject

to serious limitations as they become operative in either the

smaller or larger spheres. Homes fail, in many cases even

when they appear to be good homes, to save those concerned

in them, and the home idea in religious and social circles does

not in many instances yield the fruit which naturally belongs

to it. Is there any easy analysis that will disclose the cause

of this?

The intimate character of association in homes or in society

on the home plan yields fruit of two distinct kinds. We be-

come aware on the one hand of the gifts and graces of our

circle, and on the other abundantly sensitive to their faults

and failings. Much must depend therefore upon the measure

of values we adopt as to the final outcome upon ourselves and

upon others of our home environment. The dictum so well

phrased by Professor William James becomes operative, " Real

culture lives by sympathies and admirations not by dislikes

and disdains." It is to be feared that much domestic happi-

ness is seriously impaired by our sensitiveness to the faults

that we observe in those nearest to us. We make these faults

our measure of values. Very especially is this the case where

the family circle widens into a society and as members of a

group of a few hundred, or at the most a few thousand, we are

close enough to one another to have first-hand knowledge of

human limitations. The cultivation of brotherhood is of

course an effort to realize the second commandment in

practice. We encourage the good we discover but properly

enough we wish to correct the limitations we observe. One

of the robust thinkers of our day, John Ruskin, has these

striking words on this subject, " You will find it less easy to

uproot faults, than to choke them by gaining virtues. Do not

think of your faults; still less of others' faults; in every person

who comes near you look for what is good and strong: honor

that; rejoice in it; and as you can, try to imitate it; and your

faults will drop off, like dead leaves, when their time comes."

The strict applicability of this excellent philosophy, even to

the smallest family circle, will be found to be difficult, if we

are bent on being "one another's helpers in the Lord," but

the principle expressed is in line with the burden that has

prompted this editorial. We could not possibly give a more

valuable rule for self-restraint and self-improvement than this

which we have quoted from John Ruskin. How to combine

the principle of appreciation with the principle of right

criticism in some of the larger family circles is the particular

matter to which we would invite consideration.

Our Society of Friends as a whole and the several units of it

are conducted on the family idea. We make a studied effort

to be members one of another; after two centuries we have

succeeded in establishing closest possible relationships. Every

unit concerned in the system must therefore meet the strain

of this specific understanding of the limitations as well as of

the gifts of individuals. There can be no question that many

breaks in our system and a considerable leakage of member-
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ship come as reactions or protests against such close family

intimacy. This may be well illustrated by one unit, the

schools of our system. Let us remember, however, that each

of our units, every individual meeting, our combined meeting

units, our committees, our boards of management have not

only the merits but the limitations as well of a very unusual

measure of first-hand acquaintance.

Nearly from the beginning of our history as a Society, we

have been recognized as particularly gifted and capable in

the conduct of our schools. This was no accident or in-

cidental matter, as we may easily perceive. The home idea

was practically always basic in these schools. Professor John

Dewey is now the recognized voice of this idea and of the ideas

associated with it, in what would perhaps be acknowledged as

the most advanced pedagogy of our day. One reads his books

in connection with the educational history of our Society with

growing amazement. What seems to be the final word of

educational philosophy at his hand has been in good degree

a first word and a continuing word in our system. The value

of the child as an individual and as a social unit has never

been lost to view in our schools. True it is, as those who have

been teachers well know, that in translating these ideas into

practice we have made a situation of close relationships that

might well rival the inner circle of the most highly perfected

home. A very lime-light has beaten upon the Friends'

school from every conceivable angle. The teachers are known

—often most intimately known by all the patrons; children

have grown up together or at least have had many points of

association; members of committees have had all the advan-

tages of intimate friendship with one another and with teachers.

It were difficult to imagine a situation in which every gift

and acquirement and advantage as well as every fault and

foible and failing connected with a school could be more openly

and more widely exposed. Now it is perfectly plain that

success or failure in a case of this kind will depend upon the

ability of those who are the leaders, in capitalizing the positive

side of their resources. Indeed, it were not difficult to cite

instances in which a skilful leadership has reversed an adverse

judgment in regard to a school without any other radical

change than that of emphasis. In a school, as in a family,

faults must be dealt with, but is it not true that effectiveness

in dealing with faults under such circumstances will depend

in large measure upon a method in which the circle of those

who must know of them is just as limited as possible? Let a

school staff, or a school committee, or a school community;

let a body of overseers or a large meeting committee or a

whole meeting undertake to solve questions of personal

dereliction and the danger of harm not to the individuals only,

but to the body as a whole is very great indeed. One promi-

nent schoolmaster in our city had so much feeling on this

matter that he took the extreme position of saying that his

teachers must not cultivate acquaintance in the circle of the

school's patronage. This in part was a repudiation of the

family idea. But we have seen modern educational theory

approves the family idea. We need to learn how to cope with

its difficulties and perhaps no general principle of doing so

is more clear than that the smallest number possible of those

concerned should deal with faults, and the largest number

possible have a share in attainments and successes. This

is by no means a plea thus to deceive ourselves or to deceive

others. No family group, large or small, viewed from certain

Oh, little child, lie still and sleep!

Jesus is near,

Thou need'st not fear!

No one need fear whom God doth keep,

By day or night;

So lay thee down in slumber deep

TOl morning hght.

Oh, httle child, he still and rest!

He sweetly sleeps

Whom Jesus keeps;

And in the morning wake so blest.

His child to be.

Love everyone, but love Him best;

He first loved thee.

angles, will be free from faults. We know that. But the

principle expressed in the quotation from Ruskin is an active,

practical principle. Many faults will " drop off as dead leaves"

before the growth of stimulated virtues.

The burden of our plea then is two-fold. In recognizing

and approving the family point of view as the organizing

principle of our Society's life, let us resolve that a right method

of dealing with faults shall be more insisted upon, and let us,

each one, give ourselves over to a much larger measure of

appreciation of the multiplied gifts and virtues that are disclosed

by our intimate association with one another. r j^ g

BE FAITHFUL!
Familiar as these two words are to everyone of us, it is

doubtful whether they are always understood in the depth and
fullness of their significance and especially open to question

if the double value of the word "faithful" is always borne in

mind.
What is it to "be faithful?" First of all, of course, it is to

be full of faith—filled with trust towards God, having our
confidence firmly set in Him that doeth all things well, hard
as it may be, sometimes, for us to understand, to see behind
the veil of mystery, to know why. If we are "full of faith"

we feel no need to question, when this thing happens, or that,

which seems so beyond our human comprehension, which
seems sometimes so unnecessary,' so unreasonable, even. Faith

is like a sound ship's cargo—to be filled with it is to ride the
more steadily against the buffeting winds of false philosophies,

the waves of doubt, the treacherous undercurrents of tempta-
tion.

Being faithful, then, is to be trustful, and being trustful

leads in turn to faithfulness in its other aspect. What is a
"faithful servant?" What does the Scripture mean, when it

says: "This is a. faithful saying?" A servant worthy of being

trusted, a saying which is true—^which is "worthy of all ac-

ceptation." To be faithful means able to be relied upon, de-

pendable, trustworthy, faithfulness is still the synonym of

the old fidelitas.

To be faithful thus implies two things—first, something
active, a putting of our trust; second, something passive, a
worthiness of having trust reposed in us. One is as real as

the other and the second is impossible without the first. To
be trusted of God we must first have trusted Him. I have
just now called this second aspect passive, but it leads to the
realest sort of activity. It has rested with me much of late

that one great reason why some, who would rejoice at being

given something greater to do for God, feel so helpless in

spite of all the need they see around them, lies right here:

IVe must trust God to do things for us, so that He may he able to

trust us to do things for Him. Then only can He keep us "in
perfect peace," and through our very weakness make perfect

His strength. Lord, increase our Faith!

Alfred Lowry, Jr.
On Boai'd S. S. Bergemfjord, Ninth Month 23, 1916.

—Exchange
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•• ENTER INTO THY CLOSET."

I need not leave the jostling world,

Or wait till daily tasks are o'er,

To fold my palms in secret prayer

Within the close-shut closet door.

There is a viewless, cloistered room.

As high as heaven, as fair as day.

Where, though my feet may join the throng,

My soul can enter in and pray.

And never through those crystal walls

The clash of life can pierce its way,

Nor ever can a human ear

Drink in the spirit-words I say.

One hearkening, even, cannot know
When I have crossed the threshold o'er;

For He alone, who hears my prayer.

Has heardjhe shutting of the door.

THE STORY OF BALAAM.

"a drama of the ruin of conscience."

Balaam, the son of Beor of Pethor, a native of the country
of Aram by the river Euphrates, is one of the most mysterious
characters brought before us for our consideration in the Holy
Scriptures. Though this far-off Mesopotamian lived thou-

sands of years ago, under social, political, as well as religious

conditions so very different to our own, valuable lessons may
still be gathered from a study of his life and character. After

all, essential human nature has not changed since his day

—

neither time nor distance has made any difference in its

elemental passions, temptations, sorrows or joys. The top
soil may have changed, but the bed-rock underneath has re-

mained what it was thousands of years ago.

Balaam was one of the most extraordinary characters that

have ever appeared amidst the kaleidoscopic changes of human
history. The unique nature of his gifts made him a very
eminent man in his age, a fascinating subject for the recorder's

pen. Endowed with political sagacity, he was a close observer

of contemporary events. He took a keen interest in the future

of the neighboring peoples, the great monarchies of central

Asia. He even took in the significance of the coming of the

navies of the Western powers to contribute their share towards
the settlement of the everlasting Eastern question. If Balaam
lived to-day—even if he were not a member of any cabinet

of state—he would certainly have to be consulted in any
matter of grave moment affecting the happiness and, political

fortunes of his country.

Another thing we have to consider. Balaam, though not a

member of the chosen race of Israel, was in possession of a

great fundamental truth. Living in the midst of polytheistic

cults be believed in tbe One God. It is true he held his belief

inconsistently. But in spite of the fact that he tried to com-
bine with it the practices of pagan spiritualism, he held to

his monotheistic faith as the pivot of all his religious thinking.

To-day he would have been a prominent member of the Society

for psychical research along with Sir Oliver Lodge and the

late Professor William James.
But that which appealed to the mind of Balaam more than

anything else was tbe pbenomenon of Israel; and for that reason

he has a place in the Hebrew Scriptures. He made no mistake
in his reading of the significance of the arising of this young
virile nation, which had for its choicest treasure the deposit of

the faith and traditions of the patriarchs. Balaam knew of the

Divine promises that were to be fulfilled in and through their

seed. In his judgment Israel was the nation of destiny.

But not only was Balaam endowed with remarkable in-

sight above many—he was also in possession of tbe mysierious

gift of prophecy. He foresaw the coming of the Messiah, the

Star that was to come out of Jacob and the Sceptre that was

to arise out of Israel. His eyes filled with light from on high

pierced the veil of the unborn future, and he described under

figures of poetical elevation the setting up of His spiritual

Kingdom. No wonder that the destinies of the nation which

was called into existence to give Him to the world should have

afforded Balaam such an absorbing theme for investigation.

That God should go outside the fold of Israel for channels

of inspiration need not surprise us. Only a narrow theology

would confine Him to the institutions of His own creation.

The Scriptures abound with instances of the universality of

spiritual operations. Melchizedek. chieftain of Jerusalem

when it was the stronghold of the Jebusites, stood in priestly

relations with the Most High God, and Abram gave him the

honor of the tithes, bowing his head under his priestly

benediction. Job kne\V nothing of Israel, and yet there was

none like him' on the earth for piety towards God, and the

deepest questions of religious philosophy are discussed in his

book. The doctrine of the Divine sovereignty has been wrong-

ly applied by those who have interpreted it in an exclusive

sense. Properly understood it teaches the Divine right to

chose whom He will—even Gentiles outside the covenants of

promise, as Paul argued in the dispensational parenthesis of

Roman ix to xii.

But Balak. the King of Moab, merely regarded Balaam as a

verv powerful wizard whom he could use as a weapon of of-

fence against Israel, the young nation of which he was genuine-

ly afraid. He shared the common belief of his time that a

curse, especially if it come from the lips of one who has great

influence with the Deity, possesses a malign power. Pie had

not the view-point of one who regards religion from the inside.

Statesmen are apt to make a cynical use of the religious in-

stincts of the people for their own ambitious designs. History

furnishes numberless examples of this. Religion—whether

true or false—has been made the ally of politics and statescraft.

It is the result of looking at it only from the outside. Jero-

boam, after the separation from the southern kingdom, made
this mistake when he as a matter of political prudence estab-

lished the calf-worship at Bethel and Dan, to prevent his

people going to Jerusalem, to the national sanctuary of the

undivided kingdom. Thus the way was opened for worse

evils, and he even afterwards had a tag attached to his name
as the man "who caused Israel to sin."

Balak was exceedingly anxious to enlist the assistance of a

man with the international reputation of Balaam. He en-

deavored to persuade him to make use of his occult powers

against the people which he regarded as a military menace.

He sent a deputation to his distant home, with the Oriental

bribes of divination in their hands. The effort ended in

failure. He tried again, sending a more influential deputation

made up of the princes of Moab and Midian, charged to make
most flattering proposals. He evidently thought Balaam was

only bargaining for a bigger fee. He was sufficient man of the

world to hold the cynical doctrine that every man has his price.

This time Balaam only consented to accompany the Moabite

and Midianite princes back to their land without committing

himself to do the bidding of Balak to curse Israel.

The whole transaction opens a window into the real char-

acter of this man. It is a subject which has often been the

theme of discussion. The early Church devoted a good deal

of attention to it and appears to have been divided into two

camps of opinion. St. Augustine, for instance, regarded

Balaam as a thoroughly bad man, a prophet of the devil,

compelled by God to utter truths against his will. St. Jerome,

on the other hand, held a somewhat different theory. He
believed Balaam to have been at heart a good man, a true

prophet, but one who fell through allowing himself to be

hypnotized by the temptations of avarice and worldly am-

bition.

The probability is that the truth lies somewhere between

these two extremes. He appears to me to have been all alorig

a man of mixed strands in his inner life. He had a certain

knowledge of the true God, and a clear sense of his duty based

on this knowledge. He knew enough of God not to wish to
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trifle with Him. He would not have gone with the ambas-
sadors of Balak without the Divine permission obtained in

answer to prayer. But see how he acts. After receiving a
plain command not to entertain the tempting offer of his royal

client, he goes and prays about it again, as if it were still an
open question. And behold the awful result! God answered
him according to the secret desire of his heart.

Max I. Reich.

(To be concluded.)

Philadelphia, Tenth Month 2.3, 1916.

Editor Friend:—
As a conclusion to the proceedings of the Mohonk Conference, held

from eighteenth to twentieth, inclusive, and which was of very great

interest, the following was adopted.

E. M. WiSTAE.

PLATFORM OF THE THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL LAKE
MOHONK CONFERENCE ON THE INDIAN AND
OTHER DEPENDENT PEOPLES, 1916.

The Thirty-fourth Annual Lake Mohonk Conference on
the Indian and Other Dependent Peoples recommends that

the number of hospitals for the Indian service be increased

and urges improvement of sanitary conditions where they are

at present seriously deficient, and further recommends an
increase of the annual appropriation by Congress for the educa-
tional facilities among the Navajos. The Conference wishes

also to set its approval upon the progress made in industrial

and vocational education and in health conditions.

We heartily commend the work of the various Christian

missionary bodies, which are now more than ever before ex-

hibiting a higher degree of co-operation in meeting the spiritual

needs and longings of the Indian.

The Conference deplores the fact that the continued un-
certainty as to the legal status of the Indians of the State of

New York causes serious injury to their industrial, intellectual

and moral advancement and prevents the enforcement of the

laws of the State relating to vice and crime, the public health

and education. It is a matter of congratulation that an able

investigation into this legal status has been recently made
by a Deputy Attorney General of the State. We recommend
that the results o( this investigation be submitted to the
Department of Justice of the National Government for its

consideration and also that Congress be requested to pass a
broad enabling act, under which the State of New York may
enact all needful legislation for the improvement of these

Indians and the benefit of the State. The Conference makes
this specific recommendation because of the exceptional

historic and legal situation of those Indians.

The ultimate solution of the perplexing Indian problem will

be reached only when the Indians by an academic, industrial

and moral education have been prepared to receive all the
privileges and assume all the duties of American citizenship.

Until that time such Indians as are not so prepared are the

wards of the nation. The nation is in duty bound to protect

their rights, promote their interests, and provide for their

education. Experience has proved that it is fulfilled very
imperfectly and under great disadvantages by special legisla-

tion enacted to meet special exigencies and administered by a
Bureau whose head changes with every change in the national

administration. A permanent, stable, and developing policy

is essential. We therefore urge the creation of a non-partisan,

independent commission, permanent in its character, which
should make a careful examination of the mass of Indian
legislation on our statute books, much of it local and frag-

mentary, and from it develop an Indian law, general in its

provisions, comprehensive in its policy, forward looking in its

purpose. Such law, when enacted by the Congress, should
take the place of all existing legislation except permanent
treaties, and thereafter the administration of this law and the
application of its principles to the varying conditions of the

various tribes should be left by the Congress to the commission,

to which should be committed the entire charge of the Indian
service. We urge this plan, not only to secure greater economy
and efficiency, but also to promote a consistent, continuing and
developing policy—a need recognized as of the utmost im-
portance by all workers in the Indian service. The ultimate

object of this policy should be to bring the present abnormal
condition of the Indian to an end as speedily as possible by the
incorporation of the Indian in the general citizenship of the
nation.

Until the reorganization of the work for the Indian upon
the principles above outlined, we deprecate as unwise and
dangerous legislation which will remove all authority re-

specting our Western Indians from the control and super-

vision of the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner
of Indian .Affairs.

The policy of all Indian administration should include at

the eariiest possible date the segregation and individualization J

of Indian tribal property, in order that competent Indians
J

may have available immediately all resources to which they ^
are entitled and that they may be completely severed from
the guardianship of the Government.
We urge that immediate steps be taken by the enactment

of new legislation or otherwise, further to protect all incom-
petent Indians, especially the full bloods, in order that their

property rights may be conserved and their resources expended
for their benefit under proper supervision, looking to the cor-

rection of the flagrant abuses now rampant as particularly

brought to our attention as existing among the Five Civilized

Tribes and the Osages. j

During the present year a larger measure of autonomous
government has been granted the Filipino people by act of

Congress, giving to them greater control over their internal

affairs.

It is self-evident that so long as the Philippine Islands re-

main under the sovereignty of the United States, the govern-

ment of the United States must continue to be responsible for

good government and efficient and economical administration

in the islands. It is equally clear that the wise exercise of

authority must go hand in hand with such responsibility.

The effect of the rapid withdrawal of American administra-

tors, in anticipation of, and coincident with, this legislation,

will be watched with unusual interest but not without mis-

giving. We believe that the policy of dispensing with the

services of trained experts and scientists will have a far-reaching

and harmful effect upon the sanitary, social and economic life

of the islands.

We therefore urge that these necessary aids to the welfare

of the people of the islands be not abandoned.
We reaffirm the recommendation of the Conference of last

year that an immediate grant of full American citizenship

be made to the people of Porto Rico.

Penn College.—Friends will be interested to know that

the prospects for Penn College for the coming year are much
brighter than it would have been possible to expect a few weeks
ago. At the close of last year the burning of the building and
the uncertainty of success in our financial campaign caused a
great deal of concern. This uncertainty persisted until the

campaign was brought to a successful issue. Eighth Month ist.

Since that time, however, a certainty has taken possession of

all friends of the institution. Students are planning to return

with scarcely an exception and there is an excellent prospect

for a large freshman class.

"There is a time when our youth of both sexes, need not

simply a salutary molding influence, but when they need

a mighty power put forth upon them, rousing their souls to

great and noble deeds of benevolence. . . .

Let a lady once become settled down at the head of her

own family with a narrow soul, and however amiable and
lovely she may be, a narrow soul she will carry with her to,

the grave."

—

Mary Lyon.
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THE PSALM OF THE WOODSMAN.

the man that loveth nature,

For he shall never be lonely!

Yea, though he loseth himself in the forest

He is still in the midst of friends.

The trees stretch their arms in protection;

They invite him under their shelter.

Their roots take hold of the mountain

Like the stakes of a tent set firmly.

The moss on the bark i

To tell him whither he goeth;

It points his direction as surely

As the guide-board out on the highway.

The winds and the clouds are his servants;

He knoweth their course in the season.

Yea, the tree turns its face from the tempest,

So the burdens of branches is southward.

The beasts and the birds are his comrades;

He knoweth their signs and their habits.

He knoweth their challenge of anger,

And their milder language of mating.

The rivulet calls him with laughter,

And the pool is his only mirror,

He looks, and the beard on his bosom
Is blended with moss on the cedars.

He knoweth the roots that are wholesome,

And the edible barks and the berries—

The camas that holdeth no poison.

The celery and rice of the lakelets.

Yea, blessed the man of the mountains!

And thrice blessed is he if he follows

The trail that leads over the summit.

On the highway to regions immortal.

The years hang as hght on his shoulders

As the grizzled wings of the eagle,

They are only fanciful burdens.

For they help him to fly away.

His is the calling courageous.

He blazed the trail for his children.

His footprints are waymarks of safety.

And his bones are a guide to the Uving.

—William Steward Gordon.

EFFECT OF THE WAR ON CHILDREN AND EDUCATION
IN ENGLAND.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

At first sight it would hardly seem that a state of war would
directly damage child life or national education. Here are a
few considerations upon the subject. But let it be clearly
understood that in most respects England is probably the
least hit of all the belligerents. These letters are not intended
to discredit England—the writer loves that grand old country
too much to do that. They do indicate the unhappy trans-
formation in character induced by the spirit of war. Our
own beloved America may easily be just as seriously injured
if we became involved in war. We may well thank God that
we have not entered into its hideous passions and losses.

"The United Board of Sunday School Organizations" has
recently issued a remarkable statement regarding children and
international relations. This Board is composed of rep-

resentatives from the Denominational Organizations of the

Methodist Bodies, Congregationalists, Baptists, Presbyterians,

the Society of Friends, and Moravians.

The report shows that there are statistics revealing an
increase in juvenile crimes of a serious nature since the out-

break of the war. Thus—Cecil M. Chapman, the Metropoli-

tan Magistrate, when taking the statistics of the Police Court
over which he presides, found that during the last few months
of 191 5 delinquency in children had increased forty per cent.

He says: "War had created an excitement in the minds of the

children", etc. Sir Edward Troup, Permanent Under-Sec-
retary at the Home Office, in a circular to the magistrates,

issued this year, says that he "has under consideration rep-

resentations respecting the recent increase in the number of

offences by children and young persons under sixteen years

of age." He declares that "punishable offences have grown
in seventeen of the largest towns of England about forty per

cent." He adds: "The increase in the number of juvenile

offenders is mainly caused by an increase of nearly fifty per

cent, in cases of larceny; but there are also more charges of

assault, malicious damage, gaming and offences against

educational acts." The report of the United Board refers to

the "loss of discipline," which the writer also heard about in

many places in England during the past summer. This con-

dition is largely owing to the fathers being away, and to

lessened educational efficiency, caused by larger classes for

each teacher, part time sessions or leaving school at an earlier

age. Sir James Yoxall has stated that "between 150,000

and 200,000 children between the ages of eleven and thriteen

have been released from school to do wartime work." To
quote the same veracious report

—"With the older boys and
girls particularly, there are evils attendant upon the earning

of large wages—impatience of control, unwillingness to learn

how to do things in the best possible way, and the rush to

amusements which have the same general tendency. There
is an unsettled state of mind leading to a desire for adventure,

for excitement, with its attendant impatience with ordinary

tasks and with discipline, accompanied by a great increase in

truancy."

Not the least serious of the difficulties to child life growing
out of the war is the fact that children are inevitably learning

to rely upon material forces, and not upon the power of love,

unselfishness and consideration for others. "The type of

patriotism too often presented to the children is narrow and
self-satisfied . . . Religion has become the handmaid
of the Allies. To sum briefly: the virtues of economy, gen-

erosity, etc., that have been evoked among the pupils have
been entirely subordinate to the major military purpose.

Militarism has emphatically made a deep impression upon
all young minds." The anxiety of this noble group of men,
representing the First-day School Organization, on behalf of

the children of the nation is most important when taken in

connection with the general attitude of the clergy of the

country toward the war.
Occasionally when in England I have astonished my friends

by telling them of the great strides that education has made
in the United States. 1 can mention my own city of San
Jos6, Cal., with its some 40,000 inhabitants, its great system
of grammar schools, its high school for 1500 young people,

and how many of them can graduate from it into the State

University, securing a course in that great institution with
but little expense to themselves. It would seem as if England
before the war was already so far behind many nations with
regard to the education of the great mass of its children that

the damage occasioned by the war is especially to be deplored.

The Loyidon Times stated in a recent editorial that "Of the

2,750,000 English children between twelve and sixteen

only 1,100,000 get any education after the age of thirteen."

The Challenge states: "As a nation we have not believed in

education, and it is one of our most serious national short-

comings that this should have been so. The facts are well

enough known, ninety per cent, of our children receive no
form of instruction after the age of thirteen." Lord Haldane,
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in a recent speech in the House of Lords, called attention to
the conditions narrated above as one of the main concerns
of the country.

The future of the children and of education in England is

very dark. Just before leaving England 1 was conversing
with a lady from Oxford. Speaking of the depletion caused
to the student life by the war she instanced the college in
which she was interested. Before the last vacation only
thirteen men were left as students there, they being six Ori-
entals, two Rhodes scholars, one candidate for the ministry,
and the status of the other four I cannot recall. About the
same time 1 talked with a young man who is a recent graduate
of Cambridge University. He remarked to me, "All the best
men have been killed—all of my friends have been killed."

The Government could use conscientious objectors as
teachers if so minded, but declines to do so, It seems par-
ticularly unfortunate, as so many of the schools are suffering
for want of teachers. Even such a man as Professor Bertrand
Russell, one of the best-known educators of England, has had
many indignities placed upon him and has been refused the
privilege of coming to America to lecture, because he not
long ago was the author of a leaflet published by the No-
conscription Fellowship, in which he pleaded for the cause of
civil and religious liberty—the great glory of our English-
speaking peoples.

In my next letter I shall try to tell about the "Conscientious
Objectors." Owing to strict censorship bearing upon the
subject, very little is known about them in other countries.

NEST HUNTING AT POCONO LAKE.

JOHN D. CARTER.

The following was presented at a recent camp-fire at Poconb Lake,
with a most picturesque setting.

Many years ago, before there was any Pocono Lake Pre-
serve, a party of campers raised their tents between the
pointed spruces near the Club-house. Within a short time
they discovered alder fly-catchers among the bushes by the
lake-side, white-throated sparrows in the clearings and red
crossbills, busily pulling cones to pieces. And so it dawned upon
them that here was a rare spot indeed, with an avifauna
unlike that of any other part of Pennsylvania, except the
North Mountain country beyond Wilkes-Barre. Since that
day, the Pocono Lake district has been a fruitful field for
bird-study.

The birds themselves may be found rather easily, if one
has a trained ear, good eyes and tireless patience. But with
their nests it is different. Small wonder, indeed! Imagine
the country back of Lowry's Hill. In a thousand acres
of brush there may be a little wisp of straw, lined with a
bunch of rootlets. Even that may be so hidden that you can-
not see it until you go down on your knees and look under
a stone. That may be the nest you want. Can you find it?

Of course, all that is needed in finding a nest is to look in
the right place. The trouble comes from the fact that the
places which are fwt right are numbered by ten thousand
times ten thousand. So the problem resembles the old one
of the needle in the haystack.

Suppose you do accept the challenge and start the search.
Naturally you should know something before you begin.
It is quite useless to hunt for a flicker's nest in a grass-field,

although that is where the bird may be found. Kingfishers
do not nest on dead twigs, although that is where they are
often seen.

Equipped with at least some knowledge, and the more the
better, you cut a stick and start out. What's the stick for,

do you ask? It helps in going through thick places, and
in parting foliage, it lengthens your reach in all directions,
it saves your back and legs a deal of labor, and perhaps most
important of all, it concentrates your vision.

It is usually best to decide 'beforehand what you most
dpsire to find and then try for that, hoping to find other things

on the way. You may pass along rapidly, covering much
ground superficially, or you may go more slowly, examining
everything carefully. Each person must find out the best

method for his own use.

An attractive feature of bird study afield is that you never
know what is going to happen nor when it will begin. As
your stick passes over a brushy place, there may be a rustling

within. You stop motionless, for if you fail to identify the
little mother in the first few seconds after she leaves the nest,

you may have a long and weary wait before she returns. You
see nothing, so move your body from side to side without
shifting your feet. Nothing happens. You stoop down and
gently part the leaves. Ah, there it is!—^A hop-toad!

Again something goes darting away along the ground.

You expect a grouse to rise on whirring wings. Just as it

disappears, a flash of white shows that it was a half-grown
rabbit. But it is not always thus. Sometimes you find your-
self looking into gaping mouths which rise above a mass of

pin-feathers. Or if the nestlings are nearly ready to leave,

they may suddenly pour out almost into your face and scatter

to the four winds, with great excitement on the part of the

parents. Or you may see the spotted eggs of a chewink, the

clouded ones of a white-throated sparrow, or the beautiful

blue-green treasure of a hermit thrush.

Again, after hours of fruitless search, your stick may un-
cover a few stalks of dry grass, lying side by side, and curved
to form the arc of a small circle. The innate forces of nature
do not often place things just that way. You look more close-

ly; a tiny bit of green moss can be seen. Yes, it must be a
nest. You stoop down and peep under the stick that nearly

hides it. There are the four delicate eggs of some warbler.

At least you have beaten Nature at her own game of hide

and seek. You have found the needle in the haystack and
you are happy.

Have you ever noticed that the grackles here do not seem
like those at home? There they walk about on the lawns,

bother the corn fields and the robins and eat the cherries.

Here they are found near the lake and, for the most part, only
where there are old stumps standing in the water. At home
they nest in the spruce trees. Where are the nests here?
Suppose you go to one of the stumpy tracts. Birds are

plenty, but no nests are in sight. Looking about among the
weather-beaten stubs, you may notice the least bit of yellowish

discoloration on the lower rim of a cavity. What does that

mean? Probably nothing,—but you take a chance and climb
up. Imagine your satisfaction at seeing, away down inside,

the blue-gray and streaked eggs of the bronzed grackle.

Again, suppose you are determined to find the nest of the
alder flycatcher. It must be somewhere in a bush. You may,
as some have done ere this, look for hours and days and not
find it, and do the same thing the next season with the same
result, until you are tempted to think that it does not have
any nest at all, but carries its eggs under its wings. But on a
lucky day, you find hidden among the leaves of a viburnum, a
few pieces of straw that could not have gotten there by accident.

The chestnut-sided warbler might have put them there; but
they do not seem like just his kind. You come back next day
and find that the thing is growing. No birds appear to have
any interest in it whatever. At last, remembering what is said

about "the early bird and the worm," you come soon after

sunrise and watch. The flycatcher is working at her trade
;

some distance away. Gradually she comes nearer, and at

last settles in the nest, twists about for a second, and darts

away. The game is won and the alder flycatcher resumes its

normal place among birds.

In a certain spot, the location of which is not widely pub-
lished, the sphagnum moss grows in mounds. You may be
searching there, with the shrill song of the Nashville warbler
cutting the stillness every few minutes. Suddenly, a little

bird darts out from under your feet. Yes, there is the nest,

buried in the side of a mound of moss. Surely it must be the
nest of the Nashville warbler, for nothing else is about, and
it looks all right. The camera i§ focussed on the nest, and
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while you are under your cloth the bird comes back. At the

click of the shutter she darts away again; you go home, de-

velop the plate, make a beautiful-colored slide, and show it

to all the learned bird people in five States as a Nashville

warbler on her nest.

Another year you are in the same place again. You notice

a little call of two syllables, a sort of double cluck, and a thin

little whistle. The yellow-bellied flycatcher makes them both.

You watch and see it go to just such a nest as the one you
photographed years before. The ghost of a suspicion rises

in your mind. At the first opportunity you take out your
plate, and sure enough, find that your Nashville warbler
was a flycatcher, perfect in every detail, except for the colors

which you put where they did not belong.

One more illustration. As you pick your way along a path,

wet with spongy moss, you happen to look up and there in

the hanging twigs beneath a spruce bough, is a bunch of

something. Can it be the kinglet's nest which you have
hunted for days together? The field glasses show that it

is of different material from its surroundings. You scramble
up the tree, and then can't see it at all. The foliage has shut

it in completely. Your partner on the ground indicates the

branch. With legs wrapped about the tree-trunk and toes

hooked under other limbs, you reach as far out as you can
and pull. The branch is stubborn, but it does yield. Watch-
ing carefully lest the precious little basket should be over-

turned, you work your hands further and further out along

the branch and slowly draw it around. The bunch really

is a nest of wonderful workmanship. Inside are the eggs like

little white pebbles and, so far as you know, you are the first

person who ever looked into a kinglet's nest in the whole
State of Pennsylvania.
The nests have not all been found yet. The field is open;

the woods are free to all. Let us pay the price and enter Na-
ture's treasure-house.

The following is an approximate list of the nests found
near Pocono Lake (so far as known to the writer).

Spotted Sandsniper 1
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" Don't you know," he would say to the applicants who
appeared before him, "that Christianity means war? The
Old Testament is full of fighting."

Another member of a tribunal asked an applicant who
based his objection upon religious grounds whether he had
never heard of the Divine command, "An eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth." Other tribunals frequently asked appli-

cants whether Christ had not declared that He came to bring

war into the world, quoting the text, "
1 came not to send

peace but a sword." Ultimately a series of questions were
adopted by a great number of the tribunals, which consisted

of inquiries as to how claimants would act in certain fantastic

situations.

The inevitable result followed. The men who were refused

exemption or who were placed in the so-called non-combatant
corps refused to accept the judgment of the tribunals. They
did not cease being conscientious objectors because the

tribunals had flouted them and refused them exemption.

Some few did indeed join the non-combatant corps, but the

great majority went quietly on with their work and awaited
developments. In due course they were arrested. Up to the

present time over 2,000 have been arrested and the arrests

continue daily. The men are first taken before the magis-

trates, who invariably fine them and hand them over to a

military escort.

When in the hands of the army the conscientious objectors

immediately become "passive resisters." In some cases they
have been subjected to very abominable cruelties. They were
forcibly stripped and scrubbed over the naked body with
hard brushes in such a way as to produce extreme agony.

They were kicked into position on the parade ground. When
they would not march they were dragged along the ground.

Other and more cruel methods were sometimes resorted to.

In a few cases, men who were broken in mind and body by
this treatment gave up their resistance and consented to obey
orders. The great majority stood firm. As the details of

their treatment gradually became known there was widespread
indignation. In Parliament there were many heated de-

bates, and ultimately it was announced that steps had been
taken forbidding any unauthorized physical punishments.

The men who continued to resist were court-martialed and
sentenced to varying terms of imprisonment with hard labor,

usually two years. Some who had been sent to France were
condemned to death, the sentence being commuted to ten

years' penal servitude.

But these actions by the authorities provoked strong action

in the House of Commons. A considerable group of members
belonging to the Liberal and Labor parties protested day by
day against the treatment of the conscientious objectors. The
subject was debated at every opportunity. The better

elements in public life also protested, and distinguished con-

servatives like Lord Hugh Cecil joined in the protest. The
Prime Minister was at length forced to act, and announced
that the cases of all the men who had been court-martialed

would be reviewed by the Central Appeal Tribunal (the final

tribunal which had the power to revise the decisions of the

local tribunals), and that men who were regarded as conscien-

tious objectors by this tribunal would be given the option

of accepting civil work of national importance, subject to

certain conditions. This scheme of sifting by the Central

Tribunal has since been proceeding, the members of the

Tribunal visiting the various jails where the prisoners were
confined for the purpose, and a number of the men who were
offered their liberty if they would accept work of national

importance have been released. They have been sent to

civil camps to make roads, to work at agriculture, or to do
any other work which the authorities order. It is a kind of

forced penal labor, but under civil control, and the scheme
has already been attended by a painful tragedy.

A man of gentle and refined character, but of delicate

physique, was sent' to a camp in a far away country district.

No proper arrangements existed. The rain came through

the tents, the ground was sodden. There was no medical

supervision. The man contracted pneumonia and died be-

fore it was possible to obtain any sort of medical aid. At the

moment there is an insistent demand for a public inquiry to

be held into the facts of the case.

But this scheme of civil labor, even if it could be properly

organized and relieved of its degrading conditions, does not

meet, and never can meet, the cases of a great number of the

conscientious objectors who have refused this alternative

service. They cannot compound their consciences and assist

in the civil organization of the nation for war as the price of

their release from military service. Their position is exactly

the same as would have been that of Lloyd-George if con-

scription had been introduced in England at the time of the

Boer War. Of that war he was a bitter opponent, and at

one meeting he narrowly escaped losing his life at the hands
of the mob. He demanded the stoppage of the war, and his

speeches during the war are models of invective against the

Government of the day—eloquent, bitter, fiercely uncom-
promising. He was of military age. If conscription had been

adopted, and the policy he now supports in England had been

carried out, he would have been arrested and handed over to

the military authorities. When they had finished with him,

and he had ultimately found his way into prison, he would
have been offered conditional release if he were willing to

give up his profession as a solicitor, to refrain from speaking

in public, and from writing anything for publication or cir-

culation, and to work with a gang of other men as a road-re-

pairer, or an agricultural laborer, or a dustman. For those

are the terms offered to the spiritual children of Lloyd-George
to-day.

The result is a deplorable tragedy. The men who have
refused these terms are to-day in cells, suffering hard labor or

penal servitude. They include some of the bravest, most
gentle and most noble of men. Two examples may be given:

Before the war Scott Duckers was a well known and greatly

respected solicitor in London. He was a man of brilliant

attainments and of great public spirit, and devoted much of

his time to social work among the poor. He had always

preached against the evil of war, and his views were well

known. When the Military Service act was passed he be-

came a conscript. He was arrested, brought before the

magistrates, and handed over to a military escort. He re-

fused to obey orders, and was court-martialed. He was
sentenced to a term of imprisonment. When this was finished,

he was liberated from the cells and handed back to the military

authorities. The same wretched business was begun over

again. He steadfastly refused to become a soldier. He
remained gentle and courteous. He was again court-mar-

tialed, and sentenced to a fnrther term of imprisonment with

hard labor. This he is undergoing at the present moment.
Or take another instance: ClilTord Allen was the chairman

of the No-Conscription Fellowship—an organization formed
before the introduction of conscription, consisting of men of

military age, who were opposed on grounds of conscience to

forced military service. Clifford Allen is a man of great

distinction, a scholar, and a social reformer. In appearance

he looks physically delicate, but he is fearless in the cause

in which he believes.

He appeared before the tribunal, who, to do them justice,

were satisfied that he was a conscientious objector. As, how-
ever, he refused to accept alternative service or to cease

preaching the principles of international peace, he was ulti-

mately arrested and handed over to the military authorities.

A little later he was sentenced by a court-martial to a year's

imprisonment, with hard labor, and he is now undergoing

that sentence.

These instances could be multiplied indefinitely.

But it must not be supposed that this conduct on the part

of the Government and the military authorities has been al-

lowed without protest. Among all the better elements of

public life in England there is a growing feeling that the honor

of the country is at stake. The expression of this feeling is
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repressed in every way possible, but it will ultimately compel
a change of policy.

Perhaps the most sinister feature of the whole of this tragedy
has been the conduct of the clergy of the English Church.
They are themselves excepted from the provisions of the
Military Service act, but they have preached conscription

from their pulpits and have held up the conscientious objectors

to ridicule.

"Conscription." said one dean of the Church, "was a step

towards the Higher Life."

But the most remarkable utterances were made by the

Bishop of London. He opposed giving exemption to conscien-

tious objectors. He said that what mattered was not whether
they had consciences or not. Their consciences had got to be

educated. This was the claim made by the Holy Inquisition

in Spain, and they used the rack and the stake for the work
of "education." But the change in public opinion is to some
extent seen in the attitude of the people in the streets of

London to the Bishop of London. In connection with the

(so-called) National Union of Repentance and Hope, the
Bishop has made a walking tour through London, addressing

the passing crowds at various points. Exhorting his hearers

to follow the example of Christ, he declared that the con-

scientious objectors were "all wrong" and heaped contempt
upon them. At the end of his first address he invited and
was bombarded with hostile questions. At his later meet-
ings he profited by his experience and declined to allow any
questions to be put to him, suggesting that they should be
sent " by post," but this device to avoid answering his critics

after the pretence of welcoming them was received with cold

contempt.
To those who believe in the sanctity of the human conscience

and who think that the words of the Prince of Peace in the

Sermon on the Mount were intended not as satire, but as a

rule of life alike for individuals and for nations, the action of

the clergy of the English Church in denouncing the sincere

men who with deep humility attempted to apply their faith

in their own lives in the face of mob passion remains an in-

explicable mystery.

NEWS ITEMS.

Westtown Notes.—The delay of four weeks in the opening of the

School has resulted in a marked decrease in the enrolhnent for the year-

Although there were about the usual number on the list in Eighth Month
we opened on Tenth Month 10th with but 93 boys and 97 girls.

On Eighth Month 1st Wm. B. and Frances E. Harvey withdrew from

their positions as Superintendent and Matron after ten years of efficient

service. Thomas K. Brown is now the general head of the School, while

the executive duties formerly performed by the Superintendent have
been assumed by E. Dean Stanton under the title of Business Manager.

Mary R. Wilhams, with Mary J. Edgerton as her assistant, has re-

turned to Westtown to serve as Matron.

The daily program is in several respects different from that of last

year. There are sLx recitation periods a day instead of seven. The four

morning periods are followed by a half hour for consultation between
teachers and students. Lunch is served in the middle of the day and din-

ner in the evening. This shortening of the school day has lengthened

the free time for games in the afternoon, and has also necessitated un-

interrupted evenings for study. To ehminate distractions during the week
as far as possible the Literary Union now holds its meetings on Seventh-

day evening. Other Uterary societies and student organizations

are held on Seventh-day evenings or in the half-hour interval between
dinner and the evening study hour, while lectures are scheduled for

the hour before dinner on Sixth-day.

The boys greatly appreciate the changes that have been made in the

Collecting-room through the generosity of the W. O. S. A. The walls

have been attractively painted, a maple floor has been laid, and new
desks and other furnishings have replaced the old ones.

The work of wiring the teachers' houses down The Lane for electric

lights is completed and the four hghts along "The GranoUthic" seem
entirely adequate.

Albert H. Brown, head of the Friends' School in Hobart, Tasmania,

recently spent parts of two days at the School. On the second evening

of his visit he gave a very interesting and illuminating account of Aus-
tralian Friends, of their school and of the conditions in which they hve.

William C. Allen stirred many hearts when, on the evening of the

fifteenth, he told the School of the present struggles and persecution

of the Friends in England who refuse to take arms. He appealed for

faithfulness on our part to the teachings of Christ when our testing time

comes, and warned us that the growth of militarism in this country is

bringing that time very close.

On the evening of the 28th the Alumni Association had a supper at

the Lake House, the chief entertainment for the evening being an ad-

dress by Thomas Mott Osborne on "Prison Reform Work." Besides

members of the Alumni and the School family, several invited guests

availed themselves of the privilege of hearing him.

c. w. p.

Teachers' Retirement Fund.—Definite reference was made in a

recent Friend to the Teachers' Retirement Fund. It is no new project,

having been before the mind of Friends and others for many months,
and having received the cordial endorsement of the Yearly Meeting last

spring.

The actual campaign for funds has now been undertaken and we are

at hberty to report that promises aggregating S30,000, with a pretty

definite promise of $10,000 also in sight have been received.

Friends who have been visited show a warm interest in the imdertak-

ing. The calls for help abroad are so many and so insistent that it might

seem to argue the present were a poor time to launch this scheme; we
beheve, however, that our duty to neither of the causes, nor yet to the

many others that claim the thought of the generous donor will be ne-

glected.

The Teachers' Retirement Fund is one of the most far-reaching un-

dertakings that Friends have entered upon, it is not a plan simply to make
the teachers' caUing an easier and therefore a more attractive one; at

the root of it will be found the thought that young men and women of

rare natural endowments will feel that the profession offers what it has

never been able to ofi'er before.

We hope from time to time to keep our readers informed of the work
of the committee and commend them and their cause to the generous

consideration of all.

—

[Editors.]

Western Yearly Meeting.—The tliirty-ntnth session of Western
Yearly Meeting of Friends since the separation, convened at Sugar
Grove, near Plainfield, Ind., on Seventh-day, Ninth Month 30th. At
the time of the separation it was predicted the conservative element

would run its course in ten years. The meeting is now under the manage-
ment of another generation, there being but few Uving who were old

enough to take an active part in the affairs of the meeting at that time.

The meeting is composed of three Quarterly ^leetings: White Lick,

Plainfield and Laura, all of which were represented. There was a better

attendance throughout than usual, and a good degree of interest mani-

fested.

The meeting gathered in joint session, and after a time of solemn de-

votion, in which a number of Uvely testimonies were offered, the shutters

were closed,'and the Clerks read the opening minutes. The Representa-

tives being called all were present but two, who were absent on account

of sickness. Minutes were then read for ministers present from other

Yearly Meetings: Ida Binns, of Ohio; Job S. Gidley, New England; Henry
T. Outland and Benjamin P. Brown, North CaroUna. These dear Friends

were made welcome and encouraged to attend to the work for which
they were sent.

Epistles were read from the Yearly Meetings with which this meeting

is in correspondence, also one from Philadelphia, inviting the co-opera-

tion of all Friends in the cause of Peace, one from the Fritchley General

Meeting of Friends, England, and one from London, addressed to all

who bear the name of Friends. Two large meetings were held on First-

day, in which the Gospel was preached with much clearness to very ap-

preciative audiences. The ministry was tender, instructive and edifying.

It was estimated a thousand people were present in the afternoon.

Second-day, the state of Society was considered by reading the An-
swers to the Queries, which called forth much good counsel. Friends

were encouraged to faithfulness in the attendance of all our meetings,

not as a form and habit but with minds covered with the spirit of rever-

ence and true devotion to the Heavenly Father.

Third-day was occupied with reading reports from committees. Unity
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was expressed with Benjamin P. Brown in a concern to visit Women's
Meeting. Job S. Gidley at the close of the meeting entertained the chil-

dren and others in the yard by some instructive counsel and reciting

poetry.

On Fourth-day there were again two pubhc meetings for worship.

These coming in the middle of the week are not so large as on First-day,

but those who attend are mostly serious, thoughtful people, who add
life to the meeting. The Gospel was preached in the spirit and power of

God. Many were made tender and encouraged to press forward in the

good work.

Fifth-day the meeting heard the report of a committee appointed a

year ago to carrj' out a concern which originated in the meeting of Min-

isters and Elders, for the help and encouragement of cm- members and
others. The report contained the information that the meetings had
all been attended except one at a distance, some of them several times,

and some families had been A'isited; also eleven pubhc meetings had been

held, two of them at meeting places of the larger body of Friends. Unity

was expressed with the work of the committee and it was continued

for another year.

The closing work of the Yearly Meeting was the reading of the Epis-

tles to the other Yearly Meetings, and the returning minutes for our

dear Friends who in addition to the labor in the different sessions of the

Yearly Meeting, held nine pubhc meetings at nearby points. Job S.

Gidley and Henry T. Outland expressed a vnsh that the meeting close

with open shutters, with which the meeting united, and after a remark-

able outpouring of the Holy Spirit the clerks read the concluding minutes.

Ephbaim O. Harvey.
I m

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—The Ledger announces that the high price of coal will be a

hardship to the poor in the vicinity of the Bedford Street Mission. Last

year 16,321 buckets and sixty-nine tons of coal were disposed of at cost

or less by the Mission.

John Wanamaker has suggested that a great exposition be held in

Philadelphia in 1926, in celebration of the 150th anniversity of the sign-

ing of the Declaration of Independence, and the idea is welcomed by the

newspapers of the city.

In all the centuries of her history and tradition as America's greatest

medical centre, Philadelphia has never found herself the hostess to more
distinguished guests than she welcomed last week, when the Seventh
Annual Clinical Congress of Surgeons opened its sessions.

Dr. Joseph C. Bloodgood of Baltimore, who has made cancer his hfe

study, told a large audience in Witherspoon Hall that America's great

fight of the future would be to conquer that disease which he termed
her deadhest foe. From 60,000 to 80,000 hves annually are sacrificed

to this scourge, the eminent surgeon declared, a plague that is even more
insidious and sinister than tetanus, typhoid or tuberculosis.

General.—A cargo of foodstuffs and clothing valued at $700,000

was to be sent last week abroad by a United States navy collier to Beirut,

Syria, for the rehef of refugees. The response of the pubhc throughout

the country to President Wilson's proclamation for Armenian and Syrian

rehef days was very generous.

Fifty-two acts of heroism were recognized and rewarded at the fall

meeting of the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission. Six cases received

the silver-medal award, the remainder the bronze medal. Twelve per-

sons were killed while performing their heroic acts; and to dependents

of six of these pensions aggregating $3120 a year were granted; to de-

pendents of three sums amountmg in all to $2000 were awarded.

The following is announced from New York: If every motor car

registered in the office of the Secretary of State were available to take

out a different load of people each day, it would require less than one
week to give the entire population of the Empire State an automobile
ride. In other words, about six trips is all that would be necessary to

permit every man, woman, and child to go motoring.

Announcement of an increase of $400 in the salary of each full pro-

fessor at Brown University appears in the annual report of President

Faunce, at the fall meeting of the corporation. The minimum salary,

exclusive of pay for administrative work, is now $3000 and the maximum
$3650.

Food rises of the last four years have cut down the dirmer-table sup-
phes not only among the poor but also among famiUes with comfortable

incomes, according to an ominous study conducted in New York last

week. Twenty New York famihes whose incomes range from $2000 to

$3000 submitted their household expenses for comparison, and agreed

in reporting that they had been obhged to give up articles of food for

which they had not before regarded as luxuries.

For the first time in its history, according to well-informed leaders,

a stand on the hquor traffic was taken at St. Louis, Mo., in the general

conference of the Protestant Episcopal ch\u-ch. A resolution adopted

by the house of bishops placed the church on record as favoring "such

action in our legislative assembhes as will preserve the interests of tem-

perance and the repression of the hquor traffic."

Women were denied equal rights with men in two actions taken last

week by the house of bishops of the Protestant Episcopal general con-

vention in session at St. Louis, Mo. Appeal to permit women to sit

as delegates in the general convention was rejected, while a request

from Logan H. Roots, bishop of Hankow, to be allowed to admit 'svomen

to membership in his advisory council, was denied.

NOTICES.

An interesting meeting under the auspices of the Peace Committees

of the Meetings at Fifteenth and Race Streets and Fourth and Arch

Streets will be held on the evening of Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9, 1916,

at 7.30 in the Arch Street Meeting-house. A fifty-cent supper wiU be

served in the Lunch-room from 5.30 to 7.00 and in the afternoon a Round
Table for discussion of Peace interests wiU be held at 4 o'clock in the

same house.

It is hoped that Friends and others will make a special effort to attend

tlie evening meeting. Rufus M. Jones will speak on "The Conscientious

Objector" and will be followed by Leyton Richards, of INIanchester,

England, whose interest in the cause of Peace and whose intimate knowl-

edge of the problems of to-day have won him large audiences. He is in

America for a short stay and it is a rare privilege accorded Friends to have

this opportunity of hearing him.

A Meeting for Divine Worship wiU be held in Friends' Meeting-house

at Arney's Mount, on First-day afternoon. Eleventh Month 12th, at

three o'clock, p. m., under the care of Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly

Meeting's Committee. All are cordially invited.

Abington Quarterly Meeting's Visitation Committee held an

appointed meeting for Worship in the Fire House, 516 Ryers Avenue,

Cheltenham, Pa., on First-day afternoon, Tenth Month 29th. It is

also proposed to hold similar meetings in Cheltenham on Eleventh Month
12th and 26th, at 3.30 p. m. A Committee of the Quarterly Meeting has

been appointed to consider the establishment of a regular meeting for

worship in the village where a handful of Friends reside. Any Friends

interested to attend the meetings will be gladly welcomed. The Fox
Chase car from Fifth and Market Streets runs about four blocks from

the Fire House. Alight at Cheltenham Road; time one hour.

Meetings from Eleventh Month 5th to 11th:

—

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, at Fourth and Arch Streets, PhUa.,

TMrd-day, Eleventh Month 7th, at 10.30 a. m.

Abington Quarterly Meeting, at Germantown, on Fifth-day, Eleventh

Month 9th, at 3.30 p. m.

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Eleventh

Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Thu-d-day, Eleventh Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Eleventh Month 7th, at

7.30 p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 8th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 8th, at 10

a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 8th,

at 10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 8th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 10.30

A. M.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Burhngton, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Eleventh Month 11th, at

10 A. M.
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O let me listen with a ready ear,

Thou gentlest among voices! Never yet

To me Thou speakest as in accent set

To syllable or number. What we hear

Comes spoken to us with impression clear,

But how we know not. Thou who dost beget,

Dear thorn-crowned Saviom- in Thy bloody sweat,

Friend, in our hour of darkness, ever nearl

To Thee all power in heaven and earth belongs.

Thine are the cattle on a thousand hills.

On Thee the needy fi.xes his desire.

The widow's heart Thou lifts in praiseful songs,

Thy goodness helps us wear our bitter ills.

And brings my spirit through this sea of fire.

To be like Christ, then, is to be a Christian. And regenera-

tion is the only way to the Kingdom of God, which we pray

for. . . .

For serving God concerns the frame of our spirits, in the

whole course of our lives; in every occasion we have, in which

we may show our love to His law.

—

William Penn.

"AS CHRISTIANS SHOULD."

"We call each other by name, as Christians should," wrote

Charles Lamb (if 1 remember correctly), referring perhaps

to his friendship with Charles Lloyd. The remark is both

characteristic and suggestive. Doubtless it proceeded less

from a scruple than from a natural vein of simplicity in the

famous essayist—the same in which he found fault with his

tailor for "making inroads" (though "by modest degrees")

upon the customer's wonted mode of dress: "foisting upon

me an additional button," etc., and finally bringing home

a coat finished in a style belonging to the "full tide of luxury."

Without stopping here to make particular application of

Christian principles to the two matters that were the sub-

jects of these quoted remarks, let us entertain the suggestion

to regard our obligations in commonplace things as well as

in the obviously momentous ones, and consider what is in-

cumbent upon us daily by reason of our profession of disciple-

ship. Admitting the real advances of this age, we are never-

theless face to face with conditions that do somewhat amaze

and perplex us. The onrush of business and traffic in multi-

tudinous forms; the achievements of science as affecting our

modes of living; the increased production and use of luxuries

and "comforts;" the variety and urgency of social and edu-

cational demands; the multiplying of recreations and diver-

sions—is there not in all these a place of division, as regards

the extent to which the Christian should be occupied with

them, as well as the nature and tendency of the things "which

he alloweth"?

This is not a plea for austerity or aloofness; but the thought

is, that too often there is less distinction—as Biederwolf so

well shows—than there ought to be, between a life that is

professedly Christian and one that is not. The lesson of

scrutiny and even of reproof remains for us in the Master's

question, "What do ye more than others?"

True, it is not for us to know always who should be en- "

rolled as the Lord's saints, but those who would be His fol-

lowers are at least "called to be saints," according to their

measures of k^wledge and grace; and such calling does as-

suredly impose the necessity of "walking worthy" of it;

in short, of living, in heart and action, "as Christians should.'

How well this is expressed in "Andrew Rykman's prayer:"

"Out of self to love be led,

And to heaven acclimated.

Until all things sweet and good

Seem my natural habitude"!

Such experience, however, is not to carry us permanently

into the desert, to isolate us totally from our fellows, or to

disconnect us from the forward movements and interests

of our time. Rather it is to give us discrimination, adjust-

ment and balance, so that we may be able to be " in the world

but not of it," in a sense; or as Paul says, "to use this world

as not using it to the full."

To this lofty ideal, most of us must acknowledge that we
have not "already attained," but we have some instruction

as to the goal toward which we should press. It will be allowed

that few have ever reached a higher standard of purity than

did John Woolman, so often cited and quoted, whose ex-

ample, however, in its simplicity and self-renunciation, we
are probably more apt to admire at a distance than to emulate

in matters at hand. But let us hear some of his observations

and "remarks on sundry subjects."

"It is a truth most certain, that a life guided by wisdom

from above, agreeably with justice, equity and mercy, is

throughout consistent and amiable, and truly beneficial

to society; the serenity and calmness of mind in it afl"ords

an unparalleled comfort in this life, and the end of it is blessed."

"Where people through the power of Christ are thoroughly

settled in a right use of things, and freed from all unnecessary

care and expense, the mind in this true resignation is at liberty
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from the bands of a narrow self-interest, to attend from time

to time on the movings of his Spirit upon us, though He leads

into that through which our faith is sorely tried."

" Where customs contrary to pure wisdom are transmitted

to posterity, it appears to be an injury committed against

them; and I often feel tender conpassion toward a young
generation, with desires that their difficulties may not be

increased through unfaithfulness in us of the present age."

"So deep is Divine love, that in steadfastly abiding in it,

we are prepared to deny ourselves of all gain which is con-

trary to pure wisdom, and to follow Christ, even under

contempt and through sufferings."

In "An Epistle to the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings

of Friends," John Woolman refers to that worship "which
stands in doing the will of God on earth, as it is done in heav-

en, and keeping the holy name sacred." This he says cannot

be done, "but by humbly abiding under the cross of Christ."

"I often feel a labor in spirit," he writes, "that we who
are active members in religious society may experience in

ourselves the truth of those expressions of the Holy One—
'

1 will be sanctified in them that come nigh me.' ... A
tender care hath been incited in me that we who profess

the light of Christ Jesus to be our teacher, may be a family

united in that purity of worship which comprehends a holy

life and ministers instruction to others." M. W.

THE STORY OF BALAAM.

"a drama of the ruin of conscience."

(Concluded from page 220.)

Let it ever be borne in mind that there is such a thing as
the creation of a false conscience. We may wish for a certain
thing to be our duty until we actually persuade ourselves into
the certainty that it is our duty. Instead of at once acting
on light when it comes and of doing the right when we know it,

we pray for further light and knowledge of what is required
of us. And thus we can actually get into such a confused state
of mind that we lose our discernment between the right and
the wrong. The right which our better judgment has approved
of, but from which we would like to be excused because of the
worldly loss obedience to it entails, comes to be supplanted by
the wrong which we secretly love. And in this manner Balaam
tricked his conscience. Let me cite the words of another;

"There are two opposite motives which sway men. Some
will give gold to be admired and wondered at, others will barter
honor to get gold. In Balaam the two are blended. We see
the desire at once for honor and for wealth; wealth, perhaps,
as being another means of ensuring reputation. And so we
have seen many begin and end in our own day—begin with
a high-minded courage which flatters none; speaking truth,
even unpalatable truth. But when this advocacy of truth
brings, as it brought to Balaam, men to consult them, and
they rise in the world and become men of consideration, then
by degrees the love of truth is superseded, and passes into
a love of influence. Or they begin with a generous indifference
to wealth—simple, austere, by degrees they find the society
of the rich leading them from extravagance to extravagance,
till at last, high intellectual and spiritual powers, become the
servile instruments of appropriating gold. The world sees the
sad spectacle of the man of science and the man of God wait-
ing at the doors of princes, or cringing before the public for
promotion and admiration."

Let us now look at the final results. The mouthpiece of
some of the most majestic prophecies in the whole range of the
ancient Scriptures (See Micah vi) ended by suggesting to
Balak that a hideous temptation to iniquity should be placed
in the way of a nation whom he could not curse because of its

acknowledged moral superiority. He knew no enchantment

prevailed against Jacob and no divination against Israel as

long as that nation held fast to its integrity. But once get

them into sin, Balaam using his very knowledge of the moral
and ethical elevation of the God of Israel over the licentious

rites of the pagan world of his time, was persuaded the Divine
favor would be withdrawn from them and they would become
weak as other men. So reasoned the prophet, and applying
his very knowledge of God to the service of the devil, he taught
Balak his vile secret. The 25th of Numbers shows how nearly

his infernal artifice succeeded. The situation was saved by
the zeal of Phineas, the grandson of Aaron, who publicly

vindicated and re-established the holiness of the character of

Jehovah before the eyes of all in the hour of national peril.

But the greatness of the crime and the depth of the fall, on
the part of the people, dwelt in the memory of successive gen-
erations, for even after hundreds of years we find Hosea
reminding his contemporaries how God found Israel:

—

"Like grapes in the wilderness, Uke the first ripe figs in spring; but they

went to Baal-peor, they consecrated themselves to that shameful idol

and became abominations like their love."—Hos. ix: 10.

In Ps. 106: 28, it is said: "They joined themselves unto Baal-peor

and ate the sacrifices of the dead"—that is, of dead idols, as contrasted

with the Living God.

As for Balaam, he died in battle fighting against the very
cause the final victory and supemacy of which he had at the
cost of great personal sacrifice proclaimed as certain.

I close with a few serious considerations which we may justly

draw from the study of the subject of this paper.

(i) The ministration of the most exalted truths may be
altogether independent of the personal character of the min-
ister. Our Lord foresaw a day in which many would hear
from His lips: "Depart from Me, I never knew you!" even
though they might protest: "We have prophesied in Thy
Name, and in Thy Name done many mighty and wonderful
works." Communion with Christ in a true life is worth more
for the Kingdom of God than the most brilliant exploits in the
way of public ministry.

(2) It is possible for a man to make great sacrifices for

Truth and to be at heart disloyal to it. We can easily imagine
how Balaam congratulated himself on his return from Moab
that he had been faithful to his light and refused to curse

Israel at Balak's bidding; that he had preserved his reputation

as a man of principle, seeing that compromise would have
promoted him to high honor. But in the eye of heaven greed

was in his heart all the time. He still hoped against hope
that somehow a via media would be found. He wanted to

please himself without displeasing God. To keep on good
terms with the God of Israel and with the King of Moab at

the same time was his real object. He attempted the impos-
sible to be a prophet and a diplomatist in one. He knew God
would not curse the good and so he schemed to make Israel

wicked to bring the curse on them. He would not transgress

a rule, yet did not scruple to violate a principle.

(3) The desire for personal salvation in heaven is not re-

ligion. It is one thing to wish to be saved, and another thing

to have a passion for the triumph of the Will of God. Balaam
said: "Let me die the death of the righteous and let my last

bed be like this," but he died as one of the enemies of the Lord.

It is one thing to desire a happy death and another to hunger
and thirst for a holy life.

And now what is the remedy, for the same temptation is

with us also?

It is so to apprehend the Divine revelation to man that the
heart will love God. Balaam knew much about God, but did

not love Him. If he had loved Him he would not merely have
acquiesced in the Divine will, he would have adored it, would
have delighted in it. He would not have prayed the second
time about a settled matter. He would have said as the

Blessed Son of Man said in His day: 'My meat is to do the

Will of Him that sent Me and to finish His work." The doing

of that Will involved the Cross and the pathway of rejection
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leading to it. But the perfect Servant said: "
1 was not re-

bellious, neither turned away back. 1 gave my back to the

smiters and my cheeks to them that plucked off the hair and
hid not my face from shame and spitting." But for all who
will follow in His footsteps it will be found true at last, that

"the world passeth away with the lust thereof, but he that

doeth the will of God abideth forever."

Max 1. Reich.

The following lines were written by Avis C. Rowland in answer to

Lorenzo Dow's question, "What Are Your Religious Sentiments?"

like Bethlehem's inn my heart confest

Is crowded oft with sin and care;

Though unsubdued is many a quest,

Yet still I trust the Babe is there.

For oft the Spirit's glimmering beam
Will, through the mists of folly, roll,

And earth with all its pleasures seem

Unworthy an immortal soul.

But these impressions soon depart,

And careless still I hold my way,

Though sure to feel the goading smart

Of conscience at some future day.

These struggles 'twixt the dark and light

My childhood's earUest days unfold;

And best I love and deem as right,

The tenets which the Quakers hold.

A HOSPITAL LETTER.

[We pubUsh the letter of J. P. M. at the suggestion of Eleanor C.

Emien. J. P. M. when in Philadelphia is pastor of a mission in the south-

ern part of the city. His congregation is made up of workingmen and

women and this earnest appeal to them was published in their monthly

church paper a few weeks ago. J. P. M. offered his services, under a

sense of duty, and found work in an American Ambulance corps.

—

Eds.]

The American Ambulance,

Neuilly-sur-Seine, France.

To my friends of the Chapel of the Prince of Peace, in

true New Testament style, 1 send greetings. And I am very

thankful at every remembrance of you all for all the good-

ness that God has put into your hearts and lives. May He
who has begun every good work in you strengthen you to

persevere in it, and make you perfect at last.

For the steady, solid work here, though it has kept me
from writing to you until to-day, 1 am thankful. Only, it

may keep me from writing to you again, both together and
separately, for there is very little let-up in the duties every

day. Now 1 assure you 1 can sympathize with you more
deeply than before in your own, hard, tiring labor. That is

just what the work of an orderly is.

The American Ambulance, with its 650 beds, is a large

hospital, and 1 suppose almost all those beds are occupied

now. Most of what 1 see is, however, in two wards, holding

nine wounded men each. As for the war itself, 1 know less

of what goes on than you do. Paris and this suburb Neuilly,

in which the hospital servants work, are as quiet as our own
city, perhaps quieter. 1 have heard no cannon until this

afternoon, and they were only practicing. The newspapers

are four pages short, and 1 do not get time to read them. But

I am gradually coming to know a little about wounded French

soldiers. As 1 cannot speak their language, I cannot talk

much with them yet, but we can understand each other in

many things. They are just as natural, ordinary, simple-

hearted human beings as you are. Besides giving them baths

in bed, and doing other humble tasks for them, we help wash
their wounds every day. Such wounds are not to be imag-

ined until you have seen them. 1 suppose they can never

be understood by us, for we have not felt them ourselves. And
besides each soldier only God can do that! May He in His

love spare you and yours from it! And may His poor, foolish,

wilful children cease bringing such terrible things on them-

selves, on each other, and on Him! One of the men in our

ward is especially patient and brave. Somewhere in France

he has a wife and a little four-year-old girl, and his hair is

touched with gray, and his age is only my age. Two or three

times a day it is the duty of the orderly—that means me—to

hold up that man's foot and knee while the doctor or nurse

syringes it with a strong, disinfecting liquid. Often the rubber

tube with which this is done is pushed and pulled two or

three inches back and forth in the wound. This is to try to

wash out some of the poison which still infects the flesh and

bones. You can never have seen such a foot and ankle, with

a great gash, two fingers' width, running right through the

shattered leg, and the whole thing a wreck. It is not an easy

task, probably it is impossible to hold those broken parts up,

without hurting the man. But he is very quiet and patient

always. He has been long months in this bed, and if his foot

can be saved from amputation, it will be many more months

before he can begin to limp around. Will he ever be able to

go back once more to his wife and child, and be strong to

help them?
Another man was brought into us the other day, with

his left shoulder frightfully wounded. The entrance of the

bullet over the shoulder left a small, clean hole about half

an inch in diameter. But where it came out, well, the whole

upper side of the arm for a space about five inches long and

four inches wide is all torn away in the ugliest, roughest

kind of a bloody hole you can imagine—or can't imagine.

The soldiers themselves will tell you that the enemy who did

this, did it with a lead ball which exploded as soon as it en-

tered the arm. But the officers who claim to be wiser say it

was not an explosive bullet, but one which was reversed in

the cartridge, so that while it made a clean entrance into the

fiesh and bone, it made an exit which is, let us say it, hellish.

This is not pleasant reading, and 1 do not mean it to be.

1 have only told you a short word about two cases in a large

hospital, and they are not nearly as bad as many others in

the same building. A large hospital, 650 beds! And it is only

a drop in the bucket. Remember that! Every charge you

read of, every bitter defeat or glorious victory in this and

every war which human beings, from now on, engage in, has

or will have for the least dark part of its dark background,

the shattered, suffering men that 1 have told you of, and

thousands of others besides. There is nothing sentimental,

nothing but the barest suggestion of the complete facts,

in what is written here. You can, you must, draw your own
conclusion. But 1 say, may God rouse us to condemn the

deliberate sin which has deliberately inflicted such wounds

as these on Europe. Yet may He help us to cleanse first the

inside of the cup, to cast out and shake off the selfishness

and material greed and lack of brotherhood in our own hearts

and in our own nation, which in due time would plunge us

also into such guilty misery. May Christ make us ever mind-

ful that the Infinite God is our Father. So may He help us

to take His own, insistent, unconquerable Good Will for

our wills, that in His might we may go forth and conquer

evil with good, and treat each other as His sons, as brothers

all, and so live together accordingly. Thy kingdom come!

Very sincerely,

Joseph Paul Morris.

OuvERT, 368, Par Tautorite Militaire.

This truth comes to us more and more the longer we live

that on what field or in what uniform or with what aims we

do our duty matters very little, or even what our duty is, great

or small, splendid or obscure. Only to find our duty certainly

and somewhere, or somehow, to do it faithfully niakes us

good, strong, happy, and useful men and tunes our lives into

some feeble echo of the life of God.—Phillips Brooks.
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MARY H. STRATTON.

BY ONE OF HEB PUPILS.

The death of Mary H. Stratton at her home in Salem, Ohio,

on the fourteenth of Ninth Month, 1916, removed from
amongst us one who was known and loved by a large circle of

friends. She was born near Colerain, Belmont County, Ohio,

on the fifteenth of Ninth Month, 1834, thus, at her death,

lacking one day of completing her eighty-second year.

She was the eldest daughter of Asa and Asenath Raley.

As she grew to womanhood she had the advantages which
belonged to a farmer's daughter in that neighborhood. They
were, however, advantages of no mean order. Her parents
were individually strong, and all the elements of her environ-

ment healthy and invigorating. Concord Meeting, of which
she was born a member, was one of the small meetings within
driving distance of Mount Pleasant, the centre of Friendly

interests in Ohio, and the place of holding the Yearly Meeting.
The Raley homestead was famous for its hospitality, and

a daughter of the household naturally formed a wide circle of

acquaintances. Mount Pleasant was nine miles from the
Ohio River and the railroad . By a process of selection quite

foreign to modern ideas, it had become the literary and re-

ligious emporium of the rapidly growing body of Friends.

Wheeling, Va., on the other side of the river, was a slave

market, but Mount Pleasant was a hot-bed of abolition senti-

ment. Here religious books were printed and anti-slavery

periodicals published. Near the village a farm had been
purchased, a house erected, and before Mary Raley was old

enough to be one of its pupils, the Friends' Boarding-school was
opened in 1837. The school building was on a hill adjacent
to the great Yearly Meeting-house. In the autumn of each
year, when the Yearly Meeting convened, the school ac-

commodated a large number of guests, but many others sought
lodgings at night at the homes of members at Concord, Har-
risville and all the nearby Friendly neighborhoods. At such
times the hospitality of the Raley home was tested to the
utmost, but never found wanting. A diminishing number of

surviving guests can still recall the glimpse they had of a
hard-worked, cheery, intelligent, hopeful, wide-awake house-
hold, in which the affairs of Society and of the nation were
discussed with dignity and hopefulness. Such a stream of

guests, whether at Yearly Meeting or at other times, was in

itself a widening and educating influence.

There were other daughters in the family, and at early

womanhood Mary Raley began to teach in the neighborhood
schools which Friends supported. One or more terms she

was employed at Stillwater, in the little brick school-house
so long in use there.

After a few years' experience in primary schools she became
a teacher at the Boarding-school at Mount Pleasant. Here
the writer was associated with her, first in 1864-5, as her pupil,

then as teacher with her, then as life-long friends who were
never burdened with the necessity of "getting acquainted"
over again.

After the lapse of half a century, certain impressions of
those days remain very clearly outlined. One, as I interpret
it now, was the supremacy of character over mere intellectual

attainments. Whether or not she was well equipped in text-
book knowledge remains a mystery. I never discovered any
limitations, and I cannot recall that her pupils ever raised
the question or were troubled with any doubts on that score.

We fully recognized that she was amply able to meet the
varied requirements.

It would seem extravagant for me to speak of her as an
illustration of "womanly completeness," but I recall a sense
of wonder at the wide range of her usefulness. The school
was not well equipped. Modern ideas of sanitation were
not even dreamed of. There was sickness to contend with,
and homesickness and sometimes disorder and mild insubordi-
nation. She was everybody's friend, everybody's helper, and
a walking cyclopedia of domestic, household, nursery and
educational hints and remedies. This abiding love and

sympathy and spirit of helpfulness remained with her through
life and accounts, in part, for the sense of loss felt by a wide
circle of her friends.

One can but recall, in reviewing those Mount Pleasant
days, the wide range of her interests, and the ease with which
she met a variety of situations. There was a Dr. Updegraff
who made professional calls at the school. He introduced a
breath of fresh life from the outer world but, what is more to
the present question, he felt his call was incomplete, if he did
not chat a little with Mary Raley and leave or borrow a new
book. 1 scarcely understood it then, but now 1 regard it as
evidence of sympathy and kinship with culture in its best
sense. All who visited the school, and there were many, sought
and enjoyed the company of "Teacher Mary."

In the later sixties Mary Raley taught for a few years at
Friends' School in Germantown. Of this it is needful only
to remark, that here, as elsewhere, she formed numerous
friendships which were terminated only with her life.

In 1871, she married Edward Stratton, and Salem, Ohio,
became her home. She now exchanged the care of other
people's children for the more intimate relation of mother to
the little flock which grew up around her. Here, as else-

where, the innate spirit of helpfulness was manifest, and the
needy and suffering drew largely on her sympathy.

She was ever an exemplary member of the Society to which
she belonged, and willingly bore a share of its burdens. She
was often engaged in committee work, and in Salem, a service

of nineteen years as Monthly Meeting Clerk fell to her share.

Growing infirmities kept her much at home during the last

years of her life, but wrought no decay in her love and sym-
pathy for those around her, and induced no word of com-
plaint. In reviewing such a life one is tempted to say that
the value of any religious society, or any special environment,
is best shown by its ability to produce and reproduce such
characters as that of Mary H. Stratton. "Her feet ran slow
to evil, but swift to do good. . . . She was wise with the
wisdom which cometh only to the children of the Kingdom."

• Watson W. Dewees.

SOME PEACE BOOKS.

V.
(Continued from page 209.)

"New Wars for Old," John Haynes Holmes, Dodd, Mead
& Co., $1 .50. The title of this book is the thesis which peace
advocates must learn to substantiate. In decrying carnal
warfare too many have belittled the militancy expressed by
the apostle in saying, "the weapons of our warfare are not
carnal." The other part of his statement is the vital part:
we do wrestle "against principalities and powers, the rulers

of darkness, etc.," and this warfare is emphasized, its motives
and methods made clear, in the ten eloquent chapters of this

book. The "Logic of Force," "The Fallacies of Force" and
"The Meaning of Non-Resistance" are especially valuable
chapters. Their point of view is clear from two brief quota-
tions: " War, in the last analysis, as we have seen, is a reversion
to savagery; and its advent marks the awakening from slumber
of all that is beastly in the human heart. . . . War is in

essence chaos and not order, discord and not concord, hatred
and not goodwill. It brings liberation to the lowest and
suppression to the highest that man knows." (Page 312.)
This seems quite clear and altogether unqualified. We should
do the author an injustice, however, if we did not observe
that he goes the length of giving credit to all the good that
has been claimed for the devotion and spirit of sacrifice and
heroism manifested in war. His conclusion, quoted above,
has the greater worth on this account. He faces the question
fairly, avoids none of the difficulties, gives the enemy (in the
argument) every possible advantage and then comes out on
this high tableland of hope for the race: "Non-resistance is

moral militancy, spiritual chivalry, the knighthood of the
Kingdom." We have not yet learned as well as we should
how to present the cause of peace, so that it will be beyond
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question that "non-resistance is no counsel of cowardice and
the non-resistant no minion of fear." This book will certainly

be a help to us in attaining this advantage.

VI.

"Why War," Frederic C. Howe, Commissioner of Im-
migration at the Port of New York, Chas. Scribner's Sons,

?i.SO. There may be those who will regard this as a partisan

work. Its author is an officer under the Wilson administra-
tion and the book is dedicated to the President. Should
these facts make any chary of the conclusions of the several

arguments, they cannot properly impugn the recital of history

and the general array of economic and sociological data in

which the volume is so rich. The author is a deservedly
famous authority along these lines, as six very important and
well-used treatises testify. "Why War" is written to show
the complex undercurrents in present-day history that account
not only for the present fourteen-nation conflict, but that

make the possibility of future wars. These causes are many
and seem to justify the statement that "all of the machinery
of organized society is really arrayed on the side of militarism."

(Page 59.) The cure of such a situation might appear well-

nigh hopeless were it not for the further step in the analysis,

and the conclusion that "in all of these nations the war-mind
is economic. It is neither racial, nationalistic nor dynastic."

The first hopeful step in curing a disease is to have a right

diagnosis. An understanding of the "Occupation of Egypt,"
of "France and the Morocco Incident," of "The Partition of

Persia" and of "Germany and the Bagdad Railway" discloses

something of the economic situation. After an understanding
of that, one can appraise with a show of success the "Gains
and Losses of Imperialism" and the "Shifting the Cost of

War." "There would be an end of war and preparations

for war if the cost were borne by those responsible for war."
(Page 290.)

Frederic C. Howe makes a plain demonstration that even
the economic basis of war is feudal in its origin. To Americans
at least the further demonstration is quite as plain that "The
Possibility of World Peace" is involved "in a real Democracy."
"Peace is the problem of democracy," he says, and this is

but the corollary of his other statement that in a sense is the

pith of the whole book, " Privilege and democracy cannot
unite on a peace programme, they cannot join in a peace
conference because privilege and democracy have conceptions

of the state that are forever at war."
Constructive peace work, if it is to be effective, requires a

wide acquaintance with the economic facts and laws which
give the 350 pages of this volume such a rich background.
If this rich material is to be objected to in an apparently
partisan setting let us seek it diligently elsewhere.

(To be concluded.)

EARLY FRIENDS' CONSISTENCY AS TO WAR.
Writing in the Journal oj Friends' Historical Society (Eng-

land) President Isaac Sharpless says, "
I am asked by the

editor of the Journal to make some comments on certain pas-

sages in I. W. Fortescue's 'Military History.'"* On page 11

we read:

"You know that late in the seventeenth century a company
of worthy and excellent men formed the settlement of Pennsyl-

vania in North America. They were members of the Society

of Friends, who would have nothing to do with war, and con-

sequently bought their lands from the Indians instead of tak-

ing them by force or fraud. Frugal, thrifty and industrious,

they soon grew wealthy, and extended their borders further

and further, until they came into collision with other tribes of

Indians, who one day fell upon the outlying settlers with fire

and sword. In utter dismay the sufferers appealed to the

Government of the province for protection; but the Colonial

Assembly would not do violence to their tenets and ignored

*Military Uislory. Lectures delivered at Trinity College, Cambridge,

by the Hon. J. W. Fortescue.

the appeal, leaving their unhappy and inoffensive frontiers-

men to be massacred. At length, goaded to desperation, the
settlers came down to Philadelphia with their arms in their

hands, and threatened violence unless the Assembly voted
money for supply of ammunition and other measures of defense
forthwith. Thereupon the Assembly yielded, but still they
would not openly pass a vote for the purchase of gunpowder.
To save their conscience they voted money only for the pur-
chase of corn or other grain, which, as gunpowder is made up
of grains, was sufficient warrant for the acquisition of the
necessary but unspeakable article. To such contemptible
subterfuge are men driven who refuse to face facts."

This statement is very misleading. It was not other tribes

of Indians which made the trouble, but other tribes of white
men, who had come to the Quaker Province and abandoned the
Quaker methods. The Friends lived in the southeastern
corner. The other settlers were the Germans, who got along
very well with the Indians, and the Presbyterians from Ulster,

commonly called Scotch-Irish. These exasperated the Indians
by their pugnacious intolerance. "Why should the Indians
have land which Christians want?" they demanded.
"The settlers that came down to Philadelphia" were a

company of these militants, who had just lynched some twenty
peaceable Indians at Lancaster, and proposed to treat a group
of Moravian Indians, then in Philadelphia, in the same way.
The Philadelphians, including some 200 Friends, rose in arms,
and the expedition went back without a fight and without
accomplishing any other object than extorting from John Penn,
grandson of the Founder, and not a Friend, a promise to offer

a reward for male and female Indian scalps."

The incident, related by Franklin, of the purchase of gun-
powder referred to a different transaction about twenty years

before. The Province was asked by England to aid in a

military attack upon the French fort at Louisburg on Cape
Breton. The Quaker Assembly refused, on the ground that
" the peaceable principle professed by divers members of the

Assembly do not permit them to join in raising of men or pro-

viding arms and ammunition." They, however, appropriated

£4,000 for "bread, beef, pork, flour, wheat or other grains."

The Governor, not a Friend, on his own responsibility said that

"other grain" meant gunpowder, and so expended the money.
Again on page 105:

"The pious Quaker of Pennsylvania and Rhode Island used

to finance pirates, who at one time nearly swept our East

Indian trade off the seas."

There were pirate ships that went out from Philadelphia and
from Rhode Island about the year 1700, and returned with

spoils. So far as I have been able to ascertain. Friends had
nothing to do with financing them. I am sure that if any in-

dividual Friends had done so, they would have received the

censure of their Monthly Meetings, and the fact would have ap-

peared on the minutes. I never saw or heard anything of the

kind.

Haverford College, Pa. IsaaC SharpLESS.

No Need of a War.— I would not give the life of one clear-

eyed Kansas boy for the whole of Mexico. We do not want
war with Mexico. Mexico does not want war with us. There
is nothing in the Mexican difficulty that could not 'and cannot
be settled by the sincere co-operation of the two countries.

All war is wasteful, wicked, criminal folly. It is the wrong
way to right wrongs. It is the longest way around any inter-

national difficulty. Might does not make right. It never

will. Murder and extermination are crimes whether a na-

tion commits them or an individual. An international court

to enforce peace and settle disputes between nations is the

right way to adjudicate national questions. It is the common-
sense way. It is not the brute way.

—

From Governor Capper's

Address at Baldwin, Kan.

"Love that is a mere emotion is a mountain of vapor.

Love that is a state of the will is a mountain of granite."
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THE DIVINE SERVANT.

"Have'ye>ught'to eat?" the Master cried,

IPAs He stood on the shore that day;

The risen Master, the glorified—
No longer common clay;

But still the same as He was of yore.

He stood that mom on the open shore.

They stepped from their boat with hunger keen;

Lo! food was prepared, and they,

Hardly daring to trust what their eyes had seen,

Could only His words obey,

As He said, in love, "Come, break your fast!"

Did ever mortals eat such repast?

For, wonder of wonders! the Son of God,

The Saviour of Men, that day
With His own hands had prepared that food,

And waited on common clay;

To teach forever the lesson fine-

He who serves most is most Divine.

And still the hands of the Crucified

Are breaking bread for men,

And stUl, as of yore that mom He cried.

He calls to each one, as then:

"Come! Break your fast! Come! Eat with Me,
That which My hands have prepared for thee!"—Charles M. Sheldon, in the Baptist Standard.

TopEKA, Kan.

A TRANS-PACIFIC VOYAGE.

BT WM. W. CADBURT.

An ocean voyage is always a unique experience in one's
life, and if this be true of a short trip of a few days across the
Atlantic Ocean, it is far more so when days are lengthened
into weeks, as one traverses the great Pacific.

1 have now completed my ninth ocean voyage, and 1 can
look back upon each one as a time when new friends were
made, new places visited, and new experiences gained in the
school of life.

The trip from Vancouver to Hongkong by the new fast

Canadian Pacific steamers occupies about three weeks. These
two vessels, the Empress of Russia and Empress of Asia, are
registered at about 30,000 tons displacement, each, and are
capable of making five hundred knots a day. They are
equipped with all the modern conveniences of a great passen-
ger steamship.

We embarked on the Empress of Russia the tenth of Eighth
Month. Our ship took us by the so-called northern route
to Japan, passing close to the southern shores of the Aleutian
Islands, first northwesterly, then due west and finally south-
west to Yokohama. Leaving this port we passed on to Kobe
and through the Inland Sea to Nagasaki. Cholera was epi-

demic at this port, so that after coaling we went straight

on to Woosung, the port of Shanghai. Our route led thence
through the region of perpetual calm, east of the Island of
Formosa, to Manila, whence we turned back to Hongkong.
From north to south our course covered about thirty-seven

degrees of latitude, that is from fifty-one degrees north to
fourteen degrees north at Manila, where the Southern Cross
was visible and the North Star lay low in the northern horizon.
From Vancouver, one hundred and twenty-four degrees

west, to Canton, one hundred and fourteen degrees east,

we crossed one hundred and twenty-two degrees of longitude,
about seven thousand five hundred nautical miles "in all.

This distance, including stops of twenty-four hours or less,

occupied twenty-two days, the sixteenth of Eighth Month
—meridian day—being omitted from our calendar.
There are four things which always claim the chief

attention of every passenger on an ocean voyage. The first

is what passengers and how many are able to meet in the

dining saloon. Then the weather is an all-important matter.
The personnel of one's fellow-travelers becomes of ever-grow-
ing interest as the days go by, and finally comes the import-
ant question of when the destination will be reached, a ques-
tion which none of the officers will venture to answer and
many wild reports are spread about.

Only a few stormy days marred an otherwise peaceful sea,

so that 1 was able to enjoy to the full the many interesting

men and women whom 1 met during the trip.

Our party consisted at the outset of five besides myself:

a married teacher with his wife, and a single man and woman
for an academic department, a graduate of Kansas State

Agricultural College, to assist in developing our own agri-

cultural work. At Yokohama we were joined by Catharine
B. Jones, who will teach at the Canton Christian College

during the coming year. Gilbert Bowles and Esther Balder-

ston were at the wharf to see her off. 1 had about an hour's

conversation with Gilbert Bowles and we discussed the great

work that he himself and the other members of the Friends'

Mission in Tokio are accomplishing, and he was much in-

terested to hear the latest reports from Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting.

Bishop Bashford, general director of the missions of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in China, accompanied us as

far as Shanghai. All who spoke with him and heard his ad-
dresses were much impressed with his insight into some of

the problems of China.
There were several physicians on board, including my for-

mer colleague. Dr. J. C. McCracken, with his little crippled

daughter. He is now located at Shanghai. We had many
interesting talks together on medical problems in China.
Dr. Mary Stone, a Chinese physician, was also on board and
impressed all who met her and heard her speak with her
beautiful Christian spirit.

The passage of the Jones Bill and its signing by President

Wilson were announced during the voyage, and our Filipino

passengers received the news most joyfully. One, a young
lawyer, graduated from Georgetown University, in Wash-
ington, D. C, assured me that in two or three more years
it would be quite safe for the United States Government to

withdraw the military and naval forces from the islands and
even the Governor-General himself. On the whole, 1 found
Americans satisfied that the bill had passed in order that

uncertainty of the future course might be ended. The almost
universal sentiment of Americans in the islands, is, however,
that all real progress has been seriously checked.

At Manila my friend, William Hilles, was at the dock to

meet me, and 1 had a delightful visit with him and his wife
in their lovely bungalow. In the evening we dined with Dr.

Chester Haig, a Haverford alumnus, at the Manila Hotel.

William Hilles took me to visit the Bilibid prison, where we
were shown through the workshops employing most of the
prisoners. An air of contentment was apparent in all and one
could not but observe the striking contrast with the dejected
countenances of the idle captives bound in chains. A large

hospital is attached to the prison, which though very simple
in all its arrangements is scrupulously clean. Most of the
nursing is carried on by the prisoners themselves.

Dr. Victor C. Heiser, formerly Director of Health of the
Philippines, and now of the International Health Bureau of

the Rockefeller Foundation, and Professor MacCallum of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York, joined

us in Manila. They came with me as far as Canton and 1 had
the pleasure of showing them four of the hospitals of that

city. They expressed great enthusiasm for the vast field of

service opened up here for a medical man.
I was much interested in talking with a group of American

engineers on their way to Peking. They represent an American
syndicate, backed up by the International Banking Corpora-
tion of New York. An agreement has already been signed

by this syndicate and the Chinese Government, whereby a
loan of ^50,000,000 is to be made to China for the construc-

tion under American supervision of canals and railways. The
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first undertaking will be reopening the Grand Canal.

This loan differs from the Five Power Loan and others made
with European powers in that it is purely a business propo-

sition and the American Government as such has no relation

to it.

It was my privilege to meet many other interesting char-

acters during the voyage. Finally we reached Canton on Ninth
Month 3rd, and it was a great pleasure to greet my many old-

time friends, both Chinese and American.
My friends Clinton N. Laird and wife are occupying my

home, the William Penn Lodge, temporarily. They gave
me a warm welcome and 1 am now living with them.
The field for service is fully ripe, and the laborers are all

too few. My prayer is that the Lord of the harvest will send

more laborers into this harvest.

William Penn Lodge, Canton Christian College, Canton, China.

THE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

One of the remarkable sights witnessed in England during
this war was the marching of a group of men through the
streets of Dover en route for France. They were prisoners

proceeding under military guard, and were being deported
from "free England" because they could not conscientiously
participate in war or destroy their fellow-men. Some were
church people and based their refusal to support the war on
the teachings of the Gospel: others were Socialists whose
conscience forbade them to fight as a sin against humanity
and social betterment. Some expected to be executed; all

knew that humiliation and imprisonment awaited them. As
they marched to the ship all joined in singing "Stand up,

stand up, for Jesus."

When the Conscription Laws of England were framed,
provision was made for those who are conscientiously op-
posed to war. Such "Conscientious Objectors," as they are
called, would have the privilege of going before Tribunals
which were established in different parts of the country and,
presenting their case, claim the immunity that the law was
presumed to afford them; but theory and practice were two
different things; the Tribunals became the judges of the sin-

cerity of the applicants for relief under the law, and with few
exceptions have been prejudiced against them. If an appli-

cant at a Tribunal is refused exemption he at once is consid-
ered to be and automatically becomes a member of the army,
subject to army penalties applied to those who are insub-
ordinate or traitors to their country. Unfortunately, under
these circumstances, every Tribunal has done what was right

in its own eyes. They have also had the power when grant-
ing exemption, if doing so, to determine the nature of the
alternative service of national importance which was to be
taken up by those released from direct participation in the
war. Often they have tried to force "Conscientious Objec-
tors" into work that would indirectly assist the war, and
frequently the latter have refused to be inveigled into such
a situation. As a result much muddling and chaos have en-
sued and the presumed intent of the law has often been lost.

All this has led to prosecution and persecution and to the
destruction of civil and religious liberty to an extraordinary
degree.

While the military man has got into the saddle and over-
rides the liberties of England, and while the people live under
restrictions that they have not known for generations, it

has remained for the 'Conscientious Objectors" to take a
stand that is most unpopular, but which must be taken by
some if the traditions of the race are to be maintained. Above
all, the commands of our Lord appeal to them. Many rejoice

in their opportunity to serve their country and the cause of

human liberty through personal suffering. One day I met
in a railway station in Birmingham a young man, who re-

marked, "
I am going home this afternoon to see my people,

for it may be a long time before I have another opportunity,

as I am expecting arrest and to go to prison most any day."
1 expressed my sympath\', when he added, "

1 would not miss
this opportunity of coming to a decision for anything."
Another "Conscientious Objector" wrote from his prison
cell, "I am proud to be here; 1 have never been regretful
for one moment that 1 came here." I am acquainted with a
young man—a graduate of one of the great universities

—

who, when being commended for the sacrifice of all his earthly
prospects because of his conscientious convictions, replied,

"You speak about sacrifice; 1 have the peace of God." He
faced imprisonment with joy rather than destroy in his heart
the peace of God so precious to his soul.

Many young men have faced the Tribunals with the same
dauntless spirit. I recall a home where our host was one of

the brightest young business men of London and the junior

partner in a great and wealthy firm of that city. He appre-
hended what would await him because of the character of

the particular Tribunal with which he would be obliged to

deal shortly after we were with him. He lost friends; his

beautiful home would be broken up, his partnership profits

relinquished, his family scattered, prison would very likely

await him; yet 1 was never in a household where the presence
of Christ was more real and where troubles were being faced

with a more happy spirit.

I have frequently heard how boys from eighteen years

and upward meet the Tribunals. These Christian lads have
a genuine intuitive sense f)f the sinfulness of war, and feel

that they cannot engage in it out of loyalty to their Master.
Inexperienced and unaccustomed to dealing with men or

with expressing their religious faith, they have often faced

the ordeal of contending at the Tribunal with men skilful in

speech and law and who are trained to entangle others in

arguments, and who are also hostile to the lads before them,
or fail to understand the purity of their motives. Some of

these lads have been known to stand constant heckling by
the hour with the utmost composure. The answers given by
these boys have at times been astonishing. Thus, a member
of a Tribunal during an examination said to a boy of my ac-

quaintance, "How is it that you, who are so tender of life,

do not hesitate to kill cattle and even eat them?" Quickly
was flung back the answer, "Have cattle souls?" Another
lad was being badgered by a Tribunal, when one of his judges

asked him "Why should a big, healthy boy like you want
exemption?" Instantly the lad replied, "Why are you not

in the trenches?" "Oh," said the man on the bench, "I
secured exemption." The youngster answered, "That is

just what 1 want." He got it.

Alternative service is very often dictated by the Tribunals
as a means of punishment. We are told that in many in-

stances alternative service means one shilling per day and to

be housed in workhouses, prisons, or lunatic asylums.

The efforts of the Tribunals to make any service as near

the nature of a punishment as possible cannot make for na-

tional betterment, and are often ridiculous. Thus, 1 have
known of school teachers being put at farm work of the hum-
blest description, and the vacancies "filled" by incompetent
persons who would be most useful to the State if engaged in

their regular employments. Up to several weeks ago over
two thousand of these contestants for civil and religious

liberty had been arrested and many sent to jails—civil or

military—and some to hard labor for various terms. At one
time thirty-four men were sentenced to death, but their sen-

tences were afterward commuted to ten years' imprisonment.
While in many instances "Conscientious Objectors" have

been well treated by prison officials, there are many cases of

hideous cruelty, which should be a warning to any nation

that professes to stand for a love of human liberty. A friend

of mine tells of such a prisoner who, speaking of his bodily

suffering, exclaimed, "If they would only shoot me!" Dr.

John Clifford writes as follows: "Letters by every post

give facts like the following: A Congregational minister writes

of a man twenty-nine years of age. He has known him all

his life and has been an intimate friend for the last ten years.
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For his genuineness he offered unimpeachable evidence. In

spite of all evidence, the Tribunals declared he had no con-

science and ordered him into the army. 1 have recently seen

him, and under these conditions: the cell is ten feet by seven,

walls painted slate blue black, the floor to lie upon, an over-

coat for a pillow, and not even a chair; solitary confinement

for days and days, and everything taken awa\', even a tract

that a good woman had given him on the journey; nothing

to handle, nothing to count, thrown back entirely upon his

own thoughts, with just food enough to keep him alive, un-

able to wash or shave or get his clothes off, or write any let-

ters. "So the great military machine is set to do its work. Bad
as that is, it is a mild case compared with others 1 could quote.

"Four of them," says a victim, speaking of the soldiers, "set

on me. . . . One shook me, dragged me along, while

the others punched and thumped and kicked me. ...
They set on me again and bruised me more." A third time

"they started bruising again, I was absolutely exhausted,

with bruises all over, lumps on my head, swollen cheek, and
bleeding in one or two places, and could do nothing but lie

on the floor and pray for God's protection."

A youthful "Conscientious Objector" who was suffering

solitary confinement, begged a Bible of the prison authori-

ties. He was refused this, along with any reading matter;

but finally the officer in charge said to him, "Too much
Bible reading is as bad as too much whiskey; you can have
it one hour a day."
The many friends of these sufferers, as in the days of the

apostles, "Remember them in much prayer." I recall a

young man speaking of the deliverances wrought on behalf

of some of these brave young men, declaring that "prayer

has done more than anything else." The world may say that

he made a foolish statement, but the eye of faith sees that

he was right.

Young men of all conditions in life are found in the ranks

of the "Conscientious Objectors." The general attitude of

many of them when appearing before the Tribunals may be

epitomized in part by the statement of the son of a peer, who
in normal times devotes his whole life to' improving the social

conditions of the poor in the east end of London. He stated

to the Tribunal, "As a disciple of Jesus Christ . . . I must
refuse to take any willing part in operations which have as

their object or accompaniment the wholesale slaughter of

my fellow-creatures in war. 1 regard all wars, defensive and
offensive, as essentially alien to that Divine Spirit which
led Christ to the cross, and which bids us love our enemies

and overcome evil, not with explosive bombs and shells,

but by the methods of love and reason. ... I bear my
testimony against a Compulsion Act which I regard not only

as unchristian, but also as a betrayal, in large measure, of

the ideals of liberty for which Britain is considered to be

fighting." He concluded his defense by a Scriptural quota-

tion most appropriate to the occasion, whereupon he was
accused of "blasphemy" and was compelled to cease his de-

fense. The whole account reads like a reversal to the condi-

tions of the seventeenth century in England, and indeed it is so.

Some may say that the protests of a few thousand men are

negligible when they are opposed by millions of other men who
think differently, but history proves that our civilization and
ideals of righteousness have been developed by the spiritual

influence of those who have realized and faithfully called

men to obedience to the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

"In Everything Give Thanks."— . . . "Broken!"
Of course your thanksgiving must be broken while troubles

are thick upon you; still may I again most gently say, try?

If the hardships of to-day stick in your throat, look back the

way you have come and see God's mercies strewing your path
and get your praise-material there. Look onward to the

certain issue of good unto which His love has committed Him
to bring you, and find your praise-material there. Then
come back and search even the face of to-day again and see

if even now there is not much to thank Him for.

PEACE COMMITTEE OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEET-
ING OF FRIENDS. 304 ARCH STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Readers of The Friend have, from time to time, been kept

in touch with the work of the Peace Committee as it has taken

shape and gone forward. Those who have followed the pre-

vious accounts as published in these columns will be interested

in the following description of the work of the past month.

New Offices.

The second-story room at in S. Thirteenth Street, which
has been occupied since early summer jointly with four other

Peace organizations, was rented for a term of six months,

expiring Eleventh Month ist. The situation was originally

chosen in the hope that a considerable number of calls might

be attracted from the street. This was not the case, however,

and the accommodations have proved inadequate for the

work of so many organizations. It was, therefore, the judg-

ment of the Executive Committee that our office work could

be more efficiently and comfortably conducted in a separate

room and in closer affiliation with other work of the Yearly

Meeting. Our new office is located in Room 25, in the Arch
Street Centre, 304 Arch Street, Phila., where visitors will be

welcome to such literature or other help in their Peace work
as we have to offer. As our telephone number was too late

to be included in the new telephone book, attention is here

called to the fact that we can be reached by calling up Market
4o6y or by asking the operator for the Peace Committee of

Friends or for Anne G. Walton. Both names will be listed

in the late winter issue of the telephone book.

Mexico.

The article entitled an "Open Letter and Appeal" which
was prepared by the Governmental Relations Committee this

summer and distributed widely in the United States and
Mexico, appears to be making a great impression on progressive

and liberal-minded Mexicans. The Governors of four States

of Mexico have written that the letter has been given to the

press of their State: and the government official who cor-

responds to our Minister of the Interior has written a long

letter of eight pages voicing his appreciation. At the same
time he sent a copy of what Dr. Rowe assures us is the leading

newspaper of all Mexico, giving our Open Letter and Appeal in

full followed by his eight-page letter of endorsement.

Five hundred letters have been sent out recently to the

presidents and deans of colleges and universities throughout

the United States, asking them to consider scholarship aid

for Mexican students. A very prompt and cordial response

has already come from more than twenty colleges and uni-

versities and there are indications that by next year several

scholarships may be offered and educational avenues of inter-

communication may be opened between our country and
Mexico.

Literature.

The edition of the pamphlet called " Rifle Practise in Our
Public Schools" has been exhausted. This pamphlet was
originally issued by the Friends' Peace Association and con-

tained short paragraphs from various noted men and women
on the subject. The question of military training is likely

to be introduced into many of the State legislatures this fall

and is, therefore, of immediate interest. To meet the need

for debating material for schools and colleges as well as for

other distribution a new symposium of opinions of prominent

men and women has been prepared. The selections were
specially written for the leaflet and come from two presidential

candidates, one State governor, several college presidents and
professors, editors of educational journals and commissioners

of education, noted preachers, etc. Copies of this pamphlet

may be obtained on application to the Secretary's office.

Anne Garrett Walton, Secretary.

(Selected and adapted from the Minutes.)
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Thomas Ellwood.
(Contjnued from page 212.)

In company with Isaac Penington, he went to a monthly
meeting at High Wycombe on the following day. It was
held in a large room in a private house, and Edward Burrough's

ministry, he says, came forth amongst them "in life and power,

and the assembly was covered therewith." To his own heart

it came again as just the message he needed and the right

course for him to take seemed more clearly defined than be-

fore. He yearned to yield a loyal allegiance to his newly-

found Saviour, but the fear of his father's displeasure weighed
heavily on him. When he reached home, his father was out,

but after a while he arrived in his carriage; when he noticed

the change in the young man's deportment he was very angry,

and only saying, "
1 shall talk with you ,sir, another time,"

hastened into his parlor.

Meanwhile, Thomas decided to go on the morrow to Oxford,

in order to attend the Friends' meeting there; he gave orders

that a horse which he had borrowed should be ready early.

Before starting he asked his sister to go to their father's room
to tell him that he was intending to go to Oxford and to in-

quire whether he could do anything for him there. The mes-

sage she brought back was that his father would come and
speak to him, which he did immediately. When he saw that

his son did not remove his hat at his approach, he was so

overcome with passion that he struck him with both fists and
pulled off his hat; he then bade the servant ride back the

borrowed horse; the man who was much attached to his young
master tried to make an excuse and to cause a little delay,

but in vain—he had to ride off immediately even before taking

his breakfast. Regarding "hat honor"—a writer—Hepworth
Dickson says: " Lifting or not Hfting the hat was very far from
being all. It was a sign, and one of many signs. In the reign

of Charles II. men wore their hats in house or church as well

as in the streets and parks. Men sat at meals in felt and listen-

ed to a play in felt. '
I got a strange cold in my head,' wrote

Pepys, 'by flinging off my hat at dinner.' Everyone ate

covered. A preacher mounted to the pulpit in his hat; the

audience wore their hats and only doffed them at the name of

God. Hat-lifting therefore was a sign of a depraved and
foreign fashion recently brought into England. All sober

men put on their hats while wits and foplings carried them in

their hands."
To return to Thomas Ellwood: his horse being gone, he now

set off on foot. His father, supposing that he had gone to

his room, did not ask for him until the evening, when as he

sat by the fire, he bade his daughter call her brother down.
" It may be," he said, "he will sit there else in a sullen fit till

he has caught cold." "Alas, sir," was her reply, "he is not

in his room, nor in the house neither, he put on his shoes and
went out on foot and I have not seen him since. And indeed,

sir," she ventured to add," I don't wonder at his going, con-

sidering how you used him." Walter Ellwood was distressed

at hearing this, and so overcome with fear that his son might
run into danger and perhaps die in jail that he cried out

weeping, " O my son ! my son ! I shall never see him any more
!"

Notwithstanding, when Thomas returned the following day
the greeting his father gave him (after snatching off his hat)

consisted of blows and the words, " Sirrah, go up to your cham-
ber!" Hat after hat having been taken from him, he was now
perforce a prisoner at home, where he spent much time in

reading chiefly in the Bible and in waiting on the Lord.

The solace of congenial companionship was at length af-

forded him. Isaac Penington and his wife paid a visit to

Walter Ellwood, and before leaving Mary Penington said

that, since Thomas's company was "so little acceptable" to

him, she hoped he would grant him leave to spend some time

with them, and taking advantage of their old acquaintance,

she, with womanly tact, overruled all his objections. As
Thomas was about to step into the carriage, his sister reminded
their father in a low tone that her brother was without a hat

and leave was given her to fetch one, but he started without a

penny in his pocket for his father had taken all his possessions

from him. This visit to Isaac Penington's was a time of such

blessing to Thomas Ellwood. On his return home his sisters

did all that lay in their power to soften his father's displeasure,

and his path became much smoother.

"As my spirit was kept in due subjection to the Divine

power," he writes, "
I grew into a nearer acquaintance with the

Lord, so that I sometimes heard His voice."

Thomas Ellwood's next visit to Isaac Penington was in

Aylesbury Jail, where he and more than sixty other Friends

were imprisoned, he found them in a wretched tumble-down
room once used for a malt-house, from which there would not

have been the slightest difficulty in escaping, but the jailer's

confidence in them was unbounded.
After Isaac Penington's liberation, Thomas Ellwood, who

was now twenty-one, went often to the meeting held at Chal-

font. One morning, this meeting had hardly begun, when the

prancing of horses gave warning that tumult was at hand.

No one stirred from his seat except a worthy old Independent

or Baptist who had come to Chalfont for some religious con-

versation with Isaac Penington. Seeing a private door which

led from the parlor into the garden, he sprang over the bench

before him and quickly making his escape hid himself in a

safe nook in the shrubbery. Hardly had he done so when a

company of soldiers, headed by one Matthew Archdale arrived

;

his behavior was very different from that of most of the officers

sent on like errands, for he allowed no violence and spoke

civilly. He said he had received orders to take the men who
were present before a magistrate, but added that he should

not arrest all. He chose Isaac Penington, George Whitehead,

Thomas Ellwood and four or five others. The magistrate

received them courteously, but said, "
1 am sorry that your

case looks ill, for how can it be imagined that so many could

jump all together, at one time and place from such remote

quarters if not by combination and appointment?" They re-

minded him that their meetings were public, being held with

doors open to all comers of any denomination, and that it

would be mere madness to plot under such circumstances.

Public meetings of all kinds were forbidden in those unsettled

times, lest they should prove conspiracies against the govern-

ment. After threatening the Friends with a term in jail,

this kind magistrate dismissed them all unharmed.

(To be concluded.)

NEWS ITEMS.

A FEW weeks since we printed in the children's department from the

Qimrterly Examiner a story entitled "Fierce Feathers." It was written

by L. Violet Hodgkin and had unusual merit on at least three counts.

Historically it had a well-authenticated background; as a piece of com-

position its quality put it in the first rank—Hawthorne could have done

no better; finally, the peace lesson which was the motive for which it was

written told itself without any needless moralizing.

We are pleased to report that it has now been put into circulation as

a neat paper booklet of nine pages by the Delaware Peace Society. Our

Friend, Frances Tatum Rhoads, is active in this Society and it will be

well if others in adjoining or distant States consider what field they can

command for service for this or another edition of the booklet. For

collateral reading in the history and Enghsh classes of grammar schools

it is equal to the best we know.

—

[Eds.]

Alfred H. Brown of Hobart, Tasmania, is visiting among Philadel-

phia Friends and others in the interests of the Friends' Boarding-school

at Hobart.

Our readers will recall references to this School in the home letters

of W. C. Allen and W. B. Harvey pubhshed in The Friend two years

ago. A. H. B. in a personal letter to a well-known Friend writes:

"I am traveling with a minute from London Yearly Meeting to see

something of American educational methods (before returning to Aus-

traUa) and to interest Friends in the above School. It fills an extremely

important position, as it is the only Friends' School in AustraUa; New
Zealand children also attend. We are anxious that none of the children
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of our members should be refused, but the accommodation for board-
ers is much more than filled already and we still have prospects of an
increase in the numbers.

"The School, designed for about thirty boarders, has now to provide
for over sLxty boys and girls. With day scholars our number stands at
about 220.

"Our Society in Australia and New Zealand Ls very far from wealthy
and Friends in England are very hard hit by the war. I am therefore
asked to appeal to Friends in the United States to help the committee
of Hobart School to make such additions as will bring our premises into

a satisfactory condition.

"Estimates show that some $50,000 will be needful to carry out the
work and the School will be very grateful for any help that can be given.

"Wm. B. Harvey, of Westtown, Pa., has seen the conditions at the
School and very kindly consents to answer questions and to act as re-

ceiver for any amounts that may be contributed."

[Some Friends among us who have become acquainted with condi-
tions in Hobart have made contributions to the cause, and it is hoped
others will follow, and English Friends, notwithstanding the demands
at home, have remembered this distant interest.

—

Eds.]

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local—The following item is from the Ledger: "Long periods of silent

prayer were conducted by more than 500 women of the Pennsylvania
Branch of the Women's AuxiUary of the Diocese of Peimsylvania at an
All Saints' Day service in Holy Trinity Church, Rittenhouse Square.
Charles H. Brent, Bishop of the PhUippines, who officiated, emphasized
the value of the silent worship. 'There has been danger of late years,'

he said, 'that our speaking to God has been so abundant, that He has
had no opportunity to burn His message into our souls.'

"

When a child was run down and killed one day last week the year's

toll of deaths from auto accidents in Philadelphia reached one hundred.
As the hundredth death came just as the eleventh month dawned, this

represents an average of ten fatahties a month. In other words, motor-
driven vehicles in this city have taken a human life every three days since

1916 dawned.

A band of farmer boys—twenty-four in number—rode from Phila-
delphia through the beautiful Chester Valley last week for a glimpse of

the rural Ufe in that section. The boys came from California. Every
one of them is a prize winner through abihty to show practical results in

farming, and for their interest and success in agriculture, are being given
a transcontinental trip under the auspices of the High School Agricultural

Club of California.

General.—The Springfield Republican has this item: "The manhood
life of the late Dr. Benjamin F. Trueblood, who recently died at his home
in Newton Highlands, at the age of sixty-nine, was devoted to unceasing
advocacy of peace. In season and out of season he preached the wicked-
ness of war and heralded the coming of international harmony. Death
took him in the midst of the world's greatest war, and yet it was a life

well spent. He looked forward to international disarmament, and hoped
by that means to check the horrors and waste of war. For nearly twenty-
five years Dr. Trueblood edited the Advocate of Peace that entered so

many New England homes, and if it did not convert the readers of it to

acceptance of the views of its editor, the sense that he had the full courage
of his convictions was always felt."

The undersea freighter Deulschland, laden deep with a cargo worth
$10,000,000, completed her second voyage safely and docked at New
London, Conn., on the 1st.

Virginia, the eighteenth State to ban the sale of intoxicating beverages,
closed all saloons at midnight on the 31st ult. completing a dry area in the
South reaching from Washington to Jacksonville on the east and from
Washington to New Orleans to the west. Although a large part of the
Old Dominion previously had been voted dry in local elections, the new
State law closed more than 800 saloons, mostly in Richmond, Va., Nor-
folk, Newport News, Lynchburg, Petersburg, Roanoke and Bristol.

Last year 1300,000 were spent to build and equip new hospitals with
the special thought of securing better care of Indian babies. Much good
has been accomplished and it is said that to-day there is substantial in-

crease of births over deaths.

The following is from an eastern paper: "Under the glorious climate of

California is to be spread what will be the biggest bridge in the world.

It is to connect Oakland and San Francisco, and will reheve five ferry

systems. It will cost $22,000,000, be five and a half miles long, one of the

heaviest bridges ever built, carrying three roadways and four railroads,

and two of its 16 spans will be high enough and with space enough between

for any ship to pass."

With addition of new features at the University of Maine this year,

students can now cut down a tree suitable for pulp, and on the University

campus, turn it into a printed newspaper. New machinery has been

added to the University Press, among which is a linotype machine, with

a complete equipment of all varieties of type, including characters for

the German and Greek languages, and accents for Spanish, ItaUan, Latin

and French.

Harvard University is to extend its instruction to poHce ofiicers in

Cambridge. It became known last week that plans for a course in the

duties of officers were well under way and would be instituted within a

month. Raymond B. Fosdiok of New York, regarded as an expert in

some branches of police methods has been invited to become the first

instructor.

A key to the language of the Moseton Indians has been discovered

among the Bolivian manuscripts in the library of Northwestern University.

When Dr. Walter Lichtenstein, librarian of Northwestern University,

was in South America a year and a half ago, he purchased in La Paz,

Bohvia, the hbrary of Senor Don Donato Lanza. In this hbrary was
included a mass of manuscripts which is now being carefully investigated.

Dr. Rudolph R. SchuUer, who has the work in hand, discovered among
these manuscripts a large unknown tract upon the language of the Mose-

ton Indians of northeastern Bohvia. The author of the work was an
Itahan Franciscan missionary named Bonigno Bibobetti.

NOTICES.

The Friends' Peace Headquarters have removed to Room 25, Arch

Street Centre, 304 Arch Street; Phone number. Market 4065.

A Public Meeting for Worship will be held at Old Centre Meeting-

house, Delaware, on First-day afternoon. Eleventh Month 19th, at 2.30

p. M. All interested Friends are invited to attend. Information as to

how to reach the meeting from Wilmington may be obtained from

Robert H. Maris, 1009 Jefferson Street, Wilmington, Del.

A MEETING of the Council of Westtown Mothers will be held at Friends'

Institute, Philadelphia, on Second-day, Eleventh Month 20th, at three

p. M. A large attendance is desired, as there are matters of importance

to come before the mothers.

Mart R. Wood, President.

Friends in St. Petersburg, Florida.—There is a prospect of Friends

who are in St. Petersburg, Florida, this winter holding an informal Friends'

Meeting. There are enough Friends who would Uke to do this if they

can find each other. Those going to St. Petersburg, or knowing of Friends

or persons interested in Friends who are there, are asked to send the

names to the Office of The Friend.

Friends' Freedmen's Association is preparing to send the usual

boxes of old clothing and shoes to Christiansburg Industrial Institute,

Old Christmas and New Year's cards are highly prized as a part of the

preparation for "Social Service."

All contributions to be packed should be at Friends' Institute, 20 S.

Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, not later than Eleventh Month 22nd,

plainly marked: "For Christiansburg." Books and magazines are

always in demand.

Meetings from Eleventh Month 12th to 18th:

—

Concord Quarterly Meeting, at Media, Third-day, Eleventh Month
14th, at 10.30 A. M.

Cain Quarterly Meeting, at Coatesville, Si.xth-day, Eleventh Month
17th, at 10 A. M.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth below Mar-
ket, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 15th, at 10.30 a. m. Business

session 7 p. m.

Died.—^At Hartford, New Jersey, Tenth Month 26, 1916, Harold
C. Blackburn, aged twenty-nine years, son of Dr. W. J. and Ehzabeth

C. Blackburn, of Salem, Ohio; a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends for the Western District.
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THE POWER OF HIS RESURRECTION.
There is an orderly progress of teaching concerning the

Resurrection in the New Testament. In the Gospels we have

the historical fact of the Resurrection. In the Acts, the

proclamation of that fact as the great demonstration of the

truth of the Gospel. In the Epistles the doctrine, the spiritual

significance and meaning of the Resurrection are unfolded to

the churches who had already been gathered into the faith of

the Risen Lord of Glory. The Resurrection of Christ was set

forth as a witness to Christ's personal glory and to the efficacy

of His death. It was also regarded as a pledge and prophecy

of the resurrection of His people. And above all, Christ's

rising out of the darkness and bondage of the tomb was set

forth as the symbol of our new life in the world.

Of course, to accept the veracity of the apostolic record is

tantamount to the confession of the supernatural, that the

spiritual world, which is the world of causation, has verily

revealed its reality in the world of matter. The apostles

were as certain as evidence could make them that Jesus had

actually triumphed over death.

Now the story of Jesus as we have it in the New Testament

is the record of the supernatural from start to finish. To
eliminate that feature from it is to lose the record as history

altogether. The simplest and perhaps the oldest Gospel (that

of Mark) is, if anything, fuller of miracles than any other.

A non-miraculous Christ is substantially a mythical Christ.

If we reject the supernatural in the New Testament; if we
accept one or other of the various theories whereby from

earliest times the apostolic testimony concerning the crowning

miracle, the Resurrection, has been refused; we are driven

to the conclusion that the most beneficent influence in history,

that which has been the pioneer and safeguard of civilization

in every progressive land, is the result of a bundle of myths.*

*There is the theft or imposture theory (started by the Jews). The
swoon theory (adopted by Mahomet). The hallucination or self-hyp-

notization theory (advanced by the older materialists). The ghost or

apparition theory (the modern spirituaUst explanation). It is not part

of my present task to deal at seriatim with these ancient and modern

forms of unbelief. Their irrationalism has been shown up over and over

But while no event in history universally accepted to have
actually occurred can produce stronger evidence for itself

than the resurrection of Christ, the mere belief in it did not

suffice for the apostles. Paul longed to know "the power of

His resurrection." He called it "the exceeding- greatness of

His power to usward who believe." If the mighty power of

God did actually triumph in the grave of Jesus, if that dis-

honored and crucified body, wrapped in linen clothes by loving

hands, and laid in the rock-hewn sepulchre, was really raised,

leaving behind the cerements of death; the angel coming to

roll away the stone not to let the Lord out, but to show to the

weeping women that He had already risen; if the way the

garments were left, showed how complete the victory over

death, no sign of a conflict even in the grave; and that

they were left at all, an evidence that the body had not been

stolen, but that it had slipped out of its wrappings as a butter-

fly slips out of the chrysalis, a "spiritual" body, unhampered

by material obstacles, then we have an Evangel to "souls in

prison." The power that acted then is available to-day to

deliver souls in the grip of moral evil, energizing them to

walk as "risen with Christ" in newness of life.

That was the preaching that established the Church. It

was carried by the apostles into the great pagan world. It

explains the very existence of Christianity. The passing on

of the teaching of Jesus only would not have produced such

results. The presentation of Jesus as a mere pattern to copy

would have been a mockery to men struggling with their

lower nature. The glad tidings were that the death and
resurrection of Christ had liberated and set in motion spiritual

forces available for every man, even if in the lowest depths of

despair, to lift him out, as he by faith takes hold of that power,

and to raise him up as a personal witness in his own experience

to the historical reality of what took place outside Jerusalem

in the tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, on that blessed Easter

morn. Max I. Reich.

EXPERIENCE AS TO THE ATONEMENT.

WILLIAM DEWSBURY, 1646-52.

Having fully known in himself the utter impossibility of

attaining to peace with his Creator, so as to enjoy communion
with Him, without the mediation of a Saviour, who, as Ad-
vocate with the Father, could plead His own most precious
blood as the price paid for the ransom of souls; and impressed
with the high importance of obtaining the possession of the
good things thus provided, which are variously set forth in

the Holy Scriptures, and in testimony to the real enjoyment
of which, they afford so great a cloud of witnesses; he was in-

defatigable in the pursuit of this one great object. "Christ!
Christ!" was the incessant cry in the secret of his soul; Christ

the Bread of Life, the Fountain of living waters. It was not
enough for him to be told, even in the language of Holy Writ,

that Christ was his Saviour and Redeemer, that He had tasted

death for every man—that He is the Propitiation for the sins

of all—that He was manifested to take away our sins—and
that He had actually borne our sins in His own body on the
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tree; he could see there was no inheritance of the promise for
the first birth, that corrupt nature which attaches to Adam
and ail his children in the fail. He was deeply sensible that
"except a man be born again he cannot see the Kingdom of
God."
He felt with more than ordinary conviction the full force

of the passages of Holy Scripture which most plainly set forth
the one great Offering for sin. But although he arrived at the
clear and unquestionable evidence in his own mind that re-
mission of sins through the blood of Jesus Christ was and is

to be preached everywhere, yet, with equal truth to support
him in the conclusion, he was constrained to bear witness that
none can become partakers of the benefit of Christ's death,
but as they are brought into a measure of His life; which takes
place in the obedient mind, consistently with the testimony of
John

—
" If we walk in the light, as He is in the light, we have

fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ,
His Son, cleanseth us from all sin."

The foregoing extract was sent us by Arthur Pirn. He came across it

in the handwriting of the late Joseph Radley, headmaster of Lisbum
Friends' School. J. Radley had added the following note—"The testi-

monies of our early Friends were all based on the same eternal truth;
George Gregson, the first foimder of Lisburn Meeting, exphcitly holding
the same conviction."

THE PEACE MOVEMENT IN JAPAN.
It is hardly accurate to speak of the peace movement in Japan

at the present time, for since the outbreak of the great war
there has been little activity in the way of general propaganda.
But if serious thought and searching of heart be preparatory
to future activities, the present mental and spiritual attitude
of an influential section of the Japanese people has in it much
that is hopeful.

Speaking broadly, the history of the peace movement in

Japan naturally divides itself into four periods: (i) From the
organization of the first Japan Peace Society in 1891 to its

dissolution in 1894; (2) The period from 1894 to 1906, covering
the Chino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars, during which
no organized peace work was undertaken; (3) From the organi-
zation of the present Japan Peace Society, 1906, until the
outbreak of the European war; (4) The period of the present
war.

The impetus which led to the organization of the first Japan
Peace Society was given by William Jones, then Secretary of
the Peace Society, London. During his world tour in which
he secured for his peace manifesto the signatures of many
prominent statesmen, William Jones met Count Okuma, who
was then Minister of Foreign Affairs, and secured his signature
and seal, which are conspicuous among those of W. E. Glad-
stone, President Cleveland, Li Hung Chang and other in-
fluential statesmen, as given in his "Quaker Campaigns in
Peace and War."
The first Japan Peace Society took a positive stand against

all war, from a distinctly Christian point of view. In the
beginning, a vigorous campaign was carried on, including a
canvass for members and the publication of a periodical, which
was suspended two or three times by the Government. The
fight for peace was a difficult one and at the outbreak of the
Chino-Japanese War, the Society suspended activities and
passed a motion of adjournment, sine die.

During the period from 1894 to 1906 there was no organized
peace work, though certain individuals remained true to their
principles. During the latter part of the period, there was
sorne vigorous work by a few socialists, who were always under
strict police surveillance.

The present Japanese Peace Society, founded in 1906, grew
out of a conference of thirty-five representative Christian work-
ers, including six or seven missionaries, who met to consider
the question of forming an "arbitration and peace society
suited to the present needs of Japan." At the first meeting
it was decided to admit non-Christians to membership and to
adopt a platform calling for general efforts for the removal

of the causes of war and for the peaceable settlement, "as
far as possible," of international difficulties. On a platform
of educational effort, appeal to government officials, and co-
operation with similar national and international organiza-
tions, the Society has gone forward with its work.
A new era for the peace work in Japan, as in other places,

began with the outbreak of the present war, though in Japan
the change has not been of a radical nature. Soon after the
outbreak of the war, the officers of the Japan Peace Society
definitely refused, in the face of no small pressure, to allow
the Society to become an organ for defending before the world
Japan's entrance into the world conflict. While the Society
has pursued a conservative policy in its educational prop-
aganda it has steadily maintained its standing and character
as a peace society, keeping in touch, as far as possible, with
peace workers and peace organizations in other lands.
The rest of this article will be devoted to a consideration of

the question of peace and war as related to the Christianization
of Japan.
As to the early effects of the war upon Christian work in

Japan, the following words of the present writer, written in
19 14, may, with little modification, be applied to the whole
intervening two years:

—

"The effect of the present war upon the spiritual attitude
of the Japanese people may be contrasted with that of the
Russo-Japanese war ten years ago. Because that war was
felt to be a matter of life or death for the nation, there was a
universal sense of sobering responsibility and sacrifice, so that
with all the suffering and sorrow of war, there was a certain
moral element to which the Christian message made an ef-
fective appeal . Up to the present hour there are no indications
that the present war with Germany will have any similar
effect upon the people.

" The weakness of the sacrificial appeal of the present war
in the Orient, so far as Japan is concerned, leaves more op-
portunities for the play of the lower forces which war inevitably
calls out. As to the influence of so-called Christian civiliza-

tion upon Japan, there is no question but that the European
war has struck it a serious blow. Almost every day is bring-
ing to my notice the confession of individual Japanese Chris-
tians as to the difficulty which they have in defending Chris-
tianity against the assaults of those who point to the European
war now raging as an evidence of the ineffectiveness of Chris-
tianity, saying, ' If this be Christian love, we do not need it.'

"The testimony of a few Christian workers may be to the
point. The leading Japanese representative of one of the
largest denominations said recently: 'The Japanese understood
that the okusuri (medicine) of the Gospel works slowly,' imply-
ing that the fact of its not having thoroughly healed the ills

of Western Society need not discountenance it in the eyes of
the Japanese, 'But,' he added, 'we wish to have only the
real medicine.'

"A well-known Japanese educator and Christian leader
confessed two days ago, that he finds it no easy task to meet
the recent criticisms of non-Christians. He often answers by
saying that the European war has arisen not because of Chris-
tianity, but because of undue emphasis upon material develop-
ment as contrasted with spiritual.

" Last night's testimony of one thoughtful college student is

suggestive of the struggle now going on in many lives, but it

is feared many may not be able to press on to such a whole-
some conclusion as did this young man. He said in substance:

When the war broke out there was a struggle in my breast.
1 had been taught nationalism and 1 had been taught the
universal love of Christianity. 1 could not, even if 1 would,
tear from my heart the love of country, but when 1 heard the
cry, "Strike Germany," or "Strike Austria," there was con-
flict in my heart. 1 went anew to my Bible. 1 was deeply
stirred to find Jesus, moved with intense love of His own coun-
try, crying out, "Oh, Jerusalem, Jerusalem." But this Jesus
who so loved His own land was the same who sought to draw
the whole worid to His heart and taught the ages universal
goodwill and love to all men. My heart was comforted with .
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this new light and I saw that the truest love for one's own
country was that which loves all men and which must, by
sacrifice, if necessary, remake society according to the uni-
versal ideals of Christianity.'

"The war is tending to encourage restlessness and suspicion

relative to international relations, especially such as affect

America and China. War must not bear all the blame for

this, but it has fertilized the soil in which the seeds of suspicion

grow. It will require much earnest prayer and effort to

counteract the evil forces now at work if they are to be pre-

vented from working injury to the Christian cause in Japan.
"We are gratified to learn that, war notwithstanding, the

hearts of many people are opened to the Gospel."
As Japan is far removed from the scenes of conflict, there

has been so little manifestation of the war spirit that a well-

known publicist has spoken of it as Japan's " Platonic War."
But there has been much anxiety and searching of heart as to

the bearing of the war upon the future spiritual welfare of

mankind. While some Japanese refer to it as the failure of

Christianity, there is a general recognition of the fact that if

Christianity had really been the religion of the great powers
the war would not have occurred.

(To be concluded.)

AMERICA'S PROSPERITY.

They tell me thou art rich, my country: gold

In glittering flood has poured into thy chest;

Thy flocks and herds increase, thy barns are pressed

With harvest, and thy stores can hardly hold

Their merchandise; unending trains are rolled

Along thy network rails of East and West;

Thy factories and forges never rest;

Thou art enriched in all things bought and sold!

But dost thou prosper? Better news I crave.

O dearest country, is it well with thee

Indeed, and is thy soul in health?

A noble people, hearts more wisely brave,

And thoughts that lift men up and make them free,

—

These are prosperity and vital wealth!
—Henry Van Dtke.

FRIENDS' WAR VICTIMS' RELIEF COMMITTEE.

La Cite ReconstitutIe.

In a comer of the Tuilleries gardens in Paris is a little group
of temporary buildings called "L' Exposition de la Cite

Reconstitutee" which is an attempt to show what might be

done in the way of temporary re-housing of a population of

various grades of society. They remind one of all other ex-

hibitions in their theatrical paint-and-stucco-effect, and one's

heart sinks at the thought of the influence of such gimcrack
buildings on those whose fate it would be to inhabit them.
But at last, standing a little away from the others, one sees

what might be a home. A long low building, of a pleasing

dull brown wood, roofed with warm red tiles, bunches of

dried haricots hanging in the eaves, plain blue check cur-

tains in the wide windows, the door hospitably open. So
solid and good a building, with its double walls, that it seems
almost impossible to believe that it can be taken to pieces,

folded up and re-erected wherever wanted in a marvelously
short time.

This is one of the "Maisons demontables" of which num-
bers have ali-eady been erected by the Friends' War Victims'

Relitf Expedition 'or the homeless people in the devastated
coup'a/ of the M/.rne and Meuse. Within can be seen the

h'jtory oi the wjrk in France, told by means of specimens
and photographs sent by the workers from the various cen-

ters. The plain and simple articles of furniture are those

that have been given by means of our workers, in the vil-

lages of the Marne, by the Department and in the Meuse
by the " Bon Cite," a French society formed to help the refu-

gees. There are photographs of the motors bearing^ the great

piles of mattresses to their destination, snap-shots of our

workers, men and women unloading chairs, tables, wardrobes

from the lorries, and of the proud possessors wheeling them
away on wheel-barrows.

In one bed-room there is a little wicker cradle, with its

mattress of chaff, blanket, pillow and dainty patchwork

quilt. In cradles like this lie the babies that are born at the

Maternity Hospital for the refugees at Chalons, and mothers

who need them are given a cradle when they leave. At the

hospital there are babies everywhere, in the wards, in the

gardens, yes, even in the staff dining-room very often, and
their photographs smile at you from the walls of the little

house; "les petits anglais," as their mothers call them, a new
generation springing up, cementing the friendship between

nations. Counting their mothers, their brothers and sisters

and the children and others brought out of the bombarded
city of Rheims, 1,152 people have been housed and cared for

under its hospitable roof. Back come the mothers again and

again bringing the beloved babies to thank "Les Amies" for

their help in time of trouble, and letters received continually

show that the bond of friendship is felt to be no temporary

thing. Latterly some poor mothers, still in exile, are coming

back for care a second time, bringing with them the ex-baby

to rejoice the nurses' hearts.

In this room also are specimens of the clothing sent for

the refugees from England, Australia, America and many
other far-away places where friends are working. Good solid

clothing for the men and women, strong and dainty for the

children, down to the exquisite baby-clothes that are given

to each new arrival. Thousands and thousands of refugees

have been visited by the relief workers, their needs noted,

sizes measured, and then the "paquets" given. If the friends

who have given so much care and thought to the making

of the beautiful garments could see the joy they give, they

would be many times rewarded. The further off the country

from which the garment comes, the greater is the interest.

It is, however, not only the clothing but the sympathy it

expresses which is so deeply appreciated by the French.

In the living-room are specimens of exquisite embroidery

from the workrooms at Bar-le-Duc, organized by our re-

lief workers for the refugees who are crowded there. They
have sent also one of the linen chests that are being given

to families who have lost all their linen, with a pair of sheets

or some towels embroidered by themselves to start their

stock again. When Verdun and its neighborhood was evacu-

ated, our workers there had a busy time in helping the au-

thorities to cope with the continuous stream of people flying

before the storm of war, and now they are again occupied

outside their ordinary work in helping to send them to neigh-

borhoods out of reach of constant air raids, which are shat-

tering to their nerves as well as dangerous.

There are photographs of the little hospital at Sermaise,

with its crowd of sick and convalescent boys from Rheims

and Bar-le-Duc, and also of the Chateau at Bettancourt,

where about sixty little refugees, all delicate or ailing, are

being nursed back to health in the happy open-air life they

live, forgetting all the sad things they have seen. There are

snap-shots too, of the "garderies," or open-air classes, held

by some of the workers in the partly destroyed villages, be-

fore their communal schools were reopened to keep the little

ones happy and good instead of running wild among the

ruins. On a little shelf are seen specimens of the books given

to replace the burnt-out children's libraries in the schools.

In one corner are found the garden tools that are given

to those of the "sinistres" who have ground to cultivate,

and sample packets of the seeds distributed. There are pho-

tographs of the Committee's mowers, reapers and binders

at work; of the distribution of livestock, rabbits and chick-

ens to restock the homesteads, of the whole process of build-

ing of the homes, from the framework to the finished house

in its place with the family reinstated; and of the "cite ouv-

riere" built in brick at Sermaize, a miniature "garden city."

But the most interesting of the exhibits are the plans of
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the destroyed villages where work has been done. Every
house as it was before the war is shown, colored grey; those

left standing after the tide of war had ebbed, in black; those

rebuilt, in red. Sermaise, Villers au Vent, Sommeilles among
others—what vivid pictures these little maps, so accurate

and neat, call up. First, ruin and desolation, people home-
less, living in barns, stables or cellars, land uncultivated,

children running wild; then a year of ceaseless effort with

and for the people; now little homes, red-roofed among the

ruins, growing seeds, schools reopened and village life be-

ginning again. And the future? Already preparations are

being made for that time, when the wave of invasion shall

have rolled back, and the country to which the longing hearts

of the homeless are always turned, shall be their own again.

Already the help of Friends has been definitely asked for

by the governments of these Departments, and plans are

being made for numbers of the "maisons demontables" to

be constructed ready to erect at once when that happy day
shall come. In the meantime our workers in the towns see

that the health of those who wait for their deliverance suffers

as little as may be, making use of the new home at Samoens
for those whose sufferings have brought them to the verge

of illness that will cripple them if left uncared for. They help

with clothing and if possible find work for those whose sav-

ings, perhaps sufficient for one year, no longer exist and they
care for the children. In the country not now occupied, the

work of help and re-population still goes on and schemes for

moving emigrees there from the overcrowded towns are under
consideration.

An unasked-for reward comes sometimes already to those

who work and those who build, when the people whom they
serve show by some phrase or look that the motive of their work
is understood. They see visions of a time when all that is

now overthrown by war is built up again by love, and they
dare to hope that in helping to bring about "la cite recon-

stitutee" they are also helping to build up that other City
wherein all men may dwell together in unity.

Edith M. Pye.

R. C. Ogden's Life Rules.—Robert C. Ogden's "Stepping
Stones" were practically his rules of life. His own career,

which was superbly successful, both as the world views success

and from the higher plane of noble living, was guided by the
principles he put into writing. They follow;

Keep faith in humanity.
A man becomes what he most desires to be.

Do not mistake a prejudice for a principle.

Keep your intellectual and spiritual life bright.

Be energetic, wide-awake, pushing, but be patient.

The world wants men who are well equipped and worthy.
False witness may be given by a gesture or a grimace.
Honor womanhood if you would keep faith in humanity.
What a marvel of a business man's guide is the book of

Proverbs.
The longer you live, if you live right, the less you will think

of yourself.

Be true. Stand up and believe in yourself, then other
people will believe in you.
A vigorous, healthy man has really only one right in the

world, only one thing to demand, and that is a chance to work.
in every life comes some crisis when conscious integrity

gives a power and heroic strength that can come from no other
source.

The charity that we are bidden to display is broad as God's
sunshine, but his laws are fine as a razor's edge, and quite as
keen.

—

Ohio State Journal.

In the old castle at Edinburgh, the way to the crown jewels
leads through a very humble doorway and through a very
dingy and circuitous passage. The humble doorways of com-
mon duties are frequently the way to the room where God
keeps his jewels.

QUAKER ELOQUENCE.
Being Recollections of William Scarnell Lean (1833-

BT ALBERT J. EDMUNDS.

[It was the rare privilege of some of our readers to hear W. S. L. on

one or more occasions. To them the foUovring seems but a poor tribute

of a noble gift wilUngly surrendered to the Master's service.—Eds.]

In the second half of the last century (more accurately

1 848- 1 894) there stood on a hill near Ackworth School in

Yorkshire, England, a little Quaker college, now extinct.

It was known as the Flounders' Institute. During its half

century of existence, two learned principals were its pride

—Isaac Brown and William Scarnell Lean.
In an address at Ackworth in 1912, an old teacher named

Joseph Travis JVlills gave some lively impressions of Scarnell

Lean's remarkable eloquence in meeting, beginning thus:

"This country, in a degree unapproached by any other,

was adorned with beautiful churches by the piety of our fa-

thers. But 1 doubt whether York's soaring arches or Selby's

sculptured choir have ever echoed to words more eloquent
than the humble walls of the meeting-house hard by. This
may seem to some of you an obvious and gross exaggera-
tion, but not, 1 think, to" any of those who heard and were
of an age to appreciate the prayers and the sermons of Wil-
liam Scarnell Lean."

Travis Mills goes on to tell us how, in 1865, when the

Friends of Westminster Meeting were wondering whether any
minister in the gallery would say aught about the death of

Abraham Lincoln

—

"Suddenly, in the middle of the room, an unknown youth
stood up, with the ancient query uttered by kingly lips upon
a similar occasion of national grief: 'Died Abner as a fool

dieth?' and, in a torrent of rushing words, of magnificent

phrases, the genuine expression of deepest feeling on the part

both of audience and of speaker, did homage to the mighty
dead, and to the great Spirit who made him."
We are also reminded how, at the funeral of John Bright,

the same speaker electrified the crowd up to the housetops
by quoting Tennyson's words about Milton:

"God-gifted organ-voice of England!"

Travis Mills then gives a sample of Scarnell Lean's Ack-
worth eloquence:

"Two weeks in succession there had been a death among
our small congregation here. The first was that of a man called

home after a long life of over seventy years; the second that

of a young girl, a scholar—if 1 remember rightly—in this

school. It was inevitable that the contrast should suggest

itself to every mind. Lean condensed our common thought
into one brief and sympathetic phrase: 'In the paradise

of God there is room for the stateliness of Lebanon's cedar
and for the tenderness of Sharon's rose!'"

My diary records this funeral, in 1877, but there is no
notice about an old man. However, on Fourth Month 20th
of that year, Scarnell Lean referred to an old Ackworth
Master, John Newby, who was dying. He compared him to

a wave which was breaking, in the following words:
"

1 often think that the rows of dear children before me are

like waves breaking on the shore. As they move gradually

up the meeting, first appearing in the front rows, and then
giving way to new-comers, they seem like waves which are

ever sweeping backwards and backwards, breaking along

the sides of the meeting, until they reach the seats in the rear,

when they sweep out through the door and are seen here no
more. And some there are who have broken in foam on
the eternal shore!"
He then compared John Newby to one of the waves which

had risen in the ranks of the little boys, had flowed up along
a narrow channel, ever growing smaller and smaller, until

now it was dying away in a calm and quiet pool.
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EXPERIENCE.

I learn as the years roll onward
And leave the past behind

That much I have counted sorrow

But proves our God is kind;

That many a flower I longed for

Had a hidden thorn of pain,

And many a rugged bypath

Led to fields of ripened grain.

Though clouds may cover the sunshine,

They cannot banish the sun.

And the earth shines out the brighter

When the weary rain is done.

We must stand in the deepest sorrow

To see the clearest light,

And often from wrong's own darkness

Comes the very strength of right.

We must Uve through the weary winter

If we could but value the spring.

And the woods must be cold and silent

Before the robins sing.

The flowers must be buried in darkness

Before they could bud and bloom.

And the sweetest and warmest sunshine

Comes after the storm and gloom.

So the heart from the hardest trial

Gains the purest joy of all.

And from the hps that have tasted sadness

The sweetest songs will fall.

For as peace comes after suffering.

And love is reward of pain,

So after earth comes Heaven
And out of our loss the gain.

THE WAR AND THE CHURCH IN ENGLAND.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

One day during the summer of igi6 in London, when walk-
ing out Victoria Street from Westminster Abbey, 1 noticed
within a stone's throw of that beautiful old structure and
under the shadow of it the offices of the great armament
concerns—John Brown & Company, Sir W. G. Armstrong,
Whitworth & Company, Ltd., Vicker's, etc. Then I remem-
bered how shares in these huge firms are owned by promi-
nent church members, how the priests of the church in the
name of the non-resisting Christ have faith in, bless and glorify

the products of their mills, how the church is admittedly
the backbone of the war system, and how week by week pray-
ers ascend from grand old Westminster Abbey, as well as

from countless other places of worship in the realm for tri-

umph over the enemies of England. Can God become con-
fused about such matters, even though men do? Anyway,
it seems perfectly appropriate that the offices of the trade
which in its very nature creates mutual international fears

and jealousies should thus be nestled close under the spires

of the noble edifice which represents the organization that
of all others supports war and preparation for it.

I heard an Englishman remark last summer, "The moral
and spiritual things are at a discount just now; the Divine in

man is blurred, ruined and desecrated." He said that when
he would quote "What the Lord Jesus Christ says," he would
be met with the reply, "Oh, yes, yes, yes! we know all about
the Lord Jesus Christ; but we live in very serious times and
cannot think about these things." My own conversation
with many Christians discovered this to be the general at-

titude of laity and clergy alike.

Succeeding the outbreak of the war, many churches were
thronged with people who joined in prayers for -success to

their arms. This gave the appearance of a religious revival,

and was largely considered and has been spoken of as an
indication of such. But with deferred hope as to speedy vic-

tory the apparent religious fervor has passed away. The
ministers of the established Church and of the Non-con-
formist bodies now deplore that their places of worship are

neglected and that so few attend communion services. In

conversation or newspapers they ask in pained amazement
"Why?"

Really the matter is not very mysterious. The plain

people may not all have the religion that some would like

them to have, but many of them have a fair degree of com-
mon sense and appreciation of the eternal fitness of things.

A good many church communicants feel that war is in es-

sence wrong, and are dubious as to an assumed possibility

of "Satan being able to cast out Satan." Then, too, if you
are persuaded that under certain circumstances it is right

to kill men by wholesale and in other ways violate the spirit

of the Gospel, it certainly is not harmful to refrain from going
to church.

Some men and women are brave enough to denounce the
preachers for trailing at the skirts of politicians and armament
people, who in turn are obeying the wishes of those animated
by greed or who are involved in "secret treaties. No sophistry

can appeal to these objectors. They are derided for quoting
the New Testament and are ostracized by their friends be-

cause they are deemed unpatriotic. I met one such man at

a Friends' meeting for worship, who said that he had fled

to their simple way of waiting upon God because it was the
only place that he had found where human slaughter was
not exalted in the name of the Lord Jesus.

One day in England recently I met with a Christian gentle-

man who has been identified with large business interests which
had frequently taken him to Germany for many years. He
spoke of the decline in church attendance and how it has been
accompanied by a deadening of the spiritual life in that

country during the past forty years. His statements agreed
most fully with common observation and with the statistical

position in Christian countries during the past few decades;

namely, that in proportion to the development and building

of great armies and navies, so has infidelity increased and
church attendance and maintenance declined.

England has not been so spiritually depleted as Germany
in this respect, but it is no exception to the rule. The ex-

pansion of her navy has been accompanied by a national lower-

ing of the obligations of religion. It seems as if you cannot
direct your minds towards war, toward preparation for war
without blurring the spiritual perceptions and losing grip

upon the fundamental moral attributes which make a nation

virile and great.

On my voyage out last spring I spoke upon the subject of

love at Divine service one beautiful Sabbath morning. At
the conclusion a lady attired in black came to me and said,

"Mr. Allen, 1 have been so thankful to hear what you have
preached to-day. If the ministers of the Gospel would all

preach as you have this terrible war would not have happened."
She then, with tears, informed me that one month before her
only child, a lad of twenty-one years of age, had been killed

in action in France. I also addressed the service on the re-

turn voyage. The officiating clergyman read the prayers
for the triumph of the foes of England. At the conclusion

of the service a gentleman smilingly said to me, "Mr. Allen,

do you know that your address and the prayer were in direct

contradiction of each other?" I told him I could not help
but know that such was the case. Yet a number of the
participants in that service seemed very glad of a simple
effort to protest on behalf of what we all know are the com-
mands of Christ. A Christian (British) on the ship remarked
to me, "

I am glad to get away from England; the spirit of

the people seems terrible to me. I could not go to church
once during the ten months I was there. I do not see how
people can worship whilst such terrible things are going on."
A young lady, also a subject of the British Empire, said that
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for almost two years she had not been to church, adding, "the
preaching is all about how bad the Germans are, and how good
we are, and I got sick of it and quit."

1 know of a preacher who not long ago appealed to the

school children of his congregation to save their pennies,

for every fifteen shillings six pence would buy one hundred
and twenty-four cartridges wherewith to kill the Germans.
The demoralization to the spiritual understanding of min-
isters that develops from the attitude they have assumed
towards the war is still more disastrous. A friend of mine
was one day pleading with a friend of his, a clergyman, for

the exercise of a different spirit toward the Germans. The
minister confessed, "

I have been preaching ' Love your ene-

mies' for many years, but now 1 would blow out the brain

of every German 1 met." Again, said a preacher to a friend

of mine, when discussing the effect of the war upon his faith,
"

I am more of an atheist than anything else." The same
friend of mine, when talking to another minister, was as-

tounded to have him say," Frankly, 1 do not carry a New Tes-
tament around with me any more."

Indeed, the New Testament is at a discount just now—it

has to be under such circumstances. Last summer a curious

incident made cynical England laugh. The good bishop of

Oxford had not long before published a book in which he had
quoted the New Testament to prove our Lord's teachings
regarding some of these matters. Not long ago the censor
got hold of the book, and because of such dangerous doctrines

ordered the confiscation of any copies that could be seized.

It was very funny, but very sad. Considerable newspaper
comment followed the incident, along with real and semi-
serious suggestions that the New Testament itself be cen-
sored as being "quite unfit for the patriotic times in which
we live."

Probably the Y. M. C. A. has come to the front during
the war more than any other religious or moral agency. It

is in many respects doing splendid work at home and behind
the trenches. Happily the United States Y. M. C. A. has
not become entangled in the international position. Whilst
granting the value of the work of the English Y. M. C. A.
I confess that it was with considerable of a shock that I dis-

covered one day when stepping into their building in London
how fully it was committed to recruiting and in other ways
promoting the war. I was interested in the beautiful small

editions of the New Testament with a fac-simile of an en-
dorsement of its value to soldiers on the fly-leaf from the pen
of Lord Roberts. Will the young soldiers read the Sermon on
the Mount or the last verses of the i2th chapter of Romans?
I bought in this Y. M. C. A. a postal card of the Camp Sil-

houette Series representing bayonet practice—humorous or
tragic as you please—representing men at the charge or

sticking their bayonet into the dummy human forms they
are attacking. Surely, this does not seem like our ideals of

the Y. M. C. A.

The London Daily News and other newspapers report how
fully and frankly Dr. Tasker dealt with the present condi-

tion of Methodism in England at the Conference held in

London this year. Allusion was made to a "dismal decade,"
and to the fact that the net decrease in church members
was over 5000 this year. The ex-president said that there
were no general signs of the revival of the work of the Lord
in their midst. It was stated that this position was not due
to the absence of the Spirit of God, but the minds of their

people were necessarily preoccupied. In spite of this fact,

these good Methodist brethren as an organization fully

support the war, as do most of the other religious bodies.

The attitude of labor has become distinctly unfriendly
toward the churches. The IVestern Morning News, of Ply-

mouth, this fall, when referring to the Trades Union Con-
gress held in Birmingham refers to an attack on the clergy

in connection with the army. The following resolution was
passed: "This Congress regrets the unfair privilege which
has been given by the Government to members of the cleri-

cal profession by granting them exemption from the Mili-

tary Service Act." The leader who introduced this resolu-

tion said that " the best place to convert a parson to Chris-

tianity was to send him to the front. . . . The workers

had to fight, yet able-bodied parsons and ministers were
exempted. Great lawyers had done some thing in the war
by creating the ' Devil's Own,' would it not be well for parsons

to follow the example and create a 'God's Own?' He could

not see why these men who talked so much of Heaven should

be afraid to go there." On card vote the motion was carried.

Does this action on the part of the Trades Union Congress

indicate that, rightly or wrongly, very many working-men
feel that the churches have helped to force them reluctantly

into the hated war and conscription? Does it mean that the

churches have lost their hold on the Master and with it their

grip on the masses? Can the American churches learn from

these things?

The National Mission of Repentance and Hope is being

inaugurated by the churches as a medium through which
the people of England may be brought back to God. There
has been no intimation that its promoters intend to face the

problem of war. A writer in a widely-read Church of England
paper has said, "Will the Church of England lead the world

into the path of international peace? When will the Church
see that the ultra-militaristic attitude which she has chosen

to adopt is lowering her in the eyes of ordinary men?"

TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

We are living, we are dwelling,

In a grand and awful time.

In an age on ages telling

—

To be living is sublime.

Hark! What waking up of nations,

Gog and Magog to the fray.

Hark! what soundeth is creation

Groaning for the better way.

The Truth About Beer.—It is my professional opinion,

after observations of many years in the practice of medicine,

that beer is doing more harm to humanity than all other

alcoholics. There is a reason for this: Beer is insidious, de-

lusive, tempting and fascinating. Advertised to contain less

alcohol than some other drinks, it appeals to the man who
does not wish to be considered intemperate. But statistics

prove that this is a delusion.

—

Charles Gilbert Davis,

M. D., Chicago.

Banqueting Fifty Steel Workers.—Fifty workmen
w6re taken out of the steel mills in Chicago and transferred

to better positions in Pittsburgh. Because of superior ability

they had been carefully selected from among thousands

employed in the mills. Their friends gave them a supper

when they were about to leave and furnished plenty of

liquor for the occasion. But to the amazement of the hosts,

every one of the fifty workmen turned down his glass. Wheth-
er or not the bosses knew about their temperate habits is

not told. But it is significant that these fifty superior work-

men were apparently total abstainers. All this is in line with

the tendency on the part of high-class artisans to cut out

drink.

—

Charles Stelzle, in The National Daily.

The Signs of the Times.—Increased demands in industry

for sober men. Abstainers given preference in promotion.

State and city departments beginning to require sobriety

as an essential in officials and employees. Between 830 and

900 newspapers and over 60 magazines refuse liquor adver-

tisements.

Great Britain, by its Central Control Board, in many^dis-
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tricts has reduced the hours of sale to five-and-a-half hours

per day, restricted the sale or supply of spirits, forbidden

treating and credit sales.

France has permanently prohibited manufacture, sale and
exportation of absinthe. Hours of sale in wine-shops are

reduced. Military orders forbid sale of spirits to French sol-

diers in the war zone, in the Paris command; to French, Brit-

ish and Belgian troops in Normandy.
Germany forbade the sale of spirits during mobilization,

but the order was not uniformly applied; to save barley the

output of beer is officially limited; the sale of spirits to sol-

diers is forbidden in certain areas, and to all buyers between
certain hours in certain areas.

Russia prohibited vodka, and gave local option on wine
and beer, which has been widely exercised to close all selling

places.

Roumania has forbidden the sale and consumption of alco-

holic liquors during the war.

/Austria limits hours of sale.

Italy limits the number of selling places.

Norway forbids the sale of spirits three days in the week
and forbids the use of grain or potatoes for liquor manufac-
ture. She has only twelve towns or cities where spirits can
legally be sold.

Sweden is tightening up restrictions in stricter control by
the Gothenburg System.
Denmark prohibits sale of liquor to soldiers in certain dis-

tricts and the use of potatoes and some grains for making
spirits.

Switzerland prohibits absinthe.

Australian States are limiting the hours of sale.

Canada's Great Fight.—All the provinces of Canada have
now voted dry except Quebec and Yukon Territory. A plebi-

scite on the question was lost in Yukon by only three votes.

Prohibition has gone into effect in all provinces that have
voted for it except in New Brunswick and British Columbia.

Quebec is considerably more than half "dry," by local vote.

Newfoundland's legal selling will end Twelfth Month 31st.

Prohibition in Canada includes all retail liquor selling, except

in Saskatchewan, where there are still twenty government-
operated liquor shops.

That Malicious Neutral—meaning the liquor traffic

in Europe—is the title of an article in a recent issue of The

Sunday School Times, from which the following extracts are

taken. The writer of the article, Margaret Wintringer, was
abroad several months last winter for the express purpose

of studying the temperance situation at first hand. She says:

"The most important fact brought out by the war is

that the welfare and safety of every nation in Europe was
suddenly seen to be endangered by the merely normal drink-

ing habits of the people. Modern warfare simply revealed

the drain of drink upon national resources.

With one drinking-place for every eight men, and her

countless wine cellars, Belgium nullified the efforts of her

brave army and contributed to her own subsequent humil-

iation and suffering. Even now, the request of the Belgian

government for the importation into Belgium of twelve

thousand tons of barley monthly for the Belgian Brewers'

Federation falls discordantly upon the ears of a world pierced

by the cry of starving Belgian babes and little children hungry

for bread. And yet the British government has acceded to

the request and every month sees the importation of pre-

cious grain to be transmuted into beer instead of bread; and
our own government is aiding in distributing the barley to

the breweries and in seeing that none of the beer gets across

the German lines!

France, with a reputation for sobriety, was bleeding under

a lowered birth-rate and increased mortality record, due to

the actual consumption of the largest amount of alcohol

in proportion to population of any nation in the world. There
is a saying in Paris that "A Frenchman is seldom drunk and
never sober." Certainly in this land of constant wine drink-
ing, absolute sobriety is as exceptional as drunkenness. Dur-
ing forty years of peace, with one million private stills among
the peasants, one bar to every twenty electors and only one
person in every three thousand a total abstainer, alcohol has
extorted a toll of men and money equal to that exacted by
Germany in 1870, and France entered the present war im-
poverished in men, health and money.

In Germany, the Imperial chauffeur must be a total ab-
stainer, and there is a rumor that lately his Royal Master
has adopted the same safe rule of conduct.

Previous to the war, Germany exceeded every other nation

in the consumption of beer. In view of this enormous con-

sumption, it is surprising to learn that Germany is known as

a "brandy" country. The fact that the German people con-

sume as much brandy as beer should be a refutation of the

claim that beer is a substitute for alcoholic beverages.

Years ago, the Kaiser made the famous declaration that

the next war would be won by the nation which used the

smallest amount of alcohol; and, foreseeing that sobriety

would be on the obverse side of the medal awarded the nation

which should win the present conflict, it was an absolutely

"dry" army that entered Belgium. But even Prussian mili-

tarism cannot transform an habitual user of beer into a

"goose drinker" (the German term for total abstainer) in a

day.
Russia's consumption of alcohol per capita is smaller than

that of any other nation, except Norway and Finland.

The laboratory of Europe is evolving some startling analy-

ses, and none is more important than the discovery that the

wine drinking nations have a higher consumption of alcohol

and suffer more from those diseases attributable to alcohol,

than the brandy and spirit consuming countries.

Drinking among women is common in Europe, but no-

where is it so prevalent as in Great Britain. While the

women of the aristocracy and of the middle classes drink

in the home, in many of the laboring districts women are

in the majority in the public houses. They remain longer

than the men and drink more freely.

In Dublin, according to the Metropolitan Police Court

records in 191 1, there were two-and-a-half times as many
women who were habitual drinkers as there were men. 1 have

before me a folder containing a list of homes for inebriates,

prepared by the Friends' Temperance Union, which lists

six such homes for men and twenty-.seven for women. Some
advertise that they care only for "ladies of the upper classes."

Previous to the Children's Protection Act of 1908 it was
not an uncommon thing to see bars packed with women, a

majority of whom held babies in their arms. As late as last

Twelfth Month the Bristol police reported thirty-five li-

censed public houses with "Children's parlors," where chil-

dren could be left while their mothers drank at the bar. Even
now, in every large city in England, one may see scores of

children in front of the public house, awaiting the mothers

within. The pity of those children! In London alone, every

year, six hundred babies are crushed to death by mothers

in drunken sleep.

Election Returns indicate many encouraging triumphs for

prohibition, and no very serious defeat. The effort to repeal

prohibition in Arkansas was unsuccessful, and Montana,
South Dakota, Nebraska and Michigan adopted constitu-

tional prohibition. Utah elected "dry" legislators who are

pledged to statutory prohibition. Florida elected as governor

a Prohibitionist, and this is quite likely to result in the adoption

of his policy in that State. Baltimore City cast a very en-

couraging vote, but not a majority, to close all the saloons.

Kansas City, Mo., however, surprised the nation and stunned

the liquor dealers of that State by voting "dry" by a strong

majority. In California the amendment probably failed of a

majority.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Thomas Ellwood.
(Concluded from page 237.)

One day, as Thomas Ellwood was walking through Beacons-
field, he was taken up by the watchman who said he had orders
to arrest all rogues, vagabonds and sturdy beggars; when
Thomas asked him for which of these he took him, he vouch-
safed no answer, but soon consigned him to the care of a

constable; the latter informed him in the evening that some of

the chief people in the town had assembled to decide what
should be done with h'm and added that he would have to
appear before them, but first he took him to a dirty little hovel
adjoining the market-place, the home of an old dame who
went by the name of Mother Grime, where the nightwatch-
men used to warm themselves. After Thomas had been asked
a few questions a consultation was held as to what should be
done with him for the night. One suggested that he should
go to a public house, others who were for practicing economy
when it did not interfere with their own comfort, remarked
that it would save expense if he spent the night walking the
streets under the care of the watchmen; this idea took exceed-
ingly until some one ventured to ask whether the law would
bear them out in the execution of it. "

I heard all their de-
bates, but let them alone," says Thomas Ellwood, "and kept
my mind to the Lord." One of the company now asked the
common sense question

—
" Does any one know who this

young man is and whither he is going?" On hearing this

"Mother Grime" could no longer keep quiet, but exclaimed
that she knew Mr. Ellwood of Crowell well, for she had once
lived in service vtath his grandfather; the account she gave of

his father at once caused the abandonment of the scheme of

sending him to spend the night in the streets; he was well

lodged at the house of a constable. The next day, being de-
sirous of ridding themselves of a prisoner against whom they
had no charge, but the fact that he was a Friend, they pro-
posed that he should slip out at the back door. They found,
however, that Thomas Ellwood had no notion of accepting
any such dismissal; he told them that as he had come in at the
front door, so he would go out at it; having paid the woman of

the house for his supper and lodging, he took his departure.
It was soon after this that Thomas Ellwood became ill of

small-pox at his solitary home at Crowell. His father having
removed with his daughters to London, had sent directions
that Thomas discharge the servants, so that he had only a
woman who came every morning to set the house in order.

As soon as his kind friends at Chalfont heard of his illness,

they sent him a nurse and afterwards visited him, bringing
Edward Burrough with them. Thomas Ellwood writes, "It
pleased the Lord to deal favorably with me, both inwardly and
outwardly, for His supporting presence was with me." In
his convalescence he turned for occupation to his father's

library. His intercourse with cultured Friends had made him
aware of his deficiencies in education—so that he spent most
of his leisure in study, but longed for more assistance; he spoke
of this to Isaac Penington, whose friend, Dr. Paget, was ac-
quainted with the poet Milton. Thomas Ellwood quaintly
describes the famous man-poet as "a gentleman of great note
for learning throughout the learned world for the accurate
pieces he had written." Milton was now leading a quiet life

in London; in consequence of his loss of sight he employed a
reader, usually some young gentleman who thus found an
opportunity for his own intellectual improvement. Dr.
Paget now arranged that this privilege should fall to Ell-

wood's lot; to Milton's house he went each afternoon, and sit-

ting by the great man in his dining-room, read Latin works
to him. Milton took great pains to help him on with his

studies and was much pleased with his progress. But this

was abruptly broken in upon by the imprisonment of Thomas
Ellwood, he with other attenders of a Friends' meeting being
placed in Old Bridewell Jail. In the violent persecution of

this year, 1662, many Friends were confined in the various
prisons|in London. The Society of Friends had arranged that
some_of_their members should have the oversight of these

prisons; Bridewell was visited by two honest, grave, discreet '

and motherly women. The weather was cold and they came
with hot meat and smoking broth and bade all who were not
otherwise provided for to come and partake. Although the
smell of the warm, savory viands was very inviting to a
hungry man, whose breakfast had been a light one, Thomas
Ellwood after pondering the matter decided not to accept
the tempting offer, his pocket now contained but ten pence,
he had no further money at his command, but others he
thought might be worse off, and indeed the ample meal was
soon disposed of without his aid. "This was but a small
estate to enter upon an imprisonment with," he writes, "yet
was I not at all discouraged at it, nor had I a murmuring
thought. . . I knew I ought to be content and through
the grace of God I was so. I had lived by Providence before,

and I had always found the Lord a good provider." When in

the evening the porter came for orders, saying that bread,

butter, bacon, beer, cheese and eggs might be had for money,
Thomas bade him bring up a penny worth of bread, on half

of which he made dinner and supper in one meal. "So well

satisfied 1 was with it," he says, "that I could willingly

then have gone to bed if 1 had had one to go to."

On the following day the prisoners had bedding sent them
by their relatives, but Thomas Ellwood, who had no one to

provide for him, improvised a bed by gathering up rushes
from the floor, which he spread under a table, using one end
of its frame for a bolster, here, "with a quiet easy mind, he
rested and slept well." After a few days a released prisoner

left him his hammock. Before his ten-pence was quite spent

a brother of Isaac Penington called and placed twenty shil-

lings in his hand.

Although committed by no civil authority, many weeks
passed ere the prisoners were brought before the court. Then,
as they could not take the oath of allegiance, they were all

committed to Newgate and placed in the crowded common
jail, where they found many Friends. At night all, whether
Friends or felons, lodged in one room. It was round, with a
great wooden pillar in the centre, to this the prisoners fast-

ened one end of their hammocks, securing the other end to

the wall, they could find room only by placing these in three

tiers, while beneath on the floor beds were laid.

The impure and exhausted air caused illness, and often

death; indeed, in this close, foul prison of Newgate, but a few
years later, that brave young apostle of the Lord, Edward
Burrough, laid down his life, "to the unutterable grief of

very many," writes Thomas Ellwood, and the "unspeakable
loss of the church of Christ in general."

A death occurring in Newgate at the time of Ellwood's
imprisonment, the Bridewell prisoners were all ordered to

return thither, "where they would have better air." The
porter did not accompany them, but placing their bundles
on their shoulders, the Friends walked two and two to Old
Bridewell. The procession attracted notice, and they were
asked by shopkeepers and passersby who they were, and
whither bound. "We are prisoners," said they, "going from
Newgate to Bridewell." "What, without a keeper?" was the

next question. "No," they answered, "for our word, which
we have given, is our keeper." At the next session of the court

the prisoners were all discharged.

Thomas Ellwood again resumed his employment with
Milton, and it is about this time that the well-known inci-

dent occurs regarding "Paradise Lost," the great poet lend-

ing Thomas the manuscript to read at his leisure, and writing
"Paradise Regained" at his suggestion.

Several times more did our Friend see the interior of prison

walls. In 1669 he married Mary Ellis, who later became a
minister among Friends. Their home was at Hunger Hill,

in Buckinghamshire.
Of the latter part of Thomas Ellwood's life we know but

little, he was a prolific writer, his principal work being" The
Sacred History of the Old and New Testaments." He also

copied and prepared for the press the "Journal of George
Fox."
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A man of good looks, of a free and generous spirit, courteous

and affable, a gentleman, a scholar, a Christian, Thomas
Ellwood lived greatly respected by his neighbors, with doors

ever open to the poor and the sick. "I matter not what cost

I am at to do good," was a saying often on his lips.

He died after a few days' illness in his seventy-fourth year,
" If the Lord hath no more work for me to do," he said, "

1

am content and resigned to do His will. My hearty fare-

well to all my brethren. . . . My spirit is filled with

joy."
I

NEWS ITEMS.

The Visitation Committee of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting have

arranged for several pubhc meetings for worship to be held under their

oversight. There is to be one at Exeter in Berks County, on the after-

noon of the 19th inst., one at Wilkes-Barre on the evening of Twelfth

Month 8th, the day following and First-day the Committee will be in

the neighborhood of Pennsdale and on First-day evening a meeting will

be held in Williamsport.

On the evening of the 9th about 1500 Friends and others gathered

at the Arch Street Meeting-house in the capacity of a Peace Meeting.

Addresses were made by Rufus M. Jones and Leyton Richards and at

the close opportunity was offered for asking a few questions touching

on the subjects that had been under discussion. It was felt that the

meeting was one of the best that has been held in the Peace cause. A
Philadelphia daily in the issue of the 10th gave it much prominence;

doubtless many readers of The Friend read this report, but we have the

promise of a stUl fuller review of the addresses which it is our expecta-

tion to publish next week.

The North Carolina Yearly Meeting held near Woodland last week

was an occasion of great favor. We hope to have an account of it from

one of our own members, to appear in an early issue. Among Philadel-

phia Friends in attendance were Walter L. Moore and Wm. S. Yarnall

with minutes from their respective meetings, also Edgar T. Haines, Anna
Mary Woodward, Emily Haines and Elizabeth S. Harmer.

Baltimore Ybably Meeting comes later than common this year.

The opening is on Eleventh Month 17th at three p. m. It is not unusual

for some Philadelphia Friends to join in the privileges of this compara-

tively near Yearly Meeting, and we are assured from experience that

they always find a warm welcome.—[Ens.]

Extract from Letter of Anne W. Marsh.

2 Downs Park West,

Bristol, England, Eighth Month 11, 1916.

No doubt we want much clearer and more profound thinking than

we have had in the past, but in view of all that is sure fact in the present

I think one almost falls back on doing and suffering as the ultimate

tests of our religion by whatever name we call it.

Personally I find increasing rest in the inward revealings as they keep

pace with these awful outward surgings and moanings as of a great sea,

forever tossing and flinging its waves upon our national and individual

lives. To-day God can only be found and heard in the inward stillness and
if we can preserve thai we have a bulwark that will serve us in good

stead when the roaring of the sea and the tumult of the waves cast

us upon strange and unknown shores.

The war is a pinching experience for most of us and we have to help

one another. . . .

The end seems not yet in sight, and I suppose we are now in for more

air-raids as the days are shortening, and all the preparations of this

sort, which the Germans have been making these past months, will be

put on their trial to our damage and possible destruction.

Bristol, hke London, is very dark at night. It is quite wonderful

how people have put up with it, and got used to it, and also how little

advantage is taken of it by criminals, so far as any are left in the big

towns.

The problems that are already with us and which Peace will only

serve to emphasize, are extremely interesting, but almost appalling in

their greatness. I suppose men and women will arise who can handle

them; that seems fairly certain, dark as is the outlook.

The great battles now raging are making sad homes for many, and as

to who suffer most, the conscientious objector or the soldier and his

family, it is idle to try to decide nor does it very much matter. The cup

and the baptism are universal though under differing forms.

Is not housekeeping a business these days! Every thing nearly double

the price; even fruit very dear this season: one shilling a pound for rasp-

berries, nine pence for plums, apples four pence; bacon one shilhng eight

pence; eggs two pence each, and bread rising to 4 pence and 5 pence a

half quartern!"

The following is taken from a Philadelphia daily

:

Haverford, Pa.—Haverford College freshman class numbers sixty.

It is interesting to note that the standard of candidates for admission

has been raised rather than lowered by the increased numbers ; for in the

past year, with fewer candidates, about eight per cent, failed on examina-

tions for admission, while in 1916 rejections reached about twenty per

cent., and yet the freshman class is larger by thirty-three per cent, than

last year. The following schools from New York State and north Jersey

are represented: Walden High School, Great Neck High School, Stone

School, at Cornwall-on-Hudson and Carlton Academy. Five new seniors,

wiimers of annual fellowsliips from other colleges, also enrolled. Four

candidates for the master's degree began residence for the year. There

are several changes in the faculty. Dr. A. S. BoUes, for many years lec-

turer in banking, retired, but will continue to reside at the college and

bring out his publications in connection with the institution. Professor

A. G. H. Spiers, who was called to Columbia to head the collegiate French

department, is succeeded by Charles H. Livingston, A. M., graduate

of Harvard, and an alumnus of Central High School of Philadelphia.

Professor Joseph Seronde, of the University of Pennsylvania faculty,

and a graduate of Yale, will give two lecture courses in advanced French.

For the first half-year, during the absence of Professor Henry S. Pratt,

whose "Manual of Invertebrates" has just been pubhshed, the courses

in biology will be conducted by Charles H. Abbott, A. M., Arnold fel-

low in biology at Brown University for the year 1915-16, and assistant

in field zoology at the biological laboratory, at Cold Spring Harbor, L. I.

Dr. Pratt has been appointed to duties in the Belgian relief work, and

will remain abroad on leave for some months. During the summer, Dr.

Pratt was zoologist as Cold Spring Harbor.

Both sections of Lloyd Hall have been completed and are occupied

to their full capacity. Two residences for professors at the west end

of the campus are occupied for the first time by Professor Kelsey and

Professor Brown.

During the past year, the College endowment has been greatly in-

creased. Gifts during that time (not including two legacies which have

not yet been received) total S449,504, including the T. Wistar Brown

fund, previously announced; a $5,000 gift for scholarships from Isaac

T. Johnson, '81; unrestricted legacies of $10,000 from James R. Magee,

'59, and $1,000 from Albert K. Smiley, '49, and a legacy of $1,000 from

EUzabeth B. Smith, of Germantown. There has also been a legacy of

$30,000 from T. Wistar Brown to add to the library equipment. The

total par value of interest-bearing invested funds is now $2,517,482.

Ithaca, N. Y., Eleventh Month 5, 1916.

Mt Dear Friend:—

I was quite amused in seeing "The Indian and His Basket" in No.

13 of The Friend, and as there seemed to be quite a doubt as to the

writer, and even the authenticity of it, I will just say that Avis C. How-

land was the author and the poem may be found in "Rhode Island

Tales," which my sister had repubhshed some years ago. Avis had an

intimate friend of her younger life by the name of Sarah Shove, who mar-

ried and came to this coimtry and was long a member of our Quarterly

Meeting, and through her we learned the facts of every incident in that

little collection of poems—and she gave me some of her writings that

have never been in print.

The Annual Meeting of the Friends' Institute will be held at 20

South Twelfth Street on Third-day, Eleventh Month 21st, at 4.30 p. m.

William O. Easton, of the Central Y. M. C. A., and Harold M. Lane,

Secretary of the Institute, will speak. Tea served at four o'clock.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

"Open-window classes," not for weaklings, but for the normal chil-

dren of all public schools, are advocated by the Pennsylvania Society

for the Prevention of Tuberculosis in an appeal.

On the face of the returns. President Wilson has been re-elected.

Prohibition swept Michigan, South Dakota, Nebraska and Montana
and Utah elected a Governor and a Legislature absolutely pledged to

the principle that liquor has no place in a modern community, in the

recent election.

Supplemental reports filed in Washington show the Repubhcan na-

tional campaign fund totaled $2,012,535 and the Democratic national

campaign fund totaled $1,310,729, at the close of business on the 30th

ult. The accounts to date show expenditures of $1,886,569 for the Re-
pubhcans and $1,126,762 for the Democrats.

Six hundred thousand persons died last year from alcohol. Why are

we so calm in the presence of this chronic scourge," says the New York
Churchman (P. E.), "while we work ourselves up to such a desperate

pitch over war? Which is the more tolerable evil?"

The Union Pacific Railroad company filed suit in the Federal Court at

Omaha, Neb., to test the constitutionality of the 8-hour law recently

passed by Congress and known as the Adamson Act. Thomas S. Allen,

United States District Attorney and four Union Pacific trainmen, rep-

resenting the different railroad brotherhoods are made parties defendant.

The post-oflSce department is prepared to accept a proposal submitted
by Count Bernstoff, the German Embassador, that mails between this

country and Germany be transported in merchant submarines. An-
nouncement to this effect was made at Washington last week by Otto
Praeger, second Assistant Postmaster-general. The proposal is that not

more than 300 pounds of first-class letter mail be carried by each German
merchant submarine leaving an American port at the regular steamline

rate.

Under the auspices of the National Committee on Prisons, Thomas
Mott Osborne is to visit every State in the country to preach prison re-

form and especially to expound self-goverrunent as he worked it out as

warden of New York's Sing Sing prison. He expects to devote the winter

to this work, and the plan is to form organizations in each State to push
prison reform.

The recent annual meeting of the American Board in Toledo, O.,

brought out the fact that the financial support of mission work has not
failed in this time of international disturbance. The e.xpenses of the year
were some $98,000 more than last year, due mainly to the increased

cost of hving and the fact that more missionaries were home on furlough

and yet there was a balance of $917 on the right side.

St. Louis boasts a special hbrary accessory almost unknown elsewhere

—a pubhc writing-room, whose free service includes pens, ink, and let-

terheads, while, for a reasonable fee, other valuable public services are

rendered. Its custodian is a public stenographer and notary pubhc,

ready to serve all comers. Special assistance in research work, copying,

compiling, the preparation of manuscript for pubhcation and similar

services may be obtained.

Foreign.—Norway has been taking a great slice of the carrying trade

of the nations since British shipping has been subject to sudden calls

from the Government. The present advantage of her merchant marine
looks good to Norway, and her people are buying all the vessels American
shipyards wiU sell. Into such a situation has entered the disturbing fact

that German submarines are ruthlessly destroying Norwegian vessels.

NOTICES.

The true story of Fierce Feathers, printed late in the past Eighth Month,
in our columns, is now to be had in leaflet form for distribution at Peace
Headquarters, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

Teachers' Retirement Fund.—The Committee now maldng the

campaign for this fund has continued to receive a cordial reception from
those whom its members have so far visited. Up to the 14th inst. out
of the total of $125,000 desired to make up the principal of the Fund,
$46,527 has been already paid in or pledged, with a reasonable hope of

some $15,000 more, not yet definitely promised, however.

Westto\\'n may obtain meals at the School, and a limited number may
be accommodated over night, if notice is given several days in advance.

A charge of 40 cents will be made for meals and 50 cents for lodging.

Tickets should be obtained at the office on arrival.

E. Dean Stanton,

Business Manager.

The Western District Monthly Meeting is now held at 7 o'clock in

the evening, supper is served at 6 o'clock and a cordial invitation ex-

tended to all their members. Friends are reminded that the mid-week

meetings are held at 12 o'clock, noon, except at the time of the Monthly
Meetings.

Wm. S. Yahnall.

Under recent date Grace A. Blair ^Tites: "I have received the follow-

ing, dated Ninth Month 21, 1916, from Headley Brothers, London, Eng-
land."

—

"We have obtained a special license from the Postal Censor enabhng
us to send The Friend to neutral countries, and we have been despatching

the pubhcation in accordance with the terms of this permit for some weeks

past. We have, we regret to say, had other complaints from subscribers

in neutral countries as to the non-delivery of The Friend and we are at

present time in communication with the authorities on the subject.

We trust you may eventually receive the back numbers which are miss-

ing, but of course it is the Censor's Department which is responsible

for delivery. We hope to write you again when we get some satisfactory

reply from the Censor, and in the meantime we hope you will be so good

as to convey this ex-planation to your subscribers."

[At the present writing. Eleventh Month 10th, our copy of The Friend

(London) is still withheld.

—

^Eds.1

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—The
following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

—

Colhns—Book of Stars. "

Dewey—Democracy and Education.

Essen—Short History of Belgium.

Field—Dweller in the Innermost.

Kilbourne—Chronicles of the White Moimtains.

M 'Cabe—Soul of Europe.

Thomson—Drink and Be Sober.

Van Dyke—The Mountain.

Worcester—Issues of Life.

Yocum—Culture, Disciphne and Democracy.

Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

Westtown—Entertainment op Guests at the School.—The
Farm House having been closed for the winter, friends and patrons of

Meetings from Eleventh Month 19th to 25th:^
Western Quarterly Meetmg, at Westgrove, SLxth-day, Eleventh Month

24th, at 10 A. M.

Muncy Monthly Meeting, at Greenwood, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month
22nd, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 22nd, at 7.45 p. m.

Germantown, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 22nd, at 8 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month
23rd, at 10.30 a. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 23rd, at 7.30 p. m.

Married.—^At Friends' Meeting-house, Poplar Ridge, N. Y., Tenth
Month 25, 1916, Henry Brown Leeds, of Tunesassa, N. Y., son of the

late Charles and Susanna R. Leeds, and Eliza Foster, of Sherwood,

Cayuga Co., N. Y., daughter of the late Edward H. and Emma W. Foster.

Died.—At the home of his son, Ohver Rosdale, Tenth Month 23,

1916, SiGBORN T. Rosdale, in his ninety-third year; a member and many
years an Elder of Stavanger Monthly Meetmg of Friends, near LeGrand,

Iowa.

, at his home near Ivor, Va., Fourth Month 17, 1914, Mills E.

Raifoed, aged sixty-two years, six months and six days; a Minister of

Corinth Monthly Meeting, Virginia.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Wabiut Street, Phila., Pa.
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Eternal and most glorious God, suffer me not so to under-

value myself as to give away my soul, Thy soul. Thy dear and
precious soul, for nothing; and all the world is nothing, if the

soul must be given for it. Preserve therefore, my soul, O
Lord, because it belongs to Thee, and preserve my body be-

cause it belongs to my soul. Thou alone dost steer my boat

through all its voyage, but hast a more especial care of it,

when it comes to a narrow current, or to a dangerous fall of

waters. Thou hast a care of the preservation of my body in

all the ways of my life; but in the straits of death, open Thy
eyes wider, and enlarge Thy Providence towards me so far

that no illness or agony may shake and benumb the soul. Do
Thou so make my bed in all my sickness that, being used to

Thy hand, I may be content with any bed of Thy making.

Amen.

—

Prayer of ]ohn Donne (1573-1631).

REASON AND THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.

The richest verses in Paul's message to the church at Cor-

inth are probably found in the thirteenth chapter of the First

Epistle. He names, as we all know, three great and essen-

tial characteristics of the Christian life, and tells us that after

all else has been reckoned with, after other virtues have been

considered and proclaimed to be excellent of their kind and

various gifts and powers have been enumerated, the message

still rings clear and " now abideth these three." Other virtues

and other attainments are not decried, they are recognized

as holding a position of importance; but none of them, nor

all of them together, attain unto the standard of the three,

and of these one notably overtops the other two.

Paul with the scholarship of a rabbi, says nothing in this

catalogue about the place of reason or of intellect, and were

we inclined to draw hasty inferences from faulty premises

we might conclude that in his plan of a Christian life there

was to be no place for reason. He definitely calls attention

to some twenty or more gifts or virtues and enlarges to some

extent on some of them, but the letter closes without a direct

reference to the part that reason and intellect are to play.

The Church at Corinth had been established during a

sojourn there of a year or more by the apostle, included in

his co-called second missionary journey. The yearsjhat had

intervened between the establishing of the church and the

writing of the Epistle had witnessed marked changes with the

little band of Christians there. The location of the city on

the isthmus that joins the north with the south portion of

Greece made it great commercially and it was not unnatural

that the qualities that marked the life of the first converts,

drawn together into a church through the instrumentality

of Paul's zeal, should in hfs absence have lost some of the

original beauty and that certain weaknesses should have

sprung up, which if not called by appropriate names, are

certainly made very evident from the language used in the

Epistle. Among the sins of Corinth were those associated

with laxness in morals. We read that by members of the

household of Chloe, Paul learned while at Ephesus of the

spread of immorality and dissension among the Corinthian

Christians, and it is well for us as we ponder the lessons of

the Epistle to have the historical setting.

We have heard from our youth up that the Christian life

is the result of a series of experiences, is a growth, very aptly

likened to the expanding into life of a grain of corn, and is

not something that has been produced out of a system of

truth that has been thought out and planned for us. In brief,

we have been taught that it is something apart from reason

and above it.

Now thus far this is well and right, but there are certain

counter considerations that we do wrong to neglect in this

connection, and 1 think they will harmonize with this thought,

that Paul was stirring up a people who were given over to

many gross sins, and who had exalted ignoble traits to the

place of the noblest qualities God has implanted in the heart

of man.

Some one has called the picture of the Christian virtues

as given by Paul in the thirteenth chapter of First Corin-

thians, "The New Testament portrayal of the millennium."

If we turn back over the span of eight centuries we shall find

that the picture Isaiah gives us of that day for which all

other days were made is summed up in this: It shall be a

day when the powers of darkness shall be suppressed, when

violence and destruction shall be no more and when concord

and brotherly kindness shall prevail, "and a little child shall

lead them."

It is the continual and reiterated lesson taught by Christ

that the child nature is the symbol of adoption into the

Father's household.

Christianity is above reason. Intellect never has and never

can satisfy the implanted longing of man's soul after God's

richest gifts.

Argument did not create Christianity, and though argu-

ment has often assailed it and marred it in individual lives,

yet despite argument it still lives on and grows in stature.

The popular evangelists of the day play upon this fact almost

to the disgust of many who accept it, but they have the truth

with them. Reason and intellect never can save a soul, there
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is something they cannot furnish, and Paul, exalted this

something to a place above reason, but in doing this he did

not decry reason.

We lower the dignity of faith as a gift of God if we allow

ourselves to picture it as a blind and groping trust. We fail

in our knowledge of child-life if we do not recognize that a

child, though incapable of sustaining a complete argument,

is rarely at his best except when he is propounding his whys

to his elders. "Unless ye become as this little child" was

our Lord's declaration when He set forth the terms for ad-

mission into His Father's kingdom.

Is there anything blind and purposeless in the trust of

a little child? Who is quicker to read treachery and deceit

than he? Who is harder to win back again to a full measure

of the old confidence if that confidence has been once brok-

en? A child's faith, it would seem, is a very rational faith.

He has a reason for believing his parents and out of this grows

his trust in them. Faith and reason are not divorced in the

child and they must not be divorced as he leaves childhood

behind him. As he grows in mental grasp, his desire to un-

derstand grows also. He has accepted much of his knowledge

on faith and he holds much of it on faith and his active mind

strives to reconcile his holdings with reason. It is natural

for him to do so and he acts out of harmony with his nature

if he strives against it.

There are "deep things of God" that we may not under-

stand as we would wish to; they may be opened in great

clearness to others whom we esteem less gifted than our-

selves; but because they remain still a mystery to us need

not argue against a desire on our part to understand them.

There are truths of God's teaching applicable to our condi-

tion to-morrow which He does not make clear to us to-day.

The fact that we trust Him to use His own time for our en-

lightenment does not dull our expectation of knowing the

truth in His time.

Nature cannot be outraged except it be to the loss of those

who have been the victims of this folly. Religions have seemed

to flourish, but have brought little fruit to perfection be-

cause they have violated nature's supreme law. Our intel-

lects, sensibilities and wills are but different expressions of

the one self and while we must recognize that religion ad-

dresses the heart more than the head, yet it dwarfs us if we
relegate the whole of what we call our religious life to the

world of sentiment and feeling. We know that there have

been sad wrecks where curious reason has been made to pry

into the secrets of God, do we also know that a blind faith

has supplanted a reasonable faith and led whole nations into

a fanaticism that is very far from the simple Gospel of

Christ?

It is true that our Lord's teaching was more than once

declared to be foolishness and a stumbling-block, but it

was also declared to be "the power of God unto salvation."

It was His plan for man's redemption. It was not revealed

especially to those who were wise in the wisdom of the world,

but to those of strong faith in His power. None the less our

Lord's intimate companionship with His disciples showed

them to be no intellectual sluggards. They used the powers

they had in His service.

We recognize that the great truths of the Gospel can be

grasped by those who are not profound and that much so-

called theology has obstructed the way to the truth, but as

our whole bodies are to be presented to Him, as a sacrifice

alive and alert, for His service, the great gift of intellect, that

which above all others distinguishes us from the brute crea-

tion, cannot be left out.

We are childlike in our nature if we are continually active

in striving to know of the deep things of God, if our whys

and wherefores are sincere and are addressed in the same sim-

ple faith that characterized the little child.

Where in all the annals of Christian history shall we find

a man who had the mark of a reasonable faith more emphati-

cally stamped upon him than had George Fox?

It has always been the claim of Friends that we should be

ready "to give a reason concerning the hope that is in us."

So intimately blended are all the virtues and traits of a real

Christian character that it is a violence to his nature to pick

them apart. Like the stool with many legs, if we remove one

support, though many be left, the stool is liable to a complete

collapse, so He who has given us all the powers we possess

claims a full service from every part.

D. H. F.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS IN ENGLAND.

To most of those who listened to Rufus M. Jones and
Leyton Richards at the meeting at Arch Street, Eleventh
Month 9th, the facts which they presented came as a fresh

revelation of the sufferings of the English Conscientious Objec-

tors to military service.

Rufus JVI. Jones reminded us that from the very outbreak
of the war the situation for English Friends was extremely

difficult. IVIost of them, though they did not believe in war,

believed that the cause which England had espoused was a
just cause. A number—for the most part those who were
only nominally Friends—joined the army. But most of the

Friends threw themselves heartily into the work of service

for those who were afflicted because of the war. Scores of

young men offered themselves for work even in the most
perilous non-combatant services.

With the passage of the Conscription Act came a much
more serious crisis. In this Act there was included a reason-

ably adequate exemption clause that would relieve conscien-

tious Friends from military service as combatants, and as a

result most Friends have been assigned by the military au-

thorities to ambulance or hospital service or other relief

activities.

A considerable number of the young men, however, were
unwilling to take advantage of this exemption. They refused

any privilege that was extended to them as Friends, which
was not equally extended to all conscientious objectors. They
insisted that they should be treated not as Quakers but as

men, and that they should have liberty of conscience, not

because they were members of a certain religious society,

but because liberty of conscience is the precious privilege

of English manhood.

Of the conscientious objectors of this sort—men who have
refused to accept any service that is laid upon them by mili-

tary authority—there are about 2500 to 3000 in England.

Some are Friends, some are men of like conviction who are

not Friends.

Such a stand means sore trials and persecutions. As these

men are considered deserters from the army, it is a criminal

offense for anyone, even their own parents, to give them any
food or shelter. Being "traitors," they are debarred from all

occupations. Most of them are in prison, and those who are

not, are in daily expectation of arrest. A short time ago thir-

ty-six of them were condemned to be shot, and were trans-

ported over to France to be so executed. But the British

Premier was induced to have their sentences commuted, and
to-day these conscientious and Christian young men are
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in English jails, classed with those guilty of forgery and man-
slaughter, serving sentences of ten years at hard labor.

The brutality of the military authorities in the treatment

of some of these conscientious objectors is too terrible to

report in detail. The men are dragged about, punched,
kicked, beaten; they are laced up in straight-jackets, put on
bread and water, prevented from sleeping, they are " crucified

"

—hung up with their outstretched arms strapped to gun-
carriage wheels until they faiiit away. One young man has

been done to death by these persecutions.

Rufus M. Jones read several extracts from letters and dia-

ries of those who were being persecuted, of which the fol-

lowing may serve as a sample:
" Four of them then set on me. One of them took hold of

me by the back of the neck, nearly choking me, shook me and
dragged me along, while the others punched and thumped
and kicked me as hard as they knew how. They banged my
head on the floor and walls and threw me into a little cell

with thick walls and a small skylight. They then told me to

get my boots off, but I would not do so, and the sergeant 1

have mentioned deliberately punched me behind the ear

and all of them set on me again and bruised me more. They
at last cleared out and slammed the door, leaving me without
boots, coat or braces, lying on the floor almost exhausted."

In concluding, Rufus Al. Jones pointed out that the kind

of spiritual strength that enables these young men to with-

stand such trials is one of the finest things that can result

from the war, and gives promise of a hitherto undreamed of

vitality and spiritual power in the future preachings of the

Gospel of the Prince of Peace.

Leyton Richards, the other speaker, is an Englishman, a

Presbyterian clergyman, who has long agreed with Friends

in opposing war. In Australia and in England he had come
into contact with many experiences such as those quoted
by Rufus M. Jones. He emphatically stated that such bru-

tality does not represent the real spirit of England, but

represents the spirit of militarism in England. The British

military government had no intention of becoming persecu-

tors. But they found an unexpectedly large number of men
who claimed exemption on account of conscience—about

25,000. The administration of the exemption clause was left

to the mihtary authorities, and they from the first realized

that any adequate exemption clause is in fact a blow at the

foundation of their own principle—compulsory and universal

military service. A conscription act in time of war, or any
kind of compulsory military training act in time of peace, is

intended to impose upon the consciences of citizens the will

of the militarists.

For some time Australia has had a Defense of the Realm
Act, making all young men liable to military training. Even
in time of peace the same kind of brutalities in minor degree

were practised upon conscientious objectors in Australia

as have recently been practised in England. It is impossible

to have both militarism and liberty.

The serious fact in the present situation is not that these

young men in England suffer, but that suffering is inflicted

upon them. For the time England appears to believe that

moral courage is wrong instead of right. This coercion of

conscience is in fact an attempt to destroy the foundations

of national character, and it is to save England, not to save

themselves, that these young men have been willing to suffer.

In the struggle they have been upheld by two sturdy bul-

warks, faith in God and faith in man. Through faith in God
they believe that God will vindicate a life of love and ser-

vice, and they therefore cannot engage in any activity dictated

by the powers that are repudiating the law of love. They are

dedicated to a true service of the nation, and are filled with
a passion to do good. They are above all believers in spir-

itual preparedness.

Through their faith in man they are upheld by the belief

that fighting is useless because the other men will no more
yield to fear than they themselves do. The more appeal is

made to brute force, the more heroism is aroused in opposi-

tion. Preparedness is therefore utterly futile as a means of

preventing war. Rather is it true that your fellow-man, or
fellow-nation, will more readily respond to the spiritual appeal
of love and service. Good will engenders good will in the long
run. Evil is impotent in the face of the irresistible might of

meekness.
Every one concedes that in modern times the only war

possible is one which is believed to be defensive. None of the
world-powers would dare to undertake a war of conquest, and
therefore none of the world-powers could be got to wage war
against an entirely undefended nation. The surest defense

against attack is to be absolutely undefended.
Richard C. Brown.

THE SECRET OF A BEAUTIFUL LIFE.

An inner life of love changes the aspect of all other lives it

touches, casting the light of its own spirit upon them. There
is a story of a young woman who was spending the day with

a party of friends in the country, rambling through the woods
and among the hills. Early in the morning she picked up a

branch of sweetbrier and put it in her bosom. She soon forgot

that it was there, but all day long, wherever she went, she

smelled the spicy fragrance, wondering whence it came. On
every woodland path she found the same odor, though no
sweetbrier was growing there. On bare fields and rocky knolls

and in deep gorges, as the party strolled about, the air seemed
laden with the sweet smell. The other members of the party

had their handfuls of all sorts of wild flowers, but the one
fragrance that filled the air for her was sweetbrier. As the

party went home on the boat, she thought, "Some one must
have a bouquet of sweetbrier," not dreaming that it was she

who had it.

Late at night, when she went to her room, there was the

handful of sweetbrier tucked away in her dress, where she had
put it in the morning and where unconsciously she had carried

it all day. "How good it would be," she said to herself, as

she closed her eyes, "if I could carry such a sweet spirit in

my breast that every one 1 met should seem lovely!"

The incident suggests the secret of a beautiful Christian

life. We cannot find sweetness on every path our feet must
press, in every place we are required to go. Sometimes we
must be among uncongenial people, people whose lives are not

gentle, who are unloving in disposition, with whom it is not

easy to live cordially in close relations. Sometimes we must
come into circumstances which do not minister to our com-
fort, in which we do not find joy, gladness, encouragement.

The only way to be sure of making all our course in life a path

of sweetness is to carry the sweetness in our own life.

It is thus that Christ would have us live. He does not

promise to lead us always through scenes of beauty, along

paths of joy; what He promises is to put the beauty and the

joy into our own lives, so that we shall have cheer and blessing

wherever we go. St. Paul said that he had learned in what-

soever state he was therein to be content. That is, he had in

himself, in his own heart, through the grace of God and the

love of Christ given to him, the resources for contentment,

and was not dependent upon his condition or his circumstances.

Some people seem so happily constituted by nature, having

such sunny spirits and such cheerful dispositions, that they

cannot help being loving and sweet. How others who are

not so gifted by nature, or who are in poor health, or have
much to try them, can keep always sweet, unafl'ected by their

condition, is the problem. But they can. The secret is to

have the love of Christ hidden in their hearts. That will

make any life sweet.—^J. R. Miller.

"Let, therefore, our chief endeavor be to meditate upon
the life of Jesus Christ. Whoso then would fully and feelingly

understand the words of Christ must endeavor to conform

his life wholly to the life of Christ. If thou knewest the whole

Bible by heart what would it profit thee without the love of

God and without grace?"
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BLINDFOLDED AND ALONE.

Blindfolded and alone I stand

With unknown thresholds on each hand;

The darkness deepens as I grope,

Afraid to fear, afraid to hope;

Yet this one thing I learn to know
Each day more surely as I go.

That doors are opened, ways are made.

Burdens are lifted or are laid.

By some great law unseen and still,

Unfathomed purpose to fulfil,

"Not as I will."

Blindfolded and alone I wait;

Loss seems too bitter, gain too late;

Too heavy burdens in the load

And too few helpers on the road;

And joy is weak and grief is strong.

And years and days so long, so long.

Yet this one thing I learn to know
Each day more surely as I go,

That I am glad the good and ill

By changeless law are ordered still,

"Not as I will."

" Not as I will; " the sound grows sweet

Each time my Ups the words repeat,

"Not as I will;" the darkness feels

More safe than Mght when this thought steals

Like whispered voice to calm and bless

All unrest and all loneliness.

"Not as I will," because the One
Who loved us first and best is gone

Before us on the road and still

For us must all His love fulfil,

"Not as we wUl."
—Helen Hunt Jackson.

THE PEACE MOVEMENT IN JAPAN.
(Concluded from page 243.)

The efTect of the war upon some Japanese Christians, who
were already thinking deeply on the subject, may be seen in

one particular young man whose public prayers and messages
in the early days of the war, committed him definitely to the

position that war itself is fundamentally opposed to the Gospel
of Christ's cross.

From the Christian point of view, the peace work of Kanzo
Uchimura, an independent Christian writer and teacher,

is worthy of recognition. Strongly influenced by Friends

from his first contact with them in Philadelphia in the early

nineties, he has continued to embody in his work many of

their principles. His committal to George Fox's type of peace

teaching cost him a hard struggle, but once made there has

been no wavering. Though a widely-read writer for one of

the popular Tokyo dailies, he gave up his position rather

than cease his opposition to the Russo-Japanese War. His

best known work has been in the publication of his "Bible
Study Magazine," which while giving little attention to con-

structive, co-operative work, does lead most of its readers

to the positive conviction that war had no place in Christ's

program for His disciples.

Ever since the formation, during the Russo-Japanese War,
of a peace group of missionaries, preparatory to the formation
of the Japan Peace Society, there has been a continuous work
among the eight hundred Protestant missionaries of Japan.
The most effective work has been the provision by the Friends'

Peace Association of Philadelphia for from two hundred to

three hundred free subscriptions to the Advocate of Peace,

monthly organ of the American Peace Society, which Joseph
Gundry Alexander once spoke of as the most ably edited

peace journal. The list of persons to receive the Advocate

of Peace, which includes some Japanese and foreign business

and professional men, has been revised annually here on the

field. It is believed that this periodical has had much to do
in keeping such a large part of the missionary body in sym-
pathetic co-operation with the organized efforts repre-

sented by the Japan Peace Society and the American Peace

Society of Japan, the latter of which deals specifically with

Japan-American questions.

The present war has brought to the point of definiteness

two positions held by missionaries in Japan, as by Christians

in other lands. The one is represented by the fact that at

least one of the English missionaries is now serving at the

front and others, especially Canadians, are saying that

they cannot continue missionary work in Japan if the war
does not come to a close. On the other hand, many mission-

aries are questioning with new seriousness whether interna-

tional war can ever be right for Christians. A few of these

have, through much heart-searching, definitely taken their

places with the Christians of the first two centuries.

This leads naturally to the latest phase of peace work in

Japan—the gathering together of three informal groups, one

of Japanese and two of missionaries, who are prayerfully

studying the whole question in the Spirit of the Fellowship

of Reconciliation.

It is too early to forecast what will be the outcome of these

groups, but the way people with the most positive peace

convictions have mingled in the spirit of real fellowship and
inquiry with others who desire to see their way clear to the

same position, indicates that foundations are being laid for

permanent groups, Japanese and missionary, groups kin-

dred to the Fellowship of Reconciliation, whatever be the

name and form assumed.
The present writer is thoroughly convinced that the move-

ment represented by the Fellowship of Reconciliation has a

vital relation to world evangelization. The note of positive

conviction, tendered by the absence of harsh judgment upon
others, and the bold adventure of faith which takes hold

upon the omnipotence of love, indicate that the Fellowship's

spirit and methods are peculiarly adapted to mission fields.

One important fact bearing upon peace work in Japan was
dwelt upon to-day in a personal conversation with an ex-

perienced Japanese Christian worker. In contrast with the

persecution which marked the first peace work in Japan,

some twenty-five years ago, this worker stated that, largely

as a result of the general peace work which has been done in

Japan, peace teaching of the most positive type will not now
give rise to bitter opposition. It would, however, be a dif-

ferent matter if Japan were engaged in a war at close range.

This worker dwelt upon the fact that Japan has made suf-

ficient progress in freedom of thought to demonstrate the

impossibility of stifling moral and spiritual movements by
pressure from above.

One of the saddest things about the European war, so far

as Japan is concerned, is the discouragement which has come
to some leading men, notably to Baron Shibusawa, the most
influential man in the Japanese business world. The Baron

has repeatedly told of his deferred hope that some light might

fall upon the possibility of applying moral principles to in-

ternational relations. Though not a Christian man, he was
hoping that the so-called Christian nations would take some
step which would make real in the life of nations the moral

principles which as a young man he had learned from the

teachings of Confucius. One of his objects in visiting America
last year was to study this question. He has not given up
hope, but it is a sad day when the wars of Christendom make
it hard for the great leaders of Japan to believe in the prac-

ticability of the Golden Rule as applied to nations. Baron
Shibusawa has said that he sees little difference between the

Western maxim, "Might makes right," and the old Chinese

saying, "The flesh of the weak is the food of the strong."

Tokyo, Ninth Month, 1916.

" Be content with doing with calmness the little which de-

pends upon yourself, and let all else be to you as though it

were not."
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[The death of Caroline P. Cowperthwaite on Seventh Month 17, 1916,

noted in The Friend for Eighth Month 3, reminded many who will

read what follows of her message of Gospel love to the Men's Yearly

Meeting at Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, two years ago.

It was near the close of the week's sessions, that with the full unity

of both the meetings she came into Men's Meeting, and a hush that was
profountl and reverent setthng upon us. .she rose with the three words,

"Let God Work." It would not be possible after this lapse of time to

review the burden of her message; but the effect upon many was that

of thankfulness that she had been true to her call, and that a message

of help and of cheer had come through her from our common Master.

The meeting was refreshed.

The following brief paper has evidently been written with this inci-

dent in mind.

—

Eds.]

"LET GOD WORK."
Bequests of deceased ones have often comforted many

and relieved necessities.

An iniieritance is often awaited and fondly expected, and
yet these all have many times proven disappointing, through
misuse or failure to really satisfy.

"Silver and gold have 1 none; but such as I have give 1

thee; In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and
walk. And he took him by the right hand, and lifted him
up; and immediately his feet and ankle bones received strength.

And he, leaping up, stood, and walked, and entered with
them into the temple, walking, and leaping and praising God."

Such gave the Apostles to the world, commissioned of the
Lord, and again and again have His followers offered the

same enduring riches unto those to whom He sends them.
" Let God work." Not first nor last, nor least has the above

been left to us by one who has been quietly and quickly
gathered away from us, free, innocent, peaceable, loved, who
being dead yet speaketh.

"Commit thy way unto the Lord, trust also in Him and
He will bring it to pass."

Beautiful are the lives of dedicated ones, precious is their

companionship and we would keep them with us, we expected
them to live, we needed them; and yet again and again are
we called to yield them up, they are gathered as out of our
embrace.

" Keep the star in sight, lads," was the dying legacy of a
sea captain to his sailors, the Star of Bethlehem, and fruit-

ful it was to them.
"Let God work;" what more could be done? "1 will

show thee my faith by my works." God working in us both
to will and to do of His good pleasure.

"For poverty and self-renunciation

The Father yieldeth back an thousand fold.

In the calm stillness of regeneration

Cometh a joy they never knew of old."

She who touched Him experienced His healing power and
still it is so, and such as these verily seem to impart, too, some-
what of the same virtue. The human would be active but
the spirit so needs to sit at His feet to learn.

Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of His saints,

and precious in our sight. They beckon to us, "Follow me as

1 have followed Christ."

"As for me 1 am safe, thou art still in the flesh, look well
to thy ways."

Let God work in us. " Prepare ye the way of the Lord,
make straight in the desert a highway for our God." "In
quietness and in confidence, shall be your strength, in resting

and in returning shall ye be saved."
" In your patience possess ye your souls."

"When a man's ways please the Lord he maketh even his

enemies to be at peace with him." How comforting, not so

much that the enemies shall be at peace, but in various ways
God knoweth those who seek to please Him. "Great peace
have they who love Thy law, and nothing shall offend them."

" Let God work," and when He truly is allowed to work in

the soul of His creature man, He makes full and clean work
of it.

Then how imperatively does the soul feel the need of His
keeping power.
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is

stayed on Thee because he trustest in Thee."
" Let God work. Farewell, dear sister. Blessed we feel

who knew her, praising God who took her, and believing

that throng is again increased, and the melodious anthem
swelled by those who only can fully sing His praises, the
praises of the redeemed ones. Brothers and sisters, let us for-

get, not the things we have heard, let us remember the in-

heritance which a loved sister has left, and which she wit-
nessed in herself."

" Let God Work." C. C.
MiDDLETON, Ohio, Tenth Month 1, 1916.

DR. BENJAMIN F. TRUEBLOOD.
" Down the happy future runs a flood

Of prophesying light;

It shows an Earth no longer stained with blood.

Blossom and fruit where now we see the bud
Of Brotherhood and Right."

Benjamin F. Trueblood has left us—dying Tenth Month
26th, almost sixty-nine years old—at a time when "the bud
of brotherhood" seemed terribly nipped with frost and when
"the prophesying light" was burning at its dimmest. But he
always lived and worked with a large faith in the infinite power
and love of God and even in these days of winter's frost and
darkness he did not lose hope in the happier future for the race.

He has for a full generation been one of the most impressive

figures of our Society, well known within our Quaker circles

for his large contribution to its educational work, its public

causes and its deeper life, and very widely known outside our
fold for his large and constructive advocacy of peace and
arbitration and higher ideals in international relationships.

He was born at Salem, Indiana, of excellent Quaker stock,

in 1847 and was educated in the institutions of the Society,

graduating from Earlham College in 1869. For twenty-one
years he was among the forefront leaders of the educational

work of Friends in the middle west. He was successively

principal of Raisin Valley Seminary in Michigan; professor of

English Literature and governor at Earlham College, professor

of Greek and Latin in Penn College and one of its founders;

president of Wilmington College and finally president of Penn
College, which position he vacated to devote his entire time
to the promotion of international arbitration.

After attending the Second International Peace Congress,

held in London in the summer of 1890, he went to the conti-

nent and thoroughly learned the French language, without the

acquisition of which he could not have carried on his inter-

national work effectively. When he was chosen to be Sec-

retary of the American Peace Society in 1892 he was admirably
equipped for the position. This Society had been founded
in 1828 by the distinguished philanthropist, William Ladd.
It had already had an honorable career, though it had not

yet made its influence powerfully felt on the national life.

Dr. Trueblood threw himself with great energy into the task

of carrying the ideals of this Society into a vastly larger group.

He was determined that its candle should not be hid but
should light the whole country.

During the twenty-three eventful years of his service to the

work of this Society the membership increased from a meagre
three or four hundred to eight thousand and the circulation

of the Advocate of Peace, which he edited, expanded from fifteen

hundred to eleven thousand. But these figures do not begin

to show the real increase of candle-power which came to the

Peace Society during these years. In 191 1 it moved its head-

quarters from Boston to Washington where it was able to

exert a far greater influence upon the practical policies of the

country. During these same years Dr. Trueblood had a large

sphere of influence in the International Peace Congresses, the

Lake Mohonk Conferences on Arbitration, the first Inter-

national Conference at The Hague, and in a multitude of less

noted movements and organizations for the promotion of the
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main cause to which his hfe was devoted. He was all the
time using his pen effectively, contributing to magazines and
periodicals, producing pamphlets and writing a valuable book
on The Federation of the IVorld. A great many opportunities

came to him to give his message to large audiences in this and
in other countries and he was strikingly effective as a speaker.

He was a man of splendid physical build and proportions,

his mind was well developed, he was a clear and forceful

thinker and withal he was a deeply religious man, with a first-

hand experience of the vital realities of the religious life. He
was recorded a minister in his early life and throughout his

extensive public career he continued to be a strong and telling

exponent of the Gospel, with a warm and intimate appreciation

of its transforming power. He has done his work well and
valiantly. He has served his generation faithfully and he
has gone trustfully and without fear to enter the larger life,

where the bud triumphantly blossoms into full flower.

RuFus M. Jones.
I ^

PREPAREDNESS AND THE HOME.

ABTHTJB CAPPER, GOVEKNOB OF KANSAS

We have been hearing a great deal about preparedness for

war. It is my opinion that our greatest and most important
defense against every ill in America is the American home.

This is the age of conservation. But a conservation policy

that does not conserve, nor promote, nor foster, nor protect

the health, thrift and happiness of the American home—the
source of all our strength and vigor as a nation—is an un-
speakable sham. We need this kind of a defense far more
than we shall ever need a larger army or a bigger navy.
Militarism is in fact an enemy of the home as well as a griev-

ous burden for any land to carry.

When we read of the millions of men in the trenches in

Europe, it seems to us as if the world had taken up arms.
Yet, under one flag, we have a larger, a more potent, a more
powerful army in the United States in the twenty-two mil-
lion children in American schools.

When the warring hosts of Europe shall have vanished or
laid down their arms, this huge American army of young
citizens of the United States will be waxing stronger and
stronger.

What are we doing to mobilize them along the line of in-

dependent, self-supporting, high-quality citizenship?

Here is the most potent force of modern times, the America
of the near future. Here is the truly great and important pre-

paredness problem, beside which all other preparedness pro-
grams sink into insignificance.

It is for us to mold and train this vast army of boys and
girls, to have them fit into a useful, purposeful, wholesome
life, contributing strength to their communities, to the na-
tion and to their own well-being; or to so ineffectively pre-

pare them that they will find with difficulty, if at all, the place
in the rank and file best suited to their powers, and therefore

the post of their greatest service to their country and the
commonwealth.
Our homes should be what they have always heretofore

aspired to be, the recruiting stations of good citizenship,

trained in family discipline, honor, thrift, patience, charity
and goodwill. These are good Americanisms. They are the
very cornerstones of all our character-building in the young,
but they are not virtues that America has any patent-right in.

This is the great responsibility that rests not alone upon
parents and teachers, but upon each and every man and woman
in the United States at this hour. We should strive to realize

it, and realizing it, strive to meet it courageously, enthusi-
astically and effectively.

We are coming face to face with much the same world-old
problems which have wrecked empires, vanquished nations,

erased peoples. I am not pessimistic about it, only deeply
concerned and wishing every American to realize to the ut-

most the almost staggering responsibility that rests upon
him, whether he thinks it does or not.

As a people we are too generally intelligent, too generally

forward-looking and enterprising, it seems to me, to fail

in this great, big, fundamental purpose of life-home-mak-
ing, nation-building.

No nation can be better, can rise higher than its homes.
The American home is the very foundation of the progress

or failure of the American nation.

Arthur Capper.
ToPEKA, Kansas.

WHY MEXICANS HATE AMERICANS.

Seventy years ago Mexico and the United States were ap-

proximately the same size. In the conflict that began at

that time between the two nations, one-half of Mexico's
domain was wrested from her and added to the United States,

giving the latter country three times the area of the former.

That conquest helped to make the United States predominant
in North America and settled Mexico's destiny to be that of

a second or third-rate power.
An examination of the circumstances shows that, while

Mexico was not without blame, the United States was the
chief sinner. Magnify Mexican incompetence as you like, call

it "manifest destiny" if you will, the fact remains that the

United States drove an exceedingly hard bargain because she

was in a position to do so.

The trouble over Texas was the beginning of the hatred of

the Mexican for the American. Before that time the ties of

mutual sympathy were strong between the two countries.

So here we have reason No. i why Mexicans hate Americans:
Fear of their strength and suspicion of their designs. This
fear and suspicion extend to Central and South American
States, though in the latter region European press agents are

partly responsible for such feeling.

But we find other reasons. The language of Mexico is

Spanish, that of the United States, English; the religion of

Mexico for the most part is Catholic, in the United States

Protestant ideals predominate; United States, until recently,

has been preoccupied in her own development and Mexico is

very much occupied with home affairs even yet. American
manufactories, though extensive, supplied little beyond the

home market, and Mexico's needs, though great, have their

supply, to the extent of her ability to pay, from Europe.

Mexico has not evolved or developed a type and some question

whether or no there is an American type; be that as it may,
Mexican immigrants have come largely from South Europe,

while the population of the United States has come from
northern Europe, thus representing fundamental differences in

beliefs, ideals and character. Furthermore, the descendants

of the aborigines far out-number the descendants of immigrant
stock in Mexico, which is not the case in the United States.

One often hears in Mexico the boast that their policy has

been to uplift and free the native, while the policy of the

United States has been one of extermination. Though the

development of the railways in the United States, after she

had completed the Union Pacific in 1869, was very rapid, yet

she had no roads extending into Mexican territory until many
years later. All of these things—difference of language, of

race, of religion and of ideals, which, with preoccupation in

home affairs, hindered intercourse between the two countries—

•

account for the misunderstanding which may be given as the

second reason why Mexicans hate Americans.
Briefly, then, we have the conditions which in the past have

hindered intercourse between the two countries, but a glance

will show that what were serious hindrances in the past, as,

e. g., "preoccupation at home," can no longer be so considered.

On the contrary, the amassing of capital and organization of

industries, together with the rise in values, demand for foreign

products and development of transportation facilities, are

encouraging expansion into virgin fields. The "dead weight

of illiteracy" and low moral standard of Mexico, producing

vicious government, have retarded development and made of

that nation one of those virgin fields for expansion and at the
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very door of its powerful neighbor. That expansion had be-

gun before the breaking out of the Madero revolution in

Mexico when approximately 45,000 Americans were reported

in that country with considerable hold upon its commerce and
industries.

History tells us that there can be but one result from the

impact of an intelligent, rich and powerful people upon a

weaker group, especially if the latter occupy territory of great

natural resources. So the American expansion into Mexico
has caused more and more friction and the end is not yet.

Mexican students, who, by the way, are more influential in

their own land than American students in theirs, have, on the

slightest provocation, paraded the streets, crying " Death to

the Americans (or Gringoes)." Mexican newspapers have
talked of "Commercial intervention," of "Peaceful occupa-
tion" and other worse designs of the "Northern Invaders,"

whom they designate as buzzards and wolves. The Americans,
especially those representing the powerful corporations, such

as Standard Oil and the Guggenheim mining interests, are

accused of financing and otherwise promoting certain revolu-

tions to gain coveted concessions; they are charged with being

incapable of sympathizing with the Mexicans in their struggle

for economic freedom and are qualified as, upon the whole,

undesirable on account of their arrogance, lack of manners and
questionable motives. These accusations could be applied

as well, and sometimes are, to the other foreigners and to

wealthy natives, but there is a tendency to distinguish between
Americans and Europeans in the belief that the former are,

with few exceptions, enemies of the commonwealth. The
Mexicans, in a word, want to develop their own country, how-
ever slowly that may be, and though they welcome foreign

capital, it cannot be said to be with enthusiasm, nor can it

be denied that the preference is for English, French, German
or Japanese capital rather than American.

In this commercial expansion, then, we see another source

of hatred for the Americans and the aversion for American
capital reveals the real source of the hatred to be jealousy,

though the element of fear is not lacking.

Summarizing, we find that military conquest, racial dif-

ferences and commercial exploitation on the part of the United
States have given rise to fear, misunderstanding, suspicion

and jealousy on Mexico's part. Other causes might be added
and the ones given might be developed in greater detail,

should the scope of this paper permit, but the writer is con-

fident that most of the explanations as to why the Americans
are "in bad" with the Mexicans, if analyzed, would classify

themselves under the causes given above.

Just here comes the temptation to discourse upon duties of

governments, though that is beyond the limits of our subject.

One cannot forbear, however, a word on the opportunity that

presents itself to promote better relations between the two
peoples.

Circumstances seem to have conspired to spoil the friendly

relations between the two neighboring peoples until the sus-

picion and hatred of the Mexican have passed all bounds of

reason, until even legitimate American enterprises are not

safe, yet there are areas where this feeling has been modified

to a remarkable degree and almost without exception these

are the areas influenced most by Protestant missions.

The miner, the merchant, the oil magnate, fibre grower or

rancher all exploit the country without satisfactory recom-
pense. The American hobo and even the tourist are sources

of irritation, while the missions alone labor for the good of the

native without hope of reward. For the irritation from the

political, social and economic sources the real counter-irritant

is the Protestant mission which, if supported with one-third

the funds and one-tenth the men used by the army and navy
departments to "promote a proper understanding," could, in

fifty years, make our southern border as peaceful as is our
Canadian frontier.

—

Clyde Roberts, in The American Friend.

Central City, Neb.

EVENTIDE.

The deepening shades of Eventide

^Across our pathway fall;

Once more we come to Thy dear feet,

O Jesus! Lord of all!

Through the long day our weary hearts

Have throbbed for Thy sweet rest,

Oh, guide us, Saviour, to Thy light

And soothe our souls distressed!

All day the noisy world has called,

And claimed us as her own;

AU day, through hours of ceaseless toil,

Peace seemed forever flown:

But now, when chimes Thy vesper bell.

We cast our cares away
And hasten to Thy welcoming love,

And, kneeling, hiimbly pray.

O Jesiis! guard our souls this night,

From danger and from ill.

And bring us to the light of morn
Rejoicing in Thee still;

And when Lite's lessons all are learned,

And all our labor past,

Bring us, dear Saviour, to Thy rest

In Paradise—at last!

—Katharine A. Mathew.

"Gop hath no unwilling servant."

A FRIEND'S FUNERAL.

[The following has been sent us for insertion. We believe the ejjperience

outUned has been repeated times without number and that it will con-

tinue in the future, as we are enabled to remain true to the fundamental

idea of worship and communion as held and practised by Friends.

—

Eds.]

I attended the funeral of a Friend, a stranger, and wish 1

had words to tell of my impressions. The Quaker church is a

very old two-story building, with the meeting-room upstairs.

There are ten rows of benches in the center section and seven

on each side, with a long bench across the platform in front

for the older people. The entire west side of the room is a

yellow glass window. The church is on a busy street, but the

harsh sounds that came into the solemn quiet of the room as we
waited for the funeral party were strangely far away. The
silence was scarcely broken as the funeral party entered.

1 cannot describe the service or the atmosphere of that little

room. My heart had that intangible swollen feeling, and my
throat ached as I sat through that thanksgiving meeting, for

such it was. There was nothing to regret; he had lived long,

and, they said, well. They called him their father, lovingly

spoke of him as one who had been their counsellor and guide.

A gray-haired man who had sat beside him at the head of the

meeting for thirty-four years paid him a high tribute. He said

that during all those years they had not once made an agree-

ment as to which should preach the sermon. Sometimes one

and sometimes the other received the message. There had
been times when neither felt called to speak, so they held their

peace, and the whole meeting was silent, unless some one else

was moved by the Spirit. . . .

The sun was low in the west, and the mellow light which
poured into the room seemed softest around the casket as it

was opened and we walked past. 1 cannot describe my feel-

ings as 1 gazed on his face for the first and the last time.

Such gentleness and refinement ! 1 have never seen another

face like his. ... 1 could realize why they had given

thanks for him, and why they said he was not dead. 1 can-

not find words to express the effect it had on me. It was like

a beautiful picture from first to last. It was not sad any more
than some wonderful scene which brings tears to the eyes, or

music which brings a lump in the throat. It left the impres-

sion of something great and beautiful and unspeakable.

"All rising to great place is by a winding stair."
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PRAYER.

When prayer delights thee least, then learn to say,

"Soul, now is the greatest need that thou shouldst pray."

Crooked and warped I am and I would fain

Straighten mj'self by Thy right line again.

Say! what is prayer? When is it prayer, indeed.

The mighty utterance of a mighty deed?

The man is praying who doth press with might

Out of his darkness into God's own light.

The greenest leaf, divided from its stem.

To speedy withering doth itself condemn.

The largest river, from its fountain-head

Cut off, leaves soon a parched and dusty bed.

All things that Mve from God their sustenance wait;

The suri and moon are beggars at His gate.

All skirts extended of thy mantle hold.

When angel hands from heaven are scattering gold.

THE LEGACY OF THE WAR.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

The Board of Trade Report issued last summer showed that

during the first two years of the war food had advanced 65
per cent., clothing 55 per cent., fuel and light 40 per cent.,

miscellaneous items 30 per cent., while rents averaged no
higher. This alone indicates that with the constantly in-

creasing cost of living in England, as in other countries, there

will be a tremendous readjustment of values to be faced at the

conclusion of the war. Up to the twenty-third of Seventh
Month, 1916, the indebtedness of England had increased

—

including the new loan issued just before—£2,832,000,000,
and taxation has become almost confiscatory in its character.

Not once whilst in England did 1 see a gold sovereign, as in

the days of yore, one pound notes are universally used in-

stead.

The labor and domestic service conditions will also be com-
pelled to undergo great adjustment after hostilities have
ceased. Millions of men will return to their homes, some
content to enter into their old business occupations, but others

compelled to take up new kinds of work. Millions of women
will have to be turned out of employment, or will continue

to take the places of the men. The munition workers will

cease to get the great wages that they have enjoyed. There
has been a domestic service crisis in London, thus, the re-

muneration for parlor maids, etc., has been very small, but
of later times these servants cannot be secured in many in-

stances except at £50 per year, in default of which they
will go into munition work. The Labor Trades Congress
will have many matters to consider in connection with the
millions of workers they represent. This Congress recently

passed a resolution adverse to the employment of 15,000
Chinese on steamships sailing in and out of England, and,
while this is a very small matter, it may to some extent in-

dicate the ramifications of the problems they have to confront.

The same Congress is now demanding a conscription of wealth.

They represent great masses of the poor who have lost their

only asset, their best blood, and which will suffer for many
decades in disease and in increased taxation as a result of the
war. The laboring men therefore are demanding that wealth
and property be conscripted to the same extent as are their

bodies and the meagre fruits of their toil. All these things

portend trouble.

I found a great sentiment through England in favor of

leaving that country for America as soon as may be possible

after the termination of the war. This feeling was not ob-
served among the poor, but among the well-to-do or richer

middle class people. Possibly the thought of many of these
subjects of Great Britain is expressed in the remarks made to

me by a Hollander. Said he, "
1 have just been to America,

first going to Virginia, then to Chicago, then through the
West, and then to Southern California. 1 have purchased
property in California, and am now returning home to get

my wife and boys. Europe is a bad place to live in, a few
men may any time foment trouble whereby I or my sons may
be compelled to lose our lives or be crippled in somebody
else's quarrel. Taxes are high. 1 want to get to the United
States as soon as 1 can." There is, however, another side to

the question. I one day was talking to a friend—a man of

wealth and education—when in the midst of the conversation

he pulled out his pocketbook and showed me a United States

ive dollar gold piece which he carried about with him. He
said to me: "1 would go to your country and take my family
there, only I feel that 1 cannot desert England in the coming
years when some who feel like myself must fight for the rights

of conscience and for human liberty."

All these business men representing wealth and culture are

meanwhile closely following the course of "preparedness" in

America lest they escape from their own now fully militarized

country to another doomed to soon be no better.

The brutal treatment of conscientious objectors to military

service is a terrific indictment of the spirit created by war.

It, too, will leave behind it a legacy to the detriment of Eng-
land. The writer holds in his possession too many authentic

statements respecting this question to permit of any contra-

diction. The facts are too well known to many people in

England, although by means of strict censorship of newspapers
and periodicals honest enough to tell the truth, the facts have
been largely suppressed and knowledge of conditions kept

out of America. Why should the ideals and glory of a splendid

people be changed and tainted so unmercifully by indulgence

in the passions of war?
The writer was so unhappy one day as to be suflFering from

what the old ladj' called " plumbago," when his wife sought

a drug store with the intent of purchasing that useful German
remedy called aspirin. When she asked the man behind the

counter for "aspirin" his bosom swelled as that of a pouter
pigeon, and he impressively exclaimed, "There is no such
word in the English language; we can give you something
made in England just as good." One of the first hotels I was
in when reaching London last spring had this sign close to

the entrance to its dining-room, "Germans, Austrians, Hun-
garians and Turks not served here." This trifling incident,

along with published declarations made by Conferences of

well-known Englishmen may to some little extent show the

feeling of bitterness which has taken hold of England. It

is true that most of the people do not care to hear the truth

and that some excellent English people honestly disclaim

a national hatred toward Germany, but that hatred does

exist and there are many evidences of it. This miserable fact,

terrible to Christian thought, is probably epitomized in an
article that appeared in the New York Tribune of Eighth
Month 8th, and which was subsequently quoted in the Lon-
don Post: "Probably never have Englishmen of all classes

so completely hated and loathed a foreign nation as do the

British now hate and loathe the German." The Post of Lon-
don, in commenting on the above, says that "generations

must pass before the very name of German ceases to be in

this country anything but a byword of reproach and disgust.

. . . The sentiment of heartfelt passionate detestation

for the German and all his works throbs through every fibre

of our national life."

Happily for grand old England there are a few leading men
who deprecate this condidion. Viscount Bryce when address-

ing the Congregational Union decried the spirit of hate against

the Germans and the unfortunate talk of a lasting trade war.

He said, "The precepts of Christianity coincide with those

of political wisdom," adding, "Let us avoid, let us repress
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the spirit of hatred. To indulge in revenge will be to sow the

seed of future wars. Nations cannot hate one another for-

ever, and the sooner they cease to do so, the better for all."

One of the great sources of comfort to the concerned Chris-

tian when viewing the effect of war upon the life and thought

of a people is to see how much has been done for the relief

of the unfortunate millions of victims of war. 1 was particu-

larly interested in the work of the War Victims' Relief Com-
mittee of London Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends.

They have had large corps of men and women operating in

Holland, France and Russia and the financial cost of the

administration of the funds placed at their disposal has been

less than four pence in each pound.
Many thoughtful Englishmen are wondering what the

end of all this accursed business will be. " What is it all about?"
they ask. " Will we regain our liberties? Are dark cells, irons,

imprisonments for conscience' sake not taking us back over

two hundred years? What will we do with our best men de-

stroyed? Will this 'War of liberation' leave us any liber-

ties worth fighting for?"

1 am happy to report that there was no personal discour-

tesy shown toward my wife and myself while in England and
Ireland, except a slight one on the part of a not very dis-

criminating military gentleman. This is certainly a fine thing

to say when we consider the misunderstandings and preju-

dices, even toward neutral nations, growing out of the situ-

ation. Anyhow, it was with thankful hearts that we, along

with some sixty other passengers, were lead like so many
sheep by a soldier who was at the head of our procession, out

to the pier from which we embarked on the tender that car-

ried us to the noble ship which conveyed us to our beloved

America. There is no country in the world like my native

land. Our people do not appreciate their blessings. Little

do they understand how much they have to be thankful for,

because they have not permitted themselves to be driven

into this world-wide cataclysm.

NEWS ITEMS.

A Communication has been received from Alice Edmundson, of Fair-

hope, Alabama, giving some information about that locality and the

settlement of Friends there. From this we learn that their meeting is

held in a small school-house, two miles from the town of Fairhope, and

that it is attended by about fifty members, besides a number of people

who have some connection with Friends. A larger meeting-room and

a good boarding-house are among the present needs of that community.

The natural advantages of the place include mild winters, good air,

and excellent water, besides the attractions of the bay itself.

As this is the only Friends' meeting in that part of the South, it would

appear that it might have a large field of service. Any encouragement

and assistance which Friends in the North may feel inclined to give

to those at Fairhope will be gratefully accepted, and any who feel drawn

to visit them are assured of a welcome.

Meeting-house at Harrisburg.—John J. Mullowney writes: It is

the feeling with Friends resident at Harrisburg that the time has come
when the capital of William Penn's Commonwealth shall be provided

with a modest, compact and useful meeting-house. For some years now
a few Friends have been holding meetings for worship in Harrisburg.

Sometimes they have hired a room in a business building, at one time

they rented the building of the Harrisburg Academy of Medicine, but

most of the time meetings have been held, as at present, at the home
of one Friend and then another. We believe that we could be of vastly

greater service to the community and could attract the help of new mem-
bers if we had some place, however small, which we could call "The
Friends' Meeting-house."

The writer would suggest that a beginning be made now to create

a fund which shall be used to erect at Harrisburg a Whittier House,

wherein the Friends of Harrisburg and vicinity may meet for worship

and for social intercourse and fellowship, and where, I hope, the really

"best books" could be made available for those who are desirous of self-

improvement.

Harrisburg would seem to be a most excellent place in which Friends

could demonstrate to the world that our "Peace talk" is not in

vain. The opportunity and the need of Friendly principles was never

greater, the use of whole-hearted, world-wide, Christian love was never

more fruitful than right now.

In many other places Friends are complaining that the venerable

and beloved meeting-houses are unoccupied; here, in Harrisburg, is a

place where there are Friends without a Friendly home.

The writer now proposes that a definite step be taken at once to collect

the financial means necessary for the establishment here of a small

building which could be used for a meeting-house and for small educa-

tional lectures, and for social gatherings, approved by Friends.

Elizabeth Wilson:—About six months ago the Yoimg Women's
Christian Associations of the United States of America celebrated their

Golden Jubilee. Thrd Month 3, 1866, was the date when Boston first

used the name Young Women's Christian Association. This year when

half of the 780,000 world's membership are in warring countries, when
women in all lands are carrying burdens grievous to be borne, American

members are realizing that they must advance not only nationally, but

as the largest free force for work in all lands.

During the present year affairs have not stood still in America—the

342,000 membership has grown to 300,000; the thirteen organized coun-

ties have increased to eighteen; the first summer conference of colored

students was successfully held in Atlanta, Georgia; the fifteen confer-

ences enrolled 6454; emergency forces were sent to the Mexican border

and reinforced the Young Women's Christian Association of San An-

tonio and El Paso, Texas, as well as opened a new work in Douglas,

Arizona.

New workers have been appointed to four of the five countries where

the American Foreign Department carries responsibiUties—in Turkey,

alas, members and associations are scattered, but three Armenian col-

lege graduates are in this country preparing for service when the way
opens. South America aslvs for seven new workers; the support of one is

already assumed by the newly-organized Business Women's Club of the

San Antonio, Texas, Young Women's Christian Association. Two sec-

retaries have gone at their own charges to Bombay, India, the first

Americans to follow the British president there. In China the National

Training School of Physical Education has graduated its first class. In

Japan the new Tokyo building is headquarters for an extensive work among
students, nurses, factory operators, while travelers' Aid and Emigration

Committees are at work in Tokyo, Yokohama and elsewhere.

The following letter was authorized by the "Peace Committee" at a

recent session

:

At a recent meeting of the Peace Committee of the Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting of Friends the condition of education in Mexico was considered

from the point of view of constructive peace work. It was the judgment

of the Committee that permanent friendly relations between the United

States and Mexico would be fostered if a number of well-prepared Mexican

students were admitted year by year to American colleges and universi-

ties by means of scholarsliip aid.

All educators have been interested in the results of the education of

many Chinese students through the income of the Boxer indemnity fund

returned to the Chinese by the United States Government some^years

ago, and the great Cecil Rhodes foundation also indicated the broad

international policy of its founder.

It would be hard to measure the future effect on the relations of Mexico

and the United States if hundreds of the ablest young men could look

back on the United States as their educational home. We have pre-

sented this matter to Haverford College, Pennsylvania, and its Managers,

at their meeting in Ninth Month, awarded one $400 or two $200 scholar-

ships to suitably prepared Mexican students.

The statement has been made to us on good authority that "several

of the students who finish their studies in such institutions as the Escuela

Nacional Preparatorie of Mexico have both character and preparation

to enter colleges. They are good men of about eighteen years of age with

knowledge equivalent to the average high school graduates of the United

States." Further information in regard to Mexican candidates for en-

trance into our colleges and universities may be obtained from Senor

Andres Osuna, Director General de Educacion PubUca, Mexico, D. F.

In the hope that other colleges may favorably consider the establish-

ment of scholarships for Mexican youth the matter has been referred

to the sub-committee on Govermnental Relations with the request that
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they bring the matter to the attention of presidents of •

versities throughout our country.

We would urge upon your institution the importance of constructive

work of this sort for the future welfare not only of Mexico but of our
own countrj' and ask that you consider the advisabOity of making some
provision along the hnes suggested.

Dr. Leo S. Rowe of the University of Pennsylvania, Secretary of the
American and Mexican Joint Commission now in session, can give direct

information on Mexican conditions.

Very truly yours,

John B. Garrett,

Chairman.

The foUowing is taken from the

ive a value for self-examination

Unxjsual Exajiination Questions.
Journal of Education. The questions

and may interest our readers.

—

Eds.
To show that it is possible to give a test quite out of the ordinary,

that a teacher occasionally dares to do this, I submit the examination
test recently given by Professor Miller, of Chicago University, to a class

of adult students in the department of education.

Do You? Have You? Can You?
1. Do you see anything to love in a chUd?

2. Have you sympathy with all good causes?

3. Can you look straight in the eye of an honest man or a pure woman?
4. Will a lonely dog follow you?
5. Do you beheve in lending a helping hand to weaker men?
6. Do you beheve in taking advantage of the law when you can do so?

7. Can you be high-minded and happy in drudgery?

8. Can you see as much beauty in washing dishes and hoeing corn

as in playing golf and the piano?

9. Do you know the value of time and money?
10. Are you good friends with yourself?

11. Do you see anything in life besides dollars and cents?

12. Can you see sunshine in a mud puddle?

13. Can you see beyond the stars?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
General.—It was announced last week from Harrisburg that eight

miUion trees will be available for next spring's reforesting operations from
the stock of the State nurseries. This is an increase of thirty per cent.

over last year's and is the largest number of seedUngs ever grown in the

nurseries.

Columbia annoimces a remarkable increase in em-oUment. For the

winter session the figm-es are 18,176, as compared with 15,118 for 1915.

The trustees also report many substantial gifts to the University.

The future development of Columbia University calls for a great

medical centre in New York City and vast industrial and engineering

research laboratories. This development, together with the natural

growth which the university will enjoy, wOl make necessary the addition

of at least $30,000,000 to the institution's endowment funds. It is to

this extent, says President Butler, in his annual report, that Columbia is

undercapitahzed. Commenting on the above a well-known weekly says:

"President Butler's statement that Columbia University needs $30,000,-

000 sounds pretty big. But the sum wouldn't build many battleships."

To create a medical school in America which will rank with those of

Berhn, Vienna and other cities abroad the General Education Board and
the Rockefeller Foundation have made a joint appropriation for the

founding of a Medical Department at the University of Cliicago, amount-
ing to $2,000,000, to be added to money and property already set aside

worth $9,000,000, according to an announcement, made by Dr. Abraham
Flexner, of the General Education Board. With this appropriation of

$11,000,000 it win be the most heavily endowed medical school in the

United States.

Professor Percival Lowell, of Boston, one of the world's most dis-

tinguished astronomers and who long had asserted that the planet Mars
is inhabited, died at Flagstaff, Arizona, on the 13th, in his sixty-second

year. He was a brother of President A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University.

WiUiam A. Sunday carried Boston by storm in his first three sermons.

More than 50,000 heard him, and at each of his three sermons in this

biggest of all Sunday tabernacles he preached to a bigger crowd than he

had addressed before coming to Boston.

Women students excelled men students at the University of Wisconsin
in their average standings during the past year. They averaged 84.8, as

compared with 81.4 made by the men. The college of letters and science

was first on the list of colleges with an average of 82.8, and the college of

agriculture came second with an average of 82.4.

Foreign.—Chancellor von Bethmaim-Hollweg announced at Berlin

last week that after the ending of the war Germany would co-operate in

an endeavor to find a practical means for procuring a lasting peace by
means of an international league.

NOTICES.

A meeting for Divine worship appointed by Lansdowne Monthly
Meeting of Friends, wiU be held in Paiste Hall, Llanerch, Pa., on First-

day, Twelfth Month 3, 1916, at 3 p. m. All are invited.

J. E.

An appomted meeting will be held at Woodstown, on the 26th inst.,

at 3 p. M., under the care of the ^'isitation Committee of Haddonfield

and Salem Quarterly Meeting. All are invited.

A. L. R.

Friends' Meeting at Cornell Uni\'Ersitt, Ithaca, New York.—
A meeting for all under the name of Friends and others is held at Barnes

Hall at 7.30 o'clock First-day evenings. We are encouraged by the at-

tendance of quite a number of students, Friends, and we would extend a

welcome to Friends from a distance who may feel drawn to come and
meet with us.

Edward Wood.

"Friends in Public Life," the annual address before the Friends'

Historical Society (London), delivered by President Isaac Sharpless,

which appeared in consecutive issues of The Friend last month, has been

issued in pamphlet form and may be had at Friends' Book and Tract

Association, 144 East Twentieth Street, New York City, price 10 cents.

The Young Peoples' Tea Meeting held under the Young Women's
AuxiUary, has been arranged for Seventh-day evening. First Month 13,

1917. Robert E. Speer is expecting to speak to us in the evening. We
hope all young people will plan to be thpre. Fuller notice will be given

near the time.

Meetings from Eleventh Month 26th to Twelfth Month 2nd:

—

Burhngton and Bucks Quarterly Meeting, at Burlington, Third-day,

Eleventh Month 28th, at 10.30 a. m.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Eleventh

Month 26th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Eleventh Month 27th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Eleventh Month 28th, at 9.30

A. M.

Woodbury, Third-day, Eleventh Month 28th, at 8 p. ii.

Abington, at Abington, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 29th, at 10.15

A. M.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 29th, at

10 A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 29th, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 30th, at 10 A. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Eleventh Month 30th, at 7.45 p. m.

Married.—At Germantown Friends' Meeting, Philadelphia, Tenth

Month 14, 1916, Howard West Elkinton, son of Joseph and Sarah W.
El kinton, and Katharine Wistar Mason, daughter of Samuel and
Katharine E. Mason.

Died.—In Lebanon, Pa., Eighth Month 20, 1916, Wm. G. Cope, in

his forty-third year, son of the late Benjamin G. Cope and Ruth G. Cope
Moore; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, on the twelfth of Tenth Month, 1916, Saeah Worthington,
daughter of the late Henry W. and Elizabeth Worthington, in her seventy-

second year; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia for the Western District.

, at his home in Moylan, Peimsylvania, Eleventh Month 7, 1916,

Abram Stratton, aged fifty-nine years; a member of the Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends of Philadelphia.
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY.

A friend has said to me, "I am a Christian because I be-

lieve in God, the Father, and in the efficacy of the atonement

for sin through His Son." He goes on and says, "
I am a

Friend in my denominational relations because I feel the

Friends' conception of a militant church, practically worked

out, is nearer the plan of the Apostolic Church than anything

else that history records or that my own understanding can

picture, and further, I believe that the Friendly concept of

religion is the true one."

My friend did not stop here, but had he done so, would

he have been justified in so doing? To him the Christian doc-

trines and testimonies held by Friends are very precious. He
feels that they differentiate him in certain respects from many
of his Christian friends, and set a standard for him which he

is not at liberty to evade. Of these friends probably all are

doing work for the Master which is yielding visible fruit,

but it is work into which he has not entered; some are promul-

gating what they consider to be great Gospel truths, upon

which it would seem that his life places little emphasis; still

others, and not a few, are reaching with the message of the

Gospel, as they see it, people whose lives are dwarfed through

ignorance and clouded with sin.

Their moral standard is as true as his, their love for their

fellow-men as seen in the lives they live, as pure, and their

devotion to their standards quite as steadfast. The one is

not critical of the other, but each is critical of himself, that

his own life be according to the pattern set him. There is

nothing but love and good feeling among them all, and yet

all recognize that there are differences among them, and that

there seems to be something essentially fundamental in my
friend's standard which they do not embrace.

We do not want to give the impression that we are Chris-

tians first and then Quakers, for we claim that one embraces

the other, and that the distinctive doctrines of any religious

Society should be a natural outcome, based on the rock prin-

ciple which upholds the whole. The ancient way of giving

this expression was, " Our testimonies are a natural outgrowth

of the doctrines which we hold"; a more modern form
—"The

distinguishing views of Friends are found to be, as a matter

of history as well as of theory, corollaries which flowed nat-

urally from the main proposition."

Now there was a "main doctrine" or a "main proposition,"

which Friends re-enunciated to a worid that seemed to have

forgotten it, and about it are grouped other doctrines which

as corollaries are deducible from it.

We must be true to this fundamental truth, which more

than all else set the Friends apart from other religious So-

cieties and gave them an initial vitality that has made them
the one survivor of the scores of religious sects that took their

rise in England near the middle of the seventeenth century.

Our corporate conscience concerning war is not something

that we can scale up and down to suit certain unsettled ques-

tions that arise and call for adjustment. If we believe, as we
must, in the exceeding value of the soul of every man whom
God has created, that every man has something of God in

him, and that he and you have possibilities which none but

God can know, that to mar God's plan for the development

of each soul is to intrude the human into the field sacred to

the Divine alone, if we accept this, it behooves us to know
whither it will lead us.

We accept it in framing our method of public worship. We
claim that we have not been misled as a religious Society

in this respect, and have through many generations shown that

the simplicity of Friends' method of worship has yielded rich

returns when we have really worshipped, be they few or many,

in spirit and in truth and where man's prearrangements and

the fear of man have not interfered with the soul communion,

which is the secret of all real worship.

Where the Society of Friends has lost faith in this tenet

and has established some other form of worship, not based,

at least to the same extent, on this fundamental doctrine,

they have wandered from their standard, they have failed to

give evidence of the corporate responsibility that rests upon

them as a religious Society.

But there is another matter that presses upon us much
more urgently to-day than that of worship. Everyone knows

what it is, but probably few, if indeed any among us, know the

full extent of the claims it makes upon us. Our testimony

against war must cost us something before we can satisfy

even ourselves, if we are out and out honest with ourselves.

"I cannot," said the same Friend of mine recently, "con-

ceive of a man among us of any breadth of character, finding

himself at the end of the present war no richer in the true

attributes of manhood than he was at the beginning of it,

and all on account of the lessons the war has been teaching

him." He must be more long-suffering and tender, more

generous, more kindly-disposed, less haughty and more con-

siderate, more humble and more trustful. He must show out

in his daily life those beautiful fruits of the Spirit that Paul

names in his letter to the Galatians. In short, he must be more
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Christlike and this on account of the very thing that his own
conviction tells him is very anti-Christ, the spirit of war which

is everywhere abroad.

He can be nothing less than this if he is true to the Quaker

principle. We have made a higher profession than others and

have claimed for this inner life of peace, a freedom from all

bitterness of resentment and false ambition. The standard

is not too high. It is Christ's standard as we have read it in

His message to mankind. Our corporate conscience responds

to it in large measure in these times of quiet and settlement;

may we have the assurance within ourselves that the convic-

tion has such an anchorage that no power can prevail against

it, be the storm of opposition ever so severe.

D. H. F.
I m

THE QUAKERS AS MAKERS OF AMERICA.
[David Gregg is President of Western Theological Seminary in Pitts"

burgh, Pennsylvania, a position which he has held since 1904. From 1889

to 1904 he was pastor of Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church in

Brooklyn, New York. During this pastorate he preached on succes-

sive "Forefathers' Days" a series of sermons on the "Makers of America."

One of these "Forefather Day" sermons was on "The Quakers as

Makers of America, or Ideal CiviUzation." We behave our readers wiU

value the opportunity of reading it again.

—

^Eds.]

We are apt to think of the Quakers as a people of peculiari-

ties; they are before our mind as men and women of broad-
brimmed hats and poke bonnets, drab coats and gray dresses

—a serious people of slow movement; a demure people, who
are the victims of their own virtues. They are a peculiar

people, hut behind every Quaker peculiariiy there is a consistent

reason. The Quakers are more than an embodiment of oddi-
ties; they are an embodiment of great principles and an incarna-
tion of a grand life. Both their principles and life have entered
into the bone and sinew of our Republic, and both are still

necessary for the realization of ultimate America. The re-

production of their spirit and purpose by American citizens

will make real, by and by, our "manifest destiny." We wish
to look at this destiny as it exists in germ form in the souls

of our Quaker ancestors. There is nothing more interesting

or inspiring or profitable than the experience of those great

souls who have helped to lead the nations up the heights of

civilization and into the advances of civic life; who have led

the human race nearer to God and into genuine and abiding
liberty. The Quakers had such souls. Such souls looked
out of the clear and striking faces of George Fox and William
Penn and Elizabeth Fry. Around the lives of such heroes
and heroines the history of the world has turned on an axis.

They have helped to direct the main current of human
thought in the right direction. You call them single souls,

but they have multiplied themselves into myriad souls; they
have become a people. There is no getting away from the
true man and the true woman, from the single soul, if you
would get at the origin and history of great movements. The
tendency of scientific study in our time has perhaps led us
to undervalue the influence of great souls. History has been
believed to advance according to definite laws over which
neither human genius nor human freedom has exerted any
appreciable influence. J. Buckle explains national character
as the result of circumstances, and he claims that history
and biography are wholly different in their sphere; yet the
fact remains that persons are the ruling centres in history.

Take such personalities as Augustine and Luther and Fox
and Penn out of history and the course of history ceases to be
intelligible. Because this is so, we emphasize the names of

the great men who stand chief among the races and peoples
who form the constituents of our Republic, and we exalt their

principles, which form the bone and sinew of American man-
hood. The Quakers, when seen at their best, stand in Ameri-
can history for ideal civilization; and this civilization is their

contribution to the American Republic. As historic characters

the Quakers are a marked and influential people in the midst

of the most marked and influential types of mankind. They
have put their stamp indelibly on national and international

life. If we enter into the courts of justice we can see that they

have been there: the substitution of affirmation in place of

the oath is their work. The jails of humanity show the re-

sults of their reform; it was they who changed our prisons from
sties to sanatoriums. The dream of that beautiful prison

angel, Elizabeth Fry, is being worked out into reality in

criminal law, and the remedial element in punishment is being

pushed to the forefront in the administration of justice. They
have put their mark even on the pages of our Holy Bible and
have made it a book of greater power. They have taken some
of its grandest prophecies and statements and commands and
beatitudes; and by believing them, living them, translating

them into reigning forces in the home and in the church and in

the state, they have so made these their own that in reading the

Book we instinctively associate their names with these Scrip-

tures.

The Quakers arose in an age of dogmas and creeds and per-

secutions and reforms and religious revolutions and quarreling

ecclesiastics. They took their place among the ranks of re-

formers and were the most advanced of all. They were the

liberals and radicals of that age, they were the reformers of

the reformed, they undertook to reform Calvin and Luther
and Knox. The Episcopalians and Puritans and Presby-

terians protested against the Romanists, but the Quakers
protested against the Episcopalians and Puritans and Pres-

byterians. In the language of Milton, to them "Presbyter
was only old priest writ large." The Quakers were the

Episcopalians and Puritans and Presbyterians of the seven-

teenth century, sweetened and modified and made over with

a new and a large admixture of love. They denied all eccle-

siastical rites; they went to God directlyfor their instructions, and
worshipped before God in stillness and silence without prescrib-

ed forms. As the complement of a state without a king, they
offered mankind a church without a bishop. Their aim was
to humanize Christianity and substitute a Gospel of hope for a

Gospel of despair. Sweeping aside creeds and councils and
rituals and synods, they held that God and the individual man,
living in loving fellowship, were sufficient. They simplified

things in a wholesome way and struck for an all-round liberty.

This was Americanism before its day; this was Americanism
out-Americanized. They were a people of great moral pur-

pose. Their ideals were their inspiration, and the realization

of these ideals was their goal. They got their strength from
ideals and convictions and visions of which the senses take no
cognizance. James Freeman Clarke calls them the "English
JVlystics." If they were mystics, they were exceedingly

practical mystics. They were one of the most independent
people among all the races. They differed from all the sects

around them in that they renounced the use of all force in the

propagation of their principles. They inculcated and prac-

tised religious toleration. They have the honor of being one
of the few divisions of Christendom against which the charges

of cruelty and selfishness and love of power cannot be brought.

Their gun was a protest, their bullet a principle, and their

power the inner light. They served the church and state by
what they were. Their method of pushing their faith was
to be what they believed and then assert themselves. They
exalted the passive virtues. This was the method of Jesus

Christ. All which Jesus ever did in this world was to assert

Himself and suflFer. When violence was used against them
their principle of action was, never retaliate. Their method
of growth was by patience and perseverance and quiet suffer-

ing, and their method was effective. For example, they carried

their religion into the Massachusetts colony and planted it right

in the midst of the hard-headed Puritans. The Puritans

persecuted them, whipped them, robbed them, hung them,
but they kept right on asserting themselves and suffering

until, by their patience, they wore out the cruelty of the

Puritans and brought the Puritan scourge and scaffold into

public disgrace. The public, won over to them by their
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beautiful spirit, rose and demanded tiie cessation of persecu-

tion. Thus they purchased and established for us by their

sufferings the religious toleration which now exists in our Re-

public. They served America by patiently suffering. Their

martyrdom was like the martyrdom of the church of the

catacombs, of which history tells us in thrilling words. The
church of the catacombs was the kingdom of God in sackcloth,

working underground, along channels and galleries of rock,

to overthrow and replace the armed empires above. The
Quakers were content to be in the minority on every great

question until by self-assertion and honest argument and right

living they could win men enough to their side to make them
the majority. In the first days their ways and principles

spelled anarchy, but by the slow education of centuries, and
by the beneficial changes which they wrought, they now spell

righteousness, peace, love. You see, I am giving the bright

and beautiful side of the Quaker story: I am telling what they

contributed by way of strength and glory; i am speaking of

them as the children of light, shining with the celestial beauty
of a Christlike spirit. 1 n telling the story of the Quakers there

is only one starting-point—we must start with George Fox.

(To be concluded.)

"The hour draws near, in millions of minds the world

over the thought arises, and the fateful question is put: Was
it inevitable? Must it be thus eternally? And the answer
swells to an iron echo, awakening and sweeping the world : NO!"

SOME PEACE BOOKS.
(Concluded from page 233.)

VII.

"The Restoration of Europe," Alfred H. Fried. The Mac-
millan Company, New York.

Alfred H. Fried is an Austrian. He speaks from Switzerland

for the "German Peace Society" which he helped form twenty-
five years ago. These facts give his book an immediate appeal.

Every one is curious to know what is left for a German pacifist

to say. Nor will there be any disappointment in his position.

From his viewpoint the war confirms absolutely the teaching

of his paper, Friedens-lVarte (Watch-tower of Peace), and
above the din of conflict and the gloom of hatred he sounds a

note of hope and of progress.

As a sub-title for the book it would not be unfair to write

Dr. Fried's own expression. "Scientific Pacificism." The sub-

ject is treated in the very best German form. No detail of

analysis is omitted, no mere dogma has place. He puts the

world on the dissecting table. To him "cause and occasion

are two different things." It is the cause of war that must
be disclosed before steps to peace can be intelligently taken.

This then is his conclusion, "The present war is the logical

outcome of the kmd of 'peace' which preceded it." "The
rapid development of science and industry has begun to weld
the states into a complex organism, and to make the formerly

independent and self-sufficient units parts of a higher whole."
This principle sounds the note for re-organization.

Now the world is in a state of "International Anarchy."
"Only the most primitive stage of organization is achieved

through antagonism." "Only by the political organization of

all mankind can each nation attain its full freedom and be-

come an active agent of human progress." This is a first

foundation stone set by Dr. Fried for real peace. We cannot
outline them all. One more at least claims a hearing. He
shows by the highest authority that biological, as well as

sociological and political law, requires peace. After quoting

Novicom this passage is noteworthy: "The stars attract

matter; the stronger animal eats the weaker and by digestion

transforms it into a part of its own self. But one celestial

body cannot chew another, nor can a lion attract cells away
from an antelope. The astronomic struggle is different from
the biological, and so is the sociological. The fact that the

lion tears open the antelope does not imply that the massacre
of the population of one state by that of another is natural law
But Imperialism leads us into just such a sea of error. It breeds

racial conceit and turns a noble patriotism into Chauvinism."
In style as well as in matter Dr. Fried has produced a stirring

book. We should not know how any could rise from its

perusal without an enthusiastic determination to join heart

and soul in the propaganda for a better order.

For "The Fbiend."

THE AMERICAN-SCANDINAVIAN FOUNDATION.

Friends sometimes ask if this Foundation is a peace organiza-

tion. Yes and no. Actually, every T we cross, every 1 we
dot contributes to make war impossible. Technically, we
have nothing to do with peace. After the pacifists have
triumphed and war is as much taboo among nations as slavery,

this Foundation should continue its work as earnestly as now.
A few years ago 1 heard that genial optimist, Andrew Carnegie,

prophesy to a group of professional representatives of the

peace societies that the days of their service were numbered,
while the international organizations, the Japan Society, the

Pan-American Union, the Scandinavian Foundation, and
others of their ilk had work for centuries to come.

The above question is but one of many asked about our

somewhat novel institution. Is the Foundation a society or

is it an institute, they inquire; is it a fund, or a legation, an
over-consulate, a travel bureau, an employment agency, a

lecture extension post, a prize-giving committee, a research

establishment, a news service, or a publishing house? One at

a time; we must plead guilty of being a little of all of these.

We are also a floating university.

Intellectual understanding, international education, are the

watchwords of our quiet propaganda, which is limited to the

rapport between four nations, the United States, Sweden,

Denmark, and Norway. The Foundation was established by
"a rich old man who died" in 191 1. The late Niels Poulson

was born a poor boy in Denmark where he received the skilled

training of an artisan. He came to America. As a foreigner

he was misunderstood, his thorough Danish equipment un-

appreciated. Haste! haste! haste! was demanded of his care-

ful Danish hands. His American taskmasters set him to work
as a bricklayer. His qualities slowly came to the top. He
died president of one of our greatest companies for the manu-
facture of ornamental iron, a business that through Poulson's

genius has insisted on carrying the spirit of beauty into the

age of iron. When in his riper years Niels Poulson looked

back upon his career, to him education seemed the solution of

all things. If Americans had understood Denmark, its high

idealism and scientific education, his own path would have

not been made so hard. If he, a Danish boy, had known more

of America, he could have steered his own way without so

many rebuffs. He willed the residue of his estate to form a

foundation "for the purpose of maintaining an exchange of

students and teachers, and for supporting all other forms of

educational intercourse between the United States of America,

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden." The institution was in-

corporated under the laws of New York, and the control of

a body of fifteen self-perpetuating trustees, all residing in

America, seven of whom are of Colonial, eight of Scandinavian

descent. The three Scandinavian governments quickly recog-

nized the importance of the Foundation, and advisory com-

mittees in each country were appointed by the kings.

Now at the end of four years of trial our work has been shap-

ed by circumstances into three principal forms of activity:

traveling fellowships, publications and a bureau of informa-

tion. To date some sixty students have crossed the ocean to

spend a year of graduate work in America or Scandinavia.

At this writing six Fellows, two from each of the Northern

countries, are studying at American institutions, at Yale.

Columbia, Cornell, Clark University, the Carnegie Technical

Schools, and the Rockefeller Institute. One Dane is a physi-

cian studying diseases of the heart, the other an agriculturist

who investigates the diseases of plants. One of the Swedes

studies roads, the other vowel sounds in Chaucer's English.

One Norwegian came in search of new methods of refining

steel, the other to investigate the psychology of childhood.
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They return again to their home countries to scatter seeds of

sympathy and understanding and a tcnowledge of subtle values

and intimate life and thought that in more distant perspective

seemed blurred and uncouth. in addition to these official

"Alumni" the New York office of the Foundation has made
connections for upward of five hundred visiting Scandinavian

teachers, students and investigators.

Perhaps the most popular thing done by the Foundation is

the publication of a magazine, The Aynerican-Scandinavian

Review, which appears bi-monthly, edited by the Secretary,

artistically and attractively illustrated and containing articles

of a general nature dealing with the life and literature of the

Northern nations. The Review serves as a link to connect,

in every state and territory and eleven foreign countries, the

"Associates" of the Foundation, persons who subscribe their

good will and one dollar a \'ear to our work. There are now
upwards of five thousand of these Associates and subscribers.

The Foundation has begun to publish also two series of books,

"Scandinavian Monographs," appearing from time to time,

and "Scandinavian Classics," authoritative translations of

Northern authors, which come out regularly two every autumn.

The students and the publications, however, represent only

a fraction of the wear and tear of our modest headquarters in

New York. This office has become a clearing-house for

Scandinavian ideas. There are, besides the Foundation,

three other kinds of bureaus that exist to promote relations

between the United States and the North, most of them more
eflficiently equipped than our organization. Thus the steam-

ship lines take care of travel, the consulates and chambers of

commerce cultivate trade, the legations are responsible for

the relations between governments. The Foundation may
co-operate with all three, and yet our function is properly out-

side them all. Our counters are intellectual values and our
coins are ideals. If a librarian wishes for information about
Danish books he writes not to the Danish legation, but to the

Foundation. So does the president of the Woman's Club in

Texas who is arranging a Hans Christian Andersen program.
The dean of a western university is in search of a Scandinavian
instructor. A farmer in South Dakota wants to "read up"
on Danish co-operative dairying. A local newspaper cor-

respondent writing up an interview about a visiting Danish
prince may find the Foundation more accessible than the
consulate. And they come in person, both Americans and
Scandinavians. Thus a Chicago business man going to the
mines of Kiruna will call for a chat and letters of introduction

to make his visit to Sweden aesthetically worth while. For-
tunately for the small staff who have to compete with this

flood of guests and queries, the immigrant has not yet dis-

covered the Foundation, although we are called upon to handle
the problem of immigration as a theoretical pursuit. Rep-
resentatives of all four estates do seek us out, however, after

every steamer that docks from Bergen, Gothenburg, or Copen-
hagen; students with letters from their universities wishing
to do research work, lecturers to arrange their tour, musi-
cians in search of a manager, artists hunting for a place to

exhibit. Even financiers and diplomats find through us means
of making those personal connections and real friendships

which the more official and governmental offices could never
afford them. So the mechanics of our day's routine resemble
those of a legation, e.xcept that we are dealing with individuals
instead of governments. At present we cannot do full justice

to any one of our activities. Fifty students apply for traveling
Fellowships where two are appointed. There are manuscripts
of five books on Scandinavian subjects ready when we can
print but one. Many a long letter of inquiry receives an
answer made perfunctory by pressure of time. But we be-
lieve that this work contains the seeds of a great public service
and that friends and funds will be forthcoming in good time.
The application to peace is obvious. The clear intellectual

appreciation between nations that such a Foundation postu-
lates, hour by hour, precludes the possibility of the inter-

national suspicions that lead to war.

New York Citt. Henry Goddard Leach.

IThe above

1 editor and

Suggested by Hannah D. Stratton.

GROWING OLDER.

A little more tired at close of day,

A little less aruxious to have our way;

A little less readj' to scold and blame,

A little more care of a brother's name;

And so -n-e are nearing the journey's end,

WTiere time and eternity meet and blend.

A little more love for the friends of youth,

A httle less zeal for established truth;

A httle more charity in our views,

A httle less thirst for the daily news;

And so we are folding our tents away;

And passing in silence at close of day.

A httle less care for bonds and gold,

A httle more zest in the days of old;

A broader view and a saner mind,

A httle more love for aU mankind;

And so we are faring adown the way
That leads to the gates of a better day.

A httle more leisure to sit and dream,

A little more real the things unseen;

A httle nearer to those ahead.

With visions of those long loved and dead;

And so we are going, where all must go,

To the place the living may never know,

^as written by R. G. WeUs, of Sioux Falls, South Dakota,

i veteran of the Civil war.

—

Editor.]

ENGLISH FRIENDS DURING THE WAR.

WILLI.^I C. ALLEN.

These articles would not be complete without reference to

the steadfast position assumed by London Yearly Meeting
during the present war. 1 not only allude to its annual as-

sembly of 1916, but to the work of the Meeting for SuflFerings

and to the general individual attitude and testimony of its

members as we observed them.
At the outbreak of the war a hundred or so young Friends

enlisted under the volunteer system. They mostly represented
the class which may be found in any Yearly Meeting, which
is to a large degree associated with Friends through heredity,

and to whom the Quaker emphasis on some fundamentals of

the Christian religion does not appeal, or who would not claim
for themselves any particular strength to the denominational
organization. Such cases must be expected among Friends
ever3/where. There are also some older men, mostly some-
what of the same class, who believe in the war or seem to be
influenced by social or financial interests. These neglect their

obligations to defend the pacific teachings of the Gospel or
to stand for civil and religious liberty. All the above, however
blinded by conditions and honest in their beliefs as to the
war, are naturally a source of weakness to their brethren who
still love them and as far as possible have fellowship with
them.

But a large majority of English Friends are standing close by
our time-honored principles on these subjects. The greater the
pressure brought to bear, the more cruel the derision launched
at them, the more valuable friendships they lose, the sharper
the assaults on their respectability and patriotism, the keener
the persecution their young men endure, just in proportion
do they with uplifted eyes and cheerful hearts meet and resist

the tide of misunderstanding and international hatred that
threatens and assails them. They constitute an example and
encouragement to Friends everywhere, and especially to those

in the United States who, unless the trend of events soon
change, may themselves be compelled at no distant date to

make in our beloved country the same stand for Jesus Christ

and for the rights of conscience that our Friends abroad have
taken.
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Considered as a denomination, English Friends are peculiarly

well equipped for standing for practical Christianity and for

conducting an anti-military propaganda in that country.

They have most profound religious convictions. They are not

cowards. They are as a group trained to accuracy and defi-

niteness in the handling of church and secular affairs. Their
women, with feminine sympathy and intuition, have full scope

in church councils. Their leaders and preachers are largely

practical business or professional men whose Gospel ministry

is free and therefore cannot easily be weakened or touched
by financial temptations. They are not easily swerved from
their purpose. Thus it happens that whilst Quaker protestants

and sufferers on account of military rule constitute but a small

portion of the "conscientious objectors" to military service,

numerically considered, they at the same time make a rallying

point for the many in other denominations who hold the same
views with regard to the obligations of Divine and human love.

The title " Meeting for Sufferings" of London Yearly Meet-
ing is in these days no misnomer. The meeting convenes
once a month. It frequently lasts from 10.30 a. m. until past

5 in the afternoon. It always commences with a period of

silent devotion, sometimes broken with a word of exhortation

or vocal prayer. Its activities include nearby relief work,

and consideration and alleviation of human sufferings to the

very utmost parts of the earth. To these brethren and sisters

is not simply committed executive work—they bear the burdens
of many of the children of God as well as those of His wayward
people upon their hearts. They are reversing the ordinary

ecclesiastical attitude in the belligerent countries these days,

the attitude of which, whilst resolutely supporting the war, in

effect says and preaches, " In the name of Christ and for Him,
if thine enemy hunger starve him, if he thirst cut off his water
supplies." English Friends still uphold and preach the lovely

and sorely needed Gospel doctrine, " If thine enemy hunger
feed him, if he thirst give him drink." Which is the better way?

I will here speak of some individual and typical cases we
came across in English households. The family in the first

home I will tell about consisted of middle-aged parents who
were for the time living alone. Their house is very attractive,

surrounded with gardens and close-clipped sward. Beneath
it flows a lovely river, whilst beyond extends a fair English

landscape of soft hillsides, green hedges, trees and homes, all

rendered perfect in the gentleness of distant haze.

The father and mother were in deep trouble and keenly

appreciative of a visit from sympathetic Americans. They
were glad to see our Oriental pictures and listen to and talk of

foreign lands. One son, who was not a Friend, had entered

the army, and the last they had heard of him he was broken

in health in the deserts of Asia. His life had been miraculous-

ly spared very often since he joined the colors. Will he ever

come back? And how will he come? Will he be able to assist

his father in the business which it had been hoped he would
soon be able to put his youthful energy into?

The other son had recently won a degree at Cambridge with

the highest honors, including a scholarship which few can
possibly obtain. He is a splendid, big fellow—strong in body
and mind and wields a great influence wherever he goes. He
is a "conscientious objector." He recoils with horror at de-

mands made to arm the young men to kill. He is one of the

few who have been fairly treated by the Tribunal before which
he appeared, yet instead of being put into teaching in the

schools which are so sadly depleted of schoolmasters, he has

been ordered—no doubt as an intended punishment—to work
on a farm. There he curries horses, milks cows and attends

pigs. He was very happy. The local newspapers meanwhile
have commented on his situation with more respect than is

usually accorded conscientious objectors. The heart of the

mother of these sons is torn with distress. But she hopes in

God.
From this home we went a few miles to another Friend's

house. Here also was a beautiful home. The parents did not

seem to be as strong peace people as are many Friends. One
of them seemed to feel that we cannot expect peace until Christ

comes to reign on earth. 1 tried to show that God has been

pleased to work through human instrumentalities, and that

it has only been through the faithfulness of the few who did

not dare to wait upon the future that the Divine Will with

respect to many reforms has ultimateh' been fulfilled. These
dear Friends, so generous in hospitality, are no doubt sincere

in their convictions. One of their sons is in the army. Whilst

we were stopping at their home we received a letter from a

Friend who incidentally remarked in it, "We are anxiously

awaiting news of three of our nephews who seem likely to be

landed in prison before long on account of their conscientious

convictions."

When I first reached London and heard about the splendid

work of the Friends' Ambulance Unit and of how its members
drove motor cars filled with wounded men from the battle-

field to the rear or at times under hideous fire carried the

victims of war out of its vortex 1 was filled with enthusiasm

for its service and ideals. Here there seemed a work for

conscientious objectors to military service to perform. Young
men filled with a desire to serve their country, but who could

not personally imbrue their hands in the blood of their fellows

could apparently find an outlet for the exercise of their physical

and moral forces. They could not enter into the accursed

work of the trenches, but they could help the suffering dupes

of this abominable strife. As time progressed, and as 1 be-

came better acquainted with the situation 1 learned that many
Friends of London Yearly Meeting were concerned about the

F. A. U., and apprehensive that it did not fully uphold the

Christian testimony adverse to war. Almost always the

Tribunals, if offering men exemption from active military

service, would stipulate that they join the F. A. U. There is

among our English Friends a wide range of opinion, yet they

differentiate between being personally engaged in efforts to

kill their fellow-men and a support of the system of war. The
F. A. U. was not started as a Yearly Meeting project or con-

cern.

As near as I could learn the anxiety of these concerned

brethren is largely founded on the following: Whilst members
of the F. A. U. are not required to take the oath of allegiance,

and whilst they are not compelled on the battle-field, as are

members of the Royal Army Medical Corps, to first remove

the less dangerously wounded, leaving the more hopelessly

injured to their fate, they are at the same time practically

considered by a large part of the public and by the military

as an adjunct of the Red Cross department of the British

army. The fact that some of their activities are directed to

relief work among non-combatants is lost sight of, and their

work behind the trenches which makes possible the release

of other men for combatant service is emphasized. They
dress in khaki with the Red Cross on the arm. I am told

they are expected to use military salutes, and that they are

necessarily in much of their work subjected to military com-

mands. Their members have recently been restricted from

speaking with any reference to the subject of peace, except

possibly in our own meeting-houses—this immediately limits

freedom of conscience. The officers of the organization are

compelled to be close to military conference and authority.

I have heard no challenge of these statements.
(To be concluded.)

"It is more difficult to persevere in good than to begin;

but the beginning is useless if we arrive not at the end."

It should be enough for us that certain things are not given

to us. God knows what will be helpful to us and what will

be hurtful to us. Some of the things that are helpful to others

may be hurtful to us, therefore they are not given to us. Then
why do we plead for them, after the manner of the child who
will not beheve that the parent refuses certain things for the

child's own good? "No good thing will He withhold," is the

promise. Then the inference is unavoidable: the thing that

is withheld would be hurtful to us under the circumstances.

The call is for faith.

—

Selected
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A PRAYER.

Let me be a Kttle kinder,

Let me be a little blinder

To the faults of those about me.

Let me praise a little more;

Let me be when I am weary-

Just a little bit more cheery

—

Let me serve a Uttle better

Those that I am striving for.

Let me be a Uttle braver

When temptation bids me waver.

Let me strive a httle harder

To be all that I should be;

Let me be a httle meeker

With the brother who is weaker.

Let me think more of my neighbor,

And a httle less of me.

Let me be a httle sweeter

—

Make my Kfe a bit completer,

By doing what I should do,

Every minute of the day.

Let me toil without complainuig.

Not a humble task disdaining;

Let me face the summons calmly

When death beckons me away.

-Detroit Free Press.

ROBERT BOWNE HOWLAND. 1826-1916.

A TRIBUTE.

On Eighth Month, seventeenth day, the soul of Robert

Bowne Howland passed from this life into the life eternal.

For months he had seemed to be more of the other world

than of this, and as the end approached his spiritual exaltation

increased, till all who were about him felt themselves in a

presence not of earth. "Eternity was revealed," said one,

"and life never again will be the same to me." "A holy

peace and joy seemed to settle about us," wrote another. " We
felt ourselves near the gates of Paradise."

It was out of great tribulation that Robert Howland came
up to this nearness to God. Well-born, well-educated, wealthy,

honored, he seemed, as a young man, to be blessed with the

best that the world could give. He traveled extensively. He
enjoyed the friendship of notable people both here and abroad.

He collected rare books and works of art. He had the happi-

ness of giving largely to all forms of benevolence. He con-

tributed to literature. He advanced the higher education of

woman by founding and conducting a school which was, in

some respects, far in advance of similar schools of the day.

And then the wheel of fortune turned. He lost his money.
His home and all its treasures passed to other hands. His

school was closed—all he had accomplished, seemingly un-

done. His wife died. He became deaf, and could only with

difficulty communicate with friends. He largely lost his

sight, and the beautiful realm of books through which he had
traveled so happily, was, practically closed to him forever.

He became dependent for his sustenance on the bounty of

others—a crushing blow to so proud a spirit as his. Toward
the end, it became necessary, for his physical comfort, to

remove him to a hospital, among strangers, where he seldom
could see the friends he loved; and at the last, for many weary
months, he was racked with physical pain.

But through all these years of trial Robert Howland never
uttered a complaint. "My pride needed humbling," he was
wont to say, "and God is good." His greatest grief was that

he was unable, as he thought, to be of use in his later life.

Especially after the war began he often spoke wistfully of his

longing to be of help to the world. And in his humility he
never "guessed that he was bestowing on all with whom he
came in contact, the greatest of all blessings—the blessing of

a life so Christhke that none could know him without being

brought into closer touch with things Divine.

[Personal experience in England at this time we beheve is of sufficient

interest to share with readers of The Friend, so we enclose extracts

from a letter of last Ninth Month received from a Friend to a Friend.]

Still the weary war goes on. I should have said 1 knew few

in the army, but hardly a day passes but we hear of the death

of some one we knew; first an old Band of Hope boy, then the

brother-in-law of our neighbor, Lady B., with whose sweet

wife 1 have often been out botanizing. She has five tiny

children, poor thing. The night before last there was a bad
Zeppelin raid, but two were brought down, one with the crew

alive, instead of burnt to death as they have been in former

cases. I hear a relative's house in South London had its

windows shattered, and he was very busy with the wounded,
but I think the damage there was not so severe as in other

districts. The noise is so appalling and is heard so far. My
sister's old cook says, " You just feel as if your inside turns

over!" But considering the hugeness of London with its six

million inhabitants little damage has been done. That Ger-

many should be willing to spend such vast sums just to kill a

few innocent civilians is so incomprehensible, none of the

raids seem to have done any military damage.
More and more of the worst maimed soldiers are being

brought here to be nursed. The streets are full of them, arm-
less, legless—oh, the utter folly of it all ! They look wonder-
fully cheerful and are much petted by the populace, but when
they go home the inevitable depression must come—and they

are such mere boys—with long, crippled lives before them.

Our Friends' Ambulance and War Victim men and women go

plodding bravely on month after month.
A woman ( !) wrote lately of war as the " house-cleaning of

nations." But at house-cleaning we don't throw away our

choicest silver and china or our best tools, but rubbish. If

it were the imbeciles and cripples who were killed off to thin

the nation there might be some sense in it.

And good people still go on about the "God of Battles!"

To-day 1 was speaking to the British Women's Temperance
Association, about seventy present, and a very man-like lady

offered prayer, but the presence of two Quakers on the plat-

form had a very subduing effect. We are incomprehensible

animals now, but when the fever is over and the reaction

comes I cannot help thinking there will be a great drawing to

the one section of the Church which has been loyal to the

Prince of Peace. May we be faithful to our appointments!

Numbers of the conscientious objectors are attending our

meetings now, and being visited in prison by "Quaker Chap-
lains." R. P. has done fine work in this capacity and we
hear that the Church of England chaplain at a prison, although

quite unsympathetic at first, has said they have been like a

breath of pure air in the prison. I do not wonder he recognized

a new atmosphere where fifty or sixty really devout men at-

tended his services which in ordinary prison life are dreary

functions enough. More than 2000 have been arrested and
many more are expecting arrest. The "grit" that it has

brought out in our young Friends is really grand, and although

some whom we meet in the "No Conscription Fellowship" are

Socialists of a crude type, I feel that it is all beneficial; these

men have never seen unprofessiojial religion, and have passed

it by as what the parsons are paid to say. But these healthy

minded young business men, with their intense belief in Christ,

are a revelation, and a very wholesome one.

1 had a cheery letter a few days ago from . He
and his brother are still working very hard among the Serbian

refugees. The women spin wool with a distaff, dye it with

home-made dyes, and weave quite artistic carpets on a primi-

tive loom which he helped them to make. The boys sent the

first completed carpet home as a present to their mother. It

is a fine piece of work.

My brother's large harvest has dragged from wet weather

and shortness of hands, but it is finished now. Government
has commandeered all the farmers' hay and straw, and, worse

still, wool, at far less than the open market price.

" Everything good in man leans on something higher,"
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SHADE.

The kindliest thing God ever made,

His hand of very healing laid

Upon a fevered world, is shade.

His glorious company of trees

Throw out their mantles, and on these

The dust-stained wanderer finds ease.

Green temples, closed against the beat

On noontime's blinding glare and heat,

Open to any pilgrim's feet.

The white road blisters in the sun;

Now, half the weary journey done.

Enter and rest, O weary one!

And feel the dew of dawn stUl wet

Beneath thy feet, and so forget

The burning highway's ache and fret.

This is God's hospitahty.

And he who rests beneath a tree

Has cause to thank Him gratefully.

—Theodosia Gakrison, in Everijbody's Magazine.

THE LYRE BIRD.

(the AUSTRALIAN MOCKING BIIiD.)

We in Australia have probably the cleverest mocking bird

to be found in any part of the world. In size it is quite as big

as a White Leghorn hen, with a very much longer tail, longer

legs, and very long tapering claws; in the specimen now lying

on my table the hind claw is over i J/^ inches long. The claws

and strong feet are of great use to the bird in scratching for

insects, beetles, grubs and snails amongst the fallen tree-fern

fronds and dead sticks with which the ground is thickly cover-

ed in the tree-fern gullies which form its true home. The
color of the bird is dark grey on the underside, and the upper
and tail dark olive brown, a shade of color that makes it

difficult to see the bird amongst the thick shadows of the under-

growth. The name lyre bird is not given as some of my small

friends have thought, because it deceives other birds and
people by pretending to be what it is not; but it is named after

a musical instrument called a lyre, owing to the cock birds

having a most wonderful tail over two feet long, in which the

two principal feathers are shaped like the musical instrument

of that name. The tail of the hen bird is i8 inches long, and
the two outer feathers are half the length of the feathers in

the cock's tail, but are branded with chestnut and transparent

bands, and are of the same "lyre" like shape as the outer

feathers in the cock's tail.

Now, about the home of the lyre bird. I am sorry to say

that we have none in South Australia, although we are trying

to get the Government to introduce them on to Kangaroo
island, where they will be free from the danger of foxes.

You must come with me, in thought, to the Dandenong
Ranges, near Melbourne, or better still, to the wet, big-tree

country in Gippsland, about loo miles east of Melbourne.

There the gum trees grow to the height of 300 feet, with a

dense undergrowth of smaller trees and bushes that makes
it very difficult to push one's way through the scrub. In

fact, in one spot I found that the wallabies had made their

runs on top of some low bushes that were matted together with

a sort of wiry grass. I had to take the same path as the

wallabies, but my legs now and again slipped through into

space, which was very awkward. This country is cut up into

a great number of little steep-sided valleys, the sides covered

with masses of glorious ferns, and the bottom, where the

purling brook of clear water ran in and out among the tree

fern stems, was overarched by a perfect canopy of fronds, the

fern trunks standing like pillars, each stem festooned with the

delicate drapery of filmy ferns, and some six to ten feet above

our heads a ceiling of delicate green, composed of the tree

fern fronds. This country, then, is the favorite home of the

lyre birds. My visit to this spot was paid in mid-summer.
I was awakened early in the morning with the loud but musical

cries of a cock lyre bird, the sound coming out of the deep
gully below the paling hut in which 1 slept. The night had
been frosty, and as I entered the gully each delicate fern frond

glistened with gems, and at the tip of each of the filmy fern

fronds was a little ball of ice, which, as soon as the sun was
up, began to melt, and gave one a real early morning shower
bath. At that time of year the lyre birds were mating, and
it is the custom for the birds to congregate at a clear spot in

the scrub, where there is sufficient space for the cocks to show
off before the admiring gaze of the hen birds. One such spot,

ten to fifteen paces across, surrounded with a wall of saplings

of hazel, musk and other tall bushes or small trees, was shut

in on the creek side by a large bramble bush. I was able to

stalk a cock lyre bird, who was performing on his "seat," or

more correctly, his "scratch," a slightly raised mound in the

centre of the opening. It took a long time to reach the spot,

because one could only move while the bird was singing, or

more correctly, calling; the second he stopped, even if one

was standing on one foot, it was not safe to put the other foot

to the ground, because the least snap of a brittle fern stem or

stick under one's foot would be heard by the bird, whose
hearing is very acute, and he would warn the hens, and away
they all would go, and all I should see would be a streak of

brown amidst the green of the leaves or the dark shadows of

the bushes.

By dragging myself along on my stomach, I managed to get

within the shelter of the bramble bush, about five or six yards

away from where the cock bird was performing. The hens

were either perched low down or standing in the shadows of

the mass of tall bushes that surrounded the open space, watch-

ing the performances of the male bird. Whether more than

one male took part 1 could not ascertain. The proceedings

were much as follows. 1 have no notes taken at the time,

and 1 may not now remember all the birds that were imitated

on that particular occasion, but the following were some of

them:

—

After a few moments of dead silence, I heard the whistling

notes of the harmonious song thrush, both the run of four

notes so familiar to all who visit the Australian bush, and which

has given the bird the local name of " Bob Bob Whitehead,"

and in addition were some of the other whistling notes of the

same bird.

After repeating these notes a few times, there was again a

dead silence, when, from the same "seat," burst forth the

hearty laugh of the "laughing jackass," or, as it is called in

New South Wales, the kookaburra, followed by another rather

lengthy pause, the cock bird listening and the hen birds be-

stowing on him their admiring gaze, and humbly awaiting

his warning before presuming to attempt to escape from any
threatened danger. On being satisfied that nothing was to be

feared, the cock bird burst forth in the "wailing cry" as "of

some lost spirit," which is the note of the great black funeral

cockatoo, followed as before by a dead silence. And then a

strange rustling sound and a noise of scratching came from

the other side of the sheltering bush. Had 1 been able to see

as well as I could hear, this is what would have met my gaze:

—

The lyre bird spread his magnificent tail, then shook and rustled

it, which caused the sound I was listening to, all accompanied

with scratching and various antics. This was followed by
the sweet, full notes (which always remind me of the notes of

the nightingale) of the yellow-breasted thickhead. Several

other of the bush birds were imitated, and amongst them was

the shrill squeak of the grey crow shrike, and 1 think the wattle

bird was another, though I cannot now recall them all, and
interspersed between all this mimicry were the rich, full notes

that may be called the lyre bird's true song. So perfect was
the imitation that I could not distinguish any difference be-

tween the notes of the mocker and those of the birds whose
cries he had been so successfully imitating; had 1 not been so
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close to him, I should have been quite deceived. On my
disturbing the gentleman in his performance, he gave the hens

warning, and several of them flew over the tops of the bushes

down into the gully. Owing to their wings being feeble, short

and round, it is evident that the birds depend more upon their

legs for escape from an}' danger than upon their wings, there-

fore it is quite unusual to see them fly. The easy, graceful

manner in which 1 have seen a cock bird step, apparently with-

out effort, from the ground on to the top of a gigantic fallen

log, makes one compare the legs to steel springs.

Last autumn it was my privilege to spend a week on the

slopes of Mount Dandenong, and although it was not the

season for the lyre birds to call, on most mornings 1 was able

to get a sight of them or to hear their cry soon after sunrise.

On the last morning, as we were driving through the town-
ship of Dandenong, we heard a strange sound coming out of

the head of a gully that takes its rise in the township itself.

The noise sounded almost like someone knocking a piece of

wood. The driver told us that it was a cock lyre bird that

always frequented that particular gully, although so close to

the houses. He said that it imitated all the various sounds of

the township, especially the crowing of the roosters.

Some years ago I was visiting some hilly country near a

place called Bembo, in New South Wales. The country was
very similar to the stringy bark ranges of the Mount Lofty

hills, but rather dry, less underbrush, and no tree-fern gullies.

I was most pleased to find that lyre birds were not uncommon
there, and I saw a nest that had been built in a burnt-out
stump, about four feet from the ground. The foundation was
earth or clay. Quite possibly the clay had been conveyed
there by ants, and the lyre bird had chosen it as a nesting-place

afterwards. The nest was made of twigs, arched over. Only
one egg is laid, and the more usual nesting-place is on the

ground, under some overhanging fern or in some well-hidden

spot. The foxes are likely to destroy this wonderful bird from
the mainland of Australia. The gentleman I was with near
Bembo told me that one day he and his son thought they heard
a miner knocking off bits of quartz, looking for gold, from one
of the reefs that abound in that locality; this is known by the
miners as " knapping." While a couple of years or so before

there had been hundreds of prospectors in that district, he
had seen no one for a long time, so my friend and his son
strolled off the track to see who it was, when, to their astonish-

ment, they found it was a cock lyre bird that was imitating the
sound made by a miner knapping.

It has been recorded that some birds that were quite tame
in a place in Gippsland used to imitate the sound of a heavy
wagon passing over a road made of small logs, placed together,

and called a corduroy road. We may be very proud of this

wonderful bird, and very glad that Australia possesses the
cleverest bird mimic in the world.

—

Edwin Ashby, in the

Australian Friend.

"WiTTUNGA," Blackwood.

FROM THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN.

The sheltered environment in which most of our members
live all their lives seems to those of us who are outside the
circle a happy realm of congenial friendship, the spring of

inspiration, the rare atmosphere of a mountain-top.
And yet, as the clouds wrap the peaks hiding the humble

village below, so you, Philadelphia Friends, on your cloud-

capped heights cannot feel the human touch known to us
who are deprived of your privilege of inspiration. I count
among my friends to-day people whom 1 would never have
come in contact with had I always lived with you. I have
found their hearts warm and their spirits brave, yes, I have
found longings and aspirations, but so pitifully bemired.
Do you know that the man who knocks at your door, beg-

ging a bit of breakfast, may be a man of highest culture; of

a family who have been known for generations as standing
for integrity, honor and wealth?

"If they just went straight they might go far;

They are strong and brave and true,"

but his fortune has been his misfortune; his erratic discipline

has made him rebellious; wealth and luxury have weakened
self-control; and unadmittedly, yet nevertheless irresistibly,

he is manacled by alcohol. We have had such a boy in our

home, restless, aimless, miserable. There were moments
of ambition; days when he resolved to conquer; then he fell

back, spineless, despising himself and his lack of moral cour-

age.

"And each forgets, as he strips and runs

With a briUiant, fitful pace,

It's the steady, quiet, plodding ones

T\lio win in the lifelong race."

Inheritance, environment and lack of wise discipline have
joined hands to unman this manly man.
There is a woman, almost utterly depraved, and yet one

night having occasion to use the 'phone she recognized by
the night operator's voice that the girl was ill. That woman
drove two miles through the midnight chill to bring relief

to the girl on guard over the sleeping town.
Another girl I have known, motherless from childhood.

You would think her the very dregs of humanity, and yet

the moral problems that she has solved she is absolutely

steadfast to.

There is a man, not especially a church-goer (and we Phila-

delphia Friends look askance at such folks), but those blue

eyes look directly into mine; and no one in trouble ever called

on him in vain. Once he owed a large bill and was temporarily

unable to pay it; but when he was able he paid the bill

and interest. Do you not know some who attend meeting
regularly and yet feel that, having paid a long overdue debt,

their duty is done?
1 do not condone the errors of these people; but I have

learned that, when you know people you understand why
they are as they are; you understand their motives; their

sincerity; their warm hearts; you can't help loving them;
real love for the individual, not abstract love of humanity.
There seems a close connection between the infinite knowl-

edge of Jesus Christ and His infinite compassion.

And now to come closer home; to those who are right be-

side us. There was a time when all who attended Westtown
from outside the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting were
dubbed "foreigners." To this day those who are not bred-in-

the-bone Friends from generations back, those who come into

the meeting by convincement or by marrying in from other

meetings are looked upon as aliens. They are made to feel

a suspended sentence until they prove themselves. Even if

they are accepted we never forget that they are new, such

regard have we for conventional ancestry. It has been said

that it takes moral courage for a young Friend to marry out-

side our Yearly Meeting even if it be a member of another
meeting.

The new members are pitifully aware of this chill, so much
so that their self-consciousness hinders expression or action,

which would prove their worth and usefulness to the meeting
and community. A young woman came into our midst
who in her own environment "shook the country for ten

miles 'round." Not one thing has been heard from her since

she came among us; she has been smothered under our bur-

den of ancestry and convention. Oh! let us throw open the

doors and windows; let the sunshine and the stranger in;

take them to our hearts; and warm ourselves and them.
Elizabeth Abbott Christ.

Orlando, Fla., Tenth Month 19, 1916.

Don Marquis.—A great Chinese wall is not detrimental

merely because it keeps new ideas out of a country. It keeps

some old ones in.

There is a big difference between being on God's side and
thinking that God is on our side. If we are on His side we
can't lose. If we think He is on ours, we may.

—

Christian

Herald.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

A Page From My Diary.—The Story of Some IVrens —
To-day, our joyous front tenant, Johnny Wren, very early in

the morning, maybe five a. m., announced in his singing at

our window, that he and his jenny had begun their family

life in the delightful bird-box" right there and he was very,

very happy in the arrangement. (Parenthesis—We hope
they may prosper and that they will let us see their little

birds in due time.)

Eighth Month 6th.—We made a little close observation

of our lovely wrens who have given us so much entertainment.

They are now very busy, feeding their babies and keeping

their nest clean and in good order with their growing young-
sters. 1 began to time them when one parent flitted home
and alighted at their front porch at 3.12 in the afternoon; in

five minutes another fat morsel was taken in, in four min-
utes another, in one minute another, in one minute another,

in one minute another, making six visits with food brought

in twelve minutes. Then maybe the father said to them,

"Now, go to sleep, you have had enough for a while;" yet in

ten minutes more, mamma came darting home with another

big worm. On several trips, as papa or mamma flew away, they

carried with them, each, a piece of house cleaning, thus

keeping their nest all right.

Eighth Month 9th.—Yesterday was a very active day with

our wrens. Jenny came in our big front doors; she looked

for food and' (oh! dismay to good housekeeping) she foufid

it, in the spiders' web under the east front window-ledge.

This morning we are very glad to have our wrens flying in

and out of their house as they carry food to their young ones.

Other birds have been very much in sight to-day, as the light

is clouded and the birds are especially active—great-crests,

juncos, chippies, song-sparrows, myrtles, as well as several

wrens and cedar birds. The voices of the youngsters are high-

pitched and diminutive as we hear them flying with the parent

birds.

Fifteenth.

—

Very noisy at our wren-house early this morn-
ing. We thought one of the young wrens had got out of the

WKn-house somewhere near; we could not see it; there was
high-pitched chippering, but upon continued investigation

to trace the voice, it proved to be a bat which had gone under

one of the shingles of the eaves very near the nest and was
protesting about something.

17th.—^Vry chattery at wren-house. To our great inter-

est a small bird's head appeared at the opening at the top of

the roof of their house, showing us that the young wrens

are very crowded in the house and so are nearly ready to fly.

18th.—At about 5.30 this morning, things were very active

at the wren-house, and by all appearances the whole family

took its flight. Five weeks and four days since Johnny and

Jenny took expectant possession of the nest.

19th.—This evening, in the spruce tree at the east of our

front porch, we heard wren chippering. We were very much
pleased to hear them again, for we had not heard a sound
from them since about six o'clock yesterday morning; we
missed them and wanted very much to know where they

were; before long, mother wren and three young wrens flew

out. It certainly is delightful to know they are safe and

around here.

20th.—We had a lovely visit at our front porch from our

five (!) wrens—Johnny, Jenny and three youngsters. The
three do not fly very confidently yet and their tails do not

seem quite complete.

26th.—Yesterday we had a visit from an immature mag-
nolia warbler; coming into our living-room, it sat on our

west cross-beam and visited; it flew across the room, back

and forth at times and perched in various places as it visi-

ted, we had excellent opportunity to look at it and enjoy it.

27th.—And to-day a young red-eyed vireo flew in at our

west window, thinking apparently that he Vv'as still out under

the sky and among the tress. When he found that he could

not fly straight on through the front window, he changed

right about, and after being on the floor a very little while, he

flew out again at the west window.
30th.—Had a jolly visit at our front porch from Jenny

Wren and three very lively youngsters.

Ninth Month 4th.—We had our supper on our back porch

so that we could have the full glory of "the open" and the

sunset. As we were leisurely taking dessert Jenny Wren came
to visit with us and I wish you could have seen her doings

—

she has a runwav under our house which she enjoys for fun,

she flew into this in her prettiest way and it seemed to me,

before she had had time to go through, so quickly did she go, out

she came again, then she sat on the stones by the porch and

teetered her head for us, then she flew up onto the porch

railing to visit nearer. 1 was talking to her in bird-talk as

nearly as 1 knew how and she was enjoying it, then, as if

to do something still more entertaining, she jumped up to

the side of the house, clinging to the shingles a little above

the porch rail, as naturally and prettily as if she'were a little

brown creeper, all the time visiting with us. Our attention

was taken for a moment and when we looked again she was

gone

—

happy wren.—Anna Woolman.
Seventh Month 10, 1916.

NEWS ITEMS.

RE.-iDERS of The Friend will recall that sixteen months ago funds

were raised for casting a bronze tablet containing the prayer of William

Penn for Philadelphia. After long delay this tablet is now in a fair

way to be completed, and in a few weeks the contractors promise to

have it in place in its new location. This wOl be in a recess on the east

wall of the passage through the City Hall, looldng north, up Broad

Street, immediately within the archway.

The design has been drawn by the Acting City Architect, Louis E.

Marie, and has been passed by the Art Jury, so there will be no more

tantalizing delays and objections. This tablet will be well lighted by

day and night, and conform.s to the high arched recess in which it will

find place.

Isaac Sharpless has resigned as President of Haverford College. The

resignation is to become effective at the end of the current college year.

His term of service covers a period of thirty years.

William Evans,

Dear Fnend:~l am in receipt of thy letter as to The Friend [London],

I understand there has been a great deal of difficulty in getting this into

neutral countries during the last few months. I myself paid for copies

to go to Switzerland which were, however, not delivered. A representa-

tive of Tlie Friend informed me last week that after much trouble the

Censor hsis made a concession and assured them that there shall be no fur-

ther trouble with copies of The Friend sent abroad. I will pass thy letter

on to the publishers of The Friend, who may like to reply personally. Our

Meeting for Sufferings has not had the subject before it at all.

With kind regards,

Thine sincerely,

Isaac Sharp,

Eleventh Month 9, 1916.

[Since the above was written a package of 16 copies of The Friend

[London] has been received at our office.

—

Editors.]

The total number of men arrested and handed over to the military

authorities by the English Tribunals was 2,734 on Eleventh Month 3rd.

Of these, 806 are working under the Home Office scheme; 156 have been

released on various grounds. Of these about 500 are Friends. Stephen

Hobhouse, whose acquaintance many American Friends made a few

years ago when he was in this country, writes from prison:

—

"We had a fine country tramp tliis morning. ... I manage to

pick a few flowers from the autumn hedgerows, as we skirt them, so our

'dining table' of trestle beds is gay with ragwort, hips, and milfoil. It

is a grief to me that few of the soldiers here seem to be learning to love the

hills and woods; they long for the excitement of the great city again.

... It will be a sad winter I feel with prices still rising, but visions

of the redeemed City of God will float in, blotting out the sordidness of

outward things. How gladly we may give our lives to be the building
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stones of that city! And the greatest task of all is patience, God's end-

less, tireless patience, year after year."

Rodley Dixon, who when first called up by the military, was returned

as medically unfit, was called up again a few weeks ago and induced to

join the colors. After some time, he felt he could not remain in what was
to him an equivocal position. As he said to his relatives, his conscience

would assert itself: his rifle "felt like fire" in his hands and he reaUzed

that he could not take life whatever the consequences to him self. He was
courtmartialed on the 30th ult., and was sentenced to 84 days' imprison-

ment. He was sent to Wormwood Scrubs on Eleventh Month 3rd.

The following cheering messages come from Japan:

"The Quakers in Japan, led by Gilbert Bowles, are true to the tra-

ditions of their people in the testimony they are giving in behalf of peace.

Militarism in Japan has its roots sunk deep in Japanese history. For a

thousand years the military clans have been predominant in the affairs

of the nation. Notwithstanding the immense growth of industrialism

and education' in recent times, the mihtary ideal still holds foremost

place. .• . . What a splendid location the Friends' Mission has for

its schools, its houses of worship and its residences! Not far from the

Keio University, in the vicinity of Shiba Park, and in one of the best

residence neighborhoods of Tokyo, the mission headquarters they have
estabhshed give to the missionaries responsible for this work a great

point of advantage in the capital of the Empire."—vS. H. Wainweight.
For some years a growing need has been felt for a new meeting-house,

situated off the mission compound, where men and women of aU classes

and ages could come together for worship. During the past summer this

need was put before one of the members of our Association, with the

result that a promise has been made of $1.5,000 for this purpose. The
money is given by Agnes Brown Leach, in memory of her grandmother,
EUzabeth Farnum, and her mother, Mary Farnum Brown, both of

whom were greatly interested in the Tokyo Mission in its early begin-

nings.

Another gift has come to us, which we gratefully acknowledge. In
Horace Coleman's work for young men, he has felt that a dormitory
should be built which would offer a Christian home for students who
attend the universities in Tokyo—a place where they could be surrounded
by the best influences and where institutional work could be carried on.

We feel that this building can now be a reahty through the generous

gift of 17,500, given by one of our members as a memorial.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Elsa Ueland has been appointed President of Carson College,

the school for orphan girls whose buildings are about to rise at Flourtown.
This is the institution for which the will of Robert N. Carson provided,

which is to be created at a cost of about $4,000,000 on his beautiful estate,

Erdenheim, of eighty-seven acres, in the Whitemarsh Valley, a mile and
a half north of Chestnut Hill.

It is stated that forty scholarships will be established at Permsylvania
State College by the Pennsylvania State Federation of Labor for the
education of skilled tradesmen and women members of labor organiza-

tions.

Representatives of the Russian Government signed a contract with
the Baldwin Locomotive Works for forty locomotives to cost approxi-
mately $1,250,000. This information was confirmed by Alba B. John-
son, President of the company. The order swells the total contracts

signed by the Baldwin Company in the last two weeks to 109 locomotives,
with an aggregate value of $3,500,000. The remaining si.\ty-nine are
for domestic roads.

Genekal.—The Independent summarized the result of the election
as follows:—" President Wilson will enter upon his second term a majority
President, which he was not at his first election. He received over a
million more votes this year than four years ago. He has a majority
in the Electroal College of ten votes, and a popular plurahty of something
over 400,000 votes. This is the smallest electoral majority since the
famous contested election of President Hayes in 1876; and the smallest
popular plurality since the second election of Grover Cleveland in 1892.
Mclvinley at his two elections received popular pluralities of 600,000
and 850,000, respectively, Roosevelt a plurahty of two and a half miUion
and Taft a plurality of a milhon and a quarter."

The largest orders ever placed by the New York Bible Society have
just been given to two publishing houses. One is to a house in London

for 150,000 copies of the Scriptures, the other is to a western house for

100,000 volumes, making a total of 250,000 copies of the Scriptures. If

all of the quarter of a milhon volumes of the Scriptures just ordered were

put together in fine, they would reach for a distance of about twenty miles.

While Secretary Daniels was awarding contracts for armorplate, the

appropriation subcommittee of the House Naval Comm ittee began work

on the 1918 estimates, the heaviest in American history, to be presented

to Congress this winter. The estimates are said to total $379,000,000.

The election adds to the nineteen prohibition States four more, Michi-

gan, Montana, Nebraska and South Dakota, with the prospect of two

others, Utah and Florida, coming in later. Half of the States, and, if

we include Alaska, more than half of the area of continental United

States, are now dry territory. Besides this, hquor is now excluded by

local option or high hcense from a large part of most of the other states.

The "Clean-Up Campaign" in twenty counties of Virginia brought

these returns: Dwelhngs painted, 35; dwellings whitewashed, 311; homes

cleaned, 1,006; fences repaired and built, 121; out-buildings whitewashed,

370; homes screened, 51; yards cleaned, 1,029; sanitary closets built, 67;

closets repaired, 21; barns and out-buildings cleaned, 138; wells and

springs improved, 130; schools and school yards cleaned, 47; churches

better ventilated, 20.

It is said that to date the war has cost sixty biUions. It takes a sum
equal to our own greatest national debt at the close of the war to save

the Union to pay even the annual interest on this new debt of Europe.

Foreign.—Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary,

died on the 21st, aged eighty-six. He had ruled the Dual Monarchy

sixty-seven years.

The following is a despatch from Rome, dated the 18th: "Rigid econ-

omy throughout the world in the consumption of food, in view of the

deficient crops and the extraordinary requirements of the European

armies, is urged by the International Institute of Agriculture, which has

made the most extensive report it has issued since the war began. The

Institute says all nations are confronted with a grave situation."

A royal proclamation issued in London on the 23rd, declares that hence-

forth gold, silver and paper money, securities, checks, drafts, letters of

credit and any negotiable instruments or documents relating to the trans-

fer of money, credit or securities wiU be treated as contraband.

NOTICES.

Teachers Retirement Fund.—Up to Eleventh Month 27th, the

amount actually paid was over $38,000, with some $20,000 more

pledged for future payments, and perhaps $15,000 more confidently

expected from Friends who have been approached, but who have not

yet definitely pledged themselves. The Committee in charge has reason

to expect that nearly the full amount of the fund, $125,000, will be

raised during this campaign.

Meetings from TweUth Month 3rd to 9th:

Keimett Monthly Meeting at Keimett Square, Third-day, TweKth
Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Crosswicks, Third-day, Twelfth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Twelfth Month 5th, at

7.30 p. M.

Bradford, at CoatesviUe, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 6th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 6th, at 10

a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 6th, at

10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 6th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 7th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 7th, at 10.30

A. M.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Burhngton, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 7th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, TweKth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Married.—At Friends' Meeting, Haddonfield, N. J., Tenth Month
7, 1916, Warner Rudolph Cooper, son of Warner W. and Mary R.

Cooper, of Woodbury, N. J., and Rachel Eastlack Jones, daughter

of Edward H. and Rebecca M. B. Jones, of Haddonfield, N. J.
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BY-PRODUCTS.
Industrial Germany is said to have been largely created

out of by-products. The frugal German mind in dealing with

industrial production has first of all seen fortunes in the waste

of many ordinary processes of manufacture.

Secondly, it has been able to develop these ordinary proc-

esses, so that instead of a single product there would be two

or often more than two products from one process. Indeed,

a series of products has been found to be possible in not a

few cases, as in dealing with petroleum and coal tar.

It may seem commonplace to point out that something

very similar to the phenomenon of by-products in industry

takes place in the development of human character. What
is a conscious effort in the one case becomes, however, so

largely unconscious in the other, that we may easily lose

sight of its significance. In that event our relation to by-

products of human character is very much that of a manu-

facturer who proceeds year by year in ignorance of unap-

propriated values, and so actually sacrifices a large margin

of profit and usefulness. We need to hold ourselves in char-

acter-building somewhat rigidly to standards of complete

production.

In a Friends' Conference no great time ago the develop-

ment of Christian character was claimed by a young Friend

to be dependent in large degree upon "Instant obedience

to the Divine promptings." It may at least be said that this

principle has been a fundamental in making the kind of

Christian community that the Society of Friends has been

during much of the past two hundred and fifty years. What
interests us very particularly about this "instant obedience,"

is that as a process in character-building it gives rise to a

series of products, rather than to a single one. In the average

well concerned Friend numerous by-products of the greatest

value and often of the greatest beauty as well can be con-

nected with the development of this simple principle. First

of all "instant obedience" shuts individuals off from that

common type of character described as "drifting with the

current." It makes individualists; stands men and women
fairly on their feet—"four square to all the world," is the

general description of such Divine-human products. Directly

it is clear of such that they are becoming more and more per-

fectly schooled in self-restraint and in self-denial. The details

of life, conduct and conversation have thus a pattern of

their own and reflect the principle of which they are by-

products. It is not possible for a Christian of this instant-

obedience type to conceal himself for long behind ordinary

convention. He makes such a mark upon his environment

that those who look on from the outside as well as those who
have the inside view perceive a difference. And herein lies

a difficulty which the Society of Friends has had to face and

a difficulty which it must be confessed individuals have too

often failed to face successfully.

A principle like this of instant obedience to first-hand com-

mands of the Master of life does create a type of its own in

self-restraint and moderation; in "plainness," if we use

the term of our Discipline. But no sooner is such a type

created, than it becomes so easy to "put on" the marks of

difference from the outside, that even the principle itself as

a principle for the control of life becomes discredited. With-

out descending to details, any who are interested can easily

perceive a large territory in which this of which we write

has become sadly operative. Protestants against form have

become mere formalists. The unescapable fact, however, is

that the best Christian character is made on the "instant-

obedience" principle, and that the process of making such

character yields naturally and easily a whole series of by-

products which we have sometimes called minor testimonies.

We hail the revival, especially by the young, of this great

character-forming principle. If we accept it we shall not be

a characterless people. Very certainly we shall not be a people

devoted to empty forms.

The principle itself gives large scope for variety, it is the

open door to real liberty in personal characteristics, it is

unfailing in its charity if it is the real thing, but it does not

know how to believe that the great process of personal obe-

dience can go on and produce no visible fruit. It puts the

emphasis, true enough, on the invisible product, but expects

this to shine through the roughest material and to irradiate

the most obscure life.

Times like the present put fundamental principles such

as this of instant-obedience to searching tests. So it is not

surprising to find new expressions that indicate a return in

some measure to the original ideas of simplicity and self-

denial that marked two centuries of our history. This from

a recent message to all Friends by a committee of London

Yearly iVIeeting is at least in this direction: "That we shall

seek for a way of living that will free us from the bondage

of material things and mere convention, that will raise no

barrier against brotherly comradeship with all, and will put

no oppressive burden of labor upon any by reason of our

superfluous demands." That may mean something quite

different from the ordinary efforts for sincerity and simplicity.
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If so, such efforts are not on the basis for which we plead.

Any protest of form against "mere convention" and "super-

fluous demands," is a wholly different thing from an active

determination to let the inspeaking Word work itself out in

our lives in direct product and in by-product as well. J. H. B.

THE QUAKERS AS MAKERS 0F~ AMERICA.

FROM ADDRESS BT DAVED GRKGG.

(Continued from page 267.)

In George Fox we find the traits and principles and hopes

and methods and life of Quakers at their best. He represents the

heroic age of the Quakers. He gave Quakerism as a life and
started it out on its thrilling career to march through England
and Holland and America. This has been the order and growth

of Quakerism: George Fox gave the world a Quaker life.

Robert Barclay took the doctrines and principles and purposes

out of which that Quaker life was constructed and built these

into a terse, clear, logical Quaker system. It was necessary

to build such a theological system for the purpose of defense

under attack and misrepresentation, and as a fair treatment

of the public. This formulated the Quaker system Edward
Burroughs took and carried out to the world and expounded
and preached, and by the conversions which he made built up
into a Quaker society. Then came William Penn who took

the life of Fox, and the system of Barclay, and the converts of

Burrough, and built all into a Quaker commonwealth, which
gave Quakers the civil embodiment of their cherished ideals

and which gave America the powerful colony of Pennsylvania,

a bulwark in the defense of freedom. After this came John
Greenleaf Whittier, who took the commonwealth and the

converts and the system and the life and beautified all. With
chiseled words and sculptured cadences he built Quakerism
into a cathedral-like poem of liberty, full of reverence for God
and of appreciation of man and of praise for the truth. George
Fox, who was the spiritual father of the Quakers, was born in

1624. This makes him a child of the seventeenth century.

Did he rise to power in that century? Was he so endowed
and did he assert himself so as to make for himself an immortal
name among immortal men? If so, he was a man among men.
That was a powerful century and brought forth wonderful
products. It was a century when every weakling was rele-

gated to obscurity; for George Fox to make his mark in that
century is all the evidence required to prove him a great man.
This was the century of great religious wars; this was the
century of great books and measures and men. If you except
the Bible, the most democratic books ever published were
published in this century. Cervantes published " Don Quix-
ote," which set all the world laughing at sham aristocracies

and mock heroisms; that book helped to turn away the human
mind from the worship of the false and artificial. Shakes-
peare's dramas were published then; his works tended to-

ward human equality; they made kings and queens only men
and women like their subjects. Bacon's works were published
then; these taught men to feel it not only their right, but their

duty, to look with eyes undimmed by a church creed at all

things which the Lord had created. Bacon's works made it

possible for Newton to open the heavens. Watt the air, Lyell
the earth, and Darwin animal life. "The Pilgrim's Progress"
was published in that century; so was "Paradise Lost," so
was Baxter's "Saint's Rest," and so was the authorized version
of the Bible, which gave the Book to the common people. The
Book is the ever-enduring Magna Charta of civil and religious
liberty. This was the centur'y of the Westminster divines,
with their catechisms and confession of faith. This was the
centuryof Cromwell's guns. Can George Fox rise in this
century? Can he in this century found a sect which shall live

and prevail and modify society, and add freedom to freedom,
and inaugurate reforms which, when carried out, will realize

the ideal civilization? Can he lead in the strike for indepen-
dence in an age when the whole trend of things is toward in-

dependence? He does.

George Fox had a profound sense of the length and breadth

of the love which God had for mankind, and this made him
the philanthropist he was. "All men are members of the

family of the All Father and are brothers." In his journal

he says: "
I saw the infinite love of God." God's love to man

inspired his doing good to all men; hence he inaugurated help

for the helpless and led in prison reforms and charities, and
in the organization of societies for the emancipation of all

human brothers in slavery; hence he inaugurated movements
looking to the abolition of the horrid and ungodly practice of

brother man shooting down brother man, hence he protested

against imprisonment for debt and against the infliction of

capital punishment for minor crimes. From the brotherhood
of man he evolved, under the teaching of the Spirit, the doctrine

of human equality. He made woman the equal of man, and
to establish her equality gave to her her full half of the meeting-
house. He argued, if men are equal, why should some be
greeted with idolatrous titles, and receive obeisance from
others, and be addressed in flattering pronouns? With him
every brother man stood for just one, and that one was no
better than his neighbor, hence he refused to doff his hat to

any man, or address any man as "your reverence," "your
holiness," "your grace," "your honor;" hence he called men
by their Christian names, treating all alike. William Penn,
following his example, addressed even King Charles II. as
" Friend Charles." There was democracy in that. Hence he
introduced the use of the pronouns "thee" and "thou" into

conversation as a protest against caste. William Penn has
built up a grammatical argument for the use of these pro-

nouns; "thee" and "thou" are singular pronouns; "you" is

the plural pronoun. Why should any single man be addressed
as though he were plural—as though he were a regiment in

one? A plural pronoun used in the place of a singular pronoun
is a species of flattery for the purpose of magnifying a man or a

woman. Recognizing that man is the brother of man, George
Fox labored to promote honesty and truthfulness between
man and man. This led him to secure a fixity of price for

goods in all the trades, a custom which is now established.

This led to simplicity of speech in conversation. He argued
for the abolition of the oath, for the reason that he would have
every word uttered by man as true as an oath. That honesty
and truthfulness might be made easy, he argued for an all

aroiind simplicity of life, and protested against extravagance
and waste and vanity and idle luxury and the senseless change
of fashion. Such was George Fox, and such were the doctrines

and practices which he contributed to civilization. George
Fox was a magnificent freeman, and he introduced into the
world of thought and life that genius of liberty which was
calculated to make every other man a freeman like himself.

How did these legacies which George Fox contributed to

America reach America? He brought them himself. The
man himself trod the very ground we to-day tread. He
traveled through the American colonies for the express pur-
pose of asserting himself and his gospel of liberty. After he
had worked out his mission here he went back to England to

find a grave, and there he died, saying: "I am clear, I am
clear." And was he not clear? What man ever left the world
having done his duty more fearlessly, or having declared more
completely all the counsel of God as he understood it, or hav-
ing given to the world grander ideals for the coming civiliza-

tion? But the principles of George Fox came to America
not only in the person of George Fox himself; they came also

in the persons of his many followers, who settled in all the
colonies, but notably in Massachusetts and Rhode Island and
Pennsylvania. In most of the colonies they had patiently

to work their way into recognition. This was especially so

in Massachusetts. The first thing which met the Quakers
there was persecution, and that from the holy Puritans. This
is one of the stains which rest on the memory of the Puritans.

It is vain to try to excuse it, for it cannot be excused; it can
only be admitted and apologized for. In former years I

offered my service to the Puritans and made a special plea in

their defense, but I now beg leave to withdraw from the case.

(To be concluded.)
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UNDER ONE ROOF.

Therefore at each moment can we joyfully exclaim: in spite of time,

death and change, we are still all together.

—

Schopenhauer.

Once, in days of long ago,

Days—of my whole life the best

—

When the time for sleep had come,

And the house was hushed to rest,

It was such a happy thought,

Used to make my heart so light,

We were all beneath one roof

When I barred the door at night.

Let the wind moan as it would,

Let the rain-drops patter fast.

They were near me, nestled warm
From the midnight and the blast!

Not one lingering out of reach.

Not one banished far aloof

—

It's a woman's heaven to have

All she loves beneath one roof.

How to-night the Autumn wind
Through the keyhole whistles shrill;

It must roar amongst the firs

In that graveyard on the hill.

Dying leaves are whirled aloft.

Swaying branches knock the pane,

In the pauses of the wind

Listen! Oh, the rain, the rain!

Now, when bed-time comes at length

To me, sitting here alone.

And the ticking of the clock

Tells how still the house has grown,

Oh, how heavy is the heart

That was once so hght of yore;

Now—I seem to bar them out

When at night I bar the door.

But our Father surely needs

All His dear ones near Him still;

Are we not at home with Him,
In the house, or on the hill?

So I fill my empty heart

With the thought that, far above,

Over them, as over me.

Spreads one roof of Heavenly Love.

So I can go up to bed.

Pass the doors where once I heard

Gentle breathing, as I crept

Softly by, without a word;

Though the house is silent now.

Though they wish me no good night

—

We are still beneath one roof

—

When I bar the door at night.

—Mary M. Sharpe, in the Holborn Renew.

MILITARY TRAINING AND THE BOY SCOUTS.

JAMES E. WEST.

[The following is part of an address given before the N. E. A. at New
York last summer and will be found in full in Scouting, Vol. IV, No. 9,

pages 1, 2 and 3.

J. E. W. is Chief Scout Executive of the Boy Scouts in America and
there is no one who writes or speaks for this organization who has a prior

right to a hearing than he.

The object of the paper is to make clear to a doubting public that the

Boy Scouts are not mihtary in spirit and incidentally it is one of the

strongest papers we have read against the popular notion that would
place mihtary training in the curricula of our pubhc schools.

—

Eds.]

Just at the present all of us are stirred as never before by
the realization of the necessity of some marked improvement
and a forward step in the programs which have been followed

in the training of boys and young men. Specialized athletics,

i. e., baseball, football, track and field events, have been de-
veloped unduly to the detriment of the physical training
of the individual, who must therefore be a "slacker," only
entering into the spirit of individual physical preparedness
from his position on the bleachers.

We must frankly admit that thus far, as a nation, whenever
the test has been applied, we have been sadly deficient

in physical preparedness.

The reports from the War Department show that of the
State militia drafted for Federal service in the present emer-
gency, from 1 5 per cent, to 65 per cent, of the men from various
States sent to the border have been rejected because of lack
of physical fitness.

Again, the records of the U. S. Government show that of

the men who apply for enlistment in the marine corps, 90 per
cent, are rejected because they are not physically fit, the
percentage in New York City alone being as high as 97 per
cent, plus, while in Los Angeles, Cal., it is 66 per cent. plus.

Primarily this is an indictment of our educational system,
and incidentally of educational authorities of our country,
including those who specifically have the responsibility for

physical education. It is because of the weakness of the lead-

ership in having our people and our legislative bodies prop-
erly understand the facts that adequate provision has not
heretofore been made to deal with this condition.

As a result, because of the European War and recent Mexi-
can developments, the country is alarmed and aroused, and
an earnest effort is being made by many well-meaning people
to impose the burden of military preparedness upon our schools

and boys in their teen age. It is true that much of the agi-

tation and resulting hysteria show a lack of knowledge of

what is properly covered by the term "military training," but it

does, nevertheless, show an earnestness and patriotism on
the part of those who are advocating this or that method for

correcting existing conditions which must be reckoned with.

As a matter of fact, many of those who have been opposed to

each other in the discussion of military training in our public

schools would find themselves in complete accord if there were
available an accepted definition of the term " military training."

Again, if those who are leaders in physical education would
come forward with a definite program of instruction which
would greatly improve the physical condition of the product
of our schools and colleges, 1 feel confident that the most radi-

cal advocates of the technical military training would be
satisfied with it as a preliminary program and would be con-

tent to have their strictly military program commence at a

more mature age.

As a matter of fact, in the programs of many of our most
progressive schools as well as in the program of the Boy
Scouts of America, a great deal of what is commonly under-
stood as military training is given very effectively as citizen-

ship training. Indeed, 1 am told by many of our people who
have been at Plattsburg that a great proportion of the pro-

gram of the Plattsburg and other military training camps is

included in the citizenship training program of the Boy Scouts

of America.
Because this is so, it does not make the training given in

our progressive schools and by the Boy Scouts of America
military training—it is more appropriate to call it citizenship

training. The Nation and the State and the community sup-

port the schools because they want our boys and girls not

only to be educated, but to be prepared physically and other-

wise to meet the responsibilities of citizenship—therefore

they must have citizenship training.

It is just as important that boys and girls be taught how
to live and how to care for themselves and what to do in

emergencies in order to prepare them to be good school teach-

ers, stenographers, bookkeepers, accountants, clerks, to engage
in any of the trades or to work as a day laborer on the streets,

as it is to prepare them to withstand the test of army service

in time of war.

Indeed, all of our boys and young men should be given op-
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portunities for such all around training so that upon reaching a

point between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one, there

will be relatively little to teach them in order that in the

event of war they can do their duty to the nation as soldiers.

The question naturally arises, "What should be excluded

from the training of the early teen age boy?"—in other words,

"What should be left to be dealt with as distinctively military

training?"

Although during the last six months 1 have read practi-

cally every article and newspaper clipping that has appeared

in our public press on the subject of military training for

boys, 1 have not found any commonly accepted definition

of the term. Indeed, there is an alarming evidence of mis-

understanding in this respect on the part of newspaper edi-

tors and even educators. I hesitate even to venture a defini-

tion, but from my knowledge of the subject, it would seem to

me, technically speaking, the term "military training" should

include merely military tactics and maneuvers of utility

only in army. life. This will, of course, include sham battles,

manual of arms, sabre and ba>'onet drills, skirmish work,

army engineering and the study of army organization, etc.

Those things which make for discipline, obedience, loyalty,

courtesy, endurance, resourcefulness, initiative, alertness,

moral courage, good health, knowledge of how to care for

oneself, etc., should not be considered distinctive military
'

training, but should be given, as part of citizenship training,

to all boys and girls to properly prepare them primarily

for their later responsibilities as home-makers, wage-earners
and citizens.

It was upon this theory that Robert S. S. Baden-Powell
formulated the program which is being followed the world
over by regularly organized boy scouts.

The purely technical military training which experience
shows is unwisely given to groups of young boys as cadets
simply occupies valuable time and crowds out a program of

other activities which would, in the judgment of those promot-
ing Scouting, prove more effective and beneficial in securing
the desired results.

General Baden-Powell, in speaking on this subject re-

cently, said:

"My own experience as a soldier includes having served
as a cadet, having commanded cadets and having seen them
in most of the Overseas Dominions; but this experience does
not lead me to think that, under their usual organization
and training, they are of supreme value for military purposes.
In my own Territorial Division, when I suggested the for-

mation of Cadet Corps as feeders to the various battalions,

not one of the commanding officers of those battalions de-
sired to have them.
"The difficulty of obtaining really first-class officers and

instructors to train boys is very great, and unless you have
them you are likely to do more harm than good from the
military point of view. More than one officer has told me
that he would rather have raw recruits to train than ex-cadets,
since, as a rule, these have so much to unlearn.

"It is impossible in the brief spells of cadet training to
instil the habit of discipline as part of the lad's character. I

have no use for the so-called discipline which is put on and
off with the parade uniform."

Aside from the exceptional cases where school buildings
are equipped with gymrtasiums, athletic fields and other
facilities for physical training, the opportunity for official

action by the school authorities is limited to the brief period
with the boys under the direct control of the schools. Mani-
festly this is not adequate. Therefore, plans must be con-
sidered to reach the boy during his leisure time through some
form of recreational activity which will result in bringing
about physical preparedness, as an essential part of pre-
paredness for citizenship.

This is where the Boy Scouts of America, the Playground
Movement and other similar organizations very definitely
provide a supplement to the work of the directors of physical
education and the school work proper.

Based upon the results secured through the program of

Scouting here and in England and throughout the rest of the

world, we earnestly urge consideration of this program as a

basis of courses of citizenship training in and out of our public

schools, to help in the forward step which must be taken to

improve the physical condition of our boys and young men.
Already important steps have been taken because of the

necessity of definite action. New York State has created a

so-called military training commission, consisting of three

men who have complete and absolute power to develop a pro-

gram of training of not more than three hours in each week
to be given to all boys over the age of fifteen who are not em-
ployed. Undoubtedly other States will enact legislation to

meet the situation.

It is for us who believe that physical preparedness is the

greatest educational need of America, to actively interest

ourselves in seeing to it that whatever legislation of this

character is enacted will be along lines calculated to secure

an all around citizenship training and therefore the best re-

sults for our country. We should all co-operate with those

to whom authority is given, and aid in the development of

programs which will give the boys proper physical develop-

ment as well as the proper point of view as to their patriotic

duty.

The Boy Scouts of America must frankly confess that

notwithstanding the fact that at present we have over 42,000
men who are giving volunteer service in various parts of

the country in order to make our program available to 190,000

boys who are registered as Scouts, as an organization, we
cannot reasonably expect to provide sufficient leadership

to reach all the boys of the country of the teen age for whom
something should be done outside of the school.

Every step in the scouting program aims at character

development and citizenship training. The variety and
interest, as well as the practical knowledge insured by the
tenderfoot, second class, first class and various merit badge
tests are, after all, but a means for holding the interest of the
boy under such leadership as will bring about character

development. The form of troop organization, the scout-

master and his assistants, the local council and indeed the
National Council and all its officers are but a means to this

end. This character development manifests itself in health,

efficiency, chivalry, loyalty, patriotism, good citizenship and
joyous living. We want all to look upon the Boy Scout idea

as a movement rather than an organization and to realize

that we are merely seeking to supplement existing agencies

for the education and physical development of the boy.

'O Master, let me walk with Thee
In lowly paths of service free;

Tell me Thy secret; help me bear

The strain of toil, the fret of care.

' Help me the slow of heart to move
By some clear winning word of love;

Teach me the wayward feet to stay,

And guide them in the homeward way.

' Teach me Thy patience, still with Thee
In closer, dearer company.

In work that keeps faith sweet and strong,

In trust that triumphs over wrong,

' In hope that sends a shining ray

Far down the future's broadening way;
In peace that only Thou canst give.

With Thee, O Master, let me live."

" Wh ERE the river is the deepest, the water glides the smooth-
est. Empty casks sound the most; whereas the well-Iaden

vessel silences its own sound."
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VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.

hlorth Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Cedar Grove,

in the town of U^oodland, N. C.,from the third of the Elev-

enth Month to the ninth of the same, inclusive, 1916.

So runs the official caption under which a considerable body
of Friends have recently been refreshed together and again

strengthened for their day's work on earth through the efficacy

of the truths of the Gospel and renewed assurance of the hope
of immortality through Jesus Christ, our Lord.

As a visitor upon the above occasion and partaker of its

spiritual blessings and exercises, let us account for the week
spent thus in the "Sunny Southland," hitherto by him un-
visited, yet filled with interest and restorative quality to one
who entered it with mind jaded with the exacting round of

required material duties.

Enroute.—Upon the afternoon of Eleventh Month 2nd,

the train for the South leaving Broad Street Station, Phila-

delphia, at 3.30, carried our group of six persons, that

happened to divide equally as to sex, and but one of whom
had already experienced what we had set before us.

The P. B. & \V. branch of the great Pennsylvania Railroad

system is one of the country's main arteries of trade through
which ever flows a large share of its life-giving substance of

human and material wealth. The line is strung with great and
rapidly growing cities. Of these Chester and Wilmington are

now expanding as never before under the strain and stress

of the European war, with its insatiate demand for muni-
tions, of which these cities are engaged in pouring forth their

tale, bringing in turn the horrible destruction of life and prop-

erty and misery untold. The thought of these things bowed
our hearts, as, in such comparative comfort, citizens of a
land of peace and unmeasured plenty, we sped our course.

The States of Pennsylvania and Delaware are soon left

behind, and we breathe more freely as we glide into the more
open country of Maryland; its fields, though browned by the
nip of early frost, are restful to the eye, as though they emitted
somewhat of the peace and retiredness of mind that emanates
from the drab of whilom Quakerism.

The yellow gleam of corn in heap,

The dairy barns and greening wheat

—

all flash memories of boyhood days spent amid the toil but
recompensing joy of mind, body and soul that may attend

the farmer's life. Having caught the spirit of it all, let us

ponder those words of our country's father, so called:

"Agriculture is the most healthful, most useful, and most noble em-
ployment of man."

John Woolman, too, had learned this secret when he wrote:

"If the leadings of the spirit were more attended to, more people would

be engaged in the sweet employment of husbandry, where the labor is

agreeable and healthful."

At North East we catch a glimpse of Chesapeake Bay;
later, at Perryville, our train slowly rolls out onto the high
bridge spanning the Susquehanna, affording a grand view
of this charmingly picturesque river which here discharges

its volume of water at the head of the above bay, one of the
most beautiful on the globe, and having with its tributaries

a navigable mileage exceeding twenty-five hundred miles.

The shades of evening have already gathered as our train

enters the tunnel leading to Union Station, Baltimore, the
sixth city of the United States, and appropriately named the

"Crown of the Chesapeake." We here leave the train and
are transferred by bus to the docks of the popular "Old Bay
Line," where lies in waiting the S. S. Alabama. Our party
is here increased by three additional members— one, a woman
Friend, from Canada, and two men from Pennsylvania, the

latter about to renew former visits to the Yearly Meeting.
A visit to the purser's office resulted in all securing comfort-
able quarters on the gallery deck in close proximity to one
another, as the travel at this season of the year is light. Hav-
ing adjusted ourselves thus, we went on deck to find the

vessel already steaming out the harbor. The air was highly

refreshing, bringing to mind that our evening meal had not
yet been partaken of. For this event some of our more thought-
ful members had already provided through the medium of

tempting lunch boxes. Two of the party, however, had de-
cided to acquaint themselves with the ship's cuisine; this

they found to be bountiful and of excellent quality, served
with generous attention amid appetizing surroundings; so

much so, indeed, that these two spent so great a while under
the beguiling influence of keen appetite and the opportunity
for renewing old friendship that another of our party came
with a naive inquiry as to what had become of us. Thus
refreshed, we again sought the deck, once more to gladden
our hearts with the scene about us, ere seeking bodily repose

for the night. Above were the clear, starry heavens amid
which shone the moon, now at the first quarter, closely com-
panioned by Jupiter, now star of the evening. Below, were
the lights of the great city growing fainter and fainter as

our vessel steamed onward through scenes replete with his-

toric interest out of the Patapsco River into the Bay. Though
loath to quit such scenes, we turn in for the night, and, being
fair sailors, are soon soothed to sleep by the monotonous
chuck of the great propeller, ever moving its mighty burden
of human and material freight southward.
The day is already breaking when we arise and peer forth

from our cabin window. The sea is calm, the soft saline air

bathes our face as the heart wells up in gratitude for such a

morning. Far to the eastward lies Cape Charles, as indicated

by its well-known lighthouse, flashing its intermittent signal

of warning to the mariner. We realize we are nearing our
destined port. We thrill with expectancy as we hastily dress

and go on deck, to find our vessel already swinging her course

to the westward, and know that we are at the entrance to

Hampton Roads, that magnificent harbor which forms the

mouth of the James River. As the lights grow dimmer on
shore, we are conscious that the morning is one of majesty,

and ideal for viewing the scenes of deep historic interest which
here await the visitor. As thus we stand with enraptured
gaze, a touch on the shoulder caused us to turn around, when, lo 1

suspended above the vapory horizon of the sea from which it

has just arisen, hangs the sun, the only thing needed, it

would seem, to idealize the situation to the full. Places were
now seen for the first time whose names had been lisped in

infancy, when an uncle lay at the point of death in the great

military hospital located here during the War of the Rebel-

lion. As we dock to unload a large portion of our great cargo

of merchandise which was taken on at Baltimore, we ob-

serve close to our right the massive ramparts of Fortress

Monroe constructed near a century ago at the cost of mil-

lions of dollars, and regarded as one of the strongest military

defenses of the world. "Old Point" is a clean, attractive

place with an equable climate, long popular as a winter

resort, though over all broods the subtle influence of mili-

tarism—its precision, its etiquette, its pomp and parade,

especially as it obtains in the ball-room of the famous hos-

telry that arises from the water's edge directly in front of

us—The Hotel Chamberlin. About us in the haven lie at

anchor many of the nation's war vessels, and speeding among
them the ponderous, strange-looking craft which we were
informed were engaged in coaling them. As if to remind us

of present world conditions on the high seas, nearby lies a

trading vessel riding at anchor. She flies the Norwegian colors,

in times of peace this would well identify her; not so now. A
new engine of war lurks amid the high seas seeking only to

destroy, and so upon the sides of the little vessel, near stem
and stern, her nationality as a neutral is again set forth in

three broad vertical bands, while her name stands out amid-
ship in huge letters, thus:

SOLVEIG SKOGLAND, NORCE.

Learning that the Alabama will dock here for near an hour

we pass out through the hold redolent with the odor of coffee

and other edible merchandise (especially pleasing to those,

who, like ourselves, have not as yet breakfasted), amid the
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din jof dusky stevedores engaged with their rattling trucks

in discharging so much of the cargo as is consigned to this

point. As we stroll about, decided pacificists though we be,

the old fortress holds a strange fascination over us, and thither

we direct our steps. With awe-struck feelings we cross the

moat and pass through the parte salle, whose walls are fifty

feet thick and the same in height, suggesting something al-

together medieval; but well we know that behind those ram-
parts, now so peaceful and still in the morning light, there

lie the great disappearing guns with power undreamed of in

the days of knight errantry. The space within the enclosure

covers sixty-eight acres. Here are the barracks and officers'

quarters. Everything is suggestive of military precision and
cleanliness. The sentinel on guard answers our questions

with civility, and we make our exit feeling that we have added
one more novelty to our life's experience. Not the least in-

teresting feature to us, however, was our first acquaintance
with the live oak, a number of fine specimens of which with
their thick, dark-green leaves, imparted to the above grounds
a pleasing and noble aspect.

(To be continued.)

ENGLISH FRIENDS DURING THE WAR.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

(Concluded from page 269.)

Some young men connected with the Society of Friends have
felt dissatisfied with it and have resigned, returned home and
faced the Tribunal as conscientious objectors. Members of the
Society of Friends would certainly seem to have limitless

scope connected with the relief of millions of innocent non-
combatants without entering into compromising labors as-

sociated with army work. 1 personally found in private con-
versation amongst casual acquaintances, who are not Friends,
the distinct impression prevailing that the near-army work of

the F. A. U. revealed that the Quakers had largely relinquished
their dislike and generally considered non-patriotic position,
and were to be commended for doing so. The whole question
has been weightily discussed in Meetings of Friends and the
feeling certainly grew whilst we were in England that as a
testimony-bearing proposition the F. A. U. does not in the
minds of many Friends meet the demands of the hour. The
situation is one that will soon have to be faced by English
Friends.

A much-beloved and prominent Friend of London Yearly
Meeting used language to the following effect one day in a
Quarterly Meeting: "There is no question but that the con-
scientious objectors (Friends and non-Friends alike) who face
the Tribunals and who will not give in, who protest against
any sort of participation in war, who endure insult and im-
prisonment, are the men who are really making the fight for
religious liberty in England to-day, and upholding the rights
of conscience."

It must be remembered that many conscientious objectors
are men of affairs holding excellent business, professional and
social positions, and whose Christian integrity and character
are unimpeachable. Many of them are the best that Chris-
tianity can produce in the churches to-day. Others are
Socialists with lofty ideals of brotherhood and love, who are
influenced by Christianity and who at the same time may be
positively derisive or hopeless as to the condition of the
churches about them. As far as I can understand most of
the denominations are pretty well represented among these
protestants against war, Many of these conscientious ob-
jectors co-operate with Friends.
There is, however, antagonism discovered from the most un-

expected sources. Common observation and statistics alike
show that war or preparation for war dims the spiritual vision
and benumbs the moral perceptions.
One of the most unhappy and disappointing exhibitions

made in connection with the whole situation is that offered
by most of the clergy in England. Friends, as far as I have
observed, whilst not even among themselves commenting on

it, and whilst full of love for their persecutors, have had to

face this trying position. It indicates the sort of prejudice

they are compelled to meet. These ministers made their

places of worship the recruiting grounds for the original vol-

unteer system, and have since, at the first intimation from
governmental sources, vigorously preached conscription. They
have elected to follow the behest of politicians and munition
makers rather than the commands of Him whom they call

their Lord. There are unqualified and unanswered statements
to the effect that when the conscription acts were being framed
and passed, leading clerics of England went to Westminster
and secured exemption for the clergy from compulsory military

service. It will be of no advantage to mention their names.
Unfortunately their inconsistency did not stop here. Some
of them—presumably the spiritual leaders of England—have
been most abusive or contemptuous in references to the
conscientious objectors. They have apparently forgotten the
freedom of conscience inculcated in the teachings of the Gospel.

Not only have they failed to obey the command to love their

enemies, but they have publicly insulted and derided those

who do love their enemies. Their high position and authority
in the church has been employed in weakening the position

of those who do obey the teachings of Jesus Christ and in

scoffmg at them. They seem to think that they have secured

the approval of the masses. They are in error. They have
been greedily listened to by those who make gain out of war,
but if newspaper reports and labor periodical comments are

correct they have secured much contempt from the working
classes. Their action has been a terrific blow to the prestige

of the church, if not to the cause of Jesus Christ.

A man refused exemption by a tribunal, immediately and
automatically is considered a soldier and as such becomes sub-
ject to the terrible penalties inflicted in the British army for

treason or insubordination. Some Friends along with others

have been sentenced to be shot but their sentences were sub-
sequently commuted to ten years' penal servitude. The his-

tory of these penalties and the brutal treatment accorded to

conscientious objectors would be unbelievable except for the
authentic sources from which they are received. It constitutes

one shameful record of physical and mental tortures in military

prisons, barracks and camps. 1 shall not enter into details.

It may be enough to say that I possess numerous copies of

speeches made in parliament on the subject, editorial com-
ment and parliamentary reports in the London newspapers,
and published remonstrances of some leading clergy of the
non-conformist denominations, etc. Some English people
view the situation with terror as they contemplate the loss

of civil and religious liberty which they apprehend dishonors
England.

Naturally, the hearts of English Friends, who devotedly
love their country, burn because of all these things. The eight

Quarterly Meetings we attended—some of them lasting more
than one day, and with numerous sessions—were largely de-
voted to conditions growing out of the war, the immoralities,

the losses, the sufferings, the tears of those not of our com-
munion who are oppressed and who have no Comforter. The
ministry in meetings for worship was largely imbued with the
same agony and thought. In private houses the conversation
could not help but be full of reference to the sorrows of the
world and to trials connected with faithful discipleship at

home. When you pour out your money and strength without
stint on behalf of millions of homeless refugees abroad, when
your best loved boys in your own Monthly Meeting are being
taken before Tribunals or to prisons; when you endure calumny
for your Saviour's sake, then you are drawn together in the
holy bonds of the brotherhood of Christ. You learn what it

really is to sacrifice for Him. Were these conditions depressing
to us as we day by day saw and heard what we did? They
were. But at the same time we were deeply impressed with
the possibilities of the sustaining power of our Lord. We saw
young Friends smiling and happy a few days before they were
taken from Devonshire Meeting-house to go to jail; we saw
a living faith in the older people which rose higher and higher
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in proportion to tlie depressing nature of the trials that as-

sailed them; we saw cheerfulness in sorrow; we saw that there

yet remain in this sin-tossed world men and women who really

have a glimpse of the glory of the Lord and who are willing

to endure the cross and despise the shame for His name's sake.

1 ask Friends everywhere in America to get into closer,

comradeship with their English brethren and sisters in this

hour of trial and remember them in their prayers.

As English Friends are thus faithfully and bravely contend-
ing in the spirit of love with spiritual blindness and military

tyranny in high places, let us of America also set our spiritual

houses in order that we too, with God's help, may courageously

meet the same menacing conditions which are to-day knocking
at our very gates.

THE WORK OF THE CHEYNEY TRAINING SCHOOL.

The Cheyney Training School for Teachers is a gift to the

nation by Friends. They ought, therefore, to have some
report from time to time of the fruit the institution is bearing

in its chosen fields of service to the nation in the training of

teachers for the Negro race.

As the years go on the so-called Negro problem becomes no
less difficult of solution, and no less worthy of patient attention

and study. The colored man in America is not thinking of

going some day to another land where he may be freed from
the evils of prejudice. He has long ago, for better or for worse,

cast in his lot permanently upon American soil. Jews, under
Zionism, may dream of returning to the land of the patriarchs,

but Negroes in America, in spite of suffering and set-backs,

can conceive of no other home. We are here, therefore, defin-

itely and permanently, to be a help or a hindrance, to pull

down or to build up, to be citizens in the true sense of that

term, or irritating dependents. No other third outcome is

possible. And if we are to be assets instead of liabilities in

the sum total of our national life, we must be educated.
Mere negative criticism will not help. Our minds and our
hearts must be set free and developed so that we may make
some worthy contribution to American progress. Long ago
Friends helped to strike from our limbs the physical fetters.

This was a vast but truly a comparatively easy service. The
greater task remained. The masses of my people are still

bound by the shackles of ignorance, poverty and prejudice.

Who will rend these asunder? Who will bring now the salva-

tion that can come only by character and efficiency?

Work for this redemption cannot, in the long run, be done
by white men and women. It must be accomplished more
and more by Negroes themselves. It must be guided by
trained and consecrated men and women of the race, who know
their people and their needs. All the battles that have been
fought for us must be won over again by ourselves on a higher
plane. There is no such thing as giving a people freedom or

civilization. These mighty boons come only to those who
can command and deserve them. The only secure race is the
one that mounts to self-realization by character and trained
productive energy.

No endeavor for colored people, therefore, could be m'ore

significant than that of the Cheyney Training School in de-

veloping teachers who shall hold up for Negro youth high
ideals of character and of service, and stimulate in them the

spirit of self-reliance, of race pride and of goodwill to their

neighbor. It requires time, money and patience to establish

these ideals and to diffuse widely that spirit. It requires, better

still, mutual understanding and co-operation between the

races. Not only is all the energy, resourcefulness and talent

of colored people themselves needed, but also for generations

to come all the practical assistance and encouragement that
white friends can give. That is the only way in which colored

people can be helped to help themselves. That is why the

Cheyney Training School makes its appeal systematically
from year to year to all good citizens for increased interest

and support, believing that any institution that can point the
way to an intelligent, energized and productive Negro citizen-

shipjs a vital factor in promoting national peace and prosperity.

Last summer twenty-one young men and women were
sent out from the various departments of the School with the
Cheyney training, specialists all in the manual arts. They
are now widely scattered, especially in the Southland, each
to be a leavening influence upon his people in character-
building and industrial efficiency. These graduates are not
seeking the easy positions in the most favored localities. They
are building up run-down institutions, inaugurating in good
schools new modern departments and attempting the most
exacting and difficult kind of rough pioneering in the rural

districts. They are meeting every sort of professional prob-
lem, and enduring many personal privations and sacrifices.

Yet their reports uniformly bring to us the spirit of good cheer,

of faith and of success. Nothing c6uld more convincingly
prove the genuineness and effectiveness of the Cheyney dis-

cipline than the actual records made by the graduates.

Special mention ought to be made of the Cheyney extension
work. This is work for a better Negro citizenship in the
immediate Cheyney neighborhood where the influence of the
school ought first to be felt. During last year students from
our summer class organized at the Gay Street School in West
Chester evening classes in handicrafts, physical training and
the practical domestic arts. These classes were for the colored

people of the town, old and young, who were not privileged

to attend the day schools, but who still desired some opportuni-
ty for self-improvement. They were sustained throughout
the winter and spring with considerable interest. Not only
did they give to the students concerned experiences in social

service of the modern sort, but they revealed many possible

extensions of public school activity in community betterment.

The call for similar help has now come from other nearby
communities. How important this kind of activity is must
be appreciated by all who realize how rapidly Negroes are

multiplying in the North, and how fast race problems breed
wherever colored people are found in considerable numbers.
Ill will and mere complaint do not help. Colored people in

the North need incentives for self-improvement. They need
industrial opportunity, decent housing, safe and wholesome
recreation, and a regular school attendance. The extension

classes were all designed to make a beginning in the direction

of these needs. As the years pass the field for this type of

service will steadily widen, and the value of the school in its

own state will be greatly magnified.

The new school year, 1916-1917, opened in Tenth Month
with another largest enrollment, and with a faculty more con-

vinced than ever of the certain need among Negro teachers

of the training for which they are responsible. The one great

task still is adequate means and facilities for our work. The
school is now fairiy crowded when we have received 100 stu-

dents. There ought surely to be dormitory, shop, class-room,

laboratory and gymnasium space for 200. There is also urgent

need of funds with which to build up the agricultural depart-

ment, so that our farm of 116 acres may be made not only
more productive in food for the schools, but a model of the

best agricultural methods and results. These needs, it is our
faith, will in good time be supplied by friends who sympathize
with our cause and realize how much is at stake in the train-

ing of safe and effective leaders for the masses of Negroes in

America.
Leslie Pinckney Hill.

Only to the extent that a Christian is "missionary" will

he realize the companionship of his indwelling Lord. A mis-

sionary minister said recently, "Our Lord is often quoted
as saying, 'Lo, I am with you always.' He did not say that.

He said, 'Go. . make disciples of all the nations. . . and
lo, 1 am with you.'" The promise is in direct connection

with the commission. Without obedient stepping forward

we fail of the companionship of our missionary Lord. Let us

take the obedient step forward that says, "Yes, Lord," in

answer to His command, and "1 am with you" is then His

personal word to us.
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TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

Step by step the Temperance Caiise

Advances toward the goal;

Bit by bit it takes the loaf

Until it gets the whole.

Although with slow, yet steady pace

It urges on its way.

Before it Bacchus shall recede

As night before the day.
—Anonymcms.

"Prohibition a N.^tional Issue" is the heading of a

double-column editorial in The North American (Philadelphia),

dated Eleventh Month 14th, and running in part as follows:

—

in remarkable contrast to this lack of a decision respecting

the issues that were supposed to divide the two great parties

was the verdict rendered upon a question which had not been
recognized at ail in the national contest. The liquor traffic

met the most overwhelming condemnation that has been visited

upon it in half a century.

It is striking enough to say that four States, with an ag-

gregate population of more than 5,000,000, voted themselves

under prohibition on election day, another electing a pro-

hibition legislature and governor, and that this action makes
"dry" twenty-four States, embracing, with those States made
partially dry under local option, more than 60 per cent, of

the people of the country and 85 per cent, of its area. Yet
these facts just begin to tell the story of the liquor disaster.

Seven years ago there were only nine prohibition States, and
a year ago the number committed to the principle had crept

up to only sixteen. Now half the commonwealths have out-

lawed rum, a twenty-fifth State has declared itself for similar

action, and in many more the traffic is tolerated in only a few
centers of population.

It is worth noting that Michigan, Nebraska and South
Dakota tried prohibition many years ago, but repealed the

laws. That they have adopted the policy again means that

there will be no going backward.
Idaho was already "dry" territory, under an act of the

legislature, but emphasized its decision last week by adopt-
ing a constitutional amendment.

Prohibition was not a political issue in Maryland, but
Hagerstown and Havre de Grace voted themselves "dry"
under the local option law. Twenty of the twenty-three
counties have banned liquor.

Defensive victories which were decisive were also won.
Liquor amendments designed to nullify or weaken the effect

of prohibitory laws in the States of Washington, Colorado,

Iowa, Oregon, Arkansas and Arizona were voted down.
Even where prohibition was not actually a recognized

factor, it determined the result and overturned the most
elaborate campaign arrangements of the big parties.

Florida, naturally, had no real party contest, but the fight

for the governorship between two Democrats was decided
on the prohibition issue. Beaten by the machine at the
primaries, the "dry" candidate was named on an independent
ticket and actually defeated the regular nominee.

Minnesota has been under local option for two years, and
during that period fifty-five of its eighty-two counties have
voted the saloon out of business. In the recent contest, the
Republican governor campaigned for re-election as an advocate
of state-wide prohibition, and was elected by upward of

50,000 plurality, while it has required an official canvass to

discover a Hughes plurality.

In Illinois the Democratic party is in alliance with the
liquor interests, and, when a demand for local option became
insistent. Governor Dunne declared against it. Lowden, the
Republican candidate, seized upon the issue, pledged himself
to a county local option law, and was elected. Here the State
administration was overturned by the uprising against liquor.

and to that must be credited a considerable proportion of the

175,000 plurality which the voters gave to Hughes.

But undoubtedly the most striking evidence of the power
of the prohibition issue is to be observed in Indiana, where
it decided the possession of two seats in the United States

Senate.

The Republican candidates were Harry S. New and James
Watson, both practiced politicians of the most hard-headed

type. Until this year they would have scouted the idea of

cultivating the "dry" sentiment; but they realized that the

movement could no longer be ignored, and they went before

the voters pledged to the support of national prohibition,

which is considered a far more radical proposal than a State

law.

Both of them were elected, defeating Senators Kern and
Taggart, two of the most powerful Democratic leaders, who
have been noted for their pro-liquor activities. Incidentally,

Hughes got the electoral votes of Indiana, which four years

ago went to Wilson.

Missouri, the home of the greatest brewing industry in the

world, showed 100,000 reduction in the normal majority favor-

ing the saloon. But it took the vote of St. Louis to keep the

State "wet," while Kansas City, which five years ago voted
three to one for liquor, declared this time for prohibition. The
explanation is simple. Just across the river is Kansas City,

Kan., and the contrast in public order, industrial progress and
general economic well-being revealed by the Kansas community
inspired the revolutionary vote.

The irresistible argument of example was, indeed, a power-
ful influence in every test. The successful candidate for

governor of South Dakota emphasized in all his campaign
speeches the desirability of bringing the State up to the level

of North Dakota, which has been "dry" since 1907 and which
has distanced its neighbor in prosperity. In the same way
each prohibition State created sentiment beyond its own bor-

ders—the experience of West Virginia and Kansas and Ten-
nessee had its effect in Michigan and Nebraska.
There has been no more remarkable development in Ameri-

can politics since the nation was founded than the rapid growth
of prohibition sentiment.

The liquor question is the greatest single issue of the day,

for it breaks down party barriers and unites on common ground
men of both the old organizations. Already the anti-liquor

sentiment constitutes the balance of power in the central

west and most of the northern States; and the day is not far

distant when it will confront the bosses as a national issue.

The Meaning of This is Plain, says The Independent of

New York. It is simply that the American people are be-

coming slowly but soundly convinced that alcohol is too

dangerous to be allowed at large in the community. This is

no outburst of fanaticism. The people have not been carried

off their feet by eloquence. They have not been misled by
exaggerated statements as to the evils of the liquor traffic

or of the advantages of abstinence. They know what the

saloon does, they know what prohibition does, and they prefer

the latter. They are shutting down on alcohol.

Our system of State autonomy affords a means of introducing

and trying out such reforms. It has given to political science

what has made the physical sciences so sure-footed, the ex-

perimental method. Each State is a laboratory, and, after

enough of them have tried some new plan and found it a success,

then it may properly be extended to the whole nation. The
time is fast approaching when prohibition will be ripe for such
extension by congressional action.

says The American
was raised directly.

Montana went into

majorities. Alaska
territory, according

Arkansas was saved

no uncertain sound.

Tremendous Gains for Prohibition,
Friend, in every State where the issue

Michigan, Nebraska, South Dakota and
the dry column by most pronounced
joined the procession, every town in the

to the reports, returning dry majorities,

to prohibition by a majority that gave
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Wet propositions in Colorado, Arizona, Oregon and Washing-
ton were defeated by overwhelming majorities, the city of

Seattle in the latter State returning a dry majority of nearly

1 5,ooo as against an equal wet majority two years ago. Florida

and Utah are said to have elected dry Legislatures, the report

being that in the former State an independent candidate was
elected governor on a prohibition issue. It is believed that

both these States will enact statutory prohibition laws this

coming winter, in Missouri and California the wet majorities

were greatly reduced over the vote two years ago.

On to Washington is now the slogan of Anti-Saloon League
and other temperance forces. The following statement was
issued from The League Headquarters, Washington, D. C:

"Twenty-four States, one-half of the States of the Union,

have now, by the vote of the people or by the act of the

legislatures, outlawed the drink traffic.

" Most of the territory of the remaining States have abolished

drink through the instrument of local option. Four-fifths of

the liquor traffic is now cornered in a half-dozen of the great

cities of the country. . . . The time has come to insert

a plank in the platform of all political parties favoring nation-

wide prohibition. Local option has demonstrated its value

by demonstrating that in many States it is no longer valuable.

State-wide prohibition is only an enlarged form of local option.

"Henceforth, the political party that is not willing to put

a plank in its platform, and the candidate, from president

down, who is not willing to stand squarely on that plank, is

not worthy the support of patriotic American citizens. We
believe the last president has been elected who will enter the

White House dumb and silent upon this, the greatest and most
far-reaching question now before the American people. But
one thing can prevent it from being an acute issue in the next

presidential campaign, and that is for Congress to submit the

question for ratification by the States before the next presi-

dential campaign."

California Liquor Men are now "crying temperance
from the housetops and the bars beneath," says Special Cor-
respondence. That "dry" vote was about the scariest thing

the liquor interests have ever encountered in this State.

"No. I," the amendment providing total prohibition, was
defeated by a large majority, but "No. 2," aimed to eliminate

drinking in saloons, clubs, cafes and hotels, was beaten by only

a scant 40,000. The cities went to the rescue and saved the

day for the saloon men. But the "drys" polled so much
greater a vote than two years ago that immediately they began
planning another campaign two years hence. That is the

reason for the sudden temperance stand of the liquor men.

A Very Interesting Letter has been received from our
friend Walter E. Vail of San Francisco. He says, "California

increased her 'dry' vote more than 100,000 over that of 1914.

Wilson was elected in the face of the fact that there were many
thousands more Republicans registered here than Democrats.
During my boyhood and for many years thereafter, the
Democratic party was considered as favorable to the saloon

interests, but a great change has occurred in this respect in

nearly the whole of the solid South by the enactment of pro-

hibitory laws by States, until now this situation exists: When-
ever the Democratic party elects a majority in Congress, the

balance of power is held by men from prohibition States. On
the other hand, until great changes occur in the more populous
centres, whenever the Republican party secures a majority
in Congress, the balance of power of that majority must come
from the wet centers of Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston,

Chicago, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cincinnati and other wet
districts of the North and East. The dry map of the United
States which now includes almost the whole of the country
south of the Ohio River and west of the Mississippi, is worth
studying.

"For thirty years 1 have cast my vote at each election with
the main idea that 1 must do my utmost to destroy the legalized

liquor traffic and consequently have pretty generally voted
the Prohibition ticket, because there seemed no possible way
to aid the cause in voting for either of the old parties. I am
in hopes, now, that the Democratic party, having to receive

its strength from prohibition States, will not only stay progres-

sive, as it has lately, but in the near future use its powerful
organization for temperance and prohibition.

" It is interesting to note that those States having the largest

percentage of American-born citizens as a rule are the States

that have adopted Prohibition and progressive politics."

William Jennings Bryan says, "The Prohibition issue is

here. The Democratic party cannot afford to take the im-
moral side of a moral issue. My work during the next four

years will be to do all 1 can to make Democracy dry."

Prohibition in Michigan becomes effective Fourth Month
30, 1918, in Montana Twelfth Month 31, 19 18. The city of

Denver two years ago voted 9000 "wet," but the State of

Colorado as a whole voted "dry." This year, Denver having
tasted the benefits of prohibition, voted 16,000 against weaken-
ing the law.

NEWS ITEMS.

The Annual Convention of the Women's Peace Party is scheduled for

the 9th and 10th in Washington. It is expected that Jane Addams will

preside, and we note with satisfaction the name of Agnes Brown Leach

amongst the delegates from New York City.

Abodt twenty Friends were present on Third-day, the 21st, for the

Annual Meeting of the Friends' Institute . Tea was served by members
of the Board of Managers, which added a social element to the occasion.

The election of officers was held. Following is the Board for the ensuing

year:

President, George Vaux, Jr.; Vice-Presidents, E. Marshall Scull, Jona-

than M. Steere, Lucy B. Roberts; Secretary, Mary Anna Jones; Treasurer,

Oliver W. Pa.xson; Board of Managers, Sarah E. P. Mickle, Hannah P.

Morris, John L. Scull, Rebecca Carter, Ethel M. Whitson, Henry D.

Allen, Harold Evans, D. Robert YarnaU, Susan J. Dewees, John W.
Cadbury, Jr., Edward C. Wood, Charles T. Moon.

In an interesting talk William O. Easton described very clearly the

work of the Y. M. C. A. for the young men of the city. Harold M. Lane

then spoke of the change in ideals of the Institute since the day of its

establishment and of the desirability of a return to those ideals of an

association for mutual benefit and co-operation in literary, philanthropic

and religious work.

The opposers of capital punishment again vindicated in the case of

Charles Stielow. On a morning last summer Charles Stielow sat in his

cell in the "death house" in Sing Sing prison. He was ready for his last

journey on earth—to the electric chair which would take his life in ex-

piation of the death of two persons he had been convicted of murdering.

Three times already he had been reprieved and each time the law had

reaffirmed his guilt and commanded again his death. His last hope was

gone.

In twenty-six minutes he would take up his march to the execution-

room. Suddenly the warden of the prison appeared at the grated door

of the cell. For the fourth time he brought a reprieve, and this time some-

thing more. The real murderer had confessed. Stielow's innocence had

been discovered. The terrible death that, day by day, for a year had crept

closer and closer till it stood on the very threshold of his cell had sud-

denly vanished away. He would be a free man again.

Stolid, insensitive, dull creature that he is, he only answered, "That's

fine," and turned to sit on his bed again. Then he was heard to murmur,

"Thank God."

But Charles Stielow is not the only one who should be giving thanks

to a Divine Providence for this eleventh hour revelation.

The law had once more been protected from its own bungUng inepti-

tude. The people—that great sovereign conception whose name stands

grim in every indictment in the courts of justice—had been snatched

back from a disgraceful crime.

The case of Charles Stielow adds one more stern count to the indict-

ment against capital punishment. In a short half hour the State would
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have taken the Hfe of an innocent man. The State in its sovereignty-

has the power of hfe and death. But unless it can use that power with

infalhble justice, it ought to abstain from its use at all. Who can believe

that human justice is infallible? Who can be bUnd to its grievous blun-

ders? Who can find, in any benefits which flow to society from the gen-

eral operation of the death penalty, a counterbalance for the possible

murder in the name of justice of even so humble a imit of society as

Charles Stielow?

Isaac

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—The Springfield Republican has the followmg: "Dr.

Sharpless is to retire from the presidency of Haverford College in Penn-

sylvania after having served it for forty years, despite the fact that every

member of the teaching staff has asked him to remain at the head of the

institution. He is sLxty-eight years old, is accounted a leading authority

on Pennsylvania colonial history, and has %vritten a number of text-books

on mathematics. The man who gives up a college presidency when

nearing seventy years of age is on the safe side."

The estunate of rabbits killed in Pennsylvania this season will be close

to 4,000,000, double that of last year, according to Dr. Joseph Kalbfus,

secretary of the State Game Commission, who predicts that there will

be a record killing of wild turkeys and probably of deer and bear.

Reports showing that New Jersey is taking a strong position among the

States with respect to enhsting boys for a mihtant, practical Christianity

marked the preliminary sessions at Atlantic City of the fifteenth annual

older bo3-s' conference under the auspices of the Young Men's Christian

Association.

Philadelphia women are making a concerted effort to keep the school-

girls of the city from using paint and powder. The Teachers' Club, with

a membership of about 300 teachers and principals of the schools, has

started a campaign to exterminate the germ-reeking powder puff, the

brazen rouge cake and all other emergency aids to nature.

All records for receipts and expenditures of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania were shattered when the fiscal year ended with the totals

showing $36,663,039 in revenues collected and payments amounting to

$35,489,553.

General.—The population of Continental United States at the be-

ginning of 1917 will be 102,826,300 and, with its outlying possessions,

113,309,285, the census bureau estunates, upon the increase as shown

by the Federal censuses of 1900 and 1910.

A report from Washington says: "There were 120 persons in the United

States in 1915 who paid taxes on incomes of $1,000,000 or more. On

incomes between $.500,000 and §1,000,000, 209 paid taxes, and there

were 122 others with incomes over $400,000."

An evidence of extent into which saloons are faUing into disfavor is to

be noted in the provision made by Congress that hereafter Washington

must be dry on inauguration day.

The great inflow of gold into the country during the past fiscal year

increased the Treasury holdings of the precious metal to $1,803,493,933,

an increase of $420,533,943 over the previoiis year, according to the

United States Treasurer's annual report.

The so-called Moody Schools are doing a wonderful work in preparing

young people for life and for training in higher institutions. The records

at Northfield Seminary show that 450 girl graduates of the institution

are attending different colleges in America, and the Mount Vernon

School for Boys has 400 of its former students emoUed in 12 colleges.

Foreign.—It is announced from London that among the passengers

on the submarined steamship City of Birmingham was the great New
Testament scholar, Professor J. Rendel Harris, formerly of Johns Hopkins

University and Haverford College. All the passengers have been reported

saved.

The following is from a New England paper: "Ambassador Naon's

idea for a system of correspondence between high school and academy

pupils of Argentine and the United States is a happy thought. Better

understanding between the two great repubhcs should be materially

helped by this sort of association. Dr. Naon already has the plan under

way and the American Peace Society, at his suggestion, has taken it up."

The largest cast-iron pipe contract ever placed in Argentine has just

been awarded to the United States Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry Company

by the Department of " Obras Sanitarias de a Nacion " (National Pubhc

Health Works) . Four British firms tendered bids as well as the American

NOTICES.

In many Friends' homes there would seem to be something decidedly

lacking, were there no "Moral Almanac" for ready reference, and no

Friends' Calendar with its clear t>-pe and helpful verses, hanging on the

wall. Through more than three generations the Tract Association of

Friends has published the former, and for more than thirty years the

latter; but perhaps few of the purchasers who have invested in these well-

kno^^-n annuals, reahze that the cost of the two is well on toward four

hundred dollars.

In pricing the present issue which is now on sale at Friends' Book Store,

the Board of Managers has been confronted with cost advances ranging

from about 20 to 40 per cent, over last year. As these pubhcations have

been sold nearly at, or even below cost, it is hoped that Friends wiU help

the Association by purchasing hberally at the prices which they are

compelled to give, and distributing to those who are not likely to receive

them.

The Friends' Card Calendar for 1917 is now on sale at Friends' Book
Store, No. 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, at six cents each, by mad ten

cents. The Friends' Rehgious and Moral Almanac for 1917 is also ready

at the following prices: Six cents each, sixty cents per dozen, by mail

add one cent for single copies. With paper covers, seven cents each,

seventy-five cents per dozen, by mail add one cent for single copies.

Friends ex-pecting to ship clothing to Wm. T, EUcinton to be forwarded

by him to the war sufferers in Europe should, in every case, write to him

in advance for shipping instructions. His address is 121 S. Third Street,

Philadelphia. Cloth and clothing are greatly needed and Friends are

again urged to help so far as their means permit.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—The
following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

—

Barton—Archseology and the Bible.

Brown—Dutch East.

Cowles—Our Little Saxon Cousm of Long Ago.

Hohnes—New Wars for Old.

Moore—What is Education.

Reade—Finland and the Finns.

Rinehart—Through Glacier Park.

Robson—Joshua Rowntree.

Seton—WUd Animal Ways.

Slattery—Light Within. Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

College Settlement Fair.—The Friends' Select School Sub-Chap-

ter of the CoUege Settlement Association will give its annual Fair for

the benefit of the College Settlement at the School on Seventh-day after-

noon, Tweffth Month 9th. The attendance and patronage of all inter-

ested will be appreciated in support of this valuable social activity.

Lyceum Lectttbes Revived at Friends' Select School.—It is

proposed to offer occasionally through the winter opportunities for in-

struction, entertainment and social intercourse, such as used to be fur-

nished by the fortnightly meetings of the Friends' Institute Lyceum, at

the lecture-room of Friends' Select School, Sixteenth and Cherry Streets,

Philadelphia. All Friends and others interested are invited to be present

and to invite their friends.

The first lecture will be on Sixth-day evening. Twelfth Month 15th, at

7.45 o'clock. Professor Herbert L. Willett, Ph.D. of the University of

Chicago, will speak on "The Youth of the Twentieth Century." Dr.

Willett is one of the most-gifted public speakers at Chicago University,

and is in great demand as a lecturer. He will speak before the School on

the same day at 12.45 on "The Man of Tarsus." A cordial invitation

is extended to this lecture also.

A second Lyceum lecture of much interest has also been arranged for

the evening of First Month 5th.

Meetings from Tweffth Month 10th to 16th:

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, at Moorestown, Fifth-day,

Twelfth Month 14th, at 10 a. m.

Died.—At Llanerch, Delaware Co., Pa., Eleventh Month 10, 1916,

Wilhelmina T. McCollin, wife of S. Mason McColhn, M. D.; a mem-
ber and Overseer of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for

the Western District.
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The following extracts are from a memorial from Phila-

delphia Meeting for Sufferings "To the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States in Congress assem-
bled," signed by John Drinker, Clerk, tenth of Second Month,
1796, a copy of which has just been added to the Friends'

Reference Library, Devonshire House. It was called forth

by a sense of religious duty "to assert the Sacred Rights of

Conscience, which will be manifestly infringed should the

Bill now in Contemplation for the establishment of a Militia

throughout the United States become an enacted Law, the

proposed Exemption being only nominal with respect to

those who sincerely adhere to Gospel Conviction in this im-

portant point of faith and practice. . . By Conscience

we mean that apprehension and persuasion a man has im-

pressed on his mind of his duty to God. And the liberty of

Conscience we plead for, is a free and open profession and
unmolested exercise of that duty. . . It is not through

any intention of embarrassing your Councils that we thus

address you, but conceiving the subject to be of serious im-

portance we desire it may obtain your weighty attention,

and that Divine Wisdom may so preside in, and direct your
deliberations, as to incline you to guard against any Act
which may be opposed to the Progress of the peaceable King-
dom of Christ, by inflicting fines and penalties on those who
are religiously Constrained to manifest their sincerity in pro-

moting its advancement."

GROWTH IN GRACE.

Years ago a woman Friend, who rarely spoke even in " Meet-

ings for Discipline," rose, after the Queries and their answers

had been read, and said, in a very impressive manner, " Friends,

we no longer answer that most important Query of all, 'Has

there been any growth in Grace amongst you?' " The writer,

then a young girl, has never forgotten the incident, and

partly on this account, was interested to hear that a recom-

mendation was likely to be made to our Representative

Meeting, that the same, or a similar Query, should be added

to those for Meetings of Ministers and Elders, to be read and

answered once a year, with the thought that it might " make

the reporting of the state of the Society more effectual."

A Friend well-versed in historical matters says that the

form of the old Query was this, " Is there among you any

growth in the Truth?" but tbere was added to it another,

"And hath any convincement appeared since last year?"

The form now proposed reads, "Is there, in the judgment of

ministers and elders, a growth in spiritual life in the meetings

to which they belong, and do there appear to be any convince-

ments?"

The Query, in its original form, appears to have been in

use in England when Clarkson's "Portraiture of Quakerism"

was published in 1806.

The Friend alluded to above writes: "The substance as

well as the style of the Query indicates an early origin. The
dropping of it from the regular list was due, I believe, partly

perhaps to a real difficulty in answering it, and partly to the

fact that 'a doleful answer' came to be sent up from time to

time." "We hope some Friends experience a growth in the

truth," etc. This was not edifying, nor very informing, and

probably the meetings got on quite as well without it.

"Whether this Query was ever used in America I cannot

say, but I think it not unlikely. Evidently Queries were in

vogue before there was any well-formulated Discipline, for

this of course grew largely out of the practice."

Some discussion of the advisability of reviving the thought

presented in this ancient Query revealed an honest difference

of opinion. It was noted that instead of being read and

answered in the open meeting it was only now to be considered

by those who hold the station of ministers and elders—sup-

posed to be watchful of the spiritual life in our meetings.

One of our older Friends felt that it might have been useful

in the earlier time, but saw no purpose in reviving it now.

Was there a note of sadness in his voice? Did he really feel

—

we questioned in our hearts—that in this day, it is hopeless

to look for "growth" or convincements, surely not.

With the memory of his apparent discouragement in mind

through the duties of a busy morning at home, some days

ater, the sorting out and putting away for the winter of some

gladiolus bulbs brought the subject of growth up freshly, in

a homely way. The bulbs looked much as they had in the

spring, but a closer glance, beneath the outer skin, revealed

clusters of smaller bulbs, showing the season's growth, and

making it well worth while to care for this promise of future

bloom. Life is growth; and if the tree or plant that shows no

growth, or but little, is not considered worth the gardener's

care, what shall we say of a meeting where no spiritual growth

is noted?

Some "doleful answers" might need to be given. But shall

we shrink from a knowledge of our true condition?

The query might be difficult to answer. Do we not find

others so at times? And if an exact knowledge seems beyond

our poor human judgment, have we not guarded phrases

such as, "We believe,"
—"So far as appears"

—"We trust

that there is"—etc., all framed to cover possible errors in

judgment.

And as we recognize that the most helpful feature of our

custom of answering the Queries is the state into which the
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meeting is brought by an honest endeavor to put the questions

to our own hearts, and to answer them for ourselves—so this

one, most searching of all, might, in its repeated reading, from

year to year, be of untold value in keeping before us the duty

of looking for and expecting "a growth in the spiritual life."

"Behold the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of

the earth, and hath long patience for it, until he receive the

early and the latter rain."

F. T. R.
-^ m

THE QUAKERS AS MAKERS OF AMERICA.

FROM ADDRESS BY DAVTD GREGG.

(Concluded from page 278.)

The Puritans who desecrated temples and destroyed the

finest works of art are not the people to condemn others for

rudeness, are not the people to bore the tongues of Quakers

with red hot irons, and cut off their ears, and brand their flesh,

and strip them naked and publicly scourge them for the crime

of rudeness, in some cases the cruelties inflicted had un-

balanced them mentally. The Quakers used no force; theirs

was the strength of the martyr nature. On behalf of the

Quakers I instance the letters which they wrote in their prisons,

and the words which they spoke on the gallows, and the

prayers which they offered for forgiveness of their murderers.

1 put these in the deadly parallel column with the Puritans'

cruel laws and branding irons and knotted whips and public

gallows, and then leave the decision of the case to posterity.

There is this to be said for the Puritans: A popular reaction

set in against persecution, and by this means Puritanism

rectified itself. The reaction came from such outspoken men
as the Puritan sea captains whose story John G. Whittier

forcibly relates in a poem pertaining to the dark colonial days.

The Quaker power in America reached its height in the com-
ing of William Penn and in the establishment and life of the

colony of Pennsylvania. William Penn was second only to

George Fox as a Quaker influence. The territory of Penn-

sylvania was given to William Penn by Charles II. in lieu of

money owed his father by the crown. The land was his to

do with as he wished and he devoted it to working into life

a Quaker commonwealth. There was no man better fitted

to establish such a commonwealth than William Penn. He
had paid a large price for the privilege of being a Quaker, and
this made him a man to be trusted. He sacrificed the friend-

ship of his home; his father said of him, "William has become
a Quaker or some such melancholy thing." He had ability;

he was educated at Oxford. He was democratic in spirit; and
his definition of a free government shows this. "Any gov-

ernment," he said, "is free where the people are a party to

the laws enacted." He was a kindred spirit to John Bright,

the Quaker statesman of Great Britain, who for a whole
generation was a leading spirit in the great movements of his

country, and who was always on the right side. John Bright

got his principles from William Penn. An analysis of his

public life will show the Quaker principle of civil life to be

this: Political power is rightly exercised only when it is pos-

sessed by the consent of the governed and is used for the wel-

fare of the community according to the permissions of the

moral law. This principle guided William Penn when he
organized his colony. He gave it a constitution and laws full

of the genius of humanity and full of equal justice. He al-

lowed all reforms to be pushed within his territory. There
was not one good Quaker thing which did not flourish in it.

Here the Indians were treated as brothers and here they acted
brotherly in return. The colony was a temperance colony;

it was an anti-war colony; it was a colony noted for its re-

ligious toleration. For over one hundred years the Quakers
controlled it. Its homes were full of sweetness and strength.

The colony was one of the greatest powers in the American
revolution and furnished such men as Logan and Mifflin

and Dickinson, all of them Quakers. Benjamin West, the

great painter, was born here in a Quaker home; he was one of

the founders of the Royal Academy of Great Britain. The
liberty of thought granted by this colony bore its products and
brought the colony honor. It enabled it to grow into what

it is to-day, the second State in the Union. The colony gave

the country the city of Philadelphia, the one city of the Re-

public which rivals Boston in old colonial landmarks, just as

in the olden time it rivaled Boston in that leadership which

inaugurated the American Revolution. It gave the country

Independence Hall; it was the home of the Continental Con-

gress. Here was framed and debated and publicly signed the

Declaration of Independence itself, which made the American

Revolution a historic fact. All this took place not on Puritan

soil, but on Quaker soil, and all this took place where it did

because there was more freedom of thought in Philadelphia

than there was in Boston.

The part which the Quakers have taken in building the

American Republic makes clear this two-fold way in which
patriots can effectively serve their country:

1. By uttering an emphatic protest against all destructive

evils.

History can ask no grander illustration of the power of

protest than Quaker life on American soil. Why is it that there

is no African slavery to-day within our borders? It is because

the Quakers as early as 1 688 issued their protest against African

slavery, and kept it issued until the nation was educated up
to the emancipation proclamation. But mark this: They in-

vested their all in their protest. They meant it, and they made
the American people feel that they meant it. Their protest

was strong with the moral strength of a splendid personality

and a consistent life; its power was moral.

2. By keeping before one's country uplifting and inspiring

ideas.

We call guns, swords, powder, forts, iron-clads and armies

national powers; the Quakers have taught us that there are

powers beyond these. The powers beyond these are right

thoughts, high ideals, holy visions, righteous principle, burn-

ing aspirations. These make a strong manhood and woman-
hood, make a strong, pure state. The men and women who
have these thoughts, ideals, visions, aspirations, go straight to

God for them; they are exponents of God. The ideal civilization

exists only in the plan of God.
This is the message of the Quaker fathers to the patriotic

sons of America: If you would render your country the highest

service and lead it forward to the millennial age, be an intellect

to your country, think for it; be a conscience to your country,

make moral decisions for it; and think and decide within the

lines of God's holy law. If you would render your country

the highest service, be the Lord's prophet to your country;

dream dreams for it and see visions for it. It was Socrates

and Plato and Aristotle, men of thought and of vision, who
were the promoters and conservators of the national strength

of Greece; and it was Samuel and Elijah and Isaiah, the pro-

phets of the Lord, who were the chariots of Israel and the

horsemen thereof. Be to the American republic what these

men were to the kingdoms of which they were citizens. Hold
up ideals before the people as they did, and then, like them,

you will attain a civilization embodying your ideals.

" Each For All."—If a cross-section showing a single day
in the life of a civilized man could be exposed,it would disclose

the services of a multitude of helpers. When he rises, a sponge

is placed in his hand by a Pacific Islander, a cake of soap by a
Frenchman, a rough towel by a Turk. His merino underwear
he takes from the hand of a Spaniard, his linen from a Belfast

manufacturer, his outer garments from a Birmingham weaver,

his scarf from a French silk-grower, his shoes from a Brazilian

grazier. At breakfast, his cup of coffee is poured by natives

of Java and Arabia; his rolls are passed by a Kansas farmer,

his beefsteak by a Texan ranchman, his orange by a Florida

Negro. ... In return he has contributed his mite to

add a unit to the common stock of necessaries and luxuries from
which the world draws. Each is working for all; all are work-
ing for each.
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THE WINEVSWEPT WHEAT.

Faint, faint and clear,

Faint as the music that in dreams we hear

Shaking the curtain fold of sleep,

That shuts away
The world's hoarse voice, the sights and sounds of day,

Her sorry joys, her phantoms false and fleet

—

So softly, softly stirs

The wind's low murmur in the rippled wheat.

From west to east

The warm breath blows, the slender heads droop low

As if in prayer;

Again, more hghtly tossed in merry play.

They bend and bow and sway
With measured beat,

But never rest—through shadow and through sun

Goes on the tender rustle of the wheat.

Dreams more than sleep

Fall on the listening ear and lull its care;

Dear years send back

Some treasured, unforgotten tune.

Ah, long ago,

When sim and sky were sweet,

In happy noon.

We stood breast-high, 'mid waves of ripened grain,

And heard the wind make music in the wheat.

Not for to-day—

•

Not for this hour alone—the melody

So soft and ceaseless thrills the dreamer's ear;

Love, sorrow, longing, pain.

The restlessness that yearns,

The thirst that burns.

The bliss that hke a fountain overflows.

The deep repose,

Good that we might have known, but shall not know,

The hope God took, the joy. He made complete

—

Life's chords all answer from the wind-swept wheat!
—Mary Ainge De Vere.

VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.
(Continued from page 282.)

Returning to the vessel, the alarm is soon after sounded,
the hawsers thrown off and again we are steaming onward
towards Norfolk and Portsmouth. These "twin cities" are

highly interesting in many particulars. The former has been
called the "Golden Gate of the Atlantic Seaboard." it pos-

sesses in many respects all the requirements for becoming a

great metropolis. Its excellent climate, its harbor, easy of

access, tideless and without current, adjacent to an agri-

cultural district vast in extent and capable of producing four

or five crops annually in the line of vegetables, and near

waters that yield the world's biggest supply of fish, oysters,

clams and crabs, the potentialities of such a city are over-

powering. Already Norfolk is the world's greatest port for

the shipment of vegetables, and its greatest station for the

export of coal, it is the great peanut centre of the country,

and the world's fourth cotton port. Here many railroad

systems converge, and here we find a bewildering assemblage
of wharves and warehouses amid which we thread our way
to the railroad station at Portsmouth, where we are to enter

upon the fourth stage of our journey by taking the train of

the Seaboard Air Line, which is already impatiently waiting

to depart on schedule time; but that spirit of hurry seems at

first only an official bluff, since we but slowly move onward
for many a mile farther into a land which but recently has

begun to awake from its "manana" of plantation days
"befo' the wa' ". But to us this way of moving is agreeable,

if only for its novelty; for have we not escaped from the hurry
and bustle of the North partially for rest; then, too, we recall

that we are on the way "to meeting," an engagement for

which the slowing down of our mental and physical powers
we have been taught is a fit preparation. We are now tra-

versing a section of "Old Virginia," a country which lies

in striking contrast to that witfi which our lives have been
so familiar. We miss the great houses and barns, the green
pastures and broad-acred homesteads; here we find patches

—

the remnants of old plantations, or else more recently hewn
from the ever-abounding woodlands of short-leaved pine,

oak, gum and maple through which the line of the railroad

passes, making, together with the country roads, those ave-
nues of commerce which connect the more fertile and set-

tled portions of the country and span the great wastes of

swamp and indifferent meadow that lie between.

Suffolk is the first large town reached as we journey onward.
It is an important railroad centre and environed by a vast

acreage of land devoted to market gardening, the vision of

which is highly pleasing, surpassing, even as it does, anything
the "Garden State" of the Union can afford. The principal

crops now are seen to be peanuts, some cotton, and corn; as

to the latter we note with interest that the universal manner
of harvesting, in striking contrast to that of the North, is

that of removing the leaves and tassel at the proper stage of

growth for forage, and allowing the ear to hang on the stock

until it may be convenient to harvest it, even well on into

the winter season. Cows are seen but rarely; the hog every-

where seems to hold dominion—great pigs, little pigs, in ones

and twos and dozens; white pigs, red pigs, mottled pigs, pigs

whose ancestry would puzzle any judge at a stock exhibit,

though he might with certainty be able to trace a strain of

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Chester White, Jersey Red and the

whilom almost sole porcine frequenter of these domains, the

historic razor back.

The dwellings, aside from those of the towns, are almost,

without exception, constructed with one story, are small, and
have the chimney upon the outside; this is built of brick or

of small timbers deeply imbedded in mortar. Not infre-

quently the water supply is drawn from a well furnished with

the primitive sweep. The general aspect of thrift and pros-

perity so common in the North is lacking, for, be it remem-
bered, this land and its people have not entirely passed from
under the blighting effect of slavery, and that we are not far

removed from the capitol city of the Confederacy.

Our journey has thus far involved the following distances:

Philadelphia to Baltimore, 97 miles; Baltimore to Ports-

mouth, 189 miles; Portsmouth to Boykins, where we change

cars for the last stage of the journey, 54 miles, leaving 18

miles to complete the journey to Woodland, our destination.

Boykins lies in Virginia, where we have a wait of nearly a half

hour. Our company is now composed of eleven persons; the

fact of one common purpose in our journey has in a way
brought us near together in fellowship. While we thus wait

it may be proper to review a little of the history of the people

and the meeting we are about to visit.

If we turn to the Journals of those sturdy pioneers of Quak-
erism in America, William Edmundson, George Fox, Thomas
Chalkley and others, we shall find a quaint yet thrilling narra-

tive of its beginnings in North Carolina. As regards the work
of the former of these it has been said that "this missionary

effort along the Albemarle was the first organized effort of

any kind to carry the religion of Christ into North Carolina."*

From these beginnings about the year 1670 the Society

continued to grow rapidly by convincements and immigra-

tion for one hundred years. In 1698 the Yearly Meeting of

North Carolina was established at Old Neck, in what is now
Perquimans County. About the middle of the eighteenth

century through immigration from the North and east a

large number of Friends had settled in Wayne, Randolph and

Guilford Counties, thus forming three Quarterly Meetings

to the westward, and from this time on it was but natural

that there should be a strong effort made to transfer the place

of holding the Yearly Meeting to that section of the State,

'The Quakers in the American Colonies." Rufus M. Jones,
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a distance of upwards of two hundred miles. After some
alternation this change was finally secured in 1813. Towards
the end of last century the movement known as the "Great
Revival," which began in the JVliddle West, had extended

to North Carolina, where, as elsewhere, there was a diver-

sity of sentiment as to its efficacy and the acceptance of cer-

tain innovations which it engendered, resulting in a separa-

tion of- those disaffected from the main bod}- of Friends. This

occurred in the year 1903. The Book of Discipline of the sepa-

ratists thus briefly states their case: "Those members of the

Yearly IVleeting who felt it was right for them to maintain

the doctrines of the immediate and perceptible guidance

of the Holy Spirit, and the Headship of Christ over all things

to His Church; also the waiting worship and inspirational

ministr}' which are, and must ever be, the outgrowth of these

doctrines, believe it would be right for them to hold a Yearly
Meeting. Accordingly they met in the capacity of North
Carolina Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends,

at Cedar Grove, in the town of Woodland, Northampton
County, in the year 1904." And here from year to year this

group of people, together with such as ma\' feel drawn to meet
with them, have assembled in an honest endeavor to uphold
the cause of Christ in the spirit of harmony and with love

for all who profess His name in righteousness.

With this brief review of the situation we will rejoin our
friends already seated in the train at Boykins. We are soon
confronted by the genial conductor, who greets us pleasantly,

knows at a glance what we are and whither we are going, and
then informs that others have already preceded us to the
Yearly Meeting, and that so and so of the train service is a
Friend and has secured leave of absence for the week in order

to attend it. All this of course enthuses us, and we begin
to feel at home with the people we are about to visit, even if

not yet in sight of them. We soon cross the line into North
Carolina and notice that the section of country now traversed
presents a far better appearance in every way than much we
have left behind.

(To be continued.)

CONFERENCE AT CHESTER, PA.

A very valuable conference was held on First-day, Eleventh
Month 19th, at the meeting-house at Chester, Penna., to
consider some aspects of individual Christian duty, and also

the duty of the meeting towards its community. A striking

unity was observed throughout the exercises of the morning
meeting for worship, and the three prepared addresses which
followed. In the meeting for worship Thomas A. Sykes, a
minister from East Lynn, Massachusetts, spoke first of the
need of individual consecration to the Master's service; and
J. Harvey Borton, of Moorestown, N. J., spoke of the "rivers
of living water" which God was waiting an opportunity
to have overflow from our lives to enrich and bless all those
with whom we come into contact.

Following the meeting the first session of the conference
was held in the meeting-house. Richard C. Brown read a
paper on " Individual Christian Duty," pointing out that a
truly religious life is one that is filled with the spirit of love,

manifesting itself continually in works of service for our Mas-
ter on behalf of our fellow-men.

After dinner at the home of one of the members of the meet-
ing, a large company gathered for the afternoon session.
Thomas A. Sykes spoke first of the need that we should get
the Master's spirit of service, and then went on to mention
some of the possibilities that lay before meetings that de-
voted themselves to action and sympathetic service towards
their surrounding communities. He referred to meeting-
houses which were filled with worshippers as a result of such
service, of First-day schools which were ministering to the
needs of those without other religious interests, and of the
blessings that were coming into the lives of persons and of
meetings that let themselves be used freely in the Lord's work.

J. Harvey Borton followed, emphasizing the blessing that
attends such service for the Master, and urging that none of

us allow ourselves to get into habits of life which do not

include some very positive interest in some kind of religious

service. Particulady he urged that every young man, start-

ing out in business, should ally himself also with some philan-

thropic activity, or similar interest, that would draw him
away from continual absorption in the thoughts of his busi-

ness. R. C. B.
m I ^

THE LAKE MOHONK CONFERENCE.

In his opening remark as Chairman of the Thirty-fourth

Lake Mohonk Conference on the Indians and Other Dependent
Peoples, Dr. Samuel A. Eliot, of Boston, likened the assembly

to a number of persons who might be climbing to the top of a

mountain. At first they were separated on different sides, in

the undergrowth and trees, and were able to see but little.

Finally as they pushed up and up toward the higher levels

they find their views more extensive in their scope until at

last when the summit is reached they discover, no matter what
their difference of outlook may have been in the first instance,

that at last the same extensive panoramas spread out before

them. So it is with such Conferences as this one. Those
attending come together bringing many different points of

view. It is only by a combination of these that the best ef-

forts can be crystallized into the best thoughts, the best proc-

esses for the future outlined and developed, as we arrive at

true unity.

To two of the members of the Conference the approach to

Mohonk was a very attractive one. They had been favored

to drive from Pocono up the beautiful Delaware Valley and
then across to Mohonk from Port Jervis, a distance of about
one hundred miles, with the whole country aglow with the

brilliancy of the autumn foliage. Most of those attending had
come from the other direction,' though some had followed a

similar route to ours. With that approach we too had been

familiar, but we had never before reached Mohonk from the

south and west. From whatever direction one may come,

however, the charm and beauty of the spot are impellingly

attractive.

As usual there were some two or three hundred invited'

guests who composed the Conference proper. In addition

there were many others, the regular guests of the hotel, who
attended the sessions held in the large drawing-room overlook-

ing the lake. In all there were six sessions held. Of these

three were in the main devoted to the North American In-

dians and one to Porto Rico. The balance of the time was
given chiefly to discussions of problems relating to the Philip-

pine Islands.

The National administration of Indian affairs was ably

represented by H. P. Peairs, of Washington, Supervisor of

Indian Schools; R. C. Allen, of Oklahoma, Probate Judge for

the Choctaw Nation; and Dr. L. W. White, Superintendent of

the Lac Flambeau Indian School, Wisconsin. Each of these

speakers had something to tell with regard to his own personal

share in the working out of problems, the solution of which has

been a matter of so much thought and study for generations

on the part of consecrated men and women. After many de-

lays and long years of effort that fruit is at last being gathered.

In the field of education the most signal advance in the past

year has been the adoption of an entirely new course of study
which it is expected will produce remarkable results. This
course includes not only ordinary academic training in the

English branches, but also an industrial program, teaching

of hygiene, sanitation and correct methods of living, all so

correlated as to make a complete and well-rounded out scheme.
The difficulties of preparing such a course are many, for it

must be remembered that there are the greatest diversities

of conditions among the Indians, some of them being as far

advanced as most of their English-speaking neighbors, whilst

others are in a condition little removed from savagery. Neces-
sarily in the schools, English is the center around which all the

training is grouped. In the industrial program great emphasis
has been laid in the lower grades upon the improvement of
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general home conditions, whilst in the fourth, fifth and sixth

grades stress is placed on agriculture and more advanced home
making. Four years of vocational training follow the sixth

grade.

The weakest point in the Indian character is the lack of

initiative. The endeavor is made to overcome this situation

by devoting the latter part of the course, especially with the
larger boys, to such training as will make foremen of them and
compel them to take responsibility upon themselves.

This new course of study went into effect in all Indian
schools Second Month i, 1916. In order to supplement it,

last summer a number of conferences were held for discussion.

All of the superintendents in the country but ten and about
1600 teachers were present, in all about one-fourth of the
entirety of the Indian office employees. The results of these

efforts should very much improve the character of the teach-
ing in all of the Indian schools.

The difficulties are, however, manifold. It is evident that

such a course is better adapted to the highly organized large

schools than to the very large number of smaller schools

where but few teachers are employed. In this connection it

should be noted that Indian schools are suffering very largely

from limited facilities. The plants are sadly inadequate; the
teachers are underpaid; many of them in remote localities

have but indifferent quarters in which to live. Among the
great needs of the Indian school service at the present time
are normal training, decent pay, decent houses, and a pension
system for the teachers.

In health and sanitation forward strides are being made in

all directions. The policy of the past dozen years of increas-

ing the number of doctors and also of hospital facilities is

commencing to show results. It was felt by many at the

Conference, however, that the large claims that were made
by one of the speakers, who represented the medical side of

the work now being done by the government, were hardly
justified by the situation as it exists. At the present time there

are eighty-three hospitals for Indians, including nine sani-

toria for the tuberculous.

Both in the school and in the hospital service there is need
for more devoted workers who will feel that they are making
a real contribution to Christian missionary work by giving

their services to this very important part of the duties which
our government has undertaken.

Through all the service the menace of politics is not to be
overlooked. In time past the Indian Bureau has been riddled

with this vice and though during the past decade the influence

of politics has very much depreciated yet there has been
enough of it seriously to hamper the work that ought to be
carried on. When it is borne in mind that nearly one-third

of all of the employees of the Indian Bureau, over six thousand
in number, are changed each year either as respects their

direct personnel or in the positions they occupy, it can readily

be seen how difficult is the problem of properly officering such
a great undertaking.

So the difficulties and discouraging features of the work
were also dwelt upon. One of the serious handicaps is that

there is no proper jurisdiction over petty offenders on many
Indian reservations. When minor crimes have been com-
mitted it seems to be nobody's particular duty to hunt out
or punish the offenders. Naturally this leads to vice and
crime multiplying in very large degree.

In some localities where the Indians' property has become
the prey of avaricious men most serious wrongs are committed
against the Indians in order to deprive them of their wealth.

Many instances of this were recited by Judge Allen of Okla-
homa as coming within his own personal knowledge in con-
nection with his work there.

We were also told of the conditions among the Osage tribe

in Northern Oklahoma, whose great wealth has been a frequent
subject of comment in the daily press. The result of riches

has been really to pauperize the whole of the Osage nation.

Most of these people have never had the training to qualify

them to take care of their own property. As the result of

the large payments being'made to them by the government
from time to time, produced by the royalties and rentals paid
on their oil and gas leases, they lead lives of idleness and de-

bauchery. There seems no way to accomplish an improve-
ment in this respect save only by increased educational
facilities for the children. Among these people it is gratifying
to note that there has recently been a great decrease in the
use of intoxicants.

Conditions among the Seminoles in Florida, not unfamiliar
to the readers of The Friend, were also discussed. Then
there was an interesting and racy description by one of the
supervising field matrons of her work last summer among
the Blackfeet of Montana, when an organized force of doctors
and. nurses carried on an educational campaign among not
quite 1000 members, being about one-third of that tribe. As
respects their condition, it is interesting if appalling to note
that only a little over twelve per cent, had normal eyes, whilst

nearly sixty-five per cent, of them were suffering from trachoma
in more or less advanced stage. Strangely enough, trachoma
is almost unknown among the Indians of Canada.
The subject of Porto Rico did not claim so much attention.

The most serious condition existing in the Island at the present

time appears to grow out of the fact that owing to legal

difficulties there is no way by which the Porto Ricans can
gain citizenship anywhere. They lost their citizenship to

Spain at the time of our war with that country, and we have
given them nothing as a substitute for it. Literally a Porto
Rican is "a man without a country."
Naturally the Philippines attracted a great deal of atten-

tion. The recent legislation in Congress as well as the change
in the underlying principle by which affairs are being managed
in the Islands came in for serious consideration. In contrast

with other years there was not present at the Conference any
considerable number of prominent government officials who
are engaged in Philippine work. The reason for this was
evident. The Philippine question was too live a political one
during the late presidential campaign to make it proper for

government officials to discuss the problems involved one

way or the other. Those present who gave attention to the

Philippine situation were largely men of experience who had
had to do with work in the Islands in the past and had re-

turned more or less recently. The sentiment was practically

unanimous that before the real wishes of Filipino people on

the subject of independence can be secured we must wait

until after the generation, now growing up and which has had
the opportunity of receiving the advantages of education from
the American standpoint, has had the opportunity to make
itself felt. This cannot be for a few years yet. With the

great diversity of language, customs and degrees of civilization

that there is in different parts of the Islands, it seems impos-

sible for there to be any homogeneous civilization for a number
of years to come. The hope for this is centered in the Ameri-
can school system. With the Filipinos, as in fact with every

one else, education, Christian education, seems to be the key-

note by which the difficulties and the problems may be solved.

The platform of the Conference has already been printed

in full in The Friend and it is not necessary to refer to it here.

The day after the close we again wended our way down into

the great Roundout Valley and as we traveled along it we
looked back from time to time to the great group of hotel

buildings perched high up on the hillside with reminiscences

of happy days spent there and of many delightful acquain-

tances.

George Vaux, Jr.
Bryn Mawr, Pa., Eleventh Month, 1916.

" Divine activity may always be distinguished from natural

activity, in that its operation is calm, peaceable, and free from
impetuosity and anxiety."

" It were good that we should knock and rap at the Lord's

door; we may not tire to knock oftener than twice or thrice.

He knoweth the knock of His friends."
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" TO GIVE IS TO LIVE."

Forever the sun is pouring its gold

On a hundred worlds that beg and borrow;

His warmth he squanders on summits cold,

His wealth on the homes of want and sorrow;

To withhold his largess of precious light

Is to bury himself in eternal night.

"To give is to live."

He is dead whose hand is not open wide

Tahelp the need of a human brother;

He doubles the length of his lifelong ride

Who of his fortune gives to another;

And a thousand milhon hves are his

Who carries the world in his S}Tnpathies.

"To deny is to die."

WORK AMONG THE MOTHER RACE.
We are more and more impressed every day with the great

capabilities of the Indian or mother race of Guatemala. When-
ever they have a chance to make good they show what there

is in them.
Not long ago we received a daughter of one of them into

the girls' school, who has shown special capability as a be-

liever and active church member, and we have great hopes
of her for the future. Her father has had a severe trial lately.

He was taken to serve as a soldier, and while there his house
burned down and he lost all he owned in the house, which
was more in his case than in some others, as he was very in-

dustrious. Then as soon as he got free from military service,

he lost one after another six near relatives, including a son
and his father, the latter converted in his last days to the
Gospel. During all this time the tempter has been hard
at work with him trying to persuade him that all his misfor-

tune was due to his having accepted the Gospel. But his

reply is, the Gospel teaches me to leave vice and sin. How can
it be wrong?
Good brother Pedro Poz has continued faithful in his old

work in Cantel, and in the work started last year in the neigh-
boring village of Estancia, and in addition has opened up a new
work in Quezaltenango with one service each week in the
Indian language. He has also visited some of the congrega-
tions of the south coast lately. His family circle has been
enlarged by a fine little Indian daughter lately whom he has
named Naomi. His oldest daughter is in our girls' school
this year and seems unusually bright. We have great hopes
of this new work in Quezaltenango, for there are so many
Indians there and they have less suspicion of anything they
hear.

The believers of the mother race in San Antonio are show-
ing some remarkable fidelity. They live in a ranch about six

miles away, and must cross six rivers to get to church, and
in the rainy season these rivers are swollen with the rains,

two of them being quite dangerous. This last year one of
the men was washed down and nearly lost his life. It was
one of these Indians who was speaking of the tobacco habit
and Christianity, and remarked in a sententious way, " Better
takeout stumps and all while you are clearing the ground."
A group of fifteen Indians attend the church at Retal-

huleu. One of them lately lost a son, and the ranch owner
refused to allow them to bury in his land, because the In-
dian funerals are always drunken carousals usually resulting
in wounds and sometimes in murders, and often in legal

trouble. So the owner said to them "go and bury your dead
somewhere else, I don't want any drunkenness around here."
The father of the dead boy said, "Patron, we are not that
kind of people. We are ' Evangelicals.' Search us and see if

any one here has a bottle. Examine and see if any one of
us smells of brandy. We are decent people. We don't do
those things." The owner was dumbfounded at hearing such
things from an Indian, but saw that he told the truth, and
immediately gave him the desired permission.—froiw the
Guatemala News.

SYRIAN NOTES.
Dear Friend:—

I am enclosing several extracts from letters which have lately come

from my husband, that I think will be of general interest to Friends.

We have just completed the shipment of boxes for Syria, in which so

many Friends have been interested, and I would hke to thank again all

who have so generously contributed to the rehef of the sufferers there,

and have in this way hghtened the burden, which must press so heavily

on my husband, of seeing so much distress all around him and being

able to do so httle to reUeve it.

We have sent three boxes containing warm underclothing for men,

women and children, stockings and shoes, pieces of materials for dresses,

bolts of outing flarmel and unbleached musUn, children's dresses, sweat-

ers and scarfs, with a good supply of needles, cottons and other sewing

We have also sent a box of medicines, chosen from a hst made out

by one of the Beyrout doctors, of drugs that were badly needed in Syria.

A supply of groceries which I sent for my husband completed the ship-

ment. A cheque for five hundred dollars has been forwarded through

the Department of State to my husband, and I hope to send another

next month, as the Committee for the Rehef of the Armenians and Syr-

ians told us there was urgent need for money to be cabled at once, so

as to save the lives of those who would otherwise die of starvation before

the Christmas ship could reach Syria.

I understand a second ship may be sent later on, and if any Friends

would hke to prepare for a later shipment of goods or would like to con-

tribute to funds which I shall be forwarding through the winter, I shall

be most grateful to receive and acknowledge the same.

May I ask that we should foUow the Rehef Ship with our prayers, for

there are dangers and difficulties to be met with and overcome before

her cargo can be safely landed and distributed in that far-off land, but

our Heavenly Father, who has already so wonderfully opened the way
for her to be sent, will surely protect her to the end of her voyage, and

make her a messenger of comfort and good will to those who have been

so long cut off from all outside sympathy and help.

I am thine very sincerely,

Emily Oliver.

Germantown, Pa., Eleventh Month 27, 1916.

Sixth Month 13, 1916.

I am in splendid health and enjoying perfect liberty. I am
free to go and come anywhere as I wish, and I receive only
kindness and courtesy from all. That has been my expe-
rience all along, and I cannot speak too highly of the considera-

tion and courtesy which the authorities have shown me. One
of my favorite relaxations is gardening, and I do not think

our garden has ever looked more beautiful. We have not
such a variety of flowers as we have sometimes had, but every-
thing is so green and fresh. The lavender is at its best at

the present moment. We have roses all the time.

Sixth Month 20, 1916.

I am in perfect health, and feeling very fit in every way.
I have plenty to do and enjoy my work. I read a great deal,

and do some thinking. I walk and 1 ride, daily, or almost
daily, and so I feel I have very much to be thankful for.

There are things that I long for that are denied to me, but
then I have learned long ago that one cannot have all things

at the same time in this life. We can only have some things,

that is, a choice of things, and when we make our choice

then it would be foolish to be pining for what lies outside

that choice. The true wisdom is to find the treasures and
pleasures that lie in our daily path and make the most of

these, and in doing so, we shall surely find the true balm for

every heartache.

Eighth Month 16, 1916.

If I were speaking instead of writing I think I could tell

a great many things that would be very interesting, but
when I shall have an opportunity of speaking to you, if that

time ever comes, will be so distant that I turn my thought
away from dwelling on it. Life is very complex, and we are

living in a time such as was never known in the world before,

hence all ordinary standards of judging or estimating time
do not any longer hold. The grim realities of life are stag-
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gering. The whole world seems to be in the throes of some
infernal volcano and where it is all going to end, or when,
is a problem so vast that when 1 attempt to tackle it my mind
is simply stunned and overwhelmed with the magnitude of

the issues involved, and I turn away from it with a feeling

of utter helplessness, but at the same time I am glad that 1

am only responsible for being faithful in my own work, the

rest I must leave to God who has not forgotten His world,

although at times it almost looks as if He had done so. I

know practically nothing of what is going on in the world.

My isolation is complete. I wonder if ever I shall catch up
again with current affairs, and if that is possible, 1 sometimes
wonder if 1 shall have the same deep soul interest in them
as in days gone by. My life now is full of interest and always
occupied. The love of nature and books fill up all my spare

moments. Oh, the beauties of nature. How blind we are at

times to the loveliness of the Creator's works that are all

around us, and yet how true it is that

"A thing of beauty is a joy forever;

Its loveliness increases, it will never

Pass into nothingness, but wiU keep

A bower of quiet for us, and a sleep

Full of sweet dreams and health and quiet breathing."

I had a very pleasant visit this week from a German officer,

who is an old friend of mine. It was lovely to see him again
as I had not seen him for many years. The Germans have
been so delightfully kind to me, without exception. I have
always had a great regard for the Germans—they are such a

fine people—and those that I know personally are excellent

friends, but after my experiences during the past two years,

my respect for the Germans has greatly increased. I could

not occupy space now to tell of my exciting experiences, but
some day I hope to be able to do so, and 1 have some lovely

things to tell of my experience of the kindness and friendship

of the Germans. There are some of them amongst the very
best and kindest people on the face of the earth.

I am in splendid health, for which I am especially thankful
at present. 1 am taking every precaution to keep my health

up to the maximum because of my surroundings, and I hope
I shall continue to be successful. 1 sold my horse some weeks
ago, because it was too expensive for me to keep a horse at

present, and 1 can manage to do without one, although I miss
riding very much. 1 am doing more walking in consequence.

I live night and day in the fresh air and the love of nature
grows upon me every day. With such a beautiful world sur-

rounding one it would be difficult not to be interested and
absorbed in its loveliness, and 1 can truly say that I am both.

Jack, my dog, is a delightful companion, and a splendid guard,

although he is not needed in the latter capacity. He is never
far away from me and the affection that shines in his dark
brown eyes is touching and beautiful. Whoever may betray
his master. Jack will never do so. Recently, when I was away
from home, and under a very heavy cloud. Jack never left

my bed-room door. He lost his spirits and was looking very
wretched, but when I returned home he w.ent almost crazy
with joy. He could not allow me to get out of his sight, he
was so afraid that I might disappear again. At night he slept

outside on the sill of my bed-room window so that he could

see me in the room, and hear me when I moved. How beau-

tiful is love and faithful affection even in a dog. As a matter
of fact, dogs never fail in this respect. I was in very serious

difficulties three weeks ago through the false accusation of

some unknown enemy. The details are most interesting, as

far as I know them, and sometime I shall tell all, but not now.
A sudden arrest at two o'clock a. m. has of necessity ele-

ments of surprise and romance. However, only truth will

stand. A man need never fear the punishment for something
which he has not committed. The best companion in the

world, under all circumstances, is a good conscience. The
Government treated me with all courtesy and consideration.

No one failed in respect and kindness even when suspicion

was at its worst. Ultimately the order came from His Ex-

cellence, Jemal Pasha, which restored me to my former posi-
tion of perfect freedom to go and come in the country as
before. I feel it is a great honor to have the full confidence
of the Commander-in-Chief. The examination will have done
me good, and my enemies will not attempt any more lying, I

hope.
I m

WHEN?
Exhaustion is not Peace

—

Only surcease

Of War, from lack of men
To fight again!

Nor yet, when swords are sheathed

And victors wreathed,

The while their foes lie still

Beneath their heel,

Is true Peace won at last.

But—rancour past

—

When Nations learn to spell

Just one word well,

Not "I" nor "You" but "We!"
When will that be?

—Henrietta R. Eliot, in The Springfield Republican.

NEWS ITEMS.

A SYMPOSIUM "Docs America Want Military Training for School

Boys" has been prepared by a Committee of the Peace Committee. It

contains the opinions of eighty men and women, every one of whom has
a right to a hearing on the subject.

Here is an opportunity for the Friend who does not actually work on any
peace committee to secure these folders and mail them widely among his

friends. Apply to room 25, 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

Westtown Notes.—In a former issue of The Friend allusion was
made to the closing of "The Farm House" for the winter. The date

stone on the east wall of the house is 18.50, so that we have reasons for

assuming that the house has been a place of entertainment without in-

terruption for sixty-six years. One who appreciates what the place has

stood for writes:

"The School and all its friends are lamenting the closing of the doors

of the Farm House to the pubhc. Nor is the convenience of the place

the only consideration. In the nine years that Charles and Mary Strat-

ton have been in charge the teachers, the students and their friends

have found their hospitahty a thing long to be remembered. By their

unfailing efforts to make the place attractive and pleasing they endeared

themselves to all who came in contact with them. The teachers miss

the chance to shp away from the School for a quiet meal and a chat

with Mary Stratton. The students can yet hardly believe they have no

place where their parents or friends may take them for a change and
visit. The public in general is finding it very inconvenient to have no

place of entertainment except at the school. With the going of Charles

and Mary Stratton it seems an almost necessary adjunct to the School

is gone."

Included in the lecture course for the year, two lectures have been

given since our last report.

On the first of the month, Marguerita Phillips, class of 1912, who gradu-

ated at Vassar College last Sixth Month and who, for superior work in

geology was rewarded with a trip to .Alaska, told us of her trip and ex-

perience, and illustrated her lecture with a set of Alaskan pictures, pho-

tographed and beautifully colored by herself.

Samuel Scoville, Jr., of Haverford gave a talk to the school on the

"World of the Wild Folk," the afternoon of the 8th.

Soccer has been to the fore as afternoon sport for the boys and hockey

for the girls.

The Faculty has played the School in two games of soccer. In the

first the School won, two to one. In the second game the score was re-

versed.

Owing to the late date of opening School in the Autumn, there has

been but one week-end visit home.

George L. Jones and wife were present at Wilmington Monthly Meet-

ing, Delaware, on the 7th inst.; at the tea meeting following the former

gave some account of Friends and their meetings in New England.
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Ida L. Belong attended the sixth annual meeting of the National

Council of Enghsh Teachers at New York, on the 1st.

Walter H. Wood attended a meeting of the Permanent Board of New
York Yearly Meeting in New York, on the 5th.

S. Edgar Nicholson, editor of The American Friend, visited at the

School his daughter, Carohne Nicholson, who is teaching here, and his

son, Francis, a member of the Senior Class.

The Senior Class has elected as officers for the year: President, Milton

P. Hunter; Vice President, Edwm Vail; Secretary, Eleanor Rhoads;

and Treasurer, Wilham J. Cheyney.

Recently the members of the Faculty entertained at the Lake House

those who hve in cottages on the campus. Two weeks later, those out

of the building reciprocated by giving an eight-course dinner, each

course at a different house.

L.J.

Using the Metric System.—One incidental result of the war is that

large numbers of manufacturers and workmen in England and the United

States have for the first time become famiUar mth the metric system

through its use in making goods for the continental AUies. Now, after

a man has been using the metric system it is as hard for him to go back

to our awkward and irrational weights and measures as it is for one who
is accustomed to the decimal coinage of other coimtries to use pounds,

shillings and pence. The theoretical superiority of the metric system

has always been weU known and conceded in Anglo-Saxon countries,

but so long as the people were unacquainted with its practical advan-

tages through personal employment of it, the movement for its general

adoption made httle progress. Now the general pubhc is becoming fa-

miliar with it and the American or Englishman talks about "42-centi-

meter guns" and "203-meter hiU" as easily as if he were a Frenchman or

German.

The scientific and engineering societies of Great Britain are urging

that the metric system be made compulsory and the question has al-

ready been brought up in Parhament as a necessary means of trade ex-

pansion. A country that insists upon its customers using its own local

weights and measures instead of those of the rest of the world wiU be at a

permanent disadvantage. The Pan-American conferences always talk about

the desirabihty of a common system in the Americas and always recom-

mend the metric, but the United States holds out like an obstinate juror

against the other twenty repubhcs. Recently, however, it seems that

American prejudice is dying down. The National Wholesale Grocers'

Association is awake to the need and has recommended that the metric

equivalents of the weight of contents be printed upon all packages.

Our schools have long included the metric system in their curriculum,

but it has often been taught m a perfunctory and uninviting way. Now
is the time for teachers to take it up in earnest and give their pupils a

practical acquaintance with its advantages.

Superintendent Schaepper on Militabt Training in Schools.—

•

Nathan C. Schaeffer, Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction, Pennsylvania,

has sent this strong letter to superintendents, principals and teachers in

the schools of the State:

"In view of the fact that legislation is pending in the United States

Senate more drastic than the militarism of the coimtries now at war, I

take the Uberty of sending you some hterature on the introduction of

military drill into our schools and colleges. Senate BUI 1695, introduced

by Senator Chamberlain, of California, provides that all persons between

twelve and twenty-three years, inclusive, must submit to military driU

under penalties ranging from twenty-five to five hundred dollars, and
twenty days' imprisonment. It makes an exception in favor of members
of weU-recognized religious organizations whose creed forbids participa-

tion m war; but no protection is afforded to the thousands of others or

their parents who are conscientiously opposed to mihtary drill and train-

ing for killing
"In Australia mihtary drill becomes obUgatory at the age of fourteen,

and in New Zealand at the age of sixteen. In these countries thousands

of boys have been thrown into mihtary prisons, where they came in con-

tact with undesirable characters and without any of the safeguards which
the home throws around its children.

"After her defeat in the war of 1870-1871, France introduced mihtary
drill into her schools. More than two decades ago this was dropped from
the curriculum, and the uniforms and other expensive accoutrements

were sold at auction. That this was not a mistake is evident from the

account which the French soldiers are giving of themselves in the trenches.

"Germany has rehed upon gymnastics in the schools to develop the

strength and endurance which the soldier needs. Dr. Angerstein, a high

authority in army circles, pronoimces it a physiological crime to intro-

duce military drUl into the schools.

"Smce gymnastic drills and other exercises are employed to counter-

act the one-sided physical development which driU with guns produces,

the inference is sometimes drawn that gymnastics and mihtary drill are

synonymous terms. Did any one ever claim that dancing is mihtary

drill because it is used as part of the settmg-up exercises in some mihtary

schools? It is possible to mtroduce and mamtain a rational system of

physical education without the driU with guns.

"A company of one hundred soldiers requires thirteen commissioned

and non-commissioned officers; a regiment requires 130 officers, and a

million soldiers require 130,000 officers.

"Since there are more than twelve million male persons m the United

States between the ages of twelve and twenty-three, the proposed legisla/-

tion would give us more than one and a half miUion mihtary officers in a

country devoted to the arts of peace. Who can foretell the ultimate

effects of such a pohcy or system after it has been fastened upon the

youth of our land?"

Friends and the New National Defense Act.—The American

Union Against MUitarism sends this ex-tract from the address of Con-

gressman George Huddleston, of Alabama, in the House of Representa-

tives on Ninth Month 5th:

"The gentleman from Virginia made the point the other day that this

bUl exempts Quakers and others whose rehgious behefs are opposed to

war. But he did not caU the attention of the House to the significant

and essentially mihtarist change in the status of Quakers under this bill.

Section 59, after reciting the usual exemptions from mihtia duty, such

as the Vice-President of the United States, naval and mihtary officers,

and so forth, adds:

"And aU persons who because of rehgious belief shah claim exemption

from military service, if the conscientious holding of such behef by such

person shah be established under such regulations as the President shall

prescribe, shaU be exempted from militia service in a combatant capacity;

but no person so exempted shall be exempted from mihtia service in

any capacity that the President shall declare to be non-combatant."

"This is something new, gentlemen. You do not find it in American

legislation on the subject of militia and mihtia exemptions. It was bor-

rowed from Europe, a product of the great war, invented—not by the

civil authorities, but by the mihtary authorities—to get a hold upon

those elements in the community which object to war. Under that

clause the mihtary authorities can seize a Quaker and put him at what-

ever line of work an epauleted mihtary chief has deemed 'non-combat-

ant.' They do not consult his conscience in the matter. They consult

only their own wOls. So they take him and put him to carrying shells,

entrenching, or at ambulance work, thus releasing other able-bodied

men for service in the trenches; or they put him at mine-sweeping, and

send him to jail if—as I am told has happened—he insists, as a conscien-

tious Quaker, upon sweeping up the deadly mines of his own country as

well as those of the enemy country. In short, from the standpoint of the

Quaker, this bill withdraws the main protection which he has earned

by his hundred or so years of war against war. It abohshes his right of

private conscience, and it drives him, by the power of the State, to con-

tribute indirectly—if not directly—to the murder of other men.

"You cannot read this biU to a Quaker and fool him into thinking that

you have left him the freedom he has fought for, the right to abstain

from taking human life. He knows that you have made serious inroads

upon his freedom, a serious invasion of that sacred right."

A News dispatch from London, dated Tenth Month 20th, says, the

House of Commons has passed the second reading of the Rhodes Estate

Bill, which would exclude Germans henceforth from enjoying scholar-

ships at Oxford University under the Cecil Rhodes trust fund.

The Rhodes Estate bill would set aside, apparently, the provision

of Cecil Rhodes' will by which he founded five scholarships for Germans

to be nominated by the Kaiser. That paragraph foUows:

"I note the German Emperor has made instruction in English com-

pulsory in German schools. I leave five yearly scholarships at Oxford of

250 pounds ($1,250) per annum to students of German birth, the scholars
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to be nominated by the German Emperor for the time being. Each
scholarship to continue for three years, so that each year after the first

three there will be fifteen scholars. The object is that an understanding

between the great Powers will render war impossible, and educational

relations make the strongest tie."

English Friends have had new problems thrust upon them not a

few, as a resultant of the complex conditions surrounding them. That

they are on the threshhold of others is indicated by the following letter

which appeared in print a few weeks ago, and which contains import-

ant food for reflection.

Of recent years no "concern" of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has

gained a stronger hold upon the membership than that introduced a

few years since and known among us as "our duty towards those just

outside the Society." Without offering a comment on the subjoined

letter, we wish to commend its spirit to the thoughtful perusal of all.

—

[Eds.1

Membership in a Chmstian Society.

Dear Friend.—Our Society has had to face many problems since the

outbreak of war. Amongst these, one of the most important is the con-

sideration of what is involved in membership of a Christian Society.

This is matter which we are bound to deal with in the near future. It

is being forced upon us from two opposite directions. On the one hand,

there are the eases of those who have felt it their duty to enUst, and we

know that the Yearly Meeting has deferred action in relation to them

imtil hostilities come to an end. (With these should be included those

Friends who have supported the war.) But there is another and a bright-

er side to this problem which is becoming one of great urgency and it is

of this that I want to write. Our opposition to war and our stand for a

new way of life is attracting people to lis. The sympathy we have ex-

tended to conscientious objectors, regardless of the distinctions which

some have tried to make between the religious and the pohtical con-

science, is drawing many persons of varying types and experiences to

our meetings. Already some of these have apphed for membership.

Many more are likely to do so in the near future, and in this way a new

challenge is coming to the Society. It is more than probable that we may
have many apphcations for membership from some persons who thmk
of the Society as a Peace organization and nothing more. Some have

already been received. There wUl be others (probably the majority),

who whilst realizing that underlying our Peace testimony there is a

spiritual conception of life which we seek to apply to worship and con-

duct and the solution of our social disorder, are unaccustomed to our

Quaker methods of saying and doing things.

My purpose in writing this letter is to urge Friends to do some hard

thinking on the question of what constitutes membership in a Chris-

tian Society. It seems to me that we shall be greatly helped both in

relation to those who have enlisted and to those keen pacifists who are

drawing towards us if we will try to understand the fundamental basis

of membership in our Society. In our meetings and in our homes let

us earnestly consider this question, and exercise a large-hearted and

tolerant spirit in such consideration. If the impact of a large number

of persons, some of whom may give ex-pression to their spiritual expe-

rience in terms to which we are unaccustomed, should cause us some bad

"shocks" in our meetings, let us rejoice and be thankful for the awaken-

ing touch of minds that are cast in a different mold from our own. We
have much to learn from the hundreds of men now in prison. They are

reaching new levels of spiritual experience imknown to us. The same must

be true of their women folk. We need their help. The time has come for

us to realize that our Society must no longer be a "spiritual aristocracy"

(as G. M. Trevelyan describes us in his "Life of John Bright") but a

spiritual democracy—a fellowship of persons who desire to take part

in a forward spiritual movement, and to make articulate by fife and by

word the truth we see, and which others are helping us to see more

clearly than ever before.

Lastly, I woidd ask Friends to seek an answer to this query: Are we,

both as individuals and as congregations in such a state of "spiritual

preparedness" that we shall be able to give that help which will be

looked for by those who are expecting to find a spiritual home amongst

us? Your friend sincerely,

Robert Davis.

CORRESPONDENCE.
30 KouN Cho, Mita, Shiba,

Dear Friends:— Tokyo, Japan, Tenth Month 20, 1916.

It hardly seems possible that I have been back in Tokyo for almost

two weeks. The time is flying as fast as ever and it is a great joy getting

started in the regular round of work again in spite of the extreme weather,

which makes us feel like retreating to the mountains for another spell.

The locusts and other insects are numerous, as are the small boys trying

to catch them with long bamboo poles with a little stickiness on the

end; the natives wear as few clothes as possible and we foreigners swelter

in the coolest things we possess; the sun beats down by day and the moon

by night; in fact, one might think it was mid-summer instead of the be-

ginning of faO! But just now there are some black clouds coming up and

we are ex]]ecting a little rain and then nice, cool weather. But even at

that we have not had such terrible heat as it is reported you have had

in America this past season.

This is also the time for returning missionaries. The boats have been

coming back with record hsts of passengers for the last month. I told

of the return of Edith Sharpless last week, and since then we have had

many visitors either passing through or staying in Japan. Roderick Scott,

Haverford, and wife (daughter of President Kelly, of Earlham) were

here over night the other day, and we had a fine time talking over mu-

tual friends, etc. I beheve I mentioned Carroll Malone and wife, from

Cleveland, last time. A friend of ours has just been here for a few days

with his newly acquired wife. A Friend named Walter WiUiams, wife

and small son were here one night on their way to their work near Nan-

king, China. Then there are many new people in Tokyo who intend

to go to Language School, which opened yesterday with about thirty-

five students, which is a record. We are sorry one or more of these new

people are not members of our Mission, but we have surely gotten our

share of good things this year and hope for some one next year.

Then another excitement here has been that all our evangehsts from

the country have been here for five days attending meetings held in one

of the churches by Charles Inwood, of Keswick Convention. I have

already spoken of this man's work at Karuizawa, and he was good as

usual here, although much simpler because speaking to Japanese au-

diences, many of whom were not Christians. But he had the straight

Gospel. The interpreter was wonderful. I heard many experienced

missionaries and Japanese say they had never heard such wonderful

interpreting. The usual way of interpreting is to either give the

whole thing after, as it was done for Dr. Wm. A. Brown when here last

winter, or after a completed thought or paragraph. But this time it

was done after every sentence and they were all very short—two,

three or five words usually and sometimes but one word. It was done

so rapidly that the thought was hardly interpreted and Charles Inwood

went right on with his gestures. I was down at the central station to

see them off yesterday, and it was impressive to see him say "Good-bye"

to the interpreter. I thought he was going to embrace him, the way he

held his shoulders and patted his head. He was overflowing vrith grati-

tude for what the httle man had done for him, and told him he was

"filled with the Spirit," or he could not have done it. And it was true,

indeed. Anyway the meetings were always well attended and they

have been the source of much blessing to the Japanese and ought to

lead them to a deeper consecration than ever before. It is wonderful

what a power there is in the plain Gospel given very simply without

any flowery language or deep arguing—just a presentation of truths.

I got a lesson from the fact that Charles Inwood gave himself wholly to

the meetings. He did absolutely nothing else but that—no time for seeing

people or sight-seeing. I fear I've been putting too much of my energy

into running around the country as described in my last letter, and not

enough into the real work of a missionary. I'll try harder to keep down

to business in the future.

With the best of wishes to all of you and may we all endeavor to more

and more put forth all our efforts in bringing in His Kingdom.

I am as ever your devoted though distant friend,

Herbert V. Nicholson.

P. S.—During supper we have had a glorious down-pour and now it is

much cooler, so blessings continue to shower upon us.

SUMMARY* of'EVENTS.
Local—Ten schools m Philadephia have been selected by the Board

of Superintendents of Public Schools in which the concentration of the

seventh and eighth grade schools, under departmental instruction, will
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be tried with a view to reorganizing the elementary system. One school

has been chosen in each of the city school districts, and each school will

have ten classes of seventh and eighth grade scholars, who will be drawn

from the surrounding eighth-grade schools.

Pennsj'lvania's S3'stem of State aid to local charities has always worked

badly. The Medical Bureau has now issued a report attacking most of

the 166 hospitals receiving State money, and resentment of their bad

showing is especially keen because they have so largely neglected all pub-

lie functions.

Co-operative motor trucking to make farm owners independent of

raiboads in getting their products to consumers was considered by rep-

resentatives of 18,000 farmers in the annual session of the New Jersey

Grange, in Atlantic City.

The gift by an anonymous donor of S600,000 to Columbia University

for the construction and equipment of a building for the newly estab-

lished School of Business was announced by the trustees of the Univer-

sity. The School of Business was opened this year and has about 1200

students. In a letter to President Butler the donor wrote that for more

than a third of a century he had been impressed with the need for such

a school of business as Columbia has estabhshed, and feels a strong sjTn-

pathy for college graduates who seek employment and discover they pos-

sess httle knowledge or skill that is marketable.

General.—With a calendar overcrowded with general legislation,

with railroad reforms and high-cost-of-hving investigations on its

program and imprecedented estimates of nearly a billion and a-quarter

for the nation's expenses for the next fiscal year to be considered, the

Sixty-fourth Congress convened on the 4th for its last session.

Football claimed fifteen hves during the 1916 season which closed with

Thanksgiving Day games, according to figures compiled by the Assoc-

iated Press. Last year the total was sixteen, and in 1914 there were

fifteen deaths.

"Rehgious Education and the Coming World Order" is to be the theme

of the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the Religious Education As-

sociation which will be held at Boston, Second Month 27 to Third Month
1, 1917. The theme will be developed in addresses at popular evening

sessions in Symphony Hall and other meeting-places, and wiU be studied

in its rela1;ions to the colleges, to churches and First-day schools, to

the family, to public schools and to other social agencies in special meet-

ings held in the afternoons.

In Massachusetts, where accident records are kept carefully, one per-

son was killed or injured in 1915 for every eighteen motor vehicles reg-

istered. If the 2.5,000 foreign cars visiting the State are included in the

computation, it shows one person injured or killed for every twenty-two

motor cars. The gravity of such an accident record cannot be denied,

yet even such figures are relative, and should be compared with the ac-

cident record of street cars, which run on tracks and require less skill for

safe operation.

A Boston girl has been winning school-home garden prizes from nine to

seventeen years of age. This year she is the premium canner of her age

and weight. She has a garden of 700 square feet, another of 600, and this

summer, at seventeen, she was official supervisor of more than one hun-

dred other gardens. The city girls are setting coimtry girls a hvely pace

Word has been received from Norman Angell to the effect that he

win be in America from Third Month 15 to Fourth Month 3, and during

that period may lecture on international politics.

Foreign.—In the Government crisis in London Herbert H. Asquith

resigned the Premiership, which he has held through eight stormy years

of domestic and foreign historj'. The Unionist leader, Andrew Bonar
Law, Secretary of State for the Colonies, was summoned to the palace

immediately, and the King offered him the Prime Minister's commission.

The best sellers in the book-shops of Japan are said to be works of

history and geography and foreign language dictionaries. The Japanese

are still diUgently seeking information about other peoples.

NOTICES.

Teachers' Retirement Fund.—Thinking that those who have con-

tributed and those who are contemplating contributing to this Fund will

be interested in knowing what the contributions, totaling to date, $61,689,

consist of, the following hst is appended :18 of .$25 or less, totaUng $289;

3 of $50; 15 of $100; 8 of $200; 7 of $250; 1 of $.300; 11 of .$500; 1 of $600;

12 of $1000; 2 of $2000; 3 of $3000; 1 of 15000; 2 of $10,000.

The cordial interest of almost all of those who have been visited has

been a great encouragement to members of the Collecting Committee,

and they entertain the belief that their hopes of the real service which

this Fund wiU perform in improving Friends' Schools will be realized.

Samuel L. Allen, Willi.«i H. H.\ines,

James G. Biddle, Henry W. Leeds,

Thomas K. Brown, Morris E. Leeds,

Charles Evans, Alfred G. Scattehgood,

Edward W. Evans, J. Henry Scattehgood,

Collecting Committee.

Twelfth Month 12, 1916.

During the Tourist Season Friends' Meeting for Divine Worship wiU

be held every First-day in the home of Dr. Calvin D. and Ehzabeth

Abbott Christ, No. 420 S. Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida, at 10.30

E. A. C.

"Gn'E Us Work and Hope!"—The Friends' "Emergency Commit-

tee" (169 St. Stephen's House, Westminster Bridge, London) has through

its special visitors kept in touch with the thousands of innocent "ahen

enemies" who have for so long been confined in the varioxjs detention

camps in Great Britain.

The Committee's work of providing emplojTuent for the interned

civihans is carried on with the sanction of the War Office and the Home
Office, and with the encouragement and co-operation of the Commandants

of the various camps.

With the strain of the prolonged internment becoming more marked,

as the third winter of the war approaches, it is imperative that the oc-

cupants of the camps should be given the encouragement and the change

of thought which foUow regular and congenial employment, and this can

be of the greatest value in saving them from hopelessness and despair.

The immediate need in one large internment camp is for work-shops

to accommodate several hundred men for making toys and fancy goods,

shoe-making, basket and mat-making, general woodwork and cabinet-

making, clothing and metal-work, with the addition of store-rooms and

a room to serve as a centre for rehgious, social and educational meetings.

A careful scheme has been prepared which will probably involve an ex-

penditure of $5,000 in that one camp. There is need of more than double

that sum if the scheme is to be extended to other camps, where the cry

"Give us work and hope" is making itself heard just as persistently.

The sum is a large one and on this side the demand for rehef funds of

all kinds is making it very hard to raise money quickly. Are there not

sympathizers in America who will help to reheve the distress of mind of

these unfortunate victims of war by setting them speedily to interesting

work?

The cost of transit would probably preclude sending over wooden

workshops in sections ready to put up, but if the Committee could receive

a cabled assurance that part of the necessary sum was forthcoming they

would be reheved of a weight of anxiety.

Will Friends and others in America use this chaimel of help, and by

doing so aid many to keep their self-respect and their behef in the love

of their fellow-men?

Is not this one way of setting forth the love of God?
(Signed) Lettice Jowitt.

Bristol, England.

Contributions should be sent to W. Hanbury Aggs, Devonshire House,

Bishopsgate, London, E. C, or through the editor of this paper.

Meetings from Twelfth Month 17th to 23rd:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth below Mar-

ket Street, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 20th, at 10.30 a. m. Busi-

ness Session at 7 p. m.

Muncy, at Muncy, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 20th, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 20th, at 7.45 p. m.

Germantown, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 20th, at 8 p. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 21st, at 7.30 p. m.

Died.—On Eleventh Month 24, at Newark, N. J., William C. Engle,

son of David D. and Margaret C. Engle, aged twenty-five years; a mem-
ber of New York Monthly Meeting.

, on Eleventh Month 18, 1916, Anne Randolph, daughter of

the late Edward Taylor Randolph; a member of the Monthly Meeting

of Friends of Philadelphia.
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"From age to age, throughout all ages. Divine love is that alone,

in which dominion has been, is, and will be rightly conducted."
—John Woolman.

ANOTHER JOHN THE BAPTIST ?

One can scarcely read a serious article written by an Eng-

lish Friend since the war began, without feeling that it car-

ries the lament from beginning to end that Friends have been

sadly negligent to a great trust committed to them, and that

after the war has ceased it will be made more or less manifest,

that if they had used greater diligence to press upon others

the lessons they were in a position to teach, at least England's

share in the strife might have been greatly different.

A credulous public looks upon such a statement askance

and reasonably asks for evidence, and as yet, it must be ad-

mitted, no sufficient evidence is forthcoming.

On the other hand, there seems to be a settled conviction

growing with each day's returns from the Tribunals, that

there is a company of men and women in England, with a

large nucleus of Friends as part of the group, who are making

a record, which nothing but a time of war could call into ex-

istence.

None among us claim that war is essential that such traits

of noble courage may be exhibited, but all who love the cause

for which these suffer, return thanks many-fold that there

are such witnesses to the Truth.

How easy it is sometimes for the devout historian to read

God's finger in the ordering of human events after they have

transpired and cause has had time to produce effect, and how
impossible it is for the present to judge of its own actions

in the same honest and critical spirit.

Those who hold faith in the overruling mercies of a Heaven-

\ ly Father, when they can see nothing but discouragement and

worse ahead, must cling to the belief that out of sight, and,

^las, often out of mind, as well, He is still ruling in the affairs

^f men and will reveal His power to those who come after

~ in some of the very events that are transpiring now, but

•ich our eyes are unable to see.

it is surely not irreverent to believe that God is again

oosing the wickedness of man to praise Him and out of

the holocaust of all that is wicked in human thought and ac-

tion, which was never shown forth on a greater scale than it

is to-day. He "will perfect praise" and bring to pass that

which the eyes of the present can see only by faith. But

He must choose instruments to gain His ends and these must

be imbued with the spirit of self-surrender and sacrifice, and

until these are ripe for the service He has in store, the great

lesson waits.

It has always been the case that circumstances shape them-

selves to fit the reception of some great reformation. The
man who trusts God in history as his leader finds an easy

explanation for this. It was emphatically so in the days of

the rise of the Society of Friends. George Fox was not the

discoverer of the "inward way" to God. We have ample

evidence that there had been before his day a widespread

unrest in various countries of Europe, notably in England

and Germany, and this found expression in the life and preach-

ing of Fox. His experience was without question first-hand

experience as witnesses this often-quoted passage from the

Journal: "When all my hopes in them [the priests] and in

all men was gone, so that 1 had nothing outwardly to help

me, nor could tell what to do, then, O then, I heard a voice

which said. There is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak

to thy condition, and when I heard it, my heart did leap for

joy. . . . My desires after the Lord grew stronger, and

zeal in the pure knowledge of God and of Christ alone, with-

out the help of any man, book or writing. For though i read

the Scriptures that spoke of Christ and of God, yet I knew
Him not, but by revelation, as He who hath the key did open,

and as the Father of Life drew me to His Son by His Spirit,"

but there was fallow ground in many places, ready to receive

and to nourish into life the doctrines Fox taught.

It is true that George Fox had begun his ministry in 1648.

It does not detract one iota from his fame that the great

awakening in England came through the little band of sixty

converts who had in large measure been ripe for the change

they experienced when he first came among them and preached

the great sermon on a First-day afternoon at Firbank Fell.

It is easy for us of to-day to see in the revolt of opinion

against the dogmatism of the seventeenth century, the pre-

paring of the way for the reception of George Fox's new

teaching. There has been a John the Baptist as the forerun-

ner of every reform, and it was this spirit of earnest inquiry

that was preparing the way for George Fox. "In the keen

doctrinal atmosphere of the time, a day's dispute in public

between opposing combatants was the most delightful and

improving of pastimes. A Puritan divine, for example, at

Henley-in-Arden, would take up the cudgels against preach-

ing without a call, and argue his case with five private preach-

ers—a nailer, a baker, a ploughwright, a weaver and a bak-

er's boy. When Thomas Taylor, who afterwards became a

Friend, disputed at Kendal in 1650 on the subject of infant

baptism in the parish church against three other ministers.
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and had got the better of them, his hearers ran up Kendal

Street crying: 'Mr. Taylor hath got the day! Mr. Taylor

hath got the day!' with an enthusiasm now reserved for

the result of a game in football."*

There has always been pioneer work before any great moral

issue has been brought to a crisis, and long before the crisis

has been reached there have been years of willing service on

the part of multitudes whose individual identity has never

been recognized. It is God's plan in the evolution of His work

to use men and women and to conceal their names, one here

and another there simply standing out as witnesses for the

age in which they live, that those who come after may have

landmarks to measure their progress.

The query is often raised, Js the present scourge of war
the final pass in the great game of nations? Has the seed-

sowing of the past in the interests of Peace grown into

sufficient strength and spread abroad its teaching to such

an extent that the warring nations, and indeed mankind
everywhere, as they turn with loathing from the recent past

to a more hopeful future, shall gather strength from what
these John the Baptists have been preaching?

Into the hands of those sixty seekers, who listened to Fox's

teaching in the north counties of England in 1652 was com-
mitted a trust that ripened, after most of them were dead,

into the rich boon of religious and civil liberty. Everywhere
to-day that language is spoken, and wherever men look each

other face to face, the question of Peace and War is under dis-

cussion; in the trenches among the men at the front, in the

councils of state, in the churches and in the homes. If there

are a few little bands of Christians who have seemed to gain

a clearer vision of the great Eternal Truth, may they stand

as steadfast to the cause as did the sixty whom Fox says:

"The Lord had raised up, and did now send abroad out of

the north country in the service of the Gospel to the eastern,

southern and western parts of the nation," what more can

they do? Is not the issue with Him who can be trusted?

Never did men work harder than did those sixty mis-

sionary Friends, and rarely have men suffered more for right-

eousness' sake; they possessed themselves in patience, but

they were never idle. They speak loudly to their successors

of to-day and the bravest, truest and most helpful of these

may be the men, now out of sight, held in English jails and
barracks. George Fox tells us that during the twelve years

that the commonwealth continued under Cromwell, about
three thousand Friends were in prison and more than thirty

died in prison. The Friend [London], Eleventh Month 10,

1916, states: "The total number of men arrested and handed
over to the military authorities is 2,734." May the conclud-

ing paragraph never be written as was that two hundred and
fifty years ago.

*"The Beginnings of Quakerism," p. 17. D. H. F.

THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

Everything of real value lies wrapped up in the knowledge
of God. Truly it is the sum of all blessedness for man. But
how may God be known? The heart is hungry until this

momentous question is answered. God can only be known
BY revelation. No One knoweth the eternal Father save
the eternal Son in His bosom, and he to whom the Son is

pleased to reveal Him. Christ is "the IVord" in whom God
is "declared," "the true Light" who illuminates the heart
pf man with "the light of the knowledge of the glory of God."

If that "Word" speak not to me, if that "Light" shine not

within me, 1 shall continue both ignorant and dark touching

real, living acquaintance with God.
The Holy Scriptures are given by inspiration of God, they

are the words of the Living Word through human lips or

by human pens, guided and controlled by the Divine Spirit.

They tell me about God, they are a revelation /row God. But
they are not God, nor the revelation of God; that I find in

the Son; I must "hear Him"; and the Scriptures point me away
from their letter to Him who is the life-giving Spirit.

The prophets of Israel spoke of the dawn of a new dispen-

sation, the glorious day of the new covenant. The crowning

blessing of that covenant was that those in it would not need

to be taught by man to know God. They would know Him
by direct Divine teaching, through Divine writing on their

hearts. Though Israel rejected that covenant and clung

to the mere outward knowledge imparted by the Law, the

blessings of this covenant may be enjoyed by every one. The
apostles spoke of themselves as "able ministers of the New
Testament; not of the letter but of the Spirit, for the letter

killeth, but the Spirit giveth Life." Those converted through
their ministry were "manifestly declared to be the epistle

of Christ, ministered by us, written not with ink, but with
the Spirit of the Living God; not in tables of stone, but in

fleshly tables of the heart." Such converts could be written

to as not needing that any man should teach them, that is

in respect of their acquaintance with God, for the Anointing
they had received was their inward Teacher, who taught

them to abide in the Father and the Son. Such only are

true New Testament believers. Art thou such an one?
The true knowledge of God consists in the life of God. "This

is life eternal, that they might know Thee the Only True
God, and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent." Everyone
breathing this life can testify: I know that the Son of God has
come to me, and has given me that understanding which can
understand God. This is the true God found, and eternal

life enjoyed.

The business of the seeker after God is to be silent, so that

the "Word," who has become flesh, and has put Himself
in His grace in connection with man, might speak to Him,
as He assuredly will, until God is known in His nature and
life.

_
Max I. Reich.

FOREGLEAMS OF THE DAWNING DAY.

"The night is far spent, the day is at hand." (Rom. xiii: 12.)

"Until the day dawn and the Day Star arise." (2 Pet. ii: 19.)

"Ye are aU the children of hght, and the children of the day: we are

not of the night nor of darkness." (1 Thess. v: 5.)

There's a hght upon the mountains, and the day is at the spring,

Wlien our eyes shall see the beauty and the glory of the King;

Weary was our heart with waiting, and the night watch seemed so long,

But His triumph day is breaking, and we hail it with a song.

In the fading of the starhght we can see the coming mom;
And the hghts of men are pahng in the splendors of the dawn;
For the eastern skies are glowing as with hght of hidden fire,

And the hearts of men are stirring with a throb of deep desire.

There's a hush of expectation, and a quiet in the air,

And the breath of God is moving in the fervent breath of prayer;

For the suffering, dying Jesus is the Christ upon the throne,

And the travail of our spirit is the travail of His own.

He is breaking down the barriers, He is casting up the way;
He is calling for His angels to build up the gates of day;

But His angels here are human, not the shining hosts above,

For the drumbeats of His army are the heartbeats of our love.

Hark! we hear a distant music, and it comes with fuller swell;

'Tis the triumph song of Jesus, of our King, Immanuel!
Zion, go ye forth to meet Him! And, my soul, be swift to bring

All thy sweetest and thy dearest for the triumph of our King!

—Henrt Bubton, in Bombay Guardian.
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DR. SARGENT ON MILITARY DRILL.

Dr. Dudley Allen Sargent, Director of the Hemenway
Gymnasium at Harvard University, who is generally acknowl-
edged as the highest authority on Physical Training in America,
presented the following epitome of his views on the introduc-

tion of military training into the schools before the Mas-
sachusetts Special Commission on Military Education, on
Eleventh Month 3rd, 191 5.

This is a question which has come before the State and
country before, and is the usual result of a wave of popular
concern for our military condition and state of preparedness
for war such as has swept over the country every ten or twenty
years.

I. Let us consider first what are the fundamental require-

ments of modern war as regards the men and women of a
belligerent country:

(a) Health and vigor of its people, and the knowledge of

how to maintain it under both favorable and adverse circum-
stances.

(b) Mental acumen and bodily and mental control under
trying circumstances.

(c) A courageous and generous spirit that will fight for

what it believes is right for all it is worth.
II. How near do we come in this country to fulfilling these

conditions?

(a) The most of our children are not trained and developed
physically as they should be, while a few are overtrained and
enjoy the special attention of instructors and the use of

facilities barred to the many.
(b) Mental acumen as regards physical activities is not de-

veloped as it should be for lack of the opportunity for its ex-

pression.

(c) The moral qualities of courage, co-operation and self-

sacrifice and the fighting spirit, in its broadest and best sense,

are not developed as they should be for lack of wholesome
and properly directed means for their expression, except again
in the case of the favored few.

III. Does military drill in the schools develop these quali-

ties in youth which prepare a nation for the struggles of war,
to say nothing of those of peace? No, because:

1. It is not an adequate means for physical training, being
not only very limited in its activities, but actually harmful
in its effect on boys less than eighteen or twenty years of age.

The musket is a one-sided implement, too heavy for young
boys and inefficient and harmful for older boys. Sir William
Aitkin, Professor of Pathology in the Army Medical School of

England, in his book "The Growth of the Recruit and the
Young Soldier" says that boys given military training at

eighteen make soldiers who are less robust and efficient than
men with whom this training was deferred a few years, re-

maining in civil life until after their bones, heart, lungs, liver,

etc., were more matured and developed. Recruits of eighteen

show physical immaturity which results only too frequently
in their ending in the hospital or being discharged as invalids.

Recruits of eighteen require two years' special training before

they are fit for military training.

2. It does not offer sufficient opportunity for the develop-
ment of the individual's powers of muscular and mental co-

ordination and the exercise of judgment under unusual and
trying circumstances.

3. It does not offer sufficient opportunity for struggle,

which requires and develops a spirit of co-operation and self-

sacrifice, loyalty and a strong will.

4. The most military nations in the world do not have
military drill in their schools, but give military instructions and
training only after the boys have reached eighteen or twenty
years, and have received years of physical training as a part

of their schooling.

5. The same qualities that are of most value for war are

of most value in peace. Military drill also is inadequate as a

preparation for the struggles of peace, such as are necessary to

sustain the place of the individual or nation in the pursuit of

science, politics, commerce, etc.

6. Military drill in the schools cannot teach boys the real

art of war, since they are too young to handle the real weapons,
and undergo the rigors of adequate instruction. Hence it is

apt to foster a bombastic military spirit of "tin-soldierism"
and a false sense of patriotism which does not appreciate the
seriousness of war nor the glories of the struggles of peace.

IV. A rational system of physical training in the schools
and colleges would be of the greatest value in preparing the
youth of the country—both boys and girls—for the struggles

of both war and peace; because:

1. The development and functioning of both the mental
and moral attributes is dependent upon and limited by the
health and vigor of the individual.

2. Physical training in the schools would be training at the
formative and most critical period of life, just when it is most
needed and able to produce the best and most lasting results.

3. By this means not only would the stature be improved
in size and carriage, but all the vital organs—heart, lungs, liver,

etc.—would be developed and brought into condition to undergo
the rigors of real military training in camp or barracks if

necessary.

4. Furthermore, the boys and girls would learn how to

take care of themselves under adverse circumstances and apply
the laws of hygiene, instruction in which is, of course, an im-
portant part of any adequate system of physical training.

5. An adequate system of physical training includes ath-

letic sports and games, and general gymnastics under com-
petent direction. In these activities—and in this way only^
is an opportunity offered for the exercise of the same physical,

mental, and moral qualities which are of fundamental im-

portance in war. I refer to presence of mind, courage, self-

sacrifice, and the desire to struggle for a cause which is believed

to be right. Physiologists have recently shown that the whole
bodily tone and functions are different according as the in-

dividual's emotions are those of quiet rest or active struggle.

To exercise these various functions in preparation for the

struggles of war or peace, contests must be provided. Hence
we have a new reason for promoting the plays and games of the

playground, school yard, and athletic field.

6. The countries whose armies in this war are found best

prepared do not give military drill in their schools. On the

contrary, they give abundant instruction in physical training.

As illustrating the interest in physical training, independent
of the schools, in Germany alone, in 1909, in 7174 cities and
towns there were 8607 gymnastic societies with a total mem-
bership of 902,910, and an active membership of 416,861, an
active junior membership of 150,332 and an active female

membership of 49,627. On First Month i, 1914, the total

membership was 1,486,320. It is easy to see at what advan-
tage the German military authorities worked with such a

nucleus in addition to their regular army. On the other hand,

once England's small army of regular troops—than whom there

are none finer in the world—had gone to the front, she found

herself faced with the herculean task of training a citizen army.

She has been at this for over a year and is still at it, trying to

do in a few months what Germany and France and Switzerland

have taken years of gradual and consistent training to ac-

complish.
Conclusion.

V. Upon the foundation of a healthy and vigorous youth

can be laid the technical training for peace or war which is

necessary for the successful nation of to-day. . . .

In the summer of 1908 I visited Frankfort, Germany, and
saw 25,000 men, women and children doing mass exercises in

the field, before perhaps an equal number on the benches.

I went back to London a week later and saw the close of the

Olympic games, at which there were 25 men performing on the

track and field and perhaps 100,000 spectators on the benches.

The former represents the survival of the Greek type, the

latter the decadent Roman period. One was educational, the

other was gladitorial and spectacular.

The scene at Frankfort shows us very plainly why Germany
has so many men prepared for service, and the scene at London
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shows us why England has some million or more men at the

training camps which she is trying to get into condition.

What America most needs is some way of giving those

physical advantages to the masses which she now lavishes on

the favored few—some way of providing more athletic students

and fewer student athletes, some way of providing more
soldierly schoolboys instead of schoolboy soldiers.

[The following paper was read before the Friends' Peace Committee

some months ago and references have been made to it in om- columns and

parts have been printed in The Friend. At the suggestion of a reader

we wlU give the entire paper.

—

Eds.]

PRINCIPLES ADOPTED BY THE PEACE COMMITTEE
OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS.

This Committee enters upon its duties with a profound

consciousness that the tragic events of the present times make
this one of the most solemn and critical hours in the history

of Christianity. Christians throughout the world now face

the gravest responsibilities. In America we are all in danger
of taking the war too lightly. The broken body and the

wounded soul of Europe cry aloud for healing and for a nev\'

way of life. We desire that this Committee, the Yearly
Meeting which it represents, and all followers of Christ may
earnestly and prayerfully seek to meet the needs of these

fateful days with quickened hearts, clear vision and vital

power.

We believe that Love as it has been known and is yet more
to be discovered in Jesus Christ is the one possession which
can satisfy the needs of all mankind. Only as men become
united through a redeeming and reconciling Love can they
fulfil their true natures, satisfy one another's deepest needs,

and attain to an abiding Peace.

We, therefore, conceive that Love is the supreme law of

all personal relationships, and that no evil which men may
commit against one another can necessitate the violation

of this, Christ's new commandment to His disciples. We
believe that loyalty to Him means the endeavor to practice

Love at whatever cost, though it be at the sacrifice of life

itself.

Those who strive to follow this way of life to the utter-

most will not be neutral toward wrong or powerless against

unrighteousness. Peace for them will be no sluggard's para-
dise or coward's refuge, but a life throbbing with the energy
of a love that tirelessly and fearlessly seeks to overcome evil

and to accomplish its redemptive purposes.

Such an ideal demands unwavering confidence in the in-

vincibility of Love, and we realize with humility how inade-

quate has been our faith. But we can rejoice that Love's
transforming power has not been without its witnesses. We
are strengthened as we recall the conquering influence of

Christian saints and martyrs throughout the ages, and above
all the victory of Him, who, facing the Cross, could say, " Be
of good cheer. 1 have overcome the world."
There is need for us all to examine the foundations of our

present social order in the light of these principles. What
does Love mean for the world to-day? None can fully say,

but it is for us to seek greater knowledge. Somewhat we
know already. Love strives to serve, not to be served, to
co-operate for mutual advantage, not to compete for private
profit. Love demands that in personal, industrial, national
and international life, we have reverence and not contempt,
for personality; trust and not suspicion; forgiveness and not
revenge.

We are convinced that these principles should be sovereign
for every relationship, and should govern the collective as
well as the private life of man. We deem them applicable
to nations as well as to individuals. The Christian ideal of
brotherhood recognizes no insurmountable barriers of na-
tionality or race. To strive to realize this ideal through per-
sistent good-will and self-sacrificing service is the highest
privilege of any nation. We affirm our devotion to our coun-
try, but we conceive that the truest patriotism is that which

seeks to have the nation serve the interests of mankind through-

out the world.

We conceive that the full acceptance of these principles

by the United States would mean disarmament, and the sub-

stitution of trust for suspicion toward every nation, however
militaristic. The domination of our foreign policies by good-

will would work revolutionary changes. We should make
haste to settle the immigration question with honor to Japan
and China, and in accordance with the highest good of each

race; we should seek every opportunity to spend our wealth

and efforts for the help of the Mexican people in their strug-

gle for material and spiritual progress. Instead of arousing

the distrust of the European belligerents by increasing our

armament we should be solemnly preparing ourselves to

make our contribution toward the establishment of peace

upon the basis of mutual service and co-operative friendship.

We are further convinced that our international problems

cannot be solved apart from the problems of our social and
national life. If we are to establish international relations

on a Christian basis we must seek to apply fully the princi-

ples of Christianity within the nation. We must transform

an industrial system in which the greatest mass of the work-
ers have totally inadequate opportunities to rise to the full

capacity of manhood and womanhood. We must challenge

competitive self-interest as the driving power of commerce.
We must reject penal methods which are not redemptive. We
advocate no social theory as a remedy, but we are convinced

that those who seek peace on a Christian basis must endeavor
to establish principles in commercial, industrial and all per-

sonal and social life.

We reaffirm the belief, long held by our Society, that all

war is a violation of these principles, and we unalterably oppose

all tendencies in our nation which may hinder it from expres-

sing them in all its relationships. But we cannot stop with

protest or negation. A more positive work demands the efforts

of all Christians. The task which confronts this generation

is no less than the reconstruction of the world upon a true

moral basis. We believe that this will be accomplished only

as men and women enter into a Christian discipleship which
shall be willing to make unflinching application of Christ's

principle of love with confident faith in its transforming

power. We may all take our part in this endeavor, but only

as we heartily accept these principles for ourselves and seek to

apply them uncompromisingly shall we be able to weave them
into the fabric of our national life.

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM PENN.

Albert Cook Myers, who will be known to future genera-

tions as the biographer of William Penn and editor-in-chief

of Penn's collected works, is about to return to America, carry-

ing with him vast stores of information which he has ac-

cumulated during the past six years. These are contained
in some 1 50 quarto volumes of typed and illustrative matter,

arranged in the most orderly and systematic manner that

well-trained ingenuity could devise.

From every available source in public and private archives

some 1,200 Penn letters have been collected, of which less

than one-third have been printed hitherto. The personal and
historical allusions in these letters, as also in unpublished
diaries and other manuscripts, have been traced with a minute-
ness and unwearied efi'ort that is beyond all praise. Penn's
wanderings over England, Ireland 'and the Continent of

Europe have been tracked from day to day, with the skill of a
detective following the living object of his quest from one
point to another. For some years the Meeting for Sufferings

has allotted a room at Devonshire House to Albert C. Myers
and his staff for the purposes of his work, and the strong

rooms have conveniently and safely housed his collections;

but owing to the pressure of the requirements of the Society,

he has recently had to remove his office to the Devonshire
House Hotel. His position at the headquarters of the Society,

the introductions brought from America and the support of
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the United States Ambassador, have procured for him the
entree of private libraries which might otherwise have been
difficult of access. Almost, perhaps quite, without exception,
noblemen and other possessors of books and manuscripts
bearing on Penn's life and associations have welcomed him to

their houses and placed their treasures at his disposal for

copying and photographic purposes.

This magnum opus, which will probably run to some fifteen

volumes and contain in all some 6,000 pages, is estimated
when complete to cost at least some £4,000 to £5,000. Hither-
to it has been financed by American Friends and others and
no systematic appeal has been made to English Friends, who
have contributed not more than £60, of which £50 was received

from one donor. At the present time American Friends are

contributing thousands of pounds to our various funds for

alleviating distress, and we warmly appreciate their work.
It will be a matter of regret, when the undertaking of Albert

C. Myers reaches completion, if English Friends have not
had a substantial share in contributing to its success. The
cost may appear large, but the work will be a standard work
of reference for all time and should be well done and will be
well done in the hands of the scholarly enthusiast who has
undertaken it. William Penn was essentially an Englishman
and a Quaker. Of his seventy-four years he only spent four

in his beloved colony. For his defense of the rights of English-

men we may well help to keep his memory green, for as English

subjects we owe as much to him perhaps as Americans, who
in all parts of the States regard his Pennsylvanian constitution

as the model of their own. William C. Allen, who was recently

with us so acceptably from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
has written a very appreciative article commending the work
of A. C. Myers to the notice of Friends. It was the boast of

the late Joseph Smith that his Catalogue of Friends' books
was in all the great libraries from the Vatican to Washington.
It is safe to predict that all the great libraries of the world
will some day possess " The Complete Works of William Penn."
By this means all that William Penn stood for as a high-

minded statesman and a Quaker will be brought before the
world in a new light, and will prove him to be an even greater

man than his earlier biographers have represented him.

If any Friends incline to send me contributions, I will

gladly take charge of them and transmit to Albert C. Myers
as Trustee of "The William Penn Fund," which is deposited

with the Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia.

Isaac Sharp.
38, Forest Drive East, Leytonstone, London, E.

The Complete Works of William Penn.—^When in London last

summer I much enjoyed meeting with Albert Cook Myers, of Moylan,

Pennsylvania. He has been residing in London for several years in con-

nection with his proposed edition of the complete works of William Penn.

Since the outbreak of the war he has more than once narrowly escaped

with his hfe in ZeppeUn raids. He, however, seems well and happy, and

is awaiting conditions favorable to his return to America.

Up to the 31st of last Eighth Month he had been working on the life

of WiUiam Penn for six years. This labor has covered all the ground

connected with the Hfe work and experiences of that eminent Friend.

It is likely that there will be at least fifteen large octavo volumes, each

volume to contain from 400 to 500 pages. These books are to be illus-

trated, including letters, papers and books of William Penn in chronolo-

gical order. There will also be biographical notices illustrating these docu-

ments and papers.

Albert Cook Myers has obtained over 1200 letters of WiUiam Penn

from widely scattered sources; less than 35 per cent, of these have been

printed before. There are also to be introduced three new diaries that

have never been pubUshed. Included is "A Persuasive to Toleration,"

a new book from Perm's own signed manuscript, which has never yet

been published.

This great work is being consummated with the endorsement and co-

operation of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

A prospectus of the proposed pubhcation says: "Penn was not only

a great courtier and a statesman. He was a philanthropist and a con-

structive social reformer as well. He upheld the rights of Englishmen.
He interceded for and relieved the distressed and persecuted for con-

science' sake. He helped worthy and useful men in their undertakings.

He was a great leader of a religion that has profoundly affected the
' thought of the world. He was an enlightened and far-sighted lawgiver

and maker of constitutions. He was the builder of three gi'eat common-
wealths, keystone provinces in the arch of the American colonies. These
States were founded and developed in their formative years under his

ideas, governmentally and in their more subtle underlying social and
economic aspects. These States were the means of transmitting Penn's

ideals as exemplified in practice, to other States and to the Nation as

a whole, not only as makers of constitutions, but pecuharly as dissemi-

nating hives of population which carried these transforming Penn in-

fluences of democracy and progress to the up-country of the South and
to the West, and so into the heart of the Nation. These ideas have re-

acted upon England and Europe. It may be said with truth that Penn
stands forth as the greatest of the early American founders. His life

and his thought have entered into the bone and sinew of England and
America, and, indeed, into that of all the world."

It is much to be hoped that this great work will be pubUshed in due
course. It will prove a strong and valuable contribution to poUtical and
religious thought. Wtt.t.tam C. Allen.

ONLY THROUGH ME.

Only through Me! . . . The clear, high call comes pealing

Above the thunders of the battle-plain;

—

Only through Me can Life's red wounds find healing;

OrJy through Me shall earth have peace again.

Only through Me! Love's might, all might transcending,

Alone can draw the poison fangs of hate.

Yours the begiiming! Mine a nobler ending

—

Peace upon earth, and man regenerate!

Only through Me can come the great awakening!

Wrong cannot right the wrongs that Wrong hath done;

Only through Me, all other gods forsaking,

Can ye attain the heights that must be won.

Can we not rise to such great height of glory?

Shall this vast sorrow spend itself in vain?

Shall future ages tell the woeful story

—

Christ by His own was crucified again?

-John Oxenham.

The Inner Life.—"Take care of what you are, and what
you do will care for itself." Our secret life is our most sacred

life. Take care of the springs of the sacred life and you need

have no fear of your public life. In the rush of things this

day it is absolutely necessary to keep a lonely hour, without

which you cannot be etficient for God. Enter into your closet

and shut the door. Love itself must knock in vain at the shut

door. If you do not keep this lonely hour, life will waste itself,

your power will be exhausted; through this hour, power is

renewed.
The secret life needs meditation, loneliness and introspec-

tion. With an open door you cannot pray. I entered a cathe-

dral one day; the aisle, the architecture, the windows were
conducive to meditation, but I could not meditate. The door

of the cathedral was open, and through the door I heard the

clatter of horses' hoofs, the wheels of commerce—that was
no hour of meditation, for the door was not shut.

There is nothing more sacred than your inner self. Prayer

is contact with God, the inner self or personality reaching

out for the personality of God. There is a subjective influence

from prayer, an influence which calms the mind, quiets the

nerves, but this subjective prayer does not explain its mystery.

Prayer is also objective. There are two personalities: the per-

sonality of God and the personality of man; these personalities

in contact is prayer.

God soon fades out of the life of a man who never prays.

Arrange, therefore, your time to give your soul a chance to

grow.—William J. Dawson.
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VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.
(Continued from page 292.)

The straggling "worm" fences of Virginia are rarely visi-

ble. The County of Northampton through which we are

passing, has recently passed an ordinance requiring "fencing

in" along the roadsides, and this has been accomplished to

a large extent by the use of wire so common in the North.

The ubiquitous hog is therefore restricted in his range, re-

sulting in a great encouragement to the would-be thrifty

husbandman. The richer and more intelligently-tilled soil

is seen to produce a much larger yield. The country is more
thickly settled. On all sides are the neighborly crops of cotton

and peanuts growing side by side, and, to our delight, in the

midst of harvest. In the fields are the cotton-pickers quietly

stealing their way along the rows engaged in transferring

the pure-white feathery substance from the widely-expanded

bolls to sacks suspended about their waists. This work
appears mostly to be done by women and children. The
peanuts are harvested in the following manner: Vv'hen ripe

they are taken up adhering to the vines, which are stacked

around a pole, making a shook of about four feet in diameter

and from five to six feet in height; in this situation the "peas"
dry out in the course of about three weeks and are then ready

for the "picker;" this is a machine constructed somewhat
after the order of a grain thresher, which rapidly removes
the peas from the vines, cleans them and passes them into

sacks holding about four bushels each; they are then ready

for shipment to the wholesale market where they are graded

and sometimes brightened for the retail trade. The price

received by the producer is about four cents per pound.

The town of Woodland has a cotton gin, consequently the

roads leading thither were quite alive with teams conveying

the seed cotton to the gin, or bringing away the baled prod-

uct to be shipped from the railway station. In some in-

stances the yield per acre may be but two or three hundred
pounds of seed cotton. Much of the land that we saw, however,

it was said would yield from one to two thousand pounds, the

market price of which is now about eighteen cents. Until

a few years ago the seed was considered worthless, except as

fertilizer, but the many uses which have since been discov-

ered for it render it highly valuable, so that the market value

of a bale of lint cotton with its by-product of seed amounts
to considerably over one hundred dollars. These facts have
brought prosperity and encouragement to the community
of Friends about Woodland and Rich Square, so little wonder
that while those who visited them some ten years ago found
some of them riding to the Yearly JVleeting in the primitive

two-wheeled carts still used for the transportation of their

farm products, we now found many enjoying the comforts

of "Overland" cars. To these latter we were escorted upon
the arrival of our train at Woodland station where a number
of Friends were in waiting to receive and convey us to the

homes where for one week round we were to enjoy unstinted

hospitality and that Christian regard which unites soul with
soul and leaves both the visitor and the visited enriched by
the intercourse.

The Yearly Meeting—This began the afternoon of our
arrival with a meeting of Ministers, Elders and Overseers,

to which were welcomed the visitors and all concerned persons

who might feel an interest in the occasion. About sixty in-

dividuals assembled and were soon sensible of the overshad-
owing of Divine goodness, this was recognized in prayer and
testimony, well summarized in the utterance of a beloved
woman minister, far advanced in years, who had come up-
wards of one hundred and fifty miles to attend her Yearly
Meeting, thus expressed: "There is a river the streams whereof
make glad the city of God."
The leading business of this session was the reading of the

minutes of visiting Friends, and the appointment of a com-
mittee to prepare for these returning minutes.

Seventh-day morning the general Yearly Meeting assem-
bled in joint session. Out of the depths of the precious so-

lemnity that overspread us came forth a tendering plea for

the responsibilities of motherhood and rarely has such an
exercise shaped itself so definitely both in weight of feeling

and expression as upon this occasion. The shutters being

closed, the men and the women proceeded with the business

in separate session, though there continued a community
of interest in all the proceedings most beautiful to see, as

was repeatedly shown by the passing of notes from Clerk

to Clerk through the medium of messengers seated on either

side of the communicating door between the two rooms.

Though the writer by sex was committed to reporting the

transactions of the men's meeting only, his seat being very

near the shutters which did not adjust closely, there was not

a little opportunity to sense the life and the interest with

which the afi'airs of the Church were being conducted on the

other side. The call of the roll of representatives from the

two Quarterly Meetings, named respectively Eastern and
Southern, was interesting to the visitor as showing the diffi-

culties of age, distance of travel and exacting engagements
by which some of these Friends are surrounded; touching
also it was to see the brotherly condescension with which
the absence of some was excused.

The reading of the credentials of those visiting Friends

who had minutes from their respective meetings, showed the

following present: from Ohio, Elwood Conrad; from Iowa,

Abner Newlin and wife, Ella Newlin, and Eva Irene Smith;
from Philadelphia, William S. Yarnall, and from New Jersey,

Samuel B. Hussey and Walter L. Moore. In addition to

the above Friends there were present, four from Iowa; eleven

from Ohio, two from Indiana, three from Pennsylvania, three

from New Jersey, two from Virginia, two from California,

and one, a woman Friend, from Canada, to whom as she set

forth without company had been furnished a brief unofficial

letter commending her to whomsoever she might come as an
Elder in good esteem among her Friends at home. Epistles

from all the Yearly Meetings with which this meeting cor-

responds, six in number, and one from Fritchley General
Meeting, England, were read, bringing freshly to remembrance
that those who truly love the Lord Jesus may have close

Christian fellowship though widely separated by time and
space.

(To be continued.)

LETTERS FROM ABROAD.
Jane C. Balderston recently forwarded the following letter,

addressed to Joseph Elkinton, from the Monthly Meeting
of the Society of Friends at Chengtu, Sze Chwan, West China,

under date of Ninth Month 18, 1916, with the remark, " The
enclosed letter is supposed to be only a first draft; the other

two members of the committee. Fang Shu Shuen and Chang
Too Pin, asked me if I would correct and type it. But I know
thee will be much more interested to have it just as it is. I

think it is a pretty good production for two of our Univer-

sity students. I think they had no help from any one in

writing it."

As I met with these worthy young men, both in their

Monthly Meeting and educational work a year ago, it has

been a constant and increasing concern that Friends of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting should become well informed and
truly interested in this group of Friends, who are looking

to us for guidance. Dr. Joseph Beech, President of the West
China University, with which several of these Friends are

connected, has been in our midst for some weeks past and
fully confirmed all that appeared in The Friend recently

as relating to this Union University. Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin
lived in Chengtu for five years and worked with Dr. Beech
and others to found this noble institution, which now has

about three hundred students directly connected with it and
about 10,000 in schools so graded as to prepare students

for it. Years ago, when Dr. Beech dedicated himself to this

field of labor, he distinctly felt that there was no more strategic

point than West China, among unchristian people, for the

propagation of the Christian faith, and the events of the last

fifteen years have abundantly confirmed this judgment, He
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told of an appeal from the chief of one of the wild tribes of
the Tibetan border, representing 100,000 families, asking
very earnestly that heralds of the Gospel might be sent to
his people.

With the awakening of 400,000,000 people, China will be-
come one of the great nations of the earth, and, if she becomes
Christian, perhaps one of the most formidable. 1 found every-
where the most open attitude toward the United States from
one end to the other of that Republic and everywhere some
individuals who were friendly to those who approached them
in a truly Christian spirit. The next decade' or two will prob-
ably decide whether the counsels of Confucius or of Christ
will prevail.—J. E.

Chengtu, West China, Ninth Month 18, 1916.

Dear Friend:—
Crossing the Pacific Ocean, nearly half of the world, your

kind letter of Seventh Month i, 19 16, has reached us not
long ago. We are very glad indeed to receive such a nice

letter as this. It was translated to us when our Monthly
Meeting met a week ago, and every one of us was deeply
interested in it.

The spirit of your letter is very good, and we appreciate
it very much. We cannot tell you how glad we are to hear all

you told us which is thousands of miles away from us.

We have been always thinking and talking about you since

you left us last year. Your effect and influence left upon us
did not wear out with your going away. We expect you can
still remember all you saw at Chengtu, and you are thinking
about us either in the city or outside in the University. We
are constantly in need of help; if you are ready to help us in

any case you can, we shall be very grateful, for this is what
we mean by to live in a Christian life, and it is exactly the
same thing that our Lord came to teach us and gave us ex-

ample that we must help one another,.

We are interested especially in the kind of work that you
have done to those black people in America. We suppose
they are willing to receive and to welcome you when you go to

their houses to visit them. We are exceedingly glad to see

your way of establishing the Kingdom of God on the earth.

We cannot be a perfect Christian unless we start to help

those poor people around us.

Christianity is an ever unfinished religion and we all should

be willing to make fine progress. There is no better way to

do this than to go to our neighbors and try to make their

conditions better, for in God we are all in one and there is

no limitation in Him.
You spoke about our political changes that had occurred

in past time. True we are thankful that Yuan Shi Kai died;

but we are still looking for the future that China will be led

by the spiritual guidance of our Lord, so that she can be as

strong both physically and spiritually as she can be. China
cannot be strong unless she is enlightened and strengthened

by the everlasting Gospel; and, on the other hand, she will

get worse if she is still in trouble with her political struggles.

We hope America is not going to get into war with Mexico.
It does seem awful to think of so many nations already at

war with one another. We earnestly hope that because of

your good persons in your country, and your good President's

steadfast efforts you will stop fighting with your neighbor.

We are praying, as a nation, to be delivered from the world
war. We cannot see the end of the present struggle and it

does seem as if the nations have gone wild in this tumult
of bloodshed and revenge.

The work that we are keeping on at the University is

just as usual. We are still having a nice Primary School

inside the city in the Chin Lung Kai. There are about one

hundred boys in this school. With regard to the University

outside, there are more students this term than there were
last term. There are about eighty in the University and
one hundred and eighty in the Middle School, which stands

in the University grounds. Besides these, there are Normal
and Theological students in both, which there are more than

fifty. We are sorry that our University buildings are very few

at present, so we cannot take in a great number of students.
We think you can remember very well all about the University
plant.

We are always glad to hear from you if you will have time
to write. Please think on us, when you see some rare object
worthy of notice in your country, and wish us partakers of
your happiness.

With the love of Christ we are always your Chinese friends.

On behalf of the meeting.

Robert J. Davidson, Clerk.
m I

THE SUPERSTITION OF FRESH AIR.

The popular idea that there is something peculiarly beneficial

or invigorating about outdoor air has been effectually dispelled

by the experiments carried on during the past few years under
the auspices of the New York State Commission on Ventila-
tion. The latest results of this investigation given in School

and Society for Fifth Month 6th and Eighth Month 12, 1916,

show that the children in a school-room provided with a liberal

supply of outdoor air do no better work and make no more
progress than those in a room where the air is partly recirculat-

ed. The experiments ran for three months at a time, the

teachers exchanged rooms, and a very elaborate system of

mental tests devised by Professor Thorndike of Teachers'
College was used to test accuracy, speed, memory and im-
provement. The results in the fresh air room came out prac-

tically the same as in the recirculated air room, what little

difference there was being mostly in favor of the latter.

It appears then that if air is kept to the proper temperature,

humidity and composition it may be breathed again and again

without deleterious effects. The matter of composition, which
used to absorb the attention of sanitarians, is the least im-

portant of the three, for it has been found by experiment that a

considerable increase in the percentage of carbon dioxide or

decrease in oxygen makes comparatively little difference.

In accordance with this theory some of the most modern
and best constructed gymnasiums, that of the International

Y. M. C. A. College of Springfield, for instance, have no open
windows. The air is continually being drawn through an ap-

paratus that washes, cools or warms it and gives it the amount
of moisture proper to its temperature. Of course, without

such purification and rectification the air of a closed room would
soon become intolerable, so those of us who live in houses not

provided with a circulatory system of this type had best keep

our windows open.
1 I

A TRANSITIONAL PERIOD.
Individual experiences are instructive and suggestive, but

they should never be authoritative. We are living in a transi-

tional period, when there is no genuine church upon the earth,

except that which is ultimated in the good deeds of the daily life.

There is nothing authoritative, because we are in the midst of

the breaking up of all authorities, so that the Lord may
establish His personal government among men. Every soul

must discover its own duty, and do it without reference to

other people. The Lord leads us all differently and by ways
unknown to ourselves or others, until we look backward and
see what He has done for us. Consult your own conscience

and reason, analyze your motives fearlessly and profoundly;

act from the principle of use and for the benefit of others; look

constantly to the Lord and His word, keep your heart always

open to Him by faith and prayer, try all things, prove all

things, put charity always in advance of faith and He will

lead you aright.

Better to strive and climb,

And never reach the goal,

Than to drift along with time

—

An aimless, worthless soul.

Ay, better to chmb and fall,

Or sow, though the yield be small,

Than to throw away day after day,

And never strive at all.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.

A BOY'S THOUGHT OF WAR.
The best part of the day I know-

Is after all the whistles blow,

WTien down the street, and up the lane,

Come all the fathers—from the train.

We children leave our play for this,

And run to get a smile or kiss,

And mothers—looking trim and sweet,

Are watching—up and down the street.

But then—the thought just comes to me,

Of aU the boys across the sea.

Who stand and watch, beside the door.

For fathers who wUl come no more.

How can a war be right and fair

Which kills the fathers everywhere?

When wives and children need them so,

That's one thing I should like to know.

The Romance of a Pen.—^As fascinating as a fairy tale is

the story of the boyhood of Piatt R. Spencer, the originator

of the Spencerian system of penmanship, who from his early
childhood was possessed with an intense longing to put his

dreams and poetic fancies into tangible shape.

He was born on the seventh of Eleventh Month, 1800, in

a typical log house in a remote mountainous section of New
York, and his earliest environment helped to develop the love
of nature which in later years amounted to positive passion.

His parents were people of small means, but abundant cul-

ture, and the old quill pen so frequently used by his father
was always an object of abounding interest to the little boy,
though his beauty-loving nature abhorred the grotesque
characters which it formed, and led to his determination to
learn from the beautiful curves and lines of nature to make
beautiful characters which could be used in writing.

With indomitable purpose, and untiring patience, the little

lad of six began his self-imposed task. The first crude char-
acters were traced with a sharp stick in the snow piled high
on the mountain side. Undaunted by repeated failures and
disappointments, he persevered until the last snow bank
melted away with the advancing spring, when a sudden in-

spiration sent him to renew his efforts upon the smooth bark
of the ever-friendly trees. About this time he received per-

mission to practice on bits of leather in a shoemaker's shop,
and a little later the fly-leaves of his mother's Bible were found
to be covered with his quaint little characters.

Up to this time the little fellow had never owned a whole
sheet of paper. But one golden day a visiting relative gave
him a penny, and a mountaineer, about to set out on a journey
to a distant town, agreed to spend it for him for writing paper.
Piatt watched the clumsy sled lumbering down the steep

mountain trail, and felt that its return would mean for him the
opening of a new world. The days which passed during its

absence seemed almost interminable, and when finally the
jangling bells announced the home-coming at midnight, the
child's entreaties prevailed, and he was permitted to dress and
await its arrival at the gate. The coveted paper was delivered
into the eager little hands, and carried reverently into the
house, to be dreamed about until daybreak brought the op-
portunity to try his skill upon its dazzling white surface. But
he failed to realize his ideal, and this failure caused him the
bitterest tears of his childhood.

When the boy was about seven years of age his parents
removed to Geneva, Ashtabula County, Ohio, near the shores
of Lake Erie, and here Piatt began his school days in a primi-
tive country school, and here, too, he spent every spare mo-
ment writing in the smooth white sand on the lake shore, and
making remarkable progress toward the realization of his

consuming ambition. Years later he wrote of this period of

his life in the following beautiful lines:

Evolved mid nature's unpruned scenes.

On Erie's wild and woody shore.

The rolling wave, the dancing stream.

The wUd-rose haunts in days of yore.

The opal, quartz and anamonite,

Gleaming beneath the wavelet's flow,

Each gave its lesson—how to write—

•

In the loved years of long ago.

I seized the forms I loved so well

—

Compoimded them with meaning signs.

And to the music of the swell,

' Blent them with imdulating vines.

Thanks, nature, for the impress pure!

Those tracings in the sand are gone;

But while the love of thee endures.

Their grace and ease shall still hve on.

Very soon after his arrival in the new home Piatt made the

acquaintance of a hermit scholar whose rude hut stood in the

wilderness some twenty-odd miles from the village. When he
had exhausted the fount of knowledge in the country school-

house, he obtained the consent of his parents to place himself

under the instruction of the hermit, who agreed to become his

teacher upon condition that he take up his abode in the wilder-

ness until his course of instruction should be completed. This
the boy readily consented to do, and there, remote from all

distracting influences, he mastered Greek and Latin, and
studied the master minds of literature. At sixteen he returned

to his village home and devoted himself to teaching and to

perfecting his system of penmanship, which was now taking

definite shape in his mind. It was not, however, until he
reached his twenty-first year that the Spencerian system of

penmanship, together with the Spencerian pen, became a
factor in the world's work.
From the primitive log cabin in which he taught, on the

southern shore of Lake Erie, the new system was disseminated,

and became the prevailing style of penmanship in America,
adopted by the leading schools and colleges, and welcomed for

its beauty of light, shade and form.

To the memory of Piatt R. Spencer—poet, educator, author,

benefactor, philanthropist—a noble library has recently been
dedicated in the one-time straggling village, now the thriving

young city of Geneva, Ohio, where this "servant of genius"
lived, and loved, and labored.

The floating clouds, the sun's bright beam.

The ocean wave—bud, leaf and sky.

The opening flower, the rolhng stream

—

Are letters to the enraptured eye.

—Edith Virginia Bradt, in Forward.

NEWS ITEMS.

A Friend writing from Pasadena, California, under date of Twelfth

Month 10th, states that Wm. C. Allen was most acceptably with them.

His visit at this time was in part due to a request that he attend the

Ministers' Union of Southern California, representing almost all denomi-

nations, where opportunity was afforded to advance the interests of

Peace.

At the session of Concord Quarterly Meeting, held last month, the

request, which had its origin among the younger members, that a Con-
ference be held specially in their interests, received the favorable en-

dorsement of the meeting. A Committee of older and younger Friends

was appointed to arrange for it, and on the afternoon and evening of

the 16th, the Conference was held in the meeting-house at Media; be-

tween 125 and 150 were present, the younger members largely predomi-

iiating. In the afternoon session, George L. Jones, of Westtown, gave
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an address full of helpful suggestions. Tea was served between five and
seven, and at the evening sessions each of the six Monthly Meetings

was represented by a younger Friend who told of the avenues of active

Christian service open in his meeting and neighborhood and the inter-

est Friends were manifesting. It is hoped that a full report of this im-

portant meeting, written by one who attended, may reach us.—Eds.

Representative Meeting.—Though the weather was inclement on

the 15th inst., thirty-sLx members of the Representative Meeting as-

sembled at Fourth and Arch Streets. Considerable business of importance

occupied the session, which lasted over three hours.

Two young men have been sentenced to death, the electrocution to

take place next month in Pennsylvania. This body has in the past been

actively engaged in an endeavor to change the law concerning capital

punishment: in this instance, the Committee on Legislation and Civic

Morality will act on behalf of the meeting in an endeavor to have the

sentence mitigated. It is likely that the framing of a bill looking towards

the enactment of a law for the abohtion of capital punishment in Penn-

sylvania, will emanate from this Committee in the near future.

At our last Yearly Meeting the following subjects were referred to the

Representative body for consideration, viz.: that in relation to the answer-

ing of the Queries in considering the state of Society; the wording of the

marriage certificate, and the holding of Preparative Meetings. A special

session of the Representative Meeting had been called to consider these

matters, though they were not definitely disposed of until this meeting.

Final action rests with the Yearly Meeting.

The winter and spring sessions of the Representative Meeting have

been unduly crowded with work, owing largely to the difficulty of prompt-

ly caring for business delegated to it by the Yearly Meeting. It was

decided to hold the meetings hereafter in the Fourth, Sixth, Tenth,

Twelfth, First and Third Months.

This meeting, through the heirs of our late friend Ehzabeth P. Smith

of Germantown, has been presented with the electrotype plates of Guest's

"Life of Stephen Grellett," also the original copperplate of Penn's Treaty

with the Indians. The care of these valuable gifts was placed in the

hands of the Book Committee.

This group of Friends has important work in course of development:

the consideration of which and the other matters presented at the meeting

dipped the body into exercise, and one after another gave expression

concerning the work of the day, but the meeting adjourned without

minuting a definite conclusion.

Rest Centre in Fourth and Arch Streets Grounds—Report.—
In the Eighth Month of this year, the undersigned suggested that Friends

should supply the necessary funds to the Playgrounds Association of

Philadelphia to operate and carry on the work of the Rest Centre in

Fourth and Arch Streets Grounds. To this suggestion, ninety-one

Friends responded with apparent pleasure, and the following expenses

of carrying on the Rest Centre (it was open from Seventh Month 1st to

Ele\jenth Month 21st) were met:

Salaries of .superintendent and caretaker $297.75

Supplies for manual training work, etc 24.85

Signs, placards, etc 15.70

Apparatus (awnings, swings, shding boards, etc.) 200.39

Sundries 11.65

$550.34

The attendance was as follows:

Children (Seventh Month 1st to Eleventh Month 21st) 4910

Adults (Seventh Month 15th to Tenth Month 25th) 1976

Total 6886

Many Friends became interested in the chOdren and the simple work

and stimulated the little workers by their appreciative interest in the

manual work produced, which was exhibited on two occasions, once in

the Arch Street Centre on Meeting Day.

The following extracts from the Report of Anna C. Longaker, the

Superintendent in charge for the first two-and-one-half months, give a

fair idea of the methods and spirit practiced:

". . . The new Rest Centre at Fourth and Arch Streets did not

want for occupants any day during the summer. The question, 'Is it

needed?' was answered by the number and kinds of people who daily

made their way to that delightful spot. Mothers (we should like to have

seen more), sisters, little brothers, and babies, factory and office girls

—

Jew and Gentile alike found something to attract them there. And, from

the appearance of the streets and the neighboring playgrounds, as I

walked out at noontime, I concluded that neither of these could suffer,

if by chance we should lessen the number of their frequenters.

" V\'e found plenty of space to be used for rest and for play at the same

time. The boys who wished to play baseball did not annoy those who

wished to embroider under the trees; those who wished to play dodge-

ball did not disturb the babies who slept; the children who played on the

apparatus did not interfere with those busy with hammocks.

"The contact of the playground extended as far west as Ninth Street,

east as far as Front, north as far as Girard Avenue, and south as far as

Pine Street. The nationalities represented were largely German, Russian

and Pohsh.

"The program of the day was begun and ended by an enthusiastic little

band of workers, of both boys and girls, known as the 'clean-up brigade.'

In the morning there were always benches which needed dusting off and

sand from which to remove dry leaves. In the evening the grounds were

scanned for papers which some thoughtless or careless visitor had neglect-

ed to deposit in the rubbish can, the sand had to be raked, the swings

taken down, and so on. Indeed, this willing brigade found plenty to

occupy them. . . .

"The remainder of the program of the day was always variable. When
stories were not appreciated as they should be they were omitted for a

few days, or, if we grew seffish or too exultant in our competitive games,

we dropped them. In each case, we found our behavior profited by the

deprivation, although in truth, not many such deprivations were needed

during the summer. The work and play varied too, with the kind of

attendance. I found, m general, that stories appealed to the Jewish

children more than to the others, but aside from this, I found that prefer-

ence for different kinds of games and work existed in the individual and

not in the nationality. I may say, however, that I did not meet with

one child to whom the occupation work did not appeal. Everyone was

eager to make something.

"Our keenest endeavor during the season was to make the place a

united center where gallant spirit, courtesy, fan- deaUng and generosity

prevailed. . . .

"Among the older visitors in the playground, there were those who

hked to swing and to play games as much as the smallest child, those who

appreciated the magazine table, and those who seemed to enjoy the

privilege of merely sitting where there were grass and trees.

"From the old and the young there has been many a plea for the con-

tinuance of the Rest Centre. It is sometliing just a little different from

anything they have ever exTJerienced before, and they like it."

For the privilege accorded it to conduct the Rest Centre in the ground,

the Playgrounds Association has expressed very hearty appreciation to

the "Committee of Six," who very wisely, it seems to us, permitted their

use in tliis way, as well as to the Friends, whose contributions defrayed

the expenses. It remains for Friends to thank the Association for showmg

us to what good purpose, in accord with our own democratic ideas, our

grounds can be used.

Is it too much to hope that the experiment may be repeated next year,

and for the full period of seasonable weather conditions?

J. Henry Bartlett, Davis H. Forstthe,

Eleanor R. Elkinton, Anna Shinn Maier,

Charles Evans, Walter T. Moore,

Alfred G. Scattergood.

The §200,000 mcrease to the endowment fund of the Women's Medi-

cal College, Philadelphia, became an assured fact at ten o'clock the even-

ing of the sixteenth.

The Presbyterians made a bequest of $10,000 to found a scholarship

and the Lutherans did the same. There are, we hope, other religious

Societies still to be heard from in the same Une.

Friends from its inception have shown a practical mterest in the Wo-

men's Medical College and have sent their quota of young women to study

medicme there. We believe the interest m the mstitution is so general

at the present tune that it will warrant our issuance next week of a brief

historical sketch written by an alumna.

—

Eds.
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Mexicak-Ajierican League.—When relations between Mexico and
the United States were severely strained last summer, after the tension
was released, Dr. Starr Jordan of CaHfornia, Manuel Rojas, Director of
the National Library in Mexico City, Dr. Atl, Modesto C. RoUand and
representatives of the Peace Societies and social interests, met in Wash-
ington and New York, and formed the Mexican-American League with
the following aims:

1-—To help bring about a new and constructive era of friendship be-
tween the people of Mexico and of the United States.

2-—To interpret and promote joint negotiations between the two gov-
ernments with respect to border control and all other questions of

pubUc pohcy.

3.—To promote common understanding between the peoples of the
two countries, by giving pubhcity to the facts about Mexico and Ameri-
can relations with the Mexican people.

4.—To secm-e an exchange of teachers and students and to encourage
the American Universities and Colleges to grant scholarships to Mexican
students.

5.—To promote industrial and agricultural education in Mexico and
institutions for the training of competent teachers and leaders.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—There were 54,061,400 bushels of wheat harvested in Pennsyl-

vania this year, or 730,600 bushels less than in 1915. This is the estimate
of the Bureau of Statistics of the Pennsylvania Department of Agricul-
ture, which announces also that there were approximately 50,880 less

acres harvested this year than a year ago.

It is announced that Princeton University wants the type of man who
has the grit to earn his way through college, and of late years has been
doing a good deal to make it possible for more of that kind to come there.

The Bureau of Student Self-Help was organized several years ago to

aid the needy students in obtaining and keeping remunerative positions

while in college, and has found several ways of creating and maintaining
organizations which afford permanent sources of income to a certain

number of students.

Sheldon W. Funk, farm adviser on fruits for the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Agriculture, says: "Thousands of bushels of fine apples
are ruined each season simply because the growers harvested them in a
careless manner; and then they wonder why they do not keep in storage
during the winter months."

General.—A noted figure in the world's petroleum industry was re-

moved when Jolm Dustin Archbold, president of the Standard Oil Com-
pany of New Jersey, died at his home in Tarrytown, N. Y., on the fifth,

after a two-weeks' iUness subsequent to an operation for appendicitis.

OrviUe Wright has filed application for a patent on a stabilizing device

that, he says, will make the flying machine as safe as an automobile. The
new attachment enters the domain of electricity. By a unique arrange-

ment of batteries, augmented by a pendulum swinging in a liquid bath
and a minor propeller, placed almost directly over the pilot's head, ab-
solute, unswerving, automatic stability is said to be possible.

The United States Public Health Service tells of an alarming spread
of smallpox in nineteen States, and the health boards of New York State
and city have issued warnings that those who have not been vaccinated
within five years should be revaccinated as a precaution.

Opposition to military training in the pubhc schools was embodied
in a resolution subnutted to the Federal Council of Churches in St. Louis
by the committee on peace and arbitration. The committee also m-ged
the American Government to invite European belligerents to state the
basis upon which they would be wQUng to begin peace negotiations.

The Yosemite Valley wiU soon be lighted by electricity, as a result of

of an appropriation of 8150,000 made by Congress at the last session

for the erection of a power plant at that national park. The plant is

under construction.

Not a single national park in this country has an adequate sanitary

system, says R. B. Marshall, Superintendent of National Parks, in his

first annual report. Indeed, Superintendent Marshall declares that he
shudders at the probabihty of an epidemic in any of the country's natural

playgrounds which are being visited annually by increasing thousands
of citizens and tourists.

A declaration of war on the butter and egg and mercantile exchanges
was made at New York by John J. Dillon, State Commissioner of Foods
and Markets, in his efforts to cut the high cost of food. The trading on
some of the New York food exchanges, he declared, is done merely among

the members, not with outsiders, and less than twelve men make food

prices for the entire country.

Sole leather at SI a pound, a record level which a year ago would have

been deemed impossible by American tanners, last week became a reality.

According to an authoritative report, a special lot of all No. 1 scoured

oak bends was sold in the Philadelphia market at S1.06, the purchaser

being a large shoe manufacturer from the West.

The Federal Bureau of Na\'igation announced that 1115 vessels had

been turned out in eleven months with a gross tonnage of '521,711. All

but forty-nine were for the American flag. This more than doubled the

tonnage of last j'ear's output.

Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts, with 1903 regular, all

the year enrollment, is the largest women's college in the world.

Foreign.—On the twelfth the German Government made a decisive

move for Peace, but as it was on the basis of "being conscious of vic-

tory," it did not seem Ukely the AUies would respond.

More than 100,000 Belgians have been deported from Belgiimi by
German military authorities according to information presented to the

State Department at Washington by Minister Havenith. Deportations,

the minister said, are continuing at the rate of 3000 a week and are es-

pecially severe among railway workers taken to man military roads now
being laid.

Engineering contains an interesting article by Professor Luiggi on the

utilizing of volcanic heat for power-production purposes. The idea of

utiUzing volcanic heat to drive an important electric power-house of

15,000 horse-power might have been considered Utopian in ordinary con-

ditions. It has, however, become a reahty—and a successful one—in

these hard times, when the price of coal has reached in Italy incredible

figures.

NOTICES.

A Friends' Meeting will be held at the Home for Aged and Infirm

Colored People, Forty-fourth Street and Girard Avenue, on First-day,

Twelfth Month 31, 1916, at three p. m. Friends generally are invited

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.-

The following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

Adams—Pioneer Boys of the Columbia.

Banks—Bible and the Spade.

Fosdick—Meaning of Prayer.

Fuller—New England Childhood.

Gladden—Forks of the Road.

Hazlitt—Thinking as a Science.

Horsley and Sturge—Alcohol and the Human Bod}'.

Purinton—Efiicient Living.

Vernon—Making of the Bible.

Ward—Social Centre.

Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

Meetings from Twelfth Month 24th to 30th:

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Twelfth Month 25th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Twelfth Month 26th, at 9.30

A. M.

Woodbury, Third-day, Twelfth Month 26th, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Horsham, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 27th, at 10.15

A. M.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 27th, at

10 A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Twelfth Month 27th, at 10.30 a. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month
28th, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 28th, at 10 A. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Twelfth Month 28th, at 7.45 p. m.

Dled.—At the home of her son, Milton J. Shaw, Twelfth Month 9, 1916,

Hannah Shaw, aged ninety years (lacking seven days); a member of

Springfield Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

, at her home in Philadelphia, Eleventh Month 28, 1916, Eliza-

beth T. Thoth, daughter of the late Samuel F. and Mary Troth, aged

eighty-five years.
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WISDOM AND SUCCESS,

sometimes happens that a short phrase contains large

suggestion, and a word or two may furnish a theme or a text

for a discourse. The person who drops such hint or thought

may have httle idea of its value to the one into whose ground

the seed falls, or of the potential harvest—whether thirty,

sixty, or an hundredfold—hidden away in the heart of the

grain.

In a brief letter recently received from one of our sub-

scribers, the writer remarks upon the enjoyment that she

derives from The Friend, and she concludes with wishing

us "wisdom and success" in the management of it. The wish

is a beneficent one (proceeding from a Christian interest that

is more than personal in its scope), and a ripened experience

appears in the order of the words "wisdom and success."

No explanation or analysis follows: but we shall have no

difficulty in understanding that the success which our friend

desires for us is such as falls within the sanction of wisdom,

and that this wisdom is of the kind that comes from above.

If success, either immediate or ultimate, is in any sense a

sequence of wisdom, the amount of it to be expected must be

commensurate with the accuracy or the fulness with which

the behests of wisdom are obeyed, whether this term be used

to describe an active quality—a grace bestowed—or to repre-

sent the Source whence the quality or grace is derived.

But success is the accomplishment of a purpose, the attain-

ment of an end. In so far, then, as a high purpose has been

joined with sanctified talent and enlightened understanding,

we might fairly expect a resultant service (if nothing more)

that could rightly be esteemed success. As to the extent to

which The Friend has hitherto, and on this ground, justi-

fied its existence, its career of almost ninety years may fur-

nish some testimony at least; yet none of those who are

now concerned in the management of its affairs, and respon-

sible in some degree for its character, would for a moment

feel that they had attained all they desired, nor be disposed

to abate their efforts in the direction of attainment. Neither

could they hope for that success which is measured in service

from any smaller endowment of "pure wisdom" than was

needful for those who planned and launched the enterprise.

The first editors acknowledged themselves "chastened with

a sense of their responsibilities." Can we meet ours without

something of the same chastening? They felt that an im-

portant part of their work was to uphold and defend the truth,

in a spirit of "fairness and fidelity." Shall we do less in a con-

structive way with the opportunity and the "challenge" of

our own times?

The prospectus which appeared on the front of the first

number of this journal in 1827 gave promise of considerable

variety in the contents to be chosen for succeeding numbers.

Periodical literature was scarce in those days, and it was de-

sired to provide a "fireside companion" for the families of

Friends. To this end, history and literature, science and re-

ligion were to contribute; and as we look through some of the

old volumes, we shall hardly doubt that The Friend was

a welcome and instructive visitor in many homes, even though

doctrinal controversy received some share of notice and of

space. As time went on, the prospect which "animated" the

founders—namely, that of "an honorable and useful career"

for the journal—came to be in good measure fulfilled.

The needs and the interests of the present day, however,

are obviously not identical with those of several decades

ago; yet every paper that undertakes to be, to any considera-

ble extent, a "fireside companion," must minister to various

tastes and conditions. The Friend is no exception to this rule.

Its patronage is greatly diversified and widely distributed;

and it would be no easy matter—especially in these " stir-

ring times"—to keep in the paths of judgment, and yet make

the paper equally acceptable to all classes.

Like the husbandman in the figure employed by the pro-

phet Isaiah, we may find use for the fitches and the cummin

and the spelt, while putting in the wheat in rows and the

barley in the appointed place. But when the harvest is

gathered in, divers instruments and processes are required

to dislodge the seed from its husk and convert the "bread

grain" into meal or fine flour. Efficiency in all these pro-

cedures is attributed by the prophet to Divine instruction.

"This also cometh forth from Jehovah of hosts, who is

wonderful in counsel and excellent in wisdom."

If this may be rightly applied to ordinary husbandry, for

example, much more may it be to those undertakings which

claim a purpose other than secular. The Friend, if we mis-

take not, has still a mission somewhat different from that

of most journals—even of the distinctly religious ones. Other-

wise it has no sufficient reason for continuing. But the burden

of performing this mission does not rest solely with the edi-

tors; and it is essential that all who have a part in it should

act in the counsels of wisdom, with patience and considera-

tion, if success of a high and worthy order is to be achieved

or maintained.
M.W.
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WHAT WILL THE JUDGMENT MEAN?

In the silence of the evening hour

When all is hushed and still,

Save the rushing of the mighty wind
Obeying His sweet will,

I seem to see the miUions

As they stand before the throne

In that solemn, awful moment.
As He makes His judgments known.

Oh! my war-mad brother falter,

Think of what that day will be.

Pride and greed and selfish honor,

What win they mean to thee?

Win it signify, my brother.

That He'U say to aO who fought,

"Bravely done, my vahant soldier,

My will first has been thy thought?"

Nay, my brother, though it grieve Him
And His heart of love be torn.

Words hke these will fall on only

Those who to Him have been borne.

Those who fought not for their country,

Those who fought not for their own.

But to those who sought His glory.

Who to Him their deeds have sown.

Theirs has been a war, my brother, ^

Not of strife and sin and shame.

But a war to bring the sinner.

To our Lord through His dear name.

^Maey M. Macombee.
poktsmouth, r. i.

For " The Feiend.'

"PEACE, PERFECT PEACE.

The above is a quotation from a well-known hymn and
comes home to me linked with the words of our Divine Lord
and Master, Christ Jesus, " Peace 1 leave with you, my peace
1 give unto you : not as the world giveth, give 1 unto you. Let
not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."

"Ye have heard how I said unto you, I go away, and come
again unto you. If ye loved me, ye would rejoice, because
1 said, 1 go unto the Father; for my Father is greater than 1."

"And now 1 have told you before it come to pass, that when
it is come to pass, ye might believe." (John xiv: 27-29.)
The same Holy Spirit that brought the saints of old into

that tranquility of mind by Christ's indwelling is able and
willing so to gather us to Himself, if we are willing and obedient
in the day of God's grace and power. There are those to whom
God's mercy has been reached forth in early life that can grate-
fully acknowledge in old age He hath not forsaken them who
feel a tender care for all who are following after, who may be
in early or middle life, that the world and the spirit thereof
rnay not obscure that purer and heavenly vision of a holy
life, devoted to God and His service. Only thus can we know
that freedom in the temple of God that makes joyous in the
house of prayer.

Childhood and youth have been passed, also middle life,

and now having reached four-score years 1 thus once again
put pen to paper, not 1 trust to glorify myself, but, if may be,
to bear witness to God's Truth, calling us away from trust in
ourselves and in one another, and to daily seeking for the
Bread of Life that keeps us in life by communion with God
by the One Spirit of promise by Christ from the Father, who
leads into all Truth. Christ, who is the Light and Life of the
new-born soul, has promised the fuller unfolding of the Father's
will, even as He prayed when here on earth, that they all

might be one by the law of Divine love keeping and purifying

them, and of them, by the one baptism to be made by the

One Spirit, the baptizers of others into the like communion of

Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We are to be transformed by
the Spirit and to be co-workers with God for the transforma-
tion of our fellows upon this the Lord's earth. It is an high
and holy calling doubtless, but we are not sent on the spiritual

warfare on our own charges, or in our own strength, but are

to be clothed with the armor of righteousness on the right

hand and on the left. There will be the early shoots, the
blossom, and the ripe fruit in due season, only let us not grow"

weary in well-doing, for in due time we shall reap if we faint

not. Let us eye the Master, keep close at his side, and cease

not in secret to lift up our hearts unto Him in prayer, not aim-
ing at great things, but keeping low before Him, seeking to do
the little or the much as we are clothed and fitted by the Good
Master. The reaping will come, and the happy harvest, and
in the many mansions there is abundant room. Let us not
too much dwell in the past, neither over much on the future,

but seek now to live in the will of our Father, and as from day
to day we tread the heavenly road in His presence, each day
and everyday will we find a haven of rest and peace to the soul

as we travel on, finding in ourselves, though not of ourselves,

the fullness of the promise, 1 will never leave thee nor forsake

thee. Truly the Lord is our helper and slavish fear and dread
will in the mercy of God be put far from us. Yes, we may
know, here on earth, " Peace, Perfect Peace," that peace the
world cannot give, and possessing, the world cannot take away.

Charles Watt Thomson.

BECKY'S BOOK.

A Glimpse of Quaker Life in Homespun Days.

The sun was near its setting on a sultry summer evening
in the year 1714, when two travelers, weary and dust-

covered, were plodding along the narrow Surrey lanes. Far
too rough and narrow for wheels were many of these lanes,

so that riding on horseback was the inevitable mode of trav-

eling, even for elderly people, and this couple were mounted
on horses so strong and good as to proclaim them in comfort-
able circumstances, although their quaint raiment was of

Puritanical plainness with no pretension to gentility about it.

Benedictus Martin was a yeoman; honest, thrifty and much
respected, with a ruddy, sun-tanned face, straightforward
grey eyes and Saxon fairness of hair. His great roan mare
carried besides his portly weight, a well-filled pair of saddle-
bags, but their pace was but slow, and for lesser journeys
she was well accustomed to the pillion saddle, with the mis-
tress mounted behind the master; but as they had just ac-

complished a journey to London—full thirty miles away—the
second rider was now mounted on an equally good horse
by herself.

A remarkable woman was Susannah Martin, in spite of

the homely simplicity of her bringing up. A gentle placidity

made the face beneath the plain riding hood motherly and
attractive, but the broad forehead and keen brown eyes told

of an intellect far beyond the average; the combination of

qualities making her the "Mother in Israel" in her little

circle which she is recorded to have been in a quaint book
of religious memoirs, published in 1735 under the title of

Piety Promoted.
"We are almost home now, wife," said Benedictus,"! can

spy the Hunts Green chimneys between the elm-trees,"

adding, as his wife looked eagerly forward, "Ah, thy heart

has been here all the time, in spite of the fine friends and fine

things we have seen in London town. Thou art ever anxious
lest harm should come to thy two chicks."

"Nay, Benedict," said the wife smihng, "not unduly anx-
ious, for 1 have ever felt a strong sense of the Divine protec-

tion being over our dear daughters—and Aunt Mary Martin
guards them well, but 1 feel some natural impatience to see

them again, and 1 know that thou dost the same."
A turn of the lane brought them into full view of a com-

fortable red farm-house, its gabled roof covered with the pic-
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turesque stone slabs common in the district, mossy and
lichen-stained, with a goodly array of well-thatched barns
and sheds behind it.

Two slender, girlish figures who were busying themselves
among the herbs, and sweet-scented, old-fashioned flowers

in the low-walled garden before the house, paused to listen

as the sound of hoofs fell on their ears. Then recognizing the

riders, they flew to open the gate with such eager haste that

the prim linen cap of the elder girl fell to the ground, showing
an abundant crop of fair hair. Molly Martin was her father

over again, honest, sturdy and practical; while Rebekah,
who was but sixteen, was slender and dark like the mother,
but with a dreamy, unsatisfied look in her soft brown eyes.

Both gave a warm welcome to their parents, and if the em-
braces, after the travelers had alighted at the horse-block of

massive mossy stones, were more formal and reverential

than modern parenthood exacts, they were none the less

hearty. Benedict Martin followed the lad who came to take

the horses to the stable to give special directions for the wel-

fare of the animals, after a journey which seemed to these

simple country folk as great an undertaking as a trip across

the Atlantic would be now-a-days. Busy Molly flew off to

make some addition to the supper table, while Becky clung
to her mother, and went up the wide oak staircase with her

to see that all was ready for her comfort in the quaint bed-

chamber above. By the time that Molly's ham and eggs

were ready, a goodly group was gathered round the massive
oak table in the large, low-pitched farm kitchen, for man and
maid ate with the master's family in those primitive days.

Aunt Mary Martin, a vigorous old dame who had taken
charge of the household in the absence of her nephew and
his wife, had the place of honor, while "below the salt"

were modestly grouped a white-haired old retainer, Peter

by name, who had faithfully served three generations of Mar-
tins; two stout, red-armed maids, and several bashful, shock-

headed lads.

A farm in the eighteenth century was almost self-support-

ing, and little upon that homely table came from other sources.

The big brown loaf was of home-grown wheat, ground at the

windmill on the neighboring heath; the bacon, butter and
cheese, and also the mead and cider which were the universal

beverages, were all produced and manufactured under the

watchful eyes of the good yeoman and his wife. The farm
being freehold, they were accounted to be well supplied with

this world's goods, and their two daughters as somewhat of

heiresses.

The talk over the supper table brought out strongly the

characters of the two maidens—Molly was eager to tell the

home news; Rebekah to hear all her father and mother could

tell her of the great world which lay beyond the hedgerows
of Hunts Green.

"It is good to be home again," said Benedictus, "it feels

so sweet and quiet after the sulphurous air and racket of

London; and just now, because poor Queen Anne lies at the

point of death, all the tongues are wagging as to who will be

her successor."

"Ah, poor Queen," said the gentle voice of the mother,
" not one of all her many children lives to take her place on
the throne. 1 doubt me there is too much both of pampering
and restraint in the life of a Court to be wholesome for the

little ones."

"And who do they say will be king, father?" asked Rebekah
eagerly.

"The Queen's second cousin, George of Hanover, I expect,"

said Benedictus, "but they say he is but dull, and speaks

only German— 1 cannot say that I fancy him as a ruler."

" But thou would not wish to see the Stuarts back, father?"

"Nay, nay, Becky, we must have a king who is no papist,

and who will allow liberty of conscience and keep his given

word, which the Stuart kings could never do. 1 only trust

that the question will be settled without bringing war and

bloodshed on our poor country," and Benedictus poured out

a second cup of cider with a grave face.

The pause was broken by Molly. " Father, neighbor Bon-
wick wishes to buy the sorrel colt; he has been here twice

about it. Thou won't sell him, wilt thou? He will make a
beautiful nag for Becky and me when he is broken in!"

The father laughed and gave no promise, but proceeded
to ask various questions as to how the farm had fared in his

absence, concluding with:
" Had Peter sheared the sheep?"

"Indeed he has," answered Aunt Mary Martin, "and what
do you think this good Molly of yours has done? She will

never let the grass grow under her feet! The fleeces were
barely ofi" the sheeps' backs when she went to work with
the maids, washing and drying and carding and spinning,

until they have yarn enough for the couple of large blankets

which were needed before winter."

The parents commended the blushing Molly and she fur-

ther explained to her mother: "Thou knows that Becky and
I both needed new tuck aprons, so we span the black sheep's

fleece first of all, and have already taken it to weaver Miles

to make into linsey woolsey for us, and when it comes back
we mean to make our old aprons into a warm gown for widow
Bates' little Nance."
This project being cordially approved, the great-aunt went

on to commend Rebekah, for she was a just woman, although

Molly was decidedly her favorite.

"And Becky here has been spinning some of that very soft

flax. I never saw a finer or evener thread. It will make a beau-

tiful lawn for kerchiefs or caps. She has also stilled enough

peppermint and other strong waters to dose the neighbor-

hood, and they both manage the dairy and the cheese like

two old women! They are a credit to thy training, niece

Susannah!"
The mother colored with pleasure, but only said simply,

"The Lord has granted them good understanding and

strong, healthy bodies. I trust that they will ever use their

powers in His service."

(To be concluded.)

VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.
(CJontinued from page 306.)

First-day, Eleventh Month 5/i.—While for the region about

Philadelphia, as we afterwards learned, the weather was

cool, cloudy and threatening, at Woodland, N. C, it was

far otherwise. The morning broke in great beauty, bright

and summer-like was the day that followed; our hearts were

filled with gratitude, so many had already been the proofs

of our welcome, and we realized afresh that we were in the

"Sunny Southland." Three meetings had been arranged

for the day at Woodland where many households were astir

with guests, and where outward food was so abundantly

supplied the longing could not be suppressed that in a spir-

itual way there might be a like blessing.

The morning and the afternoon meetings were held in the

"Cedar Grove" house, used for the Yearly Meeting. Let

us see if we can picture for our friends at home the scene.

From without it is the plain little white meeting-house by

the roadside, within its grove of cedar, oak and southern

pine. The air is still, the soft genial rays of an autumnal

sun bathe all things; across the road it falls upon the peanut

shooks of the adjacent field and beyond where the cotton

gleams pure-white from the wide expanding bolls; in the hazy

distance the horizon is ringed with woodlands bronzed by

the hand of the retreating year. Within the house this same

light falls upon the faces of those—men, women and chil-

dren (some of these babes in their mothers' arms)—who in

the days they have already sat together in the meetings, in

social intercourse in homes and by the wayside, have learned

to know each other better in what most deeply affects their

lives and life's service. The spiritual exercise of the meeting

so far as vocally expressed, seemed to be the commendation

of the soul of the believer seeking relief from the stress of

outward things to that heavenly quietude implied in the

words of Scripture: "The peace of God, which passeth all
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understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus." The meeting held in the afternoon seemed
a continuance of that of the monring, both as to attendance

and spiritual refreshment.

The meeting First-day evening was held in the auditor-

ium of the commodious building erected by Friends for edu-

cational purposes, which goes by the name of Olney School.

The occasion was meant especially for the youth, and proved

one of much interest and Divine favor. Two of the visiting

ministers were enabled to speak in a lively manner concerning

the temptations, and the opportunities of those in the morn-
ing of their years, but especially of the love of God to their

souls. One of the speakers alluded in a striking manner to

the young men and women, and even children, who in the

early days of the Society were eminently useful in the ser-

vice of Truth, some of them undergoing great suffering even
unto death rather than yield to that which their conscience

set them against.

Second-day morning the Yearly Meeting again convened
in joint session. These periods of worship in which the men
and women together sought strength from the great Head
of the Church before entering upon the business of the meet-
ing, seemed to the visitor unaccustomed to the practice so-

lemnizing and efficacious. In this instance perceptibly so,

for the session that followed was particularly lively, and from
this time on the interest of the younger Friends deepened.
The outstanding exercise of the period of worship just referred

to, seemed to centre in an impressive communication deliv-

ered by a visiting woman minister from the text: "Beware
of covetousness, which is idolatry."

The business which claimed the attention of this sitting

was the reading and answering of the nine Queries which
this Yearly JVleeting has designed for the help of its member-
ship in attaining the standard of discipleship established by
Christ and His Apostles for the Church. Following the Que-
ries the Advices were read. The matter of these when pre-
pared was largely collated by selecting the best and most
pertinent expression covering the various subjects as found
in the Books of Discipline of a number of Yearly IVleetings.

As a whole, they bear the impress of hands that must have
entered into their preparation with a fresh and lively sense
of the doctrines which they are intended to exemplify and the
testimonies which they are designed to uphold.

The Query adverting to the subject showed that one new
meeting had been established within the past year, that of
West Grove, in Alamance County. The meeting recorded
the loss sustained through the decease, at the age of seventy-
two years, of one of its widely-known ministers, Cyrus W.
Harvey; also of a much esteemed Elder, Margaret A. Out-
land, who had occupied the station for twenty-two years
and deceased aged eighty years.

Second-day evening, by request of two visiting ministers,
a deeply interesting and largely attended meeting for wor-
ship was held in the Methodist house in the town of Woodland.
The outstanding message of the occasion, as chiefly handed
forth by these two Friends, was that of the peaceable nature
of that kingdom which the Lord Jesus came into the world
to establish in contradistinction to that which obtained under
the earlier covenant of the Lord with His people. The old
was not simply intended to be amended or improved upon

—

it was abolished. It is the failure to recognize this great truth
of the Scriptures which hinders the progress of Christianity
in the world to-day and has been the direct cause of the con-
tinuance of war throughout all these so-called Christian cen-
turies since the Prince of Peace came to establish His King-
dom in the hearts of men. The doctrine preached seemed to
be well received and the attitude of the people towards the
visitors that of sincere and aflfectionate kindness.

Third-day Morning Session.—The letter of London Yearly
Meeting, addressed to all Yearly Meetings of the Society
of Friends, asking co-operation in the work of peace by the
appointment of delegates to represent them at a general

conference, was read and favorably received. It was decided

to appoint two men and two women to communicate with

the Clerk of the English committee, also to get in touch with

similar organizations in America. The beautiful spirit of har-

mony which prevailed in the meeting during the considera-

tion of this subject, as well as the interest manifested, seemed

a fitting prelude to entering upon such peace work as that

proposed.

A report on education showed that there were over

one hundred children members of the Yearly Meeting of

school age, and that there was an increased interest in the sub-

ject. A committee under appointment with regard to influ-

encing the Legislature on the subject of capital punishment
made report of its work and was continued.

Third-day Evening.—By request of two of the visiting min-
isters made to the Yearly Meeting in joint session in the

morning and freely granted, a meeting for worship was held

at Rich Square, about four miles distant from Woodland,
where Friends have a very attractive and commodious house

of worship; this was well filled, chiefly by people of the town
not in membership with Friends, who, as at Woodland, ap-

peared to receive the Gospel message with open gladness of

heart.

The Friends who had felt the call for the above meeting
held at Rich Square were very hospitably entertained over

night at the home of a young couple residing in the adjoin-

ing neighborhood. The morning following, a visit was made
to the aged parents of these which will long be remembered.
A short automobile ride brought us to the comfortable home-
stead, which stood at the end of a lane and was surrounded

by its many acres of carefully-tilled soil. Nearly a century
had elapsed since the erection of this house, and many, we
thought, had been the number of those who like ourselves

had been welcomed at its great, cheerful fireside in that sun-

lit room where we gathered for a while in social converse and
for the asking of the Divine blessing, especially upon the

dear mother of that household whom invalidism and the ad-

vancing infirmities of age had long kept from mingling abroad
with her friends. We could have lingered longer amid such

engaging hospitality, but we had to hasten back to Cedar
Grove, for this was Fourth-day morning and already Friends

would be gathering ere we reached the place for the mid-week
meeting for worship. This was well attended and the people

eager to hear the Word as handed forth by its messengers.

When those who sat at the head of the meeting moved to

close it the people so inclined to remain that it was con-
tinued for a considerable while longer in life and power.

Fourth-day Afternoon.—The Meeting of Ministers, Elders

and Overseers again assembled. Instead of being the rather

select and tense group of individuals to which some of us

had been accustomed when thinking of such a meeting, there

was here a marked freedom and that without any discernible

hindrance to its dignity or spirituality. Other concerned

persons were freely admitted to the dehberations, and the

babbling of babes in arms here, as in all other meetings, was
not absent. The Queries and Answers, with the Advices
for those holding these important stations in the Church, on
being read, it was observed with what frankness Friends had
been willing to search themselves as to their high calling, and
where weakness was thought to exist, to admit it.

Fifth-day morning the closing session was held. A committee
appointed at a previous session to nominate Friends to con-

stitute a Visiting Committee, made report. The work of this

Committee during the past year had been briefly presented

at a previous sitting, at which the impression prevailed that

owing to the smallness of most of the congregations consti-

tuting the Yearly Meeting and the isolation of several of

the members there remained a lively concern for the con-

tinuance of the service, the motion for which arose in the

women's meeting of one year ago, and was worded as fol-

lows: "That a committee of concerned Friends be appointed

to visit the meetings and families of this Yearly Meeting with

power to appoint meetings or enter into any service which.
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in their judgment, will advance the cause of Truth by arous-
ing our membership to more zeal in the work of the church."

Report was made of a Committee to Assist those Traveling
in the Cause of Truth. Their work was commended and
directed to be continued. The minutes of the Representative
Meeting were read and its proceedings approved. The work
appeared small in comparison with that of a large body such as
Philadelphia Representative Meeting. A deep impression
was made, however, by the feeling which was expressed that
owing to the general world condition and the alarming spread
of militarism in our country, this meeting might have work
to do which would ally it more closely in name to that former-
ly applied to such meetings, i. e., a Meeting for Sufferings.

The Epistolary Committee produced letters to each of the
Yearly Meetings with which this is in correspondence, viz.:

Kansas, at Emporia; Iowa, at West Branch; Western, at

Sugar Grove, near Plainfield, Ind.; Ohio, at Stillwater, near
Barnesville; New England, at Westerly, R. I.; Canada, at

Pickering, Ont.; also one for Fritchley General Meeting, Eng.
To those of us members of a Yearly Meeting not thus officially

associated with other bodies bearing such designation there
arose a feeling akin to one of isolation, but this was happily
allayed in the remembrance that all who truly follow Christ

in the essentials of Gospel unity, "are living epistles written
in the heart, known and read of all men." The interest of

these epistles was intensified by the information that some of

them were the work of young people not members of the
Committee, in whose hearts had arisen what they believed

to be a message for the hour. The reading of these epistles

was followed by that of the minute embodying some of the
exercises prevailing in the meetings of Ministers, Elders and
Overseers. Returning minutes were presented for all the
visiting Friends attending the meeting with credentials, and
directed to be signed and delivered on behalf of the Yearly
Meeting. Soon after this announcement was made by the
Clerks that the business appeared to be concluded. Then
came, to some of the visitors, at least, that for which all that

had preceded had been prepared, and to which it had been
steadily leading. The closing event of a week of many in-

terests was at hand. Many and varied were the occasions on
which some of us had been blessed together, in meetings, in

homes where we had been welcomed by kindly faces there had
been created a renewed sense of the value of human souls and
how all in their moments of sincerest and best desire were
seeking for the same thing, even their preservation from cor-

rupting influence and their enlargement in the faith of the
Lord Jesus. A visiting minister arose and with much feeling

quoted the words of the intercessory prayer of the Saviour:

"Holy Father, keep through thine own name those whom
thou hast given me, that they may be one as we are;" af-

fectionately commending those he was about to leave to this

sanctifying influence. A young woman of the membership
adverted to a message of the day before wherein the purifying,

stimulating influence of the love of God was compared to the
ocean upon some parts of the Atlantic coast where all may,
according to their strength and religious experience, find the

depth that suits them—the babes in Christ may find their

delight in the safety of the comparatively shallow water close

to shore; those stronger in religious experience may venture

into the surf, while others may feel safe in still deeper waters

beyond which there lies the extended ocean of infinite love

to which the soul must approach with deepest reverence.

Another young woman arose and repeated the text: "Lord,

make me to know mine end, and the measure of my days, what
it is; that I may know how frail I am." Next, from the young
woman acting as Assistant Clerk to the Women's Meeting,

came words that in full, rich tones fell like a benediction upon
the assembly

—
"Return unto thy rest, O, my soul, for the

Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee!" The Clerk of the

Men's Meeting now read their closing minute, directly fol-

lowed by that for the Women's Meeting, a few minutes of

weighty silence ensued, and the Yearly Meeting for the year

had ended. (To be concluded.) W. L. M.

MILITARY TRAINING.

[The Peace Committee of Pliiladelphia Yearly Meeting have collected

expressions of judgment touching military training in schools from many
prominent men and women in the United States. Tliese have come to
them as answers to definite questions mailed from the headquarters of

the Committee. It is the expectation to issue many of these in pamphlet
form and to give them wide circulation. For breadth of grasp of the

subject we cannot imagine anything more fair or concise than the fol-

lowing.

—

Eds.

Militarism is not only a system, but an attitude of mind.
It is a survival of days when men failed to see the might of the
Spirit of Jesus and the good sense of love. Doing one another
injustice, both intentionally and in ignorance of the laws of

social welfare, they felt the need of soldiers to defend and
enforce their policies. Thus history revolved in a vicious

circle. Bad internalism demanded military establishments,
and military establishments diverted attention from Christian
ideals in national policies.

To my mind military training in schools will serve to con-
solidate this same attitude of mind in growing generations.
Military training cannot fail to make impressionable lives

feel the justice of militarism as a spiritual attitude toward
other nations. It will divert attention from ideals of justice

and friendship in the same proportion as it is defended and
enforced. Pride and suspicion are indispensable accompani-
ments of military preparation. Why should boys and girls

be given such lessons? As far as real military preparation is

concerned military training in schools is of no real value; but
as developing a bent of mind, an accustomedness to military

thinking and a respect for war it is liable to be a psychological
suggestion which will make sanity and justice more difficult

in all dealings of future public opinion with international

relations.

Schools should look to the future and not to the past. If

preparation for war must ever come, let it come as a consciously

confessed evil, rather than as an expression of attitudes en-

gendered and justified in the midst of a formative educational

process. Boys and girls should be taught that war can be

averted by giving justice and that fighting is a survival of a

lower civilization rather than an expression of truest patriot-

ism.

—

Shailer Mathews, President of the Federal Council of

the Churches of Christ in America.

Training for What?

From the many expressions of parents of high school stu-

dents in favor of military training that have come to my notice

the following stand out pre-eminently:

—

I St. It is much to be desired because it trains the boy to

prompt obedience and a quick response to demand for action.

2nd. It is a fine form of physical discipline resulting in

erect carriage and a certain physical hardness that makes for

endurance.

3rd. It gives the boy a definite means of expression for his

feelings of patriotism and prepares him to serve his country
in her hour of need.

4th. It makes possible the speedy organization of a latent

force in the nation which if unorganized is almost futile to

withstand the advance of a possible foe.

In Reply—
1st. Did you ever consider that there is a training which

begets something even more to be desired than what you call

"prompt" obedience, which in reality in military training is

usually hlind obedience. I mean the training which makes for

prompt understanding action, and which allows room for initia-

tive and makes men think for themselves. Such a training

is an absolute necessity for the citizen of a democracy.
2nd. This statement has been successfully refuted by too

many pedagogues of note for us to spend time upon it. The
very fact that the nations of greatest military prowess to-day

have refused such training in their schools is an unanswerable

argument.
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3rd. That depends upon your interpretation of the mean-
ing of "preparation" and "patriotism." Our boys need to

be trained in a patriotism that declares its willingness to live

rather than to die for their country. They need preparation

in those finer qualities of " brotherhood" and " neighborliness."

It takes great courage and supreme faith to live up to the
ideals of good will towards men.

4th. You may be surprised to know how ardently I am
with you on this point, only the "force" to which we refer is

not the same. Herein lies the crux of my opposition to military

training in the schools. It is preparing for the use of and
the reliance upon a force which has proved itself ineffectual

in the past in bringing about conditions desired. Military
training as a means to meet the needs of the age seems a
deliberate setting of our faces backward.

There are indications of Divine stirrings on all sides to-

day pointing to the vaster, subtler energies of mind and spirit,

the very power of which lies in their independence of force.

"A power which bids the strong man not to use his strength;

which tells the muscled arm not to strike back! Which strips

its soldiers of their weapons of violence and clothes them instead

with forgiveness, trust and love."

This 1 believe to be the upward push of life toward some-
thing finer than man has yet tried. As his experiments in

the physical world are lifting him from the solid earth to

launch him in the air, so the untried forces of the spirit chal-

lenge his powers.

Therefore if we are to train our boys for that which will

result in a richer, fuller civic consciousness let it be in the de-
velopment of those forces which make for Love not Hate, for

Life not Death.

—

Mary V. Grice, President Philadelphia

Home and School League.

THE YOUNG FRIENDS' CONFERENCE AT ARCH
STREET CENTRE.

On Sixth-day, Eleventh Month 17, 19 16, a small conference
of young Friends was held at the Arch Street Centre to con-
sider various aspects of the "Young Friends' Movement" in

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Edward C. Wood presided,

and after a brief period of silent waiting, the afternoon meeting
was opened by a short history of the movement and its present
status. A little over a year ago a small group of Friends at

Eaglesmere originated the idea of such an organization, and
since then it has proceeded slowly along organized lines.

There is at present a central Executive Committee of nine,

forming the nucleus of the general or large committee, with
representatives as far as possible from each of the twenty-nine
Monthly Meetings. It is desired not to duplicate other
Friendly organizations but rather to bring them together, so

that young Friends may be able better to work through the
group in which they are most interested. This organization
is distinct from that of the Race Street Friends, but we desire

to co-operate with them as way opens along lines of Peace,
study groups, etc.

Henry J. Cadbury spoke on the purpose of a Young Friends'

organization. The movement, he said, was already here, and
the purpose of an organization was simply to serve the move-
ment, in correlating, so far as possible, the various activities

of Young Friends throughout the Yearly Meeting. Such an
organization would not be amalgamated with Young Friends'
organizations in other Yearly Meetings, but would be a
medium through which our common aims and purposes could
be realized. A group consciousness would be expressed and
we could undertake new tasks as we see them. With the un-
usual advantages of education and solidarity possessed by
our Yearly Meeting, there are great possibilities for us to
proclaim our united message to the world, but this can be
done best only through individual consecration to the service

of our Master. The afternoon session closed with a short
devotional period, in which we were drawn very earnestly to

seek the guidance of our Father in Heaven in furthering this

organization, that it may be of service to our Society, and

an effective means of carrying the Quaker message to the
world.

Supper was served at the Centre, after which the evening
meeting was held, devoted to the consideration of the practical

side of the movement, as distinguished from the inspirational

side of the afternoon.

Emma Cadbury, Jr., spoke on the subject of Study Groups.
In the development of fellowship we need to work, think and
pray together and the study class or "round table" furnishes

us this opportunity. Co-operation is made, more efficient,

for the group is often the centre of a strong nucleus for working
with other Yearly Meetings and other Christian groups.

There is greatest liberty in the method of organization, as in

subject matter for study. With a class not larger than fifteen

as a basis, such subjects as Peace, Social Service, Mission and
Bible Study, History of Quakerism, etc., may be taken up.
Let a secretary of Study Groups be appointed who with the
help of a committee shall have programmes and bibliography

ready for any group who may apply for them.
Anne G. Walton had a definite way for us to help in the

spread of the Peace Message. There are four subcommittees
in connection with the Yearly Meeting Peace Committee
which need help.

(a) The Governmental Relations Committee, which is

endeavoring at present to promote Friendly relations between
the United States and Mexico. Become experts on the Mexican
situation, and in this way you can help them more than you
know.

(b) The Meetings Committee you can help by offering

your services as speakers, in mill districts, granges and other

places where people seem especially open-minded.
(c) The Committee on Schools and Churches can be helped

by distributing literature on Military Training in the Public

Schools and Churches.
Emmor Roberts, a member of the New Jersey Legislature,

spoke on the opportunities of Friends in Politics. Christianity

and politics are not often consciously combined, he said, but
as in America the people rule, there is opportunity for every
one to assert himself in the right way to help mould public

opinion on such vital questions as temperance, peace, etc.

By writing to the United States and State Senators about bills

to be passed. Friends exert more influence than they realize.

Thomas A. Sykes, said that we must so live that everything
we do or say shall reflect personal contact with the living

God. Friends have a great opportunity to minister to the
community along lines of social work. This was similar to

the line of thought taken up by Margaret R. Carey, who
spoke on "Our Opportunities Among Those of Other Sects

and Faiths." We ought to stop going so much to committees
and take time apart to think and pray. Having known God
we should go forth and proclaim our Quaker message to the
world, in schools, in industrial groups, wherever we feel the call

and especially on the foreign field, where the Quaker message
has a unique appeal.

The last speaker of the evening, Benjamin S. De Cou,
emphasized the value of the meeting for worship. It is an
activity where work must be done, and if it is what it ought
to be, we must work and take time to prepare ourselves for it.

The "morning watch," Bible study and Daily Living up to

the best we know are three important ways in which to help

our meetings. With the "inflow" through such channels
as these, there will be opportunity for the "overflow" to

others. We must first of all yield our gifts of intellect and
ability to Christ, that He may energize us, that His living

personality may work through us.

Eleanor Stokes.
MOOHBSTOWN.

By all means strive sometimes to be alone,

Salute thyself: see what thy soul doth wear.

Dare to look in thy chest—for 'tis thine own

—

And tumble up and down what thou findest there.

—Geoege Herbert,
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For "The Fbiend."

MOSCOW AND THE REFUGEES.
Moscow is in its spring beauty. Gilded domes and spires

gleam in the sunshine against a dull blue sky suggestive of the
tropics. Ten days ago not a flower was to be seen in the public

gardens, but under long days of sunshine in this sweet air,

brown beds have blazed into color with astonishing rapidity.

The lawns are now brilliantly green, tulips are in their glory,

and the gray-brown branches of ash, elm, poplar and maple
are decking themselves in their summer tints.

The city is built on an eminence formed by seven hills and
has, at present, with soldiers and refugees, an inflated popula-
tion of nearly three millions. Though Petrograd was the of-

ficial capital up to the days of Peter the Great, Moscow is the

natural capital of Russia. It is the seat of the oldest univer-

sity, the chief industrial and commercial city, and the centre

of the railway system.

We felt the charm of human vitality of Moscow before we
reached our hotel. Petrograd is formal, artificial and fading,

Moscow is varied, natural and fresh. Possibly a triumphant
bargain with a cabman to pay five roubles* instead of ten, in-

creased our appreciation. The sun shone brightly, the cruel

sting had gone from the air, and our rooms at the Hotel Na-
tional looked delightfully clean and inviting after twelve hours
in the train.

After ten days here, I doubt if there is another city in the

world like Moscow. The grace and beauty of Paris fascinates,

as the splendor and whirl of New York astonishes one. Lon-
don is too vast and many-sided to create any one impression.

But Moscow is at once so natural yet devout, so homely yet

so comely, that orfe loves her instinctively.

Among the churches and historic buildings of the Kremlin
is the Bell Tower of Ivan Veliki, completed in i6oo and restored

in 1813. Every time I see it 1 experience a fresh thrill of

delight. The tower rises to a great height, 320 feet, and
crowned by dome and cross, is one of the most beautiful objects

in Moscow. Napoleon and his Marshals gazed from its sum-
mit in 181 2, and the original cross was torn down by the

French soldiers in the belief that it was made of gold. The
view is well worth the long climb up the spiral staircase. The
city looks so pleasant and so varied with the domes and spires

of its churches, its Imperial Palace and municipal buildings and
the vast block of the Foundling Hospital. Lines and patches

of verdure contrast with buildings of varied colors and through

the sunny landscape the river Moscua winds like a silver thread.

It is noticeable that this city, which best expresses the

national life of Russia, is full of churches. " Moscow," the

people say, "has forty times forty churches." Churches,

shrines, ikons, revered with devout kisses and bowed heads
and countless crossings of the breast, are everywhere. The
street corners, public buildings, railway station, hotels, private

houses, all have their ikons, often of imposing appearance and
with a sacred picture of artistic merit. The room in which I

write has a small gilt-framed picture of a haloed saint, and 1 saw
a little ikon on every soldier's bed in the Anglo-Russian Hos-
pital at Petrograd.

in Russia the churches are popular places of worship, they

and their ritual seem to meet the need of the people, and even
in the great cathedrals, the poor worship with the rich on an
equal footing. In one costly church of rare beauty a com-
parative beggar stood by the side of the official who read the

service.

The short services held before a shrine are intimate and
devout. Some of the worshippers stand with bowed heads,

others cross themselves or kiss the floor. One priest intones

the amens in a voice so deep and unearthly one can hardly

believe it comes from a human throat, another reads the service

and holds the cross to be kissed. Prayers are handed up writ-

ten on slips of paper, and little yellow tapers are lit and erected

before the shrine. There a handsome old peasant with flow-

ing beard and long hair stands devoutly crossing himself. He
is wrapped in a long black cloak reaching to his high leather

*A rouble is worth J^d. at the present rate of exchange.

boots. Here a woman lifts up her little girl to kiss the glass
covering the precious relics. A better dressed woman hands
a coin to the priest to be blessed and laid for a moment on the
shrine, possibly for a son going to the front.

One dwells on the religious side of Moscow, because, to a
visitor, it is the noticeable feature of the city, but education
is not forgotten. There is a university for 12,000 men stu-
dents, and we visited one for 4000 women, where in a huge
hall, surrounded with galleries, girl graduates walked or talked
in groups. Here a woman may be educated for 100 roubles
a year and be lodged and fed for 250 more. Board and educa-
tion for £35 a year!

The countess who has so kindly introduced us to the philan-
thropic work of the city is a delightful type of the advanced
woman. Her English is fluent and incisive, her strength and
kindness inexhaustible. With her hands bare of gloves or
jewelry and dressed in a striped cotton blouse and black skirt

and coat, she might be the wife of an English country parson.

As the car jolted over the cobbles she assured us that while
England is aristocratic, Russia is democratic in its tempera-
ment. The simplicity of her own manners, and still more the

absence of fear or constraint among the poorest persons who
spoke to her, seemed to confirm this. When in the huge
distillery now turned into a clearing hospital for the sick and
wounded, she spoke to a soldier, she was not a countess, a

philanthropist, a widely educated citizen of the world, but
just a Russian woman with boys fighting and girls nursing at

the front, and the man with the tiny silver cross on his neck,

the wide-jawed peasant face and big hands, answered her as

such.

Showing us over a cheerful little residential home for refugee

boys, she spoke with vehement scorn of the patronizing charity

which regards the poor as so many puppies whose business in

life is to educate the finer sympathies of the upper classes.

Moscow is famous for its churches, the public spirit of its

merchants, its 800 benevolent institutions and its theatre,

which claims to be the best in the world. It is becoming fam-
ous for its eager spirit of reform and its civil administration.

How has this great city borne itself in this overwhelming
crisis of war, when two or even four million people have been
driven from their homes?
As a submarine volcanic eruption hurls a tidal wave, so the

war, last autumn, burst beneath the peoples of ten provinces,

and loosening them from the land where they had been rooted

for generations, flung them eastwards in a vast surging wave
of refugees.

There are not many roads in Russia, but there is a great

highway running northeast from Poland to Moscow. Half-

way it branches southward to Kief. In Eighth, Ninth and
Tenth Months last year, this road became a human river flow-

ing into the centre of Russia—a countless multitude of men
and women, children and frail old people, horses, cattle and
carts filled with cherished possessions and every sort of chattel.

As it flowed on the people became poorer day by day, women
got nervous and irritable, children had not the heart to cry,

the men pressed on hopelessly, not knowing their goal. The
inhabitants of the country were charitable, they gave and they

gave freely, but the needs of the crowd were inexhaustible

and dire necessity knew no law. The weather became colder,

many of the refugees were footsore and rheumatic. Dysentery

was raging. There was typhoid, bronchitis, pneumonia.

Scarlatina broke out among the children. At Roslavl, a quiet

little town in the Province of Smolensk, the flood of drifting

humanity encompassed the village, whirled round it, finally

submerged it. It was late in Tenth Month and though dry,

the weather was getting colder, and the people had become so

poor and so exhausted that they could go no further. Neces-

sity drove them to sell their horses at Rostavl and go on by
train.

To the moujik who has been driven from his home, lost his

crops, seen wife or child buried under a little wooden cross by
the roadside, this parting from his horses was the last drop

in his cup of misery. Without a horse the moujik scarcely
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feels himself to be a man. The war had changed a valiant,

striving personality into a beggar without hope—a mere
human driftwood. So the beloved horses were sold for a

fraction of their value, and the moujik took the train.

And still, careless of individual suffering, the river of refugees

flowed on. Part of the stream set southward towards Kief,

the other part by circuitous railway routes flowed round Mos-
cow and spread and lost itself in the eastern provinces. Thou-
sands of the exiles went southward to the inhospitable moun-
tains of Turkestan, or were transported by train into Siberia,

some even reached the sea at Vladivostock.

Though but a small portion of the war victims came to

Moscow, numerically that portion was great. Trains poured

refugees into the railway stations, hopeless, starving, ill-clad

people, some of whom had been traveling for weeks and even

months. They suffered terribly from cold, many were ill,

some were lying dead in the trains. Families were separated,

scores of little children had lost their parents.

Moscow was not ready, but she rose valiantly to the emer-

gency. In six months, by dint of municipal liberality, in-

dividual self-sacrifice and untold kindness and perseverance,

they had reduced a chaos of despair to the successful organiza-

tion of refugees which we ourselves have seen in Moscow.
J.B.

[This paper was written many months ago, but was received quite

recently. The name of the author, a Friend, we are requested to with-

hold.—Eds.]

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON.

When the slaves were freed in 1865, W. J. B. in the Journal
oj Education says a nameless negro boy about six years old

went to work in a coal mine in West Virginia to support his

mother and himself. The story is told that the child was so

fond of books that he was called a "booker"—hence his first

name. When after many cruel disappointments and denials

he was allowed to go to school, he was asked by his teacher for

a last name as well as for a first name, and, as he afterward

said, he' chose a good one, "Washington." Thus starting in

life without a name he made one for himself which will never
die.

With an unquenchable thirst for knowledge he began while

working in the mine to study such books as he could find. One
day hearing two miners speak of Hampton Institute, he started

at once, walked five hundred miles, and after untold hardships

that would have utterly crushed one of ordinary mould, he

was finally admitted to the classes of this great school. He
did all manner of chores for a meager living, and finally got

the rudiments of an education, became a teacher at Hampton,
and while there was selected by General Armstrong to take

charge of what was to be a normal school for colored people

in the little town of Tuskegee, Alabama.
While Tuskegee Institute must ever remain Booker T. Wash-

ington's greatest monument, he achieved distinction in other

lines of human endeavor. As an orator he had few equals, and
as an author his books alone would have brought him fame.
His principal publications are his autobiography, "Up from
Slavery," "Working with the Hands," "The Man Farthest

Down," "The Story of the Negro" and "Character Building."

All of his writings are characterized by a high and definite

purpose, by sane judgment, good taste and pure English. For
every word he uses he gives the reader an idea. "Up from
Slavery" and "Character Building" are two books that should

be in every library, and young people as well as old should be
encouraged to read them.

Dr. Washington tells us in his autobiography that in litera-

ture Lincoln was his patron saint. Doubtless his own simple
and forceful English was greatly influenced by his careful study
of the great emancipator's writings.

Dr. Washington, in addition to his other high qualities, was
the possessor of a very keen and capable business brain. To
illustrate this, it is related that some years ago Andrew Carnegie
sent him a check for a comparatively small sum to use in his

educational work. Upon receipt of this check Dr. Washing-

ton reasoned thus: "Andrew Carnegie is not fully aware of the
work Tuskegee is doing—else he would have given us a greater

sum—which we very much need. If it goes out to the world
that the amount of this check is his measure of Tuskegee it

will influence others to belittle our work and to Hmit their aid

to small amounts." But what was to be done? After careful

consideration Dr. Washington returned the check with a frank
statement for so doing. He took the risk. Andrew Carnegie
afterwards made a personal investigation of the work done at

Tuskegee, and has since given more than half a million dollars

to the Institute, and placed at interest a large sum for the

support of Dr. Washington and his family
—

"so that, in carry-

ing on his great educational work Dr. Washington might al-

ways be free from financial care and anxiety of a personal

character."

Harvard University bestowed upon him the degree of Master
of Arts, and Dartmouth College honored him with the degree
of Doctor of Laws. In his visits to foreign countries Dr. Wash-
ington was received with such distinguished attention and
honors as are accorded to but few men. The fame of the man
had preceded him, and without racial prejudice and with great

enthusiasm he was received at his true value and honored
accordingly.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

"THE LAND OF ANYHOW."
Beyond the Isle of What's-the-Use,

Where Slipshod Point is now,

There used to be, when I was young.

The Land of Anyhow.

Don't Care was king of all this realm

—

A cruel king was he!

For those who served him with good heart

He treated shamefully!

When boys and girls their tasks would slight

And cloud poor mother's brow.

He'd say, "Don't care! It's good enough!

Just do it anyhow."

But when in after life they longed

To make proud fortune bow.

He let them find that fate ne'er smiles

On work done anyhow.

For he who would the harvest reap

Must learn to use the plow.

And pitch his tent a long, long way
From the Land of Anyhow!

The Knock-box {Be Polite—Perhaps Your Family IVon't

Mind if You Practise it on Them).—There was more than
average contentment and general " get-alongness " in a Con-
necticut family where I visited one summer. Back of the
politeness and pleasant attitude of each to the other lay a
secret of some sort which was joked about and laughed over,

but never divulged to the general public. The mystery hover-

ed about a slitted box which stood on the parlor mantel. It

resembled a mail box, and when it was emptied each evening,

notes were handed around to mother, father, brothers and
sisters. Sometimes they were read with quiet gravity, some-
times with a smile. One morning a missive fell on my plate.

Here is the message it held

:

" If our company would be good enough to 'phone when she

decides not to return for luncheon, the cook would be exceed-

ingly grateful."

I re-read it, mystified a trifle, also a bit ruffled, I confess,

and a laugh went round the table.

"Mother," cried one of the girls, "explain to the company
about our knock-box. It was not exactly fair to discipline

her without a warning."

That forenoon while I helped to empty a darning basket I

suggested, "Now tell me about the knock-box."
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"The knock-box," explained my hostess, "is an ancient

and honorable institution of this family, but it was not fair

to initiate you as we did."
" It was perfectly fair. 1 felt guilty enough yesterday when

1 found you had waited luncheon for me. Now for the story."

"When we were married," she began, "
1 was a fault-fmder,

a petty, fussy housewife, picking on somebody about some-
thing all the time. One evening my husband took me to

task and 1 suddenly realized that if 1 did not take heed I

might develop into a genuine nagger like a woman next door,

who is the terror of our neighborhood. He suggested as a
cure that instead of blurting out every little fault I found in

him 1 should write it down each day and drop my criticism

in a box. He said he would do the same thing with me. We
christened it the knock-box. Two rules were made: That
complaints should be politely worded and read over several

times before being mailed. If they seemed too trivial for

utterance they were to be destroyed. I remember the first

time we emptied the knock-box. 1 found a suggestion that

coffee ought to be served steaming hot and that when a man
loaned his knife to a lady he expected it to be returned.

"My husband had one solitary knock to read. I had de-

stroyed ten or twelve during the day; on a second reading

they had sounded petty. This one was about a man who left

his belongings scattered all over a house when he dashed out

to catch a car. It was seed sown in good ground. The work
grew lighter each day after that, because my husband became
tidier. It is years since he found a complaint in the knock-
box about careless habits. When the children were old enough
to read and write they found little reminders in the box.

They were also allowed to send knocks to us, and some of

them were very funny. I remember one from Bobs about
hanging the key of the preserve closet where he could not

reach it. At the age of eight Margaret objected strenuously

to wearing pinafores. Each one agreed that eight o'clock was
much too early to go to bed. You have not an idea of how
the knock-box saves a family from snarls. One little bit of

fault-finding is capable of stirring up a storm of recrimination.

Besides, a written hint sinks in as no amount of nagging can."

Can you imagine what my first task was on reaching home?
I instituted a family knock-box. It works; oh, it has worked
like a charm.

—

Isabel Gordon Curtis.

NEWS ITEMS.

The last message from our friends, Alfred and Grace Lowry, of which

we have knowledge, is dated Eleventh Month 12th, from Munich.

It will be remembered that Alfred Lowry, Jr., gave up his position as

German teacher at Westtown and in the late summer started with his

wife for Germany to work under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A. The

letter alluded to says:

"Friends have so httle of what is called church work that one feels

somewhat at a disadvantage when it comes to seeing the things that

need to be done and the most practical way of doing them. The Ser-

bians are the most needy of aU [the prisoners], some of them have been

in one war after another for five years now and haven't seen home or

family in all that time." He also says, "I hope The Friend may be

on its way, I always miss it over here."

His home letters are of course written for the censors, and contain

little of detail. Prior to going to Munich he was in Berlin, doing secre-

tarial work. His address is care C. V. Hibbard, No. 124 E. Twenty-

eighth Street, New York City.—[Eds.]

Notes From Haddonfield and Salem Quahterlt MEETiNa.—
This meeting was held at Moorestown, Twelfth Month 14th, with about

the usual attendance, which means that the large house had the pleas-

ingly inspiring appearance of being well filled. A conspicuous feature,

however, was the almost entire absence of visiting "pubUc Friends,"

though not a few other visitors were in attendance. The meeting for

worship proved a Bethel to many hearts, wherein there was refreshing

from the Day Spring from on High. One of its striking features was the

remarkable unity of the reUgious exercises which early settled down upon

it; the one theme which was brought repeatedly to the fore being that

conveyed by the Scripture expression (though not quoted), "He hath

showed thee, O man! what is good, and what doth the Lord require of

thee but to deal justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God."

This seeming message of the hour and place was well and impressively

presented by a visiting minister who referred to the deeply instructive

incident recorded in the New Testament where the amiable young man
came to the Saviour with the burning question of his soul, " Good Mas-

ter, what good thing shall I do that I may inherit eternal life?" Other

vocal expression on the same line followed until the meeting was bap-

tized as one into a remembrance that the salvation of the soul of man
is a definite work to be carried on between the individual and his Maker.

Always and in all places our religion teaches us to raise the question,

"Lord, what wilt thou have me to do," rather than the easier one, "And

what shall this man do?"

The business meeting was held throughout in joint session, so many
important subjects claiming its attention that the Quarterly Meeting

as a whole was nearly four hours in length. Three reports of commit-

tees were presented, all referring to activities of the meeting. These

were that of the Committee having the oversight of the Atlantic City

meeting, that of the one having a similar care over the Merchantville

meeting, and that of the large Committee, now under appointment for

about three years, and known as the "Religious Service Committee."

The report of this last Committee was of such nature as to show that

the work in which it is engaged is of a highly important kind—that of

endeavoring to strengthen the smaller meetings and of increasing the

zeal of all in the work of upbuilding the Church. The effort put forth

with this objective had largely been in the hne of holding "appointed

meetings," a number of which had been held to the satisfaction of

many people not in membership with Friends, but seeking the "way of

hfe" as held forth in the Gospel of Christ.

It was, then, a disappointment, and of the nature of a surprise to

the body of the Quarterly Meeting, when a Committee appointed three

months ago for the consideration of the work of the ReUgious Service

Committee, and the making of nominations for its continuance (the

present Committee having desired in a previous report to be released)

made report, that the subject committed to them had been carefully

and prayerfully considered, but that it did not find the way open " to

make any recommendations to the Quarterly Meeting." The effect

of this report, as hinted above, was to throw upon the meeting what

proved to be a very helpful discussion of the subject in all its bearings,

and rarely has there been in the sessions of the Quarterly Meetmg a

more lively, instructive, and, as it were, "heart to heart" consideration

of a weighty matter than upon this occasion. It was shown that the

times called for zeal rather than apathy, that ever, as the blessed Master

said, "the fields are white unto harvest," that now as then, "the laborers

are few," but it was also shown that so important a work must proceed

with an enlightened sense of continued fresh anointing, though, as

quoted in the meeting, "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear;

but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind," being Paul's exhorta-

tion to his beloved Timothy, in that stirrmg passage wherein the latter

is enjoined, "to stir up the gift of God, which is in him."

The subject was finally and with much unity disposed of by the con-

tinuance of the nominating committee for its reconsideration in the Ught

of the discussion which had followed their report. As the meeting was

passing away from this important matter, which for so long a time had

held its interested attention, very sweetly and powerfully were brought

to remembrance the incident of the two disciples of the Lord Jesus, who,

after He had made Himself known to them in that resurrected person-

ahty which made their "hearts burn within them," as they talked by

the way, constrained him, saying, ".\bide with us, for it is towards

evening, and the day is far spent."

Walter L. Moore.

Moorestown, N. J., Twelfth Month IS, 191G.

Anntjai, Report op Board op Managers of Friends' Institute

FOR 1915-1916.—During the past year approximately 12,000 persons

have used the Institute rooms and about 400 Committee-meetings have

been held, with several thousand people attending them. Several Com-

mittees which meet regularly at the rooms continue to contribute to

our Treasury in return for the opportunity given them.

The present membership is 880. These figures indicate in some de-

gree the usefulness of the Institute.

Two matters of vital interest have claimed the attention of the Board

during the past year. Our late friend, T. Wistar Brown, provided that
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the income of $20,000, of a larger fund placed by him in the hands of

Trustees for educational purposes, might, under certain circumstances,

be used by the Institute to make it "a more efficient and helpful aux-

iliary to the progress of"our Society."

^The Managers suggested to the Trustees of the Fund that the income

be used toward paying the salary of a General Secretary who should de-

vote his time to the building up of the Institute and extending its lines

of usefulness; the Trustees have granted the income; the services of

Harold M. Lane have been engaged to act as General Secretary and he

entered upon his duties on Ninth Month 15, 1916. Harold M. Lane

is a graduate of Penn College, Iowa, and of Haverford College, Penna.,

and comes well-fitted for the tasks before liim.

In an undertaking of this kind it is not easy to formulate with pre-

cision the labors to be performed. They depend in large degree upon the

individual, but there is much that the members of the Institute can do

by waj' of suggesting Unes of work which will develop the Institute into

the sort of an organization that will be more helpful than it now is in

promoting our Friendly interests.

As the income from the T. Wistar Brown Fund will not become avail-

able until Seventh Month 1, 1917, a special appeal has been made to friends

of the Institute to furnish the money needed for the added expense until

that time. This appeal has met with generous response, although not

enough money has yet been pledged to meet the requirements of the

treasury.

We cannot close this brief report without once more appealing for

wider support of the Institute.

There are fixed charges to be met each year for salaries, heat, Ught,

magazines, etc., and the Managers feel that many Friends who more or

less regularly use the rooms are not aware that it is dependent on mem-
bership fees and contributions to meet its running expenses, which amount

to a considerable sum annually.

We sincerely hope, with the wider opportunities for service now avail-

able through the offices of the General Secretary, that more Friends will

become members and share in the expense of maintaining this Friendly

centre.

On behalf of the Board of Managers.

Jonathan M. Steeee.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

LocAi/.—Jane Deeter Rippin, has been made chief probation officer of

the Municipal Court in Philadelphia at a salary of SoOOO. It is said she

owes her nomination to herseK and to the good work she has done, where-

by her eminent qualifications have been demonstrated.

The Permsylvania State Grange at the final session of its forty-fourth

annual convention passed resolutions to ask city and town agencies

and clubs to co-operate in securing from \irban centers young persons

to help plant and harvest crops, pick berries and aid in preserving dur-

ing the coming year to offset the shortage of farm labor. The State Em-
ployment Bureau will try to interest the Boy Scouts in the plan.

The following awards have been made in the boys' corn-growing con-

test in Bucks County: First prize—George Harris, Newtown, white

dent corn, yielding 94.3 bushels per acre. Second prize—Albert Mason,

Yardley, white dent corn, yielding 96.8 bushels per acre. Third prize

—Howard Moon, MorrisvUle, yellow dent corn, 101.2 bushels per acre.

The average yield of corn in the United States is 26 bushels to the acre;

in Pennsylvania, 38 bushels, and in Bucks County, 40 bushels.

The problem of extravagance in college is not peculiar to Wellesley,

but WeUesley is probably first in trying to devise ways and means to

stop it. That most college men and women spend much money need-

lessly is of course beyond question. That there is a certain joy in spend-

ing money needlessly is also too true. The problem, then, is not easy

of solution. A simple appeal to the students will not suffice. There must

be a campaign to work a fundamental change in hiunan nature. Men
and women in college must be made to appreciate unconsciously that

extravagance has no place in the new doctrine of world fellowship and

that waste is wicked while suffering and distress are rampant in so many

ports brought to the New Jersey State Horticultural Society, which held

its forty-second annual convention in Burlington.

General.—Resolutions requestmg the Administration to protest

against the "outrages and violations of the rules of war deUberately

perpetrated" by the German Government against the Belgians were

passed at a great mass-meeting in Carnegie Hall on the 15th after speeches

denouncing the "enslavement of Belgimn" had been made by James M.
Beck, Judge Alton B. Parker and other noted citizens.

Hugo Munsterberg, Professor of Psychology in the Harvard department

of philosophy, dropped dead in his class-room at Radcliffe College on

the 16th. He had lectured about ten minutes when he fell to the floor,

turned purple in the face, and lost consciousness. He died in twenty

mmutes, apparently from apoplexy.

Foreign.—An investigation into the exact conditions of women's

work in France is being carried on by two national organizations, the

Conseil National des Femmes Francaises and the Union Francaise pour

le Suffrage des Femmes, with the object of furthering a nation-wide

campaign which will establish women's work on the same pay basis as

men's.

NOTICES.
Robert E. Speer wiU address a Young Peoples' Tea Meeting (arranged

by the Young Women's Auxiliary) at Twelfth Street Meeting-house, on

First Month 13, 1917, at 7.45 p. m. A cordial invitation is extended to

all. His subject wiU be, "Loyalty to Christ, the Supreme Missionary

Motive."

All Yoimg Friends (and thek guests) are invited to supper from 6.15

to 7 p. M. Supper tickets (40 cents) should be secured before First Month
9, 1917, from local representatives or from Harold M. Lane, Friends'

Institute, Philadelphia.

AU who have heard Robert E. Speer have appreciated the earnestness

of his message. Those who have not wiU be glad of this opportimity when
he speaks for the first time to a representative group of Philadelphia

Friends.

Anna R. Evans,

President.

Friends' Select School Lyceum Lecture.^A general invitation

is extended to all Friends and others interested to be present at a lecture

in the Friends' Select School lecture-room. Sixteenth and Cherry Streets,

on Sixth-day, First Month 5th, at 8 p. m., on " Mountaineering and Ex-

ploration in the SeUdrks," by Professor Charles Sissons, of Victoria Col-

lege, Toronto University, Canada. Professor Sissons is one of the most

active members of the Canadian Alpine Club, and an authority on his

subject. Many Philadelphia Friends will be interested in him through

his wife, who was Anna R. Normart.

The swamp huckleberry, converted by scientific selection of strains,

hybridizing of varieties and new methods of cultivation into the large

and luscious "blueberry," soon to become a staple commercial crop, will

give the pine barrens and the swamps of central New Jersey a product as

important and profitable as its relative the cranberry, according to re-

Meetings from Twelfth Month 31, 1916, to First Month 6, 1917.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Twelfth

Month 31, at 10.30 a. m.

Kennett, at Kennett Square, Third-day, First Month 2, at 10 A. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, First Month 2, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, First Month 2, at 7.30 p. m.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, First Month 3, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, First Month 3, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, First Month 3, at 10 a. m.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, First Month 3, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 10 a. m.

Burlington, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, First Month 4, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, First Month 6, at 10 a. m.

Died.—At her home, West Chester, Pa., on Twelfth Month 13, 1916

Cakoline C. Scatterqood, widow of George J. Scattergood, in her

seventy-eighth year; an Elder and member of Philadelphia Monthly

Meeting of Friends.

, at his home near Rohrsburg, Pa., Twelfth Month 2, 1916, Isaac

He.\cock, in his nmety-third year; an Elder and member of Muncy
Monthly Meeting.
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THE IDEAL.

"Oh, that we who declare against wars and acknowledge

our trust to be in God only, may walk in the light, and therein

examine our foundation and motives in holding great estates!

May we look upon our treasures, the furniture of our houses

and our garments, and try whether the seeds of war have

nourishment in these our possessions. Holding treasures in

the self-pleasing spirit is a strong plant, the fruit whereof

ripens fast."

"Divine love imposeth no rigorous or unreasonable com-

mands, but graciously points out the spirit of brotherhood

and the way to happiness in attaining which it is necessary that

we relinquish all that is selfish."

John Woolman.

MORE THAN CONQUERORS.

There is a love that will not let us go, a love that doth not

alter when it alteration finds, a love which the many waters

cannot quench. Until the heart has found repose in that love,

its deepest wants still remain unsatisfied. It is this love, the

love of God in Christ Jesus, the love incarnate and crucified;

the love which has grappled with our temptations and over-

come them; with our sorrows, and tasted their bitterness;

with our sins and expiated them; which makes us more than

conquerors in a scene of strife and suffering; which puts heav-

enly lustre into the dews of earthly sorrow, and changes our

deepest pain into divinest peace.

More than conquerors! These words were addressed to a

little group of Christians located in imperial Rome, where

power was deified, where the highest honors and the loudest

plaudits were accorded to the conqueror who, having crushed

the resistance of the enemies of the empire on the battle-

field, was returning laden with the spoils of victory. To him

the triumphal arch was erected, and to keep his memory

alive his statue was placed in the halls of fame. The mili-

tary conqueror was considered to have reached the highest

rung in the ladder of success.

But in the light of heaven, the little band of poor and ob-

scure men and women to whom the apostle wrote his wonder-

ful epistle were greater than such. They were more than

conquerors, greater than the world's greatest men. In Christ

they had obtained a new conscience and a new understanding,

so that they had to change their values and saw better wherein

true glory consists.

Already the older revelation had declared, "Greater is he

that ruleth his own spirit than he that taketh a city." But

that did not go so very far beyond the light bestowed upon

the men of Attica, the wisest of the race, as they sat down to

ponder the mystery of life. The love of God in Christ Jesus

comes into a groaning and travailing creation and enables

faith to strike a deeper note. It not only empowers men to

rise superior to the contradictions and disagreeable elements

of our earth-life, it not merely teaches us how to extract the

sharp sting out of sorrow. It is not merely in spite of "tribu-

lation, or anguish, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness,

or peril, or sword," but because of them we become more than

conquerors through Him that loved us. The evils of life are

transmuted into benefits. The things we naturally shrink

from as hurtful, looked at in the love of Christ, have a friendly

face. Better thus to have been in the dungeon with Joseph,

in the den of lions with Daniel and in exile with Ezekiel.

Better thus the valley of thorns with Jesus, than a luxurious

bed of roses without Him. Better to share His bitter cup,

than to see it pass by in answer to our tearful entreaty. " In

all those things" we are more than Alexander, Cssar or

Napoleon—through that One whose love has come into our

lives and made all things new.

The great question is: Is the love of Christ real to us? Have

we met Him, heard Him, been conquered by Him, opened

to Him for ourselves? Have we owned Him before the visible

and invisible worid? Has He touched us with His Spirit and

kindled in our withered hearts an unquenchable flame of

faith and love? Can we speak of lusts He has destroyed,

fetters He has broken, hidden wounds He has healed, tempers

He has tamed, fears He has cast out, hungry cravings He

has appeased? Have we looked long enough into His face

—marred more than any man's; bedewed with the blood from

the thorn-pierced brow—to see the glory of God there, the

glory of suffering yet triumphant love, overcoming evil with

good? Then we have learned Paul's secret for ourselves, and

we shall have melody in our hearts amidst the discords of

earth and may even enable others to hear the music of this

wonderi'ul love, till their hearts also are set in tune with the

heavenly strain.

In bringing these lines to a conclusion, my eye fell on the

following words of Meister Eckhart's (A. D., 1260-1327),

which I will transcribe here: "This is the chief significance

of the suffering of Christ for us, that we cast all our grief

into the ocean of His suffering. If thou sufferest only re-

garding thyself, from whatever cause it may be, that suffering

causes grief to thee, and is hard to bear. But if thou sufferest

regarding God and Him alone, that suffering is not grievous, nor

hard to bear, because God bears the load. The love of the Cross
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must swallow up our personal grief. Whoso does not suffer

from love, for him sorrow is sorrow, and grievous to bear;

but whoso suffers from love, he sorrows not, and his suffering

is fruitful in God. Therefore is sorrow so noble. No mortal's

sorrow was like the sorrow which Christ bore; therefore He
is far nobler than any man. Verily were there anything nobler

than sorrow, God would have redeemed man thereby.

"Through the higher love the whole life of man is to be

elevated from temporal selfishness to the spring of all love

to God. Man will again be master over all nature by abiding

in God and lifting her up to God."
Max I. Reich.

THE STEADFAST MIND.

That was a fine old gentleman whom the Pilgrims found
on the border of the Enchanted Ground. The way in which
he is revealed to the travelers stamps him at once as of the

true metal. They hear a little way ahead of them "a solemn
noise, as of one much concerned. . . a man upon his

knees . . . speaking earnestly to One that is above."
Then they join forces and Father Honest knows his man at

once. "This," he says, "is Standfast,"—comes from my
old neighborhood—sure thing

—
"he is a right good pilgrim."

So we get acquainted and the better we know him the more
we like him. He belongs easily to the Immortals. When his

summons comes we do not wonder that the waves of the Great
River are quiet for a season and that he has a good testimony
to leave behind him. "I see myself now at the end of my
journey; my toilsome days are ended; I am going to see that

Head which was crowned with thorns and that face which
was spit upon for me."
One hardly knows how to stop quoting him, for his words

ring true to the hopes and desires of the Christian in all the

ages.

Now Standfast is a portrait of the kind of man much needed
to-day. He is no boaster, and is not given to stirring up sen-

sations, but has a certain quiet strength about him which he
himself will be the first to tell you is not his own; press him
hard for an answer, and he will say it comes from that One
above to whom he was talking in the midst of the perils of

the Enchanted Ground. He has a reserve of power deep down
in his mind and heart and soul. He has learned the great lesson

not only of self-surrender but of consecration, and he is not

at all disposed to let his mind go untilled, untrained, running
to waste. No, he believes that God has given him a being
in which there is a wonderful combination of forces and that

the Steadfast Mind will be of untold value to him in those hard
places which try the soul and heart.

Does he set us then to judge others? Not at all. Does he
worship knowledge and cast away faith? Not he. Do you
see him going about to belittle the people who are in distress

about losing their hold of certain blessed truths which their

fathers and mothers taught them? Not by any means. But
this he will do, hold his mind so open to the informing wisdom
and grace of God that it becomes a part of his armor, use his

brain and all his faculties in such a way that they grow strong;

and his mental powers are molded into lines of beauty and
fortitude and patience, so that the soul of the man has help

and not hindrance from his mind. Faith and hope and love

are fortified, and as the young man grows in years we have
Standfast over again, in reality not in an allegory. He is

taking life as it comes and bending his work, whether it be
buying or selling, or manufacturing, or building, or financing,

or teaching, to make a life which shall stand fast in the Mas-
ter's Service. That life knows when to go forward and when
to wait, how to do the Lord's will and how to endure that

will; and it does not fret itself against the walls of its earthly

dwelling, the mind has become trained to be the companion
of the Soul and shares its immortality. This man rejoices

in knowledge of God's ways in His universe so far as revealed,

but remembers the hour drawing nigh when he shall have " no

need of Science because he is about to stand in the presence
of Omniscience" and he is humbled, but none the less steadfast.

When Paul writes to the Corinthians and tells them of his

vision of the great Realities that lie beyond this life, of mor-
tality changed to immortality, and corruption putting on
incorruption, he seems to stand as it were at the very gates
of Eternity; but as the vision closes he brings us back again
to earth, to the fact of sin and to the victory we may have
over sin through Him who is the Saviour and Redeemer of

the world; and then Paul comes right down to the work-a-day
world, and his first word is a command to be steadfast, then
unmovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord.

But the steadfast mind has its supreme example in One
greater than Paul—in the purpose from which He never
swerved—the path which led day by day to Calvary and the
Cross. With that light upon our path to-day let us gird up
our loins afresh and ask of Him for ourselves and for the Church
larger measure of the Steadfast Mind which was and is for-

ever in Christ our Lord.

George M. Warner.
Germantown, Twelfth Month 25, 1916.

PROFESSED CHRISTIANITY AT WAR— CHRISTIANITY
AT PEACE.

DAVID HOLLOW.\T.

Doubtless there has never been a time since the advent
of Christianity into the world, through the coming, sufi'ering

and sacrifice of its blessed author, Jesus Christ, our Lord,
when there was more being enacted under the profession

thereof, contrary, and repugnant to its benign spirit, and its

peace pervading precepts as contained in the New Testament
Scriptures, than at the present.

Most prominent is the spectacle of the professed Chris-
tian warring nations of Europe now engaged in the whole-
sale destruction of men, for whom Christ died, He who has
said, "

I came not to destroy men's lives, but to save them."
Such a pointed contradiction evidently represents Chris-

tianity in the "Spirit of the letter that killeth," dominated
by man through an intellectual grasp and manipulation of

its obligations and requirements to suit his own selfish and
sinister purposes. How difl'erent are the results when Chris-

tianity is in fact in the ascendency, and dominates man, and
through spiritual regeneration, enables him to realize its

living realities. He then witnesses to the all-availing means
of his release from the bondage of corruption, and knows a
restoration again to the image of his Maker, and comes into

possession of his own, that portion in Christ purchased for

him through His sufferings and death on Calvary's Cross.

Such only truly witness that Christ's kingdom has come, and
that His will is done in, by and through them, as it is done in

Heaven, having yielded up their lives when required as mar-
tyrs to His cause.

The foregoing represents the extremes exhibited under the

profession of Christianity. The first strikingly denotes
failure, the latter as strikingly denotes successful achieve-

ment of its gracious purpose, viz: the salvation of men by
and through the exaltation of Christ's kingdom in their

hearts, each one constituting a unit towards its larger de-

velopment, and as these units increase and become suffi-

ciently universal, then, and not until then, in accord with
ancient prophecy, shall the kingdoms of this world become
the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ.

Perhaps much the larger number concerned with Chris-

tianity find themselves in the various stages of attainment

between these extremes of success and failure; success, as

they recognize themselves to be under the dominion of the

Cross of Christ, and guidance of His life-giving and soul-

sustaining power; failure, as they find themselves from under
the dominion of His Cross, aloof from its restraints, in the

pursuit of their self-chosen aims and purposes, thus, in a

manner, denying the Lord who has bought them with the
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costly price of His own precious blood, and assuming that
Christianity is responsible for their acts they accept its teach-
ings in the letter, merely as an intellectual and cultural asset
and reject it in the spirit by which their lives should be con-
formed to Its righteous precepts, and they enabled thereby
to glorify God in their bodies and in their spirits, which are His.
The Scriptures testify that it is righteousness that exalteth

a nation, and that the work of righteousness is peace, and
the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever.
The little stone which king Nebuchadnezzar saw cut out of
the mountain without hands—which went on increasing until
it became a great mountain filling the whole earth is no
doubt figurative of the development of Christ's kingdom on
earth, to be consummated in time, however much there
seems yet lacking of the vision's fulfilment. For the invin-
cible Conqueror is still on the way and bv His inherent power
and volition, is breaking in pieces and subduing (as seen in
the vision) the opposing kingdoms which are in the image
and authority of that which is from beneath in the fall, and
which ever obstruct the peaceable progress and exaltation
of Christ's kingdom in the way of its ultimate triumph and
establishment.

In view of all that has transpired in the past, and is still

transpiring to obstruct the realization of this crowning achieve-
ment, IS It not evident that nineteen hundred years is long
enough to have demonstrated the failure of human policy
in Its application of Christian ethics to the needs of mankind;
and this prolonged failure is quite sufficient to convince all
men that nothing short of their submission to the quickening,
enlightening, regenerating, cleansing power of Christ can
constitute them true representatives of His kingdom, and
integral parts of the universal brotherhood—a brotherhood,
the cementing bond of which is the love and power of God?

Such a phalanx of regenerated humanity if it faithfully
adheres to the bond that binds it together, constitutes a
procession in the way of the furtherance and fufilment of
the final great and glorious consummation; when, in accord
with ancient prophecy, "The earth shall be filled with the
knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea." " When
nation shall no longer lift up sword against nation; neither
shall they learn war any more."

THE SUN-DIAL AT JORDANS.

The sunk-garden, so much admired by visitors at Jordans Hostel, was
laid out, and is kept up, in memory of a deceased Friend buried in the
graveyard nearby. On the south side of the old granary which forms
one end of the sunk-garden a sun-dial has been placed bearing the initials

E. L. and the motto "Love Endures." The following lines were com-
posed by a visitor to Jordans some weeks ago, and seem pecuUarly ap-
propriate at the present time.

Here sun and shadow measure out our days,

And over these 'tis written to the praise

Of steadfast love that lightens all man's ways,
"Love endures."

God's own effulgence, Light of our light within,

Sent from the Father to a world of sin,

Stands at the door with love to enter in

—

Love endures.

Love that is true and kind, a gentle guest,

Hid in the heart and by the tongue confessed,

And love in song immortally exj^ressed

—

Love endures.

Long suffering love that seeketh not her own,
With faith and hope abiding, yet alone

Of human grace highest perfection

—

Love endures.

Hereafter when earth's shadows flee away
And, night abolished, ushers endless day,

The hosts of Heaven shall exult for aye

—

"Love endures." —H. W. J.

OUR PEACE PROGRAM FOR TO-DAY.
HY WILLIAM I. HULL.

^,

There are at least four great tasks to be accomplished in
the field of International Peace. These are, first, the speediest
possible ending of the greatest war in history: second, the
development of a constructive program which shall prevent
war in the future; third, the checking of the tide of militarism
in the United States; and fourth, the solution of the most press-
ing and dangerous problems in the foreign relations of the
United States.

The killing off of thousands of young men each day, and
the rapid and insidious growth of militarism caused by the
war in every neutral as well as belligerent country, make
It both humane and prudent to end the war as speedily as
possible. The American Committee for an International
Conference of Neutrals is the chief agency undertaking this
task. It IS soliciting signatures to a petition to the Presi-
dent and Congress, and is in many ways influencing public
opinion with the object of inducing the United States, the
largest of the neutral powers, to summon a conference of
neutral nations, which shall invite each of the belligerents
to state the objects sought to be attained by the war, and
to offer mediation, joint or separate, for bringing the war
to a close.

The second task is being undertaken in this country by
the World Court League, the Judicial Settlements Associa-
tion, the League to Enforce Peace, and by a large inter-
national committee known as The Central Organization
for a Durable Peace. The many problems connected with
this great task of constructive statesmanship are being studied
and discussed in pamphlets written by a large number of
publicists in the various nations.

Militarism in the United States is met in the form of un-
precedented congressional appropriations; of military train-
ing in the schools; of conscription of adults in time 'of war,
of the attempted suppression of freedom of speech and of
the press, of a growing faith in the supremacy of physical
force, and a decreasing faith in the potency of the moral
and spiritual forces. To combat this militant tendency,
the American Union against militarism is urging in every
possible way the application of the Hensley Amendment
to the Naval Appropriation Bill; it is also combating mili-
tary training in the schools, and will endeavor to secure the
repeal of the measure for conscription adopted at the last

session.

Two of the problems connected with our foreign policy
have to do, first, with the treatment of the Japanese in Amer-
ica, and with the open door in China; and, secondly, with
the treatment of Mexico. The Japanese Society in America
is urging the holding of a joint conference between America
and Japan; other agencies are urging the holding of an In-

ternational Conference on the Chinese situation, to include
not only the United States and Japan, but also China, Great
Britain, Russia and France. For the solution of the Mexican
problem a joint commission is now in session, and proposals
have been made by the Friends to establish scholarships in

America for Mexican youths, and for the establishment .of

American schools in Mexico.
In view of the large and intricate character of the four

great tasks outlined above, and of the numerous and varied
agencies which are already at work, some of them with large

financial resources, upon one or the other of these tasks,

it becomes a matter of first-rate importance for the two com-
rnittees of the two Yearly Meetings in Philadelphia to con-
sider carefully and determine wisely the most useful line of

endeavor for them to pursue. It would be easy for them to

waste their energies by endeavoring to undertake too much,
while, on the other hand, by wise selection and earnest co-

operation they could achieve much.
In view of the past history of the Society of Friends, it

would seem that the most appropriate work these com-
mittees could do, would be to emphasize constantly the rela-
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tion of the individual conscience to war and preparations

for war. For this purpose the third of the tasks mentioned
above, namely, the checking of the tide of militarism in

our country, would offer the most promising field. The
part which the individual conscience should play in the

question of military training in the schools, the conscrip-

tion of adults, the struggle for freedom of speech and of the

press, and the supremacy of spiritual and moral force, is

in crying need of being emphasized in our country to-day.

The Conscientious Objectors in England are confronted

with the fact of actual war, and the heroic efforts of the

Friends in England in the face of this great emergency are

becoming gradually known and appreciated among members
of our Society on this side of the Atlantic. It should be

our task to make these facts known among all of our fellow-

citizens; and it should be especially our task to state our

conscientious position and the reason for it now, in this time

of manifold preparedness for war. There is obviously quite

as much need for the Conscientious Objectors in times of

preparing for war as in times of war itself.

The many cogent reasons and the extraordinary experi-

ence upon which our Quaker principle of super-resistance

is based should be clearly stated and widely known. A wide
knowledge and thorough appreciation of such significant

facts as the winning of the Roman world by the early Chris-

tians, the progress of the Moravians in Bohemia, William
Penn's dealings with the Indians of Pennsylvania, the Quak-
er sanctuaries in the Irish Rebellion of 1798, and the Ameri-
can Civil War, the disarmament of our Canadian frontier,

the increase of the Bahaists in Armenia and other parts of

Turkey, the arbitration and disarmament commemorated
by "the Christ of the Andes," and many other illustrations

of the striking success of so-called non-resistance, based on
conscientious and religious motives, it should be the special

task of the Society of Friends to contribute, among other

services, to the great peace work of our time.

—From The Intelligencer.

BECKY'S BOOK.
(Concluded from page 315.)

When the supper table was cleared, and the servants had
withdrawn, some London presents were brought out for the
girls—enough of soft grey camlet to make a gown for each,

and two black silk riding hoods—simple enough, but with an
air of town elegance in their shape which enchanted Molly,
who tried to make a mirror of the bright wanning pan which
hung by the casement.

But a convex copper lid, however brilliantly polished, is

not flattering to a fresh young face, so the hood was transferred

to the hand again and held up, and chattered about until the
father, turning to the quieter younger daughter, bade her fetch

his saddle bags, as he had something there which would suit

her fancy as well as the finery did Molly's.

"Oh, father! a new book?" exclaimed she, with rising color.

"Aye, Becky, and a rare good one that I bought in a shop
in Gracechurch Street the ver>^ day it was published—ah, here
it is," and he drew forth a thick volume covered with brown
leather. "It is called 'The History of the Life of Thomas
Ellwood.' Dost thou remember seeing him at thy uncle
Thompson's the day that 1 took thee to Reigate on the pillion?"

Indeed Becky did remember. That journey to Reigate
had been one of the few events of her quiet life, and the sight

of the benevolent old man who had written many books, was
no light matter to the intelligent young soul, ever thirsting

for knowledge, and finding it hard to come by in her farm-
house home. Besides, was not Thomas Ellwood the author of
the lines which both girls had learned at their mother's knee,
and even yet often repeated to her of a quiet First-day even-
ing:—

"Oh, that mine eyes might closed be

To what becomes me not to see,

That deafness may possess my ear

To what becomes me not to hear."

"There is the book, dear daughter, but put it away now
in the best parlor, for it is bedtime. When the long dark
evenings come, thou shall read it aloud to us. Summer time,

with the cheese, and the hay, and the harvest, is no time for

books on a farm."
"May I not read it before winter?" asked Rebekah, look-

ing rather blank.

"Oh, yes, if none of the tasks which thy mother sets thee

are neglected. I thought of thee, little bookworm, when 1

bought the volume."
Slowly Rebekah carried off the treasure, with many peeps

between the leaves before she could leave it on the side table

of solid, polished oak.

She saw that her father had taken the precaution to write

both at the beginning and end of the volume "Benedictus
Martin, his book, 1714," and she placed it with the score or

so of soberly-bound volumes which formed the whole library

of the family, except the great Bible which had a little table

to itself in the farm kitchen.

How often had Rebekah read and re-read those few books!

She loved the quiet best parlor, with its paneled walls, sanded
floor, white linen curtains, and its corner cupboard with the

small store of china and glass for great occasions, the common
table service being of pewter and horn.

What changes has time wrought ! That best parior is now
the parior of a farm bailiff. Modem gimcracks of all descrip-

tions crowd the comer cupboard, photographic portraits and
gorgeous oleographs hang on the paneled walls, and a cheap
sewing machine has taken the place of Susannah Martin's

dainty spinning wheel.

Many an evening during that busy summer did Becky
steal away to her precious book. How fascinating it was to

her; from Thomas Ellwood's schooldays, when, for his mis-

chievous pranks, "he wore out more birch than most boys;"
through his troubled youth, when for the cause of liberty of

conscience he suffered cmel imprisonment. How he became
reader to the blind poet, John Milton, and ventured to suggest

to him that " Paradise Lost" should be followed by " Paradise

Regained." His adventures while acting as escort to the fair

heiress, Gulielma Springett, afterwards the wife of the founder
of Pennsylvania; his deliberate wooing of Mary Ellis, and
happy life with her; and even the laborious, and rather dog-

gerel, poems which he wrote from time to time—all was de-

lightful to the unsophisticated Becky.

Molly by no means approved of this absorption of her
sister. She considered that studious habits were mere idle-

ness, although she, as well as Becky, had been given the best

education their parents could arrange for them at their remote
farm.

Finding that no teasing would move her young sister, Molly
resolved to administer a reproof in writing.

Taking advantage of Becky's absence, she having accom-
panied her mother on one of Susannah Martin's many errands

among the sick and poor, Molly slipped into the best parlor,

and taking a quill in her unaccustomed fingers, she proceeded

to write in a neat, cramped hand, lengthways of the cover of

the cherished new book, the words " Go to the ant, thou s ."

But, just as she laboriously completed the letter s, a cheery
voice said, " Well, this is something new, to find Molly among
the scribes! What art writing, my daughter?"

Molly started and blushed as the worthy yeoman looked
over her shoulder, and read the unfinished sentence.

"A good admonition, truly, but Thomas Ellwood was no
sluggard, nor is Molly Martin either, for I heard thy voice

in the yard before four of the clock this morning. We have
no sluggards here at Hunts Green that I know of, so why
write it?"

"Well, father—of late it has seemed to me," said Molly,

hesitating, "that Becky is growing into a little bit of one."

"And so thou scribbles in my new book, and quotes King
Solomon to reprove her? I think that thou might leave the

task of admonishing to thy good mother, who never neglects a
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needful reproof. But I have not seen any need. Rebekah
is an industrious and thrifty maiden, if not quite such a fly-

about as thou. What household work dost thou accuse her

of neglecting?"

"It is not housework, father, but spinning. When Aunt
Mary was here she got carpenter Simmons to make us each

a fine dower-chest as her gift. She said we were to fill them
as soon as possible with good linen, for every maid ought to

lay up for the time when she may have jio leisure to spin.

Our flax field yielded so well last year that mother said we
might have as much as we could spin at leisure times—and
now Becky comes mooning in the parlor over this book, and
will not spin a thread!"

"A store against the time that you are wedded, eh? But
who knows whether you may not be two elderly maiden sisters,

living together at Hunts Green with nothing to do but to spin?"

Molly looked rather taken aback, and then dimpled de-

murely, remembering a certain young farmer from the Surrey

hills who was most ingenious in devising frequent errands to

the house.

"But thou dost not object to our having the flax, father?"

she said.

"No, certainly, I like you to be busy and thrifty; but do
not tease Becky about it. She is three years younger than

thee, and something of a child still^and do not finish thy
text in the book— 1 like not such use of Bible words, although

1 have been tempted myself to alter a text when I hear too

careful housewives talk of spinning, and say, 'A woman's life

consisteth not in the abundance of linen which she possesseth.'

Now get thy hood, and come out with me to see how the

calves are faring in the five acres."

When the winter came the book was read aloud to the

family gathered round the great wood fire, on which they

chiefly depended for light for spinning and knitting, the reader

being seated close to a home-made rush light which yielded

but a feeble flame.

Benedictus sometimes nodded, but his wife found it in-

tensely interesting, and even Molly enjoyed the reading, as

she whirred the wheel and wound the linen yarn.

Her motive for industry was stronger now, for she was
betrothed to the young farmer; but although he was a son-

in-law after their own heart, her parents wished for a delay of

a year or two before their young Molly should take upon her-

self the responsibilities of matronhood. So the dower-chest

was filled to overflowing with good tablecloths, sheets and cur-

tains, and even linen gowns for the summer; all the produce

of that field on the farm which in summer waved its lovely

blue blossoms in the sunshine, and is to this day called "the

Flax Field."

Rebekah stayed with her parents for some years, a quiet,

retiring maiden, but wonderfully efficient and kind-hearted,

until her good qualities were discovered by a worthy and
prosperous young man, who owned a flour mill, with a good

dwelling-house beside it, on the banks of one of the small,

sluggish rivers of Sussex.

Thither Rebekah consented to go, not without qualms at

leaving her parents (for the new home was at the alarming

distance of twenty miles from the old one), but they were still

healthy and active, and had moreover an orphan niece who
needed a home.

The last First-day before the marriage, as they were sitting

quietly in the paneled parlor, Benedictus said to his daughter,

taking up the cherished book, " Here, Becky, my child, take

this with thee, and read it to thy Thomas.
_

1 bought it chiefly

to please thee, although 1 wrote my name in it."

Rebekah took it gladly, and packed it among the lavender-

scented linen in the big chest, which was now well filled, ready

to go to the new home.

When she took it out, while unpacking and arranging her

possessions, she laid it in her best parlor. Suddenly the

thought struck her that, as it was now hers, she must write

in it her new name and abode—yes, and she would add a con-

fession of faith also, so that her new relations might know
what Master she loved and followed.

So in large clear writing she made the inscription:

—

"Rebekah Rickman is my name,
And England is my nation,

Barcomb is my dwelling-place,

And Christ is my salvation."

There it stands still, the ink brown and faded, in the quaint
old book.

More than a century after the young bride brought it to

her new home, her descendants having died or drifted away,
there was a sale of old furniture at the mill house, and an
old man who bought the books happened to recognize the
names, and sent it—not to the great-great grand-children of

Rebekah, but of Molly Martin.

The surname has died out, but the old farm, the old books,

the antique silver spoons, and, above all, the inheritance of

their good name, still remain to the descendants of Benedictus

and Susannah Martin and their two daughters.

—

Maude
Robinson, in Friends' Quarterly Examiner.

THE DUAL LOYALTY WHICH IS ONE.
This is written in our hearts, that God is to have His due, as

well as Cjesar his; and that God is to have His due in the first

place, but Caesar after God, and in subjection to God. But if

there be an absolute necessity put upon us by men (which they

ought not to do), either of disobeying God, or Caesar, we do
really believe that question of some of the apostles, in this

case, to be very weighty, and worthy to be duly considered,

"whether it be right in the sight of God, to hearken unto you
more than unto God, judge ye." For we cannot but obey the

Lord our God in what He hath required and doth require of us.

And truly if we should so do, great and dreadful woe would
be upon our souls, and we should lose the enjoyment of God's

presence, and the peace which passeth all understanding; which

we cannot but value above our estates, liberties, or whatever
outward thing we can enjoy or possess in this world, even above
our very lives; yea, it were far better for every one of us to lose

our lives in our faithful testimony to the true worship of God
in Spirit and truth, which He hath taught us, and required us

to practice and give our testimony to, than to be found un-

faithful and disobedient to Him therein.

Isaac Penington.
Reading Gaol, the twelfth of the Seventh Month, 1670.

STATE COLLEGE.
State College, on a high plateau near Bellefonte, Pennsyl-

vania, is providing free education to two thousand three

hundred young men and two hundred young women under

wholesome conditions, apart from the temptations of city

life.

A large farm was purchased about fifty years ago, and the

State supports this institution, which is increasingly popular

and useful.

Robert Balderston and Joseph Elkinton recently visited

the little group of Friends who are students here, and who
are anxious to maintain a Friends' meeting, holding it every

First-day evening at seven-thirty.

It was both a surprise and real satisfaction to meet with

some thirty of these young people with their friends, and to

realize a true silent waiting upon our Heavenly Father in

spirit. The comfort of this occasion and the evidence of the

sincere interest of those who are responsible for this meeting

make a strong appeal to our membership in general and

to Philadelphia Friends in particular. These young men and

women, some of whom have realized the excellence of their

Westtown training, desire to maintain the spiritual stand-

ards of their Friendly education and they ought to be sup-

ported in their effort to gather about them those who have

had fewer privileges, as well as to renew their own spiritual

life. After the distinctive views and practices of Friends
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were set forth, there was opportunity as is usually provided

for discussion on some serious subject—on this occsaion it

was on international relationships.

Dean Speckett introduced us to President Sparks, who
was most cordial in inviting us to return in three months

to meet with the whole student body—both socially and for

religious service. Here is an open door in the midst of mili-

tary training to proclaim the Gospel of good will.

We also visited Tunesassa Boarding School and found much
to interest and encourage us in that worthy institution, now
under the management of William and Mary Rhoads. We
entertained the Indian children with European views on the

screen, also having for the first time the company of a neigh-

boring school, under the care of the Seventh-day Adventists.

Henry B. and Eliza F. Leeds were present and we thor-

oughly enjoyed visiting them in their new home at Steam-

burg, N. Y.

Our whole work during the past month in holding meet-

ings has left a sense of profound thankfulness that there are

many who are increasingly opposed to the military spirit

which has swept over our land, and who are ready to co-

operate with any constructive effort to counteract this sen-

timent. There were at least one hundred of the more thought-

ful citizens of Williamsport gathered in the Y. JVl. C. A. au-

ditorium on the tenth inst., when the everlasting Gospel of

Peace was preached with the demonstration of the Spirit.

About half that number gathered in the Baptist Chapel in

Wilkes-Barre, as also at the Pennsdale Meeting-house. There

were six members of our Quarterly Meeting's Committee

present at the latter.

The blessed fellowship that we experienced in this labor

of love is no small part of the service and the discussions by

the way will long remain as truly instructive. In this day

of strenuous business there is too little attention given to

those tender leadings of Christian love which will draw us

aside to minister to the deeper needs of our fellow-men.

The soul has an incomparable value, and its true expres-

sions and activity are found in awakening in others a sense

of their true life in relation to the highest. It has been well

said, "There is only one thing worthy of spiritual beings,

and that is to construct, to redeem, to awaken in men's

hearts the sense of their heritage as souls. This because it

is an individual matter cannot be achieved by war; life is

created by life; personality by personality. The spiritual

can only be conveyed through a love that finds individual

expression, through a charity that is superior to individual

malice and resentment. We never truly overcome our enmity

until we slay the enmity. We cannot slay enmity with enmity

nor reduce our enemy to love by force. Mass methods are

hopeless for this task of redeeming souls, and therefore for

redeeming society."

J.E.
MoTLAN, Penna., Twelfth Month 23, 1916.

FICTION AND THE JUVENILE MIND.

Adults—parents and teachers—feel obliged to regard some
principles and practices of education as settled. In spite

of this an endless line of children passes in procession and
challenges these settled convictions. They are individual,

these children, every one of them seemingly the exception

to the general rule. One benefit at least results. The general

governing law gets constant revision. It requires one pro-

gram to-day and tomorrow we find that this program actually

does violence to what we believe to be fundamental in the

law. So even the world of adult ideas keeps moving—onward
all the time, possibly some times upward. Perhaps no gen-

eral law has had wider vogue, none affected courses of study

and teaching methods more widely than the oracular dec-

laration that "the child repeats the history of the race."

Applied to this matter of fiction the law says in substance,

"the child is an imaginative, romantic being until manhood
unfolds, and no good can come from starving natures so en-

dowed." The veteran educator-savant, G. Stanley Hall,

settles the case by declaring "the tadpole's tail must not be

cut off, it must be absorbed." Therefore "feed the child on
g

fiction but be sure, of course, the fiction is the best." Unhap- '1

pily there is no supreme court to say which is the best, but 1

for twenty-five years past, curricula have been "enriched"

with liberal additions of standard novels besides the stores

of dramatic poetry. Our Friends' schools have taken different

attitudes on this subject. A few have stood somewhat va-

liantly for the old order; some have followed the new afar off,

others have embraced the full "prescribed requirements,"

and have thus added their experience to the fund that makes
the capital of conferences of teachers of English now fre-

quently reported in educational circles. Of these confer-

ences and of the reports that express their conclusions one

thing can perhaps safely be said. The dominant note is still

one of challenge. "Are we," more than one gifted master
exclaims, "on the right track?" In the pressure to discuss

the use of the "syllabus," and to determine how far the teach-

er's analysis may safely guide the child this undertone may
be suppressed, but eventually it will be much more in evi- J

dence. For the exertion required of teachers in the effort to |
put into the children the ideas which college examiners ex-

i

pect them to get out of these standard works is quite beyond
reason. In some quarters already there has been open revolt.

This revolt, where it has occurred, may serve to disclose

one important fact somewhat overlooked in the first on-rush

of enrichment of curricula. The great masterpieces of fiction,

so-called, are written from the adult point of view—out

of the fullness of adult experience—with the full intent of

appealing to adult interests and of influencing them.

Much of the highest social philosophy, not a little of the

profoundest analysis of human life thus finds expression in

these works. Now it is a commonplace of educational theory

that one must have "interpreting ideas" to feel the appeal

of any such writing. How can one get such interpreting ideas?

Evidently by a full, rich experience in adult human life. The
details of the argument built upon these assumptions might

be greatly enlarged. This, however, is not written as an ar-

gumentative paper. Rather, it is an effort to note certain

considerations that have some bearing on the general situa-

tion. One other such consideration may suffice to make this

purpose clear. The skilfully-wrought novel focusses in what
is called the denouement. All the threads of interest are gath-

ered together in one point of exciting climax. This is often

so intense as to affect the nervous system seriously. Thus the

denouement in the "Last Days of Pompeii" and in the "Tale
of Two Cities" has been known to put readers in bed from
nervous shock. Such extreme cases are not cited save as

illustrations of the tremendous power of such fiction-litera-

ture in the domain of excitement. So while the ethical quali-

ty of such reading is elusive the objectionable excitement

quality is well-nigh unescapable. It is getting recognized

as a serious toxic on the juvenile mind for which live teachers

are seeking an antidote. Is there such an antidote, and if

there is, can not our Friends' Schools be pioneers in making
it available?

Whatever changes there may be from time to time in our

view of period-psychology we must recognize that in dealing

with the juvenile mind we have no more prominent element to

consider than the heroic. We can not suppress this element.

Can we ofl'er any better intellectual food for it than is found

in fiction-literature?

Is it not true that in meeting this need we should aim to get

our youthful subjects out of the clouds, to plant their feet

firmly on a world of reality and fact in human experience? No
great time ago and before that for some centuries in succes-

sion "Plutarch's Lives" made this appeal to the right growth

of the heroic. Perhaps we need not use this century-old ma-
terial. Likely we had better not use it. But modern biography

in abundant store with very good literary flavor awaits our

hand. If we must have it quite up to date and popular there

is "The Making of An American," "Up From Slavery," and
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"The Promised Land." A very little wise guidance can turn

this great field to the very best uses. And so the tadpole's

tail will not be cut off!

But much more appealing in a way even than this field

of biographical literature is the field of history. With Pres-

cott and Motley and Irving and Parkman, and Froude and
Green, what is left to desire in style and in every literary

method to rival such resources?

Where is the heroic made more perfectly to meet the ado-

lescent demand? We have seen a whole school fired with

enthusiasm for this field of literature and with every step the

youthful readers were acquiring from the world of fact new
interpretive ideas for use in life or in further excursions into

the field of pure literature as they reached adult experience.

Nor are all the resources exhausted with these two alterna-

tives. The field of science admits excursions at the hands of

many masters that are full not alone of the thrills of heroic

literature but rich also in the rock foundations of fact along

with the noblest exercise of the imagination.

One implication may then be suggested in this brief sum-
mary of a perennially pressing subject. If the juvenile mind
does not have the appetite developed for the three classes of

literature which we have named there is small hope that

it will ever figure largely as a resource in adult life. On the

other hand, if it is necessary to know the best fiction-litera-

ture to get the highest conceptions of life and art, is not this

more solid substratum which we wish to see laid in the youth-

ful mind the best possible preparation for it? It may be said

that biography, history and science, even on their heroic

or romantic sides deal with adult conceptions. They do so, it

is true, but generally do so in a specific way. The imagina-

tive concepts of the fiction literature, on the other hand, are

highly generalized even when specifically presented.

Can not our Friends' Schools from a wealth of tradition in

restraint blaze a way out of a present situation that seems

most unsatisfactory to not a few of those who are set to ad-

minister it? Can not our schools lead our children so that

our Y. M. C. A.'s need not feel required to put so much energy

into campaigns for " Better Books for Boys"?

J. H. B.

A VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.

THE RETURN.

To several of the visiting Friends it seemed imperative that

they should reach their homes, or business, as speedily as

possible after the close of the Yearly Meeting. In this pros-

pect, however, we -were confronted, at the first, with one of

those anomalies of railroad service which one is almost tempted

to believe are contrived to vex the traveler; for, though the

way into Woodland is direct and convenient the way out over

the S. B. A. L. is tedious—a difficulty most kindly met by
Friends putting two automobiles at our service immediately

upon the close of the meeting, to convey us to Ahoskie, a

station seventeen miles distant on the Atlantic Coast Line

(Norfolk and Wilmington branch) and sixty miles distant from

the former place, at which we were expectant of arriving in

time for the Baltimore boat leaving at 6.30 p. m.

Leave-taking of our many newly made Friends was therefore

necessarily hasty. Words of parting were few, but hands

were warmly grasped while hearts were full and eyes dimmed
with tears as the thought came that the faces of some of these

we should likely see no more in this world. So it was with

feelings almost akin to envy that we recalled that passage in

George Fox's Journal where in speaking of his notable visit

to New England and of the great Yearly Meeting in Rhode
Island, he says: "When this great general meeting was ended,

it was somewhat hard for Friends to part, for the glorious

power of the Lord, which was over all, and His blessed Truth

and life flowing amongst them, had so knit and united them
together, that they spent two days in taking leave one of

another, and of the Friends of the island; and then, being

mightily filled with the presence and power of the Lord, they
went away with joyful hearts to their various habitations, in

the several colonies where they lived."

In leaving Woodland some Friends with kind forethought
(it was now near two o'clock in the afternoon) passed to us a
box lunch which later on was partaken of with hearty apprecia-
tion of this additional token of generous hospitality which we
knew would have awaited us at many a well-loaded table

could we have lingered.

The ride from Cedar Grove to the busy little town of

Ahoskie consumed forty minutes, and being without "tire

trouble" or other delaying incident we had on arrival about
thirty minutes time to leisurely eat our luncheon and await

the arrival of the train. To some this ride may have had little

to offer by way of breaking the sameness in topography and
all those features which go to the make-up of a sparsely-settled

region of so vast an extent as that of which this forms but a
meagre part. And yet as we rode along in so much comfort
there was much to appeal to the eye in gladness; for, after all,

it is the realization that the world in its created forms by
sameness indicates unity of design and by the repetition of

what affects us even remotely as human beings brings a certain

quietness and assurance to the soul of the man open to receive

them, which may even be found in the desert. And so again

we greet with favor the accustomed sights of piney woodland
seasoned with delicate touches of oak, gum. maple and holly;

the little patches of cotton, peanuts, or southern corn, the

small dwellings of the inhabitants, the picturesque groups of

children with their contented ebon faces peering from the

doorway, the ubiquitous hog leisurely removing himself from
the roadway at the sound of the horn of our car, or indifferently

engaged in foraging for mast in the adjoining forest, geese

meandering the meadow, or turkeys strolling afield, the mule
team with its driver, where white man and colored man vie

with each other in the effort to draw from a none too generous

soil their means of livelihood—these sights commingled, and
touched and tempered by the subdued light of an autumnal
afternoon, moved before our vision as in a great kaleidoscope

wherein the common things of earth were transformed, in-

tensified, and touched with new beauty before unseen.

With warm and appreciative handshake of farewell to the

Carolina Friends who had conferred this last favor upon us

we boarded the train and soon were rapidly moving northward

and homeward. By taking this route the country traversed

remained new to us, though partaking mostly of the character-

istics already familiar—the sameness of woodland and bog,

with here and there a small farm interspersed, with its ac-

companiment of dwelling with chimney at either end, varied

perhaps at long distances with something more in the nature

of a mansion, bespeaking old plantation days. We withstood

the temptation to regard it all as too monotonous to be interest-

ing and join the ordinary traveler in his mental diversions,

or closing of eyes in the wish to dream of mountains. Rather

did we remember the mental plight of poor Peter Bell in Words-

worth's poem of that name, and take warning:

' 'A primrose by a river's brim,

A yellow primrose was to Mm,
And it was nothing more."

Rather, always in travel, let us cultivate that other disposition

so well expressed in Shakespeare's lines:

' 'And then our hfe, exempt from public haunt,

Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,

Sermons in stones, and good in everything."

Like Wordsworth's immortal daffodils still flash upon the

"inward eye" the scarlet berries of the bitter sweet that grew

in such profusion in the lowlands skirting the railroad on

either side. At another point a herd of goats, at least twenty-

five in number, feeding in a field, indicated a unique dairy

farm in which that highly useful, but oft-belittled creature,

was assuming the role of the cow, so conspicuous by its absence

in this section of the country.

Our only discomfort was the dust which permeated the train
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at every point where it might gain entrance, closed windows
notwithstanding; an experience particularly offensive to the
gentler sex of our party, to whom it came as a mild rebuke
when it was remarked how very trifling was our discomfort
in comparison with that experienced by those two noble young
women, zealous servants of the Lord, Catharine Payton and
Mary Peasley, who almost in girlhood days traversed these
lonely forests, forded these rivers, and subjected themselves
to hunger and cold and wet, amid the wild beasts—the wolf,

the bear and the panther, whose ravenous cries could be heard
in the night season, and all for the joy of spreading among a
rude and godless people the glad tidings of the Redeemer's
Kingdom.
These are the words of Catharine Payton: "The 26th

(Second Month, 1754) we left the province of North Carolina,
and came into Virginia, and the Lord was pleased to cause His
peace so to rest upon our spirits, that we were renewedly
convinced we were moving in His counsel. We had traveled
upwards of a thousand miles in North Carolina, and been
preserved through various jeopardies and trials, to the praise

of His adorable name." Can we doubt that this beautiful
mission was not worth while, or that it did not proceed from
the heavenly vision and Divine call, when, from the midst of
their many dangers Mary Peasley could write thus to a relative:

"I have sat down by a brook in the woods, ate my Indian
corn bread and drank water out of a calabash, with more
constant peace of mind than many who were served in plate,

etc.; and at night have slept contentedly in my riding clothes
on a bed hard enough to make my bones ache, and the house
so open on every side as to admit plenty of light and air.

. . . The path we rode through was exceedingly narrow,
and sometimes so closed as not to allow a footstep to be seen
before me, and caught by boughs on one hand, and bushes on
the other, obliged to stoop very low, lest my head or eyes
should be hurt."

(To be concluded.)

A MOMENT IN THE MORNING.
A moment in the morning, ere the cares of day begin,

Ere the heart's wide door is open for the world to enter in;

Ah, then, alone with Jesus, in the silence of the morn,

In heavenly sweet communion let your duty-day be bom.
In the quietude that blesses with a prelude of repose,

Let your soul be soothed and softened as the dew revives the rose.

A moment in the morning, take your Bible in yovu' hand,

And catch a gUmpse of glory from the peaceful promised land;

It will linger still before you when you seek the busy mart,

And like flowers of hope wiU blossom into beauty in your heart.

The precious words, like jewels, will glisten all the day,

With a rare, effulgent glory, that will brighten aU the way.

When comes a sore temptation and your feet are near a snare,

You may count them like a rosary and make each one a prayer.

A moment in the morning—a moment, if no more

—

Is better than an hour when the trying day is o'er.

'Tis the gentle dew from heaven, the manna for the day;

If you fail to gather early—alas! it melts away.

So, in the blush of morning, take the offered hand of love,

And walk in heaven's pathway, and the peacefulness thereof.

—^Arthur Lewis Tubes.

THE LEAGUE TO ENFORCE PEACE—THE TWO SIDES.
Supporters of the League to Enforce Peace frankly accept

the use of force as essential in the present state of interna-
tional relations. Life is an amalgam of the spiritual and
material in varying proportion—but at no point can we or
ought we to dispense altogether with physical force. National
law provides for coercion of the evil individual will; and there
is need for the same principle in at least as great a measure
in dealing with the collective will, which is on a lower rather
than a higher plane of spiritual development than the indi-

vidual. Coercion by international society for the sake of

order is still justified by results; it is also good economy, as

police force is better than lynch law. Force is painfully

present to-day; and the means of destruction grows apace.

Can we not control and steer it into right channels? Shall it

become the instrument of justice, suppressing aggression;

or continue to subserve anarchy, the weapon of fear? Ideal-

ists may realize their dreams in the end, but our generation

asks for some measure of security now. For 2000 years

the politicians have swept on, majestically indifferent to

the idealists. They represent plain men, who grasp concrete

facts more readily than ideals. We have to understand such
men, and help them to visualize the idea of international

society by embodying it in an institution. There is no desire

to increase or perpetuate the use of force; on the contrary,

the aim of the League is to diminish it as far as possible, wel-
coming disarmament and making reduction easier by re-

moving fear. The problem is one of practical politics. Trea-
ties have been broken in the past. Trust is not likely to be
at a premium after the war. Will States enter more or less

readily into international agreements if they are backed by
the sanction of force? And having entered, will they be
more or less likely to abide by decisions? The League sup-

plies the touch of reality required. Peace is no longer a misty
ideal, at last it begins to mean something. The use of force

is contemplated only for the coercion of the defaulting na-
tion which, after joining the League, has refused to submit
its cause to arbitration or conciliation. The principle of

delay, so valuable for the steadying of public opinion, is

introduced. Only in the most serious circumstances would
a State decide on war after a period for deliberation; and in

doing so in defiance of the concert of nations, either before,

or after arbitration, it would incur the gravest responsibility.

Indeed, if a sufficient number of States joined the League,
it is believed that war would become extremely improbable.

The thoroughgoing pacifist, on the other hand, has a lurk- 4
ing fear of the League. He has indeed been preaching the 1

ideal for centuries, and although he has never despaired of

the result, he is doubtful of its achievement by automatic
machinery. To begin with, he thoroughly dislikes the phrase
"To Enforce Peace." Its appeal is to that very passion

for domination which is the cause of wars. When, as often

happens in America, the verb is underlined or printed in red
ink, he feels justification for his constitutional antipathy.

When armament manufacturers support the League, when
it is made the motive for " Preparedness," and openly threat-

ens the Central Powers, his suspicions are aroused. The
tendency of the League to perpetuate belief in force as the
ultimate motive for right behavior is the negation of all he
lives by. His methods involve a change of heart; a new con-
dition of mind, and in spite of all that has happened, he be-

lieves in them still. Such changes can never be accomplished
by physical force; but the fields that he has been sowing
may be ready as never before for the reaping. There is no
such thing as the "criminal" or the "Peace-loving" nation;

in each there are pacifist and militarist elements, and just as

in the case of the complex individual, we should appeal to

the good rather than coerce the evil. The dangers of the
latter system are becoming evident in our national treatment
of crime, where already the ultimate sanction is moral. The
poison virus which sometimes perverts a nation cannot be
removed by war; there are other and better remedies, which
instead of trying to control, seek to eliminate the motive
to strife. The right spirit of international goodwill was grow-
ing before the war. We must encourage this, concentrate
upon its promotion, and infuse it into governments. When
once there is a creative vision of right human relations, there

will be no need for machinery to prevent resort to arms. But
apart from these somewhat fundamental differences on the
ethical plane, there are political considerations which also

make the many pacifists hesitate to support the League.

By throwing the emphasis away from the moral sanction,

and placing it upon the material, not only is disarmament
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lelayed, but appeal to the ideal is hindered, and fresh stimu-

us given to the greed of armament rings at the very moment
/hen confidence in the efficacy of physical force in the set-

|lement of differences has been severely shaken, when the

yhole world is sick of war and anxious to be shown a remedy.

fhe League brings militarism into countries so far free from

ts curse; and even if it is introduced in the interests of law

•ather than anarchy, many pacifists believe there is a third

md better Way. Without international control of arma-

nents (which is generally recognized to be impracticable

It present) it is doubtful whether armaments maintained

'or such purposes as the League proposes would be confined

:hereto. Instead of limiting the power of irresponsible

Tiinisters, control is placed in the hands of the reactionary

jxecutives which have plunged Europe into war. The Pa-

;ifist is not so sanguine as to expect that force can immediately

ind completely be eliminated. But there are those who fear

that its incorporation as a sanction in international agree-

ments is a retrograde step. To say beforehand: "The
treaty we will make shall commit us to war—all of us—in

certain circumstances which we cannot now foresee," would

lead to intrigue, powerful groupings, and continuous scares.

Local conflagrations would inevitably become world-wide

wars, and the fabric of future international understanding

would be imperiled.

Finally, in addition to hesitation about the use of such

machinery at all, there is grave doubt as to whether it would

work in practice and the breakdown of the sanction might

involve a serious setback to the cause of arbitration and con-

ciliation.

—

From The Friend (London).

CONFERENCE AT MEDIA.

Following out a concern expressed in Eleventh Month,

Concord Quarterly Meeting held a Conference for its Younger

Friends on the afternoon and evening of Twelfth Month i6th.

Over one hundred were present, nearly all of them Younger

Friends.

In opening the Conference Frances T. Rhoads expressed the

desire of the committee in charge to bring the younger people

closer together and to encourage in them, loyalty to their own
meetings.

George L. Jones, the speaker of the afternoon, dwelt in-

spiringly on the great work which lies before the present

generation, work which must be pursued in new and different

ways and under changed conditions, but also in the light and

strength of consecrated lives which have gone before.

A helpful meeting for worship followed this address.

After a supper and pleasant social hour came the eveiiing

meeting at which representatives from the Monthly Meetings

spoke on "What We Can Do for Our Meetings." The

scheduled speakers were: Norris Scott, from Concord; Louella

Nolan, from Goshen; Stephen M. Trimble, from Chester;

Robert Maris, from Wilmington; Emma H. Taylor, from

Birmingham, and George Hallet, from Lansdowne.

While these papers varied remarkably in the thoughts ex-

pressed, each showed the spirit of readiness for service. One
speaker had seen and valued the effect of Bible Study, another

spoke of the right use of gifts. A business man's contribution

was that "we get out of our meetings just what we put into

them." The need of cultivation of our social gift was em-

phasized and the problem was also presented of how best to

draw those outside our membership into an understanding of

Friends and their method of worship. This question was in

part answered by the last speaker who felt that a group or

groups of young people. Friends and others, organized to

think and worship together, might help to solve this difficulty.

These papers were followed by general discussion. The

advantages of organization were urged by one person, while

another pointed out the great good which comes from m-

dividual concern. Another wished that we might think out

our position and beliefs so that we should be able to speak

clearly to others of that which we believed ourselves. There

was emphasized the power which is in a group of young Friends

meeting together for worship who have the courage to speak

the messages which they believe are given to them and especial-

ly in the effect which this may have on other young people

meeting with these.

Lack of time prevented much discussion of any one subject,

nevertheless we came away with much food for thought and
a strengthened sense of fellowship.

E. T. R.

NEWS ITEMS.

Peace Committee.—At the Twelftli Month meeting of the Friends'

Peace Committee among other important reports submitted was that

of the Committee on Governmental Relations. The effort had been

made to interest the Carnegie Peace Foundation in the project mentioned

a month ago to finance a deputation of Mexico teachers on a tour of

inspection to United States schools, but under present disturbed con-

ditions it was felt that the project would be misinterpreted and fail in

the purpose proposed.

Andres Osuna, Director of PubUc Instruction in Mexico, had expressed

much interest in the suggested visit and said that he could secure a

delegation of about twenty men and women to visit the United States.

As the long vacation period in the Mexican school year occurs during

the winter, it would be impossible to secure a larger company in the midst

of the active session.

Report was made by the Literature Committee that an edition of

twenty-five thousand copies of the military training leaflet had been

printed. Ten thousand copies of these have already been purchased

by other organizations. Partial reprints of the leaflet, reducing the num-

ber of pages forty to si.xteen, also had been ordered. The Committee

hopes to distribute the leaflet widely to educators and legislators.

In this connection The Friend would again suggest that probably

no better avenue at present is open to the average Peace-worker than to

procure this pamphlet and place it where it will be likely to be read. The

make-up of the pamphlet is such as to arrest attention, and the many

prominent authorities quoted are calculated to call forth more than a

passing comment. The pamphlet may be secured in small or large quan-

tities at the Peace Rooms, No. 304 Arch Street. The cost is almost nomi-

nal, but should this stand in the, way of any one who desires to distrib-

ute it, the Association will furnish a Kmited number free.

The Committee is considering the preparation of a brief summary of

the arguments against miUtary training and of a bibUography on the

subject for use by debating teams of schools and colleges.

The chairman of the Committee on Churches and Schools reported

the issuance of a letter to young men of military age throughout our

Yearly Meeting.

The Committee is waiting to see a draft of a model physical training

bill to be prepared shortly by the American Union Against MiUtarism,

as a substitute for bills advocating distinctly military training. If the

physical training bill proves valuable, the Committee on Churches and

Schools will probably be able to co-operate with the C9mmittee on Gov-

ernmental Relations in getting it before the legislatures of our own and

other States.

Various members of the Committee have made addresses on Good

Citizenship in pubhc schools and plans have been made for distributing

literature in our Friends' schools. Addresses have also been given be-

fore meetings of workingmen and others on the subject of Peace.

Joseph Elkinton made two suggestions which were referred without

discussion to the Executive Committee:

1. That plans be formulated and presented to our government for

some form of agricultural or otherwise pacific service in which pacifists

may engage in time of war as an alternative to compulsory mihtary ser-

vice.

2. That a field secretary be appointed by this Committee to travel

in the interests of the cause—such a secretary to make speeches on Peace

before schools, clubs, granges and other such organizations and to organ-

ize Peace sentiment especially in isolated neighborhoods.

A letter was read from Edward Backhouse, acting secretary for the

Committee for Sufferings of London Yearly Meeting, to prepare for a post-

liellum Conference representing Friends throughout the world. He asked

for the name of a Philadelphia Friend with whom to correspond on this

subject, and John B. Garrett was appointed to represent us.

The "London Epistle" for 1916 is a remarkable document. It was
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copied in The Friend soon after its publication in London. The Enghsh
Committee in charge of its distribution reported that 82,000 copies had
been distributed, the normal circulation being .35,000. A reprint had
been received at the home office which had been widely circulated in

West China, and some American Yearly Meetings which had asked for

large supplies had been advised that it would be more convenient for

them to reprint.

Many Friends will recollect the report made by Jane Addams of her

interviews with the Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers of Europe,

after the Women's Conference at The Hague; and especially the account

of the visit to one unnamed Premier who, in reply to the ladies' suggestion

that perhaps their mission would seem to him very foolish, struck the

table and exclaimed, "FooHsh? Not at all! These arethe first sensible

words that have been uttered in this room for ten months."

He said: "That door opens from time to time and people come in and
say, ' Mr. Minister, we must have more men, we must have more am-
munition, we must have more money. We cannot go on with this war
without more of something else.' At last the door opens and two people

walk in and say, ' Mr. Minister, why not settle by means of negotiations

instead of by fighting? They are the sensible ones.'"

Writing in the Manchester Guardian of Tenth Month 30th, Lady Court-
ney of Penwith mentions the interesting fact that the Premier whose
words were thus quoted was the lately assassinated Count Stuergkh.

The present membership of the Yearly Meeting that meets at Guilford,

N. C, is 8,322. A movement is soon to be started to cancel the

indebtedness of Guilford College and to increase the endowment to

$500,000.

The following sentences from a letter which we have been privileged

to read from the military prison in BerUn (Militar Gewarsam Moabit)
are of interest. The writer is an American detained for pohtical reasons.

—[Eds.].

"I do not find anything cheerful in this situation [of our soldiers going
to Mexico]. I hope they wOl make friends with the Mexicans and return

to their peaceable occupations! . . . President Taft's idea of an
international tribunal endowed with powers to put down war is a good
one, but such a tribunal could only operate through moral force. The
moment it resorted to any other power in the nature of poUce power, it

would abdicate its mission and be a creator of war. . . . One would
think with the subUme traditions of the Bible and our religion before us
we would have the material at hand for the construction of a world-wide
democracy, pledged to fraternity, peace and Uberty."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—The following in regard to Haverford College is from a New

York paper: "An interesting feature of this year's enrollment is the fact

that the sixty-one freshmen come from forty-one different schools. West-
town School, of Westtown, Pa., sent five, the largest number from a
single school."

The New York City Safety First Association, in a contemplated
publicity campaign, will distribute 300,000 safety first booklets, outlining

the don'ts laid down for the guidance of the average careless citizen,

mostly owners of motor cars; will post up in prominent houses 50,000
posters, and show in the motion-pictures of the city over 1,000 lantern

sUdes and motion-picture films illustrating how carelessness and thought-
lessness leads to the loss of life and limb.

General.—The total amount contributed by the American people

for Armenian and Syrian reUef from the beginning of the campaign was
82,018,902.98. The sum seems large, but is pitifully small compared with
the ability of the givers or the need of the recipients. It is less than
two cents apiece for each of us.

The school children of Washington, D. C, prompted by the Washington
Star, collected 211,643 pounds, or more than 100 tons of old papers,

which was sold for $1,247.50, which is to be used for equipping the school

playgrounds.

A despatch from Washington says: "More than $1,000,000,000 net

income from operations was made by the railroads of the country during
the year now closing. The huge total is the peak of prosperity in rail-

road operations, and stands more than one-third higher than the total

of 1913, hitherto the banner year.

"

Four thousand New York City college boys helped to clear the snow

from the streets after the late storm, filhng the ranks of the city shovelers

depleted by the wave of prosperity. A continuance of the arrangement,

by reason of the same conditions, would have its social as well as economic

advantages.

There were 23,500,000 persons attending schools of some kind in the

United States in 1916, according to estimates of the United States Bureau

of Education. Of the 706,000 teachers, 169,000 were men and 537,000

women. The number of men teachers has increased very sUghtly since

1900.

A project in reclamation and colonizing on a scale never before at-

tenipted in North Carohna is set in motion by the purchase of 45,000

acres of swamp land near Belhaven in the eastern part of the State, by
investors incorporated as the Norfolk Southern Farms Company. Nearly

two hundred miles of ditches are to be dug, and the cost of drainage into

the Albemarle and Pamhco Sounds will apparently not be great. The
land is in the famous "Black Belt", regarded as part of the richest

farming land in the coimtry.

Delegates from many colleges compose the second national convention

of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association in Lexington, Ky. Well-

known Americans have consented to speak at the various sessions. This

prohibition association is now reaching students in nearly three hundred

American colleges and training them for leadership in the fight against

hquor.

In New York City fifty-two schools, with 150,000 pupils, will try the

Gary plan and $7,000,000 have been appropriated for the demonstration

under the direction of WilUam Wirt.

School children in all pubhc and private schools in every city and hamlet

in America are being marshaled into one great army of thrift workers

under the guidance of the National Education Association and the

American Society for Thrift. Each coimty superintendent in the United

States is receivmg an urgent request from the National Education As-

sociation asking him to assume the leadership and perfect the organiza-

tion in his county.

Foreign.—A Christian Endeavor convention recently in the Mutki
Mission of India was entertained largely by the beloved Pandita Ramabai,

who herself prepared and served the food for two hundred native delegates

from a distance.

If the land level of Holland continues to sink, there is danger of the

subsidence becoming so great that, despite all the progress of engineering

science, it wUl be impossible to continue the present ceaseless struggle

with the waters. That is the view expressed before the Geological

Mining Society for HoUand and its colonies by Professor Molengraaff,

of the Polytechnic University of Delft, the foremost Dutch geological

authority.

With the majority of the Danish voters two to one in favor of selling

the Danish West Indies to the United States, in accordance with the

treaty of purchase signed by the two governments last summer, the

acquisition of the islands seems assured.

As the result of the scarcity of male workers in Germany due to war
the number of women employed in industries covered by the sick and
death benefit societies has risen from 3,506,164 in 1914 to 4,793,472 in

1916, according to data furnished by these organizations.

NOTICES.

Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, will be I

open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. Seventh-days from

9 A. M. to 1 p. M. onlv.

Westtown Boarding School.—The stage will meet at Westtown
Station trains leaving Broad Street (Penna. R. R.), Phila., at 6.30, 8.21

A. M., 2.48 and 4.30 p. m.; other trains will be met on request. Stage

fare twenty-five cents each way. To reach the School by telegraph, ad- i

dress West Chester, Bell Telephone, 1016.

E. Dean Stanton,

Business Manager.

Died.—^Twelfth Month 29, 1916, at his home in Germantown, Phila-

delphia, John S. Palmer, in the eighty-fourth year of his age; a member
of Germantown Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, Twelfth Month 21, 1916, at her home in West Chester, Pa.,

Philena S. Yarnall, in the ninety-fifth year of her age; a member of

Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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"Therefore, all wait patiently upon the Lord, whatsoever con-
dition you be in; wait in grace and truth that comes by Jesus;

for if you do so, there is a promise to you, and the Lord God will

fulfill it in you."—George Fox's Journal, Vol. I, p. 75.

TRADITIONALISM,

It is an interesting and somewhat curious fact that the

classic expression in Quaker literature in regard to tradition-

alism belongs to the seventeenth century. Thus Samuel

Bownas [born 1676] records: "A traditional Quaker, thou

comest to meeting as thou went from it the last time, and

goest from it as thou came to it, but art no better for thy

coming; what wilt thou do in the end?" Evidently some

twentieth century failings had a far away origin! We might

not be rash in concluding they are inherent in human nature,

rather than products of our special profession of Christianity!

Perhaps it is not an exaggeration to say that modern Quaker-

ism has shown no greater zeal in any direction than in that of

repudiating traditionalism. So ardent has it often been that

the fine discrimination between traditions and traditionalism

has been lost, and a great store of precious traditions have been

thrown away to the incalculable harm of personality as well

as of injury to our corporate character. Those who look on

us thoughtfully from the outside marvel at our spendthrift

character in this direction, and sometimes question us as to

the meaning of radical changes that obscure our identity.

In any right assessment of our inheritance is it not true

that well-established traditions form an important part? And
is it at all necessary that we fall into traditionalism if we make

an honest effort to preserve (for use of course) our well-defined

traditions? Possibly some brief inquiry as to how traditions

may be maintained will serve in part to answer these questions.

Evidently as individual Christians there is to be recognized

at once a world of difference between traditions that are put

into us by principle and those that are put on us by mere

practice. We say that this world of difference is to be recog-

nized, but we should hasten to add that it is very easy to fail

in this recognition of difference, so that the course of least

resistance is to join ih a wholesale condemnation of traditionsib a

and traditionalism in one breath. It is not our part to indict

modern Quakerism of having fallen into this ditch. Our ut-

most desire would be to have each of us question ourselves in

this matter.

The putting of tradition into us by principle is by no means
a worn-out subject. Were we each one to apprehend it rightly

we might prove ourselves something more than fruit-bearing

branches. We might become active purveyors of great good
to our generation. Our failure, even when we have regarded

traditions as precious, has not unlikely been due to the fact

that we have fallen short of an understanding of the root from
which the goodly tree has originally grown.

Regarding our Christian traditions as fruit of a goodly

principle, can we easily define that principle so as to relieve

the subject of perplexing subtleties? Otherwise we should

fail to make any very substantial claim for it, for the require-

ments of the Christian life at the hands of the author of Chris-

tianity were always simple. In a somewhat classic work of

Hugh Black's, "Culture and Restraint," the whole case is

put so clearly that we venture to appropriate our memory of

his argument as a contribution to the two questions we have

propounded. Let us repeat the questions. Are not our

traditions worth preserving? Can we not preserve them with-

out becoming traditionalists? Considered broadly, then, and

following Hugh Black, we may say that in the main Christian

traditions are the fruit of the great disciplinary principle of

restraint. Just why there should be such general confusion

of thinking as to regard culture and restraint as antipodes it

is dilficult to explain. If we regard culture as the goal of

efi'ort then restraint is one of the means of attaining the goal.

Is it the best means? A modern writer (Charles Rann Ken-

nedy) says: "Beneath the bonds of an almost unthinkable

discipline, lies complete and absolute freedom." Now freedom

and restraint certainly seem like opposites. We need the

keen analysis of writers such as we have quoted to see that

such is not the case. The revolt against restraint and dis-

cipline is due to a misapprehension. The highest culture, even

if we set culture as a goal, comes by a process of restraint.

In the Society of Friends, if we view the matter historically,

our best traditions are certainly fruits of the principle of re-

straint. In material matters this restraint produces modera-

tion. In intellectual lines perhaps its fruit is fairly character-

ized by the word refinement. In the spiritual realm it keeps

our feet on the earth in a genuine practice of brotherhood

rather than in mere Quietism.

Friends in war territory have heard a new call to all these

restraints. Nothing seems more clear to them than that

society will have to submit to a reconstruction after the war.

If by compulsion, this reconstruction will be accepted from

the outside. Shall we not rally to our original standard and

accept restraints now as they are opened to us by the Spirit

of Truth? If faithful Christians [Friends] we have been doing

so in some degree, but there is evidence enough at every hand
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that this great principle has been too much obscured. Even
our vaunted "living within the hounds of our circumstances"

has often been a snare. To not a few in these days such living

requires Httle regard to restraint, so large are their material

resources.

It may be in the order of Providence to give us a new start

by requiring us to return to first principles. We are evidently

in this life not always beyond the need of a process of punish-

ment or persecution if we prefer that term. It can hardly

be, however, that the Divine economy is limited in its re-

sources to this process. We limit ourselves to it if we fail

to apprehend the inspirational side of restraint. The Captain

of our salvation was made perfect by suffering, but He prac-

ticed perfection by choosing the Father's will, by being sanc-

tified (in restraints) for our sakes. In the era to come, which

we are starting to make, let us be marked with all the worthy

traditions of restraint in our heritage, because we have em-

braced the principle that produces them.

—^^-*..^-_ J- "• ^-

For "The Feibnd."

"Then, welcome each lehuS

That turns earth's smoothness rough,

Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand, but go!

Be our joys three-parts pain!

Strive, and hold cheap the strain;

Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never grudge the throe!

"

There is always the necessity for stimulating our lives with
the important truth that Browning put into these lines.

Though nearly every condition that each generation meets
changes almost as we watch, there are constant basic laws
that always guide the truly successful lives. It is fundamental
then that these laws should be fixed very firmly in our minds
if we would serve our generation well.

It would seem that a great part of our time is engaged in

making smooth places for the feet of those we love. And
surely it should be so in as far as love and unselfish thought-
fulness can make this possible. But we must remember that
down pillows may smother when we had only meant them for

comfort. We must welcome hard things for our children as

we would welcome them for ourselves. It is the privation,

the call for endurance, the necessity for change that "bids
nor set nor stand, but go!"
We hold out eager hands and call

—
"Give! give!" for the

institutions and causes we love so well. But very often I feel

like saying to the fine men and brave women among us who
have years of successful life behind them, " Keep the generous
gift of money, but give us out of the treasures of your minds
and spirits the secret of those gifts beyond price, courage,

simplicity, endurance, the ability to make wrong right, failure

success. Kindle into flame the spark in all of us that we may
live as you have." And then I realize that this is something
which no man can give. It is experience and may only come
with life. Yet can it come to children, girls, boys, men and
women the rough places of whose lives we have made smooth,
whose stimulus to activity has been dulled by paltry gold?

It is an axiom among us that our best men and women are

those who have overcome the greatest difficulties. It is not
the difficulties that we desire, but the zeal that overcame
them. What matters the stress and strain, when the desire,

the will, the power to strive is back of it?

When we consider our educational institutions, the first

requisite is not in bricks and mortar, but in the presence of

the fine spirit of overcoming. I think I would rather have the
young child of my heart among rough, uncouth surroundings,

that would perhaps grate harshly upon ears polite, than to

submit his pliant spirit to the place of faultless equipment
where the "teach me if you can" boy and the self-conscious

giri complaining of petty or imaginary troubles predominated.
O, but you say we cannot expect perfection of children. They •

have to grow through a variety of unpleasant stages. True!

but who was it who taught himself at night by words cut on
slabs of wood by the light of pine knots ? Abraham Lincoln

would have been no greater, perhaps would not have been at

all if he had been given the luxuries the boys and giris we know
have. 1 do not disapprove of luxuries per se. Indeed, they

appeal to ever>one strongly as by-products. We are all work-

ing for ease and happiness. It is only when spirits are in the

making that luxuries may be a positive menace.

The factory where the man or woman of power is turned

out is a place of hard work for body, mind and spiritual

faculties. Every resource must be developed to the full. It

is a place where there must be first a sound body, then a sane

mind, and finally an alert soul. Without this last the others

are dross. It is a place of hardship and difficulty, since there

must be room for the growth of the spirit of overcoming. It

must not be a place of luxury. The hard, fine, lasting qualities

do not thrive in hothouses, but in the open air where difficulty,

discouragement, defeat and always victory await the valiant

^°^'- Alice Roberts Evans.

VISIT TO NORTH CAROLINA.
(Concluded from page 332.)

At length our interest is stirred by the sight of a large body
of water extending as far as the eye can reach to the right

and left, and over which the train was beginning to cross.

Thrilled by the unexpected sight of so majestic a stream, our

curiosity was at once aroused to learn its name, and soon

kindly met by a fellow passenger's informing that what we
beheld was the Chowan River, which empties into the Albe-

marle Sound, some thirty miles distant. So, again, what was
hitherto but a name fixed in the chambers of memory in the

geography class of childhood days, was, as in a moment,
transformed into substance, and as such to vitalize our interest

and as Friends, to visualize again our past history. The river

we are crossing is the Macocomscock of George Fox's Journal,

down which, having left their horses behind, "Overwearied
with travel," he and his companions came in a canoe until

they reached a certain Hugh Smith's house, where the people

of other persuasions came to see them, and many of whom
" received them gladly." Thus we see, though a country still

sparsely settled, there were scattered along these streams and
amid these forest glades a number of people already settled

by the middle of the seventeenth century. Some of the most
interesting pages in the journals of the early Friends who
traveled here in the cause of the Gospel, are those which nar-

rate the thrilling experiences which came to them as they
moved about, and as Fox says in one place, "A great openness

there was; the sound of Truth spread abroad, and a good
savor in the hearts of the people; the Lord have the glory

forever!" Following Edmundson, Burnyeat and Fox (the

last in 1672), came in 1698, Thomas Story in obedience to the

vision that came to him, when riding alone one evening in

Cumberiand, Eng. He says: " My heart was greatly tendered

before the Lord; and the Word of the Lord opened in me,

saying, ' Behold, my visitation cometh over the western parts

of the world, towards the sunsetting in the time of winter.'"

With what interest, then, do we follow him, when five years

later we find him thus situated
—"Next morning we went

towards North Carolina through the wilderness, and there

being no house in all the way, about the middle of it we made
a great fire by the side of a brook, and ate some bread and
cheese which Nathan Newby carried in his wallet, and drank
of the brook, and were well refreshed and content."

To quote one instance more of the joy in service, the implicit

confidence in God, even when surrounded by difficulties, and
in peril of their lives, let us turn to the Journal of Thomas
Chalkley, who in 1 703 visited these parts, engaged in what he

termed "a labor of love": "One day going out of our canoe

through a mash, I trod on a rattlesnake, which is accounted

one of the most poisonous snakes, but it only hissed at me,

and did no harm. This was one deliverance among many.
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which the Lord, by His providence, wrought for me; and I

bless His holy name for all His mercies. In going to and coming
from this place (the Pamlico River) we lay two nights in the

woods, and i think 1 never slept better. It was the eighth

hour in the evening when I laid down on the ground one night,

my saddle being my pillow, at the root of a tree, and it was
four o'clock in the morning when they called me. When I

awoke, I thought of Jacob's ladder on the way to Padan Aram,
when he saw the holy vision of angels, with the ladder whose
top reached to heaven. Very sweet was the love of God to

my soul that morning, and the dew of the everlasting hills

refreshed me. I went on my way praising the Lord, and
magnifying the God of my salvation."

With these things before us, can we not turn to Psalm xci

:

13, and read again with freshness those words of God speaking

to us across the centuries
—"Thou shall tread upon the lion

and the adder; the young lion and the dragon shall thou

trample under feet"; or to the assurance given with the Divine

commission, Luke x: 18
—

"Behold, I give you power to tread

on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy;
and nothing shall by any means hurt you."
As the sun sank to the west that afternoon long to be re-

membered, setting aglow the heavens with colors all crimson

and gold, and touching and glorifying with its waning light

the distant sea of pines, so billowy, soft and green, or the

oaks, standing rigid, and sear and bronze, upon a fast receding

horizon, is it a wonder that seats were turned to watch this

splendor of the departing day, and to drink deep of that

fountain of mystery which led the Psalmist to exclaim: "The
heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament showelh
His handiwork; day unto day utterelh speech, and night unto
night showeth knowledge." But now our backs are turned

upon another scene no less wonderful

—

"For, clear, o'er the eastern wold,

The fuU moon hath risen

!

Stream and forest—all we behold.

Transfigured hes—a land elysian."

At length Portsmouth is again reached, where, leaving the

train, we enter a transfer boat for Norfolk, a novel and primi-

tive-looking affair—a sort of scow with seats under cover, and
arranged to accommodate freight and passengers alike, as

was instanced by the reappearance in our midst of a large

bucket of eggs with which we had made acquaintance while

awaiting the train at Ahoskie.

As we moved through the harbor in the darkening dusk of

the evening, the evidences of a great and growing commerce
at this port again impressed us. Glistening white, and rising

like a fairy palace out of the dark water, with her many cabin

lights aglow from deck to deck and stem to stern, we espy

the "Old Bay Liner" Virginia—destined to be our home for

the night. Soon we are ensconced in comfortable quarters

for repose en route to Baltimore. The kind weather genie

which had followed us throughout our journey still continued

with us. Clear was the sky above; calm lay the great expanse

of waters through which our vessel floated. But not so al-

ways in this region. One of the quaintest bits of humor in

all George Fox's Journal refers to an experience quite contrary.

Here is the entry:

"On the first of the Eleventh Month (First Month i, 1672)

we sailed again. The wind being against us, we made but

little headway, and were fain to get to shore at Point Comfort,

where yet we found but small comfort. For the weather was

so cold that though we made a good fire in the woods to lie

by, the water that we brought for our use was frozen near

the fireside. We made to sea again next day; but the wind

being strong, and against us, we advanced but little. We
were glad to gel to land again, and traveled about to find some

house where we might buy provisions, for our store was spent.

That night also we lay in the woods; and so extremely cold

was the weather, the wind blowing high, and the frost and

snow being great, that it was hard for some of us to abide it."

Yet, amidst so much discomfort, doubtless this great and

good man was thinking, as he expresses in another place when
experiencing the extremes of our climate,—" But the power
of the Lord is the same in all, is over all, and doth reach the
good in all; praised be the Lord forever!"

Loath to turn in for the night, long time did we gaze upon
the starry heavens above, with the attendant light of the full

moon; all these vying with the lesser lights along shore. Was
that not a Iranscendently beautiful thought expressed by
Hartley Coleridge, who when a little boy riding towards
London in the evening, exclaimed to his mother, "Oh, 1 know
what the stars are! They are lights that have been good on
earth, and have gone up to heaven."

" Kind nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep," was in large

measure our portion during the night that followed. We
awoke as the gray dawn was stealing over the Chesapeake.
We heard the pleasing sound of lapping waters from our swiftly

moving vessel, now and then broken by the melancholy tones

of the bell buoys, now near, now far away, marking shoal

water. Already we had passed the mouth of the Palapsco,

and by the lime we had hastily dressed our boat was entering

her dock in Baltimore.

Our return throughout had been blessed with happy mem-
ories of newly-made friends in the Southland, and joyful

moments in the house of prayer, of evening firesides with

encircling faces of men, women and children, who in the midst

of their daily toil are striving to gather the earnest of things

Divine. Walter L. Moore.

WHAT HAVE WE DONE TO-DAY?

We shall do so much in the years to come.

But what have we done to-day?

We shall give our gold in a princely sum.

But what did we give to-day?

We shall Uft the heart and dry the tear,

We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,

We shall speak the words of love and cheer;

But what did we speak to-day?

We shall be so kind in the afterwhile,

But what have we been to-day?

We shall bring to each lonely Ufe a smile,

But what have we brought to-day?

We shall give to truth a grander birth,

And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,

We shall feed the hungering souls of earth;

But whom have we fed to-day?

We shall reap such joys in the by and by,

But what have we sown to-day?

We shall build us mansions in the sky,

But what have we buUt to-day?

'Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask,

But here and now do we our task?

Yes, this is the thing our souls must ask,

"What have we done to-day?"
—Nixon Waterman, in Neio York Magazine.

How TO Worship.—Over the entrance to the little parish

church at Hawarden, England, where William Ewart Glad-

stone worshipped, are inscribed these directions, which are

suggestive for any worshipper.

"On your way to church. On your way to the Lord's

house, be thoughtful, be silent, or say but little, and that little

good. Speak not of other men's faults; think of your own,

for you are going to ask forgiveness. Never stay outside; go

in at once; time spent inside should be precious.
" In church. Bow down very humbly and pray. Spend the

time that remains in prayer. Remember the awful presence

into which you have come. Do not look about to discover

who are coming in, nor for any other cause. It matters not

to you what others are doing; attend to yourself. Fasten your

thoughts firmly on the holy service; do not miss one word. This

needs a severe struggle; you have no time for vain thoughts.

The blessed Spirit will strengthen you if you persevere."
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A NEW YEARLY MEETING.
The Annual Meeting of Friends in Japan met this year in

Eleventh Month from the 23rd to the 26th, in the town of

Tsuchiura, and was, we believe, a real step forward in the
direction of establishing a permanent body of Friends in

Japan. As long as the continued existence or the activities

of Friends in this country depend on us who have come from
a foreign country, so long is Quakerism an exotic plant in

Japan, and its future growth and extension limited. To carry

the figure a little further, it must be taken out of the hot-house
of foreign care, and be hardened by the cold and winds of

difficulties that will beset independent existence before it

can hope to become indigenous.

This thought has been very much in the hearts of the Friends'

Foreign Missionary Committee for some time, and over a
year ago the Japanese Friends were informed that the Execu-
tive Committee which had hitherto, as an organ of the Mis-
sion, carried the burden of the local meetings and shaped the
general policy, would be dissolved in one year's time. During
that time Friends were asked to make special efforts to estab-

lish Monthly Meetings for business and discipline in their

respective localities. In accordance with this, two Monthly
Meetings have been established, one in Tokyo and the other
in Minato, a seashore town. Lack of faith in their own ability

and other difficulties delayed the movement in the four other
possible places, and it was with some misgivings that we looked
forward to the Annual Meeting as the time appointed for

the change in organization. However, an editorial in the
Ai No Tomo (Japanese Friend) issued a few days before the
sessions began, urging that steps be taken at this Annual
Meeting to set up a real Yearly Meeting of Friends in Japan,
gave fresh hope, for it represented Japanese thought. Again
on the eve of the Meeting, the Friends of Tsuchiura decided
to present a request to be recognized as a Monthly Meeting.
With these two good auspices, we began the Meeting in hope
and trust.

It was not a large body that gathered, perhaps sixty at
most, but they represented all of the local meetings, and for

the most part were men and women of weight and judgment.
Most of them are busy people and had to make real sacrifices

to leave their homes. The sessions were held in a private
house which is the Tsuchiura meeting-place—a combination
more practicable in Japan than in America, since every one
sits on the floor, and no benches or chairs are necessary. Those
from a distance lived in a hotel and the common life there,

the breaking of bread together three times a day, deepened
the feeling of brotherhood. This was realized, too, in the
periods for worship, and it was indeed a pleasure to feel that
there was neither Japanese nor American, neither male nor
female, but all were one in Christ Jesus.

If there had not been this sympathy which took no account
of race distinctions, the movement toward a separate organiza-
tion would have been difficult and might have led to danger,
but fortunately there was no occasion for such anxiety. From
the first morning when Toki Iwasawa and Rengo Kumatsu
gave their impressions of Friends in America, until the last

morning, when assembled together for First-day Meeting for

worship, the company listened to the message of Bunji Kida,
the central thought of which was Christ's command to rise

and walk, the feeling grew that the Society of Friends has a
place and a work to do in Japan, and that the time has come
to step forward in faith as a responsible body and find that
place and begin that work.

While this is only the beginning, and as yet many difficult

problems remain for them and for us to solve, yet having been
led thus far, we cannot fail to believe that God's hand is in

it, and that He will continue to show us the way, and to make
of the Society of Friends in Japan an instrument in the great
work of hastening the Kingdom of God.

Edith F. Sharpless.

THE PAINTED MOUNTAIN.

Now like a picture in a sapphire frame,

Rises the mountain to the autumn sky;

A vision overspread with Hving flame—
At once a marvel and a mystery.

Or Hke some grand mosaic deftly wrought

In some majestic minster's storied wall,

RTiere men to meet their Maker humbly come,

And mellowed sunbeams hke a glory fall.

Or like a gate of Paradise inset

With priceless brilliants wonderful to see,

Mysterious and yet concealing still,

Behind the first a Greater Mystery!

I gaze thereon—and marvel as I gaze

—

Surely no artist but the One has wrought

Upon the trembUng texture of the trees

Flawless in form and coloring His thought.

E'en so may holy Horeb once have seemed

Or Sinai when Moses trembling trod

—

Speaking more eloquently than has man
The presence and the handiwork of God!

—Abthxtr Goodenotjgh, in the Springfield Republican.

West Brattleboro, Vt.

"Truth is not this or that opinion, but an insight which
is elevated above every peculiar opinion."

From The Friend (London).

OUR WITNESS TO PEACE—ACTIVE AND PASSIVE.

In days like the present we can judge of the truth or error

of popular catchwords which in normal times appear to most
people to sum up the wisdom of the ages. One of these catch-

words that had almost outgrown challenge, was that our
witness to truth must be positive, not negative, and our line

of conduct active, not passive. But when a State is organized
for war, an equally good case can be made out for urging people
with peace principles to see that their negative witness is firm

and unmistakable, and their line of conduct strong in willing-

ness to suffer rather than in vigorous action.

In fact, the present-day struggle to maintain a testimony to

peace in time of war is teaching us that there is no particular

virtue in this line of demarcation, or rather that it is a distinc-

tion that may lie on the surface only. We can easily picture

a group of young men, all of whom before the war would have
accepted the principle that their witness to peace must be
positive and not negative. To-day one of them will be in the
trenches fighting "the war that is to end war"; one of them
will be in the Friends' Ambulance Unit offering to the wounded
a service of healing and mercy; another will be at relief work
in France; another on an English farm; and yet another in

Wormwood Scrubs. According to the superficial meaning of

the words before us, this last is the only negative witness.

All the rest are performing some definite service to the nation.

He is merely opposing conscription. Yet a letter comes to

me from one in military detention, and it is typical of many
when it says, " If those outside could realize how powerful
may be our blows at militarism from within compared with
how puny they were from without, they would be filled with
gladness that we are here. Our opportunities jor good are

so much greater!"

We are learning that outward circumstances over which
we have often no control, will determine for us at any given
time whether we are to express our witness to a spiritual

truth in a positive form or a negative one. When the nation
assumes an attitude of easy, good-natured benevolence to

the peace question; when National and International Peace
Congresses are welcomed by monarchs and mayors in royal

and civic functions; when newspapers devote columns to

the speeches and the costumes; when bishops preach peace
sermons and Free Churches send their best orators to swell

the chorus of general satisfaction with the general idea of

peace, then the serious student of international problems
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should assume his most active, his most positive, even his

most aggressive aspect. He will need all the positive force

of which he is capable if he is to produce anything definite

out of this mass of genuine but shallow sentiment in favor
of peace. He must seize this opportunity to insist on definite

steps being taken to substitute arbitration for force, to secure
the reduction of armaments, to demand the reconstruction of

international diplomacy, and to strengthen all existing in-

ternational bonds of religious and social fellowship.

But when the nation is in the grip of militarism, and para-
lyzed with fear at the incalculable forces of evil set free by
war, then the apostle of peace has to decide whether in some
less aggressive form of active service, or in uncompromising
opposition to the whole evil system itself, he can best illustrate

his great purpose. The discovery that suffering is sometimes
the highest form of service is no new one. It lies at the founda-
tion of our Christian faith. It was the crowning discovery
of those who solved the secret of the life of Jesus. They
watched the early months of His ministry, with its bright

promise, its open-air freedom, its tremendous activity, its

spectacular success. They watched the shadows gathering,

the crowds leaving Him, political and ecclesiastical power
gaining the upper hand, the time for action passing away,
the time for suffering and darkness and agony asserting itself.

And in the figure that emerged from that suffering and agony
they recognized that the world's Redeemer was not the in-

vincible conqueror of the world's imagination, but the "Suffer-

ing Servant" of the prophet's vision. In the light of that

discovery we look for victory to-day where they found victory.

There will be times when His followers will seem to be over-

whelmed by the forces of evil and the powers of darkness and
fear— times when their opportunities for active service will

be limited to a prison cell. But the greatest Empire of the

world cannot take from humanity its Divine power of suffer-

ing for its faith, nor can it prevent that suffering from being

the mightiest weapon against itself if the conflict between
good and evil resolves itself into a conflict between the au-

thority of the State and the eternal laws of God revealed to

the heart of man. Edith J. Wilson.

THE TASTE OF A NAME.
We are glad to see that the fruit which has hitherto borne

the disgusting name of "alligator pear" is now appearing in

the market as the " avocado." 1 1 ought to facilitate its growing
popularity that this fruit has thrown off its false pretensions,

for it does not taste in the least like a pear, nor, we presume
—though we never shall know for sure—like an alligator. It

might be objected that the idea of eating a green lawyer with

French dressing would be as distasteful as that of eating an
alligator, but we are not yet so familiar with Spanish as to be

bothered by that. When we are we can restore this much
abused name to its original Aztec and call it ahuacatl, which
would offend nobody but the vegetarians.

This matter of fruit names ought to receive more attention

than it does. So long as the Lycopersicum esculentum was
called "love-apple" people were naturally afraid to eat it,

but as soon as it became known as "tomato" it was eaten

with impunity.

There is another fruit that ought to apply to the court to

have its name changed; that is the grape-fruit. It has nothing

of the disagreeable connotation of the alligator pear, but it is

meaningless except to those few who have seen the golden

fruit hang in bunches on the trees. Now as it happens no
fruit has more names belonging to it than this. Here are a

few of them: pompelmoose, pampelmouse, pamplemousse,

pampelimouse, pimple-nose, djeroek, yu, nebu, shaddock,

chaddock, pomelo, pomolo, pompion, pompone, forbidden

fruit, citrus decumana. Of these we must rule out for reasons

of taste "pimple-nose" and those ending in "mouse;" also,

from religious scruples, "forbidden fruit." But that leaves

several good ones to choose from, of which pomelo is probably

the best. Vive la pomelo. Conspue^ grape-fruit.—N. Y.

Independent.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHEYNEY TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR TEACHERS. 1915-1916.

Those to whom this report is sent seldom have time for

reading a lengthy statement. It is the hope of the Managers,
however, that all friends of this important work will care-

fully consider some of the main results of the last school

year, and that they will have patience with another statement

of our essential needs.

Attendance.

The first fact of importance to all our friends is that there

continues to be at Cheyney an increasing number of young
men and women of the Negro race anxious to profit by the

special sort of training given here. The last financial report

shows an increase over the preceding year. The enrollment

for the first week of the school year 1916-1917 is 99. This

is far better than the showing of any previous year, and is

evidence, we hope, of the strong appeal the school is making
to that class of students who have the proper preparation

for entrance here, and who are anxious to become workers

for a better Negro citizenship through the Negro school. A
number of applications have been refused admission because

of lack of fundamental requirements.

School Spirit.

One of the conspicuous marks of this new body of students

is the interest, and even enthusiasm, they are bringing to

Cheyney.

It is gratifying to find, as the years go by, a growing spirit

of earnestness and of willingness on the part of the student

body to share the responsibilities of the institution in work,

and in the keeping up of high intellectual and moral stand-

ards. Few can understand the labor entailed by day and night

in developing and maintaining these standards.

Most of the work on the farm throughout the summer was
done by student labor. The opening week of the 1916-1917

year found a considerable amount of harvesting still to be

done. The young men of the school immediately went into

the fields to give some of the first hours of their sojourn in

their new school home to the preservation of every sort of food

stuff, in a year when the cost of living is distressingly high.

Friends of the work should know that Cheyney is making
steady strides in the student body towards many kinds of

help from within, and that we are basing the justice of our

appeal for public support very largely on that effort on the

part of our own people to help themselves before calling for

help from others. The young women, as well as the young

men, have been unhesitating in going to all kinds of work

needed throughout the institution, from the sweeping of

rooms and the cleaning of the grounds to cooking meals for

the school family, doing laundry work for the school and help-

ing in the harvesting of vegetables. This healthful, physical

activity detracts nothing from scholastic achievement, but

rather adds to it. When one speaks of the tone and spirit

of the school, it is impossible not to have in mind this manifest

activity of students outside of the conventional class-room

routine, and the regular requirements of shop and laboratory.

It is the hope and expectation of the Management that there

will continue to be an increase of this kind of interest and

activity. To this end more will be made of the study and

practice of agriculture from the Preparatory Department to

the Senior Class, and also, if means can be found, of the Manual
Training Department.

Graduates.

It was from this sort of student body that Cheyney sent

out last Sixth Month eighteen graduates from the several

departments. Most of these young people, widely scattered

now south and west, have already found definite work in

their specialties. The aim more and more is to try to insure

that our graduates shall find employment in that field of work

for which they have been especially trained. Their mission

is to introduce into the colored schools, or to improve where

they already exist, the more active and energizing courses.
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especially those in agriculture and the practical arts. There
is still an almost unlimited field and an unanswered call for

this sort of instruction. A new education is to be brought
about for the mass of colored people, an education that will

more rapidly develop a higher, general capacity than the

old methods insure, because not merely the mind is to be

employed by these new school activities, but all the best func-

tions of the body as well. Those who support our work can
hardly appreciate what a far-reaching service they render,

not only to the race, but to the nation, when they send out

eighteen young men and women with this vision. It is this

training, if anything, that must make of the colored masses

a more productive body.

Extension Work.
There has been throughout the year, we believe, a growing

extension of the influence of the school as a community
agency. Previous reports have already mentioned the

classes in cooking which have for years been conducted in

Moylan, the Seventh-day afternoon neighborhood classes,

and the night school conducted by Cheyney students and
teachers in West Chester. The West Chester program for

the year was especially successful in awakening the community
in some measure to the need of preparedness against the

congestion of colored people in unimproved sections of the

city, against the constantly restricted opportunity for bread-

winning employment, and against the lack of wholesome
recreation for the young colored men and women of the town.
This undertaking sought to arouse enough interest in West
Chester, both among white and colored people, to guarantee
some facilities for self-improvement to all the colored youth
out of school desiring them. The classes at the Gay Street

School, West Chester, showed a good average nightly attend-

ance. The year's work came to an end with an exhibition

of the work done in sewing and wood-working. The school

authorities gave full endorsement to the night school, the

city superintendent stating that the Board had decided to

keep the colored school open for this service every day and
night in the year if the colored people needed it.

A call for similar help has now come from Philadelphia and
Media and other nearby communities. The new year, it

is hoped, will see this work begun. We need money for it.

Any investment here would yield rich returns in a better

local Negro citizenship, which will be cheap at any price.

The best experience the young people at Cheyney can have
for future service in difficult Negro communities is the work-
ing out in the immediate Cheyney neighborhood of similar

problems. The school fortunately is situated near many
small townships, where the Negro is looked upon as a trou-

blesome neighbor. By this missionary service Cheyney is

attempting, in however modest a measure, to prevent back-
ward Negro civilization in its own neighborhood.

(To be concluded.)

MY SHEPHERD.
The Shepherd found me in His boundless grace

Before I even knew that I was lost;

My tiny footsteps scarcely had begun

To tread the path of danger ere I saw
The Shepherd close beside me.

'Twas enough!

No sense of danger made me seek His arms,

I did but catch a glimpse of His dear face,

Then gladly let Him lift me to His breast.

And only after that, when I was safe.

And felt His arms encirchng me with love.

Did He Himself point out the road beneath,

And make me see the precipice below.

I saw His love before I saw my need,

I knew my safety long before I knew
The awful death from which He rescued me;

And though I cannot teU when this took place,

Or when I first was clasped in His embrace,

I only know He found me—I am His.

—Ajda R. Habehshon.

THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL
PEACE.

We are frequently asked, and sometimes with an air of

impatience, what the Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace, with its income of over 1500,000 a year, is doing in the
present world situation. Articles have appeared from time to

time in reputable journals criticizing this institution for in-

activity and inefficiency.

It so happens that we are not retained by the Endowment
to defend it before the public or elsewhere. Indeed, certain

of its officers are not wholly in sympathy with the program
of the American Peace Society, and we have been made aware
of this lack of sympathy in ways which we can clearly under-
stand. But our sense of fairness and our familiarity with the
workers for international peace lead us to believe that the
work of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace is

on the whole most constructive and most hopeful. This con-
clusion is drawn from no facts not easily to be ascertained by
any one interested. The fifth Year Book of the Endowment
for 1916 is just off the press. Its two hundred pages indicate

a conscientious and systematic endeavor on the part of many
intelligent and forward-looking persons.

A few facts gathered from these pages will, we think, justify

our estimate of this service. Over i ,800 disbursements have
been made during the year, totaling over |6oo,ooo. It has
distributed over 230,000 publications. It has added to its

library during the year over 6,500 publications. As a bureau
of general information it has been of wide service. Its secre-

tary is special adviser to the Department of State and chairman
to the Joint State and Navy Neutrality Board. It has sent

Robert Bacon through the principal South American re-

publics and published a record of his journey in Spanish,

Portuguese and English. It has sent former Senator Theodore
E. Burton, of Ohio, through many of the countries of South
America and published a report of his journey. It has within

a year spent over 1 100,000 in the entertainment of invited

delegates to the Second Pan-American Scientific Congress, and
entertained over one hundred persons from the time of their

departure from their homes in Central and South America to

their return. It made possible the definite organization of the
American Institute of International Law and the final organi-

zation of a society of international law in each of the twenty
other American republics. Its assistant secretary is the ex-

ecutive secretary of the American Group of the Interparlia-

mentary Union.

In addition to its five Year Books, the Endowment has
published nine books and pamphlets under the Division of

Intercourse and Education; four under the Division of Eco-
nomics and History; twenty-two pamphlets and twelve books
under the Division of International Law. Among these last

are The Hague Conventions and Declarations of 1899 and 1907;
Grotius' The Freedom of the Seas; The Status of the Inter-

national Court of Justice; An Essay on a Congress of Nations
for the Adjustment of International Disputes without Resort

to Arms, by William Ladd; The Hague Court Reports;

Diplomatic Documents Relating to the European War.

In addition to activities such as these, we may call attention

also to the following: The support given to the American As-
sociation for International Conciliation; its European Bureau;
its "special correspondence;" its entertainment of distinguish-

ed foreigners; its continued research work, including South
American relations and a study of the present war; its co-

operation with the Institute of International Law; its initiation

of an Academy of International Law; its aid to journals of

international law; its collection and publication of arbitration

treaties, and its support of educational propaganda within

the United States.

These facts, we repeat, tell a story of constructive and hope-
ful international endeavor. Our personal belief is that this

greatj^fundjis being expended with as much wisdom as can
reasonably be expected and with results as effective as the
times permit.
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TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

If you think a cause is just, tell men so;

If you'd have it lead the rest, help it grow;

When there's anything to do

Let the other's count on you

For a push to put things through, don't you know.

When a cynic with a sneer comes along.

Tell him who and what you are—make it strong;

Never falter, never bluff,

Tell the truth, for that's enough;

Be a booster! That's the stuff: Help along!

The National Prohibition Amendment Resolution
has been reported upon favorably by the Judiciary Committees
of both the House and the Senate. The vote was twelve to

seven in the former and thirteen to three in the latter. So
far, good; but this does not insure the necessary two-thirds

vote of both Houses. Write to your Congressmen.

Evangelist Stough Vindicated.—More than two years

ago the liquor gang of Hazleton began action for |20o,ooo
damages against Henry W. Stough in which they accused

him of slander and other unbecoming conduct. The four

men who proposed to pull $so,ooo each out of the pocket of

the evangelist were Harry W. Jacobs, a brewer; John V. Fierrio,

an Italian liquor boss; Max Friedlander, a wholesale liquor

dealer, and William J. Cullen.

The liquor bosses put their case in the hands of the Dis-

trict Attorney of Luzerne County, and instead of going about

it in the ordinary way, that gentleman resurrected an old

law which provided that such cases might be tried by arbi-

trators. Dr. Stough was compelled, therefore, to face these

arbitrators who had been picked by interests friendly to

the gang. The decision in that case was not favorable to

Stough and he at once appealed to the Courts.

Because the Hazleton liquor gang boasted of their ability

to make and unmake judges, the friends of Dr. Stough de-

manded that an outside judge be brought in to hear the case.

This resulted in the appointment of Charies E. Terry of

Wyoming County to conduct the trial. The case was heard

in Wilkes-Barre and came to an abrupt conclusion on

Eleventh Month 29th. The prosecutors fought desperately,

but Judge Terry required them to adhere strictly to the law

in the case. After their testimony had been presented, Judge
Terry decided that they had utteriy failed to make out a

case. Upon rnotion of the defendant's attorneys the judge

threw the liquor gangsters out of Court and placed upon them
the enormous costs which they had piled up through their

two years of plotting and scheming to undo the noted evan-

gelist. Within an hour after his vindication. Dr. Stough

started on his return trip to Danville, 111., where he had been

in the midst of a revival campaign. Thus ends a fight be-

tween decency and booze which has occupied the center of

the stage in the anthracite regions for the last two years, and

it ends with complete victory for those who have stood in

defense of the home against the saloon. It brings cheer to

the heart of every fighting temperance man, for it shows the

liquor lords that they cannot hope to save themselves by

brow-beating and persecuting every man who has the cour-

age to denounce their crooked ways.

—

The American Issue.

Planting a Saloon.—The vicinity of Sixtieth Street and

Lansdowne Avenue, West Philadelphia, is a rapidly-growing

residential district, and many a saloon-keeper has envied

such a location for his purposes. Ten times during the past

eight years have the temperance people of that district been

compelled to go before the License Court for the protection

of their homes against the liquor men. Ten times have the

successive License Courts refused to grant a license to sell

liquors at this location, the number of remonstrants against

such a grant having increased from ninety-six in the year

1908 to six hundred and six in
1 916. At the time of the last

refusal, which was in Sixth Month last, Judge Davis took

occasion to say, "
I have personally visited that neighborhood

and am well acquainted with it. It would be an outrage to

put a saloon in a residential section like that." Nevertheless,

in Tenth Month, when the same applicant applied again for

a license at exactly the same place, the very same judges

—

Barratt and Davis—presiding, the license was granted.

Needless to say, the citizens of that vicinity were aston-

ished. Agitation began at once and a petition for a rehearing

was promptly circulated, and later filed with the Court,

bearing the signatures of eighty-five per cent, of the residents

living within two squares of the place of the proposed saloon.

A rehearing was granted. The remonstrants came forward

with 3,493 signatures of persons living within three squares

of the saloon site. The liquor men had gotten 3,7^7 names

to their petition, but only 364 were residents within the three

squares radius. But to "the amazement of law-abiding, self-

respecting men and women throughout the city the Court

declined to revoke the license granted in such utter contra-

diction of testimony and reversal of precedent.

The people of Philadelphia are asked to have respect for

the Court. Just how the Court can expect the people to have

respect for it when it does in Tenth Month what it pronounced

an outrage in Sixth Month is beyond comprehension. Thinking

men everywhere agree with the Court in its first declaration

that the granting of this license is an "outrage" on decent

society.

What Answer Shall We Make?— In a recent issue of a

prominent newspaper of Pennsylvania the pathetic story

was told of a man who is sentenced to die on the nineteenth

of the current month in an electric chair for the murder of

his own sister. Not long ago, rum-crazed, he killed one sister

and seriously wounded another. Seventeen years ago, ac-

cording to the paper, this man was a quiet, laughter-loving

boy, with a bright future; to-day, crushed and broken, he

awaits an ignominious death. While still a youth he was led

into a saloon of his native town, and boon companions made
it pleasant for him to return again and again. This was the

sad beginning; the downward road was easy.

In speaking of this tragedy, after her brother was sentenced

to death, the wounded sister gave utterance to the following

words: "Whiskey was at the root of the whole thing. The

rum-sellers should paint a picture of an electric chair in their

windows and underneath they should write this sentence:

'Come inside; tarry with us, and we will send you to the elec-

tric chair!' They don't believe much in suffrage in this town,

because they know that once the women get the vote the sa-

loon will go. Can't the Christian people of Pennsylvania,"

she pleaded, "do something to prevent such sorrow as this?"

What an appeal is this to the homes, to the manhood of

the State: "Can't something be done to prevent such sorrow

as this?" Our indifference is the more reprehensible in

view of the fact that this is a sorrow which threatens every

home, however guarded. All over our State are these price-

less, fun-loving boys of ours, who are bravely facing the fu-

ture, boys who, when they reach maturity, if present con-

ditions are permitted to prevail and the rum-seller is allowed

to continue his selfish, unholy calling, may be maudlin drunk-

ards—may be awaiting their turn to go to the electric chair

to satisfy'the desire for justice of the very State that licenses

the saloon.

"Can't something be done to prevent such sorrow as this?"

What a slogan for temperance workers! You who are fa-

thers, you who are mothers, you who occupy responsible

positions of far-reaching influence, face this question with

your hand on the head of your boy and determine what an-

swer should be given. Whv is it that Pennsylvania should

now be one of the leading booze States of our land, encour-

aging and perpetuating a slavery worse than death itself?
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Is it not, largely, because of the criminal indifference and
disloyalty of those who should be doing their utmost, both

by voice and vote, to make a licensed saloon an impossibility?

"Can't something be done to prevent such sorrow as this?"

is a question which should throb with the very heart-beat

of every loyal citizen until the menace of the saloon is forever

removed.
"Can't something be done to prevent such sorrow as this?"

Let this sentence ring in our ears; let it cause us to resolve

that so far as our efforts and influence are concerned no other

man in this State shall ever suffer the death penalty for a

crime made possible through drink purchased at a saloon

which the State itself legalized !—Allan Sutherland.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Extracts From the Golden Clew.—-The Christian's

Baptism.—(Continued.)—Dorothy said, "Nothing could be

nicer than that thou should go on talking to us. Marion
and I have been speaking of these things during the week,

because last First-day when Edith and everybody were re-

membering the baptism of the Spirit, we like to think of

the things others are having in mind and try to understand

them."

"And then," said Marion, "that subject seemed to bring

up the whole question of baptism."
She stopped and Dorothy took it up. "And then we felt

completely puzzled. We knew the coming of the Holy Ghost
was a subject we did not at all understand, it is so deep and
sacred, and the outward form of water baptism that other

people believe in is a thing, as Friends, we do not accept,

I suppose."

"And we think," said Marion, "that, if we do not have
the outward baptism it makes it all the more important

that we should understand the real inward one."

"Yes, and really have it," said Dorothy. She had her

Bible, in which were marked the following passages, which
she now turned to and read: Rom. vi: 3, 4; Gal. iii: 27; Col.

ii: 12.

"I think," said mother, "Paul was very likely thinking of

the outward baptism and using it to enforce and perhaps
to illustrate the truth he wanted to impress upon his hearers.

The truth he wanted to make clear is this: that they were
separated to Christ and must so live. There is every reason

to think that the apostles baptized their converts, for several

old forms went on for some time in the early Church. For
instance, the words, 'Baptized into Moses,' 'Baptized into

John,' meant this: that the person baptized would follow

all that Moses taught, commit himself to all that he wrote,

or would follow all that John taught, and make his life as

much like John's life as possible.

"To be baptized into Christ is a far higher, deeper and
fuller thing; for Christ taught and was and did so much more
than any man ever did, and if we are baptized into Him
we must remember what it means to be separate to Him, to

unite in His life, in His death and resurrection—an honor
and responsibility so far above what the other baptisms had
been, so much higher than any other dedication that had
been given to the world before.

"But the simple act of dipping in the water was one of

those pictures of heavenly things which we believe was not

meant to be kept up after Christ came. He fulfilled all the

types and brought in a new religion which was not to depend
on any outward things. There is a natural love in men's
hearts for outward signs and symbols. They often make it

so much easier for us to appear religious, even if we are not

really so. So, little by little, out of this wish for outward
rites there grew the great showy ritual of the Greek and
Roman Churches, which certainly drew men's hearts away
from the simple worship of God.

"Then came the Reformation, when much was done to

get rid of the outward things and return to the real, true.

hidden ones. Many of the foolish and empty symbols went.

But some symbols, which appeared more necessary, stayed."

"How strange," said Dorothy, "that they should think

that a little outward act like this could save our souls!"

Mother answered, "The act of separation to the Lord,

the whole-hearted determination to be His, to give all our

lives to Him, is what every true Christian wants to do. In

other words, we want our old life, which was not given to

the Lord, to be dead and forgotten, and to live a new life

in His power and to His glory. Thus baptism is a type of

death
—

' Buried with Him in baptism,' but raised with Him,

too, to live 'in newness of life.' The best way to understand

is to watch in the history of the apostles the first who had
the Saviour's promised gift given to them."

Marion said, " How blessed it would be if we, also, knew
that Holy Power in our little lives!"

"But our lives," answered Dorothy, "could never be like

Peter's and Paul's!"

"No, perhaps not, dear. But if you both do your part,

if you wholly decide to be the Lord's and separate yourselves

to be His, the Lord will fulfil His part toward you and give

you the blessing of His Spirit. He will not do the things

perhaps for you that He did for Paul, because you are not

Paul, but Dorothy and Marion. But you will find that in all

your work and your lessons you will have God's power helping

you and blessing you."
" It is not easy to understand," said Dorothy.

"Do you see that lovely water-lily close to you? When
we came down this morning the bud was closed and the more
it opens, the more light will come in. Now, the Lord wants
us to be like His flowers, to open our hearts to His love, and
as we open them He will fill them."

A little girl who had been hearing about this, afterwards

prayed this short prayer: "O, Lord Jesus, please come into

my little heart-temple and do all the sweeping out Thyself.'

We can't do it; that is quite certain.

" Dear girls, the ways of the Spirit of God with each human
soul are very close and very intimate, and I feel quite unable

to explain fully the terms which the Bible used to show how
that Power works with men. But fire is the greatest puri-

fier we know—it is one of the most tremendous energies in

nature; and so we see how the power which is to work in

these unclean and weak hearts of ours should be likened to

fire—so purifying and so strong, a tremendous agent for an
exceeding need. Other symbols are given of the working
of the Spirit of God—water, wind, oil, dew—which you may
like to study for yourselves. They show the many different

ways in which the Spirit of God can meet, in His varied forms,

all the varied needs of men."

Now it was time to go in. Marion slipped her hand into

her mother's, and they went together under the flickering

shade. Dorothy rose, too; but, as she did so, turned a last

look at the water-lily.

The lovely cup was fully expanded now, and as it floated

on the dark water, its exquisite whiteness bathed and filled

with sunshine, it seemed to belong more to the heavenly light,

to which it owed its opened beauty, than to the cool depths

on which it lay.

Tears of deep feeling gathered in Dorothy's eyes and in

her heart she breathed the prayer:

"O, Lord, teach me, too, to open my whole heart to Thee!"
—G. Crosfield.

God answers prayer; sometimes when hearts are weak

He gives the very gifts believers seek.

But often faith must learn a deeper rest,

And trust God's sUence when He does not speak;

For He, whose name is love, will send the best;

Stars may burn out, nor mountain walls endure,

But God is true, His promises are sure

To those who seek.
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NEWS ITEMS.

More than a year ago an effort was made by the Philadelphia Friends'

Historical Society to have a bronze tablet placed in a prominent position

on the waU of the City HaO at Broad and Market Streets. The tablet

was to contain WilUam Penn's Prayer for Philadelphia.

Allusion has been made to this effort more than once in The Friend,

but now that the tablet is actually in position, it may not be out of place

to give a brief review of the work.

The Society desires to thank the many friends who contributed to the

expense incurred; the delay has been unavoidable and the whole enter-

prise would have failed of fruition had a less energetic Committee beeri

behind it. Many discouragements presented and even after the "city

fathers" had yielded consent for the placing of the tablet, it seemed more

than probable that the enterprise would meet with failure on account

of change in administration.

It was the Committee's wish and for a while their e>q3ectation, that the

tablet would be placed in one of the archways of the City Hall, near

either the east or west entrance, as the throng of pedestrians through

the court is much greater in this direction than it is going north and

south, but insurmountable difficulties were placed in the way of this

scheme, and a position just within the north archway has been granted;

sunhght is all-sufficient until the electric lamps are Mghted and these

are very favorably located for the tablet.

Friends interested in what the Society has done should turn aside on

their next walk through the City Hall Court and see it for themselves. For

our readers who cannot do this we print again the language which Albert

Cook Meyers states was contained in William Penn's^farewell letter to

his Province, written upon his departure from Philadelphia, after his

first visit, 1682-1684. A wax seal still adheres to the old paper and bears

the Penn coat-of-arms.

Curiously enough after a search of three years the manuscript con-

taining the prayer was found somewhere in Chili, South America.

William Penn's Prater for Philadelphia.

"And thou, Philadelphia, the virgin settlement of this Province,

named before thou wert born, what love, what care, what service and

what travail has there been to bring thee forth and preserve thee from

such as would abuse and defile thee.

"Oh, that thou mayst be kept from the evil that would overwhelm

thee. That, faithful to the God of thy mercies, in the life of righteous-

ness, thou mayst be preserved to the end!

" My soul prays to God for thee that thou mayst stand in the day of

trial, that thy children may be blessed of the Lord, and thy people saved

by His power."

Western Soup House.—The excellent uplift work that is being done

in a quiet way by the Western Soup Society, located at No. 1613 South

Street, Philadelphia, justifies the Managers in asking Friends who are

interested in constructive rehef work of a practical character (and this

should include all of us) to have this Society in view when they are re-

membering worthy institutions that need help.

The Annual Report recently issued states that 206 famiUes received

reUef, having been found worthy after thorough investigation. The

relief given consisted of furnishing soup, bread, groceries, coal, clothing,

medicine and where necessary household goods, such as scrubbing brushes,

buckets and other household suppUes, in order that the famihes may be

kept clean and neat. Out of the families assisted, at least 20 have been

made self-supporting and no longer require aid.

Baths were given during the year 1916 to 749 adults and 254 chil-

dren, making a total of 1,003 baths given. This shows a gratifying in-

crease over the year 1915, when only 692 were given.

Settlement work consists in morning, afternoon and evening classes

in Cooking and Sewing, under the supervision of teachers from the Drexel

Institute.

The Visiting and Social Work consists of two afternoon classes of old

colored women between the ages of 50 and 76. These old women meet

and have reading, sewing, singing and devotional exercises. In addi-

tion 75 Bibles and Testaments were given out by our Visitors. During

the summer flowers were distributed among the sick and a number of

excursions were arranged in Fairmount Park and up the Delaware River.

These summer picnics have given a great deal of pleasure, in many cases

being the only outings that the women and children had.

A cordial invitation is ex-tended to all contributors and to all interested

in such work to visit the rooms at No. 1613 South Street and see for

themselves.

Paul D. I. Maier, No. 121S Chestnut Street, is Treasurer of the Society.

An interesting week-end Conference of Friends of Pasadena, Cali-

fornia, was held on the fifth and sixth, the following program having been

arranged:

Sixth-day afternon.—Introductory Remarlcs by Septimus Marten, of

London Yearly Meeting, and Elizabeth Stover, of Genesee Yearly Meet-

ing.

An address by Wm. C. Allen, of San Jos^, on "Peace and War."

Evening.—^An address entitled "Open Sesame," by Professor Mable

Douglas, of Whittier College, followed Ijy Walter E. Vail, of San Jose.

Severrth-day afternoon.—A paper by Professor A. T. Murray, of

Stanford University, entitled "Friends and the Present Crisis," followed

by an address by Dr. Daniel F. Fox, of Pasadena, entitled "Plus Quan-

tity."

Evening.—"Some Recollections of Foreign Travel," by Wm. C. Allen,

followed by Thomas J. Ashby, of Pasadena on "John Bright's Character

and Influence."

Three lectures have recently been given under the Peace Committee

of the Pface Street Meeting:

—

1. By George W. Nasmyth, of Boston, director of the World Peace

Foundation, on "Preparedness Against War."

2. By Elbert Russell, of Johns Hopkins University, on "Christ and

Militarism."

3. By Hamilton Holt, on ''The Great War and Peace."

A letter stating the Peace position of Friends and inviting them to

attend the lectures was sent to about 2,000 adult members of the Quar-

terly Meeting, 5,000 school teachers in Philadelphia, and 1,500 minis-

ters. Placards announcing the lectures were put up in the Philadelphia

& Western Railroad stations, in the meeting-houses and in store win-

dows. The lectures have been of great educational value.

The following is taken from the book notices in the N. E. Journal of

Education.

Archeology and the Bible. By Professor George A. Barton, Ph.D.,

LL.D., Brjoi Mawr, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: American Simday

School Union. Price, $2, net.

The book is in two parts: First, the Bible Lands, their Exploration,

and the Resultant Light on the Bible and History. Second, Transla-

tions of Ancient Documents which Confirm or Illuminate the Bible.

In this monumental work Professor Barton has almost swamped us

with a flood of information and the accuracy and profoundness of his

investigation. No detailed account of it is possible, for it is all sifted

wheat.

Scholars and students of the Bible should keep this book within reach

so as to correct mistakes, dispel ignorance and confirm an intelfigent faith.

The illustrations are a part of the text, and illuminating.

Friends probably share in measure the diversity of view expressed

by the newspaper press on the wisdom of the President's move for Peace.

None probably would question his motives. One who ardently approved

his action sent him the following telegram:

"Appeal to Europe monumental act. God prosper it. If successful does

it not require as a complement an appeal to America to devote the mul-

tiplied millions appropriated for preparedness to reconstruction in the

desolated countries of Europe? Could the eflicient organization of our

army and navy be better employed?"

As showing somewhat specificaUy what we must contend against as

militant Peace workers the following is printed:

A platform of preparedness measures advocated by the American De-

fense Society was made pubUc at New York. It contained planks calUng

for:—

Universal military training of the youth of the country and of the men

of mihtary age, according to the principles of the Mosely and Chamber-

lain bills.

Immediate acquisition of a reserve supply of rifles, uniforms, machine

guns, mobile artillery and ammunition sufficient to equip an army of at

least 1,000,000 men.

Immediate establishment of a chain of fortified coaUng stations in
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our five groups of islands stretching from the Pacific Coast to the Phil-

ippine Islands.

Preservation of the naval petroleum reserves.

We must try to persuade "preparedness" advocates not to overlook

the epigram of Walter L. Fisher, former Secretary of the Interior, "Uni-

versal military service would undoubtedly distribute the mihtary burden,

but it would create the burden for the sake of distributing it."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—The passenger department of the Pennsylvania Railroad

announces that of the nearly 200,000,000 passengers carried by the

Unes east of Pittsburgh last year not one was killed, and about 600,-

000,000 passengers in four years were transferred without a fatahty.

About 1500 farmers and their famihes from all parts of Pennsylvania

gathered at State College for the twelfth annual farmers' week. More
than 200 lectures and demonstrations of the various stages of agricul-

ture were given. Growing alfalfa, corn and wheat to estabhsh a prosper-

ous future, was the concrete prescription for enriching the farmers of

Pennsylvania.

Many persons attended the peace demonstration on New Year's Eve
under the auspices of the American Neutral Conference Committee in

Washington Square, New York City. " With malice toward none, with

charity to all," began the responsive reading which was followed by
"we begin the New Year in communion with our fellow-men in all lands."

A peace rally is planned for the 18th at the Academy of Music, Phila-

delphia. It will be a reply to the protest against peace at all hazards,

as issued by George Wharton Pepper and other prominent churchmen

of the different denominations. Consideration of means to be taken

to restore peace in the war-stricken countries of Europe will be the topic

discussed.

Prof. Howard Butler, of Princeton, announces an expedition to Sardis,

Asia Minor, in 1917, to search for the buried treasures of King Croesus,

Lydia's great financier, whose operations antedated the Persian mon-
archy.

General.—Revised figures at Washington on returns of the last

election show definitely that neither Democrats nor Repubhcans wUl

have a majority of the next House necessary to elect a Speaker, and

that a handful of independents wUl determine which side will control

the organization.

A modification of the Swiss system of government has been introduced

into the management of the S25,000,000 National City Bank of New
York. From its dozen vice-presidents five managers have been selected.

One of the five wUl be designated as "first general manager" for one

year, giving his place at the end of the year to another of the five, and

so on in rotation.

The revolutionary plans for the new 81,100,000 Sing Sing Prison call

for 45 buildings, with provision for classifying the prisoners for vocations

at the other prisons of the State and for examining the prisoners minutely

in respect to their mental, physical and moral condition. It is also the

plan of the commission that Sing Sing shall become a clearing-house

prison only.

Members of college fraternities have a lower average standing than

students who are not members, according to investigations reported

at almost the same time from the widely separated institutions, the

University of Washington, in Seattle, and the Worcester Polytechnic

Institute, in Massachusetts. In the Western University both fraternity

men and sorority women rank lower than those who are not members.

Foreign.—Women wiU hereafter be admitted to Moscow University

on the same terms as men, although Russia has been foremost in ex-

tending professional opportunities and privileges to trained women.
Moscow University, the oldest and most authoritative University in

the empire, has always kept its doors closed against women. Now, how-
ever, the Russian ministry of education and the faculty council of the

University have conjointly announced that hereafter women wiU be

admitted in full equahty with the men in all courses.

NOTICES.

The Relief Committee appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia, has arranged to Receive Parcels and S?nall Packages of

clothing intended for those suffering from the effects of war in Europe.

The packages may be left with the Janitor of the Meeting-house at

Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, or forwarded by express, charges

prepaid, and marked:

—

William T. Elkinton,

Care of A. D. Featherstone, Matron,

Friends' Arch Street Centre,

304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Do not send large boa.es to the Meeting-house.

Large boxes should be sent direct to the wharves of the Transportation

Companies. For shipping instructions write to:

—

William T. Elkinton, 121 S. Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa., and await

his reply before shipping of goods.

Robert E. Speer will address a Young Peoples' Tea Meeting (arranged

by the Young Woman's Auxiliary) at Twelfth Street Meeting-house, on
j

First Month 13, 1917, at 7.45 p. m. A cordial invitation is extended to '

all. His subject will be, "Loyalty to Christ, the Supreme Missionary
j

Motive."

All Young Friends (and their guests) are invited to supper from 6.15

to 7 p. M. Supper tickets (40 cents) should be secured before First Month
9, 1917, from local representatives or from Harold M. Lane, Friends'

Institute, Philadelphia.

A false impression seems to be circulating to the effect that young
people only are invited to the evening meeting. This is not the case, as

all Friends wUl be welcome.

Anna R. Evans, President.

Friends' Librart, 142 N. Sixteenth Street_, Philadelphia.—
j

The following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:— I

Abbott—Japanese Expansion and American PoUcies.
'

Bishop—Story of the Submarine.

Bruere—New City Government.

Dyer—Gulhver the Great.

Gordon—Quiet Talks on Personal Problems.

Hobson—Towards International Government.

Jordan—Ways to Lasting Peace.

Nasmyth—Social Progress and the Darwinian Theory.

RoUand—Above the Battle.

Verrill—Ocean and Its Mysteries.

Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

One year ago the Friends of Denver, Colorado, met in order to get

acquainted, one with the other. Since that time they have been meeting

regularly once every month and now are meeting once in every three

weeks at the different homes of the members who are living in Denver.

The meetings at the present time are usually between thirty-five and

forty in number. During the past year a great many new Friends have

been located and presumably there are many other Friends living in

Denver that we do not know about. i

This winter the Friends are taking up the study of Quakerism. The
different members reading up on different subjects and speaking on,

some when the meetings are held.

If any of the readers of The Friend are acquainted with Friends re-

siding in Denver they would aid very materially in getting in touch with

them by sending the names and addresses to Charles W. Savery, No.

1227 MOwaukee Street, Denver.

Volunteer workers are much needed at the Peace Rooms, Arch

Street Centre, to assist in addressing folders, etc.

Address Anne G. Walton,

304 Arch Street.

Meetings from First Month 14th to 20th:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth Street

below Market Street, Fourth-day, First Month 17, at 5 p. m. Busi-

ness session at 7 p. m.

Haverford. Fifth-day, First Month 18, at 7.30 p. m.

Died.—At his home in East Bradford, Chester County, Pa., on Elev-

enth Month 17, 1916, Morris S. Cope, in his seventy-second year; an

Elder and member of Bradford Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at his home, near Galena, Kansas, Eleventh Month 29, 1916,

Jesse A. Carter, in his sixty-seventh year; a member and Elder of

Spring River Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, At Norwich, Canada, Eighth Month 2, 1916, Susanna M.
Sutton, aged eighty years and seventeen days.
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William Allen in his Journal quotes the manuscript
Journal of Thomas Shillitoe as follows:

—

"O may I ever remain willing that my luxuries in life may
be given up in order to supply others' want of comforts, and
my comforts at times given up to supply others' want of

necessaries, and that even my necessaries may also, at times,

be given up to relieve the extreme distress of others. This

is what 1 crave from the assurance that such conduct is con-

sistent with the true Christian character."

That from which the above was copied was found among the papers of

the late Coleman L. Nicholson.

THY HANDICAP.
The sports had been widely advertised and the friends of the

school had gathered in large numbers, as it was one of the

eventful days in the school's calendar.

It was nothing more or less than an athletic exhibition in

a large boarding-school, which was made the centre of at-

traction to draw together members of many families, whose

interests, though widely diverse, found a common ground in

this great school, which had trained them and their parents

and grandparents and was now moulding the generation that

was soon to succeed them.

As one event after another was checked off and the announce-

ments of first and second place were given forth, only a very

few in the great concourse of people actually knew who the

real winners had been.

It was understood as a matter of course that the contestants

were not evenly matched, and to make the exhibit more in-

teresting to the on-lookers, the best had willingly accepted

handicaps, and these graded down from those who could have

competed with the first from almost any school that could be

mentioned to the relatively poor and weak who would have

stood no show whatever in an inter-academic exhibition.

Though it was universally known and accepted as a matter

of course that handicaps had been placed upon the stronger

contestants, very few of the visitors knew the nature of these

handicaps or seemed to give much heed to them, and indeed

only those who gave the closest attention to the announce-

ments given out by the manager had any chance of knowing.

Everything, however, was conducted in the open, there

was not the slightest semblance of anything secretive or un-

fair, and when all was over and the last event had been per-

formed, there seemed to be no question but that the decisions

rendered had been given in agreement with the facts.

In this particular school no special favors were bestowed

upon the winners, but there seemed to be the universal im-

pression that each who had won was worthy, and that some-

how at least some little measure of his merits was transmitted

to those who were there as his special friends. The older

guests who witnessed the exhibition possibly reflected as the

affair drew to an end how closely it all paralleled the larger

life they were living out in the world of men and things, a

world of which these boys and girls were soon to become a

part; as their thoughts dwelt longer on the scenes of the after-

noon, they brought up from the wells of their own experience

the lessons they had learned, and not one who was honest

with himself but lingered in earnest contemplation on what
had been his handicaps in life and what service, if any, these

had rendered him.

Just as with the boys in the afternoon, very few except those

most interested in vheni knew what the handicaps had been;

they had no wish to publish them abroad, but there they were

and they had been their life attendants: they thought at one

time that these handicaps had been a real hindrance to their

advancement, and, alas! in some few cases they had proved to

be, but most of the on-lookers at the sports that afternoon

had realized that they were among the most helpful influences

that had entered into their lives, and like the boys in the

contest they saw that without them they could not hope to

win the larger game of life.

The man who can look back upon a long career and not

confess that some of his greatest blessings came to him as

restraints placed upon him, is the exception and not the rule.

It would be foolish to enumerate what these restraints are;

my catalogue for myself would be different from your catalogue

for me, and neither the one nor the other would be correct;

no one can measure the value of his own handicaps, much less

those of his fellows.

It does not matter very much what these restraints are or

how many they are, but it does matter that we run fair, and

in order that we do this, our Captain graciously reminds us

by means of handicaps placed upon us of how we should steer

our course and what is the object or goal of our running.

Too much success in worldly matters is offset by a gentle

reminder brought very close home to us by some sad disaster

to a friend; too little consideration for others and too much

thought for ourselves, the life of one who has overcome

selfishness is thrust upon us and made our daily companion,

so that we are constantly rebuked in his presence; the traits

of character which Paul depicts as earthly are offset in those

whom we are forced to associate with by other traits which

he calls " the fruits of the Spirit ". We fail to heed the lessons
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so gently taught and some other restraint is placed upon us,

and so day after day the race continues; we run perforce,

either the right or the wrong course. Oftener than not the

very things that we would at first consider hindrances to our

progress are the handicaps permitted by our Captain, which

are intended to help us most on our way.

As in the contests on the playground the first requisite to

success seemed to be coupled with the power of endurance,

so in the larger life, it is he that "continues to the end" who
shall realize the goal. He will often have to examine his

sandals and to adjust his harness, to reckon with his strength,

and forecast the way to discern the obstacles and temptations

before him, but he must keep his face forward, "forgetting the

things that are behind, reaching forward to the things that

are before", and like the apostle, think not himself to have

gained the goal, but to be ever pressing toward it.

D. H. F.

HISTORICAL GLEANINGS.
Vll.

A FRIENDS' MEETING IN PRISON.

The following account of a Friends' meeting with consci-

entious objectors in prison is sent by a visitor:
" It was pathetic to see these men sitting in their convict

dress, it seemed so utterly out of place; yet one felt that the
men honored the garb, instead of the garb, as is usually the
case, degrading the men. They testified the warmth of their

greeting by their countenances. 1 quickly felt at home amongst
them and took my seat at the head of the table. We then at

once settled down for our half-hour's worship and fellowship.

After reading a few selected portions, there followed a period
of living silence, broken once by vocal prayer. One of the
men shortly after gave a touching testimony to the experi-

ence of the reality of the presence of Jesus Christ with him
in his lonely cell. Our thoughts were then directed to St.

Paul's allusion to himself as the prisoner in the Lord while
in his cell in Rome, and the assurance which those present

might feel that as they had sought to follow the Master and
had been made captive by His love, they were, though ap-
parently there by the will of man, also indeed prisoners 'in

the Lord.' Another prisoner picture was that in the vision

of St. Paul when he wrote, 'Thanks be unto God who always
leadeth us in triumph in Christ,' and we were reminded again

of the willing captivity of His bondslaves and that though
triumph is not usually associated with a prisoner's cell, those
present might still, even in their lonely captivity, rejoice

inwardly in the triumph of Jesus which they, by their loyalty,

were helping to bring nearer in the world. Before we closed,

prayer was offered by another of the men in which he gave
thanks.

"There was undoubtedly a sense of real worship and fel-

lowship throughout and we all felt uplifted. The visitor,

who came to minister, felt in a very real sense he was 'in

bonds with them,' and very reverently one says it—there

was One other also in whose name we were met and were
blessed together. The warder was very attentive and kind.

This altogether new experience for him must, 1 think, have
impressed him, and he must have concluded that these are

a strange type of criminals
!"

What can I give Him,
Poor as I am?

If I were a shepherd,

I would bring a lamb;

If I were a wise man,
I would do my part;

Yet what can I give Him?
Give my heart.

—Christina G. Rossetti.

AN EXAMPLE OF GENTILE THEOLOGY.

A short time ago, when turning over the leaves of a very
old book—part print and part manuscript— 1 came upon a

document that arrested attention. It purports to be, in part,

a copy of the speech of a North American Indian, in answer
to a Swedish missionary's sermon on "original sin" and to his

uninviting arguments for inducing the Indians to accept

Christianity. The first events narrated in connection with

this are said to have taken place at Conestoga, Pennsylvania,

in 1710.

It would hardly be possible at the present time to say how
much really historical quality attaches to some parts of the

account, particularly as regards the whole content of the

Indian's address; but when we consider that the speech had
first to be interpreted to the missionary, and that it was put
into Latin by him and afterward translated into English by
someone else, we cannot, to say the least, regard its present

form as "close to the original." It seems very possible that

the sympathy and prepossession of the last translator might
have entered a little into the rendering, along with the flavor

of eighteenth-century English. On the other hand, there is

something to be said in favor of its correctness, in substance,

as well as of the preacher's fairness in presenting what was so

manifestly against his own teaching. At all events, supposing

that some such discourse was actually delivered, we may as-

sume that the spirit of it was pretty well preserved, and that

the basis of it was in agreement with the "great fundamental"
with which we are so familiar.

It is likely that some persons under whose notice this ac-

count may fall are already more or less acquainted with it,

but to others it may offer the interest of novelty, if nothing
more.

"The Indian's speech, translated from the Latin, is as

foUoweth:"
"Since the subject of his errand is to persuade us to em-

brace a new doctrine, perhaps it may not be amiss (before we
offer him the reasons why we cannot comply with his request)

to acquaint him with the grounds and principles of that religion

which he would have us to abandon.
"Our forefathers were under a strong persuasion (as we

are) that those who act well in this life will be rewarded in

the next, according to the degree of their virtue; and on the

other hand, that those who behave wickedly here will undergo
such punishments hereafter as are proportionate to the crimes

they are guilty of. This has been constantly and invariably

received and acknowledged for a truth, through many suc-

cessive generations of our ancestors. It could not then have
taken its rise from fable; for human fiction, however artfully

and plausibly contrived, can never gain credit long among
any people when free enquiry is allowed, which was never
denied by our ancestors; who, on the contrary, thought it the
sacred, inviolable, natural right of every man to examine and
judge for himself. Therefore, we think it evident that our
notion concerning future rewards and punishments was either

immediately revealed from Heaven to some of our forefathers

and from them descended to us, or that it was implanted in

each of us at our creation, by the Creator of all things. What-
ever the method might have been whereby God hath been
pleased to make known to us His will, and give us a knowledge
of our duty, it is still in our sense a Divine Revelation. Now
we desire to propose to [the missionary] some questions.

" Does he believe that our forefathers, men eminent for

their piety, constant and warm in their pursuit of virtue, hop-

ing thereby to merit eternal happiness, were all damned?
Does he think that we who are their zealous imitators in good
works, and influenced by the same motives as they were,

earnestly endeavoring ... to tread the paths of in-

tegrity, are in a state of damnation? If those be his senti-

ments, they are surely as impious as they are bold and daring.

"In the next place we beg he would explain himself more
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particularly concerning the revelation he speaks of. If he

admits no other than what is contained in his written Book,

the contrary is evident from what has been shown before; but

if he says that God has revealed Himself to us, but not suf-

ficient for our salvation, then we ask: To what purpose should

He have revealed Himself to us in any wise? It is clear that

a revelation insufficient to save cannot put us in a better

condition than we should be in without any revelation at all.

We cannot conceive that God should point out to us the end

we ought to aim at, without opening to us the way of arriving

at that end. But supposing our understanding to be so far

illuminated as to know it to be our duty to please God, who
yet has left us under an incapacity of doing it, will this mis-

sionary therefore . . . take upon himself to pronounce

damnation against us for not doing those things which he

himself acknowledges impossible by us to be done?
"

It is our opinion that every man is possessed [of] sufficient

knowledge for his own salvation. The Almighty (for anything

we know) may have communicated Himself to different races

of people in a different manner. Some say they have the

will of God in writing. Be it so! Their revelation has no

advantage above ours, since both must be equally sufficient

to save, or the end of the revelation would be frustrated.

Besides, . . . those written commands can only be

designed for those who have the writing. They cannot pos-

sibly regard us. Had the Almighty thought so much knowl-

edge necessary for our salvation. His goodness would not have

so long deferred the communicating of it to us. And to say

that in a matter so necessary He could not, at one and the

same time, equally reveal Himself to all mankind, is nothing

less than an absolute denial of His omnipotence. Without

doubt, He can make His will manifest without the help of

any book, or the assistance of any bookish man whatever."

The Indian argues further that as the people of his race

were under the care of Providence and were the recipients of

God's beneficence in this life, it could not be that they

would be neglected in the supreme matter of their final salva-

tion. Then, directing his shaft straight at the strongholds

of Calvinism, he affirms the simple faith that in case one of

their ancestors had committed a crime, "like that which we
are told happened to another race of people," God would

surely have punished the wrong-doer, but would not have

involved the innocent in his guilt.

This shrewd son of the forest concludes his polemic with

finding the Christians "more degenerated in their morals
'^^

than the I ndians themselves
;

" and we judge of their doctrines,"

says he, " by the badness of their lives."

Small wonder is it that the preacher was perplexed with such

"strong reasonings," and that, having dedicated his Latin

translations to the University of Upsal, he called upon the

learned men of that institution to come to his assistance!

The sequel of the story is not at hand; but if the poor man
looked carefully for the cause of his failure, perhaps he dis-

covered that some truth was on the Indian's side, and that

dogmatic theology is not the best mode of approach to the

heart and conscience of an untutored people.

One is led to contrast this method with that of George Fox

and other Friends, who, including all men in the scope of

Divine love and grace, were wont to appeal to "that of God"
in their consciences, and so could meet the Indians on their

own ground. George Fox speaks repeatedly of finding them

sober, attentive and loving—or "pretty"—and referring to

one occasion when he had addressed two of the chief men he

remarks: "
1 found they understood the thing 1 spoke of."

More and more is this principle coming to be accepted and

realized, so that some of the missionaries of the present time

are acknowledging that no matter into what dark corners of

the earth they go, they find that " God has been there before

M. W.

That which shares the life of God, with Him surviveth all.

—Whittier.

Repriuted at the request of R. E.

DISARIVIAMENT.

'Put up the sword!" The voice of Christ once more
Speaks in the pauses of the cannon's roar,

O'er fields of com by fiery sickles reaped,

And left dry ashes; over trenches heaped

With nameless dead; o'er cities starving slow.

Under a rain of fire; through wards of woe,

Down which a groaning diapason runs

From tortured brothers, husbands, lovers, sons,

Of desolate women in their far-off homes.

Waiting to hear the step that never comes.

O men and brothers, let that voice be heard;

War fails; try peace; put up the useless sword:

Fear not the end. There is a story told

In Eastern tents, when Autumn nights grow cold.

And round the fire the Mongol shepherds sit

With grave responses listening unto it

:

Once on the errands of his mercy bent,

Buddha, the holy and benevolent,

Met a fell monster, huge and fierce of look,

Whose awful voice the hills and forests shook.

"O son of peace," the giant cried, "thy fate

Is sealed at last and love shall yield to hate,"

The unarmed Buddha, looking with no trace

Of fear or anger in the monster's face,

In pity said, "Poor fiend, e'en thee I love."

Lo! As he spake the sky-tall terror sank

To hand-breadth size; the huge abhorrence shrank

Into the form and fashion of a dove;

And where the thunder of its rage was heard,

Circling above him, sweetly sang the bird:

"Hate hath no harm for love," so ran the song,

"And peace unweaponed conquers every wrong."

—J. G. Whittier.

[The objections of many Friends to the League to Enforce Peace are

ably put by Edward Grubb in the following.

—

Eds.]

SHORT CUTS TO PEACE.

All thoughtful people, and not least, I believe, vast numbers

of those who are fighting in the trenches, are longing for some

means by which the world may be permanently delivered

from the nightmare of war. There are people who tell us

that this can never be until all the world is converted to real

Christianity. Others say that there will always be war, or

the fear of war, so long as the method of competition rules

the social and industrial life of the various nations. Both

these views I believe to be mistaken. Both of them put off

the deliverance of the world to an indefinite future, and make
of permanent peace little more than a Utopian dream. I

believe that if the nations as units could simply act towards

one another at the moral level which the relations of individuals

in the more advanced communities have already reached

—

sadly low as this often is—there need be no war. There would,

of course, be disputes; but they would be settled without

fighting. If nations possessed merely as much sense of duty

to one another and to the whole community of mankind as is

shown, for instance, by a decent trading company in England,

I am convinced that wars could easily be prevented. The

great question is. How is the morality of nations to be brought

into line with the morality of individuals?

I need not waste time in refuting the doctrine of Bernhardi,

and of others not in Germany who hold his principles but do

not express them with such brutal frankness, that the moral

law does not bind nations at all—unless to the extent that

they must keep their promises to one another, or give fair

notice if they wish to be released from their undertakings.

The answer to the question appears to be twofold: first, there

must be a desire on the part of the peoples, and of the statesmen

to whom they entrust their destinies, to do to other nations,

including the weaker ones, as they would that others should
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do to them; and second, there must be a development of law

instead of force for the settlement of disputes as they arise.

The growth of these two factors of peace has delivered the

more progressive nations from forms of warfare which at one

time seemed almost as hopeless as that from which we suffer

now: City Wars, Private Wars, and Duelling. We make a

great mistake if we imagine that the ehmination of such minor
warfare is due entirel}' to law and to \ht force which it is able

to employ. At the back of law and force there is the agree-

ment of all decent people that those forms of warfare are a

nuisance, that they are entirely foolish, and that they are

morally wrong. It is because the vast majority of the com-
munity does not want duels that the law against duelling can

be enforced. If they did, no amount of police courts or prisons

could prevent duels from being fought. You cannot, in a

modern community, enforce a law unless you have "public

opinion" on its side.

The most important "short cut to Peace," if it is not unduly
sanguine to call it so, seems to me to be the development of

such a public opinion in international matters: the rapid

growth of a sense of duty among nations. The chief agent

in fostering this development ought to be the Christian Church
in its various branches; and after the war it will have a unique
opportunit}' of doing this most necessary work. The devastat-

ing results of the total absence of such a sense of national duty,

as witnessed in the treatment by Germany of Belgium and
Northern France, should afford a powerful lever for raising

the world into a recognition of its necessity.

It does not, however, follow that if you have public opinion

right the law is needless. Law is an expression—often rather

belated—of the moral standard the community has reached;

and it is a powerful educator for bringing up the standard of

the less developed members of the community to that of the

more advanced. The duty of educating children, for instance,

is far more widely recognized to-day than before education

was made compulsory; a much smaller proportion of the

population needs compulsion in this matter now than in 1870.

Right laws can do much to develop sound public opinion.

The difficulty of extending the operation of law to the settle-

ment of disputes between nations is, of course, that there is

no superior and impartial authority to enforce it, as there is

within a State. International "law" is simply a body of

agreements between the leading States as to how they will

conduct themselves in peace and war. While it is held in less

esteem than before the war, owing to the action of some of the

Powers, in setting it at defiance, it is of immense importance
to have such a body of agreements; and the fact that they
are normally held to be binding, though without any" sanction

"

behind them, is of great significance. The failure of inter-

national law to prevent the present conflict, or to mitigate

some of its worst horrors, has led to the widespread demand
for a supra-national authority, armed with powers for the

enforcement of agreements, parallel to the police-force which
is often regarded as the final " sanction " of law within the State.

This is the chief of the "short cuts to Peace" which are

now before us, and it is undoubtedly one of the most important
questions that. can possibly occupy the minds of pacifists.

A number of definite proposals are before the public for the
setting up of some kind of supra-national authority, especially

that of the American "League to Enforce Peace," to which
President Wilson has given his adhesion. Most of these pro-
posals agree that there should be a permanent Court of Arbitra-
tion, preferably at The Hague, to hear and adjudicate upon
all "justiciable"* cases of dispute between nations; and also

an International Council of Conciliation, to inquire into " non-

*Justiciable cases are those in which the dispute is on some matter

of fact, or the interpretation of a treaty, or the application of inter-

national law to some particular matter; non-justiciable are those more
dangerous disputes in which no such clear issue is presented, like the

demand of inland States for seaports, of Russia for a free passage to the

Mediterranean, or of Germany for a free "corridor" to the East.

justiciable" cases and report. The Powers that entered into

the League of Peace would bind themselves to submit all

disputes to one or other of these bodies; to accept the decision

of the Arbitral Court; and, in case of a dispute referred to the

Council, not to commence hostilities during a fixed period,

say six months or a year, while the Council was deliberating.

So far, there is nothing in these proposals which in my
judgment should not receive the ardent support of all pacifists.

It appears to be clearly the next step in the development of

sound international relations; and I can hardly conceive that

any Power which desired to convince the world of the pacific

intentions which all profess would refuse to enter such a

League. But, to most of those who are putting forward
proposals of this kind, it seems that a League of Peace would
entirely fail of its purpose unless the Powers also bound them-
selves to employ armed force, if other kinds of pressure proved
insufficient, against any member of the League that refused

to fulfil its promise. ... I will only indicate briefly some
of the difficulties of the employment of any international

"sanction" of a forcible character. . . .

In the first place, the idea of an international police-force

seems by the authors of these schemes to be generally regarded

as impracticable, and in this 1 fully agree. The force employed
would have to be that of the different nations, each using its

own ships or army, though for collective and not individual

purposes. This would mean that each nation would still

have an excuse for continuing a high expenditure on armaments.
Second, it seems clear that the obligation on a particular

nation, to use its armed forces for a purpose in which it had
no direct interest, would prevent some important Powers
from joining such a League at all. The League would there-

fore in all probability be confronted by a strong minority of

outside Powers, and its policy would be that of the Balance
of Power in a form more dangerous than ever. Third, the

force that such a League could make use of quickly would be
mainly naval. This would give an undue predominance to

naval Powers like our own, and produce jealousy and distrust

in others. Fourth, any serious squabble among minor and
backward Powers like those of eastern Europe could no longer

be localized, but would almost inevitably lead to world war.

Fifth, the most important question of all, that of principle,

remains. Can those who sincerely believe that all war is

morally wrong, and contrary to the spirit of Christ, unite in

promoting measures in which its final necessity is recognized ?

Granted that the motive would be raised to a higher moral
plane if force were employed by a group of nations in what
they believed to be the interests of the world, and no longer

for purely individual aims—still, it is not easy to see how those

who are really convinced of the Quaker view of war can
advocate such schemes with any sort of enthusiasm. It may
well be that a less complete scheme, whose root principles are

sound, will prove practically more effective than a more
thoroughgoing one whose principles are wrong. "Better
even," says Arthur Ponsonby*, "that it (the scheme) should
fail than that the nations should publicly declare for the first

time that force is the only effective basis for international

unity, and that fear is to be universally established as the
motive for obedience to honorable engagements."

If these considerations appeal to us, 1 think we ought to

weigh them carefully and let our voice be clearly heard. At
the same time, 1 believe it would be a disaster if, because of

our sense of the extreme danger of these proposals for the

use of force, we opposed altogether the formation of a League
of Peace. We cannot afford to divide the Peace party as the
Temperance party has long been divided because the extrem-
ists (sincerely, but in the judgment of many of us mistakenly)
believe that to accept half-measures would put back the cause
they have at heart. Our right course is, surely, to support
the movement, using our best powers to guide it if possible,

into safe channels. Edward Grubb.

, *Published at one penny by the League of Peace and Freedom, 180,

St. Stephen's House, Westmmster, S. W.
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THY WAY. NOT MINE, LORDI

Thy way, not mine, O Loi'd.

However dark it be!

Lead me by Thine own hand,

Choose out the path for mc.

Smooth let it be, or rough,

It will be still the best;

Winding or straight, it matters not,

Right onward to Thy rest.

I dare not choose my lot,

I would not, if I might;

Choose Thou for me, my God!

So sliaU I walk aright.

The kingdom that I seek

Is Thine; so let the way
That leads to it be Thine,

Else I must surely stray.

Not mine, not mine the choice

In things or great or small;

Be Thou my guide, my strength.

My wisdom and my all.

—HORATIUS BONAR.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHEYNEY TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR TEACHERS, 1915-1916.

(Concluded from page 342.)

Summer School.

The Summer School ought to be looked upon as second

to none of the activities of this institution. It is perhaps

the most important part of our extension program. It

is by means of the Summer School that Cheyney offers to

some of those who have in charge the elementary rural schools

of the Southland some opportunity, through four or six weeks
during the summer, for better training for their special ele-

mentary teaching. The Summer School courses have been

deliberately adapted to the actual needs of the Negro teach-

er, principally those in the rural schools. Cheyney has never

yet been able to receive all who have sought to enter. The
teachers in the far south have looked upon their coming to

Cheyney as a significant event in their professional training

and progress. Some of them enter here at great sacrifices,

both of money saved out of meagre earnings and of time. All

have been uniformly enthusiastic about the opportunities

offered. However, because of lack of funds, the Managers
have been unable to finance a summer session since 1914. It

is earnestly hoped that the way will soon open to resume this

important work. The Managers hesitate to make a special

appeal for fear it will cause contributors to withdraw or

curtail their subscriptions to our fund for current expenses,

which is the constant and imperative need. If, however, lib-

eral friends of our work feel they can give additional help

to reopening the Summer School, our Treasurer will be glad

to hear from them.

The Shelter.

The Shelter for Colored Orphans, mentioned in the last re-

port, has now been operating a year at Cheyney. It has

afforded practice opportunities for our Cheyney seniors, and
given to young women of the Domestic Science Department
practice in actual household service, as well as in the more
difficult management of children. This Shelter school will

be of unusual value in the next summer session. Children

have always had to come from West Chester for the model

classes. While some of these may still be needed, it is most
fortunate that we have now throughout the year upon the

grounds a group of children with whom approved principles

of teaching may be illustrated.

The Teachers' Association.

During the Spring a significant movement was started at

the Cheyney Training School for Teachers in the direction
of bringing together, for better mutual understanding and
co-operation, the teachers in the colored schools of Pennsyl-
vania and [Delaware. Fighty-four of these teachers met at

Cheyney on Fourth .Month 22, 1916. In addition to listen-

ing to addresses by men and women eminent in education
throughout the State, they appointed a tentative executive
committee, which met early in the Fall to arrange for

another meeting early in the new year, whose purpose
it will be to effect a permanent organization. The Spring
meeting centered its attention upon ways and means of using
the Negro schools of these two States more effectively for

an improved Negro citizenship. This is a good beginning in

organized effort among the leaders of the Negro race in the
North, and points to a large new service which has hitherto

not been so definitely included in the Cheyney vision.

In Memoriam—Walter P. Stokes.

The Board of Managers of the Cheyney Training School
for Teachers record their sense of loss in the death of their fel-

low-member, Walter P. Stokes.

Walter P. Stokes was connected with the management of

the Institute for Colored Youth and the Cheyney Training
School for Teachers from 1890 until his death. Seventh
Month 1, 1916. For many years he served the Corporation
faithfully as Treasurer, performing the labor and bearing

the responsibility of this office in a broad spirit of service.

As a Manager we valued his practical advice and his cordial

spirit of co-operation and helpfulness. During the last two
years his interest in Cheyney had deepened and we had come
to depend more and more on the services he was able to ren-

der. We feel that his work at Cheyney has been of lasting

benefit and that the cause of Negro education has suffered a

real loss by the removal of one whose sympathy and prac-

tical service were given so freely.

Our Needs.

Each year the Management has been under the neces-

sity of emphasizing the fact that our fundamental need is

additional endowment. Our ideal continues to be that of a

relatively small school of high standards, filled with the spirit

of service, with buildings and equipment sufficient for about

200 carefully selected young men and women who are being

trained for the profession of teaching.

This is a big task. It requires much more money than we
have ever had to spend. With an attendance of approximate-

ly 100 students (as at present) the cost per pupil exceeds

$300 each year. Of this amount the student is expected to

paylioo. There is left a total sum of not less than $20,000

to be obtained from other sources. This sum is for operating

expenses—without any provision for repairs or new improve-

ments, and exclusive of $3,000 that would be needed for the

summer school, if it is reopened in 1917.

We ought to complete the dormitory for women. The
young men are housed on the top floor of Humphreys Hall (the

school building) and should have a separate dormitory. Then,

too, we need an agricultural building, with a special endow-

ment to carry the agricultural course, also a centrally located

building to contain a gymnasium, a central dining hall, kit-

chens and storage space. But before we can feel justified in

assuming the responsibility of such further overhead charges,

as would have to accompany these permanent improvements,

we must ask our friends to recognize the imperative need for

additional funds to apply on account of current expenses—^so

that we shall be able to carry on the work committed to us, to

properly provide for normal growth, and all the while to " live

within our income." Many Friends of the Negro and of

Cheyney have shown a very practical and encouraging sym-

pathy in our work, during the past year, and we are exceeding-

ly grateful to them.
We are more and more convinced that we are engaged in a

work of national importance, which justifies the support of

patriotic and philanthropic citizens.
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UNSEEN, YET KNOWN.
Jesus, these eyes have never seen

That radiant form of Thine;

The veil of sense hangs dark between

Thy blessed face and mine.

I see Thee not, I hear Thee not,

Yet Thou art oft with me;

And earth hath ne'er so dear a spot

As where I meet with Thee.

Like some bright dream that comes unsought

When slumbers o'er me roll.

Thine image ever fills my thought

And charms my ravished soul.

Yet though I have not seen, and still

Must rest in faith alone,

I love Thee, dearest Lord, and wUl,

Unseen, but not unknown.

When death these mortal eyes shall seal.

And still this throbbing heart.

The rending veil shall Thee reveal,

All-glorious as Thou art.

—Rat Palmer, in the Springfield Republican.

For "The Fbiknd."

DOWN EAST. OR A RIVERSIDE WILDERNESS.
REGINALD A. SLADER.

In the days of George Fox we read in connection with the

persecutions that Friends had then to endure a good deal

about Sir John Robinson, Governor of the Tower of London,
who did his utmost to break up the Quaker Meetings that

came within his ken. His authority extended over a con-

siderable area outside the eastern walls of the City of London,
known as the Tower Hamlets, from a number of small vil-

lages that existed therein. This area included a wide heath,

known as Stebon Heath, that stretched for a considerable

distance eastwards, and across which ran two main roads

that led respectively to Chelmsford, Colchester and Norwich,
and to Barking and Tilbury Fort, further down the Thames.

Between this heath and the upper reaches of the river the
country mansions of prosperous city merchants were gradu-
ally springing up, and another roadway linked them with
each other and with the city, called Ratcliff Highway, gaining

its name from the easternmost hamlet to which it extended.

To these outlying hamlets came in course of time Amos
Stoddart, of Enfield, Isabel Buttery, from the north of Eng-
land, and another, with the message of the simple spiritual

truth that was being proclaimed far and wide. The message
was well received, and several local adherents were gathered
into the new Society, meeting together at first in the house
of Captain Brock, of Mile End Green. In course of time
the meeting outgrew this limited accommodation, and a

meeting-house was erected in Brook Street, Ratcliff.

This development was not at all to the liking of Sir John
Robinson, who came down with his soldiers, and first tried

shutting up the meeting-house, and fining those who con-
tinued to preach in the street outside. Then he destroyed
the forms and tables, notwithstanding which Friends con-
tinued to meet, though there was nothing but the floor upon
which to sit. Ultimately he had as much of the building de-

stroyed as possible, twelve cartloads of windows, doors,

flooring, glass, lead and tiles being carried away. Nothing
daunted the Friends continued to gather on the same spot,

and persisted in holding their meetings amid the ruins until

the premises had been duly restored. In fact, the meetings
were regularly maintained throughout the whole period of

persecution, notwithstanding the fact that ill-treatment

and arrest continued to be the experience of the members,
and the meetings have never yet been closed—an uninterrupted
record of two hundred and fifty years.

Like many others, Ratcliff Meeting has, however, seen

many changes and vicissitudes, and has at times fallen to a

very low ebb. London City would continue to grow, and
steadily spread eastwards, gradually absorbing the heath
and all the picturesque parts around the hamlet of Ratcliff.

The growing overseas trade of the port of London also led

to many changes thereabouts. Docks, wharves and ware-
houses arose all along the banks of the river—-an increasing

population of riverside laborers grew up—and Ratcliff High-
way became a place of ill-repute, notorious all the world over

for its evil deeds.

Under such circumstances small wonder that well-to-do

Friends gradually moved further away, finding pleasanter

homes at Stratford, Plaistow, Hackney and elsewhere. Still

a faithful few continued to meet together at the old meeting-
house, though more from force of habit than because of the

spiritual life in the meetings. Fifty or sixty years ago these

lasted for not much more than half-an-hour, and those pres-

ent seemed glad to get away again to more congenial occu-

pations.

About this time the condition of the Society of Friends

generally throughout the country was at a very low ebb, but
life was beginning to stir here and there, largely manifesting

itself in the First-day Schools that were being opened, some
for children, others for adults, under the auspices generally

of the Friends' First-day School Association, founded in 1845.

One of these schools for children was opened by members of

Devonshire House Meeting in Spitalfields, between the city

and Ratcliff in 1849, and this venture attracted the attention

and enlisted the co-operation of a good many of the better

concerned Friends of London, who found through it a means
of stretching out a helping hand to the less fortunate section

of the community. It prospered and developed along many
lines of religious and social uplift, and set an example of

Christian evangelization to the Society at large.

The influence of the work at Spitalfields reached Ratcliff

by 1866, or thereabouts, and certain members of that meet-
ing, including the late John Hilton, began to gather in their

poorer neighbors, who, it was said in a newspaper article of

that period, "were almost as untutored as the Sandwich
Islanders. Hardly a field of mission labor," it was said, "at
home or abroad can be found where ignorance and destitu-

tion more abound." Simple Gospel services were held at

first, and a First-day School for children started. Sewing
meetings for the women and many other activities gradually

opened out, and once again, under the fostering care of John
Hilton and his devoted wife, Marie, a flourishing Quaker
settlement was established in the ancient meeting-house.

This was not found adequate to the needs of the growing
work. Two or three private houses near by had to be taken
for sundry classes and for the Babies' Creche, the first in

London.
A few years later, in 1898, to be precise, a disused chapel

in a neighboring main thoroughfare came into the market,

and was purchased; and after the needful alterations had
been effected, all the work not carried on at the meeting-house
was transferred thither, henceforth to be known as the Friends'

Mission Institute.

Whilst these alterations were in progress the premises

became for a few days the scene of considerable notoriety.

The worshippers who had originally owned the chapel had
been in the habit of burying their dead in a large underground
cellar, and at the time when it was acquired by Friends there

were a hundred or more coffms deposited there. The local

Medical Officer of Health passing by whilst the repairs were
being carried out "spotted" these coffms, and reported their

existence to the Home Secretary. The newspapers got wind
of the matter, and crowds of curious idlers assembled night

after night for a time. Fortunately it was eventually ar-

ranged that the coffins should be bricked in where they were,

instead of the authorities insisting upon their re-interment

in some public cemetery, a process that if carried out would
have involved a very serious expenditure.
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And year by year the work has been kept going, often in

the face of considerable difficulties. Workers are few; the
neighborhood becomes ever poorer, and less and less amenable
to public order and discipline.

Among the recent transformations that have been effected

in the neighborhood, mention must be made of the work
among the inmates of one of the common lodging-houses,

situated between the meeting-house and the Institute. A
few years ago one of the workers felt a concern to try and
help these men, who by their drunkenness and quarrelling,

made the neighborhood a nightmare to other inhabitants
and passers-by. A lady living near, when she heard of the
proposal, sent an urgent message to the Friend in question

to desist from his intention, for otherwise, she said, his very
life would be in imminent danger. The concern, however,
was a genuine one, and was persisted in. Our Friend entered

the common kitchen one First-day evening, and standing
among the men who were scattered over its beflagged floor,

began in simple words to proclaim the Gospel message. Re-
sentment by some, utter indifference on the part of most,
marked its reception. But the ice had been broken, a be-

ginning had been made, and ever since that day hardly a

First-day has passed without the holding of a service in the
common kitchen. Gradually a feeling of respect for the
bravery and sincerity of the workers became the predominant
note of the gatherings, and the men themselves refused to

allow interruptions from any present. By degrees the re-

sponse became cordial, and more intimate relations grew up
between all concerned, and some of the habitues of the lodg-

ing-house became attenders at the Institute and the meeting-
house.

Not only this, but habits improved ; men signed the pledge,

and kept it, often in spite of fiercest struggles and manifold
temptations, for these inmates of the lodging-house were on
the lowest rung of the social ladder. Quite a number have
subsequently given up their methods of living and have re-

turned to neglected wives or children, or have set up little

homes of their own. Those who remained behind acquired

a desire for improvements in the social life of the house; pic-

tures were asked for and provided for the common room;
and texts hung up in the bed-rooms. One First-day it hap-
pened that none of the Friends were present at the lodging-

house service, when a visit was paid by Rachel B. Braith-

waite, a well-known London Friend. Although quite alone

she was well received by the men, and the service was held

as usual; as she said afterwards, "We had a thorough Friends'

meeting."

Then some one suggested the possibility of a garden in

the small square yard at the back, surrounded by high walls

on every side. Not a particularly promising spot for a garden,

but the enthusiast was not to be deterred. His keenness

was infectious; the men set to work and obtained plants and
loads of earth, and soon a delightful little garden had been
evolved. And here, after the day's work is done, the majority
of the men love to sit and smoke, and chat or read the papers,

instead of whiling away their time as of yore at the nearest

public-house, and the neighborhood enjoys peace and order-

liness.

Since the outbreak of the war there has been a marked in-

crease in drinking among women throughout the poorer parts

of London. Many of them have more money to spend than

they have ever had before. With their men away time has hung
heavily on their hands, and they have felt they wanted some-
where in which to exchange mutual sympathies and experiences.

Realizing this, the same Friend who was responsible for the

transformation at the lodging-house, started a Social Club
for the wives and mothers of soldiers and sailors. It has been

opened three or four afternoons a week, and has provided

a place for social intercourse amid helpful and harmless

surroundings. The women can take their little ones, who are

provided with toys and kept amused by one of the workers
whilst their mothers learn the difficult art of using the sewing

needle. In spite of their extreme ignorance in such a domestic

necessity, several of the women are proud to tell you that
they have already learned enough at their Club to be able
to make their own clothing.

The making of artificial flowers has been another occu-
pation that has provided interest for some of the members,
and extremely creditable work in this direction has been
turned out by them.
Among other activities that have been a marked feature

of the work at this centre of Quaker usefulness may be men-
tioned the untiring efforts that have been put forth on behalf
of the rough lads of the surrounding streets, who have been
enrolled into a Life Brigade, where they have been trained
in various methods of saving life, whether from drowning,
from fire or from wounds, and, side by side with this physical
culture, have acquired habits of obedience, order and self-

restraint. Peace principles, too, have been persistently in-

culcated among them.
Another noteworthy feature of the work is the large Free

Library containing several thousand volumes which are in

great demand from week to week. Whenever opened the
workers are kept busy at high pressure exchanging books.
Many of the readers are Jews, for the neighborhood is be-

coming increasingly filled by families of this ancient race,

and one cannot tell what beneficial influences may not accrue
to some of them from this contact with Christian literature.

On more than one occasion the work has been visited by
William McGeorge, Junior, a prominent citizen of Philadel-

phia, Pa., and he has written a very interesting impression
of his visits. Speaking of the Infants' Summer Treat, he said,

"About eighty little children from this, one of the very poor-
est districts of London, were assembled for a good time. Va-
rious amusements and gymnastics such as were possible in-

doors, were first provided, into which the children entered

with the greatest show of delight. There was nothing elabo-

rate or involving much cost or paraphernalia, but it was all

tempered by such a strong spirit of goodwill and affection

that both teachers and children seemed very happy. When the

amusements and gymnastics were over children and leaders

sat down to a plain, but substantial repast in which 1 joined,

getting the indispensable afternoon cup of tea. 1 have no doubt
but that one of the chief joys of the occasion to most of these

little children was the fact that on this occasion their hunger
was fully appeased. After leaving the Infants' Summer Treat
I visited a lodging-house in Stepney Causeway. The house
itself is a very remarkable example of the wonderful changes

which time produces. This house, which was once a costly

home at the end of what was formerly the one important

thoroughfare when the hamlet of Ratcliff was a favorite resi-

dential suburb, still has carved mouldings and doors and
others evidences of wealth and great magnificence. It is

now in one of the worst slums on the Middlesex side of the

Thames. Here for nearly half-a-century the worst wrecks

and castaways found a wretched home at five-pence or six-

pence a night. Without moral restraint of any kind the con-

dition of these unfortunates can perhaps be imagined but

not adequately described. Brawls and fights were almost

constant until permission was obtained from the proprietor

to visit and talk with the men." And then follows the de-

scription of the changes and improvements that have subse-

quently ensued, as already indicated above.

Such work as that herein described is of necessity costly,

and cannot possibly be self-supporting. The responsibility

for it is in the hands of the Bedford Institute Association,

a

body composed of representative London Friends and of

those engaged in its mission work in the Metropolis, which

is also responsible for similar work in eight other slum dis-

tricts of London. Its headquarters are at the Bedford Insti-

tute, Quaker Street, Spitalfields, London, E., and its Secretar>-

is always ready to receive contributions from any who would

feel that they would like to help forward such a work as that

so briefiy sketched in the foregoing lines.

Wild oats make a bad autumn crop.
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LETTERS FROM CHINA.
Chengto, West CmNA, Eleventh Month 30, 1916.

Language school is in full swing again now and playtime
is scarce. We have to be ready for our first examinations by
the first of the year, and that means to be able to carry on a

conversation in Chinese with the examiner, to read and trans-

late the Gospel of John, to write 200 Chinese characters and
to know a good deal about the history and geography of this

country. Then next year we must go on with our language
work with only our Chinese teacher to help us, for language
class so far is only for first year work. Those of us who are

attending the class this year will be sent off to the various

stations where we are to work next year, so that we can not

only proceed with our study but also become acquainted with
the people and conditions that we will have to work with later.

It will be decided at the time of the Yearly Meeting where
we are to be, so after the first of Twelfth Month, send my letters

to Chungking, care of Friends' Mission, and they will foi-ward

them if I am not there, as 1 may be.

A few weeks ago the language class had the privilege of

going through a Confucian temple just as it was being fixed

up for a semi-annual ceremony. I have been in several Bud-
dhist temples with their great numbers of ugly idols. The
Confucian temples are open only twice a year, so this is the
first time 1 had been in one of them. There are no idols

here, only tablets erected to the memory of Confucius and
his followers, and these are very simple. This semi-annual
ceremony takes place in the wee small hours of the night,

and the chief performer is the governor of the province or the

person in the place who is highest in official capacity. I be-

lieve there are some speeches made, and then there is music
and feasting. My Chinese teacher happened to be one of three

hundred who were present at this ceremony so he was able

to tell me a good deal about it. When we went through the
place in the afternoon, bowls full of all sorts of food were
being placed in front of the tablets, and there was also a
whole bullock, pig and goat before each. It made one think
of Old Testament days! But these things are not offered

for atonement, nor yet are they sacrificed to Confucius him-
self, as to the idols in the Buddhist temples. But they are

presented to the great sage and his followers that they may
invite their friends to come and feast with them. As we came
away from the temple we found candy figures of Buddha
being sold at the gate. This struck me as being significant

in more ways than one. In the first place, it shows how mixed
up the two religions are here. At times of funerals, when
Confucianism fails to supply enough ritual to suit them, they
call in a Buddhist priest to perform the ceremony. In the
second place, I think the very fact that they make candy
images of Buddha and eat them shows how slight a hold their

religion has on them.
Meeting this morning was much larger than usual because

we had a sort of Thanksgiving celebration yesterday and the
decorations were still up, and lots of people came in, just to

see what was doing. Of course, it is at just such times as this

that opportunities come of interesting some one enough so

that he or she will come again. And 1 feel more reconciled

now than 1 ever did before to the fact that we do not always
have Friends' meetings. Even with people talking to them
this morning, it kept two of us busy keeping order on the
women's side. We did have a very nice meeting though.
Five new members were received. The first was the young
woman whom I helped to interview a few weeks ago. Then
came four young men, the first one of them, after R. J. David-
son had given him a paper signifying his membership and had
spoken briefly of what it meant, asked if he might speak him-
self. Of course he was told that he might, and he explained
very frankly and simply why he wished to be a Christian.

The three who followed him did likewise, and all spoke very
well indeed. These were university students, and one could
not help feeling as one watched their earnest faces, that they
would compare very favorably with our college and university

students at home, 1 was so glad for the promiscuous mass

of people who were there to hear this sort of thing from their

own people. It is quite encouraging to find that 1 can under-
stand more and more what is said, 1 got nearly all of one ser-

mon, and if a person starts talking to me in Chinese, 1 no
longer feel lost. The fields are white to the harvest and the
laborers are few.

Your distant friend,

Jane C. Balderston.

TEMPERANCE LUNCHEON.
The Anthony Benezet School is situated on Latham Street,

near Tenth Street, Philadelphia, in a district where liquor

drinking with its baneful effects on the inhabitants is very
obvious. The School was founded in 1770, for the education
of colored people and their descendants. The proposal to

found it was probably brought to the attention of the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia by Anthony Benezet.

Sara Kennard has been the Principal of the Benezet School
for years, and has labored earnestly for the welfare and advance-
ment of her pupils, knowing that such a mission ought to

have a good influence in many ways on the surrounding neigh-
borhood, as well as on the little children themselves. During
the year before the wholesome school lunch was established,

Sara Kennard has counted in one grade, on the same morning,
eleven little pupils, with heads upon their desks, stupidly

sleeping off the effects of the beer which they had bought for ,

their breakfast, on the way to school.
j

As the parents of such children often have to leave them I

asleep, when they start to their daily work, their custom seems
'

to be to give them a few pennies to buy breakfast and lunch.

Frequently a poor quality of cake or candy and a glass of

beer, would be the easiest articles to purchase, although liquor

selling to minors is prohibited by law in Philadelphia. The
Principal felt that this state of affairs was so harmful, that it

must be stopped, and with the aid of a sympathizing Committee
^

and other Friends, she inaugurated a lunch, where good food
is served daily, at a price that covers the cost of ingredients.

The results of this plan are now apparent. For three years
the Principal has observed no child sleeping off the breakfast

potion.

The doctor who examined the pupils remarks that the Benezet
School is now in better physical condition than any of the
schools under his daily care. The progress of the children in

their studies shows an improvement under the new regime also,

and the parents are influenced thereby.

Catharine E. Rhoads.

ONE CENTURY OF THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.

One hundred years ago the American Bible Society was
instituted. It has had an honorable history. In a marvelous
way it has served humanity. The fact that the centennial

of this venerable and efficient organization has been observed
this year has brought the Bible into an added degree of

public notice. Statistics cannot disclose, or even suggest, the

wonderful work done by this Society. The astonishing fact

that during ninety-nine years of its existence its issues amount-
ed to 109,926,214 volumes strains the imagination and fur-

nishes a hint merely of the vast amount of fine service con-
tributed to the advancement of Christianity and of civilization

by this institution.

Last year—its ninety-ninth year—the Society issued

6,406,323 volumes, which is more than twice the total of the
issues of five years earlier, and half a million more than the

issues of the British and Foreign Bible Society in its correspond-
ing ninety-ninth year. Here is a still more remarkable fact:

More Scriptures were issued by the Society in 1914 and in

191 5 in the Chinese language than in the English, the Chinese
i ssues in 1 9 1

4 being 2,049,432 as against English issues amount-
ing to 1,862,754, reported from the Bible House for the United
States. And here is still another astonishing thing: In spite

of the war— or, perhaps, because of it— the issues of the

American and of the British Societies have increased enor-
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mously, the combined output for 1914, for instance, being over
20,000,000 volumes.
Another thing that has brought the Bible into a new degree

of popular notice is the effort now being made in various
States to reintroduce the reading of portions of Scripture into
the daily program of our public schools. In New Jersey a
bill has recently become a law which requires the reading of at

least five verses of the Old Testament in the public schools of

that State, the matter of the reading of the Scriptures having
been optional. In New \ork a bill requiring the reading o(

the Bible in the public schools failed to pass the Senate the
other day through the lack of a single vote. In other States
the agitation for the reappearance of the Bible in the life of

our public schools is developing with much promise of success.

The Bible is not a worn-out piece of ancient literature. It

is full of life, and its proper employment in the affairs of a
people will have much to do with the development and main-
tenance of their higher interests. Some years ago in an ad-
dress in New York, the late Justice Brewer, of the United
States Supreme Court, said: "No nation is better than its

sacred book, for in that book are expressed its highest ideals

of life, and no nation rises above these ideals. The more this

Bible enters into our national life, the grander and purer and
better will become that life. It would be a great blessing if

the Bible could be placed in the hands of every dweller in

this country. But there is something more than putting the
Book into every man's hands: sending out of teachers of the
Bible, competent to explain and illustrate it, and so make it

potent as a force in the land. The one who is engaged in

bringing this Bible to the people is a patriot." These are the
words of truth and soberness, although they may seem—to

those who are obsessed with strange misconceptions of what
really constitutes the true greatness of a free and independent
people—extravagant. The Bible is a wonderful Book, and
its influence in the life and upon the character of a nation,

and of its citizens individually, when its teachings have an
opportunity to come into practical operation, is immeasurable.
—Christian Advocate.

1916.

President Robert L. Kelly writes in The American
Friend:—
Once more the fact has been impressed upon us in a strik-

ing way that Friends have a heritage of priceless ideals. By
general consent, the greatest poet in the world to-day, or in

this generation, is Rabindranath Tagore, of India. The
attention of the world was called to him when a few years
ago he was awarded the Nobel Prize for producing the great-

est piece of current literature. As is well known, he is now
in America, and is speaking in the great centres of popula-
tion and at some of the centres of learning. When he spoke
at Earlham College recently, his auditors were stirred by
his remarkable appeal for a broader and a more unselfish

brotherhood than is indicated by the present movement
of western civilization toward nationalism. As one saw him
in his Oriental robes and with his long beard and white hair,

and heard his shrill and penetrating voice, he was reminded
of the patriarchs of old, and all the more so because of the

loftiness of his theme and the earnestness of his appeal. It

was interesting to learn in private conversation with him
that he knew thoroughly and appreciated the ideals of Friends

and was deeply moved by the sufferings which English Friends

are now passing through for conscience' sake.

We were privileged to converse familiarly of places and
personalities and ideals of common interest. It is generally

known by Friends that the other great idealist of this genera-

tion, Tolstoi, has ideas similar to our own. It. has occurred
to me that perhaps it is not so well known that Tagore is a
kindred spirit also.

While on this general theme, it may be of interest also to

refer to a recent address on "The Development of Memory,"
by James R. Angell, head of the Department of Psychology
of the University of Chicago. He is one of the leading ex-

perimental psychologists of our time, and he is an authority
for the statement now generally known to psychologists
that the latest and most trustworthy experiments demon-
strate the fact that the memory is best developed, among
other things, if the individual instead of rushing from one
line of thought to another, will, after the consideration of a
given theme for not too long a time, pause in silence and medi-
tation for an appreciable period. By this means, the ideas

become set, and the mental machinery not only conserves
what has been done but receives a better preparation for

what is to come. Prof. Angell spoke as a relentless scientist

and was discussing only mental operations, but 1 came away
from the lecture feeling that if only George Fox and his co-

temporaries had patented their ideas and allowed their spir-

itual descendants, through the years, to receive royalties

on them. Friends might all by this time be millionaires.

Perhaps we should be more appreciative than we are of the
richness of truth that has been handed down to us by those
great mystics who, through the processes of intuition, were
able to get a firm grip on the realities long before the present-

day psychologist worked them out by his tedious and labor-

ious laboratory investigations.

NEWS ITEMS.
At the request of the American Union Again.st MiUtarism. VVm. R.

Harvey went to Washington to attend on the 16th inst. a special hearing

before the Senate Committee on Compulsory Military Training, to give

his impressions of the evil effects of such training as seen by Wm. C. Allen

and himself during their recent travels in Australia and other foi'eign

countries.

The Friend [London], in its issue Twelfth Month 29, 1916, which has

just reached us, First Month 11, 1917, states: "This week The Friend

[London] as a weekly organ completes its first quarter of a century. It

is, of coiu-se, much older than twenty-five years. Having been started

in 1S43, it is now seventy-four years old, forty-nine of which were as a

monthly."

Westtown Notes.—The Westtown officers and faculty are enjoying

to the full the changes which have been made in the Teachers' parlor or

No. 2. In memory of Mary M. Leeds, a student and teacher at Westtown

and for many years an energetic and efficient member of the Committee,

her husband and sons have entirely transformed the room. A fire-place

has been built, walls and woodwork have been tastefully refinished, and

the new furniture is a rare combination of comfort, simplicity and ele-

gance.

On the 2nd school reassembled for work after the holiday vacation.

There was an unusual number of absentees on the first few days due in

most cases to illness. Fortunately nearly all of the students have now

recovered and returned to the School.

On the 5th inst., Judge Benj. B. Lindsey, of Denver, Colo., addressed

the School on "The Juvenile Court." He told of the practices and the

ideals of the Court, and his earnestne,ss and enthusiasm made him the

very embodiment of those ideals. After the lecture Judge Lindsey talked

informally to the older members of the School in the Mary Leeds Room.

Both he and his wife left a lasting impression on the School.

The boys have begun their recess gymnastics under the management of

L. Ralston Thomas. For about five minutes they exercise vigorously

in the open air with some arm and body movements. The girls continue

to take their ten minute "A. M. Walks."

The sledding track, which the boys so successsfully built on the north

slope past the hospital just before vacation, was still in good condition

when we returned to the School. The flexible flyers, which are now used

exclusively, ran all the way to the lake and in some cases far across the ice.

The skating has also been enjoyed to the full. The warm spells and

the rains, while they interfered at times, have served to keep the siu'face

in very good condition. C. W. P.

The Philadelphia papers of the 12th made the following announcement:

Dr. William Wistar Comfort, head of the Department of Romance

Languages at Cornell University, has been elected to succeed Dr. Isaac

Sharpless as President of Haverford College, when the latter retires at
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the end of the present college year. The announcement was made yester-

day at Haverford, after a meeting of the Managers of the college corpora-

tion.

Oakwood Sejiinart—at Union Springs, on Cayuga Lake—the West-
town of New York Yearly Meeting, narrowly escaped a serious fire on
the 2nd.

Pupils were just returning from their vacation and at the noon hour

flames were discovered on the third floor of the central building and the

fourth floor of the girls' wing. The local fire company came to the rescue

and the damage done was not serious—the estimated loss being S5000.

A temporary roof has been placed over the burnt section, the girls in

the interval being housed in the old Howland School in the village which
adjoins the grounds of Oakwood.

The Peace Committee of New York Yearly Meeting is an active body
—the Chairman, Edward Thomas, has just addressed the following to the

members of the Committee.:

To-day an opportunity is fairly thrust upon Friends—such an oji-

portunity as they have not had for fifty years. We have this oppor-

tunity because the question is asked, "What are the Quakers going to

do about the Welsh, Slater and Stivers Acts in New York State?"

The Welsh Act should be amended to take all power over the schools

away from the mihtary commission. The Slater Act should be repealed,

because it makes military training compulsory for all boys between six-

teen and nineteen at the wiU of a military commission. The Stivers

Act should be amended to deprive the Governor of the power to draft

men at wOl into the National Guard.

Neither the Slater Act nor the Stivers Act requires the military au-

thorities to exempt anyone, no matter how his conscience directs him.

Even though the New York State Legislature and administration are

still strongly mihtaristic, a reaction is on its way which needs our con-

tinuous help. This year there were elected several avowedly anti-

mihtaristic congressmen from New York State, instead of one only.

There are a number of anti-mihtarists in the State Senate and Assembly.
Please find out the names of these; write to them and encourage them;
watch the schools in your vicinity and be sure that the boys are not given

Tell the Friends in your meeting what y
5 the necessity of following your example

! doing and awaken them

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Counting work days only there was an average of eight deaths

a day in Pennsylvania during 1916, due to industrial accidents. This

announcement was made by Commissioner John Price Jackson.

State Zoologist J. G. Sanders, of the State Department of Agriculture,

in an estimate says that reports show a loss of $25,000,000 a year to farm-
ers, fruit growers and market gardeners due to insect pests. The cereals

were damaged to the ex-tent of §10,000,000 and fruits about S8,000,000.

GE^fEHAL.—The Ledger of the 11th says editorially: "There will be no
disposition anywhere, and there should be least of all in the hquor trade,

to minimize the tremendous importance of two events during the present

week having direct bearing upon the movement for the prohibition of

the manufacture, sale and use of intoxicating Uquors. The first, of

course, was the sweeping decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States sustaining the Webb-Kenyon law prohibiting the shipments of

liquor into States which have already banned the trade. And the second
was the adoption by the United States Senate, by the unexpectedly large

vote of 55 for to 31 against, of the bill prohibiting the Hquor traffic in

the District of Columbia."

Tuskegee Institute's statistics of lynchings for 1916 is encouraging in

that the total of 54 shows a dechne of 13 compared with the previous

year. The record for 1916, however, is still inferior to that of 1913.

Only one of the fifty children in a farm schoolhouse near Blocker, Olda.,

escaped injmy when a tornado shattered the building on the 4th.

The vast improvement in sanitation and other safeguards of health in

the past half-century is strikingly brought to mind by the New York
City Health Department's analysis of the city's statistics of disease and
death in 1916. In the half-century the death-rate has been reduced
from 36 per 1000 of population to less than 14.

A Boston weekly has the following: "Eighteen million persons, in

North America alone, begin with the new year a six months' course of

study in John's Biography of Jesus. This is aa educational project of

immense proportions and importance, and yet, because it is not new, it

excites httle remark. Doubtless the Sunday-school is a more potent

force in shaping a people's ideals than all the universities of the land.

With characteristic acuteness of judgment. President Wilson once wrote:

'The Sunday-school of to-day is the code of morals of to-morrow.'"

The Massachusetts Audubon Society has sent out thousands of copies

of the following plea, entitled "Please feed the birds":—"The deep snow

covers their usual food—insects' eggs and larvae and the seeds of weeds

—

and they will starve imless we feed them. Give them hayseed, chaff from

the barn floor, crumbs, scraps of meat, bones and suet; anything eatable,

and they will repay you a thousand fold by their work in the garden and

orchard all the Spring."

The Presbj'terians of the United States eight years ago established in

Chieng-mai, Siam, an asylum for lepers which has sheltered three hundred

lepers, and is now caring for 180 lepers, most of whom have been converted

to Christianity.

At the present time the United States has seventy-five beet sugar

factories, located in fourteen States.

Foreign.—R. A. Bosch, the manufacturer, of Stuttgart, has given

13,000,000 marks for the canaUzation of the river Neckar, says a dispatch

from Berlin. Until the project is started the interest on the fund will

go to the municipality of Stuttgart for war rehef purposes.

Sixty persons were killed or injured by avalanches in the Tyrol last

month, according to Innsbruck newspapers. The snowfall is said to

have been the heaviest in many years. On the Brenner Pass, on the 5th

inst., an avalanche killed ten and injured eighteen workmen who were

engaged in clearing a road.

Three hundred persons have been killed and many injured in a dis-

astrous earthquake in Central Formosa, according to special dispatches

from Taihoku, the capital of Formosa. It is estimated that 1000 houses

have been destroyed.

NOTICES.

An address by Henry St. George Tucker on "Our Present Relations

with Japan and How We May Make Them More Friendly" will be given

at the Twelfth Street Meeting-house, Second-day, First Month 29th,

at 7.45 p. M.

The speaker is a personal friend of Gilbert Bowles and unites with him

in his peace work. For many years he has been at the front in Christian

work in Japan and speaks from a wealth of experience which few, if any,

can command.
The meeting is held under the direction of the Friends' Missionary

Society and of the Philadelphia Friends' Peace Committee.

The Friends' Home for Children, 4011 Aspen Street, gives an oyster

supper and entertainment every year at the Scottish Rite Building, 148

N. Broad Street. The Home is non-sectarian in its admission of poor

children, the supper is given for the double purpose of encouraging

sociabUity among the friends who support the Home and as a means of

income. Tickets are Sl.OO and can be purchased of Allen B. Clement,

225 S. Sixth Street or Wm. J. MacWatters, 1220 Market Street.

Meetings from First Month 21st to 27th:

Muncy, at Mimcy, Fourth-daj^, First Month 24, at 10 a. m.

Fraukford, Fourth-day, First Month 24, at 7.45 p. m.

Germantown, Fourth-day, First Month 24, at 8 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, First Month 25,

at 10.30 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, First Month 25, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—At her home in Germantown, Philadelphia, on First Month 7

1917, Fannie Pim Carter, wife of John E. Carter, in her sixty-ninth year;

a member of Germantown Monthly Meeting of Friends.

. at Norwich, Ontario, Canada, Avis Peckham, in the eighty-

ninth year of her age; a member of Norwich Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the morning of First Month 2, 1917, George P. Stokes, son

of the late Carleton P. and Lydia W. Stokes, in his seventy-sixth year; a

member of Woodbury Monthly Meeting, N. J.

, Twetfth Month 22, 1916, at the home of his son-in-law, Wm. D.

Oliphant, Winona, Ohio, Asa G. Hollowat, in the seventy-fourth year

of his age; a member of Flushing Monthly Meeting of Friends, Ohio,
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RECONSTRUCTION.

The consecutive reading of the sixteen delayed copies of

The Friend (London) has made impressions quite distinct from

those that result from reading the single numbers as they come
to hand weekly. First of all, the amount of relief work in the

exigencies of the present devastating war assumes something

of its real proportions. We are candidly quite overpowered

with the sums of money expended, with the number of Friends

engaged, with the great diversity of the tasks in England, in

France and Belgium, in Holland and in the far East; but most

especially are we impressed with the quality of all this work.

Being absolutely disinterested it has produced results that

we are not surprised to find described as "miracles."

The outstanding feature, however, in this volume of four

months' activity is the fact that with the multiplied exactions

of so many kinds of relief work time is found for most serious

study and discussion of what is styled reconstruction. One
might look upon relief work as a kind of reconstruction, but

something much more radical is understood by it in England,

and this different understanding we are pleased to say seems

to be spreading to our own country. The line of reasoning

by which this new idea of reconstruction is reached is com-

paratively simple. It proceeds somewhat like this: there must

be something radically wrong in the construction of human
society, even apart from politics, to make war possible. Let

us then frankly challenge our industrial, educational and social

system.s to see whether they reflect political weaknesses, and

whether this is because they have root principles at variance

with the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man. The

field of study thus opened out is by no means simple. Civiliza-

tion is a great complex of right and wrong motives. IVlany

• who are bound by false systems have high aims, nor do such

often feel that radical changes are required to realize the

highest aims. So the committee in London Yearly Meeting

charged with the study and exposition of principles of recon-

struction must do their work in the face of no little suspicion

and opposition even from fellow-members. The general Con-

ference conducted during the summer by this committee was

followed by murmurs"of "Socialism." One Friend wrote that

it seemed to him the "Society is rather floundering in a gale of

aspirations." Aspirations are certainly wholesome, especially

if they set fundamental principles in array. More than that,

perhaps, the committee cannot hope to do at once.

It may be of interest to note briefly the fundamentals that

have come to the surface in this discussion. First in con-

sidering the present industrial system there has been little

dissent from the thought that competition is at root a war
principle. Naturally co-operation has been heralded as the

cure for the competitive system. Perhaps it may not be out

of the way to observe that in much of the discussion no reason-

able relationship between competition and co-operation has

been recognized. Any rivalry, in the final analysis, may be

evil, but some have felt that our present industrial system

has developed measures of co-operation that have seemed
regenerative.

In the domain of education we in America cannot readily

appreciate certain English distinctions. These are so in-

grained that even the Friends' Boarding Schools reflect them.

The outcome of the whole class system is that the bulk of

English children leave school at about eleven. The vigorous

call of reconstruction demands that adequate provision for

all children shall be made up to seventeen. In American

terms this is equivalent to the declaration that the High School

shall be nationalized. Perhaps we think this has been done

in our country. In a recent article President Edmund J.

James, of the University of Illinois, says: "No other civilized

country can show so large a number of children absolutely

beyond the reach of what may be by any stretch of courtesy

called a good elementary school, as we have in the black regions

of the South, or in the mountain regions of our Appalachian

territory." So any call of reconstruction in educational lines

in order to give justice to helpless children is a call to be heeded

on both sides of the Atlantic!

Naturally very much of the whole problem of reconstruction

is made to hinge upon the social system. It is in dealing with

this phase that the charges of socialism have been excited.

The war at least has brought no greater shock to traditionalism

than is involved in its socialistic measures. The extent of

these even in a neutral country is put very lucidly in a striking

editorial in the New York Evening Post. A brief quotation in

regard to Denmark will convey the drift of affairs:

"Thus there are to be standard shoes and standard clothes, all alike,

and all made as economically as possible. It wiU be a penal offense to

offer anything else for sale. The Price Regulations Commission is al-

ready exercising autocratic power over all factories, workshops, and

farms, fixing all prices under penalty of seizure by the State. The State

Necessaries Commission is now the chief importer of wheat and corn.

More than that, the State has fixed a minimum income of $500. All

families with less than that sum are subsidized by the State, which sells

coal and coke to them at half-price and other goods below cost. In

addition, the State, because of the increased cost of living, is allowing

30 per cent, supplements to all persops drawing old-age, sickness, or
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unemployment pensions. This goes to explain why Denmark is so eager

to sell its improfitable West Indian Islands to the United States for

twenty-five millions of dollars. Finally, there are to be prohibitive taxes

on luxuries, backed by prison penalties, and aU of this is justified on the

ground that otherwise the State will collapse under the economic pressure

of the war."

Not the least striking part of this statement is its conclusion,

for the unmistakable symptom of a wrong social system is

everywhere extravagance. The war has had this reflex in many

directions in America. Thus the Boston Transcript reprints

from the New York Mail an article entitled, "An Orgy of

Extravagance," which has this conclusion:

"There never was and there never will be profit or good in extravagance.

An extravagant nation wiU pay the same penalty as an extravagant

individual. With all the misery, horror and desolation the war has

entailed, and with aU the need for help to save others from hunger and

suffering, our waste and extravagance brand us as callous, careless and

imcharitable.

"There is no need for Puritanism; but there is need for sanity."

In the French Revolution and many times since Democracy

has been heralded as the cure-all for social ills. As we recog-

nize with growing fear that it has not put an end to poverty

on the one hand, or the "orgy of extravagance" on the other,

we confess to feeling with Professors Cram and Sarton in the

recent Lowell lectures that there is indicated "an awful and

crushing advance of materialism unless modern education can

be moved forward under some new and better guidance."

Surely Christianity must be that guidance! We can hardly

believe it will lead us into such nationalized socialism as is

pictured in the quotation above as already a fact in Denmark.

The socialism of John Woolman led another way. Its sacrifice

too was for service, but for service in the spirit rather than

in the letter. If our soul is actually sound in America then

"our riches, our men and women are at command for the

service of the whole family of earth." Many of us may have

to renounce much to make such a reconstruction possible.

We cannot dismiss the hope that the foundation stones are

already set for some in the right place for a real " City of God."

J. H. B.

"But now he is dead, wherefore should I fast? Can I bring him back

again? I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me."—2 Samuel 12-23.

Grief, pressing hke an angry autumn wind,

PuUs vainly at the portals of my heart,

And hopes, with gust of tears, my way to bUnd,

And thrusts the curtain of my hope apart,

The secret treasure of my peace to find

:

And, pushing with its sobbing strength.

It strives to break the door at length.

I have a talisman such rage to stem

:

Though Death, Grief's captain, bears on sable wings

Those that I love, my heart, triiunphant, sings

—

"They cannot come to me, but I shall go to them!"

Time, like a jailer, binds with sin's rough cord

The feet that fain would hasten toward their rest;

And Fears close follow in a clamorous horde,

And mocking, hurl their missiles at my breast.

And Doubts, that vainly with my faith have warred.

Now send abroad their shafts of subtle pain.

And breathe the poison of their damps in vain.

In spite of foes, I wear a victor's diadem

:

For Time, Fear, Doubt and Pain fall fast away;

Toward those I love, no force my flight can stay,

"They cannot come to me, but I shall go to them!"

—Maby Alethea Woodward, in The Living Church.

He liveth long who liveth well!

All other Ufe is short and vain;

He hveth longest who can teU

Of hving most for heavenly gain.

Be what thou seemest, hve thy creed.

Hold up to earth the torch divine;

Be what thou prayest to be made.

Let the Great Master's steps be thine.

—HORATIUS BONAH.

IN THE FACE OF WAR.

A christian's meditation.

Gloom is over the earth. Armies have drenched the fields

with blood; homes are in ruins; women and children suffer

famine. Where the beautiful mountains stand the darkness

lowers. Who can carry glad hearts or smiles in the face of the

storm?
But all that made the storm was here before. We knew

that the world is on its costly road upward. We knew the

ocean of barbarism behind us. We knew that anger, suspicion,

misunderstanding, envy, arrogance, jealousy, selfishness, lie

still untamed in a myriad hearts. We had seen the monster
ships built to devour one another. We had seen soldiers

practicing to fight and kill. There were plenty of signs of the

coming storm. The clouds were over the tops of the moun-
tains.

The mountains are standing unharmed. The same sky is

over us, blue in the infinite depths. The light has never

ceased. What great spiritual reality is not coming into view,

clearer than ever? Loyalty, devotion, sympathy, heroism,

gleaming out of a multitude of humble lives, faith in justice

and right, more fervent than ever, lift themselves above the

gloom. There is serenity, wisdom, and confidence foretelling

better days. There are happy homes and brave hearts solemn-

ly glad in the grand gift of love. There is light in the eyes of

the children.

Whose heart has grown smaller in the presence of sorrow?

Who desires to run away from his post or have no share in

the burdens that all are set to lift? Who resists the flood of

generous impulse that pours through the world?

The noble memories are with us ever. Saints and heroes,'

prophets and poets, saviours and lovers of men are calling to

us. They have stood as we stand now—unafraid in the face

of the storm.

No clouds are black enough to shut away the shining ideals.

We see what is precious and permanent. We will give our-

selves anew to do justice, to love mercy, to follow truth, to

make good will prevail, to accomplish lasting peace among the

nations. We turn from the chaos of passion and force and
lift up our eyes to the hills of beauty, goodness and power.—Charles F. Dole^

A CALL FROM ACROSS THE SEA.

[A few weeks ago there was handed to one of our subscribers an open

letter written some time since by Chas. P. Trevelyan, the distinguished

author and statesman of Great Britain. It was the hope of the bearer

of this letter that she might succeed in having it appear in many of the

prominent dailies of this country. In this she was disappointed and

any one who reads the letter will not long wonder for an explanation.

It has appeared in a few religious journals and in view of the overtures

for peace inaugurated by Germany since the letter was written, it is not

likely that its pubhcation will be general, but a special interest attaches

to the letter because of the distinguished character of its author and be-

cause it shows something of the efforts that have been put forth for the

past year to discover means by which peace may be brought about,

Chas. P. Trevelyan is a member of the international movement in Eng-

land, which would urge upon our government its duty to mediate through

a conference of neutral nations and to support our President in any effort

for Peace. The open letter is as follows:

—

Editors.]

In the week when Europe was rushing down into war, be-

fore 1 believed that my own country would become involved

in it, I spoke at a dinner of the Mayflower Club in London.
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I said that, if the catastrophe did come to Europe, the May-
flower would become a name of even greater meaning to the
world. For the one hope for the preservation of our western
civilization would be the United States. And now as the
war months lengthen into years I know my prophecy to be
true. The relative strength of America grows as the vitality
of Europe is ebbing away. It is not the loss of money and of
credit. It is not only the waste and desolation of provinces
during the war and the economic catastrophes and political

upheavals which will everywhere follow in its wake. It is not
only the millions of dead and maimed among the young men.
But it is the complete collapse of the old national standards.
Three years ago no Englishmen would have believed that even
the stress of a great war would make it impossible to know
the truth about the failure or success of military or diplomatic
efforts of the government; that news would be officially sup-
pressed and garbled; that newspapers would print just what
Government censors told them and no more. Nor would any-
one here have believed three years ago that nearly two thou-
sand Englishmen* would have been imprisoned for conscientious
refusal of military service, some of them condemned to death,
and only respited at the last moment, and many bullied and
tortured by the military. These things and many others
are the price of a war like this. After the war tyranny and
militarism may possibly be burnt up in the wrath of instinctive

popular reaction in Germany and Great Britain. But in

Germany they will cling with fierce tenacity to their old
strongholds and in Britain to their new found opportunity.
It is in this struggle that the profound effect of America may
be felt with its unbroken tradition of liberty, its existing
democratic success, its faith in peace. If in these things it

remains faithful, it will not only secure its own immense
destiny, but remain a beacon to the old nations in the hour of

their agony and despair.

But there is practical and immediate help which America
can be giving to the world, beyond the ultimate force of its

example. It is that about which I chiefly wish to write.

Americans must by this time be chary of believing the press

of the belligerent countries. But there is nothing about which
less truth is told than about the real feelings of the belligerent

peoples. The newspapers only represent what they would
like them to be and the more imaginative section of the ruling

class still think they are. But that picture bears not the
slightest relation to the truth. Probably the people of Great
Britain are the least weary of the war. We started the richest

of the warring nations. So we are still. Owing to the
prodigious credit there is a fictitious prosperity created by
high wages which prevents the positive want which in Germany
and Austria accentuates the other catastrophes of war. Until

the battle begun on the Somme the idea of the wholesale

slaughter of the British youth had not entered into the ordinary
calculations of Englishmen. But even so, the war weariness
is rapidly becoming universal in Great Britain. It is not that

a movement for peace at any price either has existed or has
begun to exist. Those who like myself and colleagues have
for months been pressing in the House of Commons and out
of it for an early effort at negotiations, have no more desire

than the wildest war-monger that the war should end before

Germany is ready to evacuate France and Belgium and by
acts acknowledge the abandonment of all designs at aggres-

sion or aggrandizement. Meetings such as we hold to discuss

what line a reasonable peace should follow are now attended

by increasing multitudes of attentive people. In the great

industrial centres—Yorkshire, Wales and Glasgow—there is

never any disturbance. There is simply a clearly increasing

desire for the Government to negotiate a peace if it can. And
there is nothing which has given such a stimulus to this feel-

ing as the interview of Lloyd George.

For the first time a responsible British statesman openly

avowed his belief in a prolonged war of attrition. Coming
immediately after the gravity of the British losses on the

* The number now exceeds three thousand.

Somme had begun to give the British public some notion of
what a war of attrition meant to them, many moderate sup-
porters of the war have begun to think seriously whether it

is not time for the Government to formulate its real objective
and see how nearly the Germans are prepared to meet them.

If 1 were asked to briefly define the attitude of the mass of
my countrymen 1 should say, that they are heartily sick of the
war; that they are not aware of the weariness of the Germans
and the willingness of the German Government to negotiate
and that consequently they regard peace as hopeless and
therefore are not yet prepared to advocate it. But if once it

were brought to the consciousness of ordinary Englishmen
that Germany were ready for a reasonable peace, to abjure
her conquests and above all to evacuate and help to com-
pensate Belgium, a rapid and radical change would appear in

popular opinion. At the moment it is clear that the belligerent

Governments will not have mediation. But what I have said

suggests that there is another possible function for neutral
Governments besides trying behind the diplomatic scenes to
bring the proud Governments together. Those governments
all eventually watch and fear public opinion. The art of

forming, deluding, changing and enraging public opinion has
been cultivated during the war by the authorities of every
belligerent country as a principal department of their activity.

The hatreds of the peoples have been cultivated by the exag-
geration of every wrong act and the suppression of every
decent act of the enemy. For in the last resort the continuance
of the war depends on hate. If, however, some voice so loud
that it reverberated across the seas, so important that the
censorship could not exclude it, spoke not to the Governments
but to the Peoples, a change would begin to come. Suppose
that to the British people, for instance, an American President

were to be able to say in quite simple and direct language that

Germany was ready to give up Belgium and France if the
British Government would negotiate. First would come a
roar of indignation from the reactionary British press. The
Government circles would shudder at the lack of diplomatic
reserve. There might be no open response at once. But
from the day of the utterance public opinion would begin to

form on the irrefutable knowledge that a peace could be
obtained satisfactorily on the question which was most vital

to the British people. This indeed asks the American Presi-

dent to risk his possible value as a backstair diplomat. But
American presidents are apt to believe that the common-sense
of common men can make better judgments on vast issues

than even well meaning rulers. They apply that faith in their

own political crises. Perhaps they might help our poor

European world by trusting the soul of our common folk.

It is possible that it might be said in objection to my view

that President Wilson has already tried and failed to obtain

response from European opinion. Six months ago he an-

nounced the willingness of America to abandon the old policy

of isolation and to co-operate in ensuring the peace of the

world, it is true that this great historic utterance was treated

with strange neglect by the belligerent Governments. Its

meaning was distorted by the European press. It seemed to

be seed falling on hard ground. Only those of us who in these

dark days had our eyes on the international picture are fully

grateful yet for that pronouncement which at once gave us

hope. We know that the better desires of our own British

statesmen had presented international co-operation as the

hope of the world at the end of the war. Premier Asquith

and Lord Grey of Falloden had mentioned it. It had been

left to us to preach it incessantly in these war days. No mem-
ber of the Government or of those busy only with the war
ever spoke of it again. But to us all it was a great beacon of

hope that the American Government had officially declared

itself for the creation of an international system and announced

its willingness to co-operate. We regretted that there was no

immediate recognition of this policy by the British Govern-

ment. But they are laboring in heavy waters. And while

half the cabinet is talking about continuing the war by econo-

mic means as soon as the military operations cease, it is hard
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for the more rational half of the Cabinet to talk about the

League to Enforce Peace. But Lloyd George's declaration

in his interview against the mediation of America or any other

neutral nation was so direct a rejection (perhaps unintended)

of the American offer that discussion began. Lloyd George
was forced by myself in the House of Commons to give a tardy

recognition of the value of the President's offer. And a few

days later Lord Grey made a franker and more hearty ac-

knowledgment of the possibilities opening out after the war,

as a result of the new policy.

Great Britain is now aware of the hope offered to the world

by the President's speech and by the acceptance of the policy

by both parties in the Presidential struggle. But our people

do not yet fully see its bearing <" .ne conclusion of the war.

What is it that we seek, ..at does saner opinion seek in

France, Germany and elsewhere? It is security for which
the nations are crying. They fear to sheathe their swords if

they do not see security looming in the near distance. But
what offers security except this very League of the Nations
which European statesmen will only think of as an expedient

to be considered after the war is over. My countrymen do not

yet see—but they will if you are persistent—that your approval

of the League of Peace amounts to American co-operation in

the objects for which they profess to be fighting—a secure

civilization. Sooner or later your espousal of that plan will

affect the course of the war. It will shorten it. They do not

yet see that your plan ought to be the first of the terms of

peace. Is it altogether impossible that, as the war drags on
wearily for the next few months, the newly elected President

should be insisting more and more on the value of the new
American policy until it becomes the plain hope of Salvation

for Europe? It needs to be repeated. For in these days the

essence of a democratic appeal is that it should be incessant

until it is fully understood. If this message is heard in loud

and ever louder tones across the Atlantic it will end by being

the policy of the world. It will take the place of the fury of

war denunciation, of the threats of annihilation and of the

ravings of revenge, of which we are all so weary here.

Charles P. Trevelyan.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS OF JUSTINE DALENCOURT.

[These extracts have been long delayed, partly because of the tardiness

of the mails. They will come to our readers, however, with the same

feeling of freshness with which they greeted us.

—

Editors.]

Our readers may recall that this Friend in Paris has had a
training school for young women as nurses and Bible-readers

combined, since 1872. She is now over seventy years of age,

but continues bravely at her post, aided by English Friends'

money. If any American inclines to help, communicate with
H. P. Morris, Olney, Phila. A country-house, Le Repos,
forty miles north of Paris, generally claims J. Dalencourt each
summer. She writes from Paris, Seventh Month 12, 1916:

"I have read the London Yearly Meeting Epistle in The
Friend and translated it at one of our First-day Meetings.

"We spent a day on the hill at St. Cloud; many said they
had no heart for joj^ul rest, as they had lost some of their

sons, or were so anxious about them, still we were sixty-four

in number.
"1 invited seven ladies, refugees from the north, the family

of a Baptist pastor who has been mobilized, and four ladies

of another nice Christian family to come and live at their

own cost at Le Repos. Everyone seems overworked if not
depressed, only needing to be reminded

'Meanwhile God is leading slowly, surely,

Through the shadows with a hand of love.'

"I could "not undertake to have boarders. But those
beautiful shades in the wood and orchard, those airy rooms,
that strengthening air, when so many hearts and minds need
them. . . ."

Le Repos, Eighth Month 20, 1916.

"
I came here suddenly on hearing that one hundred and

twenty soldiers who were living on the premises, would soon

be leaving and that it was wise to have Le Repos inhabited

by its owners before other soldiers arrive. The troop was
'6Me Chasseurs Alpine.' The commander was courteous,

and when smilingly 1 said I came to ask for hospitality, he
excused himself for having taken so much room—they would
not be left much longer in such a little Paradise; our orchard,

wood and lawn were strewn with men lounging or sleeping,

the officers slept almost the whole day—we two ladies kept

to our little corner.

"An earnest pastor said they were gambling with money.
1 was almost suffocated that such a thing was going on under
the roof of a house so completely the Lord's. On the following

night they gathered again— 1 did not sleep at all, entreating

God to rid me of such people. A Protestant sergeant came
with orders of departure for the troops. 1 told him my
trouble, dwelling on the wickedness of such ways in times of

such dreadful events, owing to the absence of the knowledge
of God in our army—alas, his brother who is at Dunkirk, says

the English officers are no better, war degrades most of them,
inclining to drink.

"All the troops who pass through our country go to Somme;
we hear that some of the ' Chasseurs Alpine,' who left us, have
been killed.

"When those six-score men had gone, we had work indeed.

The two houses, especially the kitchens, were dirt itself,

grease, parings, fragments of china and glass. I had sent

five telegrams for my expected visitors to come at once.

"Meanwhile another troop arrived; 1 said 1 expected com-
pany, so 1 only had six lieutenants in the outside sheds and
three horses. They have been exceedingly quiet and well

behaved; 1 am thankful that 1 have been here, although an-

other cleaning in perspective and another troop, artillery, the

famous 'Gun 75.'

"And now, dear C, thou proposes a time of rest for me and
my companions. Certainly it would be strengthening, if we
could find a place where there would be no work, but when 1

hinted at holiday, my girls said, "Nothing like 'Le Repos,'

we feel lost and empty without you."
"There is service here for the Master and while it is day it

had better be done. My Lord's restorative power is not

exhausted; my age allows me more plainness of speech than

to younger women with some of our tenants.

" Much writing follows me here, fourteen letters in one day
received. I had to get up in the night after three or four

hours' sleep to be ready for a kind sergeant to take my letters

to Marseilles.
"

I have bought portions of Scripture and distributed two
hundred, having eight hundred more. On the eve of our

artillery's departure, a medical doctor came to ask me for a

copy of Genesis, saying, 'That book fascinates me, 1 did not

know of its existence.' When they were at supper, I knocked
at the dining-room door and asked if they would accept New
Testaments as a souvenir of Le Repos. They all stood, ac-

cepted and said they never had one; we covet a copy of

Genesis, it is interesting indeed!
' 'We had a good talk about the genesis of all created things,

of sin, of God's manifested love in the promise of a Redeemer.
After 1 had left, they were heard discussing, one shouting,

'Yes, but before the creation, before, do you hear, before?'

I have never heard them speak of universal brotherhood as

this last fortnight. Hate is shouted, but one hears whispers

of universal sympathy. ...
"Our two dear girls in the last bombardment at Rheims,

which has reduced their hospital to crumbs, have had a narrow
escape indeed. An incendiary shell fell on that very room
and they had to flee in their night-robes—every bit they had
is burnt.

"Others of our former students who married pastors in the

provinces, have had ability given them to preach in their

husbands' absence during the war. Their people urged this

ministration, a new thing in France.

"Should 1 leave now, 1 would get nothing out of our fruit
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and vegetables, whereas we are already making preserves,
hastening before new troops come. Some young trees in our
garden will grow like invalids, crooked and deformed if they
are not pruned, and it seems to me a dishonor to God's beautiful
creation to see a tree distorted.

"To attend to that in the open air will do me physical good
and give me rest of mind. 1 care for the well-being of this

property, Le Repos, not for my profits (1 have none materially,

the reverse), but because I consider it my Master's.

"Thine very lovingly,

"Justine Dalencourt."

JOSHUA L. BAILY.

No Friend of Philadelphia of recent date has received so

much public notice from the city press at the time of his death
as our late friend Joshua L. Baily. This was due to the large

number of public interests into which he had thrown his in-

fluence as well as to the substantial and material support he
had given them.
The Friend cannot allow the opportunity to pass without

paying its tribute to the memory of a man who through so

many years has been identified with the various interests and
concerns of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
He was an infant when the first number of The Friend was

issued in 1827, and 1 have more than once heard him say that
among his earliest recollections were the family readings from
The Friend on First-day evenings.

There may have been a period in his life when The Friend
filled a very inconspicuous place with him, but during the

past twenty years he has been one of its closest readers and
has encouraged the management from time to time by his

messages of approval and has been willing also to express a

word of regret at certain expressions published which he could

not endorse. His criticisms and strictures upon the paper
were always kindly, and were thus helpful and constructive.

He has shown me the manuscript notes he made (but never
published) at the sessions of various Yearly Meetings he has

attended, having made the statement that he was present

at all the different American Yearly Meetings between 1845

and 1855, when the spirit of separation was active. His

notes are full and accurate and almost as complete as a modern
trained stenographer could make them. In this connection I

have recently learned that he also was in the practice when a

young man of writing a review of each session of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, and learning that Joseph Walton, afterward

for many years Clerk to the Meeting, had followed the same
practice, he gained his consent to compare the two. It was
remarkable how closely the two agreed, though the authors

of the notes viewed many of the topics that came before the

Meeting from very different angles.

It was a treat which many Philadelphia Friends of my own
age enjoyed more than once, to sit with Joshua L. Baily for

an hour in his city office, listening to his pleasant reminiscences

of Society concerns. He was generous of his time, as he was
generous of all that he possessed, and he was a poor listener

indeed who did not come from these interviews refreshed and
helped by what he had heard.

No better word applies to Joshua L. Baily's character than to

say that he was a devoutly serious man. 1 have known him
more than once when discussing in private a matter of very

grave import stop and wait as if to know whether he had
liberty to proceed and then as he saw the way clear, he would

say: "
I must step with caution for we are on holy ground."

There were certain books that 1 shall always associate with

this good man. The bookshelves in his office contained many
of them, and whenever he knew where a copy would be ac-

ceptable, it was taken down, wrapped and mailed and the

recipient in many cases remained ignorant of the name of the

giver. I have in mind especially the Journals of William Allen,

William Forster and the Life of Elizabeth Fry. He was an
ardent admirer of Stephen Grellet and was more than once

a guest at Stephen Grellet's home in Burlington. An expres-

sion of his which 1 have heard more than once was this, "Of
all the Friends since the days of the founders, none have come
so near measuring up to them in dedication of life and purpose
as Stephen Grellet."

Joshua L. Baily was remarkably well informed on Quaker
history; it is related of him that while a guest at a large moun-
tain hotel among a company of highly educated people, the
general conversation drifted to the peculiar tenets of the
Friends, and without special preparation or indeed without
warning, he entertained as well as informed the company by
a resume of the history of Friends and their literature, holding
the company attentive listeners for an hour, at the close an
invitation being extended for a second talk.

This is a method of advancing Friendly views not often em-
braced by the present generation, and one if attempted that
would prove a sad failure with most of us.

Joshua L. Baily became one of the "merchant princes" of

Philadelphia. He was in active business seventy-five years,

beginning when several years younger than most boys now
enter college and continuing his connection with business

affairs until his death. He was liberal with his money and
his time, and his sympathies were ever with the unfortunate.

The calls for help were incessant and as varied as the interests

of men could devise. If one were to mention the major
philanthrophies that appealed to him, the list would include,

his generous donations for the uplift of the Negro race; his

work in the temperance cause through a long series of years

when it was anything but popular to espouse it; his life-long

interest in the circulation of the Bible, being President of the

American Bible Society for some years; his active leadership

in prison reform and allied reformative measures; he was
actively associated with the Pennsylvania Prison Society for

sixty-six years, and during the last ten years of his life, he
was its president; and lastly his firm advocacy by his pen, his

voice and his purse of the cause of arbitration.

One might devote long chapters to each of these topics and
Joshua L. Baily's service to them, and then not have exhausted
the field and have left other territory almost as rich in results

untouched.
There is probably not an activity carried on under the

auspices of Friends of Philadelphia but has felt the help this

good man gave it, and the larger work outside the pale of

his Society grew as years passed over him.

Though he passed his last years largely between his beautiful

home at Ardmore, in Montgomery County, and his summer
cottage at Mt. Pocono, he was always a Philadelphian of

Philadelphia. Few plans for the betterment of his beloved

city escaped his notice; when it was suggested two years

ago that William Penn's Prayer for Philadelphia be cast in

bronze and the tablet be placed where the passers-by must
read it—the thought met with his cordial approval and elicited

an expression from him that might itself some day be classic.

It is beautiful to have lived such a life; to have held

God's gifts of wealth and influence and patronage, as talents

from Him to be accounted for; to have mingled with the

great of this world and to have won their respect and admira-

tion, and to have been very close in real fellowship and sym-
pathy with those who were lowly and out of sight, to have

ministered to their comfort and to their best life and never

to have counted the cost or the effort.

D. H. F.

"But Lord, to-morrow!

What of to-morrow, Lord?

Shall there be rest from toil,

Be truce from sorrow?

Be hving green upon the sward,

Now but a barren grave to me,

Be joy for sorrow?"

"Did I not die for thee?

Do I not live for thee?

Leave Me, to-morrow!"

—Christina Rossetti.
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THE PASTURE BARS.

The hunted stag, now nearly spent.

Turns homeward to his lair:

The wounded Bedouin seeks his tent

And finds safe shelter there.

So Kfe returns upon its track

We toil, we fight, we roam.

Till the long shadows point us back,

And evening brings us home.

To-night beside the pasture bars

I heard the whippoorwill.

While, one by one, the early stars

Came out above the hiU.

I heard the tinkle of the spring,

I heard the cattle pass

Slow through the dusk, and lingering

To crop the wayside grass.

weary world of fret and strife,

noisy years and vain,

WTiat have you paid me for my life

Since last along this lane,

A barefoot boy, I drove the cows

In Summer twilights still

And paused beneath the orchard boughs

To list the whippoorwill?

Come, peace of God, that passeth all

Our understanding's sight:

Fall on me with the dews that fall,

And with the falling night.

Among these native hiUs and plains.

By these baptismal streams.

Wash off the city's fever stains,

Bring back my boyhood's dreams.

Beside the doors where life began
Here let it find its close;

And be its brief, remaining span

All given to repose.
—From The Rural New Yorker.

EXTRACT FROM LETTER OF DR. W. W. CADBURY.
Eleventh Month 20, 1916.

"I must tell you of my excursion during the past three
days. It was decided to take a class of our high school boys
on a week-end tramp. There were five teachers and twenty-
four students.

"On Seventh-day morning we started at seven o'clock

—

each boy carrying his own blanket on his back—first by launch
to the railway station, and then by train to Lam Shui. There
is supposed to be a connection here with the river, but we
had to walk about a mile over a winding, narrow pathway,
and then get into small row-boats and wait for the steamer.
We piled into this already overcrowded boat. About one
o'clock we arrived at a place called Loh Yan Hang, where
row-boats were waiting, we were rowed to the bank of the
river and were soon started on our three-mile tramp up to the
Hing Wan Tsz Buddhist monastery, on the slopes of Teng
Oo mountain.
"Our path wound first between rice fields, and then as-

cended by stone steps to a beautiful shady grove of trees of
various species. The trunks of many were festooned with
parasite plants, giving a truly tropical appearance.
"The old monastery stands in a very commanding position,

overlooking the valley. It is the headquarters of three hundred
Buddhist monks, and there are one hundred workmen and
about seventy little boys who act as servants. It is the richest

temple in South China and the most famous.

"Supper was served at five p. m. We ate rice, mushrooms,
bamboo shoots, etc. We asked how many boys wanted to

sleep out-of-doors, ten wanted to do so. the rest were detei-red

by stories of tigers. An open space in the woods was found
beneath some tall trees, kindling was gathered and a fire lit,

our blankets were spread on the dry ground and by eight

o'clock most were sound asleep. A watch was kept and oc-

casionally the steps of some wild animal were heard approach-
ing the fire through the bushes.

"We were up at five, and at six walked down to the mon-
astery. The monks were reciting their prayers before the
image of Buddha when we arrived. We had breakfast at

eight and then all went to visit a beautiful waterfall. Here
in a little rest-house we had our morning service, and 1 spoke
briefly of the worship that is in spirit in contrast to the formali-

ties of Buddhism. This over we started on a tramp up the
mountain, three thousand feet high. The road was steep and
difficult. The view from the top was truly magnificent with
range after range of hills stretching out far below us, and the
west river sweeping through the plain of rice fields at our feet.

We found a much shorter route for the descent, and were back
at the monastery in ample time for the evening repast of rice

and vegetables.

"We had long talks with some of the priests, who were very
friendly. One of the monks repeatedly stated that their

object was to save themselves alone.

"On First-day night we all stayed in the monastery in

damp, dark cells. On Second-day morning we started down
early.

"Such experiences as these are most helpful to show our
students the hollowness of these religions in contrast with
genuine Christianity, and the trip was one to give us a new
bond of attachment and fellowship that it is hard to get in the
class-room."

Wm. Penn Cottage, Canton College.

A PHILADELPHIA WORLD-MAN.
With the above title the Ledger prints the following worthy

tribute to a very good man. We are reproducing it because
we wish to recognize such worth, and also because we can add
to it a little incident of touching, and yet of teaching quality.

—[Eds.]
" Philadelphia has had more citizens of world-wide influence

than many persons know. One of these. Dr. George W. Bailey,

the dominant figure in the Worid's Sunday-school Association,

died yesterday at Battle Creek, Mich. Doctor Bailey was
active in public-spirited movements in his own city and State,

but his life work was a far-visioned service of the young people
of the entire earth.

" In lands the very names of which are seldom seen in

American prints the influence of this splendid Philadelphian

is being felt. An ardent patriot and a veteran of the Civil

War, he yet thought in world terms, and it is chiefly owing to

his initiative that the more than 30,000,000 Sunday-school
workers around the globe are organized in a fellowship that
is making fundamentally for world peace, world brotherhood
and world welfare. His passing is a loss to Philadelphia and
to a wide circle of friends of many colors and tongues. But his

life is a still-speaking challenge to young men to dare to make
their powers count grandly for mankind."

It was a case of an ordinary street car well filled with ordi-

nary people. As our eyes scanned those who occupied the

forward seats Dr. George Bailey was recognized, and his

benignant smile of recognition was as sunshine on a forbidding

day. Directly a man entered the car. He carried a small
child probably of two years. Dress and bearing indicated

that the man was an artisan, but he and the child were both
scrupulously clean and attractive. Dr. Bailey managed to

expand the small vacant space at his side and to show a fatherly

solicitude in having the couple seated. The child had a face

glowing with health and intelligence, but a manner that

showed the effect of loving restraint wisely administered.
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He was supremely happy on his father's knee. As the car
sped on the good doctor manifested by his radiant face and a
well-timed word or two his feeling for the child. He knew
wonderfully well how to do that. Finally by some motion
the child perceived that his new-made friend was about to
leave the car. As Dr. Bailey made the motion to rise the
child seemed to desire to whisper a word in his ear. The
doctor bent forward, the child put his arm around the doctor's
neck and imprinted a kiss on his cheek. As we reached the
door together, somewhat apologetically, lest it might seem
that something in him had prompted this unexpected act.

Dr. Bailey spoke of the confiding nature of childhood and of the
innocent impulse of his new-made friend. We knew—the
carload of people who looked on knew, that a sweet radiancy
in the doctor's face—that mark of "true beauty" which John
Woolman writes of, had drawn the little child. Dr. Bailey
had become "of such."

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.

The following narratives, copied from manuscripts left by
the late Thomas Chester Battey, are undoubtedly true in every
particular. Teachers and students of Barnesville Boarding
School, Ohio, during the winter of 1888-89, no doubt remember
well the quaint, modest, broken man who passed most of the
winter with us there; and how unassumingly he displayed his

wonderful ability to sketch landscapes, animals and men, and
the crude conditions of frontier life, with only common chalk
and a blackboard. Nor can we forget those unpretentious
"talks" he gave us from time to time in explanation of such
drawings. But few if any of us realized at the time, I fancy,

the rare privilege that was ours in hearing directly from his own
lips the thrilling experiences of a frontiersman who had tested

"the revolutionary principle of goodwill" under conditions

most trying, and who had found that principle to be sound and
practical.

The personal character and the patriotic services of T. C.
Battey during the years that he served, "under a sense of

duty," as a teacher among the Indians merit recognition and
publicity beyond that which the exceeding modesty of the

man permitted during his lifetime. It is safe to say that he
was personally instrumental in saving the United States

Government from at least one serious war with the Indians,

with the inevitable depredations and slaughter along the
frontier that accompanied such wars. He exemplified in a
rare degree the power of a fearless trust in God and human-
kind—even in men of the most treacherous and vicious type,

in all his travels and work he went about unarmed; and to

this fact, with the Power that accompanies such a course

when followed from conviction and love, he owed his preserva-

tion on numerous occasions.

Through the courtesy of one of his children, we have the
privilege of sharing with the readers of The Friend this story

of White Wolf, and shall hope to follow it, from time to time,

with other accounts of a similar character.

B. F. Whitson.

The Story of White Wolf.

When Thomas C. Battey went into the Kiowa Camps in

1873, White Wolf was a wild, raiding Comanche chief who
did not discourage his young men from raiding in Texas. He
looked upon T. C. Battey as a spy who would tell Washington
(the Government) of all their evil deeds. Moreover, he had
declared that if he found him on the plains he would kill him.

These facts should be remembered in connection with the

following account:

Leaving the Agency, 1 started alone for Kicking Bird's

camp. 1 found that he had moved farther away and that I

could not reach his camp before nightfall. Seeing another
camp a mile or two out of my course, 1 resolved to throw myself

upon the hospitality of its occupants, whoever they might
be, rather than to spend the night alone on the plains.

Wending my way along without being discovered (following

the course of a ravine, at the head of which this hostile camp

was located), I drove up in front of the camp to the surprise
of those sitting without. Stopping my mules, 1 beckoned to
one of the Indians to come to me. He arose and, hesitatingly,
approached. 1 found I was in the camp of White Wolf, and
the chief himself came forward, enquiring whether 1 had
"revolver, bowie-knife, or other weapon." On being assured
that 1 had not he asked, "What for you have that axe?" 1

told him, "To cut away the limbs of trees in my path."
Presently he said, "The sun will soon go away. Will you

sit down by me and sleep?" 1 replied, " My mules are tired.

1 have come for that purpose." After a little time he queried
again, "Where you sleep to-night?" receiving the same answer
as before. Then he asked, "Where you sleep when in Kiowa
camp?" I replied, "When 1 am at home, 1 sleep where I

please—in my tent or in my ambulance. If you come to see

me I tell you where to sleep." He then asked, " Have you
bed in ambulance?" "Yes." " Blankets plenty?" "Yes."
"Then you sleep in ambulance, but you no go way till you see

me," promising me his protection.

Although by the attempt to induce me to choose my sleep-

ing-place, this wily chief had thought to withdraw from me
his protection, he saw that he had failed. So I retired to my
ambulance and slept without anxiety, feeling that I had his

word that I should not be molested.

In the morning I arose, prepared my mules for travel, and,
seated in my ambulance, awaited the appearance of White
Wolf. Finding me thus ready for leaving, he seemed dis-

pleased and said, "
1 tell you no go way till you see me." I

smiled and said, "Well, 1 did not go. I am here." Then he

asked, "What for you get ready?" 1 rephed, "This white
man's road,—feed mules, hitch up, eat breakfast, then ready
to start." This seemed to satisfy him and breakfast soon
followed.

During the meal, I noticed his squaw dressing up their

little girl in her best attire. Near the end of the meal,White
Wolf enquired, "Can my wife ride with you?" I said, "Yes."
"Canmy little girl ride with you?" "Yes." " Room plenty?"

"Yes, room plenty, they can ride." When ready to start, he

repeated the same inquiry and received the same answers.

So they climbed in, a pony was hitched behind, and we set off.

We had not traveled far before we were challenged by a

Comanche pony herder. The woman motioned to me to

drive on, and, putting her head out of the ambulance, signalled

to the man that all was right. This experience was repeated

a number of times, and I was protected from the herders who
would not, otherwise, have permitted me to pursue my journey.

After we had gone many miles, she told me by signs, "The
Comanches all behind. Kiowa camps in sight." She then

climbed out with her little girl, mounted the pony and rode

away.
Thus had 1 been protected not only through the night, but

had been conveyed beyond danger and assisted on my way
by a hostile Indian who had vowed he would take my life if

opportunity offered. He knew not the Scripture, " Be not

forgetful to entertain strangers," but he had the spirit of it

in his heart and obeyed it—a lesson for civilized man.
The Kiowas were dumb with astonishment when told 1

had spent the night in White Wolf's camp. "Mighty strong

medicine! White Wolf no kill! Medicine too strong!"

THE BIBLE AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The effort to exclude the Bible from our public schools,

which breaks out afresh every once in awhile, has resulted in

certain counter-currents that are likely to prove of great

value. These "counter-currents" are operative now in more
than a score of States. For the moment the so-called North
Dakota plan has the public ear. Vernon P. Squires, of the

University of North Dakota, has the credit of working out

the details of this plan. It involved (i) improving and stand-

ardizing the work of the First-day School and (2) the recogni-

tion on the part of the public school of the work of the First-
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day school, thus standardized as a component part of the all-

round education of the high school student. In four years

over 6oo boys and girls in North Dakota have fallen in line

with the plan and have passed the prescribed examinations

for which they have received a "half credit" in their high

school record. We quote herewith a sample examination

paper, both because it is interesting and because it gives us

a standard to apply to our Friends' schools. We are certainly

unwilling to be out-done in this subject by the public schools.

Biblical Histokt and Liteeatuhe.

[One-half unit credit.]

(Answer any ten questions; each has value of ten per cent. Time, ISO

minutes.)

1. Explain the relation of Palestine to the other lands mentioned in

the Old Testament. Draw an outline map of the whole region.

2. Name ten (10) prominent men of the Old Testament, who Mved

before the time of David, and explain why each is noted.

3. Name ten (10) prominent men of the Old Testament who hved

after the time of David and explain why each is noted.

4. Name ten (10) women mentioned in the Old Testament and ex-

plain why each is noted.

5. Name two (2) books of the Pentateuch, six (6) historical books,

three (3) poetical books, three (3) major prophets and six (6) minor

prophets.

6. Write from memory one of the Psalms.

7. Name ten (10) prominent men of the New Testament and explain

why each is noted.

8. Give an account of five (5) parables spoken by Jesus.

9. Give an account of five (5) wonderful works performed by Jesus.

10. Discuss the work of the Apostle Paul at Athens, Corinth, the Is-

land of Cyprus, Ephesus and PhUippi. When did he visit each place?

To which did he write epistles?

11. Write a memory passage from the New Testament at least 150

words long.

12. Explain the Bibhcal allusion in each of the following quotations:

—

(1) "Marked even as Cain." Tennyson.

(2) "A heart as rough as Esau's hand." Tennyson.

(3) "Gash thyself, priest, and honor thy brute Baal." Tennyson.

(4) "If to be fat is to be hated, then Pharaoh's lean kine are to

be loved." Shakespeare.

(5) "As ragged as Lazarus when the glutton's dogs licked his

sores." Shakespeare.

(6) "There was a firebrand at each fox's taO,

Unleashed in the cornfield." Browning.

(7) "Fair as Ruth in the old Hebrew pastoral." Whittier.

(8) "To Him who gave the tangled ram

To spare the child of Abraham." Whittier.

(9) "He preached to all men everywhere

The gospel of the Golden Rule." Longfellow.

(10) "Samson stark at Dagon's knee

Gropes for columns strong as he." Emerson.

It is announced in the Journal of Education, to which we
are indebted for this matter, that Clarence A. Wood, of Albany,

New York, will soon publish a book in which this whole
movement will be treated. It is certainly a most cheering

thing to have the Book thus restored to its place in the training

of Young America.

—

[Eds.]

A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF PEACE.

The greatest factor in any movement is the child, for the

child grows while the movement is growing, and the original

promoters of the movement die in time, passing on their ideals,

principles, virtue, and enthusiasm to the younger generation.

So it is with the peace movement. Continuance of the

world peace movement must be imbedded, so to speak, in

the child's mind, so that both may grow up together. Of the

many ways to accomplish this, probably the indirect method
is the best. Why shall not the child learn peace through ac-

quaintance, friendship, and interest in the children of other

countries? Where these three qualities exist, understanding

is bred, and perfect understanding between two peoples is the

inveterate foe of hostility. Our children may not visit the

children of other countries, except in rare instances, not even

the children of our sister continent; but there is still another

means of acquaintance. There is the letter. I propose,

therefore, that the letter, which is in itself not only a com-
municator, but also a great educator, should be used as a

distinct educational factor in our schools, teaching spelling,

grammar, and coherent thought, as it must, but also bringing

the children of two continents together, and teaching them,

implicitly, a wider vision of the world they live in, a slight

but basic comprehension of its alien peoples, and the healthy

tolerance that is the foundation of world peace.

Why should not a child in one of our North American schools

communicate through letters with another child in South
America? Not only would this be interesting to the two con-

cerned, but in time a friendship between the correspondents

would unconsciously grow up and a "neighborly feeling" the

effects of which could only be for the best. I do not say that

this contact through letter-writing is the cure-all for peace,

but I do say that it is part of the cement which is vital to the

house of peace and commerce.
In a general manner, then, this international letter-writing

would be worked out as follows:

If individual initiative among the teaching profession of this

country prove not sufficient to inaugurate this peace plan,

let a national bureau be established to obtain the interest of

other countries in this plan. The Argentinean or Chilean

Government would notify this government that it has, let us

say, 500,000 children who wish to correspond with the same
number here. The bureau, or some division of the educational

department, would then notify the different State, county, and
municipal educational educators, who would in turn direct the

children. The corresponding would then begin. The govern-

ments might well allow these letters to pass between the coun-

tries free of charge or, if impracticable, furnish postage. If

the government would not do this, then the cost of stamp
supply, etc., should come out of the educational expense of

each county, .State, or municipal educational appropriation.

The American child would write to the Chilean child in plain

English, while the one in Chile would answer in Spanish.

These letters would be read in the school-room and translated,

with the aid of the Spanish teacher. In Chile, again, they

would be translated from English. One child in the room
would ask for information regarding the climate of a certain

district; another about the school system; another about the

games, pastimes, or manners of the other nation's children.

AH in the same room or class would obtain the same informa-

tion first hand and all would receive the same benefits. The
plan could even be so arranged that of the thirty children

in a room different divisions of them would write of different

stages of our own history, or of facts about our government,

geography, and so on. Before sending them off, the letters

could all be read by the writers to their classmates. Thus all

would learn more about their own country. Not only this,

but they would have obtained practice in research work be-

fore writing, and while writing they would be more careful

with their grammar than otherwise. They would naturally

take a certain pride in their composition.

The advantages of this little plan are manifold. It can
cost little, either in money or effort—less than nothing in

comparison with the benefits to be received, both for the child

and for the two countries in the years to come. Indeed, it is

so reasonable a step toward peace, education, and a true pan-

Americanism that I do not see why we should not try it.^

Carl W. Gross, in Advocate of Peace.

The end of life is not to deny self, nor to be true, nor to

keep the Ten Commandments—it is simply to do God's will.

It is not to get good nor be good, nor even to do good—it is

just what God wills, whether that be working or waiting, or

winning or losing, or suffering or recovering, or living or dying.—Henry Drummond.
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The Little Feathered Rescuer.— It is almost unbeliev-
able that our brilliant, little feathered pet, the canary, should
merit such an important rank among the heroes of the world;
but there is scarcely another living creature which has done
as much to save the lives of men in danger.
The canary is recognized to-day as an indispensable helper

to the rescue worker at great mine disasters; so much so, in

fact, that Uncle Sam possesses about twenty of these birds

which he keeps regularly in his service for this especial work.
They have become the pets of the professional rescuers of the
Bureau of Mines.
Whenever a mine disaster occurs, this bureau rushes its

rescue corps to the aid of the entombed miners, and the little

canary birds go along also. A few of the intrepid rescuers,

with oxygen breathing apparatus attached to their backs to

provide them with fresh air, break their way into the gaseous
and dusty depths to save all of the men who have, perchance,
been only injured.

These men start the fans going to keep the air moving and
then begin to dig out the victims. Only a few men can do
this perilous part of the work; the risk is too great for a number
of men to be allowed to imperil their lives. But others press

as close behind as they possibly can, to be ready to render
first aid to the injured men delivered from within. In the
company of these workers, the canary enters the scene to

play its part.

Just a word to tell why the canary is picked for this heroic

service and to explain what use he, a mere mite, can possibly

be in any stupendous calamity. It has been found that the

canary, of all tiny creatures, is the most sensitive to atmos-
phere. The slightest presence of an asphyxiating gas affects

him. In the fresh air, he is happy and gay, preening his

feathers and singing a gay song; at the least pollution of the

atmosphere he wilts and droops. His very charm acts as a

meter to indicate the purity of the air, and by its strength or

weakness the rescuers are enabled to gauge the distance that

they may safely penetrate in their aid of the imprisoned
miners within.

Before the canary proved its effectiveness as a rescuer many
other small creatures were used for experimentation. The
white mouse was among this band and it was thought for a
time that it would serve the purpose in an ideal manner; but

the white mouse often takes to sulking and it sometimes
sulked in action, which is not the way for a hero to behave at

all, and the rescue men could not tell the difference between
its sulking fits and its true response to asphyxiating gas.

Not so the canary; always chipper and sprightly, it proved
itself the most dependable indicator of the condition of the

atmosphere. So now the little canary's cage is held aloft at

all of the country's great mining disasters; the little bird

within is watched most carefully, for its actions regulate the

position of the rescue crew.

Sometimes, while the men are waiting for the injured ones

to be carried to them, the contaminated air rushes out and
the little feathered hero is overcome. But he is as carefully

attended as the stricken miners themselves. Quickly he is

thrust into another cage which has an oxygen tank attached

to it. Oxygen is pumped into this cage and the bird im-

mediately revives.

One of the rescuers owns a bird that has been asphyxiated

seventeen times, and seventeen times has it been revived!

Now the owner, who treasures it most highly, says that it

must not be taken in dangerous places ever again. Seventeen
heroic experiences, which would indeed suffice for a man, con-

stitute a splendid record for a tiny bird, and the owner thinks

it should be retired from active service.

Not only at disasters are canaries useful. Every day, be-

fore the miners descend the shafts of the coal or metal mines,

the foreman walks through the subterranean passages, oft-

times two or three miles underground, to see that everything

is all right. In his hand he carries a bird cage and his little

pet flits about within. If the little chap makes this trip un-
affected at the end, the miners are allowed to enter also and
begin their work.

Thus, on the safety of one tiny life hangs the safety of many
others, and on the service of a little bird does the great work
of rescue at mining catastrophes depend.

—

Dora Simpkins.

Snakes, the Farmers' Friends.—Among the best although
least-appreciated friends of the farmer are the harmless snakes,

such as the milk-snake, the chicken-snake, the garter-snake,

the bull-snake, the blotched king-snake, the blue-snake, the
black-snake, and some others. All of them are the natural

enemies of rats, mice, weasels and similar animals that infest

farms and village homes, especially where there is poultry or

other small live stock.

In an article in the Scientific American, Dr. Robert W.
Shufeldt of Washington says that it would well repay every
farmer in the country to keep half a dozen harmless vermin-
destroying snakes on every acre of his place. Thousands of

harmless snakes are killed every year by boys, ignorant farm-
hands and misinformed women, although it has been proved
that rats, mice and other rodents cause enormous losses to

cereal crops.

Although most farmers believe that the common chicken-

snake haunts their outbuildings in order to feed on their young
ducks and chickens, the snake does nothing of the kind; but

it does destroy great numbers of young mice and other pests.

Harmless snakes are the easiest animals in the world to

tame, and it is high time that the false ideas about them
should be corrected. More than that, it should be taught

that, like birds, they are among the best animal friends that

the farmer has. If we destroy them, we pave the way for the

destruction of our forests, our staple farm products, and a good
deal else that now and always has been protected by snakes

and birds.

—

Our Dumb Animals.

NEWS ITEMS.

The last issue of The Friend (London) to reach us contains the fol-

lowing:

The total number of men arrested on Twelfth Month 29th was .3249,

of these 160 had been released, and 1172 were employed on work under

the Home Office scheme.

Isaac Shahpless returned to his home on the 21st inst., after an

absence of a few weeks in England, where he had gone in the interests of

Haverford College.

Information has been received within a few days by wireless from

BerUn, that a message has been received there from Daniel OUver and a

German Doctor with whom D. O. is associated, that they are both well

and are carrying forward their work as best they can under the existing

distressing circumstances.

The Representative Meeting, at its session on the 19th, reported

that a bill for the abolishment of capital punishment in Pennsylvania

had been proposed by a sub-committee, the same to be introduced this

week into the two Houses at Harrisburg.

Independently of this effort the Wells Bill, of virtually the same in-

tent and form, has been introduced.

Friends are urged to use what influence they can exert to foster the

enactment of the Wells Bill.

Teachers' Retirement Fund.—On the 22nd inst. the subscriptions

pledged amounted to $78,084, of which $54,721.50 have been paid in and

mostly invested. In addition to a number of lesser size, there have been

received one subscription of $2000 and two of $5000 each, one of the

latter being subject to a life annuity at 4 per cent. Not all who liave

subscribed expect to make their contributions at once, one Friend exjject-

ing to contribute $2000 in four years, and another $600 in tlu-ee years,

while one young Friend and his wife were so interested as to subscribe

$1000 payable within five years. The Committee feels much encouraged

by these results and is making an efiEort to close the campaign by Second
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Month ISth, although subscriptions after that date will, of course, be

welcomed. It will be remembered that the sum needed is 8125,000.

A. G. SCATTEEGOOD.

409 Chestnut Street. Chairman Collecting Committee.

At London Yearly ]\IeetLng held last Spring the suggestion was pre-

sented that ''aU bearing the name of Friends" be invited to join in a

general conference in the interest of securing a lasting and general peace.

The subject was referred to the Meeting for Sufferings, and that body

naturally referred it to a small committee. That committee has now

had time to formulate a definite plan and has issued the following:

After careful consideration, the Committee has decided that the object

of the Conference will best be served if it be held in Great Britain. It is

earnestly desired that the Conference may be thoroughly representative

of the Society of Friends as a whole; but in order to preserve its delibera-

tive character it may be necessary to confine some of the sittings to ap-

pointed representatives, so far as the British Isles are concerned. It is

hoped to arrange for Friends from America and elsewhere to visit various

parts of the country for local conferences similar in aim to the main

Conference.

The purpose of the Conference is thus defined by the Conmiittee

—

To consider and restate the testimony of the Society of Friends re-

garding war and international relations generally; to discuss the bearing

of this testimony upon the existing international position, and upon other

aspects of life, individual and social; and to consider methods for the

preparation of the Society to uphold this testimony, and for the delivery

of the message in all the world.

If this purpose is in any measure to be fulfilled, preUminary investiga-

tion is necessary, and the Committee proposes to form commissions to

deal with the following subjects. American Friends are invited to form

similar commissions. Other Friends residing outside Great Britain are

asked to co-operate.

1. The fundamental grounds and the precise character of the testi-

mony.
2. The implication of the testimony in national life and international

relations.

3. The imphcation of the testimony in individual and social L'fe.

4. Problems of education in relation to the testimony.

5. The hfe of the Society itself in view of the present demand.

6. Methods of propaganda.

The investigations must from their nature be in the hands of compara-

tively few Friends; they form, however, only one side of the preparation

which the Conference demands. For the first time in its history the

Society of Friends throughout the world will meet through its repre-

sentatives for deliberation, and will seek unitedly to know the will of

God at a time of great possibiUty for the life of the Society and the world.

The fruitfukiess of this opportunity depends on the growth among Friends

of a living concern for the Conference. The subjects to be dealt with

require careful study and prayer, and, if the Society is to speak with

effect, the concern must be widely shared by its members.

While the war goes on it is impossible to fix the date of the Conference;

it cannot be earlier than the autumn of 1917. Full advantage should be

taken of the interval for personal preparation of heart and mind, and the

Committee strongly urges that meetings be held in connection with

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings and in Particular Meetings, at which the

purpose and scope of the Conference may be explained. Study groups

should be formed at which some of the important questions to be con-

sidered at the Conference may be carefully studied.

The Committee invites correspondence from Friends in Great Britain,

and wiU particularly welcome agreed statements from groups of Friends

on any of the subjects to be considered by the Conference. It is hoped

that corresponding committees or individual correspondents will be ap-

pointed by other Yearly Meetings and groups of Friends.

Edward Grubb, Chairman.

r Edwahd Backhouse, Hon. Secretary.

succeed Dr. Isaac Sharpless, who will retire at the close of the scholastic

year."

It is reported that tomato growers throughout South Jersey are re-

newing their contracts for next season's crop with the canneries at figures

that will net them 812 a ton for prime stock, an advance of $2 or S8 over

previous years. At the average rate of production and with the increase

of about twenty per cent, in prices, the crop wiU yield the growers from

.82,500,000 to S3,000,000, outstripping white potatoes, wliich have here-

tofore enjoyed the distinction of being the "money crop" in this part of

the State.

Representative Edward W. Wells, of this city, a well-known criminal

lawyer, announced his intention to introduce into the Legislature, which

reconvenes in Harrisburg on the 22nd, a bill to abolish capital punishment

in Pennsylvania.

General.—Vice of all kinds in New York has been greatly reduced

during the past few years, according to the annual report at New York
of the Bureau of Social Hygiene, of which John D. Rockefeller, Jr., is the

head. Probably at no time in the history of the city, the report asserts,

have the conditions in saloons shown such improvement as in recent

months. The so-called "vice ring," which flourished several years ago,

no longer exists, and the owners of vice resorts either have gone into

hiding or have left the city.

Fire insurance companies of the United States and Canada found 1916

a year of heavy losses. The total property destruction by fire exceeded

$214,000,000, and the monthly average was about $4,000,000 greater

than that in 1915.

The raih-oads of the United States consumed 128,200,000 tons of coal

last year, or 24 per cent, of the total production.

Trustees of the South Carolina Medical CoUege have decided to admit

women as students on equal terms with men. Dr. Robert Wilson, Jr.,

Dean of the Facultj', urged this action.

Now is the time to do the most effective work against the fly. New
York housekeepers are being urged by the merchants of the city to help

toward a smnmer of httle sickness by fighting next summer's flies at this

time.

Foreign.—An Englishman, presumably well informed, writes in the

current number of the Atlantic Monthly that thus far 41,000,000 people

have been slain or mutilated—6,000,000 dead, 39,000,000 wounded and

crippled in the war. The most active imagination fails to grasp the

diabolical significance of such a colossal blow to the human race. The
whole United States in the civil war did not have 41,000,000 inhabitants.

Think of a war that should kill or maim every soul in the United States

of the year 1875!

In the year 1916 Mexico exported to this country products aggregating

at least $100,000,000 in value, a sum in excess of the previous high record

of $93,000,000, made m 1906.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—This is from a New York paper: "Dr. William Wistar Com-
fort, Professor of Romance Languages at Cornell University, was chosen

unanimously for President of Haverford College at a recent meeting of

the corporation of the College. He formerly was an instructor in the

College, of which his father was an official for many years. He will

NOTICES.

Meetings from First Month 28th to Second Month 3rd.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, First Month 2

at .10.30 A. M.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, First Month 29, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, First Month 30, at 9.30 A. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, First Month 30, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Abington, Fourth-day, First Month 31, at 10.15 A. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, First Month 31, at 10 A.

Salem, Fourth-day, First Month 31, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fffth-day, Second Month 1, at 10 a. m.

Died.—^At his home in Germantown, Philadelphia, First Month 2,

1917, Francis Stokes, aged eighty-four years; a member of Germantown
Monthly Meeting.

, near West Grove, Pa., First Month 13, 1917, Samuel R. Puset,

in his sixty-seventh year; a member of New Garden Monthly Meeting.

^—, at Mobile, Alabama, on Eleventh Month 5, 1916, Benjamin V.

Stanley, in the seventy-second year of his age; a member of SpringviUe

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

, suddenly. First Month 14, 1917, Mart M. Post, daughter of the

late Henry R. and Elizabeth C. Post, a minister of the Society of Friends,

and a member of Westbury Monthly Meeting, Long Island.
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Sound doctrine, held in the head, and on the tongue, will avail

but little. We must submit to Him, who baptizes with the Holy
Ghost and fire; who gathers the wheat into the garner and burns
up the chaff with unquenchable fire. In this way only shall we
know the possibility of being made free from sin in this life, and
true witnesses of the Lord's saving power, and of the truth of

the doctrines of the everlasting Gospel.—Wm. Evans.

"A PECULIAR PEOPLE."

There are two statements that are often in evidence among
us to-day; one rests on the supposition that Friends have a

"peculiar message" to advance, and the other, that some

"special methods" have to be developed and fostered for

effecting this.

1 believe we do well to reflect upon our "peculiar message"

and our "special methods" to see whether we have any real

foundation for such conceptions.

The Christian who lives in the midst of ungodly men, if he

follow the commands of his Master (and he is false to his name

if he does not), must become peculiar to them, simply because

he lives by a different plan and has a different goal as the

object of his attainment, but he is not called upon to be

peculiar because he belongs to some particular Christian sect.

He will, if he minds the inward intimations to duty, walk

in a narrow path, and he will experience many things pertaining

to the natural man to be put behind him, and in this way he

must become peculiar to his associates.

The Epistles to Timothy and Titus are often spoken of as

the "Pastoral Letters" of the New Testament, they are

largely devoted to helpful caution and advice for the shepherds

of the infant- Christian church, and in one of these Epistles

(Titus ii: 14) the word "peculiar" occurs. Following specific

cautions and exalting the universality of the Grace of God, the

message continues, referring to Christ's sacrifice, "Who gave

himself for us that he might purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good works." "A chosen people zealous of

good works" is the language in certain translations. The

revised version gives it "purify unto himself a people for his

own possession, zealous of good works."

A meaning attaches to the word "peculiar" to-day that

did not when the King James' Version was made; it behooves
us that we be very careful to place no false interpretations

on the words of the sacred record that have been so marvelous-
ly transmitted to our times.

Strictly speaking, we have no peculiar message. We claim

for the Early Friends that they simply tried to call men away
from the lo here's and the lo there's, just as men and women
are doing to-day, though in different ways, away from these

to the inspeaking Voice of the Heavenly Monitor within them.
One at all familiar with George Fox's Journal knows what
his experience was. Other journals of the seventeenth century

Friends are almost as rich as his in this special line of testi-

mony.

It is an interesting task to trace the gradual unfolding of

Christian truths, revealed to these men as they waited and
wrestled for them, truths as old as the Christian era, but new
and strange in a great degree to the age in which they lived.

Our message should not be different from theirs. We call

ours "The Quaker Message," and we revert to it very often

in our writings and encourage one another to keep so close

to it that the Truth will mark us as its own, and others will

See in us not merely what the world calls peculiarities, but in-

stead a measure of that which was in the mind of Paul when
he wrote to Titus.

This must be found in all true "followers," be they labelled

by whatever names among men; the outward ways of attain-

ing it seem to be diverse; that which is inherent in our con-

stitution as a professing Christian church needs our constant,

fostering care, and while we may be called upon to testify

against this and against that, let us not undervalue the strong

direct testimony /or the Truth.

The men of all ages and of all types who have been the

great spiritual leaders of the race, have been those to whom the

practice of silent, regular and frequent devotion has become a

confirmed habit, built into their lives and made a real part of

themselves.

An Eastern proverb says, "A man of many friends has no

friend at all." To cultivate real friendship we are not over-

hasty in our effort; we are much in company with our friend;

we respect his wishes, and we strive to show him our real self

and not some counterfeit which we assume for the special

occasion.

So if we are honestly striving to be the true friends of our

Heavenly Father we must be willing to make a sacrifice that

costs us something in order to gain so great a treasure. To
my mind this is one of the greatest assets of a Friends' meet-

ing. Doctrinal preaching and exhortation, vocal prayer for

guidance and in giving of thanks, if called for by the Master

of Assemblies will not return to Him void, but the rich out-

flow of communion when many hearts are bowed together in

worship, must result in the fostering of a friendship with which

all earthly friendships are as a shadow that passes away.

So,may it not seem that our "peculiar message" and our
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"special methods" are those that appealed to our forefathers

as the universal truth? The simplicity of the Friendly plan

of worship, its freedom from ritual and its spirit of democracy

have gained for it an entrance among non-Christian people,

where more elaborate systems have failed to gain anything

but a surface footing. This practice of worship and what

belongs with it and grows out of it lead into a purity and

simplicity of life that men recognize, and it will make of those

who truly follow it " a people for His own possession, zealous

of good works."

__^-..«^.^^_ ^- "• ^

MEETING WITH THE SEED.

"Some may desire to know what I have at last met with;

1 answer, / have met with the Seed. Understand that word,

and thou wilt be satisfied, and inquire no further. 1 have
met with my God, I have met with my Saviour; and He hath

not been present with me without His salvation, but 1 have
felt the healings drop upon my soul from under His wings; I

have met with the true knowledge, the knowledge of life, the

living knowledge, the knowledge which is life, and this hath

had the true virtue in it, which my soul hath rejoiced in, in

the presence of the Lord. I have met with the true spirit

of prayer and supplication, wherein the Lord is prevailed

with, and which draws from Him whatever the condition needs,

the soul always looking up to Him in the will, and in the time

and the way which is acceptable to Him. What shall I say?

I have met with the true peace, the true righteousness, the true

holiness, the true rest of the soul, the everlasting habitation,

which the redeemed dwell in. And I know all these to be

true, in Him that is true, and am capable of no doubt, dispute,

or reasoning in my mind about them, it abiding there where it

hath received the full assurance and satisfaction. And also

I know very well and distinctly in spirit, where the doubts

and disputes are, and where the certainty and full assurance

are, and in the tender memory of the Lord am preserved out
of the one, and in the other."

—

Isaac Penington.

QUAKERISM AND THE PRESENT CRISIS*.

While the subject which I have chosen for this paper is a
comprehensive one, it is not my purpose to discuss it in all its

bearings, but to deal with one aspect of it only—that which
has to do with the spiritual life.

In these dark days through which we are passing it has

seemed to many not only that the church has proved itself

unable to hold men to itself, or to supply what will enable

them to face the facts of experience, but that Christianity

itself has been weighed in the balance and found wanting.

We face the sad and disheartening spectacle of a nominally
Christian wodd at war with itself, a world in which the fiercest

passions and hatreds have been let loose, and in which all the

powers of man's ingenuity and all the forces of organized

eflfort have been set at work to compass the destruction of

human beings, " the brothers for whom Christ died." We do
not close our eyes to the fact that through this terrible ex-

perience there have been called into play heroic virtues also;

that thousands, if not millions of men have gone into this

conflict with no savage lust to slay, but in a spirit of loyal

devotion and self-sacrifice; but with the fullest recognition

of this fact and of the splendid illustrations of courage, de-

votion and self-forgetfulness which war may call out, we see

even more strikingly the waste, the destruction, the incal-

culable suffering, the unchaining of men's baser passions; and
over against these things we see an organized church which
seems to find itself impotent, which has to a very large extent

laid aside the Sermon on the Mount and takes the texts for

its sermons rather from the darker pages of the Old Testa-

*Specially written for and read before the Friends' Conference held

at Pasadena on the fifth, sixth and seventh of First Month, 1917.

ment—a church which can no longer preach the teachings of

Christ, or bid men live in His Spirit, though through its offices

and sacraments it still bids men to commune with Him.

We, who in God's providence, and through the fact that

our country is not directly involved in the war, have been in

large measure exempt from its horrors, who have not seen

our sons and brothers go forth, not by thousands, but literally

by millions, nevermore to return, or to return maimed or

blinded—wrecked fragments of manhood—we, I say, should

not take it upon ourselves to judge those who are exposed
to the full stress of this terrible and unparalleled situation.

It is not for us to stand aloof and say that the Christian

church in the warring nations has proved false to its Lord.

We should not content ourselves with maintaining on the

one hand that Germany is wholly absorbed in a passion for

worid-dominion, or, on the other hand, that England, the home
of civil and religious liberty, is giving these up in furtherance

of a war which she defends by declaring that it was under-
taken in their defense. It is our duty rather to seek with the

fullest measure of sympathy and helpfulness to share in the
experiences and sufferings of our brethren of whatever nation-

ality, and to become, if God so wills, a means of helping them,
not in material things alone, by ministering to their sufferings

and in seeking to repair the havoc wrought by war, but also

—

and upon this I would insist—by aiding them to regain their

faith in God and their faith in man, and to lead them to see

even through the clouds of their sore affliction "the sweet,

sad face of Christ."

But it is not only of the warring nations and of the problems
confronting the churches in those lands that we think at this

time. Here among ourselves the effects of the wodd war on
the religious lives of men are only too clearly to be seen. It

is not merely that some among us seem to have their minds
fixed solely upon gain, and to be able to forget the awful suffer-

ings through which millions of their human brethren are pass-

ing. This of itself tends to stifle or to kill a genuinely religious

life; but besides these there are many who for one cause or

another, without perhaps expressing themselves as convinced
that Christianity is a failure, have become apathetic in religious

matters, and have seemingly lost all faith in the reality of

religious experience.

Now this is a situation which the church of Christ in all its

branches must seek to meet, and the thought which has long
been upon my mind is this: How can we Friends meet this

situation? What is our special duty in this crisis? What
message have we to give to those who are thus drifting, or

feeling themselves torn away from a strong and vital religious

faith?

In the first place we must realize that the world of to-day is

in no mood to accept shams or symbols as a substitute for

reality. It demands reality itself, and demands it with no
uncertain voice. Those, therefore, who would speak to the
world's need must bring it a message that is vital, one that

deals not with symbols but with truth. The message, again,

must come from the heart of those who give it, not as some-
thing to which they have yielded a merely intellectual assent,

but as something which they have themselves put to the test,

and found to be true indeed. Only so can the message be
delivered with power; only so will it find lodgment in the
hearts of others. To say, "O taste and see that the Lord is

good," is idle, unless the one who utters these words has found
them true in his own experience. But we must go further.

The truth of the message that is to meet the need of the wodd
must be attested by the lives of those who give it. If the

faith whereof we speak, and of the truth of which we declare

our own experience makes us certain, have not had the power to

transform our own lives, if we do not ourselves live in the power
of the spirit of the Master of whom we speak, the wodd will

turn a deaf ear to our words, and will see in our message but
a sham, a formula behind which lies no real power, no truth.

For the world is sick of cant. It has no ear for merely con-

ventional phrases, and it is only too often inclined to discount
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the words of a professional miriKter; but it is quick to mark
the fact of a transformed life. There is an enduring truth in

Whittier's familiar words:

"From scheme and creed the hght goes out,

The saintly fact survives;

The blessed Master none can doubt

Revealed in holy hves."

Such are some of the fundamental characteristics which a
religious message that is to reach the world of to-day must
possess, if it is to bring men back to a living faith, or if it is

to win a hearing with them at all.

Now where in this is a special place for a formulation of

Quakerism? What ground is there for the hope that we can
in any special sense bring to men a message that will have
power to quicken them and revive in them true religion? It

seems to me that there is such a place, and abundant ground
for such a hope. Let us formulate some phases of the Chris-

tian message, as called for by the needs of to-day, and then
see if true Quakerism is not peculiarly well adapted to set it

forth. This formulation will be very incomplete; it will omit
or take for granted many things that may seem of prime im-
portance, and will limit itself to truths, or aspects of truth,

which the unique circumstances which now surround us,

suggest to me.
First, the world needs a realization of the fact that suffering,

even though it be suffering on the colossal scale offered by this

cruel war, does not prove God a lie. This we Christians hold,

and hold most strongly, deep and impenetrable as some, or

all, of us must at times feel the mystery of such suffering to be.

But the mere assertion of this belief is not enough to convince

the world that the statement is true. Here in a peculiar sense

it is necessary that one's faith should have been tested and
proved in one's own experience, if one's message is to be heeded

by a suffering world. Have we taken over this belief on the

testimony of others, at second-hand, or is it something the

truth of which we ourselves know?
To know that God is, and that God is Love, and to find

this knowledge unshaken even in the face of the sum total

of human suffering, is possible only for those who have entered

into some comprehension of the deeper meaning of suffering.

Neither those who seek to brush it aside as unreal nor those who
shut their eyes to it, can ever apprehend its meaning, or

speak to the needs of a suffering world. Only those who have

frankly faced the fact of the existence of almost incalculable

suffering among men, who have met and shared the burden

of the world's woe, can know the truth of the Divine Good-
ness in a way which the facts of real or potential experience

are powerless to shake or undermine. For these see that

suffering is not necessarily or wholly evil, but that it may be

so glorified as to become one of life's highest experiences; that

sometimes it is through suffering alone that humanity's high-

est qualities become capable of realization; that life would be

a poor and barren thing were the capacity for suffering taken

from it. Nay, more: these souls have found vicarious suffer-

ing so divine a thing that they have been led to see the truest

interpretation of the sacrifice of Christ in the fact that it

was only through suffering that the Divine Love could itself

become redemptive. It is therefore imperatively necessary

that those who would meet the fact of suffering as it must be

met in this crisis of human experience, should have themselves

apprehended the meaning of the cross, not as an article of a

creed or as a mystical formula, but as the revelation of a Divine

reality—of a law of the spiritual world. They must have

entered into the meaning of Paul's yearning to know " the

power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings;"

they must see the infinitely deep significance of our Lord's

own words, "As thou hast sent me into the world, even so

have 1 also sent them into the world."

Suffering does vot prove God a lie. But, more than this.

It is in a human life, a life of suffering even unto death, that

the supreme revelation of God has been given to the world.

This is not the place, nor may 1 now take the time, to enlarge

upon this thought. But surely, without a deep comprehen-

sion of the mystery of the Incarnation, a reaiizaticjn of the
full import of the fact that God cares to reveal Himself, and
that there is in man that which can respond to His revelation
we shall make but little headway in interpreting "Jesus Christ,
and Him crucified."

The above is in no sense meant as a complete formulation
of the fathomless Christian message. It is a statement of
certain elements only which seem to me to be especiallv called
for in the present religious crisis, and in stating them I have
purposely avoided what might be considered as merely cant
phrases or the Shibboleth of creeds.

Now is it not plain that for the emphasizing of these truths

—

truths verifiable in the laboratory of human experience—we
Friends are especially happily placed?

We claim no monopoly of Christian truth, but we may with
justice claim that in a higher degree than other denominations
we hold this truth in its simplicity, unveiled by forms and
symbols. We lay stress upon the inward spiritual experience,

not upon outward ceremonial. We find the mainspring of all

religious exercise in the direct, immediate breathing of the

Divine Spirit upon the human soul, and we offer no substi-

tutes for such an experience. Worship is in our view not the

participation in an elaborate ritual, which may be a purely

external act, not the listening to the words of one who is by
profession a preacher, but the gathering together of men and
women for the common purpose of direct, personal communion
with God. It is to Him that we look for the ordering of our
service; it is from Him that the message given us is to come;
or it may be that without spoken word sweet breathings of

His Spirit move over our hearts with healing, strengthening,

hallowing influence. One is our Master, even Christ, and all

we are brethren, knowing no distinction of clergy and laity,

only a priesthood of believers.

Again, discipleship consists for us not in the subscription to

man-made creeds, or in participation in this or that ceremonial.

It is the entering into the new life, the "putting on" of Christ,

and the living in His spirit. This means not so much the

seeking of one's own salvation as the endeavor to save others,

the going about doing good, and the finding of life's highest

joy not in being ministered unto, but in ministering.

Surely, if we are true to these fundamental things in Quaker-

ism, if we suffer nothing to serve as a substitute in their place,

we have a unique opportunity in seeking to minister to the

spiritual needs of a world that is sick of reliance upon cere-

monial or upon symbols, and that craves a channel of religious

experience and of religious expression which can be to it real

and satisfying. This we Friends have; let us not prove false

to our own spiritual inheritance.

Augustus T. Murray.

IF NEITHER EDUCATION NOR RELAXATION—WHAT?

In the general agitation, continually surging around the

question of the benefits and dangers of moving pictures,

especially for children, it is interesting to note what Professor

G. T. W. Patrick says on the subject in his recently published

book, "The Psychology of Relaxation":—

"In no sense can moving pictures be included in forms of

relaxation for children. On the contrary, their effect is to

speed up a mental life already under too much stimulation.

The concentration of attention demanded by the plot interest

and by the rapidity of the changing scenes is an effect quite the

opposite of that which recreation and relaxation seek to attain.

"We hear about the educational value of the moving pic-

tures. Surely, if this is education, it is of an antiquated kind.

Every educator now knows that an education in which the

child is passive and quiescent is of little value. The child must

respond, he must react to his impressions. Flashing before his

eyes a lot of scenes is not education, even when the scenes

themselves are of a harmless character."—fro;H the Journal oj

Education.
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AN IMMORTAL SIGN.

Low bending o'er a dear one's wasted form,

From stress of soul a prayer goes forth to Him
Who for a moment, hidden seems in cloud

—

"Oh God, at this last hour let only love—
The treasured love of all the years.

Fill out two hearts and closely bind as one!"

E'en as the echo died, a hght crept in

And touched the features, as a painter's brush

Gives latest meaning to a pictured face.

Upon the noble brow a glory sat,

And in the rapture of a radiant smile

Was RTOught the conquering love of all the years.

Then breathed a message to the waiting soul

—

"It is thy sign; and when in other world

Thine eye shall range along the gathered throng

Thou shalt behold that smile t ransferred from earth,

And glorified to lead thee to thine own."—Mart R. Baldwin, in the Springfield Republican.

West Haven, Ct.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(Continued from page 367.)

White Wolf Converted.
Some two years after this, during which time the Kiowas

and Comanches had given up their raiding and had begun to
give some attention to agriculture and cattle raising, a fine

school was established at the Agency and some were adopting
the truths of Christianity. Among these was White Wolf.
Frequently some of the Agency people went out to their
camps to hold services with them. At one time the Agent,
his wife and myself attended a meeting at White Wolf's camp,
which proved to be a remarkably interesting and memorable
occasion. The Indians had been closely reasoned with of
"Righteousness, Temperance and Judgment to Come." I

ventured to make a few remarks, in which I alluded to my
visit to White Wolf's camp, and the kindness I had received,
and of the interest 1 had henceforth taken in him and his people.
It was observed White Wolf was much agitated, trembling
and manifesting deep feeling. At length he arose and in much
brokenness said,

—
" My friends, you have been talking to me

and my people. If it is not improper I would like to talk
to you." He was encouraged to proceed. "My people will

be surprised to hear my talk. None of them ever heard such
words from my mouth, not even my wife, as I am going to
speak now. I do not know what you will think of me. You
may think me very weak

—

maybe a woman. You see the
springs of my heart are all broken up. You all know I have
been a great raider, not only in my early life, but I encouraged
my young men in raiding after all the Kiowa and Comanche
chiefs had given it up. After the time 'Thomissy' came to my
camp I feel very bad. I knew not what made me feel so miser-
able. I never felt so before. I think it all bad to raid. I

look—my hands all red (with blood), 1 no wash it ofiF, it still

stay. My whole life bad— 1 think. I stop my young men
gomg mto Texas. I tell them raid no more. Then I feel

better for some time. By and by I feel bad again. I say
what the matter now, my young men no raid now. I look
at my hands, all dark (old blood on them shed by himself).
My heart dark like my hands. 1 no raid now. No fresh
blood on my hands, but all the old dark blood there yet. It

no come off. 1 feel miserable. Something tell me—Ask
Great Spirit to take it off. I ask him—make all my bad life

as though it had not been. I know those I kill no live again,
but somehow the old black stain all came off, and I feel better
again for long time. Then after some time 1 think of my boy

;

1 want him travel good road, no travel the road I traveled.
1 could not lead him in road I did not know myself. I ask
Great Spirit

—
'Show me good road for my boy.' Something

tell me^'Send him to Agency school and he learn good road.'
1 send him. You know he there. You not know why I send
him. Now to-day you come here. I know you come here
because you love me and my people and want us to travel in
the good way.

"When Thomissy came to my lodge I was afraid, although
1 knew before I ask him, he had no weapon. Still I afraid.

1 got to wondering why 1 afraid when 1 had revolver, bowie
knife, and other weapons. Thomissy come to me, he have
no weapons, yet he not afraid. Why was it? I see why it

was. Thomissy good; he hurt nobody; he kill nobody; so

he no afraid. I bad. 1 kill people. Then 1 afraid people
kill me, that why 1 afraid. 1 say

—
' 1 no kill people anymore,

then 1 will no be afraid, like Thomissy." Tears were coursing
down his face while he spoke. Much Christian love was felt

by all present as he made this talk to us.

Here was a Christian experience by one who knew not Christ;

an exercise of faith by one who knew not what faith is.

(To be continued.)

"AMUSEMENTS."
Many Friends have been much stirred over the celebration

in some of our schools of the Shakespeare Tercentenary. Like
all others it is a question having two sides, and my plea
is that we may have a free and earnest expression in order
that each side may grasp the view-point of the other.

For the past few years the problem of allowing the produc-
tion of plays in our Friends' Schools and colleges has been a
steadily increasing concern among those in charge, and now
it seems to have come to the point of decision for some of
the schools.

The question is a vital one from the standpoint of the par-
ents of younger children, for on these very children depends
the future of the Society of Friends.

That the attendance at the theatre, to which these plays
may lead, is becoming an almost general practice among
younger Friends is a fact that must be acknowledged, and
the resulting condition is one which we must face with an
open mind, broad vision and prayerful consideration.

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new," and we
cannot help seeing that the Society is in a transitional period
of thought and customs. Our children are breathing the
atmosphere of the present day freedom, and we can no longer
be a "peculiar people," set apart from our fellows.

Shall our aim be to countenance the best that is given in

the line of so-called "harmful diversions," at the same time
striving with all the strength of the faith that is in us to fill

our children's minds with the inspiration of the highest ideals

of a spiritual Quakerism, or shall we close our eyes to the
tendency of the times and lose the interest of our young
people?

Which course will be the right one to pursue in order that
we may become a people of strength and high purpose and a
Society to which other denominations may look to see the
outward shining of the Inward Light?
Has not the time come for an individual heart-searching

for the solving of this problem and of some concerted action
which might be of help and guidance to those who are striv-

ing to see the right path?
Anna Shinn Maier.

Bryn Mawe, Pa.

REVIEW OF "ACROSS THE DEAD LINE OF
AMUSEMENTS."*

GRACE W. BLAIR.

The paper now submitted deserves this e.xplanation. Friends at

Media, Pa., held an evening session some months ago for the discussion

of the topic—"The Right Place of Amusements."
Much helpful counsel was offered and the meeting was felt to have

been a profitable one. A young mother present alluded to her own
childhood days, calling attention to the loving care of a mother of a
large family of children, who was never too busy nor too tired at the

close of the day to enter into the life of the group about her.

The question was raised whether in these modern times, opportunities

for home amusement and relaxation were not neglected, because the

*Read at a Conference at Media, Pa., Fifth Month.
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public offered so much, and this means of parents and children being

drawn closer together in innocent pastimes being neglected, the best

safeguard against the attractions of "commercial amusements" was lost

to the rising generation.

We have little right to find fault with the present, until we have used

all the means oiu^ parents employed to meet the dangers that were com-
mon to them and to us alike.

—

[Eds.]

From this dedication, "To my parents, the devoted mother
still with me, and the sainted father, whose loyalty and love

for Christ kept their children in the path that seemed to

many 'straight and narrow,' but which proved to be the
'path of the righteous that shineth more and more unto the
perfect day,'"—from these first lines to those at the close,
" But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ," this little book is a

strong plea for "whatsoever things are pure," that we may
be of those who have "clean hands and a pure heart," that

we may " receive the blessing of the Lord, and righteousness

from the God of (our) salvation."

Dr. Stough, when a young man, could not understand why
his parents and many other Christian people should object

so strongly to the amusements which the young people en-

joyed, and which to him seemed harmless. He believes now,
he says, that "it was an inward conviction which God gives

to those who walk closely with Him. 1 have been glad," he
continues, "ten thousand times that they were firm and un-
wavering." Because Dr. Stough, when he was young, did

not see the harm in these amusements, he decided that he
would never talk to young people on the subject of amusements
until he could give them "fair and adequate reasons for (his)

opposition."

This little book is, then, composed of three lectures which
Dr. Stough has given on "The Tragedy of the Theatre,"

"The Curse of Cards," "The Dance of Death."
In the first lecture. Dr. Stough tells us there is a difference

to be made between the theatre "as an organized business

and drama as literature. That the study of worthy drama
is invaluable for education and culture goes without saying."

The theatre, in the beginning, was intended to assist the

drama in its work of education and culture, but it was soon

turned into a commercial business, because so much money
could be made from it. Dr. Brand of Oberlin said, "The ideal

theatre is an ideal idea. It has never existed." The writers

of moral truths in ancient times were opposed to the theatre.

For a long time women did not act on the stage, and when
they first appeared it was considered "shocking and mon-
strous." Under the classification, " The Church and the Thea-
tre," Dr. W. P. Breed is quoted as follows, "There was a

theatre in Jerusalem in the days of Jesus. Think you He ever

attended it? Did the early disciples? So far from it that nei-

ther Jesus nor the apostles ever thought of forbidding their

attendance upon stage plays."

Next we come to the Indictment which is separated into

two groups: 1. The theatre's effect upon the audience. II.

The theatre's effect upon the profession. Under the first

are given many reasons for Dr. Stough's opposition. First

of these is the gloss that many plays put upon sin. He quotes

Hannah More (a writer for the theatre and a patron of it),

as follows, "The fruits of the stage perhaps exhibit as pointed

a contrast as the human imagination can conceive. Jealousy,

ambition, pride, revenge, are too often elevated into the rank

of splendid virtues, and form a dazzling system of worldly

morality, in direct contradiction to the spirit of that religion

whose characteristics are charity, meekness, peaceableness,

long-suffering, gentleness and forgiveness." To further il-

lustrate his point. Dr. Stough gives from a magazine article

the following, "In life there are two kinds of morals, yours

and mine. In the drama there is a third kind, which has no

relation to life whatever. We check our own moral code in

the cloak-room before the play begins." He goes on to say

that "the disastrous effect of such a 'checking of morals

in the cloak-room,' is that when people leave such plays they,

alas! too often leave their own code of morals permanently

checked, and take home those that the theatre furnished."

The second objection is, "The Theatre's Positive Teach-
ing of Crime," such as giving minute descriptions of how to
commit robbery, murders and other crimes. As one of the
illustrations on this point. Dr. Stough quotes a Director of
Prisons in Paris, who said, "Whenever a noted play of a
vicious character is put on the boards, 1 have soon found it

out by the number of young fellows who come into my cus-
tody."

(To bo continued.)

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS.
Philadelphia, Twelfth Month 27, 1916.

The enclosed, from a letter to me, received from a dear friend in Eng-
land, apparently was written with no idea of its pubhcation; therefore,

I do not give her name, but thinking this extract may be of interest to

some readers of The Friend, I have copied it.

Thy friend,

A. H.

Near Rugby [England], Twelfth Month 4, 1916.

"My Dear Friend:—
"

. . The county prison for Warwickshire, at the small,

quaint country town, Warwick, was a few months ago closed,

on account of there being so few criminals that it was not worth
while to run so large an establishment. It has, however,
lately been reopened, as a sort of place oi detention for 'con-
scientious objectors' who have served their sentences, or
perhaps in some cases, parts of sentences. We are slightly

acquainted with the person who is in the position of governor,

and he very kindly makes us very welcome to visit the large

family of upwards of three hundred under his care, and in-

teresting it is indeed—perhaps to us in a peculiar degree, as

we have, from time to time [formerly] felt keenly about various

ones who have fallen into temptation, and been carried away
to be incarcerated within the massive walls of that solid, grey
structure, in some cases to come out no more.
"What a change! Instead of it being occupied by the worst

of the population, the choicest of the youths and young men,
some of whom have gone through much hardness in military

camps, and also in prisons, where they were often treated as

criminals. It is good indeed to hear them speak of the sweet

communion and heavenly consolations, and the nearness of

the Holy Spirit, which they were permitted to experience in

an especial manner, during the period of solitary imprison-

m.ent, seated on their stools, at their allotted tasks of hard

labor, in their prison cells.

"The treatment seems to have varied a good deal in different

prisons. In some, the young men have been handcuffed for

longer or shorter periods; and so far as 1 have heard, they are

not allowed to write or to receive a letter or a visit for a month.

Then at the end of the month they may write one letter, which

is of course censored, and receive one letter, also censored,

and receive one visit of twenty minutes in the presence of a

warder; but the anxious mother—or whosoever the visitor

may be—is only seen through two squares of fine mesh wire

netting, with a corridor between the two. The solitary con-

finement is so rigorous, opportunities of a single word with a

fellow sufferer are zealously guarded against, on pain of three

days on bread and water. They do have a sight of some of

their fellow-prisoners during the forty-five minutes exercise

around circular pavements in the grounds of the prison

—

which seems to be the only break. Some of those who have

served long sentences have felt it very trying to nature to be

thus cut off from their fellow-beings (except the officers of the

prison and a weekly visit from the prison chaplain, mostly

quite unsympathetic); so much so, that they believe, had it

not been for Divine support, their reason must have given way.

"There are, I believe, between seven hundred and eight

hundred at Wormwood Scrubbs alone; but I believe a pro-

portion there, also at Wanvick and various other such in-

stitutions, are not "Conscientious Objectors" in our sense,

their objections being more from a political or socialistic stand-

point. These make it much harder for the truly Christian
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objector, and their lives and their demeanor do not bring honor
to the cause—thus causing prejudice in the minds of many.
Good it is truly, and gladdening to one's heart, to hear some
of the true >-oke-bearers rejoicing in being thus counted worthy
to suffer and to bear the cross of Christ, if so be they may also

obtain the crown. One, a fully qualified physician, who was
arrested while working at a good practice, remarked to us,

'One can feel that whatever comes to us in Divine providence

is good.'

"Now, dear friend, 1 wonder if my having written so much on
a subject which 1 believe will be of interest to thee may pre-

vent this letter from reaching thee; therefore I intend to send
a postcard, as a duplicate intimation of the safe arrival of

thy letter and parcel.

"We have from time to time wondered to what extent passing

events in this country at this trying time are mentioned in

The Friend (Philadelphia)."

GERMANY AND PACIFISTS.

Before the war broke out it was generally believed that

Germany contained no inconsiderable Peace party. In the
smoke of battle and under the ban of a strict censorship, it

were easy to believe that this sentiment and this party had
been obliterated. We are much indebted to Gilbert Hirsch
in the New York Evening Post (magazine section) for a de-

tailed article showing how this good ferment has been working
even during the war. We make no apology for reprinting

liberal quotations from Hirsch's article.

—

[Eds.]

And the pacifist and humanitarian movement in Germany,
which was growing steadily up to the outbreak of the war,

did not stop short when the war broke out. Within the next
couple of months, in spite of the war spirit which was sweep-
ing over the land, the German Peace Society received over a
hundred new members. Its president, August Richter, died
within a fortnight of the beginning of the war. But the legacy

which he left to the Society enabled it to push its activities

more vigorously than ever. Its local chapters at Berlin,

Munich, Frankfort, Stuttgart, Cassel, Konigsberg and Ulm
became very active. The Frankfort branch led the way in

doing relief work among prisoners of war and other "alien

enemies" in Germany. The JVIunich branch held three times
as many large open meetings as in peace times, meetings in

which the talk was frank, and in which Germany was held

strictly to account for its share in bringing on the great

catastrophe.

"All those Germans who for years past have been talking

and writing in a jingoistic way," declared one of its leaders,

Professor Foerster, "might just as well realize that they are

as guilty of bringing on this war as the envy of all other low
motives of foreign countries. Much has been said in recent

years about the 'isolating' of Germany (by the diplomats of

the Entente). Her worst and most dangerous isolation comes
not from without, but from the depth of our own popular
notion that we, as Teutons, are in ourselves the source, es-

sence, and aim of all culture."

Professor Foerster also initiated a vigorous and fearless

campaign against sowing the seeds of hatred in the minds of

young Germany.

Monthly discussions of the Berlin Branch of the Peace
Society, held in the Vienna Cafe on the Potsdamer Strasse,

sometimes gave rise to even more daring utterances. The
extreme Tolstoian view found many adherents among the
clergymen of various denominations who are among its leading
members. The suggestion that when the German troops
first came in sight of the enemy they should have thrown
down their arms and refused to fight—although clearly treason-
able—went unrebuked. Another member proposed the forma-
tion, after the war, of a new club

—"The Society of the De-
posed Sovereigns of Europe." Nor did he suffer the fate of

Wilfred Gribble, the Canadian Socialist, who was clapped into

jail for declaring that King George is a puppet.

One of the most zealous workers for peace has been the
blind pastor of Stuttgart, O. Umfrid. Under his leadership,

the Stuttgart Peace Society has, in spite of the war, managed
to keep in almost daily communication with the National
Peace Council in London. And this is only one of a large

number of attempts on the part of German individuals and
organizations to keep in touch with lovers of peace in the
hostile countries. There is, for example, the Circle of Friends,

organized since the war began, as an anti-militarist society.

It consists of twenty Berlin pastors. Five of them had the
courage not long ago to go to Switzerland to confer with an
equal number of English clergymen on the possibility of a-

renewal of friendly relations between the two countries.

Another pillar of the German peace movement is Professor

L. Quidde, of Munich, a member of the Bavarian Diet. Al-
though professor of international law at the university, he is

an absolute believer in the doctrine of non-resistance as ap-
plied to nations. He is a member of the Central Organization
for a Durable Peace, an international organization formed
during the war, with delegates from France, England, and the
other countries hostile to Germany.
At Leipzig just a year ago there was held a meeting of all

the pacifist organizations of Germany. It was described to

me by one of the delegates as one of the saddest conventions
ever iheld. For they knew that they were powerless, that all

they could do was to protest. But at least they had the
courage not merely to protest against war in general, but
against some of the abuses of war which came very near home.
One of the results of their conference was a letter sent to the
German Chancellor protesting against the treatment received

by the Armenians at the hands of Germany's Turkish allies.

But the most remarkable anti-war organization in Germany
is the "New Fatherland" League. This body, which was
formed soon after the beginning of the war, dared to proclaim
itself to be a "sister organization" of the English Union of

Democratic Control and of the Cobden Club, of London.
Among its organizers are a number of the most brilliant of

Germany's younger writers and thinkers, men like Herbert
Eulenberg, the popular journalist and novelist. And the
power which it has wielded toward the liberalization of Ger-
man thought has been very great. It has published a number
of brilliant pamphlets, in one of which it demolished the
arguments of the German annexationists. In a letter written
to the prominent Frenchman, Romain RoIIand, asking for

his co-operation, the League declares that "freedom must be
won by the individual nations for themselves; and in so far

as all have not sufficiently striven for it, each shares in the
guilt of this war."
The League announces as its object :

" The furtherance of all

efforts tending to infuse into the politics and diplomacy of

Europe the idea of peaceful competition and international

co-operation. To make this possible, the present system
must be thrown overboard. For it is a system whereby a
handful of men are permitted to decide the fate of hundreds
of millions of human beings."

The Women's Peace Congress, held at The Hague in the
spring of 191 5, however futile it may have appeared as an
attempt to end the war, gave an impetus to the anti-militarist

agitation among the women of Germany. The idea of a
woman's peace movement in Germany is comparatively new.
It was only two months before the outbreak of the war that
the Woman's League of the German Peace Society was or-

ganized. At its first meeting it received a letter of greeting

from Bertha, Baroness of Suttner, winner of the Nobel prize,

and author of the great anti-war novel, "Lay Down Your
Arms."

" It will not be made easy for you to champion the pacific

ideal," she warned them. And she was right. They suc-

ceeded in sending "a splendid group of twenty-eight German
women"—as a leading American delegate put it—to The
Hague Conference. They proved their sincerity and their

courage by taking the initiative in inviting theJBelgian dele-

gates to the platform. And it was an Austrian woman, one
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Lecher, who put the protest of Woman against War in dramatic
form. For months she had served as a nurse on the firing-

line. And she had come to The Hague to protest against what
she regarded as a prostitution of women's finest instincts of

devotion and sympathy to the end of prolonging a brutal and
barbaric struggle.

"What is the use of healing wounds," she asked, "if they
are to be torn open again?"
On their return to Austria and Germany these women were

bitterly attacked as traitors to their country. They were
placed under the ban of the League of Women's Clubs of

Germany, of which Dr. Gertrud Bauemer, the leading Ger-
man feminist, is the head. But they stood their ground, de-

claring that they had served their country much more wisely

than their opponents, who were making Germany appear to

the outer world as a nation entirely given over to hating.

They restated their position and their aims; secured the en-

dorsement of a considerable number of feminist organizations,

such as the woman's suffrage organization of Hungary's capital

city; campaigned for recruits for the peace societies; organized

the German Women's Committee for Lasting Peace, with
headquarters at Munich, Stuttgart, and Hamburg; and began
preparations for a monster demonstration against all war, to

take place at the end of this war, and to include a Peace Con-
gress of Women which shall meet in the same city and at the

same time as the Peace Congress of Diplomats which will

decide the future of the world.

Not the least promising thing about the peace movement
in Germany, particularly among the women, is that, although

it may at times be dangerous to be a pacifist, it is not "bad
form," as it is in England. They may arrest you, as they ar-

rested Carl Liebknecht when he became too belligerently

pacific in the middle of the most crowded square in Berlin.

But they do not mob you as they recently mobbed Ramsay
Macdonald, M. P., for sitting on the platform of a meeting on
behalf of "Civil Liberties" in Cardiff. Even the most fanati-

cal of the German jingoes tend to regard the extreme pacifists

l&ss as traitors than as idealistic eccentrics. And so, some of

the most distinguished names of Germany, such as the Grand
Duchess Luise of Baden and the Baron de Neufville of Frank-
fort, are openly listed among the pacifists.

Among the leaders of the foremost women's social club of

Germany, the Lyceum Club of Berlin, I met a woman who,
with her daughter, is working night and day against the war.

She told us that her activities made her liable at any time to

Government interference—but not to loss of prestige. Like

Bertha von Suttner, she is descended from the family of a

great German poet. And she insists that in believing in the

possibility of peace and brotherhood she is simply following in

the tradition of the greatest thinkers and writers of Germany.
Another distinguished name which will go down in the

history of the German Peace Movement of our time is that of

the Baron Marschall von Bieberstein. From the field where

he was fighting as captain of the First Infantry Regiment of

the Guards, he wrote an "Appeal to the Peoples of Germanic
Blood"—an appeal to end war. It was his reaction to the

horrors which he had seen in the first few weeks of the fighting.

He himself was killed, fighting, shortly before the article ap-

peared. It was published in Alfred Fried's anti-war magazine,

The JVatch-Tower of Peace, and made a great stir in Germany,

where it had the solemn effect of a warning voice from beyond

the grave.

[The following has been handed us for insertion in the columns of The

Fbiend. We have no way of verifying the claims made.

—

Eds.]

THE ^KEPTIC TURNS PREACHER.
It is the testimony of all careful observers that to France

more than to any other country the calamitous war has brought

a deepening of the national character and a strengthening of

the moral and spiritual forces. This does not necessarily

mean that the Roman Catholic Church will regain its lost

ascendency, though doubtless the patriotic sacrifices of the

priests and the faithful and tender ministries of the nursing

sisterhoods are not lost upon t heir countrymen. But our own
mission superintendent, E. W. Bysshe, of Grenoble, who is just
returning hopefully to his field, assures the Board of Foreign
Missions that the war has removed obstacles to Protestant re-

ligious activity which two years ago seemed insurmountable.
The most striking instance of a public confession of such

an altered view point that it might almost be classed as a
Methodist conversion is that of M. Henri Lavedan, the brilliant

journalist, whose cynical mockeries at religion won for him
the title of "the Nietzsche of France." The Sjmday School
Chronicle of London quotes him as publishing this recantation,

forced from him by what he has seen and experienced since

his country passed under the harrow of war. He says:
"

1 once laughed at faith and thought myself wise. But as

I saw France bleeding and weeping, my laughter could not
give me joy. I stood by the way and saw the soldiers as

they went light-heartedly to face death. I asked, 'What is it

that makes you so?' 1 counted the sacrifices of our people

and saw how they accepted them with praying hearts. Then
it was to me a great comfort to know of an eternal fatherland.

A nation must despair, if it does not believe that the sufferings

of earth will become the joy of heaven. Who can hope,

when everything is failing, save he who has faith in God? Oh

!

— 1 dare not name Him fjesus Christ]. He was so good, and
1 . . . What would become of France, if her children

did not believe, or her women did not pray? A vast people

of the dead cover the field! How hard it is to be an atheist

upon this national burying-ground ! 1 can't do it, 1 can't be

one! I have deceived myself, and you who have read my
books and sung my songs. 1 was mad. It has all been an
awful dream! O! France, France! Return to thy faith and
to thy best days. To depart from God is to be lost. I know
not whether I shall be alive to-morrow, but 1 must tell my
friends, Lavedan does not dare to die an atheist. It is not

hell that makes me afraid, but this one thought grips me.

God lives, and thou art so far from Him! O! my soul, rejoice

that thou art permitted to see the hour in which, kneeling, thou

hast learned to say, I believe, I believe in God, 1 believe."

HITHERTO.

Hitherto the Lord hath helped me,

By the promise of Thy word

And the knowledge of Thy mercy

In this hour I trust Thee, Lord.

Dark the shadows press about me;

Great the terrors in my way;

Yet I fear not, Thou art with me,

Who hast ever been my stay.

By the memory of past sorrows

When Thy saving power I knew.

In this dark hour Thou wilt help me
As Thou hast done hitherto.

Hitherto the Lord hath helped me;

Through deep waters I must go,

And I see no hand extended

And no earthly refuge know.

All Thy waves and all Thy billows

Sweep across this heart of mine,

My one comfort midst the tempest

That I still can caU them Thmr.

Though I stand here bhnd and helpless,

Nothing for myself can do.

Yet I know that Thou wilt help me
As Thou hast done hitherto.

God sees to it—and so does Satan—that every day has all we

can stand of testing. There are enough problems, difficulties,

troubles in each day to relieve us from any need of taking on

the difficulties of to-morrow. Christ himself reminds us that

"sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
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THE CONFESSIONS OF A JAPANESE.

H. Kokubun is a Japanese Christian and the extracts that follow are

taken from a letter written by him to friends in America mider date

Eleventh Month 10, 1916. If they sound a little strange to ears accustom-

ed to a different mode of expression, let us remember that H. K. was

trained under influences totally different from those that we have known,

and that in embracing Christianity he has broken away from a traditional-

ism which has held his race for many centuries, and the new hght that

has come into his hfe calls forth a style of expression to which most of

us are strangers.

H. Kokubun became a Christian fourteen years ago while he was work-

ing on the railroad, through reading a Friends' book. He became a

station master near Shimodate, which is a Friends' Centre. In 1914, he

resigned to go into railway Y. M. C. A. work, in which he has been caring

for wounded men and has a small home for them. He has read practicahy

all the books about Friends or by Friends that are pubhshed in Japanese

and is making a collection of pictures of Friends, although his collection

is as yet rather small. Kokubun has a daughter in the senior class of

the Friends' School in Tokyo, and she is a fine, earnest girl. It is her

account of the School which we pubUsh with this.

In the siimTner of 1914, H. Kokubun was taken sick with a fever and

was advised to go to the Hot Springs to recuperate. The letter in

question was written from the Springs.

—

[Eds.]

"
I am glad to say that I am on the way to recovery through

the tender love of the Lord, and now even my wish of going

to some hot springs to convalesce was granted me by the

doctors.

"
I did not know what hot springs would suit me, so 1 prayed

about it and it seemed that Shiobara was the place to go.

When 1 got to this place, 1 asked the station-master, a friend

of mine, which spring was the best for my condition. He
toldmetogotoShio-no-yu, so 1 took a horse car for that place.

The maple leaves on the surrounding hills were seen just like

pieces of brocade. The flow of Hokigawa, which runs through
the valleys, with waterfalls in between giving the finishing

touch to the scenery, could be compared with only fairy-land.

It made me think of the Paradise of old. Just think of all

this grandeur and beauty being a little manifestation of the

work of God! 1 traveled praying in silence and praising the

glory of God.

"There were seven passengers besides myself in the horse-

car; several women, a baby, a student and a man. In talking

with them 1 found there were many steps going down to the

spring I had recommended to me, and in my condition 1

could not go up and down them, so I decided to go to Hato-no-yu.

Without asking me where 1 wished to go, the driver took

my things to a hotel called Kami. Although this Kami
means paper, it has the same sound as Kami, meaning God.
It is strange that I should put up unintentionally at a hotel

whose name is pronounced as though it might be the 'Lord's

House!' But stranger still that 1 should wash myself to

get healed in the bath called Hato-no-yu (Bath of Dove).

'And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up straightway out

of the water, and, lo, the heavens were opened unto him, and
he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove, and lighting

upon him.' Thus the word Hato is connected with the Spirit

which is our ideal and to receive which we are praying in-

cessantly day and night.

"The next day I went for a walk along the Hokigawa and
I saw a sign pointing to the 'Senshin no Taki' (waterfall of

washing heart) . 1 thought how full of sins I am and how many
times 1 make the Lord sorrowful with my conduct. Then 1

came to a place commanding a view of the surrounding moun-
tains. The maple leaves were beautiful. 1 stood still for a

few minutes enjoying the scenery when I felt my heart filled

with the Holy Spirit. I knelt for silent prayer to praise the
God Almighty and it seemed that I received the message that
we should absolutely obey the Lord and then God, who is

Love, would never forsake us but fill us with blessings. The
waterfall was nothing grand, but while kneeling here I was
taught to wear the cloak of meekness and modesty. 1 began
to feel that these two virtues are the essence of peace, by the

use of which we could come closer to our neighbors and in

our actions toward them manifest the glory of God.
"

1 am improving in health and have much time for prayer,

meditation and reading. The books 1 brought here with me
are: Individual Mission, John Woolman, Protection of Acquit-

ted Criminals—T. Hara, Society and Humanity—Tommoka,
New Testament and Psalms. I read the life of John Woolman
through while on the train and it was a great encouragement
to me.

"
I have to thank Gilbert Bowles very much for his kind-

ness in giving me the Lives of George Fox, William Penn,

Elizabeth Fry, Stephen Grellet, Daniel Wheeler and John
Woolman, by the study of which I profited very much.

"
1 have many faults to confess, one of them is in regard to

my home life. Of course, 1 admire and love my wife, who is

true and faithful. But how can a man lead his fellow-beings

when he cannot even manage properly his own household?

To become a saviour one has to have strict faith in his own
salvation. To become one of God's instruments one has to

forsake his wife, children and all for His sake. Am I doing

this? Is my wife doing it? Are we teaching the children

who have been entrusted to us by Him in the way He wishes

it to be done? Are we studying the Bible every day and
trying to teach it to the people in the house? Do we encourage

home prayer, treat travelers cordially, keep our house accord-

ing to the teachings, of the Bible? Oh, pity! how imperfect

my home is!

"
I have some questions I would like to have answered so

as to make me understand the ways to better myhome:
" What kind of manners and customs shall a Christian home

keep to get the approval of the Lord? In what way could

one make his children get the habit of reading the Bible?

How shall one teach his children in manners of speech and
action? How shall one manage family worship! By what
rule shall one keep the economy of the house? What books
would be good for a family to read?

"
I am sorry to have given trouble with so many questions,

but I would like to understand these subjects so that I could

be in a better position to face the Lord."

The Mission of the Friends' Girls' School.*

As you know, the education of girls in Japan did not prosper

before the Meiji restoration. Only the girls of high families

went to elementary schools, and received an elementary educa-

tion. The middle class were educated at home. At that

time there was but a small number of books for women. Most
of them were just like dictionaries on principles of literature,

moral training, history or geography, all written from the

Confucian standpoint, and the pictures, which were unlimited

in number, explained the text in an exceedingly interesting

way, and gave the pupils some exact knowledge. So there

was a little accomplished in spite of the fact that there were
no schools for the education of the middle class. But it was
limited to a few only, for the common people could not study

at all. And after the Meiji restoration, although they ac-

knowledged the need for education of women, and the Emperor
and Empress at that time encouraged it, still it did not prosper,

because it was founded on the veneration of western countries'

principles and was only an outward civilization, looking for

material things without spiritual things.

Soon after this, however, missionaries came to Japan to

preach the Gospel, and they opened schools especially for

young Japanese women. But still, when the Friends came
here in 1885, there were only nine government girls' schools.

The others were all mission schools. The Friends saw the

condition of Japan at that time and thought it best to try to

raise up women's education, on spiritual and religious prin-

ciples, and thus to save Japanese girls. Thus the group of

women Friends in Philadelphia established our school in 1887,

just at the time when Japan was unprovided with much of

*Essay read at a literary meeting at the School, Eleventh Month 10,

1916, by Miyo Kokubun, daughter of H. Kokubun.
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modern civilization and few people recognized the importance
of education for women.

1 have been told that at first our School was only in a private

house in Tokyo and that knitting and crocheting were the
only things taught. Afterwards the real school-house was
built, and the number of students increased gradually. By
teaching both Japanese and English lessons, they gave a

rounded education. The length of the preparatory course

was two years, of the regular course five years, and of the
post-graduate course two years. At the present time there

is no preparatory course, and the lessons are of a pretty high
standard.

One aim of this School is to improve our knowledge, but the

greatest aim is not only to increase the student's knowledge,
but also to foster her spiritual life. This is a great lack in

Japan, and our School attempts to fill it by letting the students

know that the foundation of true life is faith in God. From
the beginning if we want to develop into good Christian people

it is not only a matter of theory and knowledge, but it is a
question of life. On this point, the Friends' aim in life is

governed by several principles. These principles are for the

individual and also are to be worked out in the School. In

order to see just what special things are taught at this School,

because it is a Friends' school, let us look at some of the prin-

ciples of Quakerism.
One of the special features is "sincerity" in thought, word

and deed. In America and England there are many Friends

and they believe it is right never to tell a lie or flatter. They
do not use extravagant civility when people visit them, and
sometimes they do not speak very much even though they
welcome a person warm.ly. They are the same all the time,

for they want to have no treachery and contemptible covetous-

ness in their thoughts and no hypocrisy in their deeds. They
believe in the direct guidance of the Holy Spirit, and should

never speak or pray in meetings for worship without this

guidance. Friends believe that God loves all souls the same.

So wealth, rank, wisdom and knowledge of this world are use-

less as we stand before God.
Another special feature of Friends is "simplicity" in dress

and manner of living. When the Friends were started by
George Fox, life was very gay in England. Friends did not

approve of such gay things. They used inconspicuous colors,

such as black, brown and ashy grey in their dress. And inside

the house there is also simplicity, for Friends do not decorate

with many things, nor do they wish to worship God in a
grand building. For as George Fox tells us, "the church is

the spiritual family of the members and is the pillar and
foundation stone of absolute truth and Jesus Christ is its

minister."

Another principle of Friends is industry and honesty in

business. There are many enterprising men in the business

world among Friends and they want to be so industrious and
so honest in their business that people will trust that the

things which they make are honest.

Another principle which Friends try to practice is "frugali-

ty," with generosity to the poor and oppressed. An example
of this is Elizabeth Fry who had many children, but she went
to the prisons to preach after she had managed her house-

hold and she discovered that it was very pitiable the way the

prisoners were treated in such places. So she tried to improve
them and at last she accomplished a great deal by overcoming
many difficulties so that prisoners were treated better.

On such principles as these our School is founded and we
try to live out these teachings every day in our worship, our
work and our play. And we feel that it is the mission of our

School to give to others who are willing to receive it a Christian

education based on these Friends' principles.

^ ^
THE HEARING EAR.

There are vibrations that to one ear are perfectly dis-

tinguished as sound that are not audible to other ears. Along
these lines we know of ears that vary in their alertness. Some
of these we class as hearing ears, while others are dull of hear-

ing. When we enter The Grand Canyon of Arizona, how
distinctly the sounds break upon our ears, how that great
temple of immensity is shrouded by mystery, as the eye fails

to define its breadth or depth, and the ear in sympathy with
it, makes wonders of the simple sounds that break upon the
vast loneliness.

But it is of the ear and the eye as symbolical avenues to
the soul that we have the greatest interest in our present
consideration. "Incline your ear;" "the hearing ear." the
learning to hearken diligently, all illustrate that He who formed
the ear as an avenue to man's outward environment made
use of it in a similar way in speaking of spiritual perceptions.
Following the conditions of the outward sense of hearing, we
find an interesting analogy, as is always the case, between
the physical and spiritual world. How often do we find men
indifferent to the sense of hearing; they literally have no ear
for the sounds that should impress them. On the other hand,
how alert some become to every sound or noise. They have
an ear to hear. Of the five senses it seems that sight and
hearing are as much in advance of the others in spiritual

literature as they are in physical life.

Those people who think to be heard by their much speaking
are a trial to both the physical and spiritual ear. Perhaps
the ear should close to such communications much as though
it had an automatic shutter to shelter it from storm, inclement
weather or idle breezes. The capacity to make a noise does

not make the sound avail in the ear, but let a real message be
sounded and there are always ears to hear. That announce-
ment of great significance, "This is my Beloved Son, hear ye
Him," sounded and still sounds upon hearing ears that wel-

come the glad tidings whether received by the outward or

inward ear. May we not allow the many sounds that crowd
upon our ears in daily life to drown the vast import of such a

message or dim its distinctness.

As we have known people who have lost the outward sense

of hearing to have the inward channel of communication
broadened and deepened by that loss, so may we keep an open
spiritual ear by resolutely guarding our outward sense, that

it may not encroach upon the more sacred function. By
that spiritual ear we must be enabled to hear not only what
the Spirit saith unto the churches, but also its message to

ourselves. While this love of the silence of all flesh has been

a marked characteristic of many in our Society who were

honored by the great Head of the Church to hear His still,

small voice, yet many of us can testify that even in the riot

of outward noises as we operate farm machinery and upon
the more strenuous occasions when surrounded wath men and
many cares, a great peace of mind is our covering insomuch
that our inward ear is opened.

The child Samuel was sorely perplexed when he said to his

father, "Surely thou didst call me." So are we of this day
tried by the many voices. As Friends we have had a training

in silent waiting that should preserve us from premature or

uncalled for utterance and should distinguish the various sounds

when we hear them. While many deplore the lack of min-

istry in some of our meetings or the quality of it in others,

perhaps we should all look more thankfully to the hearing

ear that will distinguish the voice of the Shepherd of the

sheep when He calls. The owner of such an ear may give

wise counsel to those who speak, that the sacred message be

not cumbered by too many words or painted with too many
colors lest we fail to know in it its author, whose language is

so direct and simple.

WlNON.\, Ohio. DiLLWYN StRATTON.

You are to be perfect, as Christ is perfect.—you are to be

"followers of the saints, as they were of Christ." How did

the saints follow Christ? Surely by keeping hold of Him: by
recollecting from morning to night, in little things and in

great, whose they were and whom they served; by wishing and
contriving and praying, not so much how to do great and ex-

traordinary things as how to do little and ordinary things

extraordinarily well.—J. Keble.
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NEWS ITEMS.

Joseph Elkinton writes from Orlando, Florida, that the Friends'

Meeting originally held there under a reKgious concern of George Abbott,

is attended this season by forty or more persons.

Plans for the Sharpless Hall at Haverford College have been com-

pleted. Three floors wUl provide ample laboratory and class-room space.

The cost of the building alone will be about $85,000.00.

Thomas E. Jones, now of Columbia College, N. Y., attended Wil-

mington Meeting on First-day, First Month 13th, and had acceptable

service therein. He urged the need of "caring" earnestly for what is

best in life, and reminded us that indifference was the sin against which

our Saviour most often warned His followers, when He was on earth. In

the afternoon, Thomas Jones met with a group of Younger Friends of

both Wilmington Meetings to whom he spoke of the "Young Friends'

Movement." F. T. R.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—Far-reaching measures for keeping the prices of milk as low

as possible are recommended in a report just issued by the joint com-

mission representing Pennsylvania, Marj'land and Delaware. One

of the drastic featiu-es of the report is the recommendation that milk

distribution be regarded as a pubhc utility.

The Legislature of Pennsylvania has received four bills aiming at the

abolition of the death penalty in tins State. Two of these providing for

the direct substitution of life imprisomnent and one giving the jury au-

thority to fix the penalty have been introduced into the House of Rep-

resentatives. Another such measure, direct in its provisions, appeared

in the Senate.

To reorganize elementary and secondary education and to attempt

to create such a school as is outhned in Abraham Flexner's essay, "The
Modern School," the General Education Board has announced that

Teachers' College, Columbia University, has been selected for a trial

of the "modern school" idea. Unlimited funds are available to make the

experiment possible, and prominent educators have been called upon to

give their assistance and their advice.

Gener.al.—President Wilson, in a personal address to the Senate

on the 22nd, shattered precedents of more than a century, appealed

to the Senate with its treaty-making power, as his counsellor in foreign

affairs, explained why be believed the time had come for the world to

know America's position, and discussed the underlying causes on which

he believes a permanent peace of the world can be maintained.

The American Waldensian Aid Society, sometimes mentioned in The
Friend, has had a year of substantial gain. It now has forty branches

and contributions last year amounted to S60,000.

Virginia expended last year more than a million dollars on school

buildings, with no one large building in the record. Most of them were

buildings costing less than S2.5,000 each.

The recent success of the Pennsylvania railroad in attracting 12,000

Negroes from Southern .States into sen'ice on its Pennsylvania lines is

a pointer as to v\hat will probably happen if European immigration does

not satisfy the demands of the country later on.

The completion this Spring of the Hell Gate Bridge, with the smaller

bridges over Little Hell Gate and the Bronx Kills, the elevated approaches

or viaduct, and the four and a half miles of line connecting with the Long
Island Railroad near East Williamsburg, comprising "New York Con-
necting Railroads, rounds out and perfects the plans of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad for its entrance into the heart of New York City and the

building, in connection with the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad, of an all-rail line between the West and South and New Eng-
land via Philadelphia and New York.

Foreign.—Imports into Argentina from the United States for the

first nine months of 1916 were greater, for the first time on record, than
those from any other country, according to reports from Wilham Dawson
Jr., Consul at Rosario, and W. Henry Robertson, Consul-General at

Buenos Aires.

Presbjfterians are keenly interested in a movement to unite the North-
ern Presbs^terian Church and the Southern Presb3fterian Church, which
have been separate ecclesiastical bodies since the Civil War. An im-

petus has been given the movement by the action of the New York
Presbj^tery in adopting an overture to the General Assembly asking

for a reunion of the two great branches of the Presbyterian Church.

NOTICES.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting comes in regular course on Third-

day, Second Month 6th. The hour is 10.30. Lunch is served (near 12),

after the Meeting for Worship and the business session convenes at about

1.30. The Meeting of Ministers and Elders is at 2.30 p. m. on Second-

day. This Quarterly Meeting begins the regular series in preparation for

Yearly Meeting, Third Month 26th.

A "Peace Meeting," similar to the one held at the Arch Street

Meeting-house a few months ago and arranged by the Peace Committees

of the Yearly Meetings held at Arch Street and Race Street wiU be held

Fourth-day, Second Month 7, 1917, at the Meeting-house, Fifteenth

and Race Streets, Philadelphia. General subject—A Message from the

Friends in England.

Four p. ji.—Conference on "War and our Own Conscience." Frank

W. Garrison, Lucy Biddle Lewis and others.

Five-thirty to Seven.—Supper, 50 cents.

Seven-thirty p. m.—Meeting with WUham I. HuU presiding. Presi-

dent Isaac Sharpless, who has just returned from England, will give the

message he brings from the Enghsh Friends, followed by a brief ad-

dress by L. Hollingsworth Wood on the plan for the Conference of all

Friends in London at the close of the. war. All Friends and persons in-

terested are invited.

Friends interested to sew for the Em-opean War Sufierers will find

material ready cut at Friends' Institute, 20 S. Twelfth Street.

Maria C. Scattergood.

Seventh-DAT evening, Second Month 3rd, at 6.45 p. m., President

Sharpless, of Haverford College, wiU address The Literary Union at

Westtown on "Experiences and Observations in England in War Time."

All are cordially invited to be present. Le Rot Jones,

Curator.

A Friends' Select School Lyceum Lecture.—J. Howard White-

house, M. p., an English Friend and member of the House of Commons,
will dehver an address on "Conditions in England During the Wax," in

the lecture-room of Friends' Select School, Sixteenth and Cherry Streets

Sixth-day Evening, Second Month 9th, at 7.45 p. m. A general invita

tion is extended.

Meetings from Second Month 4th to 10th:

—

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, Fourth and Arch Streets, Third-day,

Second Month 6, at 10.30 a. m.

Abington Quarterly Meeting, at Germantown, Fifth-day, Second

Month 8, at 3.30 P. M.
Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Second

Month 6, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Second Month 6, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Second Month 6. at 7.30

P.M.

Bradford, at CoatesviUe, Fourth-day, Second Month 7, at 10 A. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Second Month 7, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Second Month 7, at 10

A. M,

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Second Month 7, at, 7.30 p. m.

Wilmington, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Burlmgton, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Second Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Second Month 10, at 10

Died.—At her home in Kennett, Pa., First Month 22, 1917, Winona
Crew Wickersham, wife of Wilham F. Wickersham, aged fifty years;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the

Western District.

, at her home in Pasadena, California, on the thirty-first day of

Twelfth Month, 1916, Sarah R. Baker, formerly Rudolph, widow of

Samuel Baker, in the seventieth year of her age; a member of Woodbury
Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. J.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE ORGANIZED CHURCH.

The character of the church of Christ is set forth in apostolic

writings under various figures. The church is the pillar and

ground (or stay) of the Truth ; it is a spiritual house, with Jesus

Christ as the chief cornerstone; it is a living body, whose head

is Christ, and whose several parts, framed from Him, are knit

together through that which every joint supplieth. These

illustrations also contain large import as to the place and

work of the church in the world. If it is a pillar and stay of

the Truth, it has somewhat to uphold and support; if it is a

spiritual building, it is "an habitation of God in the Spirit",

and every stone has its place; if it is a living body, its various

members have offices to perform or functions to fulfil.

According to these concepts, then, the church is not simply

an association, although association is the condition of its

being made "visible". It is not constituted by organization,

although some organization is essential to good order and to

the greatest service, mutual and general. Such organization,

more or less elastic, should certainly allow freedom for the

members to work, either singly or in groups, according to the

nature of the service, for the furtherance of the Gospel and

the establishment of a Christian order in society at large. It

does not follow, however, that a religious body or "church"

must align itself corporately with all the philanthropic move-

ments in which it has an interest and in which some of its

members may be engaged, thus giving itself over chiefly to

demonstrations in these enterprises.

In the simple organization of the Society of Friends in its

early days, the primary concerns (as in the primitive church)

appear to have been largely such as had to do with the welfare

of those who "professed truth", and with their walking

"answerable to their profession". Yet as Christians and as

citizens the Friends of Truth were alert, courageous and

diligent, active in evangelizing zeal, and "forecasting the years"

in their advocacy of social and civil reforms. They have

been called mystics, and such in a sense they were; but as a

rule they were eminently sane and practical ones, out-looking

as well as in-looking.

Herein—and because of the spiritual quality infused into

all life and duty—they exemplified a balance and co-incidence

between the different phases of Christian life that has not

always been so well preserved. Of recent times and in most

religious societies the tendency has been to emphasize the

materialistic and social side; and the trend away from what

was regarded as unwholesome introspection and self-centred-

ness has come near to an extreme of the opposite kind. Again

the results are not wholly satisfying and comfortable. Again

there are warning voices, and questions relative to the position

and influence of those organized bodies comprehensively

spoken of as "the church" are obtaining serious consideration.

Within two years past there came from the press a thought-

ful book bearing the title, "Mysticism and Modern Life",*

from which it is a temptation to quote at greater length than

our space warrants. The author, while cordially recognizing

the "spiritual revival" shown in humanitarian activities, and

welcoming "the awakening of the church to social righteous-

ness", makes this observation.
—"And yet there is a danger

that this movement will either die of inanition or become a

purely mechanical and heartless thing, unless it is fed with the

spirit of faith and love which burns on the altar of Christianity,

but which will not take care of itself"; and he quotes from

Shailer Mathews ("an exponent of the social gospel") a

sentiment of similar tone:
—

"Religion, to be anything more

than humanitarianism, must give us companionship with the

God of our spirits".

A point to be especially noted here is that this testimony

to the necessity of an often-renewed (in a sense unbroken)

contact of the human spirit with the Divine—this call to in-

wardness and attention to the soul's life—comes from some

of those who are greatly devoted to the cause of " social re-

demption". Their solicitude, therefore, does not proceed

from ignorance of this work nor from lack of sympathy with

progressive movements; it arises rather from a realization that

a solid personal experience underlies the most effectual and

permanent work for humanity, and that some danger threatens

the spiritual life in the constant and urgent incitements to

activity in what is rather vaguely called "service".

Many people are apparently feeling the stress of this

"troubled pre-occupation", and we are told that a reaction is

already setting in; but it seems that this reaction is not always

most evident in the places where we should naturally look for

it to be, though it is not less significant on that account.

" It should be a cause of serious concern," writes Professor

Buckham, "that the present revival of mysticism is not so

much in the church as outside. The church, which has always

done so much to nourish the mystical life, has of late years

too far forgotten the unfailing need and value of this quiet,

inconspicuous ministry and has been somewhat feverishly

*By John Wright Buckham, of Pacific Theological Seminary, Berke-

ly, California.
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throwing herself into social service, as if this were her chief

mission. It is her mission to undertake the task of social

reform when no other agency will assume it, but her chief

mission is after all to nourish motive, to enkindle the passion

that sends men and women out into social service with a faith

which removes tenement house mountains and transforms

desert areas of cities into gardens. Whatever the church

does, as a church, in social work, should be done more for the

purpose of showing that she is in earnest in her spirit and

message than because such service is properly hers. Hers is

the higher mission of developing spiritual personality, of

kindling and replenishing the fires of faith, of bringing men
into touch with God, and thus sending them forth enheartened

for individual service and for larger co-operation in social

service than any single church can secure".

This may not perfectly express our own views in every

particular, but we can endorse the spirit of it no doubt; and

in some of the succeeding paragraphs we are brought pretty

close to familiar Quaker thought, if such a term may be al-

lowed. "In nothing", says the writer just quoted, "is there

greater need for the realization of the dependence of the church

upon the Divine Spirit than in the movement toward Chris-

tian unity now in progress. A common experience alone can

supply the basis and bond of unity".

A step or two farther and we shall be on the ground of the

first Friends—of all true Friends, in fact—not only as regards

the tie of spiritual fellowship, but also in their recognition of

the possibility and the reality of Divine guidance for an as-

sembly as well as for an individual. A method of procedure

based upon this principle distinguishes our "meetings for

discipline", together with those of committees and the like,

from other deliberative bodies. Here we can neither limit

nor prescribe; for in the light and authority of the Spirit of

Truth it is competent to the church in any of its branches

to enter upon divers concerns and into various fields of labor,

without (as Barclay says) "contradicting the inward free-

dom" which any individual member may have in the same
Spirit, and, we may add, without canceling the primary re-

sponsibility for the care and nurture of the spiritual plantation.

In George Fox's quaint phrase, "When the seed is up in every

particular, there is no danger."

Without such leadership, however, it is easily possible—and
the present tendency is somewhat in this direction—so to

overload our "business meetings" with matters not pertinent

to them that attention to the spiritual welfare of the member-
ship and to our own particular calling may come to have too

little place.

Doubtless, the condition of greatest strength and growth,
and hence of greatest service, is much the same now as it was
in apostolic days, when the church, "walking in the fear of the
Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, was multiplied."

^ M. W.

AN ANCIENT APPEAL.

There has lately been handed us by Sarah H. Allen, of
Moorestown, N. J., an original copy of the Epistle of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting addressed to "The President and
Executive Council, the General Assembly of Pennsylvania
and Others Whom it May Concern."

It is signed by John Drinker, Clerk, and is dated Eleventh
Month 22, 1781. It is too long for insertion in full in The
Friend, especially as it is not conspicuously relevant to the

present times; it is interesting because it reveals the fact that

men of that day were alike willing to write long addresses and
to listen to them, and contrasts strikingly with the present

time of telegrams and 'phone calls. The address was called

forth by certain riotous demonstrations in the streets of Phila-

delphia on the evening of Tenth Month 24, 1781, when con-

siderable property was destroyed by vandalism, and some
Friends lost heavily. After referring to the foregoing, the

Epistle proceeds:

Although we believe that most of you are not unacquainted
with our religious principles in general, and the reason of our
difference from other professed Christians in divers matters

relating to faith and practice; yet as such riotous proceedings

are shameful to the Christian name and dishonourable to

government, and many of us have suffered great loss and
damage, we apprehend it our duty to bring into your view the
grounds of our not complying with the vain modes of rejoicing,

in which many indulge themselves, as also for the information
of others, who through misapprehension or prejudice too freely

attribute our conduct to obstinacy and a party spirit, and are

thus prompted wrongfully to judge and condemn us.

It therefore appears to us requisite to put you and them in

mind, that at the beginning of the Reformation, a few cen-

turies past, the day of the Lord gradually broke forth in divers

nations of Europe, raising up pious men to declare against the

gross superstitions and impositions, contrary to the nature

and spirit of Christianity, which for many ages had prevailed,

and enabling them to stand faithful, many of them even unto
death, according to the discoveries of duty made known to

them, in that revival of Gospel dawn on their minds. And in

process of time it pleased Almighty God further to cause his

glorious day of light to advance and the sun of righteousness

to shine in great brightness, whereby not only the gross, but

also the more specious as well as minute branches of corruption
were manifested to our worthy ancestors, which divine prin-

ciple of light and truth we also profess. . . . It is not
from imitation or for the support of ancient custom, but from
a conviction of judgment, that we are led into the same practice

with our ancestors; being firml\' persuaded that the holy spirit

will in like manner lead and guide such who are faithful to

its dictates, in their conduct and conversation among men,
and especially in matters of faith and worship; and therefore

we can neither really worship, nor put on any part of the ap-
pearance thereof, merely in conformity to the injunctions of

human authority; believing it our duty rather to shew our
neighbors by our practice, that in this gospel day the holy
Spirit hath led us out of the formality of public fasts, which
though in practice under the Jewish dispensation, it does not
appear that they are enjoined on Christians, either by precept
or example from the New Testament. . . .

We are not incited by party views or vindictive motives in

this representation, but to awaken your cool and dispassionate
attention to our multiplied sufferings and the abuses we have
received, knowing that magistracy is intended for a terror to
evil doers, and an encouragement to the virtuous, but where
the necessary care and exertions are not used for the prevention
and suppression of profanity, tumults, and outrage, and a
virtuous part of the community are oppressed and insulted,

the true end of government is neglected, and anarchy, con-
fusion, contempt of authority, and insecurity to persons and
property will succeed, and altho' public fasts may be pro-
claimed, and days under the name of humiliation recommended
and appointed, and confession of sin and transgression verbally
rnade, yet unless there be a true and sincere fasting from am-
bition, strife, ill-will, animosities, infidelity, fraud, luxury,
revelling, drunkenness, oppression, and all manner of evil, it

cannot be a fast or acceptable day to the Lord nor can we
have a well grounded hope that the scourge with which the
inhabitants have been visited will be removed, and the days
of peace and tranquility restored.

The dispensation of war, bloodshed and calamity which hath
been permitted to prevail on the continent is very solemn and
awful, demanding the most serious and heartfelt attention of
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all ranks and denominations among the people, individually to

consider and examine how far we are each of us really and
sincerely engaged to bring forth fruits of true repentance and
amendment of life, agreeable to the spirit and doctrine of the
Gospel. And although we have been e.xposed to great abuse
and un-Christian treatment, we wish to be enabled, through
the assistance of divine grace, to cherish in ourselves, and in-

culcate in others with whom we have influence, that disposition

of forgiveness of injuries enjoined by the precepts and example
of Christ our holy Lawgiver, and to manifest our desires and
endeavors to promote the real good of our country, and that

we are your Friends.

QUAKER IDEALS: ARE THEY WORTH WHILE 1

BY JAMES WOOD.

The development of the meaning of idea and ideal from the

early classical times is an interesting study in philosophy and
literature. The present meaning is primarily that an idea is

a resultant of thought, and an ideal is that which is pertaining

to or consisting of ideas. An ideal is that in which an idea

is conceived to be completely realized—a mental concep-
tion of what is most desirable.

Quaker ideals are the embodiment of Quaker ideas which
are the resultants of Quaker thought. There was deep think-

ing when the Quaker standards were established and their

eternal verities given to the world.

Truth is eternal. It is the same yesterday, to-day and
forever. That which was truth when Christ taught is truth

to-day, and what was true two and a half centuries ago is

true to-day. God is the same, humanity is the same. And
the relations between them are ever the same. If the Quaker
ideals were verities in the beginning they are so still. Changed
conditions may, in some degree, make necessary some change
in their application, or change in the emphasis to be placed

upon different phases of truth, but the verities are the same
forever.

Are the Quaker ideals "worth while" to-day?

The highest conception of human life is wrapped in the

truth that God is in it. That which was declared in the Old
Testament, and taught so clearly by our Lord and elucidated

so especially in the Gospel of John and in Paul's epistles

is confirmed in human experience. The coming of the Holy
Spirit is a stupendous reality. This fact makes the possi-

bility of human experience and development limitless. All

religions that make man's advancement dependent upon the

training and development of human qualities lift him to a
certain level beyond which he cannot go. But Christianity

says the almighty forces of Deity make man's possibilities

limitless. No body of Christians has laid greater emphasis
upon the Divine indwelling than have the Friends who con-

ceive of Christianity as a religion of life. Is this ideal still

worth while?

God would have man worship Him because it is a recog-

nition of their relation to and dependence upon Him and re-

sults in blessings to them not otherwise obtainable. It is the

highest act of which the human consciousness is capable.

It can only be performed in response to the influence of the

Spirit of God. The surrendered heart and the seeking mind
find the Holy Spirit ready for co-operation and ready to bring

the help and refreshment and strength that are needed. God is

not limited by any rule nor are human faculties confined to

any set road in their approach to Him.
Among the evidences of the omniscience and the omnipo-

tence of the Creator is the fact that of the untold millions

of human beings He has created there have never been two
precisely alike. Each has had his distinct individuality. This

distinctness runs through all parts of our being. We think

(or we should think) independently and our emotions are

stirred by different influences. We must concede that varied

exercises may be effective in bringing the members of a con-

gregation into a worshipful attitude of heart and mind.

The Quaker ideal of worship is very simple. The funda-
mental idea of worship is that of prostration before our Lord
and King. With the Orientals that includes prostration of

the body. In Western civilization the subject of a King
shows this prostration by kneeling or by bowing the body.
In worship it means the prostration of the soul. The sub-
ject of an earthly King, who kneels before his sovereign does
not rise until he is bidden, nor does he speak until he receives

permission. The same principle holds in worship and there-

fore it is begun in silence. The sovereign spirit determines
how long this shall continue and whatever the exercise may
be that follows it must be under the prompting and leading
of that spirit. Communion is an important part of worship,
but it cannot be experienced without opportunity. The idea

of silent communion has been trenchantly expressed in the
words "Give God a Chance. He has His part to do." God
is the most courteous of beings. He rarely forces Himself
upon any one. It is always "by your leave." His "still, small

voice" can be heard only with concentrated attention.

Is this Quaker Ideal of Worship worth while?

It is admitted that this ideal finds its highest realization

with those who habitually live and worship "in the spirit."

There may be many others in a congregation. For these

there should be instruction and exhortation and warning.

It must be admitted that formerly the Quaker ideal was un-
duly exercised.

In the evangelical revival of thirty or more years ago there

was a marked reaction from this and in this, the writer, as

chairman of the Evangelistic committee of his Yearly Meet-
ing, participated. But reactions rarely stop at the "golden
mean." In so far as practices were adopted that were but

weak imitations of those of other denominations they are to

be avoided. In their regular use we violate an important
principle.

The first two commandments embody the whole duty of

man. We have considered a portion of the first, and the

second requires that we shall do justly and love mercy toward

our fellow-men. The ultimate wrong in human relations is

found in war. The whole Christian world knows what the

Quaker position is in reference to war but its fundamental
principle is seldom recognized. Friends are not more humane
than others, nor have they a greater horror for the human side

of human suffering, nor do they object more strenuously than

others to the economic waste which war entails. Their objec-

tion is based upon higher ground than these. Human life is

divine. When God created man, as He did the other animals,

He breathed into him the breath of life and he became a living

soul. God is pleased to place something of Himself in every

man. Every earthly father does this also. This divine

element George Fox called a seed and so did Jesus Christ in

one of His parables. The nature seed remains dormant in

the soil until God's grace through the agency of light and

heat and moisture quickens it into growth. The element of

life within itself responds to this grace and we see the result.

So in the human soul there must be an element of life to re-

spond to God's grace. Without this response conversion

is impossible. The ordinary view of conversion omits the

absolutely necessary first step in the process.

When we destroy a human life we destroy this element of

divinity, with all its infinite possibilities. God intended each

human entity to become His habitation. To destroy it is

nothing less than an attack upon Deity. To the Quaker this

is unthinkable desecration. This applies also to capital

punishment. Friends have held that what is wrong for one

person to do is wrong for two, or two hundred, or a state or

nation. In short. Friends believe that Jesus Christ meant
just what He said in the Sermon on the Mount. Much of

the Christian world has openly questioned this.

Is this ideal in respect to war worth while? It admits of

no compromise. In all the history of the world there was

never a time when there was more urgent need than now for

its emphatic assertion. In the reckless legislation of our
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States and nation in reference to military training and militar)'

service Friends must be true to their great ideal.

But the Quaker ideals do not leave us in a negative relation

to our fellow-men. The second commandment is positive in

its injunction. If we love our fellow-men we must desire to

serve them and in serving them we serve their .Maker. When
we help a human bod\' we help repair a possible temple of God,
when we help a human mind we help God to a better instru-

ment for His praise and service, when we help a human soul

we help that part of Himself which God planted there. This
gives to Social Service its true dignity and character, and it

gives to every devout worker the highest stimulus to his

service. And the devout worker finds in a large percentage

of cases the evidence of this great fundamental truth. Among
the thousands of delinquents with whom the writer has come
into personal relation he has been continually impressed with
the evidence that all are the children of God and he has wit-

nessed the response in darkened souls to the touches of their

Father's love. This led Elizabeth Fry into her blessed work
and made her name to shine throughout the ages when those

with less lofty conceptions failed in their work and are for-

gotten. Those who see most of human unfortunates know
that those who are not of sub-normal mentality, or on the
border line of insanity, do have that element within them-
selves that responds to divine teaching and responds most
and best to that teaching and that service which is most like

that of Jesus Christ.

Are Quaker Ideals worth while?

The Quaker ideal of morality is worthy of notice. It grows
out of the conception of life. It is not a morality of rule like

that of the Pharisees of old, but that which springs from the
initiative of spiritual life. It has a fresh application in every
case and is an unerring guide to those who seek its leading.

Again, are Quaker Ideals worth while?
Quaker ideals apply to all the relations of life, both public

and private. Enough of them have been mentioned for our
present purpose.

—

From The American Friend.

Mt. Kisco, N. Y.

REVIEW OF "ACROSS THE DEAD LINE OF
AMUSEMENTS."

GHACE W. BL.UR.

(Continued from page 377.)

Dr. Stough's third point is, "The Theatre's Unreal Presen-
tation of Life." Everything is overdrawn, as he expresses it,

"Anger is madness, ambition, frenzy; love, delirium."
Fourth harmful effect: The Indecent Dress. Fifth: Break-

ing Down of the Moral Barriers of the Audience. " Much of
the tragedy of the divorce court can be traced to the tragedy
of the stage," Dr. Stough asserts. The second part of the
Indictment, or The Harmful Efl^ect upon the Theatrical Pro-
fession next claims our attention. Under this we are told,

first, it breaks down the moral barriers between the actors
and actresses by constant and undue familiarity. Second,
Assimilation of the characters played, and the consequent
demoralization of one's own character. "The artificial is

always dangerous to character," Dr. Stough says, and he
gives graphic illustrations to prove this assertion.

Now we turn to the so-called "Good Play." We find that
even here Dr. Stough wishes to caution his hearers. He tells

us there are some plays which are "clean and wholesome, but
there are very few." Dr. Stough talks of the Christian's
attitude in regard to the "good play," for as he expresses it,

"Of course, it is taken for granted that he will not think of
patronizing any other kind." He quotes a play writer thus:
"You do not take your daughter to see any play? You are
right. Let me say once and for all, do not take your daughter
to the theatre. It is not merely the work that is immoral, it

is the place."

As regards reforming the theatre, Dr. Stough lost all faith
because so many devout and conscientious Christians have
tried and failed, and he says, "The underiying motive of

the theatre must be reformed if it ever proposes to be a moral
educator. It has always been run purely for the box office."

We are therefore left to face the following facts:

I. The theatre needs reforming.

II. Attempts in the past and up to the present have failed.

III. The failure is due to the dependence of the manager
upon the patrons, the majority of whom demand the ques-
tionable play.

Finally, t>r. Stough gives us his conclusions that, "Some-
where imbedded in the heart of the theatre seems to be, in

spite of all reformatory efforts, that which is not only not

conducive to devotional and spiritual living but a positive

menace to it." And he reminds us that Paul "has given a
fair and rational rule by which to settle this and every ques-
tion of Christian conduct, 'Prove all things. Hold fast that
which is good. Abstain from every appearance of evil.'"

Leaving, then, the theatre we come to the second part of

the book, called "The Curse of Cards." Dr. Stough tells

us, "Games should never be classified together and then de-
nounced together. All games are not harmful. Many are
wholesome, helpful and recreative. Certain ones, as baseball,

tennis, golf, bowling, etc., are pre-eminent in giving needed
physical exercise, and should be encouraged. Others are
mentally stimulating and afford splendid training to the
intellectual faculties. Such games are checkers and chess.

Still others train the eye, the muscle and the nerves, like

crokinole, billiards and pool. To denounce," Dr. Stough
says, "any of these in the same breath with cards is to show
a lack of careful thought, and to do a great injustice to those
who enjoy real recreative games." Games, therefore. Dr.
Stough separates into two classes: games of skill and games
of chance. Games of skill may be used improperly, but in

themselves they are " right and proper."
Under games of chance, he places all card games, all dice

games and all domino games. Of all these, he considers the
euchre deck the most harmful. Authors, flinch, etc., are
games of chance, but there is so much less of chance that they
are not so harmful. Besides that many of these games have
an intellectual side, and although Dr. Stough considers them
games of chance, he wishes, as he expresses it, "simply to
discriminate even between games of chance."
On cards he lays the blame for "the lost art of conversa-

tion." Players are not allowed to talk for fear it will inter-

fere with the games. Following this discussion, we come to
the topic, "The Inter-relations of Intellect, Conscience and
Will." Dr. Stough gives this thought, " Every act of our lives

must be submitted to three psychological forces. But there
is one realm over which they cannot preside. . . and that
is the realm of chance. Here they lose their prestige and power.
This it is that makes cards and dice so dangerous to players."

And again under the destructive element of chance. Dr.
Stough writes, "What intellect cannot positively determine,
conscience cannot morally estimate and in consequence, will

hesitates to act." Therefore the nerve is set on edge, the blood
rushes to the brain, and the player loses his temper. This
thought carries us to the heading, the effect upon the temper.

Demoralization of honor and honesty are next enlarged
upon, which lead to the subject of brazen cheating. All
through these pages the reader is treated to stories most sad
and shocking, and Dr. Stough has enough incidents at hand
to prove his assertions.

" Scientific Whist Most Dangerous of All," is another sub-
ject discussed; followed by, "No Diflference Between Card
Playing and Gambling." The whist game when played for

money is legally considered gambling and is played in ex-
actly the same way as when played for pleasure. "Why
Card Players Become Gamblers," is next enlarged upon.
"The Danger of Home Card Playing," Dr. Stough portrays

by many pathetic stories. We are told that "seventy-five
per cent, of all the gamblers who were said to have been in-

terviewed by the Civic League in Chicago, during the World's
Columbian Exposition, declared that they started by parlor
card playing." (To be concluded.)
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GOD'S JEWELS.

I love the little stars the be.st

That gleam with modest hght,

The tiny orbs that hardly show
Upon the breast of night.

I choose the blossoms wee that spring

In hidden nooks and aisles;

I crave their glad humility,

The sweetness of their smiles.

The shy bird of the forest

To me is doubly dear:

More than the eagle's boldness

Its sad reproof I fear.

Not in extent and vastness

Did God his jewels mold.

I love the meek and shrinking

More than the proud and bold.

-Will Chamberlain.

Reprinted at request of C. W. B.

PREACHING THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT IN GERMANY.
Better victories may be won by love than by blood and iron.

The principle is not one uttered by Germany's enemies, but

by a German himself who belongs to the party which even
before the war saw that spiritual victories are greater than
those won by brute force. As the spokesman of a small group,

Professor F. W. Foerster, of the University of Munich, rejects

altogether " the modern interpretation, so popular in Germany,
of the blood and iron theory of its old Chancellor—the man
who thought that German life could be modeled permanently
on the stories of medieval Germanic heroism." So declares a

writer in The Churchman (New York), who gives the motto of

this movement as the word unlernen, which means not only

"to unlearn," but to learn anew. Furthermore, the purpose

preached by this new evangelist is "a Germany restored to its

ancient ideals of cosmopolitanism and humanity." We read:

"As opposed to pan-Germanism, this new platform is a plat-

form of universal brotherhood. When Professor Foerster left

Vienna in 191 3 he asked the students to give up singing Die

IVacht am Rhein and to work for the racial conciliation of the

Germanic and Slavic elements in the Dual Monarchy.
"The outbreak of the war has not interrupted Professor

Foerster's propaganda. Moreover, he is not fighting alone.

A Swiss scholar, Paul Seippel, who was a close friend of Pro-

fessor Foerster when they were both at the University of

Zurich, tells of a conversation he had with his German colleague

some years ago, when they agreed that they saw evidences of

a disintegration in German nationalistic sentiment. Pan-
Germanism, we are told, has little attraction for the newer
generation of German students under the age of thirty years.

That this impression is true is shown by the fact that in many
parts of Germany among the student body Professor Foerster

is receiving sympathetic attention and cordial support in his

warfare against militarism.

"The latest book of Professor Foerster, 'The German Youth
and the World-War.' contains a selection of letters which bear

out the truth of his statement that German militarism no
longer controls German young men. They fully understand

the meaning of the word iinlernen, and the writers of these

letters, far removed as they are from theoretical pacifism,

show their abhorrence of the German gospel of Schrecklichkcit.

One of them speaks feelingly of the arm-chair patriots who are

devoting themselves to writing hymns of hate. Another, a

volunteer, already in service for two years, writes, 'A sirnple

soldier, free from all of the historical and political prejudices

inculcated hitherto by education, can understand the value of

your ideas better than is supposed. When, as in my case,

one has come to know near at hand for nineteen months the

fury and the burden of war, one is glad to think that in our

country there are men who have not yet forgotten that there

are better victories to win than those won by blood and iron.'

Another speaks of the value of Professor Foerster's propaganda
in restoring to public view the fact that public life and policy
should be based upon righteousness and ethics."

Present-day civilization is named by Professor Foerster not
" Kulitir" but " Babel," a word by which he means "technical
efficiency without love." There is no chance, he preaches, "of
mutual understanding without love, and no peace is possible
except through religious and moral regeneration." Further:
"The durable peace of the pacifists will never be realized

until the altars of gold and mammon are overthrown. In his

vision Professor Foerster sees the victory of spiritual forces,

and the destruction of brute force. ' In this struggle of giants,'

he says at the close of his book, 'the people who, blinded to
the very end, remain attached to the idea of force, and filled

entirely with this idea, will apply to its internal conflicts the
crude and myopic instincts of a brutal egoism, and in the end
will go to destruction. But the people, who, by the shatter-

ing forces of the experiences of the war, are led to recognize
the sole real world-policy in the idea of right and in the will

for reconciliation, this people will find in such moral regenera-
tion the most blessed results for all its conflicts over its social

and economic problems. Through this channel in a thousand
ways it will heal the wounds of the war at home and abroad.'
Professor Foerster comes out unequivocally for the principle

of international federation. Only in this way can international

anarchy be ended and a new world order founded—an im-
perium based upon the idea of right."

—

From Literary Digest.

HOLLAND: THe'g'oOD SAMARITAN.
In Holland's budget for 19 16 no less than one-eighth of the

nation's expenditure is allocated for the maintenance and relief

of the Belgian refugees. This shows concretely the noble

efforts made by the Dutch in behalf of the refugees settled

temporarily within its borders. But not only has the State

itself spent money; there has been an equal disbursement of

voluntary aid in the work of relief organization. From the

first days of the war Holland welcomed without any selfish

reservation all the panic-stricken Belgians who came flying

over the frontier before the advance of the invading Huns,
and what renders the service the more honorable and more
distinctive is the disinterestedness of it. The Dutch had
nothing to gain either in good-will or future interest, but

spontaneously local committees sprang up in all directions,

and, in addition to general private hospitality, camps were

organized with extraordinary rapidity for the housing and
relief of the destitute. One little Dutch village of 1,300 in-

habitants made means to welcome 25,000 refugees. Since

then the work of mercy and relief has proceeded along lines

of well-thought-out and methodical philanthropy, as the

problem of dealing with some 100,000 homeless exiles called

for something which even abundant sympathy cannot con-

tinuously supply.

In four large camps are now concentrated some 16,000

persons who have neither friends nor means to find hospitality

like more fortunate refugees. These camps are complete

cities of refuge, fully provided with hospitals, creches, dis-

pensaries, isolation wards, and schools. Doctors, nurses and

nuns give their services, and they work in conjunction with

the Society of Friends, whose organization is one of the most

remarkable features of the scheme of relief. But in addition

to the poorer refugees thus provided for, there are over 80,000

being relieved otherwise throughout the country. The re-

fugees have found a special friend in Baron van Tuyll, the

minister specially allocated for the purpose, who has applied

a generous contribution from Denmark to the building of

transportable houses, and has also devoted his energies to the

establishment of technical schools, and cooking and dress-

making classes. Better class refugees who have fallen into

complete lack of funds, and have thus become unable to sup-

port themselves, have been assisted by the government. These

various forms of relief are being continued, and they are as

ample and as hearty now as in the first months of the war.

—

The Churchman.
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A BALLAD OF TREES AND THE MASTER.

'Into the woods my Master went,

Clean forspent, forspent,

Into the woods my Master came,

Forspent with love and shame.

But the olives they were not blind to Him;

The httle green leaves were kind to Him;
The thorn-tree had a mind to Him;
When into the woods He came.

'Out of the woods my Master went,

And He was well content,

Out of the woods my Master came.

Content with death and shame.

\^'hen Death and Shame would woo Him last.

From under the trees they drew Him last;

'Twas on a tree they slew Him—last

When out of the woods He came."
—Sidney Lanier.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(Continued from page 376.)

Medicine Day.

Sometime after White Wolf began to walk the better way
in obedience to the Spirit of Christ within him, he rode to

the Agency one First-day morning and asked to see the Agent.
On being admitted he said, "

I want you tell me whether 1 a

wise man or a fool. 1 wake up this morning, something tell

me, 'This is Agent's medicine-day (meeting-day). You go,

make medicine (worship) with Agent.' 1 know not what it

was told me, but you know whether it is your medicine-day.
If it is I stay— 1 wise man. If not, I go home— I fool."

The Agent, clapping him on the shoulder, said, "White
Wolf you are a wise man. This is my medicine-day. You
stay and make medicine with me." So the Indian chief

stayed and attended the Sabbath-school and the meeting,
receiving also his breakfast and dinner. He went home fully

satisfied that again he had been obedient to the Voice that
speaks within. He lived many years after this and became
a missionary among his people!—a noble Christian man.

History of Satanta and Big Tree and "The Unwelcome
JVIessage."

Satanta was perhaps the most influential of the Kiowa
chiefs; a notorious raider and a great lover of whiskey, but
not without good qualities and marked ability.

He was taken prisoner in 1869, but was released by General
Sheridan at the place where Fort Sill now stands. In 1871,

at the head of one hundred warriors, he made an attack upon
a corn train in Texas, killing seven teamsters and committing
deeds of barbarity, of which he boasted on his return home,
whereupon General Sherman and Agent Tatum ordered his

arrest with his accomplice. Big Tree. They were turned over
to the State of Texas, tried for murder, found guilty by the
jury and sentenced to be hung.

This sentence was afterwards changed to imprisonment for

life. About this time a number of the raiding chiefs becoming
friendly to the Government, did no raiding themselves, did
not allow their warriors to go raiding and prevented some of
the other tribes from going into Texas and Mexico on those
expeditions.

Both Kiowas and Comanches returned the captives they
had taken, also their stolen mules, and were doing all they
could to live on friendly terms with the white people. On ac-
count of this good behavior, the release of their imprisoned
chiefs had been promised to a delegation of Indians who visi-

ted Washington, D. C.
These chiefs, being under the jurisdiction of the State of

Texas, the General Government had no authority to promise
their release, but the State of Texas was about to comply
with this agreement, when the Modoc tragedy occurred in

Oregon. General Canby and Dr. Thomas were killed and

Colonel Meacham almost lost his life, and the cry, "Exter-
minate the whole race" resounded throughout the land.

Colonel Meacham, whose life was spared to tell the whole
story, plainly shows the Indians were not the aggressors in

that terrible tragedy, though guilty of a treacherous deed.

In consequence of this tragedy. Government refused to re-

lease these chiefs, and official information to this effect was
forwarded to the Agency that Satanta and Big Tree would
not be released as promised to the delegation at Washington.
An unjust countermand.

Well knowing what the feelings of the Indians would be
when they ascertained that "Washington" had broken his

agreement with them, the Agent withdrew all requirements

on the part of the Government of my going to camp at that

time, and under these conditions, saying, "It is all thy life

is worth to go now," but leaving me at liberty to act accord-

ing to my own convictions of duty.

From discussions I had heard in camp, I greatly feared

that upon learning that their chiefs were not to be released,

as soon as the great Medicine Dance was ended, the more
unfriendly element among the Kiowas joined by some from
other tribes would enter upon a system of raiding and murder
upon the frontier settlements.

1 had gone among the Indians under an apprehension of

its being of Divine requiring, in order to exercise a restrain-

ing influence over them, and ultimately to bring them into

more friendly relations with the nation, if possible. I found
if I would preserve my own peace of mind I must not now
turn back from the work I had undertaken, even though dark
and threatening clouds appeared looming up from the hori-

zon, but must myself be the bearer of this most " unwelcome
message."

Accordingly on the morning of the fourteenth of Sixth

Month, 1872, I set out in company with a man and two
women, who had come in for me and for rations. We spent

the first night in an Apache camp, where most of our rations

were consumed, and the balance the next day, so the

second night we encamped without rations. While prepar-

ing our beds for the night we were surprised by the ap-

pearance of a Comanche man and woman, with a mule laden

with buffalo meat. They explained that after dressing the
meat, it was too late to go farther, and seeing our camp-fire

they came to us, and were warmly welcomed. In return for

our hospitality, each member of our party received a choice

portion of buffalo meat; soon after we all stretched upon the
ground for a night's repose.

On the morning of the sixteenth we continued our journey,

reaching camp about three o'clock, p. m. We had traveled,

mostly on the gallop, for twenty-five hours. The distance

from the Agency must have been one hundred and fifty or

two hundred miles. We found assembled the whole of the

Kiowa tribe, some five hundred Comanches, Apaches, Chey-
ennes, Arapahoes, Caddoes, Wichatas, and many other

Indians, to be present at the great annual festival of the
Kiowas, some thirty-six hundred in all.

On approaching the camp I observed a very long build-

ing (if so it might be called) made of the green boughs of the

cotton-wood, covered overhead with muslin; towards this

we made our way. 1 was directed to dismount and enter it.

On doing so I found all the chiefs and war chiefs of the Kiowa
and Apache tribes, nearly all the chiefs of the Cheyennes and
Arapahoes, and most of the Comanche chiefs, to the number
of about one hundred, assembled in council, with the pipe

in circulation among them, and 1 observed that every one
took it. Although they were thus assembled partly in an-

ticipation of my arrival and all anxious to hear the news I

might bring, not a word was said to me beyond the customary
salutation and motioning me to a seat beside Kicking Bird,

until I had partaken of the meal prepared for me. Then I

was asked, "What news from Washington?" My situation

at this time may be more easily imagined than described

—

alone among savages—afar from civilized men—the bearer

of a most "unwelcome message"—without any outward
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thing to look to for protection—entirely dependent upon them
for subsistence and the means of returning to civilized life

if such return were even permitted.

After a short pause, during which I was enabled to feel

my confidence somewhat renewed in that unfailing Arm of

Power which holds in its grasp the destinies of men and of

nations, 1 answered, "Bad news."
(To be c

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS OF JANE C.

BALDERSTON.

Eleventh Month i6th.
—"To-day 1 have added to the in-

teresting store of things which 1 have seen, a Mohammedan
mosque. We visited two, which were not far apart. 1 do
not know how many others there are here in the city. These
two are said to be in all essentials like what one would find in

'Arabia, the cradle of Islam,' though of course there are

Chinese touches here and there. We were allowed at one
place to go in and look round, after we had taken off our shoes

at the door. But at the other, they said we should do some
kind of washing before going in." (So they did not enter.)

Eleventh Month igth.—Under this date J. C. B. tells of the

departure of her companion, Mary Naish, for Tungchwan, to

assist Irene Hutchinson who is in charge of the school there,

and states that it is probable she also will be sent to that place

after a time.

This letter narrates an interesting experience with some
mothers, in reference to the binding of the feet. It may be
worth while to quote it as given.

Eleventh Month 21st.
—"To-day I have been out on a new

errand . . . trying to persuade two mothers not to bind
their daughters' feet. Soon after we began to play with the

little girls last summer, Mary and I noticed that one was be-

ginning to hobble on her heels in rather painful fashion. She
is eleven years old and her feet already fairly good sized. It

will be frightful if she has to have them cramped into an inch

or two of space. I think they begin at about six years, if they
want to make really 'beautiful lily feet.' Then, just last

First-day, we found another bright little girl of nine beginning

to hobble. I talked it over with one of the family and a

Chinese helper in the house, and we decided to go out and
see what we could do. We found that the girls would welcome
us as deliverers, if we could persuade their mothers. But the

mothers are a diflferent proposition. We tried to make them
realize that even Chinese public opinion is now against this,

but I don't know how it will be. 1 would be so thankful if

they would only give it up now before the two girls' feet are

seriously injured. . . ."

Eleventh Month 23rd.—"What do you think! If I under-

stood correctly those two little girls have their feet unbound
already! Almost afraid to believe it, till I ask Sin Da Niang
about it, to-morrow."

Eleventh Month 26th.
—

" Yes, it seems to be really true about
the girls' feet ! And yesterday there came an order from Peking

that all women under thirty are to unbind their feet. I do
believe the days of 'lily feet' in China are numbered; but,

doubtless, for many years yet the majority of women to be

seen here will be hobbling on their heels. The Manchu
women have never bound their feet. A great number of them
are Hving near us. They are easily distinguished from the

real Chinese by their large feet. They also differ slightly in

the way they dress, and in the manner of arranging the hair.

The Manchus, you will remember, were the rulers of China,

previous to the revolution of 1900."

"Since Mary left, last week, I have been trying in some
measure to take her place in the children's meetings, and they

are most interesting. On Sixth-day evenings we have games.

. . . Mary has worked it up to a point where the little

girls are not afraid and join in the games with fine spirit. This

morning (First-day) came the regular children's meeting,

1 16 present, 46 giris and 70 boys. Hymns are taught (first

the words and then how to sing them). The children are

addressed by students from the University. Mary Naish
assisted these students to plan the first meetings, and now
they attend to it themselves. They are not Friends' meetings,
1 know, but 1 believe they are a ver\- good thing for this

mass of little folks, who as yet have little idea what Christianity
means. The giris all wanted to escort me home. It was only
after quite a little coaxing that I persuaded them to go back.
. . . If I knew how to reach the women as well as .Mary
Naish with the help of those students has reached the children,

I should be very glad.

"After the meeting I walked out to the University and had
dinner with the Silcocks. 1 had our coolie to go with me, for

it is considered hardly right for a giri or woman to walk as far
as that alone. It takes about an hour, either walking or
going by chair, so the distance must be about three miles,

of which two miles are within the city walls, and the University
is at least a half mile beyond the wall (on the farther side of the
city from J. C. B.'s home), but there are plenty of houses
all the way.

" My chief purpose in going out was to attend a P^ellowship

meeting ... a good helpful time."

FRIENDS AND CONSCRIPTION.

[The belated numbers of The Friend [London] contain many records of

courage and patience under persecution of true seventeenth century flavor.

Not unlikely some of our most notable chapters of history are now being

written. We commend the whole record to the weighty consideration

of Friends, but re-print a few extracts from Reports from the Tribunals.
—Editors.)

A. Barratt Brown is well known to some of our readers.

The following is from his statement before the Tribunal:
"

1 believe all war—however noble the aim—to be both un-
christian and immoral. I understand the life and teaching

of Jesus to mean implicit faith in God and unalterable love

of man. 1 cannot reconcile this with dreadnoughts and high

explosives. Therefore, although I do not live up to this ideal,

1 am sure I ought not to take any part in warfare. The
Military Service Act is intended to organize the national

resources for war. 1 cannot allow my services to be conscript-

ed—however indirectly—for such a purpose. 1 should feel

even civil alternatives to be a bargaining and compromise of

conscience. Hence my claim for absolute exemption from the

provisions of the Act. 1 must continue to try and serve my
country by working for the welfare and liberties of my fellow-

citizens and for peace among the nations. To give up that

service—which is the highest 1 know—would be disloyalty to

my country and my God."

After discussion on the State and the Individual, applicant

was asked a few questions as to his work at Woodbrooke and
elsewhere. He was told by the Chairman that "a man of

his type and intelligence encouraged men to become con-

scientious objectors."

A. B. B.: "1 must take exception to that."

Member of Tribunal: "I think you are doing a great deal

of harm."

A. B. B.: "1 have absolutely refused to prompt a man to

abstain from fighting if it were not according to his conscienti-

ous objection."

Member of Tribunal: "Your influence is such that a man
who wants to get out of fighting would be glad to shelter him-

self behind your views."

Applicant admitted that his teaching might lead a man to

his way of thinking.

Another member said that a man like applicant was re-

sponsible for the manufacture of hundreds of thousands of

men who alleged conscientious objection.

Applicant protested against the word "manufacture."

Members of the Tribunal commented on A. B. B.'s "danger-

ous influence," and the Chairman summed up somewhat as

follows: "We entirely disagree with all your views and activi-
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ties, but you are clearly one of the people on whose account the
clause was inserted in the Act, so we exempt you."
The question of "alternative service" is clearly dealt with

in the following:

—

Mark Guy Pearce (Purley) said in his statement:

—

"
I cannot conscientiously accept any work of national im-

portance as a condition of exemption from militay service and
my chief reasons are as follows:

—

" (i) I can make no bargain or compromise on the question

of war.
"
(2) Under the Military Service Acts the country is avowed-

ly organized to prosecute war, and I object not merely to

military service but to war. One of our leading statesmen
has said; 'We must consolidate and co-ordinate all our energies

for the purpose (that is, complete military victory) . . .

we should coldly, scientifically and systematically arrange our
national life for the one supreme business in hand.'

"(3) I might be the means of displacing another man to

do the military service I cannot undertake; and 1 cannot, of

course, be a party to assisting in this way what I think to be
wrong.

"
(4) I believe 1 am called upon to maintain a distinct and

uncompromising witness for my principles, and that this is

the best kind of national service 1 can render."

Some of our readers probably know Joseph H. Tregelles.

He has not only the courage, but the humility of the martyrs.

Extracts from letters by Joseph H. Tregelles:

On the 2ist: "We are to be ready for our court-martial to-

morrow at 8.30 A. M., a walk of nearly three miles. . . .

they have not put the uniform on me. . . . My convic-

tions have only been made stronger by my experiences, and
they gain strength every day." On the 29th: "We are to be
ready to leave our cells at 8.30. . . . Trust wholly in our
loving Heavenly Father. Praise God always. . .

." On
the same day, in the train: "We are now on our way to Worm-
wood Scrubbs. It is something to be thankful for to have
fresh air and to see the country and to be able to converse
with another again. A young soldier came to my cell after

breakfast this morning and said the commanding officer sent

him to thank me for my note. 1 am thankful I was faithful

and wrote to him."
Dorothy G. Tregelles writes: "I had a letter from my

husband, Joseph H. Tregelles, yesterday (2nd inst.) to say
his sentence was one year's hard labor (commuted to 112 days)
for refusing to wear the uniform."
The account of the death of one conscientious objector and

of the cruel treatment of another make painful reading, but
they are so much a part of the cruel tyranny of conscription
that we need to hear the details.

The Death of W. L. Roberts at Dyce.

A Friend (W. M.) writes: "W. L. R. was a brave man with
a far from robust body unfitted for the hardships which both
soldiers and conscientious objectors are having to put up
with. . . . When in prison an old complaint made him
suflFer very much, but he would not allow me to send home
for a prescription that would relieve it, lest his people should
be anxious. The weekly chats we had were great times for

us both. He was allowed to receive books from outside, and
his pleasure on reading a copy of the 'Story of Quakerism,'
that was given as a prize at Sibford School, was a revelation.

"His constant hope was, that upon his release he would be
given some useful work that he could do 'well' (he was an
architect). As a sidelight to this, the information to himself
and his fellow prisoners that they were making mail-bags to

carry bread to prisoners in Germany was an inspiration to

them. His face quite lighted up when I first was able to
tell him.

"And then one day the prison visitor found they were
gone: handcuffed together as one of them wrote later. He
wrote cheerfully from the quarry, and his end there has been
as noble as that of any soldier—for he laid down his life willing-

ly for the highest."

A. Fenner-Brockway was present at the Bredbury Local
Tribunal before which W. L. R. appeared. In reply to the
Chairman's question, "Are you not very youthful to hold
such decided opinions?" applicant said, "I have been taught
from my mother's knee that to hate and to kill are contrary
to the teaching of Christ." Before the Appeal Tribunal at

Stockport appellant's father spoke of the Christian teaching
he had given to his boy: "1 and his mother are responsible
for the views he holds. We have taught him to love his

enemies and to be kind to all men." In spite of all this, the
Appeal Tribunal refused any exemption. Since W. Roberts'
death, his younger brother has written as follows: "Walter's
death has strengthened me in my determination to continue, if

need be, the glorious fight in which he has laid down his life.

It has also made me feel that we should love more and more
and more."

Treatment of Conscientious Objectors.

For some time no cases of brutal treatment of conscientious
objectors have been reported. The following case shows,
however, that the danger of such treatment still exists:

G. B. was refused any relief under the Military Service
Acts, because it was maintained by both Local and Appeal
Tribunals that his objection to military service was a political

one and not moral. He was refused leave to go before the
Central Tribunal. He was handed over to the military and
sent to . From the beginning he refused to be medical-
ly examined, to sign papers or to obey military orders. He
was then sent to . The escort tied his kitbag round his

neck, neariy choking him, but a soldier cut the string and
placed the bag in a cart. On a morning following for an hour
and a-half before breakfast several men told off for the purpose
tried to force him to obey orders, and on his refusal, he was
pummelled until he was bruised from head to foot. In this

state he was dragged out to parade after breakfast, and dragged
by main force round the field. When he refused to march or
mark time, his ankles were kicked until they were swollen

and a source of torture, fresh relays of men keeping up the
fusillade of blows and kicks, and arm and wrist twisting. B.

had taken no food for some time. . . . The Major was
riding about the field, and sent for B. to interrogate him as

to the reason of his attitude. B. pointed out that he had
already stated his attitude, and under proper conditions he
would be willing to re-state it. He was then handed over to

the gym. squad for a further course of "discipline" . . .

in a public park before a large number of men and women and
children. At 1 1 a. m. the wife and sister of B. arrived in the
park and were eye-witnesses. The treatment included duck-
ing and harrying round the field time after time, being thrice

pitched bodily over a seven-foot palisade and allowed to fall

clear on the other side like a log, repeatedly thrown head over
heels from a platform, with intervals of " physical exercise"^
B. being placed on his back on the ground with a man's foot

in the pit of his stomach, while other men worked his limbs.

B.'s wife and sister and other ladies spoke strongly to the
officer responsible, but without effect. Eye-witnesses express-

ed their sympathy to the wife and sister and their loathing of

such treatment. Later two friends and the wife were refused

permission to see the prisoner or the officer commanding.
Finally the wife was informed by a non-commissioned officer

that her husband had been shot. From the beginning of his

surrender B. had disobeyed orders and was therefore entitled

to court-martial.

A strong deputation of Trade Unionists and others

visited the park with a view to seeing if this was to be con-
tinued. It was unnecessary for the time being, as B. was
too broken physically to resist.

The future progress of mankind is to be sought, not through
the strifes and hatreds of the nations, but rather by their friend-

ly co-operation in the healing and enlightening works of peace
and in the growth of a spirit of friendship and mutual confi-

dence which may remove the causes of war.

—

Bryce.
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To The Editors of The Friend:—
Among the important questions which our approaching

Yearly Meeting will be called upon to decide are these:
Shall Philadelphia Yearly Meeting be represented by

delegates in a Conference proposed to be held somewhere
in England soon after the close of the present war, for the
consideration of the attitude of Friends throughout the
world upon the many grave questions then confronting the
Christian Church?

Shall the policy adopted last year for the maintenance
of a Peace propaganda, and which was then understood to

be for a single year, be renewed and continued indefinitely?

This service was committed to thirty-four men and twelve
women—a Committee of forty-six, representing all parts
of our Yearly Meeting, and also a wide diversity of thought
in reference to the Christian testimony of the Society toward
war under the political, social and industrial conditions
of twentieth century life. Shall the subject hereafter be
dealt with by such a Committee? if so, shall the present mem-
bership be undisturbed, or shall a new appointment be made?
Shall it be instructed by the Yearly Meeting as to the vital

principles which shall guide its action, or has the Yearly
Meeting confidence that the Committee will ever seek to

be ministers of righteousness and maintain unswervingly
the principles illustrated in the life and teachings of Jesus
Christ?

1 present these questions at this time in the hope of cen-

tering the thought of many upon them, that we may come
together conscious of the mind of Christ and anxious to obey
it, be the personal consequences what they may.
The sentiment of the world at this time seems to be di-

vided into three groups, as follows:

First—Those who justify war as the means of adjustment
of any or all international questions.

Second—Those who justify war in extremis, while claim-

ing to be peace-lovers. These generally subordinate the

question of terminating the Great War to determining how
future wars may be avoided. Some go so far as to urge that

the present war should be continued until the participants

agree to recognize that the spirit of militarism has been over-

come. Peace brought about through IVar.

Third—Those who believe that the teachings of Christ

forbid avenging wrongs by taking human life, and that this

law is of present, immediate, universal application, in indi-

vidual, national and international relations. These accept

the law of love toward our enemies. They see the necessity

of making for the life and happiness of our enemies as well

as of our friends. Such leave the avenging of wrongs with

God, who claims this as one of His prerogatives. They be-

lieve that the blessings pronounced by Christ upon the meek,

the merciful, the peacemakers, are real, ample and of present-

day application. They also see in war one of the greatest

obstacles to the establishment upon earth of the Kingdom
of God—the supreme object of human existence.

Upon our alignment with one or another of these groups

depends the course of our approaching Yearly Meeting in

the solution of the vital questions outlined in the earlier

paragraphs of this letter. May grace be given us to know
the will of God and to obey it.

John B. Garrett.
RosEMONT, Pa., Second Month 3, 1917.

NEWS ITEMS.

At Frankford Montlily Meeting of Friends, held Fir.st Montli 24, 1917,

a Committee was appointed to prepare a suitable memorial on the sub-

ject of the abolishment of capital punishment in the State of Penn-

sylvania, to be presented to the members of the Legislature.

Clement B. Webster,
Clerk.

The recent appearance of a new edition of Bellows' French Dictionary

will doubtless recall the days when our late friend John Bellows was

engaged on the original compilation of this work. Many were the

difficulties which beset his path—yet his devotion to the task and his

faith in its final outcome carried him successfully through, and he lived

to see his work known and appreciated by a very wide circle. As our

friend himself stated under the word Love in the pages of the dictionary,

its compilation had been a "labor of love" to him: and so also was the

task of adding to its literary matter whenever opportunity offered in the

years following its first publication.

From a list of students and others who have been associated with

Ackworth School, England, it appears that there are sixteen officers and
servants of the School, each of whom has been associated with it for forty

years or longer. The present Headmaster, Frederic Andrews, tops the

list mth fifty years as pupil, apprentice, teacher and headmaster.

Referring to the fact that Dr. Rendel Harris was among the pas-

sengers on the submarined City of Birmingham, the Westminster Gazette

of recent date, remarked on the "fairly adventurous hfe" which he has

experienced, " with a good many surprising combinations. . . He has

been to Mount Sinai, and he has traveled in Armenia in massacre times

or just after them, and he has discovered Syriac MSS. which restored

lost books to early Christian literature in the 'Apology of Aristides' and
the 'Odes of Solomon;' and he helped to decipher the great Sinai Syriac

codex. And now, at or near 65 years of age, he goes out to India and is

submarined. The telegrams report that all the passengers were saved, so

that there is every hope that after a winter of sunshine in India, Dr.

Harris will be back among us, with fresh interests and a great story to

tell. One can conceive that the presence of such a man must have con-

tributed to the reassurance of his fellow-passengers. Between the 'Atar-

axia ' of which he writes and the ' Uncle Remus ' which he quotes, there

are apt to be consolations in his company."

—

The Friend (London).

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local—A permanent playground for the children of Haverford and
Preston is assured by the completion of the work of the Preston Park

and Playground Committee, composed of prominent men. Their report,

after more than three years' work, was made pubUc recently.

General.—Negroes from every section of the South, attending the

Twenty-sixth Annual Tuskegee Negro Conference, adopted "declara-

tions" at Tuskegee, Ala., admonishing Negroes to remain in the South

and co-operate with white people in the improvement of labor conditions.

The "declarations" deal principally with the migration of Negroes north-

ward, the boll-weevil, and distress among colored people because of

floods.

A nation-wide campaign for the abolition of capital punishment is

under way Sponsored by a group of men and women prominent in the

world of philanthropy and other public affairs, propaganda against the

hangman's noose and the electric chair is to be directed through every

possible channel The first of a series of weekly broadsides, issued in

New York by this group of propagandists, cites several active steps al-

ready taken by the committee.

It is reported that 1,225,000 heard Wilham Ashley Sunday in Boston.

A hundred times, also in round nmnbers, he stepped to the edge of the

platform and gave the call to "all who wiU take my hand for Jesas

Christ," and the 52,818th individual came down the saw-dust aisles to

give his answer at the concluding meeting.

More than $2,500,000 has been administered by the American Com-
mittee for Armenian and Syrian relief, according to a statement issued

by Dr. James L. Barton, of Boston, Chairman. These funds have been

distributed in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, Persia and Russia

through the American Embassy at Constantinople, through consular

offices and by missionaries.

The Arkansas Senate and House passed a bill at Little Rock, Ark.,

that prohibits the shipment of hquor into Arkansas for any purpose save

medical or sacramental.

Professor W. H. Schofield, of Harvard University, was elected President

of the American-Scandinavian Foundation to succeed Dr. Frederick

Lynch at the annual meeting of the trustees at New York. The Founda-

tion was established to promote friendly relations between the United

States and the Scandinavian countries, as outlined recently in The
Friend by the able Secretary.
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Four Lights, called by its editors an adventure in internationalism, is

just out. It is a little four-page fortnightly publication, edited by three

women, Anne Herendeen, Edna Kenton and Zoe Beckley, to voice the

young, uncompromising woman's peace movement in America, whose
aims are daring and immediate—to stop the war in Europe, to federate

the nations for organized peace at the close of the war, and meanwhile

to guard democracy from the subtle dangers of mihtarism.

The Federal Bureau of Mines has issued a warning against operating

automobile engines in small garages with doors and windows closed.

There is a hint of this danger in the popular mind, and this official evidence

may well serve to deepen it. The scientific tests which have been apphed
in Washington show that there is danger of death after the automobile

engine has been running fifteen minutes. The gas generated is carbon

monoxide, which is colorless, odorless and tasteless, but extremely poison-

Change of name of the Danish West Indies to "The Dewey Islands,"

in honor of Admiral Dewey, was proposed in a joint resolution introduced

at Washington by Representative Allen, of Ohio, who announced that

he was submitting letters to President WUson and to the Foreign Affairs

Committee of Congress urging the change.

Foreign.—British efforts to increase trade with Russia after the war
are taking the extremely practical shape of encouraging the study of the

Russian language by young men training for commercial life. At Leeds

University a chair for the study of Russian has recently been created

through the generosity of Sir James Roberts.

The Gazette of Lausanne says that the population of Switzerland has

decreased as one consequence of the war. According to the paper, both

marriages and births are much fewer, a fact which it attributes to the

increased cost of living.

Operations were begun recently in Shanghai by a new flour mill, built

entirely with Chinese capital, the machinery for which was purchased

in the United States. It is known as a "thousand-barrel mill," but has

been able to turn out about 1400 barrels a day. The total investment

in machinery is 175,000 taels, or about $130,000.

Jose, Cal., or to Robert C. Root, 1119 Hobart Building, San Francisco, for

free literature for distribution. There is absolutely no time to lose.

Wm. C. Allen.
San Josfi, Cal., 1917.

NOTICES.

To Friends in Califoenia.—I desire to call the attention of all

Friends in Cahfornia to bills now before the Legislature of that State,

which call for the compulsory mihtary training of boys in high schools in

Cahfornia.

If the hberty of our country and rights of conscience are not to be
put in great jeopardy, immediate action must be taken against all such
bills.

Many educators do not want military influence introduced into our

schools. As far as I know, leading chiu-ch organizations, and ministerial

unions, when the matter has been brought before them, have altogether

opposed it. The State Church Federation opposes it; the labor unions

are against it; the San Francisco Congress of Mothers has gone on record

in opposition to it.

Such a law would bring conscientious Friends with children into dif-

ficulties The moral dangers to decent boys will be great. It would
strike at civil and religious hberty; it wUl result in our children learning

one thing in the home, school or places of worship and acquiring another

ideal on the parade ground. It would tend to blur their consciences and
to create a lack of faith in God and the sincerity of the reUgion of their

elders. A New Zealand clergyman has called mihtary training for boys
"paganism in excelsis."

I do not ask for money Experience has taught that many people can
easily see their way clear to spend S500 for some object of pleasure, whilst

they would not see the necessity of contributing $5 to defend their hberties

or those of their children; but do not let us be slack in this matter in other

respects. I only ask for the immediate hearty co-operation of Friends

everywhere in fighting these bills. Strongly protest against them. Also

urge legislation favorable to compulsory ph}'sical training in our schools

for both sexes. We are pretty sure to have one or the other sort of legisla-

tion Let it be the right kind.

Please therefore at once send communications—if nothing else post-

cards will do—to our new Governor, Wm. H. Stephens, Sacramento, or

to your State Senators and Assembymen. Be sure to write all your
Senators and Assembl3Tnen. If not knowing the addresses of these men,

get them from a nearby newspaper office. Also write to local newspapers

and agitate the matter everywhere. Send to me, Hotel Vendome, San

Lecttjee on the Stars at Friends' Select School.—A cordial in-

vitation is extended to all interested to be present at an iUustrated lecture

at the School by B. R. Baumgardt, of Los Angeles, Cal., well known as

Lecturer, Scientist and Explorer, on the subject: "What Everybody

Should Know About the Stars," on Sixth-day, Second Month 16, 1917,

at 12.45 p. M.

Alfred C. Gaerett leads a class for young Friends at Friends' In-

stitute on Fifth-day evenings, at 7.45. A teacher training course is being

followed. Emphasis wUl be placed upon BibUcal foundations of Friends'

principles and views. All interested young people are cordially invited

to join the class.

Feiends' Select School LTCEtJM Lectetee.—J. Howard Whitehouse,

M. P., an English Friend and a member of the House of Commons, will

dehver an address on the subject, "Conditions in England During the

War," in the lecture-room of Friends' Select School, Sixteenth and Cherry

Streets, Philadelphia, on Sixth-day evening. Second Month 9, at 7.45

o'clock. As Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Secretary of Toynbee Hall, London, Organizer of Social Work
for Cadbury Bros., Birmingham, and in many other positions of promi-

nence and responsibihty, Howard Whitehouse has had an extraordinary

experience, which reaches into educational and hterary fields as well as

pohtical and social. He has only spoken before the Contemporary Club

and one or two other audiences in this city, and Friends generally will

doubtless be glad of an opportunity to hear him. As a speaker he is

said to possess unusual charm and power.

All interested are cordially invited to be present.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—The
following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

—

Cope—ReUgious Education in the Family.

Fry—Christ and Peace.

Gibbons—New Map of Africa.

Hodgkin—Friends Beyond Seas.

Hodgkin—^Friends and War.

Martiu—Ministry of ReconcOiation.

Payne—Child in Human Progress.

Robson—Way to Personality.

Wheeler—Monster Himters.

Linda A. Mooee,
Librarian.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, will be

open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. Seventh-days from

9 A. M. to 1 p. M. only.

Meetings from Second Month 11th to 17th:

—

Concord Quarterly Meeting, at Media, Third-day, Second Month 13,

at 10.30 A. M.

Cain Quarterly Meeting, at Coatesville, Sixth-day, Second Month
16, at 10 A. M.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth Street below

Market Street, Fourth-day, Second Month 14, at 5 p. m. Business

Session at 7 p. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Second Month 15, at 7.30 p . m.

Died.—At her home in Pennsdale, Pa., First Month 28th, Maet E.

Whitacre, aged eighty-two years; an Elder and Overseer of Muncy
Monthly Meeting.

, at his home, Glen Rose, Chester County, Pa., First Month 12,

1917, Joseph Beinton, in the eighty-ninth year of his age.

, at her home in Salem, Ohio, on Tenth Month 9, 1916, Eliza-

beth C. CooPEE, in her eightieth year; a member and minister of Salem

Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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GETTING AND GIVING.

The recent announcement that the revival campaign of

WiUiam A. Sunday in New York City this Spring is to be

conducted without the usual accompaniment of begging has

excited no little interest, not only in religious circles but

amongst hard-headed business men as well. Not a few arc

inclined to believe that it will be difficult to maintain at-

tendance on this new basis, so ingrained is the feeling that

loyalty in such matters is directly related to what is put into

them, rather than to what they yield in interest and inspira-

tion. The reported hesitation of Sunday to accept the plan

of a millionaire to guarantee expenses, is doubtless based

on his understanding of this trait of human nature. We shall

not be surprised to find that he is forced to return to the old

basis. Loyalty, even as demonstrated in much of our personal

experience, is to be looked for in those who serve us rather

than in those whom we serve. Is this anything other than a

demonstration of the activity of a great spiritual law in the

domain of the material world? Are not getting and giving

two sides of a single act? Do we not impair the usefulness

of either act in human society by divorcing them?

It is not unusual to speak of the paradoxes of New Testa-

ment teaching. The climax in seeming paradox is reached

in the declaration that he who would save his life must lose

it. Interpreted by actual experience, saving and losing

—getting and giving and numerous other ideas that sound

like antipodes are perceived to be what the mathematicians

call reciprocals. In the spiritual world they are not para-

doxes at all, and even on the material plane their relation

is at least complimentary. A recognition of this underlying

principle in paradoxes is no doubt quite general; the new

program for the New York revival has disclosed this recog-

nition. What perhaps is of interest to us is the practical ap-

plication of the principle—especially as regards the rela-

tion of giving and getting to the welfare of our own lives as

members of a religious Society.

Our late dear friend John H. Dillingham had a very lively

and life-long concern on this matter of getting and giving

in his relationships to the Society of Friends. He made it a
matter of personal conduct rather than of public teaching,

although more than once he was drawn to put the basis of

his feeling before groups of Friends as his message to them.
His mental process in the case was somewhat like this: to
get the greatest possible good out of group activity—especially
out of the activity of worship—one must give himself, "body,
soul and spirit," to the joint exercise. The greatest possible

energy of will—wrestling in the Old Testament phrase [Jacob
wrestled for the blessing], fighting in the Apostle's injunction

[fight the good fight of faith] alone could command the bless-

ing. But when the point of blessing had been reached for our
dear friend the act was but fairly begun. He might be led

by what he received to engage in vocal ministry. We all

remember how he was favored to do that. But when a meet-
ing had ended he was asking himself how he could clinch the

favor of the occasion in his spiritual growth. So, very often

he would be found hastening from the meeting to some act

of mercy in calling at a house of distress, or it might be in

taking some poor abject specimen of the street to a warm
meal or to a night's lodging. Should it be disclosed later

that the object to which he gave himself was an unworthy
one, he knew how his obedience had been to the higher law.

In the spirit in which he thus lived, we would challenge our-

selves to make the favors we get as members of a religious

Society more fruitful in what we actually give as a result

of these favors.

Those who have read the minutes of our earliest jMonthly

and Quarterly Meetings will remember that they mostly

conclude with a record of the contributions of money for

the day. None of us probably would wish to return to that

method of support for meetings or for good causes that meet-

ings may wish to foster. If we have made any point in what

we have said of the reciprocal relation of getting and giving

we may hesitate, however, in our feeling of assurance that

the present plan has all the advantage over the more primi-

tive plan. At times there is reason to fear that it is made

too easy for us not to recognize our corporate privilege in

frequent and liberal giving. A check drawn once a year may

be the method of greatest ease to a treasurer or to a collecting

committee. Every one knows that opportunities of useful

giving apart from our meetings come to our notice daily.

What we might fairly question for ourselves at least is, whether

the annual and somewhat perfunctory check keeps in health-

ful activity the reciprocal relations which only can guarantee

the health of the Society. Often is it charged that in some

particulars we are lacking in this group loyalty. A very cur-

sory inquiry into the leakage of membership from the Society

is not without the suggestion that we have not always suc-

cessfully maintained this relationship between getting and

giving. Our members have drifted away from us under a

sense of not being needed. If the Sunday campaign in New
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York fails because too little is asked of the audiences the re-

ligious world will have an old lesson brought home in new

form. Even should this departure have no such effect we

may be sure that the law is operative through giving in ser-

vice if not in money. The money always and at best should

be nothing more than a token of a surrendered self.

J. H. B.

THE MAJOR PREMISE.

The appalling conditions in Europe bring a great opportu-

nity, and with that opportunity a subtle danger, to those of

us who are proud to be known, in the half-patronizing, half-

approving term of the day, as the Peace People. The op-

portunity lies in the fact that—barring a few professional

soldiers and others lacking even that excuse—the whole world

stands aghast at the realization of what war actually means.

Never before in history did men loathe war as they are loathing

it to-day. The harvest truly is ready.

The danger is that we may lose our unique opportunity

through the scattering of our energies, through getting con-

fused and ensnared in the multitude of considerations and

possibilities which the war brings to the minds of thinking men
and women. Our task is to keep one single issue burning into

the general human consciousness: That the world can and
must find some other way to settle difi'erences of opinion than

by the slaughter of men and the starvation of women and
children. This issue is clear-cut enough and big enough,

surely, to demand the undivided energies of every one of us.

The late Professor Cramb to the contrary, there is nothing

in it that transcends human reason. Our road is clearly mark-
ed, but it is far from an easy thing to stick to it. The by-

paths are many and lead alluringly from the main road—and
they lead to things worth while in themselves. We can per-

haps resist the temptation to which some newspapers are al-

ready succumbing—to treat the war as a gigantic sporting

event, a sort of cosmic football game. We may turn away
from the enjoyment of the grim humor of a situation where
nine nations are all fighting a defensive war. It is harder to

put aside the study of the technical factors in warfare, artillery,

and aircraft, dreadnought and submarine, contraband and
blockade. The economic effects of war are for the best of

reasons demanding our attention, even in this neutral country.

We have a human interest in searching for the immediate
causes of the conflict, and a human wish for the triumph of

whichever we may believe to be the better cause. We are

tempted to speculate upon the probable result, to forecast the

changes upon the map of Europe, and the terms of peace.

And there is the final temptation to expound the lessons for

our own land, whether, for example, the war has pointed to a

big navy for us, or a little navy, or a middle-sized navy.

All these things are of vital human interest, but for the

moment they are not for us. It is not for us to suggest com-
promises or even solutions. Our task is to keep hammering
away at the major premise. These things have all to do with
minor premises or true or false conclusions. The major
premise is that after this there must be no more wars. Delendum
est helium. The world has been aroused, but it will be no
slight task to keep it from falling back into lethargy. We must
remember that people can get used literally to anything. We
are to-day so benumbed by the daily stories of death that the
frightful destruction of life in the Italian earthquakes leaves us

almost untouched. Our senses are drugged with horror.

To reiterate, our opportunity and our task is to keep the
emphasis in the right place, upon the sanctity of human life

and of the individual human career. When enough men and
women are saying that war must go, and are making this the
major premise in their reasoning, and not before, war will go,

and the question of deciding how it will go may then be left to

the experts upon international relations—the lawyers and
financiers, the diplomatists and legislators.— K., in Advocate of

Peace.

SOULS AND TEMPLES.

Soiils are built as temples are

—

Inch by inch in gradual rise

Mount the layered masonries.

Warring questions have their day.

Kings arise and pass away,

Laborers vanish one by one,

StiU the temple is not done,

Still completion seems afar.

Souls are built as temples are

—

Here a carving rich and quaint,

There the image of a saint;

Here a deep-hued pane to tell

Sacred truth or miracle;

Every little helps the much.

Every careful, careless touch,

Adds a charm or leaves a scar.

Souls are built as temples are

—

Based on Truth's eternal law,

Sure and steadfast, without flaw.

Through the sunshine, through the snows,

Up and on the building goes;

Every fair thing finds its place,

Every hard thing lends a grace.

Every hand may make or mar.
—Susan Coolidge.

"BE YE STEADFAST."

EUzabeth Fox Howard is personally known to several of our read-

ers; the following message, taken from Fellowship Papers for First Month,

1917, wUl be welcomed by aU and will recall words of a like import

that appeared over G. M. W. in a recent issue of The Friend.^

[EDrroRs.]

"Thanks be to God who giveth us the victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ. . . therefore be ye steadfast, unmova-
ble, always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch

as ye know that your labor is not in vain in the Lord."

These quiet words, coming almost as an anti-climax to

the wonderful triumph of the resurrection chapter, with
its sure note of victory and of life through death, are in reality

the crown and seal of it all. The victory is absolutely sure,

because it is Christ's battle, and He has won it, so that if we
are fighting on His side we need not fear the ultimate issues.

It is because life is stronger than death, love than hate, Christ

than all the forces of evil, that our labor is not in vain.

The wise old psalmist in the days when his people were
perilously rebuilding the waste places of Jerusalem said,
" Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh in

vain; except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain

that build it." Much is tumbling about our ears to-day,

which we used to feel wholly secure and permanent, but

nothing built in the Lord can ever fail in the long run.

And so the call comes to us as we face the opening of another

year, to be above all else steadfast, not tossed about with
fear and despair, but quietly going on building for the future

even in this dark present, sure even in the turmoil and per-

plexity about us that our labor is not in vain in the Lord.

This steadfastness was surely one of the hallmarks of

the early church, learned from the Master Himself. We know
that as the shadows gathered round Him he "set His face

steadfastly to go to Jerusalem," and which of us can realize

all that was implied for Him in those simple words? It was
not all at once that His followers learned their lesson. It

needed the cross and the resurrection, and the great inflowing

of the Spirit, to bring them out from fear and cowardice

into the glorious liberty of children of God. But the lesson

was learned at last. We do well to read again and again the

Book of the Acts, and many a man is finding inspiration

from it in guard-room and prison cell, for we too, seem to

be living again in one of those great periods when sorrow and
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joy go close together, and we know what it means to "con-
tinue steadfastly in fellowship and in prayer." We are re-

learning something of what it means to have all things in

common, and it may be as the days go on we shall need to

learn it practically and carry it out efficiently. We know more
of fellowship and its deeper meaning than ever before, as

perhaps men and women knew it in those early days of our
Society which seemed in so many ways like a re-birth of the

primitive Church.
Think of the Yearly Minute of 1675, "Friends who suffer

are advised not to let out their minds into too much expec-

tation of outward relief . . . but that they patiently

and principally depend upon the Lord and His power to

plead their cause." And George Fox near the end of his

life bears witness: "There was never any persecution that

came but we saw it was for good, and we looked upon it to

be good as from God, and there was never any prisons or

sufferings that 1 was in but still it was for the bringing of

multitudes more out of prison."

Perhaps what we need most of all to-day is to be " rejoicing

in hope, patient in tribulation, continuing instant in prayer."

It is just this steadfastness in prayer which alone can let loose

the spiritual forces in our lives, and through us to other lives

in their dire necessity. Prayer which is fellowship with God,
co-operation with Him, an active acquiescence in His will,

as far as ever we can see it, this is the kind of prayer which
is worth putting all our energies into in this coming year.

It may be that even now God is waiting for us to let Him
make a fresh spiritual invasion of the world through onr

lives, that we may be God's open doors into the lives about us.

Of course we are unworthy and weak and impotent in our-

selves. We know it only too well. Yet "in the Lord" our

labor is not in vain. We are filled with an unquenchable
hope for the world, and for our Society, and for all the causes

we hold so dear. God has placed great and wonderful oppor-

tunities in our hands to-day. We have known in our own
lives something of the upholding power of God, and nothing

that may come to us or to those we love can shake that power.

Let us face the future unfalteringly, for "who shall separate

us from the love of God? In all these things we are more than

conquerors through Him that loved us." E. p. H.

THE JAPANESE PROBLEM.

On Second-day evening, First Month 29, 1917, in his ad-

dress at the Annual Meeting of the Foreign Missionary As-

sociation of Friends, Henry St. George Tucker gave a brief

outline of how each one of us should feel it a personal duty
to make our relations of every kind more friendly with Japan.
He said the development of Japan during the last half

century has been almost incomprehensible and that the

motive back of this development is power. The force which
is driving Japan continuously forward is the desire for power
but not the selfish hatred which this word often implies. The
kind of power Japan longs for is the kind which would be

helpful to all humanity. He believes it to be the sincere de-

sire of the great mass of the people of Japan to use this power
in an absolutely peaceful manner and in co-operation with

each and every other world-power.

He believes the sentiment of Japan to be too big for selfish

motives, but that there are elements in China, Japan and the

United States which are continually instigating opposition

and misinterpretations. What these forces are and how they

operate is unknown, but they are known to exist and ex-

amples were cited as evidence.

Another cause of dissension among the Japanese is dis-

criminative legislation which is passed frequently by selfish

or unscrupulous legislators. But the lives and teachings of

the missionaries have done more to dispel these fears than

any of us can comprehend. The farther the work of these

missionaries progresses, the more confidence is instiled into

the minds of the Japanese, and the more indifferent they

become to their old religion. Consequently they must strive

to substitute this distaste for their old religion with that
which will immediately appeal to their better instincts and
yet will not prejudice them against Christianity.

Japan is no longer satisfied with the social life and ideals

of her forefathers, but is groping in the darkness for some-
thing she knows not what, but her desire is to grow in strength

with the other great nations of the West.

Japan is leading the reformation of the Orient. Therefore
if we are not to have a great peril in the East, Japan must be
won for Christianity, and this can be advanced by having
living examples before them of the highest reputation and
ideals.

Missionaries are not expecting to come into personal con-

tact with the fifty-five millions of the population, but are

endeavoring to teach and educate a few loyal countrymen to

do as Christians should, and then to send these Japanese, thus

fortified with the strength of a Christian, forth among their

fellow-citizens. At the present time there are about 200,000
Christians in Japan and among them are some citizens of

the highest rank and esteem.

The problem, therefore, of Christianizing Japan rests, so

far as human agents are concerned, largely with the schools.

These schools must have as their leaders men who feel a call

to the service, men of will power and ability, and they must
receive a living wage at least, which necessitates financial

aid, but this aid amounts to nothing if our lives do not stand

up to our professions.

These people have become skeptical of late as to the earnest-

ness with which we treat these matters, and as a result have
appointed a committee to investigate. As a result of this in-

vestigation it was decided that Christianity was not necessary

in conducting such institutions as ours. This we all felt was
a direct blow to our self-respect, but is it not too often the

case that we acknowledge and profess the highest ideals and
yet fail to live up to them? Therefore we, here at home, are

in reality playing a larger part than we think. Let us ponder

this verdict, and may each one of us do all he can to make
Japan and the Orient his best friend and help her to fully

realize the gravity of this decision in spite of the seeming

indifference of the Christians. w. Rudolph Cooper.

REVIEW OF "ACROSS THE DEAD LINE OF
AMUSEMENTS."

(Concluded from page 342.)

Dr. T. Dewitt Talmage is quoted as follows: "Some young
converts say to me, 'Is it right to play cards? Is there any

harm in a game of whist or euchre.' Cards in my mind are

so associated with the temporal and spiritual damnation of

splendid young men, that 1 should no sooner say to my fam-

ily,
' Come, let us have a game of cards,' than 1 would go to

the menagerie and say, 'Come, let us have a game of rat-

tlesnakes,' or into a cemetery, sitting down on a marble slab,

and say to the grave-digger, 'Come, let us have a game of

skulls.' How will you feel, if in the great day of eternity,

when we are asked to give an account of our influence, some
man shall say to you, '

1 was introduced to a game of chance

at your house, and I went on from that sport to something

more exciting, and went on down until 1 lost my business,

and lost my morals and lost my soul?'"

There are several convincing stories under the heading,

"Saved from the Thraldom of Cards." An ex-gambler writes

in a letter to Dr. Stough, " Every parent who permits a deck

of cards in the home and teaches young children how to play

the supposedly innocent game, is really committing a crime

against his own offspring, yet he does not realize it. From
my observation," he continues, "children who are not per-

mitted to play cards, nor taught the game at home, when
they reach the age of twenty-five and are invited to card

parties, decline the invitation."

Under "How Card Playing Destroys Spirituality," Dr.

Stough says that by playing cards, "All interest in spiritual
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things and above all, the love for the souls of others, not to

speak of Christian influence over them, is gradually under-
mined, and finally destroyed." "From Card Playing to

iVIurder" comes next, and you can readily imagine the kind
of proof given under this. Under "Card Players are the
Church's iVIenace," Dr. Stough gives this story from the lips

of Major J. H. Cole: " In one of our morning meetings a

tramp arose and said, 'This pew was the first and only one 1

ever sat in. My father was an elder in this church and my
mother a member. Seven Sunday-school scholars occupied
this seat. 1 was one of the number. We had a lady teacher

whom we almost worshipped. Saturday afternoon we went
to her home and studied our Sunday-school lesson, then had
some refreshments and later amusements of various sorts.

One day she taught us the game of cards. We all said our
parents never let us play cards. She said, 'Nice boys like

you will never gamble and it will rest your minds.' Our
parents did not agree with her, but said, 'Well, she is such
a good woman, I guess the boys will not go wrong.' Gradually
we were fascinated with cards and spent less time on the
Sunday-school lesson. One Saturday we said to her, 'Teacher,
never mind the lesson to-day.'

'"Presently on our Saturday holidays, we began to go down
to the cotton gin to play cards. Later still we began to gam-
ble. Soon no Sunday-school lesson for us, no church, but
gambling, drinking. At last we became drunkards. I haven't
been in this church for years. Two of those Sunday-school
boys have been hung, three are in prison for life, and if the
authorities knew where I am and another of the class, we,
too, would be in prison. My father and mother are dead—
and I am glad they are! Would to God 1 had never had such
a Sunday-school teacher!' At that a scream came from a
woman on the front seat. She arose and fell on the floor near
the tramp, crying out, 'And ... I am that Sunday-
school teacher.' She was carried out while the tramp hur-
ried away and was never seen again. Hearts were broken
because seven Sunday-school boys were ruined by a respect-

able Sunday-school teacher."

Dr. Stough closes with this plea, "Why need more be said?

Lives ruined, homes wrecked, parents, church officials, Sun-
day-school teachers, not only robbed of influence, but cursing
the lives of others, how can we indulge or endorse the card
game? May God impress the message on every one who
reads!"

Now we have reached the third section of the book, "The
Dance of Death." "The dancing of the present day," Dr.
Stough tells us, "is no more like the dancing referred to in

the Bible than the 'Twentieth Century Limited' is like the
'prairie schooner,' except that both are dancing." After
describing the dancing referred to in the Bible, which was
done entirely as a religious act, and by maidens only, he goes
on to "Dancing Past and Present." Then follows, "The
Wrong Principle in the Dance." We are told, "Music and
motion never make that thing right, which is otherwise wrong,"
and then comes the query. Can music and motion destroy
a moral principle? What is ethically wrong," continues Dr.
Stough, "off the dance floor, is ethically wrong on the dance
floor."

Under the several headings, "The Lure of the Dance;"
"The Dancing Position vs. Morals;" "Passion the Basis of
the Dance," there is enough of proof to show to the public
that the immoraHty of the dance cannot be questioned. Prof.
Amos R. Wells is quoted as follows, " Dancing, like all Gaul,
is divided into three parts one-third is esthetic, one-third
is physical exercise, one-third is sensual. . . It never
recreates a Christian; it dis-creates a Christian and creates a
sensualist."

In the discussion of "Opinions of Dancing Masters,"
"Deterioration and Debauchery of the Dance," "Dancing
the Cause of Immorality," there are given descriptions which
are too terrible to relate, but which it would be well for us
to read if we would realize even partially the horror and crime
to which the dance leads.

The testimony of the clergy shows that some of them, at

least those who are interested in the young people, realize

the gravity of the situation as it is to-day. Also the opinions
of other trustworthy witnesses go to show the results of the
dance hall.

In regard to reforming the dance. Dr. Stough declares

that "the essentially wrong principle abides, whatever the
conditions." He also says that "if dancing is not moral, if

seems to me unnecessary to consider it from the higher Chris-

tian standpoint and standards of holy living and influence,"

and further that if his "arguments had been fairly proven
then no person who has the simplest notions of right and the
ordinary standards of morals can indulge conscientiously
and modestly."

In conclusion, I should like to sum up (by using a quota-
tion from his book), the thought which it seems to me Dr.
Stough would have us all ponder. "A party of young people
were about to explore a coal mine. One of the ladies appeared
dressed in white. A friend remonstrated with her. Not Hking
the interference, she turned to the old miner who was to con-
duct them, and said, 'Can't I wear a white dress down into

the mine?' 'Yes, mum,' was his reply, 'there is nothing to

hinder you from wearing a white frock dovm there, but there'll

be considerable to keep you from wearing one back.' There
is nothing to hinder a Christian from conforming to the world's
standard of living, but there is a good deal to keep him un-
spotted \i h& dots." Grace W. Blair.

BETTER THAN BURDEN LIFTING.

What helpless creatures we should all make of ourselves if

we could persuade God to do for us as we ask! Our first cry,

when a heavy burden strikes us, and our continued cry while

the burden remains, is that God will take it away. For-
tunately God is not so cruel as to do us the harm that we ask
for. When our children beg us to let them omit certain school

lessons, or give up school entirely, we love them too much to

yield to their entreaty. How much better was this petition

in a pastor's public prayer: " If any are here with special bur-
dens, if Thou dost not lift the load give them strength to

bear it?" The power to bear burdens makes a richer life than
a weakening freedom from burdens.

THE SPAN OF LIFE.

Life is too brief,

Between the building and, the falling leaf,

Between the seed time and the golden sheaf,

For hate and spite.

We have no time for mahce and for greed;

Therefore with love make beautiful the deed:

Fast speeds the night.

Life is too swift,

Between the blossoms and the white snow's drift,

Between the silence and the lark's uplift,

For bitter words.

In kindness and in gentleness our speech

Must carry messages of hope, and reach

The sweetest chords.

Life is too great,

Between the infant's and the man's estate,

Between the clashing of earth's strife and fate,

For petty things.

Lo! we shall yet who creep with cumbered feet

Walk glorious over heaven's golden street.

Or soar on wings!
—^Margaret E. Sanqsteb.

There are two ways of ending a dispute—discussion and
force, the former is proper to beings gifted with reason.

—

Cicero.

•i
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RELIEF WORK IN RUSSIA.

MooKESTOwN, N. J., First Month 17, 1917.

Dear Feibnd:—
We received lately a journal letter from Florence M. Barrow, who with

several other English Friends has gone to Russia to help the refugees.

The letter was written the latter part of Eighth Month, but the work is

still goina; on.

I thought some extracts might be of interest to readers of The Friend.

This work is being carried on in villages near Buzuluk in the eastern part

of Russia.

A. K. C.

LuBiMOFKA, Eighth Month 13, 1910.

My friend and I started off on our visiting soon after break-

fast. 1 wish I could make you see the very wide dusty vil-

lage street with one-storied wooden or mud-covered houses,

joined to each other by high doors or gates, with curious

pointed roof.

We have the names of the refugees, but no addresses, so

we go from house to house asking if refugees live there. Some-
times the refugees live in the front houses with the villagers,

but more often in some of the outhouses at the back. The
rooms are low and close, often no windows open and flies

swarm. Sometimes there are twelve or fourteen men, women
and children besides ourselves in these tiny close rooms, and one

feels nearly suffocated. 1 sometimes suggest we should go

out and take in the sunshine. The furniture of all the out-

houses consists of a bench round two sides of the room and a

small table, occasionally a stool and sometimes a chair.

The beds are fitted in in the dark recesses on each side of

the stove, with a straw mattress or two and rough coats for

bed-clothes. The baby's cradle hangs from the ceiling and
is usually covered with a cloth, which has the advantage
of keeping off flies, even if it keeps off air, too.

1 will describe one or two visits which are typical of others.

In one of these tiny bare rooms we found a pleasant-looking

man of medium height, but looking quite dignified in his

coarse grey white homespun linen suit, with long blouse and

a girdle round his waist. His wife, who was only a little over

forty, but looked seventy, was in a similar homespun, but

her apron and blouse were decorated with a beautiful pattern

woven in red; on her head was a bright red scarf. She was
sitting on the long bench under the windows with her arms
around a little girl of ten, dressed on the same lines and look-

ing very white and suffering. We found the child had been

ill for a week. We urged that she must be taken to the hos-

pital as soon as possible. Then we heard the story we hear

so often. The little farm and comfortable house, then the war
and the soldiers and the village to be left. The homespun
linen and some of the treasures buried in a hole in the ground

(will they ever find them again?) then the hurried start with

the cart and horse, and all they can bring with them, and some
of the cows. Then the cows forcibly bought, a scrap of paper

which promises payment; then the days by the way and the

want of food. Finally the horse and cart sold and the family,

five of them, told to take the train for Tarppent. Then the

crowding and illness—one little girl dies by the way—then

the miserable winter, herded in barracks, then another girl

dies, then the eldest son must go to the war, then last Fifth

Month the journey to this out-of-the-way village, where no

work can be had and food is dear and the allowance is not

paid. The villagers are kind but ignorant, and they give

what help they can, but they are very poor. Now their one

ewe lamb is ill, and tears streamed down their faces as they

thought of all their trouble and present anxiety. (It is a pleas-

ure in a week's time to know that the little girl is in the hos-

pital and a trifle better.)

In one house, in a fair-sized room, there are twenty-one

people living (five families). The tragedy of it all is almost

more than we can bear, and we long for a time when we can

have some clothes to give and food for the children and can

show our sympathy in some practical form.

In every house they need clothes and would often have no

food but for the kindness of the villagers with whom they
live. Poor things, our hearts ache for them, and one feels

how little some of the people in England realize how they have
suffered. I certainly did not until 1 had tlie chance of know-
ing the people, and hearing them tell of it ail.

Eighth Month 12th.—We had to pack up for our time at

Bogdanofka. A patient brought in the morning to the hos-

pital a card from the priest saying our team was ready for

us and he and five hundred refugees were awaiting our ar-

rival.

The distances are tremendous here and the driving slow.

I feel very sure, however, that we have come to a district

where we are needed. The places are so out of the way, and
no one but the priests to take much interest in the people.

The hospital is doing splendid work. We discussed the pos-

sibility of having a dispensary open here once a week, and
a nurse to live with a relief worker for the winter.

Medical help is greatly needed we find in all our visits. I

think probably in the winter we may need to provide food,

at any rate for the children.

THE PRESIDENT'S PEACE MESSAGE.

Telegrams and letters from all over the world have been

received at the White House thanking the President for his

message to the Senate. One of these, from the American
Union Against Militarism, was delivered in person by Lillian

D. Wald, of New York. This organization, which has not

always agreed with the President's policies, did not hesitate

to commend heartily a step that it believes to be in the right

direction. The President was deeply touched, he said, by
the contents of the memorial which was delivered in person

by L. D. Wald. The text of it was as follows:

"To WooDROw Wilson, President of the United States:

—

"
1 bring you on behalf of the American Union Against

Militarism their profoundest gratitude for your noble speech

to the Senate of the United States on the twenty-second.

In their judgment, this day and this utterance will remain

memorable in our history and that of the world, and they

will be surprised, indeed, if it does not mark a new epoch

in the world's annals.
" Ever since the beginning of this war men and women have

been hungering for a new kind of diplomacy which would

brush aside chancelleries and all the old forms of intercourse

between nations which have so often misrepresented the

views of the plain peoples and led them to disaster. You, sir,

have answered this longing for direct action, and you have

done it not merely in the spirit of the America of Abraham
Lincoln—you have done it in the spirit of the brotherhood

of man. You have spoken outwardly to our Senate, but

in reality to the common people of the entire world. Never,

we believe, in the history of this world has any message of

a single individual found its way to so many minds and hearts

and m every case the reader has been compelled, whether

in complete agreement or not, to think and to ponder upon

a great and statesman-like proposal to rid the globe of its

worst curse—war and militarism.

Service to all Humanity.

"It is a service to all humanity which it is impossible to

exaggerate, and we believe that its profound wisdom and

philosophy will become more and more apparent as it recedes

into the past. To our minds it is destined to an immortality

as glorious as that of the Gettysburg Address. For we are

certain that whatever may be its reception in the marts of

trade and commerce and at the hands of journalists who
are without vision and without the passion to free humanity

from 'the sum of all villanies,' it will find its way straight

to 'the silent mass of mankind everywhere' whom you were

fain to reach and now have reached.

"In every American town and hamlet the prayers of men
and women have gone up to you and will continue to go up

to you because you have voiced their hopes and desires, and
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the vaulted roofs of every church should echo the grateful

supplications of worshippers come to give thanks that there

is one in mighty office to deny that men's hearts may be
chastened only Idv the scourge of the sword. If there were
no other service which you have rendered than your admo-
nition that if peace is to be permanent there must be peace
without victory, that alone would make this speech a document
of which not only Americans but Liberals of every faith and
clime will be proud as long as men write and speak of these

times in which we live."

We have reached a time when we have got to fix our thought
not so much on what a man gives away as on what he keeps
for himself.

The Old Testament doctrine of the tithes has misled much
of our thinking. As illustrative of the principle of the sys-

tematic support of the temple, the priesthood and the poor,

it was valid and adequate for its time; as a standard suited

for all time it is not only inadequate but unchristian. Christ

undoubtedly supported the temple, but it would seem ir-

reverent, if not blasphemous, to think of the Christ who gave
Himself to the cross and denied Himself even a place to lay

His head, spending His thought on tithing His income. We
must determine the use of our money under the spell of

Christ's absolute self-abandonment to the service and will

of God, rather than on the teaching of Old Testament legal-

ism. Instead of asking how much of our possessions we shall

give to God, we must ask how much of God's possessions

entrusted to us we may use for our own selves. To some per-

sons of large responsibilities and meagre income the propor-
tion set apart for benevolent work may be less than a tenth;

to others, receiving the enormous incomes of to-day, to give

only a tenth would be mockery. To allocate five thousand
dollars of a fifty thousand dollar income to unselfish ser-

vice, should not close a man's eyes to the fact that forty-five

thousand dollars is probably more than any man could spend
on himself with the approval of God.
There are many Christian people to-day who would be

far nearer meeting God's desire, if they would tithe their

incomes to determine what they might properly live on,

than to discover what should be used for God. There are

still others who will never release their souls from the bond-
age of possessions until they begin to devote to the service

of God not only all their income, but also much of their capital.

There is no peril more threatening to the church to-day,

and particularly to the American Church, than the blight

which great possessions put on a man's spiritual life. Like

a great tree, stricken with the pest, he dies at the heart. Be-
fore he is aware of it, the paralysis of selfishness has rendered

inactive all those primary spiritual graces without the ex-

pression of which he cannot grow into the likeness of his Mas-
ter.

—

The Assembly Herald.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(Continued from page 391.)

The great medicine man proceeded with the utmost sol-

emnity and most imposing formality to refil the pipe. The
pipe used on this occasion was made of Red Pipe Stone, found
in the Northwest. It was lying upon a clean spot of earth.

The tobacco and other sacred plants mixed in due propor-
tion, were now put into the bowl of the pipe without lifting

it from the ground. Then a small portion of it was taken
out with the thumb and finger and put into the ground and
covered up with sand, an offering to the mother earth. The
stem was then adjusted to the bowl, a glowing coal removed
from the fire and put into it, and the medicine man applied

it to his lips.

When the smoke came freely, three whiffs were blown to-

wards the Sun, the dwelling-place of the Great Spirit; three
whiffs into the closed hand, and opened upon the ground, a
second offering to the mother earth. The pipe was then
removed from the ground and circulated by passing it to

the chief sitting at the extreme end of the right side of the

lodge, he taking two or three whiffs, passed it to the chief
at his left, each making his offering to the Great Spirit and
the mother earth, as it passed to each of them. When it came to
me I filled my mouth with smoke with becoming gravity
and passed the pipe to my next neighbor. One whiff was
all they required of me; I had taken the pipe with them; I was
one with them.

In perfect silence this continued until it failed to yield
smoke, when it was taken apart and laid upon the ground by
the Medicine Man. I was then addressed, "You say bad
news! What is it?" With these people all important ques-
tions are duly considered before being answered. Therefore
I sat in silence for some time—every eye was upon me—the
time had come when the message must be made known. At
length I answered, "Washington's heart has suddenly be-
come cold and hard; he has closed his hand upon your two
chiefs, Satanta and Big Tree." I was asked, "Why has
Washington's heart become suddenly so hard?" I explained
the "Tragedy of the Lava Beds." as then understood by
us, saying, "The Modocs have killed three of his big chiefs

(as we thought Colonel Meacham was also killed) and Wash-
ington's heart became very hard towards all of his red chil-

dren." The whole assembly sat in silence for some time; then
commenced a discussion as to what they should do.

Washington had without any cause from them violated

his agreement, and they were no longer bound by theirs;

what if the Modocs had done bad; they had never before
heard of that tribe; did not know there were such a people
on the earth. Little Robe, Satanta's brother, was violent in

speech and gesture, and had to be moderated by his chief,

who explained to me, "He papoose." A stormy council

followed. I never witnessed so exciting a discussion among
Indians. Kicking Bird was openly censured for having
advocated the "Peace Policy" in order to secure their re-

lease. Some of the chiefs were so far forgetful of their dig-

nity as to rise to their feet while speaking.

When the excitement rose too high, the Medicine Man, who
preserved his composure, would commence to fill the pipe;

the storm cloud continued to darken. All present had taken
the pipe. This was a pledge of friendship and alliance. Fif-

teen hundred warriors could be sent into the field by these

allied tribes. The sentiment prevailed to go on with the
Medicine Dance, make war medicine, divide the whole force

of warriors they could muster into small raiding squads of

fifteen or twenty, send them secretly into the vicinity of the
frontier settlements to await a specified time, so as to make
a simultaneous attack along the whole frontier line of Kansas,
Colorado, New Mexico and Texas. In the meantime the old

men, women and children should go to a place near the centre

of the "Staked Plains," where they afterwards told me was
a place of concealment of which the white people knew nothing.

Kicking Bird had not yet spoken. Satanta's father said

to him, "Why you no talk? Are you a woman now, sit

there and say nothing."

Kicking Bird, in a calm, subdued voice, though his chin

quivered with emotion, repelling the taunt, replied, "
I shall

speak by and by. I am not now ready. There is one other
man who has not spoken, I want to hear Thomissy. He
is one of us; he has taken the pipe. He knows Washington
has broken his agreement. I want to know what he will say
to us now." Silence reigned. The pipe was again filled

and lighted with unusual solemnity, and being circulated was
again offered to me. Gravely I took it under the searching

gaze of all present. I filled my mouth with smoke and passed

the pipe to Kicking Bird. My mind was all in the dark. After

the pipe was exhausted, I was addressed substantially as

follows: "You was present when Washington made the agree-

ment by which our chiefs were to be returned to us. You saw
him hold up his hand before the Great Spirit when he prom-
ised it. You know the Kiowas have fulfilled their part of

the agreement, you yourself have brought us the message
that Washington has closed his hand upon them. Now what
counsel do you give?"
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When was ever man placed in such a situation. I felt that
the question upon which i was called to speak was a question
of life or death to many, myself included, and yet all was dark
to me, not a word presented for me to utter. Deep silence

settled upon the council. A silence it seemed to me might
be felt. How long it continued, 1 know not. 1 felt that wis-
dom beyond that of man was needed at that moment, and
endeavored to draw near to the Source of it. At length, light

dawned, an answer was given me.
I said, " It is hard for me to give advice upon this question

for two reasons. The first is, as you see, I am a white man.
The second is, you Kiowas are my brothers; 1 am one with
you. 1 know that Washington has broken his agreement
with you. 1 have been with you and know that you have
kept yours, and now 1 can give you no advice but this. Do
nothing suddenly or rashly. Be deliberate and cool. 1 have
a request to make of you, after 1 tell you why 1 make it.

When Washington's message came to the Agent and 1 had
read it 1 wrote a long letter to him in which 1 informed him
that the Kiowas had fulfiled their part of the agreement,
and were anxiously awaiting the fulfilment of his. Now my
request is this: sit down here where you are, neither go raid-

ing on the settlements nor go to the Agency, until you hear
from Washington after he reads my talk. Washington was
very angry when he heard three of his big chiefs were killed.

Angry men are seldom wise and many times do wrong. Wash-
ington shut his hand very quick, before he take time to think.

By and by he will not be so angry. Maybe when he see my talk

he think. Maybe his heart grow warm toward the Kiowas
again, and he will open his hand."

Kicking Bird was then ready with his talk. He coun-
selled them not to act rashly, and in anger, angry people
seldom do right or act wisely. He thought my request was
reasonable; there was time enough, nothing would be lost

by waiting and much might be gained.

Strange as it may appear, the council settled down to a
calm conclusion to wait here until a message should be re-

ceived from the Agent. My request was acceded to and the
council ended quietly. They erected their Medicine House,
and held their annual Medicine Dance, as described in his book,

commencing page 167.
(To be continued.)

For "The Fbiknd.'

WHAT TO DO WITH TROUBLE.
"And she went up and laid him on the bed of the man of God, and shut

. the door upon him, and went out." (2 Kngs iv: 21.)

The Shunammite woman referred to in the text affords

one of the most striking illustrations in the whole Scriptures

of the way we all should commit our troubles and trials to

our Heavenly Guide, trusting Him to work them out for us
according to His way. She had lost her only son, who had
been given to her as the special gift of God. She held him
dead in her arms. What could she do? She had a consecrated
room where she entertained the great prophet of God, and
this room meant to her the very presence of the Almighty.
She took up her precious burden "and she went up" there.

O, how blessed it is to be able to go up to this Secret Place of

the Most High, and there bring all our troubles and anxieties

under the shadow of the Almighty! What a blessed privilege!

This is the place of refuge where the weary, helpless and
heart-broken find relief.

"And she laid him on the bed of the man of God." To
me, this is the beautiful picture of the committal, laying our
troubles, our business, our joys, our whole life, and ways over

to Him. "Commit . . . trust . . . and He work-
eth." (Psalms xxxvii: 5.) This poor, bereaved mother was
laying her burden upon her Lord, and leaving it there. What
are we doing with our burdens, burdening ourselves and others,

or giving them all to Him, and leaving them with Him after

we have placed them in His hands? "And shut the door
. . . and went out." The temptation is to not shut the

door; we still see our trouble, we still handle it, we go over

it again and again, we think our presence is needed, while
His presence is more than suftkient. It takes faith to "shut
the door," and go out! It takes real confidence for us to let

the matter that is troubling us pass entirely out of our hands
into God's hands. In no other way can God fully work out
our plans for us. The corn of wheat must be hidden from
the eyes of man, if it is ever to bring forth fruit.

"Casting all your cares upon Him, for He careth for you."(l Peter v: 7.)

" Not a care—no, not a burdfeu

Does He ask His child to bear,

Yet how often in my folly

I insist their weight to share.

'Take no thought,' His blest injunction,

E'en the sparrows He doth feed.

If they neither want nor hunger

Can He not supply my need?

Yes, dear Lord, Thou art sufficient.

All the fulness dwells in Thee,

Fountain-head of every blessing.

Teach it day by day to me.

Why should my heart then be distressed

By some dread of future ill?

Or why should unbelieving fear

My trembling spirit fill?"

Then let us resolutely take time to pray, to get alone with
God. Satan will hinder us by crowding other things into our
lives, if he can. We need daily to watch unto prayer, not
only have regular seasons of prayer, but fill in the life with
many extra seasons. Let us give a few moments of waiting
upon Him, without making any special request.

L. E. H. S.

Brand Whitlock, United States Minister to Belgium, says:
"

1 believe in a philosophy that has no faith in the efficacy of

force in making people good. It teaches that people get

better and improve, not by the destructive processes of hatred

and wrath, but by the constructive method of love and reason.

It teaches that goodness comes from within, not from without,

that you can not beat goodness into people, or give them a
prescription for it, to be taken in doses, like medicine, but
that they must generate it out of their own hearts; and it

believes that if we will only make social and economic con-

ditions that will give all men, instead of a few men, a chance
to live, they will naturally and inevitably become good. It

teaches that you can not make people good by law, nor by
policemen's clubs, nor by guns and bayonets, for it sees only

hatred in these processes, and it knows that 'hatred ceaseth

not by hatred; hatred ceaseth but by love.'"

SO VERY. VERY TRUE.

There are no idle words where children are.

Things spoken in their hearing carrj' far.

Producing fruit of evil or of good

To our great future human brotherhood.

The word dropped Ughtly from our careless Ups

Into the fertile child mind seeps and drips,

And intertwines with thought and impulse so

It may decide the path some soul shall go!

The eager child mind may not know it hears

—

The words may fall upon unwitting ears.

But natheless the record's graven deep;

Subconsciousness a copy clear will keep.

So speak not thoughtlessly when they are by;

Your words fall not on sterile soil or dry.

Thoughts sown in plastic minds are carried far;

There are no idle words where children are.

—StRICKI/AND GiLLlLAN.
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TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson. of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

There is a loftier ambition than merely to stand high in

the world. It is to stoop down and lift mankind a little

higher. There is a nobler character than that which is merely
incorruptible. It is the character which acts as an antidote

and preventive of corruption. Fearlessly to speak the words
which bear witness to righteousness and truth and purity;

patiently to do the deeds which strengthen virtue and kindle

hope in your fellow-men; generously to lend a hand to those

who are trying to climb upward; faithfully to give your sup-

port and your personal help to the efforts which are making
to elevate and purify the social life of the world

—

that is what
it means to have salt in your character.—Henry Van Dyke.

Special Temperance Meeting in Japan.—Early in Sev-

enth Month 1 had a letter from a place about fifteen miles

from Mito and from a man whom 1 had never met. He said

that he is a president of a temperance society organized in

the village year before last, and that they now have twenty-
five members. In their village they have never had any
Christian teaching, but they do not think that their temper-
ance society can be a success without religious faith, so would
I please give them a Christian temperance lecture. Two
men, one from Shimodate and one from Mito, went with me.
They wrote us that they had gotten the use of the public

school-house for the meeting, and that we could give lectures

in the afternoon and a magic lantern meeting in the evening.

There were probably 6o or loo people present at the after-

noon meeting, and amongst them the former head of the vil-

lage. In the evening there were about 250 or 300 people

present. We used a good set of slides which show the evil

effects of alcohol upon the different parts of the body, and
some showing the awful cost of the drink habit. Besides,

one of our number gave a good talk in the evening meeting
on temperance from the Christian standpoint.

—

Gurney
BiNFORD.

Seeing Ghosts.—The hotel men of New York had a con-

vention the other day and from press reports it appears that

they paid unusual attention to the Prohibition question.

They are laboring under the delusion that the hotel without
the bar would be a failure. We affectionately commend
them to a consideration of the report of the Denver Hotel
Men's Association on this subject. It is practically the unani-

mous opinion of the Denver men that the hotels have pros-

pered more during Denver's dry period than ever in their

history and many of the proprietors, formerly wet, have
become open advocates of Prohibition.

—

American Issue.

See the Advertising Manager.— In the Philadelphia

Bulletin of Eleventh Month ist appeared an editorial on
the new Prohibition law of Virginia, which went into effect

on that day. The character of the editorial may be accur-

ately measured by the closing sentence, which reads as fol-

lows: "The saloon and its bar are put out of existence, but
it is only make-believe Prohibition, after all, and the covert

traffic which it invites contains the possibility of social dan-
gers worse than those of the bar."

After reading this editorial we confidently expected to

find somewhere in the paper some liquor advertising. Only
a brief search was necessary. Occupying no small amount
of space was a suggestion that the fellow who has one of the
new dimes recently put out from the mint should couple it up
with a "meek nickel" and spend it for "three fingers of Ma-
roney's Army and Navy Whisky, a beading tipple that

Caesar would have ordered war to get."—American Issue.

of study and consideration, completely upheld the Webb
interstate law.

The decision, as reported in the press dispatches, appears
to sustain to the limit every contention of the drys as to

the powers of Congress over interstate commerce, either

to regulate or to prohibit the interstate traffic in a given

article. Had the decision been written by the dry attorneys

themselves, it could not have been more satisfactory. Com-
menting on the decision, Wayne B. Wheeler, General At-
torney for the Anti-Saloon League of America, says: "The
States may now prohibit the possession, receipt, sale and use

of intoxicating liquor and not be hampered by the agencies

of interstate commerce."
The vote on the decision by the court was practically unani-

mous, standing seven to two.

The States are now free to enact whatever laws they choose

against the liquor traffic without the fear of complications

with interstate commerce powers given Congress by the con-

stitution.

The decision is peculiarly well-timed for the Legislatures

of most of the States are now in session or are about to meet,

and most of them have legislation of one sort or another in

reference to the liquor evil under consideration.—W. E.

Johnson.

A Mighty Boost.—By sustaining the Webb-Kenyon law
the Supreme Court has not only put "teeth" in existing

State enactments, but it has opened a door for Congressional

action which is destined to be a mighty boost for the Prohi-

bition cause. It has certainly put an end to a whole cata-

logue of adroit evasions by which prohibitory laws in some of

the States were to a great extent nullified. But, far more
important even than this, the ruling makes it clear that the

commerce clause of the constitution is so wide in its applica-

tion that should Congress elect to prohibit altogether ship-

ments of liquor in interstate commerce its action would be

sustained by the Supreme Court. The effect of this would
be to localize the traffic in liquor wholly in the States which
still permit it to exist.

—

Public Ledger.

Wise Liquor Legislation.—The Senate has passed,

and there is now before the House, a bill whose purpose and
provisions may be understood from the following quotation:

No letter, postal card, circular, newspaper, pamphlet
or publication of any kind containing any advertisement

of spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented or other intoxica-

ting liquors of any kind, or containing a solicitation of any
order or orders for said liquors, or any of them, shall be de-

posited in or carried by the mails of the United States, or

be delivered by any postmaster or letter-carrier, when ad-

dressed or directed to any person, firm, corporation or as-

sociation or other addressee, at any place or point in any
State or Territory of the United States at which it is by the

law in force in the State or Territory at that time unlawful

to advertise or soHcit orders for such liquors, or any of them,
respectively.

Such a bill is in entire accord with the spirit of the Webb-
Kenyon law, the law which places the Federal Government,
through its control over interstate commerce, behind the

endeavors of the prohibition States to enforce the liquor

laws upon their books.

The proposed law represents another step forward in the

direction of putting the Federal Government actively behind

the efforts of the States to protect themselves. In the past

the attitude of the Federal Government towards the liquor

question has done much to nullify the efforts of the States

towards self-reform.

—

The Outlook.

Webb-Kenyon Law.—The United States Supreme Court
has, finally, after two elaborate hearings and after months

Prohibition as an Asset.— It is no easy matter to over-

come in a few years the habits and customs and ways of

thought of untold centuries, the weaknesses and appetites

of human nature, the power of intrenched greed and organized

interest, and the predatory forces of the underworld. It is
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the marvel of the times that this is precisely what the sup-
porters of prohibition have deliberately and determinedly
chosen for their task. It is not an easy task, and there may
be temporary recessions, and occasionally a halt, but from
month to month and year to year, the daily papers record
their constant, unceasing progress.
The final result of so great a movement is, of course, con-

jectural, but throughout the country there is growing expec-
tation and conviction that it is only a matter of compara-
tively few years when the entire nation will be dry.—Com-
merctal Traveler.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

This month, when we celebrate the birthday of the man
who said, "God must have loved the common people, for

He made so many of them," an article by the President of
Girard College, "Lessons From the Life of Abraham Lincoln,"
seems especially appropriate.

He begins by telling the story of John Morley, who was
asked by an American visitor, who called just after he had
completed his great biography of Gladstone, what had most
impressed him in his study of Gladstone's life. Morley an-
swered, "To me the marvel of marvels is that this little

island could have produced a man so great as I have found
Gladstone to be!"

Still more remarkable, it seems that the American frontier

could have produced a Lincoln! The two great men were
born the same year, but in very different surroundings.

"As every influence in the life of young Gladstone called

forth his powers, so every force surrounding the life of young
Lincoln would tend to keep him in obscurity. That Lincoln
rose from such conditions, triumphed over the obstacles of

his environment, and claimed a supreme place in modern
history, is a miracle so great that the world has not had an
adequate explanation for it. Of such a man as Lincoln the
last word never can be said.

"First as a lesson from Lincoln's life is his triumph over
obstacles. In all his career, he was the rough-and-ready fron-

tiersman. He studied surveying a bit and went at it. From
his contact with frontier life, he had learned the patience with
which to bide his time. When it was urged upon him that

he make decisions in advance, indicate his probable policies,

he made answer that he had learned long before ' not to cross

the Fox River' until he got to it.

"We have much to learn from Lincoln's education. Of
schooling he had less than a year all told, and this was se-

cured at great sacrifice and would hardly seem to have been
worth the effort. The school term was but for a few weeks
in the year with long periods of vacation intervening. During
such periods, most boys forgot much that they had learned,

but not so with Lincoln; he retained the teaching of the school

and added to it. During the vacations he studied to perfect

himself, and to build upon the foundation which had been
laid in school.

"Lincoln had the best form of education—contact with

and interest in a few great books. The English Bible, '/Esop's

Fables,' Weems' 'Life of Washington,' and Shakespeare's

works came into his hands. He read and re-read these until

not only their thought, but their very language, became his

own. His speeches and papers indicate that his mind moved
as it were in the grooves made by some one or other of these

great classics.

"Lincoln early formed the habit of attempting to state

in his own language the thought of what he had read. If he

did not succeed in doing this at first, he made repeated efforts.

This was a form of intellectual honesty. He became master of

his own thought, and by this means, was able to lay the foun-

dation of that mastery in logical process which made him so

successful a lawyer and so skilful a debater.

"Another phase of Lincoln's education which should give

great encouragement was the slowness with which he learned.

He described his mind as like steel which took impressions
with difficulty, but having taken them, retained them in-

delibly. Lincoln learned slowly, but he continued to learn

throughout his whole life.

" Few characters illustrate as well as does Lincoln, the dif-

ferences between education and schooling. His schooling was
indifferent, for but a brief time, and had little effect upon
his life. His education was a lifelong process, the result of

his own effort, which gave him the mastery over both men and
events.

"Another supreme lesson in the life of Lincoln was his

Americanism. Whatever else he was, he was pre-eminently

an American. Indeed, so largely did he exemplify the best

traditions of American democracy that he can well be termed
our 'typical American.'"

NEWS ITEMS.

Teachers' Retirement Fdnd.—The amount subscribed to Second

Month 13th was about 188,435. The campaign for funds is now closing,

and to many Friends a copy of the following has recently been sent:

Teachers' Retirement Fdnd op Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends.

Dear Friend:—
About $85,000 of the $125,000 needed have already been subscribed

to this fund, in amounts varying from %2 to $10,000 by over 100 Friends.

Nearly every one visited by members of the Committee has given an

attentive and S3Tnpathetic hearing. One Friend was so interested as to

subscribe $2000, payable in four years, and another young Friend and

his wife felt so deeply the importance of making the plan operative that

they were willing, to pledge themselves to give $1000 payable within five

years. It is just such instances as these that encourage the Committee

to feel that it has undertaken a task that most Friends want done and

that it can, therefore, be accomplished, and that speedily, if everyone

that this letter reaches will consider the matter, first, in the light of its

importance to the Educational System of our whole Yearly Meeting (for

it applies to every Friends' School in it) and, second, in the spirit of sub-

scribing what he or she can do, not just what may be thought proper,

when compared with what others do or have done. If everyone were to

do that, the remaining $40,000 would be subscribed in two weeks.

Remember

—

First, that while some large gifts are needed, no subscription is too

smaU to be welcomed, and if there are enough of them, they will bring

the result as well as would a few large ones. We want subscriptions

varying from SI to $250 or more, each, from 500 Friends.

Second, that payment may be made later, if more convenient.

Third, that this movement represents the active concern of the whole

Yearly Meeting and every one should have some share in its success.

The five Trustees chosen for the first year by the Committee on Educa-

tion are: Charles Evans, Clerk; M. Albert Linton, Treasurer; Thomas K.

Brown, Jane S. Jones, Alfred G. Scattergood.

Asa S. Wing and Charles J. Rhoads have consented to act as advisers

in investing the fund.

To anyone to whom the brief outline of the proposed plan contained

in the accompanying folder does not make the same clear, we shall, when

notified, be glad to go into a detailed e.xplanation

Enclosed also are card and envelope for use in making reply. May we

hope to hear from thee in time to close the campaign by the end of three

weeks?

Thy friends truly,

Samuel L. Allen Charles Ev.ans Morris E. Leeds

James G. Biddle Edward W. Evans Alfred G. Scattergood

C. Walter Borton William H. Haines

Thomas K. Brown Henry W. Leeds

Second Month 8, 1917.

J. Henry Scattergood

John Way
Collecling Committee.

Extracts from a Personal Letter Relating to the Recently

Established Monthly Meeting of Friends at Winnipeg, Manitoba.

"We have akeady held two Monthly Meetings since being recognized

as such, subordinate to Yonge Street Four Months' Meeting. We found

that, owing to the majority of our members holding subordinate positions
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in places of business in the city, from six to ten miles distant, it would
be impracticable to hold it during the week-day, and to hold it at night

time obliged some of the members to remain from home too late at night,

so we finally concluded to hold it in the afternoon of the first First-day

in each month at 3.30 p. m. We read and answered the six Queries

asked for by the DiscipUne, also the Advices and I beheve our Friends

are becoming more and more closely united in true Christian fellowship,

and we are deeply sensible that it is not the mere number of those present

that makes the meeting profitable to the attenders, but it is the promised

presence of the Lord that conduces to our being built up in our holy faith."

Benj. W. Wood,
Twelfth Mo^fTH, 1916. 27-1 Silver Ave., Sturgeon Creek, Man.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

It is said that smoke nuisance abatement is under way throughout the

city, the greatest industrial plants, hke the Midvale and the Baldwin,

spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on devices to check fumes.

On the 3rd PresidentWilson severed diplomatic relations with Germany,
and in an address before a joint session of Congress issued a grave warn-
ing to Germany against any overt act under its new poUcy of ruthless

submarine warfare. The intimation in the event of such an act is war.

Major-General John J. Pershing rode out of Mexico into Columbus,
N. M., at 10.05 A. M. on the 5th at the head of more than 10,000 soldiers

of the American punitive expedition.

Congress has overridden a veto by President Wilson at Washington
for the first time and enacted into law the immigration bill with its long-

fought hteracy test provision.

The physical education bUl, which has already been introduced in the

Legislatures of Massachusetts, CaUfornia and Indiana, is backed by the

newly-formed "Committee For Promoting Phj'sioal Education in the

United States," which has opened headquarters in Washington, with

Harriet P. Thomas as secretary. The committee consists of Dr. John
Dewey, of Columbia University; J. Y. Jojmer, State Superintendent of

Public Instruction of North Carohna; Ella Flagg Young, former Super-

intendent of Schools in Chicago; David B. Johnson, of South Carohna;

Carroll G. Pearse, of the Milwaukee State Normal School; Mary C. C.

Bradford, of Denver, State Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction of

Colorado; Francis G. Blair, State Superintendent of PubUc Instruction

in Ilhnois; Josephine Preston, State Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction

in Washington, and Dr. Dudley A. Sargent of Harvard, who drafted the

bill.

Much interest is being shown in the Greater New York home visita-

tion movement, when it was planned to visit every home of the more
than five million people. The purpose of this vast undertaking was to

place printed invitations in many languages in each home, inviting the

people to attend the church, synagogue, and Sunday-school of their

choice, and to secure records of the church connection or preference of

every individual, which are given to the pastor, priest, rabbi, or organiza-

tion preferred.

Of the 22,000 pubhc school teachers in New York City between 500

and 800 of them are not American citizens. President Wilson's comment
on the matter will meet with a good many seconders: "Every person

appointed as a teacher in the pubhc schools should furnish proof of Ameri-

can citizenship as one of the required quahfications. I had assiuned that

this was already the rule, and I am sui-prised that it has not been so."

The mountain folk of Cumberland Gap, where Virginia, Kentucky and
Tennessee touch sides, planned to lead the country in honoring his memory
with a three-day Lincoln Congress, under the auspices of Lincoln Me-
morial University. The occasion marked the twentieth anniversary of

the institution, and hundreds of notable men and women, representing

every State in the Union, gathered amid the giant hills that once echoed

back the words of Henry Clay, of Calhoun and Andrew Jackson.

The Rocky Mountain Club of New York will postpone the erection of

its luxurious club-house in New York City and devote its energies at

present toward feeding Belgian children. The Governors are unanimous
in this action, and the President, John Hays Hammond, announced the

change of plan.

Coal was selUng in New York City two months ago at about $13 a ton

when the Federal Grand Jury began its investigation, according to As-

sistant Attorney-General Swacker, and rumor said that it would go to

$20. Now the price is about $8, and the attorney beheves that the

activity of the Department of Justice has caused the change.

The American Bible Society announces that it must have, almost at

once, Bible houses in many countries. It states that it owns but two,

one its principal house in New York, and the other one at Christobal, on

the Isthmus of Panama. Even for the first named it asks §500,000 with

which to modernize it, perhaps to move it further up town. It needs Bible

houses in Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Santiago in South America,

in the city of Me.xico, in Japan, Korea, and at least three centres in China.

Berea College has established for its work among southern mountaineers

a model rural school, which the United States Bureau of Education re-

gards as a new type pecuharly adapted to sparsely-settled districts.

Strong additional evidence that cancer is not hereditary and practically

conclusive evidence that it is not contagious are emphasized in a com-

munication from the American Society for the Control of Cancer, which

recognizes that there is therapeutic value in the good news.

NOTICES.

To THE Young People's Conference.*—Dear Friends:—The Over-

seers of Germantown Monthly Meeting join in sending you a cordial

greeting and an assurance of deep interest in your Conference.

We are glad that the higher interests of life and the desire for a fuller

measure of usefulness in your several communities has drawn you to

confer together at this time.

We are confident that we are all united in the behef that the desire

of every true Christian is for a deep and strong spiritual life, and that

the highest conception of our being and its most complete fulfilment

lies in the realization of this desire.

But it may not be equally clear to all that this attainment requires

a somewhat exclusive dedication. That like good athletes we must go

into training, chose a disciphned hfe and prepare ourselves to endure

hardships. That just as he who makes an athletic team joius a training

table where he cannot eat everj-thing he wants or that others indulge

in, so the Christian must practice disciphne and self-denial for the de-

velopment of his spiritual nature. For the soul that is content to dwell

on the levels of ease, indifference and selfishness cannot diffuse that joy,

courage, sympathy, helpfulness, peace and love which are the manifes-

tation of the spirit of God.

In the hght of this high purpose how trivial and even harmful must
appear some of the common pleasures and amusements of the world

about us. Undue indulgence in these must almost of necessity bind

the freedom of the spirit and exclude from the mind those serious sub-

jects of meditation or objects of endeavor by which the inner life is

made strong and effective.

We therefore plead with you to "think soberly" on these things and
in your earnest desire to seek first the Kingdom of God, to watch for

that impulse within which bids you "renounce some ease and embrace

some hardship in the service of others and of God which shall replenish

the fountains of your hohest life."

The Society of Friends and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting need you
not to serve these organizations exclusively, but to help smooth the way
for those less favored, to sympathize with the sorrowing, and to handle

wisely the social problems of the day.

To these ends you are called and for these privileges you will all gladly

lay aside every weight and run with patience the race that is set before

us, looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our faith.

[This was read to the Young Peoples' Conference held in Germantown
on Seventh-day, Second Month 3rd.]

Meetings from Second Month 18th to 24th:

—

Western Quarterly Meeting, at West Grove, Sixth-day, Second Month
23, at 10 A. M.

Muncy Monthly Meeting, at EUdands, Fourth-day, Second Month
21, at 10 A. M.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Second Month 21, at 7.45 p. m.

Germantown, Fourth-day, Second Month 21, at 8 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Second Month 22,

at 10.30 A. M.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Second Month 22, at 7.45 p. m.

Married.—^At Woodbury Friends' Meeting-house, N. J., Ninth Month
2, 1916, William Mact Stanton, of Urbana, lU., and Edith Mart
Cope, of Woodbury, N. J.

*A brief report of this Conference is e.xpected for our next issue.—^Eds.
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HE LEADS HIS CHILDREN.
Sometimes men learn wisdom by their grievous errors. It

is thus in the experiments of science. The very failures are

often so much precious information. The time and labor of

trial is not lost. It is the glory of God to bring good out of

evil. Life is not a human scheme, but a Divine providence.

It is God's affair from the day of birth until the day of burial.

It is a matter in which the plans and purposes of the Lord
mean everything. God calls us to be His, and He does not

send us forth in our own strength, but He promises to supply
all our needs, everything we need. The only hope we have in

this world of eternal salvation is that, though we go astray,

God will follow us and watch over us, and lay His hand upon
us, and bring us back into our right place. In this one thing

let us be confident that the trials of this lifewill work forusa
far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.

—

Selected.

THE STILL, SMALL VOICE.

It was a long journey for the Hebrew prophet to take before

he came to the revelation of the Divine method of working,

namely, by a Voice, both still and small. And it is a long

journey still which the majority of earnest souls have perforce

to take to reach the same end. The professing Churchy

speaking generally, has never properly learned it, even after

nineteen centuries of straining after the effects produced

by other methods, those symbolized by the whirlwind, the

earthquake and the fire. And neither have the nations com-

prising Christendom, whose evil politics are a reflection of their

false religion; or else the terrible upheaval of the present

world-war would never have taken place.

It is natural to associate power with such elements as the

stormy tempest, the earthquake and the devouring fire. The

ministry of Elijah had been characterized by these spectacular

and sensational manifestations; and it had apparently suc-

ceeded on Mount Carmel where the priests of Baal were

put to the sword. " But the Lord was not in the wind . . .

the Lord was not in the earthquake ... the Lord was

not in the fire."

How much reliance there is in the great camp of religious

profession upon carnal force and energy! Nothing is con-

sidered of any account that does not make a noise and create

a stir. The eloquent preacher is, of course, a necessity.

Hurricane-campaigns are the order of the day. And yet as

it has been said: "Souls may go away, admiring—excited

—

agitated; but there has been no intercourse with God."

The people called Quakers were raised up to demonstrate the

power of the Still, Small Voice. They went "outside the

camp bearing His reproach" following its guidance. They
had found within what many were vainly seeking abroad:
" Immediate Divine revelation" by the inshining light of the

direct visitation of Christ—of God—in the temple of the heart.

And recognizing that none were left out, or overlooked, or

missed, or passed by, or neglected, by this visitation of Divine

love and light; that it was one in high and low, learned and

ignorant, male and female; that it knew neither social, national

nor racial barriers; they perceived the basis of human brother-

hood, and "peace on earth and goodwill towards men" became

their watchword. How could they hate whom God loves!

How despise whom God visits! Said George Fox in one of

the classic utterances recorded in his Journal: "And 1 saw

that there was an ocean of darkness and death, but an infinite

ocean of light and love flowed over the ocean of darkness;

and in that 1 saw the infinite love of God."

God speaks to men by a Voice—and that not a voice of

harsh command or angry accusation, but by a voice of gentle

stillness and insignificant smallness. The Society of Friends

has yet a great work to do in the earth to bring men, churches,

communities—yea nations—to hearken to that Voice. For

the tempest, the earthquake and the fire are abroad in the

world to-day and are doing their deadly work. And yet these

things are often a preparation for the Voice of God. The

Lord was not in the tempest, the earthquake and the fire.

But the wind, the earthquake and the fire went "before the

Lord" all the same.

May we not believe that the present fearful overturnings

and the daily augmentation of broken hearts, bereaved homes

and blighted lives are precursors for the ministry of the Still,

Small Voice? Not yet is the need of this diviner ministry

felt. The nations all profess to desire peace. But they want

to attain peace by the ordeal of war, and they have to learn

by bitter experience that the Lord is not in their methods.

And as the Voice which bowed the head of the prophet was

both small and still, may we not expect Divine wisdom to

employ very insignificant instruments to bring the heart-

broken nations into His kingdom of peace? God's good things

still come out of men's despised Nazareths. Weak things of

the world still confound the mighty. "The big trees in Cali-

fornia have sprung from seeds, each of which is no larger than

a grain of wheat, and the river which at its source is a tiny,

tinkling rill over which a child may stride, is at its mouth

broad enough and deep enough to bear a navy on its bo.som."

But whether this present generation will heed our message
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or not, it is ours to continue to work towards its certain, eventu-

al triumph, our hearts set not upon temporary popularity,

but upon eternal values, fearlessly following the direction of

the only Sovereign Authority, the still, small voice of the

Living God, heard by reason, conscience and spirit in the

inner sanctuary not made with hands, assured that love never

faileth, no matter how often it be crossed.

"Loud mockers in the roaring street

Say Christ is crucified again:

Twice pierced His Gospel-bearing feet,

Twice broken His great heart in vain.

I hear, and to myseh' I smile,

For Christ talks with me all the while.

"No more unto the stubborn heart

With gentle knocking shall He plead,

No more the mystic pity start,

For Christ twice dead is dead indeed.

So in the street I hear men say.

Yet Christ is with me all the way."

Max I. Reich.

AN INFORMAL CONFERENCE FOR YOUNG FRIENDS OF
ABINGTON QUARTERLY MEETING.

Three members of Abington Quarterly Meeting attended

the Young Friends' Conference at Cedar Lake, Indiana, during

the summer of 1916. While there, each one of the three found

a fresh meaning in Quakerism that made it seem a far greater

thing than it had before. At Cedar Lake we caught a glimpse

of the opportunity that lies ahead of us as Friends in America:

to share with other Young People everywhere that portion

of the Christian Message which has been given us.

When we returned to Philadelphia we were eager to tell

what we had learned and the idea of the Conference took

definite shape. We asked about ten other members of the

Quarterly Meeting who we knew were vitally interested in

our meetings, to help us plan a Conference to be held on Second

Month 3rd, in Germantown. We wished that the Young
People might get together and in an informal discussion con-

sider the problems related to our meetings.

The Conference was opened at 4 p. m. in the school-house.

Wm. E. Cadbury spoke briefly of its purpose, and as our time

was all too short we divided promptly into smaller groups to

discuss either the "Fellowship of Reconciliation" or "Our
Attitude Toward Amusements." The first topic seemed
especially suited to the crisis which our country was facing.

The second topic brought forth a very lively discussion but a

rather inconclusive one. The desire was generally expressed

that whatever stand we took, each individual should feel a

deep conviction that he was striving for the highest develop-

ment not only of himself but of the whole social order.

The Conference then met as a whole to listen to five short

papers read by Irvin Foley, Carroll Brinton, Susan Roberts,

C. Reed Gary and Rebecca Carter on "Why I Remain a

Friend ?" The question is one which each should answer for

himself and therefore these papers were most helpful. We
should think clearly for ourselves that our convictions may
become stronger. We believe that our denomination, more
than any other, recognizes the power of the individual and
the fruits of his experience. The responsibility which our

meetings afford gives a greater opportunity for personal de-

velopment.
After about an hour and a half the Conference broke up for

a social supper in the Tea Meeting Room of the Meeting-

house. Here supper was served, cafeteria fashion, and the

discussions were continued in a more formal way.
At 7.30 p. M. the Conference settled down for the most

important of its subjects, "Our Meetings for Worship: Its

Possibilities and Privileges." Margaret M. Gary presided.

There was a free and interesting discussion for about an hour

and a half. Preparation is necessary for everything we un-

dertake and the problem of the proper preparation for our

meetings for worship was much spoken of. Purity of spirit,

a believing and trusting attitude, and a desire to know God
were three points on which much emphasis was laid. The
question of speaking was also discussed and several gave very

helpful experiences. Public service is often meant for only

one or two and young people should not necessarily expect

any great elation to follow a vocal service. Willingness to

serve in whatever way we feel called upon is the spirit for

which we must strive. Then, in a believing spirit, forgetting

those things which are behind and reaching forth unto the

things which are before we may press forward toward the

mark for the prize of the high calling of Christ Jesus. The
Conference closed with a silence, truly living and impressive.

As those of us who planned the Conference met together

from time to time, it was our united feeling that the re-

sponsibility for these meetings was far greater than we could

carry alone. At each meeting therefore, we set aside a time

for silent waiting upon God with the earnest desire that He
might guide us. To these periods of devotion we would as-

sign the success of the undertaking. E. B. R. AND R. C.

For • The FmsuD."

GREY DAYS AND GREEN DAYS.

By Robert R. Tatlock, Friends' War Victims' Relief CommiUee.

In rural Russia, in place of the peace of the English country-

side, we have stagnation. Jolting and crawling along in my
Tarantass vehicle 1 have time to remark such things, for

in that position one cannot read or even think consecutive-

ly because of the irregularity of the bumps and falls and leaps.

Irregularity and stagnation! Oh! friend Russia, casual of in-

tention; late of awakening; generous soul; these are thy name!
In England, quiet prevails in the country places, quiet and,

after all, content and comfort; in Scotland, ruggedness and
movement; in France, the stateliness of open prospects; in

Russia, irregularity, stagnation, monotony, sleep.

When 1 leave "town" (as I most frequently do) in my
humble vehicle, the two little windows of the last house of

Buzuluk drowsily wink at me a sleepy invitation to stay. The
town is left, and what would be the countryside in any other

place surrounds me. I am going to Lubimoofka. What 1 see

before me is a faint track stretching irregularly to the horizon,

over what at first seems nearly flat land, but which is soon

found to have many undulations and bumps and holes. On
this ground are no houses, no hedges, no trees, no people. I

am alone with two galloping horses, a ruffianly-looking driver,

and a Tarantass which jolts and shakes me as a riddle shakes

a pebble, as a terrier shakes a rat.

Presently comes a bump of even more violence than usual;

for a moment we are in the air, then come "crump" on the

ground like a stone. But the driver has awakened. He sits

up and yells at the horses (apparently to their mutual delight)

:

"Noo-Noo-00; fly away, my pigeons." Then changing key

upwards violently, "Noo, vot!" and they run like the cloud

before the wind, and 1 wonder what the Russian word is for

"steady!" So we drive for a D£r5< or two. The horses would

continue, but the man grows tired of his song. The new-born

enthusiasm dies, Russian like, within him; his eye wanders

again over the fields, the horses shake their heads. Five

minutes more and they have forgotten him, and he them.

Before I reach my resting place the rain begins to fall; and

what with the wet and the cold and a melancholy chant the

man has begun, I am glad to get inside of the very dirty house

where 1 habitually consume my luncheon. Here sit no less

than eight cronies, in different attitudes of sublime content,

and one of them, a scholar, reads aloud from a book of fairy

stories, spelling out the words as he goes, and following with a

large and grimy finger the boldly typed lines. In the centre

of the table is the samovar or tea urn, shining; in each mouth
is a papiros, or cigarette with long white stalk. The room is

heated. They are in perfect content. The tale goes on, the
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whiffs of contentment puff approval every line, until the samo-
var turns into a silver king and the papiros change to eight
white-robed princesses. I enter and the spell is broken.
Two of them laugh when they see me and call for the book to
be closed. That with a sigh is done, though more than one
look through the window with an air they have, whimsical
and dreamy, as if to say: "No, no, do not laugh, the earth is

wrong, that was a better world we were in just now."
When 1 start again the air seems to have grown still colder.

We shake out of the yard and shake down the village track.
It is the Sabbath, 1 suddenly remember. A church bell swings
gently and irregularly, as if in the wind. On either side of the
road are wooden houses, built of heavy logs, and ornamented
with a sort of wooden fretwork facing—for this is a rich vil-

lage. Some of the houses are very far apart. Those which
are near one another have between them a very tall gateway
of wood, with a wedge-shaped wooden watershed running along
the top, most distinctly Turkish in conception. Sitting with
their backs against the house walls and the gates are rows of

people dressed, men and women, in colored clothes as one
might see in a very gaudy theatre setting. They eat sunflower
seeds, the husks of which lie around them by the hundred.
They crack them in their white teeth and cast away the shells

while talking, unconsciously, like birds, and with a dexterity
so great as to tempt one to think it must be one of those
hereditary gifts which have been the plague and the delight of

anthropologists.

I am soon gone and the silent steppe stretches before me
again in breathless grandeur. Low hills, which seem to have
grown almost flat with age, stare vacantly at one another and
counsel patience to the clouds. A vulture stands bare-necked
upon the plain. Hawks wheel round, discovering life where
none is seen by man, and high above my head, a brown mark
against the blue, an eagle frowns upon us all. The rain has
stopped, the dust begins to blow, then suddenly the sun breaks
out and bathes the world in living gold and green, but the
vulture shakes his head, moving for the first time, as if he
disapproves of the sun. 1 have started on the second of my
trio of three hour stages.

So the day passes, morning, noon and evening; fallow fields

and stagnant pools, no rugged outline anywhere, nor heather
struggling with the wind as in my northern land, no sense of

pure peace as in England; for how can you observe and feel

the influence of a peaceful thing when all is utterly still besides

itself? These heavy, heaving undulations remind many
travelers of the Atlantic, but how, 1 do not know, for here a
whole century may pass and never a twig stir. Nature has
clothed the land only in pale and languid green, and man
adorns it with nothing gayer than unpainted wood.

1 started in the early morning, and now beyond a wide ex-

panse of evening shade, the last full beam of rich and tender-

colored light strikes on the walls and dome of Lubimoofka
church. As I see it standing like a silver crown among the
poor mud huts and thatches and the square roof of the hospital,

already with a light or two in the windows, 1 gladly remember
the good work that is being done there, and the cheery English
voices who will soon be clamoring for their letters.

Next morning, after an early breakfast, 1 start once more,

and going over exactly the same track in the same vehicle, 1

arrive in the glow of the evening again at Buzuluk—the second

of our three little homes in the east. Here 1 find Theodore
Rigg up to the neck in rice. He performs wonderful feats with

sacks of refugee foodstuffs in a little dingy room, and converses

in a mixture of English, French, Russian and Serbian all in

one to a Tartar carter speaking through the window from out-

side. We spend the rest of the evening at a Zemstvo meeting,

which begins at 7.30 p. m. and winds up at i a. m. Committees
are always dull; but personally, whatever the reason, 1 find

those conducted in the Russian tongue more trying than the

usual variety. The Zemstvo meeting raises points connected
with our work, and Rigg and 1 discuss them over bread and
tea after we come home, finally retiring to rest at the cheery

hour of 3 A. M.

1 am off again at 7.30 a. m. to commence the second stage,
the third day of the complete round. To-day has two sections
in the journey, thirty versis each. The weather has broken
down. Now, added to the jolt and jar, a quivering stream of

mud and black water leaps from each wheel and stretches
towards me and my goods like a live thing. At times we
splash through water which makes a sound like the sea around
a boat, and leave a wake behind us as we go; or else we are
gripped by solid inches of stiff black paste as a fly in treacle,

the horses pulling and panting with an anxious, longing eye
upon the firmer ground before.

The land that was green last night is grey to-day; grey,

stagnant and irregular, asleep in the rain. 1 almost lose the
familiar landmarks by reason of the veil of grey water all

around.

After a pause to change horses, on we go again, this time
through the deeps of a forest of pines. The rain has almost
gone. As 1 come in sight of the trees I am aware of a change.
The summer is gone. Last time I passed, whole companies of

brown and reddened leaves were mustering in the woods.
Now birches, stripped of every leaf, trace slender lines of

white against the pines; and other little trees whose names I

do not know, whose presence formerly I scarcely had noticed,

now are massed, a wilderness of brown, on either side of the
way, the single late ones standing green among them, shedding
water and leaves silently. The jar of the wheels passing over
the sodden leaves is smothered, the air is thick with them,
falling like tragic confetti into my humble conveyance itself.

I was beginning to regret the necessity of the return journey,

making the last of the series to-morrow; but now 1 see in the

midst of a glade a peasant's hut, and under the shed of the

house a man and his son working about the wheels of a cart,

a woman who has a pot she was cleaning in her hand having
come out to watch them. 1 realize with a qualm that they
are removing the wheels and putting on runners for the snow
—runners for the snow—for the snow—snow! 1 ask the driver,

pretending to be cheery, if the snow lies deeply in the forest

during winter.

"Deeply," he replies.

I gather my wet overcoat round my legs, and forgetting

that there are grey days and green at all, I give my mind
entirely up to wondering how we all shall fare throughout the

long white days and nights that are to come.

THE RISE AND FALL OF NATIONS.

DR. INAZO NITOBE.

Note.—The following is a summary of an article from a Japanese

volume of Dr. Nitobe's published addresses, "Various Impressions of

Human Life."

As seen in history, the rise and fall, the prosperity and decay

of nations, is uncertain. There are two standards by which to

judge a nation—the material and the spiritual.

We may compare Judea and Rome. Judea was a small,

weak nation, but the thought and spirit of the Hebrews is a

power in the world even now. On the other hand, Rome was
once the supreme nation in the worid, but it crumbled and is

no more. Again, compare Greece and Persia. When the

Persian Empire was at its height, Greece was an insignificant

country. Persia is now almost forgotten, while Greek civiliza-

tion plays an important part in the advancement of the worid.

Military rule over vast territories is for a day, thought-leader-

ship of the world is for ages.

Although failing in the race for worid-leadership, the small

nation may do much to lead civilization on to real, spiritual

prosperity. So, also, with the individual; he must not confine

his efforts to things which pass away, but must look to the

future and shape his thoughts and actions according to that

which is eternal.

Japan ought to lay to heart the lessons of history and seek

to lay hold on those things which abide.
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PEACE.

Like sentinels the rocks unflinching stand,

To meet the onslaught of incoming tide,

The turbid waves, from wanderings far and wide,

Roar news of battles, fought in distant land,

And toss themselves exhausted on the sand.

Quelled by the cakn and peace, which here abide.

In their recoil all signs of discord hide

Abashed—conquered by silent reprimand.

Sail safely Ship-of-State o'er troubled waves.

Your tiller held by firm and trusty hand.

To guide the helmsman though vrHd tempest raves

Send beams of Faith—Hghthouses of our land!

Keep us from war, dear God, by thy great might.

And lead us through the darkness to the light.

M. B. W., in the Springfield Republican.

WHY I BECAME A FRIEND.*

As I have been a member of the Society of Friends only for

about a year and a half (although I was a Friend in essentials

long before I was aware of it myself) my title must be " Why
I Became a Friend" and not "Why I Remain a Friend."

Necessity for explanation of the latter would argue not open-
mindedness but instability of conviction. Therefore 1 shall

try to tell you why I became a Friend.

Our motives are invariably mixtures and it is difficult to

dissect them and pick out the real elements that make them
up. One of my chief reasons was doubtless my environment
since babyhood. While my family are not Quakers, many of

my relatives and ancestors belong or belonged to the Society.

All but one preliminary year of schooling was done at German-
town Friends' School, and 1 had then four years of Haverford
College. After one year of teaching at a boarding-school, I

returned to my old school as a teacher over four years ago.

Many of the people 1 came to admire and love most were
Friends and more and more 1 felt like one of them.
One day, about four years ago, 1 was taking a walk with

Dr. Richard Gummere, of Haverford College, and it happened
to come out in our conversation that 1 was not a Friend. His
surprise was so great that it set me thinking and talking on
the subject with others. 1 began to think that I agreed suf-

ficiently with the Quaker viewpoint to make joining worth
serious consideration.

One book that I read at the time was Caroline Stephen's
"Quaker Strongholds," and much of it impressed me deeply.

In regard to the special testimonies of Friends (queries on
which have been for many years in England unanswered on
paper; they are read aloud and are replied to usually only in

the heart of each hearer) she says, "
1 am thankful that a

much greater degree of freedom is now allowed to our members
in all matters as to which there is room for a conscientious

difference of opinion. Our strength seems to depend largely

upon our consistency in appealing to the Gospel rather than
to the law—in trusting to the purifying power of an indwelling,

informing Spirit, rather than to any external framework of

regulations." In another place she says, "1 think 1 cannot
be wrong in saying that a greater value has from the first

been attached by Friends to practice, as compared with doc-
trine, than is the case with most other Christian bodies."

Another book that helped to make clear the way (and 1 was
fully two years in trying to work the matter through) was
Edward Grubb's "Authority and the Light Within." He
interprets very ably Quaker doctrine in modern, scientific

language and, while not blind to the failures and blunderings
the Society has made, brings out the more effectively by this

admission the potential strength of Quakerism—the thing
it may be if we have but the courage and the vision. He says
toward the end of his book: "The essential truth of Quakerism
we found to lie in its recognition that there is something of the
Infinite, something of God, in every person; that religion con-

*Paper read at a Conference of Young Friends in Germantown.

sists in His expanding life in the surrendered soul, and is

therefore infinite in its possibilities; that Christianity can

never be expressed by any system of dogmatic formulae. Yet

we were compelled to recognize that the early Quakers never

rose above the imperfect philosophy of their day, in which

the natural and the spiritual worlds were separated by an
impassable barrier, and which compelled them to choose be-

tween the alternatives of making the Light wholly human and
natural, or else wholly Divine and supernatural. They chose

the latter, and found themselves shut up to a position which
virtually made the individual infallible, leaving no real place

for authority; and which also gravely injured their work by
depreciating as unspiritual the use of the human reason, and
minimizing the need for religious teaching. That in spite of

these defects they should have achieved what they did, is the

best testimony to the essential truth which they discovered."

In the summer of 19 14, 1 was studying French in the town
of Tours, and we (a Russian lady, a Serbian postmaster, a

French school-teacher and his wife and daughter, and 1) \vere

all discussing the play of Chatterton. The heroine, Kitty

Bell (or Keetee Bell, as they all called her) was married, as I

remember, to a Quaker. The five of them, all Roman Catho-
lics, asked if I knew what a Quaker was, and my efforts to

explain in French were arduous. " But what do they pray
to? Is there no cross, no crucifix?" On my replying in the

negative, their manner implied that Quakerism might be all

right in its way, but you couldn't call that sort of thing re-

ligion. And 1 felt with Rufus Jones when he says: "The days
of the priest are over. The demand is now for prophets.

Men do not want sacred persons to 'do' their religion for

them; they want illuminated leaders, who can enlarge their

vision, who can interpret, in the language of to-day, the eternal

realities of the Spirit."

The war broke out, as everyone knows, that summer, and
it had its effect on this decision of mine just as it had on many
things of more importance to the world. The thought came
to me that the Quakers had made a fight for peace generation

after generation at times when it took even more courage than
now to insist on the inconsistency of War and Christianity,

on the impossibility of being both a killer of men and a fol-

lower of Christ. And 1 knew that it was on that side that I

wanted to throw my influence.

I felt, too, the great need of less complexity in life and the

simplicity of Friends made a strong appeal. We need so

much the stripping-away of the non-essential, the unimportant,

and Quakerism has stood for that always. Some say that

our absence of form is in itself a form; and what few forms
we do have are as firmly solidified as those of any church
ritual. Take, for example, rising at prayer. Almost all

Friends get up but, at the same time, anyone who finds it

more natural to bow his head feels, 1 think, at full liberty to

do so. "There is no royal road to ridding ourselves of super-

fluities. It is a lifelong process of severe purification, which
at every turn demands the sacrifice of the lower to the higher."

Each one of us has to decide for himself what are for him
superfluities, but the Friends have made great effort on these

lines.

Rufus Jones, in his "Quakerism: A Religion of Life," says:

"Our Quakerism must, then, be nothing short of a religion of

life, a real experiment in the application, the reproduction of

Christ's religion. Neither form nor the absence of form;

neither creed nor the absence of creed will avail, but a kind

of life which is Divinely begotten, inspired and fed from within.

It is not 'views' that are wanted, but the evidence that in

the hush of our meetings we find a living God, that in our

human tasks Divine streams of Grace are raining into our

lives, and currents of spiritual energy are coursing through our

deeds and purposes. And withal we must go to our day's

work with sunlight on our faces."

The final reason why I wished to become a Friend was be-

cause not only did 1 find congenial friends among them, but
1 found inspiring ones who were working in, on the whole,

an awake and progressive meeting. 1 found that a remarkably
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successful effort had been made to preserve the simplicity
and the sincerity of the old without the narrowness that
sometimes went with it. Stirring our social consciences to a
healthily tender condition was found by many to be a harder
and worthier aim in the luxury surrounding us all than absorp-
tion in keeping ourselves spotless, while alive to the value and
necessity of personal perfecting, emphasis had been shifted
from that to the perfecting of the world around us. And it

seems to me no less than their due to say to those that have
come nearest to living up to the highest standard of Quakerism:

"You did not hoard

Your spirit's treasure for a world unseen,

Nor chaffer with your God for a reward

Ere you would serve

You went your way generous and serene

And gave unquestioning all you had to spend,

As friend to friend."

Irvin C. Foley.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(Continued from page 403.)

Almost immediately after the Medicine Dance, the whole
body of Indians removed a number of miles farther west-
ward, where there were herds of buffalo, on which to subsist,

and to furnish robes for their lodges, in which employment
they were busily engaged.
On the twenty-third, seven days from my entering camp,

word came from the Agent informing that the Government
was engaged in the needful negotiations for the release of

Satanta and Big Tree, and that the Governor of Texas would
in all probability soon comply with the President's requisi-

tions for their release. Than which no better news could
reach them except it be that they were already at the Agency.
By the assistance of Kicking Bird, 1 explained the con-

tents of the Agent's letter to the Indians, and their answer
to be returned to the Agent by the bearer of the message to

them.
It now appeared that had nothing been received to indi-

cate any intention on the part of the Government to comply
with its agreement to release their imprisoned chiefs, they
would have separated at that place. Those friendly to the
Government and its "Peace Policy," under the leadership
of Kicking Bird, and some others would have gone to the
Agency and the hostile Indians would have gone off to the
"Staked Plains" and instigated a raid upon the frontier

settlements, as heretofore related was their intention. But
the timely message from the Agent quieted them, and united
all together more firmly than they had been heretofore.

Some two weeks later a verbal message was received in

camp, stating that these chiefs were at the Agency and the
Agent wanted the Indians to come in for them. This false

message probably given to stir up more hostile feeling, when
they found it to be untrue, had that effect. A council was im-
mediately called and a grand parade planned for the whole
tribe. The warriors were in advance, each band under its re-

spective war chief, ornamented in full regalia, with their

shields, arms and war-bonnets, other chiefs followed, then the

men of the tribe; the old men, women and children coming
last of all. It was so ordered to show their military strength.

The nervous strain of these three weeks with all the ac-

companiments had been too great. Here 1 was taken sick

and carried in with them, and went directly to the Agent's
house, arriving on the thirteenth of Seventh Month, one
month from the time of leaving the Agency to go to the en-

campment.
It had been planned that I should ride with Kicking Bird

at the head of the procession, but my illness prevented this,

and it also prevented my being kept by them as a hostage

when they found their chiefs were not there, and no such mes-
sage had been sent them.

1 felt deeply for them in their disappointment, almost be-

yond endurance when they found their chiefs were not there

and the message was false. The Agent was favored with skil-
ful management, to quiet them for the present, at least, re-
straining them from acts of violence, though a scheme was
attempted, which also failed. This will be related later.

Having returned to the Agency so broken in health as to
have little hope of a permanent restoration (which proved
too true), in looking back upon the experiences of these few
weeks, 1 feel entirely satisfied with having been resigned to
go among them, fully believing that had no influence been
brought to bear upon them when the intelligence was first

received that the Government had changed its intention
of releasing Satanta and Big Tree, most of the warriors would
have joined together and perhaps others with them in com-
mitting depredations that would have occasioned an Indian
war, wherein many lives would have been sacrificed and much
expense to the Government would have been incurred.
The scheme they attempted was this: They removed about

twelve miles from the Agency and held a council as to what
to do. An Apache woman, hearing a remark made by one
of the chiefs, informed her husband, near whose camp the
council was being held. He immediately sent her and another
woman to secrete themselves near the council lodge. As it

was night it was easily accomplished, and thev distinctly

heard their decisions, viz: That five of their most daring
and brave men—men to be relied on for cunning and strategy,

should be selected to return to the Agency, seize the Agent
and myself and rush with us to the plains, beyond the reach
of the soldiers, whither they would be joined by the tribe,

and where we would be held as hostages until Satanta and
Big Tree should be released; of these men White Horse
was one, than whom the tribe possessed no more vile or
treacherous character. This information the women re-

ported to Apache John, who immediately mounted his pony,
came in and notified the Agent of the intention of the Kiowas.
Two nights after this, the five men arrived at the Agency

just after dark. The Agent had prudently kept the plot a
secret, except from his wife and son and one other young man.
White Horse, on entering the house, and not knowing the

information the A-gent had received, to avoid suspicion, took
off his revolver and gave it to the Agent's wife, and sitting

down in an arm chair, one arm so lifted his blanket as to dis-

close another revolver, of which the Agent spoke to him,
much to his confusion and embarrassment. They were treated

with the utmost kindness, supper provided and conversation

carried on in which the Agent betrayed no indications of know-
ing the design of their visit; by this they were confused and
disconcerted.

Soon after supper the Agent informed them of his practice

of reading from the Good Book the Great Spirit had given us.

He talked to them before retiring to rest, inviting them to

remain during the "medicine making," which they did. After

seeking help and protection from Him, who alone is able to

control all events and thwart the most subtle schemes of

designing men, he furnished them with blankets for the night

and they went into camp near by. Not having accomplished

their design, they waited until the next night. Not then being

able to execute their plans, they returned to camp the fol-

lowing morning. They reported to the tribe that our " ' medi-

cine' was too strong and they could not touch us."

Thus, through the protecting power of Him who never

slumbers nor sleeps, way was made for my return and our

deliverance from this deep laid plot for our capture and de-

tention.

There was no outward manifestation by which this work
was wrought, yet, a secret power, as they acknowledged, was
"so strong they could not tough us." Truly I may say in all

humility, I have been among this people with much sorrow

and many tears, under discouragements and heavy burdens,

in heat and in cold, in hunger, in thirst and in weariness, in

sickness and in weakness of the flesh and of the spirit, alone

as to the outward, a stranger among a strange people, having

home, wife and children as though I had them not, yet

hath the Lord supported me in all and through all. May to
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Him alone, who knoweth the most hidden things, be all the

honor and the praise, and His Name be magnified.

Only this much remains to say, Satanta and Big Tree were
finally returned, to the joy of their families and friends.

(To be continued.)

Reprinted at suggestion of M. R. W.

THE UNESCAPABLE LAW.

I find myself quoted as predicting that the law of love will

"ultimately govern" human relations. 1 should like to find

room for a disclaimer. It would be just as absurd to predict

that causes will "ultimately" produce effects, or that water
will "ultimately" run downhill.

What I have been trying to make people believe is simply
that the law of love is the law of life, the law of God; just as

much the law of God as the law of gravitation; governing
souls and communities just as truly as gravitation governs
bodies; the organic law of human society, acting no less uni-

formly and inexorably than any other natural law.

The "near morality" by which the teaching of the Chris-

tian church has been largely disfigured and debilitated has
assumed that the penalty of the moral law can be averted
or evaded; that punishment is deferred; that God's laws which
deal with human conduct are not now in force. They will

ultimately govern human relationships, but they do not govern
now. Consequently it is futile to try to obey them. By and
by, in the millennium, it will be possible to live by the law
of love, but it is not now possible and any attempt to con-
form to it would be foolish and fanatical. If the law of love
were only efl'ective, it would, of course, be a good thing to

obey it, but since it is not effective it is foolish to talk about
it; and we must find some rule of life that is practical and
stop this nonsense of the visionaries and the idealists.

It is just at this point that straight thinking is needed.
There is no deadlier error than the notion that there are laws
of God which are for the present in abeyance—which do not
now govern men, but which will ultimately govern them. Es-
pecially pernicious are all such conceptions when applied
to the moral laws. In these, if in anything, we have a right to

look for uniformity.

In truth this law of love is enforced upon every individ-
ual human being and every social group, larger or smaller,

with absolute inflexibility. There has never been in any world
a minute in which it was not in full operation; it has never
been possible for any man or angel or any association of men
or angels to escape it.

The mental muddle into which moral teachers have led

the multitude is in the notion that the law is not inforce unless
it is obeyed. But it is inforce if its sanctions are effective, whether
of reward or of penalty. If it is true of any law that no man
can possibly obey it without getting the benefits which it

offers, and that no man can possibly disobey it without in-

curring the injuries which it threatens, then that law is cer-

tainly in force. And this is palpably true of the organic law of

human relationships. Obedience to it brings to the individual
moral soundness and happiness, and to society peace and
welfare. Disobedience to it brings to the individual moral
deterioration and misery and to society strife and disintegra-
tion. It has never been uniformly obeyed or universally dis-

obeyed, so that we have no complete demonstration of the
consequences of obedience or disobedience; but there are
evidences enough in human experience of the nature of its

rewards and of its penalties, and abundant proofs that these
rewards and penalties are annexed to all human conduct as
closely as any effect is linked to its cause.

The fatal failure of the Christian church has been its blur-
ring of this central principle of morality. Not one in a hun-
dred of its members has any comprehension of the immediate-
ness and inevitableness of the operation of this central law
of life. Nearly all of them suppose that if they do wrong they
are liable to suffer for it some time in the future; scarcely
any of them have been convinced that the consequences of

evil doing are as quick and sure as the explosion of a short-

circuited current. How many men know that if they lie

they will get the reaction of that lie immediately in their

characters; that every act or thought of selfishness, of cruelty,

of impurity registers itself at once in their lives—blunts their

sensibilities, dulls their perceptions, weakens their wills; that
the accumulation of these deadly reactions must produce a
steady deterioration of the character? How many men under-
stand that if all their neighbors governed themselves by the
same principles of distrust and suspicion which they habitually

practice there could be no useful social co-operation, because
the natural and inevitable resentments and antipathies would
rend society into fragments? How many people comprehend
that the strifes and disorders and miseries which keep the
world in turmoil are simply the natural consequences of dis-

obedience of the law of good will. The tremendous indus-
trial conflicts which are now desolating so many homes in New
York and threatening the peace of the city—what are they
but the penalty which the law of love inflicts on the com-
munity which permits its violation? But how many of the
citizens of New York ever think of these strikes as penal con-
sequences of the violation of the law of love? How many of

them recognize the fact that these disturbances of the peace are

evidences that this law is in full force, visiting its retributions

on all the communities that despise its authority?

Most appalling, most terrible of all the evidences that the
law of love is in full operation is the terrific war now scourging
humanity. This war is the answer of the Eternal Justice

to the long defiance of the laws of life. The natural law of

human relationships, which is the law of good will, of mutual
service, binds all men and all groups of men, nations with
the rest. It requires them to live in peace and unity, to share

the good of the world, to seek one another's welfare. It prom-
ises well-being and abundance to those who obey, and it

threatens misery and destruction to those who disobey.

With one accord the nations of the earth have set this law
at defiance. They have refused to base international rela-

tionships on good will; they have insisted on founding them
on suspicion and fear and enmity. They would not obey
the law, but they cannot escape its penalty. Hell is the penalty
of the disobedience of God's law and war is hell. Can any
one conceive a pit more nearly bottomless than the nations

of Europe have digged for themselves, or hotter flames than
those into which they are now plunging?

And the people of the United States, after watching this

retribution for two years, are now making haste to set it at

defiance!

It's a mad world, my masters!

—

Washington Gladden,
in The Independent.

Columbus, Ohio.

THE MOTHER-LOVE.

O far, fair country, where my dearest dwell,

I beg you send some little message down!

—

A smUe, a whispered word, a ray, to tell

Where shines the splendor of a saintly crown.

Ah, but I ask what mortal may not crave!

And yet my heart implores some tender sign.

Dear Lord, assured of this, I will be brave

—

The mother-love I long for still is mine.

Hush, even as I plead, my soul is caught

Into a larger presence. By no word
Of mortal speech, nor token, am I taught;

And yet I know my longing prayer is heard.

Around me folds a love so great and dear.

Its comfort soothes me, like a sweet caress

—

The mother-love that saves me from my fear.

Cradling my soul in arms of tenderness.

—^Fannie E, Ostbander, in the Springfield Republican.
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THE SERVICE OF SILENCE.
[We are reprinting the following editorial from the SoutJiern Church-

man at the suggestion of our friend David F. White. The valuable httle

book with the title "The Service of Silence" has been previously noticed

in The Friend. Evidently the matter contained in this editorial is quite

in line with much fruit that has resulted from this pul>lication.—Eds.]

Doubtless the title does not convey a great deal of meaning.
But here is the story which will explain it, and which we
commend to the thoughtful attention of the reader:

"An Anglo-Catholic priest went to New Zealand to hold
a mission in a low church parish. Before going he had learned

to his dismay that the Quakers of the community had been
invited to hold their meetings in the parish church. The
rector and some parishioners and some theosophists had
joined with them. They found it a blessed way of increasing

the devout life and fellowship with one another. The high
church missioner was deeply moved and converted to this

way of vitalizing religion in its outward, sacramental form
—the power of silence in religion. For his part, he left them
with a deeper sense of the value of the Holy Communion;
low churchmen, Quakers and theosophists, joining in the
desire to have a weekly celebration of the Lord's Supper.
Surely there was a fresh alliance of silence and sacrament.
It was taken up by the high churchmen of England and is

fast spreading in that Church. *

"They feel the danger of externality and formalism and
conventionality in religion. They feel the need of some new
spiritual impulse. While sacramentalists—holding to the
daily celebration of the Holy Communion and the value of

ceremonialism—they feel that the Anglo-Catholic movement
has spent its force and is in danger of conventionalized ex-
ternality in religion. They feel the need of a revivication of

the inner life—an evangelical revival^a sense of the imme-
diacy of God in the soul. This they have found in a corpo-
rate fellowship of silence, practically, of a weekly Quaker
meeting—waiting together in silence; listening for the still

voice; becoming therein more really conscious of God and
thus increasing the inner life and making the celebration of

the Holy Communion more holy and life-giving. The empha-
sis is put on the silent communion with God."

J. Macbride Sterrett, rector of All Souls' Memorial Church,
Washington, has been both favorably and forcibly impressed
with the potential value of such a service as is thus indicated.

In a recent sermon, from which we are permitted to take the

above extracts, he announced the appointment of an hour
for a Silent Prayer Meeting in the church on Seventh-day
evening, and challenged the interest and co-operation of his

congregation by speaking to them wisely and affectionately

of "The Power of Silence in Religion" and the need of its

regular, definite exercise. It is a subject of vital importance
to every soul seeking more and more to know God, and we
cannot do better for our readers than pass on to them some
of the preacher's spiritual counsel as well as his reasons for

the congregational Service of Silence which he proposed to

them.
"The Service of Silence is one way of becoming conscious,

first, of our deeper, larger, more real self, and, second, of the

omnipresence of God.
"Beneath the largely submerged iceberg, enswathing and

sustaining it, lies the fathomless ocean. Beneath, around
our larger self, enswathing, sustaining, energizing, is the

omnipresent universal—call it God or what you will. Stay
in the silence and resolutely lay aside all thought of self

—

resolutely relate yourself to the omnipresent universal that

environs you, and a sense of His presence will come. It will

arouse the sense of the sublime. It will help you to worship
God and to enjoy communion with Him. It will humble and
exalt you so that you can smile

'.
. . to think God's greatness

Flows around our incompleteness,

Round our restlessness, His rest.'

"That is the religion of silence—the conscious immediate

personal contact, commerce, communion of the soul with God.
in truth, consciousness of the real self is not complete till

one has attained the immediate consciousness of the environ-
ing God. 'Wither shall 1 go from Thy presence?' (Psalm
139.) We are only complete in Him. We are in God. Un-
derneath are the everlasting arms, in silence we may recog-

nize the immanence of God—become immediately conscious
of the Great Companion—the silent, often unrecognized
and sometimes practically disowned Partner of our toiling-

upward-life.

"God soon fades out of the life of every man who does
not have such first hand knowledge of Him as comes behind
the closed door—in the silence. We may learn many things
about God from tradition and on the authority of others or
of the Church. But this second-hand knowledge alone is

not vitalizing.

"In silence we may have the testimony of the spirit—the
spirit itself immediately (and not merely through tradition

or external cult)—bearing witness with our spirit that we are

the children of God. In silence our soul may seek the soul

of the universal until it grips and is gripped by the Holy
Spirit of God. Go into the silence, shut the world of ordinary
life out, and listen. Make the adventure, the experiment
of the closet. Submit yourself to the discipline of aloneness

with the great Alone. Celebrate the sacrament of silence,

and you will find a thrill of the Divine more intense than
any thrill of intense strenuous external activity. The inner

light will stream through the east window of divine sur-

prise and the inner life will be energized in conscious contact

with the dynamo of the great Holy Spirit of God.
"This is nothing new. But it is largely a forgotten secret.

It has gone out of practice—has been forced out by other

interests. Christ urges it upon us. Holy men and saints of

all ages have practiced it. But in the busy, restless activi-

ties of the world it has too largely been neglected. As a pen-

alty our inner spiritual life is not strong. Make the experi-

ment, and have the experience which Archbishop Trench
recites:

' Lord, what a change within us one short hour

Spent in Thy presence will avail to make!

What heavy burdens from our bosoms take;

What parched grounds refresh as with a shower!

We kneel, and all around us seems to lower;

We rise, and all the distant and the near

Stand out in sunny outline, brave and clear.

We kneel how weak, we rise how full of power.'

"But there is a larger closet with the same and with ad-

ditional fruits. I wanted to speak this morning of that larger

closet of the service of corporate silence—other souls joining

with us in an hour's retreat from the world and waiting and
listening and becoming corporately conscious of God, and
thus increasing the spiritual life and the fellowship of the

parish.

"Where two or three are gathered together in silence,

as well as in vocal worship, there God is in the midst of them.

"A parish and all its worship and work is a means to cor-

porate fellowship with God and with each other. Is not the

closet one of the helps to this, for a parish as well as for the

individual? Is there not danger of its becoming a secularised

church? Is there not danger of conventionality and exter-

nahsm in religion? Is there not danger of parish worldliness?

To make a parish grow bigger and stronger than other par-

ishes; to exploit its temporal progress; to adopt all sorts of

semi-secular parish activities in a secular spirit; to secularize

Christianity instead of cultivating the spiritual, the evan-

gelical life—are not these dangers to which every parish is

exposed?

"The world is too much with us as a parish, as well as with

individuals. The parish soul then also needs its closet—its

retreat from the world—its hours of silent fellowship with God
that brings the fruits of the spirit—intensifying them and

adding thereto the parish fellowship of souls, above merely
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social fellowship. I verily believe that if all who care to

freshen and increase the consciousness of God could meet
together in silence and wait upon Him, there would be a

corporate parish revival of the inner spiritual life."

So Dr. Sterrett leaves little that needs be said on an ex-

ceedingly vital and practical subject.

There was a time, doubtless, when Christian people gave
themselves not too largely but too exclusively, to the con-

templative or devotional life. But that time has passed, and
this is a day of Christian activity and of Church work and
advancement; again not too largely, but may it not be too

exclusively? Service is the dominant note in the calls which
the Church is making upon her children and in her exhorta-

tions to them. This is the aspect of the Christian life and
duty which is being presented to the minds of the people

with the greater emphasis; and because of the opportunity
and need on every side, and because it is something concrete

and demonstrable, and because it is easier to perform, and
more in keeping with our disposition and habit of mind, than
the exercises of the deeper devotional life, there is the danger
which every thoughtful Christian must feel that the latter

be neglected and its paramount necessity be overlooked. And
surely our preacher is right when he reminds us that this is

a danger which besets the parish and congregation even more,
if possible, than the individual. The parochial consciousness

is a very real thing in any live parish, but every rector knows
how the material and visible things, the things that can get

themselves talked about and that produce tangible results,

have a way of thrusting themselves forward in parochial

consideration largely to the exclusion of that which is purely

spiritual. So in almost any parish gathering the opening
prayers seem of small moment as compared with a new and
promising scheme for raising money, and the riches of God's
glory fade into insignificance before a deficit in the treasury.

The first thing is often very secondary in the programme of

parochial life.

Anything therefore which will serve to correct this forget-

ful or neglectful habit of mind, or must we say this worldly

habit of mind, in the individual or in the congregation, is

worth thinking about. Its purpose and aim, at least, may be
adopted, to be attained by what means we may with the

help of the ever-waiting Spirit of God.

" So this was the way people learned that putting a concave

and a convex glass together in just the right position, would
make distant objects seem near. Without this knowledge, we
should never have had the telescope, and without the telescope

we should have known little of the sun, moon or stars."

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The Curiosity of a Little Boy.—"Little things and little

people are often responsible for great results, and may be
you do not know that the discovery of that important instru-

ment, the telescope, may be traced to the curiosity of a little

boy, and this is how it came about:

"The little boy 1 am telling you about, was the son of an
optician, who lived in Holland. He and his sisters loved to

play about their father's work bench, and often they amused
themselves by looking at the sea through the little smooth
concave glass which their father used in his work.
"Now, one day, it happened that the boy, while playing

with two of these glasses, chanced to hold them before his

eyes, in such a way that the face of the Cathedral clock seemed
very near.

"This surprised him greatly, for the clock was so far away
that he could scarcely see the hands with his naked eyes.

" For awhile he stared at the clock and then at the glasses,

each of which he tried in turn, but the clock was as far away
as ever, and so it remained, turn them as he would, until by
chance again he held both up together, when, lo! as if by magic,
the church stood beside him.

"Oh, 1 know, 1 know!" he cried aloud. "It's the two to-

gether." Then in great joy he ran to his father and told him
of his remarkable discovery.

" His father tried the glasses in his turn and found that the
boy had spoken the truth, when he said he could bring the
great church clock nearer.

Selected for Our Younger Friends by J. C. M., who says:

"The quaint lines from the German I copied in my 'piece

book' a half century ago"

:

SIX LITTLE WORDS (From the German).

"Six little words do claim me every day,

SHALL, MUST and CAN, with WILL and OUGHT and MAY.
SHALL is the law within, inscribed by Heaven,

The goal to which I myself am driven;

MUST is the bound not to be overpast,

Where, by the world and nature I'm held fast.

CAN is the measure of my personal dower,

Of deed and art, science and practised power.

WILL is my noblest crown, my brightest, best.

Freedom's my own seal, upon my soul imprest.

OUGHT, the inscription on the seal set fair.

On Freedom's open door a bolt 'tis there.

And lastly, MAY, 'mong many courses mixed

The vaguely possible by the moment fixed.

SHALL, MUST and CAN, with WILL and OUGHT and MAY
These are the six that claim me every day.

Only when God doth teach do I know what each day

I SHALL, I MUST, I CAN, I WILL, I OUGHT, I MAY."

Better Than the Dolls.—A good American preacher.

Dr. A. J. Gordon, was once spending a holiday not far from
Boston, and before he left home he promised his two little

girls that he would bring them back a doll each. Of course,

they were very glad, and arranged with the children of the
neighborhood to have a dolls' party as soon as their father

should return.

"As 1 looked through the car window on my return," said

Dr. Gordon, "
I saw the two children sitting in the carriage

waiting for me. Then, for the first time, I thought of the

dolls, and felt that I should be thankful to pay the expenses

of a trip back, if only I might buy them. But 1 had to get into

the carriage; so I took the reins in my hands, drove along

quickly, and began to talk about the weather, until one of

them looked up in my face and said, ' Father, where are the

dolls?' I said, 'Oh, 1 am so forgetful. You must forgive me.
I am sorry. Go down to the village and buy the best dolls

you can find and 1 will pay for them.' They were disappointed,

and could not forget it philosophically; but one of them, with
the tears running down her cheeks, put her arms round my
neck and said, '

1 would rather have you than all the dolls in

Boston. I really would.' I felt then that 1 should like to give

her all the dolls in Boston. Anybody who wanted me could

have all the dolls!"

We were told this story to teach us what a loving Heavenly
Father we have, who delights to make His children happy, and
to answer their prayers. And that He wants us to love Him,
not only because of what He gives us, but just because He
is our Father and is watching for our love. He loved us so

much that He sent the Lord Jesus Christ, His only Son, to

die for us that we might become His children.

—

From Friends'

Witness.
^

Rise from your dreams of the future

Of gaining some hard-fought field.

Of storming some airy fortress,

Or bidding some giant yield;

Your future has deeds of glory.

Of honor (God grant it may!)

But your arm wiU never be stronger,

Or the need so great as to-day.

—^A. A. Peoctee.
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TRIUMPHANT TRUTH.
Truth never dies. The ages come and go;

The mountains wear away; the seas retire;

Destruction lays earth's mighty cities low;

And empires, states and dynasties expire;

But, caught and handed onward by the wise,

Truth never dies.

Though unreceived and scoffed at through the years;

Though made the butt of ridicule and jest;

Though held aloft for mockery and jeers;

Denied by those of transient power possessed;

Insulted by the insolence of hes,

Truth never dies.

It answers not; it does not take offense,

But with a mighty silence bides its time;

As some great cliff that braves the elements.

And Ufts through all the storms its head sublime,

And never dies.

As rests the Sphinx amid Egyptian sands;

As loom on high the snowy peak and crest;

As firm and patient as Gibraltar stands.

So truth, unwearied, waits the era blest.

When men shall turn to it with great surprise.

Truth never dies. -Unknown.

NEWS ITEMS.
The following is the Public Ledger report of a meeting in Atlantic City

on the 11th. It gives a good idea of the message that our Friend is de-

livering with much faithfulness:

"Doctor Isaac Sharpless, President of Haverford College, speaking at

a Y. M. C. A. meeting in Atlantic City said the time had come for the

United States to set an example for the whole Christian world by practic-

ing the precepts of peace and forbearance it has heard preached for years

upon years.

"He deplored the growth of the military spirit in the United States,

and especially the Federal support of a mihtarist poUcy through the in-

troduction in Congress of a bill providing for universal mihtary service.

Whether this country will stand for a law which proposes to deprive its

male citizens of their right to think for themselves and would force them
to commit in the name of war all manner of crimes forbidden in the law,

he said, remained to be seen.

"Doctor Sharpless expressed the behef that the sending to Europe by
the Federal Government of a great sum of money to be expended without

regard to nationaUty, for the reb'ef of the miDions who have suffered and
are suffering through war, would do the United States vastly more good
than fleets of dreadnoughts or compulsory military measures."

A LETTER from Friends in London expresses thanks for the contribu-

tions which have been sent by Philadelphia Friends for the rehef of ahens

in England. Conditions do not improve and continued help will have
to be received. The money for European sufferers has been forwarded

to Isaac Sharp of London, who distributes it to the various rehef agencies

which are being conducted by Enghsh Friends in England, France,

Belgium and other places. Money sent for the Armenians is forwarded

through the Armenian Relief Conamittee in this country.

A SMALL but valuable collection of manuscripts relating to early

Friends, the property of the late Silvanus P. Thompson, has been pre-

sented to the central library at Devonshire House by Jane S. Thompson.
The papers include a hst of Friends, arranged according to their meet-

ings, present at a meeting at Weston, Bucks, 13 iii, 1668, in the hand-

writing of Thomas EUwood; a letter from Edward Burrough to Friends

in London, sent from Underbarrow in 1661; a letter from Margaret Fox
to William Penn in 1677, dated and endorsed by the hand of her daughter,

Sarah Fell, giving some particulars of the meetings of the Separatists

;

a letter from John Fothergill and others, dated York, 18 iii, 1734, re-

specting a parliamentary election, addressed to Wilham Birkbeck in

Settle; a copy of a letter from William Penn to Nicholas Gates in Alton,

dated 19 v, 1708, regarding financial arrangements with his steward,

Philip Ford; a copy in the handwriting of Thomas Ellwood, of a letter

from Marmaduke Stevenson and William Robinson—"The 23 day of ye

8th month, was this given forth, and he suffered ye 27th day of ye same
month at Boston in New England 1659;" and a copy of an autograph
letter of George Fox to his wife, from London, 9 iv, 1674.

In the Herald (edited by George Lansbury) the following Note oc-

curred: "The war has taught us all to value and respect most highly
the Society of Friends. These men and women, who beheve in peace,

and whose long historj' is a fine record of splendid work for humanity,
are doing magnificent selfless work during the war in palliating the

misery of those who are innocently suffering because of the insanity which
has overtaken the rulers of the world. In France and Belgium the work
of the Friends' Ambulance Unit is well known. In Northern France a
committee is working to rebuild the villages and restore people to their

homes. In our own country this same Society has very largely assisted

in the work of providing for the British-born wives of Germans who are

interned or who have been sent back to Germany. The plight of some
of the poorer of these women has been terrible in the extreme, Uving

as they often do among other poor people whose minds have been mad-
dened by the outcries raised against the Germans by the press. Life has

been at times very hard and bitter, although their only crime has been

that they followed the example of people in high places and married

Germans. Now, thanks to the work of the Society of Friends, things

are better, and a better spirit is growing up; we are all discovering it is

not the race or sect or creed which so much determines our value, but,

instead, the true test for a man or woman is what they individually are.

The Northclifl'e Press, ever eager to try to down an opponent, has dis-

covered that Lord Haldane sent £50 to the Committee for helping these

helpless ones, and proceeds to write a full column of stupid nonsense

all designed to prove that the activities of this Committee are for an

end, a premature peace, and calls it a pro-German move because some
Germans have subscribed to the funds. We do not beheve any reason-

able person will be taken in; rather will all of us who know the facts do

what we can to assist the Society of Friends in their noble work of alle-

viating the misery caused by the war."

The New York Times is quite of the opinion that the new battle cruisers

for the United States Navy are an investment to secure international

peace. These floating forts are to be 850 feet long, and with a speed of

from thirty-two to thirty-five knots. Their displacements will be 35,000

tons, as against the EngUsh warships of the Queen Elizabeth type, with

only 27,500 tons. Each of these new swift-going war machines will

carry ten fourteen-inch guns. The $20,000,000 machines will, in short,

represent the superlative in dimensions and speed. This New York
paper grants that "economically the loss of one of these powerful cruisers

wiU be very serious; but ships are not built to be lost. The one thing

certain is that with plenty of cruisers of this type ready for action and the

newer 32,000-ton dreadnoughts in commission, the chance of the United

States Navy being dragged into war will be remote. We are building for

defense, not for offense. . . . That is the only way to do it." Of

course Germany has presented this kind of an argument for forty years;

so has Great Britain, France, and Japan. The pathetic side of the matter

is that the Times probably sincerely beheves what it says to be true.

It picks out what is demonstrably the most hopeless way possible of

keeping the peace, and gravely asserts it to be "the only way to do it."

If the Times has its way, this type of reasoning in a circle will go on and

on until the next war follows, as the night follows the day, and when it

comes we'U be in it.

SwARTHMOOR Hall, England, the home of Margaret Fell and ruined

Furness Abbey are not far apart. Many an American tourist has visited

them on the same day and has written home his impressions, but few,

we think, have better expressed what each reaUy represents to-day than

J. W. Russell in the "Shrine of Swarthmoor":

"In the presence of Furness there is no escape from thoughts of the

mighty system which produced it and its Uke—call it the piety of mediaeval

times if you will; at Swarthmoor the mind just as ea.sily centres upon a

person. At Furness it is architecture; at Swarthmoor it is a man, at

Furness a gorgeous temple of tangible material deftly and wondrously

knit together by the unsurpassed skill of generations of men; at Swarth-

moor a 'temple not made with hands,' a Uving spirit that 'struggled and

wrestled to be free' and wrought only to deUver others from the prison-

house of their earthly bondage. That is why I prefer the simple peace-

fulness of Swarthmoor to the desolate grandeur of Furness."
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Doubtless those who have been aware of conditions at Tunesassa

since the first of the year, have had their sympathies largely enlisted

in behalf of the entire family, and especially so for our new Superitend-

ent and Matron and the band of loyal helpers, who with them, have so

nobly faced the trjang situation, and have so faithfullj- and efficiently

done more than double duty during the past six weeks. Almost imme-

diately after the retmn of the children from their winter vacation,

measles developed with three of the Tuscaroras, and notwithstanding

prompt isolation, spread until 23 eases were on hand. Seven of these

later developed bronchial pneumonia, two mastoiditis, and two or three

some other complications. Twenty-six were in bed at one time, several

of whom were most seriously ill, one child being constantly attended

by two of the family in relays, for ninety-two consecutive hours. Two
of the faculty were also patients. All studies were suspended, and with

the exception of two who attended to cooking and dietary needs, all

of the women in the family became nurses, and dividing into relays,

faithfully and efEcientl}' waited on our httle wards.

Our friends, Henry B. and EHza F. Leeds, promptly closed their

home at Steamburg, four miles distant, and entered the quarantine,

rendering much valuable help. When the worst had seemed to be over,

Joseph Elkinton Watt, one of the students whose parents Uve in our ten-

ant house, suddenly developed angina pectoris, and in a few hours had

breathed his last, before a doctor could be summoned. Although of

strong "pagan" ancestry, he sweetly asked his mother just before the

close, to sing the hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee."

During much of this dispensation, the weather had been most trying,

with high winds and the mercury far below zero—28 being the minimum.

On the morning of First-day, the 6th, as the larger part of the convales-

cents were at breakfast, smoke was seen issuing from the ceiling of the

dining-room. Prompt action with extinguishers and buckets, re-

sulted in saving the building after two hours of strenuous work, but for

a while the outcome seemed doubtful. Overheating of some joists not

far from the smoke pipe were thought to have started the trouble, and

it is now proposed (and approved by the insurance company) to replace

the same with an iron girder. Our hearts cannot be other than grateful

that we were spared a calamity. During the progress of the fire, the sick

children were dressed, and some of the larger boys were delegated to

carry them into the creamery, the only available place where the tem-

perature was suitable for invalids, should the fire proceed beyond con-

trol. By advice of one of the physicians, over one hundred dollars worth

of disinfectants were sent up, and the entire building was thoroughly

fumigated. As soon as safe, one of the Committee went to Tunessassa and

found the family worn, but cheerful and grateful for the Overshadov/ing

care that had been reahzed.

The one cloud of anxiety now resting on the Institution (Second Month
19th) is the serious illness of our beloved Friend, Henry B. Leeds, who
was stricken early last week with pleurisy and pneumonia. While a pro-

fessional nurse is attending him, her care, wUl if necessary, be supple-

mented by the willing hands and grateful hearts of the entire family

to whom his ministry of service has meant so much, and we doubt not

that intercessions to the throne of Grace are arising for him.

Wm. C. Cowpeethwaite.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Postal routes of 3500 years ago, when the parcel post and the circulating

library already had been in existence at least 800 years, are shown on

the world's oldest map, discovered in the LTniversity Museum's Nippur

tablets by Dr. Stephen Langdon, the OrientaUst from Oxford University.

Announcement to this effect was made by the Museum, and it was said

that Doctor Langdon considered the map not only the oldest, but the

best preserved that has come down from antiquity.

Seven hundred churchmen joined last week in a message of Peace

addressed "to our Christian brethren of all lands." They "take open

stand with those who labor for the estaljlishment of lasting peace upon
the foundations of righteousness." Included in the list are Bishops

David H. Greer of New York, Ethelbert Talbot of South Bethlehem and
Cortland Whitehead of Pittsburgh.

The actual profits of the Western farmer from the operation of his land

and equipment have been studied by the economics department of the

State Agricultural College, Kansas. It was ascertained that the total

capital used by the average farmer was $12,307; operative capital Sl,477.

On over 200 farms the farmer's return, after paying 5 per cent, on the

investment, was S399 annually when the average investment was S8,899;

with an average investment of $18,359 it was $629; with an average in-

vestment of $32,231, it was SI,028.

The A''. Y. Independent is authority for the following: "The next time

the coal miners of the United States go on a strike, the people of the city

of Austin, Texas, won't care so very much. For Austin has found a way
to turn its garbage into fuel—a fuel which burns as long and gives off as

much heat as the best bitimiinous lump coal—and, what is equally im-

portant, Austin has at the same time solved the problem of a sanitary

system of garbage collection and disposal."

By the discovery of the kind of corn used by the Indians in the cold

belt it is said that we have doubled the corn belt, and will add bilUons upon

billions of dollars to the national wealth. The New York Evening Post

cites this as one of the practical outcomes of the work of the American

Museum of Natural History.

Governor James P. Goodrich, at Indianapolis, Ind., has signed the

State-wide prohibition bill, making Indiana dry on and after Fourth

Month 2, 1918. The law prohibits the sale, manufacture, giving away
or advertisement of all alcohohc hquors, except pure grain alcohol for

chemical and medicinal purposes and wine for sacramental uses. Sup-

porters of the bOl say it is one of the most stringent prohibition measures

enacted in any State. Motion pictures were taken of the Governor as

he signed the bill.

Health insurance is under discussion in Massachusetts. It is estimated

the cost to employers, employes and the State would be about $23,000,000

a year.

More than 145 words a minute have been sent in high speed wireless

tests in England.

The Oriental clauses of the new immigration law were framed with

scrupulous care in order to avoid any clash with Japan, so that the state-

ment that the Tokio Government finds in it no ground for complaint

causes no surprise.

Japan in 1916 rolled up a trade balance against the United States of

$73,000,000, according to a statement issued by the foreign trade de-

partment of the National City Bank. This was done in a period when

trade between the two countries virtually doubled. Exports to Japan

in the year increased 136 per cent., while the imports here gained seventy-

three per cent. The total value of the trade both ways in 1916 was

$291,000,000 against $154,000,000 in 1913, the former high-record year.

NOTICES.
The Annual Meeting of The Tract Association of Friends will be held

at Friends' Meeting-house, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, on

Fourth-day, Second Month 28, 1917, at 3.30 p. m. Interested friends are

cordially invited to attend. Wm. Biddlb, Clerk.

A meeting of the "Council of Westtown Mothers" will be held at

Friends' Institute, Phila., on Third-day, Third Month 6th, at 3 p. m.

Mothers of children expecting to enter the School next year are cordially

invited to attend. Any mother who has a subject she desires to bring

before the "Council" will kindly communicate with the Executive Com-
mittee before the meeting. Mart R. Wood,

Riverton, N. J.

Announcement.—Beginning Second Month 21, 1917, continuing for

one year, a meeting for worship will be held in Friends' Meeting-house,

Moorestown, N. J., the Fourth-day evening preceding the last Second-

day of each month, at 7.45 p. m. After this meeting the business of the

Preparative Meeting will be transacted. There will be no meeting the

following Fifth-day morning.

Meetings from Second Month 25th to Third Month 3rd:

—

Burlington and Bucks Quarterly Meeting, at Burlington, Third-day,

Second Month 27, at 10.30 a. m.

Gw3medd, at Norristown, First-day, Second Month 25, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Second Month 26, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Second Month 27, at 9.30 a. m
Woodbury, Third-day, Second Month 27, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Horsham, Fourth-day, Second Month 28, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Second Month 28, at

10 a. m.

Salem, Fourth-day, Second Month 28, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Third Month 1, at 10 a. m.
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"The springs of prayer are deeper than the springs of thought,"
—Caroline E. Stephen.

PRAYER.
The article with this title reprinted from Friends' Fellowship

Papers in this number of our paper carries its own message.

Its author, at one time a minister of another denomination,

has had the advantage of a point of view quite different from

that of the average Friend. His emphasis therefore of the

spiritual character of prayer is more significant. To all of

us the "identification of prayer with the spiritual life" presents

inexhaustible surprises of strength for daily living. It is well

to recognize that the word prayer has a variety of meanings

even in the Bible. This variety, however, is likely due to

various points of view of the one subject, and these points of

view are gathered into one as we rise to the spiritual life.

When sixteen million church members are called to prayer on

a given day, as recently, and they combine to present specified

subjects to the Throne of Grace, there is a religious reaction

that must affect both the invisible and the visible world quite

beyond human calculation. It might not appeal to us as at

all on the same plane as the exercise of communion in which

our souls get first a sense of Divine need, and then some capa-

city to cry unto the Lord for help, but we are aware that many
do actually reach by this somewhat highly organized process

an experience of vital prayer. We maintain as Friends, and

willingly promulgate our specific views of prayer, only be-

cause we believe they are best calculated to produce the con-

dition described in the little adjective vital. The real exercise

of prayer has always been presented in our circles as so full

of reverence and awe that we have cultivated cautious forms

of expression often misunderstood by onlookers. Thus the

oft-repeated phrase "basis of silence" might even yet be re-

vised advantageously to be "basis of prayer." What the

average Church member does when he bows his head or kneels

for a moment upon taking his place in a service, the exercised

Friend is supposed to do during the whole of the silence of a

meeting. There is, of course, one distinct difference, although

it by no means completely differentiates our mode. The

protracted silent prayer directly becomes social; we are actually

"poured from vessel to vessel" until there is felt in what we
call a favored meeting a very comforting "unity of exercise."

To those who do not see our practice in public or private

worship in this light there is ample opportunity, as observed

above, for misunderstanding. An instance of this, somewhat

extreme we hope and yet in a sense characteristic, may have

a lesson for us all. One who had a birthright membership

with Friends, whose parents were always actively interested

in the religious efforts of our meetings, in early adult life

joined another denomination. He felt himself called after his

mother's death to make a public declaration, in the course of

which he said that he had never known his mother to pray.

This occurred in a country neighborhood and the religious

sense of the community was not a little outraged, and made
no little protest at what was generally felt to have been a great

injustice to a good woman. A radiant countenance in worship

and a waiting manner in dealing with the perplexing details

of her ordinary routine had made her very life a "prayer"

to many onlookers. If the son had not realized this they

could only feel that his perceptions were too dull to grasp the

fuiidamental thought in prayer.

It is noted of two valuable elders in our Society of a past

generation that their only public appearance in a meeting

for worship was confined to a single instance in each case.

The meetings were in adjoining States and the occasions some-

what widely separated in time. In both the Friend knelt in

prayer, but in one case no word was uttered, and in the other

only an unintelligible ejaculation was heard. A very marked

baptizing effect was, however, produced. That which is

beyond words covered the assemblies. So it is quite evident

that what is now familiarly called the "prayer life" is by no

means dependent upon words.

We are not, however, without sympathy with the view,

sometimes expressed amongst us, that souls can hardly be

exercised in prayer without at times feeling the compulsion

of utterance. Nevertheless the restraint which comes from

maintaining a high spiritual conception of prayer is not only

safe, it is wholesome. Nothing so much cheapens religious

services in the popular mind as prayer without unction.

William Penn's observations of the weight of George Fox in

prayer should counsel us to seek a "like frame." If we have

a special service as Friends it is to make a contribution of

depth to this absolutely vital subject. J. H. B.

^ »
PRAYER.

BY W. BLAIR NEATBY.

The pre-eminence of prayer in the spiritual life was brought

home to me forcibly some years since by the odd pronounce-

ment of a great prelate upon the merits of the sacramental

controversy that ceaselessly agitates his own church. In the

interests of a mediating theology, to which he was notoriously

attached, and with a desire to adminster a check to the ex-

treme tendencies of the sacerdotal school, he laid it down
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that the grace of the sacrament does not differ in kind from
the grace of prayer.

I naturally asked myself: How, then, according to this

high authority, does it differ? Obviously, in his view, it

excels in degree; it brings the same grace as prayer brings,

but brings it more potently, more abundantly. But this in

turn set me thinking of many thousands of Christians who
have nurtured the religious life to its noblest maturity with-

out resort to sacraments, and who would affirm, with one
accord, that without prayer they could not barely have kept

the life in being for a single month. The further 1 followed

this line of reflection, the more i felt that a prelate who thinks

to save the supremacy of the sacrament by assigning to it,

in comparison with prayer, a higher efficacy in the ministry

of one and the same grace, is imagining a very vain thing in-

deed.

In old Israel, profoundly wise irr this respect, men were re-

membered for their power in prayer as men are remembered
with us for their power in preaching: Moses and Samuel were
men who called on the Lord, and He answered them. Among
Christians, prayer has been the secret strength of the true

heroes of all phases of the Christian life, the purer and the

less pure alike. We know it to have been the hidden source

of the active life of the Christian mystics who recovered for

us the treasure of the calmness and sweetness of the original

Gospel—of Fox, Penington, Grellet and Elizabeth Fry. But
it has been not less the secret of saints of rougher temper
and stormier action; the adversaries of Luther and of Knox
quailed, we are, told, in a sort of superstitious terror, before

the rumors of prayer that were believed never to fail of their

aim. Closer to the river-head, Paul, though more abundant
in labors than all the rest, found time, we gather, to be more
abundant in prayer also; and at the back of all we are arrested

by the sight of Him who vouchsafed to become in all things

like unto His brethren, devoting whole nights to prayer.

The influence of this great cloud of witnesses has kept alive

among Christians—and even among those whose own prayer-
life may have been disappointing—a profound sense of a mys-
terious potency in prayer. Apart from all the experience

of suffering or alarm that so constantly drives even careless

Christians back upon cries for Divine help, there is always at

work a powerful if vague expectation of great things to be
brought by a concert of prayer.

On the other hand, it is one of the standing disappoint-
ments of the spiritual life that appeals for prayer, however
extensively and urgently pressed, are so often barren of

most of the anticipated results. How few are the triumphs
of Christian effort, how rare an abiding energy of the Chris-

tian spirit, remaining to attest the unquestionable sincerity

and enthusiasm with which our calls to prayer have been
urged I

And yet the power, the irresistibility of prayer, in other
hands, remain to justify our prayers, though perhaps to con-
demn us.

It is well to make sure that we have true thoughts of prayer.
That men pray almost everywhere, constrained by a need
as inexorable as the need to breathe, is no doubt correct; but
the prayer itself may deviate indefinitely from spiritual reality.

Men even materialize their praying in the revolutions of a
Buddhist praying-wheel. And there are countless elaborate
forms of Christian devotion that are essentially no less con-
tradictory of the most rudimentary notion of spirituality.

To repeat the creed with intention to benefit a friend is not
to pray, but to use spells. And are we stout-hearted Protest-
ants always free from mechanical conceptions when we pray?
A mechanical conception of prayer is betrayed sometimes

by our quantitative standards. It is betrayed very crudely
when our neighbors count their prayers on the beads of a
rosary; somewhat less crudely when we reckon the value of
our prayers by the minutes that are spent over them daily.

It is true, indeed, that a Christian who loves prayer will not
be negligent of his times of "religious retirement;" but he
should know that power in prayer resists all mechanical cal-

culations and cannot be brought into any system of religious

statistics.

In like manner, a call to prayer cannot fail to miss its aim
if it assumes that prayer is a function of the soul that can be

exercised at will in a certain relative isolation from the general

state of spiritual vitality. And this is the deep truth covered

by the old Quaker dictum, which has been to some a stumbling-

block, that "prayer cannot be offered in the will of man."
Stumbling block or not, the truth it endeavors to express

is the root of all right thinking about prayer. For prayer is

no mere function of spiritual life, but the very spiritual life

itself, regarded in a certain aspect; and therefore a call to

prayer is a call to spiritual life. And is for that reason a far

greater thing than we often realize when we issue it.

Or to put it more briefly: Prayer is Consecration. Our first

real prayer begins with our first real consecration; and when
our consecration is complete we pray without ceasing. Our
prayer for ourselves is real in the exact measure in which we
consecrate ourselves to God in our every request; and our

prayer for our friends is real exactly as we consecrate them
in our request for them; and our prayers for public causes

are real exactly as we ask that God may be glorified in public

affairs. This is the first lesson of the Lord's Prayer: "Our
Father, Thy Name be revered; Thy reign come; Thy will

be done on earth as it is done in heaven."
Prayer and consecration are attitudes of the soul, or rather

they are one and the same attitude. Expressed ideally,

it is the attitude of a soul absolutely responsive to God, ab-

solutely devoted to God, and therefore absolutely receptive

from God. If we use words of petition (and we ought to

use them freely), it is to help our receptivity at the point

of our need by making our need precise to ourselves: it is a

"talking over" our wants with God; for "our Heavenly Fa-
ther knoweth what things we have need of before we ask Him,"
and He is "more willing to give than we to ask." Our very
petitions thus become so many acts of dedication, and prayer

is revealed as worship in a sense that, to some of us, may be

a deeper thing than the past has known.
It seems therefore that a call to prayer must, if it is to be

effective, be definitely realized as an effort to awaken a deeper

and purer spiritual life. If it is less than this, it is nothing.

If it is this, its conscious aim is the creation in every Chris-

tian, of a religious life of absolute devotion, into which the

Divine fulness may find entrance without stint. For power
with God in prayer is the removal of barriers on our side to the

inflowing of His grace; and the barriers once cast down the

river flows in flood over all the thirsty land.

—

From Fellowship

Papers.
m I

[The following under date of Second Month 10, 1917, needs no apology

for a place in our paper.

—

Eds.]

THE FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION.

No. 125 E. Twenty-seventh Street, New York City.

To Men and Women of Good-will Throughout the
United States:—

•

In this moment of national crisis it is in the heart of every
true citizen to give his full measure of service to his country.

The great Republic which we love is in its hour of trial. Its

responsibility and need are calling for the highest loyalty

of all. Yet there have been few moments in history when we
could so little afford to render our country ill-considered

service. What the United States now does may determine
not simply its own course for a few years, but the future of

nations, of whole peoples, or of humanity for centuries. The
primary duty of each of us is a dispassionate endeavor to

penetrate through the mass of political complications to

those fundamental principles of Christianity upon which
only can national conduct of permanent value be based.

The immediate legal issue is the right of American citi-
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zens to pursue their legitimate business on the high seas
freely in accordance with international law. This is, without
doubt, irnportant enough; yet beside the deeper moral
issues it sinks into relative insignificance. The crucial fact
in to-day's world situation is not infraction of international
rules, but contempt for humanity and ruthless disregard
of moral and spiritual principles. These are the deeper wrongs
which every man and woman who reverenced human nature
instinctively condemn. The task of the United States in
this decisive hour is not chiefly to vindicate a legal right but
to uphold the principles by which men live.

Germany's new submarine policy has staggered the world.
To condone so great a wrong against mankind would be dis-

loyal to every principle of humanity. The impulse comes to

leap to arms. If by this means right could be vindicated
no offer of life could be too prodigal, no expenditure of wealth
too great.

Yet it is not by war with Germany that the United States
can champion the moral order of Christendom. This moral
order is a system of moral and spiritual relationships between
human beings, and these relationships, whether between a
few persons or between nations, rest ultimately upon the
characters of individuals. Wrong can be successfully op-
posed only by making men righteous. Not a nation defeated
but the nations won to righteousness is what the world needs.

It is not simply that war with Germany would be a colossal

expenditure of life and wealth—a diversion of national re-

sources which would arrest social progress for untold years.

But the tragedy of such a war undertaken for the sake of

human welfare would be that after all the price paid, after

all the loss of life, the blood-sweat and the anguish, it would
be found to have defeated its own ends. That all the san-
guinary conflicts of history have done no more to make the
principles of righteousness effective is due to no strange mis-
carriage of fate. It is the natural consequence of the contra-
diction between the method of war and the principles of

moral order. The method of war, instead of defending, in-

evitably shatters moral principles. In making the defeat

of the enemy its supreme object it subordinates the moral
law to military necessity. In its wholesale destruction of

men by men, in engendering widespread hatred and dis-

trust, it violates that reverence for personality which lies

at the heart of the Christian religion. In demanding absolute
obedience to military authority and the surrender of the right

to act according to conscience, it cuts at the very life-root

of moral being. However just a cause may be the method
of war is intrinsically and incurably evil and therefore self-

defeating.

III.

Now i s the time for this nation to have courage to go for-

ward in a better way. This is the hour for us to dare to make
trial of the will to love as the effective power for the main-
tenance of the moral and spiritual order. Hitherto mankind
has made feeble use of the inexhaustible resources of love and
good-will. We have regarded them as available in our fami-

lies and among our friends, but notwithstanding Christ and
the lesson of the Cross, we have little trusted them in social,

industrial and international relations. The moral progress

of the world waits for us to make them effective in these

spheres. The highest task that confronts us as a people, in

the present situation, is to generate and set in operation

between nations on a scale never before known the irre-

sistible energies of love. The immeasurable needs of humanity
plead with us to dare all risks in trying Christ's method of

serving the cause of mankind.

The method of love does not mean that we are to condone
the unrighteous acts of any nation, or that we are to live as

if in a world of suspended moral values. It does not mean
that we are to forget how to pass stern moral judgment on
every kind of wrong. But it means that we are to seek to

combat wrong not by the punishment or annihilation of the
wrongdoer, but by a sustained appeal to conscience. It re-

quires that a new passion for righteousness must first of all

lift us out of our own selfishness and self-complacency, and
that in prayer and self-denying efforts we identify ourselves
with the present sufferings of humanity. It calls for the ex-
ercise of daring and inventive faith for a vast increase of
constructive service. It is the supreme task of overcoming
evil with good.

IV.

All that can be said about the principle of overcoming
evil with good will avail little unless we are able to make
that principle effective in action. If international good-will
is to be more than an ideal for the future, adequate means
for its expression in service must be discovered and employed.
Work now in progress for aiding the prisoners of war in many
lands and for mitigating the distress of destitute populations
in Belgium, Poland and Armenia offers existing opportuni-
ties, f^lans are under consideration for the extension and
greater unification of undertakings to meet immediate needs
and to prepare for the great work of reconstruction which
awaits us at the close of the war. At this time of widespread
suffering—immeasurably the most terrible that we have ever
known—shall not the men and women of the United States
augment many-fold their gifts and efforts to meet the world's
need on a scale commensurate with national ability?

The Fellowship of Reconciliation unites men and women
who share the conviction that the principles of love and good-
will as revealed by Christ should be unswervingly applied
as a transforming power in personal, social, industrial, na-
tional and international life. While the Fellowship is not
itself an administrative organization, its Committee desires,

particularly during these critical days, to do all in its power
to extend the constructive application of these principles.

It will gladly furnish information as to opportunities for

practical work and agencies through which gifts and ser-

vices may be made effective. It invites the co-operation of

all and will welcome communications. Its statement of prin-

ciples and information concerning its literature, methods of

work or other particulars may be had on request. Inquiries

should be addressed to the Secretary, Edward W. Evans,
No. 511 Otis Building, Sixteenth and Sansom Streets, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

On behalf of the Fellowship Committee,

Gilbert A. Beaver,
Helena S. Dudley,
Edward W. Evans,
Harold A. Hatch,
Louise Holmquist,

RuFus M. Jones,
David R. Porter,
Charles J. Rhoads,
Norman M. Thomas,
M. Agnes Wilson,

L. Hollingsworth Wood.

NOTES FROM THE SOUTH.

"Do not keep the alabaster boxes of your love and tenderness sealed

up until your friends are dead. Fill their lives with sweetness now.

Speak approving, cheering words while their ears can hear them, and

while their hearts can be thrilled by them."

—

Henet Ward Beecher.

"There are no hurts that beauty cannot ease,

No ills that love cannot at last repair,

In the courageous progress of the soul."

—Bliss Carman.

In these momentous days when the world-wide appeal in

behalf of humanity has gone to the belligerents from our

President and the whole human family stands at attention

—wondering what the effect will be—while our own fate

as a nation hangs in the balance, these lines have come with

inspiring comfort. We have also witnessed a blighting frost

during the past week, destroying, as ruthlessly as even the

Germans, the beauty of the landscape; but our hearts are

still joyous. The writer of " Some Meditations of the Heart,

"
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in the Ailaniic Monthly (Twelfth Month, 1916), gives us the
keynote: "God is love." I wish that those three words
could be stamped all over the heart of every human being

in the world and out of the world," and then, picking up the
flower of a primrose plant, says, " It was a little whimsical
face looking up at me and it was smiling—the most exquisite,

tender, mirthful smile. Flowers seem to me constantly to

embody this quaint, fantastic, yet always tender poetic

mirth. There is hardly a blossom that hasn't this whimsical,

laughing expression. They are beautiful, of course, but we
do not so often see their trick of laughter as well. 1 think,

perhaps, they are manifestations of God's mirth. His lit-

tlest smiles, perhaps. It is all so tender and poetic. A mirth
that could not be so mirthful if it were not so tender; a ten-

derness that could not be half so tender were it not so mirth-

ful. I am sure that laughter is almost as meek at the heart

of the universe as beauty and love."

Yes! it is the soul that can see these "smiles" in the midst
of all that surrounds and overwhelms us that prompts me
to write. With a world gone mad and our national action

in the balance, yet 1 cannot accept the ancient dictum,
"all is vanity and vexation of spirit." For the spirit of God
is the eternal antidote to the cynical mind, and "without
mysticism there can be no genuine religious enthusiasm;
because it takes more to see God than the ability to distin-

guish between profit and loss."

One must walk in the cool of the evening and see the after-

glow of one's best experience—as Isaac of old sought to

commune with his own heart in his garden—in order to get

the true perspective of life and Jeel the eternal realities which
cannot be destroyed nor robbed of their heavenly good.

It requires no small courage and insight to stem the stress

of these days, so as not to be stampeded by the international

conflict and our personal trials, when our spirits would fain

sink into a passive state of endurance, if not of hopelessness.

But this is a moral universe and the God who made it

is always in it and ever ready to sustain it. Clouds may ob-
scure and human convulsions distract the vision, but the
perennial forces remain intact. There is wonderful comfort
in some of the old prophetic utterances, which have stood
the test of the centuries, and none of them has a truer ring

than the prayer of Habakkuk: "For though the fig-tree shall

not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines; the labor of

the olive shall fail and the fields shall yield no meat; the flock

shall be cut off from the fold and there shall be no herd in

the stalls; yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God
of my salvation."

But the natural and insistent enquiry, " How long, O Lord?"
must have an answer, and it will, in the heart of every sincere

lover of his kind. To myself it comes not by any measure
of time, but by a quickened sense of companionship, an in-

definable nearness and enveloping glory; like that of the sun-
set, which carries the soul beyond its limitations. Surely
if it were not for the ability to lift up our eyes to the heavens,
or to the hills, "whence cometh our strength," and to see
the marvellous beauty about and within us, we should indeed
be the victims of a sad fate.

But we can say with the Psalmist in the face of the most por-
tentious events in human history, "Oh, Lord, our Lord, how
excellent is Thy name in all the earth! who has set Thy glory
above the heavens"—and in the hearts of the children of men!
A recent contributor to The Friend has privately asked,

"Is there no sense of humor or proportion among our min-
isters (of the Christian church) that the greatest tragedy
of all times through which we are living, does not give them
new spiritual interpretations of our God of Love? The popu-
lar mind has little sympathy or understanding of the ne-
cessity for good-will between nations. 0, it is hard, with our
poor human understanding, to be patient and in our eager
striving for righteousness to wait God's time for clearing
away some of the mysteries of this time." Elizabeth Barrett
Browning in "Aurora Leigh," expresses a somewhat similar
thought:

" Dear, my soul is grey.

With pouring o'er the long sum of ill,

So much for rice, so much for discontent,

So much for the necessities of power,

So much for the connivances of fear,

To see it dovnx in figures on a page.

Plain, silent, clear, as God sees through the earth,

The sense of all the graves—that's terrible

For one who is not God, and cannot right

The wrong he looks on. May I choose, indeed.

But vow away my years, my means, my aims,

Among the helpers? The common blood

That swings along my veins is strong

Enough to draw me to this duty.

Beloved we must be here to work.

And men who work can only work for men
And not to work in vain must comprehend

Humanity and so work humanly.

And raise men's bodies still by raising souls,

As God did iirst . . and work all silently

And simply . . as God does all;

The man most man, with tenderest human hands.

Works best for men—as God in Nazareth.

The Christ Himself had been no lawgiver

Unless He had given the life too with the law."

"It is the hour for souls,

That bodies, havened by the will and love,

Be hghtened to redemption."

One asks are those ministers who signed a protest against
the President's appeal for peace—and all who believe in the
sword as the final arbiter—really shutting their New Testa-
ments? Are they sowing the seeds of just contempt among
the laboring classes, for after-generations to reap the bitter

harvest of the masses who scorn the church? It is a solemn
fact that should war come for any cause in this country the
churches would probably not remember the Sermon on the
Mount! But would that alter the standard forever re-

quired of the disciples of Him who said: "Love your enemies,

bless them that curse you, do good to them who despitefully

use you and persecute you—that you may be the children

of your Father who is in heaven?"

J. E.

Orlando, Fla., Second Month 8, 1917.

THE SEEKER AFTER GOD.

There was a dreamer, once, whose spirit trod

Unnumbered ways in thwarted search for God;

He stirred the dust on ancient books; he sought

For certain light in what the teachers taught;

He took his staff and went unto the Wise,

And deeper darkness fell about his eyes;

He lived a hermit and forebore his food,

And God left visitless his solitude;

He wrapped himself in prayer night after night.

And mocking demons danced across his sight:

Resigned at last to Him he could not find,

He turned again to live among mankind

—

And when from man he no more stood apart

God, on that instant, visited his heart!

—Hahrt Kemp, in The Independent.

Lives of self-devotion have always the same kind of power
that belongs to the sacrifice of Jesus. They are the lesser hill-

tops grouped around the great mountain. Such lives may we
all live in any little world where God has set us.

—

Phillips
Brooks.
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THE ANSWER.
"Allah, Allah!" cried the sick man, racked with pain the long night

through,

Till with prayer his heart grew tender, till his lips like honey grew.

But at morning came the Tempter, said, "Call harder, child of Pain,

See if Allah ever hear, or answer 'Here am I' again."

Like a stab the cruel cavil thro' his brain and pulses went,

To his heart an icy coldness, to his brain a darkness sent.

Then before him stands Elias; says, " My child, why thus dismayed?
Dost repent thy former fervor? Is thy soul of prayer afraid?"

"Ah!" he cried, "I've called so often, never heard the 'Here am I,'

And I thought God will not answer, wUl not turn on me His eye."

Then the grave Elias answered, "God said, 'Rise, Elias, go

Speak to him the sorely tempted, lift him from his grief of woe.

Tell him that his very longing is itself an answering cry.

And his prayer. Come gracious AUah! is My answer, Here am I!'

Every inmost aspiration is God's angel, undefiled.

And in every 'O my Father!' slumbers deep a 'Here, My child!'

"

THE EMERGENCY PEACE FEDERATION.
On the eve of the severing of diplomatic relations with

Germany, when the newspapers were doing their best to throw
the United States into an hysteria of belligerency, there came
together in New \'ork City a group of people who believed

that the crisis demanded a striking protest on the part of

pacifists. With no desire for duplicating organizations for

peace they felt the need of a more or less temporary organiza-

tion which could act suddenly at the strategic moment. Thus
came into existence, on Second Month 3rd, the Emergency
Peace Federation, whose object is " to keep the United States

out of war and its attendant circumstances" (i. e. compulsory
military training, conscription, preparedness, etc.).

The program which they are urging upon the Administration
is:—

•

1

.

Deferring settlement of controversies until after the

war in Europe.

2. Keeping Americans out of the "war zone."

3. Deferring any "irrevocable step toward war," in case

of an overt act, until the sober will of the American people

has been sounded through an advisory referendum.

The Emergency Committee felt that every effort should be

made to offset the influence of the public press in its apparent
war propaganda and to make articulate "the sober judgment
and purposes of the mass of the public."

They planned a Peace demonstration to be held in Wash-
ington on Second-day, the 12th. Among the delegates, of

whom there were two to three hundred, were members of

the Women's Peace Party, of both branches of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, Socialists, a representative of the

Western Federation of Miners, Grangers, farmers, social

workers, business men, college professors and college students.

They appeared to be for the most part "extreme" pacifists

—

"peace at any price" people.

From our headquarters in Washington we divided into

State delegations and spent the morning of Lincoln's birthday

interviewing our respective Senators and Congressmen. A
conference also was obtained with Senator Stone, Chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

In the afternoon we adopted resolutions which were taken

to the White House by the delegation, pledging our support

to the President in every endeavor to "secure a settlement

of international disputes by peaceful means," and expressing

our desire "to do everything in our power to maintain the

leadership of our country in the work of bringing about world

peace and abolishing forever the abominable war system."

In the evening a mass meeting was held, which was vibrant

with hope and courage and intense earnestness. Very little

was said or thought about the hypothetical enemy of the

newspaper's creation against whom we must "prepare" fever-

ishly, but very much was said and thought about the enemy
already within our gates—the madness and moneyed strategem

which are making this demand for increase in armaments, for

conscription and military training in schools. In forty-one
different States at the present time there are bills for com-
pulsory military training and we need to bring all possible

pressure to bear upon our legislatures in protest against this

threatened danger. The conviction was expressed that young
people to-day are so imbued with the principle of liberty that
they would resist this medieval and un-Christian compulsion,
if need be, to the death. There was the stuff there out of which
Conscientious Objectors are made, and if the awful necessity
should arise, this country too, could produce martyrs "of
whom the world is not worthy."

But that necessity we may yet be able to avert if we, the
potential objectors, could only manage to live for the principle

of human brotherhood just as heartily and aggressively as we
should expect to die for it. In these troublous times of "wars
and rumors of wars," of suffering and feverish activity and
tremendous challenges, it was heartening to feel the strength
of a group who had fearlessly thought through the issue to a
finish and were ready to stake their lives on the conclusion

Edith Stratton.

WHY I REMAIN A FRIEND.*
My first thought in answer to this question is that I re-

main a Friend because 1 was brought up one by my parents

and have had no inclination to join any other denomination.
Upon further reflection some other reasons seem to be latent

in my mind, and perhaps it is a good thing to stir them up and
appreciate my blessings and possibilities.

Several times lately 1 have been asked, "What is the dif-

ference between Friends and other Protestants?" and my
answer is, "there is no difference in the essential belief. The
difference is only in the forms and emphasis upon certain at-

tributes."

Personally, I do not like the idea of different denominations,
doctrines and creeds. Our first purpose in life should be to

become the best kind of a Christian and Jesus Christ is our
perfect example. It seems to me that in following His example
we should do everything in the simplest way possible, and
Friends have always emphasized simplicity both in everyday
life and in worship. Hence, the Society of Friends seems
farthest removed from a sect based on dogma in belief and
forms in worship.

Christ's whole teaching shows clearly our immediate con-

tact or relation with God, and that we should look for guidance

in our daily life from the Spirit within us no matter where we
are.

The Society of Friends was founded on the principle of the

"Inner Light," that is His spirit within us that will guide us.

1 think we cannot put too much emphasis upon the idea of the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, and that after all it is the spirit

in which we do things in our everyday life that really counts.

I am glad that we have no creed to profess, for mere words
seem unimportant and often people differ as to what they

believe when they try to express it in words, although they

really mean the same thing, and their spirit is the same. There

are many things in the Bible that we do not understand and
therefore we cannot form clearly worded opinions about them.

I think very often people feel that they cannot say definitely

that they believe certain details given in the gospels and there-

fore suppose they will be thought hopeless and might as well

consider themselves heathen.

After all, if we follow Christ's teachings and do as He shows

us by His life, will we not come closer to God and all these

things will be revealed unto us?

For this reason, because the Christian life is apt to be a

gradual process or growth, I believe in birthright membership.

1 do not believe the majority of people are benefited by being

made to think that they must make a confession of faith be-

fore men, in order to be recognized as a member of a religious

denomination.

*One of several papers :

mantown.

at a Young Friends' Conference in Ger-
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The Friends' mode of worship appeals to me as giving op-
portunity for the highest and best to be given and received.

Its simplicity seems broad and dignified. Whittier expresses

this beautifully in "The Meeting":

—

"God should be most where man is least;

So, where is neither church nor priest,

And never rag of form or creed

To clothe the nakedness of need

—

WTiere farmer-folk in silence meet

—

I turn my bell-imsummoned feet.

I lay the critic's glass aside,

I tread upon my lettered pride,

And, lowest-seated, testify

To the oneness of humanity;

Confess the universal want,

And share whatever Heaven may grant.

He findeth not who seeks his own,

The soul is lost that's saved alone.

Not on one favored forehead fell

Of old the fire-tongued miracle,

But flamed o'er aU the thronging host

The baptism of the Holy Ghost;

Heart answers heart: in one desire

The blending tines of prayer aspire;

'Where, in My Name, meet two or three,'

Our Lord hath said, 'I there will be!'"
"

Friends bear a strong testimony against war and emphasize
peace in all their relations. Just at this time, when there is

so much talk and writing on the subject of War and Peace,

we, as young people, have begun to realize how much we owe
our ideas on Peace to our training as Friends. Perhaps, also,

we are only beginning to realize how fundamental they are

before we can really follow Christ.

Susan Ashbridge Roberts.

PEACE CONFERENCE OF ALL FRIENDS.
L. Hollingsworth Wood has put into our hands the announce-

ment of the proposed Peace Conference of All Friends, to be
held in London after the war. It is a very interesting paper
and gives one some idea of the complex character of the civiliza-

tion with which Peace workers must deal. The preliminary
study involved to get a rational program out of this complexity
will mean great effort and sacrifice. The following are the
six heads under which these investigations are to proceed, viz.:

1. Into the fundamental grounds of the testimony (for

Peace) and into the precise character of the testimony. There
are six sub-divisions under these two heads.

2. Into the implication of the testimony in national life,

and international relations. This has three heads and numer-
ous subdivisions.

3. Into the implications in individual and social life. Two
subdivisions and three topics under each.

4. Into problems of education in relation to the testimony.
Four subdivisions.

5. Into the life of the Society itself in view of the present
demand. Six subdivisions.

6. Into methods of propaganda. Five subdivisions.

Even with the subdivisions omitted this will seem quite
formidable. The idea as we understand it is that Friends
who are willing to make some contribution to this "drive for

peace," will select a topic and give themselves to an investiga-
tion and study of it under the leadership of the head of the
seven designated commissions already established. Details

may be had from L. Hollingsworth Wood, 20 Nassau Street,

New York City. Soon a general secretary will be appointed
and all the work will focus in the office thus established.

The Commissions are as follows:

Rufus M. Jones has consented to head the Commission on
No. I. Isaac Sharpless is to head the Commission on No. 2,

with William I. Hull on Sub-division "C." Jesse H. Holmes
Jias consented to serve as head of the Cornmission on No. 3,

Professor Bird T. Baldwin on No. 4, Henry J. Cadbury on
No. 5, and Elbert Russell on No. 6.

The printed statement concludes as follows:

—

Quarterly Meetings should arrange discussions of a preliminary

character, study groups should meet in Particular Meetings, and indi-

vidual Friends should be encouraged to read and study, by the prepara-

tion of short bibliographies and outlines of study. Articles should ap-

pear in pubhcations of the Society, and thought should be concentrated

upon these questions in every possible way. The results of such study

should be sent to members of the commissions, where valuable points

emerge or where definite agreement is reached on vexed questions. In

this way the whole Society can actively co-operate in preparing for the

Conference. StUl more important is the preparation by prayer and the

spirit of expectant faith, which may be quickened by preliminary dis-

cussions, and find expression in specially arranged devotional gatherings,

as Friends may be led in different localities.

The Conference will meet to consider the reports of the commissions,

and to reach conclusions in reference to practical suggestions that may
be brought before it. Such conclusions will not, of course, be binding

upon any constituent Yearly Meeting, but where necessary wiU come
up for consideration at Yearly Meetings following the Conference. It

win in any case be well to look to a continuation committee, that would
seek to carry forward such plans as do not need the ratification of Yearly

Meetings, and to act as a connecting link in cases where joint action

by various Yearly Meetings is decided upon.

IN THE CAROLINA MOUNTAINS.

The Appalachian mountain system reaches its climax in

magnitude, at least, in the Carolina Mountains. This state-

ment does not refer merely to the fact that Mt. Mitchell is the
highest peak of the system; Mt. Mitchell is but one of a dozen
peaks over 6000 feet in altitude, and a catalogue of those over

5000 feet would certainly exceed fifty. As is customary in

mountain ranges of such altitude these high peaks are buttress-

ed on each side by ranges of considerable moment, averaging
at least 3000 feet, and these in turn have piedmont approaches
well described by one writer by saying that the earth's surface

presents the effect "of a very choppy sea." The hills are

multitudinous and the glens and gullies circle in bewildering

complexity.

As to mountain attractions apart from magnitude and mass,

one need not perhaps engage in controversy over the relative

merits of the several Appalachian centres. Those who love

the White Mountains, or the New York groups, or the Penn-
sylvania Poconos are not easily to be moved from their pref-

erence. The Blue Ridge is most blue where they know it;

even majesty and mystery most enshroud the slopes and
peaks of their well-determined attachment. This at least

without argument can be conceded for the Southern moun-
tains. The rigor of winter amongst them is greatly tempered
by their latitude, spring comes earlier, and the summers give

a touch of tropical richness and splendor. This climatic dif-

ference, registered in milder temperature, finds expression

also in a richer flora and probably in a greater variety of animal
life. Quite plainly North and South meet in the Carolina

Mountains and some of the merit of the "golden mean" can
be found there.

The cursory notes which follow do not aim to set forth the

scenic, climatic or even human attractions of the region in

much detail. This has been done most admirably in two
books which not only make interesting reading, but have a
very positive claim upon all who would be well informed upon
our own country and its people. The first is entitled "The
North Carolina Mountains." The author, Margaret Warner
Morley, has a bungalow residence at Tryon, N. C. Twelve
years of close contact with the several groups of mountains

by journeys on foot or on horseback, by residence in out-of-

the-way places, and by camping adventures make the back-

ground of a literary treatment of the subject in which the

poetic sense is happily blended with extraordinary common-
sense, Her book is one that_appeals to head and heart and
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before it is read through most would say "this I will add to

my private library." The second volume has the title "Our
Southern Highlanders." It is by Horace Kephart and from
the Outing Publishing Company in 191 3. The author lived

for three years in the recesses of the .mountains, gained the
confidences of the mountaineers and has disclosed the very
heart of their character and picturesque manner of life. They
are a passing type, but their impress upon American history

has been considerable. Were they in Scotland or in the
mountains of Central Europe they would be sought out by
many tourists. The onrush of development in the South is

absorbing them so rapidly that in another decade they will

live merely as a memory in such books as this. This volume,
like the previous one, has undoubted claims for a place upon
a library shelf devoted to "America." Such points as are

mentioned in these notes are amplified and given their well-

deserved charm by these two gifted authors.

Those who love scenery either in mass or in detail find in-

exhaustible resources in these southern mountains. More
liberally than in some other localities the attractions are on
view. The mountains seem to have ranged themselves before

great amphitheatres from which they present a moving picture

show in the glories of sunrise and sunset and in the light and
shadow of passing clouds. Never are they for any lengthened
period without change. Now they seem just at hand—again

they are far away. Now they are blue with a depth of color

like a glistening stone—again they are deep, dreamy purple

till one questions their reality. Perhaps no point of advantage
for general observation can rival Asheville, but those who
really feast on scenery will chose some less frequented spot.

Few such excel in merit the Sunset Rock on Tryon Mountain.
This point has a sheer elevation of nearly 2000 feet, the valley

of the Green River makes a wonderful foreground for the high

range behind, with Mt. Pisgah well to the south and Mt.
Mitchell well to the north—a panorama that must embrace
nearly a hundred miles in extent! Few mountain scenes so

well meet one's expectation of what mountains should be.

This viewpoint and another near it known as the Narrows
were part of the resources of scenery that gave fame for thirty

years or more to the Log Cabin Inn, which was burned to the

ground in the early morning of Twelfth Month i8th. The
Inn made a resting place for a stream of visitors from Tryon.
Tryon itself is favorably located against the high range of

the Blue Ridge which towers about 2000 feet above it. The
elevation of Tryon above sea level is put down at 1200 feet.

A six weeks' sojourn in this most attractive place gave op-

portunity for these notes. In guide books and railroad

folders one reads of the "Thermal Belt" at Tryon. It is

said the Department of Meteorology at Washington is puzzled

by the phenomena of this Belt. There is no doubt the natives

of the place and the average visitor are sorely puzzled. The
two high mountain ranges behind Tryon—between it and the

quarter from which the wintry winds mostly blow—doubtless

give the place definite climatic advantages, but frost and
snow and ice are not unknown. On the mountain barrier be-

hind the town there are evident pockets in which the air gets

warm and stays comparatively warm, even when winter is

temporarily in evidence elsewhere. A very intelligent ob-

server who lives on White Oak Mountain told us that "Ther-
mal Belt" in his observation was plainly a question of air

drainage. Let the scientists settle the question as they may,
the little resort town rejoices in much sunshine and has a good
measure of what passes in the salutations of the street for

"real Tryon weather!" The community of visitors in the

town has a distinct literary flavor. During our sojourn rather

more than twenty characters of some fame in the world of

letters were in evidence. Southern hospitality seems irnmedi-

ately to aflfect them; in banking terms they become liquid and
circulate freely. This effect we concluded was due to the

patrician atmosphere which real Southerners seem able to

create. Perhaps it is only snobs after all who fear the con-

tamination of the crowd! In any event, Tryon's resources

of climate and scenery are greatly enhanced by the natural

friendliness of the community. Mountaineers are not special-

ly prominent; some of them are to be seen daily delivering

produce or wood, but at the end of the week there is a pic-

turesque crowd assembled on Trade Street. Some of these,

even women and children, have walked often as far as nine and
sometimes as far as eighteen miles; mostly they have come
on mule-back or in the "mountain schooner." This is a
regular sheet-covered wagon, but in order to " navigate" where
projecting branches are in the way it is built on a very cramped
pattern. Usually in addition to sundry produce for exchange
it contains a good supply of corn fodder for the mule. One
needs some tact in showing interest in these people and in

their motley loads, but it is an unceasing item of interest at

Tryon. Men and women both know life by first-hand con-
tact, their lithe bodies and somewhat hardened faces bespeak
exposure, but their independence of manner is unmistakable.
They are not candidates for curiosity or sympathy. One
must learn other approaches than these to their fastnesses,

else there will be "no admission." Kephart represents the
type as an arrested development. These men and women
are probably very like our great-great-grand parents. Once
en rapport with them, we can open doors not a few into early

eighteenth century life in the colonies. That is not the most
interesting part of it. Immediately one gains admission to

their circle he discovers, if from Pennsylvania, that the names
are those that he has known from childhood. Pursuing lines

of evidence like this Kephart shows that these Highlanders
actually emigrated from the Keystone State.

(To be concluded.)

THE CHAMBERLIN BILL.

Stanley R. Yarnall, on behalf of the Peace Committee, has

written very clearly and forcibly to Senator Chamberlain in

regard to Senate Bill No. 1675.

Pointing out that the exemption in Section 25 does not meet
many conscientious objections, he says:

"The whole history of the Society of Friends, so far as it

has to do with war, proves that there are always found in it

a large number of individuals who cannot conscientiously take

any part, even in the non-combatant branches of the military

and naval service.

"At the present time there are many instances of this in

England and hundreds of Friends and other conscientious

objectors are now undergoing longer or shorter terms of im-

prisonment for this very reason. We feel, therefore, that

unless the exemption is made complete, there will be a great

many embarrassing and distressing cases because persons refuse

to violate their conscience in this regard."

The letter continues:
"

I imagine the United States Senate does not wish to pro-

pose, while our country is still at peace and without such

provocation as Great Britain has, a more drastic law than the

Act of Parliament, and that there is no desire on the part of

those who are behind the proposed act to make it oppressive.

May I not, therefore, ask you to take into careful considera-

tion, if the Act is to come up at this Congress, amendments
that will cover the points 1 have raised?

"The word 'creed' in Section 34, and also in Section 4, is

one that may prove troublesome if taken literally, because many
branches of the Society of Friends do not have any formulated

creed.
" May I also ask whether Section 11 as it stands will not

exempt from a number of positions of trust or profit those

who are members of the Society of Friends? There are serv-

ing and have served on important Governmental Commissions

a number of able and broad-minded Quakers who can be illy

spared from public service, and it would be most unfortunate

if, in the future, they and other men of similar beliefs and of

broad public spirit are debarred from such activities as those

covered in Section 11."

The following is a postscript to the letter:

" P, S.— 1 feel 1 should say on the part of the Society of
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Friends, whom I am representing in this letter, that we are
opposed to the whole bill and trust that it may not be pressed,

since we believe that it is unnecessary and that its influence
will be to develop in our country a military caste and a military
system that are hostile to Republican institutions, and sub-
versive of the true spirit of democracy. I mention these as
arguments of a general nature apart from the reasons which
have convinced us throughout the history of our Society that
all war, and consequently all preparation for war, are directly

opposed to the teaching of Jesus."

TO THE MEMBERS OF PHILADELPHIA YEARLY
MEETING

This great Republic is so seriously threatened by the forces

of militarism that we feel it our duty to spread broadcast
among the members of our Yearly Meeting the facts concern-
ing two proposed measures of Federal legislation.

The first has to do with compulsory military training for the
young men of the country, the second with the censorship of

the press as proposed by the War College.

The Compulsory Training Bill (S. 1695) or the Chamberlain
Bill, as it is commonly known, has been reported to the Senate
by the Senate Committee on Military Affairs. Some of its

provisions are as follows:
" That every male person (a) who is a citizen of the United

'States or (b) who has made a declaration of intention to be-
come a citizen of the United States shall, except as provided
herein, undergo military or naval training as prescribed by
the President for a period of six months during the calendar
year in which he reaches the age of nineteen years, or, if not
then within the description of either (a) or (b) of this section,

in the calendar year in which he first comes within such de-
scription or in the year immediately following."

"That there shall be exempted from training (a) members
of the permanent military or naval forces of the United States;
and (b) persons physically unfit for any military or naval service
whatever; and (c) persons on whose earnings a father, mother,
brother, sister, wife, or child is wholly dependent for support."
"That members of any religious sect or organization now

organized and existing whose creed forbids its members to
bear arms in war shall not be required to undergo training in

the bearing or use of arms, but shall be trained in the non-
combatant branches of the military or naval service."

"That no person, corporation, partnership, or association
shall hire, engage, employ, or continue to employ, any person
up to the age of twenty-eight years who is or has been liable

to be trained under this Act, unless he has a certificate of
training or an unexpired certificate of temporary exemption
or a certificate of permanent exemption from training."

According to press dispatches, the army general staff is not
satisfied with this Bill and proposes that the minimum training
shall be for a year and not for six months only.

The Chamberlain Bill will probably not come to a vote be-

fore Congress adjourns, unless a war crisis should develop.
It is our belief, however, that each of us would do well to hold
himself in readiness to exert influence against this autocratic,

militaristic measure should occasion arise. If the measure
does not come up for consideration during this Congress, it

will surely do so during the next. The Society of Friends faces

a crisis that may test to the utmost its loyalty to its age-long
Peace-testimony and to Christian principles.

The Press Censorship Bill has been drafted by the War
College Division of the Army General Staff. It has not yet
been introduced into Congress. They appear to be awaiting
a favorable time, such as the heat of a crisis, in which to rush
it through. The Bill provides:

"That whenever in his judgment the defense of the country
requires such action, the President may issue a proclamation
prohibiting the publication of all news referring to the armed
forces of the Government or the means and measures that may
be contemplated for defense of the country, except when such
publication shall have been duly authorized, and he may issue

such regulations as may be necessary to render such pro-
hibition effective.

" That after the President shall have issued such proclama-
tion as is authorized by Section i of this Act it shall be unlaw-
ful for any person within the jurisdiction of the United States

to publish or cause or procure to be published, or to assist in

the publication of any information, facts, rumors, or news
prohibited by the terms of the proclamation or regulations

issued under this Act, except when such publication shall have
been duly authorized under such regulations, and any person
who so offends may be punished by a fine of not more than
1 1 0,000, or by a term of imprisonment of not more than three

years, or both."

The central fact that emerges from a consideration of this

Bill is that during the period of war, all discussion of the war
or of War in general will be prohibited without the consent
of the military censor.

The two proposed measures strike at the very heart of our
democracy. It is well-nigh inconceivable that it is America
in which we are living. It is a time of testing, of decision.

We are thankful for the glorious example of faithfulness on
the part of English Friends. May we, when the test comes,
know ourselves to be grounded upon the true rock of Chris-

tianity, to the end that we may bear witness to the truth at

whatever cost.

Publicity Section, Peace Committee of the Yearly Meeting.

Davis H. Forsythe, M. Albert Linton,
Austin C. Leeds, Alfred G. Scattergood.

304 Arch Street, Second Month 23, 1917.

AT EVENING.

[The late Dr. Silas Weir Mitchell wrote these Knes in the guest-book

of the Univeristy of Chicago, and they are printed in the University

Record]—
I know the night is near at hand,

The mist has low on hill and bay,

The autumn leaves are drifting by,

But I have had the day.

Yes, I have had, dear Lord, the day;

When at Thy call I have the night,

Brief be the twilight as I pass

From light to dark—from dark to light.

—From The New York Evening Post.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

A Lesson in Manners.—In a quaint volume written by
Lady Tsao about A. D., 125, are found the following instruc-

tions to Chinese women and girls of her time:

All girls, everywhere.

Should learn woman's work.

When women guests are expected,

You should the chairs arrange in order.

Let your own dress be neat and suitable.

Slowly and lightly walk;

Move not your hands about;

And let your voice be gentle and low.

With such deportment

Invite your guests to enter:

Present your salutations,

Inquiring after their welfare since last you met.

In conversation with them
Talk not at random.

When they questions ask or answer,

Give most pohte attention.

In asking of their welfare.

Or talking of yourself, in a low voice speak;

The tea and refreshments carefully prepare.

Politely receive guests.

And exhaust coi^tesy when they depart. —Forward.
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The Law of Self-Help.—One of the best law students
in a certain university is a young man twenty-two years of

age who is totally blind. He lost his sight when a young boy,
but that he did not lose his courage is proved by his subse-
quent life. His working creed, if we may so call it, is worth
passing on:

"
I try not to be too dependent, for what I find out for my-

self, I am going to know for all time. 1 want to stand on my
own merits. It is no reason why less should be required of

me because 1 am blind; 1 want to merit all credit 1 get. I

want to behave as nearly like a sighted person as possible."

He has set his own high law of ignoring his handicap, and
prefers that his companions shall ignore it also. He is re-

solved that it shall not dominate his life. In the light of such

a brave, strong spirit, how cowardly and contemptible seem
many of the complaints and excuses so frequently offered!

—

Forward.

In the Beginning.—Scientists are realizing that under
their whirring dynamos, their searching microscopes, their

elaborate laboratories, is something that makes it all go

—

something that they take on faith, and something which they
are beginning to see they cannot understand. All paths
lead to God, and in accounting for the universe, it does not
matter whether we call Him "God" or the "Great First

Cause."
" In the beginning," says the Bible; and back of those three

words neither science nor religion ever has been able to go.

When Christ came, He gave the world a new vision of life

and of eternity, a new hope. He gave to the world a Father, all-

powerful but all-tender, the Creator of untold millions of

worlds, but the watchful Guardian of the little child and the

helpless bird. Christ did not explain the mystery of creation.

What would it have availed? Who could have understood?
But he brought us the future instead of the past. Scientist

or Christian, we come to the place where there is nothing left

but faith.

—

Forward.

NEWS ITEMS.
There has been deposited in the Advancement headquarters on the

third floor of the Philadelphia Young Friends' Association Building, 140

N. Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, several copies of English papers and

pamphlets dealing with conscientious objectors and with peace sentiment

in England, which it is very difficult to secure in this country on account

of the war.

These include a complete set of the Tribunal from Third Month to

Tenth Month, 1916, several numbers of the Cambridge MagazUie, publica-

tions of the Union of Democratic Control, the Community of Nations,

Reports of Friends' Rehef Work, and other material of great interest.

These have been placed in the Advancement headquarters in order

to be available for all Friends who are interested to examine them, and

callers for this purpose will be welcomed.

The Journal of Education for the 8th prints hberal selections from the

leaflet issued by our Peace Committee on Mihtary Training for School

Boys and shows itself in an editorial actively opposed in saying, "It did

seem as though the school world had troubles enough on hand without

the terrors of military training discussion."

The following is reported from Concord Quarterly Meeting:

—

To THE President, Media, Penna., Second Month 13, 1917.

Washington, D. C:
Concord Quarterly Meeting of Friends, in session at Media, Pa., grate-

fully appreciate thy efforts to maintain peace, and respectfully urge thee

to continue to use every means in thy power, seeking Divine guidance,

to avoid war.

As a body of Christian men, who believe that all war is contrary to the

spirit and teaching of ovu* Master, we shun no share of the burden, re-

proach and suffering that may come to us individually or as a nation,

by the refusal to be drawn into war, because we beheve that even now
Christian methods of reason, patience and good-will, will secure the ends

of justice and honor, more effectively than war.

Signed for the Meeting, John D. Carter, Clerk.

For many years the Foreign Missionary Association of Friends of

Philadelphia has sent annually one or more boxes of useful articles to

the workers in Japan. Those interested are urgently requested to make
donations for the boxes to be forwarded early in Ninth Month.
The needed articles are white cotton and woolen dress patterns, Turk-

ish and tea towels, outing flannel, sewing cotton, pins of various kinds,

and sewing needles, curios for tlie mitseum, illustrated books for chil-

dren, dressed dolls and work bags. The contributions should be dis-

tinctly marked with the name of the donor and the value of each article

indicated, and should be sent to the Box Committee at Friends' Insti-

tute, No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, or to the Chairman of the

Box Committee in the local Branch. Postals will not be sent this year

as formerly. The box closes Eighth Month 31, 1917.

Gifts of money will be especially acceptable and may be sent to Emily

B. Stokes, Superintendent, No. 1504 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The buildings of the New York Yearly Meeting School, known as

The Oakwood Seminary, having been partially destroyed by fire prior

to Second Month 14th, at that date the Permanent Board of the Yeariy

Meeting spent three hours discussing the outlook. It was decided to

continue the School, and nineteen Friends, of whom Charles W. Lawrence

is Clerk, were appointed to formulate plans for "the enlargement of the

School in plant and equipment and to raise in the Yearly Meeting a sum
of money sufficient to carry such plans into effect."

The following is reprinted from the Ledger without any editing. The
writer is not a member with Friends. His brave words will have a place

for good we feel sure.

—

[Eds.]

The Bishop's Resolution.

To the Editor of Public Ledger:

Sir—It was with deep disappointment that I read in the Public Ledger

the resolution proposed by the Bishop of Pennsylvania urging universal

military training. While we can agree with the Bishop that every citizen

should support the President in his effort to avert war, it does seem in-

comprehensible, at least to one layman, how a bishop who in his high

office is supposed to interpret the mind of the founder of Christianity can

advocate the adoption of a system which in 5000 years of the world's

history has proved an utter failure and is in direct contradiction to the

gospel of good-will which Christ so distinctly taught.

Is it not true that the fundamental teaching of Christ is that God is

a God of love—not violence or force—that we can only serve Him as we

serve—not harm—our neighbor, and that only when men everywhere

learn the spirit of love and self-sacrifice will the world become the home

of law, justice, brotherhood and peace?

Henry H. Collins, Jr.

Bryn Mawr, February 19, 1917.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Perhaps a few signed testimonies as to our individual peace views

may be useful to the younger readers of The Friend. If thou sees a

service in such, I believe the following represents my convictions at

present, which are of course always open to change by persuasion.

I believe that love is the most useful force in the world. I am influenced

more by others who assist, persuade and sympathize with me than by

those who oppose, compel or antagonize me. I beheve other people are

most influenced likewise and therefore I believe good-will is more influ-

ential than compulsion. I beUeve that God has a father's love toward

man, and that all human beings are equally His children. I cannot take

the life of any child of God, even though my own physical life be sur-

rendered in the endeavor to do good to others. My brethren who take

part in war wiUingly sacrifice not only their own Uves, but, often with

more agony, the lives and happiness of their wives and children. I hope

I am as courageous ; I am sure my dear ones are as willing to endure suffer-

ing if necessary for the sake of others.

But I do not claim devotion to good-will altogether unselfishly, al-

though I hope I might be able to do so. It seems to me plain that an

attitude of consistent good-will, will yield the greatest protection. It

does not insure harmlessness. Love's martyrs are its greatest heroes.

But neither do antagonism and hate, or force of arms insure against

harm. With the story of unharmed gentle Quakers and missionaries

among savages written in history the world over; with the cordial re-

sponse to kindliness in every man and woman I meet and to whom I
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succeed in showing kindness, I prefer to take my chances and to entrust

my dear ones to the protection of good-will, at home, in the community,

in the world, than to rely upon physical force exercised on behalf of

selfishness which has produced distress for some of my contemporaries,

quite as severe as the sufferings of any gentle %actims of whom I have

heard.

I beheve that in the conduct of eternal affairs God has as a chief

minister Jesus Christ, also an eternal person, whose attitude toward

men is one of infinite affection and with whom I may be intimate. I

beheve that His counsel to me is to serve my brethren, to love not to

hate them. As long as the family, the State and the nation to which I

belong desire my service for such purposes I want gladly to assist. Other-

wise loyalty to my Divine Master must take precedence over any other

loyalty. I beheve the family, the State and the nation which recognizes

the merit of this choice will prove to be the most useful and the longest-

hved.

J. Passmore Elkinton.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Local.—Advocates of the abohtion of capital punishment may par-

ticipate in a State-wide movement to present their arguments indirectly

to the State Legislature through the hearings which will be held on the

bill introduced by Representative Edward W. Wells, of this city, to

abohsh the death penalty. The pubhc discussion will take place in Room
453, City Hall, at 3 o'clock on the afternoob of the 2nd. This hearing

is the first of similar meetings, the others to be held at Harrisburg and

Pittsburgh.

Herbert C. Hoover, Chairman of the Commission for Rehef in Belgium,

was honored by the University of Pennsylvania at the University Day
exercises on the 22nd with the degree of Doctor of Laws. H. C. Hoover

is a graduate of Leland Stanford University, California.

With choice Pennsylvania and New York potatoes retaiUng at $4 a

bushel at the stalls in the Reading Terminal Market and leading stores,

housekeepers were paying the highest prices quoted in a century in Phdla-

delphja, it was said. Food riots developed in New York and Philadelphia

and the subject has been taken up by the Federal authorities.

James H. Dix, Superintendent of the Vacant Lots Association, says

that $500,000 could be saved by our citizens by raising vegetables on the

vacant land within the city limits. On the 100 acres which the Vacant

Lots Association has at its disposal, crops to the value of $30,000 were

produced last smnmer.

New York's new horsemeat market has had many customers. Tender-

loins are sold at 15 cents a pound, porterhouse steaks at 12 cents a pound,

sirloin cuts and rounds are also 12 cents a pound, chuck is 8 cents a

pound, and other cuts in proportion.

Helen C. Alexander, who is the daughter of Richard Cadbiu'y, of Bir-

mingham, England, told in Philadelphia how she inaugurated the Pocket

Testament League, among her girl friends in the high school. In 1908,

when Torrey and Alexander conducted their evangelistic campaign in

this city, the movement became world-wide. Since that time 2,000,000

copies have been distributed.

In the New York Times and in other papers an advertisement has been

inserted by the Friends' National Peace Committee, whose headquarters

are at 20 S. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia. The advertisement asserts

that "the people of every land are longing for the time when love shaU

conquer hate," and that as war destroys the "spirit of brotherhood

which is humanity's greatest possession, it is humanity's greatest foe."

General.—A big freeze reported from Florida started on the night

of Second Month 2nd. It has probably caused a total money loss ex-

ceeding that of 1895, but individual losses are not so large except in a few

cases. The cold wave came on the crest of a howhng northwest gale.

The temperature ranged from 34 degrees at 6 p. M. to 22 degrees at 6

o'clock the next morning. Finally the temperature dropped from 32

degrees to 17 degrees, as reported from the Orlando neighborhood.

Beginning in the autumn of 1917, Leland Stanford University will

be open the year round.

Foreign.—In the House of Commons on the 20th, addresses were

made by Arthur Ponsonby, Charles P. Trevelyan, Phihp Snowden and

other pacifists, the tenor of their speeches being that the Entente Allies

were pursuing a war of conquest and reproaching the Government for

its failure to respond to the German peace overture.

The Decimal Association, backed by the influence of the Associated

Chambers of Commerce, Great Britain's consuls in foreign countries and

her colonies, at this critical jimcture in the empire is seeking to have the

Government adopt the decimal monetary system now in use in virtually

all the other eivihzed countries of the world.

When the Empress of Russia learned that the American Sunday-school

scholars, were with their nickels sending tens of thousands of Testaments

and Gospels to Russian soldiers through the World's Sunday-school

Association, she was so moved and dehghted that she asked that her

thirteen-year-old son, the future Czar of Russia, should be united with

these American Sunday-school children in the gift. And so, upon the

first page of all these Testaments, is an inscription which says to the

soldier that the Testament is presented to him in the name of the American

Sunday-school scholar and his imperial highness, the Czarevitch. The

Empress sent twenty thousand of these testaments in her own special

train to the soldiers at the front.

NOTICES.

Friends' Librart, No. 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—
The following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

Addams—Long Road of Woman's Memory.

Chamberlain—Origin of the Earth.

Eastman—From the Deep Woods to Civilization.

Grenfell—Tales of the Labrador.

Jones—Readings on Parties and Elections in the U. S.

Johnston—Our Little Viking Cousin of Long Ago.

Sears—Drama of the Spiritual Life.

Terman—Measurement of Intelligence.

Trudeau—Autobiography.

Wheeler—Boy with the U. S. Mail.

Linda A. Moore,
Librarian.

Meetings from Third Month 4th to 10th:

—

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Third

Month 6, at 10 a. m,

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Third Month 6, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Third Month 6, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Third Month 7, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Third Month 7, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Third Month 7, at 10

A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Third Month 7, at 7.30 p. m.

Wilmington, Fifth-day, Thu-d Month 8, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Third Month 8, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Third Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Burlington, Fifth-day, Third Month 8, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Third Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Third Month 8, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Third Month 10, at 10 a. m.

Married.—At Haddonfield, N. J., at a meetmg under the authority

of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, Second Month 16 1917, Willlum

L. Forstthe and Anna M. Bell.

Died.—At the residence of his daughter, Lydia E. H Leeds, near

Moorestown, N. J., Twelfth Month 29, 1916, J. Borton Hates, in his

eighty-seventh year; a member of Westfield Particular and Chester

Monthly Meeting of N. J.

——, suddenly, at her home in Trenton, N. J., on First Month 19

1917, Hannah H. Ivins, daughter of the late Wm. C. and Ehzabeth D.

Ivins, in her sixty-first year; a member of Trenton Preparative and

Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Friends, New Jersey.

, at his residence in Camden, N. J., Second Month 10th, Rich-

ard H. Reeve, aged seventy-six; an Overseer of Haddonfield Monthly

Meeting.

, at her home in West Philadelphia, on Second Month 23rd, 1917,

Sarah L. Pbircb, wife of the late Edwin L. Peirce, in her fifty-sixth

year; a member of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends at Moorestown,

N. J.
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BE YE STEADFAST.

"With malice toward none, with charity toward ail, with

firmness in the right as God gives us to see the right, let us

. . . doali which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting

peace among ourselves and with all nations."

So spake our Lincoln in his proving hour.

Brothers, our time has come, do we speak so?

True to the highest, though not there, we know,

May lie the road to present wealth and power;

True to the highest, though the fierce clouds lower

And over us their bhghting shadows throw

Of hatred and unutterable woe;

True to the highest, to our high soul's dower?

Oh, let us not, in passion or in fear.

Join the wild orgy of this blood-mad day'.

Behold, God's spirit, infinitely near,

Yearns that we seek the true and higher way;

Yea, as He leads us, bring to earth again.

Justice and love and brotherhood of men.
—Esther Morton Smith.

For " The Fbiznd."

ENDURANCE.
It is written of Elizabeth Fry that in her earlier years, under

the consecrated enthusiasm of youth, she learned how to do the

will of God and that in her old age she learned the far harder

lesson of enduring His will. All of which is a message for us

at this present time.

When all organized effort for peace and against war and

the Spirit of War has had its place, when our Committees have

fulfilled their calling to let our light shine across the tumult

of our national life,—when we have been heard in public

places and in Washington itself,—then it is fitting that we

should remember the great grace of enduring fortitude. With-

out bitterness or clamor or evil speaking or malice, it may be

our part in the Providence of God to stand simply with faith

and courage with the "earnest purity of the girded loins and

the burning lamp." Out of this Spirit is born the hope that

maketh not ashamed, and love that wearies not but rests upon

Christ and so resting partakes of the Bread and Water of life.

We were reminded during the dark days of the Civil War
that the terrible saying of Anne of Austria to Cardinal Riche-

lieu "holds good of mercy as well as of judgment"—"my Lord

Cardinal,—God does not pay at the end of every week but

at the last He pays."

Let us ask of Him the grace to abide His time and to endure

as well as to do His blessed will.

George M. Warner.

"DO NOT LEAVE OFF TRYING."

We are living in an age which idolizes physical force. The
military and naval experts have succeeded in persuading

the majority of men that physical force is the foundation

of government, that national power can be best expressed

in terms of naval tonnage, that national treasures can be

most surely secured by explosives and guns. It was fifty-

four years ago that Bismarck uttered his memorable words

—that the great questions of state must be settled by a

policy of blood and iron. And for a half century the nations

have been collecting the iron and now they are furnishing

the blood. The Christian who stands up to utter his Christian

faith finds himself in Pilate's hall. Above him tower the

august and haughty hierarchy of the military and naval ex-

perts, and when the Christian speaks, Pilate sneers. But what

is the Christian to do? He can do what Jesus did, he can say

what Jesus said: "To this end was 1 born, and for this cause

came 1 into the world that 1 might bear witness unto the

truth" that God is love, that all men are His children, that

all men are potentially brothers, and that the everlasting

kingdom is a kingdom of good-will.

We believe that love works in the home and in the school

and in the Church and in society. We must believe that it

will work in the realm of international life when once we

enthrone it there. To enthrone it is a herculean task. It

cannot be done except by earnest effort and long continued

toil and loving sacrifice. But blessed are the peace makers,

not the peace wishers or the peace dreamers or the peace

theorists, but the peace makers. To-day they are laughed

at and derided, to-morrow they will be acclaimed as the sons

of the Most High. The obstacles are many, and the heart

sometimes faints, but they who persevere to the end shall

be counted victors. The great French Socialist Jaur6s, in

a conversation with President Nicholas Murray Butler of

Columbia University, discussed the prospects of peace. For

years Jaur^s had been working for peace, and now at last

the great war came. But Jaures was not disconcerted. His

last words to President Butler were: "Do not leave off try-

ing. No matter what the difficulties are, never leave off

trying." In a few days Jaures was dead, but although dead

he yet speaks, and often through the days and nights I can

hear him pleading—"Never leave off trying!"—Charles E.

Jefferson, in "What the War is Teaching."
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TILL THEN.
Giver of every perfect gift and good,
Who ne'er hath failed Thy children asking food
In lowly faith and humble trust of Thee,
Hear now, O Lord, while we present our plea.

O give us of Thy wisdom and Thy strength,
That we may win to victory at length,

That we, being armored by Thy mighty power.
May conquerors prove through all life's httle hour.

Yet keep us humble lest we fail to see
The thing that shall exalted be by Thee;
When heart and mind would judge, be with us then,
And grant us love unto our fellow-men.

Draw nigh to us, and draw us nigh, O God.
That others seeing by which path we trod
May rise, take heart, and following may find

The Christ they seek, the Saviour of mankind.

O give us patience, hold our vision high.

For it may be Thy coming draweth nigh;
Till then, our soul's deep need. Thy spirit's sword.
Thy wisdom, patience, and Thy strength, O Lord!—^EeJine E. Angleman, in the Churchman.

FRIENDS AND WAR,
ISAAC SHABPLESS.

A noted Protestant divine said just before the beginning
of the great war, " We are all Quakers on the peace question
now." The inference was that the development of Christian
thought had brought all bodies into substantial agreement as
to the discordance of war and New Testament moralitv. He
would probably not state the matter so strongly now, for the
teaching f rom Christian pulpits has greatly changed in em-
phasis and partly in direct statement from that of three years
ago.

If he meant that peace was a normal Christian virtue and
that war was a great but sometimes necessary evil there would
be no great disagreement, but if he meant as the Quakers have
always officially maintained that war, even fori just cause,
was wrong according to the New Testament standards, and
that no one with these standards could consistently engage in
it or support it or that which ministered to it, it would seem
that he would now be endorsed by only a minority, perhaps
a small minority, of Christendom.

Friends have not been unaware of the difficulties of their
position in this respect. On the occasion of every war, into
which the country of their residence has entered, they have
corne into conflict with popular opinion and generally with
legislation. They have been fined, imprisoned, and been
targets of public abuse. They have been practically driven
out of the Continent of Europe. While respected in England
in times of peace and elected to Parliament and many mayorali-
ties, much out of proportion to their numbers, when war has
opened, their houses have been stoned by the populace and
themselves jailed, and their properties distrained by officials.

In Australia and New Zealand Quaker youth have been in
prison because they would not submit to military drill. In
America, in the Revolutionary War, their sufferings were
severe in the province which they founded, and in the Civil
War on both sides there were men who gave up their liberties
and property and in some cases, at least in the South, their
lives, rather than obey military commands. Should the New
York legislation, or compulsory military drill and service of
any sort become permanent and general, these conditions will
probably be repeated in our country.

It has. however, been more often from local officials and
popular prejudice than from governmental heads who under-
stood the situation that their troubles have come. It was
with the sincere respect as well as the regret of Gladstone and

his Cabinet that the resignation of John Bright, because he
wished to protest against the bombardment of Alexandria,
was received by his associates. The protest against the Boer
War of later date by Quakers led to no permanent loss of in-

fluence, but rather the reverse. At the present time the laws
of the realm do probably all they can for "conscientious ob-
jectors," but the local administrators of them have often made
it difficult for the intended easements to be received.

Prominent Philadelphia Friends were banished to Virginia
during the War of the Revolution. Fines, amounting to hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, were collected and not a few
Friends were rather savagely imprisoned. Washington, how-
ever, understood the situation and did what he could, and when
the war was over and the same Friends sent him their con-
gratulations on his accession to the presidency in 1789 and
their best personal wishes for himself and his "respectable
consort," he replied in terms of confidence:

"Your principles and conduct are well known to me and
it is doing the people called Quakers no more than justice,

that (except their declining to share with others the burdens
of common defence) there is no denomination among us who
are more exemplary and useful citizens ... 1 assure you
that, in my opinion, the conscientious scruples of all men
should be treated with all delicacy and tenderness."

Lincoln, who knew Friends well and appreciated their

scruples and who carried in his pocket to the day of his death
a letter from a much esteemed Friend, and Stanton who was
brought up among them, did what they could for them during
the Civil War, for they were well aware, both in the North and
South, of their uncompromising loyalty to freedom and the

Union as well as their uncompromising devotion to peace.

But the usual criticism, often kindly meant, is that their

views are beautiful and idealistic, suited to the millennial

future, but that they "won't work." Of course, they stand
for a venture, and no one who has not faith in a principle of

which he cannot possibly foresee the practical developings,

will care to follow them. Things that are right generally do
"work" better than a doubting world expects. There is some
inherent vitality in truth which carries it through. What
these critics mean is that so far as they can see the disciples

of idealism or their friends will have to suffer. This may be
true, but sometimes suffering is the best advocacy of a cause
and most readily brings it to practical triumph and a general

belief in its availability. The blood of the martyrs is the seed

not only of the church but of many a moral and social move-
ment. To do the right thing as one can see it at his clearest

moments and accept the consequences, is probably about as

near the best as we can know.

An English Quaker was recently brought before a local

official as a "conscientious objector" to ascertain his claim to

exemption from military service. "What would you do if

the Germans attacked your wife or mother," he was asked.

His answer was something like this: "Let me first ask you
another question. If you were in the army and the bearer of

important despatches, which a superior officer had bidden you
to deliver without delay for any cause, and a German attacked
your wife or mother, what would YOU do?" "

I should have
to obey my superiors." "

1, too, have my higher orders," the
Friend replied.

This brings out a Quaker objection to the whole military

system. The system demands the quenching of personality,

the destruction of the individual conscience. "Their's not to

reason why." As the Kaiser is reported to have said to a
body of young recruits after they were mustered in: " You are

now my soldiers, you have given yourselves to me body and
soul. There is but one enemy for you and that is my enemy.
It may happen that 1 shall order you to fire on your brothers

and fathers. But in such a case you are bound to obey me
without a murmur."
The military men of our country might not put it quite so

baldly as this, but unquestioning obedience is the root of

army discipline. If you are commanded to run your bayonet
through an opponent, to ravage a country and leave its women
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and children to starve, to sink a liner with its non-combatants,
to blow up a whole regiment with all the unimaginable cruelties

of warfare, you obey as part of a system, and if there is any
personal protest in your heart it must be quenched with the

thought that the commands of a superior are imperative.

When you put on a military uniform, all the acts which are

punished as crimes in civil life—murder, theft, pillage, the

maiming and desolation of humanity—become not only ex-

cusable acts, but virtues. The end justifies the means. If

good comes the same acts cease to be evil.

But the Quaker's conscience has not so worked, and he has

dechned to yield it to the behest of any man, when his own
sense of duty seems clear, whatever dress his officer may
wear, or with whatever human authority he may be clothed.

He would accord the same liberty to others. If he sees a

man with a strong sense of patriotic or Christian duty make
the supreme offering of home and business, yielding his life

to the risks of battle and the tremendous sacrifice of trench

life in Flanders or France, he has nothing but honor and re-

spect for his motives however much he may object to his

philosophy of life.

He cannot forget that one of the motives which brought the

Puritan and Baptist to New England, the Quaker to the

Middle Colonies, the Catholic to Maryland, and the Huguenots
to the South, was to secure the liberty of the individual con-

science in matters of worship and conduct. He cannot under-

stand the argument which calls universal military training

democratic, or a historical descendant of the original American
idea, for it seems to him that when a man commits his will and
conscience into the keeping of a human system to achieve even
worthy results by immoral means, he violates one of the es-

sential principles which the colonists sought to uphold, and
which is engrafted most imperishabiy into the great papers of

Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary days. Every sane and
reasonable conscience has a right to exist and be received with

respect. The state or any other institution may also feel it

necessary in some ways to circumscribe the personal conscience,

but it should be done as it has been done in America with

great caution. Our unwillingness to trouble consciences by
enforcing any sort of religious instruction in schools supported

by public taxes, is but one of many instances where the separa-

tion of church and state, the personal liberty not to be dis-

turbed by secular arrangements in matters of religion, has

created a sense of freedom which grates against the bondage
of militarism.

There may be for such a "conscientious objector" a con-

flict of loyalties, to his sense of duty on the one hand and to

the state on the other. Some will choose the former and
decline to yield to military requisition, basing their action on
obedience to "the higher law."

Our American ideas of liberty have, in the main, "worked."
They have passed out of the stage of idealism to that of

practical utility. The " rights of man" of early days have be-

come the beneficent methods of living and are received without

question. Peace ideals have had no such triumphant career.

They have quietly modified policies and in spite of the present

outlook, or perhaps working through present conditions the

most of us expect them to become operative and practical in

the future.

But more than this. Some nation (and why not the United

States?) should open up the policy of generous and aggressive

good-will to other nations. More than a rigid enforcement

of treaties and the absence of territorial or commercial ag-

gression are needed. One cannot tell just what could be done,

but a certain sort of thing might be feasible under present

conditions in this country. An army of sanitary engineers,

educational and farming experts, medical advisers and other

helpful agencies sent into Mexico would cost far less than the

most successful invasion by armed forces with hostile intent,

and be a far more permanent insurance of peace. If done in-

telligently by the willing co-operation of the two governments

and at their joint expense, the feeling of Mexicans toward us,

which has been festering since 1848, would be removed to our
mutual advantage.

There seems to be an opinion in certain quarters that we
will continue our nagging policy towards the Japanese till ill-

feeling develops into war, and that we should make tremendous
preparations for this emergency. Would it not be a better
safeguard to stop so much of this treatment as lies in our power
and develop friendship rather than enmity? For it is evident
that co-operation on the Pacific rather than competition of a
destructive kind would be of mutual advantage.

When the present war is over there will still be great want
and suffering in Europe. Would two dreadnoughts, costing,

say, forty millions of dollars, or the same money appropriated
by our government to enable the countries, without regard to

nationality, to recover from the ravages of war, be a more
efficient security against a future attack from the English or
German navy?
We are justly satisfied with the return of the Boxer in-

demnity to China, and the return of her independence to Cuba.
If our country could consistently adopt such a generous policy
as a permanent contribution to world diplomacy and inter-

national relations at the cost of a tithe of the money and energy
now expended upon physical armed preparedness, what would
follow? Who can doubt the contagion of the example, even
though through some misconstruction and criticism? Would
it not be a tremendous contribution to the honor of our nation
and the peace and prosperity of the world which would result?

As in individual affairs, honor and trust and fairness beget
the same in return, so would a world public opinion demand
them as it now demands the fulfillment of arbitral awards.

These are questions of government but there is plenty also

for private efforts to accomplish. Those who object to mili-

tary service are under obligation not to allow their scruples

to become an excuse for non-action and freedom from sacrifice.

At the beginning of the war a number of young Englishmen,
feeling the spirit of loyalty which was driving so many of their

associates into the ranks, and holding views something like

those expressed in this paper, a majority of whom were
Quakers, entered voluntarily into the work of relief, accept-

ing the expense and personal risk involved. In the autumn
of 1914, after some months of preliminary training at jordans,

the burial place of William Penn, a party of forty-three left

for Dunkirk, which has since been the headquarters of the

Friends' Ambulance Unit. Reinforced by many others from
England and a few from America, they had in Third Month,

1 916, about seven hundred volunteer workers, with over one
hundred motor ambulances, which they drive into the firing

line to render medical relief, surgical assistance, and first aid

to the wounded, not without risk and some fatalities for them-
selves. Their hospitals in France and England, one hospital

ship and a floating barge on the French canals contain some
eight hundred beds. Of the whole company six doctors and
six others only are paid, the rest have left their business and
receive only food and lodging. The whole expense is borne by
voluntary subscriptions from their brethren at home and in

America.
The aid does not all go to soldiers. The civil population of

Flanders, behind the allied lines, has been fed and clothed by
the same agencies, the orphans cared for, the industries set

on foot to provide self-support, milk depots established, ty-

phoid fever stamped out, houses cleansed and the water puri-

fied.

Another organization of men and women followed up the

retreating Germans along the Marne and helped the residents

to recover from the devastations of the battles and marches

of the two armies. Small wooden houses were set up in place

of those burned or battered to pieces, seed was provided for

the farms and gardens, and heart put into many dismayed

lives. Many a French village will long remember with grati-

tude the labors of
'

' Les Amis."
Nor is their help confined to the allies. When the war broke

out thousands of German residents of England were interned

in camps, lest there should be among them German spies.
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Without occupation, forcibly withdrawn from their homes and
business, crowded into narrow quarters with the simplest

provisions, they were detained under conditions which were
pitiable. The Friends found work for them, sold their manu-
factured goods, brought families together, and wherever pos-

sible ameliorated their camp surroundings.

Others, with the assent of the German authorities, saw that

homeless girls were transported into Germany and English

girls returned. Thousands of Belgian refugees were found
homes in well-to-do English families, personal and financial

aid was sent to the Italian and Servian fronts, and Syria and
Armenia, so far as Turkish arrangements permitted, were
assisted.

The rate of expenditure at last accounts amounted to about

$40,000 per month and was increasing with the exigencies of

warfare.

It is by such methods that the English Quakers are satisfy-

ing the demands of their consciences for patriotic service to

their country and their brethren abroad on both sides of the

fighting lines. If their country demands other service which
seems to them to make them recreant to their principles, they
will refuse to render it and quietly take the consequences.

FROM AN ENGLISH LETTER.
[Although not written at all for publication we take it there

will be no breach of confidence in printing the following ex-

tracts from a personal letter, written from the Lake District.

The realities of war times in a quiet Quaker home are brought
out in a way to bring us all into deep feeling.

—

Eds.]

Third of Eleventh Month.

We hardly dared to write our friends in this country a

Happy New Year, for indeed the outlook is very dark. We
greatly admire your President's address to Congress, but I

fear it has made little impression in the country generally.

There will have to be a change in the attitude of mind of the
people here, before they will consider peace. Admiral Beatty,

one of the admirals of the fleet, is reported to have said, " Un-
til religious revival takes place at home, just so long will the
war continue. . . . When England can look out on the
future with humbler eyes, and a prayer on her lips, then we
can begin to count the days toward the end."
We don't know what the blockade by submarines will effect,

but already we have lost so many merchant ships, that sup-
plies are greatly curtailed. We have been using "war flour"

since the New Year came in, now we are told we must limit

the use of flour to four pounds, sugar to three-quarter pound
and meat to two pounds per week. If we do not do it voluntari-
ly, we shall be compelled to do so. The very severe weather
we are having makes us more hungry and the very poor must
suffer greatly. Our Friends in London in the "Emergency
Committee" (with whom Anna C. and Henrietta Thomas are
working) are indefatigable in giving relief and must have
saved many lives by the distribution of milk, malt and cod-
liver oil. ... A very great many trains have been taken
off, to the great inconvenience of people generally [this is

mentioned as an explanation of a sister's six-mile walk through
the snow to give a lecture on Fear in the Friends' meeting-
house]. Two reasons have been given, one is that the engines
are being sent to France; the other that the engines are in a
bad state of repair, and there are no skilled men left to repair
them. We have had an unusually long spell of frost and snow
lately and a fresh fall of snow last night. The mountains are
most beautiful, but walking is difficult for some of us, even
with goloshes on—and yet the only satisfactory way to keep
warm i s by exercise. [After some allusion to quite inexplicable
work of the Censor the letter concludes;]

Shall we ever again enjoy the civil and religious liberty we
considered our right before the war? We have indeed fallen

upon evil times.

The mere habit of trying our best in all things will help
us, by God's grace, to serve Him with our best.—J. Keble.

REVELATION.

How many homes the village held

I knew not till from miles

Across the vale at dusk I saw

The homehghts cheery smUes.

And only at life's twilight fall

Do we with truth divine

How with a friendly beckoning

The many lovehghts shine.

-Arthub Wallace Peach, in the Springfield Republu

"HAVE WE OUTGROWN WAR?"

With the title, "Have We Outgrown War?" Francis King
Carey has made a notable communication to the New York

Evening Post. We quote herewith the concluding paragraphs:
" Two considerations are bound to have a profound influence

upon the final judgment of the American people if the declara-

tion of war is delayed long enough. The first is that it may
be gravely questioned whether our people have not outgrown
war. There has spread over this country an extraordinary

spirit of social democracy, accompanied with the growth of a
sense of personal responsibility. It is no easy matter suddenly

to turn a nation which has displayed a zeal to lessen suffering,

to promote the passage of child-labor laws, to work for mini-

mum wages and shorter hours for adult males and females

to the task of killing and maiming their fellow-men.

"The second consideration is that two years of warfare, re-

sulting in unheard of cruelty and human torture, have left

our people with no misunderstanding of what war means.
Will not even the patrons and patronesses of war concede that

there is doubt about the need of this country for that spirit

of idealism and unselfishness of which they claim war and
war-hatred are the benign parents? Is it not more likely

that our people at war would be a people arrested for years

in the greatest progress towards generous and humane social

conduct that the world's history has yet recorded?"

IN THE CAROLINA MOUNTAINS.
(Conoluded from page 427.)

Everywhere in the South the Negro population is in evi-

dence, and one does not need to probe beneath the surface

to perceive that there are many unsolved problems. In one
locality the industrial situation may be acute, in another the

social; always racial difference and feeling can be observed.

The average white Southerner has two ineffaceable convictions

in regard to the whole subject. The first is that the South
has understood the Negro (their real understanding is dis-

closed in the way they spell Negro). The second conviction

is, that the North has failed entirely to understand or to deal

properly with the problems arising from the association of the

two races. In the last decade both of these convictions have
grown mightily in the North. As a corrective of them we
could wish nothing better than that the thoughtful Northerner
could reside occasionally in the South. He would then not

unlikely conclude that both he and his Southern brother have
need to revise their views on this important subject. Years
ago (perhaps forty) Mary Ann Marriage Allen of London
Yearly Meeting was a visitor under religious concern to our
country. She applied her practical thinking to the race

problem, and she is still remembered in Friendly circles of

Philadelphia for her condemnation of the general apathy
toward most crying race needs. In Asheville, N. C, her

feelings found expression in the establishment of a Training

Home School for Colored Children. It is still a flourishing

institution bearing her name, but now under the management
of a Methodist association. Her fundamental idea was one
toward which there is still both North and South unlimited

apathy. Stated in baldest terms, the situation that wrenched
the feelings of our English Friend so sorely is this: Something
more than a million colored people of the South are living
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to-day in cabins that an average up-to-date farmer would
regard as inadequate shelters for his stock. It is easy to say
the race is shiftless, that these untoward conditions do not
produce unhappiness, and that "as animals" (still a phrase
much heard in the South) they seem to thrive in these cabins.

The unquestioned point is that conditions no worse than these,

far removed from our doors, are most appealing causes for

missionary work. If we could only feel as strongly as Mary
Ann Marriage Allen did our record as Friends in this subject
would be greatly modified. As fundamental as this question
of right living is it only serves to emphasize the Tuskegee
contention that the Negro problem is one of education.
Booker Washington is rightly called " Builder of Civilization"

in the recent book about him. He never lost his grip on the
fact that this building must be from the foundations up. And
this is why the whole problem in the South seems so hopeless.

As pointed out recently by President James, of the University
of Illinois, there is as yet no adequate provision at all for the
elementary training of a million Negro children.

Both the living conditions and the educational situation as

seen in Tryon were appealing in the extreme. A noble philan-

thropist from the North maintains the Tryon school. His
two teachers were willing, but sadly untrained. He appealed
pathetically to know whether we could not send him efficient

teachers from our Cheyney Normal School.

It is often said of the Swiss mountains that they excel in

attraction because of the human interest so much in evidence
at every hand. The mountaineers and the Negroes give the
North Carolina mountains this human interest. They both
painfully emphasize problems, but they both furnish so much
that is picturesque and resourceful that they add greatly to

the general sum of interest. Two winter months in these

mountains make it clear that the time of greatest charm must
be the early Spring. Noble forests with numberless dogwood
and Judas trees, with laurel and rhododendron and flaming
azalea in bewildering abundance, must rival boggy meadows
with orchids and anemones—a rapturous combination of

reds and whites and yellows all in a procession of glory to the

accompaniment of singing birds and laughing, happy children!

We could a little understand the oft-repeated exclamation,

"How can you go with the glories of the Spring at hand!"

J. H. B.

BUSINESS AND PROHIBITION.

Our Friend, Morris E. Leeds, has put into our hands the
following very interesting letter addressed to his firm with
the enclosure submitted with it. We print the letter and a

portion of the extracts. They carry their own message.

—

[Eds.]

Detroit, February 12, 1917.

The Leeds & Northrup Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen:—As a business man, actively engaged in

conducting one hundred and sixty-five stores throughout
the Union, and as a member of the Detroit and National
Chambers of Commerce, I write you because you likewise

are concerned in industrial welfare.

Recently I became interested in the suppression of the

drink traffic. The "wet" and "dry" issue was to be voted
on in Michigan last November. In my own experience my
business has been very much improved in localities where
saloons were closed. Wishing to know the general eflfects

of the law, 1 wrote to people of high standing in several dry
States. The facts they sent led me to support strongly the

dry side. I enclose extracts from those letters.

Now that Michigan has voted dry, I am, for business rea-

sons, also using my influence, as are many of my business

friends, to get National prohibition, in the way provided by
the Constitution. Does it not seem to you deplorable that
our nation's policy should be opposed to sobriety, when it

has been proven that industrial efficiency and safety and
national preparedness for war or peace demand the abolition

of saloons? This is quite apart from the important moral
issues involved.

I write you to respectfully suggest, if you are of the same
mind, and if you have not recently done so, that you write

your Congressman and two United States Senators at once,

urging them by influence and vote to help pass the Sheppard-
Webb Resolution for National Prohibition and to allow the

States to act upon it. Also that you ask other business

friends to do the same.
You will, I'm sure, understand my business interest and

my request for co-operation. Whatever your opinion, I

should be thankful to know it and to learn, by your confiden-

tial reply, what you have done or will do to promote, na-

tionally, the end in view.

Yours sincerely,

Sebastian S. Kresge.

WET AND DRY FACTS.

Extracts From Some of the Letters and Telegrams
Received in iqi6 (With Consent to Publish) by Se-

bastian S. Kresge, Detroit. Governors, Mayors,
Police Heads Boost State and National Prohibition.

Governors of Dry States.

Governor Rye, Tennessee—We have lost the liquor traffic

and we are glad. Crime reduced, streets free from drunk-
ards, bank deposits enormously increased, property more
valuable, life safer, people more prosperous and happier, public

morals on a higher plane.

Governor Kerr, North Carolina—Twenty-one per cent,

more children attending school; bank deposits increased loo

per cent.; building and loan association stock increased 250
per cent.; benefits great and continually increasing.

Governor Carlson, Colorado—Two thousand new sav-

ings accounts opened in one month; collections in depart-

ment stores broke all records; credit men report many over-

due accounts deemed uncollectable paid up; crime reduced

greatly.

Governor Capper, Kansas—Wealth per capita greater

than any other State; death rate lowest per capita; bank de-

posits largest of any State; fewest tenants; most home own-
ers of any State; no open bar-rooms and auto to every fifth

family; two million people who never saw a saloon.

Governor Alexander, Idaho—Never such beneficial re-

sults from any measure in so short a time; Boise Chief of

Police and four policemen dismissed because no longer needed;

police courts deserted; city and county jails empty; savings

banks deposits increased; accidents decreased.

Governor Clark, Iowa—Arrests reduced 40 to 45 per

cent.; commitments to State hospitals greatly decreased;

demands on poor fund much reduced; practically all mer-

chants say collections much improved; importations of in-

toxicants reduced nine-tenths.

Police Chiefs and Others.

Chief of Police Mayo, Atlanta—Drunkenness and other

crimes reduced 50 to 75 per cent.

President A. L. Mayer, of Taylor & Co. {Dry Goods,

Wheeling)—Steady cash business improvement; also other

conditions higher; better merchandise and more freely bought;

12 to 15 general retail merchants make same report.

Bank President Chreitzberg, First National, Spartan-

burg, S. C.—Present generation of young men never saw a

bar-room; laboring classes building homes; savings banks

all prospering; from lowest to highest classes, spirit of thrift

abroad in our State.

Chief of Police Dale, Little Rock—Crimes reduced 50

to 75 per cent.

Attorney for Police Commissioner, Wheeling—Retail

clothing, wall paper, hat stores, &c., have taken rooms of

saloons; Reymann brewery changed into packing plant.

Safety Commissioner Johnson, Colorado Springs—
Prohibition has had good effect both moral and financial.
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Mayors of Dry Cities.

Mayor Moore, Wilmington, N. C.—Blind tigers, gam-
bling, redlight districts practically gone; we would not return

to wet condition.

Mayor Trawcett, Tacoma—Prohibition no harm, but

great improvement to business; new store business in vaca-

ted saloons; temptations removed from the boys, thousands
who voted wet now convinced of success of dry policy.

Mayor Breece, Charleston, W. Va.—We have saved enough
by reduction in police department and poor fund to offset

loss of 151,000 revenue. Besides big savings in the courts

and prisons.

Mayor Johnson, Raleigh, N. C.— It has worked wonders
for our city.

City Secretary Crary, Rome, Georgia—Cleaner politics,

greater efficiency of workmen; many hopeless drunkards
reclaimed; no increase of tax rates; ladies now safe on street

at night; pray you may be successful in Michigan.

Mayor Albee, Portland, Oregon—Portland has undergone
revolution; new buildings replacing shacks where saloons were;

men buying necessities for home with drink money.
Mayor Bently, IVichita— Liquor consumption reduced

90 per cent., National prohibition will finish the job.

Mayor Gill, Seattle—Business increased; collections bet-

ter; bank deposits increased million dollars a month; building

50 per cent, more ; 1 500 more in schools
;

prisoners reduced

nearly 100 per cent; voted wet but was much mistaken.

Mayor Roth, Cedar Rapids, Iowa—Last year with saloons

first two months drunks 93: this year no saloons, 7; last year,

disturbing peace 21 ; this year 5; pawnbrokers' business falling

50 per cent.

The above facts tell why the Dry Cause is winning!

THE END OF THE OPIUM TRAFFIC.

NATHANIEL PFEFFER.'

The last wisps of smoke are curling from the opium pipes

of China. On the thirty-first of next month the last ounce of

the poppy will be sold, and China will be free of opium. In

ten years it will have thrown off the most terrible bondage
that has ever enslaved a nation and at the same time will

have consummated one of the finest achievements in the history

of any people.

The last effort to prolong the life of the drug has been
frustrated under circumstances that provide a fitting climax
to the sweeping surge of idealism that has characterized the
fight of a decade. For the last three years all China has been
closed to the traffic in opium except the three provinces in

which, ironically enough, the foreign interests have domi-
nated: Kiangsu, in which is Shanghai; Kuantung, in which is

Canton, and Kiangsi, in which is Kiukiang. While the Chinese
themselves have sacrificed whatever property interests they
had in the traffic, the British importers who make up the

Shanghai opium combine, forced an agreement three years

ago allowing them to sell the drug in those three provinces
until they disposed of their accumulated stocks. The ex-

piration of that agreement was fixed at the thirty-first of next
month, the date originally set by the Chinese Government for

the end of the evil throughout the country.

A few months ago the combine, finding it could not dispose

of its stock by that time, asked the Government for an ex-

tension of that agreement until the first day of 1918, offering

$16,000,000 for the privilege. That off'er the Government
has refused. In financial straits as it is, its treasury depleted

by revolution, forced even for a time to suspend specie pay-
ments, and negotiating—almost begging—for 15,000,000 loans

in America, it has refused. Strong political pressure has been

[*N. P. has made a thorough study of the opium problem in China and
India, having been resident in those countries for a considerable time

with this and kindred work as his object in visiting the Far East, and
while to our ears his story seems almost unbehevable, we know that he

has written from actual and close observation of facts.

—

Eds.]

brought to bear; the combine has even threatened to withhold

$5,000,000 of the duty on its last months of operation. Still

it has stood firm, a magnificent stand for a principle. Back-

ward, material China! How many of the "civilized" powers,

similarly situated, would have done the same? How many
governments, hanging by so tenuous a thread, would have

balked at so small a compromise for so large a stake? For

remember, chiefly on its ability to raise money will the new
republican government of Li Yuan-hung stand or fall.

It has been with just that splendid disregard for the pressure

of the pocket nerve that the whole war on the drug has been

carried on. To realize what this has meant, financially at

least, to China, you must compare it with the effect on the

United States if the Government were suddenly to forbid the

cultivation of wheat and corn. Then imagine the people of

those states not only submitting, but burning with elaborate

ceremonies all agricultural implements.

Opium has been for nearly a century the largest vested

interest in China, an interest in which thousands had their

entire wealth and from which millions drew their living.

There were provinces in which there was virtually no other

crop, for opium has always commanded a much higher price

than any other product. In addition, the customs revenue on
the poppy imported from India and the internal tax on the

native product have represented a large proportion of the

entire revenue of the country, more than §30,000,000. And
on the personal side at least half the 400,000,000 people of the

country have been addicted to the drug.

Is it any wonder then that when, in 1906, the Ernpress

Dowager promulgated her decree ordering the suppression of

the drug within ten years, the world looked for the tongue in

her cheek? Or that when the Chinese asked Great Britain

to stop the opium imports from India and urged the opium
merchants in China to curtail their sales, a British official

publicly said: " It is impossible not to be skeptical of the in-

tentions of the Chinese Government, with regard to this

matter."
It was not possible to be skeptical long. Two months after

the Empress' decree the Government council had framed a

definite program for its execution—the immediate closing of

the dens for smoking and the reduction of the area under

poppy cultivation by one-tenth each year. With savage,

relentless strokes, without any regard for financial loss, that

program was carried out. In six months the closing of the

dens had begun. After three years American consuls reported

that the production of the poppy had been reduced fifty per

cent, and that two million dens had been shut. In 19 12 five

of the eighteen provinces had been closed to the traffic and
in 191 3 five more. By 1914 fifteen were free from the drug.

The amazing feature of the whole fight has been its over-

whelming popular support. Seldom have there been such

spectacles as the public burning of huge quantities of opium
worth thousands of dollars, rich furnishings of dens, pipes

and all the paraphernalia of smoking. These have been held

from time to time in various parts of the country with official

and religious ceremonies.

The one ugly fact has been the part played by foreigners,

as it has been through the v/hole history of opium in China.

Forcing it originally on the Chinese at the point of guns, they

have resisted to the last its passing. Officially, China has

been given co-operation, though not ungrudgingly, in its

effort to free itself from the curse.

But the attitude of the foreigners living in China who have
had an interest in the traffic has been an ugly commentary
on western morals. So far from making any sacrifice, they

have made capital out of the suppression of the drug. In

cities like Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, where the foreigners

have concessions or the privilege of extra-territoriality, opium
dens have been open years after they were closed in the ad-

joining districts under native jurisdiction.

The only places in the country where a Chinese can get the

drug that has been the curse of his people are those ruled by
the civilized white man. And even to the last the opium
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merchants have made their abortive effort, by bribe and
threat, to prolong the Ufe of those shops. But it has been
abortive, and before the snow fails again China will have won
its liberty from the sinister tyranny that bound it to decay.—
From The Independeiit.

CHRISTIANITY AND CHARACTER.

AGNES L. TIERNEY.

That words wear out with overuse is a common observation.

Through attrition their serviceableness is lost. Words and
phrases instinct with life and meaning for certain individuals

lose their significance for others. Especially is this true in

the realm of religion and theology. A word which bites like

an anchor in the deepest experience of one generation drags
unimpeded through the spiritual depths of another.

In order, therefore, to stimulate interest and rehabilitate

ideals each generation must invest old words with new mean-
ing or substitute new phrasings to express old truths.

The word service is a case in point. Service still has its

right and noble usage, but contemporary overuse has given
it a savor of unction in the practice of the altruistic virtues.

A new generation speaks in terms of co-operation, community
spirit, internationalism and universal brotherhood. What
word will connote to the next generation all that these terms
imply? Perhaps it will be Christianity—who knows?

There are words, however, which never wear out or lose

their deepest significance. A certain ruggedness and aus-

terity behind which no subtleties can hide lifts them among
lesser words like mountain peaks above their foothills. Such
is the word character. Greek scholars tell us that far from
deteriorating with use, character has far richer content of

meaning now than it has in its native setting. To its early

metaphysical meaning has been added an ethical and religious

content to which the Greeks were strangers.

Personality has been much used of late as a synonym of

character. Both words are defined as "individuality; the

sum of qualities by which a person is distinguished from
others." But personality in its stricter sense is a natural

endowment, while character includes "moral quality, the

principles and motives that control the life." Hence we may
say that personality lacks that inherent strength which is im-
parted to character by the implication of the will.

There are several reasons why character has not figured to

any great extent in the religious terminology of the past.

First—because the creeds of Christendom everywhere lay

stress on intellectual belief and nowhere emphasize character.

"Not one of the creeds of the church," says Professor Peabody,
"pledges a disciple to a consistent Christian life."

Because the word character nowhere appears in the Au-
thorized Version of the Bible may be another reason for its

not being incorporated in the language of piety.

Still another reason may be because character is capable of

universal application. It is as readily recognized in pagan as

in Christian history, in savage as in civilized environment.
Character stamps Aristotle, Socrates and Marcus Aurelius as

surely as Augustine, Luther and Knox. Deborah does not

lose by comparison with Joan of Arc. The story of the woman
in the African jungle who on hearing the Gospel message of

love for the first time exclaimed to a companion: "
I always told

you there ought to be a god like that" thrills us with a swift

surmise of character behind that single utterance.

And lastly the very implication of the will in character may
cause suspicion of its orthodoxy. It bears in its body the

mark of something self-made and self-attainable.

"Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,

These three alone lead hfe to sovereign power,"

is an epitome of character which does not minimize the agency
of self or even suggest dependence on a higher power.

But these possible reasons for the religious distrust of char-

acter no longer obtain. Character is generally recognized to-

day as at once the object and the highest expression of religion,

even though in many cases the religion which inspires it may
be no more than a hidden loyalty to impulses and powers but

dimly apprehended.

There is danger, however, that an age which ceaselessly

urges to social activity and judges efficiency by ponderable
results may overlook the value of character apart from the

outward achievement of its possessor. For it is surely pos-

sible that the winning of character as well as the highest

service which it renders to others, may be not so much by its

actual work amid external conditions as in the reactions to

those conditions and its inner and spiritual conquest over
them. The very process of self-discipline, self-mastery and
world-overcoming creates energy in the form of ideals without

which in spite of a people's outward efficiency it shall perish

spiritually. "The noblest workers of our world," wrote a

great scholar and preacher of the last century, " bequeath us

nothing so great as the image of themselves. Their task, be it

ever so glorious, is historical and transient; the majesty of their

spirit is essential and eternal. (So) it was with Christ Him-
self. His Divine work was not in the task which He did but

in the image which He left. He thought, indeed, as the faith-

ful must ever think, that there was a work given Him to do,

unaware that by His very name of devotion to it it was already

done. So eager was He worthily to finish it that of all His

sorrows, to be cut short in it was the bitterest cup that might

not pass from Him except He drank it; unconscious that the

spirit and the conquest of that agony did actually bring it to

the sublimest close."

And this brings us to the character of Jesus. Recognition

and appreciation of the character of Jesus have been a late

development in Christian history and are naturally coincident

with the emphasis now laid upon character as the fruit of

religion. The early theories of the incarnation left no place

in Jesus' nature for the use of those means by which character

is achieved. The doctrine of the congenital and absolute

perfection of His nature left out entirely those human elements

through the conquest of which character emerges.

Yet surely an unprejudiced reading of the Gospel narrative

conveys no impression that Jesus was powerless to betray

His mission. He grew in favor with God and man; He was
tempted of Satan; He refused to be called good; He was

straitened until His baptism should be accomplished; He
wrestled in prayer that He might not turn away from the

last bitter cup; He refused all means by which He might Be

delivered from His final fate. And it was further written of

Him that "although a Son yet He learned obedience by the

things which He suffered and having been made perfect be-

came the Author of eternal salvation."

Furthermore, there is abundant evidence that Jesus exercised

in overcoming the world the force of an unconquered will.

" My meat is to do the will of Him that sent me" implies both

decision and dedication of purpose. "He that willeth to do

his will shall know of the teachings" must have issued from the

depths of a spiritual history, the inner progression of which

the world hungers to have disclosed. When He "set His

face steadfastly to go to Jerusalem" with a clear prescience

of what He must sufl'er there, no discouragement could turn

Him from His purpose. And when in Gethsemane He ac-

cepted as His fate an unresisting sacrifice we may believe that

the "power to will" had reached its highest earthl}' perfection

—the point at which the human -will wholly recognized and

wholly conformed to the will of the Father and accepted as

the answer to a prayer for deliverance the power of Divine

endurance.

The will to know the Father's will and to do it; the will to

love to the uttermost and to endure the consequences of that

love—these were elements in His character which led Jesus

to those spiritual heights whence the radianceof His lifelightens

the hard upward path of every soul.

Through the acceptance and appropriation of that character

and life shall the world find its way to redemption.
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FRIENDS' CONFERENCE AT PASADENA. CALIFORNIA.

Held Fifth, Sixth and Seventh of First Month, 191 7, at

THE Orange Grove Friends' Meeting-house.

Dr. Ira S. Frame presided at the opening session on Sixth-

day afternoon, which began with a very solemn period of

silent meditation after which Septimus Marten introduced

Elizabeth Stover, of Canada, who spoke of the necessity of

the Society of Friends realizing their responsibility to the

world; she gave a very interesting and spiritual address.

This was followed by an address by Wm. C. Allen, of San

Jose, on the dangers of militarism and preparedness. He
spoke of the demoralizing effect of these influences on the

churches of England, where he said they were destroying

democratic liberty.

Louise Ferris, of Sierra Madre, read a poem by M. P.

Boynton, entitled "Victory," which voiced the sentiment of

the meeting in regard to Peace and War.

Others who took part were T. M. Stewart, of Los Angeles;

Wm. Chappell, a missionary to Japan; Walter Vail, of Palo

Alto, and Edwin McGrew, of Whittier.

G. S. Yarnall presided at the evening meeting and after a

solemn stillness and a few introductory remarks from the

Chairman, Mabel Douglas, of Whittier, gave a very instructive

address entitled "Open Sesame," speaking of the treasures of

literature gained by the true reader. She gave some very

telling selections from Whittier and other poets.

On Seventh-day afternoon, at the session presided over by

J. W. Dorland, a thoughtful and critical paper written by

Professor A. T. Murray, of Stanford University, was read by
Septimus Marten, The topic was "The Society of Friends

and the Present Crisis."* This was followed by an address

by Dr. D. F. Fox, of Pasadena, urging efficiency in religious

matters as well as in business, and declaring that the expert

who should be called in to aid is the Holy Spirit.

Dr. Emily Hunt presided over the Seventh-day evening

session when Wm. C. Allen gave interesting particulars of

his visits to military camps and prisons abroad, which called

for many questions from the audience. Thos. J. Ashby, of

Pasadena, gave a very thoughtful paper on "John Bright's

Character and Influence."

On First-day afternoon the concluding session of the Con-

ference was presided over by Lydia Vail. Elizabeth Stover

gave an inspiring address on "The Road," illustrating by the

parable of the Good Samaritan, the opportunities and needs

of the century. Leila Marten spoke of the need for moral

and spiritual courage to stand up against injustice and one's

own cowardice. Martha King, of Pasadena, gave an interest-

ing story of the missionary work in Hawaii and how it started

from the desire of one Hawaiian boy that his people should

become Christians.

Benjamin Coppock, A. F. N. Hambleton, Dr. Ira Frame and

H. S. Harvey also took part. Louise Ferris gave the closing

remarks.

A special meeting for worship after the manner of Friends

was held at the Orange Grove Meeting-house in the evening

of First-day, when much thankfulness was expressed for the

profitable sessions of the Conference.

There has been a good deal of expression of a wish that a

similar Conference may be held annually.

Septimus Marten.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

A SINGLE step, and again a step,

Until by safe degrees,

The milestones passed, we win at last

Home, when the King shall please.

And the strangest thing is often this,

That the briery, tangled spots

Which cumber our feet should be thick and sweet

With our Lord's forget-me-nots.

—Margaret E. Sangster.

This has been printed in The Friend.

"I Will Return."—(7ie Story of a Pledged fVord.)—\n

1877 a tribe of Red Indians attacked a little frontier settle-

ment on White Bird Creek, in western Idaho. A settler

named James Manuel was warned in time to catch his horses,

put his wife and baby on one, while he and his little girl,

Maggie (a child of eight), mounted the other.

They were overtaken after going a few miles and fired upon.

The parents and baby were killed, and Maggie was wounded
and fell from the horse. The little girl rolled down the hill-

side and hid herself in the tall grass.

She lay for three days among the willows, beside a stream

to which she had crept. She had been shot through the arm
with an arrow and the shaft was still in the wound.
On the third day Patrick Brice, an Irish miner, passed by

and, hearing the sound of moaning, soon found the child,

who in her terror mistook him for an Indian, and attempted

to escape. Weak from her wounds, and exhausted from starva-

tion, she reeled a few steps and fell.

The miner lifted her tenderiy, and carried her back to her

home, now only a heap of smouldering ashes. A few chickens

remained, which had escaped the sight of the Indians.

Brice killed one of these and roasted it over the fire. He
fed the child and himself, and then set about devising means
to take her fifty miles over the rough mountain trail to Mount
Idaho, the nearest settlement. An old chair back made a

comfortable seat for his burden, which he fastened on with

some straps from the harness.

As the moon rose he slung the child on his back and set

out up the winding trail. All night he trudged along, stopping

only at a spring to bathe her wounds and allay her feverish

thirst.

At sunrise he hid in a dense clump of bushes. Several

times bands of Indians passed near without discovering them.

As Pat at length caught sight of the little town in the dis-

tance, he was congratulating himself that he should reach it

in safety, when his heart sank at the sight of fifty mounted
Indians charging down upon him.

Brice spread his arms in the peace sign. When they were

close, the chief, Mox Mox, rode ahead and spoke to him.

Brice could speak a little of the Indian tongue. "What
do you want?" he asked.

"We want you," the chief replied.

"Well, here I am. Come and get me."
"Throw down that revolver," was the command.
To hesitate was to court death. Brice threw the weapon

in front of him. An Indian dismounted and greedily secured

it.

"Now," said Mox Mox, "we are going to kill you."
" You can kill me, if you wish, but, for God's sake, spare

this child."

"No, we will not only kill you, but the giri as well."

"Then," replied Brice, "if you must kill me, shoot me right

here."

As he said this he tore open his rough shirt and displayed

a blood red cross tattooed upon his breast.

The Indians fell back in amazement. They were not Chris-

tian Indians, but they had reverence for the emblem of Chris-

tianity, and dared not shoot. A gleam of hope came to Brice.
" If you will allow me to take this child into Mount Idaho,

where she can be cared for, I will return to your camp, wherever

it is, and give myself up. You can then do with me as you
will. By this cross I swear it."

The Indians consulted together, then Mox Mox said:

"All right. You go, but if you do not come back in two

sleeps we will ride into Mount Idaho, and when we ride out

again there will be no white person alive."

Brice went on his journey. He delivered his charge into

kind hands, rested for a day, and then deliberately walked

back into the Indian camp. " Here I am," he said. "What
are you going to do with me?"
"Do with you?" the chief replied. "Why, nothing. We
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do not want you. We are not making war on people who do
not make war on us. It is the long knives we are fighting.
Eat, sleep, then go your way."

Brice went back to his mine, without dreaming that his
act was anything out of the common. He lived to an old
age, and died a few years ago.

Little Maggie grew to womanhood and married. She lived
on the Camas Prairie, in Northern Idaho, happy, save for the
dark shadow cast upon her life that spring day.

—

Century
Magazine.

NEWS ITEMS.

The Westtown Committee, at a special meeting held Second Month
27th, appointed George L. Jones to succeed Thomas K. Brown next
year as principal of the School. The new principal has been teacher

and assistant principal at Westtown for several years. Prior to that
he was very successfully at the head of the boarding-school at Vassalboro,

Maine. His varied duties in that position gave him unusual experience

and training for executive work.

George L. Jones is an acknowledged minister of Concord Quarterly
Meeting. He is gifted with the quaUties calculated to advance the high
ideals of Westtown, and we bespeak for him the sj-mpathy and loyal

support of Friends. Perhaps the School needs nothing so much as an
era of appreciation rather than criticism.—[Eds.]

To American Friends.—We desire to send a message of warm sjrm-

pathy and greeting to our friends in America. We know something of

the struggles and anxieties through which they are passing, and we wish
them to know with what affection and tenderness we think of them. Any
expression of view or opinion as events unfold is both impracticable and
inappropriate. Long before these words are received in America great

historical issues may be raised and determined. We cannot therefore

converse with each other or communicate our thoughts. We are, how-
ever, one in sympathy and aspiration. We acknowledge with grati-

tude and appreciation President Wilson's continued efforts in behalf

of peace, and we desire, with our friends, to speak and think and act

so as to advance that supreme object and to make permanent the reign

of peace.

—

From The Friend [London], Second Month 16th.

Our friend, Charles Richardson, makes a very sane suggestion in the

following letter to the Public Ledger.—[Eds.]

CoMPTjLsoRT Military Service.

To the Editor of the Public Ledger:—

There is no more important subject for the American people to con-

sider at this time than the efforts now being made to compel our State

and National Governments to adopt a universal pohcy of compulsory
mihtary training and military service. The conditions which may result

from the final adoption or rejection of that policy are so momentous
and far-reaching that any decision not based upon the most thorough
and careful discussion and consideration would be extremely dangerous.

The patriotic citizens who are besieging our lawmakers on this sub-

ject seem to be hopelessly divided in then- opinions. Those who are fol-

lowing the lead and adopting the argim^ents of the world-wide mih-
tarist propaganda of recent years and those who hold the contrary views

are equally certain that the course advocated by the other would neces-

sarily result in international confhcts and irreparable loss and suffering.

Without attempting here to discuss these differences, I should like

to urge that, as the fundamental basis of our nation is the rule of the

majority, there should be a general referendum of the whole question

to aU the voters.

In the absence of such a referendum it would be an inexcusable out-

rage to enact laws that would fasten upon the American people a self-

perpetuating system which involves an enormous and constantly in-

creasing sacrifice of time, money and energy, and subjects every able-

bodied citizen to many terms of what is virtually penal servitude with

hard labor. It would be difficult for the advocates of unUmited prepared-

ness to find a plausible objection to such a reference, and their opponents

would certainly favor it when they think of the relative proportions

of those who do and those who do not want to be soldiers, as indicated

by the reports of recruiting officers.

Charles Richardson.

Philadelphia, Second Month 26, 1917.

We have the second number of "Our Meeting," published by Wil-

mington Monthly Meeting, and at the same time advance sheets of the
first number of the "Message," from a committee of Western District.

In form and substance these little papers are much like one circulated

now for some time by Haverford Monthly Meeting. The design of such
pubhcations is to bring the meeting to members when they are unable
to attend, or when they allow other interests to intervene. We can thus

see an important service for them in developing what is called "group
consciousness." So long as they do not supersede the personal expression

of fellowship upon the Scripture ideal of being "members one of another,"

they can hardly be other than serviceable.

—

[Eds.]

As noticed in last week's Friend there was a public hearing on the

Wells-Hess bill to abolish capital punishment at City Hall on the

afternoon of the second. The Ledger reports it as follows:

"Perhaps never in Pennsylvania has an existing institution of gov-

ment been so vigorously condemned by representatives of all classes

and kinds of people, including even those whose duty is the adminis-

tration of the law, as capital punishment was condemned before the

Sub-committee on Judiciary General of the State House of Representa-

tives at the public hearing on the Wells-Hess bill."

After liberal quotations from the various speeches we note the follow-

ing:

George M. Warner, representing the Society of Friends, urged the

committee to favorable action, and asked the members to exert their in-

fluence with other members of the House to vote for the measure.

Some weeks ago we printed a review of Theodora Wilson Wilson's

remarkable Peace allegory, "The L.ast Weapon." It has passed through

numerous editions in England and now an American edition is on sale

by Friends' Book and Tract Committee as appears by an advertisement

in this number.

Stoughton Holborn on Socrates at the Friends' Select School.—
A cordial invitation is extended to all Friends and others interested to

attend the next Friends' Select School Lyceum Lecture to be given at the

School on Sixth-day evening, the 16th, at 7.45, by Ian B. Stoughton Hol-

born on "Socrates—the Greatest of Men." Stoughton Holborn is best

known as a very successful LTniversity Extension Lecturer, endorsed by
O.xford and Cambridge Universities, and he is a man of remarkably in-

teresting personahty and varied gifts and experience.

Though not a member of the Society of Friends, he is a regular attender

of the Friends' meeting when at his home in Edinburgh, and is more
nearly a Friend than anything else. Socrates is his favorite character

in history, and he says he regards him as " the first Friend."

Stoughton Holborn has pubUshed several books of poetry and prose,

and has earned some distinction as an explorer in Iceland and a social

worker in connection with Ruskin College, Oxford. He was a passenger

on the last voyage of the Lusitania, and has a summer home on the north-

ernmost of the Shetland Isles, the "Ultima Thule" of the Romans, now
called Foula, where he is known as the "Laird."

He has lectured at the School twice with such effect that we want all

our friends to hear him.

During Second Month $4,066.03 received for rehef of the war sufferers

was forwarded to London for use of the several Committees engaged in

the work.

The Committee of the Representative Meeting charged with the care of

transmitting relief to the war sufferers wishes to encourage Friends of

our various Quarterly and Monthly Meetings to continue their work

of collecting money and clothing without any regard to the present dif-

ficulty of forwarding them. If necessary to do so the money contribu-

tions may be cabled and in forwarding clothing and other suppUes the

Committee will be guided by the best advice it can obtain. The need for

relief is so great that our work mast go forward even though an occasional

package be lost in the shipping.

On behalf of the Committee,

John Wat.

The Drug Habit.—The Philadelphia Narcotic Drug Committee has

issued a report stating that there are nearly 187,000 drug users in the

United States.

"The beginning of the habit was revealed in connection with a group
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of eighty-six addicted to some fonn of the drug. Of these, fifty-eight

formed the habit through association either in dissolute company or with

fellow-workmen or other associates. Some began through curiosity.

Two contracted the habit in connection with sickness following opera-

tions. Six claimed the habit was formed through physicians' prescrip-

tions. One began the use, hoping to ward off tuberculosis. 'The users

of this group attributed a large variety of ailments to the continued use

of drugs. Decayed teeth, loss of appetite, indigestion, constipation

often of several days' duration, loss of weight, impaired sight and hearing,

weak heart, extreme nervousness, night sweats, tendency to tuberculosis,

general health impaired, loss of wOl power, loss of self-respect

—

a tolerance of hving conditions which otherwise would be intolerable.

And if they are deprived of the drug for a brief period, they are obsessed

with one idea alone—how to get more of it.'

'"As a rule, the drug is obtained from peddlers who are found on the

street corners in the tenderloin district, in pool rooms and other places

where men and boys congregate in various parts of the cit}'. The peddler

does not usually carry a very large quantity on his person, but returns

to his room from time to time to replenish his stock. The peddler will

tell users that if they have any friends to let them know he has some

"good stuff." About half the persons interviewed claim that they secured

their supply from "friends," the others on prescriptions.'

"Under the Harrison Act, the drug has become very expensive, often

costing as high as S7.50 per dram. It is often bought in large quantities

by parties, who meet and divide the substance and the expense. The
parties have initials—C. P., cocaine party; H. P., heroin party; and M. P.,

morphine party. Many examples of strong young men are cited by the

committee who acquired the habit and became useless."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Central Free Library at Nineteenth and Vine Streets is to be the

first of the projected pubhc buildings to be erected on the Parkway.

Mayor Smith has authorized Director Datesman, of the Department of

PubKc Works, to advertise early next week for proposals for the erection

of the building. There is S3,285,000 available for construction and

equipment of the hbrary.

One anomaly of the present food situation is to be found in the fact

that oranges are now cheaper in Maine than potatoes. In Bangor, for

example, a peck of potatoes is worth about eighty cents, while a peck of

good oranges can be bought for fifty cents and a first-class article at

sixty-five cents.

Reviewing the food situation in the United States, the Secretary of

Agriculture, David F. Houston, declared that there was no reason for

hysterical action or thought. In his statement the Secretary said that

the investigation proposed by the President would lead to good results.

He appealed for economies all along the line and asserted there was an

annual food waste of $700,000,000 in the United States.

The Transcri-pt is authority for the following: "A thousand or so electric

ranges are now in service in Greater Boston. Assuming the average

family to include six persons, 5700 Bostonians are hving on electrically

cooked food. With an average daily meat consumption of 0.5 pound per

person, this group would use 2850 pounds per day. The shrinkage of

meat with electrical cooking is 25 per cent, less than that which occurs

on the old-fashioned range. This nets a total saving of 665 pounds per

day for the group, which, at 35 cents per pound, amounts to $84,943.75

a year."

Thirteen persons are known in Atlanta, Ga., to have lost their lives

and more than 100 have been reported injured in a series of tornadoes

that swept portions of Alabama, Georgia and Mississippi on the 23rd

ult.

The appointment of John Francis, Jr., Chief of the Division of Educa-

tion in the office of Indian Affairs at Washington, to be Superintendent

of the CarUsle Inchan School was announced at Carhsle, Pa., by Cato

Sells, Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The appointment is effective

Fourth Month 15th. Commissioner Sells, who was there to arrange to

take the Indian students to the inauguration of President Wilson, also

aimounoed that O. H. Lips, Superintendent of the Carlisle School for

the last three years, has been made Chief Supervisor of Indian Schools.

The American production of potash in 1916 was ten times as valuable

as that of 1915, according to the geological survey, and the 1917 figures

are Ukely to be much greater still.

The Superintendent of PubUo Night Schools in New York City, speak-

ing at a Washington's birthday celebration on the East Side, said that

there are 500,000 persons in the city who cannot speak English and that

only 84,000 of these have sought the night schools. "A common lan-

guage," he said, "is what we need to form a common bond. The mastery

of the English language is the first step in Americanization."

Frank B. Sanborn, of Concord, Mass., philosopher, journalist, and

last of the old Abolitionists, died on the 24th ult., at the home of his son,

Francis, at Westfield, N. J.

New England was represented at Columbia University by 801 students

in the last academic year, according to the report of Frank A. Dickey,

University Registrar, just made pubhc. Including the 1915 smnmer
session, extension teaching and ultra-mural centres, a grand total of

19,094 different individuals received instruction from the university dur-

ing the year.

Foreign.—Three physicians from the United States, Drs. Obitsky,

Denzer and Husk, have put Mexico in the way of more adequate deaUng

with typhus fever, which has always been more or less epidemic there.

It is learned that the typhus organism is perpetuated through the medium

of the louse. This is the secret that has long been sought, and explains

why Mexicans crossing our border have been put in baths for disinfection.

The present British Premier, David Lloyd-George, who has been a

member for twenty-six years of the Castle Street Welsh Baptist .Church,

London, now has in his hands the appointment of the archbishops of

Canterbury and York, the bishops of the Established Church, the patron-

age of the Enghsh deaneries and tn'enty-five canonries, besides two

hundred livings in the absolute gift of the Crown, and 176 benefices in

the alternate gift of the Crown and other patrons.

What the present sugar ration in England means can be understood

best by comparison with the consumption of sugar in this country. In

1915 our population consumed 86.04 poimds per capita, or somewhat

more than 1 V} pounds a week for every individual in the country. An
Englishman and his wife to-day are hving together on three-quarters of

one pound a week for both cooking and table uses.

NOTICES.

The Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for Third Month
wiU be held on the 22nd inst. On account of Yearly Meeting, the meet-

ing is held one week earlier than the usual time.

Albert H. Votaw, Clerk.

An Oral Enghsh Recital, composed of recitations and extemporaneous

speeches, will be held at Westtown School at 7.15 p. m., on Third

Month 17, 1917.

A subscriber who has bound volumes of The Friend, vols. 10, 11 and

12 bound singly, and vols. 13, 14, 15 and 16 bound together would be

glad to give them to some one who would value them. Kindly commu-
nicate to S. M. T., 843 N. Forty-first Street, Philadelphia.

Women Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting are invited to a

United Fellowship Conference for deeper consideration of our responsi-

bihty to the Yearly Meeting.

This Conference will be held at Twelfth Street Meeting-house, on

Thhd-day, Third Month 20, 1917, at 2.30 p. m.

Ltdia E. Morris, Mart J. Warner,
Maria P. South, Caroline C. Warhbn,
Sarah W. Cooper, Edith F. Bacon.

Meetings from Third Month 11th to 17th:

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, at Haddonfield, Fifth-

day, Third Month 15th, at 10 A. M.

Died.—Second Month 24th, at Llanerch, Pa., S. Mason McCollin,

M. D.; an Overseer of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,

for the Western District.

——, at Moorestown, N. J., Second Month 26th, Rebecca B. Lowbt,

aged seventy-four; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia, for the Western District.

, Tenth Month 6, 1916, Theodore C. Heess, in his seventy-second

year; a member of Muncy Monthly and Elkland Preparative Meetings.

He was born in Wurtemberg, Germany.
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"Not that I love country less, but Humanity more, do I now
and here plead the cause of a higher and truer patriotism. I

cannot forget that we are men bv a more sacred bond than we
are citizens—that we are children of a common Father more
than we are Americans." —Charles Sumner.

FORM AND FORMALITY.
"Oh! the deadness and dryness of the works and obedience, the duties

and devotions of the great bulk of Christian professors in the several

societies! Each can see formality in the members of others, but too

iew suspect it in themselves.

"Oh! it is the Life, the Life, that is the thing!

"

—Job Scott.

"Form is good, but not formality," wrote William Penn;

and he adds to this the remark—"In the use of the best of

forms there is too much of that, 1 fear." Unfortunately there

is still "too much of that," even when it does not extend so

far as to become iorvmUsm; and many people, no doubt,

continue to look upon certain forms as having inherent virtue,

as being efficacious in themselves, rather than as means or

helpful opportunities.

On the other hand, some who are restive under any custom

or observance that they may consider antiquated or feel to

be irksome, are likely to break away from it rather easily

on the ground that it is "only a form." The question as to

the value or the nature of what may be substituted for it,

when something is requisite for "a comely order," probably

receives little consideration. From form to form may be the

process, and that with no gain.

We shall hardly wish to dispute William Penn's observa-

tion as to there being often too much formality in the use

of the best of forms, and it will be allowed that an undue

attachment to any form for its own sake is of the essence of

formalism. The danger of this, and of a slavish conformity,

was foreseen more than two centuries ago by some among

the least formal of Christian people, so that they declared

that they wished their course to be like that of a ship at sea

which leaves no path permanently marked. We are not to

forget, however, that under competent guidance one ship

may traverse practically the same route as another, although

the two ships may not be in sight of each other.

The matter for us to reflect upon is, whether any practice

to which we have been trained or accustomed has the endorse-

ment of our best sense of truth. Is there scriptural ground

for it? Is there practical service or helpfulness in it? What,
honestly, would be our motive in abandoning it? What will

be the probable result upon ourselves or others of such a

course? Can we—to use Barclay's phrase—"convert the

disuse" to moral (or religious) improvement?

A little candid investigation will discover that most of

the practices or customs that have differentiated "the peo-

ple called Quakers" from others had their origin in principle

—

were in fact a fruit of principle, even when they were not

specific testimonies—and were never devised for the sake of

peculiarity itself. There were many of these, but it is not

needful to enumerate them here. No doubt there were some
persons in the course of time who came to be formalists in

these matters, and their formalism, especially if joined to

deficiencies in conduct, would tend to cause the principle

to be discountenanced. "For you to fall flat and formal,"

again writes William Penn, "and continue the profession

without that salt and savour by which it is come to obtain

a good report among men, is not to answer God's love

nor the mind of Truth in yourselves or in others." But what

was the remedy? Not to throw away the testimony of Truth,

but to seek to "become true children of God" and "receive

the truth" in their hearts.

Again, there is a vast difference between a rigid, punctil-

ious conformity to rules and external standards, and such a

conformity or observance as ministers to the best life. We
are told that Christ is the Author of order and not of confu-

sion, and it is obvious that an entire absence of form and sys-

tem means confusion. No government, civil or religious, is

thinkable in such case.

The first schism, the earliest considerable defection, in

the ranks of the Society of Friends was due to the unwilling-

ness of certain of its adherents to have any government at

all except such as each man felt in himself. Perhaps this was

a symptom rather than a cause; but it led George Fox to

expostulate with them on the ground that some form was

necessary for good order and the general welfare, although

a distinction was to be made between right forms and wrong

forms; and none knew better than he the difference between

form and power. He would have united with Isaac Penington

in the sentiment that "form without life kills the life;" and

it was to the "measure of life" that he commended people

everywhere—a power and a principle, however, which would

certainly bring into helpful order and into positive testimonies.

"A liberty there is in the Lord," said Robert Barclay,

"which breaks not the peace of the true church; but both

the nature of the things, the spirit they come from . . .

and their consequence and tendency is to be carefully ob-

served."
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William Penn tells us that in those days "a grand inquest"

came upon their whole lives. Everything was " brought to

the Light, the root examined, and its tendency considered."

Perhaps, whether we are conformists or nonconformists, we
need to suffer an inquest now, in patience and sincerity,

upon our lives, our motives, and our affections.

M. W.
m I m

"LARGENESS OF HEART."

Give to Thy people as to one of old,

Largeness of heart and wisdom to discern;

Wherever truth is questioned make us bold

The right to vindicate, the wrong to spurn.

Destroy the barriers whereby our souls

Are kept enslaved to customs or to creed;

Let not our thoughts and ways be run in molds

Of sentiment. Upon no broken reed

Of popular opinion let us lean;

Make us to stand upright as sons of God;
Broaden our vision, keep our senses keen,

Rule us, if needs be, with the iron rod;

But leave us not to our shortsightedness.

Rebuke oiu- greed, our bland hypocrisy.

And give us courage meekly to confess.

Our weaknesses—our foolish bigotry.

Largeness of heart— how we crave this gift

Whereby we triumph through the power of love.

Becoming lever with the grave to lift

Our brothers from the slough to heights above,

Where they may see the land of corn and wine,

And learn to choose the things that make for peace,

The priceless treasures of the life divine;

The riches that forevermore increase.

—0. G. Adams, in Springfield RepuUican.

PROPOSED PENAL LEGISLATION IN PENNSYLVANIA.

A. H. VOTAW, SECRETAHT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA PRISON SOCIETT.

There are five measures now pending before the Legisla-

ture at Harrisburg, to which the attention of those who are
interested in plans for the betterment and reformation of

our prisoners should be called. Friends who favor one or
more of these bills may find an acceptable service in writing
to their Senators or Representatives asking that such and such
a measure should receive their cordial and active support.

1. Bill to abolish capital punishment and substituting
therefore life imprisonment. The friends of this bill have
been gratified to learn of the very general public sentiment to

the effect that the time has fully come to abolish this relic

of the barbarism of a past age. The Governor of the State,

many judges, the wardens of both penitentiaries of the Com-
monwealth, distinguished publicists, nearly all ministers
of the State, unite in advocating that the statutes of this State
shall not sanction a judicial murder.

2. Bill to amend the law for the indeterminate sentence
so as to make the same more effective. Since 1909, the
judges of the State in pronouncing sentence must assign a
maximum and also a minimum time of incarceration. By the
law of 1909, the minimum could not be more than one-fourth
of the maximum. Many of the judges considered the pro-
visions of this law as infringing upon their prerogatives,
and influenced the legislature of 191 1 to amend the law so
that the Court could have absolute jurisdiction in fixing

the time of the minimum sentence. The result is, a great
disparity in sentences. One man finds that he is sent to the
penitentiary from nine to ten years, while another man from
an adjacent county for the same offense has a sentence of

from two to ten years. Of the eighty-six convicts in the
Eastern Penitentiary whose sentences are subject to a maxi-
mum of twenty years, thirty-four have a minimum of eighteen
years or more. The cardinal principle of the indeterminate

sentence is that the prisoner may be released when his con-

duct and general behavior seen to warrant the belief that he
is ready to resume the duties of citizenship. If the minimum
time approximates the maximum time, there is not so much
inducement for the prisoner to amend his life. Despair takes

the place of hope, and often he concludes that when he leaves

prison he will in some way wreak vengeance upon the com-
munity. A former law, passed in 1861, allowed to a prisoner

who had conducted himself properly a commutation from
his sentence. Under the operation of this law, a prisoner

sentenced for twenty years could regain his freedom in twelve
years and three months. It will be noted that under the

law of 191 1 many prisoners were detained much longer than
under the old commutation conditions, to which we never
heard strenuous objection. The proposed amendment is

to make the minimum not more than one-third the maximum.
If this fraction is thought to be inequitable, it is suggested
that one-third be changed to one-half. The law will then
correspond to the laws of New York and New Jersey.

3. Providing employment for the inmates of the peniten-

tiaries and all penal institutions of the State. The forces

of organized labor are sternly opposed to the sale of prison-

made goods in the open market. But the leaders of the labor

unions have sympathized to some extent with the condition

of those who are to be confined with no employment what-
ever, and they have agreed that prisoners may be employed
in producing materials or articles which may be used either

in their own institutions or in other public institutions. Such
legislation was enacted in 191 5. But there was nothing in

the law which made it mandatory for the managers of our
public institutions to purchase supplies from the prison

factories. The bill this year makes it obligatory for the

managers of public institutions to purchase materials and
articles from the prisons provided such goods are satisfac-

tory and can be thus obtained. Owing to the previous re-

strictions with regard to the products of prison labor, de-

moralizing idleness prevailed in Pennsylvania more than in

any other State of the Union.

4. Bill providing for the practical abolition of all the
county jails of the State. Six industrial farms with cer-

tain industries are to be established to which all sentenced
to a term of thirty days or more are to be sent. In time it

is thought these farms will become self-sustaining. Thus
the schools of crime which by our system we have been con-

ducting in our county jails all these years will be superseded

by industrial training establishments where agriculture,

quarrying, concrete work, brick-making and other industrial

employments will be practically taught. Men of intemperate
habits whom we have been "sending up" for thirty or sixty

days may remain in profitable employment until they have
formed habits of industry and self-reliance. The State of

Indiana has tried this experiment and the results amply jus-

tify our present proposition.

5. Bill permitting payment of fines, in instalments, at

discretion of the Court. Usually, our practice in this State

is absurd. Two men are fined for some offense fifty dollars

each. The one pays his fine and goes his way; the other

cannot get the money and may languish fifty days in prison.

The county loses the money and in addition pays for the

maintenance of the man for a fixed time. In Indianapolis

a certain judge decided that imprisonment for non-payment
of fines was a species of imprisonment for debt, and he began
releasing those, who were fined and had no money, on con-

dition of their paying such charges by instalments. In three

years the city had received 127,410 from this source, whereas
under the old plan very little had been paid and the city

in addition had been maintaining those who could not pay
the fine. Wherever this method has been tried, the results

have been satisfactory. If this bill becomes law, it is probable
that the Keystone State will be the first to abolish from its

entire area this relic of medievalism. Should any county
have satisfactory remunerative employment for its prisoners,
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it will of course be conceded that fines and costs may reason-
ably be worked out under immediate care of county officials.

Such conditions do not obtain in more than two or three
counties in Pennsylvania.

SELECTIONS FROM GEORGE FOX.

It seems to me that there is a need amongst the people of
the world of a revival of the spirit of truth in the power and
life of God and His beloved Son, to bring them to see who is

their rightful Teacher and to know who it is that will lead
them into all truth and bring them out of darkness into light,

which will lead to everlasting life with our Father in Heaven.
With this thought in mind, 1 have selected the following

extracts from different parts of George Fox's Journal, which
1 feel would be profitable for all of us in this day to read and
consider, they being just as true now as when they were first

written.

—

Wm. Clarkson Moffitt.

"To Friends scattered abroad in every land, to whom my
love goes out in the Lord's truth, by which all God's people
are made free men and women, thereby being set free from
him who is out of the truth; that walking in the truth they
may answer the witness of God in all people, which truth all

must come to if the\' be made free. Friends, be faithful unto
that which the Lord manifests unto you. Listen to Jesus
Christ your Shepherd that He may feed you, and follow
Him who hath laid down His life for you. Follow not the
shepherds and hirelings that are made by men, although they
be angry because you will not follow them, to their dry and
barren mountains. Let all dwell in the power of God, in his

Light and Spirit, which did first convince you; that in it you
may keep in the ancient unity, in humility, in the fear of

the Lord and His gentle and peaceable wisdom, which is

easy to be entreated, that in the same power, light and spirit

of God you may be serviceable unto your fellow-man.
For every one should look to Jesus and every just man and

woman may live by their faith, which Christ is the author
and finisher of. Be faithful, for you see what the Worthies
and Valiants of the Lord did attain unto by Faith. Enoch
by faith was translated; Noah by faith was preserved over
the water in his ark; Abraham by faith forsook his father's

house and religion and all the religions of the world. Isaac

and Jacob by faith followed his steps. Samuel and others

of the Lord's prophets, with David, by faith were preserved

to God over his enemies. Daniel and the three children, by
faith escaped the lions and the fire, and preserved their wor-
ship clean: and bv it were kept from worship of the world.

The apostles by faith traveled up and down the world and
were preserved from all the religions of the world and held

forth the pure religion to the dark world, which they had re-

ceived from God and likewise their fellowship was received

from above, which is in the Gospel that is everlasting, in

this, neither powers, principalities nor thrones, dominions,

nor angels, things present nor things to come, heights, nor
depths, nor death, nor mocking, nor spoiling of goods,

prisons, nor fetters were able to separate them from the love

of God which they had in Christ Jesus." (So Friends, let

us be faithful in this our day as those men of old were in their

time.) "We must not have Christ Jesus the Lord of life

put any more in a stable amongst the horses and cattle. He
must now have the best chamber, the hearts of men and wo-
men, and the rude debauched spirit must be turned out. There-
fore let Him reign whose right it is, who was conceived by
the Holy Ghost, by which Holy Ghost you call Him Lord, in

which Holy Ghost you pray, and have comfort and fellow-

ship with the Father and with the Son. In the measure of

the life of God, wait for wisdom from God from whom it

comes, and all you who are children of God, wait for the living

food from the living God, to be nourished up to eternal life.

From the one foundation life comes, that in order, you may
all be guided to walk therein. So farewell and God Almighty
bless, guide and keep you in His wisdom."
ACKWORTH, Iowa, Second Month 2, 1917.

FRIENDS' HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA,
The thirteenth annual meeting of Friends' Historical Society

of Philadelphia was held in Arch Street Meeting-house on the
evening of Second Month 27, 1917.
About 125 members and their friends assembled at 6.30

o'clock in the tea-room and partook of a well-prepared supper,
served at tastefully arranged tables.

Following the supper the annual reports of committees were
presented.

Amelia M. Gummere, editor of the new edition of John
Woolman's Journal, reported some new material had been
found in York, England, where John Woolman died. Also
the Boston Public Library has some manuscripts relating to
the Indians, containing reference to John Woolman's visit to
the Indians.

It is thought possible that we shall be able to have a pub-
lishing firm to undertake the printing of this work for the
Society, and it is hoped that it may be issued in about a year.

Report was made that the bronze tablet containing the words
of the Prayer of William Penn for Philadelphia had been erected

on the east side of the north archway of the City Hall. The
design and position are satisfactory to the Committee, who
have been untiring in their efforts to have the tablet placed
on a public building.

Albanus L. Smith, on behalf of the heirs of Morgan L. Smith,
presented a watch-box, formerly used as a protection for the

city watchmen from exposure during cold and stormy weather.

The gift was accepted by the Society and it is hoped to have
it erected on the grounds at Fourth and Arch Streets.

The general topic for the papers of the evening was "The
Graveyard at Fourth and Arch Streets, and Brief Notices of

Some Prominent People Buried There."

Papers were presented by Professor Allen C. Thomas, Lucy
B. Roberts, Hannah T. Shipley, J. Henry Scattergood, William

S. Yarnall, Lucy C. Shelmire and Amelia M. Gummere.
Albert Cook Myers, who has recently returned from England,

spoke briefly about his work in collecting the complete writ-

ings of William Penn. He believes that as more information

is found it will prove William Penn to have been not only a

prominent Friend, but a public-spirited man and a world figure.

Catharine M. Shipley alluded briefly to a few prominent

Friends, formerly members of the meeting at Fourth and
Arch Streets, after which the meeting was adjourned.

Mary S. Allen,
Secretary.

We are able, by the kind permission of the writers, to print

some of the papers herewith:

Remarks About Thomas Scattergood, i 748-1 814.

Thomas Scattergood was a very prominent minister of

Friends in his day and probably traveled in the service of the

Gospel for more years than any other American Friend. He
belonged to the fourth generation of the line of our family in

America, of which my own generation is the eighth. He was

born in 1748 in Burlington, N. J., where his great-grandfather

had settled in 1676. His father was at first a sea captain,

apprenticed by Thomas Chalkley, but later studied law and

practiced at Burlington. He died when this son Thomas was

only six years old. When fourteen the latter was brought to

Philadelphia by his mother (known for many years thereafter

as "the widow Scattergood"), and was apprenticed in mer-

cantile business. He later learned the trade of hatter until

nineteen, and then became a tanner, which was his business

the rest of his life. His tannery was located in the Northern

Liberties, where he also lived and had his membership in

North Meeting.
His call to serious things came early in life. He had been

in the practice of sailing on the Delaware River on First-days,

but on one occasion he was overcome with a sense of wrong

in so doing, and insisted that his companions put him on shore.

His conscience became very acute and he took occasion to

compensate an old neighbor in Burlington, whose apples as a
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boy he had occasionally stolen. His first services for his meet-

ing appear to have been at the age of twenty-four, when he

was on a committee of his Monthly Meeting to discourage the

keeping of slaves. He also served on a committtee in care of

a school for Negroes, an interest which in his later years bore

fruit in the founding of the Association of Friends for the Free

Instruction of Poor Children; also on committees in reference

to war and peace and the imprisonment of Friends at the time

of the Revolution: on "Vain Amusements and Stage Plays,"

and on the distress of Friends. When thirty years old he

made his first journey, accompanying Samuel Hopkins on a

visit to the meetings of Maryland, and the next year was
Samuel Emlen's companion to the meetings of Virginia. He
was soon made an Overseer and at thirty-five his gift in the

ministry was recognized. He then began a long series of

Gospel pilgrimages to New England, New York, Virginia, the

Carolinas and Georgia, being away some part of each of the

next ten years and visiting the remote "settlements" of these

various "governments," including practically all the meetings

in America. In 1793 his concern was directed to Great Britain,

where he labored up and down in England, Scotland and Ire-

land for seven continuous years, visiting practically all the

meetings and innumerable families and even interviewing the

king. After his return in 1800, he continued to give most of

his time to the work of Friends, his son Joseph having made this

possible all these years through his able management of the

tanning busmess. He again visited in the ministry the meet-

ings of New York, New England and New Jersey, and toward
the close of his life visited nearly all the families of Friends in

his own and the other two Monthly Meetings in Philadelphia.

He died during Yearly Meeting week in 1814.

During his long absence in England he had occasion to

visit the Friends' Boarding School at Ackworth, and also the

York Retreat. In the latter humane treatment of the insane

had just been inaugurated in England. Being much impressed

with both of these institutions and being concerned that similar

duties rested upon Friends in Philadelphia, he inspired the

formation of Westtown School, which was started even before

his return, and also of the Friends' Asylum for the Insane at

Frankford, which was built after he had personally laid his

concern before Philadelphia Friends. He brought to West-
town the old severe code of rules he had found at Ackworth,
and many of these survived in one part or another for years

afterwards. He was particularly interested in Westtown and
several of his summers were spent at the School.

j. Henry Scattergood.

The subject chosen for our consideration this evening has
impressed me as very far from dead. It seems to me very
much alive. I have been impressed with the keen interest

of the Friends in many causes, and with the very modern note.

This is a list of causes:

The Cause of the Immigrant, Publicity in the Management
of Public Institutions, Inspection of Prisons, Welfare of the
Insane, Public Health, The Indians, and The Abolition of

Slavery, which we may call the burning question of that day.
The names assigned to me are: Thomas Harrison, Dr. Samuel

Griffitts, Dr. Cadwallader Evans, Dr. Caspar Wistar, Thomas
Shipley; three physicians of eminence and two prominent
Abolitionists.

Thomas Harrison was born in England in 1741. He died
in 181 5. In the certificate given him to Philadelphia in 1763
it is stated that they believed he " left them free from debt,

or any engagement respecting marriage."

_
He was an honored member of the Pennsylvania Coloniza-

tion Society, and also of the Pennsylvania Society for the
Promotion of the Abolition of Slavery.

"When the scourge of yellow fever visited Philadelphia in

793' Thomas Harrison offered his services and with Stephen
Girard was a member of the Committee appointed by the
citizens of Philadelphia to attend and alleviate the sufferings

of the afflicted with the Malignant Fever Prevalent in the
city and its vicinity."

He was on a "Committee to visit the house of employment
and enquire of the steward . . . whether any of the

managers attend there."

Dr. Samuel Powell Griffitts, born in Philadelphia 1759,
died 1826. He graduated at the University of Pennsylvania
in 1780, and spent three years studying abroad, at Mont-
pellier, France, in London and in Edinburgh. We have a
glimpse of his private life in learning that every morning he
read the New Testament in Greek or Latin.

While Samuel Griffitts was still a student he, as did Caspar
Wistar, volunteered his professional assistance for the wounded
at the battle of Germantown.

1 n the pestilence of 1 793 and the epidemics of 1 797 and 1 802,

he remained at his post regardless of personal danger. He
was active in relieving the sufferings of unfortunate emigrants
who arrived from St. Domingo, in the year 1793. Deprived
of their princely fortunes, and snatched or smuggled with
difficulty from concealment from amid their murdered relatives

they experienced the evils of poverty in a foreign land.

Dr. Griffitts was a member of The Society for Alleviating

the Miseries of Public Prisons, The Pennsylvania Abolition

Society, The Humane Society, The American Philosophical

Society, The College of Physicians and The Philadelphia

Dispensary, which he founded.

Dr. Cadwallader Evans died in 1820, at the age of

seventy-one. His interest was particularly directed to scienti-

fic investigations, as shown by his study of the climate, to

which Dr. Mitchell recently referred. In the Eulogium on
Dr. William Shippen, delivered by Dr. Caspar Wistar, before

the College of Physicians of Philadelphia in 1809, he speaks of

Dr. Evans.
Among those physicians who were in Philadelphia when

Dr. Shippen began his practice here was Dr. Cadwallader
Evans. This gentleman had first studied in Philadelphia,

"but completed his medical education in England. He was
a descendant of a much venerated early settler, and with the

rest of his family, retained the virtue and character of their

ancestors, having a great share of public spirit as well as

professional work."
Dr. Caspar Wistar was a grandson of Caspar Wistar, who

came to this country from Germany in 171 7. Dr. Wistar was
born in Philadelphia in 1761, and died in 1818. He was
educated at Friends' School, received his Bachelor of Medicine
in 1782, at the University of Pennsylvania, his Doctorate in

Edinburgh in 1 786, and was, for three successive years, Presi-

dent of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh.

He returned to Philadelphia in 1787, where he entered upon
the practice of medicine. He was a professor at the College

of Philadelphia, and in 1808, on the death of Dr. William
Shippen, Jr., succeeded him at the University of Pennsylvania.

His fame attracted students to his lectures, and he was largely

the means of establishing the reputation of the School. He
was also chosen physician to the Pennsylvania Hospital. In

1786 he wrote a medical dissertation in Latin. He was a

member of the Am.erican Philosophical Society, of which he

became President, on the resignation of Thomas Jefferson,

1815.

It was his habit to throw open his house once every week
in the winter and at these gatherings, students, scientists,

citizens, travelers and scholars of all grades met and discussed

subjects of interest. These assemblies, celebrated in the an-

nals of Philadelphia, under the title of the Wistar parties, were
continued long after his death by other residents of the city.

The well-known climbing shrub. Wistaria, which grows wild

in the southern and western States, was named in his honor.

A tribute to him, published in 181 8, was delivered at the

Hall of the College of Physicians and Surgeons.

For generations the ancestors of Thomas Shipley had lived

in the neighborhood of Uttoxeter, England. His father, Wil-

liam Shipley, came to America in 1 740, and settled in Phila-

delphia.

Of Thomas Shipley's children, well known to us, are Samuel
R. Shipley, Hannah Shipley Bean and Catherine Morris
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Shipley. At the time of Thomas Shipley's death he was
President of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society. The Memoir
published on his death by this Society, prepared by Isaac
Parrish, bears the following testimony;

" Possessed of every requisite for usefulness he became
decidedly the most efficient friend of the slave whose name at

this time stood upon the rolls of the Society."

In his devotion to the cause of Abolition he spared neither

his business interests, his time nor his health, and really

sacrificed his life. He died Ninth Month 17, 1836, at the age
of fifty-two. We find his obituary in the pages of that quaint
old paper, Paulson's American Daily Advertiser.

We find his name associated with that of Jay, Garrison
and others who had been singled out by slaveholders and their

abettors as fit subjects for the merciless attacks of excited

and infuriated mobs.

His life is full of thrilling experiences, of which the accounts
must be omitted for lack of time. His funeral is described by
Isaac Parrish. . . . "When the period arrived for com-
mitting his remains to the tomb, the evidence of the deep and
pervading sorrow amongst the colored people was most strik-

ing. Thousands collected in the vicinity of his dwelling.

. . . As the funeral procession moved slowly and sol-

emnly along through the silent crowd did you not note the

tear that came to the eye of the aged mother, and to the young
wife with her infant in her arms—their dear ones saved to

them by this, their protector." . . .

"This, my friend, is not a fanciful sketch. You who were
present at the scene must have witnessed the deep sorrow
which reigned over the assembled throng; felt the influence

no tongue or pen can portray; an influence which was elo-

quent in proclaiming that the memory of the deceased was
enshrined in the hearts of the thousands there assembled."

John G. Whittier writes to "The Memory of Thomas
Shipley."

"Gone to thy Heavenly Father's rest!

The flowers of Eden round thee blowing,

and on thine ear the murmurs blest

Of SHoa's waters softly flowing.

' Oh, loved of thousands ! to thy grave

Sorrowing of heart, thy brethren bore thee;

The poor man and the rescued slave

Wept as the broken earth closed o'er thee;

And grateful tears hke summer rain.

Quickened its dying grass again!

And there as to some pilgrim shrine

Shall come the outcast and the lowly,

Of gentle deeds and words of thine

Recalling memories sweet and holy."

Hannah T. Shipley.

The names assigned me were four in number: Hannah
Cathrall, Edward Cathrall, Samuel Smith, Elizabeth Ash-
bridge.

Hannah Cathrall was a friend of Rebecca Jones, who
speaks of her with great affection as her partner and compan-
ion. Rebecca Jones' mother conducted a school at No. 8

Drinker's Alley, and the daughter assisted her though with

some reluctance. On the death of her mother in 1761, realiz-

ing that she must have some means of making a living, she

concluded to continue the school because, as she says, "1

am used to it." and feeling that she wanted a partner in the

business she secured Hannah Cathrall, "a religious, prudent

young woman."

The school seems to have prospered, for she says it became
large and they were "blest with sufficiency to live comforta-

bly."

In 1788 Hannah Cathrall decided that failing health made
it necessary for her to sever her connection with the school

and she found a home with a married brother who lived in

Frankford, "five miles off." Rebecca Jones speaks of her
coming into the city to visit her friends, "though lame she
seems in best life; 'she spoke a few words in meeting last

Third-day and will, 1 verily believe, land in peace at last.

What a mercy."

In First Month, 1806, she had "a stroke of palsy which
deprived her of the use of her left arm and hand," but she
was "sensible and in a broken and contrite state of mind."

In Twelfth Month of the same year she has "a more gen-
eral stroke of palsy and lies almost helpless, speech almost
failed, she knows all and is full of love and sweetness." She
died on Twelfth Month 5, 1806, aged seventy.

Edward Cathrall was a physician and attended Rebecca
Jones when she was stricken with yellow fever. For two weeks
there seemed little hope of her recovery, but Dr. Cathrall

bent all his energies to save her, saying, "No! No! I can't

let her die." One night he assumed the duties of a nurse,

and remained with her, "dropping into her mouth alternately

water and diluted wine." When Dr. Physick, the consulting

physician, called in the morning he found her somewhat re-

vived. Rebecca Jones seems to have been much concerned
for Dr. Cathrall's spiritual welfare.

Samuel Smith was a minister of North Meeting, but
when the latter was divided he seems to have gone to Phila-

delphia Monthly Meeting for Rebecca Jones says, "by the

late division of our large Monthly Meeting he (Samuel
Smith) is likely to become a member of the Monthly Meeting
of Philadelphia, which is painful to us both, as we have always
been fellow-helpers together in the meeting for the Northern
District for upwards of three-score years and are still in the

unbroken bonds of the Gospel."

In 1800 he made a religious visit to Ireland with Richard
Jordan. This was his second visit and he was absent some
time, traveling in other parts of Europe.

In 1805 Rebecca Jones speaks of her "old friend and fel-

low-laborer" as "declining in health," but he lived until

I was not successful in finding anything about an Elizabeth

Ashbridge, who was not the noted woman and minister of

that name.
L. P. Shelmire.

THE CELL WINDOW.

(Composed in 1916 in Armley Gaol.)

Blue sky, grey flying clouds and shining stars.

Are all that I can see between the bars.

Of my cell window—yet what more need

Of beauty, than the stars and clouds and sky.

Blue sky that spans the earth, an azure dome,

I know is boundless. And when far from home,

Upon a cloudless day I glance above,

It tells me of a Father's boundless love.

Grey stormy clouds, that hang aloft like lead.

While muttering thunder fills the earth with dread,

Are filled with God's own rain, His precious gift.

And when the rain has fallen, clouds will lift.

Each tiny star, that shines above at night,

Is really one vast world. 'Tis my poor sight

And human vision dwarfs the distant view,

As oft I dwarf God's love and goodness too.

For limitless as is the boundless sky,

And filled with goodness as the clouds that fly,

Magnificent as those vast worlds above.

So is the Father's overwhelming love.

—Oswald Clark, in The Friend (London).
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A PROGRAM OF SACRIFICE.

Horatio C. Wood, of Germantown, has put into our hands

an able paper prepared by his friend. Reynolds D. Brown.

After outlining a program of a possible peace service for our

country to the belligerents the paper proceeds as follows:—

1 know that many will urge that this program is ideal; that

the world is not ready for it. Possibly that is so, though as

stated above 1 believe that the very awfulness of the present

war is impressing the necessity of the program of disarmament

even on minds which before the war believed in great armies

and navies. But it occurs to me that there is the practical

addition to this proposal which if made by the United States

would not only reflect needed credit on the United States,

but will also greatly increase the prospect of the suggestions

made by this country being accepted by the warring nations.

I mean "the offer on the part of our country to contribute some

very large sum, say, for illustration, $1,000,000,000 to Is.ooo,-

000 000 towards the reconstruction of those portions of Europe

which will be unable to reconstruct themselves when peace is

declared. Everyone agrees that there will be such portions

of Europe- Belgium is one, Servia is another, Poland another,

and doubtless there are still others. While 1 believe that the

German proposals show that as to territorial boundaries it is

not unlikely that the warring nations may ultimately agree,

possibly solving any problems like Alsace and Lorraine by a

popular vote (which after all would seem to be the only proper

way to decide such problems)
;
yet 1 fear that even if territorial

boundaries can be adjusted, payment of indemnities would

prove exceedingly difficult or perhaps impossible of agreement

when neither side in a military way can claim success; further,

each of the warring nations will of course have after the war

is ended such problems of its own that a large financial burden

added to it would exceedingly complicate the entire problem.

Now without urging that the United States should assume the

entire financial burden, 1 do urge that it may cheerfully as-

sume a large part of it, and for several different reasons. Most

right-minded people feel that it is a regrettable fact that the

people of the United States should have so prospered as a

result of the war with all its disasters and sufferings to the

nations involved. There are not wanting those who believe,

at least abroad, that the people of this country have forgotten

national ideal in their undue prosperity which the war has

brought them. Would not the voluntary offering of a large

sum for the purpose mentioned be the best reply to such

criticism, would not the world at large believe, as we in Ameri-

ca believe, that our undue prosperity has not blinded the eyes

of the people of this country to the things in life that are really

worth while? In the second place, from the most material

point of view, it would obviously pay this country better to

devote such large sum to this purpose, rather than to begin

next year the spending of another very large sum, possibly

1500,000,000 annually, for the purpose of building and main-

taining a vast navy and a large army. Would it not be wise

to use the money involved in the constructive work of relieving

the unutterable misery and distress growing out of the war

rather than in the destructive work of equipping armies and

navies for possible work of destruction in future years? The

last and the most important argument in favor of this pro-

gram is that it seems to be fundamentally right and Christian.

We Christian nations must admit with shame that nineteen

hundred years of Christianity have not sufficed nor taught us

the lesson that the teachings of Christianity apply to nations

as well as to individuals; we must admit that up to this time

in the history of the world, nations in their relations with

each other have thought themselves justified in attempting

to get by their power and might from weaker nations whatever

they deemed to be to their own interests. The dispensations

of Providence are often slow and mysterious, but in dealing

with nations as with individuals it would seem as if times of

sorrow and suffering were the times when the deeper lessons

are learned. The European war may even, humanly speaking,

be worth all that it has cost if it has taught the Christian

nations of the world that they must apply their Christianity

to their national as well as to their individual life. Is it not

worth while for the United States to propose this plan to the

warring nations and to evidence its own belief in Christian

ideals by the suggested contribution?

Reynolds D. Brown.

TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson. of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

Where There's Drink There's Danger.

"Write it on the liquor store,

Write it on the prison door,

Write it on the gin-shop fine,

Write, aye, write this truthful hne

—

Where there's drink there's danger.

Write it on the work-house gate,

Write it on the school-boy's slate,

Write it on the copy book,

Where the young may often look

—

Where there's drink there's danger.

Write it on the nation's laws,

Tramping out the hcense clause,

Write it on the ballot white,

So it can be read aright;

Where there's drink there's danger.

Write it over ev'ry gate,

On the church, the halls of state.

In the heart of ev'ry band.

On the laws of ev'ry land-

Where there's drink there's danger."

The verses printed above were sent us by a reader in Ames-

bury, Mass., with a letter of appreciation based on the belief

that we had published them before, and explaining how they

had passed from lip to lip and page to page with possible

profit. We hope their influence may spread wider yet, and

that the composer of the verses, while unknown to us, may
reap the joy of helpful service.

The Committee on the Use of Intoxicants (why do we

not say Committee to Promote Total Abstinence) of Chester

Monthly Meeting, Media, Pa., is sending out a personal

letter to both men and women, appealing for the practice of

total abstinence on the part of all.

Moderate Drinking is the nursery of alcoholism. The

fact must be grasped that the idea of a moderate use of alcoholic

drinks is a dangerous Utopia. If history did not prove it,

good sense ought to. We have seen the effect of alcohol on

the brain and the human body. To assume that under such

conditions general moderation in the use of this narcotic is

,

possible, one must be exceedingly ignorant of human nature

and of the nature of this drug. One method alone has suc-

ceeded, and it alone can succeed—to/aZ abstinence. And b;

alcohol we mean all the distilled and fermented drinks,

the punches containing alcohol—in short, everything con-

taining the poison.—Dr. Aug. Forel. Switzerland.

"Iv

Keeping Up with the Water Wagon.—In these days of

rapid transit we are not much surprised by ordinary changes

of view. But the speed of the "water wagon" has become

almost confusing. So many and so sudden have been the

changes in public sentiment in favor of the onward progress

of temperance reform that unless the observer is alert he

may fail to appreciate all that is passing. In 1907 we had

only three Prohibition States. We now have twenty-six as-

sured, and two more—Minnesota and Ohio—that are very

promising. Indiana, the latest accession to the rank of

Prohibition States, qualified satisfactorily on Second Month
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2nd by an act of the Legislature to take effect Fourth Month
2, 1918.

The growth of prohibition ideals is conspicuous not only in

the increasing extent of the territory adopting this policy, but
also in the cumulative approval it gains after adoption. Not
many years ago much difficulty was experienced in securing
testimony favorable to prohibition from men of prominence,
especially so from men in political life. Not so to-day. On
the contrary, there is an array of testimony, not only from
specialists in medicine and sociology, but also from governors
of States, from chiefs of police, from mayors of cities, presidents
of corporations, commissioners of various kinds, journalists,

statesmen, bankers, etc., that is most emphatic in approval
of prohibition. The great monthly magazines and much of

the daily press, not only refuse to advertise the liquor business
but are giving freely of their space to discussions and reports

favorable to prohibition. In this connection we would men-
tion the essays by Eugene Lyman Fisk on Alcohol and Physi-
ology and also on Alcohol and Human Efficiency, published
in the Atlantic Monthly for First Month and Second Month
respectively. The series of articles in The Survey are less

technical, but not less convincing; and it is refreshing to have
our attention called to a full page of information and discus-

sion with a most telling wood-cut calculated to attract the
attention of fashion-lovers, appearing in the First-day edition

of the Public Ledger of Philadelphia. The headlines are.

What Shall It Be? H,0 or cocktails? So much literature

of this kind is published now, that it seems hardly fair not to

refer to other papers and magazines that are equally deserving
of mention, but space forbids.

One of the most assuring signs of the coming victory for

national prohibition, however, is the recent attitude of Con-
gress. So amazing has been the measure of progress that we
are not surprised, though a trifle amused, when an influential

magazine—a rather recent convert to prohibition—expresses

a fear that the movement may be spreading too fast ; and while

urging the submission to the States of a votes for women
amendment, seems to doubt the wisdom of applying the same
principles to the elimination of the traffic in intoxicating

drinks.

Both "suffrage" and "prohibition," however, were tem-
porarily side-tracked by the Congress just adjourned in order
to give the right of way to measures regarded as more impera-
tive. But never before have the nation's law-makers at

Washington been so fearless and so united in their legislation

against King Alcohol. Following the decision of the Supreme
Court in support of the Webb-Kenyon inter-state commerce
law, Congress passed the "bone-dry" law, making it unlawful
to use the United States mails or any other public carrier as a
means of delivering or transporting liquor in or through any
State wherein the traffic in intoxicants for beverage purposes
is forbidden by law. The same law also closes the mails to

liquor advertising in prohibition States. And, furthermore,

the plebiscite of Alaska, taken at the election last autumn,
having shown by a vote of nearly two to one that the people

of Alaska want prohibition, Congress passed such a law for

that territory to become effective First Month i, 19 18. This
also is a "bone-dry" law, as desired by the people.

But the crowning act of prohibition legislation by the recent

Congress was that affecting the District of Columbia, whereby
all saloons are to be abolished from the District after Eleventh

Month 1, 1917. This is not one of the so-called "bone-dry"
laws, however, but by closing the saloons and outlawing the

traffic in intoxicating drinks in the nation's capital, great

encouragement will be felt by prohibitionists throughout the

land. It puts the national government on the side of the

majority of States, and not with the minority holding still to

license or local option. It was intimated by such papers as

the Evening Bulletin (Philadelphia), which in an editorial

attempted to ridicule the measure, that the vote would be

"a test of the attitude of Congress toward national prohibi-

tion." Let us hope it was.

Now what of the future? Certainly those who have labored
faithfully according to their opportunity and capacity dur-
ing the past twenty years or more for total abstinence and the
suppression of the liquor traffic, have many reasons for feeling
thankful. Apparently the great reform has passed the stage of
being a local or State issue and has become a very compelling
national issue, with the outlook favorable to nation-wide
prohibition within the coming ten years. "It's coming" is

now the assertion we hear on every side. How tremendous
is the psychological effect of such a feeling when it pervades
the minds of friends and foes alike. Yes, it is no longer
"Absurd!" "Impossible!" "Impracticable!" but undoubt-
edly "It's coming" sure enough. Slavery was abolished long
before the anti-slavery amendment was adopted by the States,

and it is quite within the limits of possibility (some say
it ought to be done) for Congress to give us prohibition by
statute at once. The issue will not down. Efforts to side-

track it, smother it, delay it. confuse it with other issues, all

have been employed by skilful politicians with fortunes at

stake, and yet both Committees—one of the House and one
of the Senate—have reported the prohibition amendment
with the recommendation that it do pass. Who can say what
may happen after once the great issue gets fully and fairly

before Congress for decision? Certainly the spectacle of the
gradual overthrow by peaceable methods of a great nefarious

business, solidly intrenched in social customs and buttressed

by vast commercial interests is a most interesting and inspiring

spectacle.

Alcohol Big Booster for Blockley.—Speaking at the
dedication of the new tuberculosis pavilion of the Philadelphia
General Hospital

—
"Blockley"—the other day, Henry M.

Gratz said:

"Ninety per cent, of the inmates of the Philadelphia General
Hospital are here to-day because of intemperance. If the
liquor traffic was properly restricted for three years the hospital

could close its doors.

"Among the flotsam and jetsam that finally drifts to us are
many who have known better days. There is a man in one
ward who is translating the Gospel of St. John into Hebrew!

" In another ward is one of the foremost Shakespearean
scholars in the country, destitute and ill!"

The Indiana Prohibition measure is not a "bone-dry"
law. It allows the possession of one gallon of liquor and twelve
quarts of beer. It permits a person to give away liquors to

guests in his own home. It does not prohibit shipment of

liquor into the State, in accordance with the Supreme Court
decision on the Webb-Kenyon law. The manufacture and
sale in the State is permitted of beverages containing one-half

of one per cent, alcohol, the thing which caused so much trouble

during the first years of prohibition in Georgia and other

States. These weak spots in the law must be corrected before

Indiana will have real prohibition.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Abraham Lincoln.— {Unpublished Reminiscences by the

Daughter of IVilliant Latimer)—William Latimer and Abraham
Lincoln were chums, calling each other "Abe" and "Bill."

When Abraham Lincoln was a boy he worked hard for his

father a large part of the day.

A neighbor had cows that were not good citizens. They
trampled the crops and broke the fences, so their owner wanted
to get a boy to tend them, and came over to Lincoln's father.

He said perhaps Abe could do it for him, so Abe was inter-

viewed, and after a little thought said, " Yes, I can do it, in

this way. I will get up two hours eariier each morning, and
do my father's work by noon, and then work for you."

So the contract was made that he should receive a quarter
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for the week's work. At the end of the week he was eagerly

grasping his quarter, holding it in his pocket for fear it would
get away from him. On reaching home he took it out with

great pride to show to his family, when he found with it a little

silver five cent piece such as they used in those days, smaller

than a dime. He said, "This is a mistake, 1 must take it

back to-morrow." The next day he told his employer that

he had given him too much and offered him the five cent piece,

but he answered, "Oh, I want you to have that, that's all

right, you deserved it." But Abe was not willing to keep it,

saying he had contracted for the quarter and that was all he

was willing to take, though at the time he was anxiously saving

every penny to buy—what do you suppose? A book. What
book? The Life of George Washington.
Abe and Bill used to study and work in front of a great old-

fashioned fire-place, and one night when Abe was about twenty
years old, and stretched on the floor studying. Bill said, "What
are you doing this for any way, Abe?" and he answered, "I

expect to be President of the United States."

Now children of to-day have exactly the same chance that

Lincoln and George Washington had, and within limits can

be what they determine to be, by always living up to their best.

When Lincoln and Washington went to school it is hardly

likely that they thought of how they were going to turn out

in the end, but one thing is sure, the fact that they were honest

boys led to their being chosen President.

When Linocln had completed his law studies, and was
starting a new law office which he had furnished with an un-
painted pine table and chairs, made by himself, he had just

five cents left in his pocket, and had to pay for his office rent,

for lighting, and heating, as well as to feed and clothe himself.

One day a rich man entered his room and said, "You are

Mr. Lincoln, I believe, and a lawyer?" Lincoln answered,
"

I hope to be."

"Well," answered the rich man, "I am in trouble and I

want you to get me out of it. My son has got into bad com-
pany, taken to drink, and last night got into a drunken quarrel,

broke things up generally in a saloon, windows and furniture,

and finally slashed up a man with a knife. Now I will pay
you a hundred dollars to prove his innocence."

Think how big that money must have looked to Lincoln,

with only five cents in his pocket, and all those bills to meet,

but he seems not have given a moment's thought to that.

On the contrary he turned on the rich man, asking, " Do you
mean to say that your son actually did all these things, and
finally killed a man, and that you expect me to prove he
didn't?"

"Yes," was the reply, "for I cannot have the family name
brought into such disgrace."

Our readers know well enough from Lincoln's character that

he could not touch a cent of this man's money, much as he
needed it.

Bad citizens often tried to bribe Lincoln to have laws made
which he knew were not good, but he never would yield. He
was once ofl'ered five thousand dollars yearly increase in his

salary if he would get a law passed which he was entirely op-

posed to, but he answered, "
1 am not here to make money,

but to help my country and its people. I want only money
enough for food, clothing and shelter."

Though Washington was rich while Lincoln was poor, he
also, when commander of the Continental Army, gave up his

whole salary to his country, as he did not need it himself and
was such a good citizen he wanted to help his people. In his

"farewell address" Washington gave this thought, "Observe
good faith and justice toward all nations, cultivate peace and
harmony with all."

May the example of these two noble men help our young
people to be the same kind of citizen, doing everything for

the greatest good of the greatest number instead of for their

own selfish ends.

" By spiritual birth we acquire a Divine heredity, as truly

as by natural birth we acquire a human heredity."

WHY I REMAIN A FRIEND.*

REBECCA CARTER.

To some of us here this afternoon this question is a familiar

one. We know perhaps why we remain Friends, but do we
often discuss our reasons with one another? Do we know why
this or that one of our acquaintance is a Friend ? Do we
care enough about our particular communion to make it a

subject of careful thought and serious discussion?

Do we think freshly on the whole subject; for instance, do
we stop before using a well-known term and test it to see

whether it has any real meaning for us?

I think that Quakerism, the ideal Quakerism, is very close

to the ideal of Primitive Christianity. In their simplicity of

speech and manner of life the early Friends were closely fol-

lowing the spirit of that little group of disciples who "had all

things common." Their strong sense of fellowship and brother-

liness reflected the ideal of the Fatherhood of God, which

Jesus had indelibly impressed upon the minds of his disciples.

Even as the little group of eariy Christians turned to their

invisible Master for guidance, so these people turned instinc-

tively to the voice of God in their own hearts as the final

authority in all things.

Then I think that Quakerism has a special message to the

Christian Church as it exists to-day. We all long to be free

from everything that is narrow or dogmatic in denomination-

alism, but we must grant that denominations seem to meet a

present need in the world's development. Now what does

our particular communion contribute toward the life of the

Church Universal? If it can contribute nothing it has no

further excuse for existence.

First of all, of course, we stand for that intimate communion
with God which makes outward forms seem unnecessary, be-

cause they fall so far short of that which they attempt to

express; and for the naturalness and simplicity of the spiritual

life which can claim the truth of the lines:

"Closer is He than breathing,

Nearer than hands or feet,"

because they are born of actual experience.

Resting squarely on this ideal of the indwelling of the Spirit

of God is our belief in Silent Worship. There is so much
going on everywhere to-day that we need to take time, plenty

of time, to listen to the voice of God. We must train our

spirits to quietness or we may miss some of the greatest joys,

some of the deepest truths that we ought to understand.

Long ago I heard someone say: "Responsibility is a form

of creative power." In the ideal Friends' meeting the re-

sponsibility for its success or failure lies not upon one or two
individuals but on every person present. If there are those

who are indifferent or disinterested in the group it is harder

for others to really worship. On the other hand, where all

meet with a united purpose the life of the meeting quickens

perceptibly and all present feel that they have contributed

something to the perfection of the whole.

Dr. Henry Hodgkin says: "The Church needs to be remind-

ed perpetually that the ministry is not the work of a class,

but of all and that the service of Christ is not a profession,

but a. freewill offering." If we believe fundamentally that the

ministry is not the work of a class, but of all we will enter our

meeting-houses with a consciousness that we must minister

to those gathered there. I am speaking now, not exclusively

of vocal ministry, but of that service of heart which every

man, woman and child can render to the meeting.

You know the story of the stranger who went into a Friends'

meeting for the first time? He sat for a long time waiting for

something to happen, and finally turned to the man sitting

beside him with the question: "When do the services begin?"

His answer was: "When thou and I begin to serve."

That is exactly it, we must all serve or our meetings will

miss their rightful power.

Now how can we prepare for this service? Let us suppose

*Read at a Conference of Young Friends in Germ^ntown.
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that throughout the day's work our first desire has been to
maintain that incessant touch with God which may be as

simple and natural as life itself. Then the hour of worship
with others will be full of real service.

Let us go a step further and imagine that as the days have
gone by we have honestly hungered and thirsted to know more
of God's power. Let us suppose that during our ordinary
day's work we have occasionally felt it flowing through us.

Then—if we really care— it may be that sometime we shall

be granted another privilege, unworthy though we may be;

that of simply and naturally being His mouthpieces in the
meeting for worship.

We may, perhaps, express to others the spirit that has
covered the group or speak a word that meets the particular

need of someone present. Whatever the message may be,

whether gathered from a recent experience, or whether it

comes as a fresh inspiration, let us receive it with thankfulness
and deliver it with simplicity. We are to be channels, that

is all, just channels, through which, from time to time, God
may send His messages.

1 know of no other denomination where the power of the
individual and the fruits of his personal experience are recog-

nized to the extent that they are in a Friends' meeting.
Another point which 1 wish to emphasize is the fact that

we as a Society stand for the ideal and the visionary as op-
posed to the expedient and the practical.

Particularly to-day, when to be worth anything at all in

the eyes of the world, a person must be efficient above all

things else, we need young men who are not afraid to be
called fools and dreamers because they are following the
guidance of a Higher Power.

In closing, I wish to quote the words of John Wilhelm
Rowntree : "Religion and life must be one or neither is anything."

1 think that in this brief sentence lies the hope for our
present situation. We believe in Quakerism for one reason

or another, we recognize the doctrines of the Society when we
hear them discussed, but have we made them so completely
our own that we are thrilled about it?

Do the things that we believe make us long tremendously
that someone else may believe them too? Do we know what
it is to be on fire with eagerness to knowmoreof the powerof God?

1 think that some of us here do. Now how can we set about
sharing what we have? How can we " get the meaning across?"

The Founder of the Christian religion left no organized plan,

very few rules, no written records. His method was just to

live so that everyone near Him would be inevitably and com-
pletely drawn to Him, so that they would "catch the conta-

gion" of His presence and be filled with longing to share His
riches.

Can we improve on His plan? Or can we in the midst of

this restless, eager, twentieth century, really and truly be

"that kind of people?"

NEWS ITEMS.

Our Society has furnished many remarkable examples of activity in

old age. T. Wistar Brown and Joshua L. B.aily will be remembered as

two notable examples. The following from the American Friend men-

tions one who in a sense belongs to the same group

:

Timothy Nicholson, of Richmond, active and alert in his eighty-ninth

year, is the dean of the lobbyists of the Indiana Legislature, and "the

noblest Roman of them all." He has a keen scent for the unsavory bills

proposed, and once on their trail their prospects drop at once far below

par. He has also been a positive force in the securing of such progressive

legislation as that providing for prohibition, the constitutional conven-

tion, and women's suffrage. He has an almost uncanny reputation for

ubiquity. It is nothing uncommon for him to take a five o'clock train

for Indianapolis, spend the day among the legislators at the capitol, and

be back at Richmond in time to attend some evening meeting in which

he is interested.

The American Railway Literary Union for suppression of pernicious

literature has been noticed in The Friend from time to time. Wilham

G. Hubbard, of Sandy Lake, Pa., is superintendent and treasurer. We
quote the following from his report:

"ENCOtiRAGiNG CONDITIONS.—The Superintendent has traveled several

thousand miles the past year, visiting railway centers of the East and of

the West. He is glad to report that he found most of the railway systems
in commendable condition. Only one of the large systems had much
matter on its trains and news stands that was objectionable. The of-

ficials of that road are in hearty sjTnpathy with our work and remove all

that we ask them to. But news companies sometimes put on pernicious

literature without the railroad officials knowing it, but they remove it

promptly when we notify them."

A LETTER from Alice Paige White refers to a recent fare at Friends'

Meeting-house in High Point. It appears that the greater part of the

interior of the building was destroyed.

Newspaper Ev.angelism.—(A New Way of Preaching the Gospel)—
Inspired by the convictions and sacrifices of a Christian gentleman, who
is not a Methodist, The Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church is now developing a plan to preach Christ through all

of the newspapers of the world, by furnishing free copy of interesting

evangeUstic matter, aimed directly at the conversion of the soul. This

gentleman offers $5,000 in case $50,000 is raised to make a fair trial in

Japan, Korea and China, and at least $15,000 more, in case $1,000,000

is contributed by all Christians, to prosecute the work among all nations

except the United States. As this work is to be world-wide and age-

long, omni-denominational and exceedingly economical, all lovers of the

Lord, in all churches, are invited to contribute liberally to this method of

winning the world to Christ. A column in a secular weekly newspaper

for a year would cost but httle, and would reach a great multitude of

readers, many of whom could not be reached in any other way, and would

yield great results under the blessing of God. Annuities will be given

to donors if desired. Address George M. Fowles, Treasurer, 150 Fifth

Avenue, New York City.

We join The Friend (Honolulu) in the suggestion that it will be well to

request the President and Congress "to create a non-partisan commis-

sion of not less than five members, whose duty it shall be to study the

entire problem of the relations of America with Japan and China," and

"to invite the Goverrmient of China and the Government of Japan each

to appoint similar commissions." This suggestion, it is understood, would

be welcome to the Japanese.

A Meeting for Young Friends.—The Young Friends' Committee

which has been in existence during the past year, has received several

requests for the holding of a meeting for our younger members in con-

nection with our approaching Yearly Meeting. The Committee fully

approves the concern, and having obtained the approval of the Elders

of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, proposes holding on First-day after-

noon, Third Month 25, 1917, at three p. m., at the Yearly Meeting-house,

at Fourth and Arch Streets, a meeting for Young Friends, devotional

in character.

The purpose of this meeting is not merely preparation of spirit for

the exercises of the Yearly Meeting, but the strengthening of our whole

spiritual hfe. The situation that confronts our Society, om- Nation,

and the world, means that we must get a stronger hold on our Spiritual

Resources, and get nearer to God.

Those interested are asked to bear this meeting closely on their hearts,

individually and in the groups of our Younger Friends which exist in

some locaUties, and to extend this information to any who may fail to

see this notice.

Carroll T. Brown, Esther Rhoads,

J. Passmore Elkinton, Ethel M. Whitson.

"Quaker Strongholds."—-\ translation into Esperanto, the arti-

ficial or manufactured language which its promoters hope wiU gain uni-

versal usage, has been made of Caroline E. Stephen's well-known essay,

"Quaker Strongholds." The title page reads: "Carohne Stephen, Fun-

damentoj de la Kvakerismo—Esperantigita de Montagu C. Butler,

el la kvara eldono de la Angla originalo. Per la Tradukinto Eldonis

The British Esperanto Association (Incorporated). London, 17 Hart

Street, W. C, 1916. 12mo, pp. .xviii, 153. Price Is. 9d. Prezo: Sm. 0.875.
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A Letter of Johx G. Whittier, 1869.

—

Aiiesbtjrt, Eighth Month-
1869.

—

My De.\h Friend:—I was very glad to receive thy letter and
for the opportunity of reciprocating its kind remembrance of our brief

acquaintance.

The pressure of many cares and duties, illness, and I may also confess,

a deep sense of my own deficiencies as contrasted not alone with the per-

fect purity of the Great Exemplar, but with such a devoted follower of

Him as John Woolman, have deterred me from the task to which thy

letter invites.

Yet it is often on my mind, and if my Hfe is spared awhile longer I

may do something of the kind. I have now before me an impublished

work upon John Woolman by Dora Greenwell, of England, author of

the "Patience of Hope," which I may yet find a publisher for.

For myself I cannot follow the "new lights" of our day. Whatever
my shortcomings may be, I believe in the distinctive doctrines of Quak-
erism—the indwelling Spirit—the Christ ivithin—the simple faith of such

men as Woolman and other old worthies; unillumined by that the letter

is indeed dead and dark.

I am truly thy friend,

John G. Whittier.
Postmarked Amesbury, Mass., Seventh Month 17th. To Charles

Yarnall, of Philadelphia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Local.—^A definite step toward the estabUshment of the Gary school

system in Philadelphia was taken last week, when the Committee on
Elementary Schools authorized Dr. John P. Garber, Superintendent

of Schools, to prepare a plan for introducing it into sections where part

time is in force.

In an e.xtended opinion covering several typewritten pages Judges

Butler and Hause, of the Chester County Court, issued a decree and
order making absolute the rule to close the four hotels in Coatesville

and the two in Downingtown for violation of the laws.

The price of hogs last week reached the $15 mark. Several sales

were made at the Herr's Island stock yards, Pittsburgh, at $15.10

per hundredweight. Not in memory of the oldest stockman here can

it be recalled when hogs on the hoof sold at so high a figure.

General.—Probably 50,000 persons saw President Wilson repeat

on the east front of the Capitol on the 5th the oath of fideUty he took

the day before in the bm'lding itself. He came out to the east front from

the Senate chamber, where he had participated in the inauguration of

Thomas R. Marshall, the first Vice President to succeed himself since

John C. Calhoun. He dehvered his inaugural address, and then went
to the reviewing stand, where he reviewed a military and civic parade

that lasted four hours, in which 19,000 men were in hne.

When Spring comes no horses will tramp along the towpaths of the

Empire State's Erie Canal. The horse-drawn canal boat will be a matter

of history and its place will be taken by the swifter propelled vessel with

its train of barges. Over this cheap highway can come freight from the

Great Lakes to New York City, and it is to be demonstrated whether

the latest expenditure of SlOl,000,000 for making the canal deeper and
Ijroader, so that big boats may pass through, has been justified.

Three States since the first of the year have granted hmited suffrage

to women, making fifteen States where women vote on all elective offices

and for Presidential and elective offices. These States are North Dakota,

Ohio and Indiana.

According to figures compiled by the Wellesley College News, the aver-

age student of the college spends about S1200 a year for tuition, board,

clothes, amusements, etc.

Electric power sufficient to turn every wheel and illuminate everj'

dweUing and factory in New York State could be developed from the

water power which is running to waste every day in the rivers, streams

and canals of the State, Attorney General Woodbury declared in his

annual report submitted to the State Legislature. He estimates a daily

waste of 750,000 electric horsepower on the Long Sault Rapids and along

the hne of the barge canal. He urges the Legislature to establish a
poUcy by which the State wiU reap some benefit from this stupendous
resource.

There was an increase in the total number of train accidents last year

—from 10,387 to 12,674, in fact—and the total number of persons kiUed

on the railways from all causes rose from 8621 to 9364, and the number
of injured through all causes rose from 162,040 to 180,375.

An exhibit of school work from South America has been installed at

Teachers' College, Columbia University. It includes the work of pupils

in the primary and secondary schools of Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,

Chile and Peru. The material was collected by Dr. Peter H. Goldsmith,

director of the Pan-American Division of the American Association

for International ConciUation, which is a branch of the Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace.

Foreign.—Business failures in Great Britain during 1916 were in

number actually the smallest in more than a quarter of a century. The
total of 3,210 insolvencies compared with 4,864 in 1915, with 5,510 in

1914 and with 11,022 in 1893, the maximum of this generation.

During the past three years, according to London estimates, the

greatest rise in commodity prices has been in vegetable foods, which,

in 1916, were 92 per cent, higher than in 1913.

At Croydon, England, G. L. Beasley was fined £50 ($250) for attempt-

ing to send a letter to America otherwise than by mail. He gave the

letter, concerning a munition scheme, to a Belgian widow to take across

on the steamship Philadelphia and mail in New York.

Three out of every four people in South America can neither read nor

write. In Brazil the rate of ilhteracy is 71 per cent.; in Argentine, 50

per cent.; in Chile, 63 per cent.; Colombia, 80 per cent. The rate of

ilUteracy in the United States is 7.7 per cent.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, will be

open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. Seventh-days from

9 A. M. to 1 p. M. only.

WpsTTOWN Boarding School.—The stage will meet at Westtown
Station trains leaving Broad Street (Penna. R. R.), Phila., at 6.30, 8.21

a. m., 2.48 and 4.30 p. m.; other trains will be met on request. Stage

fare twenty-five cents each way. To reach the School by telegraph, ad-

dress West Chester, Bell Telephone, 1016.

E. Dean Stanton,

Business Manager.

Lansdowne Monthly Meeting will be held on the 22nd instead of the

29th, so as not to conflict with Yearly Meeting week. This has been

adopted as a regular course in the future to avoid the conflict.

Women Friends of PhOadelphia Yearly Meeting are invited to a

United Fellowship Conference for deeper consideration of our responsi-

bility to the Yearly Meeting.

This Conference will be held at Twelfth Street Meeting-house, on

Third-day, Third Month 20, 1917, at 2.30 p. m.

Lydia E. Morris, Mary J. Warner,
Maria P. South, Caroline C. Warren,
Sarah W. Cooper, Edith F. Bacon.

Meetings from Third Month 18th to 24th:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, TweHth, below

Market Street, Fourth-day, Third Month 21st, at 5 p. m. Business

session at 7 p. m.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, at Fourth and Arch Streets, Third

Month 22nd, at 10.30 a. m.

Muncy, at Greenwood, Fourth-day, Third Month 21st, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Third Month 21st, at 7.45 p. m.

Germantown, Fourth-day, Third Month 21st, at 8 p. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Third Month 22nd, at 7.30 p. m.

DrsD.—On Twelfth Month 21, 1916, Mary W. Bell, wife of Edwin
R. BeU; a member of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at Marlton, N. J., Second-day, Third Month 5th, Maht P.

Zelley, wife of William H. ZeUey, aged sixty-five.

, in Germantown, First-day, Third Month 4th, E. Eldridge

Pennock, son of late Joseph Liddon and Lydia A. Pennock, aged fifty-

nine; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

Erratum.—Our friend, Joseph Thomasson, has kindly called our

attention to the fact that we misspelled the name of Theodore C. Hesse

in our last issue.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
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"Religion is the first thing and the last thing, and until a man
has found God, and been found by God, he begins at no begin-

ning, he works to no end. He may have his friendships, his partial

loyalties, his scraps of honor. But all these things fall into place

and life falls into place only with God. Only with God. God,
who fights through men against Blind Force and Night and Non-
Existence; who is the end, who is the meaning. He is the only
King." -H. G. Wells.

LOOKING FORWARD TO YEARLY MEETING
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting is near at hand. What is

that to thee, oh fellow member? What is it to me? Is it,

in fact, anything to us that we are successors to the men and

women of these parts who for over two hundred and thirty

years have come together annually in solemn assembly? Is

it anything that thus they met with hearts and heads bowed

with a sense of their weakness, or lifted up as they realized

that the King of Glory had come in? Aiming to do their

duty in their own day, they could but dimly foresee the long

results of their deliberations, affecting our lives profoundly.

May we look back with grateful hearts.

But we are looking forward. It is well. The advice of a

Friend given in Yearly Meeting in bygone days comes to mind

:

"When we arise in the morning," said she, "let us say to

ourselves, 'This is meeting-day. This is meeting-day.' Keep

that fact before you, and let it shape your thoughts and

actions. Let them help you to have a good meeting."

So now as the great assembly approaches we feel that we

should be getting ready for it. What do we desire in order

to make it a good meeting? First of all, this:—that when so

many come together of one accord at the same place it may
be a hallowed time when our deepest needs are ministered

unto. That the universal longing of the human heart for

something more strengthening, more uplifting, more com-

forting, more compelling than anything we have heretofore

known may be realized. We want pre-eminently the Divine

Life which quickens all things. Let us then " Pray for the

peace of Jerusalem," that "the peace of God which passeth

all understanding may keep [our] hearts and minds through

Christ Jesus."

This year the threatening future calls loudly to us, "Quit

you like men. Be strong." The church cannot afford to do
less than conserve its whole strength. It must be equal to

the task looming up before it. None of us can afford to let

this testing time find us indifferent, inefficient, "weighed in

the balance and found wanting." "The Lord has need of

thee," is the appealing language to each. Our place may be

humble and hidden, known only to the Father who seeth in

secret, or it may be important and openly recognized, but the

need is the same that each should crave to be made equal to

what the occasion requires. Oh, the grandeur of the thought!

The whole of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting coming up with

all its varied gifts and powers to lay them at the heavenly

altar to be used in the help of the Lord against the mighty?

If all of us are animated by this desire, come what may, our

hearts shall not fear.

Nevertheless, it may be that some of us are agitated over

possible changes in the administration of affairs or other

customs. There are those who favor changes as marks and

means of progress, and there are those who deplore them as

signs of declension, a weak yielding to unworthy influences.

Let us look this troublesome matter straight in the face.

Let us be honest with ourselves and with others. Let us be

willing to acknowledge that sincerity of purpose dwells with

the advocates and the opponents of change. Nay, let us do

more. Let us try sympathetically to see the other side.

Open-mindedness is a great virtue—up to a certain point.

There may come a time when conviction has so seized us that

we cannot get rid of it; we are in its grasp beyond escape. Is

it not well to have strong convictions? Is it right to be forever

driven by the wind and tossed? Should our eyes be given to

see and our hearts to conceive the immutable principles of

right, on these there must be no wavering. It is not for us

to trail our banner in the dust when these are attacked.

But sometimes we are unduly weighed down with the thought

of changes that involve no fundamental principles, and are

only a different route from the old of arriving at the same

end. The earth swings ever onward. There is no standing

still. New occasions, new conditions are presented, new

causes become significant, and old ones die a natural death.

Happy is he with the clear vision to see which means, be they

old or new, are best fitted for these variations. But " be not

too bold." Why? Because a change to be worth while must

do more than be as good as the old way. It must have that

excess of merit which will make up for the waste of power

involved in the readjustment of relations. And may all our

changes from a worthy past be "not by revolution, but by

evolution."

Finally, I think we should not be known unquestionably as

advocates of either the old or the new, but rather as advocates

of truth wherever it may lie. Here then in the regulation of

our attitude toward the spirit of change is one thing more for

which we may crave our Heavenly Father's help in the coming

Yearly Meeting. A. S.
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In looking forward to the time for the gathering together

of our Yearly Meeting there is a lively concern upon my
mind that we may be able to know a right preparation for

the service. There is reason for us to be greatly exercised

each for one, as to our place and service in the troubled con-

dition in the world at this time, and this should help to bring

us into that attitude to be most helpful in the gathered church.

As we find in the Advices the recommendation to present

ourselves in a lively frame of mind at our Meetings for Wor-

ship; we understand this to mean a spiritual exercise. This

means faith in our Lord's promise to meet with us and so we

look to be helped. Again from our Advices, " In conducting

the affairs of our meetings, as it is the Lord's work, let it

be done as in His sight." These and the Advice which follows

them indicate clearly that the preparation and the qualifica-

cation are to be experienced in the true waiting state. Thus

helped we will be enabled to " manage them in the peaceable

spirit and wisdom of Jesus" and know an increase of true

love for each other.

Of course we expect the business coming in regular order

to be presented in due form. This should be the result of

other meetings which have been held and conducted under

the same concern and exercise.

The reports of Committees of the Yearly Meeting are im-

portant as indicating the performance of the service to which

they were assigned, and the service of the meeting in accept-

ing or rejecting what is proposed by them must be guided by

heavenly wisdom or it will be but human effort. Some who
appear to accept the true purpose and design for our meet-

ings for worship seem hardly to understand that the same

authority is over the Meeting for Discipline. 1 have read the

statement of one of deep experience in these matters—that

he needed the same clear evidence to speak to the business

of a meeting as to speak in the ministry. Let us come together

if we are spared to meet at the appointed time, with hearts

and minds prepared by and in exercise, to do the Lord's

work as in His sight.

This thought seems to me to bring us very near to our dear

Heavenly Father and to exclude any other purpose in our

view. The result of other preparation will be a hindrance

to the true object of the meeting and tend to disqualify the

individuals for their part in the work and service and peace

intended for the faithful. Having observed with deepening

interest for many years the course of our Yearly Meeting,

and having seen from year to year how the great Head of the

Church removes the standard bearers at His will and having

felt the loss many times, 1 have often had my faith renewed

by seeing that He has raised up others for His own work.

Let us come up in living faith to the work of the Lord in

our day, looking unto Him who has been its author to be its

finisher.

Zebedee Haines.

The modern revival of interest in agriculture has had a

marked effect in the Society of Friends. Many of our younger

members have had courses in one or another of the famous

State Colleges, and the stimulus of their more scientific

viewpoint has affected both the aims and methods, of farmers

amongst us. So many of our readers share in this revived

interest, that it has seemed proper to solicit some articles

forThe Friend from this field. We are not proposing to conduct

an agricultural department, although even that might be a

legitimate innovation for us. If occasionally we hear from some

of our trained farmers we believe our paper will be enhanced in

value as a "home" weekly. The first of these articles appears

in this number over the signature of Hiram Haines.—Eds.

MINUTE OF FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION IN

REGARD TO JOSHUA L. BAILY.

Since the last meeting of our Board, the Friends' Freedmen's

Association lost, through the death of Joshua L. Baily, a

friend, who, on account of the length and character of his

services, occupied a position that was almost unique. Al-

though not one of the actual founders he was a very early

member of the Association and Board. He served on it for

many years, and maintained his active interest in the work to

the end of his life.

A recount of the positions which he held would be an im-

pressive index of the work he has done, but would fail to record

the peculiar quality of his usefulness. To our particular

problem of Negro uplift he brought an unusually clear and
forceful intelligence animated by an unfailing faith in the

possibilities of human advancement,—generous native qualities

of mind and heart which were trained and enlightened by a

wide experience of political and social reform and many-sided

philanthropy.

Whenever an important problem confronted us his states-

manlike qualities of leadership were manifested. At the

critical points in our later history, such as the purchase of the

farm, the necessity of raising money for new buildings, and
just a year ago when we started the campaign for the $50,000

Endowment Fund, he always took a strong stand for forward

movements. With broad, clear vision he saw and advocated

the wise course. He gave generously and induced others to

do so. Above all, his example and devotion were an incal-

culable inspiration to his co-workers.

It is not too much to say that we owe to him and his life-

long friend, Elliston P. Morris, the Association's continued

existence. In the period following the gradual transfer of the

numerous day schools which the Friends' Freedmen's Associa-

tion had supported to local management there was a time of

rapidly diminishing interest and activity, which seriously

threatened the Association's life. It was their plan for an
industrial school, their hard work to establish it, and to interest

a new group in the work, that successfully carried the Associa-

tion over this critical period.

It has been a rare privilege to share the labors, generous

enthusiasms, and unflagging optimism of Joshua L. Baily.

Let us honor his memory by forwarding to the extent of our

abilities the cause which he had so much at heart.

The Secretary is directed to send a copy of this minute to

the members of his family with an expression of our sympathy
on account of their loss.

NOTES FROM THE SOUTH. No. 7.

The coldest wave for twenty years, which extended to

Miami, Florida, with a temperature of twenty-five degrees

Fahrenheit, on the first and second of Second Month, has left

most of the orange trees frost-bitten, with the fruit spoiled for

shipping and yet the people have borne this visitation with

great fortitude. And nothing of the distress and disappoint-

ment which followed the severe freeze of 1894-95 has been

seen or heard among them. Meantime great advance has

been made in growing citrus fruit by grafting on sour orange

roots and protecting the trees from frost and insects, while

vegetables have come to be almost as important as oranges

and grape-fruit and pineapples. The development of the

State of Florida during the past twenty-five years is one of the

most interesting and significant of any in the Union and the
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movement for good roads is a real index. This has been
emphasized by one who was here thirty-two years ago, viz.:
" You see to us of the cold frozen north, it seems incredible
that anyone anywhere can be riding about evenings in open
motor cars; and when 1 think of the roads of Florida as i

knew them m the early eighties and picture old John Gill and
his mules dashmg madly back and forth to the Ocklawaha
or the station on the Leesburg Road (round trip in twelve to
sixteen hours), the present conditions seem like the return of
Aladdm with his wonderful lamp. Well, in a way, the won-
derful lamp is still at work, but this time via the wonderful
oil of John D., and what is a lamp without oil anyway?
"The last time I was in Orlando was in 1885, 1 think, and

the citizens were proud of a new steam fire engine, they talked
of nothing else, the editors and reporters wrote of nothing else
and the stranger was urged to walk around and view the wonder
by the time he had registered at the hotel, for in that day there
was but one you would care to stay at, long. So after supper
I was escorted by a band of willing helpers' that enthused and
gushed over the monster to their satisfaction. Later in the
evening, sitting on the veranda, 'the cry of fire rent the peace-
ful evening air,' the whole town went crazy, ran for the machine,
swept it into the street and there she stuck in the sandy road
—and for all 1 know, is there yet. It was when 1 left on the
early train the next morning. It must have weighed 4000 to
5000 pounds and they forgot their roads when they bought
it. Hence 'the good roads movement,' in Florida, I suppose,
which now gives you so much comfort. It surely seems ab-
solutely unbelievable—these tales of expensive limousines
sweeping up the electrically lighted boulevards to the gay
campus on a summer night in the tropics.

" But don't 1 remember the beauty of those days and nights!
—and the sunrises! ' Equalled by few and excelled by none'
is the testimony of my experience in many climes and
seasons."

The same day that these lines came to hand one of the editors
of The Friend, with Wm. B. Harvey, accompanied the writer
in an auto on brick roads for two hours to the neighboring
communities of Winter Park, Maitland, Altemont, accomplish-
ing in two hours what required George Abbott and his ap-
preciative guest of ten years ago a half day to drag through
the sand, behind a horse that seldom attempted to trot.

Now we have hundreds of miles of brick and clayed roads
in all directions and four hundred houses added to this
county seat during the past year. But more than all this
material prosperity and convenience is the character of the
people, who come in ever increasing numbers from the colder
North and West. We have gathered on First-days some
seventy-five or eighty strong at "The Osceola"—having out-
grown the room in which we have met for years at George
Abbott's former home. His daughter, Elizabeth, has organized
the Florida Peace Society and last evening we enjoyed its

annual supper, when Dr. Hall, Sectional Secretary of the
American Peace Society, stationed at Atlanta, Ga., presented
the needs of the hour. He addressed 250 persons on the 25th
inst., in the Methodist Meeting-house of Orlando and the
week before some 2500 who gathered in the large auditorium
in Miami. And it was said many were turned away for lack
of room. So it is manifest that a large number of persons in
Florida believe that the patience with which our President
has met the international situation will eventually contribute
more to the settlement of the world-wide conflict than "either
we or any other nation could have contributed by acting
strictly upon traditional standards." Indeed, the time will

come when it will be recognized that "America was the first

powerful nation that refused to have immediate recourse
under provocation, adjudged ample by the world, to the
methods of settlement of the primeval age."
The readers of The Friend may recall our visit to the

Seminoles, living in the Everglades, a year ago, and may be
interested to know that their claims have been presented by
the Indian Rights Association to the Federal Government,
which has made grants of money amounting to 1 13,000 for

their use, and the Florida Legislature, soon to be in session
IS likely to set apart 100,000 acres for their occupancv and
raising of crops and herds, to be free from molestation

"

The day has at last arrived when these Indians feel some
confidence in the good intentions of the white man When
recently conversing with Minnie Moore-Willson of Kissimmee
she said our visit last winter had helped to convince these
Indians that the United States Government was disposed to
protect them in their homes, and for the first time in their
history, they have consented to let their children attend school
She has recently written a concise account of these Indians

in pamphlet form, under the title of " Least Known Wilderness
of America—the Everglades of Florida"—"dedicated to you
who feel a thrill of patriotic pride in lending a helping hand
to the down-trodden and the oppressed." (The Claud F. John-
son Publishing Co., Kissimmee, Florida, 1917.) In her appeal
for this remnant of the once powerful tribe of Seminoles—
some 600 in number—she says: "America has been eyes to
the blind, an almoner to the poor, a protection to the widow
and orphan, and yet, in 1843, under the sacred emblem of this
same starry banner, the Seminole made a peace compact with
the U. S. Government under the direction of our President.
The Seminole was 'to occupy certain areas and to forever
abstain from all acts of aggression upon his white neighbor.'
The Seminole has never broken that treaty He believes and knows
that the land of Okeechobee is his by right of treaty and he can-
not understand the merciless driving force of the white man."
Matthew K. SniflFen has also done a notable service in

publishing an account of the present condition and needs of
these dwellers in the "Grass Water Country" of lower Florida
—based upon our observations last winter—as an appeal in
their behalf by the Indian Rights Association, endorsed by
the Commission of Indian Affairs.

There is an Indian legend that The Big Snake of the Ever-
glades—a "Hooded Cobra"—has never ceased to champion
the rights of the sovereign inhabitants whenever an invasion
of enemies threatened them. When the Spaniards came this
monster reptile lashed his tail and "unsheathed his armored
sword," causing such a tempest that the aborigines took refuge
in the secret morass until the invaders passed on, and in like
manner when the French and English appeared on these
trackless waters. A tremendous thunder storm, bestowing a
deluge, while this account is being written, has brought the
Seminole chieftain's description of this snake to mind—"So
big no man can tell—head, big ojus, with horns like the great
owl, and eyes look like flames of fires," and how he still believes
this Big Snake will yet restore to him his lost domain. While
the Seminole is being pushed on and on, while he is pauperized,
homeless and even hungry, he still has the faith of a little

child and looks to the day when the Big Snake will win the
final battle of supremacy and the white man will retire in utter
defeat as did the people of olden days, when American history
was young. Then with his children and his squaw, free from
the driving brute force of land—or everglade drainage—

•

speculators, he will live as in the days of old upon the rich

islands and hummocks, happy and prosperous.
"The channels his forefathers cut through the watery saw-

grass prairies will be his cypress canoe 'car line;' his gleaming
camp-fires will cast only holy shadows; in the mystic solitude
of Nature he will see God in the skies and hear Him in the
winds; the wild game will return to its lair; the eagle, the
flamingo, the horned owl will nest in his domain, the silvery

fish will glide through the Seminole canals of crystal water;
the stars will lift the lids of their twinkling eyes to smile down
upon the toddling pappooses, and the mystic religion of this

ancient people, mingled with the creed of the Christian, will

make the Seminole an Acadian type, burnished by the fires

of century-long affliction, still worshipping the Great Spirit

who has given this Pay-hay-o-kee country to his red children,

and over the seven colored rainbow of the heavens—the
Highway of the Great Spirit—he will make the Last Journey
to the Happy Hunting Grounds of his fathers."

"Illahan," Orlando, Fla., Second Month 28, 1917.
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DIES IRAE-DIES PACIS.

Only through Me! . . . The clear, high call comes pealing

Above the thunders of the battle-plain:

—

Only through Me can Life's red wounds find heahng;

Only through Me shall earth have peace again.

Only through Me! Love's might, all might transcending,

Alone can draw the poison fangs of hate.

Yours the beginning! Mine a nobler ending

—

Peace upon earth and man regenerate.

Only through Me can come the great awaking!

Wrong cannot right the wrongs that Wrong hath done;

Only through Me, all other gods forsaking,

Can 3'e attain the heights that must be won.

Can we not rise to such great height of glory?

Shall this vast sorrow spend itself in vain?

Shall future ages teU the woeful story

—

Christ by His own was crucified again?
—John Oxenhaji.

WHY I REMAIN A FRIEND.*

C. R. CART.

1 am a Quaker because Quakerism places its emphasis upon
the spirit which should animate a man rather than upon the
beliefs of the man. Creeds and dogma, catechisms and con-
fessions are far from us. This attitude is, 1 know, not without
an element of weakness, but as far as 1 am concerned it has
been a religious life-saver.

In some respects at least I feel free to consider myself a
typical product of our present educational system. 1 make
this statement on the strength of my acquaintanceship with
many men of many circles. Our educational system has for

its goal the development of a race of clear-thinking men and
women impregnated with a love of truth. The ideal of in-

tellectual honesty is its finest concept. As a result its true
products, and 1 firmly believe that a majority of the present
generation are more or less in this class, will remain outside
the borders of the Church rather than violate their intellect

by trying to force themselves to place credence in beliefs and
doctrines which seem to them to be utterly contrary to reason.

1 believe that many of the rest of you are in this class, too.

1 cannot truthfully recite the Creed—that epitome of Ortho-
doxy—to-day, but 1 must add that 1 am much nearer the
point where I can do so than I was not so very long ago.
That I am is due, humanly speaking, to the wise and gentle
instrumentality of our Friendly custom. Therefore, I remain
a Friend.

Think how seldom doctrinal points are dilated upon in our
meeting. Think of the loving consideration shown by those
who are the leaders of our meetings for the beliefs of others.
I wish that 1 might quote the words spoken by George Warner
in our School the other day when at the conclusion
of a lesson touching on some of the moot points of higher
criticism he expressed himself in no uncertain terms concern-
ing his own belief, but went on to voice most definitely and
beautifully the concern that none who failed to agree with
him in his belief should feel that because they did not agree
with him they were therefore less members of Christ's church.
This attitude, cultivated by the true spirit of the Society
of Friends, more than any other bond holds my allegiance
to the Society.

Have }'ou ever stopped to consider the general tenor of
the sermons, long and short, delivered in our meetings? There
are but few words which have to do with the beliefs of the
hearers and infinite concern for their spirits. It is to me a
splendidly rational attitude. "It is the spirit which quick-
eneth"—the spirit in which we pursue any secular enter-
prise in large measure determines the success of the enter-
prise. "Be ye fervent in spirit"—does a lukewarm person
succeed at any thing? The spirit of love and unity, the spirit

*Read at a Conference of Young Friends held at Germautown.

of pra\er, the spirit of truth and then the summation of all,

the spirit of Christ. Beginning with those effects of a man's
spirit upon his life which we can weigh with our minds and
explain with our reason, we are then brought face to face

with effects which we can only partially comprehend, and
finally are confronted with effects which are explainable

by no process of reason or logic. There is nothing irrational

about it—super-rational is the proper description.

Yes, friends, it is hard for us to realize it, but there is a

power which is at once back of the Universe and at the same
time internal to my life and to your life, which can by no
process of reasoning be explained; if we would seek the truth

about this power we must recognize this fact; we must put
aside our pride of mind, recognizing its limitations and say
with the Psalmist, "It is too wonderful for me; it is high; I

cannot attain unto it," or to use New Testament language,

"We must become as little children."

1 can best illustrate the limitations of the human mind
when it would seek to penetrate into a field in which it is

utterly inadequate by citing a conspicuous example. Can
any one of you bring forth a logical explanation which will

satisfy himself, much less anybody else, as to how and why
a poor peasant with no politics nor influential friends, who
never wrote a book nor invoked the aid of art, music or lit-

erature, who in all his short life of thirty-three years never
attracted the attention of any but those of a narrow and big-

oted provincial circle, and who was finally hung, with a
couple of robbers, how such a peasant could so fix his im-
print upon the world that even his most hostile critics admit
that his has been the dominant influence in subsequent
shaping of the world, while the most intelligent and progressive

part of mankind even date their letters and count time from
His birth? 1, for one, am perfectly sure that there never can
be a process of mental reasoning which can yield a satisfying

answer to this world mystery, simply because it deals with
a phase of truth which is above human mind and reason.

Men have from time immemorial interested themselves
in this phase of truth and have called it religion, and have
framed for themselves a.- language in which to discuss it

and have built up a description of the results of this or that

procedure, but as all this has to do in large part with the

experiences of the individual it is as Greek to those who have
not entered those experiences which embody the spirit

of it all.

Here is where it seems to me that the Society of Friends
is wonderfully wise, for the attempt is made over and over
again to bring its members into, and keep us in the spirit

of it all and the spirit of it all is embodied in the spirit of

Christ, which spirit words, reason or systematic theology
can no more bring home to a man than a botanical de-

scription of a flower can bring home to his senses the perfume
of that flower. Both are matters of experience. Can we come
into, keep alive and cause to grow that spirit which enters

only as the result of actual experience, our beliefs may be
trusted to take care of themselves. Saint Augustine once
said, " Love God and then you may do as you please," mean-
ing that you cannot then approve of any wrong course of

action or of life. By that same token, he whose spirit is in

increasing measure in tune with the Spirit of Christ is by
that spirit guided toward truth

—
"he is given to know of

the doctrine."

No sect applies this concept with more vigor and consist-

ency than does the Society of Friends; no concept is more
vital to my religious life; therefore I remain a Friend.

There is a sort of pride and self-reliance, which is apt to

grow on us, as we grow older, especially if we have been pros-

perous, and are esteemed, and feel ourselves skilful in our
several ways of life. We shall never be truly good and happy
until we have learned to put all this away from us, and to

think more, far more, of any simple, innocent child than of

ourselves, and all the worldly-wise men of our acquaintance.

—J. Keble.
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MINUTES OF PEACE COMMITTEE OF PHILADELPHIA
YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS. SECOND MONTH
14. 1917.

A meeting of the Friends' Yearly Meeting Peace Committee
was held on Second Month 14, 1917, at 3.30 p. m. Twenty-
six members were present.

The first subject under discussion was the character of the
report to be presented by this committee to the Yearly Meet-
ing. The following suggestions were made and referred to
the Executive Committee to guide them in preparing the
report:

—

(1) That the reading of the report should occupy about
twenty minutes.

(2) That the report should cover both a brief review of work
done and a forward look toward the future, suggesting new
plans for mobilizing our Christian forces in the cause of peace.
An invitation received from the American Union against

militarism was read. It asked us to send delegates to a
conference of the peace societies of this city and requested that
such delegates be instructed in regard to a proposal to federate
the societies and to finance joint meetings and other under-
takings. It was left to the Chairman to appoint two or more
delegates with the understanding that such delegates in rep-

resenting this Committee should not assent to any federation
which would compromise our identity.

An invitation from the American Peace Society was read,

asking us to send delegates to a conference to be held in New
York City under its auspices on Second Month 22, 191 7. It

was decided not to send official delegates, but to let those
members of our committee, who expressed themselves as ex-

pecting to attend, lend such help and strength as possible to

the meeting.

The Governmental Relations Committee reported that it

had as a body taken no action in the present crisis between
America and Germany; but that telegrams had been sent to

Washington and other measures had been undertaken by
numerous Friends, including one or more members of that

Committee. With regard to Mexican affairs, the Chairman
reported that he had so far obtained news of two students

prepared to take advantage of the scholarships offered by the

various co-operating colleges. He also stated that it seemed
best to defer the proposed tour to Mexico until summer.
Henry Ford has written that he will be glad to make arrange-

ments for a meeting with representatives of our Committee
in the near future.

The Churches and School's Committee reported that efforts

were being made to secure peace speakers at the meeting of the

various synods, boards and ministerial associations. Efforts

are likewise being made by this Committee to have lessons on
International Good Will introduced into the International

Sunday-school Lesson Series. .Members of the Committee
working in different neighborhoods have made speeches on
peace before school gatherings, have distributed literature

among teachers and have helped institute peace essay contests.

The Chairman of the Literature Committee made the fol-

lowing report:

—

The Chairman of the Committee on Churches and Schools

and the Chairman of the Literature Committee were appointed

to act with the Committee on Governmental Relations in

following up the Military and Physical Training Bills now be-

fore our Legislature.

The Meetings Committee reported that a successful after-

noon and evening meeting had been held at Race Street Meet-
ing-house on the evening of Second Month 7th, at which Isaac

Sharpless and others spoke. The Committee likewise reported

that arrangements were being made to hold a peace meeting

on Fifth-day evening of Yearly Meeting week at 304 Arch
Street. As the report of the work of the Peace Committee is

expected to be read at the afternoon session of the Yearly

Meeting on that same day, it is hoped to hold the audience on

the premises by arranging for a supper between the session of

the Yearly Meeting and the evening conference. The meet-

ing then adjourned. Anne Garrett Walton, Secretary.

Summary of Arguments in Opposition to Military Train-
ing FOR School Boys, Prepared by George H. Hal-
LETT, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, University
OF Pennsylvania.

Some of the arguments which have been made in opposi-

tion to compulsory military training in the public schools

may be summarized as follows:

1. There are at present too many subjects in the school

curriculum. A new subject should be so co-ordinated with
one now holding a regular place that a division of time be-

tween the old subject and the new is possible.

Military training cannot be so co-ordinated and if intro-

duced can only result in the elimination of one or more of

the standard subjects from the school curriculum.

2. Specialists in physical training give evidence that for

boys of school age military training is not only an inferior

form of training, but is also often positively injurious.

3. The most militaristic of nations have judged military

training for school boys to be an unwise expedient.

4. The absolute and automatic obedience which military

training demands removes from the individual the necessity

of judging of his own actions. The effect of such obedience

is to retard that rational self-expression which is man's high-

est duty.

5. It is impossible to separate military training from its

ultimate object, war.

6. The effect of military training on the boy at his most
impressionable age when the power of suggestion is a maxi-

mum is to create a fixed desire for that military display and
those military movements which belong to war and in the

end lead to war.

7. Compulsory military training belongs, by implica-

tion, to a system of education which ascribes to brute force

the dominant place. It is, therefore, in the final analysis,

in opposition to every agency for the promotion of universal

peace and international good-will.

8. Military training for children fosters in the child mind
the idea that the chief service one can render to his country

is military service.

9. Many of the leaders in the educational world who be-

lieve that some form of general military training is necessary

are opposed to the introduction of such training in the public

schools.

10. Military training in the public schools is opposed to

the best traditions of our American democracy.

1 1

.

Real preparedness for national safety does not come
through the technique of the military drill; it results rather

from the physical and mental control which the normal boy

acquires, in part, through his school work and, in part, through

his school play.

12. Military training in the public schools is of little

military value. To become of value it must be supplemented

by a period of additional training. All that is necessary,

in a military sense, can be acquired in this additional period.

BOY CONSCRIPTION.

WM. C. ALLEN.

There is, to many minds, a difference between compulsory

military service for adults and that for boys. This article

specifically calls attention to the latter.

An article entitled "A Challenge to Christians," recently

issued by the Commission on Peace and Arbitration of the

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, quotes

from the Seven Seas, the organ of the Army and Navy League,

which largely stands behind the military propaganda. " World

empire," says the Seven Seas, "is the only logical and natural

aim of a nation. . . . It is the absolute right of a nation

to live to its fullest intensity, to expand, to found colonies, to

get richer and richer by any proper means, such as armed con-

quest, commerce and diplomacy." Here then is the use that
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many ardent backers of preparedness, whatever may be their

ostensible, or genuine, patriotism, desire to put our boys to.

Are their parents going to stand for it? Shall our patriotic

and well-meaning legislators be thus misled? Shall our

Imperialists thus make wealth out of our boys?

The same article calls attention to the tragic moral condi-

tions associated with military training camps at home and

abroad, it says: "The situation is appalling."

John F. Hills, M. A., Glenelg, S. A., Australia, who is a well-

known educator, makes the following strictures respecting

compulsory military discipline for lads in Australia:

"You fine, strapping area officer, lookmg into the eyes of

that bright, tender youth whom you are instructing in the

way to thrust a bayonet into a human body, does it ever occur

to you what mental anguish you inflict on the finest young

souls, and how you imperil weak ones by overwhelming them

with that worst atheism, a crushing disbelief in human nature?

"The specific military training of boys must brutalize them,

for there is constantly present the thought: ' I am going through

all this prodigious preparation for the purpose of being able

to kill my fellows.' Show-off is the life blood of parade."

Hill refers to statements of General Baden-Powell, who is

known to the boy world that loves him, and who says in his

"Scouting for Boys" that "drill makes boys wooden." He
also speaks of the moral risk on the parade ground or in camp
that results from enforced companionship with the worst

elements of society:

"Your boy cannot pick his mates, as at school; he must

stand where ranked. Fortunately, at school the influence of

the bad is reduced to a minimum, the better sort of boy can

jom his own set and associate as little as possible with the bad.

But not so in this military machine for leveling down. Those

whose company your son has to share are chosen for him. He
is placed, generally speaking, where military requirements

require that he shall be. He may have to stand at every drill

between lads whose language reveals a familiarity with all

forms of vice and crime.
"

. . . Handmg the boy over to the military man shows

a pitiful bankruptcy of ideas in the field of education and civics.

"Boy conscription is a farce, a pitiful semi-tragic one."

Physical training for children of both sexes is urgently needed

and is absolutely possible without military equipment or sug-

gestion. Such conserving legislation is now being considered

at Sacramento and should be encouraged by every thoughtful

citizen.

Military training for boys has been tested in other countries

and been disappointing as to results. France dropped it from

the curriculum. Germany relies upon gymnastics for her

boys. Experts, such as Dr. Sargent, Director of the Hemen-
way Gymnasium at Harvard University, who is generally

acknowledged as the highest authority on physical training in

America, condemn it. The burden eventually falls heaviest

on the poor. It strikes at freedom and, if enforced, often con-

flicts with the rights of conscience in parents and children.

It has been called by a New Zealand clergyman "paganism in

excelsis." To maintain it, a disturbing propaganda of inter-

national fear or jingoism has to be kept up. Our educational

system should be free from military influences.

Whilst deploring the situation in Europe we ourselves must
not yield to the malign sway of the military fear and spirit.

America must be consistent.

Bills are now before the California Legislature providing for

compulsory military training in our high schools. There is

also at least one bill providing for universal physical training

in our public schools. Should not careful parents and others

immediately write to their Senators and Assemblymen, pro-

testing against the undemocratic and dangerous measure of

military training and at the same time favoring any conserving

legislation that demands universal physical training for our
children? Now is the time to speak.

You are as near Heaven as you are far from yourself.'

SUFFERING SYRIA.

[Emily Oliver has kindly furnished the following extracts from letters

of her husband and others. The situation is ahnost too painful to read,

but there is an undoubted service in making the facts known.

—

Eds.]

From Daniel Oliver, Friends' Foreign Mission Association.

Ras-el-iietn, Lebanon, Beirut, Syria,

Eleventh Month 26, 1916.

"It is sometime since I have done any writing because I

was obliged to give my eyes a rest. 1 had overdone them and

Dr. Webster insisted on'perfect rest, so I have not done any

writing for over a month. I am glad to say that my eyes

are very much better, and now I am beginning very cau-

tiously to read and write again. 1 went down to Beirut

last week and spent most of the week as the guest of Dr.

Adams, and 1 saw Dr. Webster twice. When I came away
he was very pleased with the improvement and prescribed

additional treatment which I am now using, and I hope in

a few weeks more the trouble will have totally disappeared.

My general health is excellent, and 1 have nothing to complain

of, but very much indeed to be thankful for.

"Among all the strife and death and sorrow, God alone

remains 'the same yesterday, to-day and forever.' I am re-

minded of the beautiful Arabic proverb which says, 'Nothing

remains permanent but the face of God.' How true that is.

"We have had very little rain so far; it is just like summer
still. In consequence the garden has some flowers.

" My life is full of work and activity. The evenings I have

felt pretty long, since reading has been impossible for me, but

that dearest of all pleasures, reading, 1 hope to be fit for soon."

"With Dr. Webster's approval, I am using the most pow-
erful and stimulating remedies that medicine knows, and

though the improvement is slow and tedious, yet there is

steady improvement, and I hope in time things will be all

right again. Fortunately, 1 am able to go on with my ordi-

nary work, but alas, reading and writing are almost impos-

sible, and 1 should find life very insipid and dull if I could

read no more. Owing to the use of cocaine in my eyes six

times a day my vision is so distorted that it is difficult for

me to strike the right keys on the type board; however, in

a few weeks this will have passed, for all things pass. That
is also an unchanging law, that here below there is no per-

manence in anything.

"Change and decay in all around I see,

O Thou who changest not, abide with me."

"I am not sure whether I am glad that this is so or not;

perhaps, on the whole, I am glad, for there is so much in the

world that is intolerable if it were to remain, and yet, on the

other hand, there are things that one would wish to remain

always. These poor eyes of mine are telling me that I can-

not go on much further. The wind is howling outside and
I am sitting in my old castle in the room above the gateway,

surrounded with the pictures of my dear friends, some of

whom are in Heaven long ago, and my book, and 'Jack'

lying on the floor on a cushion fast asleep, my medical friend

who lives with me, and seems as much devoted to me as 'Jack,'

is lying on an easy chair, reading 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' and

I am clicking on a typewriter to you and my thoughts dwell-

ing on the fact that 1 am such a rich man. How does that

picture strike you? Did you think 1 was melancholy and

sad? Not a bit of it. If I were, I would not be of any use

to any one or to myself. For me, life may be short, and at

times I think it will be so beyond a doubt, perhaps very

short, but short or long, it is bright and sunny because

have learned to look beyond the things that vex and annoy,

and there is an inner sanctuary that cannot be disturbed

by things that are outside of me."
On First Month 12, 191 7, a radiogram was received from

Berlin to Tuckerton saying: "Daniel Oliver excellent health,

undisturbed word."

—

Dr. Andreas Walther.
"Word" is evidently a mistake and should read either

"work" or "ward." I understand that Dr. Andreas Walther
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is a German officer stationed on tlie Lebanon, who has been
very friendly to my husband, and has sent this telegram to

Berlin for him as more likely to come through in his name.
Since then a letter dated Ninth Month 14th has come

through in which my husband acknowledged the first check
of I330, the gift of Friends here, which 1 sent him last Eighth
Month. He says he has used it in buying flour and it is very
acceptable. I am glad to say it is still possible to forward
funds and we are sending another check this week.

E. O.

Al Hoda, the Arabic New York daily, in its issue of the

ninth inst., prints in full two letters from Syria which were
smuggled out by a kind-hearted German missionary return-

ing to Germany, and which he mailed in Denmark, thus
eluding the censor. The letters are from American mission-

aries now in Syria. Their names are withheld for obvious
reasons.

"It is probable that this letter will be the last I can send

you, and this one only by the kindness of Brother B , who
pledged me this one should reach you. After this it will be
impossible to have any connection with the outside world
exceptmg through the Turkish government.

"The aid we received from America has been distributed,

and the amount was so small compared with the appalling

need that it seemed infinitesimal. We are doing all in our
power to alleviate the woeful suffering. Our family lives

on two meals a day. All over that we distribute among the

hundreds who surround our houses begging for something
to eat. My donkey is much emaciated from having so little

to eat. We soon shall be reduced to just enough to keep us
alive, that we may serve this poor people, giving of what we
have to the many needy and destitute.

'Your friend, [a minister], fasted twenty days
that he might give his portion to others, and then died him-
self of hunger. His family is still alive and living with us.

The contagious diseases, hunger and more work than we can
possibly do, threaten the lives of all missionaries here. We
expect to die, and then this unfortunate people will be left

with no one to help or serve them.

"In the Lebanon districts alone 250,000 have starved. I

visited Junieh recently (Junieh is a town of some 10,000 near
Beirut), and sought from the officials permission to help as I

was able in relief work. They told me that in the town and
just outside there were 5,000 dead. A village two miles dis-

tant did not have one inhabitant left alive. As I visited

among the Lebanon villages, 1 found the want greater than
anywhere else in Syria. The Wali of the Lebanon sent for

me and thanked me for what 1 had tried to do. He asserted

that 200,000 had died of hunger, but by this writing the num-
ber has increased to not less than 250,000.

"The city of Tripoli, Syria (Trablus) has lost one-half

of its population of 30,000 from hunger and disease. Hums
(a town of from 80,000 to 100,000 and the terminus of the

railway from Tripoli) has added another 10,000 to the death
roll, sixty per cent, of whom were women and children.

"In some places the inhabitants set a guard lest anyone
come and try to get the grass and weeds, now covered with

snow. I passed yesterday through a village where half of

the homes were covered with snow, an indication that none
in those dwellings were alive. (If the snow is not removed
from the dirt roofs when the thaw comes they leak badly.)

Your friend in Hums, H , died of hunger, and we endeav-
ored to save his property for his family, but were not suc-

cessful. For a time we fed them, but cholera came along

and they all died. There are only three doctors left in the

city, and when we sent for them to come to this family, not

one responded (perhaps because there were no medicines to

give them). A very common sight is two bodies in one bier

borne to burial. Pray to God for Syria and its people, that

there remain at least a remnant of those we have labored

among and love,"
(To bo concluded.)

FARM TRACTORS.
There are said to be over one hundred makes of farm trac-

tors in this country, and the industry is growing by leaps and
bounds. Large sums of money are being invested in the pro-
duction and marketing of tractors, and farmers are expected
to pay the dividends by purchasing the output. Before they
begin to pay this big bill, farmers would do well to consider
and discriminate.

Before buying a tractor a farmer should answer a number
of questions. Is my farm large enough? If three teams are
required now, it probably is, especially if the teams are
idle a part of the year.

Is my ground adapted to a tractor? If very hilly, no. If

the soil is very sandy, probably not, on account of poor trac-

tion and also excessive wear. On well-drained gravel, loam
or clay land a tractor should pull the load.

Could my hired man run a tractor? It requires a man of

a little more intelligence than the average teamster has to

run a tractor properly. He should have a general knowledge
of the principles of the gas engine, as well as some natural

mechanical ability, for best results. I think it is only just

to share with labor the saving resulting from improved ma-
chinery, and the better wages paid the tractor driver should
attract a better grade man than the average farm hand is in

these days.

Will a tractor do the same work cheaper than horses? Yes,

while the tractor is new. At least that is the way it figures

out on paper. The gas and oil bill will be less than the price

of the hay and corn that the horses replaced by the tractor

would eat during the year. But there are possible contin-

gencies which may alter some cases. The tractor will not

do all the work of horses, and some horses would have to

be kept for certain purposes. Then there is the very import-

ant consideration of the depreciation of the tractor. Some
manufacturers put the life of a tractor at five years. It is

not likely to be any longer than that. And what will be the

cost of repairs during those five years? No one knows. It

is claimed that a tractor requires less care than a horse. It

is true that it does take less care when not at work. While
being used, a tractor takes a man about as long to care for

it as the number of horses which it displaces would.

Will a tractor do as good work as teams? Yes, if it is a good
make it will. It should be able to lift or permit of lifting

the plows so as to plow out square the corners of the fields.

It can work as hard in hot weather as at other times, and that

is a big advantage over horses. It will get over a great amount
of the hardest work and do it very thoroughly. It will do
most of the farm field work except row cultivation. Of course,

it will do many kinds of stationary power work.

What make of tractor shall I buy? Will it be a three or

four-wheel, a one, two or four cylinder; should it use gasoline

or kerosene? These are technical questions on which experts

differ. My advice is to buy a tractor made by a reliable

firm well established in business. An agency should be near

enough to supply repairs promptly. A field demonstration

is an interesting spectacle, but not a test to buy on. Learn
all you can about the machine you are interested in from some-
one who has used one of them at least one season. Above all,

do not take the agent's word, unsupported by evidence, for

what a certain tractor will do, or what it will cost to run it.

Even if the best judgment has been used in selecting the

make and size of a tractor, the success of its operation will

depend largely on the kind of care it receives, and on the judg-

ment, patience and ingenuity of the man who operates it.

Owing to the constant heavy duty, a tractor needs oil

and grease applied oftener than an automobile does. Some
parts require such applications every five hours or oftener.

Only oil best adapted to the machine should be used. With
tractors using kerosene oil, in which the combustion chamber
reaches a very much higher temperature than when gasoline

is used, it is necessary to use a special cylinder oil of high fire

test. When kerosene is used for fuel the water is heated and

evaporated more rapidly than with gasoline, and should be
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closely watched to prevent its becoming too low for efficient

cooling. Plenty of the right kind of oil and grease, applied

often, with care to exclude dirt and grit, is most important.

Do not overload your tractor. Overloading is probably

the most frequent cause of premature wear. Experts sent

to demonstrate tractors are often guilty equally with the

farmers of this serious fault. They want to make their ma-
chines show up well. It is a temptation to a farmer who is

pleased with his new power plant, to push it to its limit, in

order to gratify his sense of superiority over team work.

The man who practices the fault of overloading, will be the

first to throw his machine in the fence corner, and condemn
it and all who created it.

Just what overloading consists in should be judged by the

operator, following the directions of the manufacturers, and
by careful observation. It would be much wiser to do a little

less than the manufacturers claim, rather than more.

When a tractor gets in a tight pinch it cannot exert the com-
parative power that horses can under a few moments' strain.

For this reason a tractor will reach its limit sooner than a

horse, although both will show bad effects from continued

overstrain. The tractor, therefore, has a load limit which
is less elastic than that of the horse.

A well-designed tractor will get enough traction on firm

ground to pull the normal load. The slipping of the drive

wheels is a factor of safety which helps to prevent overload-

ing. The extension rims and lugs are added to maintain

normal traction on soft or sandy ground. When they are

used on firm ground, great care must be taken to prevent

overloading. The wheels cannot then slip so easily to re-

lieve excessive strain. Driving with the extra lugs on is

something like running a boiler with the safety valve tied

down. The slowing down of the engine will then indicate

overloading.

Ten years from now we shall doubtless look back on the

present tractors as very crude affairs. And yet we must
admit in fairness to the makers, that those now on the market
are the result of a number of years of experiment and trial,

and they are proving to be practical and efficient. The trac-

tors have reached a stage where they are serviceable and rea-

sonably economical under careful and intelligent operation,

and greater perfection will naturally come with increasing use.

Hiram Haines.

NUMBER OF C. O.'S COURT-MARTIALED.
The Home Secretary, in reply to questions on the fifteenth

ult., gave statistics of great interest. The number of men
sent to civil prisons as conscientious objectors after court-

martial he gave as 3,025. Of these, 2,369 have been reported

by the Central Tribunal to the Home Office Committee and
339 have not yet been examined. This leaves 317 not ac-

counted for. Of the men reported to the Committee, 2,297
have been or will be offered work of national importance,
again leaving a discrepancy of 72. Presumably these are

the men judged "not genuine." •

Out of the 2,297 msn offered work under the Home Office

Committee, 265 declined it, 1,731 have been released and
284 are awaiting release. One hundred and one who accepted
work have subsequently refused to work or have broken the
conditions on which they were released, and have been sent

back to prison or the army.

FRIENDS COURT-MARTIALED.
At his court-martial at Portsmouth, Malcolm Sparkes

made the following statement:
"

I want to make clear at the outset that, in anything 1

may say, I do not abate for a moment my respect and admira-
tion for the brave men who have joined the colors under a
high sense of duty. My own call has seemed to lie in a differ-

ent direction. I have been led to try and make a stand for

the sacredness of human life and for the now sadly discredited

cause of international brotherhood. And in order to do this

I felt it right to throw up a good business position and pros-

pects, rather than compromise on this vital matter, although

1 could have had a war service badge which would have ex-

empted me completely from the operation of the Military

Service Acts. I claim no merit for this, any man with the

same convictions would have done the same; many have
made far greater sacrifices both in the army and outside. I

merely mention it in order to show that my position is some-
thing more than one of merely passive resistance, and was
not taken up without full knowledge of possible consequences.

"When ordered to put on my uniform 1 informed the ser-

geant-major that I was a member of the Society of Friends (com-
monly called Quakers), that I believed all war to be wrong
and that I must therefore respectfully decline to obey any
military orders or to undertake any form of military service.

I added that 1 had already stated my conscientious objec-

tion before the proper Tribunals, but had failed to obtain

the exemption to which 1 am entitled by law. Now these al-

lusions to my conscientious objection to the undertaking
of all military service, only state the purely negative side of

what I believe to be the most positive thing in the world.

And this negative side, important and in fact essential though
it is, fades into comparative insignificance beside the positive

side of the position which 1 want, if I can, to put before you
now.'

"
I stand here reverently to witness for the heroic Chris-

tianity of Jesus Christ; for the belief that the only way to

overcome evil, is to conquer it by indomitable love and un-
wearied service. By this 1 mean a love that never admits
defeat, that goes on loving and serving regardless of risk,

regardless of possible consequences—in literal interpreta-

tion of our Master's orders
—

'Love your enemies, do good
to them that hate you, and pray for them that despitefully

use you and persecute you.' It will no doubt be urged that

such a belief is hopelessly Utopian and idealist, and cannot
be brought down into the practical world of to-day. But I

would reply that if this war itself has taught us anything,

it is that those very things that we used to think Utopian
and idealist are, in fact, the only practical things. To trans-

late them into constructive politics is indeed our master
problem. But I am convinced that it can be done, and that

there is no problem, social, industrial or international, that

will not yield to scientific organization supported by faith

and constructive good-will. Why is it impossible, this mobili-

zation of good-will for the service of humanity? It is only so

long as we think it is not worth trying. Is it not worth try-

ing? Is it not in fact the only thing that is worth trying?

It would be grave presumption on my part to assume that

I was possessed of any special capacity for idealism. I make
no such pretensions; I am convinced that what I can see,

others can see, and nothing will persuade me that the world
is not ready for an ideal for which I am ready. Truth is more
to me than victory, and if the great forces of love and. ser-

vice are ever to triumph over those of fear and mistrust,

someone must try to make a beginning. 1 am anxious to take

my place amongst those beginners, and shall count it a privi-

lege to make sacrifices and if need be to face punishment,
in such a cause."

M. Sparkes has been sentenced to twenty-three months'
hard labor and is now in Portsmouth Civil Prison.

A VISIT TO THE PRESIDENT.

About 150 delegates from the twenty-two leading peace
societies of the United States met in New York City on Second
Month 22nd and 23rd, for a conference on the best co-operative

means of promoting international peace.

A committee reported recommendations for certain measures
to be adopted in the present emergency. One of these provid-

ed for the sending of a delegation to interview President Wil-
son, and urge upon him the unanimous desire of the conference

that he should continue to keep the country out of war and
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to settle the existing disputes with Germany and Great Britain
by peaceful means alone.

This delegation consisted of William 1. Hull, chairman,
Jane Addams, Joseph D. Cannon, and Emily G. Baich.
The President accorded the delegation an hour's interview

on the afternoon of Second Month 28th. It was a time of
very grave national tension, and the President talked most
feelingly with the delegation, but as he pledged its members
to hold in entire confidence whatever he might say, no state-
ment of his side of the conversation can be given. It might
be of interest, however, to give in outline the message which
the delegation presented to him.

Dr. Hull emphasized a number of historical precedents for
the peaceful solution of exceedingly difficult international
problems. Among these were the precedents set by Washing-
ton, John Adams, Lincoln, and President Wilson himself.
When the French Revolution and the French Revolutionarv
War was raging in Europe, and a large portion of the American
people sympathized with France and desired to become its

ally against Great Britain, President Washington sent John
Jay to England, and succeeded in negotiating a treaty with
England which settled some of the outstanding disputes be-
tween the two countries. Jay was burned in effigy in America,
and his treaty was extremely unpopular—an unpopularity
which Washington shared. In spite, however, of the contume-
ly which his political enemies heaped upon Washington's head,
the mature verdict of the American people has been that Wash-
ington's greatness never shone brighter than on this occasion.

Four years later when the great European tempest was still

raging, and even a majority of the President's own party under
the leadership of Alexander Hamilton were determined to fight
France, President John Adams sent commissioners to negotiate
with the French Government. Although armed conflicts be-
tween French and American ships had already occurred upon
the sea, Adams was successful in settling the dispute with the
French Government. This was done in defiance of his own
party, and indeed of his own cabinet, and cost him all chance
of re-election to the Presidency; but he said in a letter written
a score of years later that he would rather have inscribed upon
his tombstone the words, "He kept the country out of war,"
than the record of any other event in his long and illustrious

career.

The historic precedent set by President Lincoln in surrender-
ing Mason and Slidell to the British at a time when the country
deem.ed that they should be held at the risk of a war with
England, and the settling of the Alabama claims by means of

arbitration, were also recalled.

Finally, President Wilson's own success in keeping the coun-
try out of the European war, and in tiding over the Mexican
crises by means of the conferences of Niagara Falls, Washing-
ton and Atlantic City was recalled, and the conviction was ex-
pressed that the approval of these peaceful triumphs of the
administration had been registered by the country at the last

election.

In view of these and other notable precedents. Doctor Hull
ventured to urge that two joint commissions of inquiry and
conciliation should be appointed to negotiate with Germany
and Great Britain, respectively, a modus vivendi relating to

neutral rights and duties—possibly in line with the Declaration
of London—until the end of the war. This attempt might
seem especially helpful for the reason that both Great Britain

and Germany have endorsed in principle the offer of the United
States to investigate and settle by conciliatory means disputes
which might arise between them; and also because such an offer

would seem so reasonable to the people of the two belligerent

governments that those governments could not well decline it.

Jane Addams emphasized especially the anxiety and distress

of the German and Austrian immigrant families domiciled
within our country, and mentioned several moving illustrations

which had come to her personally in connection with her work
at Hull House in Chicago. She quoted some of her immigrant
friends as declaring that "your President will not go to war,
because he is a man of peace." She also expressed her con-

viction that our country cannot be precipitated into war by
the "hyper-nationalism" which has forced the European
belligerents into war, because of the cosmopolitan character of
our American population: and she made a fervent appeal to
the President that the great program of social legislation upon
which his administration has made so splendid a beginning
should not be sidetracked or destroyed by leading the country
into a military means of settling international disputes.

J. D. Cannon, a representative of the miners, especiallv of

those in the far West, reminded the President that all of the
political parties in the recent Presidential campaign had en-
dorsed the President's policy of keeping the country out of

war, and he emphasized especially the overwhelming advocacy
of the peace policy in the Democratic Convention, platform,
and campaign; and finally he assured the President that only
a small minority of the people were in favor of the war, and
that the great majority of the American people would support
unwaveringly whatever peaceful method the President de-
cided upon for a solution of the outstanding questions with
Germany and Great Britain.

E.G. Balch expressed her conviction, on the basis of personal

experience since the war began, that the German people were
wholly adverse to war with the United States, and that if the

President could decide upon some peaceful means of settling

the dispute with their government, they would force their

government to consider it.

After these preliminary statements were presented to the

President, he entered into a very frank and earnest conversa-

tion with the delegation, in which he gave further convincing
evidence of his earnest desire to find some peaceful means of

settling our present international difficulties.

At the end of the interview, Dr. Hull ventured to express on
behalf of the New York conference the hope that the President

would utilize the first suitable opportunity, preferably in his

inaugural address, to bring before the world again his program
for international organization and the limitation and reduction

of armaments which he outlined in his address to the Senate
on the twenty-second of First Month last, and which has al-

ready made so profound an impression upon the mind of the

world.

—

From the Friends' Intelligencer.

NEWS ITEMS.

The sessions of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting are expected to begin

in regular course under the new rule on Third Month 26th. The hour

of the morning meeting is 10 a. m. On Third and Fifth-days the session

of the Yearly Meeting is at 2 p. m. The Yearly Meeting of Ministers

and Elders convenes on Seventh-day, Third Month 24th, and last year

adjourned for a second session tiU Third-day morning at 10 o'clock.

After an absence of five months visiting meetings and Friends in

North Carolina, Ohio and Indiana, Abner L. Newlin and wife, Ella

NewUn, reached home safely on the eighth of Third Month, grateful

for the many favors received and the kindness of all with whom they

came in contact. '

A CORRESPONDENT from Florida says: "I have attended three of the

First-day meetings here at the Oceola (in Orlando) and think they have

been favored occasions. Last First-day I understand there were about

eighty-one present."

The Pennsylvania Arbitration and Peace Society had a meeting in

Eleventh Month at Witherspoon Hall, on "The Purposes and Ideals of

the Mexican Revolution." Since then addresses delivered by the Mexican

Commissioners have been published in a bulletin, of much value because

it puts this authentic information in permanent form. To those unable

to attend the meeting it should be of double value.

Our readers mostly know the work which this Society is doing to pro-

mote international good-will and understanding in order that war may
be honorably avoided.

A cordial invitation to become a member Ls extended by

J. .\UGU.STUS C.\DW.iLLADER,

Witherspoon Building.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editors of The Friend:—

I avail of this last opportunity through your columns of reminding

the members of our Yearly Meeting that the report of the Peace Commit-

tee, presenting a carefullj'-prepared summarj^ of its doings during the

past year, is expected to be read on Fifth-day afternoon, the 29th. It is

hoped that the attendance, especially of those in early life, will be large,

and that the meeting may rise to the importance of the subject in this

crisis of world history. No one of us can say to-day what will be the

situation of our country to-morrow, nor what new problem or new duty

will confront us. We must seek at the very Source for Divine wisdom,

resolved that nothing shall come between us and Him.

Large preparation is being made for entertaining at supper all who will

remain, and in the evening a pubhc m.eeting will be held in the west room,

for the instruction and inspiration of those who would be ''peace-makers,"

in the fullest sense in which our Lord applied the word and to whom He
promised His blessing. Let us bring in every one whom we can influence,

who will give to the speakers a sympathetic hearing. If the capacity of

the west room shall be overtaxed, the east room wiU be opened and the

addresses repeated there.

Richard Roberts, recently Secretary of the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion in England, now minister of the Church of the Pilgrims, Brooklyn,

will present the claims of the peace propaganda on the spiritual side.

Charles T. Halhnan, representative in Washington of the American Union

Against MUitarism, whose function it is to interpret the actions of the

Executive, and the laws enacted and proposed to be enacted by the Con-

gress, will help us to understand the conflicting purposes and motives

of men and parties. We hope, too, that he may be able to bring us a

message of hope of escape from the maelstrom of strife now ravaging the

Eastern Hemisphere, and of a wholesome national influence upon the

solution of the world problems which diplomacy and mutual concUiation

must settle in the not remote future.

John B. Garrett.

ROSEMONT, Pa.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

A tornado swept over central-eastern Indiana on the 11th, killing

more than a score of persons at New Castle and two children in Wayne
County. The total number of injured was over 200, some of whom
were probably fatally hurt. The damage totaled more than SI,000,000

at New Castle and several thousand dollars in Wayne County.

New York City is already getting some of the hundred-mile water

of the CatskUl Mountains. At a fire in the Bronx the pressure was so

tremendous when the Catskill hydrant was opened that steam fire-

engines stood aside as something out of date. Thej^ could not come
near to forcing a stream to as high a point on a burning building as the

hose that was attached to the pipes containing the gravity flow from the

Catskill altitudes.

Plans for an apartment hotel in the heart of New York's shopping

district, where unmarried working women may rent rooms for $4 a

week, have been announced. The structure will be twelve stories high

and will contain 400 weU-hghted rooms. Food will be furnished in the

restaurant at cost.

A series of lectures on "World Peace" is being given at Teachers'

College, New York City, under the auspices of the Federation of Rehg-

ious Organizations. Rabbi L. Leonard Levy, of Pittsburgh, opened

the series with the topic "Education and World Peace."

Columbia University trustees voted a record-breaking budget for

the ensuing year. The total appropriations amount to $3,349,485.

Princeton is to send twenty students to England to do Y. M. C. A.

work in connection with concentration camps. A campaign has been

started to raise $15,000 to defray their expenses.

A farm tractor, which is declared to be the most compact thing in its

hne in the world, has been invented by P. O. Fredlund of Pasadena, Cali-

fornia. This "vest-pocket farm tool" is a queer looking device with a

single wheel. It is propelled by an air-cooled gasohne engine located

within the single large wheel or frame, and which revolves around the

main axle, upon which both the engine and the wheel run.

Correspondence between pupils of American schools and pupils of

schools in the Argentine Republic was discussed by Ambassador Naon
of Argentine and several Massachusetts school men in conferences held

last week. The fundamental purpose of the international correspond-

ence is to inculcate in the youth of both countries a better understanding

of conditions existing in other countries, and to develop the spirit of

international mindedness as a foundation for the permanent peace con-

ditions of future generations.

Support for six months for 725 Belgian children under seventeen

years of age was pledged to the newly- formed Belgian Children's ReUef

Committee, of which WiUiam A. Law is chairman. At the request of

Herbert C. Hoover, the committee opened a campaign to obtain support

for 100,000 undernourished children in the province of Antwerp.

Seventy-one colleges and universities were represented in the Gradu-

ate School of Business Administration at Har\'ard, according to the an-

nual report just issued covering the academic year, 1915-16, the eighth

year of the school's existence.

While food investigators were endeavoring to verify rumors that

1,000,000 bushels of potatoes are in storage at Blue Island, a suburb of

Chicago, E. Percy Miller, a commission merchant, admitted that he

controls 1,000,000 bushels in different sections of the countrj'. His total

holdings he estimated at approximately 1500 cars.

FOREIGN.—General Venustiano Carranza was "elected" President

of Mexico by nearly a miUion votes. At the last constitutional election

in 1911, Madero received some 300,000 votes. In the present election

any man could vote for any candidate, but there was virtual unanimity

for the "First Chief."

Since the war began 954 persons have been killed in the metropoUtan

pohce district of London in accidents due to the ecUpse of all the hghts

as a defensive measure against the Zeppelins. The Zeppelins themselves

killed 137 persons. ^ I 1
NOTICES.

Peace CoMmTTEE of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends

extends an invitation to hear addresses by Richard Roberts, minister of

the Church of the Pilgrmis, Brooklyn, New York, and Charles T. Hal-

linan, editorial director of the American Union Against MUitarism, at

Friends' Meeting-house, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, on Fifth-

day, Third Month 29, 1917. Supper will be served from 5.15 to 7.15 p. m.

Meeting wiU begin at 7.30 and close at 9 p. m. No meeting will be held

at Friends' Meeting-house, TweHth Street, below Market, at this tune.

Anne Garrett Walton,
Secretary.

Meetings from Third Month 25th to 31st:

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Third Month
25th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Third Month 26th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Thh-d Month 27th, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Third Month 27th, at 8 p. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Third Month 28th, at 10

A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Thu-d Month 28th, at 10.30 a. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Third Month 29th,

at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Thu-d Month 29th, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Third Month 29th, at 7.45 p. m.

Died.—At Tacoma, O., Third Month 2, 1917, James Steer, in his

ninetieth year; a member of StUlwater Monthly and Preparative Meet-

ings.

, Mart E. Ogden, First Month 27, 1917, at her home in Media,

in her eighty-eighth year; a life-long member of Chester Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends.

, In Guatemala, the fourteenth of Third Month, 1917, Caspar

Wistar, son of Edward M. and Margaret C. Wistar, in his thirty-sev-

enth year; a member of Germantown Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, At her home, near Danville, Ind., Second Month 19, 1917,

Gertrude Stanley, widow of Mervin T. Stanley, in her thirty-eighth

year; a member of MiU Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, At Ambler, Pa., Third Month 9, 1917, I. Herbert Webster,

aged thirty-eight, son of Pennell L. and Mary Y. Webster; a member

of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pennsylvania.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, PhUa., Pa.
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PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.
As usual the Yearly Meeting was preceded (on Seventh-

day the 24th) by a session of the Yearly Meeting of Ministers

and Elders. In addition to considering two of the four

Queries, a report was received from William C. Allen of the

completion of the religious service abroad for which he was
liberated three years ago. This report was accompanied by
a minute of the London Meeting for Sufferings. As outstand-
ing features of the session the two papers are printed herewith.

San Jose, Cal., Third Month 14, 1917.

The Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting:

Dear Friends:— 1 herewith return the minute granted to

me and my wife under date of Fourth Month 21, 1914.

Many unexpected experiences have been our lot within the

past three years. 1 last year reported as to labor in the Orient

and Australasia in which our dear friend, William B. Harvey,
participated. I now in a few words desire to tell of our simple

task during the year 1916.

We left New York on the eleventh of Fifth Month, 1916,

and returned to the same port on the eighteenth of Ninth
Month, 1916. Most of the intervening time was passed in

England. About four weeks were devoted to a visit to our
daughter in Ireland.

We were told that we were the only American Friends who
have visited England on account of religious service within

the past two years. My work consisted in visiting Friends

and meetings, with a few exceptions. I did not engage in

peace work in England. There were a few seasons of enlarge-

ment in the ministry, but 1 was generally led into an elementary

preaching of the Gospel. This is often humbling to preacher

and congregation alike. Everywhere kindness awaited us.

We could not but feel the stress of the exercises and sufferings

of those among whom we moved day by day.

Our Women's Yearly Meeting of 1916 requested us to deliver

a verbal message of sympathy and love to Irish Friends. We
had not intended visiting that Yearly Meeting, nor had our
credentials included doing so, but, in view of this commission
of Philadelphia Friends, we decided to attempt it. The action

of the military authorities made this effort impracticable.

We meanwhile wrote to William F. Bewley, Clerk of Dublin

Yearly Meeting, and in due course received a reply from him,

on behalf of Irish Friends. The message from our meeting

met with a cordial reception from Dublin where our brethren

and sisters were assembled under a cloud of discouragement

and military discipline. The lives of Irish Friends, and most

of their property, had been preserved during the scenes of
slaughter and destruction that had been witnessed during the
civil war a few days or weeks previously.

It was pathetic in the English Quarterly Meetings, in the
country that we visited, to see how Friends would ask if we
would not soon visit the small country congregations to which
they belonged. Many of these meetings have but little vocal
ministry, and they gladly welcome the voices of preachers
from a distant land. A change of vocal ministry seems to be a
human need, and craving; and is generally appreciated among
Christians everywhere. I was sorry, indeed, for the sake of

those dear Friends that 1 did not apprehend myself led into

closer fellowship with them,—because after all, it was largely

fellowship they wanted. In London Yearly Meeting, as in

our own, there are willing workers, but the laborers are few.

Those who love the Lord Jesus have an ever-flowing joy
in their hearts which is little understood by those who serve

worldliness and pride. Our English Friends have been passing
through deep waters. Everywhere their speech and ministry
were imbued with the strain, and sufferings, in the midst of

which they lived. Injustice and jails, abuse and illegal per-

secutions are as familiar to Friends as they were long ago.

Friends' meetings in prisons are again witnessed in England.
But not once in public or in private did 1 hear unkind criticism

of their persecutors. On the contrary the sermons or addresses

we often heard abounded in appeals to maintain a spirit of

love for all men, and especially toward those who afflicted them.
Whilst this was the case they very often with humility would
acknowledge their own past failures, and preach the need of

repentance right among themselves to-day. "We ourselves

must repent, and get right with God, before we attempt to

lift others," was the insistent appeal in numerous meetings.

So, whilst they have strained their energies and financial

resources to assist the unfortunate they, at the same time,

have been led back toward the cross-bearing and prayer that

distinguished our fathers in the Truth over two hundred years

ago. Shall we of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting before many
years be called to the same position? Will our young men, in

the not distant future, be ready to show that they are prepared

to suffer or die for the Christian principles we profess?

There was among English Friends an intense desire mani-
fested to know the Divine will with respect to action and ex-

pression. A simpler style of living on the part of many, and
a quieter tone in dress and speech, have been an outgrowth of

this feeling. The fellowship of suffering has brought Friends

into a larger solicitude than ever on behalf of others. With
a long vision they are deeply considering the possibilities of

serving their country in the expected reconstruction period

after the war. They think of the inevitable financial, social,

educational and moral difficulties that will then face Great

Britain. They hope that in the broad spirit of brotherhood

and love they may help their country, as well as other lands

that are so bitterly depleted by the sins and curse of war.

I was much impressed with the way in which our English

Friends commenced their meetings of a semi-religious character,

or committee work, with periods of silent waiting upon God.
Occasionally in larger assemblies, when the strain created by
divergent opinions among men and women of active minds
and strong wills was apparent, the spirit of love was strength-

ened by reverting to not what they designated "silent pray-

er," but what they called "waiting upon God." The re-

ward never failed them. 1 1 may be well for American Friends,

in the midst of the temptations induced by busy lives, to hold

to the same valuable custom, as in the past.
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London and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings have many
visible, and real, elements of weakness and strength. Both
are a curious mixture of spirituality and worldliness. Both
are capable of much service for Jesus Christ. English Friends

have been steadied, and led into a larger unity, within the past

three years. The periods of silence in their meetings for

worship are frequently longer than those in some of our larger

congregations. Their First-day evening mission meetings are

still continued in some places and are generally attended by
what is practically a different group of worshipers from those

who attend the morning meetings. English Friends are in

some respects different from us as a natural result of hereditary

environment and social customs. But when we look below
the surface, to the roots from which spring our faith and
practice and our ideals with respect to worship and the min-
istry, we find that they and we are near to one another in the

Lord. Our Master needs us more in the things that

now tend to unify us than in the things which have separated

us in the past. The future may reveal a definite need of

closer union as we both contend for the world expansion of the

Gospel of love. This is the sore need of Christendom to-day.

It was with thankful hearts that we once more gazed on
the grey shores of America when they were outlined across

the autumnal sea and realized that, with God's protecting

love and care, our little service was completed.
With our united love to you,

Your friend,

Wm. C. Allen.

Minute of the Meeting for Sufferings, Held at De-
vonshire House, London, First Month g, 1916.

Our dear Friends, William C. and Elizabeth B. Allen, were
acceptably present with us at our late Yearly Meeting, and
at various gatherings held in connection with it. Since Yearly
Meeting they have paid visits indifferent parts of the country,

including the attendance of eight Quarterly Meetings, num-
erous other meetings and visits to some of our Schools. They
have also attended the Meeting for Sufferings several times.

These visits and the service of William C. Allen in the min-
istry, also the accounts of their travels in other lands, have
been much valued, and we believe that our dear Friends will

return to their home in the Far West conscious that the Divine
Presence has been with them in their service, and that a

blessing has attended it. We part from them with thankful-

ness that they have been led to pay this visit to our Yearly
Meeting.

Signed on behalf, and by direction, of the Meeting.

J. Thompson Elliot, Clerk.

Isaac Sharp, Recording Clerk.

Peace, not wavering in the least, that the world may know
our view on the subject of war.

WESTERN YEARLY MEETING.
Printed copies of the minutes of Western Yearly Meeting,

held at Sugar Grove, near Plainfield, Indiana, have been re-

ceived from the Clerk, Luna O. Stanley. We print the fol-

lowing brief extract:

Minute of Advice.—As we have again convened in the
capacity of a Yearly Meeting, we have been brought into a
deep exercise for the welfare of the church. We have been
reminded that the welfare of the church depends upon the
faithfulness of the individual members. If we are filled with
Christian love one for another, then we can forgive a brother
his trespasses, until seventy times seven. We can love our
enemies and do good to them that persecute us and despitefully

use us.

We have been encouraged to be diligent in the attendance
of our meetings, both on the First-day of the week and the
mid-week meetings.

We were also encouraged to read a portion of the Holy
Scriptures daily in our families, followed by a time of worship.
This we verily believe will add much strength to the church.
The meeting has been deeply exercised on account of the

terrible war that is raging across the sea, and we have been
tenderly admonished to stand steadfast for our principles of

WHAT TO DO.

The heart is the crucible, the Spirit of God is the fire. The
dross is consumed only as God's fire is applied. Thoughts
can be cleansed and purified only as the affairs of life are

weighed in the balances of eternity. God's voice cannot be

heard in the confusion of the market place or in the babel of

the pulpit and press, but in the silence of the heart. Individual,

national and international affairs must be viewed from above.

To get the layout of the city of Washington one must climb

the dome of the Capitol. To get a vision of the promised

land, and the way to it, it is necessary to meet with God on
Mt. Pisgah. Haste makes waste. To take the sword and
deliver the Belgian children from further oppression might
fasten the spirit of militarism on our own country and result

in far greater bloodshed. The path from the Mount of Trans-
figuration may lead to Calvary, but what of it? First, last,

and all the time, God's will must be done.

—

Wilbur K.

Thomas, in the American Friend.

Boston, Mass.

A NEW PHASE OF CHRISTIAN DUTY.
[The following from a recent number of the N. Y. hidependent ex-

presses what may seem to some as a natural outcome of the war conditions

that have been so long prevailing on the other side of the Atlantic]

One momentous consequence of the present war may prove
to be that the national churches of England and Russia will

find it easy to understand each other and to arrange some kind
of co-operative union. At least the fear of this has apparently
penetrated the Vatican and stirred the Pope to action. A
statement made this past week by Dr. Palmieri, of the Li-

brary of Congress, and based, so the press reports indicate,

on private advices from the Vatican, runs to this effect: That
the Roman See, disturbed by the rapprochement between the
Anglican Communion and the Orthodox Church of Russia, is

about to launch under its own egis a movement for Christian

unity.

A contributing factor in disclosing the progress of this

parley between Russian and English-speaking Episcopacy is

the cordial reception given by the Russian hierarchy to the

proposal of a World Conference on Faith and Order, planned
by American Episcopalians. Clearly the prestige of Rome
would suffer an incalculable loss if there should be formed,
apart from her, a union of all the other churches which claim

apostolic orthodoxy and catholicity. One can imagine a con-

federacy of the Russian, Greek, Anglican and American Epis-

copalian churches, involving such a mutual recognition of

each other's orders and beliefs, and such a common refusal to

recognize the primacy of the Roman See, as would present to

Rome a far more disheartening situation than the defection of

all the multiplying sects of Protestantism. "Of course Rome
cannot see with indifference," Dr. Palmieri is quoted as saying,

"the growing friendship between Anglicanism and Ortho-
doxy."
One who studies this movement for Christian unity with

an eye for the social forces working through it must perceive

that this is a highly favorable time for such a coalescing of

the churches. Social solidarity and individual liberty are the
two poles between which all social life, ecclesiastical or not, is

lived. In the history of the church Protestantism represented

the movement away from solidarity to individualism. Milton's

words in "Areopagitica" reveal with what ardent joy the
privilege of forming separate sects was welcomed by an in-

dependent mind:
" What some lament of we rather should rejoice at, should

rather praise this pious forwardness among men to reassume
the ill-deputed care of their religion into their own hands
again. 1 fear that this iron yoke of outward conformity has

left a slavish print upon our necks—the ghost of a linen decency
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yet haunts us. VVe stumble and are impatient at the least

dividing of one visible congregation from another."

But the swing back to solidarity is here at last. Many old

differences between the churches have been outgrown until

they seem as unimportant as the boundaries of ancient Indian
tribes in a modern American commonwealth; the open avenues
of intercommunication around the world are breaking through
provincialism and are forcing a cosmopolitan spirit on the

churches; the call for efficiency through co-operation is in the

air and even the bigoted begin to see that agreement in purpose
and fraternity in service may be hearty while identity of

opinion lags behind.

Within Protestantism the resulting movement toward
mutual understanding and co-operation is pronounced and
vigorous, and now with Anglican and American Churchmen
making overtures, not unwelcome, to Russian orthodoxy, and
with the Pope determining to join the movement lest unity

be wrought apart from him, how interesting the situation

grows! What if the next stage, in part effected by the war,

should be a confederacy of the English and Russian churches
and the Protestant Episcopal Church in America, with the

Greek Orthodox Communion, it may be, a member too, while

an increasingly united body of Protestant denominations, aloof

but sympathetic, watches the confederacy grow, and the Papal
Church stands alone, insisting on the primacy of Peter's See?

"OPEN THOU MINE EYES."

Touch Thou mine eyes, the sombre shadows falling,

Shut from mj' sight the kindly light of day!

Out of the depths my soul to thee is calhng,

Touch thou mine eyes, I cannot see the way!

Dark is the path, through desert places leading.

Alone I tread the wastes of doubt and fear;

Fainting I fall, with bruised feet and bleeding,

O touch mine eyes, that I may know thee near!

Fain would I see, as in the olden story,

Thy shining hosts encamped on every side

;

Angels of light, armed with thy power and glory,

To guard my steps, whatever may betide.

Frail is the flesh that waits for thine appearing,

And bUnd the dust that turns to thee for sight;

Thy power must quicken earthly sight and hearing,

Thy word impart the Spirit's life and hght.

Life of the life that hour by hour is dying.

In death, I Uve, by thy sustaining grace!

Father, who hearest all thy children's crying.

Touch thou mine eyes, that I may see thy face!

—Marion Franklin Ham.

JAPAN FRIENDLY TO THE UNITED STATES.

[The following is a portion of an article in The New York

Times, by Viscount Motono. It is printed at the suggestion

of F. B. G. Branson.

—

Eds.]

Japan has always endeavored to maintain amicable rela-

tions with the Government and people of the United States.

Although there have sometimes been dark clouds which slightly

obscured our sky, they, happily, have been dissipated by the

mutual good-will of the two Governments. There are cer-

tainly questions upon which they could not reach an agree-

ment. These things will happen even among allied countries.

But even these difficult questions, when handled loyally and

frankly with the will to adjust them in an amicable and con-

ciliatory manner, are sure to be capable of solution. This is

the course which the two Governments have always pursued

to the great satisfaction of our two countries. I note with

great pleasure the symptoms of real sympathy manifested for

some time between the two nations. Thus the proposal for

common financial action in China has been made by American
capitalists. The Imperial Government will follow with lively

interest the development of the economic rapprochement be-

tween the two countries.

1 need not remind you of recent events in China. But we
must recognize that in consequence of these events a rather

undesirable atmosphere has been created. It is necessary for

the welfare of our two countries that this should absolutely

disappear.

In view of the great political and economic interests which

Japan possesses in China, Japan has always been actuated by
the most sincere desire to see that country develop in the

path of modern civilization, and with this object in view we
have never spared our efforts to come to her assistance. It is

for that reason that civil and military advisers were sent by

Japan; and that she has concerted herself with other powers

to procure for China the financial means for the accomplish-

ment of all sorts of reforms, and that we are also engaged in

the education and instruction of Chinese students who come
to Japan in thousands. No one will deny that China owes

much to Japan in her work of reorganization.

Why is it that on occasion China nevertheless cherishes

toward us misgivings and a certain animosity? The chief

cause seems to be a tendency to interfere in the internal quar-

rels of China. Since the overthrow of the Tsing Dynasty

and the establishment of the Republic, various political parties

have been formed in China, and we have in Japan people who
are in sympathy with one or another of these parties. These

people have a marked propensity to assist the particular party

which is in sympathy with their own political or personal views.

1 believe all these persons are prompted by perfect good-will,

but the consequences are deplorable. We have gained noth-

ing but the animosity of our neighbors and misunderstanding

of our real intentions by other nations.

The present Cabinet absolutely repudiates these courses.

We desire to maintain very cordial relations with China. We
desire only the gradual accomplishment of all the reforms

which China proposes to make for her future development.

We shall spare no pains to come to her assistance, if she desires

it. We shall try to let her understand our sincere sentiments,

and it is for her to decide whether to trust us or not. We have

no intention of favoring one or another of the political parties

in China. We desire to keep up relations of cordial amity

with China herself, but not with this or that political party.

It is essential for us that China should be able to develop in a

normal manner in the path of progress. What we fear most

is her disintegration as the result of continued internal troubles

and disorders. We shall make every effort to the end that

China may never find herself in such a position, for it is in-

dispensable that she should maintain her independence and

territorial integrity.

Another point to which the Government desires to draw

your attention is the special position that Japan occupies in

certain regions of China, especially in Southern Manchuria and

Eastern Inner Mongolia. If Japan has a special position in

these regions, it is entirely due to the immense sacrifices and

incalculable efforts which she has made, and it is in consequence

of this that she has acquired there rights and interests which

have been consecrated by treaties and agreements. It is the

Imperial Government's most elementary duty to safeguard

these rights and interests.

If China desires to maintain with Japan, as we desire most

sincerely, relations of the most cordial friendship, it is most

necessary that she should follow the same line of policy that

we intend to pursue with her. It is only on this condition

that a solid understanding could exist between our two coun-

tries. When the Chinese Government understands clearly

and distinctly the intention of Japan, China will have no

objection to our very sincere policy.

Nobody disputes that Japan occupies a special position in
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China. But we must not ignore the fact that other powers

have vast interests in China, and, in safeguarding our own in-

terests, we must respect carefully those of others, and we must

try first of all to move in accord with other powers with whom
we have special agreements and try to reconcile our interests

with those of other nations. We are firmly convinced that

such is the best policy. In all that concerns the comtnion in-

terest of all nations Japan has no intention of following an

egotistic policy in China. She desires m.ost sincerely to work

in agreement with the interested powers. The Imperial Gov-

ernment firmly believes that with a little good-will a complete

understanding can be reached for the welfare of China as

well as of all the powers.

WHAT CHRISTIANITY HAS GIVEN JAPAN.

An Editorial in the (Japan) Christian World.

An American pastor investigating conditions in our country

said to me, "
I specially desire to learn what Christianity has

added to the former civilization of Japan, and what it would

have come to in the course of natural development." The
subject thus proposed is one interesting not only to an Ameri-

can Christian, but it also deserves consideration by Japanese

believers. Hence I will give the main points of my reply.

1. A Conception of Kami. [This Japanese word is the

one that has been adopted by Christians to designate God.

As the Japanese language seldom distinguishes between singu-

lar and plural, the sense of this paragraph is best retained by
keeping the word and remembering that it may be used in

either number.] Christianity has to a very marked degree

transformed our conception of Kami. Formerly we thought

of many kami who were the deified forces of nature, the spirits

of heroes, or the patron deities of different localities. Al-

though the philosophy we had received from China spoke of

"The Heavenly Sovereign," or "Celestial and Terrestrial

Kami," these terms were very indefinite in their meaning.

Christianity, on the other hand, has told us of a Kami who is

the Supreme Personality, the Ruler of the Universe. The
thought contained in the English word "God" has wrought

a great change in Japanese literature and also in our spoken

language, so that most persons nov/ think of Kami as the Lord

and Ruler of heaven and earth. When Japanese now hear

such expressions as "the unseen Kami" or "the Kami of

heaven and earth," instead of thinking of the Kami as they

once did, they spontaneously connect the word with the con-

ception of Kami as taught by Christianity.

2. A Conception of Humanity. The reading-book used

by primary schools at the beginning of the Meiji era (i868-

1912) contained the sentence, "God is the Ruler of heaven

and earth: man is the spiritual head of all things" [the book
was largely a translation, and probably the English of the

latter half of this quotation was something like "Man is the

head of creation"]. This statement concerning man has now
gained general acceptance. If we seek the source of the facts

that our laws now recognize the rights of individuals and that

everybody now thinks of the soul as immortal and of infinite

value, we must look to Christianity and Western civilization.

3. Sound Views OF THE World. In contrast to the Budd-
hist view which looks on the world as only evil, and to the

Oriental view of human life which treats it as a passing jest,

an earnest moral conception of the world has been introduced

by Christianity. English literature has therefore given to

tire young men of Japan a sane view of life. Among our
writers there has sometimes been a tendency to speak dis-

paragingly of Western nations, sneering at their civilization

as materialistic and governed by the worship of wealth; but
this only shows that they have written with insufficient knowl-
edge.

4. The Person of Christ. For m.ore than a thousand
years our people have worshipped Confucius and the founder
of Buddhism, looking up to them as the greatest of men. At
the beginning of mission work in this country Jesus was re-

garded with disdain. Now, at the very least, he is thought

worthy of a place beside these two sages as an object of rever-

ence. Probably he is of the three the one whose life is being

most widely made known to the people as a whole. The

personality of Christ is the most valuable gift that Christianity

has brought to [apan. It is through the preaching of the

Gospel that Japanese society, as the years go by, is gaining large

numbers of those who by their imitation of Christ become

endowed with a personality like His.

5. The Bible. Of the thousands of books that have been

published in modern Japan, no other has had such continuous

and wide circulation among people of high and low estate as

has the Bible. Christians are not the only ones that love to

read it. It has attained a wide circulation. Its value as

literature and its influence on other literature cannot be

measured, but the Bible must be included among the great

gifts that Christianity has brought to Japan.

6. The Home. It is Christianity that has brought us

the conception of a pure home founded on the union of one

man with one woman. The missionaries have in this matter

given us excellent object lessons. Confucianism, Buddhism,

and our native Bushido did not teach the sacredness of the

marriage relation, or present monogamy as its ideal.
_
They

failed to make these principles fundamental in family and

national life.

7. Elevation of Woman. When Christianity came to

Japan, it put forth efforts to raise woman's position and to

encourage her in taking an active part in society. Oriental

ethics and religion had a tendency to look on women as inferior

beings and to treat them tyrannically. Although Japan in

ancient times often saw women taking a prominent part in

affairs, it is evident that the influences of Buddhism and Con-

fucianism were against this. When Christian missionaries

came they opened schools for girls, and we owe it chiefly to

Christianity that we now have women's societies, women's

temperance unions, young women's associations, and other

social organizations of a similar nature.

8. Philanthropy. Christianity has originated many
social movements in J apan . 1 1 is true that long ago Buddhism

engaged in some works of charity, but afterwards these de-

generated into mere ceremonies that were chiefly for the benefit

of the dead. Shinto did nothing worthy of mention in the

way of charity. On the other hand, even when Christians

were few in number, they founded orphanages, homes for

discharged prisoners, and working girls' homes. They have

been the leaders in establishing associations for young men and

for young women, in the work of the Salvation Army, in moral

reform associations, temperance societies, movements for

abolishing licensed vice, etc. Christianity has not only been

active in introducing new thoughts and in giving spiritual

consolation, but by initiating and energetically conducting

philanthropic enterprises it has set such an example that other

religious and non-religious bodies have become its imitators.

—From the N. Y. Evening Post.

FROM THE REPORT OF JANE C. BALDERSTON.

Jane Balderston sailed from this country Eleventh Month

30, 191 5, and reached Chungking about Third Month i, 1916.

There she was detained for some weeks by the military au-

thorities on account of the unsettled state of the country, but

finally she made the eleven-day overland journey to Chengtu.

Her boxes which had been shipped from home about a year

before arrived on Ninth Month ist, many of their contents

very much damaged by water. The boat which brought them

from Chungking to Chengtu had been wrecked.

For most of the time since she reached Chengtu Jane Balder-

ston has made her home with Robert J. and Mary J. Davidson,

the oldest missionaries on the field, and she has found it a

great help to be with them.

Her report for the year is as follows:

—

"It seems rather presumptuous for a person who has been

in China less than a year to consent to hand in a report of

work done, but it is not of work done by myself, but rather of
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work done by others of the results of which I have been a
recipient that 1 wish to write.

" First and foremost I should like to express my appreciation
of the very kind way in which the members of the Mission
have welcomed me. an alien, into their midst. It is no mere
desire that my words may sound well which makes me say
that from my first arrival in Chungking 1 have been made
to feel very much at home amongst them.
"Language study has, of course, been my chief concern

since my arrival, and in this two of us have found it very help-
ful to be working in a class with others with a foreign teacher
as well as Chinese to help and direct us. Dr. Kibborn has
been very generous with our failings, but he does not let mis-
takes and inaccuracies pass by unnoticed as Chinese teachers
are so prone to do. Besides the regular language work we
have, as a class, visited several places of interest, always
taking with us a Chinese teacher, and we have thus learned
all sorts of things about the history, religion and general life

of the people. We went through a Confucian ternple on the
eve of their semi-annual ceremony, and saw the elaborate
preparations being made for the rites which were to take place
in the wee small hours of the night. The sacrificing of animals
and offering of various kinds of foods, made us think of Old
Testament times, but we were told that the idea is rather that
of communion between Confucius and his followers. Visits

have also been made to the Imperial City, to Buddhist and
Taois temples, and to the tomb of the Emperor who, at the
time of the Three Kingdoms, had his seat of government at

Chengtu. At present we are having weekly lectures on such
subjects as 'Chinese Philosophy' and 'Taoism.'

"Of actual dealings with the Chinese my experience up to

the present has been rather limited. I have, for a few months
past, been lending the support of my presence to a women's
class in which the work is being done by an earnest Christian
woman who has been for a long time in the Davidson's employ.
And now that my friend Naish has gone to Tungchwan there

is children's work which she started to be carried on. With
the help of some University students she has established a
very wide-awake children's meeting which keeps from sixty

to one hundred active young minds occupied with material

suited to their years while their elders attend the regular

weekly service. Sixth-day nights the children, through
games, are not only developing the play instinct in veryhealthy.
normal fashion, but are also learning lessons in gentleness and
self-control. Just within the past few days two mothers have
been persuaded to unbind the feet of their two little girls, aged
eleven and nine. We feel that this is a real triumph.
"While it does seem that these first few months have been

filled chiefly with blunders and vain attempts to understand
and be understood, still 1 begin to feel that the province of

Szechwan in West China is the second best place in the world
in which to be. And I hope that eventually 1 may be able

to help in the bringing of Christ's Kingdom here."

[ane C. Balderston.

SUFFERING SYRIA.

[Emily Oliver has kindly furnished the following extracts from letters

of her husband and others. The situation is almost too painful to read,

but there is an undoubted service in making the facts known.

—

Eds.]

From Daniel Oliver, Friends' Foreign Mission Association.

(Concluded from page 463.)

The second letter is from the interior, presumably Da-
mascus.

"
1 write these few lines that you may know I am still alive,

but I cannot walk a step that I do not see some one lying

dead in dirt and filth, and 1 thank God that He has permitted

me to remain and serve this awful need. This letter goes

to you by the kindness of Brother B , who will post it in

Europe.
"Damascus has lost 120,000.

"Two hours ago I was in the Bab Tuma quarter, distribut-

ing what had been sent me from Beirut, and there I saw

thirteen bodies in the street, one of them having been mur-
dered, and all surrounded by their loved ones. One day's
harvest of death.
"One cannot walk anywhere in Damascus and not see

hundreds of such sights. I found yesterday before a mosque
five murdered men, and six others were there. In an inter-

view with the Mayor of the city as to the best method of dis-

tribution of relief, I learned that the number of inhabitants
was supposed to be about 400,000 and that 120,000 had died
during the past two years.

"But it is the villages that suffer most from hunger. Duma,
a sizable town in the Lebanon, has lost half its population.
(I have spent many summers there.)

"Another thing which increases the death rate is that so
many of the doctors have been sent to the front with the
army, or have died at home. Among the soldiers typhus,
'the freckled fever,' as the people call it, and cholera are
rampant. The mayor said fifty wagons were kept busy cart-

ing away the dead from the streets.

"We are hearing now that another horror has been added
to an already overflowing cup of woe, that of tetanus, as

many as ten dying daily from it and sometimes more. I saw
a mad man running after a lad, gnashing his teeth and froth-

ing at the mouth. He was caught by some soldiers and re-

strained. I do not know if he died.
" But more alarming than all is the pall of melancholia

which is settling over the entire country. Omnipresent fear,

famine, sickness, execution and news from the war, have
wiped smiles from every face. Not one family but wears black,

and it seems to have entered the brains and hearts of a peo-
ple particularly full of sympathy when sorrow comes, so

that those left are now half demented or wholly so.
' We try to give them the comforts of religion, but Chris-

tians and Moslem alike have become dispirited, so that no
one goes to church or mosque any more. Last Sabbath the
minister preached to three persons.

'The greatest danger threatening Syria now is the re-

bellion, of which we constantly hear rumors. It will mean
suicide and utter destruction if it does come, for no one is

left to fight, no arms are available, and no help possible from
outside. 1 pray God to avert that fearful hour, for should it

follow the almost universal melancholia, cholera, typhus
famine and wholesale executions, the result will be certain

annihilation. It seems as though God were trying the Syrians

in a fire more fierce than those of hell, and it looks to some as

though He intends to destroy this people. Or is His Arm
outstretched still?"

All advises from Syria tell of an utter lack of medicines.

The daughter of a prominent man has been ill with dysentery
for two months, but not a drop of medicine of any kind is in

the city of Beirut. Others speak of the extreme severity

of the government, no one going from one town to another
being permitted to carry with him anything to eat on the

way. A violation of this rule is instant death.

All speak of the utmost severity being used in the Keserawan
in the Lebanon. This is explained from the fact that the stal-

wart mountain people of the Maronite sect live there in

great numbers, and the government fears them more than

any other people in Syria. They are powerless, now, how-
ever, as famine and disease have rendered them like the rest,

impotent.

The grain crop was good this year, but most of it, all of it

in fact, has been taken over by the government; a large part

sent to feed Turkey's allies, the remainder being sold back to

the Syrians at prohibitive prices. The fruits were poor, ex-

cepting the figs, the most important fruit. But this, too, was
taken over by the government, and the people left to starve.

There is no fuel in the land, save the charcoal. The railways

were run by coal from Europe, but since the war began not

an ounce has reached the country. Hence, a train a week for

military purposes runs between Beirut and Damascus. The
engine is fed the wood of the very few trees, mostly pine trees,

planted within the memory of most of us. And the last word
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from there says, the people had been ordered to cut down
their fruit trees for the engine.

It is interesting to know that Syria first learned of the Arab
revolt under the leadership of the Sharif of Mecca, by means
of leaflets printed in English and Arabic which a French
aeroplane dropped over the city of Beirut.

••RISE UP. MEN OF GOD."

Rise up, O men of God!

Have done with lesser things,

Give heart and soul and mind and strength

To serve the King of kings.

Rise up, O men of God!

His kingdom tarries long.

Bring in the day of brotherhood

And end the night of wrong.

Rise up, men of God!

The church for you doth wait.

Her strength unequal to her task;

Rise up, and make her great!

Lift high the cross of Christ!

Tread where His feet have trod;

As brothers of the Son of Man
Rise up, O men of God!

—William Pierson Merrill.

"THE COURAGE OF ONE MAN AND THE COWARDICE
OF MANY."

The high moral courage displayed by Governor A. O.
Stanley of Kentucky in the face of an angry and determined
mob, has so many lessons for us in these perilous times that

it deserved to be told and re-told. The following items are

gleaned from the Independent, although the daily papers have
had rather full reports.

A poor, wretched and friendless negro, Luke Martin by
name, had committed several offenses which had infuriated

the dwellers of the "Black Patch" of Kentucky, which took
its name from the black tobacco raised there. Those offenses

are reported as being an effort to prevent arrest by an ex-

policeman who accused Luke of seeking his life; the second
was the return of shots sent by the ex-policeman, which re-

sulted in the killing of the ex-officer, and the final offense

was the unwillingness of Luke to be tried in the local court

where passion ran high against him. The Judge of the Circuit

Court of the District had sent Luke out of the county.

The mad mob cried, "Bring back the nigger," the usual

term in many parts of the South for the Negro. They added
the threat that they would have the judge if the prisoner

was not given up to them. These threats were repeated a
number of times and the judge finally yielding ordered the

return of the Negro. The mob went to their homes with the

avowed intention of returning next morning and of wreaking
their vengeance on the helpless man. That evening a law-
abiding citizen of the town, from an adjoining State, tele-

phoned the situation to Governor Stanley. It would have
been a great risk to have telephoned from the town of the
mob. After consulting with some other State officials, it

was decided to make a strenuous effort to save Kentucky
from another disgraceful lynching. The State militia were
on the border and no other troops were available. After fur-

ther investigation, the Governor came to the intended scene
of outrage. On arrival, he further conferred with the judge
and others and told the citizens that the Negro would not
be returned and he sent out a general invitation to meet him
at the Court-house. Some of the townspeople responded,
but the people from the Black Patch, famous for the Night
Riders, who were lawless and desperate characters, made up
the largest part of the audience.

The Governor went straight to the heart of the situation.

He was not cheered, but rudely phrased expressions of the
Governor's nerve were heard. The conclusion of the Gov-
ernor's speech thus unequivocally ended:

"The Circuit Judge and the Commonwealth's attorney
at your behest, agreed to produce at this hour the body of

the accused. I countermanded that order and I directed

the Sheriff of McCracken County to hold that prisoner in

Paducah and to protect him from violence at all hazards
until 1 was assured that he could and would receive a fair

and impartial trial without the possibility of intimidation

of the court or violence to the prisoner. The Commonwealth's
attorney and the judge have acted in good faith with you,
and but for my order this prisoner would have been here at

this hour.
"1, and 1 alone, am responsible. 1 am here without troops,

without police protection, practically alone, absolutely un-
armed, but 1 am hedged about by that which is stronger

than a cordon of bayonets—the majesty of the law. 1 am
here as the chief magistrate of this Commonwealth in the
discharge of a sacred duty, and for one 1 do not fear that

any man within the sound of my voice is so lost to every
sense of justice and decency as to attempt to force me to

choose now between death and dishonor.

"This County of Calloway has been noted for its respect

for law and order and religion. No county in this State has
a greater number of citizens owning their own homes. I

cannot believe that men, that householders. Christian's,

men who believe murder is crime and that courts are sacred,

will do the things that 1 am told you have threatened to do."
When the Governor finished, a forlorn-looking woodsman

in characteristic parlance, commended the Governor, and
shouted, "I'm fer you." Others ' promptly followed and
nearly every one shook hands with this great moral hero!

Information as to what the final outcome of this case may
be is not at hand. The good citizens are humiliated that
their State had so narrow an escape from mob rule, and they
are rightly proud of their brave Governor.

WESTTOWN YOUNG FRIENDS' CONFERENCE.
Plans are being made to hold this Spring a Conference of

young Friends for the purpose of strengthening our hold upon
the fundamentals of Christian experience and of encouraging
us in the service of God as members of the Society of Friends.

The Young Friends' Committee of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting i s responsible for this Conference. The Committee
in charge of Westtown Boarding School has kindly granted
the use of the School grounds and buildings. The Young
Friends of other eastern Yearly Meetings will co-operate
through their General Secretary in advertising the Conference
and in sending delegates.

The Conference will begin Seventh-day afternoon, Sixth
Month 23rd and will close Fifth-day afternoon, the 28th.
The afternoons will be free for exercise and recreation. The
mornings (except First-day) will be occupied with simultaneous
classes and discussions on such subjects as

The Community and the Meeting.
Christianizing personal relationships.

Ways of serving younger Friends.

The Bible and modern life.

Improving our First-day schools.

National and international service.

War and its alternatives.

Special problems of the Society of Friends.

The deeper questions of inward religion will be considered
in small devotional groups and in evening addresses.

All young Friends who are interested in the purpose of the
Conference are invited to attend, to spread word of it to others,

and to encourage and help others to go who would appreciate
the privilege.

The expense of attending the Conference will include a
registration fee of I2.50, payable in advance, about a dollar
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day for food and lodging and the railroad fare to Westtown,
wiiich is about twenty-five miles from Philadelphia. It is

hoped that in many cases, delegates may be sent and if neces-
sary have their expenses paid by their Monthly Meeting or
their young people's society.

To engage rooms and to secure further information (includ-

ing a final announcement of speakers and other details) write to

Secretary Young Friends' Conference,

Westtown, Pa.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The League of Good Citizenship of Philadelphia.—
The Philadelphia League of Good Citizenship has done such
notably excellent work in Philadelphia that the following

samples of the matter put before the children have been sent
to The Friend in the hope that this means of teaching true

and intelligent patronism may be more largely used and
be widely introduced into schools, public and private. Methods
of working can be learned. Children in country schools
especially need such instruction. It seems very difficult for

them to understand the difference between meum and tuum
and they often act as if they thought that whatever grows on
farm or in orchard from an apple to a watermelon is public
property.

In 1896, the Civic Club of Philadelphia, by permission of

the Board of Public Education and with the approval of school
principals, started the League of Good Citizenship. There
are now eighty-nine branches. The topic for each month's
lesson is taken from the regular lesson of the class in civics,

which is a subject lately included in the public school course.

The League is helpful in bringing in "an outside element which
is good for the children," and affords them an opportunity to

present reports on civic matters.

The method of conducting the League and other pertinent

matter for the use of those who wish to have a part in this

work or who desire to introduce it into their home schools

may be had by application to The Philadelphia League of

Good Citizenship of the Civic Club, 1300 Spruce Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The topic for Third Month this year is Personal and House-
hold Cleanliness.

HEALTH ALPHABET

As soon as you're up, shake blanket and sheet,

Better be without shoes than sit with wet feet.

Children, if healthy, are active, not still.

Damp beds and damp clothes will both make you ill.

Eat slowly and always chew your food well.

Freshen the air in the house where you dwell.

Garments should never be made too tight;

Home should be healthy, airy and light,

If you wish to be well, as you do, I've no doubt,

Just open the windows before you go out.

Keep your rooms always tidy and clean,

Let dust on the furniture never be seen.

Morning—cold water for face, hands and throat,

Night—a hot bath with Ivory Soap,

Old rags and old rubbish should never be kept.

People should see that their floors are well swept.

Quiet books—quiet thoughts lead to good hves,

Remember God's love will make you wise.

Sleep eight hours or more, lying straight as a hne,

Thick flannels are better than hat-feathers fine.

Use your nose to find if there be a bad drain,

Very sad are the fevers that come in its train.

Walk as much as you can, without feeling fatigue,

Xerxes could walk full many a league.

Your health is your wealth, which your wisdom must keep,

Zeal will help a good cause and the good you will reap,

League of Good Citizenship—Third Month Lesson.

Genera! Topic: William Penn, Philadelphia's Great Founder.
General Sub-topic: City Coat of Arms and Colors; Indian

Statues in Fairmount Park.

Special Sub-topic: Penn's Hopes and Love for Philadelphia.
Special Sub-topic: Cleanliness; Third Month, the month for

cleaning cellars, etc.,,for destroying cocoons and all grub life

indoors and out. Reason for use of whitewash and lime.

(To be concluded.)

NEWS ITEMS.

A PEACE meeting for men only was held at the home of George S.

Morris, Olney, Philadelphia, on the evening of Third Month 13, 1917.

A hundred invitations were issued and eighty came.

Francis R. Taylor was the speaker and so carried his audience, that

many were reached—a Methodist present inviting him to say the same
in his church. Refreshments were served at close.

The previous week Francis Taylor was asked to address the Episcopal
congregation on Peace, in his own village of Cheltenham, Pa. Can
we not influence our neighbors thus by able persuasive arguments. In

the main those present at the meeting noticed above were laboring men.
One of them said he would gladly have Ustened for two hours to the peace
presentation.

The First Month nimiber of the Japanese Peace Movement, the

monthly organ of the Japan Peace Society and the American Peace So-

ciety in Japan is at hand. As usual it strikes a high note of International-

ism.

Baron Sakatani shows a keen analysis of world conditions in advoca-

ting an international newspaper, international universities and other

educational agencies. In treating of "War and Racial Health," Dr.

Nagai shows a well-balanced judgment in this conclusion: "It [war] may
also be the surgeon's knife for removing sources of inflammation. But
when we weigh the advantages and disadvantages of war and mUitarism,

from the standpoint of modern eugenics, we must agree that the gains

cannot make good the losses."

Baron Shibusawa puts some problems of "Reconstruction" very

clearly. His spirit appears in this: "But by a study of human progress,

it is evident that the efforts to aid in this struggle [for advance in produc-

tion and commerce] bij military power, must be abolished." It is an open

question whether we are keeping up fairly with this magnificent construc-

tive work of the two Peace Societies in Japan.

—

Eds.

The immigration of large numbers of colored people from the South

has several times been noted in The Friend. On Second Month 13th

there was a Conference in Philadelphia in this interest. Our friend, John

T. Emlen is quoted as having spoken as foUo.vs on that occasion: "That
the number who had recently come from the South was estimated by
the Southern papers at about 150,000 to 300,000, although several Texas

papers had put the estimate as high as 500,000. The New York World,

however, estimated the number as a little over 100,000. Large corpo-

rations in the various cities of the North are offering great opportuni-

ties. For example, at Chicago, the Swift and Armour Meat Packing Com-
panies are employing large numbers of Negroes and the Pullman Com-
pany have increased their force within a year from 400 to ISOO. Twelve

companies in Detroit and eight in Newark, N. J., which heretofore have

not employed any Negroes, are now employing large numbers. Similar

conditions exist in other cities.

"Many of these immigrants have been brought North by corporations.

For example, the Pennsylvania Railroad has within the past six months

brought 12,000, and the Erie Railroad about 3,000. These have been

mostly men, but their famihes will follotv. The voluntary immigration

is also rapidly increasing. The Secretary of the Travelers' Aid Society

stated that in First Month, 1916, the immigration was 79, whereas in

Twelfth Month of the same year it was over 250, and it is the general

consensus of opinion that it will continue to increase.

"The companies report that in many cases the immigrants had left

them. The Pennsylvania Railroad reports a loss of 75 per cent, but the

Erie Railroad reports smaller loss. These men are in some cases lodged

in camps usually crowded but sanitary as in the Pennsylvania Railroad

camps. In other cases they are crowded in houses, as in Coatesville.

Adjustment to the new enviroimient is of course very difficult. In Phila-
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delphia while there is large opportunity for unskilled employment, there

is great crowding and distress, and lack of understanding of their new
surroundings on the part of those who have just arrived."

The Missionary Advocate has a special Cuba number which wUl appeal

to those whose interests are drawn to our island neighbor. We note the

following from Martha J. Woody, who spent some time a year or more

ago in the Philadelphia neighborhood

:

Greetings in the love of Christ Jesus! How wisely and lovingly the

Master has planned our hves and service—just one day at a time and

that day only moment by moment. "Sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof." "My grace is sufficient for thee." Among the pleasant mem-
ories of the year are the Bible studies with the young women who have

been my companions from time to time. The Lord brought us near to

Himself and to each other.

My day usually begins about 6.30 with a quiet hour Bible study. Then

the household morning duties occupy the time until 9 A. M., when class

begins, with half an hour of Bible study, and closes at 11.30 for the mid-

day meal. Class work claims attention from 2 to 4 p. M. An increasing

circle of friends takes up all spare time in calls and reUgious visits. I

gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to the Friends whose offerings

have made this year's service in Jaruco possible and to those whose inter-

cessory prayers have made it worth while.

"The effectual fervent prayer of the righteous man availeth much."

Jaruco, Havana, Cuba.

The following is taken from the Episcopal Recorder:

" The work being accomplished by Sunday-school workers in the

Philippines is full of cheer. In the Bulacan Province, about twenty-five

miles north of ManOa, there has been an increase of nearly eight thousand

in the Sunday-school attendance within the last two years, and there

have been more than twenty-five hundred conversions in the same dis-

trict during the past year. J. L. McLaughlin, in charge of the work

there, declares that the Philippines are on the eve of the greatest evangeUs-

tic movement that has ever been seen there."

Friends generally will be interested to learn that there is now at

the Friends' Institute daily a stenographer who will be glad to do any

kind of general stenographical work that can be thrown in her way.

Such a co-operation will materially assist all the other Institute activi-

ties. The New York Evening Post has been added to the already ex-

tended Ust of periodicals which can be found on the shelves of the In-

stitute.

The following is from a letter to one of the editors imder the date of

Third Month 17th:—
State College, Pa., Third Month 17, 1917.

Thinking Friends might be interested to know something of our

little group of Friends at State College, I shall briefly tell of our doings.

There are about thirty students who are Friends, besides these, there

are six famiUes and a few non-members who attend more or less regu-

lariy

We meet at sevenrthirty First-day evenings in the foyer of the College

auditorium, and devote a half-hour to a' regular Friends' meeting. The
silence is broken at times by some member who has a timely thought

to express or prayer to offer. Another half hour is spent in the reading

and discussion of such subjects as: Rehgion, personal conduct, peace,

temperance and Quaker history.

Our members are firm in their stand against things miUtary and are

active in the cause of prohibition. We have distributed anti-nuhtary

Uterature throughout the College.

As has been our custom for a few years past, some of our members
visited a recent Quarterly Meeting of Friends, held at Unionville, this

coimty.

In Eleventh Month, Joseph Elkinton and Robert Balderston paid

us a very pleasant visit. Joseph Elkinton and William Wickersham are

to be with us this First-day, We will be very glad to have any Friends

who can visit us and attend our meetings.

On behalf of the meeting.

I. Rowland Evans.

THE CALL OF THE CHRIST.

Amid so many Gods and creeds,

So many paths that wiad and wind.

How shall a young man cleanse his way?
\Miere joy and inspiration find?

The world's a dark and dreary waste,

Life's endless evils have no cure;

Gripped in the grasp of gruesome fate.

The Stoic calls "Endure, Endure."

Life is a garden of delight;

'Tis only fools that toil and think

'Sip honied sweets," hear Horace call,

'Vivamus," "Carpe diem," "Drink."

Find joy in service, not in sweets,

Be fearless, faithful, kind and true;

Do unto others as you would

That they in turn should do to you.

The world is aU a fleeting show.

Mere disappointment, emptiness;

'Do nothing, dream," the Brahmin calls,

'The soul finds peace in nothingness."

Bewildered, bhnded, in despair.

We look to Christ, the Lord of Light,

'Turn ill to good," we hear Him call,

' Make weakness strength, change wrong to right.

'So shall you solve hfe's mystery;

'Tis not in pomp, nor power, nor pelf;

'Tis wrapped in these six simple words

:

Love thou thy neighbor as thyself."

O Guide of youth, we hear thy call,

Our wayward steps we turn to Thee,

Be thou our Way, our Truth, our Life,

Now and through all eternity.

—Charles A. Bufptjm, in The Springfield Republican.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Within please find twenty-five cents for copies of Third Month 8, 1917

—as many as it wUl buy. I could distribute a score with advantage,

but must not beg too hard. I get no peace literature so well received as

The Friend. How much your clear testimony is needed, now that so

many friends of peace are wavering, or have gone over to the side of war.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Fifteen elementary night classes and eight high school classes closedl

last week in Philadelphia marking the end of the winter term of the even--

ing schools. Fifteen thousand pupils ended their studies until the schools-

reopen.

Now that New Jersey plans to improve her highways at an expendi-

ture of $15,000,000, Governor Edge has asked General Goethals of Pana-

ma Canal fame to supervise the work at a salary of §25,000 a year. The
argument is that the builder of the Panama Canal can effect economies

in the work sufficient to make his employment a good investment.

Philadelphia's typhoid death rate places the city fifth in the 1916

record of municipaUties with populations of more than 500,000.

In an epochal decision holding Congress at Washington to be clothed

with any and aU power necessarj- to keep open the channels of inter-

state commerce, the Supreme Court dividing five to four, sustained the

Adamson law as constitutional and enforceable in every feature. The
immediate effect of the decision wUl be to fix a permanent eight-hour

basic day in computing wage scales on interstate raihoads, for which

a nation-wide strike twice has been threatened.

The annual earnings of raihoad trainmen in 1916 averaged S1344

per man, according to a bulletin issued to-day by the Bureau of Railway

Economics, compiled from the official returns of the railways to the

Interstate Commerce Commission. Trainmen in the Western district
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,ver;iged $1450, in the Eastern district $1303, and in the Southern

istrict $1245. Engineers averaged $1865 for the year, firemen .$1136,

onductors $1615 and other trainmen $1089. The highest paid class was

he engineers of the South, who averaged $2297.

Congress has been called in special session for the 2nd prox. A well-

jiown weekly makes this comment : The advancement of the date for

he special session of Congress must be given the gravest interpretation.

The decision of the senior class at Yale to have no hquor at its dinner

lefore graduation and to have none at subsequent reunions of the class,

inless a definite vote to the contrary is at some time registered, calls

or attention as one of the significant signs of the times.

A report just made by California's Colonization and Rural Credits

;!ommission shows that in the State 310 men own 4,000,000 acres of

he richest land, one individual alone possessing 1,000,000 acres; while

me railway owns 5,000,000 acres.

Soya bean oil from Japan, worth 82,000,000, has been received in

wo cargoes and forwarded to one of the large soap manufacturers of

he countrj- by a special train of 30 tank cars.

The National Canner's Association has offered to Harvard Univer-

lity annually for a period of three years the sum of twenty thousand

loUars for the purpose of investigating the subject of food poisoning,

so-called ptomaine poisoning, with special reference to canned goods.

The United States Indian appropriation bill, passed finally in the

ilosing hours of Congress, is believed by Protestant leaders to end for

;ood and aU expenditures by the Goverrmient for the education of

an children in sectarian schools. Some years ago the Government

idoptcd such a policy and Protestant Indian boards have refused to

iccept grants. Congress has, however, made grants to CathoUc boards,

p-adually OTthdrawing them until now they are declared to be ended

or everybody.

Charge Wheeler at Tokio has been instructed by the State Depart-

nent to express to the Japanese Government the gratitude of the United

States for the many marks of respect shown the memorj' of the late

Embassador Guthrie, and formally to accept the offer of a warship to

jring the body of the Ambassador home.

FOREIGN.—Ambassador Francis at Petrograd summarized the

situation in Russia in the following cablegram : "The last week h.is seen

;he most astonishing revolution. Two hundred milhon people who have

ived under absolute monarchy for 1000 years and who are now engaged

n the greatest war in history, have forced their emperor to abdicate for

limself and his son."

The Czar's income has been estimated by the Almanack Hachette as

542,500,000 a year, or $85 a minute.

Germany has decided to spend over $163,000,000 on making a water-

pay between the Main River and the Danube. Some time ago the Ba-

irarian Government published a draft biU under which their share of the

will be raised, and a credit demand is to be submitted to the Reich-

stag with the next Imperial budget. It is designed to be a real waterway.

[f carried out, it wiU be 120 feet wide, over 11 feet deep, and will take

iressels of 1200 tons.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, will be

open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. Seventh-daya from

9 A. M. to 1 p. M. only.

NOTICES,

Westtown Boarding School.—The stage will meet at Westtown

Station trains leaving Broad Street (Penna. R. R.), Phila., at 6.30, 8.21

M., 2.48 and 4.30 p. m.; other trains will be met on request. Stage

Fare twenty-five cents each way. To reach the School by telegraph, ad-

dress West Chester, Bell Telephone, 1016.

E. Dean Stanton, Business Manager.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia. -

The following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:—

Aksakoff—Years of Childhood.

Conklin—Heredity and Envirorunent.

Forbush—Young Folks' Book of Ideals.

Huckel—Dreamer of Dreams.

Hyrst—Stories of Polar Adventure.

Jefferson—What the War is Teaching.

Kalaw—Case for the Fihpinos.

Mackenzie—Black Sheep.

Muir—Thousand-mile Walk to the Gulf.

O'Shaughnessy—Diplomat's Wife in Mexico.

Richards—Elizabeth Fry.

Linda A. Moore, Librarian.

Meetings from Fourth Month 1st to 7th:

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Fourth

Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Cro.sswicks, Third-day, Fourth Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Fourth Month 3rd, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 4th, at 10 a. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Fourth Mo. 4th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 4th, at

10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 4th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wilmington, Fifth-d.ay, Fourth Month 5th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 5th, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Burlington, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 5th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 5th, at 10 A. M.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Fourth Month 7th, at 10.

Died.—In Germantown, Third Month 16, Helen Whitall, wife of

Joseph Howell Haines and daughter of John M. and Margaret H. Whit-

all; a member of Germantown Monthly Meeting of Friends.

409 Chestnut Street,

Phil.^delphia, Third Month 16, 1917.

Dear Friend:—
At a Peace Meeting, held about a month ago at Fifteenth

and Race Streets, under the joint auspices of the Peace Com-
mittees of that Meeting and of our Yearly Meeting, there was
started a project for the publication in newspapers and other

periodicals of a message from the Society of Friends concerning

the present condition of affairs. Ellis W. Bacon and the

undersigned were appointed as a Finance Committee for the

publication of such a message as might be prepared by The
Friends' National Peace Committee, which is the permanent

organization growing out of the Friends' National Peace Con-

ference held at Winona Lake, Indiana, in Seventh Month, 1915.

The following is the result of the labors of this Committee,

and it, or a very similar message, has already been published

in seven daily papers, and has or is about to be published in

five well-known weeklies, such as The Outlook, New Republic,

etc., and will be published in The Atlantic Monthly; all as

advertisements. The cost of this has been about I2050, and

we desire without urging, but simply if Friends are interested

to continue this and to publish it at least in one newspaper of

the larger cities of the country.

In addition to the money already spent, we have to-day

contracted to use up the balance of our money in hand and

pledges (about $1200) in the publication of the message in

thirteen additional daily newspapers. There are about sixty

other publications in which we should like to insert it, at a

cost which would be a little over I3000. The money so far

received has come from perhaps fifteen people, in amounts

varying from a few dollars to |iooo. We have had two con-

tributions of $1000, one of $500, several of |ioo and several

of I50.

It seems a practical way to put our message before our

country at this time. If desiring to see this effort extended

we shall be glad to have thy help in any amount that may seem

good to thee. Check should be drawn to the order of the

undersigned.
Thy friend truly,

A. G. SCATTERGOOD.

This advertisement may be seen on the next page.
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE

Religious Society of Friends

(Quakers) in America

To Our Fellow Citizens:

In this time of crisis when our country's highest good is the common aim of all, we
voice this deep conviction of patriotic duty.

We rejoice that even at this time, when the world is crazed by war, so many men are judg-
ing war by moral and spiritual standards, and by ideals of sacrifice. The causes for which men
fight—liberty, justice and peace—are noble and Christian causes. But the method of war is

unchristian and immoral. War itself violates law, justice, liberty and peace, the very ends for
which alone its tragic cost might be justified.

Further, the method of war is ineffective to these ends. Might does not decide the right,
ideals cannot be maintained by force, nor can evil overcome evil. True national honor is a
nation's own integrity and unselfish service. Only unswerving honesty and self-control main-
tain it. Rights, the rights of all, are securely defended between nations as between individuals
by mutual confidence, not suspicion ; by universal co-operation and law, not by private armed
defence.

The alternative to war is not inactivity and cowardice. It is the irresistible and construc-
tive power of good-will. True patriotism at this time calls not for a resort to the futile methods
of war, but for the invention and practice on a gigantic scale of new methods of concihation and
altruistic service. The present intolerable situation among nations demands an unprecedented
expression of organized national good-will.

Unpractical though such ideals may seem, experience has taught that ideals can be realized
if we have faith to practice now what all men hope for in the future. The American Nation, as
a more perfect union of States, as a melting pot of races, as a repeated victor through peace, has
proved practical the methods of generosity and patience. Throughout many years of an adven-
turous belief in the Christian principle of human brotherhood, the Society of Friends has seen
the triumph of good-will in all forms of human crisis.

The peoples of every land are longing for the time when love shall conquer hate, when
co-operation shall replace conflict, when war shall be no more. This time will come only when
the people of some great nation dare to abandon the outworn traditions of international dealing
and to stake all upon persistent good-will.

We are the nation and now is the time. This is America's supreme opportunity.

Unflinching good-will, no less than war, demands courage, patriotism and self-sacrifice. To
such a victory over itself, to such a leadership of the world, to such an embodiment of the
matchless, invincible power of good-will, this otherwise tragic hour challenges our country.

Friends National Peace Committee
20 South Twelfth Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.
The Meeting of Ministers and Eiders mentioned in last

week's number was completed at a morning session on Third-

day the 27th. Quite an hour was given to a weighty considera-

tion of the general responsibility to have the large meeting

for worship at Fourth and Arch Streets on the Fifth-day of

Yearly Meeting, an occasion that will worthily represent

our views of worship. Point was given to this by an appeal

in writing in the hands of the Elders of Philadelphia Monthly

Meeting from a young Friend who had been burdened by

the lack of settlement in these meetings for some years past,

and by a plethora of vocal offerings that had seemed to in-

vade the rights of the individual in gathered worship.

Without attempting any executive action it was decided

to make a plea to the Yearly Meeting at large for a better

observance in this large meeting of our well-established atti-

tude in worship. Elders of all the meetings were also en-

couraged so far as might be to share the concern of the Elders

of this meeting.

After the Queries had all been answered, the following min-

ute was adopted as expressing the points of exercise empha-

sized this year:

Minute of the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders.

Under a renewed sense of the comforting mercy of our
Heavenly Father our annual assembly has again met. This
feeling early found expression in vocal offerings of prayer and
thanksgiving. Though hearts were bowed under a sense of

the unrest and civil commotion existing to an unwonted de-

gree throughout the world, and into which vortex of dis-

trust, strife and bitterness our own beloved nation seems daily

more directly and surely drawn, our hearts have gone out in

longing desire that as a body of Christian believers we may
in no wise desert the banner of the Prince of Peace.

The desire was expressed for us in the language of the Psalm-
ist: "Show me a token for good, that they which hate me may
see it and be ashamed; because Thou, Lord, hast helped me,
and comforted me."
As beings encompassed with difficulties, and oft times sen-

sible of weakness and failure in the accomplishment of good,

we were reminded of the enduring language addressed by the

Saviour to the woman at Jacob's well: "Whosoever drinketh

of the water that 1 shall give him, shall never thirst; but the

water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water
springing up into everlasting life."

In the exercise of the gift of prayer, a tender caution was
extended, that those who enter upon this solemn engagement
in our assemblies should do so only under a sense of renewed
and direct call, and with deepest reverence, that in the peti-

tion rendered care should be taken not to lower the service
by the too frequent ejaculation of the name of the Heavenly
Father, as though He were a God afar off, and not near at
hand, ready to hear the faintest appeal of the sincere petitioner.

William Penn's remarkable testimony regarding our fore-

father in the Truth, George Fox, seems pertinent in this con-
nection, " But above all he excelled in prayer. The inwardness
and weight of his spirit, the reverence and solemnity of his

address and behaviour, and the fewness and fullness of his

words, have often struck, even strangers with admiration,
as they used to reach others with consolation. The most
awful, living, reverent frame, I ever felt or beheld, I must say,

was his in prayer. And truly it was a testimony, he knew and
lived nearer to the Lord than other men, for they that know
Him most, will see most reason to approach Him with rever-
ence and fear."

The General Sessions.

The Yearly Meeting at large opened under a sense of de-
pendence. "God is our refuge and strength," was repeated
in the women's meeting, and found expression in substance
in earnest prayer, in both meetings. No particular variation
from the general order of business was noticeable. A recital

of the subjects claiming care will suggest the order to Friends
familiar with the meetings. The letter from William C.
Allen printed in The Friend last week, had early attention
and elicited much interest. The minutes of the Representa-
tive Meeting, though shorter than usual, required considerable
care. There were several items of change proposed for

adoption. These embraced a modification of the mode of

using the queries, a revision of the wording of the marriage
certificate, a new arrangement in regard to Preparative Meet-
ings and the addition of a fifth query to those addressed to the
Meeting of Ministers and Elders. These items were finally

all approved. Men Friends had the advantage this year of

liberty to omit the detailed answers to the last four queries.

This new order is not mandatory. In both meetings much
helpful exercise came from the consideration of the queries.

They still have a manifest use in making individuals and meet-
ings better instruments for service in the world.

Five communications out of more than seventy-five ad-
dressed to the meeting were read. The bulk of the unusual
number of letters came as acknowledgments of our special

Peace epistle last year. These were referred to the Peace
Committee. The epistles from London and from Australia

are printed herewith.

A communication signed by twenty-four of our members
appealed for the sympathy of the Yearly Meeting in a sincere

effort to study present-day applications of the Gospel, especial-

ly to social and industrial conditions. Rarely has there been
a more fervent reaction of interest and encouragement, and
a joint committee was appointed.

The meeting also entered sympathetically into the sug-

gestion from London to appoint delegates to a Peace Con-
ference after the war. The Yearly Meeting's Peace Com-
mittee was authorized to make this appointment should the

occasion arise before next Yearly Meeting.

An invitation to send fraternal delegates to the Five Years'
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Meeting disclosed a ver\- decided difference of opinion. Many
Friends felt there would be nothing in such an appointment
to compromise our position. It seemed to them that the
invitation was very much of a Macedonian cry, "Come over
and help us." In recording a judgment not to make an
official appointment, much love was expressed for Friends of
the Five Years' Meeting and our members were encouraged
to attend that meeting if they felt free to do so. It was
particularly reported from women's meeting that Friends were
baptized together in uniting in this decision.

A Committee was appointed in men's meeting to send a
telegram to President Wilson in the present national crisis.

This message for the whole meeting was in clear, pleading terms
and the acknowledgment which came to the meeting from the
White House said its spirit was valued.

The statistics of children of school age gave a total of 731,
27 less than in 19 16, but 15 more than in 191 5. There are 16
more attending colleges and technical schools than in 1916.
In spite of the liberal provision of Friends' schools something
like 25 per cent, of our children have other school associations.
The question of total abstinence was advanced a step by

the conclusion of women's meeting to take up the subject in
its relation to culinary use in the homes. A distinct note of
encouragement on the subject appeared in the summary adopt-
ed in men's meeting.
The report of the Peace Committee gave details of arduous

and intelligent labors in this interest. We are printing the
concluding paragraphs of the report herewith. A large even-
ing meeting in the interests of Peace brought more than 1000
people together in the Arch Street house Fifth-day evening.
The addresses were on a high plane and the audience in con-
cluding the meeting entered into the solemnity of united wor-
ship.

The Westtown Committee made an interesting report of
the past year. This included a recital of the material re-

sources of the School, presented in a way to impress Friends
with the responsibility of stewardship. Assurances that the
spiritual life of the children is still the first interest gave a
cheering note to the report. A proposition to admit to the
School a limited number of children who have one parent a
member of Philadelphia Yeady Meeting claimed some con-
sideration in the meeting. It was referred to the West-
town Committee for a definite report next year. Members
generally were also asked to bear it upon their minds and to
inform themselves of the actual situation.

The Educational Report indicated a large interest in the
small schools and much labor on their behalf. The Education-
al Committee has pursued the subject of a teachers' retiring

fund during the past year. They have collected neariy
$100,000 of the required $125,000 for a beginning of the plan.
It is hoped the full sum will be in hand, so that teachers may
have the benefit in 19 17-18. This Committee also acknowl-
edged the advantages already arising from the large gift of
T. Wistar Brown for the better equipment of teachers in our
schools.

The Tunesassa Indian Report had a special appeal this

year. There is not only a rising tide of interest in the Com-
mittee, but also in the meeting at large. The School now is

more largely staffed by members of our Yearly Meeting than
for years past. In addition to a superintendent and matron
from our number, the field agent and his wife are our members.
For years there have been faithful workers from other Yearly
Meetings. It means something for the work that our own
members are now drawn that way. The School is to have the
benefit of income from .|i 5,000 of the T. Wistar Brown Fund
and has had a bequest of I5000 during the year from the estate
of George J. Scattergood. As a matter of fact with these
additions its present needs will not be neariy met and beside
the usual appropriation, the Yeariy Meeting encouraged
Friends to respond liberally to an appeal about to be issued
by the Committee.
As the meeting neared its conclusion some additional mem-

bers were added to the Indian Committee, other committees

were appointed in regular course, and the audit of the treas-

urer's report was read.

The following minute of the exercises of the men's meeting,
though brief, had in it a savor of life. We hope to print the
minute of women's meeting next week. A solemnity of grati-

tude and praise overshadowed the meetings as they adjourned
"until the usual time next year if consistent with the Divine
Will."

Minute.
We have had this year a great variety of exercise. Soon

after the meeting gathered we were united in prayer that we
might be delivered from anxious thoughts and filled with hope-
ful trust that He who ruleth all things will guide in judgment
and conduct the issues of men to the honor of His ever excellent

name; for ourselves, as individuals, may our continued peti-

tion be: "Let the words of my mouth and the meditations of

my heart be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength and
my Redeemer!"
The conditions of our various meetings have brought out

an earnest expression for that deepening of Christian experience
and of spiritual life by which we really grow in grace.

Not a little expression was given to the feeling that among
Friends everywhere the outstanding heart cry of to-day is for

Christian fellowship, and a desire for closer union in those
things which make for the vitalizing of our faith and the re-

newal of power to endure the testing to which it is being sub-
jected by reason of the times. This was shown by the re-

peated appeals for a closer and more sympathetic union as

between Ministers and Elders, and as between these and the
flock over whom they are set for shepherding care.

Finally, in the midst of dark and shadowy days let us walk
together and be of good cheer, asking that our Heavenly
Father make us as lights in the worid and enable us to be
" steadfast, unmovable always abounding in the work of the
Lord, for as much as we know that our labor is not in vain
in the Lord."

From the Report of the Peace Committee.

When we have one and all deliberately come to our own
conviction on the subject [of Peace] and have dedicated our-

selves to the work, various avenues of service will be found
suited to the differing interests and gifts of each individual.

If Friends, as spiritual pioneers, are to make new contribu-
tions to the ideas and practices of our time, the clear thought
of every consecrated intellect in our little group will be needed.
Out of this worid struggle we believe there will be born new
forces, new ideals, new institutions. Looking to such develop-
ments we must be concerned to create positive expressions of

international good-will. We must work out new and better

ways for nations to live together.

But spiritual pioneering is not so much a matter of thought
as of life and action. The humblest of us may find expression
daily for a sincere peace conviction. The most remote farm-
house can radiate the message. The world needs fathers who
will teach their sons that a boy can protect his honor among
his schoolmates in better ways than by fighting. The world
needs mothers who will bring up their children to respect all

races and classes equally, to recognize that it is the color of

the heart, not the color of the skin, that matters. The world
needs teachers who will educate boys and giris in the knowledge
that in God's sight above all nations is humanity. Finally,

the world needs men and women who are strong in the power
of an endless life. We cannot accept a belief in Pacifism as

an intellectual profession of faith. Real Pacifism, like the
Christianity of which it is an expression, is a way of life. Our
usefulness to the peace cause, as in all our efforts for the King-
dom of God, can be measured not so much by the ideals we
hold as by the degree to which we are really living the life of

the Kingdom ourselves.

If we claim to rely on spiritual forces we must learn how to

get in touch with these forces. We must rely on them in the
little things of every day before we can rely on them in the
great hour of a crisis. The "perfect love" which casteth out
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the fear in our hearts and enables us to overcome evil with
good is gained only by prayer and practice. The heroic

patience which bears antagonism and injustice without bitter-

ness is the result of strong moral effort. We must work out
under God the faith that carries a man joyously through im-
prisonment and persecution. As we strive to develop this

kind of spiritual strength, we shall find the way to use it.

Every day brings an opportunity to carry the principles of

brotherhood, co-operation and good-will that Christ taught
us into our dealings with those around us. Every day brings

an opportunity to give up personal comfort and selfish ad-
vantage for the sake of service. Finally, it is the conviction

of the Committee that only when all our members, each ex-

pressing in his own way his personal peace conviction, are

cemented together by a unity of the spirit in the bond of peace
can the power of the Yearly Meeting as a peacemaker be-

come a living, vital reality.

From London Yearly Meeting of Friends, Held in

London, From the Twenty-fourth to the Thirty-
first OF Fifth Month, 1916.

To Philadelphia Yearly Meeting:—
Dear Friends:—We have rejoiced in the presence at our

Yearly Meeting of William C. and Elizabeth Allen with cre-

dentials from your meetings, and have welcomed a loving

greeting from your Women's Meeting received through our
Friend, Edith M. Morland. We trust that the Divine bless-

ing may rest upon your varied work for the Kingdom of God.
Unity through a common experience—the need of the human

soul "for the living God"—is bringing us all into a closer

fellowship "through Him who hath loved us"—this sympathy
and fellowship you have expressed in many tangible ways.

We are hearing a call from God and man during this Yearly

Meeting, a call for a whole-hearted devotion and dedication

of life amid the awful and distressing state into which our
world has drifted. This tale of "wrong and outrage with which
earth is filled" comes to us daily in human cries of anguish

and of pain; the cry has not fallen on deaf ears, both our

young men and women have heard it; some have helped to

meet the urgent and grievous needs of the wives and children

of the interned aliens, others have gone to the succor of the

wounded and to the relief of other victims of war. We are

profoundly thankful for the help that many Friends on the

American Continent have given us and we shall welcome your
further co-operation. We who remain at home have shared

the travail of soul, the anxieties and sore perplexities of the

intangible mental and spiritual conflict.

We do not forget that in your country a policy of military

preparedness is afoot, and that you are now in danger of

being drawn into the vortex of that very militarism by which

every state in Europe is at present enthralled. We pray that

this rising wave of fear may not overtake you and that the

danger which threatens may pass. We believe that you are

called to a greater destiny and a nobler quest. The respon-

sibility rests upon us on both sides of the Atlantic to seek for

further opportunities to draw closer together and by counsel

and common action to strengthen the testimony of our re-

ligious Society throughout the world, that its message of

Reconciliation and of Peace may be the more effectively

given.

We feel how valuable your help is at this juncture, and are

grateful for your expressed willingness to co-operate in the

further application of the Christian Spirit of Peace. A policy

of conscription now prevails in this country. Hundreds of

young men, including some of our own members, are enduring

the pain of being despised by their fellows for conscience'

sake and are now in military camps and prisons undergoing

various penalties. Some of these are suffering indignities for

their inability to comply with this conscience-forcing law.

Endurance such as theirs makes history. We are endeavoring

to uphold them amid the suffering and shame which they are

cheerfully bearing in their confidence that Truth and Right

will yet prevail.

The times in which we are living have brought a vision of

service and sacrifice. This may entail suffering, but there

is no other way to work out a complete liberation from the

methods of war, the evils of intemperance and those other

wrongs which arise out of the polluted spring of self. How
can we now be worthy of this high calling of God in Christ

Jesus which has come to us with such freshness and insist-

ence? As individuals we may do what we can to work politi-

cally for the making of good laws and the abolition of bad
ones in the working out of details of a settlement of a perma-
nent Peace. But we have been reminded that we ought to

do much more. Have we begun the way of absolute sacrifice

of self? Have we discovered that the soul of man is of infi-

nitely greater worth than military victory or defeat?

Oh! Friends, let us rejoice that ours may be the privilege

and joy and here and now the opportunity to unite with all

men and women of good-will and resolute purpose.

To preach good tidings unto the poor,

To bind up the broken-hearted.

To proclaim Liberty to the captives and the opening of

prisons to them that are bound,

To comfort all that mourn.
To give unto them beauty for ashes.

The oil of joy for mourning.

The garment of Praise for the Spirit of Heaviness.

Signed on behalf of the Meeting.

John H. Barlow, Clerk.

To the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends—Arch
Street.

Dear Friends:—As your warm expressions of fellowship

were read a sense of kinship spread over our meeting.

We, though so far from the war, feel its awfulness. Our love

of the Mother-Country and our appreciation of the freedom

of self-government bind us very closely to her, so that we
long to aid her in her time of trial.

In Christ, we believe, God has shown us the Spirit in which

the human race should live together, and having seen to what
we are called, dare we, for any reason, turn away from it?

We must not judge others, but would pray to be kept faith-

ful to our own insight, not wanting to avoid the result of

obedience, but calmly holding on, bearing any misunder-

standing or loss because of it. We believe that God is able to

bring good out of evil, but may we be kept from yielding to

temptation to do evil that good may come.

Your country, too, has not escaped the great wave of mili-

tarism, and we have read with interest of your efforts to main-

tain and further a saner and more Christian standard of public

thought.

We hope with you that when the war ends and reconstruc-

tion begins. Friends may be of some help to those who will

seek to evolve conditions which will make the possibility of

war very remote, realizing that only " Righteousness exalteth

a Nation."
We remain with love your Friends,

Signed on behalf of the General Meeting of Friends for

Australia, held at Hobart, twenty-fifth of Ninth Month, and

by adjournment to 28th, 1916.

William Cooper,
Clerk.

But if there be in glory aught of good,

It may by means far different be attained.

Without ambition, war, or violence.

By deeds of Peace, by wisdom eminent,

By patience, temperance.
—John Milton.

Truth cannot grow in soil which is choked by lies; and we
cannot fulfil our aspirations towards that better future which

it is our dream to create, unless we make room for the truth.—

R. K. Hack.
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THE SOLDIERS OF THE CROSS.

Thou Lord of Hosts, whose guiding hand

Has brought us here, before Thy face,

Our spirits wait for thy command,

Our sUent hearts implore Thy peace.

Those spirits lay their noblest powers

As offerings on Thy holy shrine;

Thine was the strength that nourished ours;

The soldiers of the Cross are thine.

While watching on our arms at night,

We saw thine angels round us move;

We heard Thy call, we felt Thy light,

And followed, trusting to Thy love.

Send us where'er Thou wilt, O Lord!

Through rugged toil and wearying fight;

Thy conquering love shall be our sword,

And faith in thee our truest might.

Send down Thy constant aid, we pray;

Be Thy pure angels with us stUl;

Thy truth, be that our firmest stay;

Oiu- only rest, to do Thy will.

—OcTA\ins Brooks Frothingham.

FRIENDS AND THE SOCIAL ORDER.

[We have been asked to reprint the following, which appeared in the

issue of The Friend (London) for Tenth Month 27, 1916.—Eds.]

The vision has been given us of the Society of Friends defi-

nitely setting itself to the task of making the teaching of

Jesus Christ the rule by which our lives in all their relations

are ordered. This vision implies the belief that the princi-

ples of our Lord Jesus Christ ought to be and can be applied

in the life of the community as a whole to-day, as well as in

the life of the individual. As the ideal for the individual

members of the Society is a life of unstinted service to the

whole community, the ideal for the Society must be to pro-

vide all its members with the fullest opportunity and guid-

ance for this whole-hearted service. A deep baptism into

the spirit of love is our fundamental need. Having "the
mind that was in Christ Jesus," we shall look not every man
on his own interests only, but every man also on the inter-

ests of others. This spirit will lead us voluntarily to organize

ourselves for such forms of service as the present need seems
to call for.

In the position of our nation to-day we have a striking

illustration of what can be accomplished. by the organization

of the national resources. This may well open our eyes to the
vast possibilities that lie before our Society if we are all willing

to organize ourselves with equal zeal and self-sacrifice not
for war but for the cause of the Kingdom of God. Our So-
ciety would thus make a corporate witness showing in the
mutual relations of members, and in its impact on the world,

what it actually means in terms of our life to apply the prin-

ciple of the Kingdom of God. There is an urgent immediate
call to aim at

—

(i) A conception of mankind as a family in which there
should be equal opportunity for the development of person-
ality in all its members;

(2) A social order in which the rendering of certain forms
of service regarded as menial would no longer imply inferi-

ority of status;

(3) The development of the gifts of nature for the good
of all.

These and other aspects of the problem must be worked
out with humility, courage, patience and faith, the Society
providing means for the investigation of all that is involved
in the realization of this ideal, and accepting in its corporate
life the risks and responsibilities entailed. It must educate
its members to an understanding of the problem. It must

investigate every aspect of modern life, professional, com-

mercial, governmental, international, in order to discover

the meaning of this ideal as applied thereto, and the next step

to take in seeking to reach it. Radical alteration in our ma-
terial surroundings may be necessary. For example, the

extremes of riches and poverty, even as they are found within

the borders of our Society, would no doubt give place to a

closer approximation to a common standard of income and

manner of living. To this end the Society calls upon every

member fully to consecrate himself and his possessions, and,

although seeing only so much of the path as may be at pres-

ent revealed to him, to go forward in the full belief that the

Society will be led to a larger knowledge of the purpose of

God, and to far richer experience of His power for the fufilment

of that purpose.

In order to carry out the above ideal we recommend the

appointment of a Quaker Commission. We believe that a

small number of men and women Friends of clear vision,

wide outlook and good judgment should be set apart, who, at

the call of the Society and under a sense of concern, will

arrange to devote practically the whole of their time and

energy for such period as may be found necessary to con-

sidering what part the Society of Friends can take in the

present-day application of the principles of the Kingdom of

God. Such assistance as may be necessary in the way oi

Secretarial work will, of course, have to be provided. The
Commission will be an Advisory and not an Executive body,

and it is intended it should fit into and act through the exist-

ing machinery of the Society.

Believing that the solution of these problems is ultimatel>

to be found in the clearer appreciation of the mind of Christy

and that direct guidance is given to the human intellect as

it seeks to know that mind, the Commission would approach

all these subjects in a spirit of continuous search for true

guidance and would submit each question to the supreme

test. The field of the Commission will be one that has hith-

erto been very largely unexplored—namely, the endeavoi

by continuous conference and waiting upon God to discovei

how to interpret, and put into practice, the revelation of Hi;

will for the building up of a social and industrial order ir

harmony with the teaching of Jesus Christ. Its great ain-

will be the development, step by step, of a voluntary code

of life and conduct expanding and developing progressive!)

as more and more light is given.

It is anticipated the Commission will, in the course of it;

investigations, avail itself of the assistance and counsel O!

the best exponents of modern thought on various aspect;

of social progress as well as those who can from a long 01

varied experience give personal testimony in regard to the

problems under inquiry and consideration. It will probabl)

also organize or gather together groups of Friends individu-

ally interested or who may have special experience in an)

specific question under discussion. It will also endeavoi

to keep the whole Society in touch with the direction anc

results of its investigation by literature, special conferences

visits, etc.

—

From Conference on Social Order.

MARGARET FORD.
[We are reprinting the following article from the [London]

Friend both for its intrinsic value and because Margarel

Ford and her parents are held in much esteem in a numbei|

of households to which our paper goes.

—

Eds.]

The call to-day is all for action—on every side we hear thi

exhortation to be "up and doing." This is good if we an

careful to recognize the need for action as representing onb

one side of the complex nature of man—if we know that righ

doing must be based on right being. We must thankful!]

bear testimony to the fact that much of the deepest influenci

for good in the world to-day has sprung from lives that wen
apparently inactive, whose "worth" did not meet the eye

but who drew their strength from the deepest Source of Lifi

and of Power.
So those who knew and loved one who has just left u
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acknowledge with deep thankfulness the lesson that she
taught, not through her strength or her active work in the
world, but through her patience, her love and her faith which
grew stronger and brighter as her physical powers grew less.

Margaret Ford was the second daughter of William and
Anna Maria Harvey, of Leeds. Her life as a child and a girl
was a very happy one. A member of a closely united family
she was surrounded by loving influences, and inspired with the
example of high endeavor in the lives of her parents and grand-
parents. Except for a time in childhood, she was physically
strong and vigorous, and able fully to enter into work and
play, at home and at school.

At the Mount School, York, during her happy three years
there, she formed friendships which were a precious posses-
sion all through life, and her influence in the school, though
quiet, was strong and good. Later, she threw herself eagerly
into study abroad and at home, went through a course of
nursing in an East End Settlement Hospital, returned home
to study practical housewifery, and to work hard in a Girls'
Club and in connection with the Children's Country Holi-
day Fund. ^

Thus, at the time of her marriage with R. Charles Ford
in 1909, a varied and active life seemed to be before her and
she entered her new home at Bentham full of plans for the
future. She looked forward to a home life after the pattern
of her old one where for twenty-seven years she had uncon-
sciously perhaps breathed in the love and spirit of sacrifice
the simple faith and ideals of duty which were to stand her in
such good stead in the last years of her life. She hoped, too to
share in the life of the village, especially by entering into close
friendship with those who were waiting to welcome her. And
she looked forward with joy to including in her friendship
any girls who might appreciate the results of her knowledge
of nursing and the experience she had gained by living among
those who had had less advantages in bringing up than she
herself had enjoyed.

Her longing to be useful was to be fulfilled, but not in the way
which she had planned. After nearly two years of married
life, and a few months after the birth of her little daughter,
she was laid aside by illness which proved to be lung disease!
At once she had to set aside all the activities she had so much
enjoyed; the many home duties which she loved and could
do so well, were to be hers no longer, even the care of her
little daughter had to be undertaken by others; and the price-
less mother privileges which are taken as a matter of course
by so many were denied to her. At first it seemed almost
more than she could bear, and she had to fight hard against
depression, especially when it seemed right for her to spend
seven or eight months in Switzerland, separated from her
husband and from her home. But quickly she learnt the
great lesson, "To will what God wills is the only way to bring
MS into peace," and though the rest of her life was made up
of long partings and short reunions, of improvement in health
and relapses into weakness, those who knew her marveled
at the courage which helped her to struggle back to life; and
It was noticeable that she never lost her power of hearing
jnd responding to the slightest call for service. She had a
/ery sensitive spirit, and was always eager to use oppor-
tunities that came. One friend says how clearly her life

faught others never to give in; "and we mean to begin again
fo turn our backs on our relapses, our selfishness and lazi-
iiess, and try to love God more, helped by the hope and cour-
|ige learnt from her and inspired by the remembrance of her
purity of heart." Another friend who met her frequently
pn committee work, speaks of her radiant personality which
parried a message of joy and hope to everyone. She took
jittle vocal part in discussions, but her presence was always
elt. Towards the end of her illness, in talking with her mother,
he said: "It was very bitter at first, but all the bitterness
las gone," and again a few months before she was set free,
'You must not let anyone pity me; 1 think 1 can truly say
have never been so happy in my life as now."
During her last summer she greatly enjoyed being able

to join in the meetings of the Bentham branch of the Fel-
lowship of Reconciliation. These were often held at her home
and whenever possible, she was present, taking part very help-
fully, rejoicing in the opportunity of hearing something of
the wider life from which she was so much cut off.

"Hope is the mark of all the souls whom God has made
His friends," and it was by her steadfast hopefulness and
her uncomplaining patience that she lifted her friends above
the discouragement of everyday life. Although as a child
she was naturally impatient and quick-tempered, she schooled
herself in patience in such a way that all who came in con-
tact with her felt the contagiousness of her hope. And so
when after a few days of increased weakness, she slipped
quietly away on First Month 22nd, the deepest feeling in
the hearts of those who loved her was that of thanksgiving
first for her life and her example, and then for her release
from limitations, and her entrance into the free full Life
°^i'i/„'^g*^s, where she knew she should find "fullest love
and fullest service."

The cremation took place at Woking, and two days later her
family and friends gathered together at Bentham. The absolute
sirnphcity of this gathering, the quiet family walk over the
fields from her home to the old meeting-house at Calf Cop
in Its wind-swept graveyard, were just what Margaret Ford
would have wished.
The words that were spoken at the graveside and in the

meeting for worship were prayers of thanksgiving; and there
was a very deep sense of peace and joy underneath the sorrow
of the parting.

"We seem to give her back to Thee, dear Lord^ who gavest
her to us. Yet as Thou didst not lose her in giving, so we
have not lost her by her release. For what is Thine is ours
always, if we are Thine. And Life is eternal, and Love is
Immortal, and Death is only an horizon, and an horizon is
nothing but the limit of our sight. Lift us up. Strong Son of
God, that we may see further, cleanse our eyes that we may
see more clearly. Draw us closer to Thyself, that we may
know ourselves nearer our beloved who rest in Thee."

For "Thb Friend."

A DAY WITH OLD MEETING-HOUSES IN BUCKS COUNTY.
PENNSYLVANIA.

W.\LTER L. MOORE.

I

—

Reaching Out.
With long-drawn whistle of warning to other craft our boat

stole out of the slip to mid-river, leaving behind the busy
wharf and idle gaze of loafing stevedore. It is Labor Day,
hence the unusual number of pleasure and recreation seekers
that throng the vessel. The cause of labor has just, apparent-
ly, won a great victory through the rather hasty passage by
Congress of the Adamson Bill, or Eight Hour law; so the great
national holiday rises into higher significance than before
through this recognition of labor's power in our legislative
halls, though the wisdom of the law itself will, no doubt, be
tested by the courts and by its practical eflfect upon the general
welfare.

Our face is fanned by the morning air of a day in waning
summer. The sun glints down through fair skies upon the
placid water. The mists distilled in the cool of the night still

rest upon the neighboring hills as we pass beyond the limits
of two sister cities. The river is the Delaware, our destined
port the drowsy town of Bristol on its western shore, and our
brief voyage of an hour and a half is to form the introduction
to a much more extended jaunt by land, most pleasantly anti-
cipated with friends who there await our arrival.

Our choice of seat had been upper deck aft, but that portion
of the vessel proved quite uncongenial, for it was soon invaded
by a large company of youth, good-natured and clean in their
behavior, but altogether too boisterous for their lone fellow-
passenger who was quite disposed to be pensive though not
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exclusive. Then, too, the wafts of smoke emitted from a

devotee of the weed, who sat nearby, put one on the defensive,

so that a more congenial retreat was sought and found on the

lower deck near the bow where had been piled a quantity of

new lumber; this emitted a woody odor which was found

distinctly bracing. Here, nearer the water, the tremor of the

boat was less perceptible and even took part in playing the

agreeable. The vessel was now speeding along between

green shores of engaging interest. The beautiful riverside

towns on the Jersey side, with their well-kept lawns reaching

almost to the water's edge, and the no less inviting estates on

the Pennsylvania shore, where country seats, half screened by

lofty trees and shrubbery, bespoke homes of wealth and cul-

ture, were all passed in quick succession.

There had come to our hands but recently a copy of that

boldly instructive little paper—7/j£ Venturer—w\\txdn we had

caught these inspiring words of John Ruskin:

"I pray you with all earnestness to prove, and know within your

hearts, that all things lovely and righteous are possible for those who

beUeve in their possibihty, and who determine that for their part, they

will make every day's work contribute to them. Let every dawn of

morning be to you as the beginning of hfe, and every setting sun be to

you as the close; then let every one of these short Uves leave its sure

record of some kindly thing done for others—some goodly strength or

knowledge gained for yourselves."

Is it not true that our day's work often amounts to a failure

because we do not catch the inspiration that is held out to

us by its morning? Then, too, the Good Book teaches,—

"(The mercies of the Lord) are new every morning." (Lam.

iii: 23.)
II—The Quest.

"I love old meeting-houses, and could roam

Forever in old Quaker neighborhoods,

By peaceful hamlets and high breezy hills,

And dreamy rivers sleeping in the sun."
—John Russell Hates.

Ere the boat reached the landing, our river voyager had

already spied there awaiting him the other members of the

congenial party of five, soon to be comfortably seated in the

car of their host, under whose excellent guidance they now

enter upon a day of pure recreation, mingled with much of

historic interest.

Three of the company had been schoolmates at Westtown;

one, our skilled chauflFeur, and the youngest of the group,

might well be said to fairly represent the aspirations of the

really interested younger element amongst Friends; while the

fifth, a proselyte to Quakerism, often brought to our discus-

sions throughout the day a piquant flavor which raised them

out of the conventional and commonplace.

Later, when speeding along engaged in genial converse, a

sudden injection of the old mathematical problem that had

faced some of us first in Playfair's Euclid—as to the shortest

distance between two points, was mirthfully answered in

terms of our then social relationship, as being "pleasant

company."
The first stop was at

"Tranquil Byberry,"

(House of) "Blessedness and holy peace."

Though strictly rural in its environment, it is within city

limits, being located in Philadelphia County. It is large,

built of stone, and within commodious grounds. A striking

feature of the place are the two large burial-grounds, one each

side of the building; a second having been added when the

first had been filled with those who.

Erstwhile worshipping here,

Passed their mortal frame beneath the sod;

Their beating soul aglow with joy,

Or steeped in trembUng fear,

Ascending to the judgment-seat of God.

This meeting appears to have been settled in 1683, and the

present house erected in 1808.

(To bee

MARY DOUGLASS GODDARD.
[So far as we know, Marv Goddard is the oldest Friend in

the world. We have some knowledge in this office of two others*

who have passed the centenary mark. The Springfield Re-

publican devoted nearly a column to a notice of the one hun-

dred and seventh birthday of our Friend, from which we adapt

the following.

—

Eds.]

"Aunt" Mary Goddard, the oldest Quaker preacher in the

United States, received an autograph letter of congratulation

from Governor Carl E. Milliken, of Maine, on the occasion

of her 107th birthdav [Third Month lothl, which she observed

at Brunswick, Me.
' She is the oldest person in Maine, if not

in all New England. She has been in rather feeble health

this winter and so was unable to entertain as usual yester-

day, but enjoyed receiving hundreds of post cards and letters

containing birthday greetings, as well as numerous presents

of other kinds. She is now much stronger than she was earlier

in the winter and is looking forward to the approaching sum-

mer, when she hopes to be able to get out of doors.

Mary Goddard, who is probably the most remarkable person

of the Society of Friends in the world, was born in the Quaker

town of Durham, in 1810, the daughter of David and Waite

Douglass. The community in which she passed her younger

days still retains its same characteristics, a quiet country

neighborhood, in which everybody is a firm Christian, working

on the farm six days in the week and on the seventh attending

the ancient Quaker church, located on a high rocky hill, from

which a magnificent view can be obtained of the miles of

fertile farms. In the distance the White Mountains can be

seen on a clear day, while under favorable conditions a view

of the Atlantic Ocean can be caught by looking in another

direction.
.

Curiously enough there are three interesting religious com-

munities located within a short distance from the place where

our Friend was born. In contrast with the little one-story

plain brick church of the Society of Friends are the imposing

buildings of the Holy Ghost and Us Society, scarcely five

miles to the north, while only ten miles to the west is the

massive stone building of the Shakers. In such a religious

community Mary Goddard grew up, living at the home of

her parents until she was twenty-six years of age, when she

moved to Portland, Me., where she learned the tailor's trade.

In 1856 she married Mark Knight of Parsonfield, the widow-

er of her sister, Mercy. He died five years later and in 1870

she became the wife of Robert F. Goddard of Brunswick,

where she had once lived. They both became Elders in the

church. In taking up religious work the subject of this sketch

was following in the footsteps of other members of the family,

her grandfather, Joseph Douglass, and her brother, Nathan

Douglass, both bemg ministers widely known in the denomina-

tion, and her mother having been an Elder.

Robert Goddard died in 1881 and after his death his wife

entered more actively into the work of the church. She

preached regularly until after passing her one hundredth

birthday and has occasionally preached since. She has had

no children and has for the past six or seven years lived with

her great niece, Jennie D. Cox, in Brunswick.

THE IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS OF THE AMERICAN
CHURCH.

JAMES GORDON GILKEY.

Viewed in the large, is Christianity gaining ground in the

United States or not? What are the great issues the Church

of our day is facing?
•

, , *

When we compare the America of to-day with the America

of a century ago, there is unmistakable evidence of a slow but

sure victory of Christian principles. Take such a matter as

drunkenness. The conditions prevalent at the time of the

Revolution seem to us almost unbelievable. Colonel Thomas

* Since this was put in type one of these has deceased,
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Hartley, one of Washington's commanders who was stationed
in the Aiieghanies to protect the frontier against the Indians
reported at one time "that his command was in bad shape
because its whisi<ey and flour were nearly exhausted." At
that time whiskey was ranked with flour in the hst of miUtary
supphes. And these conditions were not confined to the
army, in 1790, William Ellis, a pioneer settler in Pennsyl-
vania, wrote to a friend of his: "\\'e have just done cutting
the grain, and have hauled all our wheat in. This year we
cut the harvest without spirits, and without raising wages."
Whiskey was such an important part of the harvesting ap-
paratus, that this settler reports with surprise a year when
men worked without it. Turning from these conditions to
those of our own time, we find that 24 of our 48 States have
adopted State prohibition, and that in 85 per cent, of the ter-

ritory of the United States it is impossible to obtain liquor

legally.

This gradual victory of Christian principles has extended
to other fields as well. One who reads the private corre-

spondence of a century ago finds that standards of private
morality were prevalent then that would not be tolerated

among respectable people to-da\'. And there has been an-
other striking line of advance in the new spirit that animates
the best modern business. The Golden Rule seems to be
recognized more widely each year as the best principle of

trade, and the business which is most trul\' successful to-day
is the one which is most efficient in servinc;, its public.

Our conclusion that Christianit\' has gained ground is borne
out by the actual figures of Church membership. In 1812 only
one American in fourteen was a member of the Protestant

Church; to-day the percentage is one in four. In spite of our
enormous increase in size, the Protestant Church has been
growing three and one-half times as fast as the population.

If we include in our figures the members of the Catholic Church
and the other non-Protestant religious organizations, we find

that to-day two Americans out of every five—forty million

out of our one hundred million—are Church members.
This advance of the Church is also reflected in a growing

interest on the part of young men in the problems of organized
religion. In 1812 only one college student in ten was a Church
member: to-day the ratio is one in two.

But while there is much in these and similar facts to make
American Christians glad, we must realize that within the

past few years four great problems—more serious than any
we have yet faced—have been forcing themselves on the

attention of the American Church. The European War has

for a time delayed the solution of these problems, but once
peace is declared, they will demand immediate attention. It

is in the greatness of these issues that our danger as well as

our opportunity lies.

First of all there is the problem of Church unity, or as we
might more accurately say. Church harmony. By this we
do not mean the formation of a single new Church to supplant

the present ones; we mean the problem of persuading the

different religious organizations now at work to regard each
other as prospective friends rather than actual rivals.

Within the past few years some progress has been made in

this direction, thanks to two forces that are at work among us.

One is the realization that all the Churches are working toward
the same goal—to bring men into touch with God as He is

revealed in Jesus Christ. When we press below the surface

of our denominations, we find that there is one common type

of Christian experience, which all true Christians share.

The other force that is working to-day for Church unity

is the common-sense of the Christian business man, who realizes

that it is a waste of time and money to multiply rival means for

bringing the Kingdom of God. As Washington Gladden
says, "What possible need have we for thirteen different kinds

of Baptists, twelve kinds of Mennonites, eleven kinds of

Presbyterians, seventeen kind? of Methodists and twenty-

three kinds of Lutherans?" When one sees such competition

—even within single denominations—one is tempted to agree

with Cardinal Gibbons, who in commenting on this situation

writes, " The multiplicity of Protestant sects, with their mutual
recriminations, is the scandal of Christianity, and the great-
est obstacle to the conversion of the heathen."

The second problem is the evangelization of the unchurched
masses within our own borders. We have already spoken of
the encouraging growth of the Church within the past century:
but what an appalling fact it is that three Americans out of
every five—sixty million out of our one hundred million

—

reported themselves to the last census as having no connection
with any Church, either Catholic or Protestant.

In our own State of Pennsylvania, the last census reports
that twenty-five per cent, of the population is Protestant,
seventeen per cent. Catholic and that fifty-seven per cent, is

connected with no Church whatever. There are only six

States in the Union where even one-half the population is

afliliated with any Church. In five of the six (Connecticut,
Louisiana, Massachusetts. Rhode Island and New Mexico)
it is the Catholic Church which is responsible for this showing,
and in the sixth State (Utah) it is the Mormons who have
brought the total over the fifty per cent. mark. In not a
single State where Protestantism is dominant has the Protest-
ant Church succeeded in bringing even one-half the popula-
tion to join any kind of religious organization.

The estimates of church attendance bear out this conclusion

that the Church is reaching only a fraction of the population.

Naturally it is impossible to make anything more than an
estimate on this point, but Dr. Josiah Strong, who has given
the matter careful study, reports he is led to believe that out
of every one hundred Americans, thirty attend some service

regularly, twenty attend once in a while, and fifty never go
near at all. The need for evangelism in foreign lands may
be more picturesque, but is it not time, in the face of such
conditions, to ask whether the land of the Pilgrims and the

Quakers is really Christian?

The third problem the Church is facing and one which
demands a speedy answer, is the problem of religious educa-
tion. A generation or two ago it was safe to asume that the

average American child received some training in religion and
morals at home. There is an interesting passage in the diary

of Cotton Mather, telling of the way he taught his little daugh-
ter Katy, then four years old: "1 took my little daughter

Katy into my study and there I told my child 1 am to die

shortly and when I am dead she must remember everything

1 now say to her. 1 set before her the sinful condition of her

nature, and 1 charged her to pray in secret places every day
that God for the sake of Jesus Christ would give her a new
heart." You and I smile at the notion of poor four-year-old

Katy praying for a new heart, yet with all our modern ideas

about child-religion must we not admit there has been a sad

decline in the religious training the average American home
gives to its children? Cotton Mather may have been mis-

guided, but how many American parents do you know who
are trying to do for their children what he tried to do for Katy?

Last fall the Pennsylvania State Sabbath-school Association

reported that the Catholic and Protestant Sabbath-schools

together are reaching sixty per cent, of the children in Penn-

sylvania who are of school age—that is, between five and
twenty. We may assume that these children are getting some
systematic training in religion and morals. But what about

the other forty per cent., more than a million of the future

citizens of this State? We can hardly say that parents who
will not send—to say nothing of bring—their children to

Sabbath-school are enough interested in religion to give these

boys and girls training at home. Some of them may get it

there, and others may get it elsewhere, but what a commentary
it is on our Christian foresight that while we insist that every

child receive a secular education, we actually allow forty

children out of ever)' one hundred to go out into life with little

or no systematic training in religion and morals! One can

discover the present result of such a system by asking the

average school boy a simple question about the fundamentals

of Christianity; what the result of this system will be a genera-

tion or two from now, one does not like to imagine.
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The fourth problem the Church of our day must face and
answer is the social problem. Even a superficial study of

the facts shows that there has been an enormous increase in

our national wealth within the past few years. The census
of 1910 reports that the people of this country are saving

$9,000,000 per day, and that between 1900 and 1910 our sav-
ings bank deposits increased .? 1680,000,000. If you want a
more picturesque statement of the same situation, you will

find that whereas in 1885 there were only twenty-eight
millionaries in New York City, there are to-day well over two
thousand.

But this growth in our national wealth has not been ac-

companied by a proportionate decrease in poverty. Our
means of production seem to be highly efficient, but something
is decidedly the matter with our means of distribution and
"division." It is easy to collect harrowing stories of American
poverty, but the way to a solution of the problem lies rather in

the direction of a scientific study of the extent and causes of

this misery. How widespread actual need is can be seen from
a study of any one of the recent books on poverty. One of

the best of these, taking as its definition of poverty "the in-

ability to provide a sanitary dwelling and sufficient food and
clothing to keep the body in working order," shows that in

fairly prosperous times no less than ten million people in this

country are in poverty, and that in the cities this proportion
rises as high as twenty per cent, of the total population.

Certainly the Church cannot feel that its work is done when
such conditions persist among us. Cannot organized Chris-
tianity bring about a more equal enjoyment of the fruits of our
unprecedented prosperity?

In attempting to meet this situation, the Church does not
blame the men who have become rich by honest methods, nor
does it excuse those whose vice and laziness have kept them
poor. The Church does not propose to enter the field of

economies or politics to such an extent that it will lose sight

of its real work—developing the religious life of the com-
munity. The remedy the Church offers for this situation is

a better application of the principles of Jesus Christ to our
national life. When the old rule of selfishness has given away
to Jesus' new rule of love, when stewardship has supplanted
ownership, and when each of us is trying to make the most of

himself for the sake of others, as Jesus did—then the Church
will have begun to point the way to a solution of this problem.

These issues are those of the Church at large, but the in-

dividual church-member can do much to meet them. He can
study these bigger problems of Christianity, for only on the
basis of this knowledge can he hope to understand his share
of the work before us all. He can by prayer enter into the
life and purposes of God, and thus come to see the part God
has for him personally to do. And he can certainly give him-
self in a new spirit of consecration to the work of the Church
to which he belongs. As he makes that part of the Church
stronger and more eager to do its part, he contributes not a
little to the cause of Christianity as a whole.
Brtn Mawr, Pa.

CLEAR BUT LOVING PROTEST.
Corder Catchpool (Blackburn P. M.), court-martialed on

the thirtieth of First Month, said in his statement:
"

I believe that a nation with the vision and courage to
chose the way of Jesus Christ may win a like redemptive
victory,—the only kind of victory that can rid the world of
war. My love for England, my faith in her, make me hope
that some day she will be that nation."

After expressing the difficulty he felt in withholding from
sharing in the self-sacrifice of other men who believe that by
fighting they advance a noble cause, T. C. C. said that he
was commanded to fight for peace with other weapons, on
other battlefields. He went on to give his reasons for joining
the F. A. U. in Tenth Month, 1914, and the nature of the
service he had given whilst a member of it; also the reasons
which had induced him to retire from the Unit last year.

Among other things he said;

"At home men who stood for the same ideals as myself
were called cowards and shirkers at the tribunals, whilst

members of the Unit were often held up as the 'genuine con-
scientious objector.' I knew that the course chosen by my
friends who stayed behind was harder than the one I had so

eagerly taken. In the circumstances which had arisen 1 felt

able to serve the cause of Peace better at home than abroad.
On Fifth Month 23, 191 6, after nearly nineteen months at the

front, I left the Unit and returned to take my stand with the
thirty-four comrades who were then expecting sentence of

death in France, for their faith. 1 set myself to spread the
spirit of good-will, through which alone permanent peace can
come, studying and helping others to study the principles which
must govern national life and international relations if wars
are to cease.

"Meanwhile the certificate of absolute exemption issued to

me by the War Office in Second Month, 1916, was cancelled,

although it had been granted solely on the grounds of conscien-

tious objection. I went before the tribunals, but failed to

obtain the absolute exemption provided by the Act for genuine
cases. Refusing all forms of compromise, I continued the
work I had taken up until the day of my arrest. It is hard for

me to withhold any service, to disobey any orders, or to cause

any trouble. But the spectacle before the world as I stand
here to-day of two highly civilized Christain nations straining

every nerve in the effort to starve each other's women and
children, to destroy the greatest possible proportion of each
other's manhood, strengthens my confidence in the better way
out of the world's trouble, and lays upon me afresh the duty
of proclaiming it. I rejoice in every opportunity to do so, and
look forward with peace of mind to all that awaits me in this

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The League of Good Citizenship of Philadelphia.—
Hints for League Meetings.

(Concluded from page 475.)

It is well for speakers to remind the children of the topics

of previous meetings and of their continuity. The living

citizen, the thinking citizen, the acting citizen, the speaking
citizen, during Second Month, the birthday month, have been
vividly portrayed in Washington and Lincoln, our two greatest

citizens; greatest because their greatness was built on goodness.

In Third Month, William Penn, Philadelphia's Great Citi-

zen, was the General Topic. The children have learned about
his kindness to the Indians and the religious freedom on his

Province.

The following points may be emphasized:
1. When a boy of eleven he had once when alone in his

room, a strong sense of the presence of God, and of the fact

that the soul of man can hold communion with God. The
effect of this never left him.

2. At sixteen he went to the University of Oxford, where
he came under the influence of a preacher of the Society of

Friends. About two years later his father sent him to Paris,

hoping that among gay and new companions he would lose

his desire to join the Friends. After an absence of a year or

so he returned, and his father was delighted by his appearance
and manners and his knowledge of French. To his father's

disappointment, however, he showed an unchanged purpose
and he soon identified himself completely with the Friends.

3. In 1692 Penn wrote what he called "An Essay towards
the Presentand Future Peace of Europe," in which he put
forth the idea of a great court of arbitration. This book was
intended to show the desirableness and the truest means of it,

to wit: justice and not war. It proposes that the states or

nations of Europe should send deputies to a general diet or

congress of nations where all their difference might be settled

on equitable terms without recourse to arms.

The Friends' Historical Society of Philadelphia has just

placed in the north entrance to Philadelphia City Hall, facing

on Broad Street, a bronze tablet containing the prayer of
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William Penn for his province. It was while William Penn was
on board the Endeavor in the Delaware River, waiting to set

sail for England in 1684, that he wrote a letter to friends ashore
for general circulation as a final prayer for his holy experiment.
The original, which is somewhat abridged in the tablet, is

as follows:

"From on board the ketch Endeavor, the 12th of 6. mo.
1684, for Thomas Lloyd, James Claypole, John Simcock,
Christopher Tayler, and James Harrison, to be communicated
in meetings in Pennsylvania and among Friends

—

"And thou Philadelphia, the virgin settlement of this

province, named before thou wert born, what love, what care,

what service, and what travail have there been to bring thee
forth and preserve thee from such as would abuse and defile

Thee. O that thou may be kept from the evil that would
overwhelm thee, and that, faithful to the God of thy mercies
in the life of righteousness thou mayst be preserved to the
end. My soul prays to God for thee that thou mayst stand in

the day of trial, that thy children may be blest of the Lord
and thy people saved by His power."

General Sub-topic: The seal of Philadelphia is before us so

often that we scarcely notice it, but every small part of it has
its meaning. The policemen wear it, every public paper
bears it, and the officers of this League have it upon their

badges. It is a shield divided crosswise. Above, there is a
plough, which stands for farming, below, a ship for commerce.
These make us think of our fine farms from which our food
comes, and the ships remind us of our trade with all the world.

At the top of the seal is a crest, a bare arm holding a pair

of scales, which represent Justice. This means that just

persons weigh facts carefully in their minds and act with calm
judgment.
A woman on the right of the shield represents Peace. She

has an olive wreath on her head—the olive branch is the symbol
of peace, in her hand she has a scroll bearing an anchor,

which represents Hope. All this means that Philadelphia

wants peace, and hopes for more and more justice and peace
among her citizens.

The other figure holds in her hand a cornucopia filled with
flowers and fruit. She represents Plenty, and stands for a

wish that Philadelphia may always have plenty of all good
things for her people.

Below the shield we have the motto, which consists of two
words

—

Philadelphia and Maneto. Maneto is a Latin word
which means "continue;" therefore the motto is "Let Phila-

delphia continue." But Philadelphia itself is not an English

word, but comes from the Greek, and means " Brotherly love."

So the city motto also means " Let brotherly love continue."

The city's colors are blue, which signifies truth, and gold,

which represents worth, so true worth may be said to be the

meaning of our flag.

William Penn's interest in and kindness toward the Indians

had much to do with the freedom of development of this

colony, since there was no fighting to do. A pleasant picture

of his relations with them, tells of a duck pond near Second and
Market Streets, where the Indians got up games for the benefit

of their friend, and ran wonderful races, all of which Penn en-

joyed watching. He sometimes joined in these games, and thus

gained the confidence of the Indians by sharing their pleasures.

The open squares in the city were of Penn's planning, and
were thus the first public playgrounds for children, and we
should guard them with care, to keep them always open.

Third Month Cleaning.

Third Month is the month for cleaning cellars or any other

places where our winter accumulations have made things un-

wholesome. The students of science tell us' that in that

month, when the warm days come, every living thing begins

to increase and multiply. The germs which bring molds, the

eggs of flies, roaches and bed-bugs even, all develop, so that

housekeepers who want to have sweet and clean homes must
keep busy cleaning out all the things which St. Patrick is said

to have driven out of Ireland. Sunlight and fresh air do much

for the inside of the house, which has been shiit up during the
cold weather. Outside are the cocoons wWch the tussock
moth and the bag-worm leave. The caterpillar fastens on
the under side of the window sills, on the tfunks of trees, and
around cellar doors or cellar window frames. The bag-worm
hangs himself on twigs, these should be cut off and burned.
The cocoons should be scraped away, and then destnjyed, if we

,
want shade and green leaves from the trees later in the season.
Whitewash and broken pieces of lime help to sweeten and

make pure all the doubtful places, and after their use a dirty
corner looks fresh as well as smells fresh.

Rat holes should be filled with the pieces of lime and with
strips of tin, which will drive the animals awav.

CHALKLEY HALL TO GIVE WAY TO FACTORY.
Within the next few months there will rise on the site of the

famous old Chalkley Hall, on Wheatsheaf Lane, a modern
factory building, thus wiping out one more of the historic

homes of the northeast section. The American Engineering
Company has recently purchased 23 acres of land bounded
by the Pennsylvania Railroad, Wheatsheaf Lane, Sepviva
Street and Frankford Creek, and paid for the tract at the rate
of I3500 per acre. Plans will be made for the erection of
several fine buildings.

The property was secured from the Wetherill family, in

whose possession the land has been since 1817, when it was
bought by John Wetherill. The mansion known as Chalkley
Hall has been kept in excellent repair and for several years
past has been loaned to the College Settlement as a summer
home for the poor of this city. Beneath the shady trees of

the spacious grounds, hundreds of unfortunate people have
been permitted to enjoy the pure air out from the sweltering
streets of the congested parts of the city. At the same time
the work of the Settlement along lines of social service and
employment were successfully carried out. All summer long
the house v/as filled with the members of the families, many of

whom derived much benefit from their week's stay at Chalkley
Hall.

The College Settlement has used Chalkley Hall since 1902,

and has quartered there a household of from 20 to 30. Each
week there were from 4 to 6 picnics held there with boating

and swimming in the Delaware River. The original building

was torn down some time ago to make room for the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad freight yards, leaving the larger mansion intact.

Thomas Chalkley, from whom the place derives its name,
was a minister in the Society of Friends and came to this

country from England as a young man, in 1697, and settled

in this city in 1701 and moved to Frankford in 1724. He
related that his enemies stirred up some bad people against

him and to add to his troubles he lost several vessels valued
at one thousand pounds, and at the same time his new barn
was burned. He died in 1741, while on a visit to the Island

of Tortola.

The day before his death, being enfeebled by illness, he

preached to the people, concluding his sermon with the words
of the Apostle Paul, "

1 have fought a good fight, I have
finished my course, 1 have kept the faith, henceforth there is

laid up for me a crown of righteousness." He was buried in

the Friends' Burial Ground, Tortola. The Frankford His-

torical Society has a brick from his now crumbling tomb.

The will of Chalkley is interesting. Evidently he considered

the possibility of dying abroad. The will provides, "If I

die at home 1 desire my corpse may be laid in Friends' Burying
Ground, in Philadelphia, by the side of my former dear wife

so as that there may be room for my present dear wife (if she

please), so that 1 may lay between them, but this particular

1 leave as a thing indifferent, it's only to show my love to

them both till death." He left his small library of books and
his Journal, which had been published, to the Monthly Meet-
ing of Friends in Philadelphia.* Ihe plantation he willed to

his wife for life and then to his daughter, Rebecca, and to the

*The foundation of Friends' Library on Sixteenth Street.
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latter another tract of about five acres upon this curious con-

dition, "that my said daughter marry no other way than
according to the' established rule among Friends, i. e., the

people called Quakers; the reason why 1 lay this injunction

on my daughter is because care is taken in this Society that

no rakish or profligate persons are suffered (if known) to pass

among them in marriage, nor in a clandestine way, and there-

fore if she marrv any other way (she being carefully brought

up and educated therein), 1 will that the premises go to my
brother George Chalkley's daughters, etc. , and if

Samuel and Rebecca Thornton approve of it, i would have
their daughter Ann have their share."

Thomas Chalkley bought the plantation in several tracts.

It was then a tract of 340 acres and 80 perches, and extended

along the road leading from Frankford Road to Point no Point

(this is the present Wheatsheaf Lane), and along the Great
Road leading from Philadelphia to Point no Point (the present

Richmond Street), and extended to Frankford Creek. It also

included a tract of two acres below or near the mansion house

laid out for a landing.

The original building on the plantation was the old brick

house near the Pennsylvania Railroad, which probably was
there at the time of Chalkley's purchase in 171 5, the deeds

referring to a brick messuage. This building was very old

forty years ago.

The western part of Chalkley Hall was the home of Thomas
Chalkley, the hall itself was built by Chalkley's son-in-law,

Abel James, who married Rebecca Chalkley, between 1741

and 1789. The new building and the old were at first con-

nected by an overhead passage, the space below at first being

open; this was built up at a later date.

There has long been a story current in Frankford, believed

by many, of an underground passage to Frankford Creek.

This is doubtless a myth. There are two brick arched pas-

sageways in the cellar, which were used as storage vaults for

provisions. Similar stories of underground passages are told

of Stenton and Washington's Headquarters at "Valley Forge.

The various owners of Chalkley Hall have been: Abel James
and wife, 1741-1789; John Drinker, 1789; Frederick Pigon,

1789-1792; Lawrence John Ledger LeSenechal de Kercado, a

refugee from San Domingo, 1792-1794; John Nicholson, 1794-

1797, Joseph Potts and Joseph Kirkbride,
1 797-1 798; Samuel

Allen, 1 798-1 81 4; Samuel York, 1814-1817. The property was
bought by John Wetherill in i8i7andhas been in the Wetherill

family since then.

—

From The Philadelphia Record.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Pennsylvania State Senate passed the Tompkins bill to abolish

capital punishment by vote of 32 to 12 on the 26th ult., and the measure

is now before the House, where it will be merged with the Wells-Hess biU.

Three new playgrounds- are assured to Philadelphia's congested dis-

tricts through the Orphans' Court appro\'ing settlement of Htigation

over estates of the donor, Richard Smith and his w'dow.

Coal is to be 75 cents lower a ton for family sizes, beginning on the

fust inst., according to action taken by officers of the Philadelphia and

Reading Coal and Iron CompanJ^
Efforts by all railroads of the country to obtain a general increase

in freight rates, probably of 10 to 15 per cent., were forecast by a pre-

liminary petition of the principal Eastern roads to the Interstate Com-
meice Commission. Western roads notified the Commission they would

file similar application soon.

While the law for an eight-hour day for railway employees was before

the Supreme Court, it wa.s commonly stated that such a law would in-

crease the annual jjay-rolLs of the carriers anywhere from $50,000,000 to

$100,000,000. Such an increase in expenses, it was declared throughout

Wall Street, would be a serious blow to the transportation industry.

Last week, however, the very instant it was known that the Supreme

Court had declared the Adamson law constitutional, Wall Street promptly

began to take a hopeful view of the railway outlook.

The food conference called by Governor Capper of Kansas to cope

with the problem of high prices produced a number of suggestions,

among them being a vegetable garden in every back yard in the cities,

cultivation of potatoes in vacant city lots, an extra half-acre of potatoes

on every farm, and more common sense in expenditures in the home.

Through a co=operative agreement recently entered into between the

New York Botanical Garden in Bronx Park and the International Chil-

dren's School Farm League, instruction in gardening will be started in

this month and continued by various courses throughout the season.

Harvard's Board of Overseers has appointed a committee of seven

women to make an inspection of the University dining halls and kitchens

and suggest improvements. These suggestions will be read at the monthly

meetings of the Board.

A Massachusetts paper says it is expected that the Whittier Home
Association will be enabled to buy and prescribe the Amesbury home of

the beloved poet, John Greenleaf Whittier. There ought to be sufficient

local pride to furnish the needed money, but if that fails outside help

must be advanced in measure to retain the building with its valuable

contents so intimately related to the life and work of '^Tiittier.

The presidents of Vassar, WeUesley, Smith and Mount Holyoke Col-

leges met at Mount Holyoke last week to form a permanent conference

of these institutions. Among the subjects to be considered is a uniform

plan for college entrance requirements.

Restoration of pre=historic cliff dwellings, comprising the Navahoe

national monument, and supposed to be the homes of Snake Indians

whose descendants five to-day in the Hopi villages in northeastern Ari-

zona, has been ordered by the Smithsonian Institution. An announce-

ment said that Neil M. Judd, of the National Museum would undertake

the work, which was authorized by Congress at its recent session.

National Negro Health week is to be observed from the 21st to 27th, at

the call of the executive committee of the National Negro business league.

The annual observance was inaugurated by Booker T. Washington in

1915 as one of his last acts as leader of his race.

President Harry Garfield of WiUiams College voiced the sentiment

of educators in Massachusetts when he opposed mifitary training in pubUc

schools, advocating instead physical training to provide a physical and

mental base for either fighting or citizenship.

Julius Rosenwald, president of Sears, Roebuck & Co., of Chicago,

telegraphed the American Jewish rehef Committee at New York a con-

ditional offer of $1,000,000 to feed and clothe Jewish war sufferers. The
rehef committee has announced $10,000,000 as the amount that must be

raised immediately if 3,000,000 Jews m the eastern war zone are to be

saved from death. J. Rosenwald wiU pay $100,000 as each $1,000,000 is

raised.

FOREIGN.—All clocks in the United Kingdom, it is announced,

officially at London, will be moved forward one hour at 2 a. m. on the

8th. The clocks will be moved back agam Ninth Month 17th. The Ital-

ian Government has issued a decree that all clocks shall be moved for-

ward similarly.

The United States is the first nation to recognize formally the new
Govermnent of Russia. Ambassador Francis made a preliminary call

on Foreign Minister MUukoff immediately upon the receipt of instruc-

tions from the State Department at Washington.

NOTICES.

SciPio Quarterly Meeting of Friends wiU be held near Jacksonville,

N. Y., the second Seventh-day in the Fourth Month at 10 a. m. Select

Meeting the afternoon previous at 3 o'clock.

Edw. Wood.

A MEETING of the Friends' Educational Association will be held at

Friends' Select School, 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, on Sev-

enth-day, Fourth Month 14, 1917, at 2.30 p. m..

Program.—An Address: "The Aims and Methods of the Parke School

Experiment," by Mary H. Lewis, Principal, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mary H. Lewis, after successfully conducting the Open-air School

work at Horace Mann School, has organized and conducted in the Parke

School at Buffalo a remarkably successful combination of vocational and

open-air school work.

Discussion.

Died.—In Tuckerton, N. J., on the first, Phebe Ann Ridgwat,

daughter of the late Amos and Phebe Ridgway; a member of Little Egg

Harbor Particular and Burhngton Monthly Meeting.
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"k STATE OF WAR."

The State of War which has been proclaimed by our country,

has not come upon us suddenly. For more than two years

past, in the face of a " moderation of counsel and a temperate-

ness of judgment" truly phenomenal, we have advanced

step by step to the abyss. The military power has used these

two years for what has been called preparedness. Have those

of us who oppose war been similarly engaged? Are we pre-

pared now to face the issue so as to leave no room for doubt

that we have chosen " a better way of life?
"

When the present cataclysm broke upon Europe it came to

many as a bolt out of a clear sky. 1 1 has been noted many times

since in Friendly circles as most remarkable that the first

official proclamation of the "Friends of Truth" had a domi-

nant note of self-accusation. "We all are guilty" was the

heart-searching confession. So now with us. This expression

"a State of War" should first of all be accepted as a challenge

to try our own hearts.

"Search thine own heart what paineth thee

In others, in thyself may be."

How few of us can escape the implication! if in no other

territory, perhaps in that of maintaining our ideas we are in

a state of war.

But let us apply the test candidly to our circle of home, of

business, of ordinary daily association with our fellows. Are we

in a spirit of asserting our rights, rather than of remembering

how others with ourselves are "compassed with infirmities?"

Can we see wrong in others and feel "infinite pity," or are

we censorious and insensibly resentful? Every day while

the war is in process we may wisely subject ourselves to un-

flinching self-examinations, so that when it is at last over we

shall have gained so much in the fiery discipline, that none

will fail to confess that soldiers of peace excel in courage, in

sacrifice, in devotion.

So much for a first step in the present emergency. Figura-

tively speaking, this first step is like "buckling on our armor."

It is the sine qua nan of preparedness for the peace battle.

Nor is the second step, as we conceive it, unlike the first. It

also is a step of self-examination. Our service—the service of

our daily life and toil— is it for self or is it in the final analysis

for the world? First of all, this service makes possible a home.
Is that home a barred castle or a refuge, in measure, for the

needy and sufl'ering? Society is calling aloud for a regeneration

that can come only through rightly organized h'lmes. But-

secondly. this service of our lives makes necessary the multi,

tudinous lines of business. Christianity has had wonderful
triumphs in this territory, but as yet the fringe of business

only is dominated by unselfishness. Who can believe we should

have had such a war were all business put absolutely on the

Christian basis?

Finally, the service of our lives often fails most signally

where we should least expect failure. We go into our church

organizations—our meetings, in the spirit of getting rather

than of giving something. It seems to us, perhaps, that we
are not born for expression. We rejoice at the commission
of a brother or sister to hand out the broken bread at the

Master's bidding. Such a service, however, may be of little

worth compared to the warm hand-shake, the hearty soul-to-

soul touch quite within range of all. The actual practice of

brotherhood in all our Friends' meetings by all our members,
might now be the most notable peace work possible for us!

But when all this chastening of self-examination has had
its legitimate fruit what remains for us actually to do of sac-

rifice and of service for our beloved country? We shall not

cease to make a firm but loving protest against every invasion

of the sacred rights of freedom by the legislative powers,

we shall not cease with tenderest consideration to do our little

to enlighten those consciences that have not seen how all

war is incompatible with the spirit of Christianity. We shall

not lose faith in the practicability of the sacrificial road to

victory. That which we printed a month ago from the pen

of a beloved minister under the title," Endurance," involves

all this. But it puts no barrier to one step more. In the do-

main of mercy we shall surely press to the front. Bereaved

families, orphaned children, bleeding brothers will not appeal

to us in vain. Some of us may be called to make fine distinc-

tions. There is eloquent testimony at hand in records of

our English Friends since the war began to show the service

of such distinctions. But we shall not count our lives dear,

shall not shirk danger, shall not hoard our estates, if we can

labor and suffer and die with a "conscience void of offence."

Our patriotism is to be above all for the Kingdom of God. We
believe in the practical expansion of His Kingdom, so that

enough of the Kingdom of God shall be here and now in us to

make wars to cease to the ends of the earth.
|. H. B.

AFTERMATH.
It must have been pretty widely noted of late years that

when the sessions of Yearly Meeting have been completed

one hears at nearly every hand the expression, "We have
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had a good Yearly Meeting." It seems a plain indication

that Friends are making progress in what is called "group

reactions." Certainly the points of view in the meeting mul-

tiply with the increasing opportunities of Friends. No one

surely would think that there is any growing reticence of

expression unless it might be on the part of the more conserva-

tive. Surely the subjects at hand are quite apart from the

mere routine business so much emphasized in former years.

The whole situation suggests the parable of the new wine

and the old wine skins. Perhaps it is important not to be

misled- by this seeming similarity. Quite evidently the wine

skins do not burst. What if we have learned from the parable

to make our organization something quite different from wine

skins! The ferment in life is part of the process of life. Our

vital principle is to seek life rather than dead form. From some

standpoints we may still do this very poorly, but we are surely

in the way of doing it.

Such a new condition has its dangers. We can learn from

others who have preceded us in the way. Some notes of their

recorded experience are here set down as generalizations. If

they have any use to us it will be because we make some real

application of them. A Yearly Meeting then must strive

to be something before it makes the effort to do something.

Possibly its primary function is not executive—the Monthly

Meeting is the working hand of the Society. So we observe

in places the undoubted cry of overloading to the point that

the "group functioning" in power is severely curtailed. Let

us continue our "waiting upon God" rather than change to

the point where we shall cry aloud for it.

The Message and Mission of Quakerism has found some

very forceful expressions of late. In some of these the dangers

of too much organization and of emphasizing officialism un-

duly have been made very clear. It is easy to get tangled in

machinery, perhaps it is easy even to excel in out-reaching

Christian love without some of the approved modern forms.

Let us all continue our resolve to trust to the life as against

methods either of conservatism or of liberalism.

J. H. B.
I

WOMEN'S MINUTE OF EXERCISES.

The opening silence of the Yearly Meeting was broken by

a petition for Divine help for those who were to transact the

business of the meeting, and also for such as were in a more

hidden way to share the exercises of the body.

A longing was expressed that the spirits of all might ex-

perience restlessness until they found rest in the Lord; and

the aspiration was breathed forth: "Create in me a clean

heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me." The

comforting assurance was revived: "Fear not, little flock, it

is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom.''

" Lo, 1 am with you alway, even unto the end of the world."

The oft-needed warning was repeated: "Except the Lord

build the house, they labor in vain that build it." He will

be faithful on His part as we are faithful on ours.

We were incited to recognize in this gathering of representa-

tives from various meetings, a call to that fellowship one with

another that comes to those whose "fellowship is with the

Father and with His Son, Jesus Christ." This fellowship

should be felt, not only towards our own members, but also

toward all the children of our Father in Heaven, and it may
often find expression in "the soft answer" that turneth away

wrath, and so contribute to the true preparedness for the

coming of the Kingdom.
it is important, when entering into spiritual communion

with our Father in Heaven, that we be in the right frame of

mind toward all His children. " If thou bring thy gift to the

altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath aught

against thee, leave there thy gift before the altar and go thy

way; first be reconciled to thv brother and then come and offer

thy gift." Let this Christian love embrace every person,

every people, every race. "He that loveth not his brother

whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not

seen?" . ,

As we entered upon the reading of the queries and their

answers, we were assured that in thus examining our condi-

tion we may be brought together in a nearness like the family

relation, ff we would measure our lives by the queries, and

so become more careful in every walk of life—the result might

be an ideal womanhood.

When we feel that we have had a good Yearly Meeting, do

we find the next week, that we are different from the week

before Yearly Meeting? The queries are to us as the hand-

clasp of an old friend, but they ought to be something more

Do we know the power that makes us live up to their spirit?

There ought to be each year as it were, new leaves from the

perennial Root of Life. Faithful adherence was urged to the

principles and testimonies of our predecessors in religious faith.

Let us be loyal to these, carefully examining the ground upon

which they stand. By suffering, we were told, many English

Friends have been brought back to greater simplicity in their

manner of living. Will we require the same thing to brmg

us back to simplicity or will we yield now? In this connection

a dear Friend feelingly repeated the 46th Psalm: "God is our

refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble," etc.

During the consideration of the second query we were

admonished to cultivate care as to the manner in which we

speak of "those who have the rule over us," cherishing a spirit

of prayer on behalf of our President and other officers of our

government, and for our beloved country.

The third query was shown to be in close relation to the

second by the quoting of the words: "The atmosphere of love

is as essential to worship as the physical atmosphere is to

breathing." "By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples if ye have love one to another."

The reading of the fourth query brought out much earnest

concern that the practice of daily family Bible reading be

neglected by none, and be entered upon and conducted in a

prayerful spirit. More than one allusion was made to precious

memories of Scripture reading in the childhood home. Those

who are beginning their married life were encouraged to estab-

lish the habit of Bible reading in their new home. It was

urged that employees be invited to share in the occasion, and

that parents should see that their children take part in reading

the Scriptures. We should look unto Him who "opened their

understanding that they might understand the Scriptures,"

seeking His help and enlightenment, and the baptism of praj^er

often so marvelous in its results.

Much earnest concern was expressed for the right guidance

of our children in regard to amusements. Attention was called

to our deficiencies in this matter, particularly with reference

to the theatre. Appeals were made that we do nothing that

would be a stumbling-block to others. Let us try to realize

that we may, in some measure, be "our brother's keeper.

Let us avoid the appearance of evil. "Those that have be-

lieved in God should be careful to maintain good works." It

is often easier to profess belief in words than to exemplify it

in actions. When busy with the great cause of Christ we

may exclude the things that are less worth while. Is life long

enough and are our minds comprehensive enough to have room

for everything? The loudest preaching is in our daily lives.

We were, however, encouraged to trust our young people when

assured that they are eager to find the right way. A Friend

recalled the practice of her mother, who expressed clearly her

own position in words of advice and caution, and then left the

decision with her children with the words, " If all is peace

within I have nothing more to say."

In considering the proposition to extend to women the

inquiry as to the use of intoxicants as a beverage and in cooking

illustration was given of the hurtful effects from example,
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and also of the temptation to employees by the use of alcoholic

preparations in the home.
In connection with the answer to the eighth query we were

encouraged to be not only just but generous—looking not alone

on our own things but also on the things of others.

JVluch discussion was called forth by the proposition to re-

vive the ancient query, to be answered in the meetings of min-
isters and elders: " Is there in your judgment any growth in

spiritual life, and do there appear to be any convincements?"
Some doubt was felt as to just what was meant in that con-

nection by "convincement" as contrasted with "conversion."
A Friend made the distinction that conversion was a conscious

entering into the relation of a child to the Father in Heaven,
convincement the clearing of the vision as to the definite views
of faith and obedience as advocated by the Society of Friends.

Let us not fear the word conversion so aptly described as "a
turning around with the back to sin and the face to righteous-

ness." Convincement to be truly worth while must be made
vital by conversion. " By their fruits ye shall know them."
We were assured of the love for the body at large which

spread over the meeting of ministers and elders, their desire

being that there should be among them no feeling of superiority

over the rest of the body.
Sympathy for those advanced in years was extended, en-

couraging them to believe in the faithfulness of Him who has

been with them all their lives long, the language of their hearts

being, "Abide with us, for it is evening, and the day is far

spent." " Having loved His own. He loved them unto the end."

The appointment of a Committee to labor for the spread
of the kingdom of God, especially in our industrial and social

order, in which we are conscious of the seeds of war, brought
the meeting into deep exercise of spirit. We realized that we
have fallen far short in our application of the Gospel of love

and reconciliation in our lives, both individually and socially,

and if we will each take up our daily cross and follow humbly
our crucified and risen Saviour, He will work through us be-

yond what we can ask or think.

The report of the Peace Committee told us much of their

valuable work throughout the year. Our attention was, how-
ever, called to the fact that while Committees are necessary

for the efficient carrying out of such work, yet the burden of

responsibility falls on each of us individually. In the trying

days in which we live it is most important that we be able to

give a reason for the hope that is in us, and that we so live

that we shall bear the tidings of love and good-will to all with

whom we come in contact.

"Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the

power of His might. Wherefore take unto you the whole
armor of God that ye may be able to withstand in the evil

day and having done all to stand." (Eph. vi.)

For "The Fbiend."

THE FRIENDLY METHOD OF REACHING CONCLUSIONS
IN MEETING.

The proceedings of our last Yearly Meeting have drawn at-

tention and some criticism to the method of arriving at de-

cisions in Friendly gatherings. It is agreed that simple majori-

ties should not decide. Two other theories are often ad-

vanced. One is that the weight of the meeting as determined

by the Clerk and the more spiritually-minded members, should

prevail. The other is that substantial unity should exist be-

fore any new measure is adopted.

It may easily happen, however, that the two will be in con-

flict with each other—that the undoubted weight of the Meet-
ing will be in favor of a new proceeding but a minority, con-

sidering weight as well as numbers, will oppose. Which
method of deciding under these circumstances should prevail?

If the views of such a minority are determined by simple

conservatism, by living in communities outside the main
currents of thought and feeling of the Yearly Meeting, or by
any other motive, however honest, which would fetter progress,

it is not likely that the method which permits such a block to

be placed on what the most spiritual and best informed mem-

bers consider safe and sane advance will conduce to good feel-

ing or permanent adoption.

In an even division, or anything approximating to it, there
would probably be no difficulty in negativing any new proposi-
tion. But if there is a manifest preponderance of weight in

its favor, the only way would seem to be for the other side

publicly to admit the fact and be the first to propose that the
Clerk should minute the will and wish of the Meeting.

Rigid adherence to a cause of which the Meeting does not
approve not only places an unpleasant burden on the Clerk,

but tends to bring into disrepute our Friendly policy of record-
ing decisions.

Isaac Sharpless.

THE LIGHTBEARER OF SAN SALVADOR.

Who bore the hght Columbus saw,

Pacing his deck with storm-tossed soul,

His hopes with mutinous fears at war,

When it was darkest ere the dawn unrolled?

Some Indian toiler, early at his chores,

His lantern rude shining with feeble ray;

No thought it heralded the long-sought shores,

The morning star of the world's coming day.

So what in lowUness we do or bear

Sends helpful hght to other straining eyes;

In heaven at last we shall the story hear,

And bear our honors with a glad surprise.

—Wilbur F. Crafts.

THE LATE YEARLY MEETING.
The Yearly Meeting of 1917 has now become a part of the

history of the Society of Friends. Its sittings are concluded,

but its works and influence will live after them, and Phila-

delphia Friends will feel their efl"ect for generations still to

come. I have the impression that as time moves us further

away from this year's gatherings their momentous and epoch-

making character will become more and more apparent.

Who of us who were present can ever forget the sense of

the deep underswell of spiritual exercise which even threat-

ened at times to capsize our ship—were it not for the steady

hand of the unseen Captain at the helm? His wise and pa-

tient and calm leadership behind the scenes brought harmony
out of apparent discord, and progress out of what some might
have regretted as stultifying reaction. As always, so now the

inevitable contrast between the liberal and conservative ele-

ments made itself felt. But why pit them against each other?

A church, in order to be healthy and useful, must find room
for both within her bosom. The conservatism must not

"judge" the liberals. The liberals must not "despise" the

conservatives. "Thou, why dost thou judge thy brother?"

This is to the conservative. "Or thou again, why dost thou

set at nought thy brother?" This is to the liberal. "For we
shall all stand before the judgment-seat of God." This is for

both alike. Thus does the conflict of tendencies repeat itself

from the days of the Apostle Paul till our own day, and proba-

bly always will. But He who called His disciples the salt

of the earth, also named them the Hght of the world. Salt

is conservative, preserving the good, checking the spread of

corruption, giving savor to the mass, while light is impera-

tively aggressive, liberal, difl'usive. Yet both are in their in-

ward nature sacrificial and self-renunciatory. Neither can do
any good except they lose and consume themselves in their

beneficent work. And thus the Cross becomes the center around
which extremes meet, and in which they find their unitive

principle and from which they derive their inspiration and
high motive.

Truth always lies in the extremes, but never in one extreme
only. The via media is often a coloriess compromise, while

the mere partisan is generally right in what he approves,

and wrong in what he denies. "Just as the lens of the eye
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accommodates itself to various distances, whereby the object

which at one time is clearly seen is on the next occasion so

blurred as to be almost unrecognizable," so it is with our spir-

itual vision. We generally see only one thing clearly at one time,

but the horizon encircles a grander sweep, and we remember
that it is eas_\' to serve one God "with all humility of mind."
We were reminded that the Church is not one field of labor

but one instrument of service. "The field is the world." And
that "the chief business of the Church is to further the con-

cerns of her concerned members."
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has not a few such, both young

and old. Our young men are seeing visions oi future possibili-

ties, and our old men are dreaming dreams of the glorious

past—and both are from the Pentecostal Spirit, as the Apostle
Peter pointed out. And with all our eager pushings forward
into the firing line against the entrenched evils of our age, the
younger members of this Yearly Meeting will not cease to

honor their spiritual fathers and mothers, which is the first

commandment, with the promise of continuance, but like

this year's fruit-bearing branches will seek their support in

Idst vear's—neither one without the other in the Vineyard of

the 'Lord.

Heartily do I bless Him who has in the recent meetings
made it so evident that Philadelphia Friends lack neither

"old men for counsel," nor "young men for war."
Max 1. Reich.

A DAY WITH OLD MEETING-HOUSES IN BUCKS COUNTY
PENNSYLVANIA.

WALTER L. MOORE

(Continued from page 486.)

Speeding along an excellent highway leading through
country most delightful to look upon, we soon reach the high

ground upon which stands the beautiful village of Langhorn,
on the western verge of which is Middleton meeting-house,
formerly known as Neshaminy, established in 1682—the year
of Penn's landing in his colony. The present building bears

the date 1793. At the other end of the village we visited the
house (now transformed into a very attractive dwelling)

formerly used by the Orthodox Friends. The portion that

chiefly interested us was erected in 1841 . Some of our number
distinctly recalled being present at the last meeting held there-

in, whereat were gathered Friends representative of the three

bodies bearing the name in the neighborhood, besides a number
of persons of other religious persuasions. The meeting, in

Quaker parlance, "was favored," and remembered for the
kindly spirit that pervaded it. The text of one of the speakers
was, "What is man, that Thou art mindful of him, and the
son of man, that Thou visitest him."
From the high ground on which Langhorn is situated the

beautiful valley of the Neshaminy bursts into view, on the
farther side of which the celebrated George School is imposing-
ly situated. The rival of our own Westtown, the buildings

met our gaze with more than a passing interest.

Crossing the second ridge we again descend until we reach
the quaint village of Newtown. Once dignified as the county
seat, it belongs to that class which, owing to their remoteness
from good railway connection, at one time ceased to grow;
that limitation having some years since been removed, the
town appears to have taken on. as it were, a new lease of life.

Many of the older residences partake of the charm of mellow-
ing age; and here again we find the unmistakable evidences of

Quaker influence; for, close beside the leading street, stands

"Newtown's cheerful, sunny meeting-house."

And once again, as we invade the quiet precincts, our admira-
tion is evoked by the general inviting up-keep of the property.
This house was erected in 181 3.

Leaving Newtown a ride of about six miles brings us to
Wrightstown. The country through which we pass is un-
dulating and well cultivated. The broad-acred farms, with
their spacious dwellings and accompanying outbuildings,

elicited our continued favorable comment. Many of these

homes, we knew, must at some time, if not now, have belonged
to Friends, and this thought brought up visions of the Quarter-
ly Meeting dinners and "free-hearted hospitality" that once
reigned within them.

Crowning an ascent from which the land slopes off to most
every point of the compass, lies the little hamlet named above,
with its one or two dwellings and inviting general country
store, wherefrom are dispensed the modest household needs
of the countryside, from a pound of sugar or yard of muslin
to a post card picture of the meeting-house across the road.

This bears upon the end fronting us as we enter the spacious

yard, the date 1787, though the records show the meeting to

have been established just one hundred years earlier. Con-
sidering the property as a whole, its beauty of situation, the

commodious grounds, and the very inviting appearance of

the great house itself, it is doubtful whether, save one to be
directly mentioned, a more imposing meeting property can
anywhere be found among the many that set forth the taste

and outward prosperity which distinguished what might be
designated the golden age of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
and this we would set down as occurring a century and a

quarter ago.

The hour was quarter to one when our car was brought to

a stand beneath the shade within the grounds. Its five oc-

cupants alighted and were soon arranged for the dispensing of

an inviting lunch which our genial host now drew forth from
sundry packages which had ridden with us thus far but without
occasion of comment. If there is a time when by common
consent the normal human nature unbends, the heart grows
warm, and the memory awakens, it is in the prospect of re-

freshment for the "inner man." The social spirit, already

strong throughout our journey, now became more sprightly.

One of our number recalled (without quoting) those pleasing

lines from Vergil's "/Eneid":

"Turn victu revocant vires, fusique per herbam
Implentur veteris Baachi pinquisque ferina."

"Then with food they regain their strength,

And, stretched along the grass, they take their fill of old wine and fat

The old wine and fat venison were, of course, remote from
our repast, it is needless to say.

The conversation now gravely turned to a subject naturally

suggested by the environment—namely, the great separation

in the Society of Friends* the causes which led to it, and the

possibility of a reunited body of believers exercising its dis-

tinctive pristine influence and power—in fact, some of the

deepest problems of the hour, as concerning the Society, were
more than lightly touched upon.

Loathfully we parted from scenes so inviting; lingeringly we
gazed upon those far away hills which ringed the horizon to

the southward, and upon which the haze of departing summer
rested so peacefully. Strive as we would to keep it down a

tinge of melancholy was seeking its way into the feelings as

we compared past with present. A pet explanation is rnostly

oflFered to account for all these changes indicating decline of

numbers along with spiritual influence and power; it is phrased

as lack of faithfulness

—

"The zeal with which our fathers wrought

Has faded from our view.

Like words they spake, the doctrines taught

Have vanished like the dew."

(To be oontinned.)

War means destruction. It almost invariably means the

destruction of some small nation, and the destruction of a

small nation with high ideals is far greater a blow to human
progress than the fall of a great empire in which such ideals

do not prevail.
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[The following is from a letter written by our friend, Her-
bert V. Nicholson. The report of Dr. Inazo Nitobe's ad-
dress will doubtless be of interest to many and we are glad
to insert it.

—

Eds.]

PRESENT TENDENCIES IN JAPAN.
For want of a letter head 1 have made out the suggestion

to show what 1 represent in writing this letter. This Asso-
ciation holds meetings for worship on First-day afternoon
once a month, and once a quarter have half-day meetings
with talks by members and general fellowship together.
At our last Fellowship meeting. Dr. Nitobe gave a most

interestmg talk, on which our Secretary took rather full

notes. At the meeting of the Executive Committee some time
later it was decided to send a copy of this talk to the Phila-

delphia Friend, with the thought that it would be of in-

terest to the readers. It was of course most interesting to

us in its entirety; but it is perhaps too long for The Friend
and could be cut down considerably.

This is not sent as from our Mission, therefore 1 am not
sending it to Julia C. Collins to be forwarded. 1 am, how-
ever, sending her a copy, as a matter of interest and telling

her that 1 sent it direct to thee, as from the above Association.

In case the article cannot be used as it is, perhaps thee
could send it to Joseph Elkinton for alteration, and he could
also tell something about the Fellowship, as he doubtless
addressed it while in Japan. Our next meeting is to be Sec-
ond Month 14, 1917, and Irene Smith, just out from Ire-

land, is going to tell about Friends" work in England, and
others are to speak about the Conscientious Objectors.

Trusting that this will be of use to The Friend and that

the Japanese words in it are not too difficult and with all

sorts of good wishes.

I am very sincerely thine,

Herbert V. Nicholson.
For the Executive Committee.

Address given by Dr. Inazo Nitobe at a Fellowship Meet-
ing of Friends from Yearly Meetings Outside of Japan, at

the home of Dr. and Mary P. E. Nitobe, Tokyo, Japan,
Eleventh Month 24, 1916.

In Japan to-day we hear much of corruption visible and
invisible; hidden things come to the front; the last newspaper
gogai (extra) tells of a member of Parliament arrested for

vice, and such things are by no means rare. The older gen-

eration bemoans that the spirit of Bushido is gone or going.

As to being content, though there is a great deal of discon-

tent there are many signs of contentment—of self-compla-

cency. You may have noticed the public tone about the

dignity of the nation, of Japan's having risen to the rank
of nations of the first estate, being one of the Great Powers,

and so on, which shows this state of mind. This spirit of

content has its dangerous side as well as its merits; its dan-
ger is patent; it is a kind of spiritual chauvinism, and some-
what like the German " Deutschland uber AUes." It tends

to exalt the national interests above all, even above the

human interests.

Yet 1 confess there are signs of a deeper and better inter-

est in things spiritual and religious. The very fact that re-

ligionists of all colors, Shinto, Buddhist and their offshoots

are bestirring themselves, vying with each other to do some
social work, is a sign that they are at least desirous of assert-

ing their vitality.

The matter of matrimony is taken up by the different

religions because they wish to show they are alive and take

an interest in the living issues of the present. Hence also the

interest they take in public affairs, in war, in national morals.

They have Sunday-schools, and express opinions on all

public questions, especially questions of public morals and
of political ethics. The Buddhists have the advantage,

because out of their abundant literature—which exceeds the

Christian—they can prove almost everything. When the

spirit of nationalism prevailed they could quote scriptures

to uphold it. On the other hand cosmopolitan can prove

that Buddhism overlooks all national boundaries. It is very

convenient. Shinto is ethnic; it cannot pretend to be a uni-

versal or anything but a national religion; but Buddhism can.

An immense amount of Zasshi (magazines) is flooding

the country; is going into all nooks and corners. They (the

magazines) are not solid but give some information and
thus are a great stimulus. All this creates discontent, a

yearning for better things and the elders cannot satisfy

their thirst. 1 have received many letters asking infor-

mation on more or less spiritual matters 1 answer, "
1

do not know you. 1 cannot answer such questions without

speaking face to face. Is there no priest in your neighbor-

hood to whom you can go?" Many a time they answer,
" Yes, there is one who is highly virtuous, but he is not up
to date." It is true, the young want answers from someone
with a knowledge of the present. Therefore the Seinen Kwai
(Young Men's Association) movement—not necessarily Chris-

tian—has started in all parts; there are 20,000 of them.

There is no village where there is not one. These associa-

tions often have for their object some material improvement
for the village, planting trees, a library, better roads, set-

ting up signs, etc. Sometimes the object is educational: such

as night classes, or the inviting of speakers to lecture. Some-
times it is religious; as the coming together in temples, and
hearing sermons preached. The vast numbers of these asso-

ciations formed an influence so great that the government

began to take fright, because they can easily be made an in-

strument in the hands of politicians. Also when they started

economic improvement, such as planting trees, etc., the as-

sociations tended to become a business corporation carried

on by irresponsible young men who started them to make
money. To avoid possible abuse the Ministers of Home
Affairs and of Education gave instruction to discourage (the

formation of) Seinen Kwai , which meant to forbid—they

have no authority to forbid, but it amounts to that—to

make yoo (making money) their business; and to confine the

societies to moral questions and not to have small associa-

tions, but to unite several. Since then instead of the opening

of (small) Seinen Kwai there has been an increasing federa-

ation of village ones with the bigger associations.

With the formation of Seinen Kwai (Young Men's As-

sociations), having a cultural object

—

shugyo we call it—comes
an increase of periodicals not only to foster them but to

supply their need. "Our object is to supply information

to the Seiyien Kwai"—which number millions of members

—

they say, especially for the country ones. There are fifty

or sixty publications claiming to be official organs. These

are good signs. The young men are trying to get if not new
at least better ideas and information on moral and spiritual

questions.
(To be concluded.)

AFRAID? OF WHAT?
Afraid? Of what? The dark of night?

The boisterous wind? The tossing waves?

Dost doubt His love? Dost doubt His might?

Where is thy faith in Him who saves?

Hast thou so soon forgot the bread

He brake, and hungry thousands fed?

Hast thou forgot His healing touch

—

The lame that walk, the blind that see,

The dead that live? Forgot how much
Through all the years He's done for thee?

Forgot the birds and flowers, His care

Of all things, here and everywhere?

O soul of mine, thy God of love

Hath built foundations for thy faith;

If thou wilt dweU on them and prove

The blessed truth of what He saith,

No doubt, no care, can e'er affright;

He'll bring thee joyous through the night!

—George Lee Buhton, in Sunday School Times.
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THE GREAT VISION.

The world is in the midst of a great conflagration. We
have seen love and hate, generosity and greed, cruelty and
tenderness, high ideals and low ideals, all thrown into the fire

together, and we watch with horror and dismay, wondering
what will be left when the flames go down, and what remnants
of civilization can be gathered up from the ashes.

How can the mind of humanity be sustained through this

terrible ordeal, if there is no dream of hope to cling to?

What is there for the coming generation which will enable
them to rebuild civilization again? Let us look earnestly for

a gleam in the darkness, a hope to dwell upon, and then let us
cherish and strive for it.

There is a well-known legend of a beautiful bird, that, once
every five hundred years is burned to ashes on the altar,

matures into new life, salutes the priest, and flies forth into

the air.

From the ashes of this great conflict we hope there may come
forth a higher spiritual life for the soul of the world.

Before these dark days, we have had peace, we have had
prosperity, we have had wonderful scientific development,
which has given us a wider reach, and a great command over
material things. We have learned to work together to in-

crease our own wealth and power, but this has not brought
to us a commeasurate spiritual growth. We have decided
to eat, drink and be merry, and have not listened to the search-

ing question, " What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul?" Consequently we have care-

lessly kindled the fires which are burning away the things we
held so precious. In our own country, still so prosperous,
we have not yet felt the scorching flame, but if we do not
weep with those who weep, and mourn with those who mourn,
if a great spirit of sympathy, and helpfulness and good-will
does not go out from us, if we do not gain the new spiritual

vision which came to Job out of his sorrows, then I fear that
we, too, shall feel the consuming fire.

Great lessons are now being burned in upon humanity.
We are learning how wonderful are the powers of human be-
ings. We see that physical and mental capacity can be de-
veloped. We see how mankind can work together when
dominated by one ideal, what sacrifices can be cheerfully
made, what sorrow and deprivation can be borne, and we have
learned that heart and soul are stronger than body and mind.
The thought of the underiying unity of human beings, the

great force which flows through us all, has of late been much
taught by philosophers and teachers and various religious

cults. We have now had a powerful demonstration of that
unity, which may point out a new way for humanity to seek
after and to walk in.

France, they say, has found her soul. She has probably done
this more completely than any other nation because more
highly civilized, more homogeneous, and more united in in-

terests. All barriers are removed among Frenchmen. They
are one. They feel it and rejoice in it, and it sustains them
in their great suffering.

Dr. Jowett, coming from England recently, said, "
I antici-

pate social revival and social reconstruction such as we have
scarcely dared to look for in our fondest dreams."

" Every doctrine of our faith is being questioned and tested
in the crucible of a fierce and tremendous experience. 1 be-
lieve, with all my heart 1 believe, that the message of the
Church of God will emerge from the furnace purified and
refined as by fire, with a reality and an authority which will

more than ever command the reverent attention and homage
of the world."

Dr. Jowett sees a new spiritual vision coming to the thinkers
and writers of England. He says, "Who would have imagined
that the calm and radiant presence of the Lord would have
been seen in the pages of Bernard Shaw? Amid all the bitter
irony and satire of Shaw's thought and spirit, amid all his
irreverence, the strange, pathetic figure of the Saviour has
recently appeared for a moment."

"
I am ready to admit," says Bernard Shaw, "

1 am ready

to admit, that after contemplating the world of human nature
for nearly sixty years, I see no way out of the worid's misery
but the way which would have been found by Christ's will if

He had undertaken the work of the modern practical states-

man."
Perhaps most of you have read H. G. Wells' "Mr. Brithng,"

and felt the solemnity of the conclusion, when his heart-broken
search after truth and consolation, finds its end, like the
search of Job, in a vision of God.

In this great wodd-contest for mastership, the white, the
black, the yellow man have found themselves side by side.

The Protestant, the Catholic, the Greek, the Jew, the Mo-
hammedan and the pagan have found religion no bar to their

joint action. As brothers in arms they have lived and died

together. In the final settlement, they must all have their

share.

If these can be brothers in the wild fury of battle, may they
not also be brothers in the struggle for a higher and better

human life. Is there not here a vision for us of the day when
the whole worid may be bound together "by golden chains

about the feet of God."
Mankind has struggled through the ages, gradually con-

quering the material world, seeking for the things necessary
for his natural life, and, these obtained, has felt a deeper
craving for the satisfaction of his soul. He has an inward
hunger to know himself and to know God.
To this yearning, a response has come. The great prophets,

the great teachers, the great poets have spoken to us. We
have had revealed in Christ the Way, the Truth and the Life.

Why is it that these great messages, centuries old, have not
more uplifted the mass of humanity? Can it be because we
have not realized that we cannot reach the heights for which
we long, until we can all go together?

In the flame and smoke of this awful world-struggle, we
have seen revealed our glory and our shame, and our souls,

weary, suffering, terrified, have cried out for God.
Let us hope and pray and dream, that from out of this agony

of the world, there may arise in our souls a great vision, the
vision of humanity, united, looking up to the God of love.

Rebecca N. Taylor.

TRUE DEMOCRACY.
We live in a democracy—the fathers of our nation framed

its policy in these few clear words, " Government of the people,

by the people, and for the people." Again, in the midst of our
four terrible years of civil war, Lincoln gave us his Gettysburg
address with its concluding words of lofty patriotism, " It is

rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining
before us, that from these honored dead we take increased

devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure
of devotion, that we here highly resolve that these dead shall

not have died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall have
a new birth of freedom, and that government of the people,

by the people and for the people shall not perish from the
earth."

My friends, this is a lofty ideal for a nation to make its own.
When we restless, busy Americans stop for a moment to con-

sider our birthright we must feel a thrill of pride, and we should
feel deep gratitude.

What does this government of the people, by the people,

and for the people mean? We all know it means that questions

of state and national policy should be decided by the people
through their representatives, that the voice of the majority
is the final word, and that the minority must accept it as

such, and faithfully and loyally acquiesce in the decision, and
stand by the nation. This method of government seems to

foster reason and tolerance and to be altogether admirable.

In the midst of a great body of people of all varieties of

thought, and of very many nationalities, such as comprise
our country, it is perfectly legitimate for any of these groups
or individuals to do all in their power to persuade others to

their way of thinking, but meanwhile they must loyally obey
the laws of the nation as they stand. Now there is a group of
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people, comparatively small in number, who live in this

American democracy, accept its protection and privileges and
share its wealth, and then, usually at times of great stress and
peril, refuse to do its bidding. I heard it said of them not

long since, "The Friends are good people, but poor citizens."

It made me a little indignant, but the words stayed with me,
and 1 have thought of them more than once.

Are we indeed poor citizens of our great republic? We are

troublesome people when we take our stand on our conscience

and say to our government, "There is a higher authority than
yours, bidding us set your laws at naught." 1 believe that

in most cases, where we do so assert ourselves, the government
has no wish to make our lot a hard one and would willingly

make any reasonable concessions. But there is its own au-
thority to be upheld if the nation is to live, and here are we,

plainly and uncompromisingly refusing our obedience at cer-

tain points. Both seem in the right; what is to be done?
Friends, as a group of people standing apart and refusing

to obey the laws of our land, let us look at such a situation

from every point of view. Let us realize the difficult position

in which our attitude places our government, and let us be
sure that in so taking our stand we follow absolutely the voice

of the Spirit within us, neither resisting nor yet exceeding

the authority of its clear call. When we thus withhold our
obedience to laws willed by the majority because we cannot
do otherwise, surely we seem to be false to the great principle

of government by that majority. Unless something very
real and true compels us, we have indeed no excuse for the
position that we take.

But suppose, as in England to-day, or as in the crisis that

appears to be almost at our own doors, the government is

trying to force obedience to measures which our conscience

forbids us to endorse and to which we cannot conform. For
instance, the bills for enforcing military training on all young
men of a certain age, and severely punishing those who refuse

such training seem, to many of us Friends to be a grave
menace to personal liberty and the spirit of democracy.

In the hysterical excitement which has swept over the land,

the American people seem to have forgotten something of their

old-time love of liberty. The spirit of unreasoning fear has

gripped them, and they are near to cutting loose from some
of the strong anchors of the past. Here let the quiet good
sense of the Friends do its steadying work. Until such meas-
ures are passed, let us do all in our power to stop them, and
to show to those about us what far-reaching evil we believe

those laws really will mean to our democracy. If they pass,

and we must either violate' our convictions or suffer for them,
in choosing the latter course perhaps we may not only gain

our own peace of soul, but have the further happiness of be-

lieving that we are, in our measure, furthering the cause of

true democracy in our loved nation.

Esther Morton Smith.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Extracts From the Golden Clew.—Chapter vii—"Our
Lives for the Brethren."—(Continued from page 344.)

'"But Thou wouldst not alone

Be saved, my Father! alone

Conquer and come to Thy goal,

Leaving the rest in the wild.'"

Ralph's clear, schoolboy voice put some real pathos into

the words.
"It's strange," said he, "how strong and enthusiastic one

gets when one reads anything fine! I begin to feel quite

anxious to be doing something for somebody. And yet, O
dear me, when some one asked me this morning to run down
to town for him, 1 said I hadn't time."

"Yes," said Marion, "it seems beautiful and grand to live

for others, when you read about it, but quite different when
it comes to the point. I believe Edith wanted me to go out

with her this morning. But it looked as though it was going

to be very hot, and I let her go without me."

"Well," said Dorothy, "it seems very dull and flat at the

time, but afterwards you do feel different."

Ralph read on:

"'Therefore to Thee it was given

Many to save with Thyself;

And, at the end of the day,

O faithful Shepherd! to come.

Bringing Thy sheep in Thy hand.'"

"That is the poem father was reading the other night,

isn't it?" asked Marion.
" Yes," said Ralph, "

I don't profess to make it all out, but,

as he read it, I thought to myself: That is the kind of man 1

should like to be! It seemed to me this man. Dr. Arnold,

I suppose it was, had found out the right way of living; to

help others, of course, but in a nice, fine
,
grand way, strong and

splendid, and all that," and Ralph gave a descriptive wave of

his arm.
"

1 don't think we can really help others unless we really

love them," said Marion.
"There are plenty of fellows," said Ralph, "who give up

their lives like that. They live in poor, out-of-the-way places,

and see nothing but low, miserable people. They don't do

it because it is their duty to do it, or because they expect at

the end they will get rewarded for it, or because they are any

happier for it now."
"There is plenty of sin and sorrow in this little village,"

replied mother, "quite enough to keep us all busy for the rest

of our lives. Then there is the town, which needs help more.

There are all the large cities in the land, with wants more

awful than we can think of. There are all the heathen lands,

stretching away into darkness on every hand. Hundreds of

thousands, who have never even been told about the Lord

Jesus, and we Christians have known it nearly two thousand

years. What a deal there is to be done!"
" We must never forget that the work these brave men and

women are trying to do was the work that the Lord did Him-

self, and that, even to Him, it was a work of disappointment,

and in some sense, of failure. He lived, a man of the people,

among the people, quietly helping, teaching and curing them.

But with what result? They allowed themselves to be led

astray by their leaders; they rose against Him and slew Him.

It is tremendous work, full of disappointments and anxiety,

and if He, judged by our outward and human standards,

failed, how can we succeed?"
" But the Lord conquered in the end," said Dorothy.

"And why?" asked mother.
" Because He died," answered Dorothy, in a lower voice.

"Yes," said mother. "The world, with its sin, its pride,

its revolt against God, is very strong, and the prince who rules

it is strong. But Christ, through His death and resurrection,

conquered them all. ' Be of good cheer; I have overcome the

world,' He said. And He left behind Him a band whose work

it was to go on with the work that He had begun, and to con-

quer as He had conquered. Faith has often waxed dim since

then, and His followers have not done all they might. But

this is what He still wants us to do, both at home and abroad;

to go forth and win the world, and help the world. Now,
you see, Christians ought to do this better than those who are

not Christians. They have a great power behind them—the
power of the Lord Jesus, who Himself has overcome, and who
has promised that same power to them. They have the

promise of success: 'This is the victory that overcometh the

world, even our faith.'

"And there is yet another reason. They ought to do it just

because they are Christians. The Lord saved us that we
might be used to save others, that we might join in His work.

It is literally true that our lives are not our own; they were

meant to be given to this great service. If we take all the

good we can for ourselves, and do nothing more, we are not the

only losers; the world is the loser, because there is one less to

do the work that the Lord left for us all to do."

"Still, I don't see how to begin," said Marion.
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" Be simple enough," said mother, "we often run away with

the impression that great things are duties, and httle things

may be let alone. My experience is that little duties done,

open the way for great ones.
" There is no happiness like the pleasure of helping others.

But sometimes we do not find the Lord gives us these opportu-

nities. Never mind, if we do promptly and well our daily

duties, we are preparing ourselves for our work, and pleasing

Him just as surely. We all have our little failings, and they

get sadly into the way of our service. These must be cured."
"

1 know," said Dorothy. " Putting off things till the last

moment, and doing them in a hurry, and reading story-books

at night, when we ought to be going to sleep, and not getting

up when the dressing-bell rings, and not practicing one's

exercises often enough."

"Oh, and getting one's drawers into such confusion," said

Marion, "they are endless."

"Well," replied mother, "you know just what has to be

done, evidently. When your Heavenly Master sees fit. He
will give you greater things to do. You are wanted, dears;

we all are. Ask Him to give you real love for others, that

you may be hungry to help them, and in an unexpected way,

perhaps, the time will come."—G. Crosfield.

ANOTHER CENTENARIAN.

We recently published an account of Mary Goddard in

The Friend. A footnote explained that one of two other

centenarians to whom we referred in that article had died

after it had been put in type. This referred to Lydia Heald

Sharpless. We adapt the following from the American Friend.

On Third Month gth at Whittier, California, a great many
people met to honor the memory of "Grandmother" Sharp-

less, a life-long member of the Society of Friends, who passed

away Third Month 5, at the age of more than one hundred

and six years.

Born in Middletown, Ohio, Eighth Month 22, 1810, Lydia

Heald Sharpless had lived through all four of the wars in

which the United States has engaged during its national his-

tory, and could vividly recall first reports of the battle of

Waterloo. Her father, who lived to be one hundred and one

years old, cast his first vote in a Presidential election for

George Washington. His daughter, at the age of one hundred

and six, was the first woman to register and cast a vote in Cali-

fornia in 1916, when she, her son, granddaughter and great-

grandson all cast their votes in favor of prohibition.

She was married in Middletown in 1836, according to

the custom of Friends, to Albert F. Sharpless, with whom she

celebrated the sixty-third anniversary of their marriage before

his death fifteen years ago. Of their four children, three sur-

vive her— Benjamin Sharpless and Sarah Hiatt, of Whittier,

and William Sharpless, of Los Angeles. There are thirteen

grandchildren and twenty-three great-grandchildren.

With her husband and family, Lydia Sharpless moved from

Middletown to Morro County, one hundred and fifty miles by

wagon, on to Iowa in 1866, where they lived for twenty years,

and in 1884 to California, where she lived a simple, industrious

and happy life until her death. After reaching the century

mark, she pieced twenty-five quilts for her numerous grand-

children and great-grandchildren. She had read her Bible

through many times and, until the past two years, had at-

tended meeting faithfully. Earlier in life she had held the

position of an elder for many years, and had twice served as

clerk of her Monthly Meeting. She was a great reader,

especially interested in religious writings and in biographical

and historical works.

Think of Christ's generosity. An open, tolerant and kindly

temper, that welcomes confidence, that overlooks faults, that

makes much of any good in other men, that easily forgives

wrong; that is a part of any ordinary notion of manliness.—

Phillips Brooks,

SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO COMPULSORY
MILITARY SERVICE BILL.

In the heart-searching times in which we are living, it is a

great cause for happiness that Friends in America are show-

ing so deep a concern for the high and difficult ideals of love

and brotherhood toward all men to which our history and our

vision call us. It is not strange that many feel the tug of

the popular appeal to force through what seems right "just

this time," but perhaps never since the question of slavery

was being considered has our country so needed our best

and highest contribution to her thought, rather than our ac-

quience in the popular voice. The needs of this hour call us

each one to a whole-hearted devotion to love and good-will

in our own lives, in the meeting to which we belong, in the

village or neighborhood where we live, in our approach to

foreigners and those distasteful to us, and to faith in and

study of its efficiency in international solutions. This, and

this alone, is the key that unlocks all hearts and finds how to

straighten the apparently hopeless tangles into which our

human affairs have gotten.

With a full faith in our ideal we recognize too that the trend

of the time needs very practical action to try to save some of

our American principles which are being swept away. Com-
pulsory Military Training seems to be almost inevitable.

What should we do about it? We would not alone save our-

selves from going to jail, but it may be a strength to our

country to write into its laws a recognition of conscience and

of the individual's right as a man with high spiritual allegiance.

The following suggestions have, therefore, been made for

amendments to the Chamberlain bill. The change in the cap-

tion is to try to give more of " Police" type to the training.

The second clause "4^^" is to try to meet the need of those

who feel unwilling to be compelled by the government.

1 should be glad to hear from any who have suggestions.

If anything is done, it must be done at once.

Instead of the present caption, the caption should be:

"A bill for training the citizens of the United States for

the maintenance of National and International law and order."

Or, "A bill to provide for universal service of citizens of the

United States in promoting National efficiency and preserv-

ing International order."

That instead of Section 4—"Training of Members of cer-

tain religious sects.—That members of any religious sect or

organization now organized and existing whose creed forbids

its members to bear arms in war shall not be required to un-

dergo training in the bearing or use of arms, but shall be trained

in the non-combatant branches of the military or naval ser-

vice." (Chamberlain.) The section should read: Section 4.

—

That any person who has conscientious objection to any

form of military or naval service, and who shall be determined

by the United States District Court of the district in which he

resides to be conscientious in his objections, shall not be re-

quired to undergo -the training provided for in this Act, but

in lieu thereof, shall be required, unless otherwise exempted

hereinunder, to train for a period of equal duration for the

relief of suffering under the American Red Cross Society, in

work under the direction of the State, Treasury or Post

Office Departments, or the Department of the Interior, of

Agriculture, of Commerce, or of Labor. The District Courts

of the United States shall have jurisdiction to make the de-

termination herein provided.

Section 43/^.—At any time within two years before any

male citizen reaches the age of compulsory training for ser-

vice he may with the consent of his parents or a surviving

parent or in case neither parent is living, with the consent

of his guardians, offer to the President of the United States

to give in lieu of compulsory training, twice the amount of

time for training in some service of national importance and

if his request is granted he shall be required to train under the

American Red Cross Society for the relief of suffering, or un-

der the State, Treasury or Post Office Departments, or the
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Department of the Interior, the Department of Agriculture,
the Department of Commerce or the Department of Labor.

Carolena M. Wood.
Mt. Kisco, New York.

BIBLE READERS' SOCIETY.
We are pleased to notice the Bible Readers' Society of

which our friend Susan G. Shipley is Corresponding Secretary.

The following are extracts from their forty-seventh annual
report:

—

Our eleven Readers have again carried on their varied work
during the past year, as will be seen by the following approxi-
mate summary:

Visits made 19,769
Religious exercises 19.358
Meetings and classes held 191

Clothing given, articles about 5,000
Tons of coal given or sold at reduced

price 3603^

They have found lonely ones—rich as well as poor—and
some who had seen better days and were the last remaining
of the family; Russians, Serbians, Hungarians, Poles, Rumani-
ans and some of other nationalities have been brought under
the influence of the Gospel, and good feeling has been promoted
among these foreign residents of our city. The Readers are

still able to reach those of other faiths. Factory girls and
women in the Prison Laundry have been again taught and
helped—the "Shut-Ins" and those who have gone astray
through drink. Families have been reunited after years of

separation. They visit at homes and hospitals as well as

from house to house; one has a class of foreign girls, thirty

of whom have pledged themselves to read a chapter in the
Bible every day and help their parents to understand it. Even
in the month of vacation visits have been made. A great

deal is done to get children ready for the Country Week and
seashore, but last summer many were disappointed on account
of the epidemic, and the Readers felt it as much as the mothers
and children. One Reader spent the most of two days with

a sick woman who had no one to do anything for her. putting

her shoulder to the wheel. They mend clothing for their

people and sometimes take them to their own homes. One
stayed all night with a poor woman, helping her sick husband
and allowing her to get some rest. She says: "How glad I

was 1 felt so strongly impelled to go to that poor soul that

evening, for the man passed away next morning. The woman
had a good night's sleep and was more equal to what was be-

fore her in the morning." The same Reader says: "
1 was able

to see two marry who should do so and went with them for a

witness, and as neither had any friends living, 1 took them
home for a little wedding set-out."

MINUTE IN REGARD TO ISAAC SHARPLESS.
At a Stated Meeting of the Managers of The Corporation oj

Haverford College, held on the seventeenth day of Eleventh

Month, 1916, the following Minute was adopted:—
The resignation of Isaac Sharpless as President again claimed

the attention of the Board. It was unanimously decided that

it would not be right to urge him further to continue the heavy
responsibilities which he has carried with conspicuous ability

for nearly thirty years. Accordingly his resignation was
accepted with regret.

Isaac Sharpless came to Haverford as Professor of Mathe-
matics and Mechanics in Eleventh Month, 1875, and held the

position for that year. He subsequently served as Professor

of Mathematics and Chemistry from 1876 to 1879, Professor

of Mathematics and Astronomy from 1879 to 1889, and Pro-

fessor of Ethics from 1889 to 1914. He was appointed Dean
of the College in 1884, served for three years with marked
ability in administration and discipline, and in 1887 was made
[President.

During his presidency Haverford has had a remarkable
material growth. 1 1 has developed from a weak and struggling

institution to one of the strongest small colleges in the United
States, widely known for its ample equipment, its high stand-

ards of character and scholarship, and its faithfulness to the

ideals of a liberal education.

The endowment estimated at 1250,000.00 in 1887 has grown
to 12,500,000.00. In 1887 there were five buildings on the
campus,—Founder's Hall, the Observatory, Alumni Hall and
Library, Barclay Hall, and a machine shop. To these have
been added the Gymnasium, Merion and Lloyd Halls. Roberts
Hall, the Haverford Union, the Dining Hall, the Morris In-

firmary and the Chemical Laboratory, as well as a number of

minor buildings and additions. Many new houses have been
built in appropriate parts of the campus to supply comfortable
homes for members of the faculty, an important part of the

building equipment of the college.

The facilities for outdoor athletics have been correspondingly

increased by ample fields for cricket, football and other college

sports. The natural beauty of the campus has been enhanced
by careful development, the extension of cultivated lawns and
the liberal planting of trees and shrubs.

The Library has grown from 16,700 bound volumes in 1887
to about 70,000 in 1916.

In summarizing the development of Haverford College

under President Sharpless undue emphasis must not be given

to material things. For him buildings, campus, and equip-

ment are but the body which makes possible the life of the

mind and spirit.

The student body has grown from 87 in 1887 to 195 in 191 6.

During this time progressively higher standards of scholar-

ship and character have been maintained. The number of

the faculty has increased from eighteen to twenty-five, but

faculty salaries have increased from $25,000 in 1887 to I71 ,800

in 191 6. We believe the efficiency of the faculty is increased

more than proportionately to the financial outlay, and re-

gard as one of the strongest features of President Sharpless's

administration, his ability to gather around him a body of

men marked for intellectual ability, capacity as teachers, and
earnest Christian character.

If Haverford had not been a place where generations of

young men have had their minds broadened by liberal study

based on a love and reverence for the truth, and their spirits

kindled and energized to Christian service, the statements

made above would be insignificant. By his wisdom and fore-

sight in planning for the future, by a rare mingling of the pro-

gressive and conservative spirit, by his insight into the lives

of young men, his sympathy with their problems and his faith

in their growth, by his allegiance to high ideals of scholarship

and character. President Sharpless has influenced the develop-

ment of the college in every relation of its life. He has im-

pressed his spirit on Haverford.

Two features of his administration stand out conspicuously:

One is his belief in the place of the small college as an influence

of great importance in the educational life of our country.

He has realized his ideals in so large a measure that Haver-

ford now holds a unique place at the head of the list of our

small colleges and his high standing as a constructive thinker

has had large recognition in the educational world. He re-

sisted the temptation to rapid growth and withstood the lure

of numbers as a measure of success.

The other is his influence as an exponent of Quakerism.
With the earnestness, simplicity, strength, and sincerity of the

best type of Friend, he has combined practical wisdom, a

just sense of proportion, and a broad sympathy with liberal

and humanitarian movements, without any compromise of

fundamental principles of the Christian life. In his scheme
of education the humanities in their broadest sense have had
ample place, and the sciences and mathematics have been

emphasized, but always with the idea clearly held before the

student that these should be fused into effective Christian

character and contribute toward a useful life actuated by the

motive of service.

As his years at Haverford have lengthened, his former

pupils have recognized the rare quality of his work and have
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learned to reverence and love his personality. They have
shown their faith in him and in the college under his administra-

tion by their loyalty in providing for its material needs and
in fostering its ideals.

President Sharpless leaves his office rich in the memory of

work well done, and in the love and honor of his colleagues and
the Alumni. In the leisure so well earned we hope he may enjoy
years of service as a clear thinker, wise counsellor, and scholar-

ly writer, and that Haverford and the larger community of

which it is a part, may long benefit from his ripe experience,

his rich wisdom, his broad sympathy, and his penetrating
insight.

On behalf of the Board,
Asa S. Wing, President.

Morris E. Leeds, Secretary.

NEWS ITEMS.

Amongst Yearly Meeting visitors we have note of the following-

Charles and Emma Perry, of Westerly, Rhode Island; Esther Fowler

and DilwjTi Stratton, of Winona, Ohio; Alfred E. Copeland and Henry

Outland, of North CaroUna, Ehzabeth Underhill, and Dikron B. Dou-
chian, of New York.

A REPORT in The Friend [London] of the Second Month's meeting of

the Central Education Committee has the following:

The question of the Traming for Service which is given to the boys and
girls in our schools was agam fully considered. Many experiments are

being tried to make this training more effective. One school reorganized

the whole of its work for the greater part of a month in 1916. "Guilds

of Service" are being established, help has been given to farmers, the

service of the boys and girls for the school community has been in many
cases e.xtended, and the sense of responsibihty for the life of the neighbor-

hood has been developed. Teachers in several schools are feeling their

way towards self-government and the management by pupils of their

own affairs. The schools were encouraged in these efforts to Uve up to

their educational traditions, in the hope that the boys and girls when they

go out into the world may apply the lessons in peaceful service in a va-

riety of ways as they may be individually led, in accordance with the

genius of Quakerism. m I m

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Both branches of Congress have passed the resolution declaring that

a state of war exists.

A New York paper, quoting James Wood, says : "Quakers have issued

no statement concerning their course in the event of war, but when asked

about it reply, without exception, that they will foUow the pattern of

Enghsh Friends and upon grounds of conscience refuse to serve or to

indorse others who serve. In England at the moment many Quakers

are in prison, on these grounds, and American Quakers declare that if

prisons await them here they are ready to enter them."

The first in a series of mass meetings throughout New York State

to arouse interest in the passage of the Aheam bill for the abolishment of

the death penalty, was held in Brooklyn last week. The meeting was

held under the auspices of the People's Campaign League, Inc.

In "The Confessions of a Hyphenated American," by Dr. Edward
A. Steiner, born in Austria, one reads that a visit to Vienna has aroused

no patriotic thrill in his breast. "I have," he says, "nothing but loathing

for this foul and unthinkable war, for I have lived where it was bred."

A Massachusetts Legislative Committee has reported favorably the

measure appropriating $3,583,300 of State money for the improvement of

the Merrimac, the plan being to induce the Federal Government to ap-

propriate an equal amount.

Four prizes are offered by the Massachusetts branch of the Women's
Peace Party for essays on "Constructive Peace," to be written by students

of women's colleges in the State. The first prize is one hundred dollars

;

the second, fifty, and the two third prizes, twenty-five dollars each.

The essays must be handed in on or before the 15th prox. Further par-

ticulars may be obtained by writing to the Chairman, Prize Essay Com-
mittee, 421 Boylston Street, Boston.

A good authority says : "It is a mistaken notion that there is a scaictiy

of garden seeds this year, and that prices will therefore be abnormally

high. It is true that there has been a sUght advance all along the line,

but it has been so small as a rule that the amateur will find out httle

difference in his seed biU. Potatoes, of course, are much higher than

usual, and there is a decided shortage in wax beans."

Statistics compiled by the National Association of the motion picture

industry, submitted at New York to the joint Legislative Committee

investigating the motion picture business, showed that in a canvass of

twenty of the largest cities of the country a decrease in the mmiber of

theatres was found in thirteen, an increase in six and no change in one.

In Chicago, Philadelphia and New York, it was shown, there has been a

marked decrease in "movie" houses, and in Chicago, where exact statistics

had been obtained, it was stated the decrease in seating capacity amounted

to 209,000.

Of 6755 patients who survived infantile paralysis during the recent

epidemic in New York City, 102 have been discharged by clinics as cured.

Ninety-five have died since apparent recovery from the acute disease.

Of those still receiving treatment 5003 are under clinical supervision and

1073 are in charge of private physicians.

Late dispatches from the stricken districts of Western Asia have com-

pelled the American Committee for Armenian and Syrian Rehef to make
a nation-wide special appeal in order to meet the appalling need of the

Armenian, Greek and Syrian refugees in Turkey, the Caucasus and Persia,

of whom there are to-day at least 2,000,000 on the verge of starvation.

The dispIay=room of a modem plow factory contained more than three

hundred different kinds of plows. There was a special plow for every kind

of soil. Many of the plows were of odd designs. These were for foreign

countries. Some were designed for special conditions in Russia; others

were for South America, and a few for Africa.

FOREIGN.—The Russian Provisional Government has decided to

abohsh the death penalty, says a Renter dispatch from Petrograd to

London.

Reporting on the use of electricity in fanning in England, the follow-

ing is given : "Electroculture has passed the back-garden, amateur stage.

It is now a serious proposition. But knowledge of its possibilities and

limitations is scanty. It falls into place with other possibilities of de-

velopment in plant industry, which will only reach fruition by the help

of well-organized, large-scale research and experiment supported by public

funds."

NOTICES.

Friends' First-dat School Association Annual Meeting.—The
business of the Friends' First-day School Association is now transacted

at an annual meeting and conference. These are to be held this year on

Sixth-day afternoon and evening, Fifth Month 4, 1917. Announce-

ment of the program will appear in these columns later.

A grasp of the Bible as an interpretation of human life such as WiUard

Sperry gave us Fourth-day evening of Yearly Meeting week brings home
to us the importance of our Bible Class work. The modern world to whom
we must minister needs this revelation. Our children must obtain an ade-

quate understanding of Scripture such as our First-day Schools are

helping to give them. All of those actively engaged in this work and any

others interested are cordially invited to attend the annual meeting and

Conference, Fifth Month 4th.

J. Passmore Elkinton.

Friends' Lebrart, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, will be

open from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2 to 5 p. m. Seventh-days from

9 A. M. to 1 p. M. only.

Meetings from Fourth Month 15th to 21st:

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth, below Mar-

ket, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 18th, at 5 p. m. Business session

at 7 P. M.

Muncy, at Muncy, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 18th, at 10 a. m. I

Haverford, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 19th, at 7.30 p. m.

Died.—Third Month 24, 1917, at his home, near Woodland, North

Carolina, William Jordan Brown, in the eightieth year of his age. Ht

was a member and Elder of Rich Square Monthly Meeting of Friends.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
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"THE MUNITIONS OF ROCKS."

in the days of ancient warfare, the possession of a place of

defence or of refuge was a matter not beneath the attention of

the bravest warriors, and the terms corresponding to our words
fortress and stronghold had naturally great significance. To be
hidden from the archer, or to be out of the reach of the spear-

man, was a purpose attested to by the towers and the walls

and the encircling moats of many an ancient structure. So
the terms indicating such refuge or defence—as well as that

of a natural fastness—easily passed over into figurative use,

and came to be often employed by prophet and psalmist when
they would describe the safe abiding-place of the children of

God. He was Himself their defence, their strong habitation,

their very present help in trouble. Thus Isaiah, in describing

the reward of the man that walks righteously and turns from
violence, declares: "He shall dwell on high; his place of de-

fence shall be the munitions of rocks."

It is not needful to cite many passages of this character,

but the heart turns to such assurances of Scripture with com-
fort and hope in times of distress. Little, we may suppose,

did the writer of the Ninety-first Psalm realize that his song
Df security, "so rich in chastened faith," would come down
through many, many centuries, with a message of consolation

and confidence for oppressed and fearful hearts. Yet it still

rings true in its assurance of Divine care, and thus harmonizes
with the tender thought of the Father's personal love, so

clearly revealed in the New Testament, and indicated in the

expression,
—

"casting all your care upon Him, because He
:areth for you."

Amid the tumult, the anxiety and the distress of the present

time, how necessary it is to remember our refuge and source

Df strength, and to seek the support of the Everlasting Arms,
as well as the counsels of Supreme Wisdom. If, in a course

insistent with these we do what we can, it may be that faith

will then have a fresh reward through obedience to the com-
mand, " Stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord."

M. W.

OUR COUNTRY'S CALL.

Very few of us, older or younger, are so constituted as to

be insensible to our country's call. Historically and in most
cases practically we are good patriots. We love freedom and
are ready to suffer for it. We love justice and most of us
love it enough to practice it. We wish to be second to none
in any and every act of mercy that comes to our hand. Feebly
perhaps, but in some measure always we have gone out to the
very ends of the earth with our goods and at times with our
lives to make the profession of brotherhood a reality. But
this we are told is not a time for platitudes. Our country
needs our service—needs us. We can not train to shed blood,

but we can train to save life. We can not make ammunition,
but we can make food. Can the young, can any of us, with-

stand such pleas? Is there any other ground than that of

cavil upon which to withstand them?

It may be well for us to discriminate between our country's
calls and the present clamant call, more or less divorced from
the general claims of life, to take part in a system of military

preparedness. Behind that system as so lucidly explained
in Yearly Meeting by Isaac Sharpless is the menace of a sur-

rendered conscience. Perhaps we love our country too much
to enter that blind alley.!

But our country has need of us! Possibly never more than
to-day, in the face of the mobilization of every form of physical

force, has the cry been more poignant for the highest spiritual

ideals of service, of suffering, of death. Have we these to

give? Can we escape from the clamor of the hour to the

silence of God and surrender ourselves to Him for service to

our country? Some who have made this effort have believed

themselves led into the trenches, others are this moment
sounding a note of triumph from prison cells. God is with
his own wherever they are. Now as never before let us resolve

that we will "Let God work."__^ J. H. B.

THE SENSE OF THE MEETING.
Perhaps it is no exaggeration to say that amongst the special

characteristics of the Society of Friends as an organized body,
the principle behind what we call "the sense of the meeting"
comes nearest to being what the scientists name a "specific

difference." Without use of creed or verbal profession of

faith, we can test ourselves as Friends, and can make or mar
our meetings by our faithfulness or lack of faithfulness to

this peculiarity. Hardly any incident of modern Quakerism
is of more striking interest than the interview between the

late apostle of peace in our Society, William Jones, and the

famous churchman Cardinal Antonelli. We are reprinting

the interview in this number. The conversation had pro-

ceeded a very little way till the astute scholar of church polity

put his finger on this matter of the sense of the meeting, and
pressed his visitor to what one might call the last trench in

his searching questions. It was very much as if he were say-
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ing, "
If you can make this ideal real you have in very truth

an instrument of unusual power for service in the world."

So it is well enough for us to keep this matter in mind, and

to ask ourselves with sufficient frequency to keep our ideas

clear, what is absolutely fundamental in the application of

this expression—the sense of the meeting—to the affairs of

the church. Once a year, perhaps oftener, we hear from the

advices in regard to meeting business the telling statement:

"As it is the Lord's work, let it be done as in His sight."

Very httle analysis of this is required to make it clear that

the business of our meetings demands an atmosphere of wor-

ship. The whole aim is to put a meeting upon the spiritual

plane and to keep it there. Our profession as Friends involves

God's immanence. He is in us and has concernment with all

we are and with all we do. Nothing less than this can fulfill

our ideal, can make us and keep us a spiritual people.

Now the learned cardinal in Rome perceived at once the

charm of this profession, but he also perceived its exceeding

difficulty. To most of us it is a hereditary matter. We lose

sight of its difficulty, and assume that our ordinary prac-

tice at least approximates the ideal. Now and then we go

away from a meeting with a feeling that after all the principle

involved in our practice has become obscured by a lifeless

form. For any of us it is easy to confuse human preference,

human determination, human judgment, for the "mind of

Truth." Once a meeting consideration becomes subject even

to a well-tempered discussion from any of these points of

view, the danger of obscuring a real "sense of the meeting"

ensues. A clerk may gather then the weight of opinion, and

record it in a minute. This may seem the outcome of justice

in the case. As a judgment it may work out in practice as a

good thing, but it has not been determined as a sense of the

meeting. In order for such a sense the spiritual atmosphere

must be undisturbed, our advocacy or our opposition must be

out of human feeling into the "peaceable spirit of Jesus."

Is it true then that anything so difficult, so subtle, so

sensitive can be fundamental in a program for practical man-

agement, even of the affairs of the Church? Is this not a greater

test of faith in the participation of God in petty human affairs

than we are called upon to make? Two hundred years of

history answer the question. With failure at every hand-

often with more failure than success—the question of spiritual

guidance has had an undoubted affirmative answer times out

of mind. Christ is practically Head of His Church. But

He has not confined His Church to one body, and our con-

stantly recurring infirmities have prevented "the mind of

Truth" from having an uninterrupted expression through us.

J. H. B.

THE SENSE OF THE MEETING.

William Jones and Cardinal Anton elli in Conversation.

It was now my turn to be interviewed. The Cardinal,

inviting me to place myself beside him on the sofa, 1 rose from

the seat 1 had been occupying near the door, and crossed the

floor of the cabinet, inwardly wondering what my friends at

home would say, if they saw me seated side by side with the

virtual ruler of the whole Roman Catholic world. A deeply

interesting ieie-a-teie, lasting over half an hour, ensued.

The Cardinal, being an Italian gentleman of the old school,

than whom no more courteous being exists, his manner was

so thoroughly kind and genial, that all feeling of reserve was

taken away, the charm of his bearing and his smile causing

me to feel quite at ease in his presence. Let me add also, that

the Cardinal's mode of speaking the French language was in

itself a pleasure to hear; his voice mellow and soft together

with his perfect knowledge of the idioms of the language,

caused his French enunciation to sound like pleasing music

to the ear. How vague his notions were, in regard to the

Society of Friends, was evident from some of his first questions.

For instance, he asked if my friend and I had been sent out

"two by two," after the manner of "the seventy disciples ot

Christ," on works of benevolence, adding, "The seventy, you

know, correspond to our Conclave." , ^ ^v,

"What! of Cardinals?" 1 exclaimed, with a smile at the

incongruity of the thought, adding, "We have no Cardinals,

no Hierarchy, no distinction in fact between clergy and laity.

We are simply 'Friends' or ' Brothers;' all are on an equality

in our Church." (Such, at least, I flattered myself, is our

^
Some further inquiries rapidly followed as to how our min-

isters were appointed and maintained, also with regard to the

preaching of women; the answers leading incidentally to the

subject of silent spiritual worship. Speaking generally, he

appeared to take a deep interest in the religious principle

specially held by the Society of Friends, with regard to the

indwelling and perceptible guidance of the Holy Spirit in

the regenerated soul.
. , .•

We did not get into really close quarters in the discussion,

until he started a subject on which his questions were most

searching, and betrayed the liveliest interest. Our conversa-

tion was then substantially as follows:

—

Cardinal Antonelli :
"

1 understand that in your meetings

for church affairs you have no President, and that you never

decide any questions by vote. Is that so?"

W J
• " Practically that is so. One of our number is ap-

pointed as 'clerk,' (in French, secretaire) of the meeting

His principal functions are to ascertain the 'evident sense

of the meeting, or the general consensus of opinion, upon the

various matters under consideration, and to register its de-

cisions in suitable minutes."
, , . , .

Cardinal Antonelli: "1 am deeply interested in knowing

how this can be done without a vote; for so far as 1 know, your

practice is quite unique in the Christian world, or in the annals

of church history." ,- .

I here explained, at some length, the workings of our meet-

ings for "discipline," or church government, and the method

of gathering the "sense of a meeting," by the "clerk," accord-

ing to our usual practice; also how the minutes, when made,

were submitted to the approval of the meeting—for adoption,

or for amendment, as the case might be.
. . *

Cardinal Antonelli: "But suppose questions of great

importance were to arise; questions which might even h& vital

to your existence as a church. How could the opinion of the

meeting be correctly ascertained, and a satisfactory decision

be arrived at, in cases like these, unless the sentiments of

each individual church-member were plainly manifested by z

vote, or its equivalent?" Then, after a pause, turning to me

"Have yoM ever done this?"

W J.: "Yes, whilst acting as 'clerk' to what we term a

Ouarterly Meeting, which is composed of several smaller

Actional, or Monthly Meetings, questions came up for de-

cision which were of grave importance, though none, within

my remembrance, that could be described as vital to our

existence."

Cardinal Antonelli: "Ah! Now we have got down to a

man that has done it! I am all attention" (/e suis tout

oreilles). "Pray, my friend, tell me how you did it.'

The question for a moment puzzled me, as I mentally asked

myself, " How did 1 do it?" Never before has the difficulty

been thus pointedly presented to my mind. Custom and

habit, from youth up, in the Society of Friends, has enabled

us 1 suppose almost intuitively, to arrive at the result, without

so much as a thought of the difficulties which our method of

procedure presents to outsiders. To those who have never

witnessed, in our meetings for Church affairs, the mutual con-

cessions, the bearing and forbearing, in the spirit of that charity
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which thinketh no evil, it may doubtless appear strange that,
on questions which cause a wide divergence of opinion, a
sufficient degree of unanimity is ever obtained to be accepted
as the deliberate judgment of the meeting; at the right moment,
however, the "clerk" generally sees his way to record the
decision, as the "evident sense of the meeting."

Cardinal Antonelli is by no means the only person I have
met with who has confessed his difficulty in understanding
the Quaker method of deciding questions, not by majorities,
but by that which in the view of "Friends" constitutes the
"weight of the meeting."
The explanation given in answer to the Cardinal was to the

effect, that it was not always the length of speeches, or their

number, that influenced the decision of the "clerk" in discus-
sions of importance, but that due regard was paid to the
sentiments of a minority, if such minority were constituted,
as is sometimes the case, of the more experienced, and the more
spiritually minded among the members present. In a tone
of surprise, he exclaimed, "What! have you done that?" 1

hoped 1 had said nothing amiss. Then, with the acumen and
tact so characteristic of him, he pressed on me the yet deeper
question, "Tell me, my friend, how did you know who in the
meeting were the spiritually minded? 1 should hesitate very
much to decide who were, and who were not spiritually minded
among our people, or in our conclave" {i.e., Roman Catholics).
" Je n'oserais pas, Monsieur" (I should not dare to do so).

Feeling myself like clay in the hands of this intellectual giant,

reputed to be the astutest diplomatist of his age, 1 begged a
moment for reflection, and then replied, " Do you think,
Cardinal, there can be any mistake in a matter like this,

when we have the explicit rule of Christ, the Head of the
Church Himself, to guide us, 'By t\\e\r fruits ye shall know
them?' In forming your judgment of a man's character, do
you judge him by his words only? Do you not look to the
testimony of his life, and where you see the evident fruits of
the spirit, may you not safely conclude that such a man is

spiritually minded?"
Whilst admitting theappositeness of the reply, he still main-

tained that I did not "touch the fringe of his difficulty!"

Discouraged at the smallness of the result of so searching a

cross-examination upon Quaker doctrines and practices, 1 rose

to take my leave. "Are you in a hurry?" he asked. "Not
at all," I replied, "but uneasy at occupying your valuable
time, while personages of importance are waiting in the ante-
room." " If that is all, pray be seated," he rejoined, placing
his hand in a kindly manner on my knee. "

1 may never
have another opportunity of seeing you or any member of
your Society, and 1 want this information." Then, with a
significant gesture, pointing to the door, he added, "Qu'ils
aitendent" (Let them wait.)

Recognizing something here, deeper than mere curiosity, a
genuine thirst for information, on what evidently was to him
a deeply interesting phase of church government, 1 resumed
my seat. Question followed question, with a power and skill,

tempered with refined courtesy, which, whilst taxing my own
resources to the utmost, far from causing any unpleasant feel-

ing, served only to deepen the admiration and regard 1 felt

for the capacious intellect, the genial kindly heart, which
could thus throw off all reserve, and enter with the freedom
and familiarity of an intimate friend, into questions closely

touching the sacredness of the inner life.

At last, when he stood up to intimate that our interview

was ended, 1 said he would observe that the leading ecclesiastic

of the Roman Catholic Church in England (Dr. Manning)
had signed my credentials, in which were set forth the senti-

ments held by the Society of Friends in regard to war—namely,
that it was contrary to the Divine Will, as revealed in the New
Testament, and 1 ventured to ask the Cardinal, whether the

Church of Rome admitted this to be the Biblical view of war.
He paused thoughtfully for a moment, and then said, "That
,is New Testament teaching, we should not deny; whether we
have, or have not, always, acted consistently in the matter."

I bowed gravely, accepting his remark without comment.

It was hardly to be expected that one in the dignified position

of a "Cardinal," should have been more frank when speaking
of any possible shortcoming of that which he regarded as the
one true Church.

—

Quaker Campaigns in Peace and War, 1871,

pp. 194-201. .*>«^»___^
IN THE STILL NIGHT.

In the still night there comes to me
The blessed boon of liberty.

From all the cares that chafed and choked,

The spirit is at last unyoked
To seek her heaven, as she ought,

On sturdy wings of fearless thought.

Then come the dreams which through the day
The moil of hving shuts away.

Then can the soul her fountains fill,

While aU the universe is still,

From streams of quietness that rise

Out of the hiUs of Paradise.

And I can tell the day was meant
For some design beneficent,

For sweet-imagined sounds I hear

And forms of beauty hover near

To win me to the perfect trust

That Ufe is good and God is just

And permeates His world, whereof

The essence and the end is love.

Chetnet, Pa. —^Leslie Pincknet Hill.

A DAY WITH OLD MEETING-HOUSES IN BUCKS COUNTY.
PENNSYLVANIA.

WALTER L. MOORE.

(Continued from page 496.)

Here let us open an old leather-bound volume yellow with

the stains of one hundred and thirty-six years. It is the

Journal of that eminent minister of the Gospel, John Griffith.

The year is 1765, when he thus writes:

"Next day 1 had a large meeting at Wright's-town; I was
opened therein, to shew the similarity between the travels of

the soul towards spiritual Canaan, and those of the Israelites

towards the outward Canaan. It was a close awakening time

to dry, formal professors."

We left as an unspoken farewell greeting to that unseen,

unknown little band who might worship here, a feeling of

tender sympathy, desiring their encouragement in every good
word and work.

Close to the highway and upon the meeting-house grounds,

there arises from a pile of large stones loosely thrown together

a tall, rough-hewn shaft of red sandstone. This monument was
erected by the Bucks County Historical Society to mark the

starting-point of what is known as "The Indian Walk," re-

garding which no unbiased student of early colonial history

can read without a blush of shame for the perpetrators of that

iniquitous land-grabbing scheme upon the Indians of the

upper Delaware.

Leaving Wrightstown, a ride of another six miles brings us

to where stands

"Buckingham, above thy dreamy fields,"

—a meeting-house of meeting-houses. Located on the western

verge of Buckingham Mount, in the midst of a wood of grand

old forest trees, the visitor at once sees that here, as elsewhere,

our Quaker forefathers were not less mindful of beauty of

location than David of old, to whom it was always, "Let us

go up unto the house of the Lord." Though erected in 1768

there is an air of substantialness about this house that rivets

the attention and reflects credit upon the builders. As rep-

resenting the prevailing type of its day it approaches very

nearly to the ideal of roominess, comfort and simple impress-

iveness which that type was meant to serve. A traveling

Friend of many years since writes of this house, " Buckingham
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Meeting-house justly deserves especial notice, as being one

of the most substantial meeting-houses which 1 have seen in

seven of our States."

It is not, however, until the visitor has passed into the grave-

yard to the rear that the full effect of the environment in all

its impressiveness is realized. The enclosure is the largest

we remember to have seen dedicated to the purpose amongst

Friends, covering, as we estimated, at least eight acres. It

gently slopes off in two directions, and is nearly surrounded on

three sides by forest containing some trees of great size and age.

As we passed among the simple mementoes to the very many
who here had found their last resting-place, the not uncomrnon

feeling, but now intensified, of reverential awe came stealing

o'er the mmd, as we remembered the lines,

—

"AH that tread

The globe are but a handful to the tribes

That slumber in its bosom."

Long shall we remember the atmosphere of stillness and

perfect peace that hovered o'er the scene that beautiful after-

noon, as

Reverently we passed from stone to stone,

Reading with mute lips the names to us unknown;

Remembering that we, too, in some such place, full soon,

Here leaving the "words and works we call our own,"

At the caU of God, shall pass into our final home.

Through the kindly assistance of an engaging youth of

about twelve years we gained admission to the house. The
forms, the galleries, and general furnishings were of the best

of the conventional type afforded a century and a quarter ago.

The great room was divided near the middle, as usual, into

the men's and women's side, by moving partitions, the rais-

ing or lowering of which had doubtless broken the tedium of

many a long meeting and held the curious attention of many
a child. The spacious " youths' gallery" had here the unusual

feature of extending quite around the house. Our youthful

conductor, in ready answer to the question as to the size of

the congregation accustomed to meet here, responded that

there were present the previous First-day "seven ladies and
two gentlemen." Feign to learn the name of this bright and

gracious lad he informed that it was Watson. As we re-

called that again and again we had read this cognomen on
the headstones in the graveyard, we felt a warm desire that

should he reach manhood he might faithfully serve the church

for which his interest was thus early so keenly and helpfully

manifested.

Buckingham lies high, breezy and woodsy. The air is pure.

It is environed by pleasing farms and rolling landscape. It

is the ideal place for meditation and prayer; a delightful one

about which to linger, especially on sunny afternoons, when
its ancient oaks throw their lengthening shadows upon the

two great horse-blocks on the verge of the wood, now lichened

by the handiwork of many years since trod by the feet of inen

and women who, perhaps, dreamed not of the curious vehicle

that had brought us hither. Could a stranger contrast be

afforded than that of going to meeting on horse-back and by
automobile!

Buckingham throughout its past must have laid a wealth of

contribution upon the altar of human affection here erected.

Here words have been spoken by God's messengers that have
stirred the soul in its desire for deeper knowledge of Divine

truth. Here the course of the gay and thoughtless has been
changed by words of instruction and warning. Here soul

has met soul in happy social greeting, and some cares of life

have been brushed away in the realization that all are alike

subject to temptation, and that in very many respects men
have one common lot. Here children, their innocent prattle

hushed in the long ride to meeting, have with awe-struck feel-

ing entered with parents the house of prayer. Here youth and
maiden have lingered, seeking in each others face the occult

signs of love's betrayal. And, finally, here the scene of life

has closed forever when, in these quiet precincts, loved ones

have been laid to rest.
(To be concluded.)

BE STILL.

In the stillness of the heart

God is found;

Ceasing from our works of care,

Not an edge tool lifted there,

We may find the place of prayer^

Holy ground!

Wouldst thou hear His gentle voice,

Troubled soul?

\^Tien thy strings all shall cease

From thy pain to find release.

He will give thee perfect peace,

Make thee whole.

Wouldst thou strength for service find,

Ready heart?

Wait in quiet for His wiU,

Fold thy hands, just now be stiU,

He will thee with courage fiU

For thy part.

On thine altar's imhewn stone

Sacrifice.

Not by steps ascend thou up.

On his knees Christ drank the cup,

Of the same thou needs must sup.

Pay the price.

He will touch thy gift with fire

From above.

All thy gold He will refine,

If submission's cahn is thine,

And will make thy face to shine

With His love.

Faihmount, Indiana. -Anna M. Freeman:

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE AND QUAKER LITERATURE.

[The following letter in The Friend [London] is of very

special interest in view of the undertaking in translation

now in hand by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The Germans
mentioned in this letter are friends of Max I. Reich and they

live near his early home in Germany.

—

Eds.1

To the Editor of The Friend [London]:

—

Dear Friend:—R. B. Hay and Joseph Schaller are doubt-

less right that a knowledge of German would directly do little

to ameliorate the bitterness which exists to a woeful ex-

tent between this country and Germany. On the other hand,

there is a more widely-spread knowledge of our language in

Germany than of theirs here, and while it is probable that

this has tended to a rapprochment, much more powerful

counter-currents have obliterated these beneficial tendencies,

so far as appears superficially. Since 1902, I have been four

times in Germany, and one standing impression left by those

visits is the blighting effects of militarism on the manhood of

the country, in the way of turning men into machines, dead-

ening conscience, and lessening the sense of moral responsi-

bility. The same blighting influence, but with rather different

manifestations, is to be seen in France, and assuredly is hang-

ing over England like the sword of Damocles.

Up to this point, 1 largely agree with J. Schaller and R. B.

Hay, but they offer little or no hope for the future, and adum-
brate conclusions which the consideration of the whole of the

evidence available does not warrant us in accepting. A Gov-
ernment that has such a control over the minds and ideals

of a whole nation, as that of Germany has, can easily poison

the sources of sane judgment in the people at large; but then,

are we face to face with the best elements of German life,

prejudiced though they may be, and entangled in Govern-

ment sophisms? What are the counter influences to those

which are most in evidence, and of which English papers take

good care to remind us? What are the religious and moral

forces at work?
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We have, on the one hand, leaders in influential positions

who scarcely admit into their gospel anything worth having
of historical Christianity, and on the other a dry—very dry
—orthodoxy in the Lan'des-Kirche. Above and beyond that,
there is an element of evangelical Christianity reachable by,
or approximating to, Quaker testimony.
From such a kernel as exists at present, great results may

be expected, not at the moment, but, as we may hope, in the
near future. Are we prepared for that possibility? 1 gather
that J. E. Hodgkin's concern lay in that direction, though it

was perhaps too optimistically expressed. Such a writer as
Lhotsky sounds a note much more like the blast of the Quaker
trumpet, than is the case with almost any prominent~ieader
of religion in England to-day. Then, again, there is Frieda
Ufer, the author of " Die Vershlossene Tur" (the closed door)
and "Schweigende Anbetung" (silent worship), a rare spirit,
albeit she is strongly biassed in favor of the Kaiser. About
two years before the war, she attended Westminster meeting,
and three or four members of London Yearly Meeting have
at different times been at her home; her literary gifts, and they
are not small, are exercised in the pages of a small weekly
sheet, with a circulation of 100,000 entitled " Komm mit,"
an invitation to Y. W. C. A. fellowship among young women.
Does not the simple fact of such a circulation to a paper which
seeks to bring Christian principles to bear on practical life

constitute a claim on our interest?

There is the further question, what is the Society doing
to prepare literature for spiritual wants both in Germany and
France? Apparently the fear that almost everything that is

printed will stay on the shelves has operated to make the out-
put nil for some time. We cannot force the production of liv-

ing testimonies, to the grace, the Truth, and the Light of
Christ; true, but are we fully excused, does no burden rest
anywhere, is there no call to do something that is not being
done, something lowly and small, perhaps, that would be a
stepping-stone for further testimony?

Thy friend,

John E. Southall.
81 High St., Newport, Second Month 24, 1917.

CONTRIBUTION OF FRIENDS TO THE UNITY
OF RELIGIOUS WORK ABROAD.*

The following is reprinted from The Friend (London) with
a feeling that it has a message on this side of the Atlantic—
[Eds.]

For us at home the question of uniting the divided members
of the Christian Church is more or less academic, but for many
of those who are doing religious work abroad it is a pressing
and very practical problem—at any rate in those countries
where the task of building up a native Church is well in sight.
For there seems little sense in raising Churches in which are
reproduced the divisions of Western Christendom—divisions
which have come about (for the most part) through contro-
versies about matters of Church order which are without
meaning for most native Christians. Why should we try to
make them Episcopalians or Presbyterians, Methodists or
Congregationalists, and so forth? There seems to be little

hope of establishing a real native Church on such lines. Be-
sides this, present difficulties arise. Missionary comity re-

quires some delimitation of areas, so that different missions
do not interfere with one another's work. Native Christians
frequently remove from one district into another. Are they
to be excluded from membership and from joining fully in

worship with their fellow-Christians because they have not
been baptized in a particular way, or (if Friends) have not
been baptized with water at all? Is a Church to direct its

members not to join in worship with fellow-Christians because,
according to its rules, the ministers of the latter are not min-
isters at all but laymen? Are joint communion services to be

*Address at F. F. M. A. Jubilee Meeting at Devonshire House, Tenth
Month 4, 1916,

impossible because Western theories differ as to who can
"validly" administer them? To many thoughtful natives
such questions seem absurd. These difficulties have led to the
making of plans for the Federation of Churches, as in West
China and in Madagascar, and that which was proposed at the
Kikuyu Conference in British East Africa in 1913. These
plans usually include arrangements for a common Confession
of Faith, for the reception of members from other Churches,
for joint communion services, and so on. The plans adopted
at the Kikuyu Conference were, as we know, bitterly attacked
by the Bishop of Zanzibar (supported by the Bishop of Oxford
and other High Churchmen at home), who repudiated any
attempt to federate Episcopal with non-Episcopal bodies as
contrary to Church order and tending if allowed to divide
the Anglican Church the world over.

Now does not this suggest that there must be something
wrong with theories that will not work out in practice, that
will not find room for the new facts of expanding life on the
mission field? The position is closely akin to that which
faced the Apostles, when Gentiles like Cornelius "received
the Spirit" and were therefore clearly Christians though out-
side the Jewish fold. The Apostles had the grace to follow
the guidance of the Spirit which came to them through what
had happened. They could not shut their eyes to the fact

that Cornelius was a Christian, though uncircumcised, and
so the broader-minded of them let their theories go and made
room for the facts. So it is now; and no question of the
effect of new departures on the home Churches ought to pre-
vent missionaries from following the clear guidance of the
Spirit, even when this upsets their exclusive theories.

For Friends the situation is specially difficult, for they refuse
to recognize the necessity of some things that most other
Christians insist on—such as baptism with water, confirmation,
outward communion, and a ministry humanly ordained.
Their refusal is not merely negative, for they can point to
bodies of men and women who are undoubtedly real Christians
and show by their lives that they have received the Spirit

without the use of any of these outward forms. This is fully

recognized by Bishop Gore, who in his pamphlet, "The Basis
of Anglican Fellowship," says:

" For my own part, if I am to judge by the fruits of religon

as I see them in life, 1 should be disposed to rank the Friends
among the highest in the Kingdom of God, and they have no
ministry and no sacraments."

The Bishop is a typical Englishman, to whom logic is a
small matter. One would have supposed that this admission
finally disposed of his exclusive theory, and that he would
have seen that his theory committed him to shutting out from
the Church some whom he regarded as the best of Christians.

Friends, it is clear, cannot join heartily in any Federation
of Churches based on the necessity of converts having been
baptized with water, partaking of the Lord's Supper, or at-

tending a form of worship which can only be conducted by a
properly ordained minister. The Friends' Pemba Mission
was obliged on such grounds to stand apart from the Kikuyu
Conference. Hence the "stiffness" of Friends is often object-
ed to, as an obstacle to unity. Ought they not to give way
on these points, in order not to obstruct? If others come
some way towards meeting them, as by allowing a Friend to
preach in their churches, ought not they to give up something
to meet others? The answer is, 1 think, that they have
nothing really to give up. They are asked, not to cut down a
hedge but to help in planting one—not to broaden the Church
but to assist in narrowing it. Friends' principles and practices

exclude no one—they do not unchurch anybody because he
thinks it right to be baptized or confirmed. But they are
asked to join in measures that will exclude Christians who
cannot adopt certain forms.

What, then, is the contribution that Friends can make to-

wards unity in the mission field? It may seem paradoxical,
but 1 believe that their best contribution is to stand by their

principles—not, of course, in any contentious spirit. For, by
standing firm, they may compel the rest to broaden their
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foundation by the recognition that Friends have the reality

of Christianity without its forms. In West China, and I be-

lieve in Madagascar, they have been strong enough to make
their influence felt in this way, and to direct the stream that

flows towards unity into a stronger and broader channel than
it would have taken had they been less "stiff"—had they

suppressed their special testimony for the sake of a more
superficial unity. The fact is that if we really understand

our own position, we have a different, and 1 believe a much
truer conception than many others have of the real basis of

Christian unity. For us it does not consist in a single organi-

zation, with common sacraments and forms of worship and
statements of belief. We do not think that real unity can

ever be achieved along these lines. These outward forms have
always divided Christians, and probably always will. The
unity we seek is not in uniformity of creeds or practices, but in

a common spirit of loyalty to Jesus Christ, based on a common
experience of His power in our lives, and leading to a life of

practical devotion to the good of men. Wherever he sees this

spirit, the Christian has unity with it—a unity that goes far

deeper than any acceptance of a statement of belief or the

adoption of a particular practice. It is the unity of those in

whom Christ is reproducing His own character. "The glory

Thou hast given Me I have given them, that they all may be

one." His "glory" was the character of God which shone

through Him and radiated itself into other souls, bringing

men into a measure of the same life and love. "
I am glorified

in them." Those who can see and feel this character in one
another are already one in spirit, however they may express

themselves outwardly, whether by creeds or forms. Pas-

sages may be quoted from the writings of the most thoughtful

Friends, from the seventeenth century onwards—from Pen-
ington, Penn, Thomas Story, John Woolman, and many more
—showing that this has always been our position. Thomas
Story, for example, wrote in 1737: "The unity of Christians

never did nor ever will or can stand in uniformity of thought
or opinion, but in Christian love only." That, 1 am convinced,

is the real contribution we have to make towards the Reunion
of Christendom. What the mission field is showing us is that

unity will be discovered, not in theoretical discussions about
forms or creeds, but in a common work done in a common
spirit—in co-operation in the mighty task of bringing in the

Kingdom of God. Edward Grubb.
» I ^

DISARMAMENT.
From a Report of a Late Session of London and Middle-

sex Quarterly Meeting, as Reported in The Friend.

The second important topic was that of disarmament, arising

out of the Minute of the Meeting for Sufferings, spoken to

by Marian E. Ellis, who urged the great need for a re-state-

ment of our view. We are faced with a great choice between
faith and fear. At the close of the war there is likely to be

on the one hand a great reaction against the whole military

system, and on the other a great danger of that system being

fastened on the nation more firmly than ever. Christ could

not have done what He did if He had relied on any forces of

the world for the overcoming of evil. We must go down to

the foundation of our belief and find out what is the inner

power of God. There is a great call going forth to the Chris-

tian Churches and most of all perhaps to the Society of Friends;

it may even be that God has a message for the world to be
given through us.

Many Friends took part in the discussion that followed this

weighty address, and whilst a few thought they saw insuper-

able difficulties, the feeling of the Meeting was strongly in

favor of the Minute sent down by the Meeting for Sufferings.

It was pointed out that unless we seize the present opportunity

we may be absolutely committed to compulsory military

service. If our confidence is in God we need not mind what
the wisdom of man may say. The growth of militarism will

stamp out the Spirit of God. Carl Heath felt strongly that

this question of disarmament was the logical outcome of our
peace principles. We must not be afraid of ideas, for we are

apt sometimes to forget that every change that comes about
in the progress of humanity is due to an idea translated into

action. There is bound to be a great disarmament in any
case after the war is over, as the present huge armies cannot
possibly be maintained. Most people, including a great many
non-Christians, desire security, but we cannot get this by
war. The only guarantee for security and for the maintenance
of peace is to get rid of sectional influence. We must help

people to see that the only ultimate safety is that which rests

on the Spirit of God. " The angel of His Spirit saved them."

"OH, WHAT A HYDRA IS THIS EVIL OF WAR!"
What numbers does it ensnare and draw away from parents,

wives and children, and all the beneficial purposes of life, to be
cut down as grass before the scythe of the mower, ignorant and
unconcerned about the true end for which life was given them.

But when will the rulers of the kingdoms of this world lay

these things to heart? When, with an earnestness equal to

that with which they engage in war with each other, will they
be concerned to devise means for accommodating their dif-

ference's and disputes with each other, which may render this

wanton waste of human lives unnecessary: and no longer

multiply the cries of the orphans and the tears of the widows,

by sacrificing so many of those, whom Providence has placed

under them, to their cruel ambition?—(Page 13) Thomas
Shillitoe's "Caution and Warning to the Inhabitants of Great
Britain, but more especially to the Rulers and All in Power."
— 1797.

—

Selected by Amelia M. Gummere.

SCARCITY OF FARM LABOR.
On First Month 12, 1914, Henry Ford announced his plan

of paying five dollars a day for every workman in the Ford
factory. Six weeks after this plan went into effect a compari-
son was made between the production for First Month, 1913,

and First Month, 1914. In 1913, 16,000 men in one month,
working ten hours a day, made 16,000 cars. Under the new
plan, 1 5,800 men, working eight hours a day, made and shipped

26,000 cars.

Henry Ford is without doubt an exceptional genius, but the
rank and file of his workmen are probably very much like

other men in a similar line of work. There must be some
fundamental law of human nature which made fewer men in

fewer hours turn out more cars than in the year before.

It is said that Ford believes the eight-hour day should not

apply to farm hands. It is not my purpose to suggest running
the farm on the shop system of time. 1 have seen it tried,

but never with success. It is very unlikely that a farm hand
could do as much work in eight hours as in ten hours a day,

especially if he were using a team.

If, however, there is anything in the results obtained by
Henry Ford which can be secured on the farm, let us try for

it. Improved efficiency and business organization have helped

to make possible the better working conditions for the in-

dustrial laborer. There have not been corresponding improve-
ments on the farm within the past twenty-five years. Milk-

ing machines have not greatly lessened the cost of milk pro-

duction, nor have power sprayers materially lessened the cost

of fruit growing, although both have tended to improve the

quality of the product. It is too early to know what changes

the farm tractor will make in agricultural methods. Whether
the use of these recent appliances results in an added expense

or a saving in the operating cost of the farm depends on the

ability of the farm manager. Efficient farm management is

one of the greatest needs of the farmers of America. Whether
the farm labor available is used to the best advantage depends

on whether the farmer has made his plans wisely and can

execute them judiciously. Every hour of every day of each

man's work should be made to count for the most, not by
nagging or crowding, but by studying his adaptabilities and

by devising all the short cuts possible consistent with efficiency

and thoroughness.

If we share in a measure of Henry Ford's experience, w§
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should get more work done following a raise in wages, either

because it encourages better efforts, or because it attracts a
better class of help. The day is past when we can expect to

hire a good man for seven dollars a week, with house rent and
firewood, or five dollars a week and board. Some farmers are
now paying as high as ten dollars per week with house and
privileges. The purchasing power of a dollar is so much less

than it was a few years ago, that we farmers must realize that
the same percentage of increase should go into wages as goes
to purchase our food and supplies, or as we receive by the sale

of crops. In no other way can we be fair to our men, nor
meet the competition of other classes of employers.
As a result of the large number of men from the country

who have recently moved to town to work in munition factories

or other industries, some of whom had been rural residents
all their lives previously, there is a number, in the aggregate
quite large, who for one reason or another want to quit the
city and get back on the farm. Sometimes their wives are
unhappy in the city, often their neighbors are uncongenial or
troublesome, or their children are in an unwholesome environ-
ment. There are possibilities for mutual benefit to the farmer
and such working-men if they can be located.

Some farmers have had success with students for help. We
would naturally expect the agricultural colleges to be the
preferable source of such young men. Agricultural students
are more likely to have an intelligent interest in their work.
Owing to the short summer vacation, students are usually not
available during planting, but come in for harvest time. Some
farmers have a decided prejudice against college students for

laborers, believing them to be soft or lazy and full of theory,
but with no practical experience. This description may fit

some, but not all of them by any means. An agricultural
college student of my acquaintance applied by letter to a
prominent farmer for a position. The farmer replied that he
had hired a student once, and never would have another one
work on his place. A few weeks later the college man went
to this farmer's home and asked for work, dressed in well-
worn clothes, and without any allusion to his identity. He
was promptly "taken on" and completed a season's work
satisfactorily to his employer.

Some of the agricultural colleges require a student to spend
a certain number of months working on farms, the farmer
turning in a report to the college on the quality of work done.
This makes a strong incentive for the student to apply himself.
When farm labor is so scarce as it is to-day, methods of farm

practice should be studied to save effort whenever possible.

For instance, lime may be bought in a form ready to apply,
and so avoid the labor of slaking, and the added work of
spreading by hand. In the preparation of the ground, one
man should drive two teams whenever practicable, improved
tools can often be used, which combine the work of two in one
operation, such as the combined grass seeder and weeder,
which sows and covers the seed. One cannot take too much pains
and forethought to have all machinery and equipment ready
for use, that no valuable time be lost when they are wanted.
The value of time is something that farmers are learning

to appreciate more than they used to. The familiar soap box
or nail keg at the village store, now kept in memory by cartoon
and tradition, is not occupied in these days by the busy farmer.
The automobile has helped the farmer to save time in going
to town on errands, and it has done even greater good by giving
needed relaxation and a zest to life which has kept him step-
ping to the tune of the motor all the rest of the day. The
automobile is more than a time saver, it is a teacher of time
saving. It is a tonic for mind and body that helps to keep the
farmer from getting fagged out, slow going and prematurely old.

To come back to Henry Ford, why cannot we farmers
apply some of his methods in our relations with our hired help,
not in an extravagant way, but so as to share with them some
of the little comforts and pleasures of life, and see if they will

not feel like taking the hard places and the steady pull at a
little quicker pace when they find the throttle has been opened
another notch or two, " Hiram Haines.

THE N. E. A. AND MILITARY TRAINING.
At a recent N. E. A. Superintendent's meeting in St. Louis

the subject of military training was considered. Friends
will be interested in the outcome as rep')rted in the Journal oj
RdHCdtioH. Apparently the military sentiment was strongly
mobilized. This should be a pointer to peacemakers.

" The climax of the meeting came at the close of the morn-
ing session when the report of the committee on military
training in the schools was presented. It looked to the com-
mittee, appointed to prepare the report, that the cards were
surely stacked against its report, as six speakers during the
week, at the general meeting and at round table conferences,
had strongly favored military training in the schools, one
speaker going so far as to recommend its introduction down to
the kindergarten. And immediately preceding the report,
circulars favoring military training were distributed freely

among the audience by the Universal Military Training
League. The report of the committee, however, was a unani-
mous one against combining military training with school
work, and the arguments of the speakers who joined in the
discussion were so convincing that the convention, in spite

of the fact that the atmosphere had been charged with mili-
taristic spirit, by an almost unanimous (standing) vote ap-
proved of the resolutions submitted. The first resolution
favored universal and compulsory military training for young
men from nineteen to twenty-one years of age, and the second
resolution "opposed the introduction of military training and
military drill, or any form of instruction which Is distinctively
or specifically military, into the elementary and secondary
schools." The remaining resolutions gave a constructive plan
of physical training and of patriotic and civic service. Many
present asserted that this report was the most important and
far-reaching of any presented."

QUERIES AS TO HOW WE ARE FRIENDS.
Am 1 a Friend merely by acceptance of the Friendly ideals

(so called), or by the New Birth unto Righteousness, which?
Am 1 a Friend by the taking thought and action to add to

my Spiritual stature, or by being born of the incorruptible
Seed and Word of God, which?
Am I a Friend by an intellectual grasp and appropriation

of the truths of Christianity, or by putting my mouth in the
dust, if so be there might be hope, which?

in this time of all times, when Christianity is being put to
the test, as perhaps never before, to make good the rightful

claim made for it; that it is the great panacea for every in-

dividual and national ill; how does it behoove its adherents,
of all ranks, to experience its true standard erected upon its

righteous Seed base within us, that this not exaggerated
claim may be more fully vindicated.

Especially should Friends, whose profession is the highest,

be concerned, to be no longer found in the background as to
Christianity's righteous rule, reign and government over us,

as indicated in the latter part of the above queries. It would
then be as it should be, we should be found more in the role

of servants, and not as now (1 fear) is too much the case, the
manipulators of Christianity's sacred truths in our own will,

wisdom, time and way.
Ohio. D. H.

"1 AM the light of the world; he that followethMe shall

not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life." (John
vii: 12.)

From the number of articles touching the subject that have
appeared in The Friend since the beginning of the war, it

seems that Friends generally are filled with deep-felt and sin-

cere regrets for present world conditions; and, what might
be taken by some as a more hopeful sign, under the pressure
and rapidity with which events are shaping themselves. Friends
seem alert and active as being willing to do their full part in

the propaganda for the principles of truth and right as they
see them; yet there seem to be some clouds of dopbt, even
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in their horizon, as to the proper aims and methods to be

pursued lool<ing toward the future course and testimony of

the Society as regards the methods whereby international

peace and good-will are to be made lasting.

Prophecy seems to my mind not so much the forecasting

of future events as it does a method of giving expression to

eternal truth, and eternal truth must necessarily be always

effectively present. Such a prophecy is the one which declares

that Jesus comes in the clouds of heaven. Amidst the clouds

of the present, then, we are to watch for the httle gleams, as

it were, or flashes of truth that now and then break through

the clouds and seem to gladden the too-anxious hearts of the

watchers with more hopeful prospects. The calling of an In-

ternational Peace Conference of Friends to sit in London after

the war indicates that a need Is felt amongst Friends for more
light and the dispelling of clouds from the horizon.

It is when Jesus has come that the above text applies, and
is it possible that He has not yet come to many now bearing

the name of Friends that they should still be watching for

the sky to clear and reveal Him? It is possible; nevertheless,"

to them that look for Him is the promise that He will appear.

If, then, we are yet walking in some darkness, let us look for

Him in view of the promise, but remembering that to some,

when they see Him, "There is no comeliness in Him," but also,

" Blessed are they who love His appearing."

Whether the proposed Conference will ever convene is

to be seen, but the fact remains that in this call for a Con-
ference is a self-confessed need for more light. It may be

timely, then, to inquire why Friends, who are the professed

"Children of the Light," should have their vision of the truth

obscured by clouds and their pathway darkened by their

shadows. Is it because they have had no heavenly rain to

clear their sky, or have they allowed "the clouds to return

after the rain?" Clouds are but vapors that rise from the

earth, they do not come from heaven. The earthly nature

will continue to send up clouds of doubt where the under-

standing remains unconvinced. Truth appeals to the under-

standing, and truth is light. Falsehood and deceit, before

they are penetrated by the understanding, are indeed felt

to be clouds that darken the pathway, but a clear revelation

of the truth quickly dispels them. Who hath a revelation

let him speak; he that is encompassed with doubt, having

no revelation, let him keep silent. Let us pray God to send

much heavenly rain upon our parched ground, and when we
are revived let us be careful to allow no clouds to return after

the rain.

One of the clouds of deceit that we have, in some measure,

allowed to overshadow us is the popular notion of the " Com-
mon Brotherhood of Man," forgetting that "In Adam all

die," and that the Heavenly brotherhood is not after the law

of kinship of the flesh. We speak of "infinite possibilities"

and the Divine "potentialities" of all men, which are said

to be destroyed by destroying a human life, forgetting that

the Divine potentiality is not at all in men but in the holy

seed that is sown in men, and that when the seed has grown

and brought forth its proper fruits the earthly part will re-

turn to the earth from whence it was taken while the fruits

will be gathered into the heavenly garner. Indeed, it is not

possible to destroy the Divine seed with its infinite possibili-

ties that is sown in every earth-man, for, "The seed is the

word" and " My word shall not return unto me void, but shall

accomplish that whereunto I send it," whether of condemna-
tion or of justification.

Another serious error we have fallen into is the notion that

men can be compelled to obey so-called Gospel principles

by legislative enactments, and so we petition legislators,

governors and others in authority to adopt such and such

measures of reform, forgetting that the primary object of

Christianity is not the reformation of political institutions,

nor the regulation of external conduct, but the "reformation

of the heart; knowing that all other reformation will follow."

"The payment of tribute by our Lord, was accordant with

his usual system of avoiding to interfere with the civil or

political institutions of the world." (See Dymond, page 543.)

All evils, war included, are fruits of corrupt trees. We can-

not destroy a corrupt tree by plucking and destroying its

fruit. It will bear more. The axe must be laid unto the root

of the corrupt trees. Where shall we find the root of all evil

trees, the primary source of all evils? Hear what Jesus says:
" From within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil

thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders, thefts, covetous-

ness, wickedness, deceit, lasciviousness, an evil eye, blas-

phemy, pride, foolishness; all these evil things come from

within, and defile the man." (Mark vii: 21-23.)

"Where sin is, there must the remedy be applied." (See,

"No Cross, No Crown," page 33, by Wm. Penn.)

What, then, is the remedy? Not legislative enactments,

not international agreements, whatever utilities these may
serve, but the blood of Jesus, which George Fox says "is the

life of Jesus," the life and potency of the Divine seed thatis

sown in every man. The primary service of every Chris-

tian worker who will aid the coming and establishment of

the Heavenly Kingdom must be to proclaim the giving of

this "free gift" to every man, and to call the attention of all

men to its potency, this virtue, this power that works in all

hearts, in every man's conscience, that they may subject their

own wills and come under this blood, this new-life power, this

all-available and all-effective remedy applied in the heart,

in the conscience, where the evil is first suggested and where

it must be rejected in its first inception. Let us, then, allow

no deceitful shadow to obscure the clear vision of this primary

work of Christianity, which must come first and antedate

every true and lasting reform.

All men in Adam are corrupt trees and must be cut down
and given to the baptism of fire that all that is of the corrupt

nature may be consumed, and that which remains that the

fire cannot touch is the Heavenly seed, which supplants the

old man and becomes the true heir, even as Jacob supplanted

Esau in the birthright.

What useful purpose, then, serveth civil government, hath

it no place of utility in the Christian system? It has, hke

the thorn to the rose, the husk to the ear, the shell to the ker-

nel. But the kernel is a higher form of organization than the

husk, and a later and purer product of the same law with its

many processes.

Essex, Ontario, Canada. O. E. F.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.

Historical records show that nearly all our Indian wars

originated in acts of gross injustice or violations of treaties by
the United States Government or its duly appointed agents.

Helen Hunt Jackson, after examining carefully the numerous

treaties made with Indian tribes and investigating the claims

made by the Indians regarding their observance by the whites,

declared there was not a single treaty that the Indians had

been the first to violate. Stirred by the cruel injustice dis-

closed by her own discoveries, she wrote her famous books,

"A Century of Dishonor" and the novel called "Ramona."
Generals in the U. S. army who spent many years in the

service, when asked if they knew of any instance where the

Indians were the first to break a treaty, have answered em-

phatically "No." Notwithstanding these indisputable facts,

when depredations were committed by the Indians the cry

was heard all over the land, " Exterminate the whole race."

Such was the state of affairs when Ulysses S. Grant became

President. A company of Friends went to Washington to see

him regarding such matters and suggested the advisability of

appointing religiously minded men as Indian agents, and like-

wise as teachers and employees at the agencies. After listen-

ing to these suggestions President Grant is said to have

replied about as follows:

"Gentlemen, your advice is good. I accept it. If you can

make Quakers of the Indians, it will take the fight out of them,"
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Thus the peace policy with the Indians originated at Washing-
ton and was about to be put on trial. Friends were given
charge of several agencies. Thomas C. Battey felt it his duty
to offer to go among some of the most warlike of the tribes in

the Indian Territory (now the State of Oklahoma). In the
autumn of 187 1 he opened a school among the Caddoes under
the supervision of the U. S. agent for this tribe.

Some five months later, according to his memoranda, he
awoke one morning with a thought on his mind that affected
him profoundly throughout the day. His own account con-
tinues as follows:

—

It was as though I had heard distinctly the question ad-
dressed to me audibly, "What if thou should have to go and
sojourn in the Kiowa Camps?" The thought was new to me
and, coming as it did, it affected me to tears. I had regarded
the Kiowas as the most fierce and desperately blood-thirsty
tribe in the Territory, but throughout the day 1 could not dis-
miss the subject from my mind for more than a few moments
at a time.

The intensity of my feelings was in no way diminished
when in the evening. Kicking Bird, an influential chief among
the Kiowas, came to me with an interpreter and informed me
they had come to ask me to be a father to their little girl. I

told him if they would bring her to me and leave her with me
I would be a father to her and treat her as 1 would my own
children. They talked a little together, then Kicking Bird
said, "We cannot leave her; we have lost five children; we
cannot leave her here, but we want you to be father to her
as you are to the children here." 1 said, " Do you want me to
come to your camp and live with you that 1 may be her
father?" He replied, "Yes, that would be good. If you will
come 1 will be your friend, and nobody shall do you any harm;
my people will be your brothers." 1 replied to him that I

could not leave these children yet, but that I would think about
it a great deal. To this he said, "You think, and when you
have made up your mind to come, let me know, and my wife
and 1 will come and get you, and you shall live with me in

my lodge and be a father to the Kiowa children as you are to
the Caddoes." This interview had not the effect to lighten the
burden already on my mind; scarcely daring to doubt but it

would be my duty, at no distant time, to go among them.
About a week after this 1 went to the Kiowa Agency (not

the camps of the Kiowas) on horse-back, a distance of thirty-
five miles, along a lonely, solitary road.
On returning two days later, over the same solitary way, 1

was refreshed and tendered by the overshadowing presence of
Divine Goodness, in which mv soul was poured out like water
before the Mighty Rock of Ages.
The prospect was afresh opened to my view of yieldmg to

offer myself to go among the wild and roving Kiowas, and 1

was favored to see that a whole surrender is required; that 1

had clung with the arm of earthly love to my precious wife
and children, but that the time was near in which 1 must
forsake all, that 1 hold most dear on earth, even to hearing
from them with any degree of reliability; as a "whole burnt
offering."

My very soul was solemnized within me, and I could but
cry,
—"O Most High and Holy One, whose right it is to rule

and to reign in the hearts of the children of men, enable me
to say, in the depths of true and consecrated sincerity,—' Not
my will, but thine, be done.'"
May these lofty hills, these beautiful valleys, and wide-

spreading plains, which have been for ages silent witnesses
of atrocious deeds of blood, re-echo with high and living praise
to thee, the Almighty Creator and Preserver of all things, and
the Redeemer of a fallen race.

May the darkness of superstition, which now hangs as a
thick cloud over the inhabitants of this land, be dispelled by
the bright-shining rays of the Sun of Righteousness, that these
poor deluded creatures may see themselves in the true light,

and learn to "know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ,
whom Thou hast sent," which is indeed life eternal.
My mind continued thus absorbed in a sense of the Divine

Presence, until I arrived at the canon of Cache Creek, about
midway between Fort Sill and the agency. On ascending
out of the canon, 1 saw a couple of men on horse-back, in
Indian costume, perhaps a mile away, on an eminence some
distance to one side of the trail on which I was traveling. On
discovering me they put their horses into a swift run to the
trail and then towards me. My pony became impatient and
struck into a run to meet them.
They did not whoop as is usual with Indians. The wind

occasioned by the speed of my pony blew the skirt of my coat
back as we rapidly approached each other, showing me to be
unarmed. As we drew near together, they separated, one on
each side of the trail, and stopped, each having his hand on
his revolver, without withdrawing it from its sheath. My
pony slackened not his speed until between them, when he
suddenly stopped, and 1 called out "How," the usual saluta-
tion of white men when meeting Indians.
They asked me in unbroken English for money. 1 replied,

"
1 have none for you."
"What have you in your breast pocket?" "Letters for

the Wichita Agency," 1 replied. "Let me see them." They
were handed him.

He examined them by holding them singly between his eye
and the sun, and carefully passing each one between his thumb
and finger. Finding no money he handed them back to me.
After examining the papers in my coat pockets, they put spurs
to their horses and departed as rapidly as they had approached,
exclaiming

—
"To-mo-del-cum"—"A crazy fellow," as they

probably took me to be for being in that dangerous country
unarmed, though had 1 been armed I might have fared worse.

1 did not think but they were Indians until reflecting upon
the whole circumstance—the plain, unbroken English, the
systematic examination of the letters, showing they under-
stood how to detect money in letters, cast a doubt in my
mind as to their being Indians at all.

The remaining part of the journey was more rapidly per-
formed, with thankfulness to Him who protected me, and
saved my life from evil men in this hour of imminent danger.

(To be continued.)

NEWS ITEMS.
We gladly call attention again to Friends' Meetings in Harrisburg.

The hour is 3.30 on First-days and the meetings are held in the rooms of

the State W. C. T. U., No. 310 Patriot Building. Our informant adds,
"The presence of Friends from out of town is most acceptable."

On account of the distance and expense of reaching the Conference
at Northfield, Mass., it has been decided to hold a similar Conference
at Chambersburg, Pa. (Wilson College). This will be held this summer
from Sixth Month 28th to Seventh Month 6th. It is hoped that it will

be attended by delegates—women of all ages from Philadelphia vicinity,

the near West and South. The lectures are to be the same as those at

Northfield. All who are interested and able should attend, as the fu-

ture continuance will depend upon the success of this summer. The place
rivals Northfield for beauty—the train facilities are excellent. Friends
should be represented.

For other particulars write to Frances D. Elkinton, Moylan, Pa.

A EECBEATioN Centre, solely for the use of Negro children, has been
established in Germantown, Philadelphia, under the direction of the
Board of Recreation, this being the first of the kind in the city, says the
Record. It is at No. 504 East Haines Street, in the midst of a large Negro
population. The Board of Recreation assumed charge of this building
in 1915, making it an annex of the Waterview Park Playground. Great
improvements have been made the past year at Waterview, the work
including the construction of a $100,000 recreation building. Coincident
with the completion of the new building, the old Morton Boys' Clul>

Building, nearby, has been set apart for the use of Negro cliildren. W. J.

Faulkner wiU have charge and he is now organizing various activities.

Robert L. Kelly has resigned as president of Earlham College, after

a service of fourteen years in that capacity. He has accepted a position

as executive secretary of the Council of Church Boards of Education
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in the United States, and begins upon his new duties Ninth Month 1.

His headquarters will be temporarily established in Chicago, to be re-

moved later to New York.

South Dueham, Maine, enjoys a reputation for the longevity of her

Quaker residents which has reached even to the Middle West. Within

a radius of a few miles of this Uttle village, fom-teen Friends, within re-

cent years, hved to an average age of ninety-three years. As queen among
her aged members. South Durham Monthly Meeting stUl enjoys the

active interest of "Aunt " Mary Douglas Goddard, who keeps currently in-

formed regarding affairs of the meeting and also of the outside world,

though she celebrated her one hundred and seventh birthday this year,

as noted in The Friend. She recently sent her testimony to the

Monthly Meeting. One of Aunt Mary's neighbors, Esther Jones, is

nearly ninety-sLx years of age and in good health. Another neighbor, who
died when Aunt Mary was only fifty-four, was born in 1770.

Most Friends have been notified of the "School of Internationalism"

proposed for ne.xt week. The program in hand shows lectures and classes

at No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, beginning on Second-day , Fourth Month
23rd, and continuing until Seventh-day, Fourth Month 28th. In all

si.xty lessons and lectures are scheduled. The effort is to train "peace-

makers" in effectiveness.

CORRESPONDENCE.
San Jose, Cal., Fourth Month 9, 1917.

To Our Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting:—
Deak Friends:—We desire to thank you for the little address of

"Kindly Greeting" forwarded to us from the last Yearly Meeting, and

signed by two hundred and twenty of our Friends. This expression was

most unexpected and deeply touched us. We feel that it represented

a general sympathy and affection on the part of our fellow-members of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and others. We are cheered and strength-

ened by it.

This seems the best way for us to respon d as we do not know all the

addresses of the signers of that paper.

With a message of Christian love, we are.

Your Friends,

WiT.T.TAM C. Allen,

Elizabeth C. B. Allen.

What Germany needs is a translation of the best our early Friends

have written. Much that the Society has since put its official seal upon

is too tame and diluted (in my judgment) to do much good in Germany.

I apprehend a revival of Truth in that country in the twentieth century

will be the heart and kernel of Foxian and Peningtonian Quakerism in

modern speech. There are thousands in Germany who will respond to

such a message and it wiU give a much-needed rallying-ground for the

so-called "left" and "right" tendencies of theological conceptions which

have divided Germans so long.

Max I. Reich.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

An explosion in the munition works at Eddystone on the 9th caused

the death of one hundred and twenty-seven persons. Official investi-

gators declare the cause may never be known.

Schoolmen's Week at the University of Pennsylvania drew 300 teach-

ers and laymen from Pennsylvania and adjoining States to discuss educa-

tional problems last week.

Four city blocks in the heart of the hotel district of Asbury Park, N. J.,

fronting on the beach, were swept by fiie on the 6th.

A prominent weekly says: "The President's proclamation defining

the status and privileges of enemy aliens domiciled here, is conceived in

a humane spirit and no harsh measures for their restraint should be re-

quired, if they conduct themselves without hostiUty to this country."

A distinct earth=shock was felt for several seconds throughout the

St. Louis section on the 9th. A number of windows were broken and

several chimneys were knocked down. The after vibrations continued

for eight minutes.

Richard Olney, statesman, once Secretary of State, and always a

noted student of international affairs, died at his home in the Fenway in

the Back Bay District of Boston on the 8th.

Tlie Department of Health, New York City, which has been makij

a special investigation of the relation between overcrowding and diseai

has announced there is no doubt, from the data gathered, that the i

lationship is close and positive.

Through Co-operative efforts of the school officials, manufacture

and a representative of the United States Bueau of Education, Newar

N. J., is making an exhaustive effort to discover the surest and sane

type of vocational education.

With the introduction of the .Annual Appropriation Bill and the sigi

ing by Governor Whitman of the revised Welsh-Slater bill. It is possib

to get some idea of the program for the universal training of boys whic

is now to be the pohcy of New York State. These bills provide fc

compulsorj' training of all boys sixteen, seventeen and eighteen yeai

old for two or three hours a week durmg the school year, with voluntar

camp work in the summer.

Meetings have been held recently and others wUl be held in the futur

in both New York State and Pennsylvania, to agree upon legislation tha

will allow the sheep industry of the country to return to its former pro

portions. Production of mutton and wool has fallen amazingly, in thi

past, especially since 1910.

The Electrical Engineering Department of the State Agricultura

College of Manhattan, Kan., is at present engaged in conducting a seiies

of experiments with a view to improving the prevailing methods o:

generating electricity from windmUl power. In the present test th(

generator is mounted on the head of the miU and geared directly to th(

source of power, instead of being belted to the mill at its base, as is usuallj

the practice.

American Sunday-schools have been asked to assume financial sup-

port of schools in China formerly supported by England's schools, in\

order that England may re-enforce its own Sunday-school work at once. I

The Sunday-school strength of the United States is now 23,000,000, and

has been growing at the rate of about a miUion a year.

FOREIGN.—China is going to honor with a monument the memory

of John Hay, who proclaimed and really enforced the pohcy of European

non-intervention and the "open door" in that country, and it does well

to pay him this tribute. John Hay stemmed the tide of European aggres-

sion in Asia, and his pohcy of the open door, if it is sustamed in the future,

will mean progress as well as independence for China.

M. Rodzianko, President of the Russian Duma, has promised the

women of Russia that the Duma will urge the constituent assembly to

declare for equal suffrage. The City Council of Petrograd has unani-

mously agreed to appoint a certain proportion of women to several of its

committees, says a Central News dispatch.

Hermilda Qalindo, a woman, who has been elected a deputy from

the 5th Electoral District of the Federal District of Mexico, which com-

prises the capital, Mexico City, is the manager of the Modern Woman,

pubhshed in Mexico City.

m I m
NOTICES.

A MEETING for Divine Worship appointed by Lansdowne Monthly

Meeting of Friends will be held Ln Paiste Hall, Llanerch, Pennsylvania,

First-day, Fourth Month 22, 1917, at 3 p. m., to which all are invited.

Meetings from Fourth Month 22nd to 28th:

Frankford Monthly Meeting, Fourth-day, Fourth Month 25th, at 7.45

p. M.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 26th,

at 10.30 a. m.

Germantown, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 26th, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Fourth Month 26th, at 7.45 p. m.

Born.—At Calgary, the twentieth of Third Month, 1917, to Walter

and Ohve C. D. Kennedy, a son, Ronald Dillt Kennedy.

Died.—At his home in Philadelphia, Fu-st Month 20, 1917, William E.

Tatum (formerly of Woodbury, N. J.), in his seventy-first year; a member

of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting for the Western District.

, near London Grove, Pa., on Third Month 28th, Edith Shahp-

less, aged sixty-seven years; a minister of London Grove Monthly Meet-

ing.—-, in Guatemala, Fourth Month 5, 1917, Edwahd Wistak, son

of the late Caspar and Raquel Asturias Wistar, aged two years.
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"We utterly deny all outward wars and strife, andfightings with
outward weapons, for any end, or under any pretence whatever;
this is our testimony to the whole world. The Spirit of Christ by
which we are guided is not changeable, so as once to command us
from a thing as evil, and again to move unto it; and we certainly

know, and testify to the world, that the Spirit of Christ, which
leads us into all truth will never move us to fight and war against

any man with outward weapons, neither for the Kingdom of

Christ, nor for the kingdoms of this world. 1660. {From a Dec-
laration from the Harmless and Innocent People of God, called

Quakers, presented to Charles II.)"

The above re-affirmed later by George Fox as follows .-

"Courteous Reader,

"This was our testimony above twenty years ago; since then
we have not been found acting contrary to it, nor ever shall; for

the truth, that is our guide, is unchangeable. This is now re-

printed to the men of this age, many of whom were then chil-

dren, and doth stand as our certain testimony against all

plotting and fighting with carnal weapons. And if any by
departing from the truth should do so, this is our testimony in

the truth against them, and will stand over thern, and the

truth will be clear of them."

YOUNG FRIENDS.

This is the day of young Friends! Sometimes we fear this

is said scornfully. We are saying it thankfully, joyfully as

the fulfilment of high hopes, as the promise of better things

yet to be. No great amount of reflection upon the history

of Christianity is required to realize that the greatest tragedy

in the record (and sometimes it all seems tragical) is the fail-

ure of adult Christians to understand the young. During

the first century of the Christian era, despite very meagre

records, child life is pictured in the home in notes of noble

happiness. Similarly the early annals of new religious move-

ments usually show children in most amiable relationships

with their elders and with religious society at large. The
severity of Puritanism is softened by some such views, and

the bands of Quaker children maintaining meetings when
their parents were shut up in goals register a happy under-

standing between youth and adult age, mostly conspicuous

since by its absence.

Is there any reason for this unhappy relationship of misun-

derstanding between the young and the older? Is the present

more promising situation due to the removal of the causes

of misunderstanding? In a book entitled "Father and Son,"

by Edmund Gosse, the whole sad story is put so concretely

that it would be difficult to misread the lesson. Altogether

unwittingly, but for that reason only the more sorrowfully,

one sees a devoted father in the process of fitting mature con-

cepts to the immature life of his precocious child. In the

end the child is resplendently arrayed in the perfected ha-

biliments of faith, but in reality is only a conceited prig and
an unconscious hypocrite. The tragedy of it all is that this

ludicrous figure finally comes to matured consciousness and
finds the revulsion of feeling toward organized religion ir-

resistible. Many a parent who might not recognize his own
portrait in the Gosse picture could yet wisely heed the moral
of this most sad biography.

Unfolding life cannot be imprisoned in any set forms, can
not be expressed in dogma and creed. The only safe thing to

do with it is to let it grow, to make the way for it to grow
healthfully, that is to grow in the light and always toward the

light.

Now a new psychology, learned consciously as science, or

adopted unconsciously as enlightened instinct, has come to

recognize the germs of life as resident in the child. We need
not be troubled about the divisions of philosophy in this field.

Just how it comes to pass, just why it comes to pass we may
not understand, possibly it is not intended that we should

understand, but it is clear beyond question that the inside

life of the young is separated often by a great gulf from outside

conduct. In terms of science there is an inscrutable "protec-

tive covering" of carelessness, levity, often of resistance to

counsel and teaching that obscures the lofty aspiration and
high hope of budding faith. In other words, the expression

of youthful life in the face of adult misunderstanding quite

belies the background of serious purpose which is after all

the great resource of the future life of Christianity.

Now the modern movement, if we understand it, has been

almost entirely directed to break up this lack of correspond-

ence in the young between outward conduct and inward
life. The method of the movement has been true to the

psychology expressed in Froebel's phrase, " Pf^e ham by

doing." Instead of waiting for undoubted evidence of relig-

ious experience in seriousness of demeanor and habits of

life, changed from the usual vivacity of youth, a religious

background has been assumed and religious activities have
been planned, through which the young can naturally ex-

press themselves. This has been the basis of the great move-
ment of Christian Endeavor. It has made junior leagues and
clubs and classes innumerable. Out of it all has come the dem-
onstration that the most religious element of the churches

was pent up in the youthful membership. We can not see

the \ oung Friends' Movement in any other light than as
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part of this great readjustment of values. It makes active

in our meetings and in our communities what has been so

largely an unused resource of almost unlimited capital. It

is sure to bring with it some extravagances, some missteps.

These will be accepted as discipline and as education in prog-

ress by the young; they should be regarded patiently and

lovingly by the more mature. The day of misunderstanding

will pass in proportion as young and old realize that outward

expression counts for far less than inward spirit, but that

outward expression still counts and will become perfected as

inward spirit is chastened by the breath of the Divine Spirit.

Regarding the Young Friends' movement then as part of

a great world movement is there any particular outlook for

the Young Friend that opens a vista of special Friendly ser-

vice in the world? If the brief sketch herewith submitted

has any point in it then it must be clear that the whole move-

ment is one of spirit as against form. Instead of fitting creed

and symbol and rite to the unfolding life, instead of imposing

the authority of canon and ecclesiastic and synod upon the

bursting enthusiasm of youth, its effort is to put these things

out of the way, and to let the "tender plant of God's right

hand planting" grow into comeliness of expression and of

power. This unquestionably is the special service of Quaker-

ism. The great world movement for the religious emancipa-

tion of youth is at heart Quakerly. It presents the golden

opportunity to make our message and mission world-wide.

Nor is it without a special point of value to our own limi-

ted circle. Christianity that is thus received at first hand is

"new every morning." It disregards distinctions of age.

If there is any real barrier between the young and the old

in the religious life in all likelihood it is because this renewal

power has been inhibited. We plead for it in young and

old. Our vision is not of a society with a faction of live young

Friends in it. Rather, of a whole body of people made young

day by day in the "power of an endless life." It is in the

exhilaration of such a vision that we say jubilantly, "This is

the day of Young Friends."

__^^^^^^^^^__ J. H. B.

SPIRITUAL REINFORCEMENT.
We are continually in need of spiritual reinforcement, and

especially so in times of trial and proving, such as we may now
be approaching. As "wars and rumors of wars," and pre-

parations for war, are being made on a gigantic scale, which
we can but fear may, in their working out, bring hardship and
distress to Friends, and other conscientious objectors to war,
the mind of the writer has been deeply concerned. May we,
who see in war and all military service the transgression of the
teaching of Christ, our Redeemer; the annulling of the Golden
Rule; the exaltation of selfishness, and the turning back-
ward, ij nut the overthrow of our civilization, be engaged, day
by day, in seeking earnestly for that spiritual strengthening
which we constantly need, in order to hold fast our allegiance
to Christ, the Prince of Peace. We are concerned that the
testimony to the peaceable nature of His Kingdom, which
the Society for more than two centuries has upheld, may not
be less faithfully guarded by us than it was by our forefathers.

Non-resistance as a vital asset of Christianity is no less

important now than when the Master said, " Resist not him
that is evil," and His "Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them
that despitefully use you, and persecute you," is still fully in
force. Our plea should be, "Lord, increase our faith!"
This increase of faith, this spiritual reinforcement, is what I

crave for us all, and that our daily lives may be so brought
under the love and power of Christ, our Redeemer, that we

may in reality become truly Christlike. As this is our happy
experience, those with whom we come in contact will be aware

of it.

When Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the tables

of the testimony in his hands, fresh from his forty days' com-

munion with Jehovah on the mountain, "The skin of his face

shone," so that he had to put a veil on his face while he spake

to the children of Israel! May it not be, in this, our day, that

if we are sufficiently concerned to experience a close relation-

ship with our Divine Master; if day by day we walk with

Him in spirit, may it not be, through infinite mercy, that those

about us "may take knowledge of us, that we have been with

Jesus?"
I have remembered the pathetic prayer of Jesus for His

disciples: "
1 pray for them; I pray not for the world, but for

them which thou hast given me, for they are thine." And
again, a little further along in the same chapter, the xvii. of

John: "1 pray not that Thou shouldst take them out of the

world, but that Thou should keep them from the evil."

May this be our daily concern and prayer; and if our spirits

are thus exercised before the Lord, I have faith to believe the

Almighty will not forget His own dependent children, but will

make a way for them, and even if that way lead through the

fires of persecution. He who, as the "Son of God" walked with

the " Hebrew children" in the midst of the fire, and delivered

them because of their faithfulness, is as able to deliver His

faithful children who cry unto and put their trust in Him, as

He was to save Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego, in the

super-heated furnace of the king of Babylon.

I am impressed with the belief that the call to faithful-

ness has never been more imperative than it is to-day when
so many are being swept off their feet, by the excitement and
madness of the spirit of war! One very noted evangelist

is reported as having made the public statement that " If

war comes I'll be in it up to the neck!" Another minister,

this one, I am sorry to say, from Ohio, said in a recent ser-

mon, "What would Jesus do in this crisis? Jesus was not a

spineless pacifist. I believe He would fight and fight hard!"
To one with a reverent appreciation of the immaculate

life of Jesus Christ, such statements as these are bare-faced

sacrilege!

How can we imagine a man called to the ministry of the

Gospel, made an Ambassador of Christ, the Prince of Peace,

called to represent Him upon earth; as fallen so low as to

declare, that if war came, " He would be in it up to the neck?"
Or how can we reconcile the claim that "Jesus would fight,

and fight hard," with the Lord's own words, " Love your ene-

mies, bless them that curse you," etc., as recorded in Matt, v.,

44?
Let us, dear Friends, seek to experience such a deep dwell- •

ing in the spirit and power of the Lord Jesus, that our influ-

ence may tend to win others to the restraining and constrain-

ing love of God through Christ our Redeemer.

D.«IASCUS, Ohio, Fourth Month, 1917. JeSSE EdGERTON.

"The facile hope that the war will all somehow end in

good is by itself a delusion and a snare, as is also the view that
it is producing a religious revival. All that we can say is

that for men and women of good-will there will be an
overwhelming opportunity after the war, and that by per-

sistence, and faith, sacrifice and prayer, those who have dis-

cernment of the times may be able to wrest good out of the
evil."

—

Principal W. B. Selbie, in his Presidential Address
at the Meeting of the National Free Church Council.

m
"If you would not gather forbidden fruit, then beware howi

you look on the tree where it grows."
I ^

Grant us Thy peace, for Thou alone canst bend
Our faltering purpose to a nobler end;

Thy love alone can teach our hearts to see

The fellowship that binds all hves to Thee.

—J. H. B. Masterman.
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HAVE FAITH.

Have faith—though loud the angry cannon roar,

And thick the dead he on the battle plain;

Though earth is filled with anguish and with pain,

The time will be when war will be no more.

Have faith—though sunken ships pave every sea,

And children's bones he with the heaping dead.

Though vultures of the air sad overhead,

And blazing ruins stand where homes should be.

Have faith—from this world-wreck new lands shall rise.

Where neither King nor Kaiser may decree

The cannon's boom, the flashing sword set free

To make a weaker nation's place its prize.

Have faith—for Justice still uplifts her scales,

.\nd Right shall win, though for a time it fails.

—NiN'ETTE M. LowATER, in the Springfield Repubin

Linton, N. D.

A DAY WITH OLD MEETING-HOUSES IN BUCKS COUNTY.
PENNSYLVANIA.

WALTER L. MOORE

(Concluded from page 508.)

Not far distant from Buckingham lies the little village of

Lahaska, within which we discovered the meeting-house

erected by the Orthodox Friends after the Separation; the year,

as inscribed upon the date-stone, being 1830. One of our

party recalled that here in boyhood days he used to attend

Quarterly Meeting with his parents—a duty the performance

of which required a drive (often in severe wintry weather) of

many miles from their home. The meeting was laid "down"
many years ago, and the building, which is rather com-
modious, is now used as a carriage warehouse. It was there-

fore with melancholy interest that we entered and viewed the

interior, marveling at the changes wrought upon the great

anvil of time. Where, a generation ago, sat men, women and

children in pious meditation, seeking vehicle of thought, now
stood all burnished for sale the material vehicles of transporta-

tion. Our Father's house had become a house of merchandise

literally. Walls that oft had re-echoed prayer and the name
of the Most High God, now threw back only the mercenary

speech of barter and sale.

Resuming our journey, and continuing still amid pleasing

farms and comfortable homesteads, situated amid gently

rolling hills and by meadows with meandering brooks, a turn

in the road brings into view

"Solebury's meeting.

Sacrosanct with love."

Here the environment is strictly rural; the situation of the

house, as usual, being well selected and imposing, while, lower

down and across the road to our right, was spread before us

that

"God's acre," where

Ever more, closely crowding,

In their "narrow cells,"

Lie Solebury's dead.

The house is large, being erected, as the records show, nearly

on the model of that at Buckingham. The following minute

establishes the date:

"Solebury Preparative Meeting in Bucks County was first

established and held in a new commodious house for that

purpose, near the centre of Solebury Township, by members
of Buckingham Monthly Meeting, and first held 30th of 12th

mo., 1806."

Here, as elsewhere, we observed what seems to be a general

practice, which is to keep the window shutters open. This

adds to the attractiveness of the premises and maintains even

throughout the non-meeting days a kindly welcome to the

passer-by. Peering within, the usual interior setting already

so familiar is again perceived. How quiet and peaceful looked

those century-stained benches whereon had sat in the stillness

of holy meditation a multitude of men and women, who here

repaired,

"Forgetful of the week's routine and trials,

To find fresh consolation and fresh peace."

And those "ministers' galleries," too, wherein were wont to

sit those upon whom

The Spirit's influence more finely wrought;

The church's patterns of the Life they taught.

Later, as we strolled amid the graves of some of these,

thoughtfully discoursing on the great themes that here pressed

upon us—life, death, past, present, days yet to come—the

meaning of it all to them, to us, one of our number, speaking

in low tones, as is his wont, confided this—his secret
—

" It was
the impression made upon me as a boy, by the faces in the

ministers' gallery of our meeting, that inclined my heart

towards them and the religion they professed." Our friend

as a child had thus perceived what Charles Lamb, who was
not a Friend, expressed in his inimitable essay, "A Quakers'

Meeting": "
1 have seen faces in their assemblies, upon which

the dove sat visibly brooding." We omit, however, his

pointed reference to the evident contrasted condition as

manifest in some of the other worshippers.

The neighborhood of Solebury commands a pleasing view

of the hills on the Jersey side about Lambertville, which slope

down to the majestic Delaware, mostly hidden from view.

Pressing onward, we pass through the pretty little village of

New Hope, with its high, picturesque bridge spanning the

river, in order to "shake hands," as it were, with the opposite

town. We abruptly descend to the lower level where the

road crosses a canal to our left embowered in leafy umbrage,

while our right is commanded by high wooded hills which

screen us from the low descending sun. The air is laden with

woodsy odor, while the eye and ear are gladdened by the sight

of great waters, ever murmuring and moving onward. Our
very souls are stirred as from a new source of quickening im-

pulse. Conversation again becomes sprightly, and we realize

that the events of the day have not even yet received their

final setting.

On a sudden, we leave again the lowland and strike up a

long steep hillside, until, at last, by a succession of ascents,

severely testing the power of our machine, the nearly level

upland is regained. Soon the familiar sight of another meeting-

house shows that we have reached Makefield. It bears the

date 1752. As compared with other houses visited, the loca-

tion seemed disappointing and uninspiring: in a word, though

having the unmistakable Friendly face, it lacks impressive-

ness. This feeling was immediately dispelled, however, when

we passed to the rear of the house, and through the encircling

wall beheld:

That "silent acre,"

Where he in the long "family rows,"

Slow mouldering to the primal dust,

The young, the old, the middle-aged,

In strength or beauty, or dechne of years,

Erstwhile here amid the worshippers;

Their spirits gone to meet th' eternal day.

The enclosure is a place of quiet, solemnizing beauty, where-

in one may well meditate upon the mutability of all that per-

tains to this changing scene and open wide the windows of the

soul to the light of truths Divine. Altogether lovely was the

view to the distant western hills, o'er which the shadows of

evening were beginning to deepen; an unvoiced call of peace

through the closing gates of day reached us from thence as

we now turned homeward.

We had now viewed six of the ten ancient meeting-houses

that at one time constituted Bucks Quarterly Meeting, the

membership of which at the time of the Separation was esti-

mated to be 3,336 persons. As they pass in review before one's

memory, it would seem natural to set up a comparison with

regard to certain outstanding features which are singularly
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held in common. For instance, as to date of erection, they

may all be referred to that period of remarkable material

prosperity and growth in numbers by which the Society was

characterized during a term of about fifty years, which set

in j ust prior to the War of the Revolution and continued up

to the eve of the Separation , a period, however, characterized

by spiritual decline, as will be adverted to later.

Secondl}', they were constructed of stone, as were the dwell-

ings of their more influential builders, thus incidentally be-

speaking a desire for the substantial. No building erected of

wood can ever be really imposing.

Third, thev are rectangular in shape, and two-and-a-half-

stones in height. Almost without exception we find upon

each side in the second story six windows, while the lower story

has four and two doors of entrance—one for each sex. The
ends have three tiers of windows; in what seems to be the ideal

pattern, two windows with a door between in the lower, three

in the middle, and two in the gables.

Fourth, all have "youths' galleries" upon three sides of the

house (in one case, upon all four), thus greatly increasing the

seating capacity for times of Quarterly Meeting and other great

occasions.

Fifth, attached to each is a large and exceedingly well-

kept burial-ground, giving the impression that the practice of

having family or private places of burial was in these parts

but slightly if at all followed by Friends; they having from
the beginning carried out the exhortation of our great Quaker
law-giver, George Fox, who in one of his epistles writes thus:

" Friends, get burial places for your dead, and let them be
decently and well fenced, that you may show a good example
to the world in all things."

Lastly, it may be remarked in this connection, that all of

the seven meeting-houses under review have, since the Separa-
tion, been in possession of the Hicksite branch of the Society;

it, in the several neighborhoods, having numerically far ex-

ceeded the Orthodox body. In fact, in but three of these did

the latter succeed in maintaining meetings for any extended
period.

I m

PRESENT TENDENCIES IN JAPAN.
(Concluded from page 497.)

The Seinen Kwai are confined to young men. Perhaps
next year there will be similar associations for girls. The
Home and Educational Ministers speak of encouraging them,
not as rivals, but as proper competitors. The most remarkable
fact of the present is that no periodical sells so well or has
so large a circulation as those having the name Fujin (women),
or Joshi (girls). Magazines for women are the most popu-
lar. If 1 lose my job I will start one. I do not subscribe,

but two dozen come. The one which has the best circula-

tion is the Fuiin Sekai. It is a monthly, and every house
has it, the circulation is 200,000. A monthly periodical

can just pay if it has a circulation of 2000, and many have
about that. The largest of any not a woman's magazine
is 80,000. It is estimated that on the average three people
read one magazine; this means a half million women and
girls reading the Fujin Sekai. No wonder women's maga-
zines of all grades and shades circulate. They will pave
the way for associations. Shojo Kwai or Fujin Kwai (Young
Women's Association) may be the coming feature of social
conditions in the country. They will have the same influ-
ence for evil and good as the Seinen Kwai have on young
men, especially in arousing and stimulating a taste for higher
things, and interest in spiritual and religious questions.
Now from the standpoint of Christianity it is highly im-

portant to exert influence through these magazines and asso-
ciations. Of course, the associations are non-religious; if

we preach we are not invited again. The trouble is we cannot
get the right kind of lecturers. They say a man is too clearly
colored—for example, if he preaches the Gospel. They say,
"If we want the Gospel we will go to church; if we want
Buddhism we will go to Tera (temple)." They want re-
ligion, not definitely Christian or Buddhist. In the same

way they avoid men of decided political color; if a man belongs

to one of the political parties the authorities are afraid he

may utilize the opportunity to get members. So the lectur-

ers most often sent or invited are jinkaku no hiio, persons

of character who will not preach their own belief, political

or religious. But often a professional teacher will talk of

his specialty, and give them an hour of statistics. There

is a great demand for men of character who will point out

the way, not say, "Come and believe just as 1 do;" who will

be like John pointing some way, not teaching Christ himself.

But at the same time pointing toward the right, "Over
there you'll find what you want"—even that much will have
great influence. They want direction; they don't know
where to turn. If they know the direction they will ask

where to stop, they will inquire further.

1 am glad to hear so little now of any decided objection

to Christian influence exerted in the schools and so on. I

mean this: some 3'ears ago teachers were telling children not

to go to Sunday-school. Sometimes this may happen, but
it is not to be compared to five years ago. Here is an in-

stance.

I was invited to a feast by the Gun Cho (District Super-

intendent) and the various Ko Cho (Principals) were in-

vited. The Gun Cho was very stern, a great Chinese scholar,

like an old Samurai, dignified and stern. When we came
together before the feast a teacher said, "

I wish to report

about my village. A Christian preacher has come and dis-

tributes cards for a Sunday-school, so 1 considered whether
1 should forbid the pupils to go." The Gun Cho listened,

and said, "Yes, and you forbade them?" "Yes," "Why?"
"Because it is against the mandate of His Majesty and the

spirit of the Educational Rescript; they will not be loyal sub-

jects." The Gun Cho raised his voice in an angry tone and
said, " You are the traitor. You are the disloyal subject.

Don't you know that His Majesty has given perfect relig-

ious liberty? You are acting against His Majesty's mind."
The man bowed low and retired. We hear little of that kind
of thing now. We do not know the future; but in the near
future 1 see no probability of any obstacle to Christian propa-
ganda. Only we must be very wise. It is not wise to utilize

Seinen Kwai as a field for propaganda. It is all right to say,

especially if you see the audience assents to what you have
said, "I profess Christianity. It may be a mistake, but I

have come to such and such a view because I am a Chris-

tian." I have often found this an effective method of arous-

ing attention.

A Morioka school teacher who was left a widow with three

children called once and asked questions which 1 could not

answer. She stayed till half-past twelve. I confessed, "
I

can't answer. I don't think anyone can solve those ques-

tions except by religion." They were questions above learn-

ing and philosophy, they were rehgious questions. It was
very late when she left. At the genkwan (entrance) I asked,

"Have you any religion in your family?" "Yes," she said

"We belong to the So-Do-^iw sect." "Have you examined
that?" I asked. "No," she said, "it was simply their fam-
ily religion." "I think you had better study it. Unless
you study it merely belonging will not solve your questions.

I am a Christian. You must choose your own religion." At
five o'clock in the morning she came again. She had sat up
all night thinking about it, and she said, " If I study any re-

ligion, as they are all new to me, 1 would rather begin with
Christianity." 1 gave her an introduction to a Christian
teacher, and in a year she had read the Testament and other
books sent by me and the evangelist. Now she professes

Christianity, which none of the teachers like, alone she is

holding up her faith and testimony. I saw her last summer,
she is firm and solid in her profession. So struck was I with
her decision that I thought her a rare woman, and I have
asked her to Tokyo to see maturer and better Christians in

Tokyo— I do not want her to think me a type. It is rare in

such uncongenial surroundings to profess Christianity and
be so staunch. But 1 think she is not the only one. Through
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all the country men and women are seeking. Give them just

a hint—some may heed more, but among my own country-

meij all the more intelligent want is a hint—if it is preached

inio us we revolt, but with just a hint they begin of them-
selves to inquire and make more solid and lasting followers

of Christ.

There is a picture which 1 am fond of, painted by the

greatest living artist, Seho. When 1 told him of my favorite

poem he was so struck with it that he made the picture on
the spot, while I was waiting. The poem means this, "The
moon knows not that it shines; neither do the waters of

the Hirosawa"—the Hirosawa is a little lake between Kyoto
and Arashiyama

—
"neither do the waters of the Hirokawa

know that they reflect the moon." It is a beautiful poem.

The moon does not know, but it is true to its own nature,

which is to shine; the waters are true to their nature and re-

flect. They are unconscious; and so we, if we have the spirit

of affinity, not knowmg why, yet in friendship we join. Among
more educated people, if you live your life true to your pro-

fession, they say, "Why does that man live that way? I see

some difference," and that is the time to explain.

A few months ago the editor of the Joshi Kyoiku called-

"Well, Dr. Nitobe," he said, "at the coronation the more
prominent women educators were decorated, but I think

there are many who deserve it, many hidden ones. Don't

you know any?" "Many," I replied. The names of several

women educators were given. Later the editor came again.

He had been to see prominent old educators, Buddhists,

strict, rigid in their learning. He also had talked with educa-

tors of the Yasui type. What is the difference? The old

type we respect, but do not love; we feel they are cold and
stiff. With the Yasui type we feel as if we were talking to an

old bosom friend. It must be the effect of the new education,

my visitor thought. "No," I said, "the New Woman is cold

even clammy. The difference is, the one has Christianity,

the other has not." He had not thought of that. A teacher

who is a Christian will inevitably have warmth because all

his personality is changed. The old type is a teaching rna-

chine, he keeps up (the appearance of) righteousness by doing

nothing. The Christian exercises his influence just as the moon
according to her nature does by shining. Influence is exerted

most by shining, by being yourself, even without preaching.

I would not discourage preaching. I believe in associations

and magazines, but there are other channels by which we
may reach a very wide field of humanity.

DAFFODILS.

The golden sun looks gladly down
On golden rows of daffodils;

He crowns them with his golden crown,

With golden rays each blossom fills.

And every bUghting breeze he stills.

With golden trumpets in their hands,

On pUant stems they hghtly swing,

In cheerful, daimtless, gorgeous bands.

Their trtmipets to the breeze they fling.

And sound the overture to Spring.

Gone is the winter's dreaded power.

Gone are the cold and weary days.

Now comes the soul-refreshing shower.

Now sheds the sun his brightest rays,

Their golden trumps are tuned to praise.

Praise Him, ye tnmipeters of Spring,

Whose mighty love new Ufe distils.

My heart shall with your music ring.

Until your rapture through me thrills,

Ye golden-throated daffodils!

—Caeoline H.'^zaed, in the Boston Transcnpt.

TEMPERANCE.
A department edited l)y Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

Speak and Speak Again.

"To sin by silence, when we should protest.

Makes cowards out of men.

The human race has cUmljed on protest;

Had no voice been raised against injustice, ignorance and lust.

The inquisition yet would serve the law.

And guillotines decide our least disputes.

The few who dare must speak and speak again

To right the wrongs of many."
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Local Option for Pennsylvania was again defeated in the

legislature. The determination of the temperance forces

and the strength of the liquor interests are both illustrated

by the history of local option bills during the past fourteen

years or more. At first there was difficulty in getting such

measures out of committee so that the members of the legis-

lature would be obliged to go on record for or against them.
Then came a period during which each successive legislature

showed a larger number of votes for the bill. Two years ago
the contest was very close. But this year the liquor interests

succeeded in defeating their opponents by a large majority
— 127 to 72. The fight was really won by them in the pri-

mary election in Fifth Month, 1916. For months previous

to that time they had been selecting carefully the kind of

men who were popular, but not likely to support local op-

tion. The "good man" scheme is a clever method that has

many a time led the voters to compass their own defeat.

A Statutory Prohibition Bill is now before the legisla-

ture. What shall become of it, can be easily foreseen. But
the line-up will be interesting, and, if the vote has not been

taken before this issue of The Friend appears, it would
be well for readers to see their Representatives, or write to

them, and try to get as many votes for the bill as possible.

But in spite of the grip which the whiskey interest seems

to have upon Pennsylvania, the situation is not wholly dis-

sion of Courts and with aggressive work being done for tem-

perance in all parts of the State, it is hoped that this great

commonwealth will not be the last to join in the triumphal

procession which is sweeping forward, with increasing mo-
mentum, to nation-wide Prohibition.

Philadelphia Physicians to the number of 527 signed

a petition to the legislature at Harrisburg asking that local,

option be substituted for "high license" in recognition of

"the harmful effect of alcoholic beverages upon the physical

and economic welfare of the human race."

A Philadelphia Woman was recently awarded by the

Court the sum of $5000, to be paid by a saloon-keeper of

the city as penalty for selling intoxicating drink to her hus-

band, who died from injuries received while under the in-

fluence of the liquor.

In the recent campaign this paper received hundreds of

letters from its readers, from Virginia to Oregon and Wash-
ington, asking The iVeeUy Star for information as to the "fail-

ure" of prohibition in Kansas. The saloon interests had flooded

every State, especially where prohibition was the issue, with

literature to prove that Kansas was in a deplorable condition

as a result of prohibition.

The answer to the whisky ring is to be found in the election

returns from Kansas. Out of the six hundred thousand votes

polled, the resubmission candidate received about fifty thou-

sand only. One citizen in every twelve in Kansas voted for

resubmission.

—

Kansas City Star.

On the Water Wagon Again.—Judges Butler and Hause
of Chester County, Pa., have once more put Coatesville on

the water wagon. Coatesville is a steel town with a popula-
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tion of 11,000 people. Beginning in Fourth Month, 191 3, it

was dry for one year as a result of proved violations of the law.

But the saloons were able to come back in 1914 and have had

a three-years' harvest. The temperance forces appeared again

in Chester County License Court and demonstrated conclu-

sively that every saloonkeeper in the town was grossly vio-

lating the laws; whereupon the judges revoked all licenses

and announced that no new ones would be granted. At the

same time they put Downingtown on the water wagon for a

year and for the same reason. The leading spirit in the anti-

liquor war in Coatesville is Charles L. Huston, the head of

the Lukens Iron Company.

—

Ameriacn Issue.

The Penrose Bill.—The fact has just come to Hght that

on Second Month 28 Senator Penrose introduced a bill to

permit distillers to take all whiskey in bond and re-distil it

into commercial alcohol. Under existing laws, whiskey, as

soon as distilled, is placed in government warehouses and can

be removed only upon the payment of |i.io per gallon. There

are 67,000,000 gallons of whiskey now stored in Kentucky
alone and twice that much in other States.

The distillers are fearful that Prohibition might come sud-

denly, possibly as a war measure, and they would be caught

with the goods in their possession and no chance to make a

sale.

News From New Jersey.—The Kates Bill proposed to

give the towns and cities of New Jersey the right of home rule

on all important questions of local welfare. Under the liquor

laws of New Jersey it would have been possible for the dry

forces to have used this law to stop the granting of licenses

if a majority should so vote.

President Wilson's Secretary, Tumulty, who is supposed
to be a strong factor in Democratic politics in New Jersey,

sent an urgent appeal to the Democrats to get behind the

bill. However, they turned a deaf ear to Tumulty and lined

up with the wet Republicans, succeeding in throwing this

proposed legislation to the scrap heap. The passage of such
legislation was one of the pledges of the Republican party,

but a large number of its members absolutely refused to be
guided by party pledges if those pledges interfered in any way
with the rum interests.

—

American Issue.

A Dry Navy.— It was not many years ago when certain

newspapers and men were wont to refer slightingly to the
straight-laced, puritanical ideas about total abstinence of

our Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels. They even
spoke lightly and facetiously of his anti-alcohol regulations

for the Navy. To-day when there is in progress a campaign
to recruit 25,000 or more young men for the United States

fleet, it must be a source of keen satisfaction to every American
citizen to know that total abstinence is the rule in the Navy;
that not a ship in our fleet carries intoxicating beverages for

the use of the men or officers, and that the youths who are
enlisting for service will not be permitted to have alcoholic

liquors in any form.

But is it not obviously inconsistent to decline to approve a
program that has as its object the protection from the same
evil of the great army of young men on land?

—

Union Signal.

Porto Rico to Vote on Prohibition.—The Jones-Sha-
forth Citizenship Bill for Porto Rico, passed during the last

days of the Sixty-fourth Congress, provides that "one year
after the approval of the act and thereafter it shall be unlaw-
ful to import, manufacture, sell, or give away, or to expose
for sale or gift, any intoxicating drink or drug, provided that
the legislature may authorize and regulate importation, manu-
facture and sale of said liquors and drugs for medicinal, sacra-
mental, industrial and scientific uses only, and provided fur-
ther, iia< any general eleciion within five years after the approval
oj this act this provision may upon petition of not less than ten
per cent, of the qualified electors of Porto Rico, he submitted
to a vote of the qualified electors, and if a majority of the quali-

fied electors voting upon such i^uestion shall vote to repeal this

provision, it shall thereafter not he in force and effect: otherwise

it shall he in full force and effect."

The liquor interests of Porto Rico have initiated an anti-

prohibition campaign in Porto Rico. They are exhibiting

posters and distributing circulars and literature all over the

island and are using other methods to influence the people

against prohibition.

Our correspondents write that the labor element, the mis-

sionaries and all Christians are in favor of prohibition. The
rum and the sugar interests are opposed to it.

—

Union Signal.

The Legislature of Michigan has passed the Wiley Bill

fixing Fifth Month i, 191 8, as the date when prohibition shall

go into effect in that State.

New Hampshire for Prohibition.—The daily press has

announced that on Fourth Month 17th the Governor of New
Hampshire signed the prohibition bill, which provides that

after Fifth Month 1 , 1 9 1 8, that State shall be one of the " bone-

dry" variety. This is the twenty-seventh State to outlaw

the liquor traffic.
m I ^

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

To the Children Who Did Not Get to Yearly Meet-
ing.—Dear Children.—We missed you and we want now
to share with you the wonderful blessings of our Yearly
Meeting. Each child, as was said there, is an important
part of our Society, each of you in your home meeting by
silently seeking to pray to our Father in Heaven helps the

rest of us to pray to Him, and thus we all have a good meet-
ing, which means just that we feel in our hearts that God
has heard us and will help us to serve Him better.

Before telling you what we did in Yearly Meeting, I want
you to know how over and over again the meeting turned in

loving thought to you, its children. We longed that you
might be true children of our Father, and we rejoiced to real-

ize how helpful you can be. None better than you in your
homes can show forth the loving spirit of our Saviour. "A
soft answer turneth away wrath." By gentleness and kindli-

ness in your words and actions, you can be true Peacemakers,
and how sadly the worid needs them now! Peacemakers

—

not just peaceful people, but those who help others to be
loving and peaceful. Do not be ashamed when people call

you Pacifist and think you are cowardly. Pacifist is only
the Latin name for Peacemaker, and what more brave and
glorious than to deserve our Saviour's " Blessed are the Peace-
makers, for they shall be called the children of God."
Of course, our Yeariy Meeting, gathered in the shadow of

this great cloud of sin and suffering, caused by the war in

Europe, with the serious prospect that we ourselves may join

the awful struggle, was an especially solemn one. But both
men's and women's m.eeting opened with the words, "Fear
not, little flock," and all the way through every day, we felt

and 1 am sure you would have felt had you been with us, that

our Father's blessing was upon this little group of His fol-

lowers who were trying to love and to serve Him.
Two very interesting letters were read from Friends across

the water who are suffering imprisonment and many trials

because they can not take up arms and kill their enemies.

Our meeting felt great sympathy with them, and trusted that

if our turn comes we Friends in America will be as brave and
as loyal to the Prince of Peace. "More things are wrought
by prayer than this world dreams of," and many times we
all united in silent supphcation to our Heavenly Father that
He would keep our country from the evil of war. Our Peace
Committee told us of the many things they have done during
the year, and entreated us all to help. Every Friend, older

and younger, should be a Peace committee.
All our Queries were read and we were greatly interested

in them, as you children will be when you are older and un-
derstand them better. It was decided that committees should
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be appointed to ask the women Friends if they used intoxi-

cants in their cooking. It is dangerous to do this, for it

may give some one a taste for liquor and may thus tempt
him to use it. One woman told us how she learned a lesson;

she had bought some alcohol and put over some fruit to

make an extract for cooking; she set the bowl of fruit and al-

cohol in a window and left it. Coming into her kitchen later

she found that her new cook had drunken the alcohol and was
intoxicated. The first sensible words the servant said were,
"

1 thought I was coming to a Quaker family where I wouldn't
be tempted to drink."

As to amusements, one Friend said that when she was
young her dear mother had always one last thing to say to

her; this friend was very strong-willed and wanted to go to

things which her mother did not approve. Her mother's
final argument was always, "My dear, if all is peace within,

1 have nothing more to say." Another friend, a minister from
Brooklyn, told us that when she was young and could not go
to places of amusement, she always said that as soon as she
was older, she would go as much as she wanted to. She added
that before she was of age, however, her dear Saviour came
into her heart, and then she didn't want to go; she wanted
so much more to do something good and helpful for other
people. Life is so short, we should all ask ourselves if we have
time for so many amusements, there is so much good to be
done!

A dear elderly Friend who has lately been taken home to

her Heavenly Father, was referred to as one who was always
happy: it was a pleasure to be with her. She did not say
much, but her heart seemed so happy. She was so good and
our Father's blessing made her always safe and glad.

The best way to have a good day is to start it right; at the
family reading each of you has an important part; listen with
reverence and in the silence try to lift your hearts to the loving

Saviour and He will come into them and bless you all the day
long.

There was a very interesting report of Westtown read, and
one telling of the splendid work our Friends are doing for

the Indians at Tunesassa.

These are not nearly all the things we did and said in Yearly
Meeting, but if I told you all of them, word for word, 1 could
not tell you how wonderful it all was, nor how good it was to

be there; how it strengthened our hearts and sent us all home
filled with an earnest longing to be better people, more loyal

to our Father in Heaven, more loving and helpful to our fel-

low-men.
Help us, dear children, as we desire to help you, and all

the world to be good!—E. S. P.

CHILDREN IN WAR TIME.

U. S. Dep.\rtment of L.\bor, Children's Bureau, Washington.

Thousands of children besides war orphans and refugees

have been directly affected by the war, according to reports

from belligerent countries which have come to the Children's

Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor. Juvenile delin-

quency has increased, more children have been employed
under adverse conditions, special measures have been neces-

sary to protect the health of mothers and babies, and home
life has been broken up by the increased employment of moth-
ers.

The Bureau believes that the experience of other countries

should be carefully considered in order that all possible pro-

vision may be made to prevent similar harm to children in

the United States. The Bureau has therefore begun a brief

review of foreign experience, in so far as it can be understood
from available reports, and will shortly- publish a series of

special articles about children in war time.

A preliminary survey of the foreign material emphasizes
the importance of a strict enforcement of all child-labor and
school-attendance laws and a generous development of infant-

welfare work by public and private agencies. The Children's

Pureau suggests that a well-planned Baby Week will be more

valuable this year than ever before and will gladly send its

bulletin of directions for Baby-week Campaigns to any ad-
dress.

To those who are especially interested in working children,
the Bureau's new report on the Employment-certificate Sys-
tem in New York State will show certain points which are
essential if an age-limit for children's work is to be effective.

THE INNOCENT SUFFER.
Extracts from a recent private letter from England, dated

Third Month 24th, giving a vivid picture of suffering en-
dured, may be of sufficient interest to share with others.—S. C.
The Trafalgar Street houses and all that block of schools

are still full of wounded men. The war has been specially

hard on education—men teachers forced to go, the best build-
ings commandeered, children only having half time, and run-
ning wild the rest—there is simply no end to the ramifica-
tions of evil that the war brings. It has been a bitteriy cold
winter, with the most intense frost we have had for many
years. For a few days there were signs of Spring, but now there
is a bitter east wind with frequent snow showers. It is hard
on invalids, and there are so many. It seems as if the war
had sapped every one's vitality.

I never thought to lay aside half a large potato for to-mor-
row's dinner, as I did to-day! They cannot be bought in

Brighton and 1 brought a dozen from my country home. Poor
mothers say, "We don't know what to give our children in-

stead." There seem plenty of parsnips and large swedes, but
they do not take the place of potatoes, and beans and rice are
dearer.

You know where dear, brave H. is. [In prison.] His great
friend, W. L., is reported to be "looking radiant" by the
Quaker chaplain whose visits are a great solace. My nephew,
F., is still in Corsica, in charge of refugees. He wrote of walk-
ing about on a huge stranded whale. " It felt like soft rubber."
The Corsicans are far too lazy to boil it down for oil.

1 am finding war victims nearer home, more than fifty

English wives of interned Germans and Austrians. The pit-

tance they get from Government barely pays for food, rents

are so high and good stock of clothes of two-and-a-half years
ago is worn out. Many mothers have cut down everything,
even underclothes, for the bairns till they have hardly any
left. Some in illness have pawned their wedding rings. The
Friends' Emergency Committee send grants for boots and
other pitifully-needed things, and I get a little local help.

My little parior is piled with old clothes, remnants of stuff

which I get cheap and even packets of pea flour and bars of

soap. The women are so grateful for a little sympathetic
kindness, as some of their own relatives will not speak to
them because of their German names. 1 have started a little

meeting for those who care to come, once a month. They are
curiously ignorant of religious matters. Next week thirty

of their children are coming to tea at the Adult School. (A
Friend grocer has nobly sold me a whole pound of sugar!)

It seems to me that these young folk who have the blood
of two nations ought to be a connecting-link if we can plant
some seeds of peace and good-will in their minds.

Dear Friend" ^^° Alto, California, Fourth Month 5, 1917.

On First-day, Fourth Month ist, Friends from San Jose,
Palo Alto, San Francisco, Oakland and Berkeley met in Oak-
land at eleven a. m. for a meeting for worship. Between forty

and fifty persons attended. After the morning meeting, lunch-

eon was served in the same building by the Berkeley and Oak-
land Friends, and a very pleasant social hour it was. The com-
pany again gathered in the meeting-room near two o'clock.

A paper was read by Edward A. Wright, of Oakland, giving

his impression of the present duty of Friends—referring to

the basic principles of the Society as applicable to modern
conditions.

A very interesting. letter was read from a missionary in
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Turkey, a young woman who formerly attended meeting

at College Park. A copy of this letter is inclosed. It seems

best to withhold the name.
.

The minds of all the company were dwelling upon the im-

pending calamity of war. Lively discussion followed the read-

ing of the papers, participated in by Wm. C. Allen, Chas. and

Lydia Cox, Augustus T. Murray and others.

The morning meeting was lively and impressive. One man

had not been in a Friends' meeting for thirty-five years.

Another man and his wife from the University of California

spoke with great appreciation of the privilege of attending

the meeting. A precious unity of spirit pervaded both meet-

ings and we felt it was good thus to gather together in a com-

mon purpose the scattered Friends of this section.

Walter E. Vail.

Portion of Letter From Turkey.

There is another thing. 1 have felt many times as if we had

been up to Kadesh-Barnea and turned back in these days. We
had talked so much about what this century was to accom-

plish; we had begun to mention the abolition of poverty and

the conquest of disease, and the evangelization of the world.

Of course, we didn't really expect to see them, but sometimes

it did look as if we were on the road and the track clear. And
now we know that we shall never see anything but recon-

struction and prevention. Not that they aren't important

and difficult; nothing more so. But I have wondered if per-

haps our over-confidence previously might lead to faults

now. 1 wonder if we are ready to begin at the foundations.

Because—and now listen, for I am about to confess—not

a change of mind, but a change of heart; because the founda-

tions are spiritual. Certainly, 1 knew they were all along. I

knew they were, but I didn't always feel it. 1 had trained so

steadily with the crowd that talked about social justice; I

had lain awake nights worrying so over the fact that I had

enough to eat and 1 hadn't earned it; had been a" joiner"

for every reform on the horizon; 1 had said so often that there

was no sense in preaching to people that were hungry; that

on the whole 1 preferred to ignore the fact that there is less

sense yet in filling them up, unless you are going to preach

to them afterward, or at least take them to someone who can.

Now, don't misunderstand me, it's all of it worth while and

worth living and dying for, and it's got to be, but when you

have it all, minimum wages and eight hour laws, and child

labor reform and prison reform, and farm colonies and Fed-

eral employment bureaus and outdoor schools, and munici-

pal recreation grounds, and factory inspection, and adequate

fire protection ; when you have worried your last bill through

your last legislature and filled your last case on your last card,

you won't be there. When Christ said, " Whosoever drinketh

of this water, shall not thirst again," He did not condemn agi-

tation for a pure and adequate municipal water system, but

He stated an incontrovertible fact just the same. Now what
is all this leading up to anyway? Just this: We ought to have,

we must have, and we must work for a " peace program" that

will be practicable and far-reaching, and that we can have

adopted, gradually or more largely, at the earliest possible

date. But when you have it, and have it established; when
you have your leagues, and treaties, your international tribu-

nal, and international police force, you won't have peace on
earth. You can have disarmament itself. The human race

fought with its bare fists once, and it can do it again.

The trouble comes when people want to fight. What are

we going to do? And, then, far off, oh, so tragically far off

to-day, across the broken fields of Europe, across the centu-

ries of hate and pain, distant as the smallest star and faint as

the lightest whisper, we catch the words, " Love your enemies."

"Love your enemies!" The ghastly, nonsensical irony of it

in Christendom to-day! But it's the ultimate word just the

same. He said that because there's simply nothing else to-

day. Because if you love your enemies long enough and sin-

cerely enough, and persistently enough, and unselfishly enough,

and humbly enough, the time will come when they will not

be your enemies. And there is your solution. My friends, as

we turn back, across the hot sands of "that great and terri-

ble wilderness," are we going to be able to teach the children,

the little children, to love their enemies? Are we going to

teach them to want to understand the other fellow, no mat-

ter how "otherish" he may be, to see good in the midst of

very much evil, and humbly and thankfully to take it; to

know that the good of one must be eternally the good of all,

and the harm of one harms everyone; to wait and to forgive,

to be generous and unselfish, and sincere? Because, you see,

if we can't do this there is another Kadesh-Barnea on ahead.

1 don't know just how far, but it's there. And how are we
going to teach them. Might it possibly be, in part at least,

by doing these things ourselves?

And this is all 1 have to say about the war.

Faithfully yours,

MINUTE OF MEETING FOR SUFFERINGS OF LONDON
YEARLY MEETING, HELD THIRD MONTH 30, 1917.

To All IVho Bear the Name of Friends in the United States of

America:

At our Meeting for Sufl'erings held to-day at Devonshire

House, we have come into deep sympathy with you at this

hour of crisis in your country's history. We share in your

anxieties and to-day we think of you where remembrance most

availeth.

We pray that a sound judgment in all things may prevail,

and that your faith may remain steadfast and immovable.

We are confident that you will be steadied in the sense of

the infinite power and protection of the love of God, and that

you will rise in strength to meet the opportunities that may
come of witnessing with joyful courage to the unchangeable

spirit of peace which is the heritage of the disciples of Jesus.

J. Thompson Eliott,

Clerk of the Meetingfor Sufferings.

Isaac Sharp,
Recording Clerk.

Devonshire House, 136 Bishopsgate, E. C.

NEWS ITEMS.

The Representative Meeting was in session for about two hours on

the 20th. Two epistles adddressed by the meetings in China and Japan

to the Yeai-ly Meeting were in the hands of the Clerk. They had failed

to reach the city in time for the sessions of the Yearly Meeting. In an-

other year they would not have the special service for which they had

been written, so they were read in the Representative Meeting and di-

rected to be published. It is expected they will appear in our next issue.

The changes in the Disciphne made by the Yearly Meeting were referred

to the Book Committee to be incorporated in the Disciphne. Some dis-

cussion of the caU for a new edition of the Discipline at this time resulted

in the decision not to undertake it now as the cost of paper and printing

is abnormally high.

The meeting was brought into much exercise and expression on account

of the problems of principle and service precipitated by the war. Finally

a small committee was appointed to prepare an address to the membership

at large. The purpose will be to give some concrete help with the problems

that are presented to all Friends, but especially to young men.

To no matter did the meeting respond more largely and more deeply

than to an appeal of one of the women members that in caring as we should

for our own interests we should not fail to realize what we owe of sympathy

and help to bleeding hearts at every hand who have believed themselves

solemnly called to yield in sacrifice to the coimtry's call those most dear

to them.

Heaking on the Pierson Bill.—Toward the close of the late session

of the New Jersey Legislature a bill was passed ostensibly to give the State

a general system of physical education in the schools. The first four

provisions of the act are such as would appeal at once to the best educa-

tional intelligence in the State. Section 5 provides for universal "military
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training" in high schools, if the State Board so decides. Once a decision

is reached, the Commissioner of Education and the Adjutant-General

of the State become supreme in making and applying the course in miU-

tary training.

That the bill was actually designed as a mihtary bill is evident from

the fact that it was referred to the Committee on Mihtia. After the

adverse report of the Commission of the State appointed to study the

whole subject of mihtary training in schools, it seems no sUght affront to

the intelhgence of the Board to put the case to them as this bill does.

At a general hearing in Trenton on the 21st this feeling of the Board was
apparent. About sixty persons were in the Hall of the Assembly during

the three hours of the hearing. A majority of these were school men,

all of whom but one were in opposition to the military feature of the BiU.

Seven Friends, two of the Race Street coimection and five others were

also present; five of these were heard briefly before the hearing concluded.

Superintendent Henry Snyder, one of the best-known educators of

the country, now Superintendent of the Schools of Jersey City, presented

a half-hour paper in which the merits of the biU were freely admitted, but

its dangers boldly disclosed. He showed that because of its mixed char-

acter, part under the educational authority, part under the mihtary, it

is probably unconstitutional; that it is a direct blow to the weU-recognized

functions of a State Board; that it is opposed in principle by the best

mihtary experts; that it contravenes the judgment of educational authori-

ties the world over; that it will involve local communities in great ad-

ditional expense and that it will fail to make soldiers in any appreciable

degree if undertaken.

The questions of members of the Board to Assemblyman Pierson were

directed to secure from him a definition of mihtary as distinguished from

physical training. The whole purpose involved in the bill was then

disclosed by a written definition from the Adjutant-General's office, in

which trench building and other hideous refinements of modem carnage

were recited. Conscientious objectors are exempted from the provisions

of this act, but Friends were glad to join their voices as patriotic citizens

against such an anomaly as this effort to fasten the soldier ideal upon the

imsuspecting public. The schools will be responsible for a very un-

American type if the boys must don uniforms and shoulder muskets.

So far as one could judge the Board was in sympathy with the opposition.

Th e following is taken from the Evening Telegraph.

Friends Protest Against Tendency to Class Them with Disloyal
Pacifists.—American Quakers are pacifists, but not passivists, according

to a statement from the Central Office of the Five Years' Meeting of

Friends in America, issued by Walter C. Woodward, General Secretary.

The Friends may be expected to maintain their historic position against

war, he declares, both as a matter of principle and of policy.

They are none the less loyal to the Government and will be found

doing their bit in ways consonant with their convictions. Attention is

called to the heroic and self-sacrificing service rendered by Enghsh
Friends in Belgium, France and Russia, as indicative of the practical,

constructive service that may be expected of the disciples of George Fox,

on this side of the Atlantic. A nation-wide organization of Friends to-

ward this end is projected.

W. C. Woodward's statement follows:
—"The Friends in America

enter vigorous protest against the tendency in the present crisis to iden-

tify pacifism with disloyalty. There may be disloyal pacifists, but we
maintain that the history of Quakerism should place its pacifism above

suspicion. We Friends are pacifists, but not passivists. We beUeve all

war wrong as a matter of principle and wrong as a matter of poUcy, and

must therefore refrain from bearing arms. We are ' conscientious objec-

tors,' but we are more. We do not propose to stop with objecting.

Though against war, Friends are for the nation and humanity, for which

they are prepared to suffer and to sacrifice. They are ready to prove

their patriotism no less than their pacifism.

"As proof that this has been their record in the past. Friends point

to their course through the Civil War. Though they could not as a body
enter the nxiUtary service, they rendered invaluable aid to the Govern-

ment in other ways and no people were regarded as more loyal. In the

present war, the English Friends, through various kinds of constructive

rehef work, both at home and on the Continent, and financed and manned
by themselves, have commanded the respect and commendation of the

world. Their loyalty is beyond doubt.

"As a national organization we are already taking steps toward 'Quak-

er mobUization.' The young men of our colleges are being caUed upon.

some for hospital service and for reUef work. Others will serve in the

fields of industry and agriculture, yet others in the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association at the front. A systematic canvass of the church wUl

be made to secure adequate funds for various phases of war rehef, to

be carried on both here and abroad. Since with them this work is a mat-

ter of conscience, and since they cannot directly or indirectly partici-

pate in war, such service as the majority of them render cannot be per-

formed under the auspices of the military branch of the Government.

"The fundamental doctrine of Quakerism is that of the inviolabiUty

of the individual conscience. We do not therefore presume to tell our

members what they shall do or not do, as individuals, but in the assur-

ance that in the present as in the past, Friends will render their 'fuU

measure of devotion,' we confidently pledge the Friends in America to

this, their immediate task."

Richmond, Ind., Fourth Month 19th.

"America's View of the Sequel," is the name of a volume of recent

pubhcation by Royal J. Davis, of the editorial staff of the New York

Evening Post Obviously, he treats of the aftermath of war from the

American point of view.

This is from The Olney Current of BamesvUle for Fourth Month:

In the death of James Steer, which occurred Third Month 2, 1917,

in his ninetieth year, a vacant place seems to have come to his neighbor-

hood, his meeting and the Boarding School Committee, of which he was

an active member for nearly thirty-five years. His lively interest in the

work of the school and his appreciative, genial disposition made his

frequent visits there occasions of inspiration to both faculty and students.

His mind was unusually well stored with long poems and beautiful gems

of thought, which he could readily repeat whenever opportunity presented.

Many of his favorite poems were memorized during the last few years.

The evening before his death he repeated Whittier's last poem, of which

these are the closing lines

:

"I fain would find beneath thy trees of heaUng

The life for which I long."

Fotjrth Month 17, 1917.

To THE Editor of The Friend, Walnut Place, Philadelphia:

—

The Committee of the Representative Meeting charged with the for-

warding of rehef to war sufferers forwarded on the 13th inst. in care of

Isaac Sharp, London, contributions as follows:

To the War Victims' Rehef Committee $ 180.00

To the Emergency Committee for the Rehef of Ahens, etc. . . 175.00

To the Belgian Rehef Committee 37.00

To the Relief of Armenians 5.00

To the Committee of the London Meeting for Sufferings for

Allocation 958.89

$1,355.89

This makes the second sum forwarded since our recent Yearly Meeting,

a draft representing $1,576.91 having been forwarded on Third Month
23rd. Very truly,

John Way.

Those having the care of "The Estaugh," located at Haddonfield,

New Jersey, and under a Board of Managers, at present all members of

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, appointed by the contribu-

tors to its support, desire to call the attention of Friends generally to this

work.

After five years of useful service it has proven to those most closely

in touch with it that its beginning was a right move. It has filled a de-

cided need and has been signally blessed all along the way. The family

at present comprises twelve.

A number of additional regular subscriptions, though of small amounts,

would be of great value is assisting to support this much needed service,

Donations of fruits and vegetables are very helpful; those prepared for

winter use are of more value than persons may perhaps reahze. The

management of "The Estaugh" is on principles of sunpUcity and care-

ful economy. We beUeve the homehke atmosphere is appreciated by the

guests. Visitors are always welcome.

The Board of "The Estaugh" would ask Friends to consider seriously

what may be their opportunity in aiding a cause which so materially

concerns Friends.
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Contributions in supplies should be sent directly to "The Estaugh,"

No. 104 Centre Street, Haddonfield, New Jersey, and contributions in

cash to Annie H. Barton, Treasurer, Haddonfield, New Jersey.

Annual Meeting and Conference of Friends' First-day School

Association of Philadelphia.—At Twelfth Street Meeting-house,

Sixth-day, Fifth Month 4th:

4.00-4.30—Opening Remarks and Reports from the Schools.

4.30-5.30—Group Conferences.

The Development of Rural Schools.

Mission School Problems.

Are We Doing Our Duty in the Social Order?

How to Make the Bible.More Real to Pupils.

Outside Service for Junior Classes.

The Problem of Committee Co-operation.

5.30-6.15—Reports of Group Leaders.

Supper.

7.15-7.30—Discussion and Suggestions.

7.30 —Address by Alfred C. Garrett.

Friends who have been undecided whether a Bible Class would assist

their meeting wiU find this conference particularly helpful. It is also the

one occasion during the year when those actively engaged in our First-

day Schools can discuss together the reasons for their failures and suc-

cesses. Officers, teachers and committee members are particularly urged

to attend.

The following is the latest report from Sidcot Friends' Boarding

School.

In connection with an organized effort in Winscombe to supply the

deficiencies in agricultural labor, the Service Corps has been enlarged

and boys over fifteen-and-a-half years of age are giving up half-hohdays

to work in the gardens of the district. All "away" matches have been can-

celled to facihtate this work. The girls continue to supply a large

Council school in London with material for Nature Study. The sixth

form now meets once a week as a Study Circle: during the present term it

is concerned with the Message of Christianity for Non-Christian peoples.

A despatch from Boston says: "Women wireless operators are to re-

place men throughout the First Naval District, as far as shore duty goes.

This plan is in charge of Lieutenant E. G. Blakeslee, U. S. N., head of

the radio service at the Charlestown Navy Yard, and a committee of

young women."

All things being equal, it is expected that the United States and

Canada will be able to produce over 1,000,000,000 bushels of grain this

season, which would be sufficient to furnish Europe with about 300,000,000

bushels. Consumption of wheat in the United States, unless under

stringent limitations, would be expected to continue close to the maximum.

By stringent economy, however—which is being practiced more generally

abeady as a result of the war—a saving of 20,000,000 to 30,000,000

bushels might be made. This would at least leave a larger exportable

surplus.

The present week is known as "Be Kind to Animals" Week. It was

first observed two years ago, and last year the celebrations became so

general that nearly every prominent society for the protection of animals

throughout the United States took part in the good work.

FOREIGN.—Railway connection between Europe and India through

the Hindu Kush, reducing the mail tune between London and Delhi to

sLx days, instead of seventeen, as requked at present by the sea route by

way of the Suez Canal, is being constructed under British and Russian

influences as a competitor to the famous Bagdad Railway, projected by

the Turkish and German Governments. The Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce at Washington has received a communication on

the subject from Henry D. Baker, United States Consul.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

John Q. Johnson, the widely-known lawyer, died at his home in Phila-

delphia on the 14th. Death was due to heart disease. A promment

weekly says of him: "An intellectual giant in his line, he lived and died

ahnost unknown to the mass of the people, and it is unUkely that the

histories of his time will much more than mention his name."

Henry Ford, at the request of the British Government, has waived

all patent nghts on his farm tractor and has cabled the specifications to

England so Great Britain can manufacture tractors for use in the British

Isles and in France. Announcement to this effect was made at the Ford

Motor Company in Detroit, Mich. It also was announced that it is

hoped to have thousands of tractors ready for use in the United States

and Canada by Eighth Month 1st.

In spite of the activities of the New York Mayor's Food Committee,

headed by George W. Perkins, to keep down the cost of hving, the price

of rice, one of the staples speciaUzed in by the Committee, is higher to-

day than it has ever been, and according to wholesale dealers it will

continue to advance.

Lone teachers in three=room schools are reclaiming the backwoods

districts of America, according to Sue C. Cleaton, of the Georgia Depart-

ment of Rural Education, who spoke before the Conference on Rural

Problems at Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania. She said that

200,000 of the three-room type should be established in the same number

of rural districts.

There are plans in New York State for compulsory service of school-

boys on the farms based on the new compulsory military training law,

which permits the miUtary training commission to send boys 16, 17 and

18 years old to the farms for conserving and developing the State's re-

sources. This work is regarded as an equivalent of military training.

There are 21,600 moving picture theatres in the United States and

about 12,000,000,000 invested in the business.

The rise of a new major State University is presaged by the appropria-

tion bills which have just passed in Oklahoma, aggregating $1,346,792

to supply the needs of the Univeisity for the next two years. Three

new buildings are provided for the campus at Norman, near Oklahoma

City—a Ubrarj'. a geology building, and an auditorium.

NOTICES.

FiRSi^DAY next, the 30th, being the fifth First-day in the month is

Friends' Day at the Colored Home, Giraid and Belmont Avenues. The

meeting hour is 3 p. m.

To THE Young Men op Philadelphia Ybablt Meeting:—

The Peace Committee of the Yearly Meeting has appointed the un-

dersigned as a sub-committee to consider the problems with which you

are confronted as a result of the War situation. We hope from time to

time to circulate material that will throw hght upon these problems and

upon their solution. Members of the sub-committee will gladly hold

themselves in readiness to confer, either personally or by correspondence,

with any who may desire further information.

Robert W. Balderston, Edward W. Evans,

Emma Cadbury, Jr., Alfred C. Garrett,

Henry J. Cadbury, Walter W. Haviland,

Sarah W. Elkinton, M. Albert Linton,

Edward G. Rhoads,
Chairman Sub-Committee.

Philadelphia, Fourth Month 17, 1917.

Meetings from Fourth Month 29th to Fifth Month 5th:

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Fourth Month

29th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Fourth Month 30th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at ConcordviUe, Third-day, Fifth Month 1st, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Fifth Month 1st, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Abington, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 2nd, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth -day. Fifth Month 2nd, at 10

A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 2nd, at 10.30 a. m.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Died.—After a short iUness, at Medford, N. J., on Fourth Month 1,

1917, Mary Cooper, in the sLxty-fifth year of her age; a member of Upper

Evesham Monthly Meeting.

, on the sixth of Fourth Month, 1917, at the home of his daughter,

Lars "Tow, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in the eighty-first year of his age; a

member of Stavanger Monthly Meeting of Friends. He emigrated from

Norway in 1855 and for fifty-seven years had been a resident of Iowa.

, at the residence of his son-in-law, David G. Yarnall, WaUing-

ford. Pa., on Fourth Month 10, 1917, Prof. Calvin W. Pearson, late

of Beloit, Wisconsin, in his seventy-sixth year.
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LET US INQUIRE.

To allow any great catastrophe or any series of solemn

events to pass by without our seeking to deduce therefrom

some humbling instruction, some lessons of improvement,

would be to lay ourselves liable to further chastisements or

to unreckonable loss and failure. How far any of us have

—

negatively, it may often be—contributed to the "occasions of

war"; how much we have failed in showing forth the Kingdom

of Christ, with its ensign of love and purity and righteousness;

to what extent we have been satisfied with being comfortable

and respectable, rather than zealous and humble and self-

denying—all these considerations belong to the heart-search-

ings which such times as the present must bring. And "if

we will inquire", let us stay for an answer. If we have gone

after teachers who (although serviceable in their places) have

given us standards lower in some things than those which the

Gospel sets for us; if we have followed the way of ease and

popularity and worldly success, rather than that of highest

rectitude and purest spirituality, let us see now what is the

course of recuperation and amendment, and what is our right

place in the Lord's witnessing host.

We hear much at this time about alternative or substitu-

tional service, and many are rather anxiously casting about

to discover what course is open to them. One may not deny

that at such a juncture there is a positive service for the friends

of peace to perform, but it may not be just such as authority

prescribes or popular sentiment most approves. Whoever

can show forth the spirit of love and good-will to mankind

at large; whoever can elevate the standards of justice and

kindness in all mutual relations; whoever can promote the

comfort and well-being of the world, without entering into

that which "hurts and destroys"—such are contributing a

part which might truly (and in a higher sense than that usually

given to the term) be accounted "substitutional." It must

belong to the "more excellent way", and derive its strength

from that Tree, the leaves of which "are for the healing of

the nations."

But is there not yet another (or further) service, often hidden

and silent, to which many a one must be called? "They shall

come with weeping, and with supplications will 1 lead them."

The grievous and abnormal conditions now prevalent in so

much of the world must bring to sensitive minds a baptism

of suffering, somewhat like that great travail of soul which fell

upon George Fox in a period of severe persecution, and under

which he labored until he felt "an overcoming of the spirits"

of that persecution, and the violence of it was abated. If to

some now there is appointed in particular, or in extraordinary

measure, an inward exercise and intercession, who shall say

that this spiritual toil is less fruitful, less availing, than the

more conspicuous ministry ofaction? jvi. W.

NATIONAL SERVICE.
No less an authority with Friends than William Penn is

responsible for the declaration that the education of youth is

in order for them "to serve their country." Thus it would

appear the common twentieth century opinion that "our

Quaker theory of individualism" separates us from the
" general weal" was at least not anticipated by the first genera-

tion of Friends. Nor must we forget that this seventeenth

century point of view, so clearly phrased in the words quoted

above from one of the Penn charters, comes out of an era of

sharp conflict between civil and religious authority. The
faithful suffering of that day by hundreds of Friends estab-

lished the supremacy of conscience but left them free "to serve

their country" and to train their children to such a service.

Are we to conclude that this principle of "national service"

was won as an abstract idea, and that as a people we have since

failed to put it into practice?

So far as political service is concerned there can be no

question that the first hundred years of our history in America

practically concluded the general activity of members of the

Society in politics. In the present discussion there would be

no point in considering whether this withdrawal from public

affairs was justifiable. It may be of some moment to us, how-

ever, to inquire whether it resulted in actually separating

Friends of that day from activities of the public weal. Whether

also as a heredity from them we of this generation are also

without part and interest in efforts for the general welfare.

Publicists and historical philosophers of to-day point out

two distinct tendencies in the governments of the world. One

magnifies the State, makes it supreme, makes the individual

wholly subservient to the aims of his country. That with

every extreme interpretation possible is the German type. It

spells efficiency, the last degree of co-operation, but the last

degree also of surrendered will and conscience. The state

becomes in their own phrase actually God.

The other type of government recognizes the inalienable

rights of the individual, demands service of all not for a cold

abstraction as the state, but for the individual and social

well-being. This latter type has had much variety of develop-
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ment. As we have known it in our own country it has trusted

in the main to instinctive voluntary service as opposed to

conscript exaction. It has been our way of spelling freedom

and there can be no question that as a type it has drawn

multitudes of immigrants from every other system of the old

world. It is in fact the "New Freedom" which has been put

as a trade mark upon everything American. Group respon-

sibility, group privileges, group powers may have been sacri-

ficed upon this altar of freedom. Are the sacrifices to be

compared to those made upon the altar of conscript service?

Let our great imported population answer this question.

Have we then actually as a government repudiated the idea

expressed in William Peon's phrase "to serve their country"?

Perhaps we can best decide this by passing in brief review the

fundamental institutions through which mankind finds satisfied

expression for his ambitions and his hopes. In the final

analysis the home as emphasized by the great historian Gib-

bon is the fundamental institution of society. Our homes

under the feudal idea may be our castles in which notions of

personal liberty are given the utmost range. They may, on

the other hand, be social and socializing agencies developing a

high voltage of community power. In a country like Germany

the state puts its hand on the home in many particulars—in

other words, prescribes how the individual shall serve the

state through the home. One recognizes points of advantage

and of efficiency gained under such a system, but would we

candidly exchange our type for theirs? In the actual progress

of the race which do we believe has the advantage for service,

voluntary or conscript home development?

The institutions of education follow the home very closely

in their service to society. It was the boast of a Minister of

Education in France that he could tell at any hour of the

day just what lesson any one of the millions of children in

school in France was reciting. That is the extreme of national-

ized education. It has some fruits which a voluntary system

like ours needs to cultivate. It trains a high grade of intelli-

gent expert and then commands him for life service. But it

often ignores the endless variety of capacity and opportunity

that makes difl'erent demands for difl'erent children and different

environments. The voluntary system of our country that,

in addition to a large number of private schools under com-

mittees, enlists multiplied thousands of our citizens in an

unpaid service as members of school boards may still have

many marks of immaturity, but it has already won the at-

tention of Europe. The great army of American schoolmen

in this voluntary service represent a resource that even educa-

tional bureaucracy cannot command. We might be conscript-

ed for educational service as in Europe, but apparently our

country has the balance of advantage in its favor under a

voluntary system.

The material support for home and for school must ultimate-

ly be supplied by the institutions of business. These are

presented in endless variety from the labor of "the horny-

handed son of toil" on the land, to those refinements of in-

tellectual achievement that make masters of industry and
combine bodies of men into worlds of machines. For a decade

past government functions have been reaching out in control

of these interests till we have had some opportunity to com-
pare controlled and free industry as instruments of service.

Under war conditions in Europe many lines of business have

been completely conscripted. In these cases great gains of

economy have at times been noted, but from no quarter does

one hear that the forced service has the quality developed in

notable instances under personal initiative and freedom.

With all the ugly excresences of trust and monopoly chargeable

to free business enterprise no great acumen is required to see

that much of the best service to mankind is made possible by

great business undertakings. It is in fact the glory of our age

that business and trade have been made allies of Christian

service. All should pursue their business as in fact a vocation,

and so "serve their country."

Finally, the reconstructive agencies of society offer alluring,

opportunities for voluntary service. Hospitals and reform-

atories, orphanages and missions are at every hand. They
demand sacrificing and devoted labor of great numbers of our

intelligent citizens. Who can withstand their claims! Who
has withstood them! Most of us are heavily loaded with

such responsibilities. Surely through them we are able to

serve our country, even though our service may be unheralded.

We might pursue this inquiry further and challenge our

life processes more in detail. If home and school, if business

and philanthropy all have what the scientists call "a service

content" without compulsion, we should hardly be induced

to change from our system of freedom without a cause? The
unnatural demands of war seem to urge such a cause. Indeed,

under the stimulus of excitement and the concentration of

attention on a single expression of service, all this varied

territory in which it is herewith pointed out that we can

"serve our country" becomes eclipsed, and we classed as

slackers if we withstand a special enlistment. A word of

warning at this very moment on this subject comes from no

less an authority than Lord Bryce. "Civil and religious

liberty in the old sense of the term," he has declared, "have

been completely achieved in England only to have liberty

now facing a new attack from an unexpected quarter. It lies

in the demand that the state shall at once step in to 'take

charge of and direct branches of industry and commerce

which have hitherto thriven without that direction.'" In

other words, the "new attack upon liberty" lies in the exten-

sion of the conscription principle from the making of an army
to the making of a citizen. In England as in America a free

state can only be securely built upon a free service. If as

individuals we are failing to give any measure of this free

service to the larger units of society it might open our under-

standing to neglected privileges were we to be conscripted.

The most devoted of us might readily recognize that our nation-

al service in business, in education, in philanthropy is wo-
fully inefficient from our lack of training. On this account

we might seek more definite lines in which to express our

patriotism. But not a few of us feel that we love our country

too much to be limited in our service to her to a specified term

of years in some work that is not actually a vocation for us.

Behind all the service for others possible in the life activities

that we must take part in naturally, it is really easy to recog-

nize the principle of conscription after all. We are indeed

redeemed from selfishness in proportion as we accept con-

scription from the Master of Life. But having accepted that

conscription we cannot be forced into a double loyalty. For-

tunately the situations are rare where we face such an alterna-

tive. Our country has so many needs for us so much greater,

so much more constant than any seeming military necessity,

that we can rest measurably satisfied with the national service
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that our normal activities contribute, very particularly if

these normal activities are under the presidency of Christ.

What a surprised discovery it might be for this poor war-weary

world to make that governments can best realize what it is

to be "safe for democracy" through conscription to the King

of Kings! J. H. B.

From the Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends in

China, Held in Chengtu, Sixth to Twelfth of First

Month, 191 7.

To the Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends in

Philadelphia, U. S. A.:

—

Dear Friends.—As we have met in this, the fifteenth year

of our Yearly Meeting, we have read, with much interest and
thankfulness, epistles sent to us from other Yearly Meetings

in various parts of the world, and in replying to them we feel we
should like also to send a short greeting to you, to assure you
of the hearty welcome given by us to one of your members now
here, for although we have no letter from you this year we
feel we have in Jane C. Balderston a "living epistle" already

"known and loved" amongst us, by the sympathetic Christ-

like spirit in which she has entered into the needs and con-

ditions of our life in West China; and we desire that you and
we may find we have in her a link in the chain of love and
faith which binds us together in one Faith and one Hope.

Also we still remember Joseph Elkinton very well, who came
to us from you about two years ago. Although he could not

stay long with us, the advantages we received from him are

countless; we are still receiving letters from him, so he also

is linking us together.

We are still only small in numbers, but there are amongst
us old and young, men and women, who, with you, rejoice in

the love of God through Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour,

and we ask your sympathy and prayers that we may grow in

grace and in the knowledge of God.
As we hear of the terrible conflict going on in western lands

we sympathize with all the tried and the suffering, and we
pray that the Spirit of the Prince of Peace may yet prevail

to bring " peace on earth and good-will towards all men."
China has also her many troubles, but we rejoice that there

is an increasing number amongst us who love our country and
want to serve it. We believe the Spirit of the Gospel is our

only hope for the future, for it is "righteousness" alone "that

exalts a nation" really, and so we long to do our part in the

true upbuilding of China, and we value all your sympathy
and help in this direction.

Signed on behalf of the Meeting,

R. 1. Davidson,
S. C. Yang,

Clerks This Year.

From the Twenty-first Annual Meeting of Believers
and Members Connected with the Society of Friends
IN Japan, Held in Tsuchiura, Ibaraki Province from
the Twenty-third to Twenty-sixth of Eleventh
Month, 1916.

To the Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends Held at Fourth and Arch Streets, Phila-

delphia, Pa., U. S. a.:—
Your message sent in the love of the Lord was read with

interest, sympathy and thankfulness. We with you realize

the sadness and pain which is caused to the heart of God the

Father and our Lord Jesus Christ by the great European war.

Standing upon the sure promise that our Saviour Jesus Christ

shall become the Prince of Peace to all nations, we work and
pray that the all-wise God will in His providence make it

true that swords shall be beaten into plowshares and the people

shall no more learn war and the light of the righteousness,

which is from Christ, may shine into the dark places of the

whole world so that the light from within shall shine out till

"the earth shall be full of the knowledge of Jehovah as the

waters cover the sea."

Striving by trust in the strength of God we continue to

walk in the life-giving light of the Gospel of the Lord.

We are engaged in reform work, temperance and various forms

of social and religious service trying to save perishing people

under Divine guidance. We expect in the near future to have
organized after the manner of other countries a Yearly Meeting

of the Society of Friends here in our own land. We ask your

prayers that we may have the guidance and blessing of the

Lord on this organization. This letter is sent by the decision

of the annual meeting. We pray that the grace of God may
rest upon you.

The Annual Meeting of the Japanese Society of Friends,
Tasuke Nomura,

Presiding Clerk.

Chiyomatsu Suzuki,
Recording Clerk.

Letter Sent to the Members of the Military Affairs
Committee and to President Wilson and to Secretary
of War Baker.

The President in his last address to Congress declared that

America is entering the war not for self-interest, but "for the

principle that gave her birth" for " the privilege of men every-

where to choose their way of life and obedience." This is a

reassertion of that principle of freedom of conscience which

has been not only a controlling ideal but part of the fundament-

al law of our land. " The people of the United States in order

to . . . secure the blessings of liberty" ordained and

established the Federal Constitution and as part of that

Constitution have decreed that "Congress shall make no law

respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting the

free exercise thereof." No less a state paper than the Con-
stitution of Pennsylvania declares that "no hunian authority

can in any case whatever control or interfere with the rights

of conscience."

It is with deep concern for these rights of conscience that

we view the proposed "Bill to Authorize the President to

Increase Temporarily the Military Establishment of the Uni-

ted States." We are for many reasons opposed to the Con-

scription principle, but that which we have most at heart is

liberty of conscience, it is true that the proposed bill recog-

nizes in a limited degree this vital principle when it exenipts

members "of any well recognized religious sect or organiza-

tion whose creed forbids its members to particpate in war in

any form." But we press upon you in all earnestness the

conviction that this is not an adequate provision for the present

situation. Outside of the membership of these designated

religious organizations there are, we believe, thousands of

men whose consciences forbid them to participate in war in

any form.

These men are in no sense unpatriotic. They are neither

cowards nor slackers. Many of them are engaged in con-

structive work for social progress and are among the nation's

most useful citizens. We earnestly request that their liberty

of conscience be preserved from the rough hand of compulsion.

The Society of Friends and other religious bodies included

within the exemption clause as it now stands sincerely ap-

preciate this provision for their benefit. But the underlying

principle on account of which they have in the past sought

and been granted immunity requires that the exemption be

not limited to the members of a few comparatively small

organizations. Conscience is personal and individual. It is

too large to be contained in creeds, too variegated to be classi-

fied by denominations. Liberty of conscience belongs to all

men and the principles of equality, justice, democracy and

morality demand that it shall not be made dependent upon

adherence to any creed or membership in any religious organi-

zation.

We cannot acquiesce in the argument that it is necessary

to confine exemption to members of recognized denominations

in order to prevent shirkers from abusing the privilege by

feigning conscientious objections. We believe that there are
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comparatively few who would attempt such action or who
would be successful if they should. But apart from this, we
urge that the principle of free conscience is too sacred to be

sacrificed to expediency and that the nation can far better

afford to lose a few unprincipled soldiers than to attempt to

coerce the consciences of those holding sincere convictions.

In requesting this exemption for all conscientious objectors

we are not asking something for which there is no precedent.

In adopting conscription during the present war the British

Parliament provided for the exemption of all conscientious

objectors without regard to denomination or creed. For your
information we enclose a copy of the exemption clause con-

tained in the English Act.

We, therefore, respectfully urge that the exemption clause

in the present bill be amended so as to read "And nothing in

this Act contained shall be construed to require or compel
service in any of the forces herein provided for by any person

who is conscientiously opposed to engaging in such service."

We also urge that provision be made for the appointment
by other than military authority of properly qualified civilian

boards to pass upon such exemptions and that appeals be

allowed from the decisions of such to the United States District

Courts.

Signed on behalf of Friends' National Peace Committee,
Fellowship of Reconciliation, American Union Against Mili-

tarism.

WAR VICTIMS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF THE
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

104, Ethelbtjrga House, 91, Bishopsgate, E. C.

To THE American Friends' Yearly Meetings:—
Dear Friends:—During these dark and anxious days of

war the sympathy of the American people has greatly helped
and supported us, and we trust, whatever trials lie before our
countries in the future, that the kinship of suffering may only
unite us still more closely.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous and practical help
which Friends in America have contributed both in money and
clothing towards the responsible service which has been laid

upon this Committee. Every month adds to the distress and
misery of Europe; every month, too, leads to further difficulty

in the raising of funds. We are thankful for the privilege of

sending help to some of these homeless and suffering civilian

victims, the men and women and children who, through the
cruelty of the war, have been robbed of home and all that life

has given them. Many of us have heard from the lips of these

sufferers their tale of wrong and sorrow. We long not only
to help them but to try to stem the tide of misery in other
places farther afield where the need seems even greater. But
the question arises whether, with all we have in hand, we are

justified in taking on fresh work, even when help is so urgently
needed.

We venture, therefore, to lay our case before you afresh

and to ask you to co-operate with us still further in our great

task. The work is widely extended and of many descriptions.

In France, where, with the support and assistance of the
authorities we have been working since Eleventh Month
1914, our men workers have erected between 400 and 500
wooden houses for peasants in destroyed villages, who would
Otherwise have had to continue to live in cellars and wretched
hovels, or else to leave the neighborhood and let their farms
go out of cultivation. By the distribution or loan of agri-

cultural machines and working with the farmers in different

villages and giving seeds, tools, poultry, rabbits, etc., to many
distressed families, they have done much to restore the self-

respect of many who felt helpless and hopeless and encourage
them to face alone the gathering in of the harvest and the
cultivation of their weed-covered fields.

Clothing, beds, furniture and other household goods have
been systematically and carefully distributed, and in addition
to this definite relief-giving, our women workers have started
work-rooms for the women where many are employed—to their

great delight—and they have also undertaken the management
of convalescent homes, a small general hospital, and a ma-
ternity hospital. In the latter over 400 babies have been bom
since our work was started.

In Holland, thousands of Belgians poured into the country
after the beginning of the war. In the refugee camps the idle

life, with few pleasures or duties, has a most deleterious effect,

especially on the young, and to help these people many wooden
houses have been constructed by Belgian workmen under our
supervision. In these houses something like home life is

possible, and they are so constructed that they can be removed
to Belgium if and when the time comes for this to be practicable.

Many industries have been organized, recreation rooms
have been opened and entertainments planned.
At the request of the Foreign Office we also care for released

English civilians on their journey to England after intern-

ment in Germany, conducting them from the Dutch frontier

to England.
But the most appalling distress of all lies in the east of

Europe. In that region, where armies have passed and re-

passed, whole cities have been depopulated and the people

have been harried from village to village, leaving one smoking
and ruined to find the next in the hands of the enemy. There
will probably be no more awful record in history than that

of the suffering of this people. No wonder that thousands have
lost their lives in the retreat over the snow and that the roads

were strewn with their dead bodies and the pitiful wrecks of

household goods left behind in their flight.

Thousands or even millions have fled, however, into the
eastern provinces of Russia, and in the province of Samara we
have a party of workers who, with assistance from the local

authorities (who have provided buildings for the purpose),

have established centres for medical and general relief. In

one place 100 to 1 50 refugees, many of them children who have
lost all knowledge of their parents, are being housed and cared
for by our friends. In two others small hospitals are estab-

lished, and besides this work-rooms have been organized where
women can come and spin and weave and so add to the bare
pittance allowed them by the Government.
The medical work is as interesting and important as any.

One of our doctors writes: "There is absolutely no other
medical aid available in a radius varying from thirty-five to

a hundred miles. The first day after my arrival 1 found my-
self confronted by a large crowd of out-patients, very noisy

and clamoring to be seen. By the end of the day we had
attended to 1 17 separate people and many were turned away.
Perhaps this might be easy at home and in one's own language,
but here on one's first day, and without an interpreter, it was
certainly not the easiest work. The crowds have kept up
since. We have gained experience and can work more quickly."

We need hardly labor the point that for all these demands
we urgently need more money, more clothing, more help of

every kind. Neither is it necessary for us to state our case too

urgently to those who have already sent us such generous and
timely aid. We hear with much encouragement that the
Young Friends' Movement hope to send us helpers from among
their own members, which is a form of co-operation we shall

gladly welcome.
We are consulting a friend in America as to the possibility

of forming a small committee in your country to co-ordinate

our various helpers and to keep in touch with us here, receiving

and distributing literature according to the different local needs.

May we ask you to consider whether you could form such
a nucleus of help, appointing some member to deal with the
literature, receive and forward money, and, pending the estab-

lishment of. an American Committee, correspond with us for

any information required? Another valuable help would be
to form working parties for clothes for the poor refugees.

Some of our best gifts of clothing have come from your country,

and we are exceedingly grateful for these, and we count con-

fidently on receiving such continued proofs of your sympathy
and interest.

We can not blind ourselves to the fact that your country has
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its own and crying needs in this time of universal suffering,

but we still venture to send our appeal for a service which we
know is one that has already found its place in your hearts

—

service, albeit a small one in the face of such enormous need,

to bind up the broken in heart and to rebuild the waste places,

to comfort those that mourn and to prepare the way for the
longed-for peace.

We remain, with love, your friends,

(Signed on behalf of the Friends' War Victims' Relief Com-
mittee.)

Harold J. Morland, Chairman.

A. Ruth Fry, Hon. Secretary.

Third Month 28, 1917.

FREE SPEECH AND FREE PRESS.

Twenty well-known Americans have signed a round-robin

to President Wilson urging him to give out a statement re-

minding the country that the historic rights of free speech,

free press and rights of assemblage should not be jeopardized

at this time through the too zealous spread of bureaucratic

laws and of official activities.

The text of the letter, in full, was as follows:

"We are deeply concerned lest America, having declared

a state of war, should sacrifice certain safeguards fundamental
to the life of her democracy.

" Several bills are now before Congress, or may come before

it, seeking to punish those who designedly use military in-

formation for the benefit of foreign governments.
" With this purpose we, of course, are entirely sympathetic,

but the administration of such laws, purposely made com-
prehensive so as to include a wide range of possible offenders,

may easily lend itself to the suppression of free speech, free

assemblage, popular discussion and criticism.

"We believe that you would deem it essential, perhaps
more at this time than at any other, that the truth should not

be withheld or concealed from the American people whose in-

terests after all are the most vital consideration.
" Even by this time, we have seen evidence of the breaking

down of immemorial rights and privileges. Halls have been

refused for public discussion; meetings have been broken up;

speakers have been arrested and censorship exercised not to

prevent the transmission of information to enemy countries,

but to prevent the free discussion by American citizens of our

own problems and policies. As we go on, the inevitable

psychology of war will manifest itself with increasing danger,

not only to individuals but to our cherished institutions. It

is possible that the moral damage to our democracy in this

war may become more serious than the physical or national

losses incurred.

"What we ask of you, Mr. President, whose utterances at

this time must command the earnest attention of the country,

is to make an impressive statement that will reach, not only

the officials of the Federal Government scattered throughout

the Union, but the officials of the several states and of the

cities, towns and villages of the country, reminding them of

the peculiar obligation devolving upon all Americans in this

war to uphold in every way our constitutional rights and
Hberties. This will give assurance that in attempting to

administer war-time laws, the spirit of democracy will not be

broken. Such a statement sent throughout the country

would reinforce your declaration that this is a war for democ-
racy and liberty. We are sure that you will believe that only

because this matter seems of paramount public importance

do we venture to bring it to you at this time for your atten-

tion." ^
Make yourselves nests of pleasant thoughts, bright fancies,

satisfied memories, faithful sayings, treasure houses of precious

and restful thoughts, which care cannot disturb, nor pain

make gloomy—houses built without hands for our souls to

live in.

—

Ruskin.

BARTIM-€US.

Lord, that we might again receive our sight:

That we may touch Thy garments in the press

—

And know the heahng of Thy graoiousness

To save us from our woe and dreadful night

—

Wherein Thy lost Creation gropes and dies

Of blasting griefs and namless agonies;

Speak as of old : Of pebbles on the shore—
And hUes of the field, and birds o'erhead;

Of little children and our daily bread;

Oh, we will hsten, Lord, as ne'er before;

Behold Thy fisher-folk of Gahlee—
The humble hearts that have no faith but Thee,

Never was Resurrection-hour in ages gone

Like unto this, the new-dawned Eastertide,

If Thou wilt cast our monstrous stone aside—

•

And come. Oh Risen Master, to Thine own:

Such terrors trouble yet our sleepless eyes

—

Such curdhng fears assail our memories:

Such phantoms as shall haunt our days and years-

Vile travesties of all fair Ufe we know;

Bear with us yet: To-day—as long ago

—

Shed o'er Jerusalem Thy yearning tears;

The pebbles, Lord, the loaves, the lihes white:

Hope of the World—once more restore our sight:

Lift us unto the Light, else

Forsake us not—who have forsaken Thee:

Grant that we may Thy Radiant Presence see

—

And from our tomb Thy miracle may share:

Oh, Lord of Hosts, stretch o'er our stricken land

The silent blessing of Thy pierced Hand.
—Laura Simmons, in the Boston Transcript.

"FRIENDS BEYOND SEAS."*

"So if any be moved to the contributing and for helping

them beyond seas, cheerfully do it, and every one to the min-

istry yourselves which is [untoj the seed of Christ, for England
is as a family of prophets, which must spread over all nations."

The above quotation from the Epistle of Skipton General

Meeting, i66o, appears in the title page of a significant little

volume which has reached us from England during the past

few weeks. Our friend, Henry T. Hodgkin, whose work is

too well known to need introduction to the readers of The
Friend, has traced for us the history of the Foreign Missionary

Movement among Friends in England. This has been done
in a way that not only gives definite information historically,

but inspires and even thrills the reader with the possibilities

of the work in store for the Society of Friends the more it

realizes the great part it has to play in demonstrating to the

world the universality of the Christian religion. The ap-

plication of this principle by the early Friends is seen in the

lives of George Fox and others when following out their in-

dividual concerns as they traveled to carry the Quaker message
and in the church in its "corporate capacity" when taking up
collections for service beyond the seas.

Through this little volume we are reminded of the great

enthusiasm for the truth found among the early Friends, the

willingness to endure untold sacrifices, suffering, imprison-

ment, even torture, for the sake of placing their message in

the hearts of men. Quotations are made which clearly de-

monstrate their conviction that Quakerism was not for England
alone. This period of Friends' Foreign Missionary work is

probably better known than any other, although not under
the name. After paying tribute to the noble men and women
who in those eady days when travel was so difficult and hazard-

ous, braved grave dangers in their effort to reach the people

*" Friends Beyond Seas," by Henry T. Hodgkin, ]

Bros., London, 1916.

, B., Headley
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of all nations, our author traces the period of decline of the

Society, both in numbers and life. He shows us the result of

decay which is sure to follow when an organization commences
to spend its time and substance chiefly on its own concerns.
" It became engrossed in minor matters, paying great attention

to the precise kind of dress and form of speech suitable for

its members, to small points of discipline, and generally to the

care of the inner life and outward behavior of its own members
rather than to the promulgation of the truths which had been
delivered to them." The author gives honor to those who did

uphold the standard, however, even in the darkest days, and
shows how it may be held that these Friends—namely, John
Woolman, Stephen Grellet and others "maintained the suc-

cession."

Not until the year 1827 was there a successful beginning to

bring the matter of Friends' responsibility towards the non-
Christian world to the attention of the Society. This was
done through the Friends' Monthly Magazine and through
pamphlets issued by individuals who had worked in the mis-

sion field. The subject was brought before the Yearly Meeting
through a minute from West Somerset Monthly Meeting in

1830, but resulted at that time only in a minute recording

"tire judgment that the subject is deserving of further and
closer attention." With this "sanction" a few faithful ones

pursued the matter from time to time, but were not able to

stir the Society as such to its full responsibility, although a

good deal of active service on the part of individuals is recorded.

The chief objection to undertaking or supporting regular

missionary work is that Friends might in so doing compromise
their views in relation to the freedom of the Christian ministry.

The discussion continued from time to time with varying
degrees of interest and excuses until 1868, when the formation
of the Friends' Foreign Mission Association took place. Dr.
Hodgkin shows how there was about this time a general awaken-
ing in all matters concerning a "larger liberty" as shown in

the discontinuance of disownment for "marrying out," and
less attention to the minor matters of language, dress, etc.

It is a matter of intense interest to study the author's account
of these critical years, and to observe how step by step "vari-

ous influences working independently were converging to

produce one result and how the faithfulness of one here and
another there . . . was the means of leading at last to

the establishment of Christian communities in various lands."

Another quotation will give an idea of some of the results

of the work: "The cramped mind of the girl-wife is being
enlarged, the ex-slave is being uplifted, the worn body is

being set free from pain and disease, the child is being led out
into new worlds of knowledge, the sin-bound soul is being
redeemed."

The usual objections to the missionary movement are

convincingly answered by Dr. Hodgkin, and ample reasons
given as to why Friends with their simplicity of life and wor-
ship are peculiarly fitted to bear the Christian message to the

"uttermost parts of the earth." The author holds that when
this thought was fully recognized, the whole Society became
stirred with new life and vision, and has since worked with
such power and devotion that "there is scarcely any section

of the Christian Church which in proportion to its size gives

more largely in men and money to the work of world evangeliza-
tion."

Such facts may well make the Society of Friends on this

side of the Atlantic ponder deeply when we realize that we
have not shown great interest in this world movement. Our
position is a questionable one, in contrast to that of the
English Friends of to-day, because it can not be said that we
are doing such a big work along other lines that we have no
time or energy for interest in foreign lands. As a matter of

fact, the English Friends have been the more active along all

lines of service the more they have undertaken " beyond the
seas."

It is not the purpose of this brief review to do more than call

the attention of Friends to the volume itself. As an historical

sketch it should be read by all Friends, and as a text-book for

classes of young people no more useful book could be found.

It inspires one with enthusiasm for what Friends have endured
and undertaken for their faith and with heroic endeavor to

take up the tasks which are peculiarly ours for to-day.

The author's reasons for publishing the volume in this world
crisis are given in the preface, but the most important one
may well serve as the leading argument why we as Friends
should take a special interest in the subject of Foreign Mission

at this particular hour. " The Society of Friends as the guard-

ians of the ideal of the 'inviolable peace' has a distinctive

place in helping to solve the problem of meeting and mixing
races." If this be so, now is the time of all others when we
should direct attention to the subjects discussed in this volume.

Hannah Clothier Hull.

REPORT OF THE FRIENDS' NATIONAL PEACE COM-
MITTEE ON THE PUBLICATION OF THE PEACE
MESSAGE.

The Peace Message was published in at least one newspaper
of the following forty-three cities, and in more than one where
the figures after the name of the city appear:

Portland, Me.; Burlington, Vt.; Boston, Mass.; Worcester;
Springfield (2); Providence; New Haven; New York (4, i in

Yiddish); Rochester; Buffalo; Trenton (2); Philadelphia (3);
Pittsburgh; Wilmington; Baltimore; Washington; Richmond;
Charlotte, N. C; Raleigh, N. C; Charleston, S. C; Atlanta,
Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Birmingham, Ala.; Nashville, Tenn.;
Memphis; Louisville, Ky.; Cincinnati, O.; Cleveland, O.;
Indianapolis (2), Detroit, Mich.; Chicago; Duluth, Minn.;
St. Louis; Dallas; Minneapolis; Sioux Falls, S. D.; Salt Lake
City; Los Angeles; San Francisco; Portland, Oregon; Seattle;

Albuquerque, N. M.; Wichita, Kan.; Omaha, Neb.
It was also published in the ten following weeklies:

The Masses; The Independent; The Nation; The New Repub-
lic; The Outlook; The Survey; The Public; Friends' Intelligencer;

American Friend; The Friend.
In addition, it was published on Third Month 31, the day

of the patriotic jubilee, in each of the eight daily Philadelphia
papers by the Peace Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing at a cost of about $1 100. We know of some other publica-
tions in smaller local papers and there probably have been
some of which we have not heard. The Message was sent with
a circular letter to the editors of about 900 religious papers
throughout the country, asking them to publish it; it was also

sent with a different circular letter to about 675 Friends in

Monthly Meetings throughout the country, asking that it

be published in some local paper. We do not know what re-

turns there were on either of these two efforts, although there
were some results.

The publication of the Message has attracted a certain

amount of editorial comment in newspapers and magazines,
most of it favorable, and has brought us some very enthusias-
tic letters in regard to it, mostly with small contributions,

from Friends and others. It is the feeling of the Committee
that the carrying out of the concern was decidedly worth
while, and a valuable and constructive piece of Christian work.

Financial Statement.

Sixty-four contributions, as follows: 3 of 1 1,000; 3 of about

I500; I of I250; 10 of $100; 6 of $50; I of I40; 7 of I25; 34 of

lioorless. In all, 15,417.49.

Daily Newspaper Advertising $4,485.02
Weekly Advertising 847.00
Postage, Printing, Addressing, &c 85.47

15,417.49

The total average circulation of the newspapers in which the
Message was published was 4,341,000; and of the Weeklies,
was 271,000.

a I »
"Nothing is intolerable that is necessary."
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Douglas R. Bishop, whose letter from an English prison

was quoted in The Friend, enclosed the following verses written
on the text "The blind receive their sight . . . and the
deaf hear."

"Yes, some of us, O Lord, are blind.

We fail to see the way of Life,

And o'er our path we oftimes find

The clouds of doubt, of fear and strife.

Oh, open, Lord, our eyes that we
May see the Light—and follow Thee.

"And some of us are deaf to hear

Thy gentle knock, Thy pleading call

The din of life, forever near,

Keeps from our ears Thy voice withal.

Oh, open, Lord, our ears that we
May heed Thy voice—and follow Thee.

"Still more of us are dumb to tell

The glorious message of Thy love;

We seek the praise of men too well

To sing the praise of God above.

Oh, open, Lord, our hps that we
May speak to others more of Thee.

"And some of us, O Lord, are dead

To all the promptings of the soul

;

With careless step hfe's road we tread,

With seUish ease we seek the goal.

O raise us, Lord, to life, that we
May Uve for evermore with Thee.

"And all of us are pressed with cares,

We are perplexed and weak and worn.

Thy golden seed is mixed with tares

That grow more thickly than the corn.

Oh give us, Lord, Thy strength, that we
May, throughout life, be strong for Thee."

—The Friend (London).

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

Timely Words.—The following letter, written with no
idea of its publication, by a good aunt to her young niece,

may be helpful to others:

My Dear E .

—

I thank thee for thy letter which interested me so much
that I felt like replying at once, because 1 had something to

say. I have not felt so depressed by the U. S. entering the

war (though it was a great disappointment and seemed also

a great blunder), because ... 1 consider it something
in which 1 have no part at all; because also, in my peaceful

home, nothing but the newspapers indicate disturbance. 1

wanted to tell thee that it seems to me the world's great need
spiritually is to have a leaven of trusting Christians, keeping
calm and cheerful and loving toward all men—keeping free

from suspicion as well as resentment—and ready to help.

And the world's great physical need is food. Now you
should help to give both.

You have a Christian home, full of comfort and beauty,

to rest your spirits. And you have land to raise food on, and
a good domestic training to teach you how to conserve it.

If you keep quietly happy in your beautiful home life,

kindly and helpful to your neighbors, and, in addition, do all

the drying, canning, preserving and pickling of your products,

that you can without overwork to feed people next winter, 1

believe you will help more than by emergency training.

I had great unity with something I read, nearly like this,

" If you know how to cook, don't wait to learn to run a motor-
car; if you can milk don't study aviation; for cooking and
dairying are needed now."
Thee sees there is a real need at once of the work of hands,

with so many men taken off for drilling and munitions; while
the probability of having wounded men to care for here is

remote, and there are multitudes of women just eager for

the glory and excitement of such work. It is the common,
every-day things that are in danger of neglect. , . .

M —

.

" Surely Thou hast some work for me to do! Oh, open Thou
mine eyes, to see how Thou wouldst choose to have it done,
and where it lies."-

—

Elizabeth Prentiss.

Now that the nations of the world are piling up debts in

billions the following calculations kindly furnished by an
interested subscriber seem much in place.

—

[Eds.]

When one looks at the sun it certainly does not seem to be
very far off, perhaps a hundred miles or so. Its real distance

was illustrated by a lecturer who said: "Suppose an express

train traveling at the rate of forty miles an hour, were to start

for the sun when some one was an infant, he would be eighty

years old, long ere the supposed train reached the sun. Then
suppose a second infant started where the first one left off.

When he was eighty years old the journey would have been
yet far from completed. Does it seem possible that a third

infant would have reached the advanced age of eighty years

and a fourth one reach his manhood, ere the journey was
completed"? Astronomers assure us that such is the case.

Have you any definite idea of how large a sum a billion is?

Supposing you were to count steadily for twelve hours, and
in that time had counted 142,000. At the same rate in a week's
time you would have counted nearly one million. To count
a billion, at the same rate of progress, would require one
thousand weeks or over nineteen years.

BORDERLAND.
Our Friend, Amy Brockbank, has sent us the following.

She has had a liberal part in the relief work that has centred

at Saint Stephen's House. Our readers will remember that

the contributions sent from Friends have been distributed

in good part by these workers. The report of John Way
in this number indicates that.

—

[Eds.]

It is a desolate country, that Borderland, between the posi-

tive and the negative, the last remnant of hope and the first

stab of despair. You do not necessarily recognize its dwell-

ers by the colorless skin and the wasted cheek. Even a per-

son attacked by some insidious disease does not inevitably

show it. But the people of the Borderland look at you, they

have the haunted eyes.

It begins when yesterday's ashes are left under the grate;

when the window panes, spattered by yesterday's rain, are

allowed to remain uncleaned. There comes the morning when
the limbs leave the bed reluctantly, when it does not matter
what the weather is doing. Yesterday it mattered. Yester-

day the ashes did not lie, and the windows could have been

cleaned. There was something in the arms which -wanted to

rub. To-day the arms are listless. It is an effort to move.
Yet nothing has happened—nothing except that potatoes

are up again, and the grocer has sold out of sugar. And when
you go down-stairs, the linoleum is the same lifeless thing

underfoot; with the pattern trodden out in patches; and there

is the same faint smell of gas in the passage. Only somehow
or other, the linoleum is both very close to you, and a hun-

dred miles away. It does not matter. Nothing matters ex-

cept that the children should be got off to school. And this

is only because you want the house to yourself, so that you
may sit down. And so you sit and sit, watching the unwashed
breakfast things on the table, and the angle at which the knife

rests on the saucer of margarine. It is the way of the Border-

land. In the Borderland you do not, except by a supreme
effort, wash what is dirty. You look at it vacantly instead,

as if it belonged to another life.

So it does. It belongs to yesterday. Yesterday you were
part of a living world, where you washed things with a
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sense that it was good to have them clean. To-day the world
still goes on, but you have shrunk away from it a foot or two.

You are in the Borderland, over the invisible line.

Philanthropic institutions are legion. They relieve, by
food, by money, or by advice, thousands of needy folk. We,
at Saint Stephen's House, belong to the same category. The
yoke of philanthropy lies heavy about our necks. In spite

of this, we struggle against our fate, striving that the iron of

official philanthropy shall not enter into our souls. And this

is, perhaps, partly owing to our intimacy with the Borderland

which has not as yet received official recognition. Sometimes,

as a last resource, they come to us, the folk who are of the

Border, or write short pathetic letters, in which, between the

lapses of grammar, you may read the graver lapse of hope.

It is the old story, or rather that terrible new one which has

come to us with the war, but does not make sufficiently dra-

matic reading for Fleet Street. The German husband
interned, the Government allowance too slender to cover the

cost of bare necessities, after the rent is paid: one of the older

children sick; the baby ill-nourished. In addition, the indif-

ference or actual unkindness of neighbors, or former friends,

because of the German married name which they seemed to

take so slightly before the war. There are dwellers in the Bor-

derland who tell you this story almost apathetically as if it

were happening to someone else. To state these things in a

voice that does not break is one of the signs of the Borderland.

It is a sign that what was once abnormal and incredible is

now normal and only too credible, because of its daily and
hourly iteration.

We have so often heard that every cloud has a silver lining,

which is as good as saying that every capitalist has his cheque-
book. A little facile optimism goes so well with a bank ac-

count which is not overdrawn! And have we not met those

who appear only capable of realizing intense suffering, or

complete freedom from it? Either you are so well off that only

a shortage of petrol prevents you from using your car, or

you are so poor that you have to pawn j'our blankets to buy
food! Yet we must not forget that poverty, like wealth, is

relative, and that there are infinite grades of poverty, as there

are infinite degrees of wealth. And on the mental plane, as

on the physical, there is the Borderland in which the poten-

tial germ has not declared itself as recognized disease.

At Saint Stephen's House we have a wholesome fear of

that Borderland and its possibilities. It is while the poor souls

are there, while they are, as it were, in the marches of misery,

that we hasten to succour them before they have reached that

darker outland from which often there is no return. Shall we
not endeavor to help them now, while disillusionment and
shattered hope have not yet reached despair? A little help

now, a little encouragement, and they may yet be drawn back
into the happier country where it is still possible to hope.

They have been so brave, these "alien" British women, in

the earlier days of the war. They have struggled so courag-
eously against an overwhelming fate. But one cannot strug-

gle forever. There comes a time when the long-strained nerves
give way, and the overtaxed system breaks. Will you not

help them now? Next week, next month, it may be too late.

It is to-day that they are drifting across the border towards
the darker land. Olaf Baker.

We know not when, we know not where,

We know not what that world will be;

But this we know: it wiU be fair

To see.

With heart athirst and thirsty face,

We know and know not what shall be:

Christ Jesus bring us of His grace

To see.

Christ Jesus bring us of His grace,

Beyond all prayers our hope can pray,

One day to see Him face to Face,

One day. —Christina Rossetti.

YOUNG FRIENDS AND THE WAR.

LEVON P. DONCHiAN, Editor-in-Chief, '17.

America has entered the great war. Whether, as some say,

we could have avoided it by saner legislation, or whether,
as others say, it was inevitable, is of small importance now.
This is distinctly not the time to philosophize over the past.

The question to be considered is—What shall our attitude

as young Friends be in this grave crisis? What is our duty now?
We may feel ourselves too young to discuss this question,

but in too short a time this matter will confront us and we
must have so strengthened ourselves that we will not be
"stampeded into a wrong course of action but will have the

stability to remain faithful to our ideals and true to our
principles."

War, of course, is, in itself, abhorrent to us. We cannot,

under any consideration, take part in the destruction of our
fellow-men. We are only human and we wish the world to

know that we have instilled in us a deep and true loyalty

to our nation. To constructive work, to the furtherance of

our democratic institutions, we pledge ourselves, but when
even our nation asks us to slaughter our fellow-men and be-

come false to our conscience we must refuse. We can take no
part in destruction, but we cannot and we will not stand idly

aside and allow our share of suffering to slip from our shoul-

ders. We, as young Friends, just beginning to face this grave
crisis, feel a clear and concrete call to perform some duty.

We cannot desert our nation in this hour of need and we,

therefore, offer ourselves, whole-heartedly, to be used for

constructive work. Many of us feel that there are ways in

which we can conscientiously take up our part in this suffer-

ing. To some ambulance work has an especial appeal. To
others this course of action seems to have too much of the

military about it, and to them is open agricultural pursuits,

the raising of crops, which will tend to alleviate the suffering

that of necessity follows in the wake of war. However, there

are some of us who feel that all of these methods will tend to

increase to too large an extent the military efficiency of the

United States, and they cannot help in any way whatsoever.

For these, indeed, the future looms up darkly, but these men,
as all of us, who can only act as their conscience directs, will

gladly suffer for freedom of conscience, the corner-stone of

the Society of Friends.

However, in the last analysis, each one must answer the

question for himself, and each one must obey his true feelings

and remain firm when once he has decided upon his course

of action. —Editorial in The Brown and White, JVesttown.

OUR LITERARY TREASURES IN THE RECORD ROOM.

I.

Friends generally are not aware what a treasure trove of

early Quaker literature is lying in the Record Room of the

Library on Sixteenth Street, waiting to be brought to light

by such as love to keep alive the memorial of the righteous

and hand on their testimony to generations yet unborn. The
rise of the Quakers was accompanied by a remarkable out-

burst of propagandist enthusiasm which contrasts strangely

with the quiescence of many of our modern meetings. This
spirit of out-going love expressed itself in literature as well as

in glowing speech. Every phase of religious literature was
covered: the expository, the hortatory, the controversial, the

apologetic, the epistolary. The biographical came much
later, as a matter of course. Where did those young men,
some of them in their teens, more used to handle the plough,

the hammer and the shuttle, learn the facile use of the pen?
And where did they find the time amidst their constant labors,

travels and frequent imprisonments in Britain's then loathsome
dungeons to write some of the bulky volumes now on our
shelves?

But many of their writings were only small tracts intended
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for broadcast distribution. It would be worth while to take
the trouble to become acquainted with their now faded pages
and to feel the still unspent heat of the hidden fire that bums
in every line. For the soul of the writer imparts its own tinc-

ture to his writing as well as to his speech. The early Friends
had come up "out of a wilderness" of spiritual hunger and
thirst "into a land of brooks and fountains where they did
eat bread without scarceness," and they felt it to be their

mission to invite others into the goodly portion they had found.
Power from on high had gripped them, and that power be-

came a driving force in their lives. 1 am persuaded that not
a few of their written messages will rise again out of the dust
of oblivion, and live and reign with Christ—if we may adopt
the mystical language of the Apocalypse—who knows!

—
"for

a thousand years" to come. For such a glorious resurrection

after generations of neglect has often been granted to faithful

witnesses whom their persecuting age had "beheaded" and
buried in the tomb of forgetfulness. Thus the Pope of Rome
wrote of the Reformers: "The Bohemian John Huss whom 1

burned at the stake is alive again in the German Luther and
Melanchton." Let us have no misgivings about the matter,

the early Quakers have not yet finished their testimony.

We have in the Record Room at the Library a great number
of different authors represented. Beside George Fox there

are Richard Farnworth, William Dewsbury, Francis Howgill,

John Burnyeat, Edward Burrough, Richard Hubberthorne,
Josiah Coale, George Fox, "the younger" (in convincement,
not in years, and a valiant man in Israel), James Nayler, the
silver-tongued, Samuel Fisher, with his consecrated learning,

James Parnell, who burned out his innocent young life in

Colchester jail, Rigge Ambrose, the two valiant Whitehead
brothers, George and John, Solomon Eccles (whose direct

descendants I know personally), John Lawson, and later,

Robert Barclay of immortal memory, Isaac Penington, the
mystic John of the young Society, William Penn, statesman,

teacher and prophet, Stephen Crisp, apostle to the Nether-
lands, John Crook, Thomas EUwood, editor of George Fox's

Journal, Joseph Nicholson, James Parke, etc., etc. From
early days there was room for a teaching ministry as well as

for the prophetic; the first, setting forth the balance and
harmony of Truth in its various parts, able to confute gain-

sayers and establish sincere enquirers; the second, articulating

in glowing, incisive speech the "openings" which insight and
intuition had become aware of in "the light that never was
on sea or land."

And there were notable women also among the early Friends,

and we have some of their writings in the Record Room. We
might speak of Margaret Fell, the nursing mother of the tender
plant newly arisen in England, Priscilla Cotton, Mary Cole,

Anne Gargill and others.

The controversial writings of the first sixty years of Quaker
history are of exceeding value to those who desire to know
what our early Friends really stood for. Two things we ob-
serve clearly in them: the vehement manner in which they
repudiated the interpretation which their adversaries put on
their central message—namely, that the inward Light was a
merely natural light. It was nothing less than Christ Jesus
by His living Spirit in His inward appearing. Secondly, the

pains they took to make it clear that they had not the slightest

notion of denying the worth and efficacy of what Christ had
done /or man through His Incarnation, Sacrifice and Resur-
rection. The now glorified Christ and His light within are

one. What He did /or man He now makes good in man, where
there is obedience to His blessed Spirit. The vagaries of the

unbalanced John Perrot, the more serious separation led by
Wilkinson and Story, because they regarded the "Discipline"
as an encroachment on individual guidance, the fierce denuncia-
tions of Francis Bugg after his defection, the miserable story

of the Keithian controversy, and other minor troubles, gave
Friends an opportunity of putting on record what their real

views, practices and aims were. They stood for a revival of

the pure Christian Faith only partially recovered at the
Reformation. And that which to them had its root in " im-

mediate Divine revelation" could well stand the triple test

of the Scriptures of Truth, right reason, and the concensus of

normal Christian experience.

(To be oonoluded.)

NEWS ITEMS.

Philadelphia Qdartehly Meeting will be held in regular course

on the seventh and eighth of Fifth Month; the meeting of Ministers

and Elders on Second-day, the 7th, at 2.30 p. m., and the regular meeting

on Third-day, at 10.30 a. m.

Alexander C. Wood has kindly furnished us with information of the

intended omission of the annual conference at Lake Mohonk on Inter-

national Arbitration. The Secretary of the Conference has been at no

little trouble to ascertain the sentiment of those concerned. He makes
this statement of the outcome of his effort:

"A considerable majority favor postponement of the Conference,

particularly as the United States has entered the war. Practically all

agree that in principle the holding of a Conference would be open to no
well-informed criticism; but a large proportion, even of those who favor

holding the Conference, state that the times will not permit them to

leave home or business to attend."

Daniel Smiley and wife express "much regret at the postponement

to later dates of which the earUest possible notice will be sent."

We are in receipt of the 1916 report of the Lebanon Hospital (for Men-
tal Diseases). Owing to unsettled conditions it could not be issued at the

regular time. The following paragraphs will give interesting informa^-

tion:

An eventful year has passed since our last report was issued and we
are indeed deeply thankful to our Heavenly Father Who has carefully

guarded and preserved the institution thus far. Information at present

is difficult to obtain, but we recently learned that the hospital was still

open with an increasing number of patients and that one of the buildings

which had been closed for economy's sake had to be reopened, so that tHe

entire institution is now filled with patients.

We do indeed praise God for the many evidences of His watchfulness

and care during the past year in providing funds for the operating ex-

pense and in supplying provisions. Through the kindness and UberaUty

of our friends the Committee was enabled to forward funds from time

to time throughout the year. The total amount remitted was S4, 165.00,

enabUng those in charge to carry on the work, though often under most
trying conditions.

This amount was very much greater than we have ever before raised

in this country for the expense account, but we earnestly ask all our friends

not to slacken their efforts during the coming year; it would add untold

suffering to these poor mentally afflicted people if the hospital had to

be closed and they be turned adrift without food or shelter or any place

to go.

For the future we trust and pray for the continued blessing of our

Lord—the Lord of Hosts—upon this work.

On behalf of the Committee:

Joel Cadbdet, Chairman.

Asa S. Wing, Treasurer,

409 Chestnut Street.

R. B. Haines, Jr., Secretary,

119 S. Fourth Street.

In the Chretien Libre, L6on Revoyre's monthly, published in France,

Henry van Etten, who was recently received into membership with

Friends, describes how he came to understand the principles of Quaker-

ism through his knowledge of Esperanto. "It was," he says, "through

reading 'Quaker Strongholds' by Caroline Stephen in Esperanto that

I came to know the truth. Its style is so compact, forcible and old-fash-

ioned that, in spite of my knowledge of Enghsh, I should have found it

almost impossible to read it in that language. But Esperanto suits the

original so well that it has succeeded in producing a translation that is

superior. The feeling of brotherhood wliich obtains among Esperan-

tists," he continues, "is so strong that I am sure that an Esperantist

of a foreign land could hardly be an enemy. He speaks the same tongue,

he is engaged on the same work, as I. This means a great deal. . . ."
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"We agree," adds the editor "an international language would be a

barrier against war."

—

The Friend [London].

The first and second numbers of The Raiional Patriot are before us.

Although amongst the youngest of peace organs it shows a clearness and

courage of conviction sure to win a hearing. The first issue explains,

"We are a number of Oberlin men [Oberlin College, Ohio] who beheve

that Peace is worth working for." Friends generally will want to respond

with encouragement to this effort. The publisher, J. Howard Branson,

is a member of the meeting at Lansdowne.

The number of Friends' Fellowship Papers for Tiiird Month contains

most timely reading, especially for young Friends. It is the organ of

the Young Friends' Association, is printed in England and has not we

fear the wide circulation on this side theAtlantic it deserves. For un-

compromising testimonj' combined with rare sanity and a sweet Christian

spirit the articles of this month can hardly be excelled. Before any one

of us makes decisions in the present crisis as to what course we shall

pursue it would be well for us to know better what young Enghsh Friends

are doing and how they are doing it.

Lansdowne Monthly Meeting granted a minute Fourth Month 26th

to Samuel W. Jones, hberating him to appoint a meeting for Divine Wor-

ship, to be held in Carversville Christian Church, Bucks Co., Pa., First-

day, Fifth Month 6, 1917, at 3 p. m.

CORRESPONDENCE.
If the atmosphere of spiritual worship could always descend, from our

meetings for worship to our business meetings, the element of discern-

ment which it conveys would enable us to arrive at conclusions, accord-

ing to the mind of truth, without failure.

SCATTERGOOD SCHOOL, loWA. LeVI BoWLES.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

•Arthur J. Balfour, Great Britain's Foreign Secretary, and the British

High Commission, sent to confer with American officials at Washington,

arrived safely on the 22nd. They and Marshal Joffre and other mihtar\'

members will indicate to the American officials with whom they are to

confer, several important mihtary reasons which they consider renders

the sending of a force to Europe ad\'isable.

Judged by the Third Month imports from abroad at the port of New
York, the German submarine blockade seems a much overrated menace.

Those imports from Europe were ahead of the pre\'ious month's im-

ports by $12,000,000, and, compared with those of 1916, they fell off only

$126,000.

Success in obtainins; a 20 per cent, increase in wages quickly resulted

from the demands of the 225,000- bituminous coal miners of the United

States and it is expected that a similar increase will soon be granted to

the anthracite miners.

President Wilson at Washington sent a letter to Representative

Helvering of Kansas last week, explaining and strongly supporting the

administration's army bill with its selective conscription plan. The
letter indicated the purpose of the administration to insist upon enact-

ment of the measure ^agorously.

Speaking against compulsory service, Professor Edward Cheyney, of

the University of Pennsj'lvania, is quoted as saying : "The history of

compulsory military service is not fine history. Canada has not accepted

it, nor has any other of the colonies."

It is said, "Although the high cost of material was a contributing

factor in the decision of the Lynn shoe manufacturers to close their fac-

tories, the principal reason for their action was their trouble with the

labor unions in that city."

Delegates from various Travelers' Aid Societies throughout the

country attended a National Travelers' Aid Conference in New York

City last week, and organized a National Travelers' Aid Society.

Half a million dollars to aid in the reconstruction of homes in the

devastated portions of France, Belgium, Serbia and Russia, was ap-

propriated by the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace. The appropriation will be expended as speedily

as possible under plans to be worked out by the Trustees.

Hotels, clubs and restaurants of the more expensive kind arebegiiming

to confess themselves guilty in the matter of wasting food. Managers

of hotels and restaurants in Boston are proceeding through a committ(

to consider the problem of cutting down the waste. Leading hotels ;

New York City have aheady taken such action.

Six hundred persons from over the country—delegates and altemati

—were expected for the Ninth Annual American Bahai Congress in Ne
York City on the 29th. Bahai, it is stated, includes Jews, Christian

Mohammedans, Buddhists and people of aU other rehgions, for it has r

hierarchy, and its revelation and message, its tenets and principles, ao

so broad that everybody can accept them and still hold his own form

behef and worship. They are the principles and tenets that underl

aU rehgions, and the greatest insistence of Abdul Baha, the prophet,

on the oneness and brotherhood of all mankind. Indeed, all his revel

tions may be reduced to that assertion, and its corollary of love and se

vice to one another.

FOREIGN.—Nova Scotia is the sixth province of Canada to enfrai

chise its women, and the victory there is coimted as the eighth equ;

suffrage has gained on this continent since the beginning of 1917. Canad

is not waiting untU after the war is over to learn and apply the lesso

inculcated into the British body pohtic by women's war service.

A Berlin despatch says that a Danish physician has offered 1,000,0C

kroner to the Berhn Municipal Council, with which to send about 10,00

Berhn children to Denmark. The children would be kept in the norther

kingdom for the duration of the war and six months thereafter. The offe

was accepted.

NOTICES.

Friends' Libraet, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—Tb

following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:

—

Bartlett—Last Voyage of the Karluk.

Doty—Society's Misfits.

Franck—Tramping Through Mexico.

HoUand—Historic Events of Colonial Days.

Jones—Irmer Life.

Osborne—Society and Prisons.

Pancoast—Enghsh Prose and Verse.

PeLxotto—Our Hispanic Southwest.

Spofford—Little Book of Friends.

Weed and Dearborn—Birds in Their Relation to Man.
Linda A. Moore,

Librarian.

Meetings from Fifth Month 6th to 12th:

Philadelphia Quarterly Meetmg, Fourth and Arch Streets, Third-day

Fifth Month 8th, at 10.30 a. m.

Abington Quarterly Meeting, at Germantown, Fifth-day, Fifth Montt

10th, at 3.30 p. M.

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Fifth Monti

8th, at 10 A. M.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Fifth Month 8th, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Thh-d-day, Fifth Month 8th, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 9th, at 10 A. m.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 9th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Sprmgfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 9th, at IC

A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 9th, at 7.30 p. m.

Wihnington, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtowm, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 10.30 a. m.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

Burimgton, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at FaUsington, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 10th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Fifth Month 12th, at 10,

a. m.

Died.—At the home of her daughter, Ruth A. Palmer, near Plymouth,

Emporia, Kans., Fourth Month 7, 1917, Sarah Ann Hinshaw, widow of

the late Andrew Hinshaw, in the seventy-ninth year of her age; a member
of Cottonwood Monthly Meeting since its beginning and a minister for

many years.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, Phila.., Pa.
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"To be anxious for souls, and yet not impatient; to be patient,

and yet not indifferent; to bear the infirmities of tfie weak, with-

out fostering them; to testify against sin and unfaithfulness and
the low standard of spiritual life, and yet to keep the stream
of love free and full and open; to have the mind of a faithful, lov-

ing shepherd, a hopeful physician, a tender nurse, a skilful teach-

er, requires the continual renewal of the Lord's grace."

304 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Fourth Month 27, 1917.

To Our Fellow-members of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing:—

Dear Friends:—
The Representative Meeting has given consideration to

problems now confronting us because of the war. Our sym-
pathy went out especially to our isolated members and to

our younger Friends. The prevailing currents of world-

thought tend to draw us away from positions which we have
held by tradition and education and in varying measure of

individual conviction. The pressure of public opinion is

urging men and women to join militaristic movements. We,
Friends, are loyal citizens imbued with a love of our country.

We wish to keep our hands clean of the blood of our fellow-

men, and we are eager to serve our nation and to help the

world.

Our testimony against war is not a negation, but a positive

attitude. We are not only protesting against war, but are

pre-eminently endeavoring to call ourselves and others to

the life of loving service to all men, enemies and friends alike,

lived by Jesus Christ.

We recognize that we have not done this in its fullness, but
in common with our fellow-men we have looked upon "the
things of self" and in our selfishness have sinned against

God, whose loving spirit would fain have found expression

through us. We must therefore lay aside all feelings of com-
placency.

Furthermore, our earnest endeavor must be to enter into

sympathy with our nation. The fact that much which has

been said and done in the furtherance of this war seems
to us wrong and a denial of the spirit of Christ, must not
blind us to the other fact that multitudes of our Christian

fellow-citizens have entered into it from what they regard

as the highest motives, believing that only so could they
bring democracy and peace to the world. The burdens of

labor and of suffering they are assuming are greater than
any Friends are likley to bear even under oppressive laws.

Let us keep constantly before us the thought that their

motives may be as sincere as ours and that the difference

between us is not one of aim, but of method. They believe

that by using physical violence now, they will ultimately

further the Kingdom of God. Our belief is that Jesus Christ

made a deliberate choice between the world's method of

compulsion by physical violence and God's method of using

the infinite power of love and of service and of self-sacrifice.

Since the seeds of war are in our social order and the sim-

plest acts of our daily lives are entangled in it, we need to

devote ourselves increasingly to prayer and also to the closest

study possible to each one of us as to our individual duty in

the trying days to come. Never in the history of the world
has there been greater need of personal sacrifice and service

for humanity.

Let the members of our meetings draw close together that

each may learn from all and that there may be the fullest

sympathy and understanding. We would remind Elders

and Overseers of their duty of shepherding the fiock and would
urge those who need advice to seek it from their concerned

Friends. Let nothing be done hastily or under impulse

which may later be regretted and from which it may be diffi-

cult to withdraw. May all seek Divine counsel and dwell

quietly under such an exercise. We know that our Heavenly
Father is ever willing to give the Holy Spirit to those who seek

for it, and that this Spirit will guide us into all truth. By
going apart and listening for the still, small voice, our faith

in God is strengthened and we learn "in hours of faith the

truth to flesh and sense unknown"; then according to the

measure of truth we have received let us walk by that rule.

A great opportunity has come to us to contribute to the

coming of the Kingdom of God. May the spirit of complete
consecration to this service come upon all of us in order that

God may work through us for the healing of the nations.

The war with its legacies of bloodshed, of material, moral

and spiritual loss, must pass. May our prayers to Almighty
God be fervent that the men to whom will be entrusted the

reconstruction of a large part of the world be endued with

wisdom from on High, that the peace for which we long may
be a lasting peace, that the day may be hastened in which

Christ's Kingdom may be fully established on the earth.

On behalf of the Representative Meeting,

William B. Harvey,

Clerk,
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THE CROOKED FOOTPATH.

Ah, here it is! the sliding rail

That marks the old remembered spot,

The gap that struck our schoolboy trail,

The crooked path across the lot.

It left the road by school and church,

A penciled shadow, nothing more.

That parted from the silver birch

And ended at the farmhouse door.

No line or compass traced its plan;

With frequent bends to left or right,

In aimless, wayward curves it ran,

But always kept the door in sight.

The gabled porch, with woodbine green,

The broken millstone at the sill.

Though many a rood might stretch between.

The truant child could see them still.

No rocks across the pathway lie,

No fallen trunk is o'er it thrown.

And yet it winds, we know not why.

And tiuns as if for tree or stone.

Perhaps some lover trod the way
With shaking knees and leaping heart,

And so it often runs astray

With sinuous sweep or sudden start.

Or one, perchance, with clouded brain

From some unholy banquet reeled.

And since, our devious steps maintain

His track across the trodden field.

Nay, deem not thus—no earthborn will

Could ever trace a faultless line;

Our truest steps are human still.

To walk vmswerving were Divine!

Truants from love, we dream of wrath;

Oh, rather let us trust the more!

Through aD the wanderings of the path

We still can see our Father's door!

—OuvTEB Wendell Holmes.

For "Thb Fbibnd."

THE LORD'S PRAYER.
In the watch over our own hearts, so much needed in this

time of stress and excitement, help may be found in a sincere

effort to absorb the spirit of the petition taught by our

Divine Master to His first disciples.

When we say Our Father, let us remember that He hath
made of one blood all nations of the earth, and that all are the

children of His tender care. Let us consider whether we do
aim to hallow His Name in all that we say and do, and whether
we desire the coming of His Kingdom in the hearts of all men,
quite beyond the stability of any human institution or govern-

ment.
And as we long for the ending of this terrible world-war,

let us not choose the result in any victory of arms, but earnestly

wish and pray that Our Father's will may be done on earth,

and His purposes of love fulfilled—though we cannot see how.
While being diligent in what our hands find to do, may we

trust Him who careth for us for daily bread for body and
soul, and protection.

After this comes what is perhaps the closest test. Do we
realize as we say. Forgive as we forgive, the awful depth of

meaning in that little word as? Is it sufficient for us, to re-

ceive forgiveness in such kind and measure as we give to all

men?,
In the petition "Lead us not into temptation," let us not

think only of self, but rather of the young men among us who
are so sorely tempted just now by the popular clamor for

defense of one's country, to lose the higher allegiance to the

Heavenly Captain. So may we be delivered from evil.

"For Thine is the Power."
M. H. G.

I

CHRISTIAN SYMPATHY.

Sympathy means letting one's spirit flow out to meet an-

other's spirit before critical appraisement or reasoning judg-

ment have time to act. There may be obstacles in the way
of complete unity of spirit between two who meet but the

sympathetic attitude alone will at least draw forth from the

other the highest response of which he is capable. There will

then be no possibility of arousing that spirit of antagonism
which is ready to spring up in the breast at the least suspicion

of condescension or of assumption of superiority in the manner
of another. "The great secret, Eliza," confides one of the

characters in a work of Bernard Shaw's, " is not having bad
manners or good manners or any other particular kind of

manners, but having the same manner for all human souls."

Since the heart of the Christian message is good-will toward
men we should expect to find the highest manifestation of

sympathy in the bearer of that message. And we are not

disappointed. The Fourth Gospel witnesses to the remark-

able insight into character which Jesus possessed when it

says: " He needed not that any should bear witness concerning

man for He Himself knew what was in man."
One of the greatest evidences of the Divine inspiration of

the Gospel narrative is that it never once mars the impression

of Jesus' perfect simplicity and singleness of heart. The
admonitions against undue honor to the rich, the parable of the

rich man's compulsory guests, the teaching that the last shall

be first and the first last, and the greatest shall be the minister

of all, are not essential to complete the impression of that

profound spiritual understanding which looked on the rich

young man and loved him, exalted the widow's mite above the

largest contributions, and said to the accusers of the sinning

woman, " Let him that is without sin among you first cast a

stone."

The most vivid teaching of Jesus' life is the exercise of a

sympathy which took no account of the individual's outward
circumstances. It is strange that so many of his professed

followers fail to make this a goal of spiritual attainment.

Condescension and service are utterly antagonistic terms.

Yet the majority of us through lack of sympathy and insight

are unable to perceive how irreconcilable they are. A letter

written by a Chinese to an American minister after the latter's

visit to China contains this passage: "Our preachers often

preach upon the love of God and the great influence it has

over our life; but before I met you I had never realized how
great this influence can be. To you racial barriers are noth-

ing; all men are equal in your love. But in China we are very

far from this ideal. I have never met a single minister in our

mission who does not regard his Chinese congregation with

condescension, for though all men are equal in the sight of

God they are decidedly not equal in the sight of His human
ministers."

This may be an unduly severe arraignment, but its lesson is

obvious. Sympathy rooted in a spiritual humility which
recognizes the essential likeness of human souls and human
experience is indispensable to one who would bring others

to a knowledge of that Love whose only appreciable channel

is the spirit of man. And he who wills to extend to others true

Christian sympathy may have begotten within him a measure
of that grace which made the multitudes eager to touch Jesus

because "power came forth from Him and healed them all."

One of the most insidious causes of lack of sympathy is zeal

for a particular system of theology. Let us remember that

revolt against dogmatic statements of religion does not neces-

sarily mean revolt against religion; that rejection of portions

of Christian theology does not often mean rejection of Christ,
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but only of inadequate interpretations of His life and teach-

ings. "It is not Bradlaugh's atheism which they hate, but
his unconscious Christianity," wrote John Bright of the at-

titude of church members toward his free-thinking contem-
porary. And the history of reUgion shows that many who
gave to the world clearer conceptions of the relations between
religion and goodness were those whom the followers of tradi-

tion most condemned.
So should it not be among us. Christ's insight into men's

needs, His desire for their repentance and His love for their

souls should be for us the means by which others shall be turned
to the Way, the Truth and the Life. Conversion by sym-
pathy is far more probable than by logic or censure.

"Why do your guests leave you with their faces shining?"

a great Eastern teacher was asked. "
1 cannot tell you," he

said, " but this 1 know, in all upon whom 1 look 1 see only my
Father's face." Agnes L. Tierney.

OUR LITERARY TREASURES IN THE RECORD ROOM.

MAX I. REICH.

(Conoluded from page 537.)

II.

There are some two hundred specimens of Foxian writings

on the shelves of the Record Room. The earliest 1 can put my
hand on is an eight-page tract in good preservation entitled:

"The Unmasking and Discovering of Anti-Christ,with All the

False Prophets, by the True Light Which Comes from Christ."

It was published at London in 1653, only some four years

after George Fox had begun his itinerating ministry in the

north of England. Under date of 1654, we have "Saul's

Errand to Damascus," where George Fox's name appears as

joint author with James Nayler and John Lawson. It con-

tains some thirty-seven pages. And as persecution early

sought to crush the life out of the young movement, as early

as 1656 we have thirty-three pages, entitled: "Cry of the

Oppressed from under Their Oppressions, . . . some of

the sufferings of the . . . Quakers." From the very be-

ginning Friends felt they had a world-wide testimony. Under
date of 1657 we have a twenty-page communication: "An
Epistle to All People on the Earth." Early Friends, like the

living creatures seen by John the revelator, had eyes without

as well as within. They saw a world that needed turning

upside down; commercial life that needed to become honest;

political life that needed to be built up anew on the teaching

of the Light; law-courts that needed the breath of the Divine;

not to speak of the religious profession of the seventeenth

century that required to be purged of pretence and mere
letter-worship. Thus we find George Fox writing "an Epistle

to all professors in New England, Germany, also to the Jews
and Turks;" "an Epistle to all the Christian magistrates and
powers in the whole Christendom"; a treatise on "Gospel
family order, being a short discourse concerning the ordering

of families, both of whites, blacks and Indians."

Speaking of Jews, their spiritual condition rested as a real

burden on George Fox, through the greater part of his life.

England had just re-opened its doors to the "nation scattered

and peeled," after a prolonged exclusion, ever since the edict

of expulsion in Plantagenet days, and that in spite of the fact

that Jews had settled in Britain before the Anglo-Saxon and
Norman conquests, coming in the wake of the Roman armies

as merchants, bankers, physicians, jewelers, etc.* A colony

of Spanish Jews under the leadership of the learned Manasseh
ben Israel came to England at the invitation of Oliver Crom-
well. They hailed from Holland, whither their fathers had
fled from the Spanish Inquisition, Holland being the only

asylum in Europe at that time for men of an alien faith. It

*NoTE—There is evidence that in spite of the rigid anti-Jewish im-

migration laws in force for several centuries, Italian Jews succeeded in

getting into England under the guise of Lombards, and laid the founda-

tion of England's financial prosperity. Hence Lombard Street, where

the Bank of England is situated.

was treasonable then to insist on toleration and religious

liberty.

George Fox took the trouble to learn Hebrew in order to

explain the Scripture prophecies concerning the Messiah in'

the original to these Jewish immigrants. Besides he wrote
several tracts for their benefit in England. We have a thirty-

six page booklet under date of 1656, entitled: "Visitation to

the Jewes, from them whom the Lord hath visited from on
high"; also an undated book with the heading: "Answer to the

arguments of the Jewes in which they go about to prove that

the Messiah is not come." It is a book of some fifty-two

pages, but unfortunately the title-page is missing. Under
date of 1 66 1, he wrote: "A Declaration to the Jews for them
to read over, in which they may see that the Messiah is come."
(Calvert was the early London publisher of Quaker produc-

tions, but this last was published by one White of the same
city. Our copy is incomplete, only twelve pages are left to us.)

Later on George Fox took up this work again; as late as 1674
he brought out a considerable book of seventy-eight pages

entitled: "A Looking-glass for the Jews: where they may
clearly see that the Messiah is come." And to show that he

was not alone in his concern for the homeless children of Abra-

ham, the last sixteen pages of this book were written by
George Whitehead and entitled: "For the Jews who assemble

in Bevers Marks, London." Bevers (now Beirs) Marks is the

name of the oldest British synagogue, where Jews of the

Sephardic (i. e., Spanish) branch still worship. It is of in-

terest that it was built by a Quaker, who, to show his fellow-

feeling, as a member of a despised sect, with a suflFering people,

refused to make any gain out of the undertaking, and the

grateful congregation put up a tablet commemorating this

fact.

And here it might be well to add that evidently George

Fox's concern took hold on other Friends beside George White-

head. Thus Margaret Fell evinced a spiritual and intelligent

interest in the welfare of the Jewish colony. She is said to have

become quite a proficient Hebrew scholar. Anyway, the

Record Room contains several English books frorn her pen,

written for Jews. One under date of 1656, comprising some

twenty-one pages, bears the title: "For Manasseh ben Israel.

The call of the Jewes out of Babylon." Another, but without

date: "Loving salutation, To the seed of Abraham among
the [ewes; where ever they are scattered." It contains thirty-

seven pages. The Record Room, besides the above-mentioned

by George Fox, George Whitehead and Margaret Fell, pre-

serves also tracts written for the benefit of the Jews by Isaac

Penington. Thus under date of 1660, we have: "Some con-

siderations propounded to the Jewes," and under 1663:

"Some questions and answers of deep concernment to the

Jews," and again under 1677: "To the Jews natural and to

the Jews spiritual." Were the labors of these concerned

Friends a mere beating of the air, or did some Jews respond

to a truer and more gracious presentation of the Christian

Faith than they had met with in Catholic Spain and in

Calvinistic Holland? There is interesting work for a genealo-

gist, which lies outside my proper sphere. But I might ask,

where did the Abrahams and Jacobs among Friends get their

decidedly Jewish surnames from?

THE BRETHREN AND MENNONITES FOR PEACE.

Some members of the Yearly Meeting Peace Committee

have been in communication with a representative from the

Brethren, Galen B. Rover and one from the Mennonites, J. ).

Engbrecht, in regard to the right attitude to take in this

perilous national crisis. Both denominations are opposed to

war. They have had representatives at Washington who have

strenuously endeavored to have the bill of the Committee on

Military Affairs so changed "as to exempt non-resistant

peoples from any form of military training." They are work-

ing in unison and are very anxious that Friends should co-

operate.

The representative of the Brethren writes: "What will be
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the attitude of your organization on the point? (f. e. non-
combatant service). Will you look upon quartermaster ser-

vice, hospital or kitchen service as participating in the war and
violating principles of our faith?" He adds: "Our brethren

in Denmark viewed it as a part of war and accepted imprison-

ment instead." The Mennonite representative quotes from
their official organ: 'Binding up wounds, carrying helpless

ones out of danger, helping innocent sufferers are Christ-like

duties which should appeal to every able-bodied man among
us. To respond to them well will do more toward bringing to

the notice of the world (the reasonableness) of our testimony
against war than all literature against war produced during
the past one hundred years."

The strength of unity of action of all non-resistant de-
nominations against this so-called "fight for freedom" is

forcibly presented. "That word (freedom)," says Galen
Royer, "sounds splendid. Stirs the best in human nature.

I feel high regard for the ones who feel called to fight for free-

dom. But Paul in i Cor., second chapter, would term that
all 'false wisdom.' It is of this world. It is based on a good
end and says that any wrong wav of getting the right is justified

by the end. In what contrast it is with the heavenly wisdom
that concerns itself not so much for the end as the way being
right. Indeed, our Master so much saw the need of this

heavenly view that He declares Himself as the Way and He
did so when His disciples' hearts were troubled much like ours
are to-day. The way is not one of end, save as the end is in

Christ, but it is the step of faith, day by day. And so I tonic

my heart each morning with the hope of keeping in the way."
In expressing gladness that there can be a spirit of unity

between peace-loving Christians, Galen Royer continues: "It
is Christ-like. How strongly He prayed 'That they may be
one.' The war in Europe with all its awful ills is being blessed
with good, for our Father can turn the wrath of men to his

final glory when He chooses. The war is breaking down
denominationalism and men of different folds are shaking
hands with each other even if they are doing it over the slain

bodies of their brothers. Shall we who love peace, are pledged
to peace in addition to the demands our Lord makes upon all

for peace, be slow in uniting our forces for peace? Whatever
we may do to stem the tide of war that has swept our land
like a mighty deluge, whatever we may do to save the members
of our folds from participating in war, be this at least one
fruitage of this crisis, that out of it we come closer together
because through these trying times we stand hand in hand
and bear each other's burden of stress and distress. And
somehow, brethren, 1 have for a long time felt that many of
us, if we counted our real differences and then recounted our
similarities and set them down on the other side, perhaps we
should be almost ashamed of ourselves that we have stayed
apart so long. . . . Brethren, the whole realm of faith,
good works, love and hope are common ground of the richest
fruitage. Praise God for all this."

The response from J.J. Engbrecht is as cordial: " May God
help us to serve Him and our dear country rightly and may we
help to hasten a unison or oneness of His children."

Surely there is much in these letters with which Friends can
gladly unite. There is abundant cause to be thankful for
such whole-hearted and large-hearted champions of peace
who labor in the spirit of the Master which teaches us both to
love our enemies and to acknowledge the sincerity of motive
of those who differ from us.

" REMEMBER PRISONERS I

"

" Remember prisoners, as if you were in prison with them

;

and remember those suffering ill-treatment, for you yourselves
also are still in the body. . . . Remember your former
leaders—it was they who brought you God's message.
Jesus, in order by His own blood, to set the people free from
an, suffered outside the gate. Therefore let us go to Him
^utside the camp sharing the insults directed against Him.
For we have no permanent city here, but we are longing for
the aty which is soon to be ours."

Rowntree Gillett read these words from Weymouth's transla-
tion of Hebrews xiii at a recent Quarterly Meeting at Devon-
shire House, and reminded us by name of some of our London
members who are suffering imprisonment. The last few weeks
have seen the arrest in various parts of England of a number
of those to whom we have been accustomed to look for leader-
ship, some who hold important posts in our Society, and who
have been prominent in the Young Friends' Movement. It

is like a page from a seventeenth century record to read of the
clerk and assistant clerk of Warwickshire North Monthly
Meeting—Hugh Gibbins and Wilfrid Littleboy—being ar-

rested at the same time and taken to the guard-room at War-
wick. Here they joined Basil Burton, clerk to Hertford Pre-
parative Meeting, and Arthur J. Sharp, the late editor of the
Bombay Guardian, and son of Isaac Sharp.

Robert O. Mennell, Roderic K. Clark and Corder Catchpool
have now been called to "the front." Their friends will
rejoice with them that after all the splendid service they have
done in the past, they have been given the honor of witnessing
for their faith,' no matter what the cost to themselves. Other
stalwarts whose turn has come during the last month or so
are Charles Knight, Richard Evans, Bernard Priestman,
Theodore Pumphrey, H. Lyn Harris and Maurice Rowntree.
These and many more have been called to go "outside the
carnp" with their Master, and "share the insults directed
against Him." Actual brutality in guard-rooms is now of rare
occurrence, but there is plenty of hardship arising from cold,
sleeplessness, over-crowding, short commons, foul language,
and insults, as well as the separation from those dear to them.
Our friends take it all with the utmost cheerfulness, realizing
that their lot in many respects is less hard than that of the
men in the trenches. Many write of an abounding joy and
sense of freedom such as they have never before known. It

will be of interest to put on record the experiences of some of
them, mostly in their own words.
Those who were present at the court-martial of Robert O.

Mennell at Kingston—and there were more than twenty-five
Friends—described it as a very wonderful time, "almost Hke
a Friends' meeting." The officers concerned behaved with
great consideration and restraint, and evidently felt a distaste
for what they had to do. Robert Mennell wrote a short time
before, "

I can't tell you what inexpressible happiness I have
known during the last few days here. I begin to feel that I

know something of what those dear old early Quakers wrote
about. Anyway it has been something more~uplifting and
glorious than words can convey." It may be mentioned that
R. O. Mennell was taken handcuffed through the streets of
Croydon on being handed over to the military.

G. A. Sutherland, who is serving his second sentence, a year's
hard labor in Dublin, said at his court martial: "

I have spent
four months in prison, and I know that while you may order
my body to be confined, you cannot confine my soul. ...
I count it an honor to-day to be allowed to take a part in the
building of that city where there is neither English nor German,
bond nor free, for all are one in Christ Jesus." An Irish Friend
writing to Christine Sutherland said: "he did not look Hke a
man who was to undergo hardships—there was the light of
conquest in his face."

At Woodbrooke, while the students were at lunch, two
military officers and three detectives appeared and cross
questioned all the men present. Seven were arrested, among
them Corder Catchpool who had been leading the "Inter-
national" group of students. It will be remembered that he
served for eighteen months during the strenuous early days of
the Friends' Ambulance Unit, and was made Adjutant of the
Unit, a post which he resigned in order to take up more
definite Peace work at home. When brought before the
magistrates he said: "I count no man on earth my enemy,
because God is the Father of all men, and we are all brothers.
The life and teaching of Jesus Christ gives me an unshakable
faith in the redeeming power of love."

After a week-end in the cells at Birmingham, which he
describes as a time of "unprecedented inspiration," the little
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group was moved from guard-room to guard-room all about
the country, finally returning to Worcester for their court-
martial. Their travels under the escort of a kindly but
flustered old sergeant brought them into touch with large

numbers of officers and men, and gave much opportunity for

talks and for the exercise of unconquerable good-will. In one
guard-room "a corporal, on hearing we were C. O.'s, took it

upon himself to make extremely offensive remarks in foul

language and a loud voice for the benefit of the whole room,
ending by telling the company that the O. C. had ordered us

to be ironed and put in the cells for the night—which, evident-
ly, feeling he had not quite made the most of his opportunity,
he immediately amended to 'chained out on the common all

night,' which rather gave the show away. We felt rather

sorry for him, and concluded that his remarks were probably
being addressed, not to us, but to the rest of the room, which
was full of conscripts. Immediately he had disappeared an-
other came up quietly to our table, and began chatting in a
most friendly way, very obviously meaning to be kind, and
soothe the feelings he thought must have been hurt. He
started on the weather, dear man, and ended in a stage whisper
that we mustn't take any notice of what the other man said?

We learned we were the first C. O.'s they had had at this depot."
At another place, "where no C. O. had ever set foot be-

fore," they were interviewed by the Captain, "a kindly man
of the country squire type, followed about everywhere by a
fine dog. He said he did not know what on earth to do with
us. 'Where do you chaps come from? What on earth did
they want to bring you into the army for?' We told him we
were students from a college in Birmingham, and again said

we had no wish to cause trouble. ' Better have left you there.

All I'm sorry for is to see such a fine lot of chaps as you in

trouble.' We told him our prospective pathway through the
Scrubbs, at which he commented: ' I'd rather have a bullet in

France than that!' Finally before he left us, he said: 'Now.
boys, you've got a long wait. Do you smoke? Make your-
selves comfortable.'" . . . At another halting place "we
had more opportunities of talk with Tommies. 'What unit

are you drafted into?' 'We're C. O.'s.' 'Good luck to you.
I've had nineteen months of it, and they'll never get me to

enlist in another war.'" ... At Worcester, they were
kept for about a fortnight in an underground cellar, which
they named the dug-out. Here "an N. C. O. and three men
live, move and have their being with us, being changed every
twenty-four hours. It might hurt one's feelings to be so

suspect, if one did not know that by the men themselves we
are not the least bit suspect. They are constantly apologizing

for the old machine which alone actuates their movements.
We have had wonderful experiences with our guards. They
come in frigid and a trifle suspicious, and leave in twenty-four
hours, the very best of friends. Incorrigible good-will, songs,

recitations, etc., have done their work. The C. O. attitude ap-
pears perfectly natural to them—in their own way many of

them even understand it. Foul-mouthed as practically every-
one in the army is, they have as kind hearts at bottom as you
could wish. Each evening we have asked the corporal, ' Have
you any objection to our having a little meeting?' 'Do just

whatever you like.' And as we read a few verses, sang a
hymn or two, and had some words of prayer, the foul talk

stopped, absolute quiet reigned, and the soldiers' heads were
bowed. . . . My conviction of the basic kindness of

human nature has been happily strengthened by acquaintance
with soldiers inside the barracks at home, just as it was by
contact with them outside at the front. It is comforting to

go to prison with this confirmation; for my hopes depend on
it. ... 1 got hold of a Daily News, and at the spectacle

of two of the greatest and most civilized nations of the world
straining every nerve to starve tens of millions of each others'

women and children, and blow to pieces a great proportion of

each others' manhood, I was not dissatisfied to be a prisoner

for my faith, though for it I have as yet suffered hardly even
discomfort. Women revile a little sometimes as we go through
the streets, and if there be any ordeal in our position it is

outside the army, not inside. 'There's not one in a thousand
has the courage to stand by his conscience,' said a soldier to me
yesterday. 1 have food for thought when 1 contrast this at-
titude of the men themselves with civilians I have met, men
and women who have thrown themselves into a passion of rage
when 1 have handed them a picture of Christ on the cross, with
the words ' In Christ's name—Peace,'—and torn it up under
my eyes.

"The Scrubbs is still ahead, an unknown quantity, and
if the war lasts long (which God forbid, for others' sakes) the
trial may be very severe. But I face the future with a glad
calm and peace of mind, with a great confidence that there
is a better way of adjusting what is wrong with the world."
On a dark and snowy evening, a number of Friends were

able to meet the ten prisoners from Worcester, and spend a
quiet half-hour with them in a tea-shop at Paddington, before
they were marched away through the snow to Wormwood
Scrubbs.

Richard Evans of Pontefract, who was one of the " Inter-
national" group at Woodbrooke last term writes, "On the
fifth of [First Month] my sentence was read out—two years
hard labor, and I expect to serve the same at Wormwood
Scrubbs. I can't say that I am hilariously happy at the
prospect, but ... I am content to be in the sufi"ering

ranks of our army of peace, if no longer in the fighting ranks.
And 1 hope the experience will strengthen me, and make me
less of a coward than I have been. I felt deep down that I

should go through, but I was very fearful of many things."
The following extracts are taken from a letter to his wife

written by Stephen Hobhouse in Wormwood Scrubbs. "On
the 8th I went before the Central Tribunal. I said, 'I can't
take work imposed under a Conscription Act.' They said,
' That will save us trouble, you have had time to think it over.'

All over in half a minute. . . . We absolutists must be
prepared for prison or guard-room until the end of the war is

in sight, it seems. Well, God will sustain us, and you too
outside. . . . Christmas Day was like every other day
here except that we had no chapels and no work, but it was
very nice to be allowed to have for twenty-four hours your
card and the one sent by the Emergency Committee to the
other prisoners. . . . Looking back, I feel sure that God
has brought me here, past all the loopholes of escape, which
seemed too large last summer, for a great purpose, that He may
carry further for me our life ambition to be bond servants for

Christ and humanity, bond servants for Love's sake, that we
may help Christ to break the bonds. As I rather expected,
being cut off from the signs of war, 1 have not had laid much
upon me the special burdens of militarism—that I can feel

outside, and I don't think much is lost. It is rather of the
industrial bondage of our normal city poverty that God has,

through the conditions here, given me a keen sense. I have
experienced something at any rate of the bitterness of that
poverty which borders on destitution in a way which it would
be difficult for a man such as 1 am to do outside prison. We
have had many ghmpses, have we not? into the toiling misery
of many of our neighbors. Into the weary sorrow of such
lives I feel I have entered just a little. Sometimes when I

feel tired and ill, I long for some little homely comfort such as a
glass of hot water, or some tea and dry toast, but I know it is

impossible. . . . (here a bracketed portion is censored
heavily, the only words that can be made out are "salt and
dry bread" "breakfast and supper") "and 1 can share in the
privations of others far braver than I am by saying to myself,
' No, you must keep that last penny for gas to cook the chil-

dren's porridge, and manage with that or nothing at all.' And
I do manage with it, cheerfully, God helping me. Especially
the first week or two it was very bitter, there seemed no love
anywhere. (1 have found some since) and 1 felt cruelly the
restrictions of what seemed the most elementary needs. I did
not think my body with its weak points would stand it for

long, but, praise God, He has sustained it beyond expectation,

though the struggle is often intense. . . . There is really

no need for self-pity; we are far better off here than many of
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our fellow-citizens. Food and shelter are assured, our sheets

do not find their way out of dire need to the pawn shop; we
have clean rooms, quiet surroundings, and pure air. . . .

I do not mind the silence, as many here clearly do. But then

I have been taught something of prayer and of the companion-

ship of Christ. So that as yet you have only half of the pic-

ture; the other half of my life is full to overflowing wath joy

and thankfulness. Without exaggeration I can say that 1

cannot remember ever having enjoyed meals so much as I have

enjoyed some of mine here when 1 am feeling fairly well.

And things like the weekly bath or change of laundry make
one 50 happy ! Prison life has its own special temptations—to

selfish introspection and the like, but I believe 1 am being given

grace to guard against them, and I could calmly face the pos-

sibility of many \ears of this life, in faith that they would

bring increase of 'mind control, in love and nearness to God.

I can understand a little how saints can train themselves to a

life of silence, fasting and prayer. . . . Though 1 shall

rejoice to get back again into the active world."

An attender who had served 1 12 days, wrote while awaiting

his second sentence: "We have reformed the guard-room

branch of the N. C. F., and had two really good meetings.

. . . 1 believe every man took part in the discussion, and
it augurs well for our cause that the fires of enthusiasm are

burning hotter than ever in the hearts of the men who have

already suffered imprisonment for their conscience. . . .

Physically, 1 believe my incarceration has been a blessing in

disguise. Spiritually, 1 know that the rest from the cares and
strife of the outer world has brought me, in the silence, to

realize a little more of the ever-present Christ and the unity of

the universe in God. 1 have not found it necessary to fill time

with reading. It was such a joy to find in the silence that

peace in which all doubts and fears and conflicts were stilled.

Believe me, 1 look forward with joy to a return to prison.

. . . From the youngest to the oldest, our men seem de-

termined to see this struggle through to its proper conclusion.

Liberty is with us a passion, but it must be a liberty not of

the body only, but spirit, soul and body, which are His."

—

E. F. H., in Friends' Fellowship Papers.

THE EASTERN CHEROKEE INDIANS.

The following information has been gleaned from a report

by a reliable visitor among these Indians who live on the East-

ern Cherokee Reservation, which is situated in the mountain
region of western North Carolina. The Agency headquarters

are located about sixty miles west of Asheville, at Cherokee,

the terminus of the Appalachian Railway.

These Indians are the descendants of those who refused to

leave North Carolina when the United States Government
moved the tribe to Oklahoma. There are located on this

reservation 1205 males, 1055 females; of these 1207 are minors,

1348 are full-bloods, 365 half-breeds and 547 are less than
half-bloods.

These Cherokees have attained a high degree of civilization.

As a rule they are self-respecting, " courteous, intelligent and
industrious." They mostly speak English and none dress

after the Indian mode. The children are "well-nourished,

bright, active and friendly."

The Reservation contains 63,21 1 acres. Of this 20,000 acres

are available for agricultural purposes and 5500 acres are now
under cultivation. Less than 8000 acres, experts say, can be

farmed with modem implements. The country is rough,

much of it is steep hillside and plowing is very difficult. Culti-

vation is done with the hoe. Yet the best Indian farmers
claim that they can raise corn of as good quality and at as

small expense as they can in the naturally more fertile valleys.

They have a kind of corn that is said to be grown by no one
except the Cherokees of North Carolina and Oklahoma. It

is white and soft and when ground makes a fine flour which is

called corn flour. Of the 536 able-bodied males, 350 or 65
per cent, are farmers and of these 450 raise stock. White

corn is the staple crop, wheat is also grown. As the Reserva-

tion is situated in a region with a pleasant winter climate,

the products of their orchard, garden and poultry yards find

a ready sale at the hotels and cottages frequented by visitors.

The last report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shows

that there are on the Reservation 861 children eligible and

14 ineligible for schools. Of this number 253 are in the

Reservation boarding school, 105 are in the four day schools

on the Reservation. About 290 children of the so-called

"White Indians" attend the white public schools, although

the law of the State prohibits that privilege to Indians. There

are no mission or contract schools on the Reservation and it

appears that there are 200 children for whom no school facilities

have been provided. As the country is rough, the roads

poor and many Indians live in mountain caves or rather in-

accessible valleys, the enlargement of the Reservation board-

ing school would best meet the educational need.

The Reservation Superintendent says :
" Few of these Chero-

kees are really lazy and worthless. They are not, however,

progressive and are content, many times, to raise barley enough
to live on. Our strong efforts have been directed to get them
out of this state of lethargy." Among the "130 returning

students," he continues, "are found the most progressive

Indians on the Reservation, nine of them are employed at the

Cherokee Boarding School and are for the most part earnest,

faithful workers. While a few of the returned students are

worthless, the majority are good citizens. Many times the

appearance of these people gives no evidence of their training,

but the vision they have had of the world outside has brought

something to their lives which cannot be lost." This is " shown
most clearly in their children and in the attitude of their

children. In the past two years these returned students have
helped me greatly in my work on the Reservation. They have

stood by me in the organization of farmers' clubs, in the holding

of Indian Fairs and in my efforts to improve home conditions."

While some of the Eastern Cherokees live in frame houses,

they mostly have log cabins, some of which have no windows
and but one door. Although rough on the exterior, the

dwellings are often neat and comfortable within. These
Indians are highly respected by their white neighbors and are

as law-abiding as they. The Superintendent reports that he
has little trouble in keeping order among them, their morals

are good and those who are guilty of misconduct are brought

into the State courts. There are ten places of worship on the

Reservation, nine Baptist and one Methodist. All of the

ministers are Indians. For more than twenty years there have
been no white missionaries. North Carolina is a prohibition

state and the local law prohibits the delivery of intoxicating

liquors into the county (Swain).

These Cherokees are recognized citizens of North Carolina.

They can vote, but few manifest interest in public matters.

They pay taxes and are subject to the laws of the State and in

many ways they are reported as superior to their white moun-
tain neighbors. There is close similarity between the Eastern

Cherokees and the New York Indians, because in New York
and in North Carolina the Federal and State Governments
claim jurisdiction on the Reservation, yet neither government
seems to want to exercise its claims.

The land is owned in fee by a corporation of these Cherokees.

The Government does not own the land or hold it in trust for

the Indians but exercises practically the same jurisdiction it

does over Reservations where the land is owned or held in

trust by the Government. "The individual moneys of the

members of the tribe are handled by the Superintendent and
the tribal fund is deposited in banks, where it can be checked

out only on his signature." The Indians live "on their lands

as tenants in common," the title is in the Indian corporation.
" Each tribe member may sell to another tribe member only

the improvements he owns on any particular tract of tribal

land." A tribe member owns his land while he lives on it or

makes some improvement on it. "There is a strong agitation

for bringing about some arrangement to allot the land so each

Indian will get his title in fee, actually own his land, free from
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tribal or governmental control or supervision. While the
Cherokees are anxious to have their land allotted they wish to

have that result accomplished with as little connection with
the Government as possible."

Selected for "The Fbiend" by Margaret W. Sheppard.

HAMMER AND ANVIL.

"Hammer away, ye hostile hands;

Your hammers break, God's anvil stands."

Look forth and tell me what they do

On Life's broad field. Oh still they fight

The False forever with the True,

The Wrong forever with the Right.

And still God's faithful ones, as men
Who hold a fortress strong and high,

Cry out in confidence again,

And find a comfort in the cry:

"Hammer away, ye hostile hands.

Your hammers break, God's anvil stands."

Older than pyramid or sphinx,

Old as the stars themselves, the road

Whereby, when other courage sinks

The courage born of Heaven is stirred.

For, when God made the world, and knew
That good and evil could not blend,

He planned, however men might do.

What should be, would be in the end.

And though as thick as ocean sands

They rain their blows, the anvil stands

Oh, many a time has this vain world

Essayed to thwart the mighty plan

;

Its fleets and armies have been hurled

Against the common rights of man.

But wrecked Armadas, Waterloos,

Empires abandoned to decay.

Proclaim the truth they did not choose

—

What broken hammers strew the way!

Though all the world together bands,

To smite it, still the anvil stands.

Thou knowest that thy cause is just?

Then rest in that; thy cause is sure.

Thy word is true? Oh, then it must,

In spite of slanderous tongues, endure.

As toward the crag the billow rides,

Then falls back shattered to its place.

As fans the breeze the mountain sides.

Nor fans the mountain from its base,

—

So in all times, and in all lands.

Men's hammers break, God's anvil stands.

—Samuel Valentine Cole.

A CHINESE SAINT.

The most encouraging aspect of Gospel work in China is

the splendid type of Christian continually to be met with
among the converts. The following sketch of Siao Chikshan,
an evangelist at Mei-hien-hu, an out-station of Chang-teh, in

the province of Hu-nan, who passed away ten years ago, is

abridged from an account kindly sent us by the China Inland

Mission for insertion in The Friend.
The grace of God was marvelously exhibited in this man;

a more saintly character it would be difficult to find in China.
His quest after truth spread over a generation. When com-
paratively a young man, the intolerable craving for heart-

rest compelled him to forsake his home and wife, and children.

In bidding farewell to all he held dear, his little boy clung to

his gown, pathetically calling, " Daddy, stay! Daddy, stay!"
He had reserved a small ingot of silver to help him on his

unknown path, but overcome by his feelings he gave it to the

child and told him to run in and give it to his mother; then
alone and empty-handed he set forth, not knowing whither he
went.

Years of hardship, disappointment, and suffering lay before
him. He went on a pilgrimage to a far-famed Taoist resort,

but was greatly shocked at the avariciousness of the priests of
Tao. Money seemed all they cared about. He tried to think
it was zeal for their gods which made them act so, and finding
that a casual attendance at the shrine brought him no relief

he renounced the world and was received into the brother-
hood. _Luther"s disappointment amongst the monks was not
more bitter than Siao's amongst the Taoists; they stood re-

vealed in their true colors: avaricious, earthly, sensual, devilish.

To get away was his sole desire, and we next find him nearly
a thousand miles away in a sequestered spot on the summit of
the Sun Mountains, twelve miles from Chang-teh, in a Taoist
temple there. The solitude of the hills calmed his tried spirit

and hope revived. He practiced the most strenuous austeri-

ties with regard to food and dress, often living in a cave, or
kneeling all night under the great bell to blend his prayers
with the minute toll.

It was here that the first gleam of light was brought to this

seeking soul. Some missionaries came to the hills to look
for a cool resort, among them one of Hu-nan's martyrs for the
faith, Bruce of the China Inland Mission. Making a halt

at the temple, he talked to Siao, the priest, on spiritual things,

and gave him a gospel. But the great change did not come
till one day a paper-collector brought a basket of paper to

be burnt ceremonially on the altar. Sorting it, the priest

came on a mutilated New Testament, for which he gave the
man eight cash, about a farthing. His interest was so roused
that he read it all night, and in the morning presented the
astonished paper-collector with twenty-five cash more, say-
ing, " Last night 1 did not know what the book was, but now
1 perceive it is Heaven's Book, and 1 give you twenty-five
cash more to make up the thirty-three, which is in our religion

the symbolic number of Perfect Heaven." Then he exclaimed

:

"The thirty-third Heaven is opened." This exclamation
seems indeed to have been the birth-cry of a soul into the
Kingdom of Heaven, leading him, after four decades of his

life in darkness, into a last decade of the greatest devotion
and sanctity. Thus did it please God to satisfy the longings

He had Himself created.

For a time Siao continued to live at the temple, but used
to hurry down the mountain to attend one Christian service

after another in the city. Now came the great test. Plainly

if he was to be a true follower of Jesus, he must renounce his

present calling, for "what communion hath light with dark-
ness? and what agreement hath the temple of God with idols?"

He dreaded leaving the brotherhood and being cast adrift,

but believing he must, at all costs, cut away from his old life,

he put away all the symbols of his profession, and donned an
ordinary costume. His trust was in God, and God graciously

provided friends who ministered to the needs of their new
comrade. He never after forgot their generosity and would
take a garment off his own back to supply a poorer brother.

Early in 1902 Siao was made door-keeper at Chang-teh.
His growth in the Divine life was marvelous; he lived in an
atmosphere of prayer and praise and acquired a remarkable
knowledge of the Bible. He did the work of an evangelist

at least two years before he was set apart for that office in

1905 and sent to one of the out-stations. There he most
faithfully performed his work, preaching, teaching, visiting,

comforting, advising. Old and young alike looked upon him
as a friend. He would take your hands and press them in his

own, and his countenance would be radiant with smiles of

greeting, as, brimming over with joy, he would tell of the souls

he had been helping into the Kingdom. Night and day he
labored in prayer for the little flock committed to his charge.

In the court-yard of his out-station grew a solitary peach-
tree. As the fruit began to get ripe, little presents of peaches
would find their way to the houses of several Church members,
and when the whole tree was blushing with the luscious fruit
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he sent round invitations to the "household of Faith" to a

"peach" v/orship. This, he explained to the missionary, was
a tempting device to call the flock to praise and prayer to the

beneficent Giver for all His care and love, and afterwards he

regaled them with peaches in syrup.

His mind ever seemed on heavenly things, and Christ was
ever his most intimate companion. Though he had set times

of devotion, there was never a conscious hour of his whole

five years of Christian experience without its ejaculations of

prayer and praise or silent moments of communion. One
snowy morning, when the wind was whistling through the

rickety old building that served as an out-station, the mis-

sionary, who was sleeping there, heard him get up and dress.

Praise was of course the first thing on his lips: "Lord! how
kind Thou art; look at this fine-sheep-skin gown I have, how
cheap it was, and how warm I am. Oh! I praise Thee, 1

adore Thy great unmerited grace."

Everybody loved Evangelist Siao, and he held a unique posi-

tion in the estimation of the whole Church. When he was
taken ill he was brought to the hospital at Chang-teh, where
he endeared himself to all. It being apparent that he had
not long to live, he expressed a wish to die in the C. I. M.
Compound and was removed there, where he lingered for

about two days in perfect consciousness and peace. "Jesus
is with me; my heart is extraordinarily peaceful," he said amid
his great sufferings, and when easier would pour forth beautiful

passages of Scripture. "God is my God and 1 am His son,

and I have eternal life. IVIy name is written in the Lamb's
Book of Life. I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever;

yes! forever." The promises never seemed more beautiful

than when being thus quoted on the Borderland.

FROM A LETTER FROM MARGARET HALLOWELL RIGGS.
DATED SECOND MONTH 11. 1917.

On the Yellow Sea, near Shanghai,

The Young Women's Auxiliary:- S. S. Venezuela.

My Dear Friends.—To tell you of a most enjoyable visit I

had with our dear friend Esther Balderston at the Friends'

Mission in Tokio, I am sending this.

I had never had the good fortune to meet Esther Balder-

ston before, so it did not occur to me to let her know I was
coming, though I hoped to be able to go over to the Mission.

It was so good of some one of you to write her of my arrival.

When the ship got to Yokohama harbor I found waiting
for me a most cordial letter, and on the dock Esther herself.

I knew her at once from her description and also because she
looked just as I hoped she would—radiant with health and
the joy of service in her face.

After a short stay in Yokohama meeting some other mis-
sionary friends of hers from the Russia, we went over to Tokio.
I was, you can well imagine, fascinated with the narrow streets,

the gay signs, and especially the people, about whom Esther
knew so much. She speaks Japanese fluently and it was
wonderful to me to listen to her.

We had a most enjoyable time taking dinner at Horace
Coleman's and breakfast with G. and M. P. Bowles. It was
good to meet so many of those who are working at the Mission,
and I truly feel the group is a very strong one, ably meeting
all the problems and difficulties of the work in Japan.
The Mission itself is most interesting. I had heard of course

much of it at home, but was in no way fully prepared for its

size and splendid work.
The meeting-house and fine school building, the dormi-

tories, the domestic science building, the Bowles' home, the
main teachers' house, the playground, etc., are all admirably
planned and built and are very impressive.

I was sorry not to be able to see the school in session or to
see any of the work of Gilbert Bowles or Herbert Nicholson
with the boys, but I did see some of the girls in Alice Lewis'
room and I liked them immensely. They have fine, intelli-

gent faces and make you feel that work with them is go much
worth while. One of the girls especially had a happy face,

and I learned later from Esther that she had only a few days
before become a Christian.

Japan and China stand to-day as the man stood in Paul's

vision and said: "Come over into Macedonia and help us."

Truly the Friends' Mission there at Tokio is answering the
call and is worthy of our deep interest, support and earnest
prayers.

DOCTOR HODGKIN'S MIRROR.
Do you remember long years ago when we were not such

proper children as we are now, how we loved to catch a sun-
beam in a tiny round mirror (which had been sent as an ad-
vertisement) and send it dancing across the room into some
unsuspecting face? And after all, what a marvelous perform-
ance it was to light up some distant object by reflecting

these light-waves upon it!

Last year Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin carried back to London
Yearly Meeting a whole treasure house of large and stimulat-
ing experience from his American trip. He had spent sev-
eral weeks in this country closely scheduled with lectures

and meetings, in the pursuance of his commission, on behalf
of the Fellowship of Reconciliation. But in the midst of his

report he turned his mirror upon this little school far away
in Ohio, while London Yearly Meeting listened.

He spoke of his visit to this school being perhaps his most
striking experience among Friends. In the quiet of this place
he had been "conscious that there was a very deep spiritual

influence at work." He left the meeting with "the heartfelt

desire that these Friends might have their influence extended."
Such a guest as Dr. Hodgkin throws new light upon our

situation. While his mirror is upon us, let us see what it

reveals. Two points stand out: the deep spiritual contact,

and the hope for the broad human contact.

Perhaps there isn't one of us who doesn't wish profoundly
at times to make his life count toward the real progress of
the world. There are two steps: first, to be connected with the
reservoir of power Himself, secondly, to be connected with the
need of the world.

Imagine a reservoir of pure cold water far up in a cleft of

the mountains and fed by everlasting springs. Away down in

the valley lives a people dying of typhoid and malaria, and
thirsting for the higher things. One day some inspired me-
chanic discovers the reservoir and, knowing well the need of

his people, lays pipes to connect the city with the living waters
of the mountains.

You are conscious of a desperate need in your own life, or
in the lives of those around you. Already, perhaps, your con-
sciousness of need is growing to include people beyond your
immediate circle, to spare the sufi'ering of the martyrs of

the faith, now in prison , of the heroes of relief near the battle-

fields, of the stricken families of Europe, of the fighting sol-

diers; of the struggles toward light in Asia and Africa and
South America, and our own "enlightened" United States.

The weight of this universal need is enough to shatter a
superficial optimism. One is almost tempted to throw down
the gauntlet in despair, or to grow indifferent and shut one's
eyes to the misery of fact. When lo! one day, alone, wander-
ing in the mountains, the light flashes back from the surface

of the lake. Here at the source, power and purity and love;

there, hate and hunger, love unsatisfied, the Divine in chains!

Having discovered this unexhausted source, could we do
less than ask to become a channel through which the power
might flow?

The spiritual contact and the grip of the world situation

—

these from Dr. Hodgkin's mirror.

—

Edith Stratton, in the

Olney Current. (Barnesville School, Ohio.)

EMERGENCY SERVICE COMMITTEE.
At a time of universal suffering and sacrifice like the pres-

ent, many Friends feel a deeper call than ever before to ser-

vice for their fellow-countrymen and for humanity. In re-

sponse to this feeling, the Peace Committee of the Yearly
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Meeting has appointed an Emergency Service Committee to
investigate and make practical plans for all forms of emer-
gency service. The direction of agricultural work to increase
the food supply has already been entrusted to William H.
Richie, who will organize young men and boys wishing to

uncRrtake such service. Efforts have been made to get in

toucb both with the young men and the farmers; and definite
plans are now being made.
The following possible lines of work have been suggested:
1. Irucking and farming for men under organized direc-

tion. Sane community camps and houses may be established.
2. Co-operating with the Y. M. C. A. farm camps in

supplying them with leaders and possibly doing the same for

the Vacant Lots Cultivation Association.

3. Co-operating with Westtown authorities in work which
may be started there.

Organization of the young women will be carried on through
the office at 304 Arch Street under the direction of the Sec-
retary, Anne G. Walton. This work, having been undertaken
even more recently than that for the young men, is still in a
very elementary state. The following lines of work have,
however, been tentatively suggested:

1. Sewing and knitting.

2. District visifjig and various forms of social service to
supply places of worr.ers on war service.

3. Teaching Engl'.sh to foreigners.

4. Instruction in canning.
In addition to the possible forms of Emergency Service out-

lined above, our commttee hopes to co-operate with the var-
ious forms of work under the charge of English Friends. An
urgent letter of appeal from the War Victims' Relief Com-
mittee has been received, asking for money, volunteer work-
ers and contributions of clothing. Friends of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting have been sending money and clothing for
some time, and much praise for earnest work done should be
given those communities who have so contributed. The con-
tinuance of the war calls, however, for even greater efforts

on our part. The resources of English Friends are becoming
exhausted and destitution is increasing. The Emergency Ser-

vice Committee, co-operating wherever possible with existing

local organizations, hopes to co-ordinate and strengthen our
work for English Friends as a Yearly Meeting. The move-
ment, however, has gone beyond the limits of Philadelphia
and become national in scope. A committee of fifteen per-
sons representing all American Friends has been appointed
which expects to establish a central office in Philadelphia
and to act as a clearing-house to enable Friends to work har-
moniously. If American workers are to be sent out to help
rebuild and develop the desolated districts of France and
Russia, it will be necessary for a responsible central committee
to pass on the merits of applicants and to supply adequate
funds for the maintenance of volunteers sent from this country.

Anne Garrett Walton,
Secretary.

NEWS ITEMS.
Fifth Month 1, 1917.

The Friend, 207 Walnut Place, Philadelphia:—

The Committee of the Representative Meeting is forwarding under

to-day's date to Isaac Sharp, Secretary, London, $3,034.80 for allocation

as follows:

To the Emergency Committee for the Relief of Mens $ 40.00

War Victims' Rehef Committee 131.00

Belgian Rehef Committee 50.00

Friends' Ambulance Unit 103.00

Subject to Allocation by the Sub-Committee of the

Meeting for Sufferings 2710.80

$3,034.80

Very truly,

John Wat.

A Basket Picnic and Supper of the "Council of Westtown Mothers,"

has been arranged at the school for Seventh-day, Fifth Month 19th.

Parents of all children now at the school, and of those children who ex-

pect to attend next year, are cordially invited. All those expecting to

attend will kindly notify Charles W. Palmer, Westtown School, in

advance, stating the number in their party, and which train they would
like to have met; also please send a list of the scholars they wish to have

as their guests at supper.

Trains leave Philadelphia, Broad Street, at 2.48 and 3.35 p. m. Re-
turning leave Westtown at 6.50 and 9.37 p. m.

Benjamin S. DeCou has a minute of Chester Monthly Meeting to

visit the meetings of Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, and to

hold appointed meetings in meeting-houses and in homes as Truth may
direct.

The Historical Society of Pennsylvania.—The annual meeting

of the Society will be held on the 14th, at 8 o'clock, p. ji. Albert Cook
Myers will speak on "Some Researches and Experiences in Preparing

an Edition of the Complete Works of WiUiam Penn." (Illustrated with

about 100 lantern shdes.) Friends are invited to be present.

Bird Lectttres at Friends' Select School.—A cordial invitation

is extended to all interested to hear F. Schuyler Mathews, of Cambridge,

Mass., lecture on "Wild Birds and Their Music."

A lecture especially for children will be given on Fifth-day afternoon, the

17th inst., at 12.45, and another lecture on the same general subject under

the auspices of the Alumni Association on Si,xth-day evening, the 18th

inst., at eight o'clock.

F. Schuyler Mathews is weU known as an artist and naturalist and as

the author of a number of popular and valuable books, including the

"Field Book of American Wild Flowers," and a "Field Book of Wild

Birds and Their Music."

A Bible brought across the ocean with William Penn on the Welcome

has recently been deposited with the Bucks County Historical Society.

The book belonged to WiUiam Hayhurst, and has been given by his

great-great-great-granddaughter, Margaret Wiggins.

From Fourth Month 23rd to 28th a "Peace School" was held at

Twelfth Street Meeting-house in Philadelphia. Classes were held and

lectiues given three times a day, as before noted in The Friend. At

the closing meeting it was announced that the aggregate attendance

had been over one thousand, many of them not Friends. There was a

deep interest felt, and if it had been possible to advertise the school more

widely, the attendance would no doubt have been much larger; but

there was little if any report of it in the newspapers, which seem to have

adopted a policy of silence regarding news of such movements.

The object of the school was to enable behevers in pacifism to clearly

define their views, to understand the moral, economic, and rehgious

grounds on which they were based, and to study methods of presenting

these views publicly. As is generally recognized, one of the chief grounds

for opposition to the pacifist is that his real function as a peacemaker is

not imderstood. Henry J. Cadbury's clear definition should do much to

gain the favor of the non-pacifist. "A pacifist is one who wishes to serve

his country by peace. A pacifist is a peacemaker. The Latin verb facio

is what puts the fist in pacifist."

The Board of Trustees of Oakwood Seminary, at Union Springs, in

New York Yearly Meeting, have decided to move the school to the vi-

cinity of Poughkeepsie, New York, and to proceed at once to raise the

sum of $150,000 for the purchase of a site and the erection and equip-

ment of new buildings.

In the Indiana oratorical peace contest, participated in by thirteen

educational institutions of the State, Marianna Dickinson, of Earlhara,

won first place, with her oration, "The Enemy of the Race." She is the

Bryn Mawr scholar-elect. Of the nine peace contests that have been

held, Earlham has won five.

Biblical Work in Colleges.—At a meeting of the National Relig-

ious Education Association, held in Boston early in Third Month, the

colleges of the United States were classified with reference to their Bib-

ical work. The basis on which this classification was made was, first,
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the equipment of the Biblical department which included the number
and character of books in the college hbrary which relate to Biblical

subjects; the further equipment in the way of maps, charts, etc. Second,

the course of study with respect to the amount of work offered and the

character of the work given. Third, the teaching force—the preparation

of the professors and the amount of time devoted to distinctively Bibli-

cal subjects.

The institutions were graded by letters—A, B, C, D'and E. As a re-

sult of this standardizing work of the National Rehgious Education As-

sociation it was found that only sixty-four colleges are eUgible to be

placed in Class A, thirty in B, seventy-four in C, forty-four in D and

twenty-six in E, where no Bible work at all was offered.

A study of the six-ty-four institutions placed in Class A shows that the

following Friends' Colleges are in this division: Bryn Mawr, Haverford,

Earlham, Penn, Wilmington.

Dr. Edward Tobet Tucker, prominent for a great many years as

a physician and as a leading Friend of New Bedford, Massachusetts, died

Fourth Month 10, at the age of sLxty-seven years. Aside from import-

ant offices he had held in the meeting, he was active in many kinds of

philanthropic and educational work and was closely associated with the

historical interests of his State.

Dr. Erasttjs Test, oldest hving Earlham graduate and known as the

"grand old man" of Purdue University, died at his home at Lafayette,

Indiana, Fourth Month 21, at the age of eighty-one years. Though for

many years he had been connected with Purdue, in earUer life he was
prominent in Friends' education, having been a member of the Earl-

ham faculty and one of the founders of Central Academy, Plainfield,

Indiana.

Wm. C. Bhaithwaitb, author of "The Beginnings of Quakerism" and

of other works pertaining to the Quaker message, has been elected the

first president of the National Adult School Union of England.

The twentieth of this month has been designated as Peace Day by
the Peace Association of Friends in America.

The Associated Exbcutivb CoMimTEE op Friends on Indian

Affairs.—The annual meeting of this committee is called for 2 p. m. on

Thu'd Day, the 15th of Fifth Month, with its sessions to continue during

the 16th at Friends' Institute, No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, Philadelphia.

Delegates from the several Yearly Meetings are requested to be in at-

tendance and to kindly announce to the Clerk their expected arrival,

or if of necessity, their inability to attend.

E. M. Wistar,

Chmrman.
Provident Building, Philadelphia.

Florence T. Steere,

Haverford, Pa.^ I ^
SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Independent has this comment: With a readiness that surprised

every one opposed to compulsory military service and nearly everyone

in favor of it. Congress agreed to President Wilson's miUtary recommen-

dations. The vote in the Senate was a foregone conclusion, but the col-

lapse of the opposition to the administration program in the House of

Representatives was quite unexpected.

The University of Pennsylvania is planning to furnish students for

work in the harvest fields of the West and on farms in this section during

the summer months. The details are being worked out by Dr. J. Russell

Smith, professor of industry in the Wharton School of Finance and Com-
merce, under the direction of the United States Department of Agricul-

ture.

Religious meetings of many kinds will be interfered with this summer
because of the war. The Christian Endeavor Convention, in which

thousands are interested, and which was set for New York City Seventh

Month 4-9, has been abandoned by action of both the United Society

and the New York conmiittee. In England last year almost all of the

summer conferences were given up, the famous Keswick among them,

and this summer all are called off.

The spot price for wheat No. 2 red was $3.04 a bushel one day last

week. This is a new high record for modem times, and surpasses the

high mark estabhshed shortly after the Civil War. The record of that

period was S2.85 in 1867. During the Civil War itself, wheat sold as high

as $2.26 in 1864.

Peter Cooper, who established Cooper Union in New York City m
1854, was probably reaching further into the future than he realized ; ind

when Charles Sprague-Smith held the first Forum meeting in 1897 J. be-

ginning in applied democracy w-is made which was to gain monentum
unto, to-day, over two hundred Open Forums throughout the United

States and Canada are in active existence, with prospects of a national

movement of unreaUzed scope and influence.

Forty thousand words, New York's usual daily cable qucta, passed

Commander Arthur Bainbridge Hoff and his staff of nai^al censors

T^nthout a single deletion in the first day's working of the cable cen-

sorship. Several oddly worded messages were held up for a short time,

but were sent on their way promptly when the senders r-'phrased them.

The constructive work of the Women's Peace Par..y in Boston is

reported as follows : A caU has been sent to all members of the Massa-
chusetts Branch for volunteei service in civihan relief. Supervised groups

are at work every day at headquarters, 421 BoylstoJ Street, from 9.30

to 1. Conservation of fife will be the first duty of the society and for this

reason it is specially interested In the District Nursiig Association, whose
attention is largely given to maternity cases and the care of Uttle chil-

dren.

FOREIGN.—Influential Jews are urging thit it would be a logical

step for the United States to issue a pronouncanent in favor of an inde-

pendent repubhc of Palestine.

Nineteen articles of food, selected as typical of the most general use

by consumers, have advanced in price, according to the London Statist,

118 per cent, since the war began.

Reports of an investigation conducted by the Department of Agri-

culture at Paris indicate that the forthconing crops will be much less

satisfactory than last year. Insufficient pi-eparation of the soil, lack of

fertilizer and unusually heavy rains are nsmed as contributory factors.

American relief work for Ai-menians and Syrians in Turkey will

continue notwithstanding the severance d diplomatic relations with that

country, according to a statement given out at Boston by Dr. James L.

Barton, Secretary of the American Boird of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions. Although communications may be hindered for a time, says

the statement, "we think there will be funds in Turkey to carry on the

rehef woik for some weeks."

Following the break between Tarkey and the United States comes

the report from Constantinople that Roberts College founded, supported

and chiefly taught by Americans, must be closed, together with its Bible

House, headquarters for American missions in Turkey and the Balkans

NOTICES.

A meeting for Divine Worship is appointed to be held at Friends'

Old Meeting-house, Greenwich, New Jersey, on First-day afternoon,

Fifth Month 27, 1917, at 3.30 p. m. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

By order of a Committee appointed by Haddonfield and Salem Quar-

terly Meeting.

Friends' Eddcationai, Association will hold its annual meeting

Seventh-day, Fifth Month 12, 1917, at Haverford College, afternoon

and evening. General subject, "Our Schools, the Present Conditions

and the Outlook in the Future."

Meetings from Fifth Month 13th to 19th:

Concord Quarterly Meeting, at Media, Third-day, Fifth Month loth,

at 10.30 A. M.

Cahi Quarteriy Meeting, at Coatesville, Sixth-day, Fifth Month 18th,

at 10 A. M.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth Street, be-

low Market, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 16th, at 5 p. m. Business

. at 7 p. M.

Died.—At her home in Marlton, New Jersey, Deborah E. Woolman,
widow of Samuel Woolman, in the eighty-second year of her age; an

Elder and Overseer of Cropwell Particular and Upper Evesham Monthy
Meeting.
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THE ONLY WAY.

A Treaty torn to shreds by Tyrant hand

—

Murder and outrage, fire and crime and sword

A people driven from their Fatherland

—

A nation ruined at a Monarch's word;

What could we do? Was England, free and great,

To leave the weak and helpless to their fate?

What could we do? At once the answer sped

Throughout oiu- land as the devouring flame

Roars through the forest—windswept, fierce and red;

From North and South the cry for vengeance came;

"England to arms! there is no other way
Such foes to face, or such wrongs to repay!"

No other way? And yet to-day we see

Where that way leads—the wide world drenched in blood

—

Great nations ruined—England, once so free.

Forging the chains of her own servitude,

And, rising from the heart of friend and foe

A wail of deep unutterable woe.

No other way? One way was still untried,

A way no nation yet has dared to tread,

The way He trod, alone, with wounded side.

With nail-pierced hands and feet and thorn-crowned head;

Who, for His children, lost in sin and strife

Offered Himself and died to give them hfe.

O England, once more thou hast fully poured

Thy wealth and blood before His Throne above,

And once again with thy avenging sword

Essayed to follow in Christ's Way of Love

—

And once more thou hast found, alas, too late,

That War's wild music changes Love to Hate.

The past is dark, the present black as night

—

Thine is the future—Thine to mar or make.

The world is longing for the morning light,

Watching and waiting for the dawn to break.

Lo, o'er thy hiUs the sun of Peace may rise

To chase the night forever from the skies.

Disarm, O England! strong in His great Name,
Who stilled the storm and bade the tempest cease:

Thou, who art risldng all in war's .satl game,

Dare now to stake thy life for Christ aud Peace.

The world will follow joyfully thy lead,

And unborn peoples hail thee great indeed.

Oswald Clare.
(Written in Wormwood Scrubs Prison, 1917.)

WHAT SHALL WE DO?
The writer knows of brave men and women in this country

who have recently been misunderstood, condemned, abused,

insulted, because of their adherence to the principles of peace.

Most of them are not Friends.

Will members of the Society of Friends who have a heritage

of peace, who love the Prince of Peace, who know the awful

agony of the world, who see human needs, now go back on
their splendid traditions, forsake a crucified worid, falter, now
play the coward?

If George Fox, William Penn or their contemporaries, had
yielded to specious expediency or compromise how momentous
would have been the loss to their successors and the worid.

Are we living in a time wherein to display negative attributes?

When has Christ's cause won victories through surrendering

to a spirit of expediency or compromise?

Do we understand the magnificence of our trusteeship for

God? Shall we not loyally administer it for humanity and
the crucified One?

It will be better for us, for human liberty, for the glorious

Christ and His Kingdom if, because of dislike of us, our schools

and colleges be temporarily closed, our business affairs upset,

our homes invaded by illegal procedure and our bodies im-

prisoned, rather than that we weakly yield to the excitement

and intolerance of the moment, or forsake fundamentals that

were precious in the halcyon days of peace.

Loss of principle, apology for the Christ-reproved use of the

sword, failure to confess our profession, profits in munition

stocks, easy complacence with the demands of the hour, will

induce the outward approbation and silent contempt of the

world and will involve losses that can never be replaced.

If we surrender our all, our schools and colleges, our rights

under the Constitution of the United States, our personal

liberty, our money, our profits, but continue to hold intact

the spiritual freedom of our heritage, it will be well with us.

Material assets may go for a season, but God will see to it that

they come back with added blessing.

What shall we do? W. C. A.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE RUSSIAN PEASANT.*

I feel somewhat at a loss to describe the Russian peasant
whom we came out to treat; it is always so much easier for

a person with a temperament like mine to grasp organiza-
tion than individuals, and to describe method than people.

This is furnished by the War Victims' ReUef Committee, London.
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The difficulty is, of course, increased by the fact that there

is no common language, and that they are more interested

at being in the presence of a solitary foreigner than I am to

be in a foreign country. Their mental confusion is not unlike

a child's who speaks to and gets a reply from a Barnum &
Bailey's native; the meaning of the remarks is lost in a cloud

of wonder at the person who is speaking, his foreignness,

the great wonder at the strange life the person must live,

whether that was a typical remark, does he ever say anything
else, can he speak naturally, etc.

Now you will not wonder, when a person comes up with

a dyspeptic look giving a history (in great measure explained

by gesture, which is natural to their speech) of dyspepsia,

how amazed the peasant is at the English doctor who says:

"Take this medicine three times a day before food, in table-

spoonful doses." He answers, "Me?" "Yes." "In tahle-

spoonful doses?" "Yes." "Three times?" "Yes." "Three
times a day?" "Yes." "Me?" "Yes." You may say that

this is love of accuracy in the peasant, a precision of mind
not manifested in any other phase of their life. That may
be so; it may also be explained by the curiosity of the person

to get more out of the strange foreigner. Some ask what are

called supplementary questions in the house; this is very an-

noying, because the question is seldom important, it deals

with smaller issues and the graver ones have already been

attended to; thirty people are waiting, and there are more
coming.

I do not like to go in for generalisations, but there are a few
touching on the Russian peasant 1 cannot help making.

1 have noticed, in conversation with people who speak his

language properly, as well as in my own flounderings, that

the Russian peasant has instinctive attention rather than

a mental attention governed principally by the will. When
talking they do not seem to be all attention; they are dis-

tracted by the sight of anyone walking through the room;

their mind seems to go after the person, hover awhile and
then flit back again.

Whether this is the cause or the effect of their great powers

of endurance 1 do not know, but one is struck by that, too.

1 cannot give feats of endurance in terms of hours or degrees

of cold, of privation or fasting, partly because such things

are of no value in another country and condition, and have
little value at any time. In the day and in the year the Rus-

sian does about one-half to one-fifth of the work of an Eng-
lishman of good capacity and ambition, but endures very

much greater hardship and is faced with greater difficulty.

On a well-managed mixed farm in England there are no slack

months; on farms in this part of Russia there are five or six.

The weather prevents agriculture and encourages laziness;

the natural response is a lowering of the general output

throughout the year. In the winter, when it is very cold,

it is a whole time occupation to keep alive and warm; in the

summer, a full time job to keep at peace with the flies. With
such a climate to encourage him he becomes slow in movement
and mind, his keenness of intellect becomes dulled, he loses

sharp definition in sensation, some say he has little of either.

Another factor comes into play, but of its value I do not

profess to judge. The diet of the people is a monotonous
one; the staple is black bread and salt, cabbage soup and po-

tatoes; as extras, not eaten daily by any means, meat, milk

and vegetables other than cabbage and potatoes. Fats are

supplied by sunflower seed oil, taken in soup and by eating

the seeds, a habit accompanied by a husky untidiness, and
the fats of pig and beef; mutton is not so common as in Sussex

or Wales, varies in the locality. The better peasants eat a

fair amount of poultry; in some regions they catch fish,

which for the most part is small and coarse; in the big rivers,

and especially the Volga, huge fish are caught, though the

finest river in Europe is now polluted—the fish are dying off

in the Volga owing to the oil-boat traffic.

Chorney deb, the black, damp, acid bread of the peasants,

is rich in husk, water and carbohydrates, has about three-

fifths of the protein content of whole meal bread, and

requires digesting. Salt is eaten with it freely, indeed, this is

necessary; if eaten without salt for long as a staple \vithout

meat there is a salt craving. 1 mention these points to

show how much the peasant" by his poverty is compelled to

live on the margin of life, while we appear to live right across

the page.

At every turn one comes across what appear to be fresh

limitations that seem to confine the Russian peasant in. His

food is monotonous and dull, rather meatless, and needs

much chewing; his climate compels long periods of idleness;

he has no education; he cannot do anything between periods

of work except look at things and sleep. While we travel

thirty miles to London we turn our minds, or think we do,

to the innumerable events of the time as shown in the news-

papers, or our correspondence, carried in cushioned comfort,

warmed and protected. The peasant, traveling to his mar-

ket, goes on his goods in a sledge; the thermometer may be

fifty degrees F. below freezing, he cannot read during his

drive, and he carries in his head no news of moment to con-

sider; he has had no course of study, nothing which leads to

sustained mental attention, and his mind floats from thing

to thing. The cold rather makes for slow thought; the rno-

notony, the steady jolting and sliding movement beating

in the brain replaces thought by tranquil feeling, in which

objects and topics no longer require to be dealt with but only

dreamed about. In the order of things the results are fairly

good, and no one cares for God is good.

What wonder, then, that he should find his chief outlet

for his energy in his relations with his fellow-men. We in

England turn so much of our time to the soil, to books, to

trash and business, we have comparatively little experience

of social relationship; to expedite our meetings we have a sys-

tem of convenient common manners which are at least de-

manded; the more of politeness added the better; if they take

up time the person is called efl'usive, French, gushing; we
regulate our social meeting to a polite schedule. But here

the slow tide of the seasons has produced a smoother people,

less hasty, less concentrated in their social responsiveness; if

they meet it is to spend the time together pleasantly—that

may be from three to six p. m., or three to eleven p. m. It

is so obvious there is plenty to talk about because they are

interested in each other. 1 don't believe we understand what

it is to be interested in people as these Russian peasants are

interested. The issue is not confused by problems of social

barriers, similar characters in novels, the perpetual false

atmosphere of towns, "by having to meet the people again,"

which restrains one in England, and gives such possibilities

to the traveler abroad; here one always meets, and secrets

grow less.

But, in addition, they dwell in each other's niinds; the

crops are cared for by the kind God, the earth is half its

time under snow, the work in the fields is done, only the cattle

food has to be carried to the stall from the next shed, only

the water drawn from the well; but the neighbors are con-

stantly present, always in their minds, and when that goes

on for a time there is no room for malice or suspicion. There

is an absence of complexity in their lives because there is

inward harmony and an equal emphasis laid upon things

from mental, material and spiritual aspects.

The Russian, 1 believe, seldom goes raving mad; he often

drivels into imbecility; the former is uneven balance, the

latter mere want. 1 speak of the village peasant. When a

driven factory hand, living in a slum, has to endure the Rus-

sian climate and fight for existence on the English standard

of living, when, as a relief from monotony, he has only a

garret, heated without ventilation, instead of the magnifi-

cent repetition of the open steppe, one finds, I believe, the

usual standard of raving madness we produce by our system

in part payment for comfortable traveling on the path of

progress.

1 hardly think it possible that anyone can want to return

to the life of living in a; town, and living the town life, after

staying in the country—right in the country—for any length
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of time. In the town, where people are massed together,
they do not get to know each other; they are indifferent to
one another; they do not dwell in each other's minds; there
is room for malice and suspicion, for the things which sepa-
rate men from each other and do not draw men to God. In
the town men appear to be gay, but they are not happy;
in the country one sees the signs of a great deal of sorrow,
but of little misery ; the people are poor in materials but
rich in friendship, and they have leisure to cultivate the
knowledge of God.

John Rickman.
I

TONIC FOR PINEAPPLES.
It is common knowledge that volcanic soils are apt to be

very fertile. In a recent number of the National Geographic
Magazine the luxuriance of vegetation on Kodiak Island,
Alaska, growing on recently-deposited "ash" is described
in terms which may well be called amazing. The slopes of
Vesuvius, often devastated by eruptions, are always again
planted in vineyards and gardens because of the great pro-
ductiveness of the soil formed by the matter ejected from the
volcano.

The Vesuvian ash is classed as acid because it contains an
excess of silica, like our granites, schists and other familiar
rocks. The soil of large parts of Eastern Pennsylvania owe
much of their fertility to potash released by very gradual
decay from the feldspar of its underlying rocks. The Vesuvian
ash IS so finely divided that potash and other valuable con-
stituents become available much more rapidly than is the
case where the materials are held in massive rocks.

In some parts of the world the lava thrown out by volcanoes
is not acid, but basic. That is, all the silica is combined with
metallic bases, and there is an excess of metallic oxides. This
is the case in the Hawaiian Islands. The elements needed
for plant growth are all there, also, and the decay of the lava
results in rich soils. These are, in general, very dark colored,
due to the large percentage of oxides of iron and manganese.

Iron is necessary to the growth of many plants, and the very
small quantity needed is rendered soluble by the acids of the
soil and taken up by the plant. One of the plants which re-
quires iron is the pineapple. In many parts of the Hawaiian
Islands this fruit grows luxuriantly. In some places, however,
while it starts well, it loses its color and vigor before the fruit
is fully developed, and the crop is small in size and deficient
in flavor.

It was found that these soils on which the pineapple did
not flourish were those containing a higher percentage of
manganese than the average. The next problem was to find
out why the manganese hindered the pineapples from per-
fecting. The chemists of the Government experiment sta-
tion discovered that the plants which had grown on manga-
nese soil were deficient in iron. This deficiency seemed re-
markable, since the soil contained a great deal of iron. It was
presently discovered that the presence of manganese beyond
a small percentage prevented the iron from going into solu-
tion.

The proof of the correctness of this explanation was com-
pleted by injecting a minute quantity of a solution of sul-
phate of iron into pineapple plants growing on manganese
soil. The plants so treated kept their color, and the fruit
was perfect. It was not deemed practicable to use the hypo-
dermic syringe on each plant in a field of many acres, so other
methods were tried. The one which seems likely to be satis-
factory involves spraying the plants with a solution of sul-
phate of iron, since the very small quantity of iron needed
is absorbed through the surface tissues.

It does not do to spread soluble iron salts on the fields, unless
the amount so used should be very large, since small quanti-
ties are attacked chemically by the manganese and the iron
is rendered insoluble again.

WAR.

A CRY FUOM ABROAD.

The world'.s at war—and marching
Men follow fife and drum,

With banners overarching

This strange and solemn marching

Heeds the insistent "Come!"

Across the sea, and under,

From earth and peaceful skies,

Shudders the muffled thunder,

And men begin to wonder

Where any safety Ues.

And swiftly Death takes fearful tolls,

As closer crowds the fight,

And still the cannon fiercer rolls.

And still a countless throng of souls

Pass out into the night.

Oh, God of power prevailing,

Spare us, as oft before,

For human hearts are faihng

And weep in bitter wailing

—

The whole wide world's at war.

Lloyd Balderston.

"As regards action, conscience is generally a ready guide;
to follow it is the real difficulty."

THE IDEALS AND AIMS OF THE FELLOWSHIP OF
RECONCILIATION.

.\NXA COPE EVANS.

As many of you know, the Fellowship of Reconciliation

was started in England shortly after the war broke out. It

met with a spontaneous response from all over the British

Isles, and grew rapidly to a membership of several thousand.
About a year later, in the autumn of 191 5, Henry T. Hodgkin
came to America, and the response to the Fellowship message
was such that he called a conference at Garden City, at which
it was decided to start an American branch. The Fellowship
is rather a spiritual movement than a society of the ordinary
type, as there is little organization and no campaigning for

either members or money. It is entirely undenominational
and welcomes as members all who are in substantial agree-

ment with its principles. These principles were printed in a
small leaflet, with a membership blank at the end which any-
one wishing to join can sign and send to the Secretary. This
is all that is required.

And now what are these principles. Some of you may have
thought of the Fellowship as another Peace Society. It is

that, but it is a great deal more, for it recognizes that war
is only one symptom—a very terrible one—of the disease

from which our whole civilization is suffering, that "this

war is not simply proclaiming the violation of Christian prin-

ciples between nations," but "is laying bare the heart of

twentieth century civilization," and we are discovering how
un-Christian that civilization is. The Fellowship is convinced
that "no negative reformations of any kind are sufficient

to cure our social diseases or eradicate war." Its message is,

therefore, a very positive one—to put it briefly, it is this:

" That Love, as revealed and interpreted in the life, teach-

ing and death of Jesus Christ, is not only the fundamental
basis of a true human society, but is the effective power for

overcoming evil" here and now; that it must be trusted to

the uttermost, and be made the basis and ruling principle

of action, not only in international affairs, but in national,

industrial, social and personal life, with all that this implies.

The Fellowship does not claim to have discovered yet all

that it does imply. It believes that one of our chief tasks is

to discover by prayer and study—individually and in groups

—just what this tremendous thing does mean for each one
of us and for society as a whole. On one point the Fellowship

is clear—that "war inevitably involves a violation of the

principles of Love," and that, therefore, it is not the right
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or effective way of combatting evil—in short, tiiat we cannot

use tfie method of war in fighting evil. The Fellowship be-

lieves that the Love that was in Jesus Christ "profoundly

reverences personality, and strives to create an order of so-

ciety which suffers no individual to be exploited for the profit

or pleasure of another, but assures to each the means of de-

velopment for his highest usefulness." This Love, therefore,

is concerned with " the ordering of daily life, of land and houses,

of money, food and clothing, of commerce and industry, of

recreation and education," so that every man, woman and
child may have adequate opportunity for the full develop-

ment of body, mind and soul.

Finally, the Fellowship points out, that as these purposes

must be fulfilled through men and women, it is for us to apply
unswervingly in our own lives Christ's revolutionary princi-

ple of Love, and to take the risks involved in doing so in a

world that does not yet accept it. In other words, if we de-

sire the victory of Love in national and international life, we
must each yield to it absolutely and trust it to the uttermost
in every relationship of our lives no matter what the cost to us

and ours. And the cost may be great. Calvary teaches us

that. Calvary was the price- our Lord paid for His victory

of Love. To conquer evil with love calls for the highest hero-

ism, the most daring faith in God and man. And here again

the Fellowship helps us by reminding us, that "the power,
wisdom and love of God reach far beyond the limits of our
present experience, and that He is ever waiting to break forth

into human life in new and larger wa\'s." What if we don't
feel equal to this great task? Surely the httle band of disciples

must have felt unequal to the task that faced them after our
Lord had left them. What if they had not attempted it?

Perhaps we are waiting for God to make it all seem more
possible—but let us remember the story of the Children of

Israel when they were caught between the Egyptians and
the Red Sea. Moses had told them "to stand still and see

the salvation of the Lord." "And the Lord said unto Moses,
'Wherefore criest thou unto Me? Speak unto the Children
of Israel that they go forward.'" To quote again from the
Fellowship, "So long as we are afraid of the things that seem
impossible, so long does God not get His chance to prove
that He can and will carry us through." To-day in Europe
thousands of men and women are laying down their lives that

good as they see it may triumph over evil. To us it seems
that they have made a tragic mistake in the method they
have chosen—that they are trying to cast out evil with evil

—but how many of us are giving o^ir lives to conquer evil

in the way we do think is right. Just think. Friends, what
it would mean if our Yearly Meeting at its meetings really

got under the weight of this thing—really felt it as John Wool-
man felt much the same thing years ago. If we as a Yearly
Meeting should come out boldly and say, " We cannot fight

to overcome evil, but we will give our time, our possessions

—all that we have and are—our very lives and the lives of
our nearest and dearest, if necessary, to conquer evil with love,

to create and establish an order of society founded on love."

A message to Friends, issued by one of the committees
of London Yearly Meeting, after outlining these principles

of love and brotherhood as applied to the social order, closes

with these words:
" If these are true principles for all the individual members

of the human family, it is the duty of the Society of Friends
to proclaim them, and to seek with humility, but with courage
and persistent study, to work them out in practice, finding scope
for all its members to give their best service to their fellows."

Henry T. Hodgkin and others have urged the appointment
of a Quaker commission. To quote their own words, " We
believe that a small number of men and women Friends of

clear vision, wide outlook and good judgment should be set

apart, who, at the call of the Society and under a sense of
concern, will arrange to devote practically the whole of their

time and energy, for such period as may be found necessary, to
consideringwhatpart the Societyof Friends can take in the pres-
ent day application of the principles of the Kingdom of God."

Is it not well that our Yearly Meeting has taken similar

action? A wonderful opportunity lies before us at this

time. The world is waiting for light and leadership along

these lines. The Church as a whole has largely failed to give

much of either. The people are as sheep without a shepherd,

and we with our wonderful heritage—with the message of

John Woolman still ringing in our ears—dare we fail them?
If, as a Society, we do fail through timidity or indifi'erence

to catch the vision, if we shrink back or are not willing to pay
the price of leadership, the opportunity will pass to others

who are more worthy of it. But, if with the sin and agony of

the world pressing on our hearts, we are willing to go forward,

to take up our cross and follow Christ—to attempt all, to

dare all for Him, who knows what wonderful things He may
accomplish through us—through this Yearly Meeting.

"Can we not rise to this great height of glory?

Shall this vast sorrow spend itseK in vain?

Shall future ages teU the woful story,

Chiist by His own was crucified again?"

THE FIRST STEP IN A NATIONAL FRIENDS' PROGRAM
FOR EXPRESSING ORGANIZED GOOD-WILL.

In the midst of a national crisis, which is of a peculiar con-

cern to Friends, it is unthinkable that the Society of Friends

as a body should be inarticulate and passive. It can be pre-

sumed that Friends individually will feel a response in spirit

to the impelling problems of the situation. It is also true that

groups, either in colleges, local meetings, or even Yearly Meet-
ings will endeavor to meet in an organized capacity the needs

of humanity newly created at such a time. However, just

as the problem is nation and world-wide, so our responsibilities

are nation and world-wide. Only by the greatest co-operation

and the fullest expression of the national group consciousness

can we be obedient to the calls of this hour.

English Friends have united in a magnificent expression of

the leaven of good-will. Broad-minded leaders in all countries

have paid high tribute to their spirit and work, and despite

the misunderstanding of the "crowd," this leaven is spreading

throughout the world in its transforming power.
A co-ordination of work is more difficult here, owing to our

wide separation geographically and our diversity of problems.

However, we need to join hands across the seas with English

Friends to meet the world-wide problems, as we need also a

great unity of purpose and effort to meet the problems peculiar

to our own country.

The first essential step in this program has been taken. On
Fourth Month 30th there met in Philadelphia a Committee
representing Friends of all sections. The Committee now
comprises fifteen members, but will be enlarged to make it

more representative. Those who have been appointed are as

follows: T. Janney Brown, Arabella Carter, William C. Cocks,

Henry W. Comfort, Allen D. Hole, Jesse Holmes, Lucy Biddle

Lewis, Homer L. Morris, Vincent D. Nicholson, Charles J.

Rhoads, Alfred Scattergood, Willard Swift, Anne G. Walton,
L. HoUingsworth Wood and Stanley R. Yarnall.

The purpose of this Committee is to co-ordinate all the work
of various groups of Friends throughout the country in con-

nection with the present crisis. Many yearly meetings have
taken steps towards some organized efforts. We have reports

of scores of smaller groups that are doing the same.

The need for a national central committee in which the work
of all these groups can focus is imperative. The reasons are

obvious. There is, first, the gain in efficiency which always
comes with centralization and co-operation. The loss of

duplication of effort will be avoided, as each group will be

advised of the work other groups are doing. Such a clearing-

house of information and ideas will give to all of our work the;

combined strength of all Friends the country over. Just as

important is the more intangible value of the mutual encour-

agement and sympathy that can flow from group to group
through this bond of union.

The greatest need for such a committee is the simple fact
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that, for a peculiarly national task is needed a distinctively

national effort. Only as Friends are organized to think of the
problem in terms of national and even world-wide plans can
we adequately meet the situation. The committee can not
only serve as a clearing-house, but can itself initiate plans to

be recommended to the various groups.
All of the essential dealings we may have with the govern-

ment officials can only be carried on to advantage through
such a central committee. It can also serve as the repre-

sentative of Friends in the increasing points of contact we
will have with English Friends and other bodies. The Men-
nonites and Dunkards who share our particular problems and
are also within the exemption clause of the conscription bill, are
anxious to co-operate and looking to us for leadership.

It was decided by the Committee immediately to open head-
quarters in Philadelphia, and to employ a secretary and office

help as soon as the person and the money can be secured.

The call rings with the challenge for Friends to seek earnest-
ly the path of duty. We have as individuals and a body held
certain strong convictions with regard to the meaning of

Christian discipleship. We are now called upon to validate
and verify those convictions in the crucible of experience. The
uncompromising allegiance which we have felt we owe to the
claims of the Kingdom of God, has in no sense made us in-

different to other loyalties. Rather has it intensified our
patriotism, using the term in its high and proper sense of

desire to serve and save our country, in so far as such service is

a necessary part of our duty to the Kingdom of God. For
many of us (even those of military age) this means no radical

readjustment of our affairs, if we find the path of duty in

attempting to express the gospel of good-will in our previous
occupations and relationships.

All Friends, young or old, can earnestly apply themselves
to a search for Truth in connection with the political and social

problems of this sadly disarranged world. We can save what
we can from the wreckage of the storm, and lay the basis for

the constructive work to follow the war. The opposition to

our convictions we have always had to face is the allegation

that they are up in the clouds, far in the future, unrelated to

the stuff of work-a-day life. We now have an unusual op-
portunity to translate these ideals which all hold for the
future into some part of the practical present. The thinking
of the country is in a mobile, fluid state. The hard crust of

custom and precedent has been broken up. On all sides is

the appeal to the heroic. If we wait until the thought and
practices of society have crystallized once more our opportuni-
ty will have passed. The writer hopes he is free from any
delusions as to the scope of our possible influence. The scope
of our duty, however, is exactly coincident with the scope of

our opportunity as it is revealed—be it large or small. The
fulfillment of duty will be found in the attempt to hold fast

to whatever convictions we have and may attain.

For the Committee,
New York City. Vincent D. NICHOLSON.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR TUNESASSA.
In 191 5 the school building was painted and a much-needed

heating plant was installed.

About six months ago friends of the School subscribed $1 500
for an electric light plant. This has been much appreciated.

After careful consideration the Committee has decided to

proceed with the following additional improvements:
1

.

The erection of a small cottage near the school building for

the occupancy of our friends, Henry B. and Eliza Foster Leeds.

2. The erection of a wagon shed. At present the wagons
are without a house. This is poor economy and a bad example
to the Indians.

3. Plumbing, the erection of a hog house, incidental repairs

and improvements. These are necessary for the proper main-
tenance of the property.

While the efforts of Friends have recently mainly centered
in the School, there has ever been a concern for the general

welfare of the Indians on the Reservation.

This concern has found expression in the desire of Henry B.

Leeds and his wife to live on the Reservation and devote them-
selves to the material and spiritual help of the Indians. Dur-
ing the past year they have lived in a house at Steamburg, the
nearest available home, about four miles from the School.

As their duties take them frequently to the School, the incon-
venience of this arrangement will be readily seen.

The school building is fully occupied by the staff of workers
and scholars, and it is now proposed to erect on the school
grounds a small, neat house for these Friends.

The Committee feels that such a building will to some ex-
tent serve as a model for the Indians in the building of their

own houses, that the example of a Christian home will be a
benefit to the neighborhood, that it will afford occasional op-
portunities for home life for the teachers and scholars, and that
it will be a helpful factor in the religious and educational work
which the Yearly Meeting has undertaken and carried on so

long and faithfully in this needy field.

The opportunity for service is large and the prospects are
very encouraging.

Estimates show the approximate cost of these improvements
to be;

Cottage $3,000
Wagon-house 500
Plumbing, hog-house and incidental repairs. . . 1,500

Total •'i!>5,ooo

The comparatively small amount of income from the funds
belonging to the School is all needed for its maintenance and
an earnest appeal is made for money for these useful and
necessary improvements.

Remittances should be made to the Treasurer, William Bacon
Evans, Westtown, Penna., or to any of the Committee;

Joseph Elkinton
Sarah Emlen Moore
William Bacon Evans
Caroline C. Biddle
Sarah B. Dewees
Anna Walton
Jonathan M. Steere, Chairman

Fourth Month 16, 1917. Collecting Committee.

Encouraging progress has been made towards completing
the funds referred to in this notice. About !f;2,400 are now in

the hands of the Treasurer and subscriptions will be gladly

received from all interested Friends whether or not they have
previously received this appeal.

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(ContiDued from page 513.)

At the time of the "call" of Thomas C. Battey to sojourn
in the Kiowa camps, as heretofore related, they were a wild

and depredating tribe, resisting all attempts to bring them
into friendly relations with the Government, or to a knowledge
of civilized life, committing depredations upon the white
settlements, stealing horses and mules, murdering men and
women, and carrying children into captivity. The succeeding
summer, that of 1872, the Kiowas, with parties from other
tribes that they could induce to join them, still continued
their raiding.

The Superintendent and General Agent of Indian Affairs

approved of the proposition of Thomas C. Battey, to go into

their camps, but under the existing circumstances, they felt

discouraged and the agent wrote him that he did not think

it prudent for him to go among them the coming winter.

Notwithstanding these discouragements, he still felt secretly

drawn to the Kiowas. He says—accordingly, on the first

day of Tenth Month, 1872, 1 started on my journey, traveling

by cars as far as Wichita, Kan., this being as far as I could go
by rail.

There bemg no ox or mule team going on for some time, I

joined two young men who were going across the plains on
horse-back, leaving my trunk to come later. We started on
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our journey of two hundred and forty miles, on the eighth of

the month, arriving at the Wichita Agency on the 15th.

Proceeding to the school-house, 1 opened the door without

knocking, stepped in and stood in front of the school. The
room instantly rang with joyful acclamations, shouting my
name over and over again. It was pleasant to see these wild,

but really affectionate children once more.

The next day I proceeded to the Kiowa Agency, where I

remained until first of Twelfth Month, 1872. Kicking Bird

being here 1 set out with him for his camp. At eight o'clock

p. M. we arrived at an Apache camp, making our way to

Pacer's lodge, head chief of the tribe, escorted by hundreds

of dogs, whose vocal powers filled the air with the most horrid

din of snaps, snarls, yelps, growls and howls_ 1 ever heard.

In due time supper was announced, which consisted of

boiled meat, coffee and very good biscuit baked in a bake

kettle or Dutch oven.

During the evening the lodge was filled with the almost

unbearable fragrance of tobacco and kinnekenick. At the

signal for retiring we went to where our ponies and mule were

secured, spread our blankets and lay down to sleep on the

ground, amid the joint serenade of dogs and wolves, one of the

latter coming so near I could hear his footsteps on the dry

grass.
. ,. .

Next morning we proceeded on our way, reaching Kickmg
Bird's camp in the afternoon, where we were met by a host

of children who came out to stare at the "white man."

We repaired to the lodge of Zebaddle, Kicking Bird's brother,

where he explained the cause of the presence of the white rnan.

After supper we retired to the lodge of Topen, Kicking Bird's

daughter and only living child, a fine looking little girl.

After remaining in camp three days, endeavoring to render

myself familiar with all, and writing down many Kiowa words

to memorize, 1 returned to the Agency, feeling 1 had received

the greatest attention and kindness from all, but no doubt

many of the Indians looked upon my being among them with

distrust.

In a few days I returned to camp again, spending the night

near the Apache camp. I spread my blanket on the ground

and enjoyed a good night's sleep, though surrounded by

hundreds of Indians who a few months ago would have rejoiced

at such a chance for securing a white man's scalp.

While riding along next day my mind became unusually

overshadowed with Divine Goodness, with a precious feeling

of calmness, in which 1 was favored to approach the Throne

of Mercy, with an unusual sense of nearness thereto, which

continued while we traveled many miles.

In the evening. Stumbling Bear, a Kiowa chief, informed me
of a war in which he had killed and scalped five men and
Kicking Bird, seven. I suppose it would be difficult to find in

the whole tribe a man, over whose head twenty years have

passed, whose hands have not been imbrued in blood.

During my five days spent in camp I have endeavored to

become more and more familiar with the children, mingling

with them as much as possible out of doors, and when opportu-

nity offered, showing them my charts. Several have learned

their letters, and some young men form very well-shaped

Roman letters with a pencil. Day by day they are becoming

more familiar and 1 think some of the prejudices of the older

ones are giving way, so that when the time comes for me to

erect my tent in their camp many of their children will enter it

with some degree of confidence who could not have been pre-

vailed on to do so in the begining of my acquaintance with

them.

On one occasion the lodge in which I was sojourning was
taken down and the man and his wife left for some other place,

leaving me not knowing where to go, as Kicking Bird was
away and I could talk with no one in the camp: when Zebaddle

came to me and by signs bade me enter his lodge, where I felt

quite at home.

I am making some progress in learning the Kiowa language.

On returning to the Agency I found a box of books, charts,

slates, etc., had arrived during my absence. So I trust I

shall soon be in readiness to open a school in camp. I soon

returned and a son of the agent and two employees accompanied

me to assist in setting up my tent, etc.

On the morning of the twenty-third of First Month, 1873,

1 opened my school of twenty-two pupils in the presence of

most of the chiefs, several women and a number of young men.

It being the first attempt at anything of the kind ever under-

taken among them, it is quite a novelty to them.

After the withdrawal of the chiefs and elderly people, the

children were squatted on the ground, busily engaged with

slates and pencils, endeavoring to copy the picture of a buffalo 1

had drawn on the blackboard. I was on the ground with them,

showing them the way to hold the pencils and how to commence
the picture, when suddenly slates and pencils were thrown

aside and with apparent fright all commenced a tumultuous

scramble for the entrance of the tent. One little girl caught

my arm, wildly shaking it, and with a look of unutterable

horror pointed upward and was gone. I raised up, turning

round as I did so, when to my horror, 1 beheld a fierce-looking

Kiowa warrior, with an uplifted hand axe, was standing over

me, his face hideously painted with black lines expressive of

intense anger, with a most horrid oath in broken English, and

suiting his action to his words, he was in appearance in the

attitude of trying the thickness of my skull with the edge of

his weapon. I seized his uplifted arm and giving him a vigor-

ous swing, turned his back towards me, seized the other arm
above the elbow and commenced marching him towards the

entrance of my tent, at the same time telling him: "
I should

permit no such talk or action in my tent."

On arriving at the entrance he made some resistance about

going out, whereupon I put my foot against him and gave him
so forcible a shove that losing his balance he landed on his

face some distance from the tent. Picking himself up and

gathering his blanket over his head he started away. Sudden-

ly a wild whoop from behind me, inside the tent, announced

the presence of other guests. On turning, what was my sur-

prise to find a half dozen braves inside, whooping to the full

extent of their ability, but upon my looking at them they quiet-

ly withdrew leaving me in peaceable possession of my tent.

The children did not return until I rang the bell after dinner,

when they came in as demurely as though nothing unusual

had occurred.

I had no thought of fear until after closing the session for

the forenoon, when thinking it over, I was somewhat unnerved.

I think it very probable that there may be several young, mid-

dle-aged or even old men, who may view this movement as an

aggression upon their ancient customs, and conceive the idea

of frightening me from the field, without manifesting any

open opposition to it, but meeting prompt action, I think it

will not be repeated, though some other form of interrupting

the school may be resorted to.

His belief that this was an attempt to frighten him was
confirmed by seeing the other Indians quite hilarious over the

affair, and catching the expressions: "Thomsy, not afraid,"

"Thomsy, brave," "Thomsy, put him out,"—showing they

were pleased with the result. By this they realized that the

gentleness and kindness he had shown them was accompanied

by firmness and resolution, that they could not intimidate him,

which raised him in their estimation, as they admire bravery.

Some three weeks after this occurrence, early one morning,

a little girl entered the lodge where 1 was making my camp
home, bringing an invitation for Kicking Bird and myself to

take breakfast out. I knew not where. With the little girl

for guide we soon arrived at a lodge of not very prepossessing

appearance. On entering and casting a glance in the direction

of the place usually occupied by the host, I saw that my new
friend was the warrior I had so forcibly ejected from my tent.

Stepping to him and offering my hand, 1 gave the usual Kiowa
salutation, "My Brother." Looking up in apparent surprise,

he asked, " You know me?" " Yes," was my reply. " Where
you see me?" (with a merry twinkle in his eye, usual to him
when amused). "

I saw you leave my tent one day." "Ugh!
all right?" "AH right," 1 replied, whereupon he gave me his
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hand and seated me by his side, and I partook of his proffered

meal. He having tested my bravery to his satisfaction, we
were ever afterwards warm friends.

(To be continued.)

I YOUNGER FRIENDS.

The Marne and Meuse.—Written by a son of a late

cabinet minister in England for Young Friends.

Jean Commenil had always had a happy, comfortable life

in his little village in the Meuse. He was thirteen years old,

and the eldest of a family, containing besides himself two
girls and a boy. He lived in a farm-house with his father and
mother and his old grandmother. His brother and sisters

were still at school, but he had just left and worked on his

fields with his father and mother, helping with the ploughing
and the harvest and the threshing, also with the gathering of

the beet-root, which, during the season, began at three o'clock

in the morning and continued all day long—very hard work
for a boy. But Jean never complained. Indeed, he was very
happy. He had plenty to eat and drink and a comfortable
bed to lie on. He was strong and healthy. He was always in-

terested in his parents' fields and the home, which would one
day be his. Then he would marry and have children and look
after the crops, as his father and his grandfather had done
before him. The Meuse was a pleasant part of the world and
Jean did not wish to be anywhere else.

Sitting over the fire in the evening his grandfather would
talk of the great war of 1870, when the Prussians had oc-

cupied the village for a year, and when the husband had had
to go and be a soldier. It had been a bad time, and they had
all been very unhappy. But then the Prussians weren't so

very bad; and grandfather, who had been captured at Se-

dan, had come safely back when peace was declared; and
though the French had apparently been so terribly defeated,

it didn't seem to have made very much difference to anybody,
except to the Emperor Napoleon HI, who, after all, was not

a very important person. Grandfather and grandmother had
never seen him, and so they did not pretend to miss him.
As long as President Thiers did not go to war, they were quite

willing he should govern them if he wished.

To Jean 1870 was a pleasant history, like Charlemagne
and the four sons of Egmont and Jeanne d'Arc, the Revolu-
tion of 1789, and the victories of the Great Napoleon, which
were all very interesting, but not really important like the
price of wheat or the health of the horses. Then, suddenly,
came the new war, and his father in his turn went away to

be a soldier. It was all very horrid. But he remembered how
his grandfather had been captured at Sedan and come back
quite comfortably, and how the Prussians had not been so

very disagreeable. In a short time it would be all right again.

But they never had more than one postcard from his father.

Then there was complete silence, and it can only be supposed
that he died at the very beginning of the war.

This was much worse than 1870, and seemed more like the
Revolution and the great Napoleon, which had sounded so

interesting from a distance. Then it was heard that the Ger-
mans were coming just as they had come in 1870. A number
of the villagers immediately fled south. But grandmother
had not done this in 1870. The Germans had been there for

a year, and on the whole had made themselves rather pleas-

ant. So why not stay? Perhaps the Germans would bring

a little money into the place. At four o'clock in the morning
the Germans came. They cleared everybody they could out
of the houses and removed as much corn as was convenient
for their purpose; then they threw combustible pellets into

the windows and burned everything to the ground.

Jean and his family saw from a wood a mile off his home and
everything they cared about flaming into ruin. The war had
been on two months, and he had lost his father, his home, his

barns, his oxen, his horses and his corn. The world had noth-
ing left for him to care about. His mother had collapsed;

his grandmother seemed unlikely ever to regain her reason;

his sister and brother were hysterical. Surely the four sons
of Egmont did not behave like this. He and his family spent
a day and a night in the woods, then, more dead than alive,

returned to the smoking ruin, which had been their whole
happy life. Many of the Germans were drunk and were per-
fectly horrible. "In a few days," they said, "we shall be in

Paris; the Kaiser will rule over France and you will all be-
come Germans. At first you will hate it; but Germany is a
great country, and you will be proud of being German." This
was the first moment Jean had ever felt proud of being a
Frenchman. Now he knew he cared about France more than
anything else in the world. Nor is this surprising. Nobody
can live in France long without feeling just the same as Jean.
There was practically nothing to eat, and what food they

got was given them by some kind German soldiers—bread
and cocoa from their rations. Jean understood what his

grandmother had meant when she said that the Germans
had not been so disagreeable. It was drink that made them
so terrible, and in 1870 German soldiers had not been en-
couraged to get drunk.

Thus they lived a week in the cellar, coming above ground
as little as possible, for the sights above were worse than the
darkness below. But the Germans, somehow, seemed less

confident now when he saw them, and boasted less of Paris

and the new German Empire. One officer said things were
going badly, and they'd soon be ofi". Then, early in the morn-
ing, after eight days' stay, they departed as hurriedly as
they came. The Battle of the Marne had been fought and
Jean had not known of it. The magnificent, well-equipped,
overpoweringly armed might of Germany fled before the ill-

provisioned forces of the French. How they cheered, forget-

ting their grief, as the French army hurried back along the
country they had left.

So Jean's village is once more clear of the enemy. But
what a weight rests upon his shoulders! His home, his barn,
his oxen, his all are destroyed. His father is not alive to help
him. War and the spirit of war have cast a blight upon a
community that used to be happy and comparatively free

from care. He sees now around him people who are utterly

discouraged and cast down. He sees them ruined financially,

with little apparently left in life to care for; he sees them lonely

and sad from the loss of those who were dearest.

But the darkest hours pass. In Jean's heart is courage un-
conquerable and high hope, and these convert a seemingly
hopeless situation into something with possibilities in it.

As little by little, with the aid of his family, he clears the de-

bris where once his home stood, and of the fallen bricks builds

a little shanty to house them; as with dauntless heart he cul-

tivates, as well as he can, his bit of land, color and light come
back to life.

Other events happen, too, to bring cheer and distraction.

From across the sea come supplies of clothing and of garden
and forage seeds. Agricultural implements are also sent from
these Friends in England, and in course of time chickens and
rabbits for restocking the farmyards are given away. Best

of all, perhaps, these Friends themselves come and live in the
villages and distribute their help in person. They erect little

wooden "barraquements" for all who most need them and
get to know everyone, distracting their thoughts a little from
their troubles.

After the blackness of winter, life has begun to bud again
into Spring in those villages of the Marne and Meuse, and
kindness appears again like the flowers.

Much, however, remains to be done, especially in those vil-

lages nearer the battle-line; and in that sad region just beyond
an unlimited amount of relief and reconstruction will be

needed. If ever those in misfortune deserved the sympathetic
help of those less afflicted, it is Jean and thousands like him,

in this time of their need.

Francis L. Birrell.

"The Lord knows how to make stepping-stones for us of

our defects, even; it is what He lets them be for,"
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[This is from the Duluth Herald and is put into our hands by
Alfred G. Scattergood. It has reference to the advertisement

of which a report is contained in number 46.^Eds.]

A WORD FROM THE QUAKERS.

There is an unusual advertisement in The Herald to-night.

It is a word in behalf of peace from the " Religious Society of

Friends in America"—that is to say, the Quakers.

It is an appeal that, though we may be unable to agree with

it, we must hear with the respect we should accord to every

appeal that comes from unchallengeable scruples—that is

the reaction of conscience and conviction.

The message of the Quakers is that good-will is a more pow-
erful force in the solution of the world's problems than war.

That is a theory that one cannot deny without denying the

foundation of the whole structure of Christian civilization.

Either the Quakers are right, or Christianity is an error.

It is a protest, on religious and conscientious grounds, against

war.

We can sympathize with it, can give it respectful hearing.

It is utterly free from the bias of "hyphenism." The Quakers

have been Americans for centuries, and good citizens, too.

And yet—it is a condition, not a theory, that confronts us.

A great world power, ruthless in its methods and unscrupu-

lous, has been testing our patience beyond even our great

capacity to endure. There is grave danger that if we yield

now what seems a little, we shall be forced later to decide

whether we shall yield all.

Even though we cannot agree with these Friends, it is good

to hear this message—good to realize that here, at least, is

one group that has laid hold of one of the eternal verities,

and proposes to cling to it though the world goes mad. It

is a calming and refreshing thought in this time of excitement

and distraction when so many, with no hold on the eternal

verities at all, are driven hither and yon by every gust that

blows.

OUR DIFFERENCES.
To THE Editor of The Friend:—
Dear Friend.—Your correspondent, Henry F. Horsnaill, as

is usual with those who support international war, confuses

war with the action of the policeman and magistrate.

The quotation from the Declaration of our ancestors does

not "forbid the rescue of a child from the murderous attack

of a drunken bully." The policeman or civilian who does this

no more commits an act of war than a father or schoolmaster

when he punishes a disobedient child. The policeman is not

a soldier. His proper name is peace officer, while that of the

magistrate is Justice of the Peace. These individuals are the

servants of the civil law, and their duty is not to engage in

war, but to prevent it. If it was not for their beneficent

presence, almost every dispute, social, commercial, political

and even religious, would lead to deadly violence. They carry

no warlike weapons and do not punish the offender. That is

done by the law, after a fair and impartial trial, if the offender

is found guilty. When the soldier acts as a policeman, he

is no longer a soldier, but is then under the orders of a Justice

of the Peace, and if he goes beyond his instructions and fatal

results follow, he may be indicted for manslaughter. The
civil law protects the weak and innocent, it prevents oppres-

sion and false accusations, saves life and property and brings

the lawbreaker before an impartial tribunal to be tried ac-

cording to law. The greatest benefit it confers is upon the

would-be criminal himself, by preventing him from breaking

the laws of God and man. It also seeks his reformation.

The soldier who engages in international war is the paid or

conscripted servant of the country which employs him. He
acts in their interests alone, and he is sent against those whom
they consider their enemies to destroy their power and their

persons by any means at his command. War oppresses the

weak and helpless, it destroys civil law, slaughters alike the

innocent and guilty in the promiscuous carnage of the battle-

field, and re5ults, not in the discovery and punishment of the

criminal, but only in deciding which party is the strongest.

The two systems are utterly opposed to one another in their

principle, practice and results and no amount of casuistry

can make them appear alike. The strongest opponent of

international war, can, with perfect consistency, accept the

position of a Special Constable.

The great misfortune has been that the Christian nations

of Europe and America have not, long ere this, arranged a

code of international law and an International Tribune to

administer it in the settlement of international disputes. If

they had been the Christian nations they profess to be, this

would have been done long ago. We are now reaping a ghastl\'

harvest of misery and death, rage and hatred in consequence

of this neglect of the first principle of civilization, morality

and religion.

John W. Shorthouse, in The Friend (London).

Wellington Road, Birmingham.

ENGLISH FRIENDS COURT-MARTIALED.
/

Theodore Pumphrey (Stoke Newington, P. M.) was court

martialed for the second time at Mill Hill Barracks on the

4th inst. Our Friend maintained that as he was entitled tc

absolute exemption under the Military Service Acts he was
in his present position as the result of the maladministration

of those Acts. After giving an account of his training from
childhood to manhood, during which he had been brought:

up to love and respect the strong, manly character of Christ,

and yet to revere those principles which had guided Him in

the conduct of His life, Theodore Pumphrey said:

" The weapons of love are spiritual and are based on reason,

those of fear are material and based on physical force. So
long as the combatants stick to their weapons the former

must always win, for love is stronger and can endure more than

fear. Fear will do all in its power to entice love to discard

her weapons for those of ill-will. If successful in this, fear

wins the day, but if unsuccessful, love must be the conqueror.

. . . To-day, blinded by the passion of fear and suspicion,

most of the greatest and most civilized nations of the world

are engaged in blowing each other to pieces, in the hopes of

settling political problems which can only be solved satis-

factorily and permanently by an appeal to reason and which

will have to be solved by this means eventually, when the

combatants have exhausted their material resources."

He added that there is every reason to believe that the

principles of Christianity are as applicable to international

relations as to individual ones.

A. W. Nissen (Newcastle, P. M.) stated at his court-martial

on the 5th inst.:

—

" Fourteen or fifteen years ago, I was admitted as a membei
to the Society of Friends, and one of their basic principles

is 'to bear witness against all war.' My desire is to walk

humbly in the footsteps of Jesus of Nazareth and to be true

to His spirit and teaching, which 1 believe to be the only way
in which war and strife can be eliminated from the human
heart. By the Local Tribunal 1 was granted exemption fronm

military service conditional on my taking up work of national

importance. This 1 cannot do, as 1 feel that to be true to my
principles 1 must not only abstain from participation in actua:;

warfare, but also from destroying human life by proxy oi

in any way assisting in the prosecution of the war. I shoulc

be only too willing to serve the State were it organized witf

a view to saving life instead of killing. It pains me to be oul

of sympathy with my countrymen, but it would be far more

painful to me were I to sink my principles for the sake o1

being in harmony with the spirit of the times. I am convincec

that I am right in the stand I am taking, and for that reasor

I am before you choosing the rougher road instead of the easiei

way."
Stephen Hobhouse, in a letter to his wife, writes: "Lookinj

back, I feel sure that God has brought me here, past all th<

loopholes of escape, which seemed so large last summer, for ;
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great purpose, that He may carry further for me our life ambi-
tion to 136 bond-servants for Christ and humanity, bond-
servants for Love's sake, that we may help Christ to break the

bonds. As 1 rather expected, being cut off from the signs of

war, 1 have not had laid much upon me the special burdens of

militarism—that 1 can feel outside, and I don't think much is

lost, it is rather of the industrial bondage of our normal city

poverty that God has, through the conditions here, given me
a keen sense. 1 have experienced something at any rate of

the bitterness of that poverty which borders on destitution

in a way which it would be diificuit for a man such as 1 am
to do outside prison. . . . Prison life has its own special

temptations—to selfish introspection and the like, but i be-

lieve 1 am being given grace to guard against them, and I

could calmly face the possibility of many years of this life,

in faith that they would bring increase of mind control, in

love and nearness to God."

—

Friends' Fellowship Papers.

f LETTER FROM HERBERT V. NICHOLSON.

30 Ko0N Cho, Mita, Shiba, Tokio, Japan, Third Mouth 10, 1917.

Dear Friends—
At the meetings of the Hijirizaka English Speaking Society,

which are held once a month in the parlor of the Bowles'

home, a number of Japanese students, teachers and busi-

ness men sit in a circle and the meeting usually begins by
each person present introducing himself—giving his name,
address, age, business and other remarks. The English is

often broken and the sentences always simple. To give you
some idea of what might be said let's pretend we are now
having such a meeting, and please pardon me for starting things

igoing. " My name is Herbert Nicholson. My home is on
[a Jersey truck farm. You know New Jersey is near Phila-

delphia! 1 work for the Friends' Mission. Please remember
me. Thank you." Then t"he person to the right gives his

speech, which might be as follows: "
1 am J. Harvey Borton.

IVly home is in Moorestown and my business is making plumb-
ing supplies! 1 am the Chairman of the Committee which
has charge of raising funds to support the first speaker in

his work in the Orient." (You notice this person is very
skilful in the use of English. That last sentence is very

complicated!) Then: "My name is John W. Cadbury, of

Moorestown. 1 am Treasurer of the Committee just mentioned.

Please remember me!" And so it goes all round the circle.

This scheme not only gets us acquainted, but gives time for

the late-comers to get in before the regular meeting begins

with a talk on some subject of general interest by a member
of the Society or an outside speaker. Of course you will wish
to hear something about Japan if 1 am to do the talking. So
in the future you may expect to hear something about Friends'

work here, including the meetings, the school, young men's
Bible classes, country evangelization, or about some of the

startling experiences of a young man in the "Land of the

Rising Sun."
After the speech there is always an opportunity for the mem-

bers to ask questions or give any contributions they may
have to the meeting. These remarks are often very short,

but sometimes they are longer and very interesting. So in

our imaginary meeting I hope there may be questions and re-

sponses of various kinds although they be but post cards.

You notice that another member of the Committee also wished
to be remembered.

Soon tea is brought in, which is a signal for the meeting
to become very informal and gives every one a chance to talk

to the person next to him. We should take advantage of this

part of the meeting and talk over our work in Japan with our
friends in order to stir up interest and enthusiasm. If there

are any criticisms or suggestions they are always given at

this time, quietly to one of the officers.

We can learn much from this English Speaking Society and
if we follow its methods should prosper in our project in Japan.
My work here is growing even more interesting and 1 am al-

ways grateful to know of the support, both spiritual and

finarjcial, that I am getting from my own Quarterly Meeting
back home in Jersey.

Hoping to hear from some of you and asking for your pray-
ers.

Yours very sincerely,

Herbert V. Nicholson.

NEWS ITEMS.

Mi.^siONARY Notes.—E.sther A. B!ilder.ston has arrived in this country

and is at her home in Ridgway, Pa.

Gilhert and Minnie P. Bowles expect to sail from Japan for their year

of furlough on the Chicago Maru from Yokohama Sixth Month 21, due

in Seattle Seventh Month 7th. The former has been visiting Korea and
China in the interests of the Japan Peace Society.

The new year opened in the Friends' Girls' School last month with an

entering class of forty-two, the largest entering class on record, and one

of the best quahfied. There are about one hundred and ten girls enrolled

in the School, all undergraduates.

There Ls very great need for more teachers to help in the School. It

would be a great encouragement to those on the field if two teachers could

be secured who would go out in Eighth Month of this year.

Ahce C. Gifford has been with us for more than a month doing deputa-

tion work for the Association. She Ls now in her home at Falmouth,

Mass. She will expect to return to Japan in Eighth Month.

Our friend Anna L. Dawes, a regular reader of our paper, has kindly

called our attention to a series of articles in the Sunday School Times,

written from London by Edith Fox Norton. The articles give inspiring

details of the Scripture Mission amongst soldiers in Belgium and France.

Not a few of our subscribers have had their interest in this beautiful

service quickened by Helen Cadbury Alexander during her visit to these

parts this winter. They will enjoy reading the Norton articles as we
have, and will be indebted to oiu- friend for this reference.

—

(Eds.|

The first session of a newly indulged meeting was held in a private

residence at Cheltenham, Pa., last First-day, the 6th inst.

The new meeting is to be held regularly until the Eleventh Month,

subordinate to Abington Monthly Meeting, and in the care of the Quarter-

ly Meeting's Visitation Committee, in addition to the care of the local

Friends. There are about a dozen members of the Society in or near the

village, as well as a number of interested attenders. It is the hope of

those active in the work that the meeting may be continued and that it

may develop into a strong and self-sustaining congregation. The at-

tendance at this initial session was fifteen, of whom twelve were from the

village, five Friends and seven not members.

It will be remembered that last autumn our Friend J. Rendel Harris

set sail for India, where he hoped to join Dr. Moulton; but being tor-

pedoed en route, he remained in Egypt tiU his friend returned, when he

joined the ship, only to be torpedoed in the Mediterranean a second time.

Dr. Moulton succumbed to exposure three days after the shipwreck: he

was in his fifty-fourth year. The latest news of Dr. Rendel Harris is

that he is now in Ajaccio, where the Friends' War Victims' Rehef workers

are looking after him. He was reported to be making as rapid and

satisfactory a recovery from the effects of his trying experience as could

be expected.

—

The Friend (London).

The privilege of visiting Tunesassa and thus filUng in the actual de-

tails of the mental picture drawn by the interesting reports from the

Committee of the Yearly Meeting in charge of the IncUan School there

has created one vivid impression on my mind. It is the unusual atmos-

phere of the place, for rarely have I seen more signally emphasized true

Christian courtesy. This can be due to but one thing—the ideals held

up and the example set by the Friends who are devotedly giving them-

selves to this excellent work. There was a striking contrast, however.

Adequate as the physical equipment may have been once, its present

condition is far from crechtable. The appeals made in the late Yearly

Meeting by WiUiam C. Cowperthwaite and William B. Rhoads must be

heeded and the absolutely necessary facilities provided unless we of the

meeting at large are prepared to desert this inherited activity, and retire

altogether from a field where the influence of Friends has admittedly been

a most important factor, not only in the material, but in the spiritual
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upbuilding of a people who require and should receive all the assisfance

which it is possibie for us to give them. The amount asked for bj the

Conunittee in their appeal (S5000) should be adequate to supplj the

immediate needs. Less than this the Yearly Meeting cannot give and
maintain its work as an uplifting e.xample to the Indians of what right

hving conditions should be.

Fifth Month 10, 1917. Geoeqe Vadx, Jh.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting.—The two sessions of Phila-

delphia Quarterly Meeting were accounted seasons of blessing. The
meeting of Ministers and Elders feelingly considered the reduced situa-

tion of Muncy Preparative Meeting. Not only is the number of those
who belong to the meeting very small; they are also widely separated,

and at times in such a condition of health as to make attendance at the
meetings difficult. The last meeting was omitted entirely. It was
suggested that the next meeting of Ministers and Elders might be held
at EUdands in the hope of securing an attendance of all the members.
Five members of the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders were
named to sit with them at that time, and if agreeable to arrange with them
in advance for some conference of the concerned Friends of Muncy Month-
ly Meeting at that time in the desire to encomage the use of the gifts in

the meeting that may be obscure and unrecognized. In the Quarterly
Meeting on Third-day some very helpful messages brought the meeting
to a high spiritual plane.

The message of the Representative Meeting in regard to the "problems
confronting us because of the war," a report of the Committee to visit

smaller meetings, a report from the /Vrch Street Centre, and a memorial
for George J. and Caroline C. Scattergood claimed the interested atten-
tion of a joint session. Although it was nearly two o'clock when Friends
were released, the meeting seemed to have been under profitable exercise.

The sessions of New York Yearly Meeting will begin in New York
City on the 25th inst. James Wood, of Mount Kisco, N. Y., is Clerk.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Prevailing retail prices of anthracite coal are unwarranted and the

supply for next season is adequate, the Federal Trade Commission stated
at Washington in a preliminary report based on a partially completed
investigation ordered by Congress last winter.

Our export of corn, the crop of which was fairly large last year, rose
in Third Monthto 10,800,000 bushels, as against 4,800,000 in 1916. They
were very much the largest in ten years. The month's export of bacon
increased 25,600,000 pounds over 1916, or 37 per cent.; of beef in its

various forms, the increase was 10,800,000 pounds, or 62 per cent.
Federal estimates place the American wheat crop at less than the

amount needed for home consumption.
Curtailment of passenger train service and shipment of the country's

entire output of rolling stock and rails to the allies were forecast at Wash-
ington by Daniel Willard in a speech before the nat ional defense conference
of governors and representatives of state defense councils.

Fortunately the National Education Society is resolved to hold its

meeting at Portland, Ore., next summer despite the war; it is atime when
the importance of education needs special emphasis. The Secretary of
the Association, D. W. Springer, says: "We beUeve that one element in
national preparedness should be an attempt to retain normal conditions
in the country."

The participation of the brewers in pohtics in Pennsylvania has had
the natural consequence. Thirty-four of them have just been fined
852,000 for their proved action in raising a campaign fund of $1,000,000
for use m the Congressional and Senatorial election of 1914 in violation
of the Federal law against the contribution of corporations to party treas-
uries in Federal campaigns.

The Salvation Army announces that it has available, in Europe and
the United States, no fewer than 60,000 men and women trained for war
reUef and Christian work for enlisted men. It says it can command
more than half that number, 30,000, in this country, while it has 30,000
in the fields and in the hospitals and training camps of Europe.
The finding of a copy of one of the "lost books" from the earhest press

in New England is an event which is Ukely to cause a sensation, biblio-
graphically and historically. The discovery m New York of a copy of
"Tydings from Rome, or England's Alarm," printed in Cambridge, Mass.,

in 1668, brings to hght a work the existence of which has been known fa

neai-ly 250 years, but of which no copy has hitherto been located.

The constantly mounting retail price of shoes emphasizes the clain

that many people could save much money by making use of shoes o

more coarse materials. The wooden shoe having had the trial of cen

turies has been proved serviceable, and convenient for certain conditions

if not graceful. The conditions exist to-day, and the great increase o

small gardeners shows an enlargement of conditions favorable to woodei

shoes.

Parcels post service from the United States to Denmark and Swedei

has been suspended by Postmaster General Burleson "owing to lack a
requisite ocean transportation facilities."

FOREIQN.^Appeals for relief for destitute orphans and refugees it

the Caucasus and at Erivan, cabled by American Consuls there, were

made public by the American Committee for Armenian and Syrian Rehef,

1 Madison Avenue. One of the cables put the estimate of the niimber of

orphans in Tiflis at 40,000, and urged the immediate establishment of

Coming immediately after the Russian revolution, great significance

was attached in Tokio to the promulgation of a law making it possible

for any Japanese subject, however humble, to communicate directly

with the emperor. The action is regarded as a democratic move to estab-

Ush closer relationship between the imperial house and the people.

After two years of warfare, the war debt of Germany per capita of

population was but $277, while that of Great Britain was $422, and that

of France $475.

NOTICES.
A MEETING for Divine Worship is appointed to be held at Friends'

Old Meeting-house, Greenwich, New Jersey, on First-day afternoon,

Fifth Month 27, 1917, at 3.30 p. m. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

By order of a Committee appointed by Haddonfield and Salem Quar-

terly Meeting.

The rehgious service committee of Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly

Meeting extends an invitation to concerned Friends and others to an
appointed meeting for Divine Worship in Friends' Meeting-house at

Arney's Mount, N. J., First-day, Fifth Month 20, 1917, at 3 o'clock

A CORDIAL invitation is extended to all young people to a meeting at

Crum Creek, on Fifth Month 25, 1917, under the auspices of the Young
Women's Auxiliary. A basket supper will be served at 6.30—each young
woman will be asked to bring supper for two. At 7.30 Thomas E. Jones

will speak to us, and Esther A. Balderston, who has for three years been

at the Friends' School in Japan, wUl be heard. We expect a treat which

we hope everyone may share. Trolleys from Sixty-ninth Street Terminal
at 5.32 and 6.02.

Rebecca Caster, President.

Mart C. Maris, Secretary.

Friends' Librabt, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia.—Books
recently added to Friends' Library:

—

Bartlett—Last Voyage of the Kariuk.

Doty—Society's Misfits.

Franck—Tramping Through Mexico.

Holland—Historic Events of Colonial Days.

Jones—Inner Life.

Osborne—Society and Prisons.

Pancoast—EngUsh Prose and Verse.

Peixotto—Our Hispanic Southwest.

Spofford—Little Book of Friends.

Wees and Dearborn—Birds in Their Relation to Man.
Linda A. Moore, Librarian

Meetings from Fifth Month 20th to 26th:

Western Quarterly Meetmg, at West Grove, Sixth-day, Fifth Monti
25th, at 10 A. M.

Muncy Monthly Meeting, at Greenwood, Fourth-day, Fifth Monti
23rd, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 23rd, at 7.45 p. m.

Philadelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 24th,

at 10.30 A. M.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 24th, at 7.30 p. m.

Germantown, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 24th, at 10 A. m.
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The levelled gun, the battle-brand,

We may not take

:

But, calmly loyal, we can stand

And suffer with our suffering land

For conscience' sake.

Why ask for ease where all is pain?

Shall we alone

Be left to add our gain to gain,

When over Armageddon's plain

The trimap is blown?

Thanks for our privilege to bless,

By word and deed.

The widow in her keen distress.

The childless and the fatherless,

The hearts that bleed!

And we may tread the sick-bed floors

Where strong men pine.

And, down the groaning corridors,

Pour freely from our hberal stores

The oil and wine.

WHAT SHALL FRIENDS DO?
The following statement of the Chairman of the Friends'

National Peace Committee is published with the approval of

the Committee by way of information and suggestion for

Friends generally in America.

Letters received from all parts of the United States since

our country entered the war show several distinct facts with

regard to the common feelings of Friends:—
(i) There are among Friends in spite of the current of

militarism surrounding us for several months just past a re-

markably strong loyalty to the ancient peace principles of the

Society and an unwillingness to take part in the combatant

service of our country.

(2) There is also a strong desire to express in ways con-

sistent with these principles our loyalty to the country. Young

men particularly are anxious to prove themselves just as

willing for service and for sacrifice as are their neighbors who
whether voluntarily or by compulsion are about to enter the

dangerous service of war.

(3) Friends of all ages and localities are anxious that the

Society as a whole should prove its willingness to do some-

thing more positive than merely to oppose war or to accept

passively the exemptions or material benefits or protections

that may come to us. There is a feeling that the Society of

Friends should express itself collectively, concretely and con-

structively.

These facts are most gratifying. They reveal a wholesome

state of mind and a widespread readiness for co-operation and

service. In response to this situation the Friends' National

Peace Committee has secured the appointment of a larger,

more official and more central committee which will endeavor

to meet this need and to suggest, as way opens, plans for the

corporate action of Friends. Many suggestions have already

been received and others should be sent in for the use of the

central office which they plan to establish. The situation is

so difficult and complex that more prompt action has been

impossible. And probably some further delay is inevitable

before a complete plan of work is offered. In the meantime

the chairman of the Friends' National Peace Committee may
express quite unofficially his personal view of some elements

of the situation.

It is a matter of the utmost importance that in these times

Friends should keep cool, and should not make too hasty

decisions. The advice of President Wilson to a member of

this Committee, when some months ago he was asked what

Friends should do, is even more appropriate now. He said

(in effect)—Keep cool, think straight, and try to influence

public opinion so that the people will not become excited.

With your background and spiritual training you should be

able to have great influence for calm, and no other service is

so much needed.

The present situation only makes us more careful in our

decisions. We see the importance of making right choices.

We are forced to consider whether our whole past lives and

aims have been such that in time of crisis we can feel that we

have done our full duty to our nation, to humanity, and to the

causes which challenge our help to-day. We see that both

for emergencies and for life we should choose the course that

enables us to serve most effectively these ends. Fortunately

many Friends are so engaged that at present, as for many
years in the past, they are giving very full service to the best

interests of the nation. No sudden excitement should lead

them Hghtly to forsake the path of quiet good citizenship and

participation in local reforms. Though more novel and con-

spicuous ways of service may present themselves they are not

necessarily more important. The causes of education and

social betterment, deserted by many former workers, will need

loyal supporters.

Similarly many younger Friends are preparing in school or
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college for lives of usefulness of all kinds. For many of them
the present crisis means no permanent or even temporary
change of occupation but merely more diligence and insight

in the important work at which they are engaged and the
productive use of their leisure time. It is only too easy at a
time like this to lose our perspective and to judge ourselves

and others more by the appearance and glamor of certain

striking actions than by the spirit and permanent value of

more humble lives. We should test our motives. To under-
take certain work merely to justify ourselves before men or

merely to display our self-sacrifice is to fall short of the highest

motives.

In determining either to continue or to change our occupa-
tion two things should be considered. In the first place we
should do something that is worth doing and that we are

fitted to do, in the second place our work should either ex-

press or give opportunity to express our real ideals, especially

our interest in constructive rather than destructive work, in

spiritual rather than material progress, in international unity
rather than national gain.

To a large extent Friends will have to make these decisions

individually. Not merely their abilities but even their con-
sciences will differ. But it is all-important that the decisions

should be well made and well followed.

For the same reasons it is difficult to find a service that
Friends can do well in a collective way. Of possible lines of

activity that suggest themselves some do not really need to

be done, some cannot be effectively done by Friends, some
cannot be organized on a large scale, and some are too closely

connected with war to express our ideals. In rapidly shifting

conditions the need of Friends' service will surely present itself.

As spiritual pioneers we shall find our place—a large one. It

may be that some of the present obstacles wiil disappear or
that by keeping ourselves alert we can discover and create

new fields of Quaker service.

So far three lines of service have been very* generally sug-
gested:

(i) In England at the outbreak of the war the Friends
did some very real and very expressive service in helping the
alien enemies who suffered much undeserved persecution.

Fortunately not much need for this has yet arisen in this coun-
try.

(2) Agricultural work has been suggested for Friends. In

some communities Friends are well able to increase the food
output and perhaps should organize locally to do so, in others
they will be more effective if they merely consult and assist

existing agencies. Other Friends lack both the ability and
the opportunity to serve in this way. Certainly it would be
difficult and perhaps unwise to organize the whole Society along
this fine. National or international regulation of this matter
may be planned by the government. This work has some
elements that make it fitting to our ideals of constructive and
humanitarian effort. There is no doubt that productive
agricultural labor will meet a real demand. Not one country
but the whole world stands on the verge of famine, and it is

possible that both economy and increase in food will actually
save lives. But at present many of our fellow countrymen
are regarding it as merely another arm of war, so that any
special agricultural work undertaken in the name of Friends
should somehow receive a distinguishing stamp.

(3) A Friends' ambulance unit for service abroad would

perhaps fulfill many requirements. Many young men are

ready to train for and join such an undertaking if it should

be started. But it is not yet possible to ascertain whether
the governments involved would permit such work to be done
by such a unit, or whether the workers would be required to

submit fully to military orders, as in the regular Red Cross.

Many other possibilities are being considered, but they, too,

have their difficulties. Until these difficulties are solved there

will be need for much patience. With our nation at war it

is especially hard to find a form of clearly national service that

does not involve us more or less directly in the work of killing

our fellow-men. We may look forward to great and congenial

opportunities when peace comes, and perhaps even before

peace comes. Meanwhile we must not chafe at our restric-

tions nor surrender our ideals but keep ourselves in readiness

for every call to sacrifice or service, and by quiet obedience
and individual faithfulness in our present tasks learn how in

time of war to prepare for peace.

There is a special need that amid the strong current of

militarism and with the perplexity of finding our individual.

duties our conviction on the subject of war should not become
clouded or confused, but rather be made clearer and stronger.

Many conscientious objectors to war who secretly agree with
us look to us for encouragement and support. Without
criticizing the motives of others, in the spirit of persuasive
love, we may persistently urge all men everywhere to hasten
to exchange the method of war for the more excellent way of

peace. This is still a supreme service for every Christian
patriot.

Henry J. Cadbury,
Chairman Friends' National Peace Committee.

Haverford, Pa., Fifth Month 9, 1917.

THE EXEMPTION CLAUSE.
Section 4. That the Vice President of the United States,

the officers, legislative, executive and judicial, of the United
States and of the several States, Territories and the District
of Columbia, regular or duly ordained ministers of religion,
students who at the time of the approval of this act are pre-
paring for the minstry in recognized theological or divinity
schools, and all persons in the military and naval service of
the United States shall be exempt from the selective draft
herein prescribed, and nothing in this act contained shall be
construed to require or compel any person to serve in any of
the forces herein provided for who is found to be a member of
any \vell-recognized religious sect or organization at present
organized and existing and whose existing creed or principles
forbid its members to participate in war in any form and whose
religious convictions are against war or participation therein
in accordance with the creed or principles of said religious or-
ganization, but no person so exempted shall be exempted from
service m any capacity that the President shall declare to be
non-combatant.

JANE ADDAMS'S PACIFIST POSITION.
[Perhaps no so-called pacifist has a hearing at once so ex-

tended and so influential as Jane Addams. The following
quotations from a recent speech of hers, "to a large and pro-
foundly interested and stirred audience of club women, social
workers and others" in Chicago will show how she is still
able to sound a constructive note.—Eds.]
We pacifists, so far from passively wishing nothing to be

done, contend on the contrary that this world crisis should be
utilized for the creation of an international government able
to make the necessary political and economic changes when
they are due; we feel that it is unspeakably stupid that the
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nations should have failed to create an international organiza-
tion through which each one, without danger to itself, might
recognize and even encourage the impulse toward growth in

other nations.

Pacifists believe that in the Europe of 19 14 certain tendencies
were steadily pushing towards large changes, which in the
end made war, because the system of peace had no way of
effecting those changes without war, no adequate international
organization which could cope with the situation. The con-
ception of peace founded upon the balance of power or the
undisturbed status quo, was so negative that frustrated national
impulses and suppressed vital forces led to war, because no
method of orderly expression had been devised.
The very breakdown exhibited by the present war reinforces

the pacifists' contention that there is need of an international
charter—a Magna Charta indeed—of international rights, to
be issued by the nations great and small, with large provisions
for economic treaty.

Pacifists believe—if 1 may go back to those days before the
war, which already seem so far away—that the United States
was especially qualified by her own particular experience to
take the leadership in a peaceful organization of the world.
We then ventured to remind our fellow citizens that when the
founders of this republic adopted the Federal Constitution and
established the Supreme Court, they were entering upon a
great political experience of whose outcome they were by no
means certain. The thirteen colonies somewhat slowly came
into the Federation, and some of them consented very reluct-
antly to the use of the Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the
great political experiment of the United States was so well
established by the middle of the nineteenth century, that
thousands of American citizens shed their blood for the prin-
ciple of Federal Government and for the contention that the
decisions of the Supreme tribunal were binding upon sovereign
states.

^ye pacifists hoped that the United States might perform
a similar service in the international field, by demonstrating
that the same principles of federation and of an interstate
tribunal might be extended among widely separated nations
as they have already been established between contiguous
States.

It has been officially declared that we are entering this war
for the sake of making the world safe for democracy. While
we are still free to make terms with our allies, are we not under
obligation to assert that the United States owes too much to
all the nations of the earth whose sons have developed our raw
prairies into fertile fields, to allow the women and children of
any of them to starve? Could we not urge that an interna-
tional commission sit at Athens during the rest of this war,
as an international commission sat in London during the
Balkan wars? Such a commission might at once insist upon
a more humane prosecution of the war, at least so far as civilian

populations are concerned, a more merciful administration of
the lands occupied, and distribution of foodstuffs to all con-
quered and besieged peoples.

The United States, the pacifists feel, has not done all that
it might and should have done to mitigate the horrors of the
war, or to bring the belligerents together, or to unite the neutral
nations and exert their full collective strength in the interest
of peace and humanity.

it has failed, and it is incumbent on those who deplore this

failure to prevent other and perhaps more preventable failures.

The pacifists should never forget, or permit the nation to forget,

that we are fighting for democracy and peace, for a true inter-

nationalism. Everything chauvinistic and unworthy, every-
thing cruel and illiberal, should be frowned upon. We should
remember that we are indebted to our ideals not only to Eng-
lish, Scotch, Irish, and French stocks, but also to splendid
German elements. We must speak, then, for the whole world,
and we must strive to play an energetic part in inaugurating
new policies in the international life of the world.

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX QUARTERLY MEETING
MINUTE.

At a special meeting of Elders and other Friends of London
and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting held last month, the fol-
lowing minute was passed for sending down to Particular
Meetings. It was felt that its wider circulation might be
helpful.

"This Meeting . . . has seriously and prayerfully con-
sidered our shortcomings in the spiritual life, which have so
grievously hampered us as a Church in aggressive work. To
this must mainly be ascribed our comparative failure in mak-
ing our witness for Christ and His Kingdom an effective appeal
to our fellows. The chief essential is a personal one—a deeper
striving individually constantly to .grow nearer to our Lord
and Master in deed as well as word, so as to carry the Quaker
message into all departments of our lives. We are bound,
as heirs to a great tradition, to put forth our united strength,
not only to uphold but to increase this heritage, and above
all not to permit ourselves to be swallowed up into the materi-
alistic environment of this metropolis. We may perhaps
effect this best by acting as if no such traditions were behind
us, simply doing our utmost as ambassadors of Christ to bring
others into God's Kingdom. For this end our vocal ministry
must strive to keep in intimate touch with the spirit and
thought of the day, having the windows of the soul open to
these fresh breathings of the Divine life. Thus we shall also
be ready to open wider the doors of our Society for the entry
of inquirers. Thus also our younger and older members,
being filled with loving sympathy, will retain close touch with
each other and with all who have their faces turned towards
the light.

"James Edmund Clark, Clerk."

He who owes nothing fears nothing.

ABINGTON QUARTERLY MEETING.
Abington Quarterly Meeting convened in Germantown on

Fifth-day, the loth instant, at 3.30 p. m.

Two Friends exhorted the meeting to greater faithfulness
in upholding the principles of our Society, one from the
text, " But this I confess unto thee that after the way which
they call heresy so worship 1 the God of my fathers," the
other from the words, " But as many as received Him to them
gave He power to become the sons of God."
At the opening of the business meeting in joint session ex-

tracts from the reports of the late Yearly Meeting were read.
This was followed by the reading of the letter sent out recently
by the Representative Meeting.

Mary J. Warner spoke briefly on the duty of Christians at
this time to organize in prayer for a suffering world. George
M. Warner urged that discouragement should have no place
in our lives; that the armor against discouragement has its

source and maintenance in a constant and humble walk with
God and a daily seeking to do His will. That to live up to
what we believe and to make clear to others the sense of our
convictions is the duty of each one of us in these days of dark-
ness and sorrow.

Morris E. Leeds spoke of the work which is being done by
the Y. M. C. A. not only for the physical, moral and spiritual

welfare of the soldiers in training and prison camps, but also
to further the cause of peace among nations. He suggested
that a Tea Meeting be held at which this subject should be
presented. A number favored this concern and it was referred
to the Tea Meeting Committee with power to act.

Samuel Emlen spoke feelingly on the injunction, "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

Separate sessions for routine business followed the joint

session. After a supper served in the Tea-room, Murray
Gordon Brooks spoke on "The Women of India" and Thomas
Grubb of Ireland on Y. M. C. A. work in the training camps
of Great Britain.

A. L. T.
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MEETING AT CARVERSVILLE. PA.

A meeting appointed with the authority of Lansdowne
Monthly Meeting for Samuel W. Jones, was held at Carvers-

ville, Bucks Count}', Pa., on the afternoon of Fifth Month 6,

1917. It was attended by more than one hundred persons,

residents of that village and vicinity, a number of whom rarely

attend any place of worship. There were also many of the

members of the two congregations who meet there, with the

minister of one of them. The manner of holding a Friends'

meeting was clearly set before the company as the meeting
settled into a deep, reverent silence. This was broken by a

loving earnest appeal to the Throne of Grace, for a renewed
and continued extension of Divine love and mercy to each

individual soul. Following a time of solemn silence, the

language was revived: "And this is life eternal, that they

might know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
thou hast sent." The invitation was pressed closely home to

every condition to co-operate with that witness in every heart

who "teaches as never man taught."

The young and middle aged were entreated to surrender

themselves to the transforming power of Divine Grace ere the

cares and burdens of life make the Christian pathway more
difficult to find and follow, and all were committed to the

guardian care of a loving heavenly Father through His dear

Son, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, our only hope of

salvation.

At the close of the meeting an expression of gratitude was
given to the assembly for their assistance in having made it

possible to hold, as was humbly believed, a Friends' meeting,
to the honor of Truth.

Many expressed their satisfaction with the opportunity, and
one man who is rarely seen at a place of worship, said: "This
has been a good meeting, we ought to have this kind often."

A woman whose life has been one of many conflicts expressed
thankfulness for this privilege and added, "

I shall have much
to think of for a long time."

The Friends' meeting at Buckingham that morning had
been attended by Samuel W. Jones and his wife, Florence
Jones, whose company was quite appreciated at both meet-
ings. About fifty persons were in attendance there and much
unity and approval were expressed with the service in supplica-

tion and testimony that had been given in the fresh openings
of Life.

Both occasions of the day were felt to be of special favor.

May all the praise be ascribed unto Israel's unslumbering
Shepherd, who prompted this service and crowned it with His
presence.

There is an earnest hope that exercised Friends will keep
their minds so open to the pointings of the Unerring Guide,
that if they feel called into this part of the Master's vineyard,
they may be faithful. "The harvest truly is plenteous, but
the laborers are few; pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,
that He will send forth laborers into His harvest."

Ellwood Tomlinson.
DOYLESTOWN, Pa.

CONCORD QUARTERLY MEETING.
On the morning of the fifteenth of Fifth Month, Concord

Quarteriy Meeting assembled at Media.
The solemn hush which overspread us was broken by vocal

prayer, and then what seemed the keynote of the meeting
was struck, in the words: "The Lord Omnipotent reigneth."
We were reminded that, though the sense of unsettlement
and overturning might seem almost to shake our faith, yet the
stars move on in their appointed courses and all the natural
worid buds and blossoms into new life.

"We have no need for discouragement because we are so
human," was the burden of another message. It is our
Heavenly Father's will that we should be in the worid, subject
to the same temptations as other men, humbled again and
again under His hand.

The exercise of prayer overspread the meeting to an un-

usual degree.

Before the business meetings separated, a joint session en-

abled a Friend to lay before us the concern for our younger

members, which had arisen the preceding day in the meeting

of Ministers and Flders. It was not alone for these, however,

much as we need their help and feel our hearts drawn on in

loving sympathy for them, but that we all might be drawn
nearer to one another, and that, if the way rightly opened, a

meeting might be appointed to which all who desire the up-

building of the Kingdom of Heaven in the earth might conae,

each with a sense of responsibility for the meeting—each with

a desire that all might be blessed and strengthened. An ex-

tended discussion of this concern led to the appointment of a

special committee, and such a meeting will probably be held

within the next few weeks.
The Committee already under appointment to arrange for

holding a conference near the old Concord Meeting-house con-

templates having such a gathering on the afternoon of Sixth

Month 1 6th, with a basket supper and an early evening meet-
ing for worship in the old house.

This matter, and also the organizing of women's work under
the Emergency Service Branch of the Yeariy Meeting's Peace
Committee were brought before the women's meeting after the

adjournment to separate sessions, with other business.

Appreciation was expressed of the presence and services of

our friend, Anna G. Crawford.
The lunch hour, with its opportunities for social converse,

was, as always, a pleasant feature of the day, and reminded
us again of our debt of gratitude to those who serve the meet-
ing in this way.

So our homeward ways were cheered with the feeling that

it had been " good for us to be here."

F. T. R.

PRAYING PROGRESSIVELY.

For it is God which worketh in you, both to will and to do.—Philippians

ii:13.

I.

"Lord, help me"—so we pray

—

"Help me my work to do;

I am so ignorant and weak,

Make me more wise and true."

II.

.-"Lord, help me do Thy work,"

We pray when wiser grown,

When on the upward way
Our feet have farther gone.

III.

"Lord, do Thy work through me;"

So—when all self we lose;

His doing and His work, and we
The tools His hand can use.

—^Annie Johnson Flint, in

AMERICAN FRIENDS' SERVICE COMMITTEE.
The American Friends' Service Committee, a body consist-

ing so far of fifteen Friends, five from the meetings constituting

the Five Years' Meeting, five from the Yearly Meeting held

at Fifteenth and Race Streets, and five from the Yearly Meet-
ing held at Fourth and Arch Streets, has been formed to co-

ordinate and stimulate, so far as it may be able, service along
Christian and humanitarian lines by Friends throughout this

country. Its second meeting was held in Philadelphia on the
evening of Fifth Month i ith. Among the subjects discussed

was greater co-operation on the part of American Friends with
English Friends in their War Victims' Relief Work in different
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parts of Europe. In order to secure definite knowledge of what
steps should be taken to participate in this work in the best

way, it was decided to send to London at once a commission
of probably three Friends to confer with English Friends on
the subject. Steps also were taken to obtain first-hand in-

formation from the State Department authorities in Wash-
ington regarding passports for Friends who might desire to

work in relief and reconstruction work in Europe. Efforts will

also be made to confer on this subject with the French Am-
bassador and members of the English and French Commissions
now in this country.

Another subject claiming attention was that of assisting

the Y. M. C. A. in its work amongst soldiers in training camps
in this country and in the prison camps of Europe. No
decision was reached about this.

Agricultural work was touched on and other forms of service

particularly appropriate to the time. It was felt that these
various forms of service would require liberal financial support,
if the desire to serve, which seems so strong on the part of

many at this time, is to be given full expression. That Friends,

in this time of world-wide suffering and travail, would be
anxious to mitigate this suffering and, in ways that might
open, to minister to the needs of humanity, even at great

sacrifice of time and money, the Committee felt assured.

The headquarters of the Committee will be in Philadelphia

under the care of an Executive Secretary, who will give his

whole time to the work. The members of the Committee are:

L. Hollingsworth Wood (N. Y.), Willard E. Swift (Wor-
cester, Mass.), Vincent Nicholson (Richmond, Ind.), Homer
Morris (Iowa), Lucy Biddle Lewis, Arabella Carter, J. Barnard
Walton (Phila.), Wm. W. Cocks (Long Island), T. Janney
Brown (Washington, D. C), Anne Garrett Walton, Stanley
R. Yarnall, Charles j. Rhoads, Henry W. Comfort and Alfred

G. Scattergood (Phila.).

THE CHRISTIAN ETHIC OF WAR.
[So far as we are aware since the present world-conflict

began, there has been no more serious effort to show that war
is compatible with Christianity than this volume from the

hand of Dr. P. J. Forsyth. We are gladly reprinting a review

of the book from The Venturer. If we are correctly informed,

the review was written by our friend Charles 1. Evans, of the

Leighton Park School.

—

Eds.]

You will sometimes see in a sweet shop window an ingenious

machine for the manufacture of a confection called " butter-

creams." It revolves and convolves and involves, patiently

"pulling" and kneading the same lump of material, and there

seems to be no reason why it should ever stop. Dr. Forsyth's

latest book is curiously reminiscent of this process. He sets

out with his own characteristic stock of leading conceptions

and he keeps assiduously pounding, stating, restating, per-

muting and combining—brilliantly, not to say bewilderingly;

and the result is extraordinarily interesting. But the end of

the book finds you no farther on than the beginning.

This is partly due to a certain obscurity which clings per-

tinaciously to Dr. Forsyth's terminology. The next Forsyth
book should have a glossary attached to it, which will tell us

in plain terms the precise connotation of " righteousness,"

"judgment," "Kingdom of God," "the new humanity," and
the like. We suspect that these expressions have in the process

of time and use gathered a certain esoteric content in Dr.

Forsyth's own mind; and this makes it difficult for those who
are not privy to the idiom to follow intelligently the swift

epigrammatic and (let us frankly add) erratic movement of

his mind.

But we also venture to suggest that this book fails because
it is occupied in maintaining an impossible thesis. It is more
than a herculean task to reconcile war with Christianity; and
Dr. Forsyth only does it by reducing the Gospel. We imagine
that he is occasionally not very comfortable about it himself.
" Let us repress the gibe about Jesuitry," he says. " Casuistry

everyone has to practice." As a matter of fact, the word we
should use is neither Jesuitry nor casuistry but another with

a similar termination. And there is no other way of putting

war and Christianity into double harness. What, for instance,

are we to say to such a statement as this
—"To make such a

policy {i. e., the German militarist policy) impossible is a

Christian duty, even if it mean some considerable postpone-

ment of the Christian ideal." That in a single sentence is

the gist of Dr. Forsyth's argument. But he does not seem
to have asked whether the German policy can be frustrated

by war; nor does he appear to reckon on the possibility of

its being stimulated and reinforced by a defeat. His frequent

appeals to history justify us in expecting some historical

evidence from him that war can accomplish so desirable an

end. He tells us in one place that "even John Bright thought

there was no means but the American War to destroy the

worse evil of slavery." But he does not go on to tell us of

the body of competent opinion on the spot to-day which says

that it is (to quote a recent writer) "open to question whether

it hastened or retarded" the settlement of the Negro question.

But even if we were to grant the possibility of permanently

frustrating German militarism by force, how can it be a Chris-

tian duty to do anything which postpones the Christian ideal?

It may be any other kind of duty, but it is to turn language

upside down to call it Christian. Dr. Forsyth may have his

joke about the "blunt and slashing" type of mind which does

not appreciate these subtleties; but the difficulty is not to

be settled in that "blunt and slashing" way.

The truth appears to be that Dr. Forsyth has fallen a victim

to two things. The first is his own subtlety. Over and over

again he uses phrases betraying an impatience with the lay

mind which proves him incompetent to be a fair judge. He
speaks of "minds untutored either in history or ethic," of

"the pietist type of faith," of "sentimental religion of a

pietist cast," of "the young and crude," of "the perverse

amateur conscience" in a way which suggests not a sympathetic

understanding but a too facile confidence in his own sophistica-

tion. And this does not make for light. The second pit

into which Dr. Forsyth has fallen is his unquestioning ac-

ceptance of that idealized case for the war which the politicians

and journalists have served up to us. Had he applied his

incisive analysis to the plausible half-truths on which the il-

lusion of a "righteous war" has been raised, with as much in-

dustry as he has shown in his attempted rout of the pacifists,

we should have had a different result. We should at least not

have been told that "we stand for the Christian future of the

world."

Dr. Forsyth does not appear to us to have seriously en-

deavored to appreciate the position of the Christian pacifist.

The arguments he rebuts are his own versions of what he

thinks our arguments to be. If he supposes we have no care

for national righteousness, that we are sheer individualists, he

is entirely mistaken. Moreover, that we interpret the course

of history differently from him does not mean that we are

ignorant of it. We happen to consider his interpretations of

history and his doctrine of the state to be untenable and ob-

solete; and we are not a little puzzled that an alert mind like

his should still be entangled in the worn-out fallacies of a

moribund historical school. But having thus dissented

strongly from Dr. Forsyth, let us say in conclusion two things

—first, that we are persuaded that we are united with him in a

great common hope far more closely than this present con-

troversy would suggest; and second, that we gladly acknowledge

to him a heavy debt for all that he has given us of inspira-

tion and light in the past. It is this last circumstance which

makes this book so grievous a disappointment.

Ourselves and Others.—Whenever we have failed to be

loving, we have also failed to be wise; whenever we have been

blind to our neighbor's interests, we have also been blind to

our own; whenever we have hurt others, we have hurt our-

selves much more.

—

Charles Kingsley.
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ON THE EVE OF THE WAR.
Fkom a Statement by John Haynes Holmes in New York City,

FouKTH Month 21, 1917.

But if 1 will not, or cannot, either as man or minister, have
part in the operations of war, how can 1 talk of such a thing as

serving the nation? When the enemy is at the gates, what is

there to do but to snatch up a sword and fight? Let me tell

you what there is to do. Let me specify at least four things

which 1 propose to do.

First of all, 1 shall make it my duty to fulfil in word and deed

the gracious tasks of what may be called the ministry of recon-

ciliation. In a time of raging hate and brutal passion, I will

keep alive that spirit of good-will toward men, through which
alone a durable peace on earth may some day be established.

. . . When hatred consumes men's hearts, 1 will keep
sweet, wholesome and compassionate. If unfortunate aliens

among us are seized and persecuted, 1 will protect them from
the vengeance of my countrymen. If my comrades are reviled

and stricken, 1 will sustain their courage and fortify their

patience. If 1 am myself assailed in bitterness and contempt,
I will speak no evil, but " bear all things" unperturbed. I will

remember the starving millions of Belgium, Serbia, Poland and
Armenia, whom my countrymen may neglect for the more im-
portant business of killing Germans. 1 will remember the
burden-bearers of my land who, in times of war as in times of

peace, are still the victims of political corruption and economic
injustice. 1 will remember without distinction the peoples of

all lands who bear this day the agonies laid upon them by the

governments which deceive and use them. Always will 1

labor to keep open the choked and defiled channels of under-
standing, sympathy and good-will between hostile nations and
divided classes. And above all will 1 remember that, as an
apostle of Jesus Christ, it is my business to preach and practice,

not my passions as a man or my prejudices as an American, but
that whole and perfect love which is of God. . . .

Secondly, 1 will serve my country in war time by serving the
ideals of democracy which constitute the soul and center of her
being. War and democracy are incompatible. When war
comes, democracy goes. England, fighting nobly to conquer
Prussianism, is herself in process of being conquered by the
Prussian spirit. Already in our own country, before the be-

ginning of war, the dread work of militarism is under way.
Already freedom of thought is being denied, and liberty of

conscience challenged. Already we are in the midst of such
an orgy of bigotry, intolerance and persecution for opinions'

sake, as America has not seen since the days of the Salem
witches. The whole fabric of democracy is threatened, the
priceless heritage of our fathers in peril of loss. America has
never been in such danger as she is to-day—and the source of

the danger is at home and not abroad. Hence my resolve to

serve that America which 1 love so well that 1 would not have
her made over into the likeness of the militarism which she
clamors to destroy. I will do what I can to safeguard free

thought and free speech, by practicing both at any cost. I

will do what I can to preserve liberty of conscience, by exercis-

ing that liberty without flinching. 1 will do what I can to
guarantee to posterity the democratic ideals and institutions of

America, by resisting to the death every assault made upon
their bulwarks. One such assault is now being made in the
movement for universal military training. So long as 1 have
breath to speak, or hand to lift a pen, I will oppose this mon-
strous thing. By conscription the autocracies of Europe have
stood thus long. By conscription, this war, perfectly prepared
for, inevitably came. By conscription the minds of men are
"cribbed, cabined and confined" to the bounds of that narrow
nationalism which is the fiercest foe of brotherhood. By con-
scription the consciences of men are enslaved to the mastery of
those who can command the sinking of the Lusitania and the
shooting of Nurse Cavell. By conscription, more effectually

than by the attack of German legions, this country can be
destroyed, and the fairest experiment of democracy the world
has ever seen brought to an untimely end. Therefore will I

fight it, and all other devices of militaristic tyranny, and there-

by again exalt truly the best interest of my native land.

Thirdly, I will serve my country at this time by preparing

the way, so far as I am able, for the establishment of that peace
which sooner or later must follow upon war. This struggle,

into which now we are about to plunge, cannot go on forever.

Some day the bugles must sing truce across the fields of battle,

tired warriors ground arms, and statesmen sit in guarded
council halls to make an end of strife. And this end must be

an arrangement by which Germans and English, Russians and
Turks, must continue to live side by side in a common world,

engage in the interchange of business, learning and decent

courtesy which make up ordered life, and co-operate in the

common service of the common interests of our one humanity.
. . . Before she herself became a belligerent, this was the
task appointed as by the fiat of God for America. But now
that she has cast away this sacred charge, it remains for us who
cannot take up arms at her behest, to keep it in her stead.

How better can we serve our country than by restoring to her,

or fulfilling for her, that high mission of peace-making, which
is so uniquely and divinely hers!

Lastly, 1 will serve my country in war time, by serving the
dream of international brotherhood. No nation is worthy the
allegiance of even the meanest of her citizenry, which is not
dedicated to the establishment of that larger and more inclusive

life of universal association, which is the glad promise of man-
kind. America, for more than a hundred years, has been first

among the countries of the worid, in recognition and service of

this ideal. She has been a gathering place of all the tribes of

earth—a melting-pot into which the ingredients of every race,

religion and nationality have been poured. And out of it has
come not so much a new nation as a new idea—the idea of

brotherhood. This idea has stamped our people as a chosen
people. It has set our land apart as a holy land. It has ex-

alted our destiny as a Divine destiny. And now, with the
plunge into the welter of contending European nationalities,

all this is gone. Gone, at least, if those of us who see not to-

day's quarrel but to-morrow's prophecy, do not dedicate our-
selves unfalteringly to the forgotten vision! This I am re-

solved to do. 1 will serve America by serving her ideal of

humanity. I will open my heart, as she has opened her shores,

to all peoples of the earth. 1 will give love, as she has given

hospitality, to the hated and hunted of God's children. And
lo, from out my soul, as once from out her soil, shall grow "a
tree of life," whose leaves are for "the healing of the nations."

This is my service for the days of war—the ministry of recon-

ciliation, the defence of democracy, the preparation of the
gospel of peace, the quest of brotherhood. It is the deliberate

espousal of that higher spiritual loyalty which is not so much
the destruction as it is the fulfillment of those lower and more
carnal loyalties which stir the envy and the hate of men. " For
finer spirits . there are two dwelling places," says
Romain Rolland in Above the Battle, " our earthly fatherland,

and that other City of God. Of the one we are the guests, of

the other the builders. To the one let us give our lives and
faithful hearts; but neither family, friend, nor fatherland, nor
aught that we love, has power over the spirit. The spirit is the
light. It is our duty to lift it above tempests, and thrust aside

the clouds which threaten to obscure it, to build higher and
stronger, dominating the injustice and hatred of nations, the
walls of that city wherein the souls of the whole world may as-

semble."

—

From The Intelligencer.

[This conversation as reported took place in the office of

The Friend and was written out at the request of one of the

editors because of its evident interest and value.

—

Eds.]

CULLS. '

The old story of the ugly duckhng that grew up into a swan
is familiar to most of us. Whatever harm the story may have
done to imaginative children who were disposed to think of

themselves as unappreciated swans, it has an important lesson

for parents who find it hard to be patient with the whims of
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the exceptional son or daughter. A conversation between
two fathers may be worth reproducing as presenting a view
of this problem from an angle which may perhaps be unfa-
miliar to some readers of The Friend.

A. " 1 very much enjoyed meeting thy son, James, a few
months ago. He is a very interesting boy."

B. "I am glad to hear thee speak well of him. He is a
bright boy. One of his teachers told us the other day that he
is the best student in his class. But he is not a good boy. He
is a great trial to us."

A. " Don't be discouraged about James. I am sure that
he is essentially a good boy, even if he does not take kindly
to parental restraint. 1 know from experience what it is to
deal with a son who finds it impossible to accept the point
of view of his parents and teachers."

B. "And did thy son turn out all right?"

A. "At least he is a man of correct habits and sound prin-
ciples, though not a consistent Friend. He used, as a boy,
to question everything, and the fact that his elders believed
in certain things almost seemed sufficient reason for him to
reject them."

B. "That is just the way with James. He quite refuses
to accept our point of view and wishes to do many things of
which we disapprove. He causes us much uneasiness."

A. " 1 sympathize with you keenly, but think you ought
not to be discouraged. James will probably not be the kind
of a man you would wish, but 1 am satisfied that he will
make a man worth while if he is carefully handled. The son
of whom I spoke worried us a great deal, probably in much
the same ways that James tries you, and at the same age,
when so many boys suffer from volcanic emotions. But we
held on, and tried not to make occasions of friction, as we
were determined not to drive him away from us.

"1 believe that an important reason why James is a source
of uneasiness to his parents and teachers, is because the classi-

cation which has been provided has no group in which he be-
longs. Permit me to tell thee about the sorting of apples in
the Northwest. The system which prevailed there a few years
ago \yas somewhat as follows: Most apples of the same variety
lie within a rather narrow range of sizes. Suppose a sort which
range from three and one-half inches in diameter down to
two and one-half inches. Four sizes would probably be packed,
the largest ranging from three and one-half to three and one-
quarter inches, the next from three and one-quarter to three
inches, etc. Whether sorted by hand or machine, these four
sizes would be separated, and all other apples thrown aside.
After the graded fruit had been boxed and taken away, a
visitor from the East inspecting the piles which remained
would be surprised to see among them a few extra large ap-
ples. They did not fit the classification. 1 think our systems
for dealing with children, whether at school or at home, some-
times err in the same way, by condemning not only those who
fall below our standards, but also those who do not fit be-
cause they are too big."

B. "Well, thy view of James's case is encouraging. I

thank thee."

It is needful to control our children, while they are chil-

dren, in regard to what they do, but it is quite impossible
to control what they think and believe. It is our duty to
teach them what we think and believe, and it gratifies us
to find most of them disposed to follow in the beaten paths.
But belief is a thing which cannot be compelled, and the fact
that an occasional child finds it impossible to accept the point
of view of his elders is no proof of innate depravity. Such a
disposition of resolute questioning toward generally accepted
beliefs is in fact a trait of all pathfinders in every department
of knowledge. We may rightly ask of the exceptional sons
and daughters, whether they belong among the few big culls
or the more numerous little ones, that they conform to our
wishes in what they do and to some extent in what they say,
at least until they are "grown up." If we have kept the bond
of mutual confidence and respect unbroken, they will conform

to our wishes out of regard for us. But we must be careful
not to be censorious in regard to beliefs and habits of thought.

Often the things which our children see us do and hear us
say in every day life influence them more than advice which
we offer them individually. There is no sermon so powerful
as a consistent Christian "life, and many a son, far from his
father's house, has been restrained from wickedness by the
memory of his parents' circumspect daily walk.

CAIRO UNIVERSITY.
George Vaux, Jr., has put into our hands a letter addressed

by C. R. Watson to the friends and supporters of Cairo Uni-
versity. It is accompanied by a personal letter from which
we extract this paragraph:

"Out here, one is in the midst of the war zone, and meeting
not only those connected with the great conflict, but those
who have given a son, or several sons, to' it. While naturally
there is sorrow and darkness about the awful bloodshed, it is

wonderful how the Spirit of God has transfigured death, and
made the presence of God seem more real, and immortality to
become more real, in the consciousness of those who are thus
disciplined."

The project of a Christian university in Egypt is so in line
with constructive peace work for the world that we are pre-
senting herewith the bulk of the general letter.

—

[Eds.]

C.«RO, Egypt, Third Month 21, 1917.

To THE Friends and Supporters of Cairo University:—
Out here in Egypt 1 am writing under difficulties. For one

thing, there is the censor. So 1 am not free to give you im-
pressions of the war, nor discuss military movements, nor send
you any photos or pictures.

1 cannot say the voyage over was a pleasant or peaceful trip.

Crossing the Atlantic was easy enough at that time, but on
the Continent it was an endless round of visiting police and
consular offices to get permission either to stop off or to go
on. I came to prize my passport more than my pocket-book.
On the Mediterranean, I had a particulariy anxious time. Our
steamer was reported to be "spotted" for torpedo-treatment.
We were held up at four days owing to submarine
activities outside the port, and all the way one kept his life-

preserver within reach, while all lights were extinguished by
night.

Here in Egypt I find things much as they were a year and
a half ago. One difference, however, is noticeable—business
has improved. In Cairo, many new stores have opened up.
Prices have gone up markedly. There is a general air of
prosperity. The reasons are obvious. The war scare of two
years ago has passed. The presence of military forces in

Egypt has made an enormous market for all kinds of food-
stuffs. Egypt is an agricultural country and responded in-

stantly to the appeal, but saw to it that good profits were
forthcoming. Furthermore, here in Egypt "Cotton is King,"
and cotton has climbed to the high figure of $42.00 a cwt.
That is twice the normal price in peace times.

Land values are considerably higher than two years ago,
but have not yet come up to prices before the war, so it was
indeed well that my coming here to buy land for our university
site was not delayed a year longer. The advantages gained
by coming at this time have fully justified every risk and dis-

comfort and anxiety of the journey.

But 1 wonder whether you have any idea what land values
are here. In Cairo itself within the building area, large plots
have been sold at the rate of $75.00 a square meter, which is

about $7.00 a square foot. Agricultural land values run from
$300.00 an acre for basin land (only receiving the annual
Nile flood) to $1500.00 an acre for sefi land (receiving irriga-

tion all the year round). Nor are these values inflated, for

the clear rental which you can get from an acre runs as high
as $115.00. An acre will produce ten cwt. of cotton, valued
at over $200.00 in peace times (higher now) and the same
land is clear for additional crops during our winter.
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What a country for agricultural development and what an
opportunity for our School of Agriculture!

On my arrival, I took up negotiations with the Government
with reference to the place which Cairo University should

occupy. My progress has been slower than I wished for,

partly because a change of Administration occurred soon

after"my arrival, when Sir Reginald Wingate, who had been

Governor of the Sudan, came into office as High Commis-
sioner of Egypt. This practically required that a fresh start

be made in all of our negotiations. Fortunately, I had met
His Excellency twice before and so it was only the renewal

of a former acquaintance to discuss with him our university

project. He was most appreciative of this disinterested under-

taking for the uplift of Egypt and commissioned Lord Edward
Cecil, of the Ministry of Finance, with the task of carrying

forward our negotiations for a site in so far as we might be

dealing with the Government. And Lord Edward's kindness

has been simply unfailing. Many conferences with various

Government departments have been necessary. Those with

the Ministry of Education have been most important, for,

of course, it is our desire to adapt our efforts to existing educa-
tional needs. The curse of the Orient is an artificial education

which unfits men for usefulness. Whatever we do we must
be eminently practical.

It is naturally impossible to go into details as to the negotia-

tions which I have been carrying on for land. These are still in

process, but those who are experienced in Oriental methods of

procedure tell me that our progress is quite unusual. For
all that, there are difficulties and delays incident to negotiations

in Egypt which have made me feel at times that I would like

to take an option on Methuselah's life and on Job's patience.

For example, the holdings are generally small. When an
entire farm may consist of no more than an eighth of an acre,

it becomes no small feat to bring together a large area of fifty

to a hundred acres. Land is also held generally by families

rather than by single individuals, and it is a laborious task to

ferret out final ownership. Here you cannot often get an
option on a piece of property to secure you while you press

forward with other negotiations: you must deal largely on a

cash basis and with immediate purchases. Finally, let me
add to this list of difficulties, the right of preemption, whereby
a neighbor, who had no part in the negotiations, may come
in to scoop the advantage of your good bargaining, paying
the price you had planned to pay and taking the land. Buy-
ing land in Egypt, as you will see, is not an act, but a process.

However, we are making good progress in several directions

and whichever deal succeeds ultimately we will have an ideal

location for our university.

Before 1 conclude this letter, I must record certain convic-
tions that have been deepened by this visit to Egypt.

Egypt holds a position of unique influence for this whole
section of the world. You would realize how true this is from
a military point of view if 1 were permitted to enlarge upon the
war situation. But leaving the war aside, Egypt is literally

at the confluence of the nations. Here the East and the West
touch each other most influentially. Nowhere that I can
think of, can America so help this great and needy world of

the Near East, as from Cairo and Egypt. Influences set in

motion here penetrate not merely into Africa, but into Syria,

Arabia, Persia and India.

Then I am convinced as never before that the present is a
unique time for establishing a great Christian university here
at Cairo. At best, of course, it will take years to get fully

under way, so there is no time to lose, for the Moslem attitude
toward Western learning and Christian teaching is already
one of eager inquiry. This is an attitude which the war has
accentuated. The movement of hundreds of thousands of

troops in all lands, with all that this has involved of the stirring

of stagnant Oriental life, has produced a sort of intellectual and
spiritual awakening in the whole Moslem world. Now I

should like to amplify and illustrate this statement were it not
for the limitations of this letter! But of the many things
which Christendom must do to give the awakening East its

chance, I can think of no single thing so worth while, so potent
in its influence, as the establishment of this center of a strong,

well-equipped university, Christian in its moral and spiritual

influence and thoroughly up to date in its scientific teaching
and training. And America must do it.

The other day I was in a native home where ten out of the
fifteen children born into that home had died. It is only
suggestive of the awful infant mortality that prevails here.

I also know of a mother who called a few weeks ago with her
child, the only one surviving of fifteen that she had had. Also
a man who is the only one of a family of twenty-one to reach
adult years. Now these conditions are generally traceable to

a host of traditions, superstitions and religious notions which
go hand in hand with ignorance of hygienic principles in their

tyranny over life in these Oriental lands. As 1 see childhood
crushed and womanhood degraded, I often ask myself. How
can we get at the problem most effectively? To undertake
relief measures only, leaving untouched the causes which
produce these conditions, seems very hopeless and near-sighted.

We must change public opinion and lift the standards of life.

This is the unique task of Cairo University as I conceive it.

By breaking the tyranny of superstition and ignorance at the
top of society and among the leaders of the national and re-

ligious world of the Near East, we shall set free helpless women
and men and little children too in the lower levels of social

life. Only thus can it be done.

I hope to leave Egypt within a month, sailing via the Pacific.

1 can always be reached, by mail or cable, through George
Innes, at our University office in Philadelphia, No. 1005
Land Title Building.

Very sincerely yours,

C. R. Watson.

A RESTORED CRIMINAL.
There are many interesting incidents connected with the

recent enthronement of Emperor Yoshihito. So many edu-
cators, among them a number of Christian leaders—all Japa-
nese, of course—were decorated, many prisoners were set free

and many more had their years of imprisonment shortened,

many of the dead had their rank raised, etc.; but there is one
story that it seems to me has more interest for some of us

than all the others. There was a famous criminal named
Muramatsu who had followed this profession from his early

boyhood. He had been imprisoned the thirteenth time.

There was another criminal put in his room, and together

they worked out many schemes which they determined to

try to carry out when they got out of prison. One day the
wife of Muramatsu San's room-mate called to see if her hus-
band wished anything. He asked her to secure a document of

release. She was an ignorant woman and could not read, so

she went to a book shop and tried to get a book for him. She
found a New Testament. It was large, and had attractive

maps of foreign countries which she thought he would like.

It seemed to contain much reading and was the cheapest book
for its size she could find, so she bought it and took it to him.
When he saw it he recognized it as the "Jesus" book and
threw it at her. He was so angry. She had not brought him
the document he wished and he would have nothing to do
with it. Muramatsu San picked it up and said, "

I will read
it, it is a foreign book. The foreigners are more clever than
we are. By reading this book we shall become clever enough
to do our wickedness without being caught." With this in-

tention Muramatsu San began to read it. He got to the
twenty-first verse of the first chapter

—"And thou shalt call

his name Jesus." He stopped, and read it again; over and
over he read it. He could not go on. The wonder of it struck

him silent. He sat long in deep thought. He decided to see

what came next. He read
—

" For he shall save his people from
their sins." It was too much. He buried his head in his

hands. For the first time in his life he felt he was a sinner,

the sinner whom "Jesus came to save." The work in his

heart was begun. No more plots were made. He spent his

time reading the Bible, which grew more wonderful to him
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all the time. He resolved when he got out of prison he would
earn an honest living and do what he could to save others

from the sins which had tempted him. Before he had read

far, his co-prisoner was released and took the Bible with him.
Muramatsu San wished to continue to read the Scriptures,

so he asked the officers to buy him a New Testament. They
said it had never been done and they could not get one for

him. A Buddhist priest called and tried to get him to study
their doctrine, but he refused saying he wanted the "Jesus
Book." Again and again he pleaded with the officers to buy
him a New Testament. He would pay for it himself withhis
own small prison earnings. He was so persistent that at last

the prison officials held a council and decided to buy him a

Bible. It was paid for with his own money. He went on
with his study. He came to Matt, ix: 12, 13

—"They that

be whole need not a physician but they that are sick . . .

I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance."

This he felt applied especially to his own case. Immediately

on being released he began seeking work. He tried until

what little money he had was all gone. Then he knew not

which way to turn; the temptation came to him to go to a

certain rich man's house in Kyoto, as he had planned while in

prison, and get what he knew he could find there. He was
in Kobe. In his distress he went to the train, but was just

too late. He was walking about near the station, when he

heard singing in a little chapel near by. He went in, was
again profoundly overcome, surrendered, confessed, and as the

pastor was very kind to him he told his whole story. The
pastor said, " If thou art really sincere and in earnest, 1 can

get thee work." The man assured him he did not wish to do
sin again, and that if he could earn even his own food he would
rather live the Christian life. He was sent to work in Ishii's

orphanage. He proved true and soon began to work for re-

leased prisoners. He began in a small way in Kobe, and has

rescued many hundred men. He has never felt it right to bor-

row money. He has often had George Miiller experiences.

He is a man of faith and of prayer. Doing work of this kind

he often has occasion to sign official documents. Since he

has been a convict himself he is required by his government
every time to state in writing, when he signs or seals an im-

portant paper, he must always write in "a criminal in prison

thirteen times." This has always been hard to do since he

knew "his sins" had " been forgiven." Over and over he has

been called to Tokyo by the Home Department to talk over
special cases and many questions concerning criminals and
his special work. Although much trusted, yet by his Govern-
ment has he been forever "stamped and sealed" as "a criminal

thirteen times." After the Emperor returned to Tokyo, he

had Muramatsu San called to Tokyo and His Majesty blotted

out "his sin forever" and from that moment he told him he
need never again write after his name, "a criminal thirteen

times imprisoned." His joy knew no bounds. He was com-
pletely overcome with humility and what it meant to be—

a

"new man in the eyes of his own countrymen" as well as be-

fore God. He went to T. Hara's home for Ex-Convicts in

Tokyo and had a great thanksgiving meeting and then returned

to Kobe.

I said he was a man of great faith. Not long ago he was
summoned to Tokyo by the Home Department. He knew
the business must be urgent. He could not refuse. He looked
in his pocketbook. He had 1.53 Yen. This would not take
him to Tokyo, but he felt he must get ready. He spoke to

his wife about the call to Tokyo, gave her 1.50 Yen, said good-
bye and started to the station with 5 Sen in his pocket. He
was praying all the time. After reaching the station he soon
felt impelled to go out on the platform. In a moment the
express arrived from Okayama. A Methodist missionary
living in Okayama stepped ofT of the train and seeing

Muramatsu San on the platform, walked straight up to

him and said, "How do you do. 1 am certainly glad to

find you here. Had you not been here I should have had to

hunt you up, as here is an envelope with some money for you
from Mr. Pettee." Muramatsu San thanked him and God,

and went in at the gate and immediately bought his ticket and
had just twenty minutes yet before time to take his train.

1 have written out this much of a life that is now being lived

in Japan, by a real Japanese Christian, that those who may
sometimes wonder whether Japanese can be Christianized or
not need never again doubt.

NEWS ITEMS.
The following statement is forwarded to us by the Chairman who has

signed it.—(Eds.)

There is now an opportunity for Friends to meet the long-felt want
for a more thorough training in the Bible and in social problems. Elbert

Russell has been appointed Director of Woolman School, which is being

re-organized to make it an undertaking of the whole Society of Friends.

A summer term is being annoimced for the si.x weeks, Sixth Month 28th

to Eighth Month 10th. The following courses will be given:

Old Testament, Ehzabeth W. CoUins, 24 hours.

New Testament, Elbert Russell, 24 hours.

History and Message of the Society of Friends, Elbert Russell, 24 hours.

Primary First-day School Methods, Annie Hillborn, 12 hours.

Adolescent First-day School Methods, (To be announced), 12 hours.

Rural Social Problems, Led by Grace W. Brown, with lectures by ex-

perts, 24 hours.

International Problems, (To be announced), 12 hours.

Each of the courses will be given 4 hours per week for the six weeks
except the Primary Methods which will be given six times a week from
Seventh Month 2-14. The Adolescent Methods will follow.

The cost for board and tuition for the six weeks will be S60, if twenty
pupils or more register; if less on a sUding scale with a maximum of $75.

The only other expense is a $5 registration fee and books, laundry and
raLhoad fare.

The permanent location of the school not having yet been selected the

summer term will be held in the present well-equipped house in Swarth-
more. Pa.

The school has for three years been giving a short course of three

months, in the fall, winter and spring. Its purpose is to meet the need
for something more thorough than the work that can be given at summer
school or conference, and at the same time make it available to the rank

and file of the Society who have not had the opportunity of more advanced
coUege work in the Bible.

The Board of Managers wliich is being organized to take over the school

at the beginning of the summer term has as temporary Chairman, Carolena

M. Wood, Mt. Ivisco, N. Y., and temporary Secretary, J. Barnard
Walton, 140 N. Fifteenth Street, Pliiladelphia. Registrations for the

summer term can be sent to Grace W. Brown, Woolman School, Swarth-

more, Pa., or to Elbert Russell, 725 Euclid Avenue, Roland Park, Balti-

more, Md.
Henet J. Cadburt,

Chairman of Executive Committee.

The meeting at Woodstown, N. J., while never very large, was main-

tained until about 1906. Since then the house (a small frame one, situat-

ed on the main street, near the northern part of the town) has been opened

only when some one interested has had a concern for those of the neighbor-

hood. During the summer of 1916 it was opened the last First-day of

each month, and there was a good attendance each time. There are

about thirteen of our members residing within close proximity to the

meeting-house, of these eight are children. Two of the famiUes have
continued to meet at one of their homes during the past winter.

It was my privilege, in company with a few others, to sit with them on

the afternoon of Fom-th Month 29th. He who gathers with rightly

gathered assemblies everywhere was present.

Our Friends in Woodstown are desirous of having their meeting-house

opened this summer. They feel their weakness and are anxious that

Friends bear them upon their hearts, and as right openings offer visit them.

They propose having the meeting the last First-day of each month at

Nathaniel B. Jones.

The Boston Transcript has this interesting item: The stand taken by
American Friends, in so far as Yearly Meetings have been held, is that

our Government is to be upheld, and that Quakers are lacking not at all

in patriotism and in hatred of autocracy. But they deplore war, and so
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they have decided to pursue two courses. One is to pray and work that

Americans may not hate their enemies, but onlj' the evil that has brught

on the war. An active campaign has been mapped out by American
Friends to do what they can to keep down hate. The other course is

one of rehef for noncombatants and others suffering by the war, such re-

Uef to be given here and abroad. Into measures for such rehef the whole
strength of American Quakerism, Orthodox and Hicksite, is being thrown.

A GRE.^T nation-wide Conference on "Democracy and Terms of Peace"
has been called for New York City, Fifth Month 30 and 31, by persons

representing all shades of the peace movement, labor unions, Sociahst

organizations and kindred bodies. Headquarters are at the Holland House,

where Louis P. Loclmer, former Secretary of the Ford Peace Expedi-
tion, EUzabeth Freeman, legislative Secretary of the Emergency Peace
Federation and Roy Brazzle, labor unionist, are in charge as an execu-

tive staff.

Among the principles laid down in the tentative program are: A speedy
and universal peace in accordance with suggestions of President Wilson
to the beUigerents and by the revolutionary government of Russia, on
a basis excluding forcible annexation and punitive indemnities; a de-

mand that the United States announce its wax aims in definite and con-

crete terms, and that it make peace the moment these aims are attained,

regardless of the territorial ambitions of any other nation.

It is proposed that the Conference pledge itself against enactment of

and for the repeal of all compulsory military training and service laws,

to uphold freedom of conscience and support conscientious objectors,

to defend constitutional rights of freedom of speech, of press and of

assemblage, to work for the democratization of the diplomacy of the
United States, for the estabhshment of the principle of referendum on
war.

Since our last issue, says The Friend [London] of Fourth Month 27th,
further particulars have been pubhshed of the circumstances under which
Dr. Rendel Harris reached Corsica after his ship had been torpedoed,
while his friend. Dr. Moulton succumbed to the exposure. There were,
it appears, six boats in which passengers and crew were got away after

the ship had been torpedoed at midnight. Five of the boats reached a
port without grave difficulty. Dr. Harris and Dr. Moulton were in the
sixth boat, which, becoming separated from the rest, was driven out
of its course by bad weather. It was over four days before it made land
on the Corsican coast, by wliich time about half the occupants of the
boat, including Dr. INIoulton, had died. It is remarkable and cause
for much thankfulness that after such prolonged exposure in the midst
of such suffermg our Friend is among the survivors. As reported last

week, he is making good jji-ogress to restored health.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Ex-ambassador Joseph H. Choate died suddenly on the night of the

14th. He was characterized by Mayor Mitchell as "New York's fore-
most citizen."

A State=wide organization of sub-committees of the New Jersey Citi-

zens' Union will try to arouse public sentiment to the necessity of in-

sisting upon prison reform, according to J. A. H. Hopkins, chairman of
the Committee on Institutions of the Union. He said that the fight for
prison reform in New Jersey and New York would be along paraOel
lines, and that there would be close co-operation with the People's Cam-
paign Committee in New York.

According to a statement issued by Director Samuel L. Rogers, of
the Bureau of the Census, Department of Conmaerce, there are esti-

mated to be m the United States at the present time, in round numbers,
10,000,000 men between the ages of 21 and 30, inclusive. This number
represents very nearly 10 per cent, of the estimated population of the
country—between 103,000,000 and 104,000,000. The selective mihtary
draft will be from this 10,000,000.

Bookkeepers and office assistants die youngest and farmers die oldest
according to a Bureau of Statistics report, based on an analysis of deaths
recorded by a fife insurance company between 1911 and 1913. The aver-
age age of death among bookkeepers and clerks was thirty-six years, and
among farmers fifty-eight years.

Tennis courts and golf links are unfit for vegetable gardens, and well-
intentioned persons who expect to transform them into productive gar-
dens are doomed to disappointment, according to the authorities of the

Peimsylvania State College Agricultural School. The soil from which

tennis courts are constructed, they sa}', ishea^'y and without plant food.

Golf course turf is a paradise for injurious insects, caution the college

experts.

Alarming reports are coming from thecoimtry sections all over New!

England, about the slaughtering of cattle and the turning of mUch cows'

into pasture where they wiU "dry up" for want of grain. A substantiali

reduction in the milk supply is the immediate result, and a serious short-;

age next fall, if nothing is done to stem the movement.

Honey now makes up about two-and-a-half per cent, of the sugar

supply of the United States. This council of bee experts has undertaken

to stimulate the 800,000 beekeepers in the country to produce this

season three-and-a-half per cent, of the total sweets that will be used,:

The "war programme" calls for the making of at least 350,000,000

pounds of honey.

Marshal Joffre, idol of the children of France, received on theii

behalf a check amounting to approximately §175,000, the gift of the

school children of Massachusetts and citizens of New England on Boston

Common. The presentation was made by Mary Curley, the eight-year

old daughter of Mayor Curley, who handed the hero of the Mame a gold

casket containing a statement of the sum raised for the war orphans of

France.

Cotton=seed meal in rather limited amounts has been fed, with

excellent results, to a pen of thirty pullets on the experiment farm

of the United States Department of Agriculture. These puUets have

averaged 52.3 eggs each in twenty weeks, which is practically equal to

the best egg yield received this year from any of the other experimentali

rations.

FOREIGN.—At the inaugural dinner of the new American-Japanese;

Society in Tokio, Baron Goto said : "There are few questions of such vital;

moment to the welfare of mankind as the relations of Japan and the

United States. The era of the Pacific promises to surpass that of the

Mediterranean or the Atlantic. All the forces of the East and West will

meet. WiU they unite or clash? I beheve it hes in the power of the United

States and Japan to answer that question, on which the future happiness

and progress of the world will depend."

Commenting on the improving conditions in Mexico, the Boston

Transcript says : "More important than anything else is the profound

intellectual awakening that the revolution has brought to the submerged
classes in Mexico. They are roused to a new freedom and are dimly

comprehending the fact that to avail themselves of it they must learn

and know. The education of the masses in Mexico has been retarded

by two great forces: on one side was the reluctance of the people who
controlled the resources of the country to supply means for schools

and teachers; on the other, was the contented ignorance of the people

themselves. They knew that they were ignorant, but did not rebel

against it. They have now been so exploited and victimized that they

are at last shaken out of their lethargy.

NOTICES.
New England Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Westerly, R. I., is

to be opened with the meeting of Ministers and Elders on Seventh-day,

the second of Sixth Month, at eleven o'clock.

Meetings from Fifth Month 27th to Sixth Month 2nd:

Burlington and Bucks Quarterly Meeting, at BurUngton, Third-day,

Fifth Month 29th, at 10.30 a. m.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Fifth Month
27th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Fifth Month 28th, at 7.30 p. m.

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Fifth Month 29th, at 9.30 a. m.

Woodbury, Third-day, Fifth Month 29th, at 8 p. M.

Abmgton, at Abington, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 30th, at 10.15 a. m.

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 30th, at 10

A. M.

Salem, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 30th, at 10.30 A. m. J
Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 31st, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Fifth Month 31.st, at 7.45 p. m. 1

Died.—At Germantown, Fourth-day, Fifth Month 16th, Susanna
C. Elder, widow of James Elder, aged seventy-three; a member of (

mautown Monthly Meeting.

1
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Stephen Hobhouse, at the court-martial rehearing of his case,

where he received a second sentence of two years at hard labor,

said:—
"A sea of death and darkness is flooding Europe to-day. Cod

holds in readiness an ocean of love and light to purge away that

hateful flood. My highest service is to be one tiny channel for the

waters of healing. If I am faithful, if my comrades in every land
are faithful, if you soldiers will heed the inward witness of your
spirits, the deadly darkness of war will be swept away, never again

to spoil the beauty of God's world. 'Thou shalt not fear man;
thou shalt not hate man; thou shalt love thy fellowman as thy-

self, even if that fellowman be the hated and despised Samaritan
or the brutal Roman oppressor.' So rang out once Christ's call

to love—so it rings out again to-day. It sounds through prison

walls, it re-echoes into Germany across the blood-stained

trenches. There is nothing mightier than fearless love, and it

must conquer in the end. Governments may indeed wear out

our bodies with harshness, but no power on earth, except our
own inward disloyalty, can arrest our contribution to the final

victory of justice and love. Gentlemen, my heart is free of all

bitterness and ill-will towards you, my judges, the instruments
of a short-sighted Government. I pray that you also may soon

know the fuller liberty of spirit, which we, the prisoners of hope,

are striving to win for a ivorld in chains."—The Friend (London),

THE EXEMPTION CLAUSE.

Last week we printed the exemption clause from the con-

scription bill, now made law by the President's signature and

proclamation. It is a notable recognition of the rights of

conscience, grounded in religious conviction. Many Friends

sincerely regret that exemption had to be limited to distinct

religious sects. There is an undoubted element of unfairness

in this, and yet it is in a sense comforting that two or three

hundred years of consistent testimony bearing by very small

groups of people, should win national recognition for the

supremacy of conscientious conviction. This may point the

way for a final triumph of a great principle. The little cloud

of promise in this small amount of exemption may develop

into that which in the end will water the whole earth with a

more general outpouring of liberty! We need to nationalize

and inter-nationalize the process which has secured this small

amount of freedom. How to do so, other than by being faith-

ful to our well-understood position, may not be immediately
clear, but it presents one of the obligations devolving upon us

as members of an apparently privileged class. It is the kind

of privilege that must be recognized in a real democracy as

a right if we are to progress toward the higher freedom.

There are, however, other more distinct and more immediate
obligations put upon us by this exemption clause that we
shall all need to remind ourselves of many times, perhaps,

before the painful business of this war is concluded.

It is not conceivable that Congress and the President would
exempt any as "mere slackers," nor yet as "mere objectors,"

even on conscientious grounds. As a background for exemp-
tion there has been an undoubted record of unselfish patriotic

service during a long term of years. So the exemption clause

is most particularly and immediately a challenge. Let us

make it personal. Are our homes organized on the service

plan without extravagance or ostentation? Could we, as

most English Friends did, receive into them two, four or even
a dozen homeless refugees? Could orphaned children or

heart-broken mothers find shelter in an emergency under our
roofs? Upon what plan do we conduct our business? Do we
put profit first, or the welfare and happiness of our associ-

ates and employees? What are our general social relations?

Are we first to respond to relief and uplift work? Are we lead-

ers in the constructive processes of society? It bears repeti-

tion. The fact that our forbears have been foremost in all

these lines of positive citizenship has won for us the recog-

nition that is expressed in exemption. We can not in any good
grace do less than they. The call is clearly that, if possible,

we should do more. The young life in our Society in America,
as in England, has reacted instantly. Some may have been
hasty, may have taken false steps. The counsel to cautious

action in the article that had a first place in last week's issue

will be good for us all. But we can not afford to leave any
ground for question as to the confidence that exemption puts

in us. When the war is over it should be more clear than
ever that "our better way of life" is quite as certainly a better

way for our country as for us.
, , , r,

J. H. D.

THE SACRAMENT OF SILENCE.

What the sacraments are to devout souls in so-called Cath-
olic communions, our times of silent introversion are, or ought
to be, to us, whose confession is that Christianity is the re-

ligion of the Spirit, and that the flesh profiteth nothing in

begetting or nourishing the life of God in man.
Believing that the mystery of godliness, the manifestation

of the Eternal Christ in the flesh; living our common life;

sharing our common lot; battHng with our temptations;

grappling with our problems; perfected by enduring our sor-

rows; has made the whole of life sacramental, we do not crave

special ceremonial sacraments. God was in Christ, coming
into human circumstances. The Incarnation brought heaven
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and earth together in mystic communion and glorified our

common dust with the splendor of the Divine. We cannot

put back the clock now. Whatever happens to humanity

things cannot be quite the same they were before Jesus came

in our flesh and lived that life, and died that death, and won

that resurrection victory for lis all.

But how can we eat of His flesh and drink of His blood that

His life may be in us, and that we may know that the day of

the Paraclete has come on which He dwells in us and we in

Him, and that our life is hid with Christ in God? His flesh

is meat indeed and His blood is drink indeed! But how and

when and where may we partake of this heavenly food?

It is here where our Quaker silence helps us. For what

others seek in elements which their senses declare to be ma-

terial, but which are supposed to have been mysteriously

transformed into the very substance of the Saviour's flesh

and blood in order to become the soul's life, we actually find,

without being obliged to accept such a view, in that silence

which is more than stillness. There is a sacramental silence

in which we sit at the Lord's table and spiritually taste and

handle things unseen. The prostration of the spirit before

the Divine majesty in the silence of the inner sanctuary makes

it possible for the Divine and the human to flow into each

other. Whenever this contact is established the silence has

become sacramental. It has become the vehicle for that which

is deeper than words. The hand of suppliant faith has

touched the golden sceptre in the hand of the King. For the

soul, because of its Divine origin opens inwardly into God.

It is conscious of a vacuum within it which only God can fill.

Its very constitution cries out for the Living God, a? a harp

calls for a harper whose master touch can alone waken its

chords into music. Yea, it is restless till it has found through

Christ the rest of God.

Shall we not then respect the silence, whether in our meet-

ings or in our private devotions, or as we reverently pause

before partaking of our meals? We may make it sacred and

sacramental if we but enter it with reverence and godly fear,

not belittling it as a mere Quaker heirloom, or as "owr method

of worship," but rather esteeming it as the divinely appointed

means of approach to Christ, the soul's true Altar, where we

meet with His healing and His peace. Max I. Reich.

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, BRITISH COLUMBIA QUARTERLY
MEETING.

To All Bearing the Name of Friends in America:—
British Columbia Quarteriy Meeting of Canada Yearly

Meeting of Friends assembled in regular session at Vancouver,
B. C, the twenty-eighth of Fourth Month, 1917, has been
led to consider sympathetically the present condition of Ameri-
can Friends in regard to the war in Europe, realizing the dis-

appointment that they must feel in that their country has
been drawn into the conflict.

In particular we fully comprehend that many Friends, as a
result of strong conscientious objections, will probably be
called upon to suffer in bearing their active testimony against

war, and we desire to convey to these Friends a message of

loving sympathy, and to assure them that we shall be one with
them in fellowship and prayer.

We also feel that any who are called upon to endure per-

secution will have the encouragement of knowing that those
who stand firm for conscience' sake will be, in a special manner,
a strength to their country and their fellows in after days.

Edwin Coventry,
Lydia E. Scott Walker, Clerks.

P. O. Box 174, Victoria, B. C.

WRITTEN IN THE DARK DAYS.

BY HORACE GREELET, IN 1863.

O God! our way thro' darkness leads

But thine is living light;

Teach us to feel that day succeeds

To each slow wearing night.

Make us to know, tho' pain and woe

Beset our mortal hves.

That ill at last in death hes low

And only good survives.

Too long the oppressor's iron heel

The saintly brow has pressed;

Too oft the tyrant's murderous steel

Has pierced the guiltless breast.

Yet in our souls the seed shall he

Tin thou shalt bid it thrive.

Of steadfast faith that wrong shall die

And only right survive.

We walk in shadow; thickest walls

Do man from man divide.

Our brothers spurn our tenderest calls.

Our hohest aims deride.

Yet tho' fell craft with fiendish thought

Its subtle web contrives,

StUl falsehood's textures shrink to naught

And only truth survives.

Wrath clouds our sky, war Ufts on high

His flag of crimson stain,

Each monstrous birth o'erspreads the earth,

In battle's gory train.

Yet still, we trust in God the just,

Still keep our faith ahve

That 'neath thine eye all hate shall die.

And only love survive.

"THE RISING GENERATION."
[F. B. G. Branson has put the following into our hands. It

is a report in the Somerset and IVilts Journal of an address

by Anna Bariow before the Sisterhood of the Wesleyan Chapel.—Eds.j

I have chosen this as the title of my address because my
thoughts are being driven more and more into the future.

I find myself wondering, Where are we drifting? What is to

be the future of Europe, of our own dear country, of our own
people? Sir Robert Baden-Powell has said, "The real issue

of the present war will be decided in 1940, by the quality of

life then surviving at eariy manhood and womanhood in the
now combatant nations." That is to say, "What sort of

people will our grandchildren be?"

I am speaking to many men and women who are dealing

with the rising generation in its eariy stages, and I am going
to tell you quite simply what seems to me the matters of great

importance in bringing up our children ; because 1 firmly believe

we are at a crisis in the history of our country, that many
old conventions will have to be swept aside, that we must
frankly face what it is we are wanting, what kind of men and
women will best sustain the worthiest traditions of Britain.

I believe this question lies almost entirely in the hands of

the mothers. Teachers share this responsibility to a great

degree, but they will be the first to admit that the atmosphere,
the tone of the home is first stamped on the child.

What are the three predominant qualities we want to de-
velop in our children? Clean living, truth-speaking. God-
fearing. You will not be surprised when 1 put, as one of the
first necessities of clean living, temperance. I believe that
if we could sweep away the drink habit from our midst we
should have a different type of physique among our people.

For we find that the curse of drink descends in one form or
another from generation to generation, in the form of poverty,
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physical and mental defect, and the weakening of the constitu-

tion. When a serious illness comes, the patient is unable to

recuperate, nature has been interfered with, and cannot re-

cover owing to the enfeebled condition of the body generally.

The surgeon dreads operating on a patient accustomed to

take alcohol.

Children lie very often from fear, and sometimes because
they have vivid imaginations. Let us gently lead them to

feel that to lie is a real and terrible evil, that it is the bounden
duty of us all to speak as simply, clearly and accurately as

we are able. But if you train your child on these lines it is

only fair to warn you that there is one profession which will

forever be closed to him^diplomacy—in which, as far as 1

can judge, there is no pretence at honesty, and a man must be

prepared to lie freely as he considers occasion requires. But
diplomacy, as it exists at present, is a mediaeval survival, one
of those things which must be either swept away or reformed.

The expression " God-fearing" is often misunderstood. Fear
we associate with trembling and anxiety and dread. 1 do
not mean this at all. 1 mean rather that, of all that we teach
our children, nothing, nothing is as important as to give them
the knowledge of God, and that we shall have to do by demon-
stration in our own everyday existence. It is the only sure and
certain way. If our children see that we, in very truth, love

the Ideal, the Perfect, the Holy, they will wend their little

steps along the same path. Let us be sure it is a lesson of

love which they learn, or we shall leave a dreary conception in

their young minds of what is warmest, most glowing in creation.

It is in the hands of mothers whether wars continue on this

earth or not. Wise and learned men—presidents, peers,

divines, members of Parliament—are gathering in groups to

decide how best to prevent wars. But 1 believe you are

far more powerful to do this than they are. You and I, in

our day and generation, have to think out for ourselves and
teach our children according to the light that is given us. Is

war to be the method of settling disputes between nations,

or are we to find another way? We cannot shirk this issue.

All legislation in the coming years will depend on the answer.

As you train your children, so will be the answer. Are you
going to tell them that war is the right and Christian method
of settling international quarrels? If so, let us model ourselves

on the German pattern. Let every man be trained in arms
to know how best to kill or maim other men. When you
pray, as 1 earnestly trust you will pray, for guidance in this

matter, it may still at first seem to you that there is no al-

ternative. The atmosphere of militarism is growing daily

among us, the man who has slain most men is the hero. But
to some of you there may, and 1 believe there will, come a
vision of what might be—a world where men refuse to slay

men, even as wolf will not hunt wolL Wars will continue till

men refuse to fight; but even this refusal will fail if made by
men from wrong motives.

I suppose any mother here would dread to see her son a
coward, or her daughter either, for that matter. This new
ethic must come, if it comes at all, by young men and maidens,
fearless and full of faith—Faith in the Power of God, and faith

in the divine in man. Did our Lord go meekly to His death
on the cross, offering no resistance to the Roman soldiers—

-

did He allow the apparent triumph of all the Powers of Evil,

gently, humbly, patiently, in order that we might be satisfied

with the ethics of the Northcliffe press? No—and 1 verily

believe that the future of the Spiritual Life in this country
Hes in the hearts of the mothers—more especially the mothers
of the workers—those silent, strong, enduring souls. It is to

them 1 look for the answer to the question, iVIust war continue?

The dawn will come, a dawn which no press, no peer, no
government, no power on earth can stay—the dawn of the

Brotherhood of Man. That is why 1 ask you, in view of your
responsibilities to the rising generation, to face this question

afresh, each one in his or her breast taking counsel of God.
Then, if you come to the conclusion that we must find another
way of settling our difficulties than by hacking, maiming and
destroying one another—then teach that, as the Truth, to

your boys and girls, telling them that in their hands the peace
of the world will lie. They are the pioneers of a Christianity

as new, as fresh, as compelling, as when He taught it 2,000

years ago, sitting by the water's edge with the simple fisher-

folk and peasants drinking in His words.

Knowing tliis—ttiat never yet

Share of truth was vainly set

In the world's wide fallow;

After hands will sow the seed,

After hands from hill and mead
Reap the harvest yellow.

Thus, with somewhat of the seer,

Must the moral pioneer

From the future borrow;

Clothe the waste with dreams of grain.

And, on midnight's sky of rain.

Paint the golden morrow!

J. RENDEL HARRIS'S ESCAPE.

We have already printed two brief notes in regard to the

second escape of Dr. Harris from a torpedoed ship. The
Friend (London) of Fifth Month 4th gives further graphic

details in an account furnished to the Manchester Guardian
by a member of the Serbian Relief Committee. It is written

from Ajaccio as follows:

"That day we had been entertaining the boys from our

Serbian school at Bocagnano for their prize-giving. As the

carriages drove up with the people, the boys lined up and
gravely saluted. . . . They all looked as if they had been
ill for months. Very feebly they descended; in most cases

their feet and legs were bandaged. Lady Boyle, who intended

receiving them, had to disappear. The sight was too much
for her.

"What was our intense astonishment to see one of our

Quaker organizers here [John W. Harvey] suddenly embrace
an old white-haired, white-bearded gentleman of about
seventy, and with tears in his eyes place him in a chair. When
they had recovered from their mutual surprise, he announced
that it was Dr. Rendel Harris, the famous Dr. Harris, and an
old friend of his. 1 tried to recover from my amazement as

quickly as possible and to do something for these poor souls.

They all asked for hot baths and tea, and while waiting told

little incidents of their experiences. No wonder they looked

ill! . . . These poor creatures had been for four days
and four nights in an open boat, tossed about in the awful

storm which raged here last week-end. During this time they

lived on biscuits and water, and were shadowed by the German
submarine, the inhuman occupants of which pointed a gun
at them and endeavored to extract information. Fourteen of

their number perished from shock and exposure, and had to

be thrown overboard, one by one, by their suffering com-
panions.

" One of the women was a stewardess, the other a medical

doctor's wife. A gentleman, a solicitor, had been torpedoed

three times. This time he rowed in an open boat for ninety

hours. He cannot sleep, not even under morphia. Five of

the crew are in our hospital here, and all passengers and crew

bear the stamp of a nervous strain impossible to comprehend.
They were all put to bed, where they still are, except Dr.

Harris. That wonderful being—man or something more

—

got up on the following day to visit and console the others, all

about half his age.

Rendel Harris's story of the last days of his friend Dr.

Moulton, written to his brother, W. F. Moulton, M. A., is

one to place alongside the best " tales of the sea." Physically,

be it remembered. Dr. Moulton was far from well, yet he

played a hero's part in the boat. He toiled at the oar till

sickness overcame him; he assisted to bale out the boat and
to bury (is that the right word?) the bodies of those who fell.

He said words of prayer over poor Indian sailors, and never,

never complained or lost heart for a moment, through the
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whole of the three days and more of his patience, though the

waters were often breaking over him and the water must

have often been up to his middle.'

"

THE AMERICAN PLAN.

[The following is taken from an able tract by Professor

WiOiam 1. Hull. It presents historical matter with which

Friends should be fortified for constructive peace.

—

Eds.)

The United States has given the world many illustrious

examples of the peaceful settlement of knotty international

disputes by means of arbitral tribunals or joint commissions

of inquiry and conciliation. At least eighty-three such dis-

putes it has settled by these rational, inexpensive, civilized

and honorable means.

In Washington's administration, when the French Revolu-

tion was raging and had involved all of Europe in it, a large

part of the American people had as hearty a sympathy with

France as exists now for the Allies, and demanded that Presi-

dent Washington should lead the country into war on the side

of France, which had aided the Americans so greatly during

our own Revolutionary War, and against Great Britain with

whom we had recently emerged from an eight years' war.

President Washington insisted, however, on maintaining

American neutrality, and he sent Chief Justice John Jay to

England to adjust with that country a number of outstanding

grievances and injuries which we believed that England had
inflicted upon us both on land and sea. Jay succeeded in

making a treaty, the most important feature of which was an
agreement to settle the most exasperating difficulties by means
of arbitration. The arbitration was successful, the difficulties

were adjusted, and the modern history of arbitration was
begun—a history in the course of which more than 240 inter-

national disputes have been settled by arbitration. Jay's
treaty was for a time enormously unpopular in America; Jay
was accused of having betrayed the honor, the independence
and the vital interests of his country, and he was burned in

effigy and almost universally denounced. Washington, too,

came in for a large share of condemnation, and so bitter was
the contumely and denunciation heaped upon him that he
even expressed the wish that he had never been born. How
amply he has been justified by history need not be told; and
the fact that he soon became and has remained ever since

"first in the hearts of his countrymen" is due largely to his

heroic determination to maintain to the bitter end the policy

of neutrality and not to lead our Republic into the European
Armageddon.

Four years later, when the European tempest was still rag-

ing, and even a majority of the President's own party under
the leadership of Alexander Hamilton was clamoring for a war
with France in order to avenge infractions of our neutral rights

upon the seas. President John Adams determined to keep the
country out of war and to settle the dispute by peaceful means.
Even after hostilities had begun, and in defiance of his own
party, without the consent and almost without the knowledge
of his own Cabinet, he sent commissioners to France, and
succeeded in negotiating a just and peaceful settlement. This
act split his party in twain and lost him all chance of re-election

to the Presidency. But well might he have said, with Henry
Clay, that he "would rather be right than be President."
And he did say, a score of years after his heroic act, that he
would rather have inscribed upon his tombstone the words,
" Here lies John Adams, who took upon himself the responsi-
bility of the peace with France in 1800," than the record of
any other event in his long and illustrious public career.

The patient efforts of Jefferson to keep the country out of

war with France and England during the eight years of his

Presidency, and during the height of the Napoleonic cyclone,
were rewarded with success, however unwise one or two of his

measures may be considered; and his patience was rewarded
by the peaceful acquisition for the country of the vast Louisi-
ana Territory which carried our national domain from the
Mississippi to the Rockies.

Madison, too, made persistent attempts to tide the country

safely over the Napoleonic Wars, at a time when both England

and France were disregarding in most exasperating fashion

our neutral rights. He would probably have succeeded both

in keeping the peace and in asserting neutral rights had it not

been for the party of "War Hawks" who hounded him and

the country into the war. The War of 181 2 was one of the

most singular wars in history. It might just as well have

been fought against France as against England, so far as the

contempt on both sides for our neutral rights was concerned;

it was an attack made by our Republic against the chief op-

ponent of Napoleon's political despotism and lust of conquest;

it began after Great Britain had withdrawn the Order in

Council which was its immediate cause; its only real victory

was won after pea'ce had been made; and the treaty which

ended it said nothing whatever about the main disputes which

had caused it. It brought Madison re-election to the Presi-

dency; but it brought a successful general, Andrew Jackson,

to the fore, and he dominated the political arena for a score of

years, filled the Presidency for two terms, dictated his suc-

cessor, and kept out of the President's chair all the "War
Hawks" who had precipitated the war.

President Polk was the next President to lead the country

into foreign war, and participants in it (like General Grant)

have joined with historians (like Theodore Roosevelt) in de-

nouncing it as an unjust war of unholy aggression. It sowed
the seeds of slavery and secession in the West, and these sprung

up into the terrible harvest of Civil War in 1861 to 1865.

President Lincoln's refusal to go to war with Great Britain

over the retention of the Confederate envoys. Mason and
Slidell, who had been captured by a United States man-of-war,

at a time when the country loudly demanded that they should

be kept, has been completely vindicated by history. The
dispute between our country and England over the Alabama
Claims was another dispute which England declared involved

its "national honor," and which we declared involved our
" vital interests," since the Alabama and her sister cruisers had
completely swept our commerce and merchantmen from the

seas. But this dispute, too, was peacefully settled by the

Geneva Arbitration.

Again, in 1895, the United States and England were on the

verge of war over the question of Venezuela's boundary, and
England claimed that a vast territory settled by her own citi-

zens was involved, while we claimed that the Monroe Doctrine

was at stake. It was a very popular pastime in those years

among a large section of our people to "twist the British Lion's

tail," and the jingo spirit ran high and strong. But the ap-

pointment of a joint commission of inquiry and an arbitral

tribunal settled the dispute in a just and peaceful way.

WHY I WANT TO BE A FRIEND.
I have read " Why I Am a Friend," also " Why I Remain a

Friend." 1 would like to state " Why I Desire to be a Friend."

1 realize that the Old Testament did not, seemingly, prepare

the Jew to recognize the Messiah when He came. 1 fear that

reverting to it so largely has not placed people since His com-
ing in position to really get acquainted with Him. Not that

I set at naught the Old Testament, it has its place to fill.

But the New Testament really makes one acquainted with
the Master, and I think the Friends have built almost entirely

on its facts; therefore are acquainted with the Prince of Peace
whose Kingdom is not of this world, but is a kingdom of love

whose citizens will not fight. I see the Christian judged by
the Gospel of Jesus Christ, hence my desire to become a mem-
ber of that branch of the Church on earth which follows most
closely the revealed words of Jesus as I see it.

G. Roberts Rogers.

Anger is a confluence of all the irregular passions; there

are in it envy and sorrow, fear and scorn, pride and prejudice,

rashness and inconsideration, rejoicing in evil and a desire to

inflict it, self-love, impatience and curiosity.

—

Jeremy Taylor.
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MESSAGE.
Our friend Wm. C. Allen is one of a dozen ministers on tiie

Pacific coast to sign this message.

To THE Churches on the Pacific Coast:—
Dear Brethren:—Now that we are plunged into this terrible

maelstrom of world war, we ask you to consider that ultimately

it will be Christ and His gospel of good-will alone who will

answer all social and international needs. The Christian

barque of love may be sorely distressed and almost founder
if we fail to hold forth this immutable principle to the world
to-day.

The cries of those who in various ways inflame the vindictive

spirit tend to destroy the spirit of love in our hearts and so

wound our own souls and hinder human brotherhood. We
beg of you, our dear brothers and sisters, to do what you can
to advocate and maintain a Christian spirit in this time of

war.

The New Testament declares "Vengeance is mine, I will

repay saith the Lord, therefore if thine enemy hunger feed

him, if he thirst give him drink." We venture to ask that you
join with us in endeavoring to lift up the banner of a universal

Christian spirit—remembering that Christ died for all and
that the peoples of other lands and of all races are the children

of the one Father with ourselves. To us is committed the

gospel of reconciliation. We, ourselves, must some day appeal
for the same forgiveness that our Lord enjoined should be
exercised toward those who trespass against us.

We ask you to think of the children under your care, that

the serious damage done to child life abroad since the out-

break of this war may not be duplicated among us.

Let us remember that after this season of human agony
days of reconstruction must follow and that now in the shock
of human conflict, it will be well for us to keep our vision so

clear and our faith so strong that we may then be prepared
to assist in the upbuilding of the broken walls of Christ's

Kingdom, and proclaim Christian unity as essential to world
unity.

This Kingdom, which we are seeking to promote, is spiritual.

The Divine resources can never fail. Let us enter into much
prayer, asking that the flood tide of His love may so sweep
over the world that our own hearts may yield thereto and wars
among Christian peoples cease.

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR HELPING ALIENS.

"The Community of Our Work."

There have been fresh evidences lately of the response from
Germany to our efforts here, and of the likeness between our
work and that of the Berlin Committee. The animating spirit

is evidently so much the same that a wife left behind in Eng-
land wrote to her repatriated husband in Germany, "Just
write your letter and send it to Si. Stephen's House at Berlin

and they'll send it for you." The italics are ours.

Dr. Rotten wrote Third Month 8th:

—

"Just a few lines to tell you that a second parcel from Berne
arrived to-day containing the remainder of the reports about
your work—namely, 25 copies of your Fourth Report and 100

copies of "A Day at St. Stephen's House.' We are much
pleased to make these vivid descriptions of your assistance

to the Germans in England accessible to so many, as our
experience has taught us that direct information has a much
greater effect than our own full or abbreviated translations.

But we try again and again with the latter, and at the pres-

ent moment two different sketches of our endeavors in Eng-
land and Germany for mutual help have been accepted by
various papers, so we may hope to be able to send you a copy
before long. Grateful as ever, with kindest greetings in the

name of all."

The same idea is carried further in a letter received by one
of our helpers from a personal friend in Germany:

" Your printed report which came into my hands a few days
ago has made me very happy. 1 was not surprised, but it

only strengthened my belief in you and in the good in hu-

manity. What you have done and are still doing brings nearer

the goal that now seems so far off—everlasting peace grounded
in respect and mutual understanding."

The following extracts from letters recently received from
Dr. Rotten give interesting information about some of the

efforts which the Committee is making to keep alive the spirit

of humanity in war time.

The Relatives of Men in Ruhleben.

" When in April of last year after repeated applications by
us, regular visits by the wives and children were at last per-

mitted, the regulations were at first rather strict. The sepa-

ration of husband and wife by a table was felt to be a special

hardship. The visits taking a satisfactory course, however,

this was altered in a few weeks, and since then visitors have
been allowed in the Camp itself and may walk around and
converse freely with their relatives. Permission was indeed

soon extended to mothers and sisters, and also fiancees of

those interned, provided the engagement had taken place

before internment. At the present time wives living in and
around Berlin are allowed to visit once a month, the time

permitted being nominally one hour, but this is fortunately

not interpreted very strictly, so that in actual practice

two hours are often allowed. Wives coming from a distance

receive permission every three months; and it was for a long

time a concern of these women and of their husbands—a con-

cern shared by us—that these visits had to be made in a sin-

gle period of two hours. Over and over again one found that

the joy of reunion after so long a separation was so unnerving

that they could scarcely unburden themselves on a single

occasion of all the important matters reserved for discussion,

and that only afterwards did they remember all that they had
intended to say. We repeatedly made representations on
this score in the proper quarter, appealing for a change in

the regulation, and in December last, we had the joy

of obtaining permission for the wives from outside to stay in

Berlin for a week and to make two visits of two hours during

this period. In special cases a third visit might be allowed.

All wives coming from a distance, at the same time they re-

ceive the permit, are instructed by the Commandant to

apply to us in the event of their needing any advice in re-

spect to accommodation in Berlin. And so we are visited by
many whose reception in Berlin we either arrange for at

their request in advance, or who, though acquainted with

Berlin, yet come for information. They are all so well satis-

fied with the conditions of their visits that at the present time

there is no occasion to ask for further concessions."

Getting Men Out of Ruhleben.

"Apart from our interest in the repatriation of the 'over

forty-fivers,' our principal concern for Ruhleben consists

for the present in finding work outside the Camp for the

younger prisoners, for, thanks to the recent decision of the

Commandant, resulting from our repeated applications, such

prisoners may obtain leave of absence provided they find

situations. It is, of course, very difficult for those in the Camp
to seek situations, and we are therefore making special efforts

to find opportunities for work, induce employers to engage

an alien and then conduct the negotiations. There are

amongst those desiring to exchange their forced idleness at

Ruhleben for productive work, many who are concerned to

remain loyal British subjects."

The letters from which these three extracts have been

taken are addressed to the secretary of our Camps Committee.

The following quotation frorn Dr. Rotten refers to a spe-

cially interesting intercommunication:
" We are delighted and thankful to see from your letter

of January 31st that an unnamed gentleman in America
has sent you the sum of £400, with instructions to assign

half of it to our work for foreigners in Germany, and saying

that the British Government at once gave their consent to

the payment of the amount to us. It will be a great help to
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our work, and will be conscientiously used for British sub-
jects and for the subjects of nations allied with England. For
a considerable time our work has been such that we can take
advantage of the relief agencies of other countries for the
assistance of Germans abroad, and for that reason can apply
the means placed at our disposal for the support of foreigners
in Germany only. So our help is now practically confined to
'alien enemies,' because the subjects of neutral States, should
they be in need, can obtain other assistance, and it is our
uppermost wish to relieve those who, but for us, would per-
haps be utterly friendless. It is, moreover, a great satisfac-

tion and encouragement to us that outside your and our
spheres the community of our work is so strongly felt that
people desire to further the efforts of the two societies sim-
ultaneously. The confidence so kindly felt in our efforts even
abroad incites us to an ever increasing devotion to our work,
to the undertaking of new tasks, and to the fulfilling of the old
ones with more and more care in every detail."—M. C. F., in
The Friend [London].

Children's Homes.

[Some of our readers may have first-hand knowledge of
this home in theJMidlands.

—

Eds.]

Through the generosity of a Friend, we are able to send
some of our delicate children to a Home in the Midlands. The
first set of twenty were sent there in charge of one of our work-
ers, and we give below the description of the children's en-
joyment of their new experiences.

"When I first conducted twenty children, with their twenty
parcels from St. Stephen's House to Euston Station, I was
thankful to find the party complete upon arriving there. Some
of the parcels were already showing signs of bursting, and these
were first made secure and safely stowed away on the racks.
By the time the train steamed out of the station, we were all

settled down comfortably, except one mite of five years old
who was not quite happy at leaving her mother. As soon,
however, as we reached the open fields and she saw real cows
and sheep, her troubles were forgotten and she became happy
as the rest in the excitement of her new experience. To the
astonishment of the children, the train ran on and on about
two hours before it stopped.

"When we reached our destination, we were greeted on the
platform by the Friend who is entertaining the party, also the
matron of the Homes, who conducted us to a wagon drawn
by two sturdy horses. How the children loved it ! each dip and
bump in the roadway caused shouts of merriment, and the
wagoner considered them 'a rare lively crowd.' After about
an hour's drive we reached the two cottages built for the pur-
pose of Holiday Homes for needy children. In letters 1 have
since received they mention their 'sunny bed-rooms,' and not
one child omits to write home about the daffodils growing in
a wood nearby. Another great attraction there is 'Gipsy,'
the parrot who never fails to amuse. Such a stay in the
country is indeed an enjoyable and beneficial change from the
children's dull London surroundings.
"One little boy wrote to his mother as follows: 'My dear

Mother, I hope you and the boys are quite well and happy.
I do enjoy my holiday, on Friday the lady took all the
children and I for a long walk and we saw a hen and all her
baby ones running after her. When we was going home again
we saw a house with a straw roof we go for ever so long walks
along the country roads. I hope the boys are all good to you,
last Sunday we had a date pudding for dinner and this
Sunday we are going to have a apple pudding I will soon
be with you and the boys again. Well goodbye dear a hundred
kisses for you and the boys and daddy, love from your son,
K. D.'"
We are now trying to open a small seaside home on the

East Coast for children threatened with tubercular glands.
We are only waiting for a second helper, who would not be
required to take repsonsibility, but she should be fond of
children and able, if possible, to give her services without re-
muneration.

M. C. F.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

"A Maiden Crusader."—Si. Nicholas Magazine is giving

its boy and girl readers a series of biographies called " Heroines

of Service." One of these is Frances Willard, "A Maiden
Crusader," who was indeed a crusader against the evils of

intemperance.
But her story begins long before this—in her sunny child-

hood when little "Frank" was "dancing like a sunbeam,"
about the campus of ObeHin College, where her parents "were
working hard to make the most of their long-delayed opportu-

nity for a liberal education."

When her father's health failed, and an open air life was
the doctor's prescription for him, the Willard family "joined

the army of westward-moving pioneers."

As we, who live near Philadelphia, pass through our familiar

Broad Street Station, how many of us look up at the fine bas-

relief above the doors opening toward the train-shed, showing
the march of the pioneers, and think that such a scene formed
a part of the life of many of our great men and women.
"Can you picture," says Mary R. Parkman, who writes

this sketch of Frances Willard, "the three prairie-schooners

that carried them and all their goods to the new home? The
father drove the first; Oliver 'gee-hawed' proudly from the
high perch on the seat of the next. And mother sat in the
third, with Frances and little sister Mary, on a cushioned
throne made out of father's topsy-turvy desk. For nearly
thirty days the little caravan made its way—now through
forests, now across great sweeping prairies, now over bumping
corduroy roads that crossed stretches of swampy ground.
They cooked their bacon and potatoes, gypsy-fashion, on the
ground, and slept under the white hoods of their long wagons,
when they were not kept awake by the howling of the wolves.

"When Sunday came, they rested wherever the day found
them—sometimes on the rolling prairie, where their only
shelter from rain and sun was the homely schooner, but where
at night they could look up at the great tent of the starry

heavens; sometimes in the cathedral of the forest. . . .

".
. . It was truly a new world through which they made

their way—beginnings all about. . . . Everywhere people
were working with an energy that could not be daunted

—

felling trees, sowing, harvesting, building. As they passed by
the end of Lake Michigan they caught a glimpse of a small,

struggling village in the midst of a dark, hopeless-looking
morass, from which they turned aside on seeing the warning
sign, 'No Bottom Here.' That little settlement was Chicago."

Journeying northward to Wisconsin they found a spot on
the bluffs above Rock River, with fertile prairie on one side

and sheltering wooded hills on the other, and here the father
hewed the timber that was made the beginning of the home
"that grew with their life," a "low, rambling building, covered
with trailing vines," and lovingly named by them "Forest
Home."
Here "Frank" had her share of the daily tasks, but plenty

of time for the fun, which "was never dependent on numbers
or novelty." One other family of children lived near enough
to be companions, and "sometimes when they found them-
selves longing 'to pick up and move back again among city

folks,' they played that the farm was a city." This city " had
a model government." It had also an enterprising newspaper,
of which Frank was the editor. " Frank, too, was the captain
of their good ship Enterprise. If 'we do live inland, we don't
have to think inland, Mary,' she said. 'What's the use of
sitting here in Wisconsin, and sighing because we've never
seen the ocean? Let's take this hen-coop and go a-sailing.

Who knows what magic shores we'll touch, beyond our Sea
of Fancy!'"
"A plank was put across the pointed top of the hen-coop,

and the children stood at opposite ends steering; slowly when
the sea was calm and more energetically when a storm was
brewing. The hens clucked and the chickens ran about in a
panic, but the captain calmly charted the waters, and laid

down rules of navigation.

"Perhaps, though, the best times of all were those Frank'
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spent in her retreat at the top of a black-oak tree, where she

could sit, weaving stories of bright romance to her heart's

content. On the tree she nailed a sign with this painted
warning: 'The Eagle's Nest. Beware!' to secure her against

intruders. . . .

" But this eagle found that the wings of her imagination

could not make her entirely free and happy. She had to

return from the heights and the high adventures of her

favorite heroes to the dull routine of farm-life." One of her

trials was that her brother Oliver was allowed to ride and she

was not. "Well, if I can't be trusted to manage a horse, I'll

see what can be done with a cow and a saddle. 1 simply must
ride something," she said. And when her father actually saw
her ride by on her long-horned steed, he said, with a laugh,
" You have fairly earned a better mount, Frank. And 1 sup-

pose there is really no more risk of your breaking your neck
with a horse."

That night she wrote in her journal, " Rode a horse through

the corn—the acme of my hopes realized."

At this time she loved to pour over a book of astronomy,
" because it carried her up and away from her everyday world."

But sometimes she was brought back to earth with a rude

bump. "When 1 had to get dinner one Sunday 1 fairly cried,"

she said. "To come back to frying onions when I've been
among the rings of Saturn, is terrible."

All through her girlhood days at Forest Home, Frances

longed for the chance to go to "a real school," and at last

when "a Yale man," exiled to the new country for the sake

of health, "decided to open a school for the children of the

neighboring farms," Frances and her sister "got up long be-

fore light, put their tin pails of dinner and their satchels of

books with their coats, hoods and mufflers, and then stood

watching the clock," which ticked along in its usual measured
way, without regard to their eager heart-beats. How long it

seemed before the oxen were hitched to the long " bob-sled,"

and Oliver drove them over the white road to the new school?

And then the door was not open!
"

1 want to know everything—everything," Frank would
declare. "It is only knowing that can make one free."

After school-days came college—the Northwest Female
College, at Evanston, 111., where "her love of learning made
her a leader in all her classes," and her love of fun made her

the leader of "a lively clan." Next came days of teaching, in

a country school near Chicago, and in a seminary in Pittsburgh.
" She was a successful teacher because she never ceased to be

a learner." ..." I shall never be satisfied until 1 have
entered every open door, and I shall not go in alone," said

Frank.

The loss of her sister Mary, whose story she gave the world

in her book, "Nineteen Beautiful Years," and of her father,

and the giving up of the dear old "Forest Home" shadowed
Frances Willard's life for a time.

Then a "new door," of travel, opened for her, and she lived

abroad for two-and-a-half years.

Returning to her own country, and to "Rest Cottage," at

Evanston, where her mother awaited her, she was invited to

become President of her own college and when it was made a

part of Northwestern University, she remained, as Dean of

Women.
But the great work of her life now called her. She grew

more and more interested in the great Temperance Crusade,

and felt more and more that this war against the strongholds

of King Alcohol was, as she said, " Everybody's War." " If 1

only had more time," she cried, "if 1 were only free!" The
time came when she must make a final choice and, "turning

her back on a brilliant career, and worldly success, she threw
in her lot with the most unpopular reform in the world.

Frances Willard, the distinguished teacher, writer and lecturer,

became a crusader." "How can you think it right to give

up your interest in literature and art?" wailed one of her

friends and admirers.

"What greater art than to try and restore the image of God
to faces that have lost it?" replied Frances Willard.

So she gave of her best, to her chosen work, and was only

fifty-eight when her powers of endurance were spent. "
I am

tired—so tired," she said again and again; and, at the last,

with a serene smile, " How beautiful it is to be with God!"

In the great hall of our Capitol, where each State has been

allowed to place two of its leaders, her figure stands, done in

pure white marble, the only woman's statue in a company of

soldiers and statesmen.

In presenting it, the Representative from her own district

in Illinois closed his speech by saying: "Frances E. Willard

once said, ' If 1 were asked what is the true mission of the ideal

woman 1 should say, " It is to make the whole world home-
like.'" Illinois therefore presents this statue not only as a

tribute to her whom it represents—one of the foremost women
of America—but as a tribute to women and her mighty in-

fluence upon our national life : to woman in the home ; to woman
wherever she is toiling for the good of humanity; to woman
everywhere, who has ever stood, 'For God, for home, for

native land.'"
I »

WHEN THE MISTS HAVE ROLLED AWAY.

The simplest flower in harmony reflects

The richness of a Father's love and care,

And man who hves as Truth alone directs

May in like measure of His beauty Share.

For God created all and all was good,

And man His perfected likeness then received;

The Seed thus born of God has never sinned

And cannot be by mortal sense conceived.

Christ came that all, this truer birth might know

To so restore man's sight that he might see

God's Love makes perfect and all fear dispels

And brings to nought the powers that seem to be.

Faith thus estabUshed bringeth health and peace.

And in man's heart true strength it doth renew.

And from its presence sin and sorrow flee

As the wann sun the morning mists subdue.

'Tis only as our faith by doubts made dim

Falters when self-delusive powers appear,

Truth is denied and error enters in

And in its wake the sense of mortal fear.

Thus oft we struggle in a sin-trod way,

Seeking for Truth by limits of our own,

TiU pain or failiu-e come at last and we

Accept whole-heartedly Christ's love made known.

He who rebuked the winds and waves can still

Preserve all faithful hearts who in Him dwell.

And man and nations yet shall live to see

His power o'erthrow the force of shot and shell.

Oh! ye of little faith! why doubt Hun still?

Strength will be yours if truly you believe,

Christ hves to-day to cast out every iU,

Yet only as your faith shall ye receive.

And as your faith your strength shall be renewed,

Each step will lead you in fresh fields of Love,

Till error like the mists have rolled away,

And Light shall dawn resplendent from above.

FoTOTH Month 12, 1917. —Ed. McCheane.

The Bible is the book for the young man because it tells

the life story of the young man Jesus, whose ideals, purposes,

duties and teachings have made Him the great attraction

of the ages.

—

Christian Observer.
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"A GREATER THAN MOSES IS HERE."
The evolution of the human conception of God as it broadens

to the Quaker ideal, reveals, as do all growing things, almost
all the stages of its growth at once. Patience with earlier

ideals and a direction for teaching the larger hope has been
clearly shown by Isaiah's prophecy, which is both history and
an illustration of the variation that exists at present as well:

" His name shall be called Wonderful Counsellor, the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace."

The Indian stood upon the cliff at sunrise and worshipped
the Great Spirit, the Greek saw the stars and the sea and
worshipped those, the Hebrew Scriptures begin with the glory

of creation. For centuries all possible magnificence has been
built into both heathen and Christian temples in an effort to

show the awe due His Majesty. Then people grew to regard
God as the Counsellor, and Moses made Him a rule-giver even
for the fringe on men's garments. Later forgetting that real

might is not in armies, but in the quiet voice of conscience,

Israel saw Him as Nationality, the Chosen People's God of

Battles. To-day at this point stands that part of the nations
which is exploited by rulers for gain in money and in power.
The Psalms tell of the pity of a Father for His children, the
care of a Shepherd for the sheep; and the world has since gone
to the Everlasting Father like a child. But the purest reality

of all is God as the Prince of Peace, the leader of a youthful,
joyful force, a spiritual life that lifts as heat and moisture lift

corn to full growth. There is no peace like this tremendous
stillness of perfectly-controlled, but ever-increasing power to
grow godlike, perfect.

Thus far we, as a people, are ready to go in thought, but we
weakly hesitate to fight it out in deed. The best thinkers of

the present time also go that far in thought. For two centuries

we have led as a church, yet God can raise up children to

Abraham out of stones, and we will be nothing but stones if

we weakly resign our leadership now because we are degenerate
—afraid to be radical. We must live our thought out in the
life of to-day, even if we have no logical or exact form of living

outlined for this generation. We now know just enough not
to betray our Lord quite so often, therefore we can learn more.
We know our life must not be a feeble imitation of the good
life of colonial days—that would be more exquisitely cruel

toward society than giving a stone for bread ; a starving prison-
er must be given the key and the cup of milk, not merely a
sweet breath from history.

Each day, more and more, is revealed the great size of that
inarticulate mass of people who seriously want to be taught
what to think in order to be saved from irresponsible hordes
who would leave all thinking to a President and leave all

the consequences to chance and the future.

My friend proudly and innocently says that the daily in-

come of one of her thoughtless pupils is over twenty-five times
as much as her own yearly earnings have averaged during
forty years of conscientious service. Neither this country nor
any other can long endure such lack of balance.

We need a book to ground us again, one that shall be heroic,

mercilessly logical, and happily colloquial—of learned dis-

sertations we have a good supply—a book based on the Sermon
on the Mount as a social and political creed, illustrated by
facts from history and from social conditions in the world at
present with definitions given for specific sins, like those
definitions given by the prophets of Israel.

It should challenge the present dull acceptance of things as
they are, by a passionate faith in the ability of the spirit of
Christ to change them now, before a spirit of revolution changes
them with bombs.

Instead of "overcome evil with good," which is vague and
contains one word that is unintelligible to the mass of people,
overcome fear with the glory of standing alone—in thought,
without companions, in action, without a gun. Overcome
dirt by cleaning things with your own hands, even in public
places. " He that would be great among you, let him be the
servant of all." Serve even the ungentle who laugh because
you are "easy." But let the ungentle see your good works

in such a clear light that the glory will go to your Father in

Heaven. Teach rebellion to those who unwittingly starve

their growing children of proteids . . . . ,

and do without bath-tubs in order to forge iron for the
bottom of the sea. Buy good clothes and wear them out to

prevent over manufacture and flimsy materials. Get and
pay good wages and make friends in all classes of society.

Never accept a profit from investments above the limit of the
common rate of interest, the rest belongs to the laborer and the
consumer, not to charity. Make the things you can do the
measure of education; not the things you say, even those you
say rather effectively. Train yourself to enjoy and train

children to enjoy, nature, religion, poetry, art—especially in

the form to take into small homes as household utensils,

chairs, wall-paper and blooming plants—there is a vast num-
ber of fairly-well educated Americans who do not know a
geranium from an Easter lily—and, best of all, to enjoy people.

Watch the freedom of the press and of the schools; army
officers or foreign diplomatists must not tell adults all they are
to think. Study to be patriotic; patriotism means service

to the state. A capital city should be a central bureau for

teaching self-reliant strength and the pride of industry to a
free people in good homes. Now our government is merely
a clearing-house for organized strength of money, the pride

of bigness and the fear of true democracy. If any among
us are parasitic, unwilling to serve by the work of their own
hands, they are not Friends helping in Christ's Realm; since

in the building of His House, one who sits upon the beam
while others swing it into place cannot be called a builder,

however much he may shout.

For Friends now there is to be no more of the peaceful life

of our grand-parents, enjoyed in the midst of a striving and
successful world. We have been speaking resignation, the
language of defeat, for almost a generation. Now we must
speak victory through passive, but passionate rebellion, hold-
ing the fort in a new war where real defeat is not possible. As
the trained hand of an artist takes the pencil when another's
drawing is crooked or untrue, our hand should reach to take
the standard of leadership and then carry it straight through
to the end whether that end means poverty or death. It

can not mean death to our Prince.

Whenever defeat has come to me personally—and it has
often— 1 have always known that it was defeat of myself, not
of the hope for which I fight. I have felt for two years excep-
tional increase in the light of Christ's philosophy, and it does
not weaken down for an instant, but "shines more and more.'"

Its perfect day is many ages away, but its light can Hghten the
Gentiles right now.

Helen E. Rhoads.

A GREAT TEACHER.

So many readers of The Friend are either teachers or

otherwise interested in school work that it was thought that
the following extracts taken from a review of the recently-

published account of the life of John Smith, for a quarter of a

century an Assistant Master of Harrow School, in England,
might be of interest.

In the review alluded to, in a recent number of The Con-
temporary Review, the writer says;

—
" In the life of every school,

probably, there arises a master, often an assistant master,
who strikes a note that becomes thenceforward the moral note,

the traditional note, of that school. His influence may be-

come a national educational influence, as in the case of Arnold
and Thring, but, whether that be so or not, in the particular

school it becomes a permanent influence that may outlive even
the memory of its first begetter. John Smith, an assistant

master at Harrow from 1854 to 1880, was a schoolmaster of

this type. This book ... is the story of an apostolic

soul, the story of a man who all his life 'went about doing
good.'" John Smith was born in London, Second Month 16,

1823, the son of a warehouseman. In the year 1879, a

hereditary strain of insanity that had smitten his father and
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Iters attacked him, and he was eventually removed to St.

ike's Hospital, London, where he passed the last eleven >ears

his life, the Review states, "serving others as he had always

rved them, his noble nature shining through the dark clouds

his mental affiiction. The danger was suicide, .
.

It he was spared from all evil, and when he died. Twelfth

onth 12, 1893, a very noble man passed unspotted from the

3rld. ... He was a disciplinarian of no mean order.

I his own rugged person he set the example of perfect neat-

;ss and cleanliness. His motto was that cleanliness comes

;xt to godliness, and woe betide the boy who was slovenly
'

person or in work. For such there was no excuse. Care-

ssness, thoughtlessness, idleness, had no place in his form.

;hut the door, lad, doors are not left open in heaven.' ' Noth-

ig to do, laddie? Say a prayer, then; you can always say a

rayer.' 'Show your hands, laddie! Those are not divinely

^jre—away and 'cleanse them.' No boy dared to be late in

is form. No boy dared to deceive, nor to shirk, nor to shrink,

wimming was his favorite exercise, and his form had to swim.

5ee how all those wonderful fellows have gone head first

efore you; jump, laddie; feet first if you can't the other way_

'here's no shrinking in heaven.' Despite the quaintness of

is sayings, the peculiarity of his manner, he was no laughing

iiatter with the boys. He was a perfect gentleman, and no

ley ever wished even to take a liberty with him. ... He

i^as despite occasional ruthless punishment, worshipped. He

buched the imagination, the poetry, the mystical sense of

oyhood. He was the living personification of the law of love.

ilis overwhelming sense of duty inspired, absorbed the boys.

j)ne day he said to a boy who had failed in his lesson:—' Dear

;llow, when you and 1 get to Heaven, if you don't know your

reek grammar, the dear Lord will call me up and say, "Go

each this boy his grammar before you come into my presence.'

iis mystical'sense of the reality of the after-life thrills through

nd through this wonderful book as it thrilled through his life

nto that of others." The following quotation from the book

inder review shows how this remarkable man brought this

ense to bear upon the little things of duty.
' Would the dear Lord be pleased if He came to fetch a boy

n his sleep to-night, and found that he had left his things in

,uch disorder? Will you do me the favor, in future, to fold

ip your clothes, and have them ready on your chairs? " And,

mce. Death did actually come to the school in the time of

lome-prayers. It was a most dramatic scene. John knew

hat a boy lay very ill in one of the houses, and had already

Kayed for him. He was concluding with the Lord's Prayer,

vhen suddenly the penetrating sound of the high-pitched school

jell was heard in the distance—" Ding!" John stopped,

rhere was dead silence for some moments. Then again the

bell came
—"Ding!" There could be no doubt; it was the

passing-bell, and John's voice broke out into a psean of

thanksgiving, without one touch of earthly grief or sentiment

to mar it :
' We thank Thee, O Father, for Thy great goodness,

that Thou hast taken this dear lad to Thy glorious heaven; we

praise Thee,' but it is impossible now to recall the cadence of

the triumphal strain which sprang so spontaneously from the

well-spring of his great faith. The house rose from its knees,

profoundly affected, and filed out in silence."

"His influence," says The Reviewer,"on the boys was end-

less, as was his love. During the week he prayed by name for

every boy in the whole school. He was, indeed, one of the

rare mystical geniuses of this world, a being in whom what

might have been madness in a less pure creature became a

renovating force and a light in the darkness of our time."

Bristol, Penna. J- ^- "^•

COUNTING THE COST.

"Oh! Jerusalem, Jerusalem! . . . How often would I

have gathered vou. . . . But ye would not."

1 sat one Sabbath morning on the Mount of Olives, some-

where near where the Saviour sat with his Disciples and ut-

tered His mournful cry, and 1 considered how history repeats

itself in every nation "and all generations. It is everywhere

and all the time the same—the Divine pity and the invitation

of love met by man's indifference and refusal. 1 he real

reason for the rejection of the Lordship of Christ seems also

everywhere and always the same, with high and low, within

the organized Churches and outside them. The stumbling-

block seems to be the realization of the tremendous demand

which Christ makes upon the consciences and moral sense of

those who follow Him. To be out and out for Him always

involves self-surrender, and at times self-sacrifice. Frequent-

ly it carries with it the relinquishment of pleasures and pur-

suits that imperil spiritual growth. It checks lustful lookings

and lustful longings. It reproves greed and avarice, luxury

and license. It prevents hatred, revenge, and passionate

anger. It may involve the restoration of ill-gotten gains,

and the reparation of injuries. Savonarola visited Lorenzo

Medici on his death-bed. "Three things," said the Friar,

"are needed for absolution: First, a great and living faith in

God's mercy." "
1 have the fullest faith in it," was the re-

sponse. "Secondly, you must restore all your wrongly-ac-

quired wealth, or charge your sons to restore it." Making a

nod of assent, he grudgingly agreed. "And, thirdly, you

must restore liberty to the people of Florence." At this

Lorenzo angrily turned his back upon him and died unrepen-

tant, yet torn with remorse. Similarly, a twentieth century

merchant said to me: "
1 know you are right, and if 1 surrender-

ed my heart to Him 1 could not be a half and half Christian.

To me it is a question of all or nothing. At present 1 prefer

to have, and to be, nothing." As William Penn puts it in a

letter, "What mockery to call Him Lord and He not Lord of

our lives; Master, and He not Master of our affections and

beliefs; Saviour, and we not saved from our besetting sins."—

Frederick Sessions, in Friends' IVitness.

NEWS ITEMS.

The outstanding feature of the term at Leighton Park School, Eng-

land, was the carrying out of a food production scheme. After the

break-up of the great frost, on the afternoons of tliree days the upper

school was told off to work on the land. There were three squads, from

the sixth, fifth and lower fifth forms respectively, and each squad gave

two afternoons' work per week, about twenty senior boys being out on

any one day. The hardest work was the breaking up of twenty poles of

heavy land between the School sanatorium and the fives' com-ts. Outside

the school, in Reading and Caversham, three gardens were dug, and a

10-pole piece of turf land was broken up. Perhaps chief interest lay

in the help given to allotment holders on Manor Farm, in cases where

the men folk have been absent in the army or have been ill. Groups ap-

proached workers on allotments, with the offer of service, and succeeded

in making themselves so useful that they were made thoroughly welcome.

Twelve 10-pole allotments were dug, to the satisfaction of their owners.

The Allotments Committee of Reading Town Council recently expressed

their warm appreciation of the work done. In the School garden, the

gardener received good help in the spring digging; a good deal of which

was done by a voluntary squad of seniors; a voluntary squad of juniors

did excellent work in light digging on allotments and garden ground near

the Park. The boys themselves bought forks and spades to the value

of £6, mostly by public subscription. If more money is required, it will

now be got from payment for work, which is asked for in certain cases.

A EECENT letter from Robert J. Davidson notes that more members

were admitted to the Society of Friends in West China last year than in

any other twelve months since our work in Szchwan was begun. He also

reports the appointment of a permanent Yearly Meeting Secretary, or

Recording Clerk, which is felt to be a step in the direction of more care-

ful organization of the work of the Chinese Yearly Meeting. Fang Su

Hsuen (S. H. Fang) has been appointed to the office, in which his knowl-

edge of English will be of service to him.

—

The Friend (London).

Two books just appearing from the press will interest Friends. They

are, "What is Quakerism?" by Edward Grubb, and "William Penn,

Founder of Pennsylvania," by John W. Graham. It is understood they

wiU be on sale by Friends' Book and Tract Committee at 144 E. Twentieth

Street, New York City.
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THE STORM IS STILLED.

This thrilling thought the troubled soul

With ecstasy subdued imbues;

T^Tien Time's unresting biUows roU

The voice, the inner voice renews

The utterance, in accents stiU,

And every fear is rocked to rest,

Obeyed the -n-helming waves his will.

And gently cradled on the breast

Of love unlimited are we
Yea, fostered by Infinity!

Amelia Robbixs, in the Springfield Republicayi.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
The Lancaster turnpike, one of the most important roads leading

out of Philadelphia, is reported to have been sold to the Commonwealth,
to be turned over to the State Highway Department and freed of toUs

on Seventh Month 1st. It will be repaired immediately by the State.

Orders for 275 locomotives, to cost §14,200,000, were placed by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company last week as its entire 1918 program
for the Hues east of Pittsburgh. Of the total, 245 will be made in the
company's shops at Altoona. The remaining thirty orders were given
to the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The New York Evening Post reports that seventeen students of Hav-

erford College will leave this country in a few days when the Peimsyl-
vania hospital unit. Base Hospital No. 10, starts for France. Nearly
all of them are Peimsylvanians or Philadelphia boys. Two or three of
them are members with Friends.

A Ledger correspondent reports : Emplojang the best methods availa-
ble for its calculation, one of the economic pubhcations announces that
New York's cost of hving is 12.32 per capita or a total of $13,006,822
a day for the 5,602,841 mhabitants of the city.

Dr. John R. Mott announces for the Y. M. C. A. that almost all of
the $3,000,000 required for war work by the Association has been pledged,
and that while about $1,000,000 has been pledged by New York, other
cities have been generous.

The Boston Transcript says: Two or three hundred of the Special
Bible Study classes mterested in the First-day campaign are still domg
valuable work, and many of them probably will continue through the
summer. Some have closed for the season, having had supper at their
final meetmg and adjourned with enthusiasm, looking toward a renewal
of the service in the autumn.
Out of "Billy " Sunday's New York campaign there wiU be attempted

in that city a new church on the Imes of Spurgeon's Metropohtan Taber-
nacle, London. Like the London venture, it will have a Baptist basis,
but will be independent of all ecclesiastical coimection. Its head will be
Joseph W. Kemp, until recently a pastor of Edmburgh, Scotland.

In its last bulletin the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
prints a comparative table of wage increases and the increased cost of
food as reported by the principal trades in forty-eight of the leading
cities for the past ten years. During that decade weekly wage rates rose
16 per cent., retail food prices 39 per cent.

Of all the makes and nationalities of motor cars in use behind the
battle lines in France for ambulance service, the Americans are superior,
m the opinion of Henry M, Wing, a Boston man who has just returned
from six months' service m France as a driver in an American ambulance
unit.

A prominent weekly says: Much has been learned from German ex-
perience in feeding the people which the United States can utihze with
profit. For example, the German Government found that price regula-
tion does not work well and that there was no profit in trying to compel
people to eat by law. The farmers secreted much of their produce, that
they might have enough for themselves and their families, and it was
exceedingly difficult to stop mdi\ddual waste. The Government therefore
was obhged to institute a campaign of education, and although this
took time it has worked well, Germany's present difficulty bemg due
rather to a shortage of crops than to unintelligent planning or cultiva-
tion.

During the year 1916 the American Bible Society suffered from loss
of mcome due to the war, and also was hindered in its distribution of
Bibles. The year 1915 had been the largest m the Society's history m
pomt of Bible circulation, 7,761,000 volumes havmg been distributed.

In 1916 the number fell to 6,170,000, or a decrease of more than a qi

ter of a miUion volumes.

FOREIGN.—Although several of the largest paper mills in Engl;

have been forced to shut down because the Government stopped
importation of pulpwood, many others have managed to keep go
by utilizing grass from Scotland, the Finlands and India. Printing pa
and note paper is being made from grass mixed with other materials.

Among numerous efforts toward intensive cultivation of land a

increased productivity of crops in England, perhaps none is more int

esting than the subsidized experiment in growing cereals and other fi

crops with the assistance of overhead electric current, writes Vice Con
Hamilton C. Claiborne, Bradford. The purpose of the experiment
to carry to a larger scale the successful work which has been done dur:

the last few years near Dumfries, where in 1916 an increase of about fi

per cent, in grain and eighty-five per cent, in straw was obtained
oats as a result from overhead electrical discharge."

NOTICES.
New England Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Westerly, R. I.,

to be opened with the meeting of Ministers and Elders on Seventh-ds
the second of Sixth Month, at eleven o'clock.

Upper Evesham Monthly Meetinq will be held on Sixth-ds

Sixth Month 8, 1917, at ten o'clock, instead of Seventh-day the '

the usual time.

MiDDLETOWN MEETING.—Friends or descendants of those who formt
ly worshipped at this place are mvited to attend the First-day Meetir
Sixth Month 3, 1917, at 10 a. m. Electric cars leaving Sixty-nm
Street Terminal, Philadelphia, at 8.32 a. m. make close connection
Media with car for Luna. On steam train leaving West Chester
8.50 A. M. change to trolley car at Glen Riddle for Lima. Conveyanc
will meet trolleys at Lima.

A Public Meeting for Divine Worship will be held in the Old Mee
ing-house at Horsham Village (on trolley fine between Willow Grove ar
Doylestown) on First-day afternoon, Si.xth Month 3, at 3.30 p. m.

This has been arranged by a Committee under appointment by Abin
ton Quarterly Meeting, held at Germantown.
A cordial invitation is ex-tended to residents of the neighborhood ar

to the pubhe generally.

Meetings from Sixth Month 3rd to 9th:

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Sixt

Month 5th, at 10 A. ii.

Chesterfield, at Crosswicks, Third-day, Six-th Month 5th, at 10 A. i

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Sixth Month 5th, at 7.2

p. M.

Bradford, at Coatesville, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 6th, at 10 a. m.
New Garden, at Westgrove, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 6th, at 10 a. i

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 6th, at 1

A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 6th, at 7.30 p. m.
Wilmington, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at 7.30 p. m.

Uwchlan, at Downingtown, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at lO.J

A. M.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.

Burlmgton, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at 10.30 a. m.
Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.
Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 7th, at 10 a. m.
Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Sixth Month 9th, at 11

Died.—At her home in Stanfordville, N. Y., Third Month 17, 1917
Elizabeth Marriott; a member of Stanfordville Monthly Meeting o
Friends, New York.

, On Fourth Month 25, 1917, Diana Knowles, wife of Wil^

ham Knowles, at Westward View, Bentham, England, in her seventy-
sixth year.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
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DIGGING AND SOWING.

Who digs a well, or plants a seed,

A sacred pact he keeps with sun and sod

:

With these he helps refresh and feed

The world, and enters partnership with God.
•

—

Edwin Markham.

Is there in any of our hearts a sense of being out of harmony
with the beauty of the springtime? Does the sowing of the

seeds of war" in the hearts of the people of our land fill

our thoughts, so that we hardly notice the rich browns of

the hill-fields as they lie open to sun and rain and take their

portion of seed from the farmer's careful hand?

And does the cry of the starving babies across the seas ring

in our ears, so that we can not enjoy, as we would, the cheery

call of the robins?

Then perhaps we need, as a dear Friend says, to "look well

to our foundations," to dig more deeply toward the Spring of

Refreshment that should be in us "a well of water, springing

up into everlasting Life," to sow in hope the seeds of Peace,

recalling Whittier's lines:

Thine was the seed-time; God alone

Beholds the end of what is sown,

Beyond our vision, weak and dim
The harvest time is hid with Him.

Along with the war-excitement in our daily press goes a

wonderful turning toward the land for help; and the farmer

and gardener were never more important, or their calling more
exalted than just now when the food supply of the world

may prove so inadequate.

So also was there never such need of the spiritual sowing;

and while the soil seems hard and stony, the seed is lodging

here and there evidently, and perhaps to an extent far beyond

what we suspect.

When we can rise above a sense of discouragement, and feel

a willingness to take our part in this, as it is shown to us,

various definite suggestions are put before us, which are being

worked out by our Yearly Meeting's Peace Committees, and
an effort is being made to unify and centralize these, so that

they may prove more effective, and that our young people

who are urged to join in the relief organizations which are
under military control, will be able to point out to those who
ask their help, that we have our own work, for the war vic-

tims, the non-combatants, who need help far more than the
soldiers.

A chance remark overheard, concerning a young man who
had just enlisted, ran something like this, " He asked when he
would be called out, and they told him it might be to-morrow,
or it might be two or three weeks." Just so, must not we,
who feel that we also are "under orders," be striving after a
quiet, yet watchful and ready spirit—looking for the service,

listening for the call.

The attempt to organize Friends of America to work as a
body for the preservation of life, and the reconstruction of the
nations, is a stimulating and cheering movement. But let

not the man and woman whom circumstances shut out from
joining in these wider movements, fail to remember that there

is left to them, and to all of us that good old "Quaker strong-

hold," the individual faithfulness to the individual concern.

Some of the very best Peace work is done in this way. If we
can meet our neighbors, who do not see the present crisis as

we do, who may obtrude their point of view or try to impose
it on us, and still maintain an atmosphere of peace and good-
will, perhaps we may find that we have "gained our brother."
"Don't be a belligerent pacifist!" said a man laughingly to
a relative who was warmly defending her point of view, and
his warning is needed now, more than when it was spoken a
year ago.

Yet we must remember, too, that a pacifist is an active
person

—
"a peacemaker," not an idle bystander, mourning

over what seems a mad world.
So when we are enabled to see, as George Fox did in his

vision, not only the "sea of darkness," overflowing the worid,
but above it, the "sea of light" which overflowed the "sea
of darkness," we are ready. to "sow beside all waters," and
dig deeply toward the hidden springs.

There is nothing new or original in these thoughts, only,
it may be, a need of reviving them in our minds.
Again Whittier sums up for us the attitude our time calls

for when he says:

In the maddening maze of tilings

The whirlwind and the flood,

To one fixed stake my spirit ch'ngs,

I know that God is good.

F. T. R.

Oh, how many times we can most of us remember when
we would gladly have made the most costly sacrifices to God,
if He would only have excused us from this duty of loving,
of which our nature seemed utteriy incapable. It is far easier
to feel kindly, to act kindly, toward those with whom we are
seldom brought in contact, whose tempers and prejudices do
not rub against ours, whose interests do not clash with ours,

than to keep up an habitual, steady, self-sacrificing love to-
wards those whose weaknesses and faults are always forcing
themselves upon us, and are stirring up our own. A man may
pass good muster as a philanthropist who makes but a poor
master to his servants, or father to his children.

F. D. Maurice.
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EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER FROM JUSTINE DALEN-
COURT TO HANNAH P. MORRIS.

Paris, Fifth Month 1, 1917.

Owing to pressure of work, days run torrentially, events,

like the waves of a furious sea, threaten to swallow up na-

tions. What a blissful condition to be in the Rock, cleft to

provide a hiding-place for us—we are not moved at all, only

bruised. The saddest circumstances cannot separate the

redeemed from His love—their sorrow is not about them-
selves, but rather concerning those who are waxing cold. 1

feel as if my Lord had again to carry His Cross, and we were

called lovingly to help Him to carry it, not by compulsion,

as Simon of Cyrene did.

And thy friend, Agnes Nicholson, what has become of her?

I wait in vain for her return. As to Cecile Boissiere, she

surges further from us. 1 have not seen her for eight months,
but 1 have sent her religious publications, hoping her faith

may be vivified. She was employed in public work. I have
heard that Annie Reich is married; she has not written me
since she left Paris.

The times are dolorous, but if solemn, let us feel it an honor
and a privilege to live in them. May the prophets of the Lord
be faithful that nothing may hinder His message and that

nothing be added to it. Think of me, before Him, asking

not only that my dear pupils and I work with all our heart

and strength for Him, but that we be made according to His

Laws, filled with faith in His powerful wisdom.
My aides? My pupils? One has left me to take the place

of her deceased sister, in an asylum for old men, near her

invalid mother. Another went in vacation to her family, at

Douai, then occupied by the enemy—as a prisoner she had
to direct an ambulance caring for Germans and French

—

physically and mentally worn out by this, she had been sent

by her friends to her home in the south of France for a year's

rest, but the doctor doubts whether she can ever enter ser-

vice again.

Another pupil of mine is anamic and unable to read, write
or sew, but she had been given some charge of our three cen-
tres in Paris. I have need of more aid, but she is devoted
above all. "God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb" is

the sweet experience.

My pupils? I had nine in the winter; they have all worked
well, helping in Mothers' Meetings—studying the Bible,

caring for our sick, etc. But I feel the necessity of elevating
intellectually those who are spiritual, feeling themselves called

but having instruction too rudimentary—the working class

itself being better taught than formerly. It is because of

grammar, etc., that the missionaries are acceptable, graduate
nurses are demanded. They must pass examinations that
cover two or three years. Perhaps I will soon accept only for

evangelistic study those already provided with diplomas.
The Master will guide us.

Of my nine pupils there only remain six, three went to
hospital work. 1 love my dear girls who had little time for
experience for they were disciplined, devout and moral. It

is encouraging.
Our Gospel meetings are always well attended at our three

centres. Although there is much work in the factories, for
strong women, our halls are filled , which shows that a large
number depend on us for consolation. One who comes only
when she is off night duty and so deprives herself of sleep,
the time of our gathering, said to me recently, "

I am possessed
of an evil spirit. 1 have a heart full of hate for all govern-
ments; 1 make bombs which 1 would willingly throw at my
employer rather than at those whom I do not know— I come
here and the devil goes out of me; when 1 leave 1 love, and 1

pity humanity; I wish to put myself between the enemies'
camps, saying, ' Behold my life—take it if necessary, but let
strife be over.'"

Since it is needful in my letters to avoid mention of war, I

can only say we have much distress, physical and moral, many
widows, many old women without sustenance, many broken

hearts. Some revolt against that which they call the indif-

ference of God—others, on the contrary, are brought to ap-

proach Him—it is because of this I believe that our gatherings

are well attended.

My health continues very good, permitting intense and
regular work; nevertheless, I am more easily fatigued than

formerly—it would be unreasonable to wonder at this, since

1 am seventy-eight years old. I have much to bless God for,

in His allowing me to pour His balm of Gilead on poor wounded
ones in my neighborhood. 1 go soon to our country house,

Fontaine Lavaganne, in the hope to plant potatoes, onions,

etc., for next winter. For that it will be necessary that the

plants or seeds which I left in 1916, hidden in my cellar, have

not been taken, for all winter the military were lodged in the

house. 1 fear that next winter will be more terrible than the

last. I had then good food and coal. Dear sister, pray, and
some friends with thee, that I and my adopted family may
take up any task, any sacrifice, any privation, and that we
regard constantly Him who is all in all.

Very affectionately thine,

Justine Dalencourt.

HEAVIER THE CROSS.

Heavier the cross, the nearer Heaven;

No cross without, no God within,

—

Death, judgment, from the heart are driven

Amid the world's false glare and din.

Oh, happy he with aU his loss,

Whom God hath set beneath the cross!

Heavier the cross, the better Christian;

This is the touchstone God applies,

How many a garden would be wasting,

Unwet with showers from weeping eyes!

The gold by fire is purified;

The Christian is by trouble tried.

Heavier the cross, the stronger faith.

The loaded palm strikes deeper root,

The wine-juice sweetly issueth

When men have pressed the clustered fruit;

And courage grows where dangers come,

Like pearls beneath the salt sea foam.

Heavier the cross, the heartier prayer;

The bruised herbs most fragrant are.

If sky and wind were alwaj-s fair

The sailor would not watch the star;

And David's Psalms had ne'er been sung

If grief his heart had never wrung.

Heavier the cross, the more aspiring;
'

From vales we chmb to mountain crest;

The pilgrim, of the desert, tiring,

Longs for the Canaan of his rest.

The dove has here no rest in sight,

And to the ark she wings her flight.

Heavier the cross, the easier dying,

Death is a friendlier face to see;

To life's decay one bids defying.

From hfe's distress one then is free.

The cross sublimely hfts our faith

To Him who triumphed over death.

Thou Crucified! the cross I carry,

—

The longer may it dearer be,

—

And lest I faint while here I tarry.

Implant thou such a heartjn me.

That faith, hope, love, may flourish there,

Till for the cross my crown I wear! —Schmolke.
Translation from the German. Copied for The Friend by Mary I

Hallowell.
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LETTERS FROM A FIELD HOSPITAL.*
This little record is of deep and moving interest—a beautiful

picture of a beautiful life.

In a few skilful touches we are presented with a living picture
of "the most vivid creature that imagination could conceive,"
"grasping life with both hands," a true, high-hearted, brilliant

woman, full of charm and attractiveness. We are told of her
literary work, her books for children and "The Child's Life

of Christ"; and that all her work was the outcome of a deep
and living faith.

" Wherever people were, with whom religion was the passion
of their life, she was of their freemasonry; and whenever she
was in real difficulty, a difficulty of the soul, she fell back al-

ways on the thought of God."
in the early summer of 19 14, conscious of a little over-

strain, she had taken a cottage in the Cotswolds, and there,

in the middle of the most delightful holiday she had ever
known, the news of the war came to her.

At first she could not realize it. Then she heard that the
younger of her two sons, Christopher, was coming home from
abroad to enlist. She wrote afterwards:—

"I began to think over my position. 1 knew that if 1 had
been a man I could not have fought, for the way in which 1

read the words of Christ is that the Kingdom of Heaven is

gained by a different method altogether. 'Not by might, nor
by power, but by Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts.' It is a
method which has never been tried by diplomatists. If an
individual attempts it in his own life, and plunges into deep
seas, it sustains him and he walks on the waters in a great
amazement. What happens to an individual will some day
happen to the nations, when they seek each other's good rather
than their own gain—but not yet. Till then we must learn

our mistakes through great suffering."

Who can read without a pang of sympathy for both, what
Mabel Dearmer tells of her beloved younger son:

—

"Christopher was indignant at my apparent half-hearted-
ness. '

I can't think what has come to you, mother/ he cried,

'you are generally so eager for the right,' . . . and the
boy broke oflF in angry dislappointment.

'"I can't help it, my dear,' 1 replied. 'I can't hate my
enemy. I have spent my whole life trying to learn a different

lesson. If you feel you must go, you must go; it will be right

for you to go. You offer your life—that is always good

—

you can't do more.'

"He went away unsatisfied, and I envied the proud mother
who sends her sons, proud of them, proud of the war that calls

them out, proud of the God of battles. But that God is not
my God, and my heart was heavy.

" My eldest son went next. Then Stephen Gwynn. . . .

"There was no doubt at all that he thought war was right.
'

I don't pretend that any war is Christian,' he said. 'But
this is a just war. If you are a Christian I don't see how you
can fight at all. To be a Christian to-day seems to me to

court annihilation.'

"'Yes,' I said, 'just that—to be ready to throw away one's

life for the Kingdom of Heaven, but for nothing less. It has
always meant that. That is why its Founder was crucified."

The foregoing, we learn from her biographer, is taken from
the first chapter "'of a very personal book' which she began
in Serbia. She wrote only this chapter, and it she rounded
off characteristically with a laugh. But there has come to

me one other passage—a pencilled scrap of paper, barely

legible, which after her death was found in the mud-stained
bag that she kept in her little tent. It gives, I think, the
keynote to all her thought and all her action in the last phase
of her life. 'To the Greeks foolishness, to the Jews a stum-
bling-block.' Christianity can never teach common-sense. It

teaches the Kingdom of Heaven. It may permeate common-
sense with the tincture of its ideals, but the more common-
sensible it becomes, the less it is Christianity. It is the folly

only possible to the supremely wise.'

*Letters from a Field Hospital, by Mabel Dearmer; with a Memoir of

the Author by Stephen Gwynn.

"She who wrote thus had in the practical affairs of life

more shrewdness, more common-sense, than anyone with
whom 1 have ever taken counsel. That permeation of com-
mon-sense by Christianity, and of Christianity by common-
sense, which she describes, was well illustrated in the fact
that her attitude to the war alienated no friend. Yet there
was another reason for this. She who condemned war loved
courage and loved self-devotion. The war was there, and
with it the call to action and to sacrifice. If her sons had
chosen to go out into the street as missionaries and denounce
the war as an outrage against Christianity, as a crime that
no nation should commit, even though it were to be trampled
into powder, she would for that have gladly seen them beaten,
imprisoned or put to death, and gladly have taken her place
at their side. This was the courage that she most valued—the
courage to die, but not to kill; and if the world had enough of
this courage then, she thought, there would be no wars.

" But she did not, for all that, withhold either her sympathy,
or her approbation from those who were prepared to follow
their own ideals where they might lead. The boy who came
to her with his first ardors of patriotism and went away un-
satisfied, yet found in those following months no better com-
fort than she could give. 1 remember how she told me that
never in all their lives had her sons shown such a desire to be
at home, nor come so close to her in talk.

" Yet, for all that, she was isolated and a little lonely. Per-
haps her mind worked the more strongly and was all the truer
to its own instincts."

In the spring of 191 5, Dr. Dearmer was appointed Chaplain
to the British units, comprising some 300 doctors and nurses,
then working in Serbia, and he was asked to start almost at
once.

The arrangement was all made so suddenly that his wife
knew nothing of it till she heard it announced publicly at a
farewell service for the unit which he was conducting.

Here, she felt, was her opportunity, and as soon as the
service was over, she asked if she too might go with the unit,

and was accepted as a hospital orderly.

Mabel Dearmer's revealing letters from Serbia addressed
to Stephen Gwynn, her literary adviser and personal friend,

reflect much of the charm of her vivid personality, and were
there space, one would like to quote largely.

It says much for the quality of the friendship between her
and the soldier friend who has since been called to act as her
biographer and literary executor, that she could write to him
frankly and unreservedly of what she felt and thought about
war, and that he has suppressed nothing of this.

She liked to recount the good deeds of the Austrian doctor
of their hospital.

Once she wrote:

—

" Everything is so curiously mixed up. We are friends and
enemies all together—half our wounded are Austrian—and,
strangest of all, the head doctor of the Serbian Hospital is an
Austrian prisoner. He is a wonderful man, and looked after

and treated 200 wounded all alone. He was taken prisoner,

and never stopped his work of saving life—first as an officer

of his own army, then as a doctor among the Serbs."

And again, later:

—

"The 'enemy' came to tea to-day—the Austrian doctor
who is a prisoner here, and has worked for the Serbian wounded
so nobly that he is head of the Military Hospital—and a

prisoner.—Oh, isn't it strange? He has in bad times dressed

500 wounds a day—besides operations—sleeping for a few
hours at a time and eating when he can—and this for the
enemy. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his enemy."
Later she wrote:

—

"When I see these wounded here, I have got a new ob-
session. I don't see you and Geoff, [her eldest son] and Chris,

hurt, but I see all the men that you and Geoff, and Chris, are

going to hurt—and that is the unbearable thing. If you are

hurt you can bear it to death, for you have ideals—but they,

poor lambs, they curse and rave and suffer and don't know
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why it happens or what it all means. There is an article in

the English Review (which fhank you for)—an article on

'Nationality'—which I feel in my bones is true. It is this

madness of Nationality, this false patriotism, that makes

wars. As long as men grab land and think it noble to die for

their own bit, there will be wars. As though a nation de-

pended on its land! It depends on its spirit and its ideals

The Jews are a nation and they have no land. There—

I

can't argue, but what i felt dimly at Oakridge I know clearly

now. This war will not bring peace—no war will bring peace

—only love and mercy and terrific virtues, such as loving

one's enemy, can bring a terrific thing like peace. . . .

Oh, 1 will stop. But it goes into everything, the tiniest

action—the hardest fight is to love the person you want to

fight and to seek his good rather than yours."

Mabel Dearmer died of typhoid at Kragujevatz that sum-

mer (Seventh Month 1 1, 191 5), at the age of forty-three. To
the fearless woman who had dared to stand alone for her faith,

and to risk all that she might help the suffering, was given the

honor of laying down her life for the service of man, and to the

mother was given the happiness of going before her son Chris-

topher, who fell at Suvla Bay. With all her intense love of

life, she had thought of death as the last great "adventure"

. . . "the last unspeakably good thing of all the unspeak-

ably good things that have come to us," and as she had lived

she died—gladly.

—

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner.

POCONO MANOR NOTES.

Spring has been more than usually belated in the moun-
tains this year. We have heard regular residents say they

"hardly remember a time when vegetation was so backward."

In any event, now at the end of Fifth Month, the trees are

only beginning to show unmistakable signs of life. As usual

this beginning has been heralded by the white bloom of the

shad bush. Until used to it the whitened forms, dotting the

mountain side, startle one with the belief that a sudden snow
drift has appeared. In strong contrast to the white, the bril-

liant tender red of bursting buds soon becomes dominant.

This is quickly followed by the lively green of the birches and
aspens. It is then an endless pageantry to note from hour to

hour, from day to day, how the mountains and fields " clothe

themselves as with a garment."
All this scene of enchanted beauty is enlivened with the

birds, their ceaseless movements and intermittent songs.

An ornithologist like William Baily can count more than sixty

varieties of them; to most of us they are numberless and often

nameless, too. Evidently many of them seek human habita-

tions and respond to some attentions of feeding with undoubt-
ed gratitude. One other natural attraction demands a word.

Arbutus has been everywhere. In places the northern slopes

have been matted with it, and for size and waxy appearance

and pinkness we have rarely seen it rivalled.

The activity of development at the Manor which was re-

viewed last year, has continued. Three cottages are nearing

completion, several have been liberally enlarged and improved,

and architects and builders come and go with a sure augury
of other additions. One easily realizes that it is not merely
the attraction of location that has this effect. The Associa-

tion has proved itself capable of serving the cottage colony

in many ways that make living easy. Of course there are the

advantages of light and water and sewerage for all, but labor

by the hour or by the day is furnished; carpenters and masons
can not only be secured, they can be directed by the manage-
ment; supplies of all kinds are kept in stock, the store at the

Inn will furnish anything from a yeast cake to a can of ice

cream. One must be most exacting and unappreciative not

to realize that the modern spirit of co-operation has been
made a practical basis of a good business management here

on top of the mountain.
Nearly a month ago we were hearing that cottages to rent

were at a great premium ; since we have had occasion to know
it by private solicitation at our door. War conditions may have

some bearing on this situation, but those who know the charm

and ease of living in the colony accept it as a natural outcome.

The Inn has opened nearly a month in advance of previous

records. This in the main is in pursuance of demand. Many
improvements have been carried through in anticipation

of the opening. Guests of the Inn and cottagers will be re-

joiced to find "Baily Park" in its usual hospitable order.

It is understood that the heirs of our good friend intend for

the present to maintain it as heretofore and to extend the

courtesies to the public that their father bestowed with such

liberality and pleasure. As visitors thus enjoy its resources

of beauty and of surprise they realize afresh something of

the sentiment in the lines:

'The best thing any mortal hath,

Is that which every mortal shares,' J. H.

"THE PRESENT DAY MESSAGE OF QUAKERISM."*
This is a small book of 106 pages with four chapters, as

follows: "The Basis of the Quaker Faith," "The Guide of

the Quaker Life," "The Creed of the Quaker Church," "The
Field of the Quaker Message," It is printed apparently on
the responsibility of the author alone—no Society, no meet-

ing has sanctioned it as an official utterance. It belongs to

a class of work now quite common, being no less than an
effort to put the Quaker Message into modern phrase. So
often have these efforts been subject to one qualification or

another, either a misinterpretation of motive or a failure to

discern active principle under human limitation, that the

success of this author in avoiding these defects is only the

more welcome. After a critical reading of the little book,

we find not a single question mark on the margin anywhere.

The specific differences that separate Friends into kinds

have been wholly surmounted. The book keeps to its sub-

ject—it deals with Quakerism not from the point of view of

any body of Friends, or kind of Friend, but clearly as a mode
of expression of the Christian life. But the work is not done
vaguely. The mode stands out clearly; the Quaker is generic

and is justified in his family characteristics.

As an illustration of the success in not stumbling over what
are at times called peculiarities, we may note one instance.

Some efforts at modern statements have announced as dis-

coveries that "Quakerism is not a form of dress or a pecu-

liarity of speech." Here is Charles M. Woodman's treatment

of the subject: "As a question of ethics, the peculiar use of

a pronoun may to-day seem a small thing to insist upon, but,

nevertheless, the 'plain speech' of the Quaker is a living

witness of a one time sincere effort to stand for reality in the

little as well as the great things of life." This is typical of the

treatment. It strikes us as sympathetic—constructive.

In style the book is plainly popular—in places perhaps
it approaches the sophomoric. This is due to the fact, no
doubt, that the addresses were written for public delivery.

It will only add to their value for many uses. Under the title,

"Creed of the Church," one expects to find some jarring

notes. If they are there, we have not discovered them. The
chapter is a somewhat unique expression of the fact that

Friends are at once creedless and yet in unity with the great

truths of religion that the creeds have imperfectly embodied.

The type of thinking in the book as well as the style will

appear from two quotations:
" He (the Friend) rejected every social custom that trod

with thoughtless feet upon the sacred precincts of man's
personality; he plumbed his business methods with the per-

pendicular ethics of the Sermon on the Mount; he maintained
that what was morally wrong could not be politically

right." [page 97].
" In a time when one war followed another in rapid suc-

cession, when fighting was the real business of strong men.

*"The Present Day Message of Quakerism," by Charles M. Wood-
man, The Pilgrim Press. On sale by Friends' Book and Tract Com-
mittee, 144 E, Twentieth Street, New York. Price, $1.00.
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when the nursing of hates and grudges was the prime occupa-
tion of governments, the Society of Friends denounced the
whole program. For them the peace propaganda was never
a question of good economics; it was a question of good re-

ligion; there could be no Christianity in fighting, because the
Christ laid down laws of love, service and sacrifice, and placed
a premium upon the sacredness of man's person."

^
J. H. B.

SERMON OF ELEAZOR BALES.
[Our friend E. B. Carter has sent us a report of a sermon

preached by Eleazor Bales at the opening of Summit Grove
Preparative Meeting in 1873. With some omissions and
editing we are carrying out his suggestion and printing it for

our readers.

—

Eds.]

The object of our coming together this morning is of great

importance to us, to our children and to our neighbors. It

is nothing short of a duty that God has assigned to His people
that they should thus meet together to worship Him and to

adore the excellent name of Him who has abundantly blessed

us with everything we need. Although we are poor and weak,
if we wait in faith and patience and believe His promise that
"they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength,"
He will enable us to journey on through depths and heights
to that blessed home which He has promised to His children.

There is work which the Church has to do under Christ who
sits as Head and Law-giver. Yet we are told everyone is

free and can choose where he will serve and whom he will

serve. It is, however, a Scripture doctrine that we believe,

that they who do not work under the direction and influence

of the Holy Spirit shall be punished in the world to come.
We know, too, that of ourselves we cannot do anything that
will advance Christ's cause or will glorify His name in the
Church. 1 have been thinking of the great work that the
Church militant has to do and how important it is that we
should return to first principles. This Society has always
acknowledged Christ as Head. As we work under His di-

rection, we shall work together in harmony. It seems to me
if all the individual members would work in this way, there

would not be jars or law-breaking or such unrighteousness
among us.

1 have desired, my dear friends, that you of this portion of

the Church, which is now entering on the great work of taking
care of one another, may be thoughtful and considerate all

the time that you are working under the great Head of the

Church. This will regulate you as individuals of God's Church,
it will regulate you in all your movements, in all your inter-

course with your neighbors, in trading and in dealing with one
another. It will so regulate and guide you that you will

manifest to mankind wherever you are that you are not

ashamed of your Head, that you believe in Him and that you
believe your eternal interest depends on Him.

1 want us to be more serious and considerate as account-
able beings and as laborers in the great work of the Church.
I do not seem to have words to convey to you my desire and
heartfelt exercise that you may be found prosperous here, that

you may have an influence here. I believe as you do live

under the guidance and teaching of the Holy Head of the

Church that you will exert an influence over your neighbors

and they will love you and will acknowledge that you are

lovers of the Lord Jesus Christ and that you are not ashamed
to own Him wherever your lot is cast. You will love God
and love man and the breathing of your spirit will be "peace
on earth, good-will to men." These teachings of the Holy
Spirit will do away with all wars and fightings, for God
has told us that we cannot love Him and hate our brother.

It would be inconsistent for us to raise up a weapon to wound
our brother, to injure his body or his feelings.

Now, my brethren, we may try ourselves by the law and
know whether we believe or not. It seems to be a very es-

sential thing that we believe because without faith it is "im-
possible to please God." We believe in the great saving doc-

trine of the Lord Jesus Christ. If we do not, we are not travel-

ing in the narrow way that leads to happiness. We may
further test our love; do we love God supremely and above
everything else? We love Him because of His earthly bless-

ings, but do we love Him because He sent His son and opened
the way to heaven? Do we love our friends and neighbors

as ourselves? Do we love those who hate us, despitefully use

us and persecute us? Can we pray for them or do we engage
in retaliation? There is a great deal for sinners to do to be-

come divested of sin, but we cannot go to heaven with our

sins. We must be born again, take up our cross, deny our-

selves and follow the Captain of our salvation from day to

day. Then we are all one in Christ. We all want to be happy
while we live and we all want to be happy when death comes.

If through the providence and grace of God, there has been

an overcoming of the world, through this same Power there

will be victory over death, hell and the grave. We can then

exclaim with Paul: "
1 have fought a good fight, 1 have finished

my course, 1 have kept the faith; henceforth there is laid up
for me a crown of righteousness which the Lord, the righteous

judge, shall give me at that day and not to me only, but unto

all them also that love His appearing."

[Some of our readers have had the privilege of listening to

lectures by T. R. Glover. They and others, we believe, will

enjoy reading this rather racy review of a recent book of his.

—Eds.]
THE JESUS OF HISTORY.*

This book has grown out of lectures which the author gave

in a good many cities in India during the winter of 191 5-16.

To some of his readers they recall vividly hours in the lecture

room at Woodbrooke shortly before Dr. Glover sailed for

India, when he drew out the sympathy and thought of Eng-
lish students as to the message to students needed in India.

We found then, and the thought receives fresh emphasis
now, that the message which men's hearts need the world

over is the same; it is Jesus Christ who satisfies the human
heart. The book will be specially welcome to many who have
heard Dr. Glover lecture, as they recognize lines of thought

which he has opened out to them and which we are glad are

now reaching a wider public. We understand the first edi-

tion of the book is already exhausted, and that a second will

be available shortly.

Dr. Glover approaches Christianity as the historical and
classical student, basing his argument on the appeal to facts,

and on this basis of experience he provides a foundation for

thought which is always seeking to carry us on further. Re-

ligion is not something superimposed on ordinary life; it

"is a natural working of the human spirit, and as students

of history we reckon with the religious instinct as a factor of

the highest import." Our author goes on to show what "a
force of unparalleled power in human affairs" the Christian

Church has been. Referring specially to the questioning

of old systems of religious belief in India to-day, he shows

that this owes its impulse to the missionary faith that be-

lieved "that Jesus Christ was still a real power, permanent
and destined to hold a large place in the affairs of men."

If we attempt to sum up in a sentence or two the main
thought of Dr. Glover's book, it is that we are in danger of

underestimating Jesus Christ, that we do not see how far

He reveals to us the mind and purpose of God and so our

interpretation of Christian faith is too often narrow, poor

and thin. The words of Jesus to Peter (Mark viii.33) are ren-

dered into modern English, "You think like a man; you
don't think like God," and to this phrase Dr. Glover re-

turns frequently to illustrate mistaken thought of God. " The
first thing Jesus had to do, as a teacher, was to induce men
to re-think God. Men, he saw, do not want precepts; they

do not want ethics, morals or rules; what they do need is to

re-think God, to re-discover Him, to re-explore Him, to live

on the basis of relation with God."
The greater part of the book is an attempt to make us see

*By T. R. Glover, M. A., LL.D. (Student Christian Movement. 3s.

6d. net.)
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afresh "the fact of Christ" not in dogma or theory but as

one who shared and fathomed the depths of human life. The
result, as all who know Dr. Glover's lectures will expect, is

to give us an extraordinarily vivid and inspiring picture of

Jesus. A sentence from the Confessions of St. Augustine

quoted more than once
—"One loving spirit sets another on

fire"—is characteristic of the book itself as well as of its

theme. The brief chapter entitled "Childhood and Youth"
is charming in its suggestions of what Jesus saw and learnt

in the years at Nazareth. "Jesus grew up in an Oriental

town with poor houses, bad smells, and worse stories, trage-

dies of widow and prodigal son, of unjust judge and grasping

publican—yes, and comedies, too," and we have pictured the

carpenter's shop and those who would go in and out of it.

"Are we to think that all the tenderness of Jesus came to

Him by a miracle when He was thirty years of age? IVlust

we not think it was all growing up in that house and in that

shop?" So, sharing the life in a small country town with its

intimate knowledge of the lives of others, we find One to

whom "God is real, living and personal," "a real Father

with a real father's heart," and who " brings men to the new
exploration of God, to the new commitment of themselves

to God, simply by the ordinary mechanism of friendship and
love."

A genuine faith in God's concern for the ordinary daily

lives of men is surely one of our great needs to-day. "The
practical working religion of a great many of us rests on a

feeling that God is a very long way off." Dr. Glover does a

great service in showing that the religion which Jesus reveals

brings man into direct contact with God in all the relations

of life. "The type of holiness which Jesus teaches can be

achieved with an ordinary diet, and a wife and five children."

And again he points out "there is little need of special ma-
chinery for contact with God," and quotes a sentence from
Harnack

—
"a living faith needs no special methods." So

it comes to pass that " Jesus never feels that men have any
need of a priesthood to come between or to help them to

God; God does all that. There is no common concern, no
matter of food or clothing, no mere detail of the ordinary
round of common duty and common life, but God is there."

We get a long way from this kind of thought of God as a rule,

and we blame Him when we have wandered away from Him
and got "lost." Dr. Glover has some illuminating pages on
what Jesus meant by the lost He came to save. While there

is little allusion to the present strife, the book is none the less

a message which should bring hope and cheer to many who
need it.—H . M . N., in The Friend [London].

TEMPERANCE.
A department edited by Benjamin F. Whitson, of Moylan, Pa., on

behalf of the Friends' Temperance Association of Philadelphia.

REVEALING THE RISEN LIFE.
"They came, not for Jesus' sake only, but that they might

see Lazarus also, whom he had raised from the dead."
The world was watching this man who had been raised to

life; they watch every one who has new life in Christ. What
sort of a testimony are our lives telling forth? A young
woman came before the session of a Presbyterian church and
said she wished to unite with that church. No one present
knew her; she made an unusually clear confession of faith,

impressing the minister so much that he asked her how she
had been led to Christ. "Through Dr. S.," she replied. "Is
Dr. S. a friend of yours?" she was asked. "No," she said,
"

I have never met or even seen him." She was a telephone
operator and had had night service from 9 p. m. to 3 a. m.
Receiving many calls for this physician she had more than
once rung his bell by mistake. Always he answered not only
with courtesy, but with a voice that showed no trace of im-
patience. It was such a grateful relief from the suriy sleepy
voices of others awakened at midnight, or the harsh expres-
sions directed at her when she called a wrong number by
mistake, that she finally became deeply interested and wanted
to know the secret of the difference between Dr. S. and other
rnen. She learned that Christ was supreme in his heart and
life. Soon Dr. S.'s Saviour was her Saviour.

—

From the Sunday
School Times.

POPULAR SOPHISTRY.

'Twas a dangerous cliff, as was freely confess'd,

Tho' to walk near the crest was so pleasant,

But over its terrible edge there had shpped

Some statesmen and many a peasant,

Till the people demanded protection be given,

Yet their projects did not at all tally,

Said some, "Put a railing along by the cliff,"

And some, "Put an ambulance down in the valley."

But the cry for the ambulance carried the day,

As it spread thru the neighboring city

;

A fence might be useful enough in its way,

But the hearts of the many were brimful of pity

For the crippled and dying who fell from the wall.

So the dwellers in mansion and alley

Gave pounds or gave pence, not at all for a fence,

But an ambulance down in the valley.

Then an old sage said, "It's a marvel to me
That people give far more attention

To repairing results than to stopping the cause;

'Twere wiser to study prevention."

"Let us stop at its source all this mischief," he cried,

"Come, neighbors and friends, let us rally;

If the chff we but fence we may almost dispense

With the ambulance down in the valley."

"Oh, he's a fanatic," the people rejoined

;

"Dispense with the ambulance? Never!

Arn't we picking up people as fast as they fall.

And reaping a blessing forever?

Why should people of sense go put up a fence

While the ambulance works in the valley?"

The Ambulance Philosophy still has its ardent defenders
among the manufacturers and dispensers of intoxicants, and
seems to be accepted pretty generally, though sadly, as the
"only thing we can do" in connection wdth war. But the
number of those who perceive the causes, and who are trying

at least to dose the spile, is increasing. "This ought ye to

have done and not to have left the other undone."

The United States Brewers' Year Book for 1916 is in-

teresting and not unprofitable reading to all who desire to

see that Association, and the industry it seeks to promote, put
out of business. The book is similar in size and binding to

those of previous years—having more than 300 pages—but this

-edition is not illustrated. Readers who are not in sympathy
with the aims of the Brewers' Association will gather encourage-
ment from their admissions. Thus in the Introduction we
read, "At no time in the world's history has public attention

been given so largely to the question of drink. It is by far the
chief social question of the day, and not even in Europe,
where a dozen nations have become engulfed in a war of un-
paralled dimensions, has it been obscured. On the contrary
. . . it is not an exaggeration to say that the proper
method of dealing with it has come to be recognized as a
matter of war policy, taking its place with that of raising,

armies, building navies, increasing revenues, planning cam-
paigns, and the actual fighting of troops on the battle front."

The famous declaration of David Lloyd-George of England
does not appear to be quoted, however. He said, "We are

fighting Germany, Austria and Drink, and so far as I can see,

the greatest of these deadly foes is Drink." But, to quote
further from the Year Book, we note with joy the admission,
"Here in the United States the question has become pro-

nouncedly national within the year. Encouraged by spectacu-
lar victories in several States, the prohibition forces laid siege
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to Congress. They demanded the passage of the bill in-

tended to establish prohibition in the District of Columbia,

and the adoption of the proposed Constitutional Amendment,
which, if duly ratified, would forbid the manufacture and sale

of alcoholic beverages throughout the whole United States."

The passage of the District of Columbia Bill is not noted, but

a thirty-page "postcript" gives the Webb-Kenyon decision

of the Supreme Court and a symposium of newspaper opinion

of all kinds regarding it. The anti-liquor press hails the de-

cision as a great victory for them, giving States that have out-

lawed the traffic a fair chance to enforce their prohibition law.

The liquor press, on the other hand, finds a gleam of hope in

the suggestion that "one of the chief props of the argument in

favor of national prohibition has been taken away" by the

Webb-Kenyon Act. The "prop" referred to was the claim

that "States are powerless to bring about effective prohibition;

therefore, if it is to be had at all, it must be had through
Federal action."

may be explained by the fact that things did not go as the

brewers wanted them to down in Virginia and West Virginia

and in other places.

Other Matter in the Year Book is equally significant.

Let us classify some of it. i
.

—

Reform. That there are many
evils incident to the "business" is frankly admitted. The
President of the Convention, Gustave Pabst, offers several

suggestions "which may be influential in stemming the grow-
ing sentiment in opposition to our industry." (A) Discrimina-

tion in granting licenses. (B) Gradual decrease in the num-
ber of licensed stands. (C) "An aggressive campaign in the

interest of truth respecting our industry and its product."

Unfortunately for President Pabst and his following, the state-

ments which they classify as "truth" are not universally

accepted as such. Thus in his opening address he begins by
saying, " Elections have been held in eight States. The 'wets'

won by large majorities in California, Maryland, Missouri

and Vermont. The ' drys ' won (nothing said about majorities

or of other States that voted) in Michigan, Montana, Nebraska
and South Dakota." The cold fact is that prohibition won
four States out of eight and the liquor men did not win any.

They merely retained with a weakened grip what they held

before. 2.—-Compensation. Foreseeing their doom, the liquor

men are now preaching the wrongfulness (?) of "confiscation"

(refusal to renew a license) and pleading the justice (?) of

"compensation." 3.

—

IVhiskey does the mischief. Recog-
nizing the force of an awakened public that is beginning to see

the real truth about the liquor trade, the brewers are endeavor-
ing now to allay public indignation by condemning whiskey and
praising beer. They are succeeding well in this ruse, for

people as a rule are charitable towards evil, but the facts about
beer are rapidly becoming known. It may yield a larger

profit to the manufacturer and distributer because it does not
kill its victim so soon, but the mischief and ruin it works is

more than the public will tolerate when once the people per-

ceive it. 4.

—

Tobacco, Tea and Coffee. The liquor men are

doing everything within their power to induce the tobacco

trade to join with them in their fight for continuance. They
endeavor to confuse the issue and becloud the facts by claiming

that these "prohibition fanatics" are seeking other worlds to

conquer. 5.

—

The Anti-Saloon League is the one organization

that the brewers seem most to fear, condemn and endeavor
to stigmatize. " In every State where it has brought about
prohibition, the League has been stirred to greater activity

and to bolder grasping for power," says Hugh F. Fox, Secretary

for the Brewers. He characterizes the work of the A. S. L.

"usurpation of governmental authority." He charges them
with "organizing crowds to invade court-rooms and brow-
beat judges and juries in liquor cases." Did the reader ever

engage in this kind of militant work—"brow-beating judges

and juries?" The climax of the suggestions of "frightfulness"

is that if the A. S. L. should succeed in bringing about national

prohibition they might assume the police function in national

affairs. Was not the State Superintendent of the League in

Virginia selected as "Commissioner of Prohibition" with
"power to appoint an army of deputies?" Probably these

high compliments to the A. S. L. from the Brewers' Year Book

Some Statements of Interest (z/ true).— In a paper called

The Other Side, having as a motto, "The truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth," published by the National
Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association at Cincinnati, we find

this interesting assertion and comment, viz.: "Alcohol is in-

dispensable to the manufacture of the only kind of powder
that can be used by the U. S. Army and Navy. In case of

war the present production of alcohol would be hopelessly in-

adequate for that purpose. Two years or more would be re-

quired to restore the capacity already lost by the passage of

prohibition statutes. Could an enemy of our country, there-

fore, accomplish more for his cause than by brftiging about the

enactment of 'dry' laws?"

In the same publication we read also an estimate that "the
present annual output of alcohol in this country would not be

sufficient to supply one-third of the smokeless powder con-

sumed in a four days' engagement at Verdun." And again,
" It is a good time to take stock and get back to the old safe

doctrine of ' live and let live,' if we do not want to encourage

discord and even revolution in this country."

The Anti-Prohibition Manual is another publication that

has come to hand recently, having been forwarded with other

literature of its class from a librarian in Massachusetts who
writes that "such stuff" is intended for the library reading

table, "but never gets there." It is to be hoped that other

librarians are similarly discriminating. So long as the reading

public are so credulous in regard to what they see in print, is

it not as much a duty to protect the gullible adult as the open-

minded child. Friends in every neighborhood should see that

the local library is supplied with reliable literature on the

temperance question, and librarians should be asked to give

the subject of misleading literature their careful attention.

National and State Brewers Fined.—A fine of $ro,ooo,

the limit under the Federal penal code, was levied against the

United States Brewers' Association, of New York, by Judge
Thomson, in the United States District Court at Pittsburgh.

In bringing the famous brewery probe to a close, 33 brewing
corporations of Pennsylvania- and the Brewers' Association

pleaded no defense to raising a fund exceeding a million

dollars to influence the 19 14 election of a United States Senator

and 36 members of Congress in Pennsylvania.

The Federal Prosecutor said: "The Pennsylvania State

Brewers' Association was one of the associated organizations.

"The defendant companies, through this Association, under-

took to control the nomination and election of virtually every
public officer elected within the commonwealth, from Governor
down, including members of Congress and United States

Senators.

"The expenditures that year exceed |i,ooo,ooo. The very

fact that the records were destroyed warrants the conclusion

that there may have been other funds of which the govern-

ment has no knowledge."

An Interesting Report comes from the Temperance
Committee of Pasadena Monthly Meeting (Hickory Grove
Quarter, Iowa) showing the scope of their work during the

past year. Without the activities of such committees the

members of a monthly meeting are apt to be ignorant of the

opportunities when their assistance is most helpful, and to

become discouraged or indifferent.

Our truest praying is that which we cannot express in any
words, our heart's unutterable longings, when we sit at God's

feet and look up into His face, and do not speak at all, but

let our hearts talk.—J. R. Miller.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.
The Golden Clew.—By G. Crosfield.—Chapter ix.

—

The Lesson of the Resting Trees.—(Extracts.) Dorothy's
favorite seat was in the orchard. The flower-garden was de-
lightful in its way; but here among the fruit-trees she felt

there was more purpose, and though she had never thought
out the reason, perhaps the sight of the laden branches pleased
her earnest nature. She was a little dismayed, therefore,
when, one morning, late in the autumn she sought the shel-
tered spot, whence she could see them hitherto stretched in

fruitful lines before her, to find that the gardener had stripped
them nearly all the day before; and the place, shorn of its

glory, seemed filled now only with barren stems, round which
the leaves were already rustling, for the dryness of autumn
frost was upon them.
As she turned to the book she had brought to study, she

heard voices near, and recognized her aunt talking to the
gardeners. Dorothy asked her aunt to sit down for a moment
beside her.

" It is not a very comfortable seat, Aunt Mary, but I liked
it because it was just where 1 could see the trees so nicely.
Now, however, all the fruit is gone, and I don't think I shall
come here again."

"Why not?" said Aunt Mary. " It is very dry and sunny
here, there is a pleasant old-world sense of quiet among these
resting trees, now that their work for the year is over."
"That is just it," said Dorothy. "The fruit is all gone.

I like to look at the fruit. Now—

"

"Now what?" said Aunt Mary, laughing. "Surely we are
not so unreasonable as to suppose they would always be laden
with apples? Now the time has come for the trees to silently
gather together their forces for the crop next year. Perhaps
they don't look so nice, that is all."

"No, they don't," said Dorothy. "They look dying and
lazy, almost stupid; they don't inspire me a bit."

"That is just as well, I think," said Aunt Mary. "Some-
times lately, I have been afraid thou was crowding thy life

too much, and making thy life work almost a worry instead of
a joy. Of course 1 know, dear Dorothy, why thou art trying
to live every monent of thy life well, and I love thee for it.

But no one can go on working successfully without resting, too.
There must come' seventh-days' in our lives, if the work is to
be ' very good '—real rest in the sense of refreshment and change,
and gathering strength in every way; new thoughts, new
pleasures, new avenues for interest and hope, when, like the
fallow ground, we lay ourselves open to all the gentler in-
fluences around us; the breezes from heaven breathe over us;
the dews of the earth fall, and we drink them in. Let us be
like these trees—a time for blossom, then for fruit, then for
rest. There would be no fruit if there were no rest. We want
time to read, time to think, time to do nothing, and let the
different seeds swell and sprout and spring up."

While Aunt Mary was speaking, Dorothy drew a letter out
of her pocket. It was from Marion, who had been back at
school a few weeks.

"It is curious that when Marion wants thy advice, dear
aunt, she sometimes asks me to find it for her, she loves thee
so very dearly; how is it?"
"That is the reason, I think," replied her aunt. "Those

who love each other most, often find greater walls of reserve
between them, which do not exist with comparative strangers.
I quite understand Marion, for 1 remember the same feeling
of shyness 1 had at her age towards those I loved. But when
1 have had the courage to overcome it, 1 have been richly re-
warded for the effort it has cost me. We want to be more
simple and frank, and then these difficulties would melt away.
As thou grows older, thou will see how much needless worry
and unhappiness, and ill-health, people give themselves in this
strain to be always doing; sometimes from pure ambition, lest
others should go beyond them and surpass them; sometimes
from a restless anxiety to use every moment of their short life
well. Such hurry defeats its end. We lose the freshness and
brightness and elasticity which help us to do things quickly

and readily. The work becomes a drag, and at last we often

cause anxiety to our friends through exhausted health, if we
do not become a trial, through our nervous, irritable temper.
Get into a good habit of taking rest, when it comes to thee.

'God works in the silence of God,' and often in these silent

times of rest we learn most."
"I have certainly often noticed," said Dorothy, "that

nothing helps me more than my quiet time for Bible reading,

when 1 get it. It is not only the teaching out of the Bible

—

the quiet seems to help me."
"It is both, I expect," said Aunt Mary, "there is a great,

steadying power in the daily study of the Bible. It gives, as
it were, an anchorage for the day; that is, when that study
becomes by prayer a real message to our hearts. Such study
forms and molds the character; gives it weight and dignity,

wisdom, as none other can give. We seem, while we read, to
enter into an atmosphere. It is the deepest, grandest quality
of mind and soul. We are powerless to understand it, if the
Holy Spirit does not Himself teach us what it means. And
then, too, when we have tested for ourselves the truth of the
Bible, and have found out, time after time, how wonderfully
its message to us has fitted into our need day by day, we begin
to look upon it almost as a personal, living friend, and turn
to it with confidence, sure that it will always guide us, and
never disappoint us. And in this way we are secure. It is

useless to try and unconvince those whose faith has been built

up by daily and hourly proofs. Truth of this kind becomes
part of ourselves, it cannot be shaken."
The pale, chastened sunlight was gradually clouding over,

and a somewhat chilling breeze swept suddenly through the
orchard. Aunt Mary got up and folded her shawl around
Dorothy, who was beginning to look cold.

As they went, stooping now and then under the arching
boughs, Dorothy said:

"I feel almost as though I had been thoughtless and un-
kind toward these poor trees. After all, perhaps, they are
doing God's will better than I am."
"They are simply doing His will, that is all," said Aunt

Mary. "When we have learned to do the same we enter
into rest."

Dorothy said nothing, but picked a withered leaf off one
of the boughs as she passed. She slipped it into her Bible
when she got home. She meant to keep it there, lest she
should ever forget what the resting trees had taught her that
morning.

I

A PACIFIST AMONG SAVAGES.
(Continued from page 559.)

The New Teacher.

. A short time after my experience, in response to an appeal
for a teacher in Satanta's camp (another Kiowa chief, of whom
we shall hear later), a man ofl'ered his services and was ac-
cepted.

One day, not feeling very well, he lay down at the root of a
large tree, when suddenly he heard the twang of a bow-string
and an arrow whizzed just above his head and stuck in the
tree—quickly following was another, and another; a whole
cloud of arrows all a little too high to harm him, if he lay still,

but so close that he dared not rise. Had he made a few quick
turns over, sprung up and taunted them about their awkward
shooting and offered them a better chance, manifesting a little

of the true spirit of bravery, he might have been a serviceable
man in their camp, but they continued to torment him during
the next ten days, making him miserable, until they went to
the Agency for their rations, and he went with them. When
within twelve miles of it, Satanta and his son rode up, one on
each side of him, giving the mule he was riding a sharp cut'

with their riding whips and keeping it up all the way to the
Agency, making a shorter trip than was usual. The poor man
came in looking so badly all were alarmed at his woe-begone
appearance. This first trip to the Indian camp was his last.

He thought it preferable to return home. When the agent
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questioned them as to why they hustled him in so hurriedly

Satanta replied
—

" 1 look at him while his mule drink, 1 think

he going to die, and I no want him to die on my hands,"

This same son of Satanta was body-guard for Thomas C.

Battey, when he was in the Kiowa camp, and was very faithful

later on in his watchfulness over him.

After being in camp about two weeks, arrangements were

being made to remove to another place, and the agent sent

men and a team who took my tent and fixtures, and proceeded

in advance of the tribe. After raising my tent, the Agency
men went to the timber about a mile distant to procure some
wood for me.

During their absence an Indian came galloping along, some
distance from my tent. He passed by it, turned and rode

back and forth several times in front of it, each time a little

nearer, but riding fast, giving no time for a shot should it be

an enemy's tent.

1 was sitting in the tall grass in front of it. When he ap-

proached so near that 1 thought he might see me, 1 arose and
placed my hands in a position to show 1 was not armed, gave

him the usual salutation and beckoned for him to approach.

He stopped when he saw that 1 was unarmed, but continued

to sit with his bow strung and some arrows in his hand. 1

slowly stepped towards him and offered him my hand, which

he hesitatingly took, asking if 1 was alone and who 1 was?

1 answered
—

"1, Kiowa: Who are you?" He replied

—

" Kiowa," and asked, " If you Kiowa—who your chief?"

"Kicking Bird," 1 replied. "Kicking Bird!" he repeated in

great surprise, and asked if 1 knew Stumbling Bear. 1 told

him that 1 did, that he and others with their people would

soon be here. He then dismounted, but kept his bow strung.

By this time the Agency wagon came in sight, with a load of

wood; he manifested some anxiety when he saw it, until 1 in-

formed him who it was, when he settled down again.

He informed me he had been with some warriors into Col-

orado and was just on his return, that his men were encamped
in some timber about two miles away; that seeing my tent he

had come to see who was there, and would wait to see the

Kiowas when they came.
About an hour afterwards Stumbling Bear and several other

chiefs came with their people and encamped nearby.

The Indian with whom 1 had thus made acquaintance proved

to be Catt, a Kiowa war-chief, just returning from a raiding

expedition in Colorado, whither he had gone immediately after

driving off some two hundred mules from the guarded corral

under the guns of Fort Sill, which daring exploit made him
famous with his tribe.

From this time he attached himself to the friendly element

of the tribe and was ever after a warm friend of mine. Had I

been armed these good results might not have followed.

(To be continued.)

PATRIOTISM.

Patriotism is a passion of love to the community, and of national

brotherhood.

—

Lord Shaftesbury, 1711.

Love is an essential part of Patriotism.

Hatred of other countries leads to Oppression at home and
invites Antagonisms abroad.

The Patriot labors

—

To improve and create, not to injure and destroy.

To raise his own country, not to degrade another nation.

To promote International Friendship and Helpfulness, not

to rouse a boastful and quarrelsome spirit.

The man who lives to better the condition of his fellow-men

and add to the happiness of their lives; to raise up a people strong

in limb, true in word and deed, brave, sober, temperate, chaste:

this man truly serves theState.

He conserves its fundamental strength.

He truly loves his country.

He is a real Patriot.

Every day life is full of opportunities for practicing such

patriotism.

—

Issued by William C. Allen, San Jos6, Cal.

NEWS ITEMS.

Fifth Month 26, 191".

Office of The Friend, 207 Walnut Place, Philadelphia:

—

Dear Friends:—Under this date our Committee of the Representa-

tive Meeting for the collection of funds in aid of war sufferers are for-

warding draft to Isaac Sharp, London, to be apphed as follows:

Friends' Ambulance Unit % 145.00

War Victims' Relief Committee 285.00

Emergency Committee for the Relief of Ahens 167.00

Belgian Rehef Committee 54.00

Subject to Allocation by the Sub-committee of the Meeting for

Sufferings 1,033.16

Total $1,684.16

Very truly,

John Way,
For the Committee.

It is understood that Agnes L. Tierney, Joseph Elkinton, Max I.

Reich and Albert H. Votaw were in attendance at New York Yearly

Meeting.

Four dormitory cottages at Penn College have been given names that

will link them to important types of Quaker character, viz:. Margaret

Fell, Elizabeth Fry, Mary Dyer and SybU Jones.

The Yearly Meeting at Fifteenth and Race Streets, adopted this min-

ute: " Philadelpliia Yearly Meeting of the Rehgious Society of Friends,

in session at Fifteenth and Race Streets, hereby declares that it is un-

compromisingly opposed to all wars, behaving them to be evil and in-

efficient methods of advancing human interests."

It is reported that seven Haverford men have been accepted by Eng-

hsh Friends for their reconstruction work in France.

The death of John Frederick Hanson is reported from Portland, Ore-

gon. He came to this country in 1856 with his parents from Norway.

At the age of seventeen he united with Friends and soon began in broken

Enghsh to speak in meeting. He was a recognized minister for over

fifty years. His several rehgious journeys abroad and his extensive travel

in this country made him widely known. He was in Denmark at the

tliirty-fifth anniversary of the organization of temperance work there.

His experience in riding at the head of a procession of fifty thousand

people, greeted with hurrahs, where thirty-five years previous he was

scoffed and jeered, and addressing a great mass meeting in the park,

makes one of the most notable instances of modern Quaker history.

At the same time he also attended and spoke at the unveiling of the

monument between Norway and Sweden, commemorating their one

hundred years of peace. He was in his seventy-sixth year.

Levinus K. Painter has given information in the American Friend

of two informal Friends' meetings in which our readers are much in-

terested. We adapt the following from his letter

:

The group in Cornell University meet each First-day evening for wor-

ship in Barnes Hall on the University campus. They have been actively

engaged in the work of the Fellowship of Reconcihation and other con-

structive peace agencies. A part of the group have been in training in

the University Ambulance Unit.

The second group is at Syracuse University. They meet regularly for

First-day morning worsliip at the home of Prof. Tatnall, 101 Clarke

Street, Syracuse. Members of the group have been active in the Univer-

sity International Pohty Club and in the Consumer's League of the city.

They have some funds at their disposal, so they are able to secure speak-

ers to address them along hues of constructive patriotism. This group

has set itself to working out a feasible plan of war rehef and reconstruc-

tion that will apply to all nations ahke, beheving that such a plan, if

launched on a sufficiently large scale, would be a large factor in promoting

international good-will. The plan is being submitted to several organiza-

tions of national scope.

These groups of Friends in educational centers where our views are

almost unknown are seizing their opportunity to spread these views. They
find many who agree with them and who are glad to work with them.
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The Yearly Meeting of Friends that is held at the Moses Brown School,

Pro\adence, R. I., includes the week from Sixth Month 25th to Seventh

Month 1st. It is announced that rooms at the Boarding School range

from eighty cents to SI.50 per day, board $1.00 per day. Friends de-

siring accommodations should write to Frances E. Wheeler, Moses
Brown School, Providence, R. I.

M. Nakamura, of Tsuchiura, Japan, spent a few days among Friends

and others in Pasadena recently, and spoke briefly one evening at the

"Friendly Circle" on the Peace Work of Gilbert Bowles.

The Federal Council of Churches recently in session in Washington,

made some concession, in their declaration, to the Quaker point of view

as wiU appear in the following. This was due to the presence and plead-

iog of two members of the Society.

What is the mission of the church in this hour of crisis and danger?

It is to bring all that is done or planned in the nation's name to the test

of the mind of Christ. That mind upon one point we do not all interpret

aUke. With sincere conviction some of us believe that it is forbidden the

disciple of Christ to engage in war under any circumstances. Most of

us believe that the love of all men which Christ enjoins, demands that

we defend with all the power given us the sacred rights of humanity.
But we are all at one in loyalty to our coimtry, and in steadfast and whole-

hearted devotion to her service.

Friends' Select School Notes.—The annual Spring gathering of the

Alumni Association was held at the School Fifth Month 18th. The late

afternoon was an informal social occasion. Supper was served in the
School dining-room, and in the evening F. Schuyler Mathews, the artist

and naturalist of Cambridge, Mass., lectured on "Bird Music."

Another lecture on birds was given by one of our old students, Henry
J. Fry, on the afternoon of the 24th. His main theme was the individual-

ity of some of our common varieties of birds.

The closing e.xercises are to be held this year on the afternoon of Sixth

Month 8th, at 3 o'clock. J. Henry Bartlett is to deliver the address to

the graduating class.

Gertrude Roberts Sherer, who has been spending the year in study at
Leland Stanford University and the University of Cahfornia, is ex-

pected to return to the School as a teacher of EngUsh next year. She was
granted the degree of M. A. from Leland Stanford on the 22nd.

Alice Owen Albertson, who has been serving as a substitute in Ger-

trude Sherer's place during the present year, ex-pects to return next year
as teacher of German.
Ehzabeth W. Warner, Jr., a gi-aduate of Westtown in the Class of 1916,

has been appointed Assistant Teacher in the Primary Department.
Mary Alethea Doan, of Indiana, a graduate of Guilford College, who

spent a year in graduate study at Bryn Mawr, will assume the duties of

teacher of mathematics in place of Mary A. Wickersham, who has been

granted a year's leave of absence for rest and study in Cahfornia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

It was announced at Bryn Mawr College that Helen Herron Taft,

the only daughter of President Taft, had been elected unanimously dean
of the college by the directors. She is a graduate of Bryn Mawr, having
won the first matriculation scholarship for Pennsylvania and the southern

States, awarded purely on grade, when she entered Bryn Mawr in 1908.

Congress appropriated $17,700,000 for food survey or census, and for

increasing production, conserving supply and preventing waste of food.

Representative J. Rankin had the following amendment added : In the

work of survey, women shall be employed "as far as practicable."

The Lawj'ers' Club of New York has formed a .150,000 corporation,

hired 400 acres from the Stewart Estate near Garden City, L, I., and will

raise vegetables. It was at first proposed that each member be pledged
to cultivate an acre, but instead an expert superintendent is to employ
farm labor—which wiU produce better results.

The small diocese of Arkansas has just led the Episcopal Church of

the country in electing a colored man a suffragan bishop, and also in

electing two suffragans, the Umit allowed by law, for one diocese. It is

stated that this leadership of Arkansas was taken only after consultation

with other Episcopal dioceses in the South, and that at least four other

colored suffragan bishops are to be chosen.

A new gift by John D. Rockefeller of $25,000,000 to the endowment of

the Rockefeller Foundation was announced at New York last week by
Dr. George E. Vincent.

In the Year Book of the Congregational Churches in the United States

for the year 1916 we find that there are among them 2278 churches which
have fewer than fifty members to a church. That expresses the present

condition of more than one-third of the Congregational churches in our

land.

The month just closed has seen the inauguration at the University

of Chicago of the Wilham Vaughn Moody lectures, on a foundation of

$20,000, and after the same plan as the Barbour-Page lectures at the

University of Virginia and the Lowell lectures in Boston.

FOREIGN.—Compulsory military service on a selective basis at

once to raise at least 50,000 and probably 100,000 men to make good the

wastage in the Canadian army corps in France, was proposed to Parlia-

ment at Ottawa, Ont.

The Franchise Reform Bill being pushed in the British Parliament,

grants the vote to 6,000,000 women, as weU as to 2,000,000 men hitherto

outside the pale for one reason or another.

A despatch from London says : "The number of women who are acting

directly as substitutes for men in field, office and workshop has now passed

the 1,000,000 mark, according to figures printed by the Board of Trade
labor gazette."

It was announced by Premier Lloyd-George in the House of Commons
at London that the government proposed to summon immediately a

convention of representative Irishmen in Ireland to submit to the British

Paxhament a constitution for the future government of Ireland.

The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions announces

that on Third Month 31 the last ounce of opium was sold in Chma. Thus
ends the prohibition movement which began ten years ago. The foreign

syndicate of Shanghai offered the Government $7,000,000 for the privilege

of continuing sales of the drug another six months, in order that they

might work off their remaining stock. At that time China was beseech-

ing the United States for a loan of $5,000,000 to meet a special emergency,

and was being refused. Nevertheless the Shanghai offer was declined.

Does history offer a greater example of moral determination on the part

of a nation?

NOTICES.
SciPio QuAETBRLT MEETING of Frieuds will be held at Poplar Ridge,

N. Y., Sixth Month 9, 1917. Select Meeting the afternoon previous.

A Public Meeting for Divine Worship will be held in Wilgus Hall,

at Hatboro, Penna., on First-day afternoon. Sixth Month 17, at 3.30 p. m.

The Meeting has been arranged by a Committee under appointment by
Abington Quarterly Meeting, held at Germantown. An earnest and

cordial invitation is extended to the pubUc generally.

Mid-week Meetings for worship at Twelfth Street will be held at

10.30 A. M., after Sixth Month 1st (until Tenth Month 1st). Monthly

Meetings will follow the morning meeting for worship—the first one occur-

ring on Sixth Month 20th.

A Meeting for Divine Worship will be held at Friends' Meeting-house

at Stony Brook, near Princeton, N. J., on First-day, Sixth Month 17th,

at 3 p. M. A cordial invitation is extended to all who feel interested to

attend. TroUeys for Princeton, leaving comer of State and Montgomery

Streets, Trenton, at one o'clock, one-thirty and two, run by the meeting-

house grounds. Leave car at stop number 40. Returning, trolleys leave

Stony Brook at 4.30 and 5.00 o'clock, reaching Pennsylvania Railroad

Station at Trenton at 5.40 and 6.10, connecting with train for Philadel-

phia at 6.14, due at Broad Street Station at 7.00 o'clock. For further

information, address Jos. S. Middleton, Crosswicks, N. J., Wm. B. Kirk-

bride, 908 Berkeley Avenue, Trenton, N. J., Dallas Reeve, 2 Southard

Street, Trenton, N. J.

Meetings from Sixth Month 10th to 16th:—

Haddonfield and Salem Quarterly Meeting, at Moorestown, Fifth-

day, Sixth Month 14th, at 10 A. m.

Died.—At the Mount, Caike-in-Cartmel, Lancashire, Eng., William

Richardson Nash, aged eighty-two years.
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HUMANITARIAN INVESTMENTS.

From almsgiving to a method of help that encourages self-

reliance and self-respect—a change of practice from merely

administering relief to a system of cure and even of prevention

—marks the forward movement and the forward look of civili-

zation and philanthropy. Simply to pity the unfortunate and

to give something toward the amelioration of their sad state

will not satisfy all the demands of an enlightened modern

conscience. Neither will benevolent autocracies supply the

place of the recognition of the just claims of manhood and of

humanity in the affairs of social and economic relations. More

and more the principle of co-operation is being acknowledged

and applied, and the demands of justice (including that of the

right to opportunity) are being increasingly pressed upon our

attention, or were being pressed before the pall of war settled

so heavily upon the world. Even this calamity will doubtless

make some of these demands more clear.

There are, it is true, many thousands of instances in which

relief and care must be administered without any prospect of

bringing the recipients into a condition of self-help, and the

number of these will be tremendously increased by the disasters

of war. It is likely that for many years to come there will be

the call and the opportunity for the well-to-do to share their

comforts with the needy and to make free provision for the

helpless. Happily, the sense of responsibility in the possession

of means, a vision of the duties and privileges of stewardship,

and the exercise of these on a basis of sympathy, have not been

wanting in thousands of people, who have nevertheless been

hampered, so to speak, by the age-long systems of business

and the conditions arising from them. But in a revised order

of industrial and commercial policies—such as we may look

for in the not very distant future—much of the "giving" will

doubtless take the form of greater co-operation and a more

liberal sharing of opportunities.

The particular thought, however, indicated in the title of

this essay has to do with the application of capital when a

moderate income or interest from it is contemplated, the in-

vestment being, at the same time, made with particular ref-

erence to the benefit it will bring to needy people. This idea

(by no means a novel one) goes even beyond the maxim that

any business, to justify itself, should "benefit both sides".

It carries with it also a consideration of something besides the

security of the investment and the reputation of the business:

it means the operation of a philanthropic principle, which
cannot always be judged or expressed by common notions of a

"fair exchange". The numerous enterprises founded and
conducted (with varying degrees of success) under the names
of homes, lodges and the like, are evidences of benevolent

purpose and public-spirited interest on the part of many in-

dividuals and communities; while the work of housing com-
missions in improving the character and condition of city

tenements counteracts to some extent the evil results of the

plans of sordid investors, even though many of the better

tenements are still, as Jacob Riis said, "built for revenue

only".

An illustration of the principle which the topic of this paper

implies, is given in the management of the Dawes Hotel in

Chicago, and of branches or similar establishments in other

cities. These hotels have been built and furnished with a

view to accommodating, in a comfortable and wholesome

manner, a class of men who, without such provision, probably

could not well meet the expenses of a like degree of comfort.

Accordingly, the plan has been to make the lowest charge that

would meet the costs of operation (with some allowance for

liabilities, we may suppose), and leave a balance of profit

answering to a moderate interest, say 4^ per cent. The
results, so far as learned, have been gratifying, and the men
who take advantage of the home-like comforts thus afforded

have a satisfaction in the thought that they are not accepting

these without paying for them.

Another interesting example of the same principle (though

adapted to rather different conditions) is furnished by an

experiment in lodging-houses and restaurants under the care

of some Friends in the south of Ireland. The Friend (now

deceased) who apparently started the system in that place,

and followed it up until he had demonstrated its success, pro-

ceeded with true generosity to share the results of his ex-

perience, and to encourage others to work in a similar way.

He published two pamphlets setting forth the methods em-
ployed, with full details of furnishing, management, prices,

profits and so forth. On one of these appears a sub-title,

"A new idea for philanthropic workers". Since the decease

of this Friend, other members of the family have continued the

enterprise, exerting a helpful influence, one may believe, as

well as bringing the benefits of good food and lodging within

reach of many who are in sad need of them. At one of these

houses a bed might be had for four pence; a breakfast of bread

and butter and tea for two pence; and a dinner of soup, meat

and vegetables for four pence. Yet these establishments

have proved more than self-supporting.

Careful oversight and systematic attention to business de-
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tails, as well as a real interest in the welfare of the people

served, would of course be essential to success in any such

experiments or undertakings as those we have been considering

;

but it is interesting to see that a very fair degree of success

in the way of financial returns may actually be attained while

a philanthropic purpose is perhaps the paramount considera-

tion. Many persons who are not in a situation to give away

large sums outright, may at least look about for such invest-

ments of capital as will directly help some who are in need of

help and thus yield a double satisfaction in the returns.

M. W.
I

GETHSEMANE.

Sometime, somehow, somewhere, we are all introduced into

a Gethsemane. As our Lord partook of our experiences, so

do we of His. As He suffered, so will His followers suffer, and

as His agony was an introduction into death to be succeeded

by a resurrection unto endless life, so will it be with us.

According to the usage of the Jewish Passover, Jesus and

His disciples had most probably an hour before at the supper-

table, chanted the hymns in connection with the simple meal

of which they had partaken, being the 113th to the ii8th

Psalms, inclusive. As He contemplated His impending

doom, how our Lord must have felt the sharp cry of despair

revealed in the 115th Psalm:

The dead praise not Jehovah,

Neither they that go down into silence.

How His heart, so human yet Divine, must have been for

the moment comforted as the little band concluded that

wonderful hallel:

O praise Jehovah all ye nations,

Laud Him all ye peoples.

For His loving-kindness is great toward us;

And the truth of Jehovah endureth forever.

Praise ye Jehovah!

We read that immediately thereafter our Lord led His

followers out into the blackness of the night up to the little

garden where He so often loved to go. The tired and anxiouj

group sat down. No doubt the stone wall seemed close and

hard and dark about them and the shadows of the olive

trees depressed them, but the tinkle of the little stream as it

fell upon the rocks soothed them with its familiar music whilst

the Teacher said, " My soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto

death; tarry ye here, and watch with me."

And then He prayed. He prayed whilst they slept. Was
there ever such a prayer? Were His few words not the cul-

mination of all prayer? Were they not intended to be the

final prayer of all His people when they say, "Not my will

but Thine be done"? Is this not the prayer that God can

always answer? Does He not desire us to make it?

His agony was terrible. The cold night wind failed to

check the great drops of sweat that coursed His cheeks. The

sins of the world rested upon Him. Those who have sinned

and brought shame to themselves always have reason to

bear the burden of their sins, but the result of their disobedience

does not stress them alone. Their relations or friends oft-

times partake even more deeply of the weight of their follies

or wrong-doing. A nation may be led into Gethsemane be-

cause of the wickedness or errors of its leaders. Our sinless

Christ that dreary night bore the burden of the huge aggregate

of human woe—the just for the unjust—that on the morrow

we, through Him, should be reconciled to God.

The spiritually dead can not praise Jehovah. Those who

have been quickened by Christ will ever do so. We are the

debtors to Gethsemane. Its deeper lessons we may never

learn. But we can remember the cup of sorrow He drank

that weary night, and partially realize its import to the

world. As we think of it our very thoughts may join in the

refrain from Judea's hills:

Praise ye Jehovah! W. C. A.

DUBLIN YEARLY MEETING.
The following brief excerpts from the reports of Dublin

Yearly Meeting are taken from The Friend (London) of Fifth

Month nth:
The Meeting on Ministry and Oversight, open to all Friends,

which precedes the opening of the Yearly Meeting was held

on the afternoon of the 2nd inst., about sixty Friends being

present; of these two-thirds were women and about the same
proportion of the whole were members of Dublin Monthly
Meeting. The noticeable decrease in attendance of Friends

from the Provinces may have been partly owing to the dis-

continuance by the railway companies of reduced fares; per-

haps also to the prevalent feeling of unsettlement if not of

insecurity.

About 100 persons were present at the opening of the Yearly
Meeting. Ernest addresses were delivered in the time of

worship and the voice of prayer uplifted for all in need of

guidance and comfort and for those in authority in this and
other countries.

The Nomination Committee recommended the reappoint-

ment of W. Frederick Bewley as Clerk and of Sarah Barcroft
and Edgar A. Pim as Assistant Clerks, and the recommenda-
tion was adopted.

The Clerk stated that while a number of Epistles had been
received from the American Yearly Meetings, there had been
no communication regarding the Five Years' Meeting, which
in regular course would be held in the autumn, and to which
Dublin Yearly Meeting in former years had been invited to
send fraternal delegates. He thought it probable that the
usual invitation had been sent, but had been lost with other
letters through the action of war. He queried what action,

if any, the Meeting would take. Would Friends send a mes-
sage, assuming that the invitation had been sent? Under
the prevailing circumstances he thought the Meeting could
hardly ask Friends to cross the Atlantic as representatives.

After deliberation, it was decided to empower the Yearly
Meeting's Committee to deal with the matter, when the exact
circumstances had been ascertained.

Some Friends urged that the danger of the ocean voyage
was not a sufficient reason for not appointing representatives.

Ministers of the State could cross the seas, and men braved
the greater dangers of the battlefield in the path of duty.
Surely members of the Society of Friends should be at least

as brave as they.

The Clerk said he drew a very clear distinction between a
Friend under a clear individual call of duty facing all dangers
and privations in obeying that call, and the appointment of

delegates by the Society or the asking of Friends to go to

America under present circumstances.

Fifth-day Evening.—^About 300 persons were present at

this sitting, which partook somewhat of the nature of the con-
ferences which formerly occupied the evening sittings.

War Victims' Relief.—The subjects taken up were the
work of the Friends' Ambulance Unit and the War Victims'
Relief Committee.
A minute was recorded expressing the interest of the Meet-

ing in the work thus described.
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The Statistical Returns presented showed a membership in

Ulster of 1,136, in Leinster 900, and in Munster 297, an in-

crease of 23 over last year, chieily in Ulster. There were
8 births in Ulster, 2 in Leinster, o in Munster; of deaths there

were 13 in Ulster, 16 in Leinster, and 4 in Munster. The in-

crease therefore is owing to admissions by convincement, etc.

(44, against 6 resignations, etc.), and the balance of removals-in

over removals-out to other Yearly Meetings (9 net).

Louis F. O'Brien noticed in the returns that the last twenty
years showed a decrease of 281 members.

Sixth-day Evening.—The King's Food Proclamation.—
A communication from the Castle was read, asking that the

Meeting would direct that the proclamation of the King re-

garding the necessity of conserving the supplies of food in the

country should be read at the morning service of each congrega-

tion. The Meeting at once signified its consent, and a minute
was made asking the several [^reparative Meetings to comply.

In the consideration of the State of the Society, James N.
Richardson said that some of the addresses had exaggerated
the unsatisfactory condition of the Society in Ireland. For his

own part, he marveled that the State of the Society was as

good as it was. We had done something, even if but a little,

in helping to break down barriers and to compose differences,

it was to him wonderful that so many had gathered to that

Meeting, with no temporal advantages in view. Jonathan
Goodbody encouraged young Friends to press forward, not
staying to probe their own feelings too deeply.

WESTERN QUARTERLY MEETING.
Western Quarterly Meeting was held at West Grove on

Fifth Month 25. The attendance was rather larger than
usual for this time of year, and we were favored with the pres-

ence of ministers and others from a number of distant meetings.
Following a period of solemn silence, prayer was offered,

after which we were recommended to p\a.ce first things first;

the things of the Kingdom above things temporal: conditions

resulting from the world war were referred to. Another
minister used the familiar though impressive and vital quota-
tion: " For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid,

which is Christ Jesus." This was the leading thought of the
service which followed.

A minister from the home meeting used the quotation:
"And 1, if 1 be lifted up, will draw all men unto me." The
worldling is satisfied with the things of the earth, but those
influenced by our Saviour's love are concerned about the
things of Heaven, a being lifted up above the sordid things
of earth.

The business meeting was opened in joint session; the first

matter taken up after the opening minute, was the concern
of a visiting minister, regarding the decline in the ministry
among our women Friends; there being but seventeen recorded
women ministers in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; he acknowl-
edged gratefully the faithful service in fields not a few by our
women friends, but felt it laid upon him to bring the matter to
our attention, that those addressed might seriously consider
whether there is a further and perhaps more important service

for them to undertake in the Lord's vineyard.
A portion of the extracts of Men's Yearly Meeting were

read, those from Women's Meeting being left until our Eighth
Month session.

In the separate sessions which followed, the routine business
of the Quarterly Meeting was carried through, followed by
adjournment.
Many of us remember the old custom of Friends from a

distance going to the homes of those nearby for a Quarterly
Meeting dinner; sometimes we might have twenty-five guests,

then again the number would be reduced to a half dozen or less.

The present general custom of a lunch at the meeting-house
for all and the social intercourse connected with it is a better

way we must acknowledge, though possibly not fully approved
by all at the first.

Lunch over, there was a conference held in the main meeting-
room to consider social and economic problems; two Friends

from a distance were the chief speakers, members of the Com-
mitteee appointed by our last Yearly- Meeting; this was at-

tended by a large proportion of those who were at the sessions

of the general meeting, showing by their presence their in-

terest in this important subject.

W. B. H.

ONLY ONE DAY APART.

A song of sunshine through the rain,

Of spring across the snow,

A balm to heal the hurts of pain,

A peace surpassing woe,

Lift up your heads, yo sorrowing ones,

And be ye glad of heart.

For Calvary and Easter Day,

Earth's saddest day and gladdest day.

Were just one day apart!

With shudder of despair and loss

The world's deep heart was wrung,

As lifted high upon His cross

The Lord of Glory hung.

When rocks were rent, and ghostly forms

Stole forth in street and mart

—

But Calvary and Easter Day,

Earth's blackest day and whitest day,

Were just one day apart!

No hint or whisper stirred the air

To tell what joy should be,

The sad disciples grieving there,

Nor help nor hope could see.

Yet all the while the glad, near sun

Made ready its swift dart,

And Calvary and Easter Day,

The darkest day and brightest day,

Were just one day apart!

Oh, when the strife of tongues is loud,

And the heart of hope beats low.

When the prophets prophesy of ill.

And the mourners come and go.

In this sure thought let us abide.

And keep and stay our heart,

That Calvary and Easter Day,

Earth's heaviest day and happiest day.

Were but one day apart!

—Susan Cooi.idge, in The Congregationnlist.

ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL MEETING.
The annual Spring meeting of the Friends' Educational

Association was held at Haverford College on the twelfth of

Fifth Month, 19 17.

At the afternoon session the minutes of the previous meet-

ing were read and accepted.

The report of the Treasurer, Walter W. Haviland, was
adopted. It was as follows:

Receipts.
Balance from Last Year $ 88.76

Contributions 293.70

Total $382.46

Payments.

Printing, Postage, Addressing | 51.45

Fees of Three Speakers 85.00

Sundry Expenses 12.50

Appropriation to the Superintendent of Yearly Meet-
ing Schools 75-00

Total I223.95
Balance on Hand Fifth Month 12, 1917 |i 58.51

The motion to appropriate seventy-five dollars for the
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Superintendent of the Yearly Meeting Schools for the coming
year was carried.

The following officers, as proposed b}' the Nominating Com-
mittee, were elected for the ensuing year:

President—Walter W. Haviland.

Secretary—Caroline Nicholson.

Business Manager—Alfred Deyo.
Treasurer—Mary Anna Jones.

James G. Biddle, President of the Association, introduced

the speaker of the afternoon, Arthur J. Jones, Professor of

Secondary Education at the University of Pennsylvania.

His subject was, " Some Elements of Strength and Weakness
in the Friends' Schools."

Arthur J. Jones is a firm believer in the public schools,

feeling that they are the only safeguard to democracy, because

they form among the people the two great ideals necessary to

democracy. First, a common basis of knowledge, habits and
ways of thinking. Second, the necessary feeling of sympathy
which comes from a knowledge of one another.

He believes the private schools are, in essence, undemocratic,
but proved by illustrious examples that they have produced
many democratic leaders. But, unless they do something
better than the public schools there is no reason for their

existence. He belives that there is "no place in America for a

school carried on with the idea of perpetuating a religious

denomination," and expressed himself as feeling that this

is not one of our aims.

He had visited only the High School classes, and therefore

confined his criticisms to these. Because he had been asked
to criticise he did so to help us, remarking that it is often wise
"to see ourselves as others see us."

He believes there is great danger in conservatism. It is

right to stick to ideals, but often dangerous because the ideal

is held long after its need is past. Therefore Latin should not
be required of each pupil, since its usefulness as a universal
study is past. He believes that our sources of study and grad-
ing should be much more flexible; that we should have more
supervised study and longer hours.

Dr. Jones praised our corps of teachers, for, while some are
below the average, enough are above to give us, on the whole,
a class of superior instructors. He feels very strongly, how-
ever, that these teachers are being treated unfairiy, since they
are held without sufficient salaries because of their loyalty
to the schools and to Friends.

"No school can be well managed by a large committee. It

is inefficient, hard to locate responsibility, and very slow to
act."

In the discussion that followed the speaker, Maria Scat-
tergood, spoke of our great opportunity to teach the Bible,
and Edward Wildman made the suggestion that we should
have Max I. Reich teach in our schools, for his ability and mar-
velous understanding of the Bible and history are well known.
The subject for the evening session was: "Some Lines Along

Which Our Schools Should Progress in the Future."
Walter W. Haviland read a very interesting and helpful

paper in which he "assumed a future" for our schools. He
said, "The greatest work of our schools is the Christian in-

fluence we are able to exert and the 'atmosphere* we have
maintained. The school is the best way of keeping in contact
with the outside worid, and our aim should be to offer to
Friends and others who wish it scholarly attainment, the high-
est type of citizenship and development to the highest power.
We should utilize all human resources and train for production.
Education should be life itself and the great aim not individual
but social development."

His greatest plea was for our schools to be unified under one
system with one competent head, Isaac Sharpless, whose un-
equaled ability has for many years been proven.

Edward Wildman made the meeting think very seriously
of the competition we now have to face in our public High
Schools. Philadelphia prescribes more for its High Schools
than any school in Washington, Baltimore, New York, Chi-
cago or St. Louis, and it is these schools "of unlimited means.

flexible curricula and enormous equipment" with which we
compete. He believes the teachers' salaries should be much
higher, and feels it not safe or fair to " bank on their loyalty."

In closing he suggested that a committee of thirteen, twelve of

whom should be representatives from our largest schools,

should be appointed to systematize and unify the schools.

The last speaker of the evening, Eliza S. Nicholson, said

in part: "Just because we all know so little, just because

schoolmasters are so hampered by tradition and organization,

just because parents are so helpless in making practical sug-

gestions, for these very reasons the complacent following of

tradition is the most inexcusable of attitudes.
" In regard to Friends' schools in particular, we believe in

them, we love them. They seem to be a special trust, an in-

herent duty.
"

I have, however, long been watching our co-educational

High Schools, and while 1 know this is heresy, 1 shall have to be
concise in saying that I prefer boys and giris of high school

age to be educated separately.
"

I cannot urge too strongly the need of big personalities

in our schools who are aroused to the world need of better

soul culture.
" Friends' schools with others have believed in such severe

athletics and gymnasium work, and the result, I am afraid,

when all that makes the woman is considered, is not alto-

gether satisfactory.
"

I hesitate now to say what I have in mind for fear of being

misunderstood as critical. But this is very far from my feel-

ing. 1 take issue with the Friendly acceptation of the term,

'Guarded Education.' We become too insular and lack

an understanding of our fellows in general and do not feel at

ease with them. 1 should like to see Westtown, for instance,

open its doors to big personalities as teachers who are not

necessarily Friends, but who have the vision. We cannot

claim the whole corner in this line and we need the influence

of the best in others.

"The work of the world calls insistently more and more
for men and women of great soul and great initiative.

" So with courage and not fear let us go forward."

IsABELLE Thomas,
Secretary.

I m

KEEPING THE FOUNTAIN PURE.

The Sacred Duty of the Guardians and Guides of Child-
hood.

(From an address to the gi-aduating class of the 'UTieelQck ICindergarten

Training School by Willard L. Sperry, pastor of Central Congregational

Church, Boston.)

I Stand here in behalf of your country and your religion to

confirm you in your choice of a life work, and to tell you that

there is no group in the nation to whom these days bring a

higher duty, a greater opportunity for the service of their

State and their church, than to you who in some very special

way are to be the guardians and guides of childhood. You
have thought of yourselves, perhaps, as living far behind the
battle. As a matter of fact you are in advance of the bat tie.

You are the pioneers of the world's to-morrow. It lies with
you, and those like you, to decide what shall be done with
that world of security and order which the present generation

proposes to insure to the next generation before it signs its

treaties of peace.

It is to be your sacred office to take a little child and stand
him in our midst and tell us that whatever else we may have
to do, we are not to prejudice the hope of our country or our
religion by sacrificing any of the life of that little child, his

bodily health, his mind, his heart—his childlike trustfulness

in God and man—to these grim years. You are to stand as

the appointed guardians of the inalienable rights of childhood
to the beauty and mystery of its own age. You are to forbid

us to starve the bodies, and stunt the minds, and embitter
the souls of little children. You are to compel us to keep this

treasure intact, to guard this pledge of the world's to-morrow
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against all specious grown-up pleas of present need. You
are to forbid us, in the name of God and humanity, to yield

to the pagan temptation to sacrifice our children on the altar

of these years. You are to stand in our midst as your Master
stood, the friends, the champions, the interpreters of little

children. You are to serve your country by this holy custody

of the next generation; you are to serve the world by reviving

within us this lost vision of the mystery of childhood. No
other task upon which you could embark is nobler or more
necessary than this. If you are faithful in the fulfilment of

your duties, faithful to the tradition and teaching of your
school, faithful to your high calling, you will be rendering to

your country and your religion a service second to none. We
bid you, in a time of tumult and war, to think not less worthily,

but more worthily of your chosen life work.

You know that in the schools in Germany at the outbreak

of the war the teachers were ordered by the Government to

teach all the little children Lissauer's " Hymn of Hate" against

England. It would seem that Germany has since come to

a better mind, and has repented of this sacrilege committed
against the souls of her little children. For now, we are told,

the teaching of that hymn of hate has been stopped, and
Germany is trying to erase from the memory of its childhood

the evil and fateful lesson that was taught at the opening of

the war. It is too late. The lesson can not be unlearned,

the memory can not be erased. Teaching children to hate

was a sin against country and God, as grave as the crime of

the Lusitania. That was poisoning the wells. That was
mortgaging the soul of the future.

Over against that grim and evil picture which has come to

us out of Prussia let me put another picture, full of promise

for the future of our own country, of all the world. In the

course of my parish work 1 came the other day upon a little

child, lying out upon the floor reading an open Bible. 1 found

that she was reading the Sermon on the Mount, and she told

me that her teacher had asked all the children in her school

to learn the last verses of the fifth chapter of Matthew, about

loving enemies and forgiving those who do us ill, and she said

in her naive way, "We have to do that, don't we, because

that is what God does to us." And my heart went out to

some loyal teacher somewhere in this city who has seen the

vision and heard the call, who is trying to fulfil in some class-

room her high calling as a Christian and a patriot. And 1

know that in the figure of that little child lying on the floor

learning the neglected words of Jesus lay the true hope of the

world.

It is for you, my friends of this class of 191 7, to decide

what the future is finally to be—whether the soul of the next

generation is to be embittered by the memory of the grown-
up enmities of these years, or to be safeguarded through these

years, or to reconsecrated to some fresh quest after the lost

mystery of our universal childhood to God the Father. May
God help you for the sake of the children who are to be com-
mitted to your trust, for the sake of your country which you
would now serve to the fullest measure of your devotion, for

the sake of our religion in which lies the secret of our peace,

to choose the better part.

—

From the Boston Transcripf.

CHRISTIAN LOYALTY.

SUBMITTED BY FRANCES TATUM RnOADS.

What should a Christian man do when his country is

threatened by another, when long-established rights are in-

vaded, or when some weak nation is ruthlessly oppressed by a

hostile power?
There can be only one answer to that question. The Chris-

tian man should get to his knees and pray for Divine guidance

and then go to the source book of Christian teaching, the New
Testament, and try earnestly to find out from it what Christ

would have him do.

If he tries to answer the question from the point of view of

business, expediency or nationality, he is going to confuse the

issue and risk a wrong choice. For the Christian there is but

one supreme loyalty and that is to Christ and His Gospel. If

anything else conflicts with that so much the worse for that

other thing. Duties to country, to home, and to family must

always give way to that larger loyalty which alone is capable

of taking them up and giving them full significance.

In seeking an answer for myself to the current problem, I

went back to that source which 1 have mentioned, and 1

want now to share the results of that investigation.

The outstanding features of the Gospel of Christ, if we may
trust the leading commentators, are summed up in the idea

of the Kingdom of God. By that kingdom Jesus meant "an
ideal (though progressively approximated) social order in

which the relation of men to God is that of sons, and (there-

fore) to each other, that of brothers." Into that conception

of the Kingdom practically all of our Lord's teaching fits,

giving the principles upon which we as individuals can act

so as to live in the kingdom and bring others into it. Roughly

grouping that teaching, it falls into two parts, that regarding

our estimate of ourselves and our possessions and that regard-

ing others.

In Christ's sight it seems clear that one's personality, pos-

sessions, and even life are of secondary consideration compared
with the welfare of others and the progress of the Kingdom.
" Be not anxious for your life, what ye shall eat or what ye

shall drink; nor yet for your body what ye shall put on."

"Seek ye first his kingdom and his righteousness and all these

things shall be added unto you." "Whosoever would save

his life shall lose it, and whosoever shall lose his life for my
sake and the gospel's shall save it." "How oft shall my
brother sin against me and 1 forgive him? . . . till seventy

times seven." The importance of self is never the test of con-

duct.

Towards others the only conduct that is allowed or recom-

mended is that of active love and kindness toward both the

evil-doer and the righteous man, in order to transform them
all into proper members of the Kingdom. Our Lord's spiritual

interpretation of the ten commandments forbids us to hold

thoughts of anger, hatred, lust or covetousness against others.

"Judge not that ye be not judged" goes with the advice to

"cast out first the beam out of thine own eye" before trying

to correct a brother's fault. On the positive side we are di-

rected, "as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also

to them likewise." " Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself."

"And whensoever ye stand praying, forgive, if ye have aught

against anyone." " Love your enemies, do good to them
that hate you, bless them that curse you, pray for them that

despitefuUy use you."

As 1 read it, then, the attitude of the Christian is to be one

of not harboring bitterness, hate or ill-will on the one hand,

and on the other is to be one of putting forth good-will and
love and forgiveness without limit, and thereby breaking down
the opposition of evil doers. It is not a passive attitude, but

one that is essentially active and aggressive, standing and
working for the right against all odds no matter what the im-

mediate consequences might be. Even aside from the words

of His teaching, those principles could be learned from the life

of our Lord in every act up to the final giving of Himself on
Calvary.

He taught insistently, never overlooking an opportunity to

drive home the truth. In spite of attacks, sneers and criti-

cisms, He maintained His attitude of readiness to help, and
even in the agony of the cross still prayed for his enemies:
" Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do."

After thus studying again His life and teaching, I find it

quite impossible to believe that people can be true to the things

which He taught and the example which He gave and at the

same time take part in war; for war is the organized destruction

of our enemies and it is always accompanied by hatred and
bitterness, thus necessitating an attitude of mind and course

of conduct the opposite of that enjoined by Christ.

However, lest it be thought that in some way I have misread
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the Gospel, I would refer you to the writings of the four leading

Apostles in the New Testament, to see how they understood

their Master.

St. Paul says, " Render to no man evil for evil." "Avenge
not yourselves, beloved, but give place unto wrath." "If

thine enemy hunger, feed him." " Be not overcome of evil,

but overcome evil with good."

St. James says, " But the wisdom that is from above, is first

pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of

mercy and good fruits."

St. Peter says, " For so is the will of God, that by well-doing

ye should put to silence the ignorance of foolish men." " For

this is acceptable if for conscience toward God a man endureth

griefs suffering wrongfully." "Not rendering evil for evil, or

reviling for reviling; but, contrariwise, blessing."

St. John says, " If a man say, 1 love God, and hateth his

brother, he is a liar." " Whosoever hateth his brother is a

murderer."
It is unthinkable that these men would have taken any part

in a war or in preparation for one. And 1 need only to refer

to the example of the Christians of the early centuries who
preferred to die rather than to go into the army and cause

someone else's death, to show that they all interpreted our
Lord's teaching in the same way.
As a matter of plain practical conduct fitted to meet a

condition and not a theory, 1 feel perfectly sure that active,

aggressive, militant, good-will founded on the example and
teaching of Christ is the only power that will effectively pre-

serve real spiritual values in the world. That, however, is a

question of expediency which does not come within the scope
of this paper.

The question with which 1 started was, What can a Christian

man do under the present national circumstances? I have
gone in search to the sources of our Christian standards, and
in the light of what 1 find there, as 1 love my country, 1 must
protest against her doing what 1 would not do myself, because
it is contrary to our Lord's teaching. To prosecute war means
to kill men, bringing sorrow and suffering upon women and
children and instil suspicion, fear and hatred into the hearts

of the people on both sides. No matter what principles may
appear to be at stake, to deliberately engage in such a course
of action that evidently is un-Christian is repugnant to the
whole spirit of the Gospel.

As a Christian bishop', charged with the responsibility of

leadership, 1 would be deserving only of contempt did 1 remain
silent in the present crisis, when the Christian standards of

judgment are apparently being entirely ignored. The day
will come when, like slavery which once was held in good re-

pute, war will be looked upon as thoroughly un-Christian.
At present it is recognized as an evil which nobody honestly
wants, but not yet has it received its final sentence at the bar
of Christian morahty. Only when Christian men and women
and churches will be brave enough to stand openly for the
full truth that their consciences are beginning to recognize,
will the terrible anachronism of war between Christian nations
be done away.

Paul Jones, Bishop of Utah.

FRIENDS COURT-MARTIALED.
On the occasion of his third court-martial, at Salisbury,

Douglas R. Bishop spoke as follows:

—

"It is exactly a year ago to-day since 1 was arrested for

refusing to become a soldier in an earthly army; and through
the year that has elapsed 1 have remained faithful to my
convictions, which 1 have held for several years, that all war,
that all preparation for war, is contrary to the spirit and
teaching of Christ. My two long imprisonments in civil

prisons, and my detention in various camps and guard-
rooms, though greatly weakening me physically, have in no
way altered my deep convictions that the only final method
of destroying evil is to overcome it with good. All earthly
armies rely on force; their method is deception; and to gain
an end which to them seems right, no means of destruction

are too awful. In the other army 1 find the great method of

conquest is love; and truth, regardless of consequences, takes

the place of deception. 1 have gone through hours of prayer

and thought to try to find when the two can be combined,

and the more 1 have studied and the more I have actually

seen the method of war applied, 1 find there can not be any
connection between these two great armies of the world, the

one adopting the method of quietness and love in order to

aitract all that is good and best in man, whilst the other, in its

highest aim, by methods of force tries to destroy the evil. . . .

" Much as 1 dread the thought of imprisonment through

a second summer, 1 dislike still more the thought of being

apparently useless to the community, especially at the present

time. ...
" In view of the fact that the present law entitles me to

absolute exemption and that 1 have already suffered a year's

imprisonment and detention for my convictions, 1 would
request that the spirit and letter of the present law be put
into force, and that 1 shall be dealt with under Section 44 of

the Army Act (page 416), clause 'L'; and then when entirely

outside the scope of national organization for war, 1 shall be
able to render the best service 1 can for the good of the
community, believing that whatever work one undertakes
should be done conscientiously."

At his second court-martial, at Gravesend, Rendel Wyatt,
after affirming his belief that a man must be loyal to the

teaching and spirit of Christ, said:

—

" If we are killed as a result of loyalty to our convictions,

we believe that our death would contribute to the establish-

ment of the reign of love, just as a soldier's death may con-
tribute to victory. ... 1 am eager and willing to help

my country at all times, and 1 consider that, as a school-

master, 1 was already rendering my best service. To change
that for some less useful occupation, or to submit to any form
of military conscription, would be, for me, to barter my con-
science, to betray those who have suffered and died for this

cause in times past, and to assist in the fastening of conscrip-

tion upon this unhappy country. Until we are free to render
what we believe to be our best service to humanity, we have
no alternative but to suffer in order that freedom may be
won."

—

From The Friend (London).

Selected by Anna T. Griffith.

Truly the signs of the times are awful, and everything
enforces, with emphatic language, the necessity of dwelling-

near or within that impregnable fortress, where these things

cannot move us from the calming, consoling persuasion of

Divine sufficiency. May our minds be mercifully stayed in

holy quiet. Often does my spirit long that we, as a people,

may gather more and more into this precious habitation,

out of that spirit which produces tumult, or mingles with it;

and thus exalt the pure, peaceable principles, which through
all 1 can not but steadily believe, is making its own way even
gloriously in many minds, and will spread in the earth,

until men beat their swords into ploughshares and their

spears into pruning hooks.
Never did a more convincing evidence attend my mind

than of later times, that a great work is on the wheel of Al-
mighty power in this favored nation; where there are truly

many righteous, whose fervent intercessions are no doubt
availing, and many others evidently inquiring the way to the

kingdom of inward settlement. To these the Gospel mes-
sage is joyful and precious is the liberty felt in proclaiming it.—Mary Dudley, written about the year ijgg.

Happy the heart that keeps its twilight hour,

And, in the depths of heavenly peace, reclined,

Loves to commune with thoughts of tender power.

Thoughts that ascend, hke angels beautiful,

On shining Jacob's ladder of the mind.

—Paul H. Hayne, in the Baptist Commonwsallh.
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ACROSS THE SEA.

Across the sea I heard the groans

Of nations in the intervals

Of wind and wave. Their blood and bones

Cried out in torture, crushed by thrones.

And sucked by priestly canniljals.

I dreamed of Freedom, slowly gained

By martyr meekness, patience, faith,

And lo ! an athlete grimly stained.

With corded muscles battle strained,

Shouting it on the fields of death.

I turn me, awe-struck, from the siglit.

Among the clamoring thousands mute;

I only know that God is right.

And that the children of the light

Shall tread the darkness imder foot.

I know the pent fire heaves its crust.

That sultry sides the bolt will form

To smite them clear; that Nature must

The balance of her powers adjust.

Though with the earthquake and the storm.

God reigns, and let the earth rejoice!

I bow before His sterner plan.

Dumb are the organs of my choice;

He speaks in battle's stormy voice.

His praise is in the wrath of man.

Yet, surely as He lives, the day

Of peace He promised shall be ours,

To fold the flags of war and lay

Its sword and spear to rust away.

And sow its ghastly fields with flowers

—Whittiek,

C. O.'S IN PRISON,

in bringing to the Meeting for Sufferings a concern for

conscientious objectors in prison, Henry T. Hodgkin said that

he did so with great hesitation, recognizing the weight of the

objections made, especially by some of the men affected, who
had urged that attention should be given to constructive work
for Peace, rather than to efforts to procure their liberation.

But all were not able to bear their sufferings with cheerfulness

and joy. As one imprisonment follows another, they suffer a

severe strain, both physical and mental. Such suffering, how-
ever, was not the main reason for taking action; many men
who have joined the army are losing limbs, eyesight, even life

itself, from a high sense of duty. If, however. Friends, as

citizens, kept silence, their silence would be misunderstood.

Of 4,000 conscientious objectors arrested, 2,500 had been

court-martialed once, 636 twice; 61 had been before the court-

martial three times, and 2 four times, after having thrice

served their sentences in prison. He wished Friends to urge

(i) The Conscience clauses of the Military Service Acts were
designed to allow exemption to these very men; (2) The men
are being imprisoned several times for what is practically the

same offence; (3) Whatever had been the case at first, this

continued imprisonment was simply persecution for religious

and moral convictions, and was unworthy of England. Many
of the men had been doing work of real national and inter-

national importance, and their imprisonment meant waste,

both material and moral. He urged that the Government
should be asked to take immediate steps for the release of these

men, not limiting the appeal to Friends only.

Many Friends agreed that it was the duty of the Society

to try to create a strong public opinion, and to make the men
in prison sure of our sympathy; but not to try to influence

Government departments; and the Clerk drew a minute in

this sense, commending the matter to the attention of Yearly

Meeting.

"DAUGHTERS OF THE CZAR."

In an outlying district on the eastern border of Russia a

party of English Friends are now working among the refugees

who have drifted there after long wanderings and must re-

main there indefinitely. In one village these Friends have re-

opened the local hospital and with a staff all too small and
stores and equipment all too limited deal with a daily stream

of out-patients and the nursing of more serious cases. In

another village they have established a sort of emergency
dispensary and convalescent home, and in another there is a

pioneer party investigating conditions of disease and distress

and making plans for future relief. This latter party consists

of two women Friends from Birmingham, both of them ex-

perienced social workers in their own city. Curiosity is

naturally rife as to who these ladies are who have arrived in

the village, as it were from nowhere, and who visit the priest

and other officials on affairs of importance. It is rumored

that they are the daughters of the Czar. But now that they

have come back a second time and have settled down in one

of the houses in the place, fhe quarters they occupy and their

manner of arriving hardly suggest imperial rank or luxury.

To quote from a recently received letter:

"A cart piled with our belongings, bedsteads, mattresses,

kettles, brooms, trunks, etc., went first—then in the con-

trivances that pass for carriages here, came F. B., the Russian

girl who acts as our interpreter and myself, packed round with

all sort of things, including a tin containing our dinner, a

bottle of alcohol, and another of carbolic. h.s the roads are

unmade and the carts have no springs, but are only canvas

arrangements filled with straw, it was a little difficult to keep

the different ingredients from getting mixed! We have taken

up our abode in part cf a house, and we enter our domain
through a doorway four feet high and go through an unceiled

mud-floored place where part of the landlady's family sleep.

Then we enter a kitchen-bath-room-entrance-hall where is a

baker's oven and through that we come to our bed-sitting-

drawing-room. There you would see two ghostly white

erections, which are the mosquito nets over our beds. These

nets are absolutely priceless possessions and enable us to

sleep in comparative security, though they are not quite in-

vulnerable, neither do they keep out the noise of barking dogs.

We possess one table, a bench round two sides of the room, a

chair that we can't sit on and a cupboard. There is also a

Russian stove behind which is a little recess just big enough

for our interpreter to sleep in. You would be amused at the

various bags hanging round the beds and at our contrivances

for clothes, but what are you to do when you can't hang things

against the walls because of the inhabitants thereof? Then
we have a sort of kitchen where we do our cooking on a Princess

stove. We get eggs, milk and bread (this last brown and

rather sour) from our landlady who lives in a sort of out-

house in the yard. We are leading the simple life i4i its

simplicity—there is no chance of doing anything else, even if

we wished it, which with all the misery around us we do not,

and our little limitations and inconveniences fade into in-

significance and we feel almost luxurious when compared with

the suffering and deprivation being endured so patiently and

uncomplainingly by others. Visiting the refugees is awfully

sad work and will be sadder as winter comes on. Many of

them were sent to Tashkend before coming to this district,

and nearly every family lost one or m.ore members there of

typhus, typhoid, cholera, etc. One woman lost all six of her

children, ages sixteen to three. Then on the journey famihcs

got separated and have now quite lost trace of each other. The
women look twice their age and so careworn. Few of them
have any clothes but what they stand up in, but the majority

are wonderfully clean, considering their conditions—some-

times twenty in a room and often sleeping in windowless

hovels. The men were farmers at home and most of the

women can knit, weave and embroider if only they had
material. Their coarse homespun linen garments are often

very effectively embroidered in red and black cotton. The
refugees are almost all such nice people and they all say how
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good the peasants are to them: they share their houses with

them and their scanty supply of food. The better-class

peasants are wonderfully hospitable.

"This village is prettier than some. It lies along a depres-

sion between low hills and at the back of the houses is a little

stream with willow trees. The gorgeous sunsets here and the

vast sweep of country, slightly undulating but almost bare of

trees, with flocks of geese in the foreground, are a joy which
counterbalances much. Most villages have quite an imposing
looking church painted white and green. It is difficult to

judge of the depth of religious feeling among the people, as

there is so much outward demonstration—bowing, crossing,

and prostrating themselves with their foreheads touching the

ground. But they look as if it were a very real thing to them.
A funeral service which we went to one day was really quite

impressive. Rather gruesome, though, for the corpse is

carried to the church in an open coffm and near the end of

the service the people flock up and kiss it, even holding up the

children to do the same. Of course infection does not count.

There is a good deal of typhoid about and some malaria, lots

of eye-cases, etc. We wish we were doctors, nurses and a few
other things rolled into one."

Even short of these qualifications, it is not hard to believe

that workers such as these with good-will, sympathy, ex-

perience, moving about among the people and in close touch
with their conditions will be able to render effective service,

especially if supplies of clothing, medicines and other stores

can reach them for distribution.

They are hoping shortly for a consignment of Russian felt-

boots and other warm garments in preparation for the dreaded
winter. Though they do not claim to be "daughters of the
Czar," they are yet undoubtedly linked on to "the little

father," as the peasants love to call him, by the service they
are endeavoring to render to his children.

YOUNGER FRIENDS.

" My Father Worketh Hitherto, and I Work."—Once
upon a time, according to the fable, an Ox and an Ass lived

together in the same stable and worked for the same master.
It so happened one day when it was time to go to the field,

that the Ox lazily stretched himself and yawned and took
another mouthful of hay and stretched and yawned, and said,

"Guess I won't go to work to-day. Jack. You tell the Boss
Fm not feeling well." So the Ass patiently went off alone
and at night came wearily home and found the Ox lazily and
contentedly chewing his cud.

" How did you get on to-day without me?" inquired the Ox.
" Pretty hard pulling all alone," said the Ass.
"What did the Boss say?" asked the Ox.
"Nothing," replied the Ass and they both fell to eating.

The next day when it was time to go forth to the fields the
Ox stretched himself and yawned as before, and thought how
well his excuse had worked yesterday. Tossing his head and
flicking his tail, he said to the Ass, "Jack, tell the Boss I'll not
be on the job to-day, either, I'm not feeling well."

So the Ass went off alone and returned in the evening dusty,
tired and dejected, for he was doing double duty.
"What did the Boss say to-day?" asked the Ox. "Noth-

ing," muttered the Ass, but as he was rolling in the dust to
refresh himself, he continued, "On the way home, though.
Master stopped and had a long talk with the Butcher."
One of the hardest things we have to learn in life, young

folks, is the dignity of working and the meanness of shirking.

The saddest hour of a young man's life is when he thinks he
has discovered' some way of getting something for nothing.
Those who have tried it invariably meet later on—with the
Butcher.

1 rejoice with you, young people, in these inspiring words
of Jesus, " My Father worketh hitherto, and I work." He
spoke these words when He was about thirty years of age, but
do you know He made that discovery when He was twelve years
of age? "Wist ye not that I must be about my Father's

business." Shame on the boy who is ashamed of his Father's

business! But shame on the Father whose business is such
that his boy must needs be ashamed! Shame on the boy who
is ashamed to work, but thrice shame on the home where he
learned to despise honest toil! What a fine thing it would be
for all of us here, boys and girls, to learn that God has some
work for us in this world that nobody but us can do. How
are we preparing for it?

In the home are you putting your work oflf on little brother

or sister? In the school are you getting your own lessons, or

is some one else doing your problems, writing your composi-
tions, making your translations? In the church are you one
of those who will stay for the sermon if Willie will? In other

words, are you a shirker, a cud-chewer or a worker?
1 know of no message we need more, and none that will put

iron in your blood and "pep" in your life better than this re-

minder of our Saviour to work. "My Father worketh hitherto,

and I work."—C. A. Spaulding, in the Religious IVeekly Review.

Pasadena, Cal.

PEACE COMMISSIONS MEETING.
The American commissions preparing for the Peace Con-

ference of all Friends to be held at the invitation of London
Yearly Meeting after the war met in Philadelphia on the
eighteenth and nineteenth of Fifth Month for an informal

preliminary conference. All the chairmen, several members
of the commissions and a number of other interested Friends
attended the three sessions. The scope of the discussion

followed the outline issued by the English Friends and pub-
lished in The Friend. Rufus M. Jones, as chairman of the
first commission, had prepared two papers, one on the funda-
mental basis of the Peace testimony of Friends, a historical

inquiry, the other dealing with the nature of conscience. The
first of these was read and discussed. Several members of this

commission are engaged in examining the actual conduct of

American Friends during the wars of their history, but were
not ready yet to provide their reports.

The second general division on "the implication of the
testimony in national life and international relations" has
been divided into two. Isaac Sharpless and William I. Hull
explained how they had divided the field among the score of

persons who are working on this topic, and briefly defined the

scope of the various questions that it includes. The question

of a league of nations has been chosen for special study by
several of the commissioners and was discussed by several

Friends present at the preliminary conference.

For the third commission Jesse H. Holmes, the chairman,
read a paper dealing particularly with the moral end by which
our social relations are to be tested, the definition of simplici-

ty, and the solution for social evils proposed in socialism and
the single tax. There was some discussion of the last of these

topics.

The fourth commission presented as its report papers dealing

with two of the subjects falling within its wide field, one by
William W. Comfort on the functions of our colleges in teach-

ing peace, the other by George A. Walton on adjusting the
high school curriculum to peace education.

The fifth commission offered a summary of suggestions

which had been sent to its members with regard to the strength

and weakness of the Society in relation to the peace testimony.

This analysis of the situation was followed by some suggestions

as to how the Society can be made more effective in the in-

terests of peace.

Elbert Russell, chairman of the sixth commission, presented

the results of an elaborate questionnaire sent to Friends

throughout America. By studying the methods of propaganda
which have been used way has been prepared to make some
recommendations for the future.

Although the reports were many of them fragmentary and
tentative the preliminary comparing and conferring done in

this informal conference will greatly help all the commissions
to proceed with their several tasks and to understand them

'

in the light of the whole. Friends everywhere in America
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were encouraged to study privately or in groups some or all

of the subjects mentioned in the outline and to communicate
with the commissions studying them. It is desirable that

before the conference the whole Society of Friends should have
grappled earnestly with the difficult questions so that much
light may come from an international discussion after the war.

Henry J. Cadbury,
Secretary of the Executive Committee.

Haverford College, Fifth Month 2t), 1917.

NEWS ITEMS.

The following from the American Friend will interest our readers:

—

It is certainly cause for satisfaction to Friends everywhere that Presi-

dent Wilson has vested in Herbert C. Hoover, Quaker born and reared,

the stupendous responsibihty of virtually feeding this country, and its

friends in need, during tlie present struggle. First, because we may
rest assured that the right man has been chosen in him who has pre-

served the Belgian people from the destruction that wasteth at noonday

and who by his masterful administration in connection therewith, has

pointed the way to food conservation to England and France who are

adopting his methods. In the second place, H. C. Hoover's work is at

once the symbol and the embodiment of the Quaker position in such a

time as this. While others are bending all energies toward destruction

and the taking of life, his efforts are directed toward construction and

the saving of hfe. And in his invaluable service there enters sacrifice,

giving up as he has his profession of mining engmeering in which, as one

of the best known engineers anywhere, he received a princely income.

In entering upon his new work he stipulates that he is to receive no com-

pensation. The Nation's Food Administrator thus exempUfies in his

position of trust and leadersliip, the Quaker ideals of service and sacrifice.

It is for us Friends in the ranks to prove our worthiness to be thus fittingly

and ably represented.

Charles M. Bailey, of Fairfield Quarterly Meeting, Maine, is known
to not a few of our readers. Although in his ninety-seventh year he was
recently at Quarterly Meeting. He is a large and successful manufacturer,

but he said in one of the meetings that the time spent in Gospel work

had been the happiest portion of his long hfe.

It is proposed to hold a meeting at old Shrewsbury Meeting-house,

Shrewsbury, Monmouth County, New Jersey, on Sixth Month I7th, at

2.30 o'clock. This old house has been closed a long time and there are

a great many Friends and Friendly people in that vicinity whom it is

beUeved would be interested to attend this meeting.

Any New York or Newark Friends who desire to attend can leave New
York on Pennsylvania R. R. train 11.12 a. m., from Penna. Station, ar-

riving at Red Bank 12.22 p. m., where they will be met by a representative

of the meeting. They should provide box lunch.

Among the speakers at the Young Friends' Conference at Westtown,

to be held the latter part of this month, is John Nelson Mills. He traveled

extensively in foreign countries for pleasure, and became so deeply in-

terested in the work of the missionaries that he made a carefiU study of

all mission work and the relationships between our country and other

countries.

During recent years he has devoted himself to further study along these

hues, including the field of diplomacy and business abroad. He has

spent much time lecturing on these subjects and stirring up missionary

interest throughout the various Christian denominations.

Being a man of independent means, he refuses to accept any honora-

riums for his work. The Young Friends' Conference feels itself excep-

tionally privileged to have him to address the Class on International

Service, on Fourth and Fifth-days, Sixth Month 27th and 28th.

Edward Wood.

Improvements at Tunesassa.-—$3,500 have been subscribed to the

Improvement Fund. As it was necessary to start on the cottage for

Henry B. and Eliza Foster Leeds in order to insure its completion during

the summer, the work has been commenced. The site is between the

School Building and the tenant house.

Some of the other improvements have been made and plans are under

way for the rest; $1,500 more is needed to carry out the plans approved by

the Committee.

On behalf of the Collection Committee.

Jonathan M. Steere.

Haverford, Pa.

Encouraginq progress has been made in the contemplated improve-

ment at Frientls' Indian School. Of the $.5,000 wliich is the estimated

cost of the cottage, wagon-shed and other improvements, $3,470 has been

received. Lumber, cement, shingles and other materials have been

purchased and plans for the cottage approved.

Wm. Bacon Evans, Treasurer.

It is a comfort to learn tliat our friend Rendel Harris has reached his

home in Selley Oak, Birmingham, in safety. He arrived there Fifth

Month 8th. A niece who gave us this information also reported that

he still has visions of service for His master. With such hberal measure of

the apostolic experience of "perils oft" his stewardship of the good things

his hands have handled will be most acceptable in widening circles.

Friends who go to and from Atlantic City by the Camden and Atlantic

R. R. have the opportunity to see that a portion of the enclosure of New-

ton Meeting in the borders of Camden has been put under the plow in

the interest of food increase at this time when the air is heavy with reports

of starvation in Europe and in the East

The Media Fellowship.—Every First-day evening since the four-

teenth of First Month, 1917, the young Friends near Media have held

very interesting Uttle meetings. We have discussed and tried to learn

more of our reasons for being Friends; what part we as Friends should

take in the present crisis; our attitude toward amusements, and many
other problems which we have to face. The meetings were all very well

attended and most helpful. Our last gathering for this Spring on the

nineteenth of Fifth Month was a camp supper near Crum Creek. We
were very fortunate in having William Dennis with us, who spoke most

beautifully about Friendship. We were very much inspired l)y his talk

and our meetings next Fall will surely profit by it.

M. H. B.

Tabular Statement op London Yearly Meeting.—The membership

recorded is Just over 20,000, the increase for the year being 58. The

number of deaths is three times the number of births, but the numbers

are maintained by 360 admissions by convincement. There are 346

Particular Meetings and 65 Allowed Meetings, in each case a slight in-

crease on the number reported last year.

Feeling a need for deeper spiritual guidance at this critical time, the

Peace Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has appointed a

general meeting at No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, for Six-th Month 17, 1917,

at 3.30 o'clock, in which Friends may meet for prayerful discussion of our

present problems, with special relation to those of our members of con-

scription age.

Program.
1.—Our peculiar Temptations.

2.—The Traditional Quaker Position.

3.—Our Attitude to the Exemption Clause.

4.—Alternative Service; Compulsory and Volunteer.

5.—Forms of Emergency Service.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The reference in this letter to Isaac Pcnington's "sense" of Parliament

will surely interest Friends. They will probably be glad to refer to an

article by Isaac Sharp, entitled "Isaac Penington as Politician" in

Friends' Quarterly Examiner, Fourth Month, 1917.

—

Eds.]

38 Forest Drive East, Leytonstone, London, E.

Fifth Month 8, 1917.

Dear Friend J. Henry Bartlett:—
I read with much interest thy leader in the issue of The Friend of the

19th ult., on "The Sense of the Meeting," with the accompanying account

of the interview which the late Wilham Jones had with Cardinal Antonelli.

It is perhaps, to Friends, the most interesting of the many interviews he

had with persons holdings positions of distinction the world over. I knew
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him for many years and frequentlj' enjoyed the recital of his remarl^able

experiences.

Thy leader has reminded me of a passage in one of Isaac Penington's

pohtical essays, T\Titten in 1651, on "The Fundamental Rights, Safety

and Liberty of the People." In the consideration of the four things

necessary for the careful settling of a new foundation he refers to a free

and equal [i. e., adequate] ParUament. In this connection, he says that

whilst the vote is necessary in some cases, every law should be decided

upon clearness, and upon evidence to common sense. The vote, he adds,

implies an absence of this clearness and evidence. It would appear, that

Isaac Pem'ngton, in this respect, anticipated the custom of Friends and
desired the "sense" of Parliament as Friends take the sense of the Meet-
ing-

Thine very sincerely,

Isaac Sh.aep.

Calgary, All^orta, Fifth Month 26, 1917.

Dear FEiE>fD:—The time is approaching when United States tour-

ists may be making trips for recreation or education to this portion of

Canada, and I have no doubt whatever but that quite a sprinkling of

Friends will be found amongst these tourists. Therefore I would ask if

thee would not kindly insert an invitation in The Friend from Calgary
Monthly Meeting asking all traveling Friends to call upon us if possible.

We hold our Meeting for Worship at 7.30 on the evening of every First-

day at 1309A Twelfth Street, West, in our o\vn little meeting-house,

and the door always swings open. Frederic Sara and his family Uve in the

adjoining house and some one of them will probably be found at home
should visiting Friends be stopping over in the citj' on any other day than
First-day.

Very truly thy Friend,

Herman H. Sharpless.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Qirard, in the Ledger, says the oldest thing in Philadelphia is not the

Blue Anchor, but a church bell, ^^^len in its recast form it rang on the

10th froip the steeple of ancient Gloria Dei it sounded for the 274th
year its message

:

"I to the church the Uving call

And to the grave do summon aU."

The National American Woman Suffrage Association announced
from Washington it had received assurances from the Pennsylvania
Railroad that it has accepted the principle of "equal pay for equal work,"
wherever women are employed in places of men.

Public school superintendents and principals from all parts of Penn-
sylvania have been summoned to a wartime conference at State College
by Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer, State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

He fixed Seventh Month 11th for the meeting, which will continue for

two or three days. In his announcement he said the war should not be
allowed to mterfere with educational activities. He urged a full attend-
ance of educators so they might discuss "the effect of war upon our school
sj'stem, normal schools and other technical and professional schools."

Arrangements have been completed by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for closing the largest order in its history. The order amounts
approximately to 814,000,000 and consists of 250 hea\T freight engines
for Russia.

A careful analysis made recently shows that there are 3,000,000 motor
ears of .all kinds in scr-\'irc in the United States to-day. Of this number
one-half of the mileage is used for business purposes, and Uterally this

means that only one-half of these ears are used for pleasure.

The number of operations performed in this countrj- by men not
quahfied to undertake them is entirely too large, said Dr. Arthur Dean
Bev.an, of Chicago, before the section of the American Medical Associa-
tion on surgery. After he had finished a resolution was passed, calhng
for the appointment of a committee of ten to study the problem and report
next year on the best w.ay to solve it.

The aim of the Lohr Bill, at H.arrisburg, which is being backed by the
Phil.adelphia Wool and Textile Association and which is a part of the great
national movement to gi-ow more mutton and more wool to cut the cost
of hving, is to eliminate the roaming dog that is of no value to anybody
and does incalculable damage to flocks.

Infantile paralysis is communicated by personal cont.act with slight

and nonpariilytic cases as the most frequent sources of infection, according

to the conclusions of the special committee appointed by Mayor Mitchel

and financed by the Rockefeller Foundation to aid the Department of

Health in combating the paralysis epidemic.

The reason why the Negro leaves home to go North have been studied

by W. E. B. Du Bois in the Crms, and while the primary ones are econ-

omic, "bad treatment" is frequently assigned as a strong second place.

Dr. Du Bois, who has covered the whole South by questionnaire, comes
to the conclusion that a quarter of a milUon Negroes have moved north-

ward.

In a report to the Council of National Defense, Herbert C. Hoover de-

clares 1,000,000,000 bushels of cereals and enormous quantities of meats,

fats and sugar must be shipped from the United States to meet the needs

of the Allies and a few neutrals. Home consumption must be radically

reduced.

Professor Herbert H. Beck, of Frankhn and Marshall College, says

the sjjring of 1917 will be remembered by observers as a season when rare

bird visitants were as jjlentiful as common varieties. The present migra-

tion period has been remarkable for its extraordinary fhght of warblers.

Q. Sherwood Eddy and si.xty university students of Princeton and
Northwestern have arrived safely in France. G. S. Eddy picked the

men personalty to assist in Y. M. C. A. work on the continent in order

to replace British men who have been called for ser-\dce.

FOREIGN.—A dejspatch from San Juan Del Sur, Nicaragua, under
date of Sixth Month Sth, said San Salvador, the capital of the RepubUc
of Salvador, with a population of more than 60,000, has been totally de-

stroyed, probably by an earthquake.

From an average annuallj' of 3.5,000 for 1912 and previous years, im-
migration to Cuba has increased to 45,000 ; for the year ending 1916 more
than 55,000 immigrants arrived in Cuba, notwithstanding war conditions

which affected all the countries of North and South America, particularly

the LTnited States and Argentine.

NOTICES.

Concord Quarterly Meeting Conference for Younger Friends

will be held at Concordville, Pa., Six-th Month 30, 1917, in the old Meet-
ing-house, at 4.15 p. M., Norris J. Scott presiding.

Three Pictures—"Ode Quarterly Meeting:"—
Past—Isaac Sharpless.

Present—Anne Garrett Walton.

Future—J. Passmore Elkinton.

Followed by a basket supper (ice cream and tea provided).

Evening Meeting for Worship, 7.15 to 8 o'clock.

Trains leave Philadelphia 2.45, West Chester 3.04. Returning, trans-

portation to ChejTiey or Wawa will be provided.

Though the Conference was appointed for our younger members, all

interested Friends will be welcome.

Please reply, before Sixth Month 25th, to Norris J. Scott, Moylan, Pa.

Meetings from Sixth Month I7th to 23rd:

—

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, Western District, Twelfth Street be-

low Market Street, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 20th, at 10.30 a. m.

Muncy, at Muncy, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 20th, at 10 a. m.

Frankford, Fourth-day, Six-th Month 20th, at 7.45 p. m.

Haverford, Fifth-day, Six-th Month 21st, at 5 p. m.

Germantown, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 21st, at 10 a. m.

Died.—at the home of her daughter, Edna Carson, in Zeno, California,

Third Month 10, 1917, Mary S. Taber, widow of Jan Taber, in the

ninetieth year of her age; a member of Pasadena Monthly Meeting,

, on Fifth Month 7th, Rachel Comfort, widow of Jeremiah

Comfort, in her eighty-eighth year; a member and elder of Falls Monthly
Meeting, Bucks Co., Pa.

, At her home ne.ar Danville, Ind., Fifth Month 18, 1917,

Minerva Harvey Kendall, in the eighty-fifth year of her age; a life-

long Friend and at the time of her death a member of MiU Creek Monthly
Meeting, Ind.

William H. Pile's Sons, Printers,

422 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
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ANOTHER ITEM IN THE EVIDENCE.

William Dean Howells, in his recently published book,

" Years of My Youth," narrates a circumstance which furnishes

one more testimony in the case against war. It occurred in

connection with his meeting James A. Garfield about the

year 1870, when the memory of the Civil War was still vivid

in the minds of the men and women who had lived through

that crucial period. As Howells and Garfield, with some

neighbors of the latter, were sitting together in the long sum-

mer evening, they talked of Lowell and Whittier and other

American men of letters, until, "under the spell of those in-

articulate voices," the conversation began to take on the

character of "intimate and mystical experience." Then Gar-

field related an incident connected with his own personal

knowledge of war and of its moral injuries. It happened in

the early days of the great struggle, when he had not yet

become accustomed to fields of death. As he passed along

with his troops through (or into) a certain valley, he observed

a number of men lying, apparently asleep, in a meadow; but

presently the realization that these were dead men, "whom
other men had killed," swept over him, and then at the sight,

"something went out of him . . . that never came back

again: the sense of the sacredness of life, and the impossibility

of destroying it."

" In the leading of his confession," says Howells, "he went

on to say how the sense of the sacredness of other things of

peace had gone out of some of the soldiers and never come

back again." Grown used to plunder and violence and deceit

as a part of war, they could not easily and readily bring them-

selves back to the standards of orderly society and normal

. living. " You would be surprised," said Garfield, " to know
how many of those old soldiers, who fought bravely and lived

according to the traditions of military necessity, are now in

the penitentiary for horse-stealing."

The relation so feelingly given by James A. Garfield that

evening, with the silence following some of his "solemn

words, " probably carried into the hearts of his listeners more

conviction than a carefully wrought thesis would have done.

The commentary was unanswerable; and it may have been

the lesson thus impressed upon the mind of William Dean
Howells that in part guid,ed his own later judgment when he

characterized all war as "cruel and foolish."

The strong principles and the refined nature of James A.

Garfield saved him from that degree of moral collapse which

men of less strength so often and so visibly suffered, albeit

less consciously perhaps than he. It is not alone in "blood

and treasure" that losses are to be reckoned, but in the moral

robbery and spoliation of manhood as well. The devious

methods and sinister policies of war, joined with these ir-

reparable injuries, can hardly be more forcefully epitomized

than in a saying of the wise man of old :
" That which is crooked

cannot be made straight, and that which is wanting cannot

be numbered." M. W.

ALONE.

"I am not alone, because the Father is with me." (John xvi: 32.)

When in a far eastern country a few years ago, it was my
privilege to meet with one of the finest Christian ministers I

have ever been brought into contact with—the native pastor

of a native church. His face illuminated with ecstasy when

he told of his joy in Jesus. It was his habit before break of

day to go out to the mountains near the city in which he re-

sided and there alone pray to God on behalf of his country

and its spiritual welfare. His vigils often physically exhausted

him. Was he alone in the dew of the mountainside long be-

fore the break of day? Not at all. In that trysting place he

held high communion with the Father of all men, and there

found power with God.

In the Holy Scriptures we do not find much commendation

for those who are alone. Only once or twice is such a position

referred to as applying to a single individual. But when our

Lord partook of the common lot of all men he included the

solitary periods that so frequently enter into the experiences

of men.

God pity the young man or woman who sometimes out of

the severe exigencies of modern business and social life is

compelled to live apart from others. This may be during the

hours not devoted to daily toil. The rooming-house too fre-

quently has temptations and discouragements within itself

or leads to indulgence in temptations abroad. Happy and

safe are those young persons who have learned the secret of

comradeship with God, and who, as their Lord said, know

that the Father is with them. Their feet are planted upon a

rock. They feel the very presence and protection of the God
of all the families of the earth.

When our earthly props have failed or death has entered

into our homes, it is often well for a season to be alone with

God. How desolate is the human heart when the sweetest

ties of nature have been sundered. How bitter is the grief

and loneliness when we realize that loving companionship has

forever ceased. Our human ambitions may seem a mockery

.
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The Divine permissions respecting us may seem cruel. In the

language of John Oxenham we exclaim:

"All that I love has passed,

And left me at the last

Alone!—Alone!"

The Christian in times of trial finds comfort in remembering

that just when his Christ most needed the sympathy and de-

votion of His little band they forsook Him and fled, and left

Him alone. Is not the lonely Christian the companion of his

Lord?

Paul tells us that when he was threatened with the lion,

"the Lord stood by me." The Christian looking to the past

experiences with the Son of God can say, as he feels the ever-

lasting arms about him, "
1 am alone, yet not alone, because

the Father is with me."

W. C. A.

THE REGISTRATION.

The public press at large, the New York Sun in particular,

has heralded the outcome of registration as indicating a " new

era" of history for our country. Not a little surprise is ex-

pressed at this tremendous evidence of a new national con-

sciousness, springing into the arena for "service." It seems

to inspire fresh hope that democracy has produced on our

shores a type, not of manhood merely, but of citizenship,

calculated to challenge any and every product of old world

patriotism. One would be quite blind not to recognize the

point and the scope of these observations. Under the stimulus

of a world war America has reached this end, somewhat slow-

ly perhaps, but none the less surely, in a way to attract the

world. The national consciousness that has emerged from

our century of practice in a democracy is truly a "new thing"

in the world's history. Now that we see it as a fact what

shall we do with it? What shall the world do with it?

It is a national characteristic that we speak very quickly,

but think and act often very deliberately. The quick-speak-

ing in the present instance has adopted the term "universal

service" to express the inside significance of the unresisting

registration of nearly ten millions of young men. We say

"adopted" in mentioning "universal service," for we re-

member that universal service was no great time ago branded

with the adjective "Prussian." We would accuse no one of

intentionally advocating that system for our country. What
seems to us of immediate moment is that we should so clarify

our thinking, so insist upon clear thinking on the part of

others, that there can be no doubt of the explicit meaning of

this call to loyalty. Let us believe in universal service, but

let us insist that it shall not mean universal military service.

In our reflection on the subject we can not forego the ad-

vantages of contrast. If as the New York Sun says we have

registered the most momentous expression of nationalism his-

tory has ever known, shall we at once ignore the process under

which this has been developed? Europe has given us il-

lustrations enough of the types of national consciousness pos-

sible to methods of conscription. Are these types better than

our own? The implications as well as the plain statements

of our most astute political philosophers are that the voluntary

system of training has produced a product of peculiar merit

and promise. Let it be so.

Professed Christianity has often been a failure for individu-

als and for community because of the difficulty of recognizing

the corporate consciousness—the corporate conscience even.

We must obey what we believe to be the voice of God in

our soul. But we are hardly adapted for this world, unless

we are constrained to "seek out" "ten others", or a hundred

others, or a thousand others, who are ready to unite with us

in an earnest effort to apprehend the Divine will. This of

course is the basis of what we call the Church and Friends

mostly have written the word with a capital, because of their

desire to be co-ordinated with something larger than their

own denomination. The present unparalleled situation of our

national history may well serve to put this fact into bold

relief. Have we not as Friends a special contribution to make
at this time to the world-wide effort to get at an expression

of the Christian consciousness, now so often hidden in de-

nominational rubbish? Is not that plainly the way out of

the condition that makes war possible? If we analyze it

closely does not the exemption clause, in the Federal draft

act, point that way? It does not trust the individual con-

science against war, but it is willing to trust a corporate

conscience. What would have been the general situation

were all the denominations united in a Church consciousness

based on the Sermon on the JVIount

!

Universal service then demands for safety this corporate

conscience. If as a Society we have helped to give even a

small degree of this content as expressed in exemption to the

Federal act, shall we not now strive to expand this territory?

Shall not our efforts be to make " universal service " " universal

Christian service"? Shall we not join in a drive to teach the

State to recognize God as supreme, before it gets started head-

long on the path that leads to the old world doctrine of the

State as supreme?

J. H. B.

OLD SCHOLARS' DAY AT WESTTOWN.
The "W. 0. S. A. Special" is very much like Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting on wheels. Friends of all ages and from all

localities fill the several cars with that restrained hum of happy
conversation quite characteristic of our best traditions. Even
the conductor pauses to say, "it is a very orderly crowd."
Accessions at Lansdowne and Media make the impression of

gathering interest more vivid, multiplied automobiles at

Westtown Station properly introduce the unstinted hospitality

of the day. Everybody is at the service of everybody else.

That is a side of the occasion that no one proclaims, but it

has tremendous social and ethical value.

Once at the School, how much at home we all feel! It is a
great comfort not to be registered and labeled and guided.

We are in our own world, and it is all our own! If we have
an audible wish, some one responds to it, whether it is for a

glass of water or for an automobile ride to see the Lake, the
Orchard, the Old Dam, or Walnut Hill. If we wish to wander
away uninterrupted to haunts of our childhood, a fine dis-

crimination on the part of numerous aids quickly perceives

the situation and we are unmolested.

At eleven all currents are directed to the great tent. How
well that thousand or more people know how to enter into

the sanctuary of devotional silence! Then more than at any
other moment we are all participating in the one lesson that

no loyal Westonian failed to learn. This silence contains the

cementing bond that in spite of our multiplied individual

characteristics makes us all one.

To an audience thus cemented the program of exercises

appeals with undoubted interest. The president's plea for

loyalty had ample background of specific outlets for expres-

sion in needed improvements. Westtown does not fail con-
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stantly to justify its claim as a true child of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting. It is all the while outgrowing its clothes!

The half million investment in material plant seems only to

have emphasized certain "imperative needs."
The testimonial to Thomas K. Brown on his retirement after

forty-three years of unstinted service seemed to have taken

appropriate form. It was well not to have made the occasion

hard for him, but many wanted more details than Charles

Evans gave. Doubtless they will be forthcoming. Thomas
K. Brown's response was dignified in utterance and impressive

in the feeling that was evidently beyond utterance. In his

address he showed that like other young men he can "see

visions and dream dreams." If now a great school architect

like Frederick Rowntree, who has done such a service for

Friends' Schools in England, could prepare a comprehensive
plan to anticipate a half century of Westtown's needs, how
it would seem like a fitting projection of Thomas K. Brown
into the future. This idea is dropped by the way in the

hope that the W. O. S. A. will heed it.

The new Principal was in no easy role, but he acquitted

himself in a very Friendly way. Without the least ostenta-

tion he made the impression of stability and weight as well as

of vision. The Robert Louis Stevenson incident with which
he closed will make a text for much of the Westtown that

lies just before us. It appears the youthful Stevenson had
drawn a picture of a man, and after exhibiting it to his mother
with a glow of youthful pride, had exclaimed, "And now,
mother, shall 1 draw his soul?" A new, but welcome, way
of emphasizing "religious education"!

It would have been an inexcusable omission in the face of

the world crisis not to have had that large audience pause to

consider our present responsibihties. Leadership in this part

was assigned to Rufus M. Jones and he did full justice to the

opportunity. His address was impromptu, but our friend

Benjamin Doan, of New York, very kindly reported it for

us and we are able with the speaker's permission to print it

herewith.

After the exercises in the tent, dinner and play claimed ap-

preciative attention. The Old Scholars' Association has thus

another un-expressed function—it keeps the circle of Friends

at play, or interested in play, so that custom can hardly lie

upon us with a "weight," "heavy as death and deep almost

as life."

Hurrying through the evening from this year's Old Scholars'

day all were thankful for fine weather, good fellowship and
a certain strength of unity in being combined together to

serve a worthy Alma Mater.
J. H. B.

A CONSTRUCTIVE QUAKER POLICY IN THE PRESENT
NATIONAL CRISES.

RUFUS M. JONES.

My subject is necessarily a very serious one. Many of you
have stood, as 1 have done, on the edge of the Great Canyon
of the Colorado, in Arizona, and you have looked down into

that tremendous gorge—6,ooo feet down—cut through the

solid strata of the slowly piled rocks of the continent, and
you have seen at the bottom, roaring, tumbling along, the

turbulent river that is slowly cutting this channel. And you
have seen the many colors flashing and playing on the jutting

rocks of the strata, and you have felt steal over you a sense

of awe and sublimity and majesty, such as perhaps you have
never felt in any other spot in the world, that made your whole
being tremble with an emotion as seldom happens to anyone
gazing on any other scene.

To-day we stand on the edge of a chasm which cuts down,
not through the strata of the earth, but down through the

slowly piled layers of a world-old civilization and cleaves

down to the very bases and pillars of that civilization—

a

chasm into which the slowly accumulated wealth of the world

is being tumbled—a chasm into which the millions of young

men throughout the world, from the universities and the

schools, the skilled workers of the world, are plunging head-
long, never to come back. And we are gazing down at that

continuous running crimson river at the bottom of this chasm,
which gives us not merely a sense of awe, but an overwhelming
sense of terror in the presence of it. And a thousand times

1 have asked myself what 1 ought to do with my life in the

presence of that tragic situation. No less urgently 1 have
asked again and again what the Society of Friends, which from
my earliest youth has been the most precious thing in the

world to me—more precious always than life itself—what
this beloved Society of ours ought to do in this desperate hour.

Always 1 come back to the same conclusion. It is this:

That there is no service which we can render in this tragic

crisis greater or more important than will be the luminous
exhibition of loyalty to our historic principles and the sacred

ideals of our Christian faith. If the world were asked now
what it most wanted from us in this hour, 1 feel sure that it

would choose that we should continue to give absolute dedica-

tion of our lives to the spiritual task which has been laid upon
us by Almighty God. When this war is over—when the

reign of hate is at an end—those who have kept the faith

—

faith in the all-conquering power of love—faith in the King-
dom of God—faith in the weapons of the Spirit—those persons

will be the ones who will be seen and recognized as having
made the greatest contribution to the higher life of the world.

The exemption which has been granted our Society is a
great recognition of the estimate which is given to the worth
of our spiritual service, and it is a challenge to us to remain
unswervingly loyal to those historic ideals. Never has there

been a greater need than just now of a remnant left in the

world to bear testimony to the power of the spiritual forces of

the universe as against the destructive forces of man. But
this testimony cannot be borne in any passive way. We must
act ! We must be virile.

Some of you remember these splendid words of a contem-
porary of George Fox when he said, " My mind was not at

rest because nothing was active, and thoughts ran in me that

words and writings are nothing and must die. For action is

the life of all; and if thou dost not act, thou dost nothing."

Oliver Cromwell came one day into a cathedral in England,

and, pointing to the statues of the Twelve Apostles carved in

silver in that cathedral, he said, "Who are those men there?"

The verger told him that they were twelve saints that the

church had picked out as representative saints. " Well, what
are they doing there?" asked Cromwell. " Melt them up and
coin them into money and put them into circulation in the

realm."

That was Cromwell's way of dealing with the situation.

But it is the way to use saints!—to put them into circulation;

and 1 long and pray that our saints and our near-saints shall

be in circulation. It would be pitiful if our patriotism, our

loyalty, our consecration of ourselves, were to fall behind

that of the soldiers who have unsparingly given their lives and
all they had to what they believed was the great cause of the

hour. Far be it from us, who take a different position, to

assume an attitude that in any sense seems to be one in which
we desire to save ourselves. We must not have as our creed,
" Safety First." We must be ready for risks, and we must be

ready for the highest call that comes to us to dedicate our lives.

It is peculiarly fortunate, I think, that just now has come
to the Society of Friends a great chance to serve and to take

the risk. We have been asked to prepare a great Quaker unit,

to be Unit No. i of the Society of Friends in America, to go

out and help rebuild a wrecked and ruined world in the vacated

war zones of Northern France. 1 say it is fortunate, for as

this work has to be done it certainly is fortunate that some of

that work should come to us, and that the first chance for

America to undertake this work should be ours. We are

calling on young Friends—at first the men, and later it will

be the women—from all over the Society of Friends in Ameri-

ca, to send in their names for this service. But especially

to-day I am asking those present here that this service will
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call for a very great sum of money; and very much of that

money must come from the very men and women in this tent

to-day.

Probably not less than $125,000 will need to come from this

Yearly Meeting for this constructive service. Some here will

find it necessary to say good bye
—

" Farewell" is the Quaker
way—farewell to sons and daughters; and others will have the

easier task of putting some money which they have saved up
into this service.

It is not, however, merely reconstruction work in France
that comes to us to do. Wherever men and women live and
toil there is a call for consecrated, devoted men and women
who will go out to the farm and take part in the great human
task of saving the world from famine. Our President has
certainl)' done right to lay upon America this great task of

to-day. It is not raising food to feed an army. It is raising

food to save the world from famine; and the need is far more
urgent than many of us here to-day recognize. Fortunately,
here again. Friends are to have a very great part in that work.

But what 1 want to say finally is this: That there is a still

greater mission upon us to-day than either one of these of

which 1 have spoken, great as will be the blessed result of

giving to these terribly wrecked regions and making it possible

once more for scattered families to come back and live in the
little shacks we build, and to start once more to till the fields

that look now as though nothing would ever grow upon them.
Great and fortunate as is the task to help produce the food
for the mouths and the bodies, 1 feel the greatest single thing
that comes to the Society of Friends to-day is the mission of

helping our poor stricken humanity once more to find God!
Great as is the danger of food-famine, vastly greater just now
is the danger of spiritual famine. It was the spiritual famine
that caused the war. Behind this awful thing was the loss

of spiritual vision. Behind all this desolation that has been
ruthlessly going through humanity has been a profound
materialistic conception of life.

It is our business to help turn the tide, to call men back
once more from false trails and bring them face to face with
the tremendous spiritual realities of the universe, and make
them realize the everlasting love of God and the sacrifice of

Christ for men; to make them see what love really means.
And to this great task as the supreme mission of our lives I

call Friends to-day.

One of the noblest, one of the most gifted of all the young
men who went out never to come back—cut down in his youth,
stricken down in the creative period of his great life— 1 mean
Rupert Brook—obeyed these words in the great sonnet
which he wrote in the beginning of the crisis:

"Now God be thanked who matched us with this hour!"

1 can not yet feel that our Society of Friends is matched with
the desperate need of this hour. 1 long and pray that such
an awakening may sweep over us—such a sense of mission
will once more possess us—that others may say when the
work is done, "Now God be thanked, those Friends have been
matched with the hour."

"AS THY DAYS ARE."
Fear not, although the road be rough and long

Which thou must travel, and the dreary day
Shows storms that Unger in the heavens gray.

Though hard to tell the right path from the wrong.

Though weak and worn when thou must needs lie strong,

Dreading the struggle, longing down to lay

Thy weary burden, and to flee away.

Dear heart, take courage; raise thy voice in song,

And go with joy on thine appointed road.

There is no need for thee to be afraid;

Thy heavy burden shall be borne for thee;

For One shall guide thee, rest on Him thy load.

Think on the promise which to thee was made,
That as thy days are, so thy strengt,h shall be.

-From Songs ofHope, by Rebecca N. Taylor. Sherman, French & Co.,

Boston. Printed by permission.

STATEMENT OF AMERICAN FRIENDS' RECON-
STRUCTION UNIT.

The American Friends' Service Committee has arranged to

begin training Seventh Month ist, at Haverford College,

Haverford, Pa., a unit of 100 young men for reconstruction

work in France. It is expected that later other units, includ-

ing probably a unit of women, can be trained and sent.

The members of the unit will be supplied with all expenses

of training, equipment, transportation, board, lodging and
medical attendance from the time they leave their homes until

they return. No salaries will be paid. All who can pay a

part or all of these expenses are urged to do so through the

general treasury.

The work will include building, repairing, agriculture, horti-

culture, sanitation, medical aid, social work, and all forms of

ministration to a stricken people. Although much of the

work must be learned on the field, specially desirable qualifica-

tions are a reading and speaking knowledge of French, and
some training or experience in the above lines of work.

Preference will be given to members of the Society of Friends,

and it is not yet clear what arrangement may be made with
our Government as to the inclusion of others. Applications

of others, however, who have conscientious objection to

military service and wish to identify themselves with this

service of Friends will be considered for this or later units.

The question on the application blank as to conscientious

objection to military service does not indicate that such
Friends only will be considered. The question is merely for

the information of the Committee, particularly in view of the

provision in the conscription law as to conscientious objection

as a basis for exemption.
Application for this service should not be made without

careful consideration of conscientious duty in other fields,

including the duty for work at home and for the preparation
for life in the normal course of education.

An application blank and a medical certificate blank ac-

company this statement as mailed to Friends and others.

The full form of application and other information may be
had from Vincent D. Nicholson, Executive Secretary, 20 S.

Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CONFERENCE OF DENOMINATIONS OPPOSING WAR.
On Fifth Month 23rd a small group of persons representing

churches which from a religious standpoint advocate peace
and the avoidance of all war, met at Washington, D. C, for

the purpose of seeking some means of co-ordination of effort,

especially in the matter of our representation before Congress
and government departments. An interesting discussion pre-

ceded the drafting of a statement, a copy of which follows

:

Statement of VoluntaeEy Committee Representing Cer-
tain Religious Bodies Advocating Peace and the
Avoidance of All War.

Without prejudice to our Government: averring our loyalty

to the civil authorities, and desiring to serve our country in

the peaceable arts and productive industries; and seeking the
continued privilege of worshipping our God and living accord-

ing to the dictates of our own consciences:

We, the undersigned, members of the Brethren (or Dunkers),
Mennonites and Friends (or Quakers), met in voluntary and
informal conference, have prayerfully considered our common
obligations and duties as Christians, and as the inheritors of

a tenet of faith, consistently maintained through many genera-
tions, that carnal warfare and blood conflict are contrary to

the teaching and example of our Lord.

Our denominations have been linked together by a common
bond of peace-loving and peace-making principles, and are

exempt from military or naval service under the recent Con-
scription Act. While accepting this as a gratifying tribute

to the consistency of our forefathers, we must at the same time
realize that it entails responsibilities impossible for us to

avoid.
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It places upon us the two-fold obligation, first, of reatfirming

and revitalizing within our own limits the Christian Gospel
of Peace, and that the teachings, life and death of our Saviour
are the only fundamental and ultimate basis of peace, and
that we should follow His example, wherever it may lead; and
secondly, of so relating ourselves to others and letting our
light shine before men that these principles and testimonies may
be extended and become effective in our national and social life.

To further these ends, and believing that any pronounce-
ment of these principles or presentation of them to the De-
partments of our Government will be better received and be

more effective if set forth under one general plan than by each
of the bodies working single-handed, we recommend that the

various Conferences, Yearly Meetings, or delegated Councils,

appoint one or two persons duly authorized to act for their

respective bodies, to constitute a Committee which, in a united

and concerted way, may have watch over the situation, devise

plans, present our position and claims to the various depart-

ments of our Government, and labor together in the interests

of our time-honored and Scriptural testimony of peace, as

needs may arise.

Signed:

W. M. Lyon, Washington, D. C; William J. Nyce, St.

Peters, Pa.; Brethren.

W. J. Swiggart, Huntingdon, Pa.; Silas M. Grubb, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Mennonite.
Lindley D. Clark, Washington, D. C; Francis R. Taylor,

Cheltenham, Pa.; George M. Warner, Germantown, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Friends.

FRIENDS' WAR VICTIMS' RELIEF COMMITTEE.
Annemasse, that flat, uninteresting, not to say disappointing,

little town, will live in the memory and history of thousands
who never heard of it before the war. After having passed

through the level country via Dijon, Amberien and Culoss

to Bellegarde, at the foot of the mountains and the banks of

the Rhone, in the great quarter-mile long P. L. M. express,

the appetite is whetted and the interest increased so that one
expects something very different. Still, the little township at

the gates of Switzerland, with its tramways to Geneva, will be

passed down to generations as the spot on friendly native soil

where their ancestors arrived after twenty-four and thirty

months in the hands of the invader.

As 1 left the station the snow was 15 to 30 centimetres deep;

but a small track led from the board indicating " Direction a

Samoens," past a large shed inscribed with the words " Bagages
des Repatries," to the local railway with its little engine and
two or three tram-like coaches which awaited the arrival of

the Paris mail (when it was not more than three hours late)

before setting off on its three hours' pull of 36 to 40 kilometres

up the Giffre valley (famous in times of peace for its trout).

Not expecting to hear anything but foreign tongues, and
being very interested in the surroundings, particularly the

dray-loads of luggage entering the above mentioned shed, I

was agreeably surprised to be greeted in a familiar northern

accent and escorted to the train. One of our workers was
taking up a baby and five other children, afterwards known as

the red-haired family. How patient was with the

little crying mites and helpless infants!

The train wound with the road up the valley, ploughing

through the snow. 1 stood on the platform of the coach with
two boys of eleven, getting a little information regarding their

experiences and telling them about the great mountains and
snows which they were now seeing for the first time, and which
soon sent into oblivion the nightmare of their hardships and
sufferings. As we ascended, the snow became deeper and the

mountains closer, whilst the little engine had to stop now and
again, even between the many villages and halts, to gather

fresh energy.

Will those poor people, after being driven from pillar to

post, half-starved for lack of food in the villages of their birth

in the Aisne, the Marne, the Ardennes and adjoining districts,

after their nights and days in trucks through Germany to

Switzerland, and thence to France, ever forget the welcome

they received on arriving at Samoens? Every little mite, ir-

respective of appearance or condition, is received into the

loving, willing, outstretched arms of our workers, and carried

off triumphantly to Bellevue, The bigger children and
women follow, whilst their bundles of worldly possessions,

those weary looking packages knotted into dust-sheets general-

ly, with occasionally a wooden box, are carried for them by
their compatriots who have preceded them to this haven of

refuge by a few weeks, or perhaps only a few days. Already

was evident the wonderful change sympathetic care, clean

habits, clean beds and good plain food make in a short time

on the most desolate looking. Naturally, great interest is

taken in all newcomers, and they are soon made to feel at

home by everyone.

No better place could have been selected for a sanatorium

or convalescent home than in this favored zone, far from the

noise and strife, nestling there—although over 2,000 feet up
—at the foot of the majestic Criou and other mountains

6,000 to 8,000 feet high, clad almost to their summits with

"le bon sapin" planted in the cracks, crevices and on the face

of the terrain, however perpendicular, by "le bon Dieu," and
erecting their heads straight to the heavens through intense

winter cold and strong summer sun.

Hotel Bellevue on one side of the road, with its annexe on
the other, can accommodate about a hundred repatries, women,
children, and sometimes an old man. The two buildings are

a strangely continental mixture of strength and weakness,

with their concrete floors and stairs; great cracked wooden
roof joists; outer walls of solid stone over two feet thick,

cemented together at the base with a substance as hard and
difficult to negotiate as the stone itself, whilst the inner walls

will not stand a nail; warped doors and windows, with scarcely

a pane absolutely square.

The winter has been rather severe, and for weeks shortly

after sunset the thermometer registered 15 degrees below zero

centigrade, whilst at times in the night it fell to 20 degrees and

25 degrees below. However, we were able to keep up a fair

heat night and day in the radiators, and thanks to the lack of

wind it was quite easy to stand the cold.

Right past the hotel is the best luge (toboggan) run in

the district; and after the descent of a few sledge loads of tim-

ber it was splendid. Early in the morning, with the frost

in the air at 10 or 12 degrees centigrade, i. e., eighteen to

twenty degrees below freezing Fahrenheit, the children were

so keen on their new sport that they came out with their

breakfast in their hands, and whilst eating it demanded " le

traineau, monsieur"; or a little chappie of 4 or 5, in countless

jerseys and scarves, would look up and say, " Je voudrais bien

le luge, monsieur." The " petit canadien " made on the prem-

ises was a great favorite; however, they were of all sizes and
makes. Sometimes a papa on "permission" would find a

second-hand one for his children he had not seen until then

since the beginning of the war. Needless to add, they were

constantly under repair.

When the snow went and sledging became impossible, walks

and rambles in search of snow-drops and primroses, etc., were

arranged; and occasionally a little physical exercise was given

to the bigger children, and they all entered into these recrea-

tions and pastimes with zest.

As the days went by, relatives were found to take some of

our guests, homes for others, situations and apartments for

the women, and with what gratitude in their hearts and tears

on their faces did they leave us. One day, when the war is

over, and the families who have come under our care are re-

united in homes of their own, perhaps also provided and built

for them in the Dole Building Camp, will they not think of

"les Anglaises" and be encouraged to live the open, free and
healthful life on which we tried to start them?
Would we had a score or more of these places, for there are

thousands of refugees crowded together in Paris and other

large centres, developing tuberculosis and similar ailments

which it will take years to eradicate, whereas, if we could
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only take them out of these pent-up, stuffy rooms and garrets,

into a sanatorium for a few weeks' rest and cure, then send

them to smaller towns and villages until they could return to

their own villages, what a fine thing it would be.

A. L.

104, Ethelbdkga House, Harold J. Moheland.

91, Bishopsgate, E. C. 2. A. Ruth Fry.
—Reprinted from The Friend (London).

WESTTOWN YOUNG FRIENDS' CONFERENCE.
As noted in The Friend some weeks ago, this Conference

is scheduled for the five days. Sixth Month 23rd to 28th.

Detailed programs have been freely circulated. They show
two evening addresses by Rufus M. Jones and two by Elbert

Russell. Albert G. Shepard, Henry T. Brown and Anna R.

Ladd conduct a Conference four days, with the general sub-

ject, " The Local Meeting and the Community." The " Social

Order Committee of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting" has as-

signed topics, under the general head, "Social Problems,"

also on four days; Clarence E. Pickett on "Helping Young
People," Agnes L. Tierney on "Some Basic Elements of

Religion," Henry J. Cadbury on "Modern Ideals in the

Prophets," Thomas E. Jones on "A Successful First-day

School," George Nasmyth on "Christianizing International

Relations," and Emily G. Balch on "War vs. Peace," are

scheduled daily. Carroll T. Brown is to be in charge of a

Quaker Forum.
All this liberal provision of activities is to be interspersed

with recreation. The resources of Westtown in these lines

are well understood. The familiar camp supper is included

in the program for Second-day, Sixth Month 25th.

Board and lodging for the whole time, or for single meals,

are advertised, but notice should be given in advance by
those desiring accommodations. Address all inquiries to Sec-

retary Young Friends' Conference, Westtown, Pa.

THE T. WISTAR BROWN TEACHERS' FUND.
On Fifth Month 11, 191 7, the Trustees of The T. Wistar

Brown Teachers' Fund completed their first year of service.

The following notes upon the uses of the Fund may be of

interest to the readers of The Friend.
During the year the Trustees received fifty-six formal ap-

plications for grants from the Fund in addition to letters of

inquiry. Of these fifty-six the Trustees approved fifty-three

and declined three.

Of the fifty-six applicants, nine were men and forty-seven

were women; forty-two were members of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, thirty stated that they had attended Westtown
School, nineteen had attended college for one or more years;

all but five had had some experience in teaching.

It is of special interest that all the grants were made under
paragraphs (a) and (b), defining the primary provisions of

the Trust which read as follows:

—

".
. . To encourage young Friends by some pecuniary

aid who wish to qualify for teachers and instructors and are
desirous of obtaining the needful instruction and cultivation

to qualify them for their chosen profession.

"First. (a) Such Friends as are members of Meetings
included in and subordinate to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
who are twenty-one years of age and older and who have had
the usual school education and are choosing the profession of
teaching and desire to take a one year course in a university
or other preparation for their profession, to be aided to ac-
complish it.

" (b) Teachers wishing to attend summer schools or other
places of instruction open during the vacation season."

Thirteen grants were made under paragraph (a) and forty
under paragraph (b).

The income of the Fund available for this purpose was about
|i4,ooo, and the grants approved amounted to $13,894. Since
Fifth Month i ith, several of the applicants have relinquished
their grants because of ill health or kindred reasons and the
Trustees have been able to make others.

THE PARADOX OF LIFE.

The painful things of hfe are poUshed lenses

Through which celestial glories brighter sliine;

The angry billows of hfe's sea wiU lift thee

High on the bosom of the love Divine.

The bitter cup from which thy soul is shrinking

To sweetest cordial heaven will transform,

And arched across thy homestead's desolation

God's rainbow smiles upon the passing storm.

Why, fainting heart, bemoan thy disappointments?

They are but graving tools to cut the gem;

It needs the painful disciphne of sorrow

If it would grace the royal diadem.

The bleeding balsam tree gives forth the perfume,

And beaten oil the sanctuary hght;

Without the pruning knife no fruitful branches.

And stars reserve their beauty for the night.

The smitten rock rephed with hving water.

From buried wheat the garner's io3fful gain.

From bhnding tears the clearer inward vision,

The sweetest harmonies from hidden pain.

The nameless thorn is sent to keep thee lowly.

The furnace burns the fetters off thy hands,

God puts His treasures into earthen vessels,

Dark clouds with blessings break when He commands.

With garments fresh and feet unweary

The wilderness is crossed on eagle's wings;

Till Zion's festal halls are reached with singing,

The vale of weeping proves a place of springs.

^Max I. Reich.

EXTRACT FROM EMERGENCY PEACE COMMITTEE.

[The following is from a somewhat lengthy report made to

the Yearly Meeting at Fifteenth and Race Streets. It is re-

printed by request.

—

Eds.]

We hope Friends will meet the responsibilities of their ideals

with courage and with dignity. It is true that all members
of our Society do not agree as to their duty, as our country
enters upon a war which many regard as righteous, and whose
purposes as seen in the minds of most of our fellow citizens

are high and noble. We would lovingly urge upon each,

whatever his conception of his duty, to follow it unflinchingly.

But the Society of Friends as a whole has a consistent, historic

position, which is recorded in our official statements, in our
Discipline and Advice, and which is still maintained by most
Friends. So closely is this stand associated with the Society

that it has been recognized in the laws of England and Ameri-
ca, and in the mind of the general public to be a Friend is to

be opposed to war.

This permanent testimony is not binding on the conscience

of any individual ; since each must loyally follow his own per-

sonal leading. But we would affectionately counsel Friends

whose duty leads them along other paths, that they avoid
involving the Society in their personal variation from its

testimonies. Our members vary from the accepted ideals in

many ways in every generation; but the Society has no more
permanent and characteristic testimony than that which
condemns all war as evil and indifferent methods of dealing

with international difficulties. We would urge all Friends to

realize that this position was not lightly taken, nor has it

been easily maintained. It is founded on the plain and un-
equivocal teaching of Jesus of Nazareth. It is sustained by
the long roll of injustice and misery which the centuries have
recorded in the life blood of the helpless of all ages. War has

been the support of tyranny, the bulwark of despotism, the
means for the stifling of democracy. Heralded always as

waged for great and good ends by all parties to the strife, it
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has been the cloak of every brutal excess, for unbridled pas-

sions, for unchecked cruelties. Each war has its plausible

statement, its claim of necessity, its assumption of exclusive

patriotism. Each will attain to great good by means of ad-
mitted evil. It is an oft told tale and we believe it false. We
do not believe that civilization moves forward on the powder
cart; we deny that good can come of such methods; we mark
the deterioration of the nations at war—the slaughter of their

best, the progress of disease, the debasing of their motives.

We recognize the noble ideals of President Wilson and of all

who believe as he does. But we mark already the denial of

free speech, the efforts at coercion, the suppression of free-

dom of action, the growth of intolerance on the part of the

militarist element which has forced this war upon an unwilling

people. We see the cowardly holding back on the part of the

noisy advocates of war, and the thrusting into places of danger
of our school and college boys, whose ignorant enthusiasm
makes them easy cat'spaws of the selfish and cowardly. We
observe the grasping after gain already in evidence on the

part of many who have fomented the war spirit, and we see

the readiness of the wealth of the nation to shift the burden
of payment for war to the already overloaded shoulders of the

poor and the helpless unborn of the coming generations. In

all this, the deterioration of war is at work; and it will go on.

It is for us to stand firm against the whole system and thus to

prepare ourselves to prevent the next war, though we have not

been able to prevent this one. It is for us, too, to strive with
all our powers to keep high the ideals of our country in the

struggle which cannot now be averted, and in every possible

way to combat the growing evils which will certainly be in our

midst in the hard days to come. It is for us also to serve our
country and humanity in all right ways, counting as nothing

any personal loss which will count as support for the tottering

ideals of Christianity and civilization.

We are entering a testing time; may we be loyal,

"Then to side with truth is noble, when we share her wretched crust.

Ere her cause bring fame and profit, and 'tis prosperous to be just;

Then it is the brave man chooses, while the coward stands aside,

Doubting in his abject spirit, 'til his Lord is crucified."

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL NOTES.

The Senior Class held their Class Day Exercises at the

School on the evening of Fifth-day, the 7th inst. The Class

presented a reading stand, with an electric reading lamp, to

the School as a testimonial of their appreciation.

The Graduation Exercises were held on the afternoon of

Sixth-day, the 8th. The Class numbered twenty-seven, of

whom seven were Friends. After Scripture reading by Albert

H. Votaw, Clerk of the Instruction Committee, and a brief

period of devotion, Charlotte Easby, the Class President,

read an "Essay on Education for Efficiency"; Robert S. Cow-
perthwaite delivered an oration advocating "National Pro-

hibition"; Ruth C. Dibert, with a few introductory words, re-

cited a number of selections from the poetry of John Masefield

;

Wm. R. Whitacre presented a character study of Joan of

Arc; and Dorothy A. Buckley, chosen by the teachers for

high standing as a student and as representing the best in-

fluences in the School, delivered the Valedictory.

Promotion and Graduation Honors were announced by the

Principal, Walter W. Haviland. The Honor Graduates were
Charlotte Easby, whose general average in all subjects during

the last two years was 87.8; Dorothy A. Buckley, whose
average was 91, and Robert S. Cowperthwaite, with an
average of 92.5.

Diplomas were then presented, after a few general remarks
by the Principal.

J. Henry Bartlett, who was Superintendent of the School

at the time several of the graduates entered, was much ap-

preciated for his excellent address to the Class, which followed

the presentation of diplomas, and closed the exercises. Fol-

lowing this, the members of the Class received their friends

in the School yard, where ice cream was served.

The Class gave up the floral decorations which have been
customary for Class Day and also the banquet in the evening
of Graduation Day, in the belief that they ought this year to

use the money which these would cost in some unselfish helpful

service.

Of the graduates who expect to pursue further educational

courses next year, one expects to go to Westtown, as one
Westtown graduate, Charles S. Satterthwaite, came to Friends'

Select School this last year for advanced and supplementary
work. Several expect to enter colleges, including Cornell,

Goucher, Haverford, Smith, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania State,

Temple and the University of Pennsylvania. Others expect
to enter the Philadelphia Normal School for Girls and the

Drexel Institute.

W. W. H.

NOTES ON NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING.

The two hundred and twenty-second annual session of New
York Yearly Meeting convened on the 25th ult., at the meet-
ing-house on Gramercy Square, N. Y. City, and adjourned on
the 29th ult., to meet next year at Glens Falls. Usually there

were three business sessions each day, preceded by a devotional
meeting at 8.30 a. m. The membership of the Yearly Meet-
ing is about the same as that of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
but the attendance is much smaller, since the various meetings
composing the Yearly Meeting are scattered over a much
larger area than our own. The meeting appeared to be a

meeting of delegates, though the proceedings were entirely

democratic, all members who attended having an equal voice

in the discussions.

James Wood, the presiding Clerk, efficiently and courteously

guided the deliberations of the body, and his minutes may be
pronounced models of clearness and phraseology.

Among the visitors from other Yearly Meetings were Allen

C. Thomas, of Baltimore Yearly Meeting; David M. Edwards,
of Iowa; John Carey, of Indiana; Joseph Elkinton, Max 1.

Reich and Agnes M. Tierney, of Philadelphia.

The Trustees of Oakwood Seminary laid before the meet-
ing a proposition to remove the School from Union Springs

to Poughkeepsie or vicinity. There was considerable dis-

cussion, the preponderance of sentiment being favorable to

the change, though it was doubted whether the present time
was the most suitable for making this removal, which will in-

volve much expense. For building, equipment and endow-
ment, it is thought that ultimately a half million dollars will

be needed.
In the week beginning on the 28th inst., the Friends of the

other branch held their Yearly Meeting. As both bodies of

Friends were equally and vitally interested in the questions

issuing out of the deplorable European War in which un-
fortunately our nation is now involved, the Friends, known as

the Orthodox branch, invited the other body to meet with

them to consider this momentous subject. The invitation

was cordially accepted, and on the evening of the 28th inst.,

the two bodies held a joint business session at the Twentieth
Street Meeting-house. The two Clerks, James Wood and
Elwood Birdsall, together served as presiding officers. For
the first time in about ninety years, Friends were united in

holding an official session of the Yearly Meeting, the business

transacted being an integral part of the proceedings of each

body. The number of Friends from the Fifteenth Street

Meeting very much outnumbered the Friends of the Twentieth
Street Meeting. Their meetings in New York and vicinity

are much larger than those of the so-called Orthodox body.

One of the leading addresses was delivered by Isaac Sharpless.

Very solemnly and earnestly were our duties in this present

crisis considered, and it was generally felt that Friends should

shrink from no sacrifice, however great, in sharing the burdens

imposed on the nations by this awful war.

A. H. V.
I m

He who dares to trust God will know the depths of His

abounding love.
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FRIENDSVILLE ACADEMY.
The histor}' of this School is closely connected with many

Friends of Philadelphia and it would, without a doubt, be
interesting to many Friends.

The School was first organized as a Monthly Meeting School
in 1857, under the name of the Baltimore Association. The
main work was done then by the Morgan brothers, who after-

wards founded Penn College.

The School continued with a varied history until about 1870.

At that time Rebecca Allinson, having the interest of the
Friends of East Tennessee at heart, accompanied by Mar-
maduke Cope and his wife, Sara W. Cope, members of the
Western District, Philadelphia, visited the School. They
found quite a large body of Friends, who had migrated from
the western part of North Carolina during the early days of

the nation's history. There was a growing population of boys
and girls, badly in need of education and home training. On
their return home these Friends called together a few others
and made known the conditions there. Friends were interested
to the extent that they purchased houses and remodelled them
for homes, where the boys and giris might have the proper
care and training, while attending the Friendsville Academy.
The giris' home was named in honor of the distinguished
English Friend, William Forster, who died at Friendsville, as

he was visiting the Governors of the slave-holding States and
appealing to them in behalf of the downtrodden Negro. His
modest grave may be seen enclosed in a neat wire fence at the
Friends' burial ground, Friendsville, Tenn.
The William Forster Home for Giris is now under the di-

rection of an Association of Friends of Philadelphia, while the
Academy and the Boys' Home are under the supervision of

the Friendsville Quarteriy Meeting.
About 1900, Elizabeth Farnum, a kind and lovely woman,

was so interested that she built a beautiful new academy,
which was known as Farnum Hall. In the fall of 1914, this

building was destroyed by fire and was replaced by the new
Farnum Hall.

The building is very comfortable and can accommodate
the one hundred and seventy-five boys and girls in attendance.
Since almost all of the library and equipment was destroyed
in the fire of 19 14, the School finds itself badly in need of
equipment.
Herman G. Tener, Principal, is in Philadelphia now and is

trying to raise one thousand dollars so as to start the School
on the industrial plan, and to make the institution self-sup-

Porting. Herman G. Tener.

Having been aware for some time of the need of increased
and improved equipment for the Friendsville Academy, 1

earnestly commend the foregoing article to the sympathetic
and generous consideration of Friends—that the faithful and
devoted work of the Principal may be more effectual for the
training and religious welfare of the young people of Friends-
ville, East Tennessee.

jVi. w. Haines.
Cheltenham, Pa., Sixth Month 11, 1917.

A VISIT TO NEW CASTLE. DELAWARE.
friends' hi.storical society.

On the afternoon of Sixth Month 2, 19 17, members of
Friends' Historical Society of Philadelphia and their friends,

made an excursion to New Castle, Delaware, upon the in-

vitation of Henry Hanbey Hay, who lives in one of the oldest
houses there, and is much interested in the history of the town.
New Castle is many years older than Philadelphia, having

been settled by the Swedes and Dutch before it came into
possession of the English.

Under the Dutch government the town took the name of
New Amstel; later in 1664, when "the crown of Great Britain
was restored to Charies II, he granted to his brother James,
Duke of York, territory embracing New York and New Jersey—and later that which comprises the State of Delaware," the
name of New Amstel was changed to New Castle,

During the visit of George Fox to America in 1672, he

stopped at New Castle, both on going to and returning from
New England.

He records in his Journal:—

•

"We began our journey by land to New England; a tedious

journey through the woods and wilderness, over logs and
great rivers. . . . We rested a little while at a plantation

by the wa}', but not long, for we had thirty miles to ride that

afternoon, if we would reach a town; which we were desirous

to do, and therefore rode hard for it. 1, with some others,

whose horses were strong, got to the town that night, ex-

ceedingly tired, and wet to the skin; but George Pattison and
Robert Widders, being weaker-horsed, were obliged to lie

in the woods that night. The town we went to, was a Dutch
town, called Newcastle, whither Robert Widders and George
Pattison came to us next morning. We departed thence and
got over the River Delaware, not without great danger to

some of our lives."

In reference to the return from New England he wrote:

"We passed over a desperate river, which had in it many
rocks and broad stones, very hazardous to us and our horses."

(Probably the Brandywine Creek.) "Thence we came to

Christian River, where we swam over our horses, and went
over ourselves in canoes; but the sides of this river were so

bad and miry, that some of the horses had like to have been
laid up. Thence we came to New Castle, heretofore called

New Amsterdam; and being very weary, and inquiring in

the town where we could buy some corn for our horses, the

governor came and invited me to his house; and afterwards

desired me to lodge there, saying he had a bed for me, and I

should be welcome. So 1 stayed there, the other Friends being

taken care of also. This was on the Seventh-day of the week;
and he offering his house for a meeting, we had the next day
a pretty large one; for most of the town were at it. There
had never been a meeting here before, nor any within a great

way of it ; but this was a very precious one, many of the people

were tender, and confessed to the truth; and some received

it; blessed be the Lord for ever."

William Penn landed first at New Castle upon his arrival

on the ship IVelcome, in 1682, and on the site of the old Court
House now standing "produced his deeds of feoffment from

1

the Duke of York" and "the possession and seisin of the New
Castle grant were formally given him by the attorneys of the

Duke of York," symbolized by a piece of turf, a twig and water.

This site has been marked by a tablet erected on the old

court house by the Colonial Dames of Delaware.

Upon the arrival of our party at New Castle, we were met
by Henry Hanbey Hay and some of his neighbors, who gave
us a hearty welcome. They proceeded in a most hospitable

manner to conduct us to many fine old residences of much
interest, and also to the ancient Court House and the " Im-
manuel Church." (Episcopal.)

The residences have interesting old doors and doorways,

and attractive old-time gardens. Their fine large fire-places

have beautiful, hand-carved mantels, and hearths built of

the old square bricks, probably imported from England or'

elsewhere.

The associations with visits from George Washington and
Marquis de Lafayette in some of these houses were related

to us.

The churchyard visited contains many graves marked by
elaborate tombstones, some of which are quite old.

We were invited into the old church, where some information

in regard to its history and that of New Castle was presented

by Richard Rodney, of New Castle.

We were privileged to partake of our picnic supper sur-

rounded by the beautiful trees and flowers on the attractive

lawn of S. S. Deemer, who most kindly and generously opened
his house and grounds for our accommodation and entertain-

ment.
Mary S. Allen,

Secretary.
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YOUNGER FRIENDS.
GIVE HIM A HAMMER AND SAW.
Don't buy him a sword and a gun,

Whose purpose on earth is to kill,

Don't teach him that murder is fun,

Or something the bosom to thrill.

Don't send him to valley or hill

To slaughter the dove or the daw,

A lesson in youth to instil.

Just give him a hammer and saw.

Just give him some lumber of pine,

Just give him a bundle of boards.

And teath him to follow a line.

And teach him a builder's rewards.

Oh, better than rifles or swords.

Than stilling a song or a caw.

The thing that he fashions affords

The boy with a hammer and saw.

He'll work like a beaver, the boy,

He'll learn like the wisest again

The tree of the woods to employ.

He'll fashion a house for the wren.

He'll make you a trinket, and then

He'll figure and study and draw

—

He'll learn all the lessons of men
If you give him a hammer and saw.

So teach him to work and to plan

The pleasure that laboring brings.

So make him a builder, a man.

And not a destroyer of things.

For closer the artisan cUngs

To family, country and law

Than soldiers or swordsmen or kings

—

So give him a hammer and saw.

—DouGL./^ss M-\LL()CH, ill American Lumberman.

MEETING AT MEDIA.
A meeting was held at Media Meeting-house on the after-

noon of the loth inst. (Sixth Month lo, 191 7), in accordance

with a concern originating in the meeting of Ministers and
Elders of Concord Quarterly Meeting, and united with by the

general Quarterly Meeting, held Fifth Month 15, 191 7. The
purpose in view was that in these momentous times the older

and younger members of the meeting might draw together

in clearer understanding and closer sympathy. At the same
time, there was a desire to promote a more sympathetic at-

titude on the part of older Friends towards the young people.

In order to preserve the informal character of the meeting
and to emphasize the group spirit, the seats in the meeting-

house were arranged in somewhat of a quadrangle, the Min-
isters' gallery not being used. Approximately two hundred
persons were in attendance, many of whom were under thirty

years of age. After a period of silent waiting, the Chairman
of the Committee on Arrangements stated that the purpose

of the meeting was: "That we might all be more closely knit

together in the bonds of Christian fellowship and stand firm

in our united determination to demonstrate practical Chris-

tianity to a world that lacks confidence to lay hold on the

means of its redemption."
An elderly Friend offered prayer for wisdom and strength;

many impressive expressions of religious concern from older

and younger members followed. The spirit of the occasion

was one of precious harmony and simplicity in speaking.

The meeting lasted about two hours, without lessening in

the life and power. It was felt that the occasion was a great

blessing to all who were present.

An outstanding conviction of Friends is that in the re-

construction of Christian ideals that must follow the close of

the war, there will come to them the greatest challenge to

Christian service that has come to the Society since the days
of George Fox. S. W. J.

NEWS ITEMS.

The Yearly Meeting of 1917 again made some changes in The Disci-

pline. The book as a whole will not be reprinted at tliis time, Ijut a folder

has been prepared, showing aU the changes since 1910. Efforts will be

made to place copies of this folder in the hands of all Clerks and Over-

seers of Meetings. Additional copies are held in stock at the Book Store,

and can be had for the asking. A convenient method is to fasten one of

these folders inside the cover of The Discipline.

The Canadian Friend says: "Gurney Binford writes that the past

month has seen some actual progress toward the formation of additional

Monthly Meetings, looking ultimately toward a Japanese Yearly Meet-

ing of Friends and a Committee was appointed consisting of Gilbert

Bowles, Gurney Binford, Edith Sharpless and Alice G. Lewis to formulate

an address to the Friends of Minato, who proposed to set up a Monthly

Meeting, and also to indicate financial and other arrangements regarding

the move.

A Gift to the Children of Europe.—Henry H. Collins, Jr., of

Bryn Mawr, Pa., in a letter to the Advocate of Peace as a constructive

step in organized good-will suggests "a definite kindly act to aU the

nations at war on such a generous scale that the very idea of its size,

object, and lofty aim would enthuse our nation more than any military

measure or mere talk on peace could ever do." He adds:

—

"The sympathies of our people toward the nations of Europe have

been somewhat divided, although now they are almost universally op-

posed to the ruthless warfare recently inaugurated by the Imperial

Government of German}'. On one phase of the war, however, I think

all Americans could unite in deep sympathy, regardless of nationalities.

This is sympathy for the httle children of Europe. . . .

"Let America's men, women, and children, rich and poor, unite in a

munificent gift to the children of Europe—a gift worthy of our national

greatness, not counted in millions, but in bilhons—the greatest gift ever

made in human history. Let Congress decide upon a just form of con-

scription—not of men, but of money—not to be used for ourselves, but

for others. Those who give voluntarily should be accorded some special

honor, even as is done to volunteers in the army, but all should take part

in the gift; no one should be exempt.

"Every country now at war should receive a share of this gift in such

proportion as a committee selected from neutral nations may decide is

best. Remember, this is not a gift to the government of any country,

but a gift to its children, given in the hope that we may, in part at least,

lessen their sufferings and make hfe more joyous for them, as children's

Uves should be; and then, perchance, when they have grown to manhood,

they wiU think kindly of the great RepubUc across the seas wliich re-

membered them in their childhood and will strive to imitate its generosity

and its high ideals."

—

Copied from The Intelligencer.

Professor Weiss inaugurated the Bootham School's reply to the

cry of "back to the land," with an able lecture on "The Food of Plants."

It gave a stimulus to the course of educational gardening begun a year

ago, and in the strength of it the boys, divided into ten squads, prepared

half an acre of the footljall field for potatoes. Some of the plots involved

hard digging, as foundations of walls, observatories and sheds had to be

removed, resulting in a couple of thousand cubic feet of broken brick.

Amongst the unearthed relics were a stone roller and a surveyor's chain,

both prehistoric in appearance. The ten plots were treated in six dif-

ferent ways, and received their seed potatoes before the end of term.

The vigorous exercise took the place of some football. All matches in-

volving school traveUng were, of course, cancelled.

—

The Friend (London).

During the winter months twenty-eight meetings arranged by the

Peace Committee of London and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting have been

held at Devonshire House. Except on five occasions, the addresses were

dehvered by well-known Friends. The evening meetings numbered 12,

and the subjects dealt with were International Relationships, Disarma-

ment and National Service. The audiences varied from 50 to 200.

Throughout the whole series entire harmony prevailed, keen interest

was manifested in the discussions, and a high spiritual level was main-

tained. Sixteen half-hour mid-day meetings were also held and were

greatly appreciated. Nine were devoted to the detailed exposition of

Quaker principles and Quaker views of Social Reconstruction. At the
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remaining seven meetings graphic descriptions were given of the Relief

Work of the War Victims' Committee and of the Emergency Committee.

The lectures were deUvered by prominent workers, whose vivid accounts

of their operations were eagerly Ustened to and excited much interest.

The Committee feel that there is cause for great thankfulness that the

whole series was permeated by a markedly devotional spirit, and a desire

to know and obey the wiU of God in the present crisis of the world's his-

tory.

—

The Friend (London).

Sixth Month 11, 1917.

Under this date a draft is forwarded to Isaac Sharp, London, covering

contributions received to date by the Committee of the Representative

Meeting on behalf of war sufferers as follows :

—

To the War Victims' Rehef Committee S 100.00

Subject to Allocation by the Sub-Committee of the Meeting

for Sufferings 1,645.54

§1,745.54

On liehalf of the Committee,

John Way.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Governor Martin Q. Brumbaugh, of Pennsylvania, has done the ex-

pected thing by reappointing Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer State Superintend-

ent for another four years. Dr. Schaeffer has already broken all records

in length of service in any State.

"The New York Evening Post" says : "The Society of Friends, includ-

ing all branches, vAW take over the grounds of Haverford College and the

equipment of the Emergency Unit, and will mobilize at Haverford to

prepare for reconstruction work in the devastated sections of northern

France. Morris E. Leeds, '88, and J. Henry Scattergood, '96, have

sailed for Europe, together -with Grayson M. P. Murphy, '00, Vice-Presi-

dent of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, who represents the

Red Cross Society. These three gentlemen, though not definitely con-

nected with the Government, are approved by the Government. They
will make their report as soon as they have conferred with the authorities

in France."

More than one million individual gifts have been made by the Children

of America's Army of Rehef in pennies, nickels, dimes, earned by the

children themselves or given from their "movie" and candy money.

Their organization is now keeping more than 15,000 children alive each

day.

It was reported from Butte, Mont., on the 9th that about two hundred

men were believed to have perished in a fire at the Spectacular Copper
Mine.

A despatch from Phoenix, Ariz., said that 300 Russian colonists,

Transcaucasians, settled near Glendale, nine miles west of Phoenix, de-

chned to register. They are members of a rehgious order, the Holokans,

a branch of the Doukhobors, and had taken a vow against warfare.

A Boston paper says : "It was learned at the Smithsonian Institution

that the temperature of the earth is materially affected by the.variation

of the sun's output of radiation ; that is, the daily change in the radiations

from the sun, which become heat when they reach and penetrate our

atmosphere, indicates forthcoming changes in the temperature of the

earth for the next few days. By taking into account, therefore, the solar

changes observers will soon be enabled to predict with greater accuracy

meteorological or weather changes."

The more reassuring crop report by the government for last month
has an international bearing. Spring wheat promises to yield 283,000,000

bushels, compared with 158,000,000 bushels last year, and a five-year

average of 233,000,000. Winter wheat has about gained 7,000,000

bushels in the month, so that a total wheat harvest of 656,000,000 bushels

is now indicated.

An imposing memorial to Jefferson Davis, President of the short-lived

Southern Confederacy, is to be raised at Fairview, Ky., his birthplace.

The encouragement for the national prohibition movement given by
Dr. Charles II. Mayo of Rochester, Minn., the newly-elected President

of the American Medical Association, was a notable feature of the As-

sociation's convention in New York City. Dr. Mayo was unquaUfiedly

opposed to the use of alcohol in medicine, but he attracted the most at-

tention by his declaration that "national prohibition would be welcomed
by the medical profession."

President Wilson is in f.nvor of American colleges and universities

continuing their sessions, according to a telegram received from him bj

President W. L. Bryan, of Indiana University, and made pubhc there.

A daylight=saving plan was adopted recently at the University Higl

School in Madison in order to give the students more time for gardening.

School begins at seven, an hour earUer, and is dismissed at noon.

A Congressman asks why a 35-ounce loaf is sold in France for eight

cents, while a 14-ounce loaf from the same flour sells in Washington foi

10 cents.

FOREIGN.—Captain Charles Bathurst, British Parliamentary Sec-

retary to the Food Control Department, speaking at Guilford, said the

immediate danger of national starvation had been removed, thanks tc

the prompt and generous assistance of the United States.

Reports of renewed activity in mining, oil, and industrial circles con-

tinue to be received from all parts of the RepubUc of Mexico. Most ol

the large mining properties are now in operation, some of them to a

greater extent than ever before.

The Central Powers now hold nearly 3,000,000 prisoners of war, a«i

cording to official figures pubhshed in German newspapers. Germanj

has 1,690,731 prisoners, including 17,474 officers; Austria-Hungary,

1,092,055; Bulgaria, 67,582, and Turkey, 23,903.

NOTICES.
Concord Quarterly Meeting Conference for Younger Friends

will be held at Concordville, Pa., Sixth Month 30, 1917, in the old Meet-

ing-house, at 4.15 p. M., Norris J. Scott presiding.

Three Pictures—"Due Quarterly Meeting:"—
Past—Isaac Sharpless.

Present—Anne Garrett Walton.

Future—J. Passmore Elkinton.

Followed by a basket supper (ice cream and tea provided).

Evening Meeting for Worship, 7.15 to 8 o'clock.

Trains leave Philadelphia 2.45, West Chester 3.04. Returning, trans-

portation to Cheyncy or Wawa will be provided.

Though the Conference was appointed for our younger members, all

interested Friends will be welcome.

Please reply, before Six-th Month 25th, to Norris J. Scott, Moylan, Pa,

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadeplhia.—The

following books have recently been added to Friends' Library:—

•

Brown—Master's Way.
Cridland—Practical Landscape Gardening.

Fisher—Self-reUance.

Hart—Monroe Doctrine.

Hodgkin—Christ in All the Scriptures.

Hodgkin—Church's Opportunity in the Present Crisis.

Russell—\Vhy Men Fight.

Stein—Our Little Norman Cousin of Long Ago.

Steiner—Nationahzing America.

Stout—Boy's Book of Mechanical Models.

Linda A. Moore,
Librarian

Meetings from Sixth Month 24th to 30th:—

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, at Norristown, First-day, Sixth Monti

24th, at 10.30 a. m.

Chester, Pa., at Media, Second-day, Sixth Month 25th, at 7.30 p. m.
j

Concord, at Concordville, Third-day, Sixth Month 26th, at 9.30 p. wT.

Woodbury, Third-day, Sixth Month 26th, at 8 p. m.

Abington, at Horsham, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 27th, at 10.15 a. m,

Birmingham, at West Chester, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 27th, at 10 a. m,

Salem, Fourth-day, Sixth Month 27th, at 10.30 a. m.

Pliiladelphia, Fourth and Arch Streets, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 2Sth,

at 10.30 A. M.

Goshen, at Malvern, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 28th, at 10 a. m.

Lansdowne, Fifth-day, Sixth Month 28th, at 7.45 p. m.

Married.—At Friends' Meeting-house, Arch and Fourth Streets'

Philadelphia, Fifth Month 16, 1917, George S. Hutton, of Berwyn, Pa.,

and Margaret Pandrich, of Devon, Pa.

The following was incorrectly printed in last issue:

Died.—At the home of her daughter, Edna Carson, in Cheno, Cali-

fornia, Tliird Month 10, 1917, Mary S. Taber, widow of Zeno Taber, in

the ninetieth year of her age; a member of Pasadena Monthly Meeting
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THE COURAGE OF A GOOD CONSCIENCE.

In the face of the sacrifice and suffering which is now con-

fronting our beloved country, it is essential to maintain a

common ground of fellowship upon which differences of view

and of feeling can unite in working for the one great end of

advancing the world's good.

Patriotism at this time is assumed to express itself above

all else in the one quality of courage, and many of those who

have volunteered for military service believe that they are

offering their lives to their country. The millions who have

registered know that sacrifice of life is a possible issue of this

service. Their courage is hailed as the chief capital of the

nation in its extremity.

In considering this situation it is well to remember that

the courage of the "silent masses" of humanity not so di-

rectly involved in the conflict should be fairly appraised and

no injustice be done to those who express themselves in

terms which do not agree with the ordinary patriotic stand-

ards. The limited class who cannot in good conscience re-

spond to their country's call with any form of military

service may yet be found to be equipped with courage of

the highest order.

The religious bodies whose membership has been exempted

by the Government from active military service appreciate

this regard for conscientious scruples and desire to take no

advantage of this action in shielding themselves from any

dangerous service or sacrifice which may express their

sense of duty to the cause of humanity.

In the conflict in Europe, some of the most perilous work

in mine-sweeping in the English Channel has been volun-

tarily assumed by men of this class, often called by the rather

vague term, "pacifists." Their valor in the face of danger

has been inspired by the desire to save life. Their efforts

have been commended as equal in courage to any of those

manifested on the battlefield.

The ambulance work of non-combatants who have declined

to carry any weapons of defense, has also won the highest

recognition from the President of France and from the King

of Italy. More than two thousand of this class have been

engaged in ambulance work and in efforts to rebuild the

desolated villages and the country-side in northern France.

They have not been daunted by the perils of bursting shells

or lurking fevers. We cannot as good citizens safely ignore

them in the claim that courage in this crisis shall be ac-

cepted as the measure of a man.

The supreme example of courage in the history of the

world as recalled by the words, " Even Christ pleased not

Himself," shines forth as a perfect expression in this ex-

tremity. He made this sacrifice of life holy that we might

know how to make ours holy. He gave courage a new con-

tent and an infinite value. He made it sacrificial. In that

path we are called to walk and it may lead us in divergent

ways, but as our eye is upon Him, we shall at least be pre-

served from reproaching one another.

[Issued by the Representative Meeting of the Society of

Friends, held at Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia.]

Wm. B. Harvey,

Sixth Month 20, 1917. Clerk.

THE VOLUME.

With this number The Friend concludes its ninetieth year.

Readers will observe that this is No. 53 in the volume. The
additional number for the year is in order to make the volume

and the financial year (which begins Seventh Month ist) co-

incide. We trust there are many other evidences of a "green

old age," more positive than an added number. Most grate-

ful of these evidences we may record the receipt of numerous

appreciative letters during the year. These have been from

young and old, from widely separated portions of the country,

from readers of many points of view. They stimulate us to

press on in the effort to make the paper bright and fresh, as

well as positive and strong for the "service of Truth." In

order for that we realize the necessity for the co-operation of

forces apparently very diverse. Our success must therefore

lie in disclosing the unity behind what at times seems like

bewildering variety. This quest for unity is fortunately just

now much " in the air." We should be blind not to recognize

that it has helped our enterprise. We trust we have not been

wholly useless in advancing it.

In circulation the growth of our paper has not been re-

markable, but it has been steady. It now requires 2500 copies

to meet the demands of a weekly issue. The weeks of the

Temperance number more than 2800 copies go out from the

office. Under the ordinary advertising calculation of four

persons to a subscriber, our weekly audience would average

about 10,000. That number of people interested in religious

subjects is no slight leaven even in a population of one hundred

million ! We always think of them with a profound sense of

responsibility, and also of privilege. It is well, perhaps, to

emphasize the point of view of privilege for it represents the

only recompence we can offer to the many kind contributors
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of articles to our columns. If they have no pecuniary return

for their service, they at least have the satisfaction of writing

for an unusually thoughtful audience.

The past year from the material point of view has been

most difficult for the rehgious press. Some worthy weeklies

that have been coming to our table for years have been obliged

to make reductions in size, in quality of paper, and in general

appearance till they are hardly recognizable. Now two or

three of them represent their condition as quite desperate.

The Friend has felt this pressure of advancing cost. The

supply of paper for next year represents an advance of fifty

per cent. Some other items of expense have increased as

much.

We have put in type on other occasions a plain statement

of our means of meeting these necessary demands. There

may be a point in our doing it periodically. First of all, then,

The Friend has the nucleus of an endowment. It amounts

now to about 1 12,000, having been increased latterly by |2,ooo,

in two very welcome gifts. It is estimated that $30,000

properly invested would be a fair capital for a paper like

ours. As that is not in hand, a number of kind friends make
it good to us annually by contributing $1000 in sums varying

from |i50 to $25. Our late dear friends, T. Wistar Brown

and Joshua L. Baily, were interested contributors to this

amount. They both generally accompanied their donations

with practical business suggestions that in the course of several

years have been an important factor in increasing our circula-

tion about twenty-five per cent.

In addition to this item of resources another participated in

by a much larger number of friends is of the greatest possible

value. Instead of paying a single subscription these pay from

two to ten; in one instance as many as thirty-two. This is

done in two ways. Some furnish the names of the subscribers;

others send the money to the office with instructions to apply

it to worthy subscriptions not otherwise possible. How
valuable such assistance is can be illustrated by a single in-

stance. We hear from an old-time subscriber that the pres-

sure of the times makes it necessary to stop a subscription.

We are able at once to say that we can provide for it from cash

in hand. In return we not only have an appropriate expres-

sion of gratitude, but learn that for years the paper, after

having been read in the one family, has been passed on to

another.

There is liberal opportunity in hand for the expansion of

our circulation in this way. We have a list of several hundred

names of members who would appreciate the paper, but can

not well afford to pay for it.

One other item that counts as resources may claim brief

mention. The experiment in advertising has been a financial

success. The two pages yield about $1000 a year. We have
had some excellent evidence recently that as an advertising
medium we have unique value. Some of our advertising
patrons are plainly helping The Friend by their continued
patronage, but it is a satisfaction to believe that we in turn
do actually help the advertiser.

This brief recital makes it clear that a considerable number
of Friends are combined to make our paper a business success.

Their interest and co-operation, we are pleased to believe,

symbolizes that unity in diversity for which we are pledged to
work. Not only do we desire a growing subscription list, and
so a growing field of service, but most of all we wish to make
our paper one of the forces for furthering both a wider and
deeper sense of the Divine mission of live Christian disciples

in the sorely tried world. [Eds.]

A PRAYER.

[Written in Wormwood Scrubs Prison and recurring to the writer on

reading the Yearly Meeting article by Anne W. Richardson in The

Friend.]

Bear with our questionings and doubt,

Thou patient Son, the Christ Divine,

And to our earnest cries, devout,

Ttdne ear incUne.

Temptations thick assail the mind,

And pride woiild check the upward glance,

Yet thro' our tears we seek to find

Thy countenance.

The things we taste, and touch and feel

Refuse to satisfy our need;

Before Thy power we humbly kneel

Our wants to plead.

Baptize our spirit with Thy fire,

A Pentecostal feast outpour;

Our sinful hearts Thyself inspire

To love Thee more.

Thyself within our hearts, we find

Sufficient answer to our fears,

The hng'ring mists within our mind

Thy sunhght clears.

Thy Cross subUme doth conquer sin,

May it our ev'rj' passion sway,

Grant we may help to usher in

Thine endless day.

—A. Franx Ward, in The Friend (London).

THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS AND THE WORLD CRISIS

(This paper was read at a recent conference of Friends in California,

as noted in our paper a few weeks ago.)

1 cannot speak as representative of the Society of Friends

—

not having the necessary qualifications. For half a life-time

I had nearly forgotten them; and even now, know but little

of their condition, thought or trend. This paper, therefore,

may seem to have been written, from a somewhat detached
point of view; and, though 1 should hope we shall find ourselves

in substantial unity, may not receive the endorsement of all

our members.
Our subject is, essentially, two-fold; correlated, indeed, yet

separate; intertwined, yet distinct. Each branch covering
many sub-divisions. Before we can teach, we must be taught,

before we can guide others, we must know the way ourselves.
" For if the blind lead the blind, shall they not both fall into

the ditch?" Vague and general talk, about "the Truths
committed to us," about "Standing as a light in the world,"
about "Our members forming a Spiritual priesthood," will

avail nothing, and bring no healing to this sorely distracted

world, unless we, ourselves, are at least in some degree, living

in the Light and Freedom of God.
It will not be denied that this is an unbelieving age. Pro-

fessing to be followers of the Lord Jesus, we surround His
teaching with question marks

!

" Did He really say what is recorded of Him?"
"Is our translation of the Gospels correct?"
"Times have changed, you know; would He not have taught

differently to-day?"
" Don't you think it is a beautiful ideal? but not practical

on this earth?"
"The world is growing towards it, and, perhaps, some day,

we may reach the ideal of Jesus." And this spirit is by po
means confined to those outside our Society.
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Now the teachings of our Lord are not ephemeral or transi-

tory; they are not a visionary ideal; an opinion, or a guess.

To regard them in any of these lights, is to miss their true

nature altogether. He taught unchanging principles of
truth. "Heaven and Earth shall pass away; but my word
shall not pass away." Why? Because it is essentially and
universally true.

In the natural world we recognize unchanging law—gravita-
tion, for instance. We know we can always rely on it, that it

will always work. It is not a matter of opinion. It is not a

matter of authority. It simply Is.

Jesus Christ knew what He was teaching. He spoke as one
having authority, because He had experienced Himself, that

which He taught. For many of us—for most of us, I hope

—

His authority is enough. But, the final justification of any
teaching, is not in authority, however high, but in the truth

of the thing taught.

The world to-day is suffering from just one thing—that it

believes in, and acts from, false principles. And a false prin-

ciple, whether in the world, or man, or a steam-engine, can
never fail to bring forth unsatisfactory results.

But how can we know that the principles of the Master are
true ones? In the same way that we can know anything
else—precisely the same way—by trying them; by experience.

We shall never know them by argument, by description, or by
tradition. The only way to know what love is, is to love.

The only way to know the taste of anything, is to taste it.

The cooking book may make our mouths water; but until we
have tasted the dish, what do we really know of its flavor?

Hence, when our Lord said, " If any man will do my will,

he shall know the teaching." He was not putting the cart be-

fore the horse, but stating a law of life, true on all spheres.

1 desire, therefore, that we as individuals, and as a Society,

lay hold with renewed faith, and a better understanding, of

the unchanging truths that He gave, that they become vital

in our lives, and that we apply them with confidence. This, to

me, is the most important preparatory work before us to-day.

It will restore our virility and stamina; and, if the Lord should
entrust us with a message, to the world, it will have a diff'erent

ring from anything which can go forth from Laodicea.

Those of us who were brought up amongst Friends are aware
of the long and honorable testimony our Society has main-
tained against war, and the illuminating experiences which have
accompanied it. For two hundred and seventy years we have
remained at peace, under all sorts of test conditions. To
use the modern phrase, we have "demonstrated"—not once,

but over and over again—that it is practicable, and safe to

obey literally, the teaching of the Sermon on the Mount. But
why has this wonderful experience not had more influence on
the world? Something may be due to sheer ignorance. The
Society is not keen on propaganda and what little has been
done may have fallen on deaf ears. But the harvest fields are

now white; for whatever else the great war has failed in, it

at least has made us all sit up and take notice! Something also

may be due to the way the subject was presented. My
youthful recollection of the teaching 1 received is of great stress

laid on certain passages of Scripture and on the "remarkable"
deliverances of Friends who were faithful. We had also
" Dymond's Essays," where the teaching is put in the strongest

and most logical form—that war is wrong because that which
is inseparable from it is forbidden to the Christian.

The sentiment that supports war springs from various

sources. Orderly logic has, 1 think, very little to do with it.

Probably the first of all is the thought that war is inevitable,

and the second most prolific source the false glamor that al-

ways has been, and still is made to surround it.

A many-sided problem like this must be attacked from many
sides.

"God fulfills Himself in many ways," so must the promise of

a peaceful earth be fulfilled.

Second in urgency only to the war question—some would
say equally urgent—and entwined with it inextricably, is the

great menace of wealth, with all its trail of industrial and

economic problems. There is no doubt that if Mars does not

destroy this civilization, Mammon will, unless our race finds

a solution of this burning question.

What has the Society of Friends to offer in the way of guid-

ance, example or light? 1 cannot think our position equally

satisfactory, on this, as on the problems of Peace and War.

It is true that individual honesty has been the rule amongst
Friends; that many who became wealthy have used their

money wisely and with liberality. It is also true that the great

urgency of the question is largely of very recent growth
;
yet we

must not forget how deep a concern John Woolman had, one
hundred and fifty years ago. The poor ye have always \yith

you, but not the multi-millionaire. The ideal of the Society

seems to have been, so far as it had an ideal, a comfortable

sufficiency; neither poverty, nor riches, yet leaning a little

heavily on the side of riches. But this cannot, for a moment,
be thought of as offering to the world a solution for its prob-

lems; and can we truthfully call it the ideal of the Lord Jesus?
" Lay not up for yourselves treasures on earth." " Consider

the lilies of the fields how they grow." " Behold the fowls of

the air, which neither have storehouse nor barn." "Go sell

that thou hast and give to the poor." "How hardly shall

they that have riches enter the kingdom of Heaven."

These words of Divine wisdom we ought not to pass by

lightly. They go to the very root of things; and we may
profitably ask ourselves the questions :—"Are we living in their

spirit? Have we any real understanding of their essential

meaning?"
Far be it from me to dogmatize; still less to lay down the

law for others; but my personal conviction is that, right here,

we lay our finger on one of the main causes of weakness in our

Society.

The world believes in getting and holding. Christ teaches

us to give forth fully and freely.The world believes in property,

and houses and lands. Christ had not where to lay his head.

The world has made money its master. Christ would teach

us to realize what is meant to be a servant ; and we will become
such if we do as He says.

1 am well aware that, living in this imperfect world, we have

at times to pay a little tribute to Caesar. There are positions

in life where it is almost impossible not to become rich. If

we are so unfortunately situated we can at least regard our-

selves as merely stewards of wealth; but those who have been

spared that temptation ought to think themselves fortunate.

And if we will begin to follow the Master; just a little way,

in the path that He has so plainly proposed, we shall, very

soon, begin to understand the eternal law on which it rests.

Modern business, industry and commerce are so vast, so

complicated and so strenuous, that we are apt to be puzzled,

and feel as helpless before the problems they present as before

those of a great cataclysm of nature. Yet the principle that

ought to underly all such transactions is so simple that we
may call it a truism, being neither, more nor less than a fair

exchange, a giving of value for value.

The very fact that this principle is so self-evident may cause us

to think it unimportant. But, on the contrary, it is most sorely

needed to-day, and if generally adopted would transform

the whole face of the industrial and social world. Just think,

it cuts at the root of all endeavor to get the "better" one of

another, of all looking for "bargains"; of "speculations";

"corners"; "watered stock"; "get-rich-quick schemes"; "un-

due interest"; "exploitation of labor"; "starvation wages";

the "boosting of land and home values"; of all dishonest

tricks; of quack remedies; of false advertising; and about a

thousand other practices, some of which we have perhaps

looked on as "part of the game"; and never thought to

question.

The old political economy of John Stuart Mill and his

contemporaries, which looked on the wages of labor simply as

incidental in the production of wealth, is no doubt dead or

dying. But the habit of mind it fostered, is still rampant, and

a truer ideal is urgently needed.

On both these vital points—the principle of a fair exchange
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and the placing of the man above the dollar— I am glad to

believe the Society of Friends is even now ready to take an
advanced position. Some may say they have already done

so. 1 shall not dispute the matter, " but if the trumpet
giveth forth an uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself for

the battle?"

In order that the Friends may play a strong part in the

period of reconstruction ahead, the co-operation, if not actual

unity, of its different units is imperative.

The old fable of the bundle of sticks comes to mind. In the

call which has gone forth from the London Friends we see

they are alive to the issue. We all hope that the time is op-

portune, and that the straws which we have been watching
show how the wind is blowing. The historical aspects of the

divisions amongst American Friends is almost unknown to

me, and the differences of belief only vaguely understood.

But 1 venture to say that a working together for common
objects will bring them together; and that a truer understand-

ing will tend to heal the breach. It cannot be otherwise, for

practically all the sages the world has ever had have taught

the one grand truth—the unity of all life. In appearances we
are separate, having different and apparently warring interests,

in essence we are all one. Thus :

—

Paul says, " One Lord and Father of ALL, who is above all and
through all and in all."

Isaiah says, "
1 am the Lord thy God and beside me there is

none else."

Buddha says: "Go practice the truth, that thy brother is the

same as thou."

The Bhagavad Gita says: "There is only one actor in all

actions."

And we know how often our Lord refers to the same; as, for

instance, in all those passages proclaiming the Fatherhood of

God, the brotherhood of man; implying of course one and the

same life in all.

This, to me, is the final and unanswerable reason why war,

injustice, oppression and cruelty must be condemned. They
are contrary to the very nature of life. Yet there is even a

higher testimony—if we may say so with reverence—than that

of the sages.

George Fox based his refusal to fight on no authority even
that of Scripture, but on the state of his own soul. The
"occasion" for war had ceased for him, because he was living

in the actual love and knowledge of God. And this should

be the goal of our lives, too.

In the past some of us, 1 myself for one, while holding the

theory of Divine guidance, have too often acted and felt like

Tennyson's " Infant crying in the night, an infant crying

for the light," which although it may not be a bad state for an
infant, is far from the measure of the stature of the fullness of

Christ. But if we hold firmly to the principles of Jesus, and
do not mix them with worldly maxims, and are living so far

as we can in harmony with them, we shall assuredly grow into

His likeness, and have little difficulty in discriminating between
what is true and what is false. And then if occasion arises,

we may be used by God as an instrument to forward the com-
ing of His Kingdom on earth.

DUBLIN YEARLY MEETING.

The concluding sessions of Dublin Yearly Meeting were
reported in The Friend of Fifth Month i8th. Points in the
discussion on the subject of education will interest our readers.

A brief selection from the reported discussion on Peace is

also included herewrth.

Dr. Joseph T. Wigham, in opening the deliberation, said

Friends of a former generation, with the Moravians, had done
a good deal of pioneer work in education, but the present state

of educational affairs in this country was not altogether

satisfactory. The great educational advances in other lands

and probable conditions after the war accounted for the great

interest now widely shown in the subject. In this Yearly
Meeting there were four schools, at all of which a large pro-

portion of the pupils and teachers were not Friends. Under
these circumstances it was difficult to preserve the Quaker
atmosphere and training, which was the primary object of

maintaining the schools, so that good Friends and faithful

followers of Christ may be the result. Yet somehow the

education given seemed to fail in imbuing the children's

minds with an intelligent understanding of our principles.

As regards general education the schools were doing good
j

work, but they hardly seemed able to carry the education

far enough for modern needs, for which a good equipment was
necessary. Adequate remuneration for the teachers was also

essential, if the best were to be attracted to this honorable

calling. The number of children of Friends in Ireland is

not more than would fill one good school, properly equipped
^

and staffed. Such a school, in which, at any rate, the great

majority of both scholars and teachers were Friends, could

be managed more economically, and at the same time carry

their education further. Such a school might be either com-
pletely co-educational, or educating boys and girls separately

in the same building, or in separate schools working in com-
bination. The stronger Quaker atmosphere of such a school

should yield results in Friends who would worthily uphold
the Quaker tradition and become good citizens alike of their

country and of the Kingdom of God.
John B. Pearson agreed. Leaving out Brookfield, the re-

turns showed in the three provincial schools 72 members or

connected with the Society and 109 quite unconnected. Of
the teachers 14 were Friends and 18 not. Financially there

had been a net loss of £245; subscriptions had amounted to

£444; so £689 had had to be raised for the schools. Such a

situation surely required serious consideration. As regards

the sexes, his ideal was complete co-education and he would
give the girls as good an education as the boys. Regarding

general education, he thought the teaching of science should

receive more attention, though he would not exclude the

humanities. Up to sixteen education should be general, after

that specialized. The main aim, he thought, should be to

incline the boys to become manufacturers and producers,

rather than, as at present, to pass certain examinations in

order to qualify for certain fixed situations. The advantages

from the point of view of the Society itself of having an ex-

clusively or almost exclusively Quaker school would be very

great. He suggested that the Educational Committee should

be asked to look into the matter, and if found possible make
some recommendation to the next Yearly Meeting.

Dr. James Clarke urged that if the number of Friends on
our teaching staffs was to be increased, more sacrifice was
required from our membership. The work of teaching was
one of national importance, and of great importance to the

Society. It was a work entailing continuous self-sacrifice.

Could not some of our prominent Friends sacrifice their sons

to the work of education, and so give the benefit of the ac-

quired hereditary Quaker character to the teaching profession?

In resuming a second time consideration of the State of

Education in Friends' Schools in Ireland, Hilda Bell, by re-

quest, gave a resume of the previous discussion. For her

own part she agreed in the main with the contention of

the openers. In the changed and changing conditions of

life which were likely to make it harder. Friends' children

must receive the best possible education. It would be a

great advantage to have a school entirely or mainly of Friends'

children. At present the schools seemed to be largely carried

on for the benefit of outsiders. She would suggest the ap-

pointment of a committee to examine the whole subject

and report next year.

Edwin Squire held that any central school should be located

either in Belfast or Dublin, so as to have the advantage of

University associations. Under present conditions teachers

would not generally come from England. It should not be

impossible to raise the funds necessay, say £10,000, judging

by the large sums contributed by Friends for the Prince of

Wales's Fund and the Strength of Britain Movement. Prob-

ably £5,000 would suffice.
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After some other Friends had spoken brielly, the matter
was referred to a committee, of which the Central Education
Committee, with some exceptions, was to form the nucleus,

additional names to be proposed at a future sitting.

Our Peace Testimony.

Marian E. Ellis urged that in discussing this question each

member should try to bring a fractional contribution to the

great whole, each helping to build up a new vision, a new
conception of God's purposes for the world, and so arrive at

a point of unity. She believed the Society had a message
which would break down the barriers of race and nation, and
make plain that in Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek,

neither Englishman nor Irishman, bond nor free, and so

prepare the world to enter into a living, enduring peace. The
world's need to-day, was peace, for which she desired to work,

in the spirit that animated the men in the trenches. It

would be the tragedy of all tragedies if this war should end,

as all previous wars had, without really settling anything,

and that all the suffering and sacrifice of life had been in

vain. Did not a call come from God who suffered with His

creatures, from our brothers dying and our sisters suffering,

to consider our duty individually and to try to find a point

of essential unity from which all could work together, remem-
bering the overpowering might of God to lead and guide,

—

that inner light, that seed of God, that spirit of Christ which
could be raised up in the hearts of all men? God would bring

this war to an end when, in all nations, there were enough
waiting souls looking for His revelation. Prayers were ascend-

ing to Him from other nations; should we not unite with

theirs, that He will incline the hearts of the nations to dis-

armament and to full reliance on Him?
Without prolonged discussion a minute was read and ap-

proved as follows:
—"We have been enabled at this time to

discuss the subject of Peace in great unity, and we again

maintain our adherence to the principles on this subject which
our religious Society has always held. Sympathy has been
expressed for all who are seeking to serve God by following

the teaching of conscience as they have apprehended it. We
pray that they may be guided in all their actions, and that

through their obedience, they may come to a deeper and fuller

knowledge of the will of God."

THE WORK OF THE ASSOCIATED EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE OF FRIENDS ON INDIAN AFFAIRS.

(The following paper was read at the annual meeting of

the above-named Committee, held at Philadelphia, Fifth

Month 15th.)

"Many reports of the past, to this Association and for

various other Indian occasions, would seem to limit freshness

in another presentation, the history of the last year having

close similarity to many others.

"Nevertheless, two radical facts engage my thought, viz.:

(a) There are still many Indians in need of our quiet, earnest

presentation of the Gospel message, and (b) we have the

appeaHng duty as an associated Friends' work in connection

with the larger association of American Churches to be faith-

ful to our Lord and Master, not only historically and as of the

past, but as of to-day and for the future as ability is granted.

"The monthly reports have given to each of us their paper
presentation twelve times, since our last conference; we hope
they have had, all of them, careful and interested perusal;

and as so often suggested in them, that we have not neglected

to reach out to our Lord in earnest consideration of the needs

and trials presented and in thanksgiving also, for what may
have been accomplished and for the fact, too, that we have
had the privilege of exerting some co-operative measures at

the several missions.

"Another journey to our field having been much in mind
for over a year, a too hurried, but ever interesting, and, 1

trust, profitable visit, was finally accomplished in the late

autumn of 19 16. Eighteen days only, between insistent

duties in Philadelphia, could be devoted to it. As a sixth

trip the trail seemed well blazed, and barring much barbed
wire and other modern conveniences of a hindering character,

the round was made; though with regret, Seneca was eliminated

from my itinerary, but the thirty-six hours allotted for it

gave time for a look at our Ottawa property and a useful visit

to Miami and later a valued renewal of acquaintance with
Chilocco, where the sojourn in Oklahoma was closed with a

very inspiring and valued opportunity during eight hours

between trains.

" Upon the courteous invitation and kind arranging of
Superintendent Allen, whom 1 had known years past, when
he was in charge at Wyandotte, and as assistant to General
Pratt at Carlisle, came the privilege of facing the entire school

gathered in their fine new auditorium, and of addressing them
for fifty minutes.

"The student body now numbers between five and six

hundred, amongst whom are a number of our own merhbers
and others who had been identified with our mission influences

before entering Chilocco.

"The survey, taken as a whole, gave satisfaction and en-
couragement, though all parts of the field are not always and
equally bright, nor does the efficient work cease to be difficult.

" Recalling our Missions at the three Government Boarding
Schools, viz.: Wyandotte, Shawnee and Otoe, the two first-

named having been established as of the Central Superin-
tendency allotted Friends under President Grant and his
' Peace Policy,' we have had, and still hold, a continuing op-
portunity for Gospel service and influence amongst the Indian
children, as they come and go.

"Otoe of a later date may claim a generous share in the
general Christian advancement of this tribe; our mission having
been active at the school and with the adult Indians also the
past eighteen years.

"All such work is probably liable to Tits and starts,' times
of uplift and times of discouragement. These have both
been displayed at Otoe, and following a recent season of de-
pression with some such influences still at hand, I record with
satisfaction having left that cheery little mission home, out
on the prairie, with fresh courage and gladness at what had
been attained, and at the Christian influence which is emanat-
ing from it.

"When our friends, Isaac and Laura Frazier, told me their

fixed desire to close their satisfactory work at Wyandotte, it

was a satisfaction to be able to turn to old missionary friends,

viz.: Omar and Miriam C. Mendenhall, then resident in

Southern California, with some hope that they would feel

drawn to again take a post under our Committee, and I think
we may feel satisfaction and thankfulness that these tried and
earnest workers came to Wyandotte in good time to assume
duties there before our other Friends retired on the first of

Second Month.
"The other main posts now under our Committee, viz.:

Seneca, Kickapoo, Big Jim and Hominy, established some
years apart in the order as named, have had to deal in each
case without an Indian school as a centre of helpful influence,

but, on the other hand, with ultra conservative people, who
can be led only with extreme patience and tact, much per-

sistence and a deep praying faith in the Gospel message.
Some of the Indians of these tribes are very poor; some have
neither poverty nor riches, while others have been sadly de-

pleted morally by abnormal incomes, periodically paid to

them from royalties, grazing, gas and oil leases, and to such
the example and teaching of the lowly Nazarine does not seem
just now to appeal.

"Some years ago this Committee authorized its Chairman
to take such steps as should lead to the preparation of a book
concerning the activities of Friends on behalf of the Indians.

After considerable delay it was arranged that our Friend
Rayner W. Kelsey, Ph.D., of Haverford College, would un-
dertake the work. Dr. Kelsey has now given much time to

research over a wide area and with much care has effected the

purpose of his engagement, and his manuscript now presented.
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if accepted by our Committee, calls upon it to arrange for

payment of his compensation as agreed, and also for the book's

publication.

"Other and more detailed reports will follow, and some
items not herein noted should have our care in course. A
remark may refer to a recent pronouncement of policy of the

Department, as issued by Indian Commissioner Cato Sells,

in which comes the cheering word that looks with some defi-

niteness towards increased citizenship for competent Indians

with individual responsibilities and privileges, rather than a

continuing tribal system, which in many cases has been al-

ready too long continued.
" In conclusion, as we confer and discuss the work, and later

when we return to our home meetings, and to those who have
delegated us to care for this particular mission work, may it

be our earnest desire to have our relation to the service very

prominently before us and endeavor to follow this Indian

JVIission duty with earnest zeal and strong faith in the Mas-
ter's service.

"E. M. WisTAR, Chairman."

Philadelphia, fourteenth of Fifth Month, 1917.

FRIENDS' AMBULANCE UNIT.

[The sensitiveness of our English Friends not to let am-
bulance work involve them in military operations is disclosed

in the following.

—

Eds.]

In view of certain changes which the authorities have made
in regard to the work of hospital ships, the Committee have
had under consideration the position of the Unit on the IVest-

ern Australia. They have with great regret come to the

conclusion that they cannot any longer be responsible for the

continuance of this work, and have therefore given notice

of their withdrawal from the duties they have gladly under-

taken hitherto. he ground for this withdrawal is solely one
of principle, and has nothing to do with the risks and danger
of the work, which have been incurred for fourteen months,
and are indeed now, in some ways, less than formerly. On
all grounds except that of principle the Committee and the

men themselves have been most anxious to continue this

sevice. Both Committee and men, however, are agreed that

circumstances have arisen which make it necessary for them
to withdraw. They are unwilling to modify the principle

that they should serve under the Red Cross, in a non-military

capacity, and on the business of life-saving only. The Com-
mittee desire to record their appreciation of the service which
the men have rendered,—industriously, unostentatiously and
with courage,—a gallant chapter in the history of the Unit.

In particular they recognize the exceptional service of Crofton
Cane, the leader of the group. They know with what acute

regret the men withdrew from the ship, in which they have
rendered aid to so many thousands of wounded men. The
Unit, however, stands for a great principle, under which alone

it is prepared to serve. The men withdrew on the 12th ult.

The Chairman and T. Edmund Harvey, M. P., went to

Southampton last week to visit the Unit on the Western
Australia. This was a belated visit to commemorate the

completion of a year's work on the ship.

—

From The Friend
(London).

UNITY IN TRINITY.

Lord, let there be no room -ndthin my heart

But for these three:

My work, my love and Thee,

Of each a part.

For if I do my work as in Thy sight,

And love all men
That Thou hast loved, sure then

I shall do right.

—LoniSA Brooke, in the Churchman,

POCONO NOTES.

Old Mother Dewees,

Like a sweeping north breeze,

She bangs all the doors about,

And her plump-looking maids

In their homespun plaids

From kitchen to garret cry out,

"Pray! WTiat's to be done?"

In a splutter cries one.

To wliioh the good mother repUes

—

"Let a chicken be killed,

And the tea kettle filled,

And a spideriul hastily fried,

For some travelers have come,

Nell, don't look so glum,

Bo.x about, box about—and look smiling.

Here's the beefsteak,

The butcher knife take,

Stop! Stop!—Cut that sUce rather tliinner,

And bring out the cheese,

I'm sure it will please

For Governor Shultz thought it good.

We'll trim off the mold,

'TwiU never be told

How long on the shelf it has stood."

This doggerel, written originally in praise of the bustling,

and hospitable " Mother Dewees," of nearly a century ago

—

hostess of an old-fashioned inn—was repeated at our dinner

table to-day, when the little maid announced the remaining

fragment of cheese to be moldy.

So rain and its effects persist, and happy the soul that rises

triumphantly above both rain and mold. The ever-returning

showers during the past month have produced a luxurious

vegetation, with superb ferns and wild flowers, freedom from
insect life and fire in the woods—filling our lake with an over-

flow that is most picturesque in the Tobyhanna River, but
making trout fishing a forlorn possibility in that stream.

The birds, however—and frogs—are nothing daunted by
moisture, so we have revelled in their love songs, morning
and evening. But other satisfactions were obtained from a

choice visit with our own dear children just before they sailed

for France on the 9th inst.—to do reconstruction work. It

is an interesting fact that eight out of the fourteen young
people entering upon such service in Europe have been more
or less identified with Pocono Lake—our pioneer life evidently

favoring the initiative and vigor needed. Another visit we
greatly enjoyed was from Dr. Henry Davidson and his wife,

Laura, who are now on furlough, en route to England from
West China. These dear Friends entertained and instructed

us by an account of their educational and medical work
among the Chinese at Suining Sze-chwan, where it was the

good fortune of the writer to spend several days two years

ago, when visiting the Missions of English Friends in that

distant land.

Nothing broadens one's sympathies or strengthens one's

faith in humanity more than to learn how the fears and
prejudices of an ignorant people have been overcome by love.

One small Chinese boy came to the hospital, of which Dr.

Davidson has charge, and seemed terror-stricken for some-
time, whenever the doctor or his wife appeared in the ward.
But Laura Davidson set about to win that lad and finally

succeeded by giving him a doll, with eyes that open and shut.

This constant companion received such attention and
affection that only another doll—to be given to his little

sister—could reconcile him to returning to his home

—

protesting with tears all the while
—

" But 1 don't want to go
home."

If the nations only would try "the better way" as Dr.

Davidson said he did toward a patient, who was wounded by
a rifle, and who swore and ranted against everybody and
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thing for many days, but after a serious, kind talk, suddenly

ceased, so that it seemed almost a miracle, what a different

result would be in evidence!

There was such a sense of fellowship with the whole world,

on a spiritual plane, pervading this gathering around our open
hearth, both on this occasion and during the meeting for wor-

ship, earlier in the day, that our hearts were greatly comforted.

As an organization the Preserve has grown perceptibly

within the past year—eighteen new buildings being added
during this season—and few things gives the pioneers in this

community greater pleasure than the large proportion of

children who come both as renters and permanent residents,

and their quiet conduct at our meetings has been most gratify-

ing.

The winter was exceptionally cold and the natives report

ice twenty-six inches thick on the lake.

William B. Bell has entered upon his duties as Superin-

tendent with marked success, and not a few are seeking this

retreat from the war spirit which so unhappily prevails in the

world to-day.

Sarah B. Dewees has had her neighbors gathered round
her always charming camp-fire this very evening, where old

and young come into the most helpful intercourse.

J. E.

PocoNO Lake, Sixth Month IS, 1917.

THE LURE OF ALASKA.
It is the old lure, the golden lure, the lure of romance and ad-

venture. We felt it vaguely when we entered Skagway with its

ramshackle log cabins, but very keenly when we struck the

trail of '98. Up, up, up, the faint white path led, between
granite-ribbed mountains, through mighty valleys "plumb full

of husk to the brim," past flashing glaciers and gleaming water-
falls. Here and there were skeleton cabins with only the sides

or the ridge pole standing; sometimes the train whirled by a
lonely grave. Even the names were significant of hardship

—

Dead Horse Caiion, Rotting Row, Last Hope Pass. You may
say "What's in a name?" but in Alaska there is a great deal!

Therefore it was rather disconcerting to find that the boat

on which we were embarking was called "White Horse" and
that the supply of meat for our journey was hung directly

beneath this sign instead of being tucked discreetly away in

a refrigerator. It was a matter of ignorance plus bliss.

Chickens, too, were on deck, but they were alive—very much
so; in fact, every evening their crates had to be covered up
with canvas to signify that "black night" had descended

—

otherwise they never would have been aware of the fact, for

the midnight sun flushed the sky a burnished gold. All

through the night passengers read on deck, or watched great

mountains slide by, and speculated dreamily on the treasure

hidden within. VVith the coming of dawn, they had proof

of this mineral wealth, for occasionally the ship passed some
grizzled prospector rocking "pay dirt" in a hand-made cradle,

by the water's edge, or steering a crude row-boat along in the

swift current of the Yukon. The river was majestic, but busy
sawing through mountains here, or building up sand-bars
there. It was turbid with silt, always swirling, always under-
cutting banks frozen solid as adamant even in late summer.

Frequently the boat passed fish-traps looking like mammoth
pin-wheels of net, which scooped up salmon and deposited
them, flopping futilely, in a trough where they were kept alive

until wanted. The Indians, who own these, split each fish

open and hang it up to dry for their dogs; some of the better

specimens they smoke for their own use, but all of it seems
equally objectionable when you are to windward of a village.

During the summer these natives let their huskies forage for

themselves; in consequence their teeth and ribs show always.

As soon as the steamer whistle blows, a chorus of dismal
howls floats on the heavily scented breeze, and when the ship

draws up to the shore, a hundred or more snarling, snapping
brutes line the river bank, and with the eagerness bred by
starvation, watch for stale flap-jacks which the cook throws

out. If perchance he favors them with a bone, there is a'

battle royal from which the scraggly victor emerges foaming
and bloody.

The little villages are terribly isolated, and they must be
intolerably lonely; perhaps a dozen scattered log huts with
caribou skulls above the doorway, a general store where you
can buy anything from baby ribbon to bear traps and dog
harness, and a saloon—the social center of the community.
Here and there are card tables, snowshoes along the wall,

skins and mounted animal heads. Instead of a cash register

there is a pair of scales on the bar to weigh out gold dust.

"Old timers" still tell of how the man behind the counter

earned a tidy little sum every evening by putting glue on
his fingers before handling "the dust." However, that was
long ago, during "those wild Dawson days," so vividly de-

scribed by Robert Service.

Dawson itself still bears the scars; there are scores of empty
saloons and dance halls, hundreds of abandoned cabins, and,

1 suppose, hundreds of miners who have lost everything

except hope, but the city also reflects its ancient glory, and
still justifies its claim to fame. The days of privately owned
mines have passed, as all the good prospects are being worked
by corporations. Great dredges suck up the hidden wealth
from the muck of swamps, slowly advancing upon the land,

eating their way forward like giant caterpillars, and piling up
heaps of boulders (tailings, they are called) in back of them.
in other places hydraulic mining is employed. A huge stream
like that from a fire hose rips out the side of a mountain, and
as the sand caves over hurls it swirling through long boxes
where the heavy gold sinks to the bottom, caught between
cross-pieces of wood or iron. There are various ways of min-
ing, but, although the old-fashioned method of panning is less

economical, it is by far the most fascinating. After experien-

cing the thrills of " getting color" mj'self, 1 can fully appreciate

why men spend their whole lives hunting for the precious

metal, often to die penniless. There are many miners now
working as common day laborers who "came in the rush"
and staked claims worth millions. This year they are earn-

ing $3.50 a day, felling trees in the "right of way," "filling

in" swamps where mosquitoes make life unbearable, or laying

tracks for the new government railroad. This is to tap the
wealth of the vast coal fields so long hidden away in the blue

mountains. Lack of fuel, by the way, or rather inaccessibility

of fuel, has been the one thing that has paralyzed the growth of

Alaska, but with the opening up of this region, so rich in

anthracite and copper, will come a tremendous boom. Nenana
is to be the terminal, and Nenana, although a town of three

thousand souls, is still a tent city, flashing spotless white in

the sun. It is also a city entirely of men, and the ordeal of

walking ashore over a narrow board gang-plank is worse than
"running the gantlet."

However, the visitor in Alaska gets hardened to such ex-

periences, the whole population of every village comes down
to the wharf, partly through hospitality, partly through

—

well, for other reasons, and the farther north you get, the

more eager the waiting crowd is and the more wistful the ex-

pressions on all faces. At Fort Yukon, which is beyond the

Arctic Circle, the people as well as the dogs seemed hungry,
but their hunger was of a haunting kind.

The scenery, too, was desolate, with long bleak stretches

of flat tundra, very like the marshes of New Jersey. For
days the ship cautiously wound its way along the flats. Once
in a while it would get stuck, then the " stilts " would be lowered

and the great flat-bottomed craft would be lifted off the

shoals by its own power. Occasionally the monotony was
broken by the sight of a huge piece of the bank caving over.

Once the passengers thought they saw a bear swimming
across the river, but, anon, it climbed upon a sandbar and
wagged its tail! These are bare facts of the case. You may
judge for yourselves.

And then there were the Esquimaux! They are a jolly

people, but none too clean. The least little thing starts them
oflf in a gale of laughter. One of the passengers had a pocket
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knife of alluring design. He held it up before a circle of

admiring natives and opened the scissors blade. "Fine, cut

fur," he announced proudly. His audience gurgled with

delight. Then the can-opener was exhibited, and they were

deeply puzzled until he went through the rites of opening a

can of condensed milk, and pronounced the magic word " cow-

cow." Still another was shown; this time the corkscrew.

The resourceful exhibitor opened an imaginary bottle, with

the usual noises, and one of the Esquimaux, laughing so that

he was doubled up, chuckled "whiskey." Alas! They un-

derstood the potency of white man's "fire water" and lin-

guistic fireworks. For example: If any passenger tried to

"Jew down" one of the fat, brown salesmen, there was a

moment of unspeakable guttural explosions. Then every

Esquimaux solemnly picked up his baskets or ivory cribbage

boards, climbed over the side of the ship into his frail kyack

and paddled away. Time and again we saw these miniature

strikes, and, although we regretted the loss of certain articles

which we were about to purchase, we could not help admiring

the team work displayed by these hardy little men.

At last we reached the Behring Sea, and our trip through

Alaska was at an end. We were all very solemn. The land

had cast its spell upon us with its majestic beauty, its pic-

turesqueness, and above all, with its wonderful people. We
longed to be poets, to give voice to the thoughts that were

gripping like some great emotion, as we were almost incoherent.

But as we watched the shore fade from view, we contented

ourselves by quoting from Robert Service:

—

"There's a land where the mountains are nameless,

And the rivers all run God knows where;

There are lives that are erring and aimless,

And deatlis that just hang by a hair;

There are hardships that nobody reckons,

There are valleys unpeopled and still;

There's a land—oh, it beckons and beckons.

And I want to go back, and I will."—Marguerita Phillips, in The IVeslonian.

GREENWICH MEETING.
The following is the report of a committee to the Quarterly

Meeting:

—

On Fifth Month 27th, a beautifully rare and pleasant day,

as compared with weather conditions existing during the

period just passed, when young leaves on the trees were almost

a translucent green, the scent of lilacs in the air and Spring

was everywhere, a garden of resurrection, members of the

Committee and other Friends motored to that historic little

village of Greenwich bearing upon their minds the responsibili-

ty of holding a meeting for Divine worship in the fine old

meeting-house standing near the banks of the placid Cohansey.
As the Committee mingled with Friends and others assembling
for the act of worship, the feeling came to the minds of some
that the quiet placid waters of the river reflected the quiet,

serene and placid life of the true Christian traveler. As
Spring writes hope and joy over the whole world so the life of

the true Christian should write hope and joy in the souls of

all who know them. Under a feeling sense of this kind, the
meeting soon settled into a worshipping state of mind with
the seating capacity of the house comfortably filled except
the gallery. This silent attitude of worship was broken with
the query, "What wouldst Thou have me to do?" resulting

in the declaration, "Seek and ye shallTrnd, knock and it shall

be opened unto )-ou." The vocal exclamation, " O, Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, how often would 1 have gathered thy children
together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings, and ye would not," being dwelt upon and the example
of Saul of Tarsus being analyzed for our benefit with a mes-
sage from the local minister who has always been with us at

these gatherings. The meeting closed under a feehng that
the Divine Spirit had overspread the meeting with a covering
of its solemnity. As usual social greetings were cordially

exchanged and the company dispersed, it is roll, under a

sense of true Christian fellowship. The responsiveness of the

local community and vicinity to the concern of this Quarterly
Meeting, in the judgment of the Committee, warrants the

continuance of these meetings. As this Committee has been
an annual appointment and as there is a vacancy therein

through the death of our dear friend, Richard H. Reeve, the

Committee therefore suggests that a nominating committee
be appointed at this time to propose the names of suitable

Friends to have the oversight of these meetings and to act

in an advisory capacity with a committee of Woodbury
Monthly Meeting in the care of the property as heretofore

and report to our next meeting.

Signed—Joshua S. Wills, Henry W. Leeds, Elizabeth Good-
win. William H. Kelly, Committee.

FROM ENGLISH PRISONS AND PRISONERS.
Maurice L. Rowntree, in course of a letter from Wormwood

Scrubs Prison, written 20th ult. (Fourth Month), said:

—

" Let me assure you all that I am quite fit and in good form,
and no one has the slightest cause to worry about me, but
rather much to be thankful for. . . . Here jn spite of

prison walls there is the same blue sky and flying clouds, the
same singing of the birds as outside, and last night there
came to me, perhaps stimulated by the first real spring weather
and the cooings and chirpings of the feathered brethren
thereat, a wonderful sense of peace and joy, for which I can-
not be sufficiently thankful. A thought that has come to

me here often is that by getting into touch with the Great
Heart of the Universe one does indeed get into touch with all

humanity outside these walls. This thought I have attempted
to express in the following lines:

—

O Heart, that beats with every human heart,

O Heart, that weeps with every human tear,

O Heart, that sings with every human song,

Fill our slow hearts with floodtides of Thy love;

That they may beat with every human heart,

That they may weep with every human tear,

That they may sing, with every human song,

And thus through Thee unite with all mankind.

Thou by our sins art crucified afresh,

For men Thou mad'st are slaughtered hour by hour;

'Tis our self-seeking sends them to their doom.

O Love o'erwhehn in us, and every man,
The greed, the hate, the tyranny, the fear;

'StabUsh Thy Kingdom through the whole wide world.

It would not be true to say that one has not had one's

down's as well as up's, but there has always been the over-

shadowing mercy close at hand. . . . The food here is

all right, and just enough for me: as to work, for the first

month's solitary in cells it was all canvas (i. e., mail bags,

patches, etc.) : then I got outside about twice a week on a job
shoveling coke,—fine exercise. Now I am transferred to the
basket shop, making waste-paper baskets for the Govern-
ment: quite interesting work. ... I have been before

the Central Tribunal and refused the Scheme.
" Life here is not always easy, but in the main runs smoothly

enough, and the experience has been of real value to me. 1

don't know that I have ever enjoyed meals anywhere more.
One can sit down in peace in one's cell; and I have taken to

saying this grace: "Lord, whereas Thy Body was broken for

man, and daily Thou art being crucified for man's sin, I thank
Thee that 1 am being built up by this good food from Thee.'

" We hardly see anything of other prisoners. The lack of

news and of opportunity for self-expression are what one feels

chiefly, though we get a brief summary of the week's news on
the occasion of the week-day chapel. A fair number of the

men here are known to me.
" Remember, that if we are doing the right thing, the Eternal

Arms are ever around us!"

From a letter by Malcom Sparks:
" It has taken a good while to get 'tamed' down to prison
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life, and at first 1 found the time going very slowly. I have
had practically no moments of depression, but very many of

tremendous joy. . . . It is truly a wonderful experience

to be here. P. B. says Wormwood Scrubs is a spiritual univer-

sity, and that is profoundly true. It is more. It is a tre-

mendous power house, in which a veritable Niagara of energy

is being created and pent up, until it can be liberated for the

service of God and humanity. The meetings for worship are

simply glorious."

In the course of his (second) court-martial statement

Roderic K. Clark said:

—

"Any conscience worthy of the name, must be, not merely

a negative veto, but a positive force enjoining action. As has

been well said by W. Temple, 'There is no sin which you can

commit so great as that of choosing your lifework on selfish

grounds. That is a sin far greater than lapses into indulgence

or vice, for it is the deliberate withdrawal of most of your

life from obedience to God,' and I felt that to undertake special

work as a means of obtaining exemption and not because I

believed it to be my highest duty would be a violation of this

principle. It was pointed out to me that 1 could not continue

my committee work in prison, but Quaker traditions impel

me to refuse to take any course that we cannot feel to be abso-

lutely right, trusting God as to the consequences. . . .

"
1 recognize that any punishment accorded me is not likely

to be comparable to the sufferings of our soldiers, and yet

only by accepting punishment gladly can 1 give the ultimate

proof of my sincerity. I have always urged that pacifists

should endeavor to understand and respect the sacrifices of

many who consider it their duty to fight, and to realize a

fellowship of purpose and ideal which unites us because it

goes deeper than our sincere differences of opinion as to method.
The realization of this has preserved for me the unbroken
sympathy and respect of many close friends who are of-

ficers in the army, and I hope the Court may be able to re-

gard us in the same spirit, whatever action they may feel

legally bound to take. I sincerely believe that I am working
for the highest interests of every soldier, as well as for the

whole of humanity, by welcoming any punishment, if so I

may more effectively point them to a new way of life in Christ

Jesus which takes away the occasion for all war."
Roderic Clark was sentenced to eighteen months' hard

labor, commuted to six, in Maidstone Prison.

A statement from E. B. Ludlam as follows serves further

to show the inside of the C. O.'s feelings:

"To perceive the general truth of Christ's doctrine of for-

giveness is one thing, to apply it to the complex theory of life

is another, and to act faithfully upon it is again something
far different. Many a better man than myself is engaged in

killing Germans against his conscience, humbly aware that

his life does not square with Christian profession. I feel this

intensely, but none the less I find it utterly impossible to set

out, in cold blood, on an enterprise to kill men whom we all

know are the unfortunate tools of the military clique against

which they had steadfastly contended for many years. It is

futile for the human brain to suppose that it can understand

what God is, but Christ taught us that He could be regarded

as Father and humanity as His children. War can be super-

seded if Christian methods are adopted; if we go out of our

way to do good rather than evil. Preliminary experiments

have been performed, as by William Penn, for example, with

conclusive and unquestionable success. Such an experiment
is the work of the Friends' Emergency Committee and its

success is also beyond all doubt. It aims at the removal of

international hatred and the planting of seeds of international

good-will, thus destroying the roots of war. I believe that

this is the highest service which it is possible to render to our
fellow-men, now, even more than at any other time."

"Almost everybody wishes to fly high, and spiritual vanity

tempts a great many to aspire to a holiness that is only super-

ficial."

NEWS ITEMS.

.\lbert J. LivEZEY has been appoiuteil agent for The Friend in the

Harne.sville, Ohio, neighborhood, to sucfecd Thomas Dewecs, who has

moved to Salem, Ohio.

To THE Friends of Tunesassa:—
Contributions towards the new cottage (to be called "Scattergood

Cottage," iu memor}' of the warm interest in the welfare of the Indians

shown bj- our late friend, George J. Scattergood) now amount to S4,132.

Willi A,\i Bacon Evans, Treasurer,

20.') E. Central Avenue, Moorestown, N. J.

John S. Hoti.and has been refused exemption by 1he Tiil)unul in

India, but the case was to be reheard.

O.N account of the compulsory training laws of AustraUa, and the pos-

sibility of still severer legislation, Francis Howie, a Friend, and dentist

at Ballarat of many years' standing, has relinquished his practice and

removed with his wife and five children to San Francisco. His whole

life, says the Australasian Friend, had been spent in Victoria, but now

that his sons are attaining the age when the law calls on them to .submit

themselves to military diseipUne, he felt that he must take them to other

climes.

—

The Friend (London).

The American Friends' Ser\ace Committee reported on the 15th as

follows :

—

The indications are that the appUcations will very greatly exceed the

required number of 100. A very high personnel, however, is desired and

there may be openings up to the time of beginning training. AH who
desire to enter such service are urged to make apphcation at any time.

The keenest interest in tliis work is being shown among Friends the

country over. It is also attracting the attention of scores of conscientious

objectors who are not Friends. A few such may be chosen if exceptional-

ly well quahfied, provided the government will grant them passports.

The Committee has offered the Fellowship of Reconciliation at its

request four members to be supported by that organization and arrange-

ments may be made for a few Dunkards and Mennonites who have also

been exempted in the conscription law.

The Haverford College Emergency Unit has donated its fuU equipment,

including 150 uniforms, six automobiles, tents and camping outfit, and

a sum of money. This gift is typical of the spirit that should pervade

Friends' communities everywhere in rising to the support of this wonder-

ful opportunity for service.

In addition to the four women for work vrith Enghsh Friends in Russia,

announced in these columns last week, the Committee has arranged to

send two others. The six workers are AmeUa Farbejewsky, Esther White,

EmiUe Bradbury, Lydia Lewis, Anna J. Hajoies and Nancy J. Babb.

.\11 are exceptionally well qualified for this work. The needs in Russia

are greater than those in France, owing to the great lack of workers, but

owing to difficulty of access and the great expense of transportation, the

Committee feels Umited to six workers in this field for the present. The
party will sail Seventh Month 5th via the Pacific route.

The following sailed for France on the 25th for work with Enghsh

Friends: Howard Elkinton, Mrs. Katharine W. Elkinton, Douglas Waples,

Eleanor Carey Waples, Geo. V. Downing, Ernest Brown and Edith

Coale. These workers are to be supported entirely by American Friends.

We hope they can be released for a period to give our own Unit the

benefit of their experience. Apart from this possibility we welcome this

opportunity to co-operate with those who have so magnificently borne

the burden for three years.

Two sessions of the Representative Meeting have been held this month.

The following statement made by the Clerk to Monthly Meetings will

give information in regard to two items of business. The only other

matter not of routine character was the preparation of the paper on
'

' The Courage of a Good Conscience," printed on the editorial page of this

number.

The Committee to which was referred the matter of our duty to the

yoimg men of our membership hable to conscription, offered a report

which was approved; their nomination of a committee comprising Samuel

L. Wliitson, Isaac Sharpless, Edward G. Rhoads, Charles S. Carter,

Joseph Rhoads, Brintojj P. Cooper, John L. Baldenston, William Bishop,
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Isaac Powell Leeds and Alexander C. Wood is also satisfactory to this

body, and these friends accordingly appointed to the service.

The Committee submitted blank membership certificates, which,

with slight additions, were approved; it is continued to have a sufficient

number of the certificates printed and forwarded to the Correspondents

of all oiir Monthly Meetings.

Note.—It is important that Monthly Meetings should promptly

authorize their Clerks and Recorders to sign and forward these member-
ship certificates to their young men of conscription age.

The Committee appointed in the Tenth Month of 1914 to receive and
forward funds intended to aid through EngHsh Friends, the siilTerings

caused by the European war, recommend that hereafter such monies

should be forwaided to the Treasurer of the Peace Committee of the

Yearly Meeting, Albert L. Bailj-, Jr., which recommendation is approved

by this meeting.

After Seventh Month 1st, next, the Committees of Subordinate Meet-
ings are hkewise requested to forward their contributions to the same
office.

The Clerk is directed to advise Correspondents of the Monthly Meet-
ings of this action of the Representative Meeting.

From the Minutes,

Wm. B. Har-stsy, Clerk.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The resignation of Dr. Clara Marshall, Dean of the Woman's Medical
College of Pennsylvania, which held commencement exercises recently,

has been announced. Dr. Martha Tracy, Professor of Chemistry at the

college, has been appointed Acting Dean. She was graduated from Bryn
Mawr and has won distinction in original research.

Herbert C. Hoover, National Food Director, has maOed a letter to

200,000 pastors oJ individual churches. Catholic, Protestant and Jewish,

calling upon them to co-operate mth him and with the Department of

Agricultiu-e in urging the largest possible production of food and the

smallest possible amount of waste. He estimates the annual waste of

food at one bilhon dollars. He urges a larger use of corn and corn bread
in the family ration.

Cornmeal contains exactly the same amount of nourishment as wheat
flour and is more than 25 per cent, cheaper. It is even cheaper than rice.

One pound of wheat flour contains 1,075 food units, and costs 8 cents.

One pound of rice (broken) contains 1,600 food units, and costs 7 cents.

One pound of cornmeal contains 1,680 food units, and costs 5 cents.

Cottage cheese Ls one of the important meat substitutes, say speciaUsts

of the United States Department of Agriculture. It contains a larger

percentage of protein (the chief material for body building) than most
meats, and furnishes this material at a lower cost.

In the United States alone the annual loss from weeds has been esti-

mated at $400,000,000. In the face of these starthng figures we can well
reahze the importance of protecting the useful seed-eating birds, one of

nature's best means of checking just such losses.

William A. Sunday has this to say of his New York campaign : "The
whole campaign from start to finish has been simply amazing to me.
Not a thing about it has been done on a narrow or contracted basis. Our
building, accommodating over 20,000 persons, has been fiUed every day
from the stai-t. Ordinarily there is a drop or a sag in attendance along
in the middle of a campaign. There was nothing hke that in New York.
Folks kept coming right along. It was all the more wonderful because
they had to come long distances, and the city was filled vrith war prepara-
tions and excitement to distract their attention."

The International Committee, Y. M.C. A., raised 83,000,000 in one
month, for work dtuing the war, and immediately announced its need for

an additional 82,000,000 to oarry on work to the end of this year. It also

states that, with the war at its present intensity, not less than $5,000,000
will be needed in 1918.

The effect of the war on the larger colleges and universities of the
United States is reviewed in an article in the Daily Princetonian. Aca-
demic work has suffered because of military activity and many institu-

tions are said to face a financial crisis.

The manual training pupils of Rahway, New Jersey, have been as-

signed in squads of four to make the minor repairs needed in the schools
of that city.

About 570 new kindergartens were opened in public schools lasf
Columbia University gave instruction to the record number of

students in the academic year, according to the final registration stati

made pubhc by Frank A. Dickey, University Registrar. These figures

include the enrolment at the summer session of 1916.

Delegates from the three branches of the Norwegian Lutherans,

separated for twentj'-seven years by doctrinal differences, convened on
the 8th in a joint meeting in the Auditorium, St. Paul, Minn., to complete

the vmion into a single church, all details for the consoUdation havkig been

worked out in many past conferences. To signahze the event, the bells

of 3000 churches were to peal simultaneously at 10 a. ii.

A special work among the Japanese of Utah has been begun, at the

request of the Japanese themselves, and will be financed partly by them.

Members of all the Christian bodies have united for the work. The
Episcopal diocese of California has loaned Peter C. Aoki for a year. After

his withdrawal, the work will be continued by K. T. Moruyama, now a

student at the General Theological Seminary.

M. H. Thomas, cotton e.xporter, has offered to underwrite $100,000

toward a fund to keep the University of Texas open for the next two years.

J. Harold DuBois, a ship visitor of the American Seamen's Friend

Society and a student at Union Theological Seminary, has shipped before

the mast, as a common seaman, on a steamer plying between American
and South American ports. According to the Society's records, which

have not previously been made public, DuBois, during the year ending

the 15th ult, visited 31,000 men on 117 ships in dock at the port of New
York.

NOTICES.

A GENERAL invitation is extended to the pubUc to attend a meeting for

worship at Friends' Meeting-house, East Branch, on the Shrewsbury

Road, four miles east of Allentown, N. J., to be held on First-day, Seventh

Month 1, 1917, at 3 p. m.

• On behalf of the Committee of BurUngton and Bucks Quarterly Meet-
ing.

Wm. Bishop, Josephs. Middleton, Wm. B. Kirkbride, James M. Moon.

Note Correction.—Owing to misinformation, the Ust of Workers for

Russia and France rmder the American Friends' Service Committee, as

forwarded to Friends, in connection with the financial statement, was
incorrect. It should be amended as follows:

—

Workers for Russia.—(members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in

Ildics.—^Ameha Farbejewsky, Lydia C. Lewis, Anna J. Haines, Esther

M. White, Emily C. Bradbury, Nana/ J. Babh.

Workers for France (under Enghsh Friends)

—

Howard W. Elkinton,

Kaihanne W. Elkinton, Douglas Waples, Eleanor Cary Waples, Ernest

L. Brown, Edith F. Coale, George V. Downing.

Meetings from Seventh Month 1st to 7th:

—

Kennett Monthly Meeting, at Kennett Square, Third-day, Seventh

Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chesterfield, at Trenton, Third-day, Seventh Month 3rd, at 10 a. m.

Chester, N. J., at Moorestown, Third-day, Seventh Month 3rd, at 7.30

p. M.

Bradford, at CoatesviUe, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 4th, at 10 a. ii.

New Garden, at West Grove, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 4th, at 10

A. M.

Upper Springfield, at Mansfield, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 4th, at

10 A. M.

Haddonfield, Fourth-day, Seventh Month 4th, at 7.30 p. m. .

Wihiiingtuu, Fiflh-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 7.30 v. M.

Uwchlan, at DoT\mingtown, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10.30

A. M.

London Grove, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Burlington, Fifth-day, SeventhMonth 5th, at 10.30 a. m.

Falls, at Fallsington, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Evesham, at Mt. Laurel, Fifth-day, Seventh Month 5th, at 10 a. m.

Upper Evesham, at Medford, Seventh-day, Seventh Month 7th, at 10

A. M.

Died.—At her home, Frankford, Philadelphia, Sixth Month 12, 1917,

Ann Eliza Hall, wife of Henry HaU, in the sixty-fourth year of her

age; a^Elder and Overseer of Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friends.

Fu:str<lay, Sixth Month 17, 1917, Frances Worth Allen,

nry D. Allen; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

for the Western District.itSies*^ PmadlMii














